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Three Weeks in the Fc rests of Quebec

NO. 1

BY li. F. W. SEIFERT.

DURING the latter part of Septem-
ber, 1909, my friend, F. B. Guild,

his guide, Cassius Le Moy, both

from Lake Placid, N. Y., and my-
self arrived at Hunters Point, Quebec,
bound for our annual hunt on the Sas-

eginega Club grounds. It had been ar-

ranged among several of our club mem-
bers, that we two should establish a com-
fortable camp at B. L. Lake and there

await the arrival of the rest of our friends

who promised to be at the rendezvous
about October fourth.

At Hunters Point we spent a comfort-
able night with Mr. Albert Jones, the

proprietor of the trading station, where
we bought our provisions, and early the

next morning packed our canoes and
paddled towards the portage for Ostab-
aning Lake.
For my special guide I had picked up

an Indian, Jean, who had successfully

guided some of our members on pre-
vious occasions.

The day looked threatening, dark
clouds overhung the sky, and the wind
began to ruffle the lake over which we
glided. Soon we entered a narrow
creek where we started a flock of shell

drake and before I could grasp my gun,
a couple of black ducks flew over our
heads. Arriving at the portage we had
to mend one of the boats, which was
leaking badly. This caused quite a de-
lay, so that it was near noon time when
we arrived with our last load of duflfle

at the end of the portage, at the foot of

Ostabaning Lake. As we had a four-

teen mile run ahead of us we concluded
to have our lunch before starting; and
a fire being quickly lighted, tea was
made, and our simple meal soon finished.

The boats had hardly entered the

water, when it began to rain and the
wind increased materially ; however the

latter being in our favor we turned our
rubber blankets into sails and using our
paddles in addition skipped along very
fast, and arrived at our destination two
hours before schedule time.

Our stopping place was the house of

an Indian woman, Mrs. Mwanagren. As
this name is somewhat hard to pro-

nounce, the settlers call her Mrs. Henry,
though I could never understand what
relationship the two names have with
each other. Mrs. Henry was not at

home, but we knew where to find the

key and without much ado were snugly
lodged in her exceedingly clean and com-
fortable house. We were all wet to the

skin and thanked our good stars, that

we had not been obliged to pitch a

tent.

Cassius Le Moy is not only an exper-

ienced hunter and woodsman, but as well,

an excellent cook and soon he had a

bountiful supper on the table, which was
certainly relished. We hung our wet
clothes on washlines drawn diagonally
across the room, and having dried and
oiled our guns, we lit our pipes, Cassius
brewed a hot punch, and thus we passed
our first night out most comfortably.
As it was still raining hard the next

morning we were obl'ged to stay. Look-
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ing towards tlie lake, we noticed some
large jacksnipe and with our twenty-twos
succeeded in adding our first game to our
bill of fare.

During the afternoon the weather
cleared, but as it was too late to start
on our journey we decided to examine
the surrounding country for the track
of big game. Guild started up Sasegin-
ega River while I took Cherry Creek.
We paddled silently along, watching and
scrutinizing the banks very carefully; yet
all the moose tracks we saw Jean pro-
nounced several days old ; deer tracks
we did not see. Arriving at some rapids,
we thought it best not to carry our boat
over the portage through the wet woods,
and returned home for our fishing tackle

"Moose!" and we saw a cow swimming
towards the shore. Getting our cameras
ready we paddled quickly towards her,

expecting to get a picture as she came
out of the water; however the distance
was too great for a good view.

Tlie upper part of Five Mile Lake is

quite shallow and covered with sedge-
weed and rushes out of which several
flocks of black ducks started at our ap-
proach, but we did not lose any time
in hunting them, and entered Five Mile
River, an ideal stretch of water, at places
overhung by large trees, then widening
out in rush covered bays surrounded bv
numerous small ponds, from which we
heard the "quack! quack!" of the black
duck.

Hunter's Point, Que.

to provide some supper. I caught two
large wall eyed pike and w^hen our friends
returned, Jean had them cleaned and
ready for the frying pan. Guild and
Cassius had explored the creek as far as
Five Mile Lake but had also failed to
see any signs of large game.

In the morning the sun was shining
brightly and we were soon on our journ-
ey. My boat happened to be in the lead
and I bagged a duck for our dinner, which
we had after crossing our second portage.
Another short run brought us to beau-
tiful Five Mile Lake. On its shore one
of our club members has a stationarv
camp. ^^ e passed on however, and be-
gan to troll. Just after hauling in my
second pickerel Guild called out,

This is indeed the home for moose,
otter, beaver, muskrats and ducks. Only
one short portage interrupted our steady
paddling. I had the good luck of shoot-
ing a black duck and Guild a mink before
we entered B. L. Lake, where we were
greeted by the weird call of two loons.
Several flocks of shell drake also helped
to put some life into the quiet scene. Here
we found an old lumber camp, and as the
office was still in tolerably good condition
decided to make it our temporary home.
To me the house smelled musty and
therefore I decided to pitch my tent near
the sandy beach.

Employed in driving in the stakes I

sent Jean into the woods to get some
balsam boughs, but he came back on a run
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and told us of a covey of grouse in the

balsams. Both Guild and I killed several.

I noticed that one at which I had
shot, flew into a tree some fifty yards

from where I had fired. Surprised that

I should have missed at such close range,

I walked to the tree and fired again. In

picking up and examining my bird I

found that both bullets had gone entirely

through the body, the first one not having
killed outright.

We now had our larder well filled and
Cassius treated us to partridge stew, fried

fish and roast duck ; we fell to with good

ing no answer took to the woods and
followed an old lumber trail. In follow-

ing a trail or tramping through the bush
I always carry my 351 Winchester auto-

matic, the guide close at my heels hold-

ing my little twenty-two. We soon

found signs of wolves, no moose tracks

however, and receiving no answer to our

frequent calling decided to return to

camp. On our way home I shot a cou-

ple of partridges, two muskrats and a

black duck. Guild came in with a bunch
of partridges; he had seen some signs of

moose but received no answer to calls.

Leaving Civilization.

appetites, but there was sufficient left for

a bountiful breakfast.

Next day was the first of October and
Jean and Cassius provided themselves
with birch bark moose calls. We started

off in different directions. Guild and
Cassius took to the woods and tramped
towards two small lakes some two or

three miles from camp, while we paddled
down Five Mile Creek and entered the

lake.

We called for some time but receiv-

All the next day we again paddled and
tramped without success as far as moose
was concerned, but caught a number of

fine pickerel and J^jke instead. Towards
evening Guild had three shots at otter,

but as it was almost dark did not suc-

ceed in bagging any of them.

We attributed our failures in moose
hunting to the condition of the woods,
which were very wet owing to the con-

tinual rain, which kept the moose from
coming to the water; we also concluded,
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that the frequent shooting at small game
tended to scare them from the neighbor-
hood of our camp. Guild therefore de-

cided to hunt on Oscoe Lake located

some distance from our headquarters.

He started off with Jean leaving Cas-

sius and myself in camp. We hunted
and fished during the day and in the

evening tried the nearby river again, but

although I gave the most plaintive

sounds on my moose horn no answer
came and I retired early to my tent,

leaving Cassius in the shanty busy mak-
ing Johnny Cakes and doughnuts.

I was awakened early by Cassius put-

ting his head into the tent and informing

me that our friends had not returned.

At first I did not worry and when he be-

gan to relate some stories of charging

moose when boats had been in shallow

water close to shore, I told him that

nothing would please Guild any better

than to have one in front of his 32 special,

and that there would not be the slightest

chance for Mr. Moose to reach the boat.

However I also began to feel uneasy

when another hour had passed without

any sign of our friends, who had started

without provisions; so I picked up my
med'cine case, and after placing some
food and whiskey into the boat, we start-

ed to look for them. Both felt rather

gloomy, but were relieved when we met
them in Ant Lake which we reached

after crossing a short portage. They had

no moose but mighty good appetites and

fell to on our provisions with great rel-

ish. Having been overtaken by dark-

ness before they were able to make a

very hard portage they had to sit all

night by a fire. Jean, Indian like, slept

like a top, but Guild enjoyed little rest.

He made up for his lost sleep after re-

turning to camp, while I started with Jean
on another expedition, but had to return

on account of a drenching rain, bringing

home only a few fish.

Towards evening my three compan-
ions started out again and I took charge
of the kitchen and prepared a musk rat

ragout. I was still busy at the fire

when Guild's gun sounded through the

woods and as I counted several shots in

quick succession, followed by a single

one about a minute later, I knew that the

first moose was ours and that our diet

would now be changed to moose steaks.

Our hunters returned in good spirits

having killed a fine bull with a spread of

fifty-two inches.

. Anyone who has been in the woods
knows the change produced in camp
when the first large game is taken ; every

one is happy and so were we. We cele-

brated the deed with several rounds of

Cassius's justly celebrated punch, and
while we were smoking our pipes, moose
experiences were told away into the
night. The next forenoon found us busy
skinning, quartering, and taking pictures

of the quarry, while in the afternoon the

pots and frying pans were kept hot.

It was now my turn to get a moose,
but as I had made up my mind that it

must be a very fine specimen with large

bell and well webbed and even antlers or

none, I was not in any hurry to shoot
the first one that came along. As Guild's

kill was sufficient to keep us in meat for

weeks it was not necessary to kill for

food.

Towards evening I packed my little

4^ pound hunting tent, a pot, a broiler,

some provisions and blankets in my boat
and started for Upper Birch Lake. We
had to make three portages ; the first, a
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short one, was to avoid some rapiis.

I carried the duffle and Jean made up
his mind to work the boat up the rauids,

He succeeded in this and felt very proud,
informing me, that sometime he would
go down these rapids standing up in the

boat. I remarked at the time, that I

did not approve of such a performance,
for if anything should happen it would
make it very uncomfortable for me. Wc
now crossed two more small lakes and
finally portaged over an exceedingly
rough carrry into Upper Birch Lake. In

paddling around the Lake we found no
moose tracks and as it threatened to rain,

Jean went into the woods to find a suit-

able spot for our tent. This was not so

easy as the ground was very uneven lad
covered with broken trees in all stages

of decay. Finally he succeeded in clear-

ing a space sufficient for tent and fire

place, while I cut evergreens for bed-
ding. We had not been any too quick

for soon the rain came down in torrents,

so that we had much trouble in keeping
sufficient fire to make some tea and after

disposing of our frugal supper, turned in,

rolled into our 'blankets and went to

sleep. It rained hard all night and it

took an Indian like Jean to start a fire

in the morning, for every piece of wjod
was wet. Finally he got the fire agoing
and managed to make a pot of tea and
broiled some steak, Then, though we
waited patiently for the rain to stop, it

would not, and hour after hour brought
no change, so the only thing to do, was
to start back to camp.

Before we reached the first carry we
were drenched, and there more trouble

was in store, for every branch was drip-

ping, the wet leaves striking my face and
I was unable to avoid them, encumbered
as I was with two guns and my duffle

bag. For two hours we were carrying

and paddling while the rain never ceased

and when we reached the rapids, Jean
was in no humour to go down standing

in the boat.

At last we arrived in camp and found
Guild and Cassius busy jerking meat,

having started a fire in one of the empty
sheds, where the rain did not interfere

with their work. Cassius had made a

kettleful of what he called soupstock,

F. B. Guild, L. F. W. Seifert and Cassius.

which proved to 'be a fine bouillon and
went right to the spot. The rest of that

day kept us busy drying our wet clothes,

tent and blankets ; the latter held the

water like a sponge, and as we needed
them for the night, it took considerable

turning and wringing to dry them.

During former trips we had followed a

little creek of which I forgot the name

;

on its shore we had seen a fresh moose
track, many beaver slides and signs of

otter. Having landed we had followed

for a short while a trail where we had

noticed a bear's track. Jean had told me
that this trail lead some four miles into

the woods and terminated at a small

pool formed by the creek. I now made
up my mind to follow this trail and camp
for a day or so at the pool.

Entering the trail we soon found a

fresh bear's track, then the track of a deer

and many wolf tracks. The wolves hav-

ing followed the deer, the trail was evid-

ently much travelled by all kinds of game,

for as we proceeded we found the signs of

moose, bear and lynx. I shot some part-

ridges and hung them, up on branches to

take along on our return. To our fre-

quent call'ng however, we received no

answer from moose. We reached the

pool in the afternoon, pitched our tent in
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a little clearing and then started into the

thicket. Jean called and was promptly
answered, but the moose must have scent-

ed us before we were able to get under
the wind for we did not hear another
sound.

As it was now getting dark, and im-

possible to see in the woods, we retraced

our steps to camp. Jean was starting

the fire when I heard the "quack! quack!"
of a black duck in the pool ; the light was
very poor, yet I saw it swimming under
the alders and a lucky shot supplied us

with broiled duck for our supper.

All the afternoon Jean seemed some-
what uneasy on account of the many
wolf tracks. As a rule he was very quiet,

seldom entering into any conversation.

but now he spun wolf yarns by the yard

;

how the wolves had chased him and his

brother in winter time, and how they had
kept them off with firebrands and that it

was good policy to have a supply of birch

bark and dry wood to start the fire up
quickly. Yet in spite of his precautions

I made up my mind to use no firebrands,

but try to shoot one if good fortune

should favor me with an opportunity.

Jean always made it a rule when he went
to sleep, to roll himself into his blanket,

head, face and all. while I keep my face

and right arm bare, my gun lying at

my right side ready for an emergency.
It may have been midnight, when sud-

denly I awoke. "Huee! huee! huee
!"

it sounded from all quarters at the same
time, quite close to the tent. I had never
heard that wolves would come so close

to camp at that time of the year, but
wolves they were and I made up my
mind to try a shot. The first thing I

did was to make sure that Jean would not
wake up. By placing my blanket in ad-
dition to his own, over his head. I pre-

vented him from hearing the howling, for

T knew that he would certainlv have
started the fire at once. T now crawled
noiselessly to the edge of the tent and
looking into the darkness thought that

I might see the glitter of the:r eyes^ but
though they were a few feet from me
and I heard them running back and forth

I never got sight of one. Finally they

left and after waiting another half hour
I went to sleep again.

When I told Jean the next morning,

he was quite surprised and wanted to

know why I did not wake him, and after

learning my reason, started at once to

convince himself of the facts. Returning

after a careful inspection, he told me,

that there must have been eleven in the

pack. How he came to that conclusion

I do not know. He also said that he

was not surprised that I did not get a

shot and naively added '"Wolf too

smart!"
As it started to rain again we pulled

up stakes and started for home, not al-

together empty handed, for we brought
along the partridges which we had hung
on branches along the trail.

As usual the camp was very comfort-
able. After changing our wet clothes,

we found a well appointed dinner on the

table. It sounds like a fairy tale to talk

about all the good things that Cassius

had prepared, soup, fish, partridge stew,

moose steak, stewed apples, mashed pota-

toes and rice pudding. I am blessed

w'it'h a good appetite 'but it was surpris-

ing to see what an amount of food Jean
was able to dispose of. the stomach of

an Indian seems bottomless.

Guild and Cassius started out to take

some moose meat to Mr. Pratt's camp at

Five Mile Lake for we expected that he
had just arrived. They returned after

dark and I retired to my tent. What
was my surprise when Guild poked in his

head next morning and told me that an
Indian and one of Mr. Pratt's guides had
arrived during the night with a telegram,

requiring his immediate return home. Of
course we decided t'hat he must go back
At once. This was a great disappoint-

ment for both of us, but it was unavoid-

able and in less than half an hour they

departed, promising to meet us on our
way out at Birch Lake, should they re-

ceive further information on their arrival

at Mattawa.

Now I was left alone with Jean^ en-

cumbered with a camping outfit and pro-

visions for four. I dreaded the portages.

As we still expected some of our friends,

we fixed up and tidied the camp, examin-
ed our bear trap and then started for

a trip to Oscoe Lake. We only took
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provisions for two meals intending to re-

turn the next day.

After paddling- across three lakes and
tramping over three portages of yvhich

the last one was extremely rough, we
arrived in the afternoon at Oscoe Lake.
This is a fine sheet of water with many
small bays and abounding in fish. Jean
told me that the Indians catch them in

nets. From his description they must
be white fish. I saw their silvery sides

continually flashing about the boat.

We were making a general survey of

site, had tea and started oPi again. This
time we entered a small creek where wc
saw many moose and beaver tracks, but
though we called for more than an hour,
could not entice them to the water's edge.
As it was getting cold and evening set-

ting in we returned to our tent.

The following day found us bright and
early on the lake, but as again we receiv-

ed no answer to our calls, we decided to

go into the bush where we soon had an
answer. The ibuU acted strangely, grunt-
ing occasionally ; he seemed to move away

One of Saseginega's Islands.

the lake, when we heard the call of a cow
moose and. rounding a corner we saw
her standing in the water. The next
moment a bull stepped out of the woods
and joined her. As we paddled closer I

saw that the head of the bull was not

very good, there being hardly any webb
and only a small spread of antlers. So
I decided not to shoot, but take a picture.

How^ever. in preparing my camera I had
to change my position in the boat; this

started them and off they crashed into

the forest. We now looked for a camp

from us instead of coming closer. We
walked towards him as noiselessly and
as fast as the thick underbrush would
permit, when right close to us, nearer to

the lake appeared another bull, again
with a poor head. This one grunted,

looked at us and stood perfectly still.

It was very curious that while the small

one grunted continually, the other, which
I expected to be a better specimen, stop-

ped answering. Thinking that the inter-

ference of the small one was keeping
the other away, I tried to drive him off
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by throwing a stick in his direction, and

when that failed, I took my little twenty-

two and fired a shot over his head. Ihis

started him, but instead of running to-

wards the lake as I had hoped, he pro-

ceeded in the direction of the other and

soon we heard them both plunging

through the woods. We then went back

to camp and on the way I had a shot

at a fisher, but the boat being unsteady

I missed and before I could put in a

second cartridge it disappeared in the

bush.

By this time I had made up my mind

to stay another day and as we had no

more provisions, sent Jean to camp to

get some eatables. Having paddled with

him to the portage I told him to hustle

and try to be back in four hours. On
leaving he asked me to lend him my
pistol, which I did; fortunately he left

his axe with me. I amused myself for

three hours cutting out the portage and

then took my moose call, stepped to the

lake and called. Two answers came

quickly, one directly in front on the op-

posite shore, the other to the right in a

piece of marshy ground. The one in

front stepped out of the forest, a fine

animal, almost black, with a large pair of

antlers. I calculated the distance some
four hundred yards, and as I had no

boat to follow in case of only wounding

him at such a distance decided not to

shoot but try to call carefully and if

possible induce him to cross the water

towards me. Several times he stepped

into the water, then back into the woods,

then skirted the edjre of the water, grunt-

ing continually. This lasted some time

and I expected that Jean would appear

any moment, but I waited in vain and

finally the bull stepped back into the

woods. I still hoped to get a shot at

him as soon as I had the boat to cross

over and follow the track, but several

hours passed by and no Jean appeared.

I now "became somewhat uneasy as I

thought of the rapids, which he had in-

tended to shoot standing up in the boat;

if anvthing should happen h'm I would be

in a bad way. How could I cross the

lakes? The nearest human beings were

at the camp on Five Mile Lake, sorne

fifteen miles from where T was. I did

not bother any more about the moose,

but took my gun and walked over the

carry to the next lake, but saw no sign of

boat or man.
As evening was approaching I returned

to where I had left Jean's ax and my
coat, and began to prepare for the night.

The ground was swampy, so I cut some

trees, laid them lengthwise on the ground

and covered them with balsam boughs.

Then I cut suflficient wood for the night,

lit my fire and laid down to sleep. I felt

rather uneasy, fretting about Jean; the

cold also woke me up occasionally and

reminded me to put wood on the fire.

I was just dozing again, when suddenly

the wolves began to howl about me once

more. This time I felt not quite so

easy as I did the night in camp with

Jean, for then I had my back covered,

even if it were only by a canvas tent;

here I felt exposed on all sides and the

sound of the running and howling about

me was not very agreeable, as I could

not get so much as a glimpse of my
uncanny visitors. This time I took

Jean's advice and piled wood on the fire.

In one hand I held my gun, in the other

Jean's ax with which I kept on chopping

pieces of some dry trees which lay near

the fire. When there was a large hlaze.

the wolves would withdraw some dis-

tance into the woods, but as soon as it

burned low, they would sneak up again.

I would have fired my gun at random to

scare them ofif, but only had six^ cart-

ridges in it and did not wish to waste

them. So I kept on cutting and piling

wood on the fire until the first break of

day, when as suddenly as they had come,

the whole pack scampered off into the

marsh.

I was now in an awkward situation,

as I had made up my mind that Jean

had met with some accident and per-

haps lost his life. My little tent was

some five miles distant up the lake and

would have been of little value as it only

contained blankets, a tin kettle and some
cartridges. So I concluded to start for

the camp. The only way by which 1

could reach it was by building a raft

then poling over the first lake, crossing

the carry, making a circuit around the

smaller lake, building a second raft, cross
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the lake as far as the rapids would allow

and try to pick it up on the rocks below.

Then I hoped to pole across B. L. Lake

to our camp. This of course meant

much labor, but was the only thing to

do, for I would never have found the

camp had I tried to make my way
through ten miles of wilderness.

After crossing the portage I cut down
a fair sized birch and made two string

pieces about eight feet long which I put

into the water and began to tie the first

cross piece, when I heard some one call-

could not go over bad portage in the

dark."

I could not help laughing for among
other improbabilities he forgot that he

had left the moose call with me. After

a bite to eat we both started back to

our camp. On arriving I did not need to

trust my eyes. x\s before said we clean-

ed up the room before we left, but now it

looked as though a herd of bison had

gone through it. Cassius' three gallon

pot of soup stock was upset on the floor,

a dish of flap-jack batter spread out over

Tha Big Moose.

rng and looking up, saw Jean coming
across the lake in the canoe. One glance

at him and the zigzag lines the boat des-

cribed, told me what had happened. Jean

had collided with the whiskey supply.

Ordinary a fine, graceful looking fellow,

he now looked a sight. I asked him what
had happened, that he had left me alone

in the woods without food or blankets.

and here is his story.

"I am sorry. I call big moose to

water, shoot with pistol, wound him
much, follow many miles into bush and

the table, the stove knocked over, all

sorts of eatables thrown over the floor,

mixed with the contents of a bursted

flour bag; in short the disorder was in-

describable. The first thing I found was

the whiskey demijohn drained to the

dregs. Concluding that the less said the

better, I made Jean clean up the place

while I took a good sleep in my tent.

My friends not having arrived I decid-

ed to wait no longer, but break up camp

at once. We took in our bear trap, which

by the way had not 'been touched, Jean
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scoured the pots and next morning we
packed and started on our journey. Our
packs were very heavy ; I will only men-

tion the bear trap weighing eighteen

pounds, the stove, two tents, the large

cooking outfit, intended for six and so

forth. Although we carried heavy loads,

we had to walk each portage three times

to get our dutYle over. We cooked

our dinner at our camping place at Oscoe

Lake, then took down the tent and start-

ed for the inlet.

The head of Oscoe Lake is very pic-

turesque, for here Lake Saseginaga pours

its waters over immense boulders, form-

ing a series of cascades. I tried to take

a picture but the light was not favorable.

A short portage brought us into Sase-

gincga Lake and I was glad that

no more portages were ahead of us for

several days to come.
Saseginega is an Indian word, meaning-

lake with many islands, and so it is, do't-

ted with many large and numberless

small ones, all ideal camping grounds.

We had hardly entered the lake be-

fore I had a shot at two black ducks of

which I got one. We now skirted a

large island for about three miles and

then entered a narrow. Jean told me
that here one of our members had killed

a moose the year before. We called and

received an answer but could not get the

moose to come out, so as it was getting

dark we looked for a camping ptace,

pitched the tent and cooked our evening-

meal. I had to bake a supply of biscuits,

for since Cassius had left I had to be the

cook. Jeans's culinary accomplishments

were very limited consisting only of mak-

ing tea, boiling potatoes and broiling

meat.
It was late when we got through sup-

per, so decided to have a good rest and

start out early in the morning. Not in-

tending to return until evening we took

some biscuits and cold moose steak with

us and started for a general hunt, pad-

dling into many bays and tramping the

woods, but all we brought home was a

black duck and three partridges. We
went out again after dark hoping to get

a flashlight picture of moose. Hiding in

a fair sized bay, Jean began to call and

had an answer. We heard the crackling

of the wood and such crackling ; it seem-

ed to me as if dry trees four inches thick

were breaking like pipe stems as the an-

imal was running back and forth near the

shore, at first grunting then bellowing

like an enraged bull.

Things were getting interesting and
while I was preparing my camera I also

took good care to place my gun where
I could grasp it quickly, for the bull was
in a fury and the water quite shallow. I

knew that it must be a monster judging
by the terrific noise, but he would not

come out and kept on bellowing and run-

ning in the bushes. Suddenly a cow be-

gan to call in the woods, while Jean kept

on calling from the boat This bellowing,

calling and running lasted for some time,

when all at once the bull stopped for

a few seconds and ran back into the

forest. The wind had sprung up and
he had scented us. I was much chagrin-

ed, but made up my mind to pick up his

track in the morning. Hi is was not

diiificult and following we soon saw where
the two tracks met and w^here both bull

and cow had gone into the lake. Disap-
pointed, we returned to our canoe, cross-

ed the lake and made a landing in a small

b-ay opposite the place where the moose
tracks had ended at the shore, but could

find no marks, so we went into the bush
until we struck a good sized pond where
we saw and heard the beaver splashing

but found no moose.
After this we spent several pleasant-

days photographing, fishing and hunting
small game and finally pulled up st-akes

and paddled towards the portage for

Clear Lake, shot some partridges on the

carry, crossed Clear Lake and piirtaged

to Birch Lake. While Jean ])add!ed. I

trolled and caught some fine pickerel.

When we neared the narrows we met a

fire ranger, Arthur Pratt, who was the

first human being we had seen for some
time. Enquiring of him whether he had
seen any of our club members, he told

me to my great surprise and joy, that

Mr. Guild had arrived and was camping
right at the narrows, and sure enough
there on the rock appeared my friend

Guild ready to welcome us. and by the

fire stood Cassius bus}'- with his pots

and pans.
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They had gone out as far as Mattawa,
and from there telegraphed and waited
until they received the good news for

which they wished. Knowing that I

must pass the narrows they had inter-

cepted me. Of course both were sur-

prised that we had no moose antlers in

our boat, but I told them again that I

wanted either a fine head or none.

That day we had paddled fourteen

miles and made two portages, but when
dark set in we were again on the water
with the camera intent upon procuring
a flash light picture. \A'e paddled four

miles towards a large bay, where Guild
had heard a moose during the afternoon.

Jean called while I was getting my cam-
era readv, when suddenly I noticed a

answer, then we crosed the water trol-

ling for salmon trout for which this lake
is celebrated ; however I had no success
the weather being too warm, so we land-
ed and tramped to a small lake near by.

Returning to our boat I was just get-
ting my trolling line in order, when Jean
said there were two moose on the oppos-
ite shore, and sure enough, two black
spots could be seen on the white sand.
A\'e paddled rapidly and soon made out
that they were a cow and calf; we knew
that the bull would be near by and we
were not disappointed, for presently a bull

stepped out of the bush, joined the cow
and calf and all three stepped into the
shallow water. They had gone in quite

some distance, evidently intending to

Homeward Bound,

peculiar light, which increased by sending
yellow streaks over the sky until the

whole firmament seemed afire. The lake

appeared to be as bright as day, and our

boat could be seen a long ways oft.

While I admired this beautiful northern

light, it nevertheless spoiled our pl.-dus.

\\'e dipped our paddles again and a four

mile pull brought us to our camo.

Next morning we paddled up Birch

Lake, carried over to a small beaver pond
and into Quigouchee Lake. We had seen
some moose tracks at the beaver pond,

made recently by a bull and cow. and on
a sandy beach on Quigouchee saw, quite

close to some wolf tracks, the fresh im-

pression of a bull, cow and calf moose.
We called promptly but received no

swim across when the cow saw us and
immediately started for the shore, the

bull and calf following, the water splash-

ed over them as they were running. It

would indeed have made a fine picture,

but I did not then bother with the cam-
era, holding my gun in readiness, while

Jean paddled and gave an occasional call,

which always caused them to make a

short stop. Thus we managed to come
closer and closer. When they had reach-

ed the shore, the bull stopped while the

cow and calf went some distance further

and also halted. I was now about a hun-
dred and fifty yards from the bull and
ready to shoot, when out of the bush
stepped another moose, much larger than

the first one and having a beautiful head.
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The cow and calf now ran over to the

large bull and all three put their heads

together.

It certainly was a grand sight; there

were four moose ahead of us, three hud-
dled together, while the fourth one, also

a fine specimen, stood apart. Yet it was
a peculiar situation. I could not shoot

at the large one, because he was almost

entirely covered by the cow and calf, be-

sides the distance was more than two
hundred yards, which considering that I

was shooting from a wiggling boat, was
none too near. The smaller one was only,

as I said before, about one hundred and
fifty yards off, standing alone and mak-
ing a fine target.

There was no time to lose either. Be-

ing pretty sure of the smaller one I told

Jean that I would shoot at him
; Jean

thought that I should take the large one
and said that he would try to get a little

closer. Just then the cow started to run

;

this exposed the bull, and as he began to

move I fired three shots in quick succes-

sion, and saw him fall.

On landing we found him quite dead,

the three bullets had entered the breast

and each one would have been fatal. The
first thing I told Jean was to look for the

bell, and there we found not only a large

bell, but also three heavy appendages un-

der the throat. The spread of antlers

was fifty-four inches, both webbs four-

teen inches wide with twenty perfectly

symmetrical points ; although not the lar-

gest, it certainly is now the finest head
in my collection. All Indian guides

show great joy when they have succeed-

ed in procuring a fine trophy and Jean
made no exception. As a rule a very sil-

ent companion, he now seemed to be a

different man and danced around the big

moose like a happy child.

As it was getting late, we only took

out the entrails and started for the camp,
where we celebrated the event with the

usual round of punch, which Cassias

knew so well how to brew, and next day
took Arthur Pratt, the fire-ranger with
us, to help us in skinning and quartering

our game. This gave us three canoes, so
that we were able to carry out the large

amount of meat, hide and head.

Thus ended a most interesting trip, for

next day I started for the settlements,,

reaching Hunter's Point the same day.

Jean returned to join Guild and Cassius

as they intended to stay a little longer to

make up for lost time, while three days,

later I arrived at my home in City Island..

New York.

A SUMMER MORNING
BY DOROTHY PATRICK DYAR.

From out the dewy silence of the wood,
The drowsy chirp of birds comes to my ear;

Above the slender spruces in the gulch,
The first faint streaks of rosy dawn appear.

Below my feet the shadowy valley lies.

With many a curve the river winds its length

;

Beyond, the purple foot-hills gently rise

To where the Selkirks tower in their strength.

And now the east's aflame with red and gold,
And all the valley's bathed in misty light;

The river sparkles like a silver thread,
Gone are all the dusky shades of night.

From out the dewy silence of the wood
A cheery song of hope comes to my ear;

Above the slender spruces in the gulch
The glorious orb of day dispels all fear.



The Valley of Silver Blue, B. C
BY MRS. ELSIE SPRAGGE.

MX. ETHELBEST, SELKIRK RANGE, B.C.

From the steamer Isabel on the Columbia River.

WE Steamed quietly away from
Golden, British Columbia, in the

heart of the mountains, seven
hours west of Banff on a cloud-

less mid-August afternoon. Out on the
calm Columbia River into the valley of

Silver Blue, a fairy land of faint greens,
grays and opals like some delicate pearl,

where chrysoprase channels belted
with poplar and willow melted in-

to broad lagoons and ponds circled by
pale yellow rushes. One wide rib of the

Rockies on the east broke away from the

main range and radiated down, to the

water in narrow ridges that terminated
in a wooded spur. Behind rose soft pink
edged mountains toning to light blue

areas streaked, and blotched with sap-

phire and amethyst cloud shadows. In

the foreground were curious sloping foot-

hills, broken by amber patches of earth

and purple clusters of pines veiled in sil-

ver.

The Selkirk mountains on the west^
thrust their ramparts against the sky line

in solid indigo masses, splashed where
the sun rested with the emerald greens
of snow slides; their sombre distances
shimmered in opal vapour, that was cleft

by spires of pine and fir growing singly,^

sentinel wise, or in belts and forests.

Over all hung the soft haze characteristic

of August in the Columbia valley, which
is associated more or less with smoke and
distant fires, but creates an atmosphere
that is not of the earth, earthy. It is

opalescent and evanescent, it idealises,

enthrals and environs the valley of Silver

Blue.

Between the azure Rockies and the

sapphire Selkirks we wound all that soft

summer noon, in the fair steamer Isabel,
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following the sinuous curves of the curi-

ous Columbia, now swelling into lakes,

again shrinking into channels, till dark-

ness fell swiftly and suddenly over all. Let

it here be noted that no one who traverses

the Columbia valley in an automobile ov-

er its superior government road enjoys

its real beauty. From the river and by

the river alone should it be seen and

known ; under other conditions its elus-

ive charm evades the most observant eye.

Our destination was a bachelor's ranch

in the Luzern valley nine miles from the

river on the west or Selkirk side. When
his kindly invitation reached us free from

all detail as to v/ays and means of ap-

proach, much discussion between the two
womenkind involved ensued. Should we
take blankets or would he provide them ;

should we ride, take divided skirts; or

walk or drive?

Captain Armstrong, of the Isabel, who
is an "Old Timer," said "Always take

blankets to a bachelor's house !" but then

the bachelor would be forced to pack the

blankets nine miles, a heavy item in two

senses of the word in a country where

horses do not abound ; so we considered

our friend and wisely left the blankets in

our cottage. Further we must spend a

night on the way; should we secure a

cabin on the Isabel—should we sleep at

a hotel on the wrong, or east side of the

Columbia and make a perilous crossing

with our possessions in a frail canoe, or

should we sleep in the bachelor's micro-

scopic cabin at Heffner's Landing on the

right, or west side, of the river, deposited

safely there by steamboat?

Again Captain Armstrong spoke and
said, "The boat will leave at daylight

;
you

must be up at five o'clock ; better sleep in

the cabin and plant the bachelor under a

tree; there is a fine cotton wood just out-

side his door." In the end the bachelor

solved the problem by writing another

line, directing us to sleep upon the Isabel.

So we slept and were duly roused and
landed as forecast at five o'clock, on a

chilly morning, when the steamer after

tving up to the bank for the night, cast

ofT and pursued iier way south to the

Columbia Lakes and we found our cabin

and our host and partook of bannocks.

bacon, eggs and tea over a blazing, com-
forting, camp fire.

Another perfect day with a cloudless

sky, wild geese honking and settling on a

slough behind us, and mallard quacking

loudly as they flew down the swiftly flow-

ing river rolling before us, a gray green

current between willow bound banks.

Just this we noted while our host hunt-

ed errant horses ; he returned in an hour
with three worthy steeds one for each of

the women kind and a pack pony.

When we observed the boxes of luxur-

ies the Isabel had deposited for our com-
fort and refreshment, we offered up a sil-

ent thanksgiving for the absent blankets

and even wondered how an objectionable

dressing bag could be added to the load.

The mysteries of the diamond hitch se-

cured the lot which travelled the nine in-

tervening miles without let or hindrance
and even survived strenuous collisions

with various trees upon the trail.

The bachelor being a noted pedestrian

escorted the party on foot and we set

forth ; he headed tJie procession leading

the pack pony, but the animal showed
such marked aversion to this form of pro-

gress, that after much pulling and hauling
he handed the rope over to me as next in

line and it went much better in tow of

my roan cayuse with occasional assistance

from behind. Woman No. Two rode a

fine upstanding bay horse, and formed
the rear guard. Our way led over a

good wagon road from Heft'ner's Land-
ing to the adjacent ranches, for upwards
of four miles, then, though not actually

ending in the proverbial squirrel track

and running up a tree, it followed a some-
what equivalent course, viz., it practically

ceased. We turned off into the woods,
where the trail pursued its chequered car-

eer, uphill and downhill, over marshes and
rocks, on slopes thick with bunch grass
a foot high, off them through thick tim-
ber, and then, on along the edge of the
•Salmon river roaring far below in a nar-

row canyon, where the trail was a mere
ledge and the horses trod circumspectly
and so to our host's fishing lodge, on an
enlargement of the Salmon river which
we with medical associations christened
as Sarcoma Lake.
Very picturesque the cabin looked set
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high on a terrace sloping to the lake, en-
vironed by a wood so carefully cleared of
underbrush it resembled a park, bounded
by an expanse of emerald water encircled
with yellow grass and reeds. Behind
them belts of low pale willow bush, then
a forest of young pines, the whole set a-
gainst a background of silver blue moun-
tains.

Fishing was our object and rainbow
trout our prey. Of these priceless treas-
ures nothing that is adequate can be writ-
ten, they must be seen, caught and eaten

vas boat, (of which he was very proud
for he could pick it up and transport it

anywhere on his shoulders) slowly up and
down and round about, while one of us
woman comfortably esconced with cush-
ions and rugs at the stern let yards of
silk line slowly unwind ofif our knees,
grabbing the bitter end of stick ere it de-

parted overboard, then with the line held
deftly between finger and thumb awaited
the unfailing tug and turned to see our
prize leap like a silver arrow high off the

bosom of the lake, then the boat was

RANCHER'S CABIN.
From the Lake.

to have justice done to their beauty, their

gameness and their flavour.

The lake swarmed with them, and from
a hammock on the terrace they could be
seen by dozens leaping high after flies,

even close to the landing stage in shallow-

water. We caught easily all we could
use averaging twelve to fourteen inches
in length, besides taking a good supply
back to Golden. The usual method we
adopted was trolling, as easier, than still

fishing at the outlet of the lake. Our
host rowed his adaptable, collapsible can-

backed and the line coiled carefully in,

with often much play of the trout ere he
was safely landed in a net. The troll was
a small silver spoon with two hooks
which had been known to catch two fish
at once, fcut not with us. We also tried
still fishing but our iiies did not suit rain-
bow taste and those we did secure were
caught with the bait of their own flesh
and dubbed cannibal versus rainbow.
Our time at Sarcoma Lodge was limi-

ted ; one day was devoted to a study of
the beaver houses and dams that were
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an interesting feature of our host's prop-

erty. These intelligent animals had suc-

ceeded in securing quite an extensive sec-

tion of his ranch for their own use by

turning the course of the Salmon river

and creating, a private lake for their villa

residences. To effect this, they built a

dam six feet high of boughs, bushea,

stones and mud over which the river pour-

ed in a most artistic fall ; it was really a

stupendous affair for ibcave.rs to have

made, and raised the level of the water by
about sixty inches. "I have yet to meet

the individual who can see a beaver col-

ony for the first time and not feel some-

thing of the sentiment of human associa-

tion," says a writer in Bailey's magazine.

"It is a sensation very similar to what we
feel when we come out unexpectedly in-

to a woodland clearing after a long day
spent in unbroken solitudes."

"I once stood with a learned professor

of Columbia College on the bank of a

stream in eastern Canada and looked

down on a freshly made beaver dam, one
of the best in point of construction I had
ever seen." Here follows a description

of a dam the twin of which we saw at

Sarcoma Lake. Further the writer adds,

and this also corresponds exactly: "Seen
from the upstream side it presented the

appearance of a more or less evenly dis-

posed array of short sticks protruding
from a long mound of mud just level with
the surface of the restrained water; from
below the brushwood supporting the dam
proper was plainly visible and the ingen-

uity of its placing at once apparent. There
was of course none of the pile driving or

basket weaving which at one time played
so large a part in picturesque descriptions

by fanciful writers, but despite its rough-
ness it was a remarkable piece of animal
engineering. My companion inspected
it for several minutes in impressed silence.

"I should be afraid to kill a thing that
knew so much," he said, thoughtfully.

Since beaver are preserved for two years
longer in British Columbia. I trust our
host will not be afflicted with similar

scruples for they will be a valuable asset.

Another day was spent in an expedition
to the top of MacMurdo Butte, the high-

est point in the vicinity, one thousand
«ix hundred feet above Sarcoma Lake,

which is six thousand feet above sea level.

We crossed by boat to the opposite shore,

secured the collapsable, adaptable, treas-

ure, and tramped a good two miles to the

summit, which entailed some heavy walk-

ing through thick bunch grass and luzern,

amid a dense growth of slender poplar

poles, followed by a scramble up steep

shale ledges, with happily intervening

plateaus, to rest upon ; a protracted climb
of nearly two hours. But what a view
rewarded our exertions ! Away to the

south spread the Columbia and Luzern
valleys, separated by a ridge of broken
buttes, on one of which we stood; the

Rockies bound the Columbia on the east

in pink peaked, blue shadowed masses,

with more and evermore serried seas of

mountains beyond and beyond again.

Rising above them all, in one isolated

wedge against a mass of soft gray clouds,

dark and forbidding, we marked "Storm"
mountain, reputed the highest in that

range. Below wound the Columbia river,

describing quaint curves and semicircles

in its devious channels ; at our feet lay a

lake so deeply, clearly green we christen-

ed it Chrysoprase ; above it in all shades

of gray, blue and umber rose Steamboat
.Butte, the last and loftiest barrier be-

tween the two valleys ; at its base they
melted into one azure immeasurable dis-

tance.

Luzern valley on the west was a net

work of lakes, all shapes, sizes and col-

ours, marking the bottom lands, with
streaks and patches of light and dark
green ; amid them were islands, of conical

evergreens, and from them radiated belts

of trees extending into forests of heavy
dark blue and purple foliage that melted
away at the timber line of the Selkirks,

far nobler and grander mountains than
the better known Rockies.

There were passes and canyons we
commanded from our elevation, where
creeks rushed down prec'pitously ; one
immediately opposite MacMurdo Butte,

cleft the range in along indigo point;

behind and above it we could see a huge
glacier running north and south for

miles—a great haunt of wild goat—be-

yond again were glorious silver crags and
pinnacles.

We spent hours amid these surround-
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mgs, then descended AIcMurdo in just

half the time it had taken us to ascend its

scaly heig-hts.

So our few days dwindled down to the

last afternoon when a rancher arrived at

sundown with two horses and foretold

the advent of possible rain ; there had
been none for six weeks in either valley

so his heart rejoiced proportionately. It

seemed hard that our out going should be

marred by such predictions ; however we
retired hoping for the best, followed by
divers injunctions to be up at five, to

not worse, for the rain was descending in

absolute sheets of water that completely
hid the lake.

We hoped for some improvement in

conditions before breakfast, after break-
fast before we started at any rate, but
vainly, it only rained if possible hard-
er than ever and we set forth finally on
the stroke of seven, four sombre, sad pil-

grims. The rancher led the procession
towing the pack pony on a rope but he
knew his master and followed gladly

homewards. Woman No. Two mounted
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lancer with i)ennon at rest when she rode

tu the calkin. Xow the despised article

served its destined purpose and saved

head and shoulders from five miles of

drenchinj^^ rain for the trail fortunately

was wide entuigh to admit the passage of

the umbrella with very occasional collis-

ions with overhanging boughs. Woman
No. Two rode till she got cold and stiff,

then dismounted and hunted her steed

along till she got warm and on again and

so at last by various slippery slopes,

through sopping bushes, bunch grass and

areas of mud. we came to the beginning

or rather end of the wagon road, where
the rancher had thoughtfully left his big

ve'hicle after detaching his horses the

jireceding night. Then the rain ceased

and we climbed into the wagon and
bumped along to Heffner's Landing
where there are a few houses besides the

bachelor's cabin. After exchanging our

wet clothes for dry. while waiting for the

Isabel's whistle we met Mrs. Pike and
heard the story of her fresh butter and
how she came to B. C.

The flitting of Mrs. Pike and Dad from
I Ontario to the valley of Silver P)lue was
on this wise

:

"\\ hy there was all my family out on
the Columbia River" said she; "there was
my Jo-an ( we christened him Jo-an Fer-

iianday) because we had some Spanish
blood on my side or may be it was Dad's,

and there was little Jo-an and Richard

and Richard's boy and lots more children

and grand c'hildren.

Well Jo-an he just rit and rit and kept

on ritting to Dad and me to come to

British Columbia, which he says is a land

fiowing with milk and honey, but I tell

you right here I ain't seen more milk than

you could throw over your shoulder and
as to honey I ain't ever had a smell of it

since I came. Dad and me had a fine

farm back east ; I had four moolies and
twelve strippers and made butter that

couldn't be beat no where, ^^'hen Jo-an
kep ritting for us. Dad and me lay awake
most nights a thinking and a crying, for

Dad didn't want to go and I wanted some
to go and some not to go for we was old

folks to break up home. Dad was seven-

tv-five and me well over sixty and we had
a real nice place all paid for and our own.

I'ut Jo-an never let up ritting and he told

me to sell everything but my butter. So
Dad and me advised with our neighbour's
and some said, "stay home. We'll all

miss you so;" and some said: "you'll sure
be killed on the cyars" ; and some said

"go for your children wants yez" and
Seth said : "Sell me all but kiver the rights

to ten acres and ye can buy that back if

ye don't like it out west."
That seemed good to Dad and me so

we closed with Seth. But before we left

I made up my mind I would not
^etch my five hundred and a half

half pounds of fresh butter out to

that land that was flowing with
milk and honey already, where it would
sure sell cheap. So I says to Dad: "hitch
up and we'll take the butter to town and
see what Mr. Smith will give for it. He's
our grocer and keeps a corner store. Well
would you believe it when we drove up to

Smith's, there was one of my neighbors,
Mrs. McBride, selling him her axle grease
at twenty-one cents the pound in prints
and crocks and firkins. Mr. Smith sees
us stopping, so out he comes and says
"Mrs. Pike, all my customers is asking
for your fresh butter, do you happen to
have any at home?" "Why Mr. Smith,"
says I." I happen to have some right here
in the wagon." "That's good," says he,
"tell Dad to fetch it in." So Dad he
fetches in some and Mr. Smith says, "now
I'm going to taste and see if its all fres'h

butter." Then I up and says to Mr.
Smith, "you don't, you just keep your
tasters out of my fresh butter, for its all

one churning and it ain't got but one taste
and it ain't got but one smell and your
nose was made afore tasters was made
and ye can smell it all you want." Well
Mr. Smith he smelled a lot of prints and
crocks, then I says: "how much for my
fresh butter, Mr. Smith; you was buying
Mrs. McBride's axle grease, how much
for my fresh butter" and he says "twenty-
five cent a pound Mrs. Pike" and I says:
"Dad take it out to the waggon ; Mr.
Smith don't know fresh butter wdien 'he

sees it, let alone smells it." But Dad, who
is peaceful like, says: "Polly, let's leave
the butter and go across to the hotel and
have a square." So I says "Done with
you. Dad." So we went and he had a
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beer and I had a beer and we got a good
square too and then Dad says, "Polly let's

go down street a piece" and when Mr.

Smith saw us pass his door, lie calls out

and asks. "Where we're going." We says,

"just a piece down street" and he says,

"come in here first I want to talk about

that butter, it kind of smells good in the

place. I guess I must have that fresh but-

ter Mrs. Pike and I'll give you twenty-

eight cents a pound for it.
" How does

that go?" I tell you it went all right, so

I bids Dad to fetch in all mv fresh butter

Jo-an I sold all my fresh butter to Mr.
Smith." "How much did he give you
mother?" Twenty-eight cents a pound."
"Twenty-eight cents" says he, "why
I'm giving forty cents a pound for butter
right here. I'll show you my last bill."

"That's all right, Jo-an" says I, " but you
don't seem to be getting any butter since

we came and anyway you didn't quote me
no price on fresh butter."

\Vhat do I think of British Columbia
now? Well there's too many of them
jugged mountings, for me. Jest give me

RED ROCS.
A Fine Stretch on the Columbia.

and Mr. Smith, he wrote out a cheque for

five hundred pounds of fresh butter for I

says, "never mind about the odds we're

old friends and you've always treated me
fair and square I'll throw in the half

pound extry." So Dad and me goes home
but first we stopped at the hotel and Dad
treated me to a beer and I treated him to

a beer, so we had two beers apiece. Then
we come to British Columbia and the first

thing Jo-an says to me is : "Mother
where's the butter" and I savs, "whv

a little more of a level, you go to sleep

and see mountings
;
you wake up and see

mountings, they're sticking up all over

jest like hairs on a cat's back."

Then the Isabel whistled.

Since the above was written arrange-

ments have been made for placing a new
boat on the trip from Golden to Winder-
mere this season, and the Isabel will be

installed as a houseboat at Windermere
for the benefit of people who may wish

to stav over.
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'Lunge Fishing in Lake St. Frances

BV C. W. YOUNG.

Picnic Party on Barnhart's Island.

AS you Stand on the promenade deck

of the Rapids King the steamer

tumbles and tosses in the turbu-

lent waters of the Long Sault.

Somebody who knows, points out the site

of the proposed dams, -which are to de-

velop a greater power than Niagara. It

seems almost an impudent proposition to

Two Small Bo^t and a Big: 'Lunge, Lake St. Francii.

pen up the waters of the mighty St. Law-
rence, the world's greatest and grandest
river, but who shall say anything is im-
possible in these latter days? To your
right is Long Sault Island, from which
a dam is to run to the main American
shore, and between Long Sault Island

and Barnhart's another gigantic struc-

ture, which in engineering daring tran-

scends any work of the kind that has been
attempted on the continent, if not in the
world. Between Barnhart's and the-

Canadian Sheek Island, is a shallow and
winding stream, known as the Little Riv-
er, which at present carries only a few
per cent of the total flow but which will

be made straight and widened to one
thousand feet, when it will take a large

proportion of the current. As we shoot
past the foot of Barnhart's w^e see the site

of a third dam which will connect the Can-
adian and American shores. To be sure
the Long Sault Rapids will become a

lake, and their scenic beauty be destroy-

ed, but sentiment must give way to com-
merce in these latter days. Over the

crest of the dam a quarter of a mile long
will flow five feet of crystal water, drop-
ping a distance of forty or fifty feet and
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creating a cataract, whose magnificent ular summer resort, and land with eager
proportions will in some degree compen- anticipations of great fishing, in which we
sate for the levelling of the water above, are not likely to be disappointed. As

In a few minutes we pass under the

spidery bridge of the New York Central

Railway, touch for a moment at the Corn-
wall wharf, and soon are in the placid

waters of Lake St. Francis. In the clear

summer air the peaks of the Adirondacks,

forty or fifty miles to the south, stand

out as a striking feature of the landscape,

while on the Canadian shore are fertile

fields and handsome country homes, and
hid in the trees the ruins of Stonehouse
Point, where more than a hundred years

ago, the McDonalds lived in luxury amid

The Glengarry Cairn, Lake St. Francis.

the wine-seller in days of old planted a

bush in front of his shop, the host of the

Algonquin, as a foretaste of the delights

in store, occasionally has one of the mon-
sters of the deep, tethered by a rope in

the smooth water behind the docks, oc-

ular demonstration of what may be the

luck of any angler.

We are soon comfortably housed, re-

new old acquaintances, make new ones,

and arrange for fishing trips in the days
that are to come.

A Good Pair to Draw To.

little better than savage surroundings.
Now we are among islands, some of

which are crowded with cottages and
campers, who wave a friendly salute, to

which the deep whistle of the "King" re-

turns greetings. Here and there parties

in skiffs, or it may be a couple of paddlers
in a canoe, come out to take the swells

of the big craft, which set them all a-dan-
cing on the mimic waves. Or you may
see a silent smoky Indian, or a party of

them, fishing, and possibly may witness
the last scene in the career of a big mas-
kinonge.

Now we are at Stanley Island, a pop- A Nice Catch before Breakfast at Stanley Island.
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Lake St. Francis is an enlargement of

the St. Lawrence river, and i.s a very con-

siderable body of water, extending from

a short distance below Cornwall to

Cotean and Valleyfield. about thirty

miles. It is dotted with islands, and is

excellent feeding ground for wild fowl.

ranking among the best duck shooting

country that Eastern Canada affords.

The numerous reed beds and shoals also

provide ideal conditions for the fish with

which the lake abounds, in spite of reck-

less destruction in ihe past. Black Bass.

snare. Xo self-respecting fish would be

up before daylight, and no fisherman

with an eye to comfort would look for

him. Peter Beck can come at seven

o'clock, that is plenty early enough."

So spoke the fisherman of experience

in many w'aters, as we smoked and chat-

ted on the verandah after dinner, and his

oracular utterance was stoutly debated,

without, however, changing his opinion.

At seven o'clock Peter was on hand, a

stalwart Indian with a great reputation

as a catcher of 'Lunge. A few strokes

A Morning's Catch by Col. J. E. Hamilton, 442 South St., Washingrton. D.C.

Dore, and Perch are plentiful, but the

prize of the angler is the Maskinonge,
which grows to immense size. There
are probably more and larger 'Lunge in

Lake St. Francis than in any other inland
Canadian water, and the chance of land-

ing one or more attracts sportsmen from
all parts of the continent, as does the

duck-shooting when the days grow long-

er.

"This getting up in the middle of the

night to gc a-fishing is a delusion and a

brought us into deep water, and the troll

was let out.

"What do you do with that thing?"
said Peter, giving a contemptuous glance
at the light steel rod and thin silk line.
" 'Lunge break um all to pieces."

"N^ever mind, Peter, you find the
'Lunge, and the rod and the man at the
end of it will do the rest."

But the 'Lunge were visiting that

morning, and though we trolled over all

the choice water, there w-as no reward



Judge Joseph Pryon and C. W. Marshall, of Louisville, Ky.,with their Big Catch
—

'Lunge, Bass and Dore—

except three or four pike, of good
however.
"Must catch something, Peter;

get a few bass or dore."

"Don't Hke 'urn. "Lunge only

fish any good." But we prevailed

on him, and anchoring, as it seem-

ed, right in the middle of the

channel east of Hamilton's Island,

we baited up with a live min-

now and committed it to the deep

—about forty feet. In five min-

utes or so there was trouble of

the Dore kind, about three pounds
of it, and though there isn't

usually much life in this brand of

fish, there are exceptions, and this

was one of them—fought like a

tiger, and seemed really game.
Then another, and another, and
f(ir a change a Bass or two, till

a string of a dozen and a half was
made, and all within a couple of

hours. Then they stopped biting

as suddenly as they started and

we made for the hotel for dinner.

The grub was good, and there

was no hurry, so it was three

o'clock before we were ready to

start out again.

size, "Must have a 'Lunge this time, sure,

Peter
!"

let's "All right, we get 'um."

And we d'd. Down we went again,

Three 'Lunge (35, 19 and 13 lbs.). Caught of an Afternoon

in Lake St. Francis by G. M. Furman, N.Y., and
E. H. Furman, Cambridge. Mass.
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around il'>s Island, and a little further,

to Cameron's Island.

"Hold on. Peter! Stuck! Xo, it's alive

and very much so."

only foxing, came up all standing, and

jumped and shook the spoon again. Then
we got in as much line as we could, but

the strain set him ofT again, and he towed

Caught in One Day by W. A. Corbet. 45 Broadway, New York, at Stanley Island—
i^^L '.i.uube (.amaiioki 41 in.) and two Dore (Wall Eye)

That is the way the 'Lunge have.

They take the spoon on the run and are

so big that you don't realize just what
has happened for a few seconds, but are

not long finding out. This particular fel-

low rushed out fifty yards of line or so

in no time, and jumped. Looked as big

as a cordwood stick and was pretty near

it I Shook the spoon till it rattled, and
then took a dive for the bottom, where he

seemed disposed to stay. But he was

the boat for half a mile or so as if it had
been a toy craft. This kind of thing
couldn't last forever, and when he stop-

ped we were able to recover a good deal

of line and get a sight of him. But the

fight wasn't quite over. The rushes were
not so violent, the strain less intense,

and the distress of the big fish was evid-

ent from the way he rolled over and over.

Otu xoiT, Lake St. Fr&ncU. The Fisherman's Toast: "Health to men; death to flsh."
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The 'Lunge is only a pike after all, though
a glorified member of the family. He will

only fight so long, usually about fifteen

or twenty minutes, and then quits. A
Salmon of the same size would cut your
work out for several hours, and would
never let up as long as life was in his body.

At last we got him near enough to the

boat, and a stroke of the gaft" landed him
amidships. He was still disposed to make
trouble and kicked hard enough to throw^

both of us into the drink, but Peter had
a club for such emergencies, and settled

the business with a couple of good licks

on the back of the neck. He weighed
forty-two lbs. on Mr. Duquette's scales

an hour or so after the war was over, and
through he wasn't the biggest of the sea-

son, he was one of them, and his skin,

handsomely mounted, has attracted the

attention of thousands of people daily in

a New York window this spring. There

are plenty more where he came from.

"Steel rod little, but heap strong!"

said Peter.

A CHANGE OF BAIT.

BY J. E. McCREA.

A sunburned kid, with a tattered lid.

And a coat a size too large,

With a piece of twine, for a fishing line,

Sits fishing on a barge
Thats' tied to a stake, at the edge of the lake,

Where the wavelets gently lap,

It's a kind of a sin, but I sit and grin.

As I watch the little chap
Transfix a worm, that will wiggle and squirm.

On the end of h-'s fishing hook.

Or a small green frog, that he caught in the bog.

On the other side of the brook.

He's proud of the job, of the floating bob,

That he's tied to his line with care.

There's a sudden swish, as he lands his fish.

From the depths of its hidden lair,

It is proudly viewed, and the bait renewed
From the can where he keeps h's store,

Then he lets it drop, with a sudden plop,

In his eager quest for more.
And he gets them, too, for they come to view

In the twinkling of an eye.

And I'm clean outdone, for never a one,

Will come where I'm sitting by.

For, much as I wish, there's never a fish

Will rise to my tempting fly.

And my bran-new reel, on my rod of steel,

I've never a chance to try,

For they pass my place, to the freckled face

Of the lad in the anchored punt.

Keep swimming past, as I make my cast,

In my vain and useless hunt

For a fish that will try, to grab my fly,

And be tempted on to its fate.

So I go to the spot, where the fish are caught.

And fish with a silver bait.



Notes on Exploration Trips in the Backwoods

1

Mr. J. E. T. Armstrong and his Capture-a Young Black Duck.

A recent visitor to Rod. and Gun, and

one whose conversation proved

most interesting, was Mr. C H
Miller M. E., of Sudbury. Ont.

Mr Milie? has not only travelled exten-

sively in America, but also in Europe, and

his observations in recent travels through,

portions of Northern Ontario on pros-

pecting trips, are therefore much more

valuable because they are those of a trav-

elled and trained observer.

On Mav twcntv second last yeai
.

a

patty of which Mr. Milles was the head,

lef't Biscotasing. a station on the main

line of the Canadian Pacific Railway, for

the north. Included in the party was

Mr G ^ Train, the Hudson Bay !• actor

at Biscotasing. who with his young son

arranged to bear the explorers company as

far as the head of Biscotasing Lake. On

the first dav out. while preparing dinner

on a portage, an incident happened which

might have had very serious results.

Seeing the rest of the party busy, .Mr.

Train^ xvandered ofif with his gun to try

and discover signs of big game or locate

a bear Everyone being employed, no at-

tention was given to the boy and it was

not till Mr. Train's return and dinner was

ready to be served that his absence was

detected 'The meal was neglected tor

a hastv search, but no trace of the wand-

erer could be discovered. -Vt lengthen

Indian came in with a story of finding

splashes of fresh blood and the n.ference

was drawn that the boy must have been

killed by a she bear. Every man at once

made for the place and tried to take up

the trail Those who examined tne

blood carefully decided that it was not

fresh enough to have come from the boy .

bodv that day and with renewed eftor s

the 'search was again pursued. Betore

lono- Mr. T. E. T. Armstrong, a former

Hudson Bay Factor at Biscotasing, who

was amongst the explorers ^^eard a cry

which he thought came from a child m
pain. Making for a r.dge from- which

he sound appeared to come he looked

over and saw, twelve feet below him, the

little fellow perched on t^e top of a beav-

er house. If the boy had fallen a foot

or two on cither side and missed the

house he would have been drowned as

the swamp was full ot water The men

were not long in rescuing the boy, but

he was in such a highly nervous state

that for some time he failed to recog-

nise his own father. After partaking of

a dish of hot tea he recovered somewhat

but it was not till a week later, and after

he had returned home, that the nervous

fits left him. In the meantime the party

were not satisfied till they had satisfactor-
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ily accounted for the blood splashes.

They found that at that place a bear had
killed a fawn and caried it oft" to her cubs.

The signs when examined calmly were
too plain to be mistaken.

In a little lake at the outlet of Bisco

Creek, the men found a wild goose with

the top of a wing broken. Apparently
the goose had been shot miles away from
the lakes, and, with outstretched wings
had sailed to the place, settling on the

water and being unable to rise again.

The goose furnished a very tasty supper.

On Wa-o-bush-Ka portage to Albert

Huft'man Lake, a party headed by Mr.
William Smith, of Madison, W^isconsin.

was met and friendly greetings exchang-
ed. They were on their way out from
Sahkatawichtah Lake to Sudbury to out-

fit for a trip up the Albany River. The
guide had told them fairy stories of a

brilliant gold discovery in that region

and failing to find the gold committed
suicide a few weeks later.

Opeepeesway Lake is a beautiful sheet

of water and abounds with trout, bass

and pike, while ducks are plentiful and
moose and deer abound. This is the old

Hudson Bay canoe route to Flying Post

and the portages are all well cut out. This

route w^as followed to Sahkatawichtah
Lake or Rush Lake, on the west bank oi

w'hich is an Indian village. Here resides

the Holy Woman, an old Squaw whom
the Indians assert to 'have reached a cen-

tury and a half. Charles Sanders (Pipe

in the face), one of the guides, whose
father had been a Hudson Bay Factor,

stated tfhat his father had told him that

when he was a boy the Holy A\'oman

w^as then very old. Mr. Milles had the

advantage of a chat with the Holy Wo-
man and the party gave her pork, fiour,

prunes, tea and a loaf of bread. It is

clear that the woman is a great age and

when the Indians refer to her they call

her "Live for ever!" She still sets out

a line of traps in the w-inter and. does fish-

ing in the summer, mending and setting

out her nets and attending to her winter

trapping herself. She is very suspicious

of strangers and steadily refused to face

the camera. As a rule the Indians when
they reach middle life, do not like being

photographed for fear some calamity will

A Cow Moose on Pebonishewening Lake.

immediately follow. The young people

however are careless and indifit'erent to

these superstitious fears and rather en-

joy being photographed than otherwise.

Many of them will pose before the cam-
era just as long and as often as the tour-

ist wishes.

On the return journey from Flying

Post the party took the canoe route to

Mattagami from Sahkatawichtah Lake to

the east into Rice Lake. This lake is

shallow and got its name from the wild

rice growing here in the summer, when
the Indians come from far and near to

gather the rice harvest. Ducks were

plentiful. Black Mallards were busy build-

ing their nests and a few Redheads and

Blue bill were seen. To the north of this

lake is a large swamp and while out fish-

ing at sunset a number of caribou were

seen coming out for water.

Xext morning Pebonishewening Lake
which means Winter resort was reached.

Here the moose were plentiful. All

alonsf the shore herds of five to twentv
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Xo«M Swimmlnv Meteor Lake.

moose could be seen. The fishing wa.s

good and many fine catches were made.
The Lake itself is most beautiful and
camp was made in a place so entrancing
that it was unanimously named "Angels
Rest." Everyone was sorry when the

time came for the party to leave this

camp.
The journey was resumed through a

number of unnamed lakes in one of which
they traded with an Indian by exchanging
tea and pork for moose meat. In the
course of conversation this Indian told

them that some years before a white man
trapped on one of those lakes and w^as

found in his cabin one morning shot
through the head. Mr. Armstrong con-
firmed the story and stated that upon
hearing of the tragedy he sent out a man
from Bisco to bury the remains. The
party discovered the place and found
many evidences of previous occupation.

In the evenings around the camp fires

the Indians told many stories of W'ind-
Cgo, their evil spirit and their dealings

with him. They related with glee how
they got the better of him on one occa-

sion. On one of the lakes through which

the party passed the entrance was be-

tween two points of land, so closely ap-

proaching each crther as to make the

channel a narrow one. On one occasion

when a large flotilla of Ind'an canoes had
passed through this channel into the lake

the Windego, in the expressive language

of the Indians, "closed the door" and be-

lieved he had the Indians trapped. He
then raised a big storm on the lake. With
the patience, which is one of their dis-

tinguishing characteristics, the Indians

waited and waited and when at length

the storm settled into a gentle calm they

opened the door and found the Windego,
his patience exhausted by the long wait,

had taken his departure. By dint of

wearing out the Windego, the Indians es-

caped.

Mesonekander Lake, or Giant Beaver
or Big Beaver Lake, is about twenty
miles long and from one half to two miles

wide. This lake furnished the explorers

with several meals of perch, pike and
pickerel. From this point to the Height

Going down a Rapid on Muskego River.
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•of Land Lake is the canoe route to Meto-
gami and the route to Gowganda. Many
canoes passed the camp on the way to

the northern silver fields. One canoe, in

which were two Frenchmen, contained

no outfit and no provisions, with the ex-

ception of six oranges and a bunch of

celery. They gave the men some fish

and allowed them to go, expecting when
they followed later to find their canoe
along the banks of the shore. The men.
however, had some grit in them and
made the Fort, although at one rapids

they had to drop their paddles and hang
on to the sides of the canoe with their

hands till taken to water shallow enough
to allow them to feel their feet. At the

same place two good canoemen were up-

set and one lost his life.

From the Height of Land Lake, the

head waters of Muskegogoma Lake and
River the explorers portaged into yiin-

niesinaqua or Island Lake. Here were
found plenty of fish, while the numerous
:ents of the prospectors along the shores

made the place look like a summer resort.

To the north of this lake the Canadian
Northern will cross with their new trans-

A Clear Stretch. On the Way to Flying Post.

Moose on Meteor Lake.

continental, and many good farms will

be worked here. Many signs of wolves
were seen, and hardly a night passed
without their hunting being heard, the
inference being that many heads of big
game were about.

The party reached Fort Metogami
early in June and received a great recep-
tion from Z\Ir. Miller, the Factor in charge
of the Post. They were assured by Mr.
Miller that they missed a treat by reason
of his bagpipes being broken, or other-
wise he would have played them "a toon."
However there were no broken hearts for

the loss of the bagpipes and no one la-

mented the absence of the "toon." Despite
the loss of the bagpipes a dance was ar-

ranged and the display of collars and
other portions of dress usually connected
with civilization could only be described
as "fearful and wonderful." Quadrilles
and Virginian reels were danced by the
I'ght of candles. Mr.Milles retred early

but was awoke later on in the night by
exciting yells and thinking something ser-

ious had happened dressed and returned
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Moose on the WfthnaplUe River.

to the ball rouin only to find that the

Indians excited by their music, were in-

dulging in a war dance. Their music

consists of only a few notes but constant

repetition excites them until they work

them.-^elves up into almost a frenzy.

Mr. Miller has two cows and a bull

which were taken in by canoes all the

way from Moose Factory when they were

calves. At the time of the visit he was

just starting to plant his potatoes for the

vear. and those which he supplied the

travellers were found to be extremely

good. They likewise discovered that the

prices charged at the Post for provisions

are such that it pays u<> man to pack them

in.

On leaving the Post the party proceed-

ed down the Straight River, so called be-

cause it is shown on the map as one

straight line ( Mr. Milks named it the

Donneganna River. Donneganna Lake be-

ing the head waters of the river ) although

it turned out so crooked that none of the

partv in all their travels had experienced

such a piece of in and out water before.

Several of them expre'^'^ed a desire to

help out the Government from the conse-

quences of such a mistake by findmg the

end of the river and pulling it out straight.

They were disappointed in this laudable

ambition by the fact that they were un-

able to find the end of the river.

By portage they proceeded to Opikin-

imika Lake where they enjoyed good

trout fishing. On the shores of this lake

manv bear tracks were seen. On a short

portage into Meteor Lake another was

seen. Mr. Milles describes Meteor Lake

as the gem of the lakes. The shores

have sandv beaches and the water is so

clear that the trout could be seen swim-

ming thirty or forty feet below. These

trout proved splendid fighters and excel-

lent eating. Some years ago the Onap-

ing gold mine was worked on the shores

of this lake and the works can still be

seen.

To the east is a portage to a number of

small lakes and Meteor Creek where

moose are plentiful. Many ducks were

seen nesting along the creek.

On returning to Meteor Lake they saw

a cow moose with two calves on her back

swimming across. Naturally, as she saw

th-e canoes, she started to swim faster to

reach the shore. By this means she rais-

ed larger waves and the calves .were

washed oflf her back. These animals were

so young they could not swim and mem-
ber's of the party took them by the ears

and dragged them to shore. Prior to this^

the old moose had tried hard to get them

on her back again and failing had made
for the shore. By the way she bawled

and broke brush she gave the party clear-

Iv to understand that they had better

not approach too near to her ladyship.

The calves when put on shore were too

feeble to stand up. However when they

were leff the mother speedily gave them

attention.

Along Raven Creek, the shores of which

are very low many moose were seen and

in one little lake leading out of this creek

seven were seen at one time, the party

having a splendid chance to watch them

as they were feeding.

Shoofly Lake was the next large body
of water upon which they entered. This

lake is surrounded bv sand hills and us
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pine clad shores present such

scenes of beauty as to make it

certain it will become one of the

favorite resorts of the north in

the not far distant future. The
Canadian Xforthern will run a

few miles west of this lake.

The portage into Ohawama
Lake is well cut out. The \\^ah-

napitae River runs through this

lake and it affords a good route

for many prospecting and explor-

ing parites. From Esker Lake to

Conglomerate Portage thirty-

nine moose were counted. Many
(jolden Eyes. Blacks and Mal-
lards were nesting and also blue

lieron. Cow moose and calves
were seen in considerable num-
bers. On many occasions calves were
pulled out of miry places and released.

Around the camp fire one night one
of the Indian guides remarked: "We seen
a great deal of game today. We seen
thirty nine moose, three mink, two mar-
tin, six beaver and three Frenchman!"
Indians always make distinctions between
white men and with them a Frenchman
is only a Frenchman I

The party stopped at Rosie Creek and
portaged over to Welcome Lake. From
this portage to Wahnaptitae Lake the riv-

er is full of rapids and falls and unless

the traveller is an expert canoe man the

route is one to be avoided. Wahnapitae
Lake was reached at the end of June.

Mr. Milles' estimate of the intelligence

of the moose is not a high one. He
has seen them do most stupid things and
nothing but their great strength pnaMes
them to escape from their enemies. ^Ir.

Milles was asked if the Indians nii'ce

good prospectors? He stated that there

are a few good Indian prospectors but not

many. As guides and packers and icr

their knowledge of the woods and of the

country, they are to be preferred. M''.

Milles also stated that they are cleaner

around camp and in cooking, and you
never need to be afraid of a forest fire

with them.

On the wolf question Mr. Milles holds

his own ideas. He does not think, con-

sidering the vast extent of the Province.

Leaving Oppecsawah.

that wolves can be described as numerous.
He does not approve of poisoning. Hav-
ing had experience in hunting wolves m
Russia and in the Western States he holds

that they could be run down by dogs in

Canada in the same way as in those coun-
tries. He tells a story of two of his

French Canadian guides going out to the

railway for a bag of flour. The flour was
made up in two fifty pound sacks and the

men set off on the return trip. While it

was still light they heard the cry of a

pack of wolves hot on a deer trail. They
at once abandoned the flour and shinned

up a couple of trees. The wolves came
and sat on their haunches looking at the

two men, apparently wondering what
they were doing in the trees at that time

of the year. The}' did not go near the

packs of flour and before the men could

quite realize wliat had happened the

wolves had taken their departure. The
men were badly scared and did not make
the camp till late that night. When they

told of their adventures they were well

chaft'ed for their course of action. Mr.

Milles declared that the men were in no

danger and as the snow was not deep and

the rabbits were plentiful it was clear

the wolves had not been made desperate

by hunger and would probably not have

troubled the men had they continued

their journey without noticing them.

On Raven Creek Mr. Milles found a
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set of moose horns which told the story

of a great fight. Signs of the severity of

the contest were still visible, although ap-

parently six months had passed since it

took place. The spread of the horns,

which Mr. Milles brought out, were sixty

inches and he is of the opinion that the

conquering moose possessed an even big-

ger set.

Mr. Milles takes no other firearms in

the busii than a 32 Colts automatic pistol.

This is always kept out of sight until

the necessity for using it arises. Having
learnt the Indian art cf balancing when
walking, Mr. Milles goes through the

bush noiselessly. When he discovers

game it is no great thing for him to make
a close approach and one pistol shot well

planted he finds sufficient to bring down
the largest moose. He has no trouble

with escaping game and shoots to kill

on all occasions. As a prospector and
engineer Mr. Milles' hunting is confined

to the provision of fresh meat for the ex-

ploring parties which he accompanies.

He is also fond of wing shooting and be-

ing naturally cool and collected he does

not shoot until he pretty sure of his birds.

The interest he takes in fish has led

him to observe considerable difference in

the pike north and south of the Height of

Land. In the northern streams Mr.
Milles states that the pike are yellow with

firmer flesh and much better tasting. This
is the case with the pike found in all the

streams flowing north to Hudson Bay.

In the waters flowing south the flesh is

white and not so firm. He is sufficient al-

so of a botanist to note with extreme in-

terest the evolution of the flowers in cases

where lakes are drying up and forming
into marshes. Mr. Milles can talk most
interestingly of flowers. He shows him-
self a true explorer by his keenness of ob-

servations not only upon animals, fishes,

and birds, but also upon flowers and
plants, the latter including both those

growing upon land and in the water.

t^oto by R. L. Forlt POSING !

The yoiinKstcr ou tl)e left ajipears vory much boreil.



Mr. Joseph Vance and His Wild Animal Pets
BY W. A. BRADLEY. B.A.

PART II.

ON one occasion when assisting his

cousin at Ratho to split rails,

about a quarter of a mile distant

from the place where they were
working. Mr. Vance's dog set up a fur-

ious barking. The men took no notice of

him,thinking it was a squirrel or some
other small animal that he had treed, so

left him there when they went home at

night. Next morning when they return-

ed the dog was still barking in the same
spot. They worked throughout the fore-

noon without paying any attention to

him, but while at dinner Mr. Vance sug-

gested to his cousin that they take the

shotgun with them, and go and see w^hat

the dog was so interested in.

On returning to the place where they
had been working they added the axe to

their weapons of offence and went in the

direction of the dog, who still kept up
his barking. On coming to a large soft

maple tree, standing on a little knoll

beside a pond of water, they saw among
its roots a large she-otter defending her

little family. The dog had pulled away
the sticks and twigs that protected her

home, but she still kept him at bay. Mr.
Vance's companion raised his gun and
shot the mother, and they both ran to

capture the family, but before they reach-

ed the spot- the dog had two of the little

family of four killed. They succeeded
in rescuing the remaining two and each

took one to his home. Mr. Vance fixed

up a little house for his young otter in

the blacksmith shop, fed it upon milk and
bread, and it grew and became quite

tame.

It would come out and go round
the shop while Mr. Vance worked alone,

but always retreated to its box if any
strangers came into the shop. It was
very fond of mice, and became as expert

as a cat in catching them. It completely

banished them from the blacksmith shop.

The name Peter was given to the otter,

and he responded to it as readily as a

dog, if the person calling him was not a

stranger, but he was always suspicious

of strangers.

When Mr. Vance went to dinner, and
locked the shop, Peter would come out

and lie on the floor, where the sun would
shine in through the window. His scent

and instincts were intensely keen. If he

was in the shop alone no person could

come up to the door, or even touch the

lock with the point of his finger without

the otter checking him by uttering a

short, plaintive bark. He was as playful

as a kitten, and when he would come
into the house would amuse himself b>-

tormenting the old cat that lay under the

stove. He would bite her tail and then

make a circle round the stove, as much
as to say, ''Let us play tag." He would
return and renew the attack until he re-

ceived a stroke from tht cat that taught

him that it was better to stop \vhen the

play was not dangerous.

Peter formed quite a strong attachment

for Spot, the old dog, and he seemed
to have unbounded confidence in Spot's

prowess as his champion and protector

among his canine neighbors. He would

follow the old dog around the village and

always felt perfectly secure when he was
with him. He seemed to feel that no

dog would attack him when he was in

Spot's company—in fact on some occa-

sions he became the aggressor and made
an attack on other dogs, biting them se-

verely and causing them to run from hi^

presence yelling; but he never mustered

up courage to attack another dog when
Spot was not near at hand. Around the

house he was as useful as a watchdog, ami

particularly after dark would often indi-

cate the approach of a stranger by his

sharp bark before the dog would give

the alarm.

When he grew up the village dogs be-

came acquainted with him, but none ven-

tured to touch him as he strayed around

the streets, an^., strange dogs, while they

would bark at him, w^ould not attack him,
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l)Ut kept at a reasonable distance fi'om

liis ottership.

If Mrs. Vance went calling and her

whereabouts was desired to be known, it

could be instantly ascertained by put-

ting Peter on her trail, and he would go

directly to the house where she was and

begin his plaintive bark at the door.

But Peter's powers and skill were best

seen as a fisher. In the spring, when the

suckers came up stream, the otter was

taken down to a large stump on the edge

of the river, where the fish congregated.

]\Ir. Vance would say to him, "Go in after

the«i, Peter!" He would dive immedi-

self, and no matter how a fish struggled

Peter would always land it.

From the way in which he brought

them out of the water, it was evident

that he dived under them and seized

them from below always in the same
place—just behind the pectoral fins.

Often boys came and tried to borrow
Peter for a day's fishing, but unless he

was well acquainted with the person he

could not be coaxed away from home.
Through some accident Peter got a

wound on the belly. Turpentine was ap-

plied to the sore and every eft'ort made
to save his life, but he sickened and

Petor, tha Tame Otter.

ately and in a few seconds would bring
out a fish, lay it on the ground and look
up into his master's face, as much as to

say, 'Tf you don't want it I'll eat it my-
self!" If Mr. Vance took up the fish and
put it in the basket, Peter would imme-
diately dive for another, bring it out,

lay it on the ground and give the same
significant look, and as long as the fish

he brought was taken up he would go
back and bring out another. When no
attempt was made to take the last one,
then Peter would quietly eat the fish him-

died. There was a general expression of

regret throughout the village when it

was known that the pet otter was dead,

for his visefulness as well as his clever-

ness made him a general favorite with the

people, and his history had been so often

repeated to strangers who saw him run-

ning about the village, that not only the

villagers, but the dwellers in the imme-
diate vicinity knew all about Peter, the

pet otter.

The next article will contain an ac-

count of Mr. Vance's pet minks.



Intelligence and Peculiarities of the Wild Goose

BY JACK MINER.

TO Study the intelligence and pecul-

liarities of the wild goose is one of

the most interesting subjects that

can be taken up by any sportsman
Although I have had a quarter of a cen-

tury's experience hunting, coaxing and
petting these dear old honkers I dont pre-

tend to know hardly the letter A about
them.
Some of my personal experiences how-

ever may prove interesting to readers and
for that reason I have consented to re-

late them. I know, if these are read they
will set people thinking and they have
done the same for myself. The first

twenty years of my experiences isn't

worth much attention as they were put

in mainly coaxing and decoying these

shy beauties within range of some natur-

al looking scene on their feeding grounds.

However I may give a hint or two on de-

coying. Secure a blanket the color of

the ground, tie three of the corners down
and when you see the geese coming cover

up. \A'hile holding the fourth corner of

the blanket in one hand and your gun
in the other, lay on the broad of your back,

hold your breath and allow them to come
right on top of you. Mever get in a

corn shock or any likely looking hiding-

place for their enemies but seek conceal-

ment about seventy five or one hundred

yards away from anything of the kind.

Then, while they are watching these

places, they are likely to swing right on

to you and drop into your decoys, of

which three to five will be found sufficient

for your purpose.

If the ground is covered with snow a

white sheet and a white handkerchief for

a skull cap, the ordinary cap being re-

moved when the birds are seen, may be

used. By such means I have had them so

close to me that I could almost touch

them.

In Essex County, however, we get very-

little wild goose shooting compared with

western Canada. In the beginning of

March a few flocks arrive and hang about

till the middle of April. They feed in the

cornfields during the day and fly back to

Lake Erie or Lake St. Clair in the even-

ing.

While I always had luck of some kind
in hunting them it was not till five years
ago that I became really interested. At
that time I purchased eight or ten live

ones intending to use them as decoys. It

took them about two years to become
acquainted and finally one pair decided to

set up housekeeping and raise a family.

With this end in view they built a nest

on the banks of a pond about otle hun-
dred yards north of my tile shed door,

and, fortunately, just at a place where I

had a good view of them—in fact I couKl

see the old goose on the nest as I stood

in the doorway.

I experienced some unnecessary trou-

ble over that nest. It was right in the

The Old Linder -Watching tho Cow.
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pasture field and I was afraid of the

cow or one of the horses putting a clumsy

foot into it. The other geese had to keep

away from that end of the pond as none

were a match for the old gander. 1 he

old cart horse, Charlie worried me the

most as he is about as mean with the

other animals as the gander is to the rest

of the geese. Why this pair of geese acted

as thev did was a puzzle to me. A man

niight'work all day within ^ few rods of

the nest and unless he went close to it he

would never know it was there. The

one would have taken him for was a gan-

One day I saw Charlie grazing near by

and approaching closer and closer to the

nest This was my opportunity and 1

stayed and took it all in. When within

two feet of the old goose he saw her and

she at once raised herslf slightly, extended

her wings and as her beak was almost six

inches from his nose it seemed too near to

be comfortable. That instant the gander,

as though he had come out of the earth,

crrabbed Charlie by the left fetlock.

Jack Miners Home. Wild Geese on the Pond,

goose would lie with her head and neck

flat on the ground and the gander usually

a rod or so away with his body almost

covered in the water and his head and

neck slightly curved above. With his eyes

fixed on any intruder he looked for all

the world like a poisonous snake ready

to strike—in fact it is diflficult. if not im-

possible to describe the feelings of any

visitor looking at him. The last thing

The old horse's tail w^ent into the air and

jumping, coughing and snorting he speed-

ily gave a wide berth to the nest. The

scene was too laughable to be speedily

forgotten.

The grass grew high up around the

nest but about three or four days before

the eggs were due to hatch the old goose

took sick. For fear the gander would

not hatch the eggs I went to the nest,
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fought him off and took the six eggs to

the house. Putting them in warm water
I was delighted to see that each egg con-

lained life. Placing them under a Ply-

mouth Rock hen I kept close watch and
when the eggs pipped darkened the nest

in order that Mrs. Hen would not see

what she had. On June seventeenth

the whole hatched out and when they

were dry I let in the light, and found the

hen mothering them well. Keeping them
close to the house I never had nicer pets

-^n the place.

ten feet of them he stopped and used
some goose language. Each gosling laid

down and he advanced and appeared to

caress each one. Then all stood up, flap-

ped their wings and chattered till the old

gander left them, still calling for the sick

goose. The latter, although still too un-
well to walk more than a few yards, at

once came and the gander was busy for

some time. Finally all started off to-

gether until the gander noticed the hen
following. With his stub wing he gave
her a blow that sent her head over heals

The Large Flock of Wild Geese Near the House.

All this time the old gander wandered
about the place honking and calling.

Pieces of rails and blocks of wood were
placed on the nest and it was astonishing

how he managed to roll them away.
When the youngsters were larger than

their mother I coaxed them all through
two gates into the pasture field. No
sooner did they enter the field than the

old gander made for them and I thought
he was going to kill them all. W'ithin

and a string of feathers and squaks right

back to the old pen.

The curious part of the story is that in

a few hours the goslings returned and
called the hen. She went to them as far

as the fence but was afraid to fly down.
Driving the gander away I dropped a lit-

tle feed down and she was persuaded to

rejoin the goslings. The goslings caress-

ed her and when the gander saw it he at

once took her part with the result that
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she contiued to live with the eight geese

until cold weater drove her into the hen
house.

No hen before or since dared to go near

the gander and no cock or hen dared go
near that particular hen as long as she

remained with the geese. The following

summer the geese continued to salute

their faithful old mother whenever they

saw her.

Old Mrs. Goose only partially recover-

ed, and finally, one morning in January,
1908, missing them I found her in a

bad condition with the gander stand-

ing by. I caried her to the cow stable

and letting the cow out put the goose in.

The gander flew at the cow. Later on
when I returned with some dope the

goose was dead and after plucking her

I buried the rest. When I went again to

the stable I found the cow in her stall

and the gander beside her. Ever since

that day he has haunted the cow, appar-

ently blaming the animal for the loss of

his wife. His screaming is enough to

give one the horrors. He has become so

thin that he looks more like a turke}^

than a goose. On two or three occasions

the cow became lovesick and broke out,

being found over a mile away though the

gander was still at her heels. As a mat-
ter of fact there was no trouble locating

the cow as the gander's honking could

be heard for a mile. When the cow
is in the stable he roosts on the door-

step. Although more than two years

have now passed away since the gander
lost his wife he still dislikes the cow, and
is right at her heels today.

In the spring of 1908 eleven wild geese
made their home on the pond near by
and in order to keep my agreement with
my neighbours, we gave them one volley.

When the smoke cleared away we had
killed three or four. This frightened

mine and they left the north pond and
came to one near the house. To my sur-

prise seven of the eleven were back next
morning looking for their leaders and
seeing mine at the pond near the house
dropped in with them. In a few days
they were quite tame, although one old

fellow had three grains of shot in his

breast. Every time I passed the pond he

appeared to want to show them to me
as he would stand on the brickwork with

his ^breast to me and dress his wounds.
This pond is only fifty feet from the

public highway and seventy five feet

from my back door.

Many people would drive in, and tie up
and advise me as to the best methods of

killing those geese. One old gentleman
of seventy was very particular in his

description. His great grandfather killed

'steen in one day when his first wife was
alive, etcetra.

No doubt owing to consideration for

the w^ounded one, the wild geese stayed
with me until May fifteenth when they
lined up and w^ent straight north. Then
the fun ibegan. So many people called

me nam.es and declared I was a fool for

allowing the geese to go in the hope of

seeing them again that I began to think

they were right. All the chaffing came
to a close one morning in March, 1909,

when hearing a strange honking I looked

and saw twenty-^ight wild geese drop
down with mine. There were some for-

mal introductions and much talk and soon
all settled down. In a few days eleven

more dropped in and became acquainted.

On April tenth, when on their way to

feed, we shot ten and Charles Quick, of

Kingsville, shot one later on as they were
flying back and forth to Lake Erie. On
May first the remaining twenty lined up
and said good-bye, after first circling

round and round, flying straight north.

On March fourth of the pre§ent year

about thirty came back and the flock

grew larger every day for about two
weeks, when to our surprise and delight

we found that the numbers had increased

by daily accessions to between two hun-
dred and fifty to three hundred. We
shot thirty-six and on April fifteenth a-

bout fifty or sixty left for the north. On
the following day I had the photographer
up and the accompanying illustration is

the result.

I do not think it is possible any one

else on the whole continent can produce a
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photo of these wildest of wild birds taken
in as public a place as the pond on which
they were disporting themselves close to

riy house and near the highway when
this picture was taken.

If any brother sportsman would like to

learn something more a'bout Mr. and Mrs.
^Vild Goose they will find that the geese
can teach them something if they will

allow them. The most important secret
in the art of getting friends with them,
is to throw corn at them instead of shot

—

start feeding them in the back fields, and
as soon as they become acquainted move
the feed a field closer. Finally you will

have them right at your house.

Never try to drive them. Never walk
straight at them. Always sidle up to

them. Shut the farm dog away from
them. Always call to them and they
will soon learn your voice.

When at last you come to the

conclusion that you must shoot at them,
or allow all to go with the chances that

some one else will take your share, never,

never shoot into the whole flock. Watch
your chance and when you get four or

six in some field by themselves pop it in-

to them. You will find that they ofifer

many opportunities of this kind.

By following these directions many
sportsmen, with very little trouble, could

get "up a close acquaintance with wild

geese and tell us many things concerning-

these fine birds, about whose intelligence

there has been a great deal written in the

past.

The sight of the geese as they fly in

from the fields to the pond near the house
is one not easily forgotten by any one for-

tunate enough to witness it. When a

bunch of nine to twelve swing in that

way, with their loud honking, and drop

their large black feet in the water it is

a sight to stir the blood of any sports-

man.

Before closing allow me to write a few

words on game protection. It is not the

game that is wild ; it is ourselves who
require civilizing. Canada is undoubtedly

the breeding ground of eighty per cent.

of our migratory birds and I ask what
percentage of them we obtain? Don't

blame the other fellows ; it is we who
are largely to blame. When we shoot
at geese and ducks every day in the week
it is like saying to them: "We don't want
you; go to them who understand how to

kill you." W'hen we carry out such prac-

tices they soon depart, and small blame
to them. If only shot at two days out of

the seven we could get ten where we
now only get one.

The accompanying illustrations show
that civilization does not necessarily in-

terfere with game. On dozens of occa-

sions this spring I have seen the geese
fly to the pond near the house for pro-

tection when shot at elsewhere. What
we all require is education in the best

methods of protection. We should feed

our birds in the marshes, shoot only two
days in the week, kill all we want and no
more, and allow those not thus cut off

to return quietly and settle down once
more. If we did this we should find

when we returned that the birds were
thicker than ever. What we want to

learn is the art of game preservation if

we expect to retain game. Take this

township for an illustration of this con-

tention. Up to two years ago not ten

wild geese were killed in a whole season.

I have been out myself for three morn-
ings in succession and never saw a goose.

The accompanying illustrations will

amply prove the different conditions pre-

vailing today.

When the last photo was taken there

were about one hundred and ninety wild

geese on and around the pond, which is

one hundred and seven feet in diameter.

It will be noticed by those who examine
the picture closely that little Freddie and
his dog are near the fence to the extreme

right and some of the geese are only fif-

teen feet from them.

The success of this experiment should

encourage others to engage in similar

work. They may be assured that what-
ever the measure of their direct success

may be they will be amply rewarded by
the numerous interesting incidents that

will occur during the course of their ef-

forts. In my own case I have been re-

paid many times over both directly and
indirectly.



Hunting and Fishing in New Brunswick

Description of a Fine Territory

THE fame of New Brunswick's hunt-

ing and fishing have attracted so

many people from the States of late

years, even from as far south as

Florida, that a description of one of these

territories, the headquarters of which is

Bathurst, N. B., will, we are sure, be per-

used by our readers with considerable

interest. This description is that of a

frequent visitor, whose financial interests

led him to make a close study of the nat-

ural resources of the district.

From Bathurst on the Intercolonial

Railway the famous Bald Mountain dis-

trict, at the headwaters of the Nipisiguit,

Miramichi and Tobique, a large tribut-

ary of the Saint John, can be reached.

This is described as the greatest moose
hunting country in the world. In the last

few years a good road for rough wagons
with substantial bridges across the

streams, has been cut straight across

country, from Bathurst to Indian Falls,

Bear House, these Falls being on the

Nipisiguit River. By this road the sports-

man is landed fifty-two miles up the river

and a tiresome canoe journey thus cut off.

These falls are famous for trout fishing,

trout of six pounds' weight often being
taken from there on the fly. From this

centre the sportsman has the choice of

several directions the most satisfactory of

which, perhaps, is the Bald Mountain re-

gion which begins nearby.

By sending the cano''"'> and guides with

the provisions ahead, either by the road
or by the river, a saving of time is made.
The Intercolonial railway trains arrive at

Bathurst from Montreal in the morning
and by having everything ready to start

on arrival the sportsman may reach the

Indian Falls the same night, certainly the

next day, thus avoiding a long journey by
the river that takes the best part of a

week. If. on the other hand he should
arrive at Bathurst from St. John in the
evening, he can make an early start the

next morning, and very little time is lost.

At the head of the Nipisiguit are sev-

eral large and beautiful lakes, of wh'ch
the largest is Nipisguit. There are few

places in America as beautiful as Bath-

urst or lakes as beautiful as Nipisiguit.

In every direction there is a wilde^nes^

of low mountain peaks, covered with un-

broken forest. These lakes are joined

together by the river and after leaving

the last lake the sportsman can portage

over a well-worn trail, the old trail of the

Micmacs, to Lake Nictor, the feeder oi

the Tobique. No one who has not seen

it can have any idea of the beauty of thi>

region. This is the home of the large

moose, and on the slopes of the moun-
tains surrounding the lakes they are al-

ways to be found. Besides the Bald

Mountain district and its lakes, there are-

several favorite camping-grounds all a-

long the river. The Gordnn Meadows,
near the Grand Falls of the Nipisiguit.

another grandly beautiful scene, is an ex-

cellent place to go to, and seldom has a

camp been made on the Gordon brook
that the party did not get all the game
the law allows them to kill.

Middle Landing, sixteen miles from
Bathurst, Nine Mile Brook furthur up.

Austin Brook just above the Grand
Falls, are a few of the places that

are counted sure camping grounds for

big game. In fact, any place on the

Nipisiguit from the Pabineau Falls, eight

miles from Bathurst to the head of the

river is moose country. All along th.e

river the moose find the alder and poplar

trees, on which they. feed, and in all the

small lakes and ponds are found the lih-

roots and bulbs for which they will travel

many miles. At the heads of the Pabin-
eau, Nine Mile Brook, and nearly ever\-

tributary of the Nipisiguit, and the in-

terior, between the rivers, there are good
sized lakes, many of which are not map-
ped. All these lakes contain trout of

good size, and are the resort of moose.
cari])ou and deer.

One of the greatest caribou districts in

Canada is that to the eastward of Bath-

urst and Newcastle, known as the Tab-
usintac barrens. One hundred caribou

have been seen there in a day, and it is a

very unusual thing for a sportsman to g')
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iliere and come hack without game, and
generally he gets all he wants. The old

Bathnrst and Newcastle road, which was
the coaching road before the railroad was
built, crosses theTabusintac, half-way l)e-

tween the two towns, or twenty-live

miles from either, and the barrens can be
easily reached from the road. Another
way is to go down the Caraquet railway

to Burnsville, drive to Paqiietville, and
cross over to the Pockmouche and the

Tracadie by what is known as the St.

Isadore road. From the Tracadie the

barrens can be reached in a few hours.

By getting on the Intercolonial at near-

ly any station between Bathurst and
Newcastle a few hours" walk will land the

guides, who have canoes there, and some
of the largest heads brought out of the
district have been gotten there.

A good feature in connection with the
hunting in this district is the salmon and
trout-fishing. The trout, which are very
abundant on the upper part of the N.pisi-
guit and in the lakes around Bathurst,
are just as good eating during the fall as
at any other time of the year. The sal-

mon fishing in the Nipisiguit is unusually
fine.

The country is full of interesting leg-

ends of the Micmacs, the Indians who
once inhabited this region and fished all

along the Nipisiguit. When the explor-
er Jacques Cartier entered Lake Chaleur

View of Nipisiguit River from Camp Bogan, Bathurst, New Brunswick.

sportsman in the midst of the caribou or

moose grounds. There are lakes, called

the Bass River lakes, about five miles
from Red Pine station, for instance, and
this is a favorite place, and almost a cer-

tain one to get a moose. The same may be
said of Bartibogue and Beaver Brook sta-

tions, trails from which lead to the head
waters of the Bartibogue river, a splendid

place for caribou, and one of the best

trout streams in the Province.

The Tetagouche lakes, a short d'stance

from Bathurst, toward the north afford

another favorite hunting ground. There
are good camps on the lakes, built by the

in the spring of 1534, he found the Mic-
macs inhabiting the whole of the adjoin-

ing country. Owning and hunting over

such a large country they continued for a

great many years to be a large and for-

midable tribe. During the wars between
the English and the French for the pos-

session of Canada the Micmacs were gen-

erally to be found on the side of the

French. The consequence was that the

first English settlers at such places at

Miramichi and the Bale de Chaleur had a

difificult time. However, after the War
of the Revolution they settled down and
became what they are now, very harmless.
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Although many are living in New Bruns-

wick and Eastern Quebec, the principal

settlement is at Cross point, opposite

Campbellton, where they have a large

reservation, a well-built village and many
farms, as well as their own church, cler-

gyman, schools, etc. They hunt and fish,

also, and make excellent guides for hunt-

ers and fishermen. This Indian settle-

ment is about sixty miles from Bathurst.

There is another Indian reservation on an

island in Bathurst bay, and, also, one on
the Xipisiguit river, six miles south of

Bathurst.

Bathurst is a beautifully situated town,

with good hotels, livery stables, and all

conveniences for the tourist and sports-

man. The Basin is a lovely sheet of

water. The rivers, four of which empty
into the Basin, are very swift and have
many falls that are well worth visiting.

There are fine shaded drives in the vicin-

ity of the town, and three miles away
there is a village of cottages that are

kept up in the summer by visitors who
go there for the excellent sea-bathing.

The beach is hard and there is just surf

enough to add zest to the bathing.

Bathurst harbor is remarkably fine,

but a sandbar at the entrance from Chal-

eur Bay rendered it inaccessible to the

larger steamers from England through
the Gulf of St. Lawrence and Chaleur
bay. However, this difficulty is soon to

be remedied, as the Canadian govern-
ment is appropriating a large sum for

dredging the harbors, and when this is

done Bathurst will become a great ship-

ping centre.

At present the town has a population
of 3,500. The people have not been very
enterprising in the past, and have been
content to earn a very modest living by
fishing in the bay for the cod and had-
dock that there abound. But now the
town is developing very rapidly, and the

people are waking up and are no longer
contented to live as their fathers did fifty

years ago.

Besides the fishing, the lobster indus-

try is furnishing employment to many,
and there are several lobster packing
factories just outside of Bathurst.

Mr. F. S. Morse, of Springfield, Mass.,
gives the following interesting account

of his salmon fishing experiences:

Although I had not the time at my dis-

posal to try my luck at big game, having
one day alone to spare. I thought I would
try my luck at a salmon if opportunity
offered. Accordingly I sought Henry
Bishop, the principal lessee of the Nepisi-

guit river. Perhaps if I could not have
the sport of salmon fishing myself, I

might be permitted the poor satisfaction

of seeing the other fellow have it. Mr.
Bishop, in addition to being the chief

game and fish warden of this region, is the

postmaster of Bathurst. He proved to

be amiable and confirmed the truth of my
investigations that there is no free sal-

mon fishing in the Province, but explod-

ed the theory that outsiders can not
lease fishing privileges inexpensively, in

fact he makes a practice of leasing pools

on the Nepisiguit—and there can scarce-

ly be better.

It seems that a party had been fishing

in some of the best pools at the Indian
reservation, a dozen miles up the river,

without having raised a salmon, but Mr.
Bishop declared that since the weather
and water conditions were fast changing,
the chances v/ere that the luck would also

change, and suggested that I try some of

the pools myself. Here, 'now, was a

stroke of good fortune. I had salmon
flies, leaders, line and reel, but no rod.

"Easy enough," said Mr. Bishop, 'T will

lend you mine."
A team conveyed me to a Micmac In-

dian reservation the following morning,
where I secured the services of a couple

of dusky braves, who placed me in the

middle of a birch-bark canoe and pushed
me out into the rapid current of the

Nepisiguit. Though skilled in casting

with a light trout rod, it required nearly

an hour's practice to make a fair cast

with Mr. Bishop's two-handed one. When
my Indian guides found that I had at

last the hang of it they pushed up stream
to a pool where a salmon had been seen

jumping the day before.

At length the canoe was brought to a

standstill by the setting poles, and I was
told to cast in the pool. The river all

looked alike to me ; but I followed in-

structions and cast my Jock Scott where
the pool was said to be. Again and yet
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again I cast, when suddenly I had a strike

that fairly sent my heart into my mouth.
1 yanked. Then under water I felt a

long steady pull. My companions shout-

ed. "You got him ! Don't pull too hard

!

There he goes
!"

Up came the salmon full length out of

the water, four feet long if he was an

inch. Then a plunge into the water, and

he was off with a rapidity that made the

reel sing. I gave him the butt and let

iiim go; but my hundred yards of tarpon

line was nearly run out before he slack-

ened and I reeled in taut. Fifteen times

he leaped clear of the water, and twice

he crossed the swift and broad river. For
three-quarters of an hour it was a battle

royal, with no odds. When at last his

struggles grew weaker and I had him
coming, we put in shore; and one of the

Indians seized the landing net and sprang
into the water waist-deep. He made a

lunge at the salmon with the net, but the

king of the river, gathering strength for

one last effort, swerved and was away
again like a flash. I jabbed the handle of

the rod into the ground and held on with

both hands
;
yet I could hardly hold him.

But it was the last round. The tension

finally relaxed; I reeled him in, and this

time he came to the net. The Indians
seized my hand in congratulation. I

looked upon the panting salmon with re-

spect. I could scarcely believe that he
weighed only eighteen pounds. I filled

my pipe and rested for half an hour. The
previous forty-five minutes had been ex-

hausting; assuredly the most exciting

forty-five minutes I had ever known at

the fishing game.
When my strength had returned and

my nerves were sufficiently tranquil, I

tried another pool. Hardly had my fly

touched the water than the great dorsal

fin of a salmon rolled over for the fly, and
twitch ! I had him. This salmon knew
a thing or two. Down the river he went
like lightning and my line was nearly

unreeled before we could give chase.

Then those Indian braves got busy, and
I was poled down the current at a speed
I have never seen equalled in a canoe.

In twenty-five minutes by the watch we
caught up with the salmon, and he, too,

was netted. He tipped the scales at 14^'4

pounds. One more salmon, 9 pounds in

weight, finished my day's fishing on the

Nepisiguit.

A Day With the Ducks in Saskatchewan

LAST fall it was my privilege to

spend a few months in the north-

ern portion of the Province of

Saskatchewan. At that time I

was a "tenderfoot" in more ways than
one—it was first visit to the west and
my first hunt with a shot gun.

I had been well primed upon all the

possibilities of the sport and was conse-

quently worked up to fever heat when
a bunch of us turned out at four on the

morning of September first with a view
of having a crack at the ducks.

We had very good sport and I also

obtained the most beautiful black and
blue arm and shoulder I ever saw, in fact

I displayed all the colours of the rainbow.

I was game to learn and stayed with

my companions till I couldn't see wheth-
er I hit or not for the tears that came into

my eyes, with the pain following each

explosion.

I had previously hunted deer in Ontar-

io but found a shot gun a very different

proposition to a non-kicking Winchester.
Right here I may say that I am a believer

in still hunting. I never could bear to

sit huddled up in a boat or stand still

on a runway, allowing the dogs to

have the sport, and performing the but-

cher stunt when game was driven my
way.
However I am digressing. Although I

always enjoyed my annual hunt in the

crisp, invigorating air of Ontario, I am
bound to say that for a good day's sport,

a full bag and a healthy appetite I can

strongly recommend a day with the

ducks on the little inland lakes of the

western provinces.

One beautiful day in early September
I journeyed to Wynyard, near which are

situated the fine Quill Lakes. These had

been strongly recommended to me for

ducks and I was eager to try my for-

tune after all I had heard on the subject.
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At that time tlie branch line on which
Wynyard is situated had its terminus at

that place and the Agent, being a friend

of mine, secured a party to acconipaity

me and incidentally for themselves to en-

joy a day with the ducks. It was hot at

high noon when we started across the

almost treeless prairie in the direction oi

an arm stretching out into Little Quill

lake, the northernmost of the two Quills.

Originally we had arranged to hunt the

sloughs on our outward trip, but after

a few unsuccessful efforts in that direc-

tion we made up our minds, on account

of the excessive heat, to strike out, as

straight as we could to our destination.

The trail took us along the eastern

shore of the Big Quill Lake, a fine large

body of water. I feel I have good
grounds for prophesying a brilliant fu-

ture for this lake as a popular summer
resort. The lake has smooth sandy

shores, is near the railway line and its

large size as compared with most of the

so called inland lakes of the west gives.it

marked superiority.

Although we were in excellent posi-

tions in good time for the evening flight

we only succeeded in getting a couple ot

birds each, the flight being very poor

owing to the excessive heat.

Our party consisted of the following:

Jim Black, the proprietor of a general

store and a big good natured Scotchman ;

Frank Michel, of Dutch ancestry, who is

proprietor of the Hotel Wayne (and a

good house it is)
; Joe Bowen who runs a

livery barn and tells many funny stories

;

W. H. McNally, local agent of the- Cana-
dian Pacific Railway, and yours truly,

the scribe.

With the exception of myself all were
crackshots and I was treated to the finest

exhibition of wing shooting I ever wit-

nessed or ever expect to witness. Michel
was armed with a Remington pump gun
and I saw him take a flock of five ducks
in full flight, one after the other, al-

though I admit he had to expend his

sixth shell in finishing one of them.

Many contests took place between Mich-
el and Black and the former had the ad-

vantage of his pump gun over a double

barrelled Fox. which was Black's favor-

ite.

After the evening flight we drove in-

land for three miles to a settler's farm
and found accommodation for man and
beast— a big, soft bed in the hay loft

for ourselves and stalls for our horses

in the stable.

Morning saw us up betimes and a has-

ty breakfast was quickly despatched.

Michel imprudently, and contrary to all

the good advice we gave him, would per-

sist m eating a tin of sardines and suffer-

ed for his obstinacy later on.

The point for wh'ch we made in order

to secure our morning shoot was a long
arm reaching out into the lake for over
half a mile—an arm fifty yards wide at

its base and narrowing down to ten yards

at its apex. We drove the team into a

bluff about halfway out and after giving

them a few sheaves of oats, proceeded
towards the apex of the spit, stationing

ourselves about twenty-five yards apart

and waited for the dawn. It was a dark

morning with a heavy east wind, and to

me this wait was as inspiring, as the

shooting afterwards was good. The roar

of the surf on the gravelly shore, the

breeze sweeping down the lake and the

faint quack of some ducks lying in the lee

of the spit, gave us ample means for pass^

ipg the time pleasantly.

After a short wait the sun began to

throw' some feeble rays through the dark

clouds and upwards and outwards across

the tumultuous bosom of the lake, lashed

to whitecaps by the ever increasing wind.

To the north a Canadian Northern train

was making its way, marking its going
by a volume of dark, black smoke that

whirled down with the wind, mingling
with the grey clouds that still hid the

splendour of Old Sol.

From where we stood to the other

shore of the lake was a scant five hun-
dred yards and we knew the ducks would
follow the water down to the smooth
water on the other side of our point.

As a matter of fact the wind was so

strong they flew^ across the spit itself and
directly over our heads. We required

no bothering decoys to bring them to our

guns. Whether the nearness of the lake

had anything to do with the fact or not

I am unable to say but Michel's sardines

decided to swim and as his stomach was.
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too confined they left it. Poor Dutch was
all in, and covering him with a horse

blanket we left him to rest awhile.

While it was still too dark to see them
we could hear the whirr and whiz of the

early birds. Presently the shafts of light

became continuous and we saw the ducks
as they came in bunches of five, flocks of

twenty to thirty, a lone drake now and
then—all coming dow^n the wind. To me
it seemed only a moment from first catch-

ing sight of a flock until they were past

and gone. I fired whenever I thought
I saw the ghost of a chance but I missed
far more of them than I hit, while my
companions appeared to be killing every
time.

Right here I should like to remark that

if there is anything harder to kill than a

duck coming down the wind at express

speed, in the first dawn of a dark morn-
ing, I would like to hear of it.

As the day brightened we all obtained
lots of shooting and although the wind
would take some of our dead ones clean

over the spit and into the lake, to be

speedily carried out by the waves, our

dog performed nobly and retrieved all

that could possibly be recovered. He had
one bad fault : he invariably took all he

retrieved to his master and consequently
Black had the biggest bag.

When the shooting became fast and
furious Michel came back to life and
made many good kills. None of us shot

for game we considered out of reach, but
humanely waited for closer shots. Al-

though we obtained less ducks through
carrying out this policy we gained easy

consciences, as we knew no cripples were
left behind to die lingering deaths.

That morning with the ducks was the

sporting event of my life. The cool, ex-

hilarating air, the roar of the surf, the

whirr, whirring of the ducks, the crump-
ling of the game as they fell, with pleas-

ing plunks, almost at our feet, all arous-

ed the most pleasant feelings. I class

that morning in memory's storehouse

with the recollection of my first deer.

I can recommend the Quill Lakes dis-

trict as an ideal hunting spot. Our bag
was big and contained many varieties

—

mallards and canvas backs forming the

bulk, but we also included red heads.

broadbills, big black ducks and sweet
little teal, as well as a dozen other var-

ieties with whose proper names I am not
acquainted.

The canvasback leaves the district ear-

ly and although I was around till Octo-
ber I never shot another canvasback.
The mallards, however, continued to

come down from the north t:ll the end
of the season. The country likewise a-

bounds in geese and blue cranes. The
latter I have shot and found very palat-

able.

I was sorry not to get a goose. I went
out after them often enough but although
I had several shots I never was lucky

enough to kill one. Probably the reas-

ons were that I was green and used too

small shot.

On account of the high wind we ([uit-

ted shooting about nine o'clock and made
tracks back to Wynyard with our game.
On crossing a settler's farm we raised sev-

eral coveys of chicken but the season was
not on. The settler, whose name is

Ericson, almost forced us stay and dine

with him and a right good dinner he pro-

vided. He is a whole-souled man and

although it was his busy season he

knocked off for a couple of hours to en-

tertain us. I feel as though I can still

taste his wild duck pie and hear him pres-

sing us to have more. Indeed he was
so eager to secure our enjoyment and
gratification that he forgot to eat him-

self.

He came to the Canadian West from

the States and securing a section of fine

land had the greater part in crop while

as yet the railway was far off. We spent

a pleasant couple of hours with him af-

ter dinner and after helping him stack up

some grain to aid our digestion we made
a new start for home, reaching Wyn-
yard about four in the afternoon.

Most of the ducks were quickly car-

ried off by our married friends and the

hotel took some with which to regale

poor bachelors like myself. I left the

West and its bunch of good fellows witn

deep regret and am figuring how I can

arrange my vacation this year so as to

pay them another visit and take a fur-

ther crack at the ducks on Little Quill

Lake.



Good Fishing Despite the Weather

BY WILLIAM HICKSON.

WHEN you feel jaded, your eyes

ache and your brain swims from
l)usiness cares or worries your
long-ing for the freedom of the

woods become intensified, your desires

for the quiet waters increase and the

]iope of the fishing or hunting vacation

buoys you up till the day for the com-
mencement of the trip comes round.

Last August it was arranged to in-

clude in our party Bruce, Sam and the

writer, but later on, Joe, who was anx-

ious to have a share in an outing to the

northern lakes, sought admission and
was accepted. Each one of us was in

high spirits, picturing to himself the glor-

ies of playing the wary salmon or bring-

ing down the Golden-eye, _the Blue-bill,

or perchance a stray Black as they wing-
ed their way to and from their feeding

grounds. Each one procured the most
up-to-date fishing tackle and an abun-
dant supply of smokeless shells.

While engaged in making our prepar-

ations the weather was ideal, and each

revelled, in anticipation, in the joys of

the autumn woods, mellow with sun-

shine and brilliant in colouring. It is

well we know not what the future has in

store, for often we should be robbed of

(Hir pleasant anticipations if we knew
in advance how they would turn out.

When our teamster arrived at half-past

six on Monday morning the wind blew
from the south, and the clouds were low-
ering. Neither of these ominous signs

dampened our ardour or depressed our
.•spirits. We packed the wagon with
right good will and were ofT shortly after

seven.

Only six miles had been covered when
the threatened rain came down, not in

gentle showers but in buckets full and
we had to put canvas and water-proofs
over our bedding and provisions. The
next twenty-four miles were covered in

the pelting rain. In endeavoring to keep
ourselves dry we were unable to watch
for the rufTed grouse, always to be seen
on a drive through the long stretches of

the various woodlands. However the

boys' sharp eyes espied one on the road-

side, standing like a statue in a weary
land.

Slop, slop, went the horses' feet in the

mud and slush as they dashed along at

a post chaise rate till we arrived at Lake
Massassaga, whose bosom was beauti-

fully stellated by the heavy drops of fal-

ling rain. We did not, however, stop

to admire the view but got to work to

unload our dufTle, accomplishing the task

in great haste and crossing the lake in

our laden canoes to our island camp
ground. The rain still poured down
when we arrived amid the oaks and coni-

fers and to jar any of the foliage meant
to get a free shower bath.

We put up the tents in haste on the

same spot on which we have camped for

the last two seasons. Speedily we had a

fire going and our dinner cooking all of

us badly needing some refreshments as

we had not broken our fast since early

morning.

By two o'clock a steaming meal was
served in our largest tent before which
we had built a huge fire. That meal
was heartily enjoyed despite the depress-

ing surroundings. The steam rose from
our clothing as we sat there partaking of

our well earned meal with a wonderful
relish. As the rain still continued with

a steadiness that promised an all night

downpour, we piled great logs and pine

roots on the fire to give it force to over-

come the rain and impart some good
cheer to us. As the shades of night ap-

proached our evening meal was served

and after a few games we turned in for

the night, still listening to the rain.

In the morning it was still raining but

the boys, who were bubbling over with

energy donned their rubber coats and
were off by six o'clock. They carried

a deep trolling line in the hope of secur-

ing a salmon. Returning an hour later

they had a beauty and we all enjoyed

fresh salmon with an extra relish for our

first breakfast for the season in camp.
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The rain continued all the morning
but there were signs of al)atenient at

dinner and we hastened to secure min-
nows for bait for the evening's fishing.

Four o'clock found us at our old stands,

making casts as we had done on many-
previous occasions with the result that

we landed nine nice salmon.
Games and gossips before a huge camp

fire passed the time pleasantly till ten

o'clock when we retired buoyed up with
hopes of a brighter day on the morrow.
I was mightily amused over the specula-

tions of the boys as to the growth of

whisker and moustache they might ex-

pect in two weeks. The hopes they so

confidently expressed never materialized

and as yet neither of them can sport a

whole goatee or a charming moustache.

Our Camp on Corona Island.

All our surroundings had a most
dreary appearance when we arose the

following morning. Heavy rain had fal-

len during the night, the ashes of our
camp-fire were like mortar, the wood
was soaking wet, the brown oak leaves

glistened with the large drops hanging
from their points, the blue jay uttered his

plaintive cry, a south-west wind gently

waved the branches, the clouds hung
low, and everything betokened more
rain. Notwithstanding all these omin-
ous signs Sam and the writer hit a fine

looking trail at. the east end of the lake

and entered upon a tramp to Cloudy Lake.

The trail led on a high ridge, through
beautiful oaks, pines and hardwoods

—

a most excellent ground for ruffed grouse.

\\'e flushed over twentv and found our-

selves at the end of the trail at Cold
Lake and not Cloudy Lake as we sup-
posed.

We brought back nothing but heart

v

appetites and after satisfying them spent
the remainder of the day in talking over
the past and indulging in hopes for the
future. Bleak and cold, and with a fine
rain falling at intervals, the next day,
proved no better than its predecessors.
Sitting in the tent had become irksome
and Bruce and Joe determined to see
what they could find in the marshes on
the west side of the lake, while Sam
and the writer went to the south-east,
and placed our decoys. Sant took up a
commanding position where he could see
everything that might swoop down near
his flock of wooden whistlers and blue-
bills, while I started down the east shore
of the Alassassaga River to see what
ducks I could stir up from the bog's

along the stream and drive them to
Sam's decoys. After travelling three
hours over granite ridges and through
indescribable tangles in the valleys I re-

turned to find that Sam had only caught
sight of two ducks in my absence. Al-
though the sight of ducks was a rare one
plenty of bear signs were in evidence,
and kept us all on the alert throughout
the mizzly days. Not a single bird ac-

companied us back to camp but we dis-

cussed the bear signs and regretted

again and again that we had not brought
our rifles.

A few days later Alfred Irwin and
Charles Freeborn, two youths of sixteen

summers took their rifles and accompan-
ied by an active little spaniel, went a

short distance south of where I had seen

the signs. They made a detour to the

east and were on their homeward stretch

when they heard the dog utter a distress-

ed and frightened yelp. In another in-

stant they saw the dog coming down a

hill at its record speed followed by a

huge angry, black bear, growling as he
gave chase. Both pursued and pursuer
thundered through the dried leaves

straight for the boys. The latter were
startled and even dismayed to find them-
selves in such close quarters with a bear.

Alf, in his desperation, cried out "Plug
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liiiii. Charlie!" while Charlie yelled "Vou
plug him. too!" There was no choice

except to "plug" or become a bear's sup-

per. Accordingly the boys "plugged"
with might and main till the bear rolled

over dead at their feet with six bullets in

his head. They then found that they had
a choice specimen of a glossy jet black

bear, weighing three hundred and forty

pounds and as fat as butter. The youth-

ful bear hunters were highly congralu
lated on their coolness and success in a

trying situation.

To return to my fishing story. Rain
was still falling with a fine drizzle on
Friday morning but we determined upon
active operations, and securing bait we
were ofT in the afternoon to our old point

to try the salmon. Rare sport was ours

for the space of one hour. Xo sooner
were the casts made than the baits were
seized and the lines drawn taut by the

greedy salmon. Each had his work cut

out and each had his successes till nine-

teen beauties lay side by side in our pile.

As the rain was being driven by a cold

north wester we voted to leave this king-

ly sport till the weather man should hand
out some milder weather. ^^ e would
have liked a photograph of this fine

string, but Old Sol w^oitld not shine and
we had to clean our fish. From our ex-

periences on this trip we concluded that

every party should have a time camera
if they do not wish to meet with sim'lar

disappointments to our own.
Still more rain on the Saturday We

had stood it for six successive days
and as it was pattering on our tent on
Saturday we recited the old nursery
rhyme:

Fitter Patter falls the rain

Fitter patter on the window pane.

We had had too much, however, to

appreciate either the eflFect or the senti-

ment, and at our urgent request a music-
al interlude was taken. Sam tuned his

mandolin and struck the chords of some
old time melodies \Vhile Bruce caught
the notes with his melodious bass voice
and the rocks, glens, caves and dells re-

verberated to the sounds of sweet music,
while Joe and the writer were lavish

with encores. So carried away were we
that we thought of Shakespeares's words,

"Mark the man who is not moved by
sounds of sweet music." Indeed we
even forgot our dinner till the hour of

noon had passed.

In a surprisingly short time with all

hands assisting and obeying the cook a

good dinner was on the board and as we
partook of the plentiful meal with a re-

lish peculiar to campers we debated as

to whether we could the more easily dis-

pense with tihe music or the rations.

Readers must be left to draw their own
conclusions, the observations that both
have an important place in our lives being
as far as the writer will venture to re-

mark,

Sunday was Che first dry day in camp
and although the wind blew hard and the

sun was often clouded it w^as pleasant.

Tn the afternoon we walked over the

An Evening's Catch.

large bald granite mountains east of the

lake. There were both deer and bear

signs in profusion but no living thing of

any size appeared to our vision, save a

large porcupine which scampered up a

I)ig ash at our approach. Joe, who saw
it first, shouted "A bear I a bear!" and
then changed it to "A coon I" After

a glance we assured him that it was only

a harmless porcupine.

We passed a place where prospectors

had been at work. At the sight Joe be-

came enthusiastic and wished he had a

hole one hundred and fifty feet deep drill-

ed in the heart of that mountain with

one hundred and sixty tons of dynamite
and he would speedily discover what was
contained in the bowels of that high
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Motor Boats in stock, 12 ft. to 35 ft. Knock Down Frames and
Hulls in a y stage of completion.

Hull alone, or complete outfit ready to run.

Our method of building from patterns and knock down frames
simplifies the work for the amateur ; no guessing at where this

or that part should be placed. Each part is carefully marked
and a glance at the drawing and instructions shows the position

of each part.

1^"' '
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granite ridge. We could not quite re-

concile his quantity and his measurement

but it was clear to us that he wanted

the power to make that old mountain

cough up its inward parts. We mildly

acknovvledged that we had no objection

to sharing with him if he "struck it rich"

and Joe smiled a smile of acquiesence.

Monday morning was ushered in with

the same dark low clouds and south wind;

the same jay or his brother was crying

and the rain returned. Games and sing-

ing passed over the day and in the even-

ing Sam and Joe angled for a couple of

hours and landed half a dozen nice sal-

mon.

No fog! no clouds! no jay! These

were the greetings on Tuesday morning

when a bracing air, gentle zephyrs and

fine sunshine gave place to the depress-

ing outlooks of past days. Eight days in

camp and only a minimum of duck hunt-

r^
A View of Lake Massassaga.

ing and fishing. Soon we were busy.
A new spirit pervaded the whole camp.
All were at work outside and all were
happy. The same evening we landed
sixteen fine salmon.

Our high spirits increased on Wed-
nesday morning when the sun came out
in all his glory. He never looked better

and never made us feel better. This day
we devoted to fishing. Joe and Sam
chose to angle at the old reliable spots,

while Bruce and the writer preferred the

north east corner of the lake with its

high blufYs and steep sheer grey clifYs.

We had the deep copper line and were

just making the first circle when all at

once I felt a tremendous tug, the steel roo
began its hysterical nodding and I began
to reel in one hundred and sixty fee . of

copper line with a monster grey trout on
the nether end.

It was a fight to a finish and in the
struggle, and excitement consequent
thereupon Bruce allowed his paddle ta

drop overboard. We landed the

trout, secured the paddle and started

in hot pursuit after the trout's brother, se-

curing him on the very next curve we
made. He, too, put up a grand fight and
completely wrecked our Archer spinner.

Putting on a new Archer we made a cou-
ple of circles and I had to again call out
"Hold on! Bruce! Another big one!" He
proved to be a fine one and in a short

time we had him lying alongside his

brothers. They were all of a size and the

finest grey trout I have ever seen. On
our return we had visions of the grand
photo those three would make but rain

came on again next morning and contin-

ued for the following two days, dooming
us to disappointment once more.

Sam and Bruce donned their water-
proofs and fished "with the deep sea line'

for a couple of hours in the evening
and returned with four nice salmon.

The rain was still drizzling a^ we
packed up for our return. As we mount-
ed the mud-bespattered waggon and
looked at the be-draggled horses, feeling

miserably damp and chilly ourselves, ^e
all felt like vowing that we would never
return to the woods and lakes in autumn
in the future.

W'hen, however, the mild hazy days of

September come around again ; when the

forests put on their beautiful tints of

various hues, when the squirrel is gath-

ering the brown nuts for his winter store,

when the male grouse drums in his thick-

et, when the wary trout is becoming
greedy after his long summer stay in the

deep lake caves, when the wild rabbit

hops nimbly about before donning his

winter robe of white, when the wild duck
is quacking among the wild rice reeds

and sedges, when the fleet footed deer

walks unmolested to the spring to quench
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The WATERMAN Speed Canoe OR RACING
YACHT TENDER

The biggest little boat you've ever seen. Built b}' the leading canoe builders of
America. Graceful in design. Most approved speed lines. Staunch construction.
Mahogany trimmed. $300 up. Specially designed for our famous Model K
Motor. Length 20 feet. Beam 3^2 feet ; equipped with our i, 2. 3 or 4 Cylinder

Motor, or two 3 Cylinder Motors and Twin Screws. A "goer" from the start
;

a delight all the time. Send for Catalog with full description. For Canoe Motors,

I, 2, 3 and 4 Cylinders, ask for Catalog K.
For Standard T^'pe Motors, i to 30 Horse
Power, specify Catalog A. For our wonder-
ful Out Board Motor, here shown, write for

Catalog C. Remember all Waterman Motors
are equipped with Schebler Carburetors.

Waterman Marine Motor Co.
1514 West Fort Street, Detroit, Mich.

THIS MOTOR WILL MA.KE A
MOTOR BOAT

Out of any boat in five minutes
You can quickly attach (and de-
tach) to tae stern of any skiff,

row boit, dingfiy, punt, sail
boat, and haveagoodmotorboat.
It is not a toy. but a reliable 2

H.P. Marine Motor that will
drive an i8-footrow boat 7 miles
an hour. 4 hours on gallon gaso-
line. Five vears successful
re-ult-s Send for Cataloe C.

NOW is the best time to order your

C A N O E
And the BE^ST CANOE you can order is made by

Canadian Canoe Co., Limited,
PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

Send for Catalogue A.

$100 LAUNCH
16 ft. Launch; 2 H. P. Motor;
Speed, 7 miles per hour; Capacity,

8 people. Complete, ready to run,

$100. With a 2h H. P. Double
Cylinder Motor, $120.

Send for Catalogue B.

THE CAPITAL BOAT WORKS
OTAWA, ONTARIO.
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his thirst, when the black bear stalks

leisurely amid the beechwoods of the hills

and valleys, then the same old, old, old

call from the northern wilds will cause

us, as of yore, to pack our outfits and
hie to the haunts of fish and game, to

match our cunning with the wit of the

wild and enjoy once again the experiences

of the open which none but a sportsman
can know.
Although we caught seventy odd trout,

forty-two of which we brought home to

share amongst our friends, we desire

clearer skies, brighter sunshine, and a

more bracing air when next we go north

for our annual vacation.

Misconceptions

"The Landgrave of Hesse's Game List'

BY L. O. ARMSTRONG.

THE following list issued from the

Landgrave's hunting seat, Phil-

lipsruhe, give the results of the

Court shooting parties in 1909-10 :

Twenty fallow buck, forty young buck,
on hundred and twelve does, fifty three

roebuck, fourteen does, 2,611 hares, 1,937

rabbits, six capercailze, 2,207 pheasants,

810 partridges, sixteen woodcocks and
137 ducks. The vermin list included,

seventy one foxes, three badgers, one
otter, one wild cat, twelve martens, nine-

ty-five pole cats, 16'9 weasels, twe{nty

eight herons, 300 birds of prey (large and
small) fifteen magpies, 1,452 ravens and
crows, and 512 jays, 760 squirrels, nine-

ty dogs and 240 cats.

In the "Field" a British sportsman's
newspaper for April '9th, 1910, the above
game list is given. It has been critic-

cized as showing unsportsmanlike results.

Now the Landgrave is a sportsman in

every sense of the word—it is but right

that misconceptions should be removed.
The American ideas of hunting and
shooting are naturally very different to

those of Europe owing to a very differ-

ent environment. Then the Sportsman's
field, like all others, has its supply of

cynics ; these are the smart Alecks in

fishing and shooting matters. In shoot-
ing discussions Aleck generally begins
with the old cry of "slaughter" forgetting

first that these birds were raised at the

owner's expense (and that a very heavy
one) and that the birds have to be thinned
down for reasons too many and too plain

to be repeated here. Now as to the

skill and good shooting required ; if the

honest critic could be brought to the

scene and be made to realize the distance

and extent of territory first, and then be

placed with a gun in his hands alongside

of or.e of these old country sportsmen, say
in a valley between two coverts where
the birds come flying over the heads of

the sportsmen at a tremendous pace and
at a great height, and under these condi-

tions measure his skill with one of these

old country sportsmen I will venture to

say that at the end of the day many a

smart Aleck would be turned^into a more
humble minded sportsmen. He would
find, if he had never done any of this kind

' of work, that his misses sadly outnum-
bered his hits. He would also find that

the contempt, in which ignorance makes
him hold some of the old country shots,

had been changed into a large amount of

respect.

But the hardest criticisms are levied- at

the "vermin" in the fLandgrave's list.

Most Britons, and many Americans, will

take exception to having the fox and the

otter placed in the list, thinking thai

these should not be shot but should be

hunted by hounds. Right enough, but

there are not enough huntsmen and
hounds to kill them ofif.

All will agree that the killing of wild

cats, pole cats, weasels and bird of prey

generally is permissable. A broad smile

comes upon many faces when they begin

to talk about magpies, ravens, crows, jays,

squirrels, dogs and cats. Now let us see

if the Landgrave can be justified.

Readers will find many a farmer on our

broad prairies and in our older settled
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Knock Down Frames
For Launches.

Hulls complete, with or without Motor; also Knock Down Frames, with in-

structions for building. Good designs. Get our Catalogue.

If you want the Neatest, Safest and Nicest Running Boat on the water buy a "PETERBOROUGH"
Send for illustrated Catalogue of CANOES and SKIFFS.

PETERBOROUGH CANOE CO., LIMITED
PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO, CANADA

We build all sizes from 1 8 to 45 feet, and
cmrry in stock 18 to 25 ft. launches. M. L. BUTLER

Motor Bcata and Yacht*
BRIGHTON - - . ONT.

LAUNCHES
This photo shows our grace-
ful 18 ft. X 4 ft. 9 in. Cimper's.
I,aunch. It is well built, pro-
perly fiui.shed, fitted with 3J4-
h p. engine, and makes eight
miles an hour Cockpit roomy
with wide lockers full length
Carries ten persons comfort
ably. Do not buy until you

i avestigate this bargain.

Complete, with engine install-

ed, bras* deck fittins* and
deck raiU, corduroy cushion*

and linoleum on floor :^ $300.00 =^
Write for Catalogue A

If you are going to buy
a LAUNCH let us know
your wants. Whether it

is an 18 ft. or a 75 ft.,

we will quote you an
interesting PRICE. We
have a large stock of Row-
boats, with prices that will

certainly interest you.

Jutten Boat & Launch Works

Hamilton, Ont.
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parts agree thoroughly with the Land-

grave as to the necessity of killing ra-

vens, crows and jays. These are canni-

bals and thieves that will either carry

away the young bird or chick or destroy

the egg. Ernest Thompson Seton has

told us in the most interesting way of

the cleverness of the crow in outwitting

man and his arts. I know of no bird

more artful than the crow. One imag-

ines that by finding his nest one will only

have to go there and shoot him. Many
a time has the writer waited for two and

three hours, and although the crow has

come close home he seems to have had

some presentiment of impending danger

and quietly waited on a tree about four

gunshots oflf.

The killing of squirrels was another

puzzler to my many friends out here, but

that is not to be wondered at. If one

takes into account the millions of square

miles of timber we have in this country,

it is only natural to feel that a few fir

trees will not be missed. The conditions

are reversed in England and Germany
where every inch of ground is of value,

and the most has to be made of it. On
all big estates there is always a certain

amount of timber such as ash, oak, elm,

beech, etc., which reaches maturity an-

nually. Of course to allow it to remain
standing is wasteful in two ways ; first

one's timber over there is deteriorating

in value, and secondly one is losing the

ground which might be used to other and
more advantageous purposes. Naturally
the owner decides to have a sale and clear

the ground. After this is done he pro-

ceeds in the spring to plant it again w'tl

young fir. Larch is preferable as being
the fastest grower, and when matured the

most profitable. To protect these from
rabbits, the whole space has to be en-

closed with wire netting, when planted.

The wire netting is fixed on to upright
stakes with about nine inches turned out-

wards in the bottom and covered over
with soil. This is to prevent the badgers,

rabbits, etc., from burrowing underneath.
To a certain extent this checks the rabbit

nuisance, but it is no detriment to the

squirrel. The "modus operandi" of this

destructive little animal is to climb to the

leading shoot of the young tree, and nib-

ble the bark around until the shoot drops
olT. The pests appear to have no object
in view as they do not eat the bark but
having completed the circuit of the shoot
pass on to another one. In case the
young tree survives this treatment Ait

throws out three or four fresh shoots from
this spot, and so grows to be practically

useless and an eyesore. I have myself
seen acres of young trees of five years
growth ruined in a very short time by
squirrels, and the only way to clear them
( and a very slow way at that) is to shoot
them.

The next item we come to are the dogs
and cats. In this case again I must re-

mind Canadians how much more thickly

populated are the older countries of Eu-
rope. Of course most of the people in the

country districts have their pets such as

cats and dogs. In addition to this, farm-
ers encourage cats especially for keeping
rats and mice from their corn stacks and
barns. It is only natural that they get

reared up in a semi-wild state and at last

betake themselves to the woods, as they
much prefer a young pheasant or part-

ridge to a rat or mouse. There is no
more cunning poacher than a seml-

. wild cat, and if the undergrowth is thick

they are very hard to get near enough
to shoot. It is practically impossible to

estimate the damage these stray dogs
and half wild cats will do in a big shoot-

ing preserve during laying and hatching
season. I am suffering from a plague

of cats in my Montreal house yard, and
have to resort to poisoning for the full

grown and drowning wholesale for the

kittens.

Few understand the enormous disad-

vantages a head game keeper has to con-

tend with in the hatching season in the

old countries. He has to place his under

keepers on watch night and day, for where
there is plenty of game there will the ver-

min be gathered together.

I hope from these explanations that Can-

adian sportsmen will more readily under-

stand accounts of shots on large English

and Continetnal estates which one sees

published in diflferent magazines and pap-

ers from time to time. I hope that this lit-
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The "Ross'' Way of Building Motor Boats

nr H E Ross way of building motor boats is to build them as good as it is

possible to build them. Our boats and canoes hold an enviable reputation
throughout the Dominion. High quality has always been the first consideration
in building our product, and at the same time our prices have always been very
moderate, qualitj^ of materials and workmanship considered.

Send for illustrated catalog of Motor Boats, Skiffs and Caooes.

The J. H. Ross Boat & Canoe Company, Orillia, Ontario.

If You Are Thinking of Buying a Canoe This Year

IT
will pay you to place your order now for a Bush Canoe, as they are well made in every particular,

Mid for easy running, carrylne capacity and general appearance ttiey are unsurpassed. InveatigBte and

be convinced that these canoes are built to give entire satisfaction, and do It.

Send for Price List.

W. T. BUSH Coldv\fatep, Ont.

EST/>BLISHED 1850 1
THE LEADING J

Launch sSoat Establishment I
IN THE DOMINION ?

We malie a specialty of Gasoline Launches of all X
sizes and descriptions. Our speed Launch, 23 ft. x 4 ft. T
6 in with 12 H.P., speed 16 to 18 miles per hour

—

X
very safe. We build Row Boats, SkltTs, Dlnghys, Sail- X
Ing Yachts of all descriptions, any size or design bnllt X
to order. We guarantee all material and work flrtt-daia X
and highly finished. Parties wanting to purchase can- 3.

not do better than place their or-'.er with us. We fur-

nish prospective buyers with models of our boati.

ALL ORDEES PROMPTLY FILLED.

Jas. Knapp & Sons, Proprietors BARRiEF^LS?"o'NTARfs="cANADA
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tie contribution will tend to remove some
prejudices in the minds of honest people

whch should not exist. As a matter of

fact the Land£:rave of Hesse is a fine old

sportsman and a public benefactor.

Would that we had more men in America
who would propogate and protect game
as he does

!

Exploring the Severn River

A Long Canoe Trip in One Day

BY .T. r,. c.

THE town of Orillia is situated t;»i the

south-west shore of Lake Couchi-

ching. It is about two miles from

the route of the Trent Valley Can-

al which skirts the east shore of Lakes

Simcoe and Couchiching, and which

will when completed, follow the east

branch of the Severn River to the

Georgian Bay, passing the rapids by

means of locks similar to those in use

higher up the canal. The Severn River

is fed by the waters of Lake Couch'ching.

and has three branches, known respect-

ively as the East, Middle and West
branches. These three streams join to-

gether a couple of miles down to form

the main river which empties into Georg-
ian Bay.

A fine morning early last August saw a

pic-nic party ofif for an all-day trip. Ted
and Marion were occupants of one

canoe, while Sybil and I had the other.

A generous supply of good things to eat

packed in lunch-baskets, two small-bore

rifles and a stock of ammunition, and a

couple of umbrellas completed the equip-

ent.

We got away from the wharf shortly

after eight o'clock, the sun just showing
through a haze, while a little l)reeze ruf-

fled the water and kept the paddlers from
getting too hot. It was rather unusual
for any of us to be on the water so early

in the morning, and there was a slight

constraint noticeable, which soon cleared

away under the influence of the beauty of

the morning, and the warmth of the sun.

The tr'p we planned to take meant a

paddle of about thirty miles, which ex-

plained the early start, and we boys were
glad to take things easy, and take ad-

vantage of the wind, which fortunately

was on our quarter, as it was our mten-
tion to give the girls a good time and not

allow them to paddle.

We made good speed for the first few
miles, passing Hughes Point, Bay Park,

the Lagoon and other points of interest on
Lake Couchiching, but when we got near

to Portage Island we were glad enough to

open the parasols and sail with the wind,
which was now strong enough to take

us along at a good rate, without any
trouble except to steer. We had a race,

of course, and Sybil and I won, the others

having to both paddle anl sail to keep
up with us in the harder puffs. It took
same careful management to steer the

canoes among the rocks and shoals at the

mouth of the East branch, and w^e had
some narrow escapes from running
aground in the swell that was rolling

there. However, we reached the quiet

w^ater of the river safely, and pausing only

long enough to have the experience of

being under the railway bridge when,the
noon train passed over us, something the

girls did not much appreciate, we went on
down to the first portage above the rapids.

It was then nearly one o'clock, so while

we carried the canoes along a road and
down the rocks to the water below the

falls, the girls spread dinner, and none of

us w^ere sorry to get it. Everything had
been prepared as far as possible before-

hand, in order to save trouble, and we
found it very convenient to simply un-

pack and eat.

After the remains were cleared away
and the few dishes washed, Marion and
Sybil strolled around, picking flowers and
exploring, while Ted and I smoked a

cigarette, and longed for our fishing rods,

as there were some likely looking spots,
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You Couldn't Upset nor Sink I
this CHESTNUT SPONSON CANOE if You Tried

because the patent sponsons (air chambers)
on the sides make such adisasteriiupossible,
if your whole family sat on the edge. Tlie
Chestnut Sponsou Canoe can't "turn turtle."
It must keep its posi'.ion even if entirely sub-
merged

; and can be rtadily paddled, easily
ipporting the weight of several people.

Chestnut Sponson Canoes are light,

speedy and easily paddled
; and

express the highest degree cf
comfort and safety—the staunch-
est and best cauoei made in
Canada

;
or any wl. ere else. Thev

are strong, serviceable and built

to last, from the best materials, by
trained workn;e;i pickedfor their

capability , and skill in canoe-craft.

Construction-Best New Brunswick cedar; Chestnut ^yticxzX seamless canvas hard
and fine in weave. Cedar for both ribs and planking-ribs extra wide, placed closely
together. Chestnut seamless canvas covers, treated with Chestnut special preparation
filling every pore; drying hard as stone. This combination of wood and canvas makes
them lighter and better than all-wood canoes. Chestnut Canoes are weather-proof
can-t leak, can't crack. Finely finished. Bow and stern brass-protected. 6

Before you buy any canoe, write on a postcard for the Chestnut illustrated
catalog—gratis, postpaid. Do it now.

Chestnut Canoe Co., Ltd., Box 445 Fredericton, N.l

t
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H. DITCHBURN BOAT MFG. CO., rHJiTTS:
GRAVENHURST ONTARIO.

CANOES LAUNCHES ROW-BOATS
1^^ We are Offering Extra Discounts for April Orders.

S* Special Prospectors' and Surveyors' Canoes Ready for Shipment.

Write Us For Catalogue, Stating' Requirement

Demonstrator Agents Wanted in Every

16-ft. Steel Launch $
,^

. Complete with En^ioe. Ready to Run

8-20-23-27 foot Launches at proportloncite prices
launcl.citcsti.i;.!, i titid.lu tn Iictru.t t« 1 1 tele re\ers,b.c eiij.nts "itL Bt«.i contiol-
lir.? lever—eiir.|p est enjine made—etaria without crankiD?—baa ODly S movinz [«rt&^
anv.me can run it. STEKL ROWBOATS fLU.i«l. All boats fitted with airocbt com-
partmente—cannot sink. leak or rust—ocedno bcatbuuse. \Ve are the lanrest manufac-
turers "jf jtlcaaur* boats in the world and sole owners <.f the patents for the maDufactur«
of r.ille.1 steel. li«:k seameil. c-.ir.i-ealed riveted steel hnats Onlera filled the (Ist thei a«

for Free Ilustnte-l.C: • ' c and teslu-ionials of I'l.cxisatisfied users.

Michigan Steel Boat Co., l.%l Jetferaon Ave., Detroit, Mich.
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and bass fresh caught and cooked in the

open is a welcome addition to any dinner.

We were interested in the cement road

liridge which crosses the river at this

place and spent some time examining it.

A couple of years ago there was only a

wooden bridge resting on piles driven into

the river-bed, but now we found a solid

concrete birdge had just been completed,

spanning the river, with a neat iron rail-

ing set in the cement. "The supports and

lioards were still in place under the

bridge, and there was a rough board shan-

ty close by, showing that the men had

only just finished their work.

From here we went slowly on down
the river a mile or so further to the little

rapid below where the East branch joins

tiie main river. This was as far as time

would permit us to go, so after a short

rest in the shade of some trees on the

bank, we comenced our homeward jour-

ney. Instead of returning the way we
had come, we ascended the main part of

the Severn and followed the West branch
back to the lake. The falls on this

stream are quite as picturesque as those

on the others, and we spent some time

near them, picking water-lillies, shooting

at logs, stones on the shore and anything
else our fancy dictated. Some few hun-
dred yards from where we stopped, our
canoe was in the lead, when Syl)il point-

ed to a large wasps' nest on a bush at the

water's edge, which we had just passed.

Quite regardless of the feelings of the

wasps, I turned round and put a couple
of .22 bullets through it, which 1)rought

them out in swarms, though fortunately

we were far enough away to l)e safe from
attack. We felt a little anxious when
we thought of the 'others having to pass

so close to the eruption we had caused,

but what was cur surprise to see them
deliberately stop and begin shooting at

the nest also. It was a wonder that

none of us were stung, and judging from
the way the wasps swarmed around tlie

nest, it certainly was not their fault that

we escaped.

The portage at this rapid is not an easy
one and we found it quite a ticklish job

to carry the canoes over the broken piled-

up rock, fallen trees and through the

bushes to the water above. The carry

here is about one hundred yards long,

after which you must paddle some fifty

feet and then carry again a distance of

thirty feet past a little fall not four feet

high, which brings you past the last ob-

struction. By this time it was nearly

six o'clock, so we spread the remains of

our lunch, and made a clean sweep of

everything eatable, although we had ex-

pected and provided for pic-nic appetites.

A dead black snake, which Ted found and
which we curled in a lifelike manner in the

path caused a little excitement with the

girls, but after Ted had explained how he
had found and slain it, showing a heel-

print in the hard packed ground which
must have been made after some heavy
rains, as proof of his words, they were
soon re-assured.

Before this, what little wind we had
felt in the afternoon had completely died

away, leaving the surface of the river as

smooth as glass, and it certainly made a

beautiful sight with the sun just sinking

below the tree-tops. From here to the

mouth of the river it was all plain sail-

ing, except for a narrow place between
two rocks spanned by an iron railway

bridge, where the current was swift

enough to tax our energies to get

through. We reached the mouth of the

river about seven o'clock, the lake abso-

lutely quiet, the vanishing sun leaving a

bright reflection in the West, and' the

prospect of a ten mile paddle betw;een us

and home. For the the first three miles

the lake on the west side is very shoaly

and full of rocks, and it was quite a job

to slip between them without scraping

the canoes, in the dim light of the even-

ing, but except for an occasional bump
we got through without any mishaps.

^Meanwhile the wind had got up from
the south again, and by the time we were
clear of the rocks, there was quite a head
sea running, which made it hard work to

make headway against it. After strug-

ling against it for a couple of miles, Ted
and I decided that if we stuck to it alone,

"We wouldn't get home till morning,"

as it was already pretty late, so we were
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The Sunnyside Canoe 1910 Model
Design Registered 1910.

Montreal, Que., April 15th, 19ti).

Walter Dean, Sunnyside, Toronto.

Dear Sir.—I bave been using can >(?s

since my boyhoo<l days, and have used
all useful makes. Last season 1 used
a Spanish cedar Sunnyside canoe,
purchased from you. and am satisfied
there is nothing better. It is £s
steady as a rock, safe in aU kinds cf
weather, and never leaks a drop.

Yours very truly,

I?. 3. DUXLOP,
Claims Adjuster, C.P.R.

The Canoe That Made

Toronto Famous
This is a reproduction of a
mahogany canoe, full descrip-
tion given in my catalogue.

WRITE FOR Wio
CA T A LOG UE.

Westminster College, Toronto.
Mr. Walter Dean, Toronto, Ont.

Dear Sir,—I have paddled In many
canoes, but never had one that so

thoroughly satisfied me as this one.

It will always be a pleasure to

speak for canoes made by you. Be-
lieve me.

Sincerely yours,

REV. A. R. GREGORY, B.A..

Principal.

WALTER DEAN, 1751 Queen West. Toronto

Telephone—PARK 436

The Most Boat
For Your
Money

CANOES
Basswood Cedar Canvas Covered

Send for Catalogue.

The William English Canoe Co.
Peterborough, Ontario.

No matter what
Kucine Boat you
buy; whether it's
the staunch little
Power Dory at SI50,
the Racine ' Speed-
about shown below,

which sells at SiOo, or
the sensation of the boat-

^, jng year, the big 36.foot
,^ raised deck, sen-going power

' "- cniiser which sells, completelv fit-
ted put. at S-22I.I0 and is worth VOOiYtou

<a\e Ju6t about ^e-Itnir.

MUSKEGON
^•^e have reduced the building of boats to a commer-

cinl tnerchandising basis.without sacrificing or slighting
liiaterial or workmanship, or loss of individuality.

The secret is perfect orynnization and the biggest boat
works on earth. Many boats mean loio price— tre buildmany boats. Let iis show you that YOU CAN 0»'A' 4
?P-*^T °-"'^ '""" 'I t/ourself icithout expensive upkeep or
hired help. ^ f

We will gladly tell you about the boats we make—everj-.
.]

thing that goes on water from the largest to the smallest.
nil i^t^u'" • ?/v *?'' *^® *'^"^'"> "f "The Cruise of the Bonita"M which will help you select the boat you need.

I RACINE BOAT MFG. CO.
if; 80 Western Ave. Mu8kegoii,-.raicll.

,; Chicago . Detroit

Ij! Mete York Boston

'i\ Philadelphia

\i. Seattle

(OS
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forced to ask the girls to lend a hand.

Under the impetus of two paddles each,

the canoes came along much better,

while the wind, after Idowing hard for a

couple of hours, dropped again, and the

seas went down, and the moon, consider-

ably past her full, showed up in the east,

giving us a good light for the rest of the

way.
We had enough energy left for a short

race at the last to see who would reach

the boathouse first, but as Ted and Mar-
ion were handicapped by a slightly lar-

ger canoe than ours, they came in last.

You may be sure that after being on the

water for over fourteen hours that day,

we didn't waste much time getting home,
but just pulled the canoes in, and each
carried an armful of things up to the

house. We agreed on the way home
that the trip had been a success in every
way, and well worth taking again.

Incidents of an Alberta Duck Shoot

BY EDWARD T. BAINES.

NEVER during the history of Alber-
ta has a more jovial hunting par-

ty left a town than the one that

left the City of Strathcona for

their shooting lodge on Big Hay Lakes
for the big shoot of the year: viz. during
the last two weeks in October.

Most of the members were like school

boys out for a holiday and of course
could talk of nothing else but long shoots
and big birds. Word had come in that

the ducks were down from the north, the

weather was all that could be desired as

the beautiful Indian summer of Sunny
Alberta was then being enjoyed.

Rigs were waiting for the party at

Millet, a small town thirty five miles
south from Strathcona, and after a few
delays everything was packed and in

readiness for the twenty-two mile drive

to the sportsman's Mecca. Talk flowed
freely, when all at once we were thun-
derstruck by the Dude of the party ask-

ing his special chum if he had packed the
curling tongs, scented soap and lavender
water? This point having been satisfac-

torily settled we started once more, only
to have a second delay with another
financial magnate wanting to ascertain if

he had a spare rubber collar in his grip.

In due time we arrived at the lodge
when one and all got busy getting their

goods and chattels into shape for our
two weeks' stay.

After dinner, Ijoats were got out and
each and all were soon heading for their

favotirite place, there to await in patience

for the big Greenhead which each and
all were sure he was going to shoot.

Many were the excuses that night as to

why he had missed but the most laugh-

able of all was when our dude solemnly
declared that he could not hit a single

bird because his moustache was not curl-

ed at the right angle, so deflecting his

sight.

Another amusing incident was when
our green Englishman got so excited

over his first duck that he jumped from
the canoe and waded after his bird, in

case any other member of the party

would gather it, and he w^anted to send it

to his Ma in England.

So the days passed and at last our
holiday came to an end and it was with
deep regrets that we packed our grips

and started for home w'ith the full inten-

tion of meeting again this year at the

headquarters of the Strathcona Shooting
Club. Limited.
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A TIP TO TOURISTS
coming to

GEORGAIN BAY
DISTRICT.

We make a specialty of supplying
tourists with

ROW BOATS
CANOES

and

LAUNCHES.
We will gladly furnish you with
quotation on every requirement
for an outing in this ideal section.

Write Us.

J. G. GIDLEY & SON,
Box 352,

MIDLAND, ONT.

Motor Boat Perfections

Safety and
Pleasure witti
E:?^cellent finish.
Easily controlled.
Dtirability.
Yield more comfort.
Better than
Other mak:es
At any price.
Trouble eliminated.

Manufactured by

Schtiltz Bros., Co., Ltd.

39 Albion Street, Brantford, Ont,
Manufacturers of Motor Boats and PortableMotor Boats

Buildings.

No bo&thouse,
PUNCTURE PEOOr FOLDING BOATS

leaks or repairs. Always ready, check U8 baggafe.
family or bait casting standing. Ribbed longltudlnaUy and dlagonaUy
Sinkablo Stronger than wood. Ueed In V. S. Navy and Army. We have fa
Surrey Dept. of Canada for last 3 yrs. with all their boats. Axrarded Tint
at Chicago and St. Ixmis World's Fairs. Catalogue 100 engravings for « aKING FOLDING CANVAS BOAT CO.. 4M Harrison St.. IllaLaL!

Ui% tt
9m-

Vacation Pleasures are half in the Boat or Canoe vou use.
Ours are Steady lo Shoot or Cast from, and Safe tor Wife and
Children. Will outlast and outcarry sttel or wood b^ats ofsame size. Carried by hand, buggy, automobile, or checked as

,

liaggage. Indestructible Steel frame, and Most Durable canvas
^ody. Capacity from 330 to 3.0C0 lbs. Sets up in ten minutes

— Guaranteed Best Canvas Boat Made. Send for Folder A.

LIFE SAVIiNG FOLDING CAMVAS BOAT CO ^

KALAMAZOO. MICH.
*

A Lakefield Canoe

On the Zambesi River

This was the first canoe on the
Zambesi River and was envied
by all the residents and visitor*

there.

Write for catalogue to

The Lakefield Canoe
Building and Manufacturing Co.

LAKEFIELD, ONT.



Conservation of Fish and Game
BY THOMAS EITCUIE.

THE Public are becoming fully alive

to the importance of adopting

stricter measures for conserving

our natural resources, for it is

feared that otherwise what would become

a perennial source of wealth to the pro-

vince will eventually perish by neglect

and wasteful usage. Not to dwell here

upon the rich inheritance we have in the

woods of our forests, in the commercial

fish of our great lakes, in the latent pow-

ers in our many rivers, etc.. there are cer-

tain other sources of wealth, the value of

which few people have any idea, inasmuch

as the economic, importance of these to

the province has not been brought to the

attention of the general public. For in-

stance, there are the thousands of our

beautiful lakes and rivers, with their salu-

brious and invigorating air, all originally

teeming with game fish and the woods

wit'h other game. Leaving out of con-

sideration altogether the opportunities

these afford to our own people for recrea-

tion and sport, these lakes and rivers con-

stitute what should become a perennial

source of wealth to the country, little

dreamt of by unthinking persons ignor-

ant of what we possess in this respect.

It can be conclusively shown by the ^ex-

perience of other countries that there is a

mine of wealth here for the people, ex-

ceeding in importance even the silver

mines of Cobalt, if the assets we own are

properly utilized and administered in or-

der to attract foreign tourists and pleas-

ure seekers to our midst, who would an-

nually leave with us large sums of money,

and that, too, spent chiefly in districts

where it is most needed. It is not the

value of the fish and game in themselves,

which is comparatively trifling; it is what

they will bring to us. We know of mil-

lions which are spent annually in the very

limited area of the north of Scotland, and

also of late years in little Norway, attract-

ed thither by similar conditions.

In the State of Maine in 1907 Colonel

Boothly, of the Maine Central Railroad

estimated that in that one year alone

two hundred and fifty thousand tourists

entered that State, drawn thither by sim-

ilar attractions to what we posses; in fact^

they constitute one of the most valuable

assets which Maine has. Now, when we
remember that Ontario is over five times

the size of Maine and contains elements

for health and recreation far exceeding

that State, and moreover is more con-

venient of access for the rich millions to

the south of us, we can then realize that

the attractions of our country when fully

discovered by them will constitute Ontar-

io a very Mecca for summer visitors.

These tourists are now coming in increas-

ing numbers every season and wherever

accommodation is furnished on any of our

smaller lakes, especially where fishing is to

be had, the hotels and boarding houses are

speedily filled and money spent in many
ways even in the remotest parts. People

living in the front have little or no concep-

tion of the vast number of these lakes

in the back country, throughout the

Laurentian and Huronian formation.

There are not hundreds of these merely,

but thousands of all sizes, from five to

fiftv square miles in extent, lovely in their

wild beauty, and nearly all originally

teeming with game fish and the woods

with other game. The railway companies

are alive to the value to them of these,

but where the railways gain one dollar

from the tourists the public will gain from

ten to fifty or more.

People living in the neighborhood of

these lakes and rivers are coming to see

the value of their surroundings, and are

now calling aloud to be protected from il-

legal fishing and shooting, but they are

helpless to protect themselves. The laws

are good and have been much improved

upon by the present Government, and

some advance also made for their bet-

ter administration, but so far the means

adopted for enforcing the regulations are

proving wholly inadequate. Local over-

seers are utterly ineffectual ; indeed it ap-

pears ludicrous to one who knows some-

thing about the matter to read the annual

reports to the Department of many of

these overseers, stating that everything
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"Which Shall Wc Send You?"
Our Two New 1910 Catalogues Are Just OI! The Press

The one, " Bulletin Fourteen," tells all about the K-W
High-Teusion Magneto, which is for positive gear drive

on cars having a provision for a magneto.
Requires No Timer, No Coil and No Batteries,

as it is a complete Ignition system in itself.

Absolutely guaranteed to start the heaviest engine on
a quarter turn of the crank Without Batteries, and
to increase the power and efficiency of the engine, cut

down fuel consumption and is covered by a w^ritten
" Certificate of Insurance," absolutelyprotecting the user.

The other, "Bulletin Fifteen," treats of the K-W
L,ow-Tension Magneto, which is made for cars not
having a provision for a gear driven magneto and is

driven by belt or friction from the fly wheel.

Will start any engine on a quarter turn Without
Batteries, run the engine perfectly and without missing
At All Speeds, and is the only Magneto in the world

which will furnish perfect ignition and Operate Power-
ful Electric Lights.
Write us today Stating The Car You Are Drivino and we

will send you the catalogue of the magneto best adapted to

your needs.

The K-W Ignition Company,
46 Fi>w«r ATtn*— —Cl^Telaad, Ohio, TT.S.A.

For lale by tho Canadi&n Oemeral Eloctrie Compaaj, Toroato, Canada.

'«'><*4'< «VV X "r T V V V VWv *

Y vJU have seen this cut before

have'nt you?

Nice looking magneto

isn t it?

Good firm selling it

'WIZARD"
are'nt they?

Well, why don't you try one?

CANADIAN AGENTS

I

%CANADIAN-FAIRBANKS CO.
I MONTREAL VANCOUVER WINNIPEG TORONTO |
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in their sections is lovely and the laws

well observed, when it is known that the

very reverse is the case, and that many
of these have done nothing whatever
towards enforcing the law, and that in-

deed some of them are the worst law
breakers in the whole district. If the

laws respecting fish and game were pro-

perly enforced the attractions they afford

would be as great a hundred years from

now as they are at present, but if ne.e:-

lected now they will be lost to us forever.

It is important that thoroughly effective

measures be taken before it is too late.

It is therefore necessary that the whole

inatter be removed from the influence of

local party politics and the administra-

tion of the laws be placed in a commis-
sion, as it is in British Columbia and
elsewhere. The people demand it, in

order that the countrv niav profit there-

by.

In Defence of the Ferret

BY ARCHIE HBBBRT.

SOME bitter attacks have been made
during the last winter upon the

ferret. Crime after crime has been
attributed to h's strong fangs.

Certainly he has been the direct cause
of "rabbitcide" but this is not murder.

Those who complain about ferrets

probably never owned one and, it is

pretty safe to say, know very little aboui
them. There has even Ijeen talk of urg-
ing the passing of a law to prohibit the

use of the ferret. If those who criticize

ferrets would attempt the task of prop-
erly handling them, they would soon
have a different story to tell.

One objection often heard to tlic fer-

ret is that those who use them depend
on Mr. Ferret to get their game. Out
of sixty-five rabbits killed last winter our

ferret caught three. The remainder were
shot and some of them were difficult

shots. When a bunny scents a ferret

he thinks it about time to "skidoo," and
is not likely to stop before reaching some
other shelter.

Making extensive use of a ferret is said

to be unsportsmanlike. What about
steel traps and wire snares? The ferret

serves exactly the same purpose in shoot-
ing cottontails as a setter or pointer does
in shooting quail. He only finds your
game—you kill it. Bob White likes to

remain in the brush, but Mr. Cottontail

prefers to pass the day under the barn.

The dog is very useful in finding quail.

and a rabbit cannot very well be put from
under a building without a ferret. You
may tear up the floor but the average
sensible farmer is not always willing to

agree to this step.

You start your ferret under, hear a

rumbling and out darts a cottontail. He
is twenty 3'ards away before your gun is

levelled, he is forty before you pull the

trigger. He does not even run on a

level. W hen yott pull he is liable to be
anywhere between Mother Earth and
three feet above. Not only that but you
have to hit him hard to stop him. He
can run as well on three legs as on four.

Bearing in mind these considerations,

does not the reader believe it to be great-

er sport to take a day off and bag about

ten cottontails in the above mentioned
manner, than to set out when the moon
is still shining, take some out of steel

traps and kill more by thrusting your
gun barrel into a pile of branches or in

the end of an eight inch tile.

Some may think this is a matter of

small importance. A rabbit will fade

away where it comes to talking of moose
and grizzly. Think, however, of those

who, though ardent sportsmen, have to

be content with little cottontails. For
the best methods of sport with the bun-

nies, ferrets are essential and therefore

I say, and I hope many readers will agree

with me, "Lone live the ferret!"
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LADNCH FITTINGS

Brass and Galvanized
Deck Fittings

Lamps
Side Lights

Compasses

Anchors Fenders

Flags Tiller Rope

JOHN LECKIE
LIMITED,

77 Wellington St. W,, Toronto

Marine Paints
- AND -

Varnishes
OF ALL K I IN DS

If You Are Thinking of Re-

painting That Boat Of Yours

Write Us.

TOP AND BOTTOM PAINTS FOR

EVERYTHING THAT FLOATS.

Sanderson Pearcy & Co.
UMITED,

61-65 Adelaide West,

Toronto - - Ontario

Cutten & Foster
Toronto

American Auto Top
Manufacturers

Auto Tops. Boat Tops. Tent Cots.

The Handy Tent Cot.

Price $12.00, from your dealer or from us.

Send for illustrated catalogue.

We can furnish Auto Tops for

any Style of Automobile in Pan-
tasote or Mohair.

When writing Advertisers ttndii/ mention Eod and Gun in Canada.



Labrador Sports

The Passing of the Dogs

BY DR. W. T. GRENFKLL.

A GREAT event has happened as far

as Labrador is concerned. The
winter mail has come across in the

middle of ]\larch, from Forteau,

in Labrador, to Flowers Cove, in New-
foundland. Never before in the history

of mankind has this feat been accomplish-
ed, and it is only due to the enterprising

Postmaster General, and to the brave
man who brought the mail. To say that,

is of very much greater import and a very
much greater feather in their caps than
most men imagine. One great objection

to Labrador residence in winter has been
the supposed impossibility of getting out
from Christmas to May, and as far as the
north end of this country is concerned,
the impossibility of making any arrange-

ments with them for the coming fishing

season. The very best of business heads
is not able to foresee everything that is

desirable for next July from the last of

November, and a mail coming across reg-
ularly in the winter at the trifling cost of

a few dollars is now not only clearly de-

monstrated as possible for once, but that
it could be run fairly regularly and with
comparative safety. Moreover it is a

new feature in Physiography to know
that a single man, without running any
inordinate risk, can pass the Straits with
a light boat practically any time in the
winter. As this is the first crossing and
there is considerable merit in the feat I

am venturing to give you the details

which are not altogether uninteresting.
The carrier, Ernest Doane. is keeper of

the co-operative store at West St. Mod-
iste, an excellent woodsman and quite
a taxidermist. He built a nine foot boat,
thirty-four inches wide, covered with can-
vas so that he could easily lift her, and
with canvas deck'ng which would pull

together and either make a tent for him-
self at night or tie around his body en-
abling him to row in rough weather with-
out any water getting into his boat that
might form ice. He started from For-

teau light house at eight o'clock in the

morning having arranged to have the light

lighted at night to cheer him up if he
were still on the ice, and to have the

Flowers Cove light lit the first night of

his arrival to let them know that he was
safe. Unfortunately when he arrived the

light on our side was dismantled, so that

they cannot tell yet of his safety and the

follow^ing night the Forteau light was
still shining, so he supposes that they
are anxious about him. But he could
do no better than light a lamp in the

light house. Having to wait to go back
for a short while he is over with us at

St. Anthony taking back the answered
mail from this shore to the Labrador.
He will connect there with the w^estern

mail on the tenth of April, after which
he wall again come across here. After
leaving the lighthouse on his journey he
rowed and hauled his boat over the ice.

there being never more than ten j-ards of

open water, and after the first mile or so

seldom more than ten yards of ice, it be-

ing all broken up and moving as it always
i.s in the Straits. LTnfortunatcly, the one
thing he hadn't counted on h;ippened. A
north east gale with snow came on and
he couldn't see a hundred yards anyway.
He himself got wet and cold, and had t©

haul up his boat by five o'clock Avhen he
considered he was near the land. He
drifted along with the ice wherever it

liked to take him. Pulling the cover over
the boat he was able to light his oil stove,

remove and partially dry some of his

clothes and make some hot tea. During
the night however, the force of wmcf
made the ice raft. Great weird pinnacle":

rose high, many feet out of the water,

threatening to over run and engulf his

little craft. By dressing hurriedly and
shifting his boat from pan to pan he was
able to let her jam in between first one
piece and then another till ci,aylight. when
he again proceeded on his way. He did

not make the land till half past one as he
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AUTO-
LAUNCH
FOLDING
TOPS

Made to fit any slr-e Motor Bo:it

up to 3S feet long. Slrte curtains

with celluloid lights are furnished
with top. Can be made .-is sung
and watertight as any cabin boat.

Wlien folded down it is complete-
ly out of the way; one half
>f the top is folded to the
liow, the other half to the
^lom, and lays around the

combing. It is staunch,

: \ handsome and light, an
^ ornament to any boat.

No Motor Boat owner
should be without one.

Write for circular and
prices.

Manufactured only by

The Conboy Carriage Co., Queen

WHY?
Because the ISever Miss
No. 8 Is Guaranteed for

I year's wear

No Trouble

No Sooting

No Short Circuits

No Broken Porcelains

JUST
Keal Spark Plug satisfacticn and

at the piice ycu ought to pay-

$1,00 each
Mica $1.50

Don't Wait
Do it To-day
Order a Set

Your Dealer or Jobber or
Direct, Prepaid.

NEVER MISS irARK PLLG CO.

LANSING, MICH., USA

Street E. and Don, TOFOntO, OntaHO
•^^M*^M«M*4«i"t*4"I* }f >t' ^f

'i 'I' >t' 'X' 'M' 'I' "t- 'I' '\' 'M^^-M*

STA-RITEl
Spark Plugs have %
" Stayed Right the i
Longest " — for seven v

years. ^
GeL a set from your %
dealer and have " Plug %

Happiness." ^
Repaired free of charge.

Price now $1.00. ^

- THE - %

R, E, Hardy Co. |
INCORPORATED I90C ^

1735 Michigan Avenue,

Chicago %

(formerly New Ycrk City) ,j.

Send for list of size plugs used %

in 305 ears and engines.

,% ... ^„j„}..>.T».Hi-!"M^ ^mk*4^*^h{«i«:«H":-"^m^^^4»*

M ADE IN CANADA=
Complete Outfits Fok

MOTOR BOAT l_ I G M TIN Q

dlte ''Vulcan'
yacht lighting and engine spark-

ing system is worthy of investi-

gadon by all motor boat owners.

BULLETINS ON REQUEST.

CROFTAN STORAGE BATTERY CO.

423-425 Que«n St. W., Toronto, Ontaiio.
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had drifted considerably in the night, and

the trend of the ice is always towards the

Labrador shore. The man, of course,

makes nothing whatever of it. For this

reason the people of Newfoundland think

all the more of it, and there is no question

whatever that it is a very praiseworthy

i'fTort.

Ilis arrival at St. Anthony was just in

lime fur our annual sports. We had re-

presentatives from all the villages around

and five of the villages sent up special

prizes, so that the events were most suc-

cessful. It was especially strange that

right in the middle of them a large

schooner should beat through the ice to-

wards the shore, and send men in from

the west coast as well to get news of the

movement of the seals in the Straits. The
skipper was an old friend of ours.

As I stood on the hill top to-day, and

looking seawards couldn't see a drop of

water as far as the horizon, it seemed to

me an equally praiseworthy efifort that

these modern vikings should be re-enact-

ing on these shores the daring deeds ol

their prototypes in this seething medley

of endless ice, only along much better

r'nes. At least they make use of the

carcasses of their victims, where-as, ac-

cording to their own accounts, the vik-

ings of yore flung the bodies of their

Skracling victims as carrion merely to

I he beasts of prey. The men who landed

ran out over the loose ice, jumping from
piece to piece, and with their vessel have
long ago disappeared in the ice pack.

Not a vestige of life is to be seen sea-

ward to-day.

The dog race this year was a very ex-

citing event. The winning team went the

whole two miles at a stretch gallop with

two men on the sled. Some tw^o of the

five dogs were picked from a second
house and needed their master's voice.

It would have puzzled any horse to have
kept ahead of them, and they came in a

quarter of a mile ahead of any others.

The only trouble then at the winning
post was to stop them. They seemed to

i)e thoroughly imbued with the Twen-
tietli Century spirit of hustle. The rac-

nnei race was a closelv contested event.

About five and twenty men ran, the win-

ner turning up from among the hardy

sons of Mr. Read, of Locks Cove. The
ever popular sack fight produced a hun-

dred contestants. It was well fought to

a finish and was won at last by a sterling

St. Anthony man by the name of Pilley,

but better known as "Steve," the captain

of our local football club. My own nose

and forehead, indeed my entire counten-

ance, still betray the portion of my an-

atomy I landed upon, when I received

my coup de grace in this event. A novel

contest was the pickaback fight, an event

which had to be repeated, every one be-

ing so eager to have a share in the fun.

Each man had a boy on his back and the

last left standing or who has not been

charged out of the ring, wins the battle.

As for myself this event nearly finished

my career, but it produced endless a-

musement and like all our events calls

for no special skill or preparatory train-

ing, just nerve and muscle—in which our

fishermen and trappers^ excel. At the

concert in the evening, given in the only

liall there is here, belonging to the Or-

angemen, our girls in uniform gave a

very pretty display of Swedish barbell

drill and one man gave a club display to

music, his class not having yet arrived at

sufficient efficiency to face an audience.

The closing feature was with high, gaud-

ily draped clubs stufifed with excelsior,

which made a great impression on many
of the audience. The value of these an-

nual gatherings seems to us very great.

We certainly do learn to understand and
trust one another a great deal better

from two or three days of "playing" to-

gether. The open hospitality of every

house and the generous spirit displayed

by all the unsuccessful competitors is a

far better sermon than many to which I

have listened.

Our deer and dogs are all busy haul-

ing logs from the country and at last

we have got our deer driving somewhat
to our satisfaction. Meanwhile men from
quite distant villages can get employ-
ment for all their dog teams, which makes
the welkin ring with the shouts of drivers

and the barking of their dogs—and yet

our deer go on the even tenor of their
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how 70a the different klndi of Korona Cameras we make.
CTThii 0«t»loffne tella «U akeut eai wondarfnl new

A KOROiViA
Is the Camera to buy for pleature or buainsu

KoronaCameras
TAKE PICTURES ON PLATES OR FILMS

You can use plttea for economy when taking a few picture*
around home or daylight film packs In the KOEOVA ASAP-
TEK when you travel and dealre film conrenlence. Tfc«
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A KOEOITA CAMERA la good for erery photofrapkie
subject, equally complete as a film camera or as a plate
camera. The mechanical construction of the Korona Cam-
era la perfect, and the workmanship la laperb. The sign
of quality In a Korona is apparent at first glance to any-
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PANCRATIC TELEPHOTO LENS

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Company
I9i Clinton Avenue So.,

T. EATON CO., LTD.
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Rochester, N.Y.
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UNITED PHOTOGRAPHIC STORES, Ltd. VifUs
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See
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Low Prices
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GUARANTEE MOTOR CO.,
63 Bay St., North Hamilton, Ont.
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Partridges and Pheasants
Capercailzies, Black Game, WUd Turkeys, QaalLi,
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Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.

Rochester, N Y.

APPKUPRIATE GIMb At Hope's bird Store
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way

—

hauling as much weight as any six-

dogs.

Getting into a new house in a sub-
arctic winter is not a matter as easy as

one might suppose. Staining the floors

oftencr resulted in finding an amateur
skating rink when one expected a surface
to receive varnish, while you cannot paint
windows or outside doors even on the in-

side. Another trouble, and a very strange
one, is that if you use a room at all. the
warmer you make it the more ice forms
on the inside of the window as soon as
ever your fire goes out. If 3'^ou try to
remove this ice you almost invariably
break the window, while if you don't
remove it. it streams down on the floors,

runs over the wall below and ends up
in a colored pool which you walk into
without noticing very often till discolored
river marks down the wall paper call your
attention to your foot trails on the car-
pet covers. There are many other dis-
advantages that are most interesting
however, to those who are forced to com-
bat them. We have recently been forced
to make our clubhouse return to its orig-
inal purpose of a jail, as a prisoner has
been committed for fraudulent obtaining
of money. I am glad to say that he is

not a northerner and therefore we do nof
feel disgraced to the same extent. We
seldom or never have prisoners of our
o\vn. It was with an evil reputation our
prisoner first took his residence here, but
we had overlooked that entirelv till his
tricks were repeated in our midst. Our
jail would not be difficult to escape from
with the slight supervision we are able
to afford for jailing. We have therefore
adopted the Elmira s^^stem and given
him the key of his own jail ; we know he
must be in his cell at six, for the club
meets at that hour in the building. He
has honorably observed his parole so far.
We are keeping him employed at a re-
munerative occupation, and we are hop-
ing that the government will permit as
to credit the people he defrauded wuth
the proceeds of his labor and to make the
duration of his stay in jail depend on the
amount of work he gets through. I fail

to see why a prisoner, who has come by
the main cause of his trouble from an

innate tendency to work too little should
not be encouraged to cultivate the habit
of overtime work while undergoing a sen-
tence which is presumably remedial as
well as prohibitive.

One excellent new measure that has
just come into force has been the pro-
hibiting of the cutting of timber within
a mile of high water. Had this been done
all around the country the harbors today
would possess an attraction that scarcely
a country in the world possesses, while
as the towns grew permission to clear
land for building purposes could have
been granted as they were necessary, the
trees nearer being preserved from being
sacrificed for either fuel or building.
These March mornings with our perfect
snow surface, the gorgeous green, the
long days, and the light nights, make life

here a dream when nature receives the
treatment that God intended man to give
it. The bald, shaven appearance may
make man look ecclesiastical, but it cer-
tainly does not make the land look divine.

Our patients still continue to arrive
periodically, hauled by dogs in the large
woman boxes, which are far more com-
fortable than they appear. Examination
during operation of the mother of a family
who was dragged up this way nearly
twenty miles about a week ago showed
that at least two of the entire vertebrae
were destroyed as far as the bodies went
by caries from tuberculosis, yet she had
not suffered apparently a single ache or
pain while jolting over these hills 'and
valley's in all of that distance.

These is much to be said for dogs as
steeds. I have but an hour ago returned
from a rapid drive with two good rein-
deer, and good though they are and bet-
ter for this country as they will always
be when at length the day arrives on
which dogs are to be done away with,
I shall be amongst those who will most
keenly regret it. There is no sport in
the world that I know of to equal it.

Except for the use of '"words," one might
almost be driving a team of tireless fleet

footed, never reproachful, almost indes-
tructable human beings. With manv
men I know, it is easier to develop a sin-
cere love for these trustv canine friends
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ALL OUT-DOORS AWAITS

Your KODAK
The fishing trip, the camping party, the hunting expedition, the

ball game and the swim^ming hole—in all of these are subjects for the

camera. Every outdoor sport and pastime becomes doubly enjoyable

for those who Kodak.

And picture making is both simple and inexpensive with a Kodak
or Brownie. They have efficient shutters and lenses, are well made in

every detail and load in daylight with the light, non-breakable Kodak
Film Cartridge.

KODAKS, $5.00 to $100.00. BROWNIE CAMERAS, $1.00 to $12.00.

Catalogue of Kodaks and Brownies, free at the dealers or bij mail.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED, Toronto, Canada
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than for any equal numljcr of one's own
kind out of those that one can fall in

with during a day's journey. Yet to-

morrow again J leave on a long round
with the beautiful sledge, for which I

am indebted to our now famous friend,

Capt. Robert E. Peary, behind a couple
of reindeer named "Rcjger" and "Romeo."
It will be hard to pass the wistful eyes
and appealing antics of "Peter" and

"Doc," of "Panther" and "Fox," of "Brin"
and "Snap" and my other friends of many
journies. If they only knew that I was
going on a journey and they were to be
left behind, even the wire of their kennel
would hardly hold them and I should feel

like sneaking ofif to the tethered reindeer
in some way that would prevent their
finding out that I was going to go back
on them.

Up the Pacific Coast From Vancouver

BY NOEL GRANT.

WE boarded the steamer Cowichan
at Vancouver at six o'clock on
Thursday evening with baggage,
dugs and grub.intent on making

a trip one hundred miles north.
No sooner was everything in shipshape

than we were off. Supper was served on
board, and the sights that met us on every
side added to our enjoyment of the meal.

We sailed up inside the islands where
the water was as quiet as possible—hard-
ly a ripple. The mountains were on all

sides and it seemed as though we slipped
from one lake to another. Except for
the tides the voyager could have no idea
that the vessel was on the ocean. The
tides are very strong in some places—in
fact in the narrow places there are rapids,
and to run them is quite exciting work.
We travelled with the tides and it would
be next to impt^ssible to do otherwise.

The scenery reminds one of Muskoka
but the mountains make a wonderful ad-
dition. If. hinvever. placed alongside the
real Rockies these mountains are only
hills. A few of the peaks are named but
generally they are simply called the Coast
Range.

Later in the evening the temperature
became cool and as it began to rain the
scenery was blotted out. The first stop
was at half past twelve in the morning
but I did not remain up to see it. How-
ever, half past four in the morning (4.30
is 7.30 in Toronto) found nie on deck in

order that I might see the rapids and a

few of 'the towns. The so-called towns
are only lumbering camps.
The weekly boat comes up with pro-

visions, drops a "logger" here and there
and at some camps an old woman, gen-
erally colored or one of the lowest class
of whites, gets oflf.

All through the day the scenery was
much the same, the rocks and trees com-
ing right down to the water's edge. Oc-
casionally a skidway was seen, running
up through the trees to the top of the
mountain, and that afforded the only var-
iety. There are no stretches of sand or
nice beaches. In addition to the patch
at Loughborough Inlet there are only one
or two in all that hundred miles, and the
largest isn't more than a few feet ^y:idc.

At half past ten the boat's whistle was
sounded and we pulled up at the mouth
of a bay when two boats came out t<.

meet us. Up here they do not- row in

the ordinary way; they stand up and push
the oars. The contention of the boatmen
is that they have more speed and power
and are better able to see where the\-

are going.

The passengers and freight filled the
two boats and also one belonging to the
ship, and in a few minutes we were land-
ed at Roy. In effecting the landing we
had to wade for some distance, but no
one minds walking through the w'ater
here, and the incident came in for no com-
ment.
Roy is supposed to be a town. I saw
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THE FAMOUS
Moonlight Floating Bait

SELF-GLOWING.

(A ija^ligm Pnotograph of » the Moonlight Floating Bait)

Good for Bass, Muskallonge, Pike, Pickerel or

Trout. The Only Bait for Night Fishing.

Remember, there is only ONE MOONUGHT
BAIT on the Market; that is ours, and the Original.

S^"* n"^^D»id for $1.

( iiiis Is i.c same Bail as in<-.wu ab^ve, pnulu);iapticd in

a Dark Room by the BAITS OWN I,IGHT).

As this is a FLOATING BAIT, it is practically
WEEDLESS, and can be cast among weeds and
lily pads without DANGER OF SNAGGING

THE MOONLIGHT BAIT COMPANY
Elxclutive Maker*,

'^Department B" : PAW PAW, MICHIGAN

Wm. Croft & Sods, Toronto, Canadzi,

Canadian Diitributor*.

'J"'M;r|.]:M.IJ^'^mJ^M.lJ.

/ "W,- lish with 'BRISTOL' Rods' '—
/ that's what they all say. That's whtt th«
/ guides say; that's what the prnfeaslousl
/ experts say: that's what the amateurs say,
^ that's what the best sporting goods dealers say.
Wherever there are fishermen you will Bnd

"RRISTOL" Rods catching fish. Don't be "queer."
Follow the leaders and fish with "BRISTOL" Rods.
rook on the reel seat for the "BRISTOL" trade
marlj. To anyone interested in fishing we wll'

_ __ mail a Bristol nickel hook disgorger. and
rREC our beautiful 1910 catalog free. (Please

name your local dealer.) Artistic fishing
o.Hlr-nil:!!' frnm Wrpth paintins.2."«r. postpaid.

THK HOBTOW MFG. CO., v

32 Horton St.. BrUtoL Comb.

FISHING TACKLE
EVERY DEALER should write for ovir big 150 page catalog and special dealer's

proposition for his Town.

EVERY FISHERMAN should send 5c. for postage for one 150 page catalog, and
let us tell him Avhere he can secure Fishing Tackle at best prices.

Honrocks-lbbotson Co., Utica, N.Y., U.S.A.

FISHING TACKLE MAKERS.

/Vew •* Mildebrandt '* Spinners

In addition our Standard

Spinners we manufacture a full

line of new baits called Slim

Eli and Idaho. Slim Ell for

black bass and other game Oab;

Idab« for irout and talmon. Our new specialtiei In addi-

tion t« the above will interest any fisherman. Send for

new UloBtrated catalog and see the latest.

THE J.J Hit TEBPAKPT CP pr<wf' g. [tcn'fp' pt. i>b.. U ?.*

Fish Bite
like hungry wolves and keep you bn.sy pulling:
them out, whenever, or wherever you nee our

Wonderful Fish-Luring Bait.
It brinps the finny beauties from their haunts
and hiding places when no other bait will en-
tice them. You catch a big string offish while
the other fellow Is waiting for a bite. Sent by

mail prepaid for 26cts. Booklets Free.
Walton Supply Co., Dept. F, St. I/oais. Mo

Wh^n writing Advertisers kindly mention Rod and Guk in* Canada.
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one house, in wliich there were 'steen

youngsters. This house is sometimes a
private dwellino- and sometimes hotel
but on boat days it is a Post Office. At
first sight we thought we would take
dinner at Roy, but as the tide began to

run in and rain threatened we obtained
some help and all pulled for Loughbor-
ough Inlc't. The latter is three miles
from Roy, but with the wind and tide

in our favor we succeeded ; though land-
ing none too soon for a regular gale

was upon us shortly afterwards.

Years ago Roy was founded by a

bunch of loggers who put up a shack
with bunks all along the walls up to the
ceiling and a second shack for a kitchen.
Having made their habitation sure they
worked a way up the mountain, clearing
a road as they progressed. In this road
they placed logs with the bark peeled off.

These logs were greased until the whole
was like a toboggan slide. On the shore
was placed a donkey engine with a cable
running up the mountain and back
through the woods. When an enormous
tree was felled and trimmed, the cable
was attached to the log and away it went
through the bush. The work is danger-
ous as the log may jam anywhere and.
cause all sorts of trouble, leading some-
times to loss of life. At the greased
skid it is cut loose. Imagine how quick-
ly a log weighing tons and tons will tra-

vel down a greased mountain side ! This
stage of the journey is accomplished like

a streak of lightning and with a mighty
roar like thunder it strikes the water.

By and by a saw mill is started, a
boarding house and more shacks, and
women and children. Then things wane—the loggers move on to other places,
the saw mill is closed and the settlement
deserted. Before long the "hand loggers"
arrive. These men work for themselves
and are independent of companies. They
follow the machine loggers like gleaners
after the harvest. They fell a tree and
get it down to -the water in the best way
they can. When once in the water they
are placed inside booms and sold. When
they too leave, the place is truly de-
serted. In brief this is tl^e history of
each of these lumber towns.

Any one walking along the shore will
come across chains fastened in the rocks,
logs piled in rude semblance of a wharf,
pockets full of sawdust, and other things
which denote the presence of men in con-
siderable numbers at some time. Enter-
ing the shack a cat may scurry away, a
home-made bed, a broken table, a child's
shoe, a scattered pack of cards, an old
bottle, a clothes line still full of rough
clothes, tiers of bunks decorated with
pictures cut from illustrated papers and
other things to be seen show the present
deserted place was not long ago one of
the habitations of men. In one place
we saw a fire place with bunks built
close to it, clothes lines about and chinks
in the wall still stuffed. Anvone with
imagination could follow the lives these
people led. It is easy to see the steam-
ing clothes, the tired men lying in their
bunks and hear the rain beating outside.
One can hear the crackling of the fire,

the coarse jokes and the card game on
the side. Amid the surroundings in

which we found ourselves, all this and
more in the great silence was easy for
us.

Outside we waded through timothyj
and undergrowth up to our shoulders.
Stumbling over something we stopped
and found it to be a fallen fence. Ex-
amining the ground we found strawber-
ries. Further on, in nice rows, were red
currants, black currants, raspberries,
blackberries, salmon berries, wine ber-
ries and many cherry trees. In one place
there \vas a broken axe, in another an
overturned grindstone, and further on
a forge with bellows. Best of aH—boil-

ing, bubbling, hissing and roaring was a

creek with water as cold as the snow
and ice and coming from far up above.

When we looked seaward it was diffi-

cult to believe it was the ocean—it ap-
peared to be a lake surrounded by moun-
tains. It is a strange place and has a

peculiar effect upon visitors. In the

great silence imagination is awakened
and one thinks of long ago, of other lives

and of the future. These coast places

will some day be the resort of many
visitors.
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By Royal Appointment

England's Great Fishing

Rod, Reel, and Tackle Manufacturers
will mail you heir large Illustrated

Catalogue Free!
It will pay you to import, as you get
the highest class fishing rods and tackle

the world has ever seen.

Hardy's "Palakona"
Split Bamboo Rods are the lightest and
strongest made.

Hardy's Alnwick Qreenheart Rods
A.re superior to all others.

Hardy's "Perfect" Reel
with ball bearings and regulating check,
fitted with H double tapered "Corona"
line make a perfect Outfit complete.

"Perfect" Reel with pat. agate line
guard, 3 i-S ins £ 1-17-6

The ' Fairchiid Rod.
Palakona Split Bamboo.

9 ft weighs 3M0ZS £5-5-0
9^ ft. weighs 4 }{ ozs **»«»-"

HARDY BROS. Ltd., : Alnwick : England f 3

London Depot: 61 Pall Mall—S.W.

> '

SOMETHING NEW!
SPLIT CAINE FISHING ROD, STEEL WOUND

PRACTICALLY UNBREAKABLE.
THIS IS THE LATEST NOVELTY IX FISHING RODS.
Strongest Rod made. Call and see it, or write for particulars. Popular prices.

HENRY WILKES & CO., LTD., 76 Wellington Street West, Toronto, and Studley, England.

A LLCOCK'S REGISTERED STAG BAITS
Lower Part of Spoon, Real Gold Plated ; Upper Part Silver Plated

(The Stag has been our Registered Trade Mark for Forty Years)

The Bait that cert
does kill fish

THE ALLCOCK, LAIGHT & WESTWOOD CO., LIMITED.
REDDITCH 'England^ AND TORONTO.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention iiOD and Gun in Canada.



A Day With the Ducks

BY WILLIAM CARUELL.

L3NG before the dawn of a day in

the fall our old friend of the Blue

Jeans and his hunting^ companion
were out on their way to the ducks'

feeding ground. Although they had
started so early they meant to make a

full day of it, and while shooting would
not be in order all day they well knew the

benefit to health and mind from the car-

rying into effect of such a programme
as they had mapped out.

Blue Jeans was rowing, and in that

uncertain light which precedes the dawn
their whereabouts was not as distinct to

himself or his companion as was usually

the case. While filling their lungs with
the ozone of the crisp morning air they
also kept a bright look out for indications

which should tell them just where they
were. Suddenly a stop was put to the
rowing as the keen dark eyes of Blue
Jeans piercing the gloom caught sight of

a familiar land mark, which told them
they had arrived at the place where the
ducks had been feeding for a week or

more.
Carefully they set out their decoys,

and in a hide which had been previously
built, they took their places and settled

down to await the coming dawn. They
noted various indications of the world's
awakening. A night heron left his feed-

ing ground on the marsh for his bed.

In the east a grey streak appeared which
denoted the coming day. Soon the red

Fish Will Bite
like hungry wolves at all
seasons if you use FISH LURE.
It keeps you busy pulling them
out. Catches dead loads of them
in anv stream. Write at once
for a free bottle offer and cata-
logue of Natural Fi.«h Baits,

Minnows, Shiners, Frogs, Worms, Rtc. Enclose 2c stamp.

Michigan Fish Bait Co., Box F, Port Huron, Mich.

gleams of the sun were seen shooting
up into the heavens from behind the far

off hills. The morn has broken—just

such a morn as delights the heart of a

hunter. A fresh breeze was blowing
from the southeast and the decoys were
just on the edge of the ripple. A large

wooded island at their backs protected

the hunters from the force of the wind
and made a fine screen for their hide,

which blended in well with the cedars
along the shore.

Out over the lake a fish hawk was
circling and engaging in a diligent search
for breakfast. All at once he paused
and like a bullet from a gun dropped
down only to stop himself before tak-

ing a plunge into the lake. Either his

prey had sunk too deep or shifted its

position. Nothing daunted, he again

mounted into the air and soon made a

further attempt. How graceful were his

movements ! With hardly a motion of

his wings, so far as the watchers could
see, he circled and soared, paused and
again plunged down. This time, how-
ever, he did not stop himself but struck

the water with a splash which caused
the spray to leap high into the air. His
disappearance was brief and when he
emerged he held in his claws a good
sized fish. With a shake he rose in the

air and was sailing oflF with his prey
when a scream was heard, and the hunt-
ers saw a bald-headed eagle launch him-
self into the air from one of the trees

on the island and start in pursuit of the

osprey. The hawk also heard the

scream and tried hard to escape from
his relentless tax collector. He mounted
higher and higher until he was nearly

out of sight. He was no match on the

wing for his powerful oppressor and try

THE WONDERFUL "COAXER " TROUT FLY!
ALMOST ALIVE. NEVER LOSES ITS SHAPE. FLOATS ANYWHERE.
My guide said, 'these trout don't take flies.' I got 24 on the 'Coaser.'
t'auKlil a l.">-inch brook trout on the 'Ooaier'—that's the record here."
I get 17 speckled beauties before breakfast that averaged 12 inches."
I have caught over 400 trout on one litUe 'Ccaxcr' fly."
I found my little boy catching croppies with it to beat the band."

Trout Size. 6 colors, $1.35: 12, S2.60. Bass Size. 6 colors, $1.65; 12, $3.25.

Send Stamp lor Booklet of Bass Bails, etc.. in colors. W. J. JA.MISON. 2751 POLK ST,. CHICAGO

NEW JAMISON TROUT SPOON
Cut shows size 6.

Set of Four Colors, $1.00.

Made on 2, 4 and 6 hooks.
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The 191 Improved Kelso Automatic Reel
3rd—It prevents the tiah from getting slack line and

then is more sport.

4th-Sav('s trouble for the angler, by keeping the lino

It i§ fully giinrnnteed; made of the strongest and

lightest materials possible. The weight is correct to

properly balance a 5 oz. Fly Rod.

Fishing as a sport—gains added enjoyment when you

use a KELSO Automatic .'ieel.

This leel is not intended to catch fish for you automa-

tioaliy, but when aided by your hand and brain—to in-

crease your efficiency as an angler.

Some of the reasons why KELSO Automatic Reel Is

preferred to any oiher :—

1st—It makes the handling of a rod much easier as it

is properly balanced.

2nd— It is large enough for bass fishing and light

enough for trout. Can be wound up to give de

ired tension on line

proper length.

5th- It keeps the line away from under your feet and
out of the Hay while waaing a stream.

6th—You would not use an old style muzzle-loading
rifle in place of an autouuitic, noi because jou
could not kill the game, but the automatic is more
convenient and up toaate. Bo is the KELSO Auto-
matic Keel,

Price JS.CO at all dealers, or direct from us if unob-
tainable locally.

Write for thedeacriptive Booklet of specialties that
are necessary to do business with game fish Buceessfully
and without trouble, and which has a sample of our
KELSO Enamel Line enclosed, which is the best
enamel silk niadf

II. ,K FROST & CO.. 90 Chambers Street. New York, MANITFACTURKRS OF FISHING TACKLK

We have a 16 page Booklet describing a few special goods. Send for copy—no charge.

.^»
/A

Steel Fishing Rods

FLY ROUS. 8 or 9K feet - . . - $ i.oo

BAIT RODS. 5J^, 6M or 8 feet - - - - 1.25

CASTING RODS, 4 K. S or 6 feet - - - 1.50

CASTING RODS, with Agate Guide and Tip - 2.50

CASTING RODS, full Agate Mountings - - 3.75

Trout Flies

For Trial—Send Us

COOPER
FLY BOOK

Ifiy for an assorted sample dozen, rtnaliixr A Fll»c•OC Regular price 24 cents. V^Udlliy t\ I IIC>

30c '°^LVurr?rice^rc:ntr" Quality B Flies

XA. for an assorted sample dozen.
UVC Regfular price, 84 cents.

iCC« for an assorted dozen.
UOC Regular price, 96 cents

Quality C Flies

Bass Flies

Origrinal and Genuine

OLDTOWN CANOES
Introduced and made famous by us.

16 to 19 ft.

THE H. H. KIFFE CO., "^'ew^r'
Illustrated Catalogue,free on application.

y^i \ The handled, moil compact
^-^^ ., > moil complete Fly Book made.

i-'* / Holds 36 to 54 dozen flies.

>'' "The beil book yet."

Flies always in sight. No metal to rust hooks.
Moth, dust and moisture proof. Loose leaf.

Size 4x7 inches, fits any pocket

PRICES
DELIVERED FREE

Canvas - - $2.00

Seal Grain - $3.50
Morocco - - $4.50
Pig Skin - - $6.00

Holders per doz. $2.00

NewNo.11Boek,3lHilders$1

FOR SALE BY

Tackle Dealers Everywhere

If your dealer wont supply

you, write us

Cooper Fly Book Co
20 Montgomery St.

SAN FRANCISCO

Send toJay fo

illustraled folder.

as he would he could not escape. Well
he knew that it was not himself but his

breakfast that the eagle was after, and
much as he hated to lose what he had
won in a legitimate way he had at last

to let it go.

As the fish dropped, the eagle turned

and with a rush that the eye could not

follow he plunged down and within a

short distance of the surface of the lake

seized the fish, afterwards winging his

flight to the island, there to enjoy his

ill gotten gains. The osprey in turn a-

lighted on a nearby tree and after a

short rest proceeded to fish again. He
was soon rewarded with another catch

which he was allowed to enjoy in peace..

For the time being the battle for a

breakfast had taken ofif the attention of'

the hunters from the lookout for ducks..

Now, however, that both birds were sat-,

isfied they renewed their search for a

flight. They had not long to look. A
pair of blue winged teal were discerned.
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<:oming towards them. They appeared

to be on business bent as they were

coming fast with necks outstretched.

lUue Jeans brought his old muzzle load-

ed to his shoulder and laconically said.

"I'll take the leader!" He had selected

the hardest shot, and as the birds came

nearer anxious eyes glanced along the

barrels. Now!—the triggers were pul-

led but only one bird hit the water.

The old muzzle loader had scored a-

gain as it had often done before. "Well,

well," he said, "old girl you can kill

some yet!" He might well say this for

his bird must have been seventy yards

away when he pulled the trigger. With a

smile on his sun-burned face he turned

to his friend, "Never mind, sonny, you'll

learn to shoot some day. If you had

only a good gun like mine you would

not be so bad. That contraption of yours

with no hammers on it is no good! It

takes the machinery inside so long to

get started that the ducks are gone be-

fore the blame thing goes ofT!"

Once more the two old cronies settle

themselves down for another wait. By
this time their nerves are tuned to the

])roper pitch and their keen eyes are

searching for more ducks. Soon Blue

jeans gives the word "Keep down!"
His watchful eyes have caught sight of

a flock on the move and soon the birds

are passing overhead. A few anxious

moments follow. "Will they decoy?

No—there they go! No, keep down, here

they come! No, they are ofif," and the

ducks pass on not to be lured by the

well placed decoys. Disappointment at

not getting a single shot was all the

more keen as the hunters had recognized

the birds as the much prized canvas

backs, very rare visitors to the part of

the country in which they were shooting.

What can't be cured however must
endured and the hunters again settled

themselves down for a further wait.

This time the ducks came by way of the

water and were swimming amongst the

decoys before the friends who were look-

ing skyward had noticed them. The

guns were raised, sighted and spoke to-

gether. None flew away and for a mo-

ment the hunters thought their success

had beaten the record. Then it was

seen that the majority of the strangers

dived at the flash. When they returned
to the surface they were out of range.

The hunters moved out and picked up
five birds. At first they were puzzled
to know what kind of ducks thev had se-

cured, as they were different from those
to which they were accustomed. Closer
examination showed them to be ruddy
ducks.

They were wondering what particular

circumstance had brought the strangers
into that part of the world when once
more Blue Jeans passed the word "Keep
down!" He had seen a flock of blue bills

on the move. Here they come ! Again
that anxious question was asked by l)Oth

hunters, "Will they decoy?" The birds

pass, but suddenly turn and come up
against the wind straight for the decc-ys.

A new light glistens in the eves of the

hunters as they grasp their guns and
watch the oncoming birds. They arc

soon, within range and both men having
selected their birds get in two shots be-

fore the ducks have recovered ivom this

warm reception. Quite a thrill passed
through even the experienced hunters

as they count six birds from four shots.

On the whole they feel they have not

done badly—twelve birds for eight shots.

They decide that this was good enough
to entitle them to a cup of hot tea, some
lunch and a stretch. Accordingly they

make for the island. Just after lauding

they put up some Jack snipe auii de-

cide to have some of them to add' to

their bag. This was the undoing of our

friend with the old muzzle loader. His
companion quietly slipped out the shells

of heavy shot from his breech loader

and put in their places others loaded

with No. 10 shot. The birds were not

difficult to put up, and as they rose the

breech loader spoke right and left, both

barrels registering a kill. The muzzle
loader made clean misses until the score

stood: breech loader six; muzzle loader

none. Now the boot was on the other

leg, and as they made their wav to the

Sap Shanty to eat their lunch. Blue

Jeans came in for some roasting.

He was advised to get rid of an old

gas pipe like his gun and to purchase

a pop gun with which he might be able
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RIES
AND

Shredded Wheat Biscuit
A Dainty, Delicious Delight for the palate that

is tired of heavy meats and soggy pastries.

Being made in biscuit form, it is easy to prepare

a delicious, wholesome mea! with Shredded Wheat
and berries or other fruits. The porous shreds of the

biscuit take up the fruit acids, neutralizing them and
presenting them to the palate in all the richness of

their natural flavor.

Heat the biscuit in an oven to restore crispness, then cover with strawberries, or

other berries, and serve with milk or cream, adding sugar to suit the taste. More
nutritious and more wholesome than ordinary "short cake."

If you think of Shredded Wheat Biscuit in "'strawberry time" you should think of

it every morning for breakfast in winter or summer.

Two Shredded Wheat Biscuits heated in the oven to restore crispness, and eaten
with a little hot milk or cream and salted or sweetened to suit the taste, will sup-

ply all the energy needed for a half day's work.

ALL THE MEAT OF THE GOLDEN WHEAT

THE CANADIAN SHREDDED WHEAT COMPANY, LTD., Niagara Falls, Ont.

Toronto Office : 49 Wellington Street East.
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to kill soniethingr. He \va<; told that he

could never expect to become a good

shot with a couple of pea shooters

fastened to a stick.

"Well sonny," he i^^ood humoredly re-

plied. "I guess you scored that time."

These little jokes are always taken in

good part by these nM and tried friends

who delight in each other's success more
than they can express. During their

lunch they talked of days gone by and

recalled many similar scenes. In look-

ing over their ba<^s thev decide that as

they are neither p' t hunters nor game
hogs they will quit for the day.

All duck hunters like handling their

decoys, and as the companions Have a

fine assortment they found much plea-

sure in picking them up and stowinj^

them away.

The journey home was made in a lei-

surely fashion and under pleasant condi-

tions, both feeling the better for their

outing and each vowing that it should
not be long before thev aro our again

on hunting intent.

Wolf Bounty Frauds

Willi the coming into force of the

amended Fish and Game Act passed last

Session by the Ontario Legislature, boun-
ties will only be paid in future on grey

timber wolves and the head and pelt will

have to be produced when the afTadavit

is sworn. By this provision the recent

frauds on the Ontario Treasury, when
bounties were obtained on a number of

coyotes killed in the prairie provinces will

be prevented. After the cases dealt

with in last month's issue had been
published, the attention of one of

the Provincial constables was called

the the fact that a young man
named .Arthur McDougall, of Rainy
River, had been collecting a cons'derable
number of wolf bounties. Inquiries were
made and it was found that he had de-

parted for the West, the only address
given being "west of Winnipeg." The
services of the North-West Mounted
Police were requisitioned, and with the

imtiring diligence for which that force is

noted, they traced him from place to

place until he was finally run down near
Calgary. Intimation was given to the

Ontario police, and an of?icer was sent to

bring him back to the Province.

A special meeting of the Court, presided

over by Police Magistrate Brodie, of

Sudbury, was held at White River, and
the evidence called in the other cases was
repeated. It was shown that a consider-

able traf^c in the hire of coyote skins had
been going on for some time. .\ Jew
firm of fur dealers hired out the coyote
skins for small sums, and it was alleged

shared in the profits when these were
palmed oil as the genuine skins of wolves
killed in the Province of Ontario, and the

bounties obtained. Evidence was given
that the prisoner was amongst those re-

ceiving such bounties, it being stated that

over $300 had been paid to him out of

Provincial funds for coyote skins he had
produced and for which he swore affi-

davits to the effect that the animals were
killed by him within the borders of the

Province. The magistrate sentenced
McDougall to six months' imprisonment
in each of the several cases, but in con-
sideration of the fact that he was in very
poor circumstances at the time agreed to

the sentences being served out concur-
rently. The result of these cases is that

Ontario will pay no further bounties on
coyotes.
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YOU NEED A HOLIDAY
If for nothing else than to expand your lungs with nature's pure fresh air

After a Winter of Dry Parching
Furnace Heated Air at Home and Office

Humidity is what makes

I

warmth feel good both in-

doors and out of doors, and

your furnace in heating the

air practically eliminates the

moisture therefrom.

— THE -

"Good Cheer"
Circle Waterpan

Furnace
Gives you warmed air tem-
pered with nature's humidity.;

and there s both health and
comfort in it.

Water, as you know, is the^greatest of purifiers.

Why then breathe an atmosphere desolate of

moisture, as from the average furnace with its

little makeshift waterpan, when the "Good Cheer"

with its volume of bright sparkling humid air^ is

The Circle Waterpan. easily within your reach.

Our Booklet, " Hamidity and Humanity," mailed free on request

The James Stewart Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Winnipeg, Man. WOODSTOCK, Ont.

Established 1845. Incorporated 1892.



Other People's Opinions

Toiiawanda, X.V., Feb. 12tl)/10

W. J. Taylor, Esq.,

Woodstock, Out.

Dear Sir:—
The enclosed post ofl'ice money order is to re-

new my subscription to Rod and Gun. The mag-
azine Is a source of great pleasure to me and I

ahould be sorry to miss a single copy.

Frederick Hoyer.

Winnipegosis, February 25th, 19 JO

W. J. Taylor, Esq.,

Woodstock, Ont.

Dear Sir:—
Enclosed please find One Dollar ($1.00j re-

newal for Rod and Gun for 1910. Would not be

without it for double the amount.

Yours truly,

W. C. Ma pes.

Prescott, March 3rd, 1910

W. J. Taylor, Esq.,

Woodstock, Ont.

Dear Sir:—
I take pleasure in renewing my subscription

to your valuable magazine. 1 look forward to

each issue as one of the events of the month
and enjoy your tales and debates very much.

E. McXallv.

Buffalo, X. Y., March 3rd, 1910

W. J. Taylor, Esq.,

Woodstock, Ont.

Dear Sir:—
Enclosed you will find a post oll'ice order for

one dollar for Rod and Gun for my renewal sub-
scription.

The Rod and Gun in Canada is a very pleasant
visitor. I am not young. My hair is beyond the
stage called grey, it is white. Still to read the
interesting stories of fishing and hunting make
me long for the time to come wnen I can again
take my rod and line and cast my lure for the
wary fish.

I, like many other Americans, like to spend
my vacations in Canada. I like its rocks and
hills, its lakes and streams. The pure air of its

highlands gives one a fresh lease of life. But I

must say that if the Canadian Government want
the tourists to continue to come and spend tneir

money then they must exert themselves and see

that the fiishing does not lose its zest by their

not replenishing the streams and lakes to keep
up the supply. I know of no better way than for

each reader of Rod and Gun to use their influence.

to accomplish this—especially the clubs. They
certainly can reach some member of the Govern-
ment who will help the cause along.

Yours for success,

Jason D. Ames.

Richmond, Out., March 5th, 1910
W. J. Taylor, Esq.,

Ed. Rod and Gun,
Woodstock, Ont.

Dear Sir:—
You will find enclosed postal note for $1.00.

I am very glad you did not stop sending the mag-
azine to my address. I had quite forgotten to re-

mit. I enjoy reading it very much and wish you
every success for the future.

Yours truly,

J. J. Danby, M. D.

193 Borden St., Toronto, Ont.,

Februarv, 26th, 1910
W. J. Taylor, Esq.,

Dear Sir:—
Please renew my subscription for another

year, enclosed pJease find One Dollar ($1.00),

The Rod and Gun magazine is getting more inter-

esting every number that I see. Good luck to it.

I remain, yours c^bediently,

H. Mortimer Murton,

Jordan Station, Ont., March Ist, 1910

W. -T. Taylor, Esq.,

Rod and Gun,
Woodstock, Ont.

Dear Sir:—
I hope you have continued success with the

"sportiest" magazine ever.

I am, respectfully yours.

H. W. Hunsberrv.

Renfrew, Ont., Jan. 10th, 1910.

W. J. Taylor, Esq.,

Woodstock, Ont.

Dear Sir:—
Herewith please find postal note for $1.00

subscription to Rod and Gun for 19l0. I am very

much pleased with your magazine and trust you
will meet with every success.

Y'ours truly,

A. Lindsay.

University of Chicago, Jan. 15th, 1910.

W. J. Taylor, Esq.,

Woodstociv, Ont.

Dear Mr. Taylor:

—

The January Rod and Gun is undoubtedly
good. The opening article by C. H. Hooper is to
me one of the best of this sort I have ever read.

Mr. Hooper has the skill of an artist of no mean
merit in picturing the lite of the woods. My
wife and boy and I traverse the "silent places''

from June to October every summer. We know
what Mr. Hooper is talking about.

Sincerely yours,

E. L. Caldwell.
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BRING
INTO
CAMP
a few

bottles of

my
refreshing

UNFER-
MENTED
GRAPE
JUICE,

twenty-five

cents the

bottle.

The Joyous, Healthy

CAMP
SEASON

Is H ere At L a s t

E. D.

SMITH
MARMA-
LADE is

made from

finest

quality of

SEVILLE
BITTER
ORAN-
GES and

GRANU-
LATED
SUGAR

Don't Forget to Bring Along the Most

Delicious and Purest Jams, Jellies and

Marmalade Manufactured by

E. D. SMITH
Winona, Ont.

And the pleasure of your trip will be in-

creased a hundredfold.

Your Grocer Handles My Goods.



OUR MEDICINE BAG
Stimulated by the reward of $1,000 of-

fered for a g-enuine nest of the wild pig-

eon many claims have been made to such

discovery, but so far investigations have

not sustained the claims of the finders.

The strongest case appears to have been

made out by Mr. Z Spence, a farmer in

Harwich township, Kent county, Ont. Mr.

P. H. Bowyer, M. P. P., for East Kent,

testified to Mr. Spence's reliability, add-

ing that he is sixty years of age and dur-

ing his life has seen thousands of wild

pigeons. Later investigation will show if

Mr. Spence has really found what so

many have missed. Several previous

claimants were found to have mistaken
the nest of the mourning dove for that of

the wild pigeon.

According to reports Baniif, Alta., is to

be made a great winter resort as it is al-

ready a great summer resort. Outside

winter sports and inside attractions are

said to be contemplated on a large scale.

The moose head secured by Mr. F. B.

Guild, on a Quebec game preserve, the

incidents of which were recounted in our

last October issue, has been mounted, and
according to the Lake Placid News, the

head "for perfection and natural beauty
would be hard to equal." The mounted
head will remind Mr. Guild and his com-
panions of a most enjoyable and success-

ful moose hunt. The hunters had in view
"moose with big horns" and they succeed-

ed in their endeavours.

Owing to the advanced state of the

season, and the fact that the fishing

on the opening day was said to be

equal to the conditions ordinarily pre-

vailing in the middle of June, more
Montrealers than for many years past

made their way to the many good

fishing waters in the neighborhood of

that city. Particularly was this the case

with the many resorts in the Laurentians,

and most notable also was the fact that

both sexes and all ages were strongly re-

presented. The fact that the speckled

trout is the favorite fish of Canadian wat-
ers was shown to demonstration by the

g;eneral exodus from all the Montreal
stations on the eve of the opening day.

The people living on the banks of the

Little Saskatfchewan are complaining
that they are deprived of the pleasures

of angling and a healthy fish diet by rea-

son of the fact that the power dam at

Brandon has no fish slide. If the facts

are as stated the local authorities should
take some action in the matter.

What is described as an ideal location

has been obtained for the new fish hatch-

ery to be established at Brantford by the

Fishery Department of the Ontario Gov-
ernment. Twelve acres of land on the

Grand River, where an abundance of

good water is obtainable, has been se-

cured and it is believed much important
work in the way of re-stocking local

waters will be accomplished in the course

of a few years.

Two monster pike were caught at Arn-
prior by Messrs. O. Greene and W. Car-
penter early in May. One measured four

feet and weighed 33 lbs., the other meas-
ured 3 ft., 8 in., and weighed 38 lbs.

Mr. Will'am Needier, of Lindsay, Ont..

a veteran fisherman, with a nephew and a
third companion, obtained their legal

li'mit of trout on the morning of the

open season, one good speciman weigh-
ing three and one quarter lbs.
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The club
are the original bottled Cocktails.
Years of experience have made
them THE PERFECT COCKTAILS
that they are. Do not be lured
into buying some imitation. The
ORIOINAL of anything is good
enough. When others are offered
it is for the purpose of larger prof-
its, insist upon having the CLUB
COCKTAILS, and talce no other.

G.F.HEUBLEIN & BRO., SoU Prcprittors

S8 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Haxtford, Conn. LoirsON

Trophies and Prizes
FOR ALL EVENTS

We are specialists in the line

and clubs will serve their best

interests by writing us. :: :: ::

JAS. D. BAILEY, LTV.
Jen^elers, Yonge St. Arcade

TORONTO - ONTARIO

The right Collar adds pleas-

ure to summer outings

—

When canoeing, playing tennis, or enjoying out-

ing trips, the ORDINARY collar is a ceaseless

cause of annoyance. The snappy, trim appear-

ance soon disappears—a few minutes' exercise

with a paddle or a tennis racquet on a warm
day finishes them. Not so with

WATERPROOF

COLLARS S Cuffs
They ALWAYS look neat and dressy—ALWAYS com-

fortable because they CANNOT WILT— fit snugly and

have the dull finish and texture of the finest linen collar.

Made in all the latest styles. "Challenge" Collars are

waterproof, do away with laundry expenses altogether, can

be cleaned by a rub from a wet cloth.

If your dealer hasn't "Challenge" Brand, we will supply you direct.

Collars 25c., and Cuffs 50c per pair. Send to-day for our new free

style book. "Hints for Careful Dressers"— Fashion's latest dictates.

THt ARUNCTON CO. OF CANADA. UMITED. S4-64 Fmet A.e- TORONTO SAN
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Mr. II. G. Wilson writes from the

Windsor Hotel, Edmonton

:

As I have spent the last ten years in

the far North, and am well acquainted

with the ways of travelling also the ways
and habits of all the Indians between

'here and the Arctic, I am prepared to

act as guide to any parties intending to

take a trip of that kind either for sport

or anyone in search of the finest land in

this nortliern part of the country. I

spent three years travelling through the

Peace River country and I expect to

make a trip through there this summer
])roviding I can get a ^ood sized party.

I will not 'be leaving before the middle

(if July. I am at present running the

Windsor Hotel Cigar & News Stand.

Mr. Howard Niles, of Sydney, N. S.,

caught a trout weighing 4 lbs. 7^^ ozs.

at the Forks near that town. The strug-

gle with the fish lasted for half an hour

and included some exciting moments
when it seemed that the captive would
escape. Mr. Mc Isaac, a companion ang-

ler, obtained some fine two pounders. •

A fifteen pound pike was obtained by
r)and Sergeant Huberland near Kings-

ston, Ont., at the opening of the fishing

season.

Mr. R. Matz. of the Cameron House,

Kdmonton, fishing with a troll in the

Saskatchew^an River, captured a six pound

speckled trout, described as "a perfect

(specimen."

The police magistrate at Parry Sound.

Ont., 'has fined a number of unlicensed

fishermen for fishing w^ithout licenses

in the prohibited waters of the Georgian

Bay. Good results are expected to

follow.

Two or three seizures of fishing nets

were made in the neighborhood of Rice

r.ake, Ont.. by the steamship Naiad, one

of the Provincial patrolling boats under

the command of Captain Carson.

Messrs. E. J. Wilkins and Dr. Dakin,

ot Gait, Ont., were out early on the morn-
ing of May second and succeeded in ob-

taining thirty one "of the finest trout

ever brought to Gait." Mr. Wilkins has

a good knowledge of the trout streams

of the neighborhood and to that fact the

success of the two anglers was largely

due, though their own dexterity with the

rod must not be unduly minimized.

Mr. John Parker, Fountain Street.

Preston, Ont., caught a German carp in

the River Speed, the fish measuring 29

inches in length, 20 in. round and weigh-
ing fourteen pounds.

A few Sundays ago Inspector Black-

wall, license inspector for the district of

Temi'skaming, saw a big buck loping

along the race course at Haileybury. The
Inspector estimated his weight at 250 lbs.

Later on in the day he traced the tracks

to the bush. It is believed that the deer

was chased by dogs and was trying to

make Lake Temiskaming when he found

himself too near civilization and retreat-

ed to the bush.

In the early part of May, Major Ed-
ward Holland and party, hunting near

Haileybury, Ont., shot a she bear. Three
young cubs were found and taken to

town.

Messrs. George Rpss and W. D. - V.
Earle, of Brockville, visited Devil's Lake,

a broad expanse of water near Newboro,
Ont., and landed no less than seventeen

salmon, all good sized specimens, in a

few hours. Other notable catches have

been made in the same waters.

The mild winter in Vancouver Island

has led to a great increase in both native

and imported feathered game and sports-

men are confident from reports received

that hunting, during the coming fall, will

be the best in years. So largely are the

imported pheasants and Hungarian part-

ridges increasing that it is anticipated a

verv few vears will enable the Govern-
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Jaeger Pure Wool Outdoor Overwear
JAEGER SWEATERS for rowing, cycl ng, golfing, tennis, and out-

door exercise generally, are made in all sizes ; small, medium and

large, with collar or without collar, with sleeves or without sleeves.

They are made in all desirable colors, from pure white to rich

cardinal.

The fact is. Jaeger knowledge of Sweater needs and Jaeger facilities

for meeting Sweater requirements make Jaeger Sweaters the very

best in the world.

This is just as true of ^lotor Ulsters, Motor Cardigan Jackets and

Golf Jackets.

JAEGER'S
Sanitary
Woollen SYSTEM

Co.
Ltd.

316 St. Catherine St. West, Montreal

231 Yonge Street, Toronto.

Steele Block, Portage Ave., Winnipeg.

The Ideal Beverage

ASK FOR

(LONDON)

A Pale Ale, palatable, full

of the virtues of malt and
hops, and in sparkling con-

dition, is the ideal beverage.

Now when chemists announce
its purity, and judges its merit,
one need lookno further.

It's Pure—That's Sure

Manufactured and
Guaranteed by

British Subjects

Aylmer Condensed Milk Co.
UMITED

Aylmer, Ontario, Canada
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ment to cancel the prohiMlion at present

in force with regard to the shooting of

these fine game birds.

The Manitoba Fishing and Hunting

Chib have elected the following Board

of Directors: Mayor Evans; C. J.

Brown; Aid. Douglas, T. A. Lunt ; W.
II. Evenson; R. C. Macdonald ; F. W.
Heubach; C. E. McPherson. F. B. Hub-
l)ard ; E. W. Baker, Henry Fry

;
C. Tilt

;

Isaac Pitblado; David Owen and J. B.

Hunt. It is hoped to proceed with the

erection of a club-house this vear.

Mr. Thomas J. Pettigrew, Prospect

Street, Toronto, writes a strong letter

against the use of dogs in deer hunting.

In his view such hunting "is not true

sport, but brutal and needless waste of

animal life." He stated that in eleven

vears' experience of hunting he has seen

many cases of deer hunted by dogs to the

point of exhaustion, "and the sight is piti-

able to behold. It is not sport ; it is fiend-

ish and revolting." He believes that if

the dogs are not stopped within five or

six years deer will be driven so far north

that "they can only be reached by mil-

lionaires or men sufficiently rich to stand

the expense involved." He urges that

only bucks should be allowed to be shot.

"Numbers of hard work'ng men in our

towns and cities look forward with great

interest to a week or two's hunting in

ncjrthern woods. They need the change

and it does them great good. If they

do not waken up and join this cru-sade for

the correction of a crying evil the pleas-

ure will be denied them. Sportsmen and

deer alike have urgent need to 'beware of

the dog'."

Mr. J. H. Wolfe writes from Lakelet.

Ont.:

Fishing in nur lake opened on April

first but up to the eighteenth I had not

captured one and although quite a num-
ber have tried their hands T have not

heard of any success. We have had two
years' close season which has led to a

great increase in perch and rock bass.

We would be glad if some of the exper-

ienced readers of Rod and Gun would
tell us how they think Black Bass would
do in our lake, as if the Trout do not do
well we are thinking of trying Black
Bass. The lake covers an area of about
eighty acres, of which about fifteen acres

are shoals. The water is pure spring

water, about seventy feet deep in places.

There is a good deal of gravel round the

edges and some of the other parts but

most of the lake is covered with grass,

though the water is at all times clear and
cool.

Mr. A. S. Vidito writes from Victaux
Falls, N. S.:

In reply to your Alberta correspond-
ent, who requests in your April issue

(^pinions from experienced users of fire-

arms as to the rifle best adapted for gen-
eral game shooting in Canada, I wish to

say that in my opinion the .303 British

Box magazine cannot be beaten for an

all purpose gun. My reasons are: First,

it has a powerful high muzzle velocity.

flat trajectory and heavy muzzle energy;
and secondly, by using the miniature am-
munition one has a gun for small game all

the time. I have a .303 which I have
used for seven years and although I have
tried many others I prefer the .303 to all

of them. When I secured mine it was
the only one of the kind in this part of

the country but now seven or eight other

hunters have them and one and all agree

with me. I give my experience to your
Alberta correspondent for what, it is

worth.

Official reports from Cochrane, Ont.,

show that pra'rie chickens are now in

considerable evidence in that district.

I^he members of the Kaslo Rod and
Reel Club form an active organization.

The town is situated on the famous Koot-
enay Lake in British Columbia and the

members possess a great advantage in

having splendid fishing right at the'r

doors. The feeding spot of the big trout

is said to be across the lake opposite the

city. Twenty-two pounders are describ-

ed as common while fish weighing thirty
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Inthe Good Old
Summer Time
Yachting. Rowing.

Fishing. Canoeing.

On the Steamer.

In the Auto.

Camping.
Nothing adds more to your

enjoyment than a good supply

of

Van Home Cigars

Harris, Harkness & Co., Makers, Montreal, Que.

GOOD HEALTH!

DRINK

BROMOMINERAL
TTie well known morning bracer.

Sweetens a sour stomach

Sold at all Hotels in Canada

ALSO DEALERS
IN ALL KINDS OF

HOTEL GLASSWARE
AND

HOTEL SUPPLIES.

BROMO MINERAL CO.,
86 Church Street, Toronto, Ont.

"Star

Brand"

Hams

and

Bacon

have been on the market for over
fifty years and are known from At-
lantic to Pacific for their uniform
excellent quality.

If your grocer does not keep
these in his stock, write us direct.

Made under Government Inspection.

F. W. Fearman Co., Ltd.

Hamilton, Ontario

TFhen writinn Advertisers Icindlu mention KOD and Gun in Canada.
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seven pounds have been captured. Ihe

twenty two poundrs however tax a

sportsman's skill and give him a delight-

ful experience. The members of the

Club have elected the following officers

for the present year:

Hon. President—W. E. Hodder ;
Hon.

Vice-President—Col Pierson ; President

W. E. Zwicky; Vice-President—D. C.

McGregor; Sec-Treas—C. J.
Quinan.

Directors—Mavor Power, W. V. Pap-

worth, W. G. Robb and W. N. Gallup.

At the meeting at which these officials

were appointed it was decided to memor-

ialize the Government asking for the es-

tablishment of a fish hatchery on the

Lake in order to perpetuate the fishing.

It was decided to co-operate with the

Provincial Government by sending ex-

hibits of frozen trout to various points in

the prairie provinces during the summer.

All the members pledged themselves to do

their best, by example and otherwise, to

assist the Government in upholding the

fishery laws. During the evening medals

were presented to the following winners

of the Club's fishing events last season:

1st Prize—Gold medal for largest fish,

W. E. Hodder.
2nd prize—Silver medal, Col. Pierson.

For largest fish caught with fly—Silver

medal 1st. prize, Geo. Thair ; second prize

silver medal, Brooke Stephenson, Nelson,

Special prizes—Collection of Stewart

baits, donated by the Kewell Stewart Co.,

of San Francisco, won by W. E. Hodder.

Prizes donated by the Celebration Com-

mittee for visitors' fishing events last

Empire Day; 1st, gold medal, won by

Howard Bush, of Nelson, and 2nd silver

medal, by F. Brown, of Trail.

W. E. Hodder's prize, a silver medal

for the largest Dolly Varden trout—char

—caught during the season was won by

Alfred Coolidge of Spokane.

Mr. A. S. Clements writes : Last Octob-

er, in company of a chum named Frank, I

was doing some assessment work about

twenty two miles west of Gowganda.

We were getting short of meat and we
would have to cross four and a half miles

n[ wet portage before we could renew our

'=;uDDlies. As I noticed moose tracks

every day I went to an Indian and after

some bargaining paid him $10. for an old

rusty 38.55 Winchester rifle. It was so

bad that at first we couldn't see through

the barrel and it took us a week to get it

smoothed up. The claim being two miles

from our camp we were working only

eight hours per day and by starting early

one morning we were back and dinner

was over by three o'clock in the after-

noon. It was then agreed that Frank

should bake a bannock while I took the

old smooth bore as we called the rifle and

tried for a moose. Taking the canoe I

crossed the lake and paddled quietly into

a bay. Landing and entering the woods

for about three hundred yards I was

examining a swamp with many mountain

ash when I heard what sounded like the

falling of a tree. This was followed by

vvhat appeared the rattling of stonesancl

the breaking of sticks and then I distinct-

ly heard some animal's horns striking

branches. From all these sounds I made

out that he was coming straight towards

me and I wondered how much dependence

I could place in the rifle. While^ this

thought was passing through my mind I

heard a snort about thirty five yards off

but try as I would I could not catch sight

of any game. The bushes were so thick

I don't think I could have seen a harvest

moon. There was nothing else to be done

and I fired three shots at the place I heard

the noises. My shots were followed by

a cough and I fired two more. Dead sil-

ence reigned and reloading I proceeded

to investigate. Very cautiously I made

my way to where the noises came from

and saw a moose seven feet high. He was

still standing although one bullet had

entered his eye and one or two more

struck him in the head or neck. I fired

again at his shoulder and he fell back-

wards. Frank bad beard the shooting

and was just going to try and cross on a

raft when he saw me returning. In the

work of dressing the meat and admiring

the head the bannock was forgotten but

we bad some fine moose steak instead.

The heart measured twenty-six inches in

circumference and as we did not take it

out that night we found it gone next day.

Most probably a lynx took it as there were

no dogs in that region. As we bad to
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walk back forty miles, twelve to Gow-
ganda and twenty-eight to Elk Lake I

could only bring the horns out. We
judged by our calculation that he would
weigh between twelve and thirteen hun-

dred pounds.

One of the interesting things in con-

nection with the Fisheries branch of the

New York Forest, Fish and Game Com-
mission, is the work of rearing shad. It

is believed ' not many are aware of

the fact that the department is producing

at least $500,000 worth of fry and finger-

ling fish each year, and d'stributing them
in state waters. A hatchery has been

erected at Linlithgo, near the city of

Hudson, primarily for the purpose of

rearifig fingerling shad to restock the

Hudson River. As a secondary matter

t is producing small mouth black bass,

striped bass, perc'h and this year 500.000

trout fry. Rearing shad is a new busi-

ness. They are a very delicate fish to

handle ; in fact to actually handle them
kills them. Thev 'hatch quickly and grow
rapidly. Experience thus far has not

been altogether satisfactory. "We feel

sure far better results will be obtained

in the future. Our men have learned

something about the rearing of shad. It

is plain, now, the secret is to have very

large ponds and not too many shad in

each. IMill-'ons of small trout may be

crowded together in a small space and
thrive for a t'me—not so with shad."

In 188S the National Government placed

3,000,001) shad fry in a pond at Washing-
ton having an area of 5 acres ; 50 per cent,

were grown to fingerling size ; that was
considered good work. At Neosho Sta-

tion, in Mi.ssouri. 1893, 200.000 fineerlings

were produced from 700,000 fry sent from
Washington. That was considered fair-

ly good work under the condit'ons exist-

ing there. "We have many things yet

to learn about the rearing of shad : how-
ever, the evidence s'^ far produced indic-

ates that it may be successfully done at

the new hatchery and shad fishing in the

Ilud-rn much improved thereby. "W hen
all the ponds are completed the Linlithgo

hatcherv will be one of the best in this

c-^untrv."

The hunting season and tourist busi-

ness on the Columbia River at Golden,

Canadian Rockies, was exceedingly good
last year. Mr. H. G. Lowe, one of the

responsible guides in those parts called

on us and said that last year's season's

profitable work had enabled him to come
east out of the mountains for the first

time in thirty years. He lives 42 miles

above Golden which is a station on the

Canadian Pacific Railway. His home
is at Hefifner Landing and his post office

address is either Golden or Gleaner, B.

C. A sportsman w^ho goes to him has
only to furnish his blankets, arms and
fishing tackle—at a pinch Mr. Lowe can
furnish the rifle. It is an excellent griz-

zly country, and the other hunting is for

sheep, goat, moose, mule deer, white tail-

ed deer, and probably next season will be
open for elk. It has been a closed season

for two or three years. A favorite trip

from his place is through the Vermillion
Trail to Banff. Among Mr. Lowe's
patrons may be mentioned the Marquis
of Linlithgow ; ]\Ir. Madison Grant of

New York; Mr. E. S. White, banker of

Nassau Street, New York, etc. There
are mountain peaks 12,000 to 13,000 feet

in height to be negotiated near Mr.
Lowe's residence.

Frederick C. Selous. African hunter,

collector and author, who was at Nelson,

B. C. visiting his cousin, Harold Selous,

mayor of that cit}-, expressed great ad-

miration for Colonel Roosevelt, both as

a man and as a big game hunter, in the

course of an interview . He said among
other things: "I immensely enjoyed my
intercourse with Mr. Roosevelt on his

African shooting trip. Though he and
Lieutenant Governor Jackson and myself

rode on the cow-catcher practically from
iMombasa to Nairobi, I was not actually

a memiber of his party, though he invited

me to become one. But I thought that five

white men and 200 natives was a large

enough expedition and denied myself that

pleasure. Our parties encountered from
time to time, however, in the jungle, and
all I saw of Mr. Roosevelt confirmed my
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previous estimate of him. He is no fea-

ther-bed hunter, but a hard worker all

the time, ready for anything. Mr. Tarle-

ton. who shot with him all through the

trip, spoke to me very highly of the ex-

president's skill as a big-game hunter.

Swapping hunting experiences around
the campfire is a relaxation that ]Mr.

Roosevelt particularly enjo\-s. and we en-

joyed those times. The ex-president is so

full of enthusiasm about everything that

he infects every one. I know he enjoyed
every minute of 'his long and successful

shooting trip, getting acquainted with
African big game. The white rhinocer-

ous mentioned in the despatches is a

species very restricted in range and rapid-

ly becoming extinct. But the nine spec-

imens he shot will not be wasted as they
all go to museums. That lad Kermit was a

general favorite. I expected the boy to

tire out. especially as he is of studious
bent, reading Euripedes in the Greek.
But at the end of three months you never
saw a keener young hunter, well set up,

with quite a degree of skill, and of bound-
less enthusiasm. The long hunt of sev-

eral months trimmed down the ex-presid-

ent nicely, and he is in splendid physical

condition." ]^Ir. Selous left Nelson for-

New York where he was the guest of

the N'ew York Zoological Society at a

luncheon, sailing afterward for England,
where he expects to entertain Colonel
Roosevelt at "his place at Worplesdon. in

Surrey, and show him his famous col-

lection.

At the end of the mountain chain, one
hundred miles from Lake Pletipi in far

northern Quebec, Mr. W. T. Lindsay,
M.E.. of Truro, N.S., who made an ex-
ploration trip there, states that he could
not find there any sign of human life, "no
trail, no mark of axe. and nothing to

show that even an Indian had ever been
in the neighbourhood." The caribou,

which at one time ranged the countrv in

thousands, have disappeared like the buf-
falo of the west. Only one bear d'd thev
see, and for three weeks thev had bear's
meat three times a dav.

According to Air. Lindsay, the great

want of Quebec is exploration. "The
government has sent two experts to

study forestry in Europe in order to in-

augurate a system of forest conservation
in Quebec, but the government apparent-
ly knows very little of the extent of the
tree covered lands in the Province, and
when a proper survey is made and facts

gathered, there will be found that not
half of the two hundred millions of acres
of Crown lands which are believed to be
covered by forests have any trees on
them at all."

"Gone are the forests primeval," not
merely in the storied Grand Pre valley,

but throughout the rest of the Province
of X'ova Scotia as well ; but that Province
has still valuable forests left and has de-

termined to take measures for their

proper use and conservation. With this

end in view, the provincial authorities

during the past summer (1909) began to

"take stock" of their remaining forests

and inaugurated a survey of their forest

and other Crown lands. X'ova Scotia is

thus the leader among the provinces of

the Dominion in making inventory of its

forest wealth. Dr. B. E. Fernow, dean
of the Faculty of Forestry of the Univer-
sity of Toronto, was given charge of the

survey. Dr. Fernow is one of the pion-

eers of forestry in America, having been
prominently connected with the forestry

movement since forestry began to be
thought of on this continent. Associated
with him were the Chief Fire AVarden
of the Province and several trained for-

esters. Only a rough survey, or "recon-

naisance." was attempted. So far the

south-western part of the Province, from
Hants County westward, has been sur-

veyed. The total area covered is about
8,o-00 square miles. The cost of the sur-

vey has been surprisingly low, averag-

ing less than twenty cents per squaie

mile. In the survey each member of the

party was given a certain district and
was left to his own discretion as to the

method of accomplishing the work in

hand. Where practical and advisable,

records alreadv in existence were ut--
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lized with a view of saving time and ex-

pense, as was also information secured

from reliable and well-informed perscjns

having knowledge of certain districts.

The fieldwork consisted largely in check-

ing this information, the study of forest

types, etc. This information was plotted

in the field directly on maps (on the scak

of two inches to the mile). On these

were noted such points as the extent of

the burned areas, the degree of cut-

ting on cut-over areas, the composi-

tion of the forest, the condition of the

young growth or "reproduction." and the

character of the farming lands, meadows.

etc., wifhin the farming country. Dr.

Fernow is hopeful as to the future of the

forest. He writes: "Although the data

on reproduction and rate of growth are

not yet collated, it is safe to say that, if

the fires are kept out (and apparently

with the present organization still further

perfected this can be done reasonably

well, there is no difficulty in re-stocking

by natural means most of the cut-over

areas, if not too severely culled . . .

In the pure hemlock-spruce stands all

that is necessary is to remove the old

hemlock thoroughly and cleanly to have

the young growth of spruce, already on

the ground, take its place." Very often,

however, in his opinion, the rate of

growth of spruce is exaggerated. The

white spruce, growing in comparatively

open situations, may. he thinks, make a

sawlog in sixty years. The forest spruce,

which is largelv red spruce, grows more

slowly, and will probably not average a

sawlog in less than a hundred years. To

a large extent different species of trees

are confined to, or are most numerous in,

certain definite areas. The white pine

is found most abundantly in Shelburne

and parts of Queens Counties; the hem-

lock most prominently in Annapolis, and

the spruce in Digby County. Up to the

present, knowledge of Canada's forested

areas, the stands of timber thereon and

many other questions relating to our fm-

ber wealth, has been almost entirely

guesswork. The significance of Nova

Scotia's action is that she has been the

first among the provinces of the Dominion

to substitute certain (even though nnly

approximate) knowledge, for guesses.

The Province is to be congratulated on

the enterprise she has displayed, and it s

to be hoped that the authorities of, the

Dominion and of the other Province^

may soon see their way clear to follow

the example thus set.

On the opening day of trout fishing.

Dr. J.
Wyckliffe Marshall and Mr. Robert

White, of Owen Sound, and Mr. William

McMeekin, Derby, were out early an.

I

succeeded in obtaining their legal limit,

thirty pounds in all. The fish were caught

at difi"erent points where the creeks arc-

not reserved and amongst them were a

couple of dozen that would not weigh

less than two pounds each.

Mr. George Gilbert writes from Salmon

Arm, B. C. ; In the forepart of April I was

out near the river with my .22 grouse gun

thinking I might get a shot at a duck as

there are generally a few odd ones along

the river. When within fifteen yards of

the bank I heard a big splashing and drop-

ped on one knee and waited. In a few

seconds I saw the head of a deer present-

ing a lovely shot even with the .23. In

a very s'hort time five more came walking

down the middle of the stream. To ob-

tain a good view of them I stood up and

took a few quick steps nearer the edge

of the bank. As soon as my presence

was made known to them theV turned

sharply round, took several jumps

through the water and made for the bank,

some taking the east and others the west

side. The last to disappear was a fine

buck and before entering the bush he

turned for a final look and stood gazing

at me for as long as I could have counted

ten slowly, giving a chance for another

lovely shot with a heavier gun. When
all had gone and the noise of break' ng

branches ceased I stood and wondered if

it might be my good fortune to obtain

such easv shots during the open season.

One never knows. If it does I will give

vou and your readers some account of

them.
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The "Ideal" Man

John H. Barlow was born in England

in 1846, and was taken by his parents to

the States when he was eighteen months

old. His father was a cotton weaver, and

he drifted to his father's occupation as

soon as he could go to work.

Half a century ago the cotton factories

in the States, as' well as in Great Britain,

worked very long hours and employed

voung children. At the early age of

eight Mr. Barlow went to work in the

mill and continued in that occupation

until the outbreak of the Civil War.

Both his father and himself then joined

the army, the senior the 30th U. S. In-

fantry and the son the 14th U. S. Infantry.

When he left the army on the declara-

tion of peace he recognized the fact that

he was without a trade which would en-

able him to command good wages. To
rem.edy this defect he apprenticed him-

self to a machinist, and in 1870 went to

New Haven, Conn. In the machine shop

of the Winchester Repeating Arms Co.

manv opportunities for improvement

JOHN H. BARLOW, tho -Ideal" Man.

were presented by the variety of me-

chanical work done at that institution,

and Mr. Barlow took prompt advantage

of them all. His steadiness and industry

received recognition, and he was given a

contract which he continued to hold

until his resignation from their service.

In 1884 he commenced the manufacture

of cartridge re-loading implements under

the now well known name of The Ideal

Manufacturing Company. Having no

previous business experience he could

not induce the trade even to look at his

goods. Undaunted, however, by this dif-

ficulty, he commenced advertising, writ-

ing all his own advertisements, the word-

mg and arrangement of which were orig-

inal, showing his inventive mind even in

this line. Through correrspondence he

cultivated an acquaintance with individ-

ual shooters, reading magazines and

papers devoted to outdoor sports, and

writing to all whose names and address-

es he could find. He thus commenced

and continued throughout the entire

twenty-six years of his business career an

interesting exchange of experiences. It

is believed he has written more personal

letters to individual shooters in all parts

of the world, aiding and advising them

in various ways, than any other man.

During the transition period from

black powder to the use of the -present

high power smokeless powder, the Ideal

Manufacturing Company has ' been the

general instructor and adviser of the

shooters.

He has been happy in his home life,

ha\-ing three daughters, all graduates of

Smith College and artistically and music-

ally inclined. The best that can be said

of any man is that he is an all round

"good fellow." That means much and is

inclusive. The term can be applied to

Mr. Barlow, whose numerous friends in

the trade, and the shooting fraternity in

general. \v\\\ deeply miss his kindly let-

ters and advice. All who know hirn,

however, will be glad to learn that he is

retiring in good health and hope he may
live long to enjoy the well earned fruits

of hi'S labours.
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I New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.

t Rod and Gun in Canada,

I
W. J. Taylor, Pubr.,

t Woodstock, Ont., Canada.

% Dear Sir:

—

Y I beg' to advise you that I have sold my entire business to the Marlin

I Fire Arms Co., New Haven, Conn. %
t I have been an advertiser in Rod and Gun for some time, and its f

i pages I have used to keep the goods made by the Ideal Mfg. Co. before

i its readers, many of whom I am pleased to say have become staunch j
t business friends. To all my patrons, jobbers, dealers, salesmen and

j^

t the shooting fraternity in general, I desire to extend my most cordial
J;

J thanks for the many favors and kindnesses received. A great many J
t of my most immediate corresponding friends who are your subscribers, t

^ I have never seen and perhaps never will see, yet friends they have

? been to me. J
t I have been benefitted by their requirements in my line, by their t

I very kind letters and the kind words that they have spoken of my %

I goods to their friends. To these I feel grateful, and I would ask Rod J
% and Gun in Canada to please tell them so. I fancy many of your t

t readers might like to see just what sort of a looking fellow they have %
t befriended, so I enclose a picture of the "Ideal" man. j

I I am pleased at this time to say to my successors. The Marlin J
% Fire Arms Co., that I have found my advertisement in the pages of %
t Rod and Gun in Canada a paying investment, and believe that they ^

I will do the same, and it is with pleasure that I recommend it not only |
i to them, but to any and all manufacturers of powder, arms and ammuni- J
f tion or sporting goods in general. %

I Thanking Rod and Gun for the business help it has been to me, I am
|;

t Very sincerely yours, ^
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OUTDOOR CANADA
IS DEVOTED TO

SPORTS OK ALL SORTS

THE ONLY CANADIAN MAGAZINE
making a SPECIALTY of matters of

interest to ATHLETES and all followers of seasonable sports
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Publisher's Announcement

THE readers of "Outdoor Canada" will be interested in the announce-
ment that this popular publication has undergone a complete change
of ownership and management. "Outdoor Canada" is owned and
published by W. J. Taylor, Limited, well known as the publisher of

Canada's leading sportsman's magazine, " ROD AND GUN," as well as

several other monthly periodicals devoted exclusively to outdoor sports and
amusements, including "THE MOTOR MAGAZINE OF CANADA" and
the "CURLER AND BOWLER MAGAZINE." Most of the readers of

"Outdoor Canada" are familiar with the constant improvements in "Rod and
Gun" from month to month that have made it one of Canada's most popular
magazines. To all of these the announcement made above will be favorably
reiceived, and all readers of "Outdoor Canada" can rest assured that the same
aggressiveness that has made "Rod and Gun" a magazine of national impor-
tance in the sportsman's field will be used to make "Outdoor Canada" as great

a power in the field of athletics.
'

Our Future Policy

TIE present demand and rapidly increasing call for a magazine, devoted
exclusively to athletics in general, has not only prompted us to slightly

change the character of this periodical, but has impressed upon us the

necessity of specializing in those branches of sports that are most
closely allied in their different seasons. No periodical in Canada has ever

absolutely confined itself to the field of athletic sports and field games. This

journal will, therefore, have the unique distinction of being the initial Cana-
dian publication of such character.

Its columns each month will contain interesting and authentic reports of

happenings in the realjn of world sports. The most notable occurrences in

the past, present and future of universal athletics, will be chronicled and fore-

cast. Every remarkable athletic achievement will receive mention, and a

complete tabulated list of records and their changes will be one of the fea-

tures that will supply a long felt want and be appreciated as an authoritative

reference by all followers of the various branches of outdoor and indoor

pastimes. ' We feel that all departments of this magazine will well merit the

commendation of those thousands of healthy and vigorous participants in,

and followers of, sports of all sorts.

Each department will be thorough and comprehensive, giving in general

X and in detail such matter as will keep our rapidly multiplying readers in close

i and constant touch with the latest news, specially gathered from the sporting

T centres throughout the world. In "Outdoor Canada" every Canadian lover

? of manly games and recreative sports will realize he has a national monthly
magazine to be proud of, as a ready reference of valuable information of all

% that is latest, best and authentic and official in the broad field of athletics,

f Special attention will be given to purely Canadian sporting interests and
? illustrations, which features will thoroughly appeal to a people whose ath-

letic achievements and physical prowess have placed their nation in the fore-

% most rank of twentieth century athletic accomplishments.

$
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I
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* ROWING AS A SPORT FOR WOMEN—G. Schubel.

I
AFOOT IN NORMANDY.

I PHYSICAL CULTURE— Professor Anthony Barker.

I WOODSTOCK AMATEUR ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION.
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I THE ATHLETIC WORLD.
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Canada's Natural Resources

The Doctrine of Conservation Expounded

THE policy of Conservation was
most effectively preached, and its

practical application strongly ad-
vocated, by influential and repre-

sentative men at a meeting held in the
Convocation Hall, of Toronto University,
under the auspices and management of
the Ontario Forest, Fish and Game Pro-
tective Association, on the evening of
May eighteenth. The wide range of in-

terests represented, and the standing and
character of the men pressing for the ac-
ceptance of the policy of Conservation,
was most marked and proclaims the fact
that the Dominion government has not
moved too soon in the appointment of the
Committe of Conservation. The Hon.
Clifford Sifton, who has been appointed
Chairman of the Commission, has enter-
ed upon the work in earnest and declares
his intention of devoting the remainder
of^ his public career to Conservation.
His grasp of the subject, as shown in his
able address, a full resume of which we
give in this issue, gives promise that his
work will prove notable and give him,
if he carries out the lines laid down, a
distinct place in the future of this country.
A movement which can command the en-
thusiastic support and the earnest en-
deavours of a statesman of the calibre of
Mr. Sifton; the strong advocacv of a
gentleman so widely and worthily'known
in the financial world as Mr. B. E^Walker,
the President of the Bank of Commerce :

the Hon. Frank Cochrane, whose work as
Mmister of Lands, Forests and Mines for
Ontario has given him exceptional oppor-
tunities for obtaining a practical know-
ledge of the subject; of the Bishop of
Niagara whose position as an influential
citizen gives his advocacy of Conserva-
tion a distinct value ; of Mr. Kelly Evans,
whose patient work in organizing'the Pro-
vincial Association is be.aring fruit; of
Mr. G. T. Blackstock, the well known
King's Counsel, whose insight in these
matters renders his advocacy of great ad-
vantage—a movement that can command
the adherence of men of such influence

varied talents and achievements is a
movement likely to make vast strides and
to exert an influence upon the future of
the country the full effects of which the
present generation cannot hope to see.
The hopeful side of the movement in Can-
ada is that it has secured the sympathetic
interest of influential men and with that
interest it cannot fail to make progress.
When the people see the beneficial
effects flowing from Conservation they
will themselves join in the move-
ment and assure its future. The Toronto
meeting brought the question prominent-
ly before the public and the speakers gave
assurances to the country of the wide
spread nature of the work and of the com-
prehensive manner in which they are pre-
pared to carry out the policy "to which
they and the country are now'committed.
In view of the importance of this gather-
ing, and the manner in which the policy
long advocated by the Magazine finds
expression in them, we append a full sum-
mary of the addresses delivered

:

The Hon. Frank Cochrane, who presid-
ed, expresed his deep sense of the import-
ance of the subject which had called them
together that evening. It was one that
not merely deserved the best thouglit and
consideration of public men, but should
also receive the careful attention of the
whole people. It concerned not merelv
those living in the present but all future
generations, and it followed that there
was no question of public policy at pres-
ent before the people of Canada that
equalled it in importance. He considered
it highly creditable to the Dominion Gov-
ernment that they had taken steps to ap-
point a commission and he was delighted
to know that, under the leadership of
Mr. Sifton, the Commission are prepared
to take a very broad and comprehensive
view of the duties before them. They
were not going to consider these question's
of Conservation from a merely technical
point but from a practical and everyday
point of view, and meant to endeavor to
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THE HON. FRANK COCHRANE, M. P. P., Minister of

Lands, Forests and Mines for Ontario, & Member
of liio Conservation Commission, and Chair-

man of the Toronto Meeting.

conserve Canada's natural resources in a

way that would come home to every man,
woman and child throughout the Domin-
ion. At their first meeting in Ottawa
they had appointed committees to take up
different subjects, the cb.ief of them prob-
ably being fish, game and public health.

As an evidence of the manner in which
these questions were intertwined with
each other he pointed out the importance
from a medical standpoint of a fish diet

upon public health, and expressed the

view that with the proper preservation of

fish the public health might be expected
to improve. It might be said that the

people of Canada were starting late in

this work. That might be true to some
extent, but he hoped it was not too late.

They must remember that Canada was
still a young country and had started

earlier in this work than many of the

countries of the Old World. He was
satisfied that we had not started too late

for Ontario. No one as a matter of fact,

knew what the resources of Ontario were.
Onlv one-fifth of the land in the Province

had yet been disposed of and there were
yet millions of acres where, as far as we
know, the feet of the white man had yet

net trodden. If a few years ago any man
liad stated that from one of those northern

townships the sum of thirteen and a half

millions of dollars would be taken in the

course of one year he would have been
laughed at as a visionary. That, how-
ever, was a dream which had come literal-

ly true, and after that who should say

what might not come from other parts,

as yet unsurveyed, of the Province? Con-
servation was likely now to become a

leading question and to remain one. It

affected both public, private commercial
and business life in a manner and on
points we do not realize. We could yet

learn much upon the subject and the peo-

ple of Canada would look to the Dominion
Commission to give them a lead in the

value of making Conservation a public

policy throughout Canada.
The Hon. Clifford Sifton gave the ad-

dress of the evening. He expressed his

gratification, not merely at the numbers
of the audience assembled on a fine even-
ing to hear addresses on what might be
termed an academic subject, but also the

quality of those who were present to list-

en to the policy he hoped to lay before

them. He pointed out that the work was
more difficult in its accomplishment be-

cause of the fact that the public were un-

accustomed to the duties of conserving
natural resources and much more accus-

tomed to seeing such natural resources

exploited for private ends. They were,

however, very much in earnest in this

work and meant to bring it to a practical

issue and not be content to merely make
speeches upon it. The Commission was
composed of gentlemen who served with-

out remuneration with the idea of doing
public work for the good of the whole
community. The Commission consisted

of four members of the Dominion Govern-
ment, a representative from each of the

Provinces, and experts in different branch-

es of Conservation work. The whole of

the questions of Conservation of our nat-

ural resources were so intimately connect-

ed with each other that the public policy

upon these matters could not but be of far

reaching importance. We had been liv-
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ing in what might be called an age
of exploitation. The two great re-

quirements of Canada in the past had been
population and capital in order that use
might be made of the wonderful natural

resources with which Canada has been
blessed. We were now directly in the
way of having these two requirements
satisfied. Population was coming in as

fast as we could assimilate the different

peoples who were crowding on to the land,

and capital was likewise being directed to

Canada in as large a stream as could find

profitable and useful employment. In the
past exploitation had been directed to in-

creasing the wealth of the individual rath-

er than that of the country. Natural re-

sources on this continent were so abun-
dant that people got in the habit of thinl^-

ing that they could deal with them in the
most reckless manner without the same
results following as had followed in the
history of the countries of the Old World.
In particular in the great country south
of the international border line had this

kind of work been going on. It was no
exaggeration to say that never in the his-

tory of the world had natural resources
been converted into money or its equiv-
elent, so successfully or on as large a
scale and with such reckless disregard of
the future as had been done by the United
States for the last forty years. Unscien-
tific and unsuitable methods in forestry
had destroyed many millions of dollars
worth of valuable timber. Fisheries had
been depleted and destroyed and great
tracts of land had been suffered to be-
come almost wastes, because the natural
resources had been dealt with in such an
unsatisfactory manner that they had been
allowed to become practically monopol-
ized for the benefit of a few rather than for
the good of the many. He hoped that in
Canada we would so deal with these nat-
ural resources that in the future the whole
people might participate in their uses with
reasonable treatment. Within the last
few years a movement had begun in the
States looking to conservation of their re-

sources in order, first, that the people of

the present generation might derive a

proper share of benefit from their use and
in the second place safe-guard them for

the use of future generations. Those who
attacked the Conservation policy often
said that it was a policy that looked only
to the future and they repeated the time-
worn hackneyed quotation, "What has
posterity done for us?" He desired to
point out most emphatically that any
proper conservation of our natural re-
sources meant that the present generation
should be benefited as well as those who
might come after us. In the States this
policy has aroused strong opposition and
we were fortunate in Canada in the fact
that so far our Conservation policy had
received support rather than opposition
from those people who in similar posit-
ions had opposed the movement in the
States. Here the leaders were encourag-
ing it or at least regarding it in a very
friendly way. In contrast to this state
of things there was a declaration of abso-
lutely ruthless warfare upon the Conser-
vation policy by people well placed in the
States. It was not difficult sometimes to
make out a plausible case against Con-
servation. It was not given to any peo-
ple, even the advocates of most excellent
measures, to avoid mistakes. When such
a mistake was made by the advocates of
Conservation it was magnified and put
forth as if it were an essential principle of
the general Conservation policy. He
dwelt thus on the position in the States
because our position in Canada was inti-

mately connected with that great country
and it was important to note that many
public men in the States were absolutely
hostile to the movement. In his opinion
the time was coming, and it was not now
far distant, when the policy of the States
in failing to conserve their natural re-
sources would lead to upheavels each one
of which might well he a national ca-
lamity. It must be plain to all observers
that a country could not waste its natural
resources, which in other words meant
the means of subsistence of the people,
without great evils following in the train
of such work. In Canada we had regard-
ed our natural resources as practically il-

limitable. \A'ithout doubt they were vast

and it was questionable whether any of us
realize how big they are. At the same
time we knew that in some particulars we
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THE HON. CLIFFORD SIFTON, M. P., Chairman of the
Dominion Commission of Conservation, the Principal

Speaker at the Toronto Gathering, Who De-
ilares it His Intention to Devote the Re
mainder of His Public Career to

Conservation Work.

were not doing as we might and ought to
,do. If we valued our natural resources
at their true worth we should see that they
were so used as to become a blessing to
the whole country. We were standing
as it were upon the threshold of a new
national era. \\'e were at a point when
we could follow the example of the States
and reap, as they would reap, the evils fol-
lowing such a policy as that in which they
had indulged, or we could take warning
from the Old World and from the States
and guide our own country along better
lines. To ensure the latter he "thought
that we should get rid of many of the old
•Shibboleths. We should realize that with
a new era there were new problems and
not rest content with going upon old lines.

Of all the great national questions he be-
lieved this was the greatest. Indeed it

was so intertwined with others that if we
could make a comprehensive and system-
atic plan whereby our natural resources
could be conserved for the whole country
we should go a long way towards solving

many of the problems which meet us in
our daily lives. This question of Conserva-
tion presented indeed a problem of prob-
lems and it was a hopeful feature of the
situation in Canada that the people, and
particularly those of leading positions
and reputations, were entirely in favor of
the course adopted by the Government
in appointing the Conservation Commis-
sion and with the work of that Commis-
sion as far as it has proceeded. Indeed he
might say that the foundation of a
Conservation policy in Canada had
been laid. It would now make pro-
gress and attain a position that was
not merely temporary but would be
permanent and which would produce per-
manent results. We were so accustomed
to absolute freedom in this country that
we were not always alert to the dangers
which flowed from that freedom. It

might seem heretical to say it, but he
could not avoid coming to the conclusion,
from a study of the situation in the States,
that democracy had not made good. The
United States of course was the great out-
standing example of democracy. The
manner in \vhich they had allowed the
natural wealth of the country to be mon-
opolized made us doubt sometimes the
value of their kind of government. Side
by side with an enormous increase in the
population—that increase being from
twenty to thirty millions in a period of
ten years—there was a rapid decline in

the fertility of the soil which alone gave
the subsistence for the lives of those peo-
ple. The question indeed was very sim-
ilar to that which confronted the states-
men of the Old World, only in the States
it was a more gigantic one. It was hard
for us in Canada to quite realize the im-
portance or the imminence of that great
problem. The experiences of other
countries like Germany. Holland and
Belgium showed that it was only by the
economical uses of their natural resourc-
es that they sustained comparatively
great populations. If we profited by
their example, and avoided the follies of

the States, we might hope for very great

things in the future. We had an elect-

orate in which there were no great mas-
ses of illiterates. We had a countrv
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capable of sustaining an enormous popu-

lation and we possessed natural resourc-

es which, if properly conserved, would

provide for the keeping of the people in

comfort and happiness. One of the

greatest difficulties south of the border

line had been the failure of the people

to realize what their powers to accomp-

lish results really were. He wanted the

people of Canada to realize not only the

excellent position of their country and

their natural resources, but also to realize

their powers in conserving them for their

own advantage. He pointed out for in-

stance the manner in which Conservation

of the head waters of the rivers affected

almost every one. If they had good wat-

er power they could all have cheap light-

ing, effective forces for factory purposes,

a fine fish supply and beneficial influences

upon climate and many other things into

which he could not enter. These, howev-

er, would show something of the far

reacliing effect of any Conservation pol-

icy. The truth was that the ordinary

people failed to understand in how many
ways they were affected and seriously

affected by such a policy, and it was ow-
ing to their indifference that a system
like that of the States had grown up un-

til it was almost impossible to alter it.

It was the same again with forestry. Not
only were scenic beauties and commercial
work affected by deforestation but again

also, climate, and many every-day en-

deavors were made distinctly more dif-

ficult where reckless deforestation was
allowed. The Commission had no legis-

lative or executive power and in that

particular might be said to have very lit-

tle power for evil. Their position was
largely an advisory one but they meant
to take care that this advice was always
given upon knowledge and with care and
forethought and they believed when ad-

vice was so backed up it would prove
valuable and effective. Sparse as was
the population of Canada the pollution of

rivers and streams had become—unbe-
lievable as it might seem at first sight

—

a menace to public health. Five or six

years ago no one would have considered

such a suggestion seriously but it was

really the case today and regulations

would have to be adopted to prevent such
pollution. They were also considering the

question of turerculosis. There was a

good deal of talk, and some information,

upon this question but there was a fail-

ure of a systematic plan for dealing with
tuberculosis and the Commission hoped
to be able to supply what was now la-

mentably wanting. They had also a

Commission on Forestry. Ten years
ago when it was his duty to make a

small beginning with a national move-
ment and he secured from Parliament
an appropriation of $15,00'0 for forestry

purposes there was not a single forester

in the Dominion. The term was then
unknown. What a change has taken
place in one decade ! Now they have a

chair of Forestry in Toronto University,

filled by Dr. Fernow, whose name was a
house-hold word, and they had also a
chair at the University of New Bruns-
wick. The destruction of forests by fire

had been absolutely appalling. The
most prolific cause of such fires were the

railway locomotives and the Commission
had arrived at the conclusion that the

time had come in Canada when the rail-

ways should bear their share of the bur-

dens in preventing such fires. He be-

lieved that legislation with this object in

view will go upon the Statute Book next
session. They had a committee also up-
on water powers. In the last session of

the Dominion House there was an epi-

demic of water power legislative propos-
als. The majority of such proposals
were most objectionable. The Commis-
sion had endeavored to steer an absolute-

ly straight course as between friend and
foe in considering such measures. They
had clubbed both friend and foe, although
such a course was not at all pleasant.

Some of the proposals were so amended
that the objections were taken from them
and those that were extremely bad were
defeated. The movement to dam the

St. Lawrence might not be dead but it

was in a case of extreme paralysis. He
urged them to be vigilant in case of any
revival of the matter and secure its death

next time it showed its head. In those

endeavors they had had to cross the pol-

itical boundary line. Their work how-
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ever was progressing. He paid a tribute

to the work of the Ontario Forest, Fish

and Game Protective Association and

dwelt upon the support the Commission

had received from the Hon. Frank Coch-

rane, the Provincial representative on

that Commission. They were doing so

well that he believed he might tell them

that next session a new national park

would be put on one side for the people

of Canada forever. This park would be

placed on the eastern slope of the Rocky

Mountains, extending from the interna-

tiunal boundary line for four hundred

miles north and extending from fifty to

one hundred and fifty miles in width. Un-

questionably it would be the largest na-

tional park in the whole world. He re-

commended the Ontario Government to

consider the placing on one side of the

rock bound shores of Lake Superior from

Sudbury to Port Arthur. The Ontario

Government had done well in the reser-

vations they had already made and par-

ticularly in the Algonquin Park. Al-

though they had done well they might

do more, and he trusted they would be

led by the success of their first experi-

ments into others. It would be remem-
bered that a few years ago the beaver

were almost at the point of extinction,-

and now they are so numerous in the

Algonquin Park that numbers had been

trapped on the authority of the Govern-
ment in order to prevent them from do-

ing mischief. He also suggested that

good preservation work might be done
with the Rideau Lake and river system.

He himself had seen the astonishing re-

sults from small measures of protection

and he was convinced that with efficient

work results would follow that would al-

most seem incredible. They all knew
that Maine was the stock illustration and
he would not go into it any further than

to say it was estimated that the annual
receipts in that State were twenty mil-

lion dollars, owing to the attractions of

fish and game w^hich had resulted from
protection work. These figures, which
were all he would quote, showed that the

subject was no small or trival one but was

one of such moment that it must aft'ect

everyone. It was a matter that appealed

to the public spirited and enlightened

citizen. He asked all of them to look

at the question in that light. He was
convinced that if they viewed it from the;

standpoint he had suggested to them
there was not one of them who would
not in the future be an enthusiastic sup-

porter of Conservation.

The Chairman remarked that the On-.

tario Government were about to make
all the forest reserves of the Province
game preserves and he belieyed that

would be done next session.

The 3ishop of Niagara, who mention-,

ed that he lived over forty-eight years in,

Canada, gave an appreciative address in

which he described some of the features,

of the natural resources of Cauda from
Sydney, which he described as the jump-
ing on place, to Esquimault. which might-

be called the jumping oft place. Posses-,

sing in many ways the most interesting-

country in the wOrld, the patriotic Can-
adian should make it his duty, as it was
his privilege, to see that all the natural

resources of the country were conserved
for the public. In describing the scenic

w^onders of Canada, he dwelt particularly

on Niagara Falls and remarked that^

thanks to regulations, the commercial or-

ganization? making vise of the power
from the Falls had not in any way de-

teriorated from its scenic beauties. He
also dwelt upon the fruitfulness of that

portion of his diocese known as the Nia-

gara Peninsula and felt strongly that

they would be guilty of very great Care-

lessness if they allowed their natural re-

sources to be in any way monopolized by
a few. He pointed out how in his own
experiences in Quebec the habitant had
spoiled the fishing in a number of lakes

by netting, w^hen. with little consider-

ation, fish in plenty might have been ob-

tained for untold years. The habitant

in ignorance had gone against his own
interests and that would be the case with

the whole of the people of Canada if they

allowed their natural resources to be

exploited for the sake of a few in the pre-

sent generation. He felt confident that

if we, in this generation, do our parts

well, those who come after us would not

have cause to regret our actions. These
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MR. BYRON E. WALKER, President of tho Canadian

Bank of Commerce, Who is Interested in Conser-

vation From the Economio Point of View.

actions would not only do good for the
present but likewise have an untold in-

fluence for good upon the future.

Mr. Byron E. Walker dwelt upon the

different experiences by advocates of

Conservation in getting the people to

understand that the questions involved
were of national importance. It was
likewise curious to note that the point of

view of national economics was of-

ten lost sight of. Men would work hard
to make provision for their families and
forget the fact that by exploiting natural

resources they would render the future

of those of whom they thought so much
very much harder. It would indeed be
better for future generations if we of the

present conserved our natural resources

and thus made it easier for those who
come after us than merely to work hard
in the endeavor to leave some benefits

behind for our children. The condition

of things in Canada and the States pre-

sented a great contrast and it was, as

Mr. Sifton had pointed out, most notable

that the influential men in Canada were

leading the campaign whereas in the

States they were wholly in opposition.

The opportunities of Canada were won-
derful. We had indeed the greatest op-
portunity offered to any people in the

history of the world and it would be just

in proportion as we realized those oppor-
tunities that we should become a great

people. Greatness did not consist in

material things but in the manner in

which we took advantage of opportuni-
ties presented to us. These opportuni-
ties were at present our own and if we
would avoid the mistakes of the Old
World and of our neighbors to the sout/h

we might yet make of Canada the very
grandest country the world had ever
seen. While Legislation might do some-
thing to help it could not do everything
and we must have a public opinion vigi-

lant on this question to effect a policy of

real Conservation. The sources of our
rivers and streams must be preserved in

order that their beneficial effects might
be felt throughout the land. Of what
use was it to have knowledge in an aca-

demic form if the result was merely an
intellectual excuse for doing nothing?
Much evil might be done by mere care-

lessness. If we would take lessons from
history we should see that the follies of

the Old World were not repeated in Can-
ada. It was for fhe people to say what
should be our future and he hoped that

much might be done by the movement
for effective Conservation. He suggested
that the Ontario Government should set

aside a tract of land suitable for forest

growth in order that the students of the

University might gain practical know-
ledge and experience from studying
the forest growth and so utilizing the

land that it might be kept in perpetuity
as a forest with regular cuttings there-

from. Conservation did not mean a pol-

icy of standstill. It was a policy of pro-

gress but it meant that instead of reck-

less exploitation care should be taken
that our resources would not fail us in

future. The practical side of the work
might be done by the students of the

University if such a suggestion as

he ventured to make w'ere carried

out bv the Government. He believed
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MR. JAMES WHITE, Secretary of the Dominion Commis-
sion of Conservation.

that the effect on the Province and in-

deed on the whole Dominion would be so-

great that the Government would find

that they had never done a better action'

that the one he suggested to them.

The Chairman remarked that he did

not think it would take a very great deal

of persuasion to induce the Ontario Gov-
ernment to comply with the suggestion

that Mr. Walker had just made.
Mr. Kelly Evans thought that if the

mechanics of Toronto knew as much as

he did of this fishing question that Hall

would have been crowded by them and
there would not have been standing room
for all who wished to attend. He read
extracts from reports by previous Royal
Commissions showing that as late as

1882 five and ten thousand white fish had
been taken from the great Lakes in

single hauls, and on one occasion as much
as ninety thousand. These times had
now gone and through unwise use of the

great natural resources of the Lakes a

fish diet was practically denied the people

of Ontario. He contended that instead

of being an enemy, he was the greatest

friend of the net fishermen as he was de-

sirous of placing their industry on a per-

manent instead of a temporary footing.

He also dwelt upon the economic value

of the tourist traffic pointing out the

(overwhelming advantages gained by
Switzerland and Italy through the de-

velopement of their natural resources for

tourist traffic. He mentioned that

last year Michie & Co., for instance, sent

one hundred thousand worms to the fis'h-

ing districts and could have sent more if

the supply had been equal to the require-

ments. That might seem a small matter
Init it was one showing the great possi-

bilities of developement. Another in-

stance came under his personal notice in

which a resident of Boston spent $3,000

in Toronto on furs. These were merely
incidents to show possibilities and these

possibilities were so great that one could

not venture to hint at them without the

charge of exaggeration being brought a-

gainst the speaker. He believed it was
a fact that 95 per cent, of the fish caught
in Ontario was sent to the States and he
hoped Mr. Sifton's Commission would
consider the point of a prohibition

of the export of Canadian fish as long iS

the Canadian market was left unsatisfied.

The whole of the fishing of our Great
Lakes was practically in the hands of

an alien company and it was time the

people of Ontario woke up and con-

sidered this matter in their own in-

terests. A fish diet meant a great
thing for health and the importance of it

could not be too much emphasized by
the Committee considering the ravages
of tuberculosis. He drew attention al-

so to the fact that if parents were wish-
ful that their sons should go for a holi-

day to the backwoods rather than to

fashionable watering places they must
see that the attractions of those woods,
in the shape of the fishing and game,
were preserved. Angling was an im-
mense attraction and owing to the fact

that it could be pursued in the most
pleasant time of summer and that the
season was a long one thousands were
attracted thereby. This, would be the

case in a much larger measure if the fish-

ing could be maintained at its full vdlue.

The game of the Province was worth
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thousands as attractions for visitors

w^here it was only worth a few dollars

when dead. These points needed empha-
sizing on all occasions till the people
thoroutj^hly understood them, for once
the people understood them the battle

would be won.
yir. G. T. Blackstock, K. C., in pro-

posing a vote of thanks to the outside

speakers expressed his regret that public
opinion seemed decadent and argued that
if democracy was to prove the success its

friends and sympathizers hoped it would,
it needed loftier ideals, and a steady and
persistent pursuit of those ideals.

The motion was carried unanimously
and the proceedings shortly afterwards
terminated.

What to Do With the Porcupine

BY J. W McCALLUM.

A few words with regard to fores-

tration matters from a layman
who has been to the woods and
used his eyes, may not be alto-

gether out of place.

The members .of the Government con-
tinue to talk about these matters though
to do anything that could be seen with
the naked eye means the expenditure of

a good deal of money. Now, with re-

gard to our timbered area in the north,
one protective step at least might be tak-
en which would do much good and cost
little.

I think many woodsmen will agree with
me that one industrious porcupine can do
more to deplete our maple trees in the
north than a good man with money and
young trees could make good. The por-
cupine will come out of a big hemlock
tree and in half an hour will bark a
maple eight or ten inches from the
ground up two or three feet. Of course
that tree is done for though it may be
from twenty to twenty -five years old,
while the man sent out by the Govern-
ment only puts in a tree as big as a
broomstick.

There are hundreds of thousands of
porcupines. For the Government to
make good their destructive work is

practically an impossibility. I have been
in the woods and counted twenty to thir-
ty trees barked and dead within the
space of half an acre and seen many more
lying on the ground rotting from the
same cause. It would be difficult if not
impossible, to make an estimate of the

losses the country sustains from these
forest pests.

Now if I might offer a suggestion I
would advocate a change of policy by
the Government. Instead of protecting
the porcupine let the Government pay
a bounty for every one destroyed—say
twenty-five cents per head or rather for
the right hind foot, since that part of
his anatomy has no quills and being less
meaty would be less likely to spoil. The
twenty-five cents would pay for ammun-
ition and trouble.

I believe the reason given for the pro-
tection accorded to the porcupine is that
this animal is about the only one a man
lost in the woods without a gun could
secure with a club and thus be saved
from starvation. It is not often a man
would go into woods he knew nothing
about without a gun and thus the chance
for a porcupine saving a man's life is a
very small one. I would like to hear
of a man who has had to relv upon
a porcupine in order to sustain 'life.

In conclusion I may say it is not plea-
sant for owners of summer houses in the
north to find on their return to their
homes that porcupines have eaten holes
through doors, roofs or gables. They
are often not satisfied with doing such
mischief as this but also eat the tops of
the tables to get the little grease or salt
that may have been accidentally spilled
and allowed to remain there. Still more
exasperating is it when the unwelcome
visitors gnaw a hole through the canoe
just for fun.
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Mr. Wheeler's Position

i\stonisnient is a mild word with which
to express the feelings of all members of

the Club when they hear that Mr. A. O.
Wheeler has resigned his position under
the Government, because he was unable

to retain it and devote the necessary time

and attention to his duties as the Presi-

dent of the Alpine Club of Canada.
From its initial stages to the present

time, when the Club is well on to a mem-
bership of 500, Mr. Wheeler has been the

life and spirit of the Club, and it is due
in no small measure to his earnest and en-

ergetic efforts that success has attended
its work in such a comparatively short

time. Those who were concerned with

the small liegimiings will remember how
it was debated whether Canada should
not be satisfied with forming a section of

the American Alpine Club rather than
launch out on her own account. Subse-
quent experience has justified the choice

then made and this fact is due very large-

ly to Mr. Wlieelcr's vigorous and earnest

work and to his genius for organization

and administration.

That the Department of the Interior,

which spends so much money on immi-
gration projects—some of them at least

of douhtful value—should fail to apprec-

iate the work of the Alpine Club in bring-

ing to Canada men of world wide reputa-

tion and thus spreading abroad a know-
ledge of our wonderful possibilities for

holiday recreations and sports, is a cur-

ious instance of obliquity of vision. In

this instance the Provincial Govern-
ments of Alberta and British Columbia
have proved themselves more far seeing.

In both instances money grants have been

made to the Club and the work material-

ly aided thereby. It is curious to note

further that this announcement appears

in the same number in which also is given

publicity to the fact that the Dominion
Government intends to set on one side as

a public park a stretch on the eastern

slopes of the Rockies from the Inter-

national boundary line for four hu-ndred

miles north with a width of from fifty

to one hundred and fifty miles, uhdisput-

ably the largest National Park in the

world.

While this action is highly commend-
able, the Park and the policy which leads

to its reservation, will largely fail unless

its existence and its wonders are made
wadely known. To do this effectively

organization is needed ; and for an official

of the Department—an official engaged
in active service on the ground—to head
the movement and to contribute by his

knowledge, to its success, would appear

to outsiders to be rendering valuable ser-

vices to both the Department and the

country. Mr. Wheeler, in his work as

head of the topographical survey of the

Rockies, gained the knowledge w^hich has
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made him such an enthusiastic moun-
taineer, and led 'him to wish to impart to

others a share of the pleasures he exper-
iences in liis mountain climbs. The
knowledge and experience he has had as

an official has assisted him materially in

his duties as President of the Alpine Club,

and it is not too much to say that his

work in the .Vlpine Club has reacted up-
on his duties as an official and aided him
in further exploration. The two posit-

ions are not incompatible; on the con-

trary they fit into each other and leave

the holder better fitted for both.

The powers that be have decided to the

contrary, notwithstanding these very ob-
vious considerations, and in selecting be-

tween the two Mr. \\'heeler has decided
to remain faithful to his fellow members
of the Alpine Club and resigned his post
in the Department of the Interior. This
resignation is a distinct loss to the coun-
try as Mr. \\'heeler's enthusiasm and
earnestness in his work make it difficult

to fill his position. In a 'semi-oft'icial

manner he will continue to do public
work by making more widely known
than ever Canada's wealth of scenic

wonders in her mountainous regions,
and the members of the Club may
be trusted to rally round him and
make future camps more sucessful than
the past have been, although to surpass
them means a great deal.

So old and conservative a body as the
Alpine Club of England—the parent
of all Alpine Clubs—'has recognized the
work of the Alpine Club of Canada and
set its seal of approval upon it. A num-
ber of its members have been proud to
accept membership in the younger or-
ganization. While this recognition
comes form abroad the Department of the
Interior cannot continue indifferent to
the fact that the work of the Club is, in a
very large sense, national w^ork. Canada
wants her wonderful mountains to be
known the world over and for the accom-
plishment of t'hat purpose no better means
has been devised than by bringing dis-
tinguished people here annually to the
Club camps. When they return to their
homes they spread abroad the knowledge
of what they have seen and the country
gains. In this way real public and nat-
ional work is performed.

THE CAMP
OBJECTS.

Tho Camp is for the purpose of enabling mem-
bers of the Club to meet in the mountain regions
of Canada, and graduating members to receive
the assistance of the Club in qualifying for Active
membership. It is operated at the 'east possible
cost anu all charges are fixed £C as to cover
the actual expense.

DATE
The Camp will open on Tuesday, July 19th,

and close on .Saturday. July 30th.

THE CLUB'S GUESTS
Among tiie Club's guests will be several mem-

bers of the Alpine Club of England, including Dr.
T. G. Tx)ng3taff, whose explorations and climbs
in the Himalaya are of world-wide fame. In the
ascent of Mt. Trisul (23,406 ft.) Dr. Longstaff
has attained the higliest undisputed complete
ascent yet made.

WHO MAY ATTEND.
Accommodation will be prepared for two hun-

dred persons, and applications therefore will be
registered in the order in which they are received
by the Secretary-Treasurer, due allowance being
luade lor distance.

Except as 1 ereinafter provided, the camp is

open to Club members only. All members be-
longing to Honorary, Active, Associate and Grad-

PROGRAMME.
uating grades may make application for accom-
modation.
Duly accredited representatives of literary and

scientific bodies, of leading daily and weekly pap-
ers, of standard magazines and professional photo-
graphers will be given the same rates as Active
meml>er.-'.

Active and Associate members are privileged to
bring their wives or husbands, but they will not
be entitled to Active and Associate membership
rates.

RAILWAY STATION,
Laggan Station on the Candaian Pacific Railway

will be the railway terminal. The camp is thir-
teen miles distant. It is reached by a good
driving road extending easterly for ten miles
along the base of Mounts Fairview and Temple;
then, for three more miles by pony trail.

transportatioIn
There will be three trains daily arriving at

Laggan, both from East and West. From the
East ttiere will be two a.m trains and one p.m.
train. From the West there will be one a.m train
and two p.m. trains. Arrangements will be made
to drive members from Laggan to the end of the
driving roaa who arrive by the a.m trains. All
who arrive by the p.m. trains will have to spend
tne night at Lake Louise Chalet, situated three
miles from Laggan. Arrangements will be made-
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The Newest

Fishing Waters in Canada
—just a little above the usual " summer tourist" line are reached by the

railways of the Canadian Northern System.

Salmon, Trout and Deep-Sea fishing in Nova Scotia.

Ouananiche and Trout in Quebec.

Black Bass, Maskalonge and Trout in Northern Ontario.

Black Bass, Trout and Maskalonge west of the Great Lakes.

Salmon in Cape Breton Island.

There is unlimited choice of sport and localities—within easy reach of

Toronto, Montreal, Quebec and Halifax. If you want real fishing, in new,

unspoiled waters, write for information and literature to the Information

Bureau,

Canadian Northern Railway System
TORONTO, ONTARIO.

«i>*M*^' 'i«
>i' »i« 'M' '1' 'I' 'V '1' '^^^^M4^*^^<^^^*^^<K**M^^I^M^"^^

To the far famed Saguenay River and lower St. Lawrence
jj

AN IDEAL SUMMER OUTING

via the Richelieu and Ontario Nav. Co. '*

SUMMER HOTELS: Manoir Richelieu. Murray Bay, P.Q. Hotel Tadousac, Tadousac, P.Q. 4»

For illustrated booklet, " Niagara to the Sea," send six cents postage to

Thos. Henry, Traffic Manager, Montreal. H. Foster Chaffee, A. G. P. A., Toronto.

n$>^. *̂
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to drive members daily between the Chalet and

fhe end of the uriving road. The remaining thre?

miles to camp can be walked. A limited number

of saddle ponies will be available.

The Club will only provide transportation be-

tween Laggan and the Camp and between Lake

Louise Chalet and the Camp. All arrangements

between Laggan and the Chalet must be made
with the regular transportation company.

Members going direct to the Chalet should se-

cure reservations before hand in order to secure

accommodation.
BAGGAGE

No baggage will be received for delivery to the

camp unless securely labelled with a proper bag-

gage tag inscribed clearly with owner's name and

"Alpine Club, Laggan."

LUNCHES
It is likely that a restaurant will be in opera-

tion at Laggan during the summer months. The

Club will provide limches at the end of the driv-

ing road, but will not provide any meals between

the railway terminal and that point.

Members are strongly advised, especially those

who prefer to walk tbe whole thirteen miles, to

come furnished with lunches so as to be pre-

pared for possible contingencies.

CHARGES
Active ana Associate members, and those placed

in the same category with regard to rates will be

chprged two dollars" ($2.00) per day, while at the

camp. This does not include transportation or

hotel expenses.

Graduc,tin^ members who qualify for Active

membership will be enlarged at the above rate.

All others will be charged three dollars ($3,00).

per c!ay.

For transportation of baggage between Laggan
and the Camp (13 miles) one dollar ($1.00) per

lot, each way, will be charged.

No person attending will be allowed more than

forty pounds (40 lbs.) of baggage. If in excess

a double charge will be made. No trunks or

boxes can be taken to the camp.

To drive between Laggan, or between the Chalet

and the end of the driving road, one dollar ($1.00)

per person, each way will be charged.

No rig will be driven between I^aggan or the

Chalet and the end of the driving voad for less

than two fares plus the charge for two baggage
lots.

To enable members to visit tlie scenic points of

interest in the immediate vicinity of Lake Louise

a three-?('ate<i rig, with accommodation for eight

persons, will leave Camp each morning for the

Chalet and return the same day. The charge will

be one dollar and fifty cents ($1.50) each for the

round trip for a party of not less than four.

Sadole ponies between Laggan and the Camp
and between the Chalet and the Camp, one dollar

and fifty cents ($1.50) each.

iSaddle ponies between the end of the driving

road and camp fifty cents (50 cts.) each way.

A special charge will be made for the use of

saddle ponies by the day, or for short expeditions^.

Mr. Hayter Reed, Manager in Chief of the Cana-
dian Pacific Ra'iway Compai-\'s hotels h^s. with
the courtesy and friendship he has always shown
to the Alpine Club again given its members a

$3.00 rate at the mountain hotels. This rate does

noe include rooms with baths.

Mr. Reed has further loaned the Club our old

friends, the two Swiss guides, Edouard and Gott-

fried Feuz, who have been with us from the in-

auguration of the Annual Camps.
Our own guide, Konrad Kain, is again on deck.

He is quite tne equal of any guide yet brought to

the Canadian Rockies; particularly so in rock

climbing, which i? his specialty.

CLOTHING
Members climbing require heavy-soled leather

boots, well set with nails. Knickerbockers, puttees,

s^^eaters and soft hat furnish the most service-

able costume.

No lady climbing who wears skirts or bloomers
will be allowed to take a place on a rope, as these

have been found a distinct source of danger to the

party making the climb. Knickerbockers with
puttees or gaiters and sweater have been found
serviceable and safe.

Skirts are fashionable round the camp fire.

OUTFIT
'Baggage should be ajs light as possible and con-

sist of two pairs of blankets, Aveighing about 15 lb.

an "eiderdown" or "comfortable" a small feather

pillow, a change of clothes and boots, toilet art-

icles, towel, soap, etc.

A sleeping bag may be substituted for the

blankets and "eiderdown.""

Members are recommended to come supplied

with snow glasses and drinking cups; only a

limited supply will be on band at the Camp.
Climbers shoula come with the soles of their

boots well set with nails. Swisis edge nails can

be had at the Camp.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Members to be eligble for the privileges of the

camp must be in good standing; that is, have paid

their dues for the current year.

You are requested to notifj' the undersigned of

your intention to attend the coming camp, at

the earliest possible date, so that proper provision

may be made. Members allowing their applica-

tions to remain until the last moment must not

feel aggrieved if they cannot be accepted.

Swiss and other competent guides will be in

attendance for all climbs and expeditions.

It is expected that the usual one fare return

rate will be obtained from the Canadian Pacific

Railway Company. Applicants will be notified

later.

Badges can be obtained at the Camp.

HOW TO OBTAIN MEMBERSHIP
Nomination slips for membership and general

information concerning the Camp can be had an

application to the undersigned Secretary-Treasurer

of the Club.

Remember, unless otherwise specified herein,

the camp is open to members only.
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$95.50 Coward Special Motor Boat $95.50
This handsome Motor Boat
l)uilt in the largest factory
in Canada is 17 feet long, 4
ft. 3 in. beam, 2 H. P.

I
Perfection Engine, seats S
people, runs Hh miles an
hour, is a marvel of sim-
plicity and beauty, no

cranking, guarantee with every engine, faultless in every way, cannot be duplicated any-
where for double the price.

Coward's Boat Factory, Kingston, Ontario

WHEN IN DETROIT STOP AT

HOTEL TULLER
ABSOLUTEIvY FIREPROOF

Cor. Adams Avenua and Park Street.

Has large
Convention Hall.

Grand Roof
Garden Cafe.

Our Unique
Crystal Grill.

Music a.oo to

12.00 P.M.

Beautifully and
quietly situated on

Grand Circus

Park.

In the centre ot the Theatre. Shopping and
Business District. Service unexcelled. Every room
with Bath.

European Plan.

L, W.

Rates $1.50 per day aad np.

TTJLLEE, Proprietor.

T Opposite State Houae, Boston, Mass.

COnnONWEALTH HOTEL

Offers rooms with hot and cold water for
$1.00 per day and up, which includes fre«
use of public shower baths.

NOTHING TO EQUAL THIS IN NEW
ENGLAND.

Rooms with private bath for $1.50 per
day and up; suites of two rooms and bath
for $4.00 per day and up.

Dining Room and Cafe First-Class. Euro-
pean Plan.

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Stone floors, nothing wood but the doora.

JAjuipped with its own Sanitary Vacuum
Cleaning Plant.

Long Distance Telephone in Every Room.

STRICTLY A TEMPERANCE HOTEL.
Send for Booklet.

COMMONWEALTH HOTEL, INC.,
Storer F. Crafts, General Manager. Boston, Mass.

^^

',1: .di;

*-:-U,

HOTEL LENOX
BUFFALO, N.Y.

HIGHEST GRADE. FIREPROOF.
Patrons may take Taxi cabs or Carriages from Depots
or Steamboat landings direct to the Hotel, charging

same to the Lenox.

EUROPEAN PLAN
$1.50 per day and up.

ATTRACTIVE RESTAURANT PRICES.

WHEN IN BUFFALO STOP AT THE LENOX.

THE ACCOMMODATION AND SERVICE ARE SURE TO PLEA SE
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CLIMBS AND EXPEDITIONS
The camp wiji be pitched in a meadow near the

lower end of the two exquisitely coloured little

lakes in Onsolation Valley, at an altitude of
6,400 feet above sea level.

Consolation Valley is a most perfect type of a
"hanging valley" perched high above the glacial
trough of Moraine Lake, and the Valley of the
Ten Peaks at its northern extremity. Directly
at its entrance rise the Tower of Babel, furn-
ishing a pivotal point for the demarcation of
the two valleys. In front are the sheer precipices
of Mt. Temple, rising from base to summit, fring-
ed at sky-line by curving snow cornices. On the
western side, directly above the camp in fantas-
tically wreathed towers and minarets are seen
the outlying bastions of Mt. Babel. Further
on the glaciers of Mount Fay No. 1 of the Ten
Peaks) overhang the precipitous walls of the val-
ley. At its head an elongated spmr from the
double peaked Mt. Bident provides over Conso-
lation Pass a route to the little known Boom
Lake, and a pass across the Great Divide by
way of the Bident Glacier. At the eastern side
are lower serrated ridges from whose crests the
wide sweep of the Bow Valley, the river, the
railway and the distant snowy crests cl the
Slate mountains reach in endless panorama.
Prominent are the castellated heights of Mt.
Hector (11, 125 ft.) and even the distant towers
of Mt. Murchison may be seen.

Numerous expiditions are possible from this
splendidly situatetl camp—and will be arranged
for. A few are here quoted.

(1)—Via Larch Valley, on side of Mt. Temple,
Sentinel Pass, Horseshoe Glacier, Wastash P^ss'
Wenkohemna Glacier, Moraine Lake, Camp (One
day)

^

(2)—Consolation Pass, Bident Glacier, Boom
Lake and Mountain. (One day)

(3)—Consolation Pass, Bident Glacier, Cross
Great Divide. Little Icefield, reeross Great Divide
via Mt. Little. Fay Icefield, Babel Glacier, Moraine
Lake. (One day)

(4) Larch Valley, Sentinel Pass. Paradise Val-
ley, Giant's Stairs. (One day)

(5)—Larch Valley and Sentinel Pass, or Was-
taeh Pass, Horseshoe Glacier, Mitre Pass and
Glacier. Lefroy Glacier, Victoria Glacier, Lake
Louise, drive hack to camp. (One day)

(6)^—Drive from Camp to Lake Louise, return
by No. 5 route. (One day)

^
(7)—^Drive from Camp to Entrance of Pa adise

Valley, return by Paradise Valley and Sentinel
or Wastach Passes

(8)—Drive to trail leading to the Saddle and
ascend Mt. Fairview.

Taere are plenty of short trips for those who
wish less strenuous work, such as; To Moraine
Lake, VS^enkehemna Glacier, (the only glacier
known to be advancing in the main range),
Wenkohemna Lake, pass to Bow Valley and Tay-
lor Lake, Head of Consolation Valley, Larch
Valley and the Minnestimna Lakes (Sleeping
Vx aterl.

OFFICIAL CLIMBS
. The following will b-> accepted as Graduating
Climbs, viz.; Mt. Fav (10,612), Mt. Bident (10,-

109), Mt. Temple (11,626), Mt. Little (10,293),
Peak No. 3 (10,088)

Close by are the high peaks of the Great Divide,
Hungabee, Deltaform, Biddle, Victoria, Lefroy.
They are now seen from an entirely diflFerent
point of view to that of the camps of previous
years.

Still unclimbed in the vicinity is Mt. Babel
(10,000).

NON-CLIMBERS
Minor expeditions will be arranged for those

who do not desire strenuous work or the time
may be spent quietly at the camp, enjoying the
glories of Nature in its primeval wildnese.
Artists, Photographers, and Nature lovers will
find themselves in an ench?nted realm wtere
magic inspires the brush, the camera and the
pen.

ORDERS
Each day's programme will be posted on the

Camp order board the previous afternoon, and
entries for expeditions, and climbs will be re-

ceived immediately thereafter. Implicit obedience
to Camp regulations and guides' instructions is

imperative.

SPECIAL NOTICE

YOHO VALLEY CAMP.

A special camp will be in operation in the up-
per Yoho Valley during the months of July,
August and September.

In connection therewith will be found our
our guide Konrad Kain, a good cook, and com-
plete facilities for transport between Mt. Stephen
House at Field, B. C. and the Camp.
Members wisMng to attend this camp during

the months named can on reaching Field commun-
icate with Otto Bros, the Club's oflJcial outfitters,

and they will be promptly taken to it.

This additional permanent camp, operated in
connection with the big Annual Camp is an ex-
periment. It is hoped our members- will take
full advantage and make it a success.

In the above connection it will be well to com-
municate beforehand with either the PVesident or
the Secretary-Treasurer, as the accommodation
will be limited.

Do not forget, the Yoho Valley, is the Alpine
spot of British Columbia, and the main range of

the Rockies. A small party at this camp will

have the time of their lives.

All camps and arrangements will this year
be under the personal direction and supervision

of the President.

Address all correspondence with full particu-

lars for reply to the undersigned.

t:>. H. Mitchell

Secretary Treasurer.

The Club House.

BanflF, Alberta.

Canada.
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This most attractive Fob is a I'ecent

product of our workshops. It is one of

exceptional vahie. Its mountings are very

heavy—its ribbon of the finest quality.

We predict for it an unprecedented sale

amongst those desiring a neat, plain, good
Fob for summer wear. We prepay

postP'qce.

HENRY BIRKS & SONS
Limited,

14 Phillips Square L-^ Montreal

A MARVEL OF SIMPLICITY.

TheBARBER MARINE ENGINE
The kind you want for your fishing boat.

Always ready to take you and to bring you
back. Built in sizes from 3 to 120 h.p.; one
to six cylinders. Backed by our liberal

guarantee. You take no chance with a

BARBER
Ask any owtter.

BARBER BROS.

Our Catalogue for the asking.

' : SYRACUSE, /V. Y.
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rm
Coward's Boat & Cushion Factory, Kingston, Ont.

25 ft. Oruiser with W.O. 6 H.P. Engine, ready

for water, $450.00

30 ft. Oruiser with W.O. 8 H.P. Engine, ready

for water, $600.00

Family Launches, ready for the water,

18 ft. $150 20 ft, $175 22 ft. $250 25 ft. $275

BOAT, CUSHIONS, BRASS WORK, ETC.

2 HP. 2' HP. 6 H.P. 6 HP.

Sample 12 in. Steering Wheel $2.00

Mosquito Glove Mosquito Veil Mosquito Glove

with whole finders.
with horsehair window and self-closing

valve for cigar, tobacco-pipe, etc-
with half fingers.

The Mosquito Gloves, made of

greenish, impregnated cambric,

are a perfect protection against

stings. Quite indispensable for

anglers, hunters, holiday makers,

botanists, etc.

One size for ladies and one size

for gents. Price per pair $1.50.

The Mosquito Veils, made of

greenish Brussels cambric, are

perfectly untearable. The horse-

hair window enables one to see

clearly, and the self-closing valve

with metal frame permits

smoking, and is an especially great

advantage. Price $1.00 each.

Sold by all Sporting goods dealers ; if you cannot

buy it direct, write to

Otto T. E. Yeit
28 Wellington St. West, Toronto, Ont.

Our Agents Make $50.00 a Week
.Selling new process water color por-

trait and gold frame. Costs 90 cents

complete with glass, sells for $1.98.

Samples and instructions free. Young man in Ohio made $22.00 in one day. We are the

largest picture and frame house in the world. One general agent wanted in each county. Give

us reference and we will extend you thirty days' credit with steady, honorable employment
at a big income. Our business is established twenty-five years. We are not in the picture

and frame trust. We want honorable, trustworthy representatives only. You need no

capital to work for us. We teach you how to make a success. Address at once,

WILLIAMS ART COMPANY,
2515 W. Taylor Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

In answerincr state "Saw advertisement in Rod and Gvn in Canada.
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The Windsor
The Most Central

Hotel in Ottawa

Best Rooms S2 up

M. F. HART, - Proprietor

Thousand Island House
Alexandria Bay, N.Y.

The Venice of America
OPENS JUNE 24

Modern and up-to-date hotel on the banks of the most
enchanting of rivers, the old St. Lawrence. L,ighted
by both gas and electricity, sanitary plumbing, private
baths, large airy rooms. Beautiful grounds illuminated
at night by Soo incandescent lamps.
Fishing, Rowing, Bathing, Bowling and Grill some

of the many attractions of this paradise of America
For terms and information send 2 cents in stamps for

booklet to

O. Q. STAPLES
TOOO Island House Alexandria Bay, N.Y,

pistols for that cartridge; therefore I must seek,

and would be you very thankful for that ser-

vice.

Trusting to receive full informations on all

that questions, and to hear soon from you, I shake
hardly your hand and remain,

Very truly yours.

Member of the Shooting Association and
Member of the Mylor Standiah Rifle Club,
Solianoy Perioulo, St. Petersburg, Eussia.

"

The Marlin Firearms Co., of New Haven, Conn.,
have just purchased the entire business—machin-
ery, tools, stock fixtures and goodwill—of the
Ideal Mfg. Co., of New Haven, Conn., manufac-
turers of Ideal cartridges reloading implements for

rifles, pistols and shotguns.
This transaction was made possible through the

retirement of John H. Barlow, owner and manager
of the Ideal Mfg. Co., from active business. Mr.
Barlow ti'iginated this business 26 years ago; an
interesting sketch of his career will be found in

this number of Rod and Gun.
As the Marlin Firearms Co. have been close-

ly in touch with Mr. Barlow at all times during
the progress of this business, and as they will have
the full mechanical equipment force of skilled

workmen and with Mr. Joseph A. Derby (who has
been Mr. Barlow 's assistant manager for the past

fifteen years) in charge of this branch of the

work. The Marlin Firearms Co. will certainly pro-

duce Ideal reloading implements in every way up
to the Ideal standard of quality and efficiency as

established by Mr. Barlow. The Ideal Hand Book
No. 20 is now ready for distribution and will

be sent to any of our readers who will send three

postage stamps to The Marlin Firearms Co., New
Haven, Conn.

The Shultz Bros. Co., Limited of Brantford,

whose advertisement of Portable houses and Mot-
or Boats appears i this issue, are sending out a

very attractive catalogue giving full details re-

garding both houses and their motor boats. The
latter when fully equipped are claimed to

be the most advanced type on the' market.
The special features of Automobile steering

wheel gives a most efficient one man control. The
steering wheel is placed on the left hand side

giving perfect control and permitting boat

to be operated close to another boat when
each boat is approaching the other. Another
feature is engine placed forward of bulk-

head beneath hood and door in bulkhead to make
engine easily accessible. The Ro^er propeller is

being installed in the majority of the boats. The
boats promise to be in great demand, especially

the 30-footers with 12 and 20 H.P. D. C. engine.

The necessity for a more convenient distribut-

ing centre from which Greener guns may be read-

ily obtained by sportsmen, has induced W. W.
Greener the well known English Gunmakers, whose
products have enjoyed so great a reputation a-

mongst the game and pigeon shooters of the Unit-

ed States and Canada, to open up a branch at 83

and 65 Beaver Hall Hill, Montreal. Here dealers

will have access to a large and varied stock of
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FOR YOUR
HOLIDAYS
AND YOUR

FISHING
EXCURSIONS

Make use of the

Antiseptic and Anti-
Mosquito

" Sportsman's Fly
Repellent

"

and you will be proof

against the stings of the

terrible mosquitoes, Black

Flies and other such insects.

This new chemical preparation is recommended by the best known sportsmen of Canada and

the United States. Agreeable odor and is in no way' injurious to the clearest complexion and

the most sensitive skin. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. This paste does not de-

compose or become liquid from the heat of the sun. Our Fly Repellant is the only Fly Paste

patronized by the Engineers of the Transcontinental Railway. On sale by all leading mer-

chants of Canada and the United States. Price 25c. Post "free. For wholesale prices apply

to H. HAINS, General Manager of the Sportsman's Fly Repellent Co., 37 Couillard street, Quebec.

A Sportsman's Paradise
Just on the edge of civilization, within a few hours' journey of your home; is a veritable

paradise for the canoe, rod and gun lover.

Lake Temiskaming
borders on a vast virgin wild, covered with a network of lakes and streams simply teeming

with the gamiest of the finny tribe. The heaviiy wooded shores are favorite haunts of the

lordly Moose, and Deer are far more numerous here than in any of the much-vaunted deer-

hunting districts.

It is a great game country and a delightful spot for a summer vacation. An outing where the

pure, balsamic atmosphere and cool nights send you uack to business like a new man.

The Bellevue Hotel
Charmingly situated, amid trees and shrubbery on the shore of the Lake. Gasoline Launches,

Boating, i^awn Tennis, Golf, Bowling on the green and alleys, Billards and Dancing in a sep-

arate Recreation Hall. Ice cold Laurentian water piped from springs in the hills. Hot and

cold baths on all floors. Electric Light. Sanitary conveniences, Modern in every way. An
ideal place to spend your summer vacation.

Pleased to send information and beautiful booklet.

WRITE

**Thc Manager, Bcllcvuc Hotel, Temiskaming P.O.,

QUEBEC, Canada."

Boats leave the HotPl Dork dailT for the famous Cobalt Silver Belt, calline at Haileybury. Liskeard

aiic intervening points
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Greener guns and while traders' interests will be
protected in every way possible the Manager, Mr.
G. H. Oliver, late Manager of Mr. Greener's Lon-
don (England) shop, will be j)leased to receive
enquiries from all interested sportsmen and the
firm's 44 page illustrated catalogue will be for-
warded free to any address on application.

No great experience in the backwoods is needed
to realise the value of protection against mos-
quitoes. blaCK flies, etc. Many a holidav would
be prolonged f.nd many a new trip taken' but for
the disagreeable insect pests. Those who desire to
frequent' the woods at a time when but for the
flies they would be most pleasant, can now defy
their small but numerous enemies and go in spite
of them, if they will but provide themselves with
mosquito veil and gloves. The veil is made of
greenish Brussels and is practicallv untearable. It
does not fade, can be used again after getting
completely wet and is easily ironed. A horsehair
window enables one to see clearly, and for smokers
there is a self-closing valve vvith metal frame,
enabling a pipe, cigar or cigarette to be smoked at
leisure. The gloves are of greenish impregnated
cambric and are a perfect protection against stings.
They are thin and do not interfere with the fine
touch of the trigger of the gun. Thev are made
in different sizes for ladies and gentlemen and with
fingers and haif fingers, the latter being highly
recommended for anglers, enabling him to bait
his hook without removing his gloves. They arc-
sold by all sporting goods dealers and bv Otto T.
E. Veit, 28 \Ve]]ingtn:i 8t. West. Toronto.

THE OUTFIT
CAMPING PARLORS

Guns Rifles Fishing Tackle
Old Town Canoes
Chestnut Canoes

Basswood Canoes $25 up
Dew Worms
Minnows
Oars Paddles
Camp Stoves
Dunnage Bags

Live Bait
Frogs
Row Boats
Tents
Blankets

Pack Sacks

10x12 TentSfComplete $ 1 0,50
steel Rods • - $1,35 up

Send for Catalogue, Free.

WARREN & ELLIS, 302 TONGE ST.

TORONtO

ANTI-CRANKING FEATURE!
IT'S IMEWn

ANOTHER LACKA\^/ANNA SIMPLIFICATION
RESULTS FROM atJEBEC, CANADA.

Magojr, Que.. Can., Feb. 1, lOCin.

Lackawanna Mfg. Co.. N'ewburgh. N.Y.
Gentlemen:—The motor that I bought of you last fall

gave the very best satisfaction. We are to have a 22 ft.

with 9 H.P. Lackawanna next season. Count on us to
show any man "froni Missouri" that the Lackawanna
wins. Reliable, simiile. < ffieient and always ready to go.

Yours very truly,

E. D. SMITH.

LACKAWANNA VALVELESS—The World's Simplest
MOTORS.

THE DOUBLE CYLINDER TYPE.
The "En-bloc.'" one piece cylinder construction, re-

sults in increased efficiency, perfect cooling, economy of
gasoline, freedom from vibration and long life. Our
motors are guaranteed.

Built in one, two, three, four and six cylinders, 2 to
45 H.P. per Motor, either Jump or Make and Break low
ten.^ion spark for battery or magneto: also electric
light, pumping, refrigerating and stationary motor
plants.

Perhaps it would be well to get our complete "Marine
.Motor Book," explaining the operation of boat motors
from Intake to Exhaust. Fully illustrated, also with
latest practical boat equipment details.

Sent free to any part of the world. Write for it today.

Lackawanna Mf^. Co., 60 Coldwcll St, Ncwburgh, N.Y.
New Yt.ik Branch. ]2G Liberty St.
Boston Branch. (!." Beverly St.

rhiladelphia Branch. 2011 Market St.
('hii-ago Branch. 7(! Wabash Ave.
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Back of the

A. H. Fox Gun
is the Certificate of

:^J $37.50

to

$362.00

net

Back of the certiricate ^;

-a test so severe
^^^*

that ncne but the best possi'ble gun could

withstand. This test—the firing of enor-

mous overcharges "from each barrel—is

identical with the test used by the Euro-

pean Government Proof Houses. The
Certificate is attached to everv

A. H. FOX GUN
"The finest gun in the world,"

as our unqualified guarantee that it has

been tested before leaving the factory. The Certificate is new, but

the test is not—for every A. H. Fox Gun ever made has been tested

in the manner described. (^^)means absolute protection against

defects in the material or construction of the Fox Gun barrels.

The barrels of the A. H. Fox Gun are genuine (Imported)

Krupp Fluid Steel. The coil main and coil top lever springs are

unbreakable—they last a lifetime. The Fox rotary bolt takes up all wear, and for-

ever prevents the gun shooting loose. The parts of the Fox Gun are but one-half in

number and are double the strength of any other gun.

Because the value of the Fox Gun is as standard as the value of a gold coin, there

is but one price for each grade—S3 r.50 to $362.00 net. The Fox price-standard tag

is attached to every Fox Gun.

If your dealer does not 'handle the A. H. Fox Gun. send your order to us, and give

your dealer's name. Write today for the most elaborate Gun Catalogue ever issued.

It's free, of course.

A. H. FOX GUN CO.
4664 N. 18th Street - - Philadelphia, U.S.A.



THE TRAP
Rod and Gun and Motor Sport* in Canada U the Official Organ of the
Dominion of Canada Trap-Shootins Association. All communication*
should be addressed to W. A. Smith. Editor "The Trap" KingrsTille, Ont.

TOURNAMENT DATES
June 9 and 10— Chatham Gun Club, Chatham,

Ont. Walter Elliott. Secietary.

July 5 and 6—Alberta Provincial Tournament at

Calgary, H. C. Andrew. Calgary, Secretary.

July 19th—Rest on, Man. Res'ton Gun Club. F.

Manning, Secretary. $100 added money.
July 26. 27, and 28 —Pacific Indians at Nelson.

B. C.'W. A. Ward, Nelson B. C, Secretary.

shooters not only at the clay targets but a:-

live birds. If some enterprising shooting Associa-
tion would be good enough to get up an interna-

tional clay bird and target tournament it would
be not only very interesting and attractive but
settle most conclusively "who's who" in the shoot-
ing world.

WESTERN ONTARIO TRAPSHOOTERS'
LEAGUE.

STRAY PELLETS.
An interesting experiment in stringing of shot

was tried the other day in England. A six-

cylinder car with a big iron target attached to its

side running at sixty miles an hour was shot at

from a distance of thirtv to forty yards. The
whole charge was centred in a 30 inch circle on
the target and exhibited no perceptible stringing of

ehot. The car was going faster than an ordinary
game bird. Can it be that our theories are out
of joint in this respect? Per contra, the experi-

ments of Mr. R. W. S. Griffiths, English Schultze
Go's ^xpert demonstrated that there was a very
marked stringing of shot, the stringing being
greater with a cylinder than with a choke bored
gun. Mr. Griffith used a rotating metal disc.

10 ft in diameter covered with a fixed plate having
a ,30" opening. His experiments showed the arrival

of the tirst to last pellets by the elongated pat-
tern made.

« »

Ts'nt it a peculiar thing that a man will go
out and miss about every other target or bird he
shoots at then suddenly finds himself and go along
at a record breaking pace indefinitely? If it were
not for these "bad spasms" what marvellous scores
most of us would pile up. But it is the absence
of these "bad spasms" that distinguishes the great
shooter from the near great.

* • •

A good deal of correspondence is being indulge**
in in Shooting Times and British Sportsman in

criticism of the quality of the live pigeons shot
at in America, which can properly include Canada
in this instance. The fact that such surprisingly
big scores as 207 out of 208 have been made in

the U. S. is evidence in the minds of these writers
that the quality of the birds here is very inferior

to the English birds. This, we think, is undoubted-
ly the case but there is another element to be
considered and that is the possible superiority of
the American pigeon shooter. Our Canadian Olvm-
pic team not so very long ago demonstrated their
equality with the best of the Old Countrv trap

Schedule of Events.

June 1.—Woodstock at Brantford.
•' 2.—Ingersoll at Stratford.
" 22.—Woodstock at Stratford.
" 23.—Brantford at Ingersoll.

6.—Brantford at Stratford.
7.—Ingersoll at Woodstock.

20.—8tratford at Woodstock.
21.—^IngersoU at Brantford.
3.—btratford at Brantford.
4.—'Woodstock at Ingersoll.

18.—Stratford at Ingersoll.

18.—Brantford at Woodstock.

July

Aug.

SASKATCHEWAN GUN CLUB.
The Gun Club Shoot at Regina, on Saturday,

April 23rd, resulted in the following scores:

25 Targets

Van Valkenburg 20

Sharon '. 19

Wilkinson 17

Bell : . . . 16

Kress 15

.Jones 13

Mulligan 12

Brownlee 10

Lament -t 10

Ingersoll (Doc)

For information of those interested in Trap
Shooting a bus leaves the Wascana Hotel, Satur
days, at 2 o'clocK. Fare 25c. round trip. Gun
Club Membership and Game Protective Member-
ship, combined. $3.00 per annum. Targets ^barged

at two cents each.

"Next day I took the Fox gun, which had al-

rea/dy on ducks, guinea-fowl and francolin, shown
itself an exceptionally hard-hitting and close-

shooting weapon, and collected various water birds

for the naturalists: among others, a couple of

Egyptian geese."—Extract from article written by
Fx-President Roosevelt in Mav Scribner's.
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WrNCHESTER
11 CALIBER AUTOMATIC RIFLE 1

THE TEN-SHOT REPEATER

THAT RELOADS

ITSELF

For camping, canoeing, auto-
mobiling, or any outing, this novel

little repeater affords more pleasure
than any other gun. Being reloaded by

recoil, it is only necessary to pull the trigger
for each shot. It shoots clean and inexpensive

cartridges, is easy to load and light to carry.

MAKES AN OUTING OUTFIT COMPLETE
Winchester Guns and Winchester Ammunition—the Red W
Brand—are Made for Each Other and Sold Everywhere.

GUNS, RIFLES,
Revolvers, Automatic Pistols, All Standard Goods, All New Stock,

at lower prices than at any other dealers.

About sixty varieties of Winchester, Savage, Remington and other rifles always in stock.

Lefever double hammerless Shotguns $28.50

Fox " " " 38.50
These are two of the most durable and most .satisfactory guns sold.

.303 Savage latest High Power Repeating Rifles 19.90

Reliable Steel Fishing Rods, 7, 8 or 9 feet long, in 3 pieces, in fitted bag 1.25

Best Quality Steel Fishing Rods, nicely balanced, 7, 81/2 or 10 feet long, in 4 pieces, with
Cork handles, in fitted bag 1.65

We strongly recommend these.

Steel Fishing Rods, Special Pike and Bass Rods, almost unbreakable, 4 pieces, cork grip,

in fitted bag, equal to any rod at $7.50, for 2.50

Very best quality POCKET FLASHLIGHTS, complete, ready for use-
Regular $1.25 for 75c, by mail 85c. Regular $1.50 for $1.10, by mail $1.25

Regular $2.00 for $1.19, by mail $1.38

We are the largest retailers of Rifles in Toronto.

Lyon Mfg. & Sporting Goods Co.
423 Yonge Street, Just above McGill St., Toronto, Ont.

No CataloKuei.
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RIDGETOWN TOURNAMENT.
One of llu' bi'st touniaiiK'iits in llic liistory of

the local gun (>lub was hold at Rid[,'c'tov.-n on

May 6th. The weather was delightful and the new
Bowron trap worked perfectly throwing a nice,

even target. There was a gO'0<l attendance both

of shooters and spectators and the interest in

the various events was kept up from start to fin-

ish. Ohas. II. Eastlake. the genial secretary or

the Club, was in charge of the ofTice and, assisted

by his son. Max, discharged his important duties

to the satistaction of everyone. While, of course.

a great many had their "bad spasms," the shoot-

ing generally was of a high order. A couple of old

timers, Ha/ry Scane and I). McMaekon. did some

remarkable Work. Harry won the high average

with the splendid score of 189. running off three

19's and three 20's in succession. But D MclMackon

broke the recori. He missed 11 out of his first 60

just to show everybody how easy it was to mis-;

D. McMaekon 200 186
R. A. Scott 200 163

E. Keohler 140 113

S. Coll 200 172

Georgo Laing Working his Passage Between Events.

them and then ran 75 straight and finished wit.i

but three misses out of his last 140. In six succes-

sive events he missed but one target. He won se-

cond average with 186. Fred Kerr, who always
gives a good account of himself, was ne.\t with 182.

Geo. M. Dunk of the Dominion Cartridge Co., and
Court Thomson of the U. M. C. Co. were the
professionals present in the interest of their res-

pective companies.

The scores:

*Geo. Dunk 200 179
E. Pastorious 200 l79
R. Day 200 179
F. Kerr 200 182
D. Wiffle 160 127

Sj^



^



GROUP OF SHOOTERS AT THE EIDGETOWN TOURNAMENT.

(1) W. H. Nichol. (2) H. Taylor, (3) J. Conway, (4) F. Kerr. (5) J. F. Mills, (6) Dore Wigle, (7) R. A. Scott,
(8) S. Coll, (9) G. M. Dunk, (10) R. E. Day, (11) E. Koehler. (12) E. Pastorius, (13) H. Scane. (14) B. Pigeon,
(15) P. Dolson, (16) C Pigeon, (17) H. O'Loane, (18) D. McMackon, (19) C. Thomson, (20) W. Thorold, (21) Ira
Pastorius, (22) W. A. Smith, (23) Thomas Pastorius, (24) Frank Galbraith, (25) F. Pigeon.

Fred Galbraith dropped around in the afternoon It will be noticed that Dave McMackon did his

and ran ofif 20 straight as a starter. He is growing good work after dinner. Evidently he was helped

a new moustache and could not get there sooner. to the right dope.

Buckshot Hall gave the shoot absent treatment. E. Pastorious, Harrow, demonstrated that he

Three (Dis) graces: Fred Galbraith, G. M. Dunk and W. Thorold. Tom Pastorius asleep at the switch at the

extreme left.
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ONE INCH
OF THE

BEST WADS
MADE

Regal and Imperial Ballistite Shells are a per-

fect assimilation of Primer, Powder and
loading.

REGAL

IMPERIAL

Made in all Standard Calibres for Rifles, Pistols or Shot Guns

Dominion Cartridge Company,

LIMITED

Ammunition Manufacturers

Montreal, Canada
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is in the front rank as a trap shooter. He kept
step with i^'ominion Dunk and any one doing that

has to go somo.

Court Thomson did some good stunts and some
not so good but his genial smile was a winner
all the time.

"Little Sure Shot" not only won high average

here but at Blenheim also, the day before. He is

said to eat shredded wheat biscuits for breakfast

which probably accounts for his groat force and
penetration when it comes to the shooting game.

Roland Day was the sole but worthy represent-

ative of New "Lunnon."

Billy Nichol took the opportunity to adver-

tise the shoot of the baby gun club at Chatham.

sihly be improved upon. There was a good, re-

presentative attendance from the best shooting
centres in Western Ontario, and in addition G.
M. Dunk, Court Thomson, and W. "Choke Bore"
Nichols, graced the shoot with their presence.

Nichols is the man who puts up Nichols high-
grade ammunition, his goods winning first, sec-

ond and third high average at Blenheim and first,

second, third and fourth high average at Ridge-
town. Billy, get busy and use a little printer's

ink in "Rod and Gun." The people are looking
for your goods and let them know where to get
them. Remember the Chatham shoot on June
9th and 10th and arrange to come. A welcome
awaits you

!

THE GAME AT OTTAWA.
Trap-shooting is now one of the recognized

sports of the summer season in Ottawa. In the

Albert McRitchie at the Throttle.

He had the satisfaction also of seeing his "favorite
prescription" win the average money and a lot of

good coin besides.

The money Avas divided on the class system,
25, 25, 25, and 25 per cent. This seems to be the

most satisfactory division under this system which
of course, is a speculation as to results in any
case. Everybody shot from 16 yds, and had a
chance to make a score if it was in him.

"Greener" writes:—I had the pleasure of at-

tending the Ridgetown Tournament and can as-

sure j'our readers that any shooter failing to at-

tend missed a treat. The proceedings were un-

der the management of Mr. C. H. Eastlako and
every one present agreed that they could not pos-

St. Hubert's Gun Club, the Capital has one of the

best known trap shooting organizations in the

country. There is a very large membership and
the club has traps and quarters at Westboro. In-

ter-city meets are held wnth Montreal and last

year the Dominion shoot was pulled off at the

Rockliffe rifle ranges, competitors being on hand
from all over Canada, and competed with the lead-

ing experts of the United States. This year the

trap shooters were the first of the summer sports-

men to turn out.

CHATHAM ORGANIZES NEW GUN CLUB.

Chatham has organized a new gun club which

starts life under very happy auspices. The old

Maple City Gun Club had a very successful career

for several seasons but went out of business
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Shots a Second
That's the quick action tVie new Standard gives you. But

rapid fir» is oil/ one of its manv re narkable features. Lightning-

like veIoci:y, long range—its light weight, flat traje tory and sligl-t

recoil, all c-mhine to make it ihe most accurate rifle for big or

small game shooting. The

StandaiSjRifleS
GAS-OPERATED HIGH POWER

are the sportsman's ideal. Their «affty, jimplici'y and dependability inspire

conBdence—their balance and beauty of workmanship are a source of pride to

every owner. You should own one.

The Standard is also made in a hand-op: rating model—the same in ever>'

other detail—but costs a trifle less.

Wr.te tor our nevbook "Big Qame Shooting.
"

STANDARD ARMS COMPANY
118 F STREET, WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

The PemlnPton.

Calibre

eaiing Rifle
Insure Against a Dull Vacation

Pack a Remington .22 Repeater in your grip

and half a dozen boxes of UMC ,22 shorts

Idleness is not recreation; you require a pleasurable diversion. There is no more enjoyable recrea-

tion than target shootmg for either novice or professional, provided your gun and ammunit.on are rig. ...

The Remington .22 Cal. Repeater is the right gun and UMC the right ammumt.on.

The new-Remineton .22 Repeater is in every mmute detaQ a Remington product- ,t measures up to t^iii^

standardsof Remrion production which stand for the best m arms manufacture. A Remmgton Idea gun-so.ic

br^Samrl/erSakr-down-you can clean the barrel from the breech-another Remington feature.

UMC and Remington—the perfect shootmg combmation

r
SAME OWNERSHIP ^r^^.,A,,-rv SAME MANAGEMENT

SAME STANDARD OF QUALITY
_ . , „ . J ^ r ^„ The Remington Arms Co., Uion, N. -

.

The Union Metallic Cartridge Co., Bndgeport, Conn
,r , /- !.

Agency, 299 Broadway, New York City. .^_____
^•/ritefc ' a set of t'-rq-ti und at.>criptivefcUUr--cni
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some years ago much to the regret of many out-

side trap shooters who took much pleasure in visit-

ing the Chatham boys at their annual celebration.

A trap shooter dies hard and we are glad to see

among the otficers of the new club many of the

old guard who helped win the battles for the

home club some years ago. An encouraging feat-

ure of the present organization is that many of

the most prominent business and professional men
of the city are taking an interest in this, to them,

new shooting game.
The club has leased beautiful grounds from the

West Kent .-igricultural Society and has installed

an ideal Leggett trap. It starts with a member-

ship of over hity and will shoot every Friday.

It will hold a two days' tournament on June 9th

and 10th, and is looking for a good representation

of Ontario shooters.

The officers of the new club are: Hon. Pres.,

W. B. Wells; Hon. Vice-Pres., M. Huston; Pres.,

W. S. Richards; Vice-Pres., Dr. I. L. Nicholls;

Sec'y-Treas., W. D. Elliott; Executive Commit-

tee, J. J. Moore, W. H. Nicholl, W. W. Scane, J.

G. Kerr, J. W. Aitken, W. Paulucci, W. S. Rich-

ards, W. O. Elliott.

Blue rock day at the Chatham Gun Club grounds

was April twenty-second, and it proved a delight-

ful afternoon.

Scores:—
Event No. 1—10 Birds.

W. B. Wells 5

W. S. Richards 7

Fred Dolson 6

Walt. Elliott 3

Ed. Massey 4

Event No. 2—10 Birds.

Geo. Crow .6

W. Nichol 3

E. Drake 1

H. Fitzsimmons 3

E. Brisco 3

Event No. 3—10 Birds.

"Walter Elliott 9

Ed. Massey 4

W. S. Richards 6

Fred Dolson 10

W. B. Wells 4

Event No. 4—10 Birds.

Geo. Crow 4

W. Nichol 6

H. G. Hodges 3

T. Guttridge 5

E. Brisco 4

Event No. 5—10 Birds.

M. Huston 3

G. Bennett 5

T. Scullard 5

Neil Smith 4

E. Drake 3

Event No. 6—10 Birds.

F. Dolson 7

W. B. V»'"ells 3

^G. Crow T

E. Massey 5

W. S. Richards -

Event No. 7—10 Birds.

W Nichol y

Walt Elliott 4
T, Guttridge 5

H. G. Hodges 3

Jack Aitken 9

Event No. 8—10 Birds.

T. Scullard 6

E. Brisco 3

G. Bennett 4

G. Crow 6

F. Dolson 6

Eveni No. 9—10 Birds.

H. Fitzsimmons 4

Neil Smith 5

H. DraKe 6

W. B. Wells 4
T. Guttridge 7

Event No. 10—10 Birds.

Jack Aitken 9

W. Nichol 8

Mr. Lamond 3

W. S. Richards 5

F. Dolson 5

G. Crow 6

Event No. 11—10 Birds.

J. Kerr 4

O. L. Jbewis 4

Neil Smith 6

T. Guttridge 7

W. B. Wells 3

Event No. 12—10 Birds.

W. S. Richards 9

Walt Elliott 6

W. Nichol 7

Jack Aitken 10

H. Drake 3

Event No. 13—10 Birds.

O.L.Lewis .'. 6

J. Kerr 7

Neil Smith 6

T. Guttridge 7

Mr. Lamond 2

Event No. 14—10 Birds.

Jack Aitken 6

W. Nichol 9

W. Elliott 8

Neil Smith 4

0. L. Lewis 5

Event No. 15—10 Birds.

J. G. Kerr 3

Neil Smith 4

W. Bennett 3

H.G.Hodges ..6

H. Drake 5

O. L. Lewis 6
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TRADE MARK

Count the pins-one .two -and tell

at a glance the lightning locklTHACA^
Cut shows Improved Model No. 4. $100 list gun. Insist upon getting our Improved Model—
you can tell it by counting pins in frame—there are but two. This is outside evidence of
simplicity. Every pin or screw put in a gun frame is to keep one or more parts in place—
the fewer pins the fewer parts and the less liable to get out of order. Try a 20 bore this
ftJl—you'll like it—5!i lbs. up. Catalog in colors FREE— 18 grades—$17.75 up.

ITHACA GUN CO., BOX 13, ITHACA, N.Y.

._..^

SOME RECENT WINNINGS WITH

THE "OLD RELIABLE PARKER GUN"
At the Pennsylvania State Shoot, May 16-19, Lester German, shooting

the PARKER GUN, won High Professional Average,—^534 x 555, shooting
at singles and doubles.

At the Illinois State Shoot, the Professional Championship was won by
Bill Crosby, as was also the High Professional xA.verage for -the three days'

shooting.

The Consolation event was won by Tom Graham, breaking 50 straight.

Do as the Champions do ! Shoot the "OLD RELIABLE"
PARKER GUN, and win !

Send for catalogue.

N.Y. s%ie«ro,n>». 32 w«rr«» St PARKER BROS-. MeHden, Cono.
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Event No. 16—10 Birds.

W. Nicliol (i

Jack Aitken ' ti

T. ScuUard 4

O. L. Lewis ' 5

Neil Smith 5

H. G. Hodges 3

Walt Elliott 3

At the weekly shoot on May sixth a large

<Towd was prc>ent. The following are the scores

and shooters:

Event No. 2—10 Birds.

H. G. Hodges 7

W. B. Wells 6

B. Oldershaw 3

Percy Hodge- 5

Mr. 'Ballard '. 4

Event No. 3—10 Birds.

H. G. Hodges . 5

Ed. Massey 6

W. B. Wells 4

Mr. Ballard 9

Fred Trudeil 2

Event No. 4—10 Birds.

Tim Fremhn 8

Jack Moore 9

Gordon Bennet t (i

Walt Elliott 5

Chum Aitken • ?

Event No. 5—10 Birds.

Percy Hodges 3

R. A. Arnold '.)

J. A. Aitken v)

Geo. A. Grav 5

T. Sciillani 7

Event No. 6—10 Birds.

H. (;. Hodges 3

Ed. Ma^soy 4

N. Hallard 8

W. B. Wells 4

Ale.x. Clark 6

P>ent No. 7—20 BirJs.

J. A. Aitken 17
Walt Elliott , 17
J. W. Aitken 12
Jack Moore 15
Ed. Massey 8

Event No. 8—10 Birds.

B. A. Oldcrshaw ... 6
H. G. Richards 4
Fred Tnulell 3

T. Scullarcl ... 9
Percy Hodges 5

Event No. 9—10 Birds.

G. Bennett 4

W. B. Wells 3

George Gray 2

Alex. Clark 2

Tim Fremlin 3

Event No. 10—10 Birds.

H. I.. Hodges 3

N. Ballard 4

R. A. Arnold 7

Jack Moore 8

Alex. Clark 5

Event No. 11—10 Birds.

Henry Richards 3

B. A. Oldershaw 6

Fred Triuiell 8

Ed. Massey 4
Geo. A. liray 3

Event No. 12—15 Birds.

J. A. Aitken 12
Walt Elliott 12
J. W. Aitken 10
W^ B. Wells li

T. Scullard 12

Event No. 13—10 Birds
N. Ballard \ 9

Tim Fremlin 6

Henry Richards 4
H. G. Hodges 5

Geo. A. Gray 2

Event No. 14—10 Birds.

H. G. Hodges 6

Alex. Clark 4
G. Bennett , 4

AV. B. Wells 5

Fred Trudeil 2

Event No. 15—20 Birds.

J. Aitken 10
Tim Fremlin 14

N. Ballard 12
R. A. Arnold 13

Walt Elliott 17

Event No. 16—10 Birds.

Henry Richards 4

H. G^ Hodges 4

Alex. Clark 7

Walt Elliott '.
.

.

9

A SHOOT AT BLENHEIM.
The Blenheim Gun Club shoot on May seventh

was a great success, both financially and artistic-

ally and some very fine work was pulled off by
the local and visiting marksmen. Harry Scane,
of Ridgetown, had the honor of winning first mon-
ey, with F. Kerr, of Crediton, a close second and
H. O'Loane. of the Chatham Gun Club, third.

Messrs. Bill Hall and Norman McLeod are to be
congratulated upon the manner tnat everything
was conducted. The following is the complete
score and names of participants:

lEntries. No. Birds. Killed.

G. M. Dunk 175 140
M. Hollingshead 175 140
Harry Scane 175 156
F. Kerr 175 152
D. McMackon 175 144
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Tllarlm
New Model

25 Repeating Rifle

The gun to take camp-

ing, boating or on

^^^ any outing.
It handles all

. 2 2 short cartridges and C, B. caps

;

is an excellent gun for small game and

target work up to 50 yards. You quickly save the price of your

rifle in the reduced cost of ammunition. It conforms to the high quality

standard of all 2/lcw/i/i repeaters, yet sells at a surprisingly low price.

The solid top and side ejection are always a protection, keep shells, powder and
gases from your face, allow instant repeat shots. Quick take-down construction

—easily cleaned—takes little space and brings greatest pleasure at small expense.

^T_ ^ZZ^_.X?^ Jr}mm^.^m.^^^ /^ LeaiTi morc about thc full .,2Zzn^>f linc Send 3 stafflps post-
Z/7^ //lariiiirirearms to. age for the i se page

67 Willow Street, - NEW HAVEN, CONN. Mzi^in catalog.

I

The Sign of the Championship
Winner

All W. W. Greener pigeon guns bear this mark,"a Blue
Rock Pigeon." The World's greatest champion pigeon-
shots, Chohnoiidley-Pennel, Dr. Carver, Captain
Brewer, J. A. R. Elliott, E. D. Fulford made and main-
tained their reputations with

Greener Quns
Greener guns have won the Grand Prix du Casino

—

three times, Championat Universel—twice, American
Field Champion Wing Shot Cup, "Sportsman" Cham-
pionship of the World Challenge Cup. Their latest

CHAMPIONSHIP OF CAMADA
Won by George Robins, killing 25 birds straight.

See that your next gun bears the championship mark and you can't help but become a winne.

GREENER GUNS CAN BE OBTAINED THROUGH ALL DEALERS.
LARGE STOCK ON HAND AT OUR NEW MONTREAL STORE.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE.

W W ORPRNFF? 63 and 65 BEAVER HALL HILL. MONTREALVV. VV. VJr^l_l_l^l_r^ Head OHicc —Birmingham, England.
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F. Stotts 150

J. Pastorius 175

D. Wigle 175

E. Pastorius 175

Ira Pastorius 175

George Bowden 176

George J. Crow 150

R. Scott 173

C. Witherald 125

Harry O'Loane 175

Fred A. Dolson 175

Chas. Scane 175

Sim Burke 175

H. L. Taylor .

175

C. Thomson 175

F. Galbraith 160

James Witherald 150

T. E. Taylor 150

M. Sampson 175

Percy Slater 75

A, McRitchie 60

Sam Burke 115

Roy Reynolds 75

Hiram Burke 115

Marshall Burke *5

George Laing 100

O. Gill 1^

F. Miles 30

Art Cox 70

Mr. Jones 1'^

W. S. Richards 40

W. H. Nichol 55

F. Davy 15

E. Fremlin 25

Herb Loudon ^^

108

133
147

150
126
138
10(1

132

95

151

Wl
126
129

140

142

124

103

Hi
113
it

45

74
50
Gl

34

55

6

17

48

7

23

42

10

12

11

THE BALMY BEACHERS ENTERTAINED AT
HAMILTON

The members of the Balmy Beach Gun Club, of

Toronto, were guests of the Hamilton Gun Club on

May fourteenth and a very excellent afternoon's

sport at the elusive clay birds was enjoyed. A
special car conveyed the members to and from

the grounds, and everybody had a bumper time.

A special twenty-five bird event was the mam
feature for the visitors, and Mason landed the

silver spoon with a score of 24. Booth and Lyonde

were next with 22 each. The latter was in great

form on his total, getting 50 out of 55. For the

locals Beattie missed one out of 55, and Vice-

President Cline got 56 out of 60. W. Wark and

M. Fletcher also had good scores to their credit.

Captain Spencer was referee, and kept things in

order. President Horning, J. Hunter, Dr. Wilson,

and W. P. and C. G. Thomson looked after fhe

program and the entertainment of the visitors.

Speeches were made by members of both clubs at

the finish, and the three cheers for the B. B. G. C.

were well meant, as the members are a fine lot

of fellows, and their visit will be remembered.

The scores:— _.
Shot at. Hit.

Mason 45 42

J. G. Shaiw 55 3/

Draper 55 ^

Lyonde 55 50
Mc Duff 85 68
Booth 55 47
Davis 55 41
J. A. Shaw 45 31

J. Ross 90 75
Cutler 35 23
McMuIlen 85 68
Smith 65 47
Trimble 70 63
Murphy 70 45
H. Barnard 55 35
J. McCree 00 22
T. W. Barnes 120 103
W. Wark 46 41

M. Fletcher 55 49
G. Beattie ' 55 54
J. Bourne 65 45
D. Reid 85 62

J. Reid 75 58
N. Long 60 43
J. Gompf 30 18

E. Sturt 35 25
E.A.Clifford 45 28
C. Graham 35 23
H. Spratt 20 10

W. P. Thomson 55 46
Dr. Wilson 70 56
M. Raspberry 45 37

D. Konkle ." 45 37

D. Fletcher 45 28

R. Rich 45 31

C. Thomson 70 58

J. Hunter 45 36
Dr. Johnson 35 24
G . Dellinger 55 29

P. Friend 20 16

H. Marsh 55 44

H. A. Horning 45 33

G. Kuntz 35 26
F. Oliver 45 29

"

J. J. Cline 60 58

Notes.

Our old friend, Pop Mason, carried off the silver-

ware. 24x25, using U.M.C.
Forty-nine shooters faced the traps.

The restaurant worked overtime.

George Beattie got the only 25 straight, using-

U. M. C.

Forty-five shooters used U. M. C. steel lined

shell?.
'

W. P. Thomson was back in the game and made
thinga lively.

The Hamilton boys gave the visitors a supper

at the Commercial Club after the shoot.

Remington Pumps were very much in evidence..

INTERESTING CHAMPIONSHIP MATCH.
The return match between G. Beattie and T.

W. Barnes, the two man championship team of

Canada, and B. W. Glover and R. Day. of the

London Gun Club was shot off at the Ha:..ilton

Gun Club Grounds on Saturday afternoon, April

30th. The scores of the previous match held

in London two weeks before gave the London
team an advantage of five points as the total

scores were to count. It wa« one of the most.
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IvER Johnson
SAFETY AUTOMATIC REVOLVER

\.

© N
The " Western " Walnut Grip
A perfect grip at last—famous marksmen

so pronounce it. Carved from one piece of

rare Circassian Walnut, knarled like a briar

pipe, and oil-rubbed by hand. Note the ab-

sence of side screws. Fits as though moulded
to your hand—shoulder and heel brace

against thumb and palm muscles and prevent

throwing up—position of hand is natural.
Sportsmen who know and appreciate accurate shoot-

ing, and clean, sharp action, will be impressed by the

new Tver Johnson, with its permanent tension wire
springs throughout. The Tver Johnson is absolutely

safe—accidental discharge is impossible because of

the famous
" Hammer the Hammer "

Safety Lifter. Ask your dealer or we can ship direct.

IVER JOHNSON'S ARMS & CYCLE WCFKS
157 River Street, Fitchburg, Kass.

New York—99 Chambers Street. Hamburg. Germany. Pickhuben 4.

Pacific Coast—717 Market St.. San Francisco. Cal.

London. England—40 Queen St., Cheapside. E. C.

Makers ofIverJohnson Single Barrel Sho/giins and /ver Johnson Truss Bridge Bicycles

u

Iver Johnson Revol-

vers cost from $6 to

$10. Technical
catalog, illustrated,

shows all models and

heavy types
for po ice and

outdoor work.

What I Did

WITH A GUN
$J00, First Prize

$50, Second Prize

$25, Third Prize

25 Prizes of $5 each for the best true story

from a man or boy who uses any kind of a gun

Hundreds of thousands of Harrington
& Richardson single or double-barrel shot-

guns are being used all over America.
We want to know what has been done
with our guns and also what has been
done with other guns. Therefore this

offer.

Write on one side of the paper only.

Not over 500 words. Send in your story

as soon as possible. No story received

after August 15. Prizes will be awarded
on or about September i.

Any one who shoots can compete for

these prizes. You can have either cash
or select firearms to the value of the
prize from our catalog. We want those
who hunt to know about our excellent

medium-price guns.

We make the best single-barrel, 12 to

28-gauge, boy's shotgun at $5.50 on
the market. If you are not familiar

with our guns, send at onceforourcatalog.
Perhaps you can get a gun free. Write at

once for our catalog and send in your story.

Address 315 Prize Dept.

Harrington & Richardson Arms Co*
Firearms Manufacturers

WORCESTER, MASS.
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exciting contests ever pulJed off at the club as

the outcome was iu doubt until the finish. At
fifty birds the Hamilton team were two points

ahead and unisJied out the hundred with three

points to the good or eight points on the day.

Beattie and Barnes shot very consistently and

the former was higih. Glover had a little hard

luck and Day put up a great linish, only missing

ojie bird in the last fifty. He was right in form

and in a fifteen bird special event he went straight

also. J. Hunter, Dr. Wilson and Court Thomson
also had good scores to their credit in the other

events. J. E. Cantelon, of Clinton, was an inter-

ested spectator. N. Long's Canada Blackbirds

w^re given their first public test and they gave

good satisfaction. The scores were:—
iSpecial match 200 bird race

—

Beattie
Barnes

Glover

Day

20
22

20
22

23 24

22 21

London Score

22 19

18 24

London Score

Total Scores— Shot at

B. Glover 140

Geo. Beattie 140

R. Day 140

T. W.' Barnes 1 50

Dr. Wilson 85

C. Thomson 80

J. Cantelon 70

F. Oliver 70

W. Wark 60

J. Hunter 75

M. E. Fletcher 35

S. Marsh , 60

N. Long 70

E. Clifford 45

J. Bourne 45

H. Spratt 20

J. Smith 25

336

Hit
115

127
124

133
75'

70
51

41
49
68

25

38
56

30
33

13

16

NOTES.
The winners, Beattie and Barnes, used U. M. C.

steel lined shells.

Roily Day, who only missed one in his last fifty,

used the same make of shells.

Dr. Wilson was present and made his usual

90 per cent.

J. E. Cantelon, H. Spratt and J. Smith were

guests of the club.

TOURNAMENT AT PORTAGE LA PRAIRIE.

The annual May day tournament of the Portage

Gun Club, which was "held on May nineteenth, was

pursued by bad weather, but in spite of this the

shoot must be classed as a most successful one.

Considering the day and the weather good scorese

were made in many of the events.

The premier honors of the tournament, the
Western Manitoba Championship, was won by P.

J. Harwood, of Portage, won made 4S out of 50.

In the first squad Percy made 23 out of 'Z5, anu
the next time he went straight witli a possible

of 25. MoBain, of Reston, was second witn a
score of 40, and Miller, of Viraen, last year's

champion, was tied for third place with Roxburgh,
who had 39.

The team shoot honors were won by the Win-
nipeg experts, w'ho secured first and second. Glad-
stone was third and Reston fourth.

The complete scores of the shoot were as fol-

lows:

Birds—15 20 20 50 25 26 25 20 20
Houghton, Winnipeg . .10 13 18 20 20 24 18 18

S. M. Conrad, " 13 16 18 21 21 19 19 18

S. Macdonald, Portage 11 11 16 32 23 19 18 17 14

Brodie, Winnipeg ..11 14 18 21 22 24
Thomson, " 14 18 16 22 18 21 19 18

Dr. Cadham, " 14 19 13 23 23 18

Dr. Cowdrick, " 12 17 11 21 19 20

J. Cadham, "
8 16 17 21 20 19

Cantwell, " 10 15 12

Gates, " 9 15 15

White, Ottawa 14 19 17

McKay, Winnipeg .11 17 19

Simpson. " 14 18 20

Sutton, " 13 19 18

Turvey, "
5 14 13

1/

20
21

23
9-7

21

13

20
22

20
21 21 23

14 13

E. A. MoBain, Reston. .10 17 15 40 17 16 19 15 19

Manning, "
11 16 14 17 16 19

Campbell, " 9 15 16 18 19 22 17 15

Miller, Virden 11 12 16 39 20 21 24

Varcoe, Brandon .... 10 814 13 18 18 19

Singleton, Gladstone ..10 16 16 15 17 21 15

Dr. James, " 13 10 13 31 15 16 16

Cameron, " 12 10

Perry, Portage 7 9 16

Bovd, Gladstone ..14 17 14 39 15 21 21

Treek.
"

11 14 14 11 21

Wye, Winnipeg ..14 18 17 24 24 23

Walker, "
6 11 13

R. Sexsmith, Portage 10 10 9

13

J. ,S. Richards,

F, Bailey,

W. Roxburgh,
P. J, Harwood,
-T. McKay,
P. B. Hazleton,

Watson,
Sturgess,

Sparling.

Campbell,

16

13 12

6 13 8 7 7 3

13 19 16 36 21 19 14

7 17 17 39 19 13 7 11 14

14 15 14 48 20 21 22 18 16

7 10 10 15 15

9 18 18 15 18 20 19 13

12

19 20
14 18

20 15

STRATFORD TOURNAMENT
The fourth annual tournament of the Pastime

Gun Club was held at Stratford on May 24th, It

was well attended, and proved a decided success in

every way. Shooters were present from Toronto,

London, Ingersoll, Clinton, Goderich, Otterville and
other places.

The weather was fine and the wind, although

strong from the west, did not interfere to any
great extent with t"he sliooting.
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LYMAN PATENT RECEIVER SIGHT
^^ FOR =^-^=^=.=

WINCHESTER AUTOMATIC RIFLE
Model 1903

No. 45 Price $3.50
With Cup Disc $3.75

Aperture is fitted with peep, and is also threaded

for Disc.

The graduated scale on slide and method of elevat-

ing permit very close adjustment. Send for catalogue.

THE LYMAN GUN SIGHT CORPORATION
Middlefield, Ct., U. S. A.

Empire (bulk)

— and —

Ballistite (dense)

Leadeii in the Best Class o( Smokeless Powders

BALLISTITE— sold only in Dominion
Cartridge Go's loaded shells (Imperial
and Regal.)

EMPIRE—sold in bulk. If your dealers
do not keep it, write us direct.

Both the above well Known brands man-
ufactured by the Nobel's Explosive
Co., "Glasgow," Scotland, have been
in the lead at numerous tournaments
held throughout Canada

;
give them

a trial and be convinced.

Agents in Canada :

Hamilton Powder Co.,
Montreal, P. Q. Torento, Ont.

Victoria, B.C,

Winnipeg, Man.

Good Shooting
Often depends upon the brand of shot
that is used. Sportsmen of experience

specify

M. R. M. BRAND SHOT
knowing they can rely upon its being

Uniform Round and True to Size

Our trade-mark on each bag of shot.

'-^co.^y

THE

Montreal Rolling Mills Co.

MONTREAL

GunInsuranc
For 50 4
.

Try a 50-cent new size bottla of
3-in-One" and insure your gun

against wear and tear and repair
expense.

"3-in-One" has the most won-
derful lubricating, cleaning, polish-
ing, rust -preventing, gun -saving
qualities.

Every action part works easier,
surer, truer, if oiled with '"3-in-
pne." Saves wear on delicate parts.
'3-in-One" 's a penetrating, non-
drying oil. Won't gum, harden,
or collect dust no matter how long
gun stands. Removes residue of
burnt powder "clean as a whistle."
All big gun factories use it. Con-
tains no acid.

3
Buy the economical 50-cent

size-just 8 times as large as 10-
cent size-2V2 times as large as
25-cent size!

FREE Write for sample^^^^ bottle and "3-in-
One" Dictionary. Library
Slip free with each bottle.

"3-IN-ONE" OIL CO.

55 New it., New York City
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The programme consisted of 150 targets divided

into seven events.

The principal event of the tournament was
the lOO-bird match for the championship of Ont-

ario, the winner of which to receive a handsome
vase decorated with a painting of the head of the

$400 setter dog owned by a Fulton, N. Y., gentleman

and high average money. This event brought out

some splendid shooting, and was won by B. W.
Glover, of London, with the fine score of 97. J.

E. Jennings, of Toronto, was second with 95, and R.

i^ay of London, and K. C. Turnbull, of Stratford,

next in line with 93 each.

The new automatic trap recently installed by

the club worKed well, throwing the birds through-

out the day without any trouble, and gave every

satisfaction.

B. W. Glower, of London, was high man for the

day hitting 143 out of 150 shot at.

J. E. Jennings, Toronto, second average with 142,

and K. C. Turnbull, Stratford, third, with 141.

The scores:—
Shot *t Hit.

K. C. Turnbull 150 141

J. E. Cantelon 150 103

J. E. Hovey 150 135

J. E. Jennings 150 142

Dr. Kav 150 132

B. W. Glover 150 143

R. Day 150 140

R. Waide 150 126

S. Webb 150 121

W. J. Kirbvson 150 129

T. G. Sherdown 130 54

T. Savage 80 62

J. Aitcheson 150 134

J. J. Meyers 150 122

W. Boles' 130 116

W. Miller 30 20

G. M. Dunk 150 130

J. Rutherford 30 23

J. Pasmore 150 73

J. Baker 30 12

FOR CHAMPIONSHIP OF ONTARIO.
Glover —9"
Jenning? —95

Day —93
Turnbull —93
*Dunk —92
Hovey —90
Kav —90
Bofes .* —90
Aitcheson —89

Kirbyson —85

Waide —82
Webb —81
Meyers —80

Pasmore —72

Cantelon —68

Sherdown —46

•Professional.

REMARKS ON THE SIDE
"Well, 'T)ominion" Dunk can shoot some from

the twenty-two yard mark. His score is a credit

to Imperial shells—24 x 25.

The last 95 of Joe Jennings when he made 93

hits speak well fo; the L. A. Smith Gun, Leader
sliells and Dupont powder.

Joe Jennings chased Glower all day and was only
one bird behind on the 150 targets. Shooting with
a Winchester and using Leader Shells and Dupont
powder, uis score of 95 was Becond best in the
100 bird championship race.

Well 93 should do, Mr TumbuU. It is a fine score.

RoUie Day was all there with his Marlin. His
score of 93 is a credit to his shooting prowess.

Mr. Boles score was not too bad—90 x 100.

What do you say? Nichols, of Chatham can
load shells? Well, I should guess.

Long Pete lAitcheson was in hard luck—49 out of

his first fifty and only 40 out of the second fifty.

Too bad! Never mind, Parker's trigger is still

O. K.

Kirbyson came from Ingersoll to break 85 x 100.

Myers and his Winchester did all right though
his score was 80 x 100.

Well may we all meet again and make good
scores!

GOOD SHOOTS AT WOODSTOCK
Considering the conditions—a strong west wind

that seemed to blow towards the ground, keeping
the targets low and giving them an uneven flight,

the scores made at Woodstock Gun Club on April

twenty-first were unusually good. The scores:

Shot at. Broke.

J. Dutton 50 43

S. Mavnard 60 47
F. Farlow 70 59
E. Dougal 60 36

D. Beaglev 50 33
R. Muller" 75 ' 62

E. Dutton 25 23
A. Dent 36 19

H. Farlow 10 6
F. Bond 20 12

On May seventh the weather was fine and some
very good scores were made. Following are some
of the scores:

Shot at. Broke.

J. Dutton 35 57

D. Beagley 25 13

E. Dougal 65 41

H. Farlow 25 18

J. Maynard 65 44
A. Dent 25 25
F. Farlow 50 42

E. Dutton 60 49

R. M. Mueller 25 15

At a later shoot the following are some of the
scores

:

Shot at. Broke.

R. L. Stratton 25 12

Dr. Heath 25 14
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ARE YOU A USER

OF THE GUN?

If SO, get interested

in the POWDER you

shoot.

In any situation where a

gun is used you should

have a feehng of reli-

ance and security.

ANY ONE OF THE

Sporting Powders

WILL GIVE YOU THAT FEELING

When buying shells

make sure that they

are loaded with

THE

REGULARand RELIABLE

BRANDS

Every Pound is Guaranteed

E. I. du Pont de Nemours Powder Co.

Established 1802 WILMINGTON, PEL.

Two Clean Kills
You know quail—noisy winging biinible

bees! They scared you green in your
novice days as they broke from cover.

Remember they were almost out of range by
the time you recovered and got your bearings.

You remember all these things, and you
know that even to-day you get a bit flustered

when a big covey flushes—that sometimes
you don't get settled down until the whizzing

birds are almost too far to reach. Then you
wish for a gun that isn't just "good enough"
—\Nish for a gun that kills clean and far.

Any man who swings a Lefever true on

a pair of quail at long range does not feel a

heart flutter for the result. He knows it

—

T-ix'o Clean Kills.

The reason Lefever Guns kill clean an<.l

sure and far is Lefe\'er Taptr Boring.

But Taper Boring is onK- one of the 19

exclusive adxantages of

LEFEVER
SHOT GUNS

Our catalogue will tell you of barrel rigid-

ity and take-up unequalled in any other gun.

Also about other things you must know if

you are to invest your money right. It is

worth sending for. Address Lefevlr Arms
Company, 20 llaltbie St., Syracuse, N. Y.

Durston Special

20 Gauge. Price, $28.00.
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S. Robinson 25
W. f'. Rounds 25
R. Af. Mueller 25

16

22

19

A most interesting feature of the recent Gun Club
tournament at Lawrence, Mass., was the meeting
of veteran professional trapshooters of national
reiputation. Some high grade shooting was the
result. The veterans were equipped with L. C.
Smith and Winchester shotguns. Mr. W. D. BI()::d,

of Springfield, ,»lass., who used a No. 522 Stevens
'Trapshooter Grade" Repeating Model, broke one
hundred and forty clay birds out of one hundred
and fifty.

petitors l>y 10 binls. A. M. Arnold, who was
second] high amateur average at this tournament,

also used a Marlin shotgun—his score being 167

ex 200. There were but three Marlin guns on the

grounds; the lion's share went to the Marlin

shooters.

The Pastime Gun Club, of Parry Harbour, Ont.,

Iiave just set up a trap.

The superb shotting ability of the Marlin trap
gun was again thonuiglily demonstrated at the
Patriots' Day Tournament of the Springfield
(Mass.) .,un Club on April nineteenth. Willard B.
Darton, shooting a Marlin trap gun. was high over
all in a field of forty-seven shooters with the ex-
cellent score of ]S7 ex 20n^Ieadinnr his nearest coni-

On April 7th,. at the Grand Island (Nebraska)

Gun Club Tournament, :Mr. lAlbert Miller broke 97

out of 100 clay birds with a Stevens No. 525

itepeating Shotgun. This remarkable shooting is

all the more phenomenal from tne fact that in

securing this high score Mr. Miller used the No.

525 Stevens Gun for the first time. An illustrated

folder of Stevens Repeating Shotguns will be sent

to any applicant upon request direct to the Com-
pany 'at Chicopee Falls, Mass.. mentioning "Rod

anil Gun in Canada."

m'.^'.awjiiiimmmma mm

A MALCOLN RIFLE TELESCOPE SIGHT is specially adopted to Big Game Shooting
and Long Range in open country. For further information, address

—

R. F. EMMONS, 5 Sherwood Street, AUBURN, N. Y,

FOK
CATALOGIE $18.00

or O •£. O SIX SHOTS IN FOUR SECONDS.
•^"'rC--OiVirL"~OllrC perfect hammerlessnon-clogging-

action. 24 to 32 inch Genuine Imported DAMASCUS Barrel. Full

length top rib gives instantaneous sight. Hinged breech block, all working parts

covered up; snow and dirt cannot get in. Solid steel wall always between shell and
shooter. Taken down in ten seconds without tools. Black Walnut Stock, fine finish.

Sent with privilege of examination if desired. Bore, gauge and drop of stock optional.

No extra charge for any feature named. Don't buy until you have read our
FREE BOOK describing this pump gun and our superb line of singles and doubles.

Ask for it Today, j^^ UNION FIRE ARMS CO., 325 ,jburndale, Toledo, Ohio, I. S. A.

The Next Time Your Gun
Requires Doctoring

THINK OF

ALEX. JOHNSTON
494 Eaitern Ave, TORONTO, ONT.

Who hae every facility for choke boring,

rsfirtocking, browing and repairing guns.

You can make no mistake in hringlng or

ending your (ran to him.

Accuracy— Energy — Workmanship

The 3 in One

of Gun Construction

is contained in

LUGER Automatic PISTOLS

HAENEL MANNLICHER

and Genuine MAUSER RIFLES

Ask Your Dealer, or Write

H. TAUSCHER CO., 320 Broadway. New York
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^hof In Canada
Expert riflemen appreciate the fact that

the Mark III. Ross Rifles are shot and^
sighted in Canada by our experts ^^
before leaving our factory. ^^^

This means that in average^^
Canadian weather and ^^^^ /rN^^
with Canadian ammuni- ^^( "^ xl/^^
tion the elevation is j^>// Rj FLES
"on the line.'' .^^^ r\ n/i i^m/T U u r Mark

^^(^ ^^^* J^^s proven itself

^J^ the greatest of prize

IKKF) winners. Don't handi-

^g^ icap yourself by shcoting-

^^m "any old gun." Get a "Ross."

^^^^ Illustrated Catalogue

^^^^ sent free on request. It contains

^^^ full information about our Sport-

^^^m ing as well as our Military Arm.
^W Write for it.

The Ross Rifle Company
Quebec, P. Q.
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SMITH
HUNTER ONE—TRIGGER

CHOOSE your gun as you would your hat

—

to fit you

perfectly. It means higher scores and more birds.

There is some rather wise advice on this point in our

handsomely hthographed new Catalogue — and you may

have it for the asking.

THE FIRST THING to remember, however, is that It does make a great

deal of difference whether or not your gun fits you. The next thing to

remember is that there is a Hammerless Smith Gun that does fit you better

than any other gun in the world.

The most wonderful improvement in gun-making in the

past fifty years is the Hunter One-Trigger. It is just as

great a boon to the professional as to the amateur sports-

man. It spells accuracy to the highest degree.

The most wonderful advance in gun-making this year is the thoroughly

tried and tested new 20-Gauge Hammerless Smith Gun—with or without

the Hunter One-Trigger attachment. Weighs S% to 71bs. Just

all gun and no frills. Ask about it today. . , „ , ,„

THE HUNTER ARMS CO.
^ ^^^ J^^^S^^

89 Hubbard Street

^>i?^

I "EUREKA, D. C."i
THE MENARD

The BEST MotX)r

Buggy in the

market. 14 b.p.,

water-Cooled.

Write for prices

and descriptions

The Mafifneto that fires your
engine and also furnishes your
lights. Made for jump spark
multiple cylinder engines. We
also make a smaller magneto for
single cylinder jump spark engine,
also for make and break spark
ignition.

Write for catalogue.

Henricks Novelty Co.
314 W. Georgia St.,

100 London St., Windsor, Ont.

I
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Don't W^ait
Write today for

THE AMERIC4N CHAUFFEUR AND MOTOR CAR

Send us ten cents and reoeire a Mimpl«
copy of one of the most interesting maga-
zines concerning ChaufiFeura and Automobile
owners ever published.

One Year's Subscription $1.00

(United States and Canada)

Foreign $1.50

Published 1931 BROADWAY, NEW TOSK
CITY, U.S.A.
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"Made in Canada with us means Better than any made"

OUR PROPOSITION IS-

If you can buy a finer gun in any grade from $250

down to $25 than a TOBIN, buy the other—but

if we can SHOW YOU points of excellence,

durability and shooting qualities combined in no

other make—then you need a TOBIN GUN.

If your dealer cannot supply you we will seud you what you want. If you

don't find the Gun more for the money than you ever saw before return it at

our expense. You take no chance. Send for Catalog now.

Tobin Arms Mfg. Co., Limited
Woodstock, Ontario
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Dagama Bass KoU. SVj feet in length, tbree pieces,

extra tip. Mounted German Silver and put up In

in covered form witli canvas sack, price *C..jI1

AlKne fishing tackle must be sold at once. Any articl.-

sent iKpress CO. P.. subject to approval. Send remittance

to B. Hume, 6 King Street. West. Toronto. Order fllled

same il.iy as received.

FISHING RODS—Do you want a rod to stand hard work.

not a t.^v ) Get the hand-made split bamboo, made after

the old 111. t hod that made the bamboo famous. Warranted

to stand. Send for catalog. Geo. Morgan, rod manufac-

turer, Syracuse, N.T. J''"-

0TXW8

FOR SALE—25 Calibre Stevens Rifle In case—new. A

snap. Box 272. Bradford. Ont. It

I will exchange .32 Stevens rifle for a pair of ferrets.

Bos 6, Cnionville. Ont. •''

FOR S\LE—Winchester Rifle, Model 1S92 38-40, with

shells. as'?-.Hl MS new-$10. Box B, Bod and Gun, Wood-

stock.

FOB SAI.E-Ithaca pun. No 12, weight 7%, handsomely

engravPd gold trimmed barrels, full choked, hammerless^

Price $75.00. Address, Mrs. Ezra Huffman. Hay Bay. it

Lefever Hammerless Gun. D. S. Grade. Bu^'N'tfO "t^el

barrel, twelve gauge, half plstol grip, rubber baU plate

stock 14 inches. Box "Lefever," Bod and Gun, 5 Klngjt.

W., Toronto.

FOR SALE—Parker Hammerless, 12 ga.. 7% bb. Cost

$110. Titanic steel barrel. Beautiful gun, not soUed-

bargaln. Waterloo period flint lock musket, good condition.

Box 16. Swan Lake, Manitoba.

Target Smith & Wesson .3.<? military revolver. 6% In.

barrel. I-.vman Sight. Ideal tools for same, cost fortj-

eight dollars—for thirty dollars. Apply Box D, S., Kod

and Gun, Toronto.

FOR SALE—No. 2 grade Smith automatic ejector, 6%.

26 14 1% 2^2 12g. perfect condition, right % and left

fnil choke.' Price $6.". Will take Winchester pump and

difference. Box 113. Kingsville. Ont.

FOR SALE—Greener Hammerless 12 gauge. 7% lbs.. 1%-

'"Si-14Vi in. stock Full choke and modified. First class

condition. Flat Rib.—an excellent pigeon gun. $60.00 cash,

nn trades. Address Box 66. Rod and Gun. Woodstock.

Ont.
^'

FOR SALE—Winchester, thirty-two special, take down

marble sights, fifteen dollars: Ideal reloading tools, dipper,

pot and cover, two-fifty. Box C. S., Rod and Gun, Wood-

stock.
^*

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—2.5-20 take down Winches-

ter Repeater, leather case, reloading tools. Cost $38.00.

$2.5.00 or good shot-gun. 108 Cauchon St.. Fort Rouge.

Winnipeg. Man. ^^

LAUNCHES.
GASOLINE LAUNCH on Lake Muskoka. 22 foot, used one

season. Apply Fred W. Sutton. Bala. Ont. It

FOR SALE—Smack. Kawartha Lakes. Good condition.

Apply R. P. Baker, University of Chicago.

SMALL V TRANSOM .«iTERN LAfNCII. 1.5 ft 6 in.

long. 3 ft. 2 in. beam. 2 to 3 H.P.. nsM one season, perfect

order. $75.00. Would take plate camera as part payment,

over 4 by 5. Coward's Boat Worts. Kingston. Ont. It

A CHANCE—A 17-foot Compromise stern launch, beam 4

ft. 3 In., fitted with n 2 H.P. Buffalo engine, reverse pro-

peller and Splitdorf coil, complete, ready to run, just ^^^y
painted. Built In 1909. First cheque $150.00. H.W
man, Merrickville, Ont.

Tall-

m-3t

Twentv-three foot lannch hull, semi-speed design, manu-

factured bv Robertson Bros.. Hamilton. Built of Cyprus and

oak. Apply Box 17. Rod and Gun. Toronto, Ontario.

FOR SALE—Fine cabin cruiser. 40x8. 25 H.P. Co«t

$2.000—to be sold for unpaid balance. $700.00 Suitable for

passenger. Apply John Sale, Windsor, Ont. 2t

FOR SaLU—Auxiliary Cabin Cruiser, 24 ft., with 4 U.I'.

Gray Motor, built top order, A.I. condition. Fine for cruls.

iiig, roomy and seaworthy. $500 cash. Apply C. B. H.,
lioi 43. Llstowel. Ont. It

LAUNCH BARGAIN—A "1909 Special" Mullins Steel

Sixteen-foot Gasoline Trolling Launch. In good condition,

including all extras, oars, cushions, life preservers, flag

staff, anchor, fenders, etc. First check for $125.00 takes

complete outfit. Matt. Nichols, Bobcaygeon, Ontario. It

A 8-10 H.P. Twin Screw. Van Auken motor, with the

following equipment: Spark plugs, commutator, spark coll.

primary and secondary wires, muffler, starting lever, tools,

and couplings bored to suit propeller shafts, also a speeUllr

•^i-lected carburetor. Send for further particulars to Box 13,

Kod and Gun, Toronto, Ontario.

FOR SALE—One high grade Motor Canoe. 17 ft., with

;i IVo H.P. gasoline motor. This canoe has bei'U used a

sliort time, but is in flrst-class condition. Would sell cheap

or exchange for a 3 or 6 H.P. motor. Also one cedar row

boat, IG ft., with a 2 H.P. gasoline motor installed. This

boat is second-hand but in good running order. One 22 ft.

X 4 ft. 7 in. gasoline launch, built last summer, double

skin of cedar with a 5 H.P. two-cylinder Buffalo engine,

with reverse gear. Only in use a short time. Any of

the above list will be sold cheap. Apply to W. T. Bush,

CoMwater. Ont.

NAVAL AB.CHITZCT8
T B. r. BENSON. Asoc. Inst. N. A.. NAVAL ARCHI-

TECT and YACHT BROKER. Sailing and power yacbU

for all requirements designed and building superTlsed.

Designer of Trio, Null! Secundus, Queen of Temagaml,

etc., etc. Molsons Bank Chambers. Phone Main 53T9.

Toronto.
*'•*

SPECIALS.
FOR SALE—Three months and yearling brook trout, good

stock. Caledon Mountain Trout Club. Brantford. Can. m-J

FOR SALE-Finest speckled tront eggs, fry, fincerllnga,

etc always for sale In season at the Ideal private hatck-

ery of pr. A. R. Robinson, Silver Creek, Caledon Mom-

talns Also fishing permitted to respenslble parties. Ad-

dress' A. J. Walker, Caldwell P. 0.. Ontario. d-llt

FOR SALE—Summer Cottage at Torrance. Lake Mnskoka,

near P. O. and steamboat wharf. George Parker, Box 17«,

< ;ravenhnrst.

WANTED—Island In Georgian Bay suitable for buhimm

home. Address J. H.. care of Bod and Gun. Toronto.

FOR ^\LE—Air Mattress an.l Pump. 3xfii., feet, made

bv the Goodyear Rubber Co.. U.S.A. Cost $22.50: sell for

$io. Box B.. Rod and Gun. Woodstock. It

' FOR^VLE—Ra^rs^rth $3.00. now $0.99. Guaranteed.

hoUow ground, white handles, art female figure. Satisfac-

tion or money refunded. Stanley Huntley. Allegan, Mich.

TENT—Wanted, good second hand tent, fair size for

family camping. Give particulars. Williams. 212 Board

of Trade Bufiding. Montreal.

INDI\N SPEARHE.\DS—2 to 6 inch, made of obsidian;

price list for addressed envelope. F. H. Gilham. Highland

Springs. California.

TAXIDERMISTS.
SPORTSMEN—Your OflRce. Camp or Bungalow would he

greatlv im'proved in appearance by a fine game head. I

can offer von one of the finest proCTirable in Canada, guar-

anteed perfect in every way. Write me today while

fresh in vour memory. Edwin Dixon. Ontario s leading

Taxidermist. Main St.. Unlonvllle. Ont. "

" MOO^ H^DS—Two large ones having spread of .56 and

53' inches heavv. well formed palms with tines: both

mounted this season. Very reasonable prices for quick

sale. Write for photos. Edwin Dixon. Taxidermist.

Unionville. Ont.
It

EIK HE\D—One of the finest in Canada, with 12

noints- guaranteed perfect. Mounted this season. Shoilld

secure quick sale. Edwin Dixon. Taxidermist. Unionville.

Ont.
"
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Sterling Quality
HIGH GRADE MARINE ENGINES

Engines of refinement to meet all Marine requirements. Sizes,

[S to 240 horse power, for Launches, Cruisers, Runabouts,
Speed and Work Boats.

' DESIGN
and

CONSTRUCTION
are subject to your ex-
uniination. Write for

1910 Catalogue-
mailed on request.

COLORS—
White with Black.

Black with Olive.

Size 0, IJc per yard.

Size ^, Ifc per yard.

Size 1, 2c per yard.

Black
Black

with
with

White.
Brown.

Size 2, 3^c per yard.

Size 3, 3c per yard.

Size 4, 3fc per yard.

Patent Waxed Lines

Guaranteed not to absorb water.
Superior Line for Casting.

Size 0, 2J cents per yard.

Size i, 2^ cents per yard.

Size 1, 3 cents per yard.

Size 2, 3J cents per yard.

Casting Line—Size 00, IJ cents per yard.

Enamelled Lines

Not a union line, but the best silk.

ENAMELLED BY HAND.
Size ^, 3f cents per yard.
Size 1, 4 cents per yard.
Size 2. 4i cents per yard.
Size 3, 5 cents per yard.
Size 4, 5f cents per j^ard.

Size 0, li^ cents per yard.

Put up on cards, 25, 50, 75 and 100 yards continuous lengths.
ForSale By

E. BREGENT, ART ROSS & CO.,
192 St. Catherine St. E., Montreal 172 Peel Street, Montreal

J \S. WALKER H \RDWARE CO.. LTD . 252 St. Jame« Street. Montreal.

ISTERLING ENGINE COMPANY.
-I

Silk Fish Line
Made on latest im-
proved machinery.
Absolutely pure,
strength guaranteed,
the strongest and
lightest line made..
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Canoeing on Lake Superior

BY FREDERIC GOODSON HIGBEE.

NO. 2

CURIOUSLY enoug-h it had its real

beginning on an observation car

somewhere west of Chicago and
in the dead of winter. As we

talked we were both conscious of how
out of place it all seemed ; Illinois, with
its ice-bound streams and snow covered
fields, was flowing swiftly by the car win-

dows yet we, snug and comfortable with
a badly distorted railway map spread
over our knees, were planning a canoe
route through the north country on
streams whose very existence was doubt-
ful.

Mr. Stewart Edward White begins
"The Forest" with this wise observation
that "Sometime in February, when the

snow and sleet have shut out from the

wearied mind even the memory of Spring,

the man of the woods generally receives

his first inspiration." So it was with us

and from that pleasant air castle built to

shorten a long railway journey in the

dead of winter our plans began to take

shape and grow. Before the journey
was ended the Professor and I agreed to

take a canoe trip during the following
summer somewhere north of Sault Ste.

Marie.

A friend of mine once said : "One half

the pleasure of my vacation I get in the

planning of it, the other half I get in

looking over the pictures I take ; the vaca-

tion itself is a mere detail which makes
these things possible." W'hile I cannot

agree to his proportions there is no doubt
about the pleasure one derives from '"he

planning of a vacation. How many long

evenings of the winter the Professor and
I spent in planning our trip or how many
pounds of tobacco were consumed in the

process I can only guess, but before
Spring came our plans were complete and
our outfit was ordered.

Briefly our plan was to follow the Gou-
lais River, from a point where it is cross-

ed by the Algoma Central Railway north
of the Canadian Sault, to Lake Superior

;

then we expected to follow the Canadian
shore of the lake northward to whatever
point our time and the weather condi-

tions would permit us to reach. We ex-

pected to devote four weeks to the trip

and hoped to get as far north as Michipi-

coten, from which point we could return

to the Sault by steamer.

Our canoe we ordered built for us in

Canada. It was a seventeen foot bass-

wood boat with a thirty-two inch beam
and twelve inches deep ; it weighed, crat-

ed, seventy pounds. The tent and sleep-

ing bags were made for us by our local

tent maker after our own ideas and were
both designed for comfort and room
rather than lightness. The rest of the

outfit consisted of two large dufTle bags

to hold the tent, the sleeping bag, our

clothing, and the odds and ends of per-

sonal outfit ; three provision bags each

with its complement of smaller food

bags, a cooking outfit, an axe, a Kodak
and the fish rods.

It is good that so much pleasure may
be derived from what might well be an

irksome task, for in planning such a trip

as we proposed to take, much care and
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attention must be given to the details.

To provide food, shelter, clothing, and
other accessories sufficient for a four
weeks' stay away from a base of supply
in such shape that it may be transported
comfortably in a seventeen foot canoe re-

quires some thought. Failure to provide
some very simple but necessary article

may account for the difference between
comfort and misery in the wilderness.
With the exception of the canoe we had
the opportunity of testing the outfit on
a river trip which we took late in May
and we found it satisfactory in every res-

pect.

Our friends had been so skeptical
about our plans that they were more than
excited when we boldlv announced we

ness almost untouched by the hand of
man. The desire to see these things and
to partake of this life grew on us, it be-
came the call. And thus we knew that
we should go for a call is the seal of
approval which the Red Gods set upon
the plans of men.

Circumstances of no moment here
separated the Professor and me late in

June with the understanding that we
would meet in Detroit on August first.

And while the intervening days were full

of pleasant and agreeable occupation yet
I looked forward with keen anticipation
to the time when we could start. When
the good ship "King Edward" reached
the wharf at Detroit and I saw the Pro-
fessor waiting in the crowd the look on

were going a-canoeing on Lake Superior.
When once they discovered that we were
in earnest and that our plans were made
they were loud in their assertions that
it was altogether too risky an undertak-
ing. We explained in vain that we un-
derstood the risks, that we expected to be
storm and wind bound, and that we
would have to follow the shore line ; they
were all vehement in their abjection's
nevertheless and dolefully enough did
they predict an untimely end for us both.
But the lure of the North was on us
and back of all this lure of the land and
water there lurked in my memory certain
tales of the big trout which might be
taken off the reefs with a fly, of Agawa,
of Burnt Rock Pool, of which Mr. White
so charmingly writes, and of a wilder-

his face expressed plainly enough his de-
sire too was to turn north toward that
land of fragrant pines and sparkling wat-
ers. It w^as good to feel again the pleas-
ure of his companionship and to know
that at last we had made the start.

In due season that Sunday morning
the "King Edward" turned her bow into
the current of the Detroit River and be-
gan her leisurely journey northward.
The clean fresh air of the open places
blew refreshingly across the decks laden
with the pleasant smells of the lake
and marsh, and the panorama of land and
water flowed smoothly by us ; Belle Isle,

Lake St. Clair, and the Flats all seemed
especially beautiful. The sparkling blue
waters, the dazzling sky, the gayly be-
decked canoes, motor boats, and sail-
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boats, and the crowds of people all gave

life and color to a scene which must be

beautiful even on gray and quiet days.

Shore and water seemed alive with color

and the never ending procession of steam-

ers, ore boats, and smaller craft gave just

the touch needed to balance the composi-

tion.

Early in the evening we landed at God-

erich and during the wait we took a turn

about the town with its quaint octagonal

"square;" late at night rumblings and

noises deep down on the lower decks

made us recall through the haze of our

sleep that we were scheduled to stop at

other places ; and early the next day we
turned into the Georgian Bay and began

to pick up the islands along the north

shore.

were bound for wonderful streams whose
exact location they zealously guarded,

others were campers whom the boat left

here and there at queer places. The days

were filled with pleasant episodes and in-

teresting things to see and admire ; the

evenings were spent in silent comtempla-
tion of the wonderful beauty of the moon-
lit scene.

It was still early Tuesday morning
when we reached the Sault and began our

preparations for departure and a busy

day we had. The Professor had accom-
I)lished a wasp sting during our brief

visit at Manitowaning and so swollen was
his ankle that it devolved upon me to do

most of the errands. I found the canoe

at one end of the town with a hole punch-

ed in its bottom ; it 'had to be hauled to

Wa mado Camp fot tho nirht.

From Killarney to Sault Ste. Marie the

steamer threaded its way in and out of

the narrow channels through the many is-

lands stopping here and there at little

towns and resorts tucked away in land

locked harbours and afifording us an op-

portunity of seeing the country and its

people. The ever changing panorama of

blue water and brown rocky islands was
a continual delight; all sense of direction

was soon lost and we seemed to be cut-

ting a way through an endless sea of is-

lands which seemed ever ready to close in

upon us and leave the ship high and dry.

The steamer was comfortably filled

with people bent on an outing; some were

tourists who were making the round trip

with the boat, some were fishermen who

the other end of the town and repaired.

The very polite but inefficient baggage

man on the boat had put part of our bag-

gage off at the wrong dock and had kept

the rest ; it had to be found, inspected by

the customs, and hauled to the station.

But by the expenditure of some consider-

able time, energy and money we finally

got it all collected, purchased and packed

our provisions, and made our final pre-

parations to depart. Early Wednesday
morning, August 4t'h, we saw our outfit

put aboard the train and with a gentle but

persistent rain falling we began the journ-

ey to the river.

The very amiable and obliging train

conductor, after interested inquiries con-

cerning our destination, stopped his train
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for us near the bridge over the Goulais
River, and after showing us the trail to

the river, wished us a pleasant journey
and left us in the hands of a boy who ap-

peared from a nearby cabin. The agree-

able youngster helped us carry the outfit
' to the river and urged us to stay for

lunch, but the sight of the river slipping

away between its pine clad banks was too

tempting and we declined his hospitable

offer. In less time than it takes to tell it

the duffle bags were stowed away amid-
ships, I took my place in the bow, the

Professor set the canoe afloat from his

place in the stern, and we were off. Five
minutes later a bend in the stream hid us

from sight and nothing but the far off

rumble of the train remained to remind us
of civilization.

rain we found them nearly as wet as the

stream so we defied tradition and selected

a clean dry spit of sand some two or three

feet above the water and pitched the tent.

Much may 'be said for and against camps
on sand but we found on our trip down
the river that they were far superior to

camps in the woods, especially in wet
weather. For dinner we had ox-tail soup,

bacon, fried onions, ship biscuit and cof-

fee. The onions were an experiment
with us and they proved an unqualified

success ; of the rest of the meal little need
be said beyond the fact that it was fit for

a king.

It was pleasant to fill our pipes and to

sit back from our dinner content with our
lot and the knowledge that at last we
were in the woods. The river babbled

All morning long we tugged and pushed.

The little river hurried along about its

business taking us along with it whether
we paddled or not, at every bend new
things forced themselves upon our atten-

tion and beckoned us forward, only the

gentle patter of the rain broke the silence,

and the damp fresh smell of the pines fill-

ed the air with fragrance. The rain was
forgotten, every sense responded to the

soothing influence of this hushed and
kindly world, cares and worries dropped
astern at every stroke of the paddle, and
in their places came great satisfaction and
peace.

It was late when we stopped for lunch
and as we were in no hurry we made
camp for the night. The banks of the

river were heavilv wooded and after the

and murmured over a tiny riffle near by
making music soothing to tired ears; the

evening mists crept down from the hills

and cast a veil across the valley which the

setting sun touched with unbelievable

tints ; and over all brooded that silence

—

the wilderness silence— which speaks of

peace and rest and understanding to the

hearts of tired men.
We found our beds none too soft that

night yet none the easier to leave in the

morning, and the sun was promising a

clear day before we were up and on our
way. The river changed rapidly as we
progressed ; from a gently flowing little

stream it became a busy torrent. The
country round about grew more rugged
and the river seemed to 'be picking its way
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through a range of hills. Great gray

granite cliffs, rising a sheer five and six

hundred feet, shouldered the stream this

way and that ; the bottom became strewn

with boulders, the current quickened, no

longer were there gentle riffles, we could

hear the roar of the rapids as we ap-

proached them.

Our first realization of this change

came soon after starting; we had taken a

number of small rapids and had enjoyed

the experiences ; suddenly around a sharp

bed we found a high wall of granite block-

ing the path of the river, we turned there

sharply to the right and before us lay a

hundred yards of white water filled with

jagged rocks. A hasty inspection show-

ed us a channel and into this we shot with

ecstatic little chills running up and down

rent so strong that we had trouble in mak-
ing them stay under us, and it was with a

deal of floundering and merriment that

we passed into quiet water and resumed
our paddles.

From this time on we were in trouble.

The stream grew rougher, the rapids more
and more impassable, and the reaches of

quiet water fewer and shorter. We spent

a great deal of time tracking downstream,

and while it seemed ridiculous to track

downstream it certainly seemed the easi-

est way to get along. Soon after lunch

our feet got sore and bruised from the

slipping and pounding they got on the

rocks so at about three o'clock we made
camp on another sand bar. feeling fairly

certain that we were finished with the

worst of the river.

We found a boom of logs across the stream.

our spines. Everything went well until

we were about half w^ay through; here I

failed to see a smooth round boulder lying

just below the surface and on to this we

plunged. We were swinging broadside

on to the current and disaster when the

Professor saved the day by quietly step-

ping overboard and inviting me to follow.

The water was up to his middle and I

compromised by landing on the boulder.

The experience cooled our ardor a bit

and we agreed that the channel was too

crooked to navigate in such a swift cur-

rent, so we hitched a line to the bow

and stern of the canoe and walked. It

was easv enough to manage the boat but

decidedly difificult to manage our feet;

the footing was so slippery and the cur-

A swim, dry clothing, and a hot meal

soon restored our spirits and we spent a

merry evening recounting the experiences

of the day and speculating on what the

morrow would bring forth.

The sand where we camped was cover-

ed with deer tracks and during the night

we were twice awakened by the blowing

of deer just back of the tent. We had

seen no game, except the ducks on the

river, but we found signs of deer and

moose everywhere. We tried fishing for

a short time after dinner and I got one

rise ; we were too tired to keep at it long,

and the sight of our camp with the smoke

of its fire drifting across the river soon re-

called us.

The following morning we were afloat
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just as the sun came up over the hills.

The fogs at night were so heavy that the

tent and sand were always wet in the

morning and we were never sure of the

weather until the fog lifted. It was a

wonderful sight to watch the dew drench-

ed pines appear through the scattering

mists ; first a tiny point of green would
appear high up on the hill, then a group of

taller trees would appear, next the top of

the mountain, and finally the whole of the

higher country. As the sun mounted
higher and higher and the last wisps

of m.ist floated away the whole valley

stood revealed in all its sparkling splend-

or. It was like the birth of a world and
we never failed to stand in awe at the

majesty and dignity of it.

Our optimism of the previous day re-

tired we made our way through what
seemed to be an endless chain of rapids.

We concluded that the river must be fall-

ing down the side of the mountain and
that when we once were through the rap-

ids we would reach lake level and easy
going. This conclusion seemed to be
borne out by the topography of the hill's

about us and afterwards proved to be cor-

rect.

One incident, which threatened to be
serious for a moment, gave me a hearty
laugh at the Professor's expense. At the

end of a long rapid and at the brink of a

sharp drop where the water shot through
a narrow channel, I asked him to hold
the canoe while I took a picture. The
current was strong and he had difficulty

in holding the boat against its pull but I

We celebrated with a mighty dinner.

ceived a severe shock not a mile from
camp ; we entered what we hoped was our
last big rapids onh- to find that it was the

first. Our experience of the day before

was not to be compared with the experi-

ence of the morning. The bed of the

stream became filled with boulders great

and small and the water boiled and roared
around these rocks with such speed and
ferocity that we gave up trying to navi-

gate at all. All morning long we tugged
and pushed, twisted and slid the canoe
over and around these boulders working
a passage through the rapids. The rocks
were slippery, our feet were bruised and
sore, we often fell. It was no uncommon
thing to step from ankle to waist deep
with no warning, and so stumblinsf and

snapped the shutter just before he had to

give in. As he and the canoe shot

through this nairow channel the bottom
of the river dropped out and his legs trail-

ed out behind like ribbons, the canoe
turned broadside to the current and for a

moment it looked as though it would
swamp but somehow the Professor got

ashore with the rope and the danger was
passed. He was wet from head to foot

but what seemed to make him mad was
that some matches which he had put in-

side his hat for safety had gotten wet.

Toward noon the character of the sur-

rounding country and of the river bed
convinced us that we were through the

mountains. The banks of the river were
low and the surrounding country was cut
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over. We passed a number of roUways
which had not been broken out and short-

ly after lunch we found a boom of logs

across the stream and below it a saw m;ll

stood idle on the bank. We were obliged
• to unload and lift the canoe and ci-.tfii;

over the boom and this was our firs: and
only portage. A group of cottages, a road

which crossed the river below the mill,

and a small clearing were here but we saw
no inhabitants although all the cottages

seemed to be occupied. As we passed on
the river grew more sluggish, the rapids

dwindled to small gravel riffles, and the

water seemed less clear. At three o'clock

we camped on our third sand bar, tired

and sore, but satisfied that we had at last

reached lake level.

On the following morninsr shortlv

We had scared up other flocks before
and they seemed to have sense enough to

go ashore and hide in the bushes while
we passed ; not so with this flock for at

every bend they would scurry away with
a great racket. For ten or twelve miles
this continued and all morning long they
dashed our hopes of seeing game on the
river by the alarming noise they made.
Toward noon it grew apparent they were
about tired out and we began to wonder
if fatigue would oblige them to resort to

a trick which good sense should have dic-

tated long before. It did, for one of their

flights brought them in sight of a high-
way bridge under which they seemed
loath to go, and so cut off in front from
further progress they hid under some wil-

lows. We passed quite close to them and

. Here and there great boulders appeared.

after starting we flushed some ducks
which acted as pace makers and gave us

no end of amusement. On rounding the

first bend below camp a large flock, chap-
eroned by an old one, scurried away ahead
of us in great alarm. I say "scurried"

because no other word seems to describe

their motion. Their wings did not seem
quite strong enough to lift their bodies

clear of the water so their method of pro-

gress was half flight and half swim. They
seemed to convert their bodies into a sort

of a hydroplane and with feet and wings
to propel them they made astonishing

progress and great noise. As soon as

they would round a bend they would rest

only to resume the ridiculous performance
as soon as we appeared.

no sooner had we done so than they pop-

ped up from the water on all sides of us

and made a masterly though precipitous

retreat with the old one in the van the

very picture of complacent generalship.

The river changed, the country grew

settled, we heard the tinkle of cow-

bells in the brush, and now and then a

boat moored to the bank indicated the

presence of settlers. The water grew
slack and dirty, snags and water-soaked

logs appeared in the stream, we felt the

nearness of the lake.

The river wound in and out of a broad,

low valley and at every turn we expected

to see the lake. It was two hours after

lunch when we made our last bend and

saw the river flow out between its banks
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, . . And offered us a tow.

into a haze where neither hills nor trees

nor horizon appeared and then we knew
we were at the lake. A few minutes
later we too became a part of this haze
and, with a gentle swell lifting the canoe,

we turned into Goulais Bay and saw be-
fore us Lake Superior—gray with mist
and heavy with that mysterious silence

which at once repels and attracts.

We soon made camp in an open grove
of birches and small balsams and as we
were to spend a day here w^e took pains
to make things comfortable. The blank-
ets were sunned, a supply of wood was
cut, a thick bed of spruce boughs was
spread, the camp range and back logs

were arranged to last, and then and not
until then, we found comfortable seats

on the beach and talked over the events
of the day and planned for the future.

In spite of the fact that we were to

spend the day in camp we were abroad
early Sunday morning. The weather
looked threatening but we defied it soon

after breakfast by doing our washing.
The beach along the bay was splendid
and the Professor, who got in first, an-

nounced that the water was fine and
started to wade toward the opposite
shore. The bottom was hard packed
sand and sloped so gently that he was
out of earshot before the water came to

his waist. He came back somewhat dis-

concerted and stated that if we wanted
to swim we would have to go out in the

boat; this we did later on and found that

we had to go out a good half mile to get
over our depth. We also did stunts with
the boat ; and it is astonishing what dare
devil feats can be performed in a canoe
w^hen there is no concern about being
capsized.

We celebrated our arrival at the lake

with a mighty dinner and were forced to

eat it in the tent on account of a squall

of rain. The storm passed quickly, how-
ever, and we spent the afternoon on the

beach going over our maps and planning
about where we would make future

camps and in writing some cards which
we hoped to mail at Goulais on the mor-
row\ The inactivity of the day coupled
with our mighty dinner made us rather

groggy and we retired early hoping for

a day favorable enough to allow us to

reach Rudderhead Point for our next

camp.
]*kIonday morning, August 9th, we left

our pleasant beach and headed across

the open bay toward the little fishing vil-

lage which we could just make out on
the shore opposite. The sun was just

looking over the hills through which the

river had taken us and the last floating

wisps of fog were dissolving as we left.

The wind seemed quiet enough when we
started but as we progressed we could

feel the waves picking up ; we were glad

enough to watch the outlines of the vil-

age grow plain for it is not wise to be
a'broad in the open lake with only five

inches of freeboard.

We drew up alongside a Mackinaw
schooner moored to the dock and found
some Indians preparing to go out in her.

We had a pleasant chat with them dur-

ing the course of which they expressed

great astonishment that we should at-

tempt to reach Michipicoten in "dat lit-
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tie boat" and they assured us that they
considered it "pretty dangerous". The
mail, they explained, was called for twice
a week and was taken out by road so we
left our cards with them. Shortly after

leaving them they overhauled us and of-

fered us a tow, they said they were going
about fifteen miles up the coast and we
were obliged to explain that we had to

hug the shore before they could under-
stand why we declined their offer.

Beyond the point we could see long
lines of white caps breaking over the

reef and we were a trifle anxious to know
what it was like outside. The Mack-
inaw boat gave us the answer for as soon
as she cleared the point she began to

pitch and roll and when we saw the

course she took we were glad enough
that we were not in tow. A few min-
utes after we cleared the point ourselves

and found the lake was ready for us with
a boisterous greeting.

Once out of the shelter of the shore

we found a northwest wind abroad and
after a half hour of exciting work we
concluded we had better land. The ca-

noe was behaving splendidly and not

once did we ship water but the sea was
rising, a head wind was blowing, and
our progress was slow and somewhat
risky. So the Professor turned the bow
shorewai^ds and we headed into a fine

surf on a boulder shore. When about

twenty feet from shore we concluded that

our chances of being smashed against a

rock by a sea were too good so we went
overboard and waded ashore with the

boat.

We were disappointed at having to

stop, as it was only nine o'clock, but as

we were not taking any risks we con-

cluded that we had done the wiser thing

and we hoped that the sea would go
down enough to allow us to get on. We
explored the woods, examined the rocks,

and loafed about until noon ; we were
then forced to admit that the sea was
higher and the wind no less. After

lunch we regretfully gave up hope of

going on and found a place to camp.
We cleared a little space in a birch grove

near the water and the sight of the tent

in the trees and the charming view

, . . throuirh the birches,

through the birches put us in a better

humor. Late in the afternoon a steam
yacht put into the bay for shelter and
we felt consoled to a degree, but the fact

that we had only nine miles to our credit

still rankled as we went to sleep with the

surf booming in our ears.

The sun was just looking over the hills

behind camp when the Professor made
for the lake with his towel and his

triumphant shout settled my doubts

about the weather. The lake was one

vast undulating plain ; and as we cleared

the point after breakfast the long swell

gave an exhilarating motion to the canoe

which made paddling a delight. Under
the stimulation of the fine crisp air our

paddles dipped and flashed in great form

and the shore flowed by with gratifying

speed. We soon came abreast of Maple
Island and with it we picked up a stiffish

head wind. Our speed was considerably

slackened and we were surprised to find

how far we had gone when we stopped

to rest. A rest from hard labor is always
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refreshing, but there is nothing to com-
pare with the sensation of straightening

out one's knees after three hours of canoe-

ing. It is the only real luxury.

After a short rest we paddled on to

Rudderhead Point and on into Batcha-

wana Bay. We had planned to follow the

shoreline of the bay and to go behind

the island which lies at its entrance rath-

er than risk the open water between the

points. But as we rested on our paddles

at the south point and looked across the

open stretch lying smooth and unruffled

Tha chango in tho country grew marked.

this seemed an unnecessary waste of time

and energy. We gazed long and earnest-

ly at the sky. the lake, the shore and each

other; we then burst out laughing, for

we both realized that the only obstacle

to cutting across was our vow to hug the

shore.

So we lit our pipes and started. The
disadvantage of crossing open water is

the disheartening conviction that the dis-

tant shore is floating awav ; and while it

is no more work to paddle in open water

than along shore comparatively short dis-

tances seem to take a disproportionate

amount of energy. We had already pad-

dled twelve miles against a wind and
were a trifle tired when we started and
we were not three miles out when the

change in the weather made us realize

that we would have to work. There was
nothing in the wind or the waves at the

time to alarm us, but shortly the wind
freshened, the sea picked up, and before

we knew it a squall was upon us. Every
ounce of strength went into each stroke

;

we wasted no more words, and save for

the solitary comment from the Professor

that "yon distant shore is coy," we made
that passage in silence. When we finally

beached the canoe on the crest of a big
sea and pulled it up out of reach of the

waves we solemnly struck hands and
vowed to take no more short cuts.

After a lunch and a rest we cleared a
space in the woods for the tent just north

of the lighthouse and later we paddled
down the bay to the wharf. We expected
to find a village and a post-office, but be-

yond the wharf and a few scattered'

shacks we found nothing. After wan-
dering about in hope of meeting some
one who might give us some information
about the place we finally knocked at the

door of the most likely looking house near
the wharf. The door was opened by a
very pleasant woman, who explained that

the village was across the bay at the

Hudson Bay Post. She very kindly in-

vited us to come in and do whatever
writing we wished and oft'ered to mail our
letters on the steamer. Her house was-
unattractive enough from without, but
its interior was as neat and tidy as one
could wish. In the course of our stay

she volunteered the information that she

was the wife of the fish agent and that

they remained only during the season

;

she also told us that she usually had one
or two boarders who came into the b.'.y

to fish, but that so far but few fishermen

had come there that season.

After returning to camp we !iad our
supper and then paddled up to the Cor-
bay Point lighthouse to call upon the

keeper. We found a magnificent old In-

dian and his wife there and with thenv
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We passed Coppermine light.

were staying a gentleman from Cincin-

nati and his guide. The keeper of the

light appeared to be about sixty years

old with a face full of character and a

frame of a giant. He took us up to see

his light and we found it and the living

rooms we had to traverse to reach it spot-

lessly clean. He conversed with us

pleasantly in English and expressed great

interest in our trip. We talked about the

weather, the fishing, and the country

thereabout, while the sun sank lower and

lower toward the lake. After its glow-

ing ball had disappeared below the hori-

zon the old man stretched out a long,

lean arm toward the southwest where a

point of light pricked the gathering dusk

and said, "See, Whitefish Point." Twenty
miles away it was, and the guiding star

of many a ship which carries within its

ugly hull the backbone of the nation.

The gentleman from Cincinnati and his

guide came in soon from their fishing,

bringing two fine trout. They told us

that the fishing in the lake had been
poor and that they had seen twelve rods
fish the day before without getting a

rise. They blamed it on the weather
and were hoping for a better day on the

morrow. As we said good night to them
the old Indian made all our hearts glad by
announcing—after a careful survey of

the sky
—"A fine day tomorrow, no

wind." I shall long remember his strong
kindly face and the wonderful view I had
from his lighthouse.

In the morning we cleared Corbay
Point before the people at the light were
astir, and we were gratified to find the

lake quiet after the blow, and a gentle

southwest wind to help us on our way.
We turned deep into Pancake Bay and
followed the shoreline to a point on trie

north side where we landed ro rest and

After a lunch at Theano Point.



Canoeing on lake superior m
explore. The waves of the day before

had left the beach hard and smooth, and
we found innumerable deer tracks lead-

ing out from the timber in all directions,

and at several points the edge of the bank
had been worn down into a trail.

As we continued our journey the

change in the country and the charac-

ter of the shore grew very marked.
Level spots grew less frequent, the trees

drew back from the water, and the bare

rocks thrust themselves out into the lake

in rugged points ; here and there great

boulders appeared rising out of the lake

like the bald domes of giants' heads.

Whiskey Rock was the most picturesque

of these small islands and as we came in

sight of it we could see that it was white

with terns. Always when we came in

a part of the crew just breaking out the
last rollways and cleaning up camp. At
Mamainse we found some genial fisher-

men who came down to the old dilapi-

dated wharf to inspect us; they had just
finished cleaning the day's catch and
were ready for a visit. They told us
that the station was about to be abandon-
ed and that it had been allowed to go to

seed, a fact which was amply proved by
the appearance of the place.

While talking with them we all had
much amusement in watching the terns
quarreling over the fish offal which had
been dumped on the beach. A great
flock of them swirled and eddied over-
head, while another flock screamed and
gobbled and fought for the choice mor-
sels. Often one would swoop dowri

the river disappeared in the heart of tho hills.

sight of these roosting places, "a delega-

tion of prominent citizens," as the Pro-

fessor named them, came out to meet us.

They would fly quite close and resting

above us on almost motionless wings
they would turn their inquisitive eyes

this way and that for a better view. When
satisfied that we had nothing to eat they

would fly back to the rocks screaming
with scorn at such a craft as ours. It

was always a delight to watch these

birds and the wonder of their graceful

flight never grew less.

Toward noon we passed Coppermine
light and near it we saw a crew of lumb-
ermen with a tug establishing a new
camp. Shortly after we turned into the

little fish station at Mamainse and found

from above to seize a morsel from the
mouth of another whereupon there would
ensue a real tug of war which was usu-
ally ended by the intervention of a third
bird who escaped with the prize. They
seemed more intent upon robbing each
other than they did in finding morsels for

themselves but at the end of a half hour
they flew away leaving the beach picked
clean. Everything considered it certain-
ly was a most efficient garbage disposal
plant.

The fishermen took great interest in

our trip and their respect for us grew
when they learned whence we came and
whither we were bound. They seemed
much more intelligent than the men
whom we met at Batchawana and they
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talked intelligently about the country, tion, and it heartened us.

the prospecting for mineral which was We found the spot which had been
being done, the proposed railway, and recommended for a camp and made a

the lumber interests. We left some landing in a natural slip formed by two
cards for them to mail on the steamer long points of rock. After making camp
and as we paddled away they wished us we had an ice cold bath and early sup-

good luck and advised us to camp about per and when we turned in it was still

three miles north. We passed a Mack- twilight. We estimated that we had
inaw boat sailed by a fine looking old made eighteen miles and that we were

fellow with a ruddy face and white whisk- camped forty-four miles from the mouth
ers ; he called us a greeting and a ques- of the Goulais River. With good weath-

tion and the light that came into his eyes er favoring us we planned to make our

as he learned what we were doing was next camp at Montreal River twenty

the light of understanding and apprecia- miles north.

THE LURE OF THE WILD.
BY FREDERICK WILLIAM WALLACE.

I am sick of the desk and the business, and the ring of the telephone

—

And the sight of the work before me, in this prison of iron and stone,

I am tired of shaving and cleaning, and the feel of a collar and tie.

Ye Gods, if I stand it much longer, I'll crawl in a hole, and die.

I am tired of being civil, and sick of being polite.

And bored with entertaining, and talking half the night.

I am weary of having my boots shined, and of saying "How d'ye do ?"

I'll break for the bush and shake them all—the sordid, conventional crew.

Oh, I'm off for the woods to-night, lads, and I'm going to go alone.

For I'm sick at heart and weary, and worked right down to the bone.

It's me for the camp in the silence, and the night wind thro' the trees,

And the reek of the scented wood-smoke, as it floats on the evening breeze.

Pack me the old blue shirt, lads, with the belt and the corduroy.

Give me the old jack boots, lads, my gun, and the "Oil of Joy,"
For I'm trailing into the bush, boys, where the trees close in behind
The sordid life of the city—where a man lives the life of the blind.

Have you heard the winds on the Lakes, boys, and the whine in the tall pine

trees,

As it fills the bellying canvas, and rolls her down to the breeze ?

Have ye smelt the tang of the powder, as the game old buck drops down ?

This is the cure for my soul, lads,—to H— with your life in the town.

Give me the plunge in the river—in the waters cool and blue,

Instead of your lick in a bathroom, with its marble and nickel, too.

Let me chaw on my grub where it meets me, to the deuce with the silver

and spoons,

And smoke my pipe by the firelight, while the frogs croak mystic runes.

This is the life for the weary, this is the life for a man.
Dress and go where it suits you, for nobody cares a damn,
I can sleep when I like, and eat when I like, and smoke all day if I choose,

So, tonight I will hike for the backwoods, with my wanderlust to lose.

So long, boys, I am going, and there's devil a tear in my eye.

I've burned my glad rags and linen, and torn up my collar and tie.

I've thrown my dip in the ashpan, and cast my cuft's in the fire.

And I'm outward bound for the backwoods, and the Land of Mv Heart's Desire.



A Tumult of Bapids.

Near to the Heart of Nature

A Walking Trip Over the Mountainous Tracts of British Columbia in which the

Fishing and the Outing Furnished Supreme Enjoyment.

ELKO is situated on the Crow's Xest
Pass Branch of the Canadian Paci-

fic Railway in British Cohimbia.
It is the centre of one of those de-

lig'htful localities one discovers here and
there in the Rockies. The place has been
designated "The Queen of the Pass"; and
fittingly, for nowhere along the Valley
is there another spot so favored from a

scenic point of view. The nearby hills,

carpeted with grass and clothed in ever-

greens are more attractive to the eye than

any others in that district. Beyond these,

to the east, rises the huge bulk of Baldy.

the highest mountain in the vicinity; to

the north the rocky peak of Elko ^loun-

tain juts into the clouds. Westward the

Pass widens into a beautiful, park-like

country sparsely timbered with mountain
pine. A picturesque wagon road winds
southward to the Montana border, twen-

ty-five miles away, following for about

half the distance the course of the Elk

River.

This stream, with its rapids, falls and
canyon, is the chief thing of interest at

Elko. Opposite the village it is broad,

shallow and swift flowing ; a little lower

it narrows and becomes a tumult of rap-

ids which rage between walls of rock be-

fore pouring over three small cataracts.

After the final plunge the waters enter

the great rock-walled basin from which

they flow into the widening canyon be-

yond.
The river at this point is well supplied

with trout. Good sport is to be had both

above and below the town for miles in

either direction. The Mecca of the exact-

ing angler, however, is the South Fork,

where finny beauties abound and excep-

tional catches are made. This branch lies

ten miles to the south-east.

The surrounding region is a sports-

man's paradise. Deer, both whitetail

and mule, are plentiful. On Baldy, half

a dozen miles away, Rocky Mountain
sheep are taken during the season ; bears-
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roam within a few miles of the hamlet;

mountain lions are occasionally seen in

the neighborhood, and grouse may be had

for very little hunting. Now and again an

eagle takes toll of domestic fowl and

coyotes and gophers are in evidence.

The writer had the good fortune to

spend the summer of 1909 at "Elko the

Beautiful." There he met Gilbert, one

of "the race that don't fit in." Reared in

the Old Land, this young man's roving

nature asserted itself at the age of seven-

teen, when he took leave of the friends

and scenes of his boyhood, and shipped to

British Guiana. The next few years of his

life were spent beneath the sunny skies of

the Tropics, till failing health, brought

on by the malarious conditions existent

there, prompted him to move to the Cana-

dian Northwest. There he sojourned un-

til the spring of 1909, when he moved up

into the hills.

Beneath a bantering exterior I discov-

ered ere long a congenial soul, witty, en-

ergetic, courageous ; fond of climbing,

tramping, hunting and fishing; a man af-

ter my own heart. Between he and I

there soon developed a bond of comrade-

ship which grew with better acquaint-

ance, and many were the pleasant hours

we spent together exploring the inviting

region about us.

After a number of shorter trips we de-

cided that if sport at the South Fork were

as good as it was represented to be, a

visit was due ; and argued that even if

the locality did not come up to the ex-

pectations aroused by all we had heard of

it, the country was new to us, and a trip

would be worth while for its own sake.

So we decided to go and see for our-

selves.

At this time there were a number of

railroad men from the sun-kissed plains

of Alberta camped at South Fork. On the

day before that which we had decided

upon for our trip the party broke up

and returned to civilization at Elko.

Seated at luncheon with several of these

men, I mentioned after listening to an

account of their exploits, that myself and

a friend intended walking over for the

sake of the tramp, and incidentally to try

our luck with the trout.

"When do you intend going?" asked

one of them.
"We are going in the morning, and

coming back tomorrow evening," I re-

plied.

"Why, you couldn't walk over there in

half a day!" exclaimed the railroad man,
with a laugh in which his companions
joined.

"How far is it?" I enquired.

"Ten miles."

"Oh well, that's not far," I remarked.

"No, but in some places that trail

goes straight up hill." he warned.

"We're used to that," I assured him.

The prairie men evidently looked upon
the trip as an undertaking of considerable

magnitude, for us; being ignorant of the

fact that we were both in good training

and enjoyed strenuous outings. When I

mentioned their warning to Gilbert, he

suggested that they had "judged the book

by the cover."

At night we packed our lunches, replen-

ished our stock of flies and made prepara-

tions for an early start. Next morning

before six I proceeded to Gilbert's place

of abode to take breakfast with him, and

found my friend busily engaged preparing

the meal, a work at which he exhibited

considerable adeptness. In a few min-

utes, when everything was in readiness,

we sat down and ate with appetites in-

cidental to youth and health.

At twenty past six, having satisfied

the inner man, we took up our packs and

stepped out into the freshness of a late

August morning. And such a morning!

Cool, even to chilliness; all Nature calm

and fresh as from the hand of the Creator.

After crossing the pack-bridge, we
chose to climb the high bank before us

rather than follow the course of the trail

which swung to the north for several

hundred yards, and then zig-zagged up

the hill side after the fashion of moun-
tain paths. The short, stifT climb warm-
ed us, and we proceeded at a brisk walk.

The view was well worth seeing. To the

right, and below us. were the falls the

roar of which, in the early morning still-

ness, seemed of much more than ordinary

volume. Beyond the third cataract the

canyon stretched away into the distance.
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We had not before had the opportunity
of seeing- it to such advantage. The red
granite stones, the huge boulders, an J the

evergreens sprouting here and there out
of the rocky walls combined to make a

setting of rare beauty for the river which
rushed along on its journey southward,
with occasional patches of white showing
plainly against the green where rapids
broke the surface of the water.

Further on, as the trail led upwards,
the character of the canyon changed. In-

stead of the rugged, uneven walls of the

first canyon we came out above the broad-
er portion where the smooth walls of yel-

low rock rose precipitously to the level of

the higher ground. Away below the

stream hurried onward, and at intervals,

beside the water's edge, small groves of

hardy mountain trees found sustenance
among the rocks strewn about. Seen un-
der such ideal conditions, the scenery
would gladden the soul of an artist. Each
rod of trail brought into view some new-

beauty and, being in a responsive mood,
many were the exclamations of pleasure

which rose to our lips as we tramped
along.

After following the river a few miles

the trail strikes east and leads across an
expanse of comparatively level country
dotted with pine and tamarack trees of

small size. To the left, beyond Silver

Spring Lakes loomed the side of Baldy,

and in the north lay Elko Mountain with
its long green slopes and rock slides, and
the towering peak which we had a short

time before spent a day in climbing. This
portion of the way seemed unnecessarily

tortuous, so much so that Gilbert was
inspired to express the opinion that the

man who first went over it must have
been in a condition \Vhich rendered him
unable to travel in a direct course.

When we had been out about two hours
it was decided to have refreshments, so

we seated ourselves in the tall, rank grass

by the trail side and partook of an orange
each. This fruit, because it served as

both food and drink, was always included

amongst the contents of our lunch bas-

kets.

On continuing our march we found the

way even more crooked and winding than

A Picturesque Wagon Road.

that which we had covered. About ten

a glimpse of the South Fork was obtained
through the thick foliage of the trees,

which reminded me of a bit of old Ontario
woods. Presently the trail led along
the brink of a steep decline, and in a quar-

ter of an hour we came out on the bank
above the river, where a twisting path

descended to the level of the stream.

The river, where the trail strikes it,

overflows its banks in flood time for a

distance of several rods on either side.

All the land thus flooded is covered with

stones of various colors which are wash-
ed down from high up in the hills by the

swift waters of the spring torrents.

These stones are worn very smooth and
vary in size from the tiniest pebbles to

stones of considerable weight. Just

above the high-water line is a brush-cov-

ered hut, the home of a deaf hermit who
spends most of the year in this secluded

and beautiful spot.

On arriving at our destination the first
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thought was, naturally, to have a try for

trout. Unlimbering our rods we adjusted

brown flies for the first attempt and got

to work. At the third cast I struck a fair

sized fish which came ashore after a lively

fight. Gilbert was quite enthusiastic

about this, the first of our catch; but I,

accustomed to the gamey black bass of

Ontario, did not feel particularly elated.

A minute later an excited "I've got

one!" proclaimed the fact that my com-
panion had make a strike, and judging

from the actions of the trout, it was a

beauty. Dame Fortune, however, frown-

ed upon Gilbert's endeavors, for although

he had a most interesting struggle the fish

escaped, taking his fly and a portion of

the leader. My friend's discomfiture

was great, and he voiced it in emphatic

terms, as a man is tempted to do under

such circumstances. Continuing up

stream we fished with only fair success

till lunch time, which, after the exertions

of the morning, we had been anticipating

with a good deal of interest.

Being desirous of losing as little of our

short allowance of time as would be com-
patible with the importance of the pro-

ceedings, Gilbert chose for our camping
ground, a grassy plot near the water, on

what in flood-time is an island. There

we ate and enjoyed the plain fare of our

lunc'hes as only those who frequent the

great out-doors ever do. Lunch finished,

we lighted our pipes and entered upon

one of the most enjoyable sensations

known to "mere men." What is there

to equal the feeling of utter contentment

that comes w^ith one pipe after a good

meal under such conditions? We were

una'ble to decide upon anything that did.

After a short smoke—for him—Gilbert

once more sought the stream. I, however,

being less enthused over the joys of ang-

ling, stretched full length on the grassy

bank and lay in the comfortable warmth
smoking and drowsily thinking. The sky

w^as flecked with downy cloudlets. On
the north Baldy towered high above, ris-

ing at an angle of fifty degrees to half

its height and then in a perpendicular

wall of rock to the summit ; south

the river murmured over its stony bot-

tom, and the great hills rose beyond. The

scenery was of a nature to inspire a mea-
sure of awe in the thoughtful mind.

How seldom a person experiences the

degree of physical ease and mental peace
which enwrapped me as I lay alone
amidst those wald surroundings ! How
remote the world and its petty cares

seemed at that hour! And how insignifi-

cant! At such times one sees the differ-

ent phases of life in their true proportions
and feels that surely there can be nothing
about this fleeting existence worthy of

any great amount of anxious concern.

Having enjoyed an hour of bliss, the

like of which a man knows only "about
once in seven years" (to quote Gilbert)

I took my tackle and followed him. By
this time the sky had clouded over, and
although we faithfully worked the pools

for a mile or two few fish fell to our lot.

Fortunately for our peace of mind, how-
ever, we were both so constituted as to

enjoy the scenery and solitude and that

exhilaration of spirit which comes to the

lover of nature with the life outdoors.

About half past three o'clock we packed
our fish and started homeward. On
reaching the top of the slope above the

river we were joined by two horsemen
who had been farther up the stream ex-

ploring and photographing. After an
exchange of greetings we dropped in be-

hind the horses and decided to use them
as pace-makers. At first we were content

to follow. Occasionally, on level pieces

of ground the horses would distance us

and be lost to view for minutes at a time.

Then a rough stretch would be encounter-

ed and their lead would diminish, for we
made better time than they could where
the going w^as hard. Presently we our-

selves set the pace.

On trips of this kind men have impress-

ed upon them the fact that it pays to

use head-work, even in connection with

such an everyday matter as walking.

They realize after a few hours in a moun-
tainous country that it requires less ener-

gy to step or swing one's leg over a log or

stone, than it does to jump on to it and
down again on the other side ; that every

opportunity of cutting a corner is worth
taking advantage of; that shifting the

pack occasionally w^ards off fatigue ; that
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to lope down a grade whenever the

chance offers makes up for time lost in

climbing the many slopes incidental to

hill travelling, etc. These things we had
already learnt.

On this occasion we were in fine fettle

and, the country favoring us, we had at

the end of an hour a comfortable lead.

On arrival at the juncture of the South
Fork trail with that running parallel

with the main stream, we stopped for

a fifteen minute breathing spell, finished

our oranges and enjoyed the panorama
spread before us—canyon, mountain and
plain ; a sight to stir the soul of even
tired humanity. Here our pace-makers
again assumed the lead, which they main-
tained for the remaining three miles of

the trip, arriving in Elko a few minutes in

advance of us.

We were, of course, dusty and some-
what tired, but delighted with the outing.

Besides, we were still boys enough to be

happy in the realization that we had cov-

ered the distance on foot in two and a

quarter hours, which I believe is a record
for that tramp.
At dinner that evening one of the

horsemen expressed surprise at the gait

we had travelled, and confessed that he
and his companion had expected to beat

us in by an hour. Evidently they had not

considered the character of the country
to be crossed, or had overlooked the fact

that the fourfooted animal is at a dis-

advantage on the rough ground.
Although on the occasion of which I

write we got few trout, it should be re-

membered that we fished only during
mid-day, which is not the best time. Lat-

er in the season friends of ours made
catches of exceptionally fine fish in such
numbers as to quite uphold the reputa-

tion of the South Fork as a great trout

stream.

It might be mentioned that in the vic-

inity of this branch the best deer hunting
the region affords is to be had. The writ-

er has followed well beaten trails for

hours along the adjacent hills.

Photo by R. L. Fortt. A NOVEL PEECH.

No. 2 looks to be a pessimist.



Mr. Joseph Vance and His Wild Animal Pets

Mr. Vance's Pet Minks—PART HI.

BY W. A. BRADLEY, B.A.

ON the farm adjacent to Mr. Vance

lived one, Henry Weicher, a

sportsman of no mean order, and

genial companion of Mr. Vance.

Many were the deer hunts they had to-

gether, and many the wild animals that

fell victims to their ingenuity.

A nice spring creek flowed through

Weicher s farm where minks were plenti-

ful and after much consultation the two

companions decided to go into the busi-

ness of raising minks. So at a favorable

spot on the north end of Weicher s farm

they set to work and widened the creek so

then trapped half a dozen minks and put

them into the minkery. At first they

were not successful in their venture, as

the houses they built for the minks were

not suitable. These houses were boxes

sunk in the ground and many of the

young minks died when about a month

old. But experience is the best teacher

and so, after due consideration and much

thought, they devised a better house for

the minks. They got a few loads of

twelve foot fence rails and laid one row

of rails on the ground about six inches

apart, then they put another row of rails

Th* Mink.

as to make a nice pond suita'ble for minks.

They dug a trench three feet deep around

the pond leaving a margin of ground a-

bout twenty feet wide on each side of

the pond. Into the trench they put ced-

ar planks standing them on end closely

together and covering them with stove

pipe iron on the inside about five feet

high to keep the minks from climbing

out. The planks formed a tight enclos-

ure around the pond, and stood about

eight feet above the ground. The trench

was then filled in tightly around the bot-

tom of the planks. Screens large enough

to let the fish pass through, and not large

enough to let the minks out, were put in-

to the stream where the water flowed in-

to and out of the enclosure. Mr. Vance

on top of these at right angles to those

below and so on tier by tier until

their rail structures were about two

and a half feet high. Then they covered

the structures with clay two feet deep,

thus completing substantial and altogeth-

er desirable houses for their stock. In

these curiously constructed mounds the

minks bred and prospered. Minks are

polygamous and raise from four to six

young at a litter in the months of March

and April. They like a warm nest and

line it nicely with thistle down and dead

grass There were many small fish in

the pond when they had their enclos-

ure completed, but the minks devoured

all the fish that were in it, and all that

dared to venture in. Then Mr. Vance
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and his companion used to catch Suckers,
sometimes by the bushel, and put them
into the pond, but the minks were so

fond of fish that they soon ate all that

could be collected for them. After that

the mink breeders began feeding them
with flesh and liver. They were particu-

larly fond of the latter. And when Mr.
Vance or his companion went into the

enclosure and called the minks, they

would come out of the mounds and round
the feet of the visitor like a flock of chick-

ens, expecting something to eat. So
tame did many of them become that if

Mr. Vance went into the enclosure and
held out a piece of liver in his extended

coat of fur, effecting a judicious thinning.

Mr. Vance and his companion follow-
ed the mink raising business for five years
and made a good profit out of their ven-
ture, though the price of mink skins at

that time was not half of what it is at

present. They considered that the pleas-

ure they had out of the enterprise amply
repaid them for all the trouble they took
with these animals.

They might have continued in the busi-

ness longer but Mr. Weicher sold his

farm, and as his successor had no use for

anything of that kind—for he contended
that cedar rails were never intended to 'be

used for the purpose of building houses

The Minks' Holiday.

hand the minks would run up his leg and

out on his arm to get at the coveted food,

and often the eagerness of some to get

there first was so keen that they disputed

and fought with each other for first place.

If the liver was held about two feet from

the ground they would jump and bite

off a mouthful and if one got its teeth

imbedded in the liver and could not bite

off the mouthful it had seized it would

hang on until the liver was lowered to

the ground. Every fall the large male

minks were selected and killed and also

the others that were possessed of a good

for minks and that he could find a better

use for them, and that cedar boards could

be put to a better use than protecting ani-

mals that killed hens and chickens—the

minkery was destroyed, though Mr.

Vance would have continued the business

had the stream been on his own farm.

For years there seemed to be a pecul-

iar attraction for minks to that place. If

there was one in the vicinity it would
make its way to the abandoned minkery

and for five years after it was destroyed

Mr. Vance trapped a great many each

year around that spot.



Clearing Out a Creek.

c Trips in Tanoe i rips emagami

BY FRASER RANEY.

LAKE Temagami, which gives ^ts

name to Ontario's most famous
forest reserve, is coming to its

own as the peer of the world's

health-giving regions—the Mecca of all

who seek the wilderness for their sum-
mer rest. To those who still know it

not, these few random fire-ranger's

gleanings are dedicated.

Three hundred miles due north from
Toronto, Temagami is only thirty hours

from Boston and twenty-four from New
York or Chicago. Until the last four or

five years, it has remained comparatively
unknown. Now the railway skirts the

eastern arm of the lake ; steamers ply

daily thence to Bear Island and Lady
Evelyn, and with the perfume of pine and
balsam and spruce and Indian-tanned

deer hide is already mingled the odor of

burnt gasoline.

But the motor boat stops at the por-

tages. Beyond is the exclusive domain
of the tent and the paddle. To the north

of Temagami are Diamond and Lady
Evelyn Lakes, the latter widely pro-

claimed to be one of the most beautiful

on the continent ; to the northwest Ob-
ab-i-ka and \\'ak-im-i-ka ; to the west
Emerald and Gull; to the south. Cross
and Devil's, and many others of lesser

note though not of lesser beauty. Our
shack and headquarters were on an is-

land in Ob-ab-i-ka, and thence with light

tent and a sixteen footer we ranged, in

the course of the summer to the four

corners of the Reserve, over two thou-

sand miles by canoe.

Ob-ab-i-ka is one of the most accessible

and one of the most beautiful lakes in the

constellations about Temagami. But
each has its own individuality. In soli-

tude all are alike, in their pine girt shores,

and their rocky islets, but each is in the

last analysis, itself alone, and holds the

imagination by its own distinctive charm.
The rock cliffs of Emerald Lake and its

bright green water, the low reedy shores
of Grassy Lake where moose abound, the

bold palisades of Gull Lake, the wide
expanse of Mountain Lake, and its som-
bre blue guardian—none are duplicated.

From every little lake portages lead

to others ; each valley has its rocky creek
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bed ; every creek its source, perhaps it is

a mere "moose pond," but perhaps—and
then you experience all the joy of dis-

covery—a mile or two each way of shin-
ing- lake with beaver houses on the shore
and hundreds of white birch saplings
round the margin under the water, where
they were felled by the industrious but
rather wasteful tenants. Wak-im-i-ka
Lake for example, is reached from the
south after poking through six miles of a

swift flowing serpentine creek whose
branching alders have to be thrust aside

to allow the canoe to glide through ; Ko-
Ko-Ko Lake is drained by a narrow rivu-

let winding among logs and under the

boulders of a partially dried up bed.

And so it is all over. Once when
looking for a forest fire just north of

Ob-ab-i-ka Bay, whose column of smoke
we could see over the tree tops three or

four miles inland, we stumbled upon a

beautiful chain of lakes leading right to

the fire itself. The Indians said we were

the first white men to take a canoe over

that route. There is just enough land

in Temagami to go around the lakes.

Even the Indians, it is said do not know
them all.

Temagami also boasts several fine riv-

ers, swift and meandering, full of snags,

rocky rapids, abrupt turns and watertalls,

unsuspected till the brink is reached.

The once 'charming Montreal River has

lost its original beauty. Xow steamei's

pass, almost hourly

on the way to Latch-

ford or Elk Lake
City, and an army of

miners, prospectors

and adventurers sur-

ges back and forth to

the Gowganda silver

fields. Even the por-

tages have tramways
over them and there

are mining shacks

here and there where
the ground is high

enough to build on.

In Spring the lum-

bermen drive their

pulpwood logs along

the river's whole
length ; its bank are

drowned by the mill dams below
;

its water is foul and muddy. In fact
this part of the district, though pictur-
esque in its own way, has passed beyond
the campers' realm.
The other chief river of the Reserve is

the Sturgeon reaching almost from Gow-
ganda (Big Pickerel) to far ofif Lake
Xipissing, to which it was once an
Indian highway. But even the "H. B.
C." has deserted that on<:e well used
route since the railway has come. The
lower part of the river has been log
driven like the Montreal; deserted lum-
ber camps still exist as far north as the
Reserve, but the banks of the Sturgeon
are not "drowned,"—steamers and board
shacks are both absent and the region
for scenery and game cannot be surpass-
ed.

Around one of its many wide-angled
turns we came one day upon a magnifi-
cent bull moose feeding on the river

grass not fifty feet away. At first

he just raised his ponderous head and
stared, then as our canoe swung in clos-

er he lumbered off through the bush.
Xext moment as we drifted past ^he
sandy point of the lower 'bend, still think-

ing and talking about his fine spread, he
burst upon our startled eyes from the

bank ten feet above, himself confused by
the deceptive bends of the river. We
had a never to be forgotten glimpse of

his towering strength as he stood there

We Havo Callers,
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than others. Many of them of necessity
are very rough and rockv because thev
cross ridges between lakes or follovV
creek beds. Do not imagine, however,
as you are likely to do. that everv rock
in the neighborhood has been ga'thered
together for your particular benefit. Gen-
erally the easiest trail possible has been
selected and the levelest ground preferred.
One had much better go prepared for
rough walking, with hob-nailed boots or
oil-tanned shoe packs, and plod over the
portages as quickly as possible—and—as
the Indians do—say nothing.

Of all the portages in the Reserve, the
hardest is perhaps that between Grassv
and Devil's Lakes. How^ever that may
be, and not disputing the rival claims oi
several on the Lady Evelyn River, and
the ones leading into Doherty Lake, the
Grassy Lake portage is quite hard
enough. Straight up a high steep hill

it goes, slippery with pine needles, and
smooth as the roof of a house, then down,
down, almost a sheer drop sometimes,
with loose rocks and broken crags to
negotiate. Portages usually, however,
follow the valleys, and when they are
not perfectly plain, that is the place to
look for them. Every portage, like

every lake, is unique, although it is seld-
om that one pauses to take in the beauty
of the landscape, with a heavy pack on
his back.

That between Diamond and Wak-im-i-
ka for instance, passes through one of

the wildest and boldest gorges in the
country. At one moment the trail leads
over smooth stretches like a city pave-
ment, and the next you are hopping from
boulder to boulder in the ravine, and still

again breasting the underbrush of a thick
woods. At the Upper Goose Falls on
the Sturgeon River, there is a bit of truly
wild and majestic scenery. After wad-
ing, knee deep, up the shallow rapids be-
low the falls, you paddle the last fifty

yards in an eddy right up to the spray of

the cataract, then, landing, you clamber
up the rocks and carry your load right

past the brink of the falls and "put in"
off the smooth glacier-worn rocks just

above where the waters begin their

plunge. Long portages such as " the Five-

"Tenderfoot" on tha Portage.

mile" into Florence Lake from the Stur-
geon River also have their charms—but
—don't forget to take a rest occasionally.
The Indian does it by putting the bow
of his canoe up between two saplings
close together. He saves the labor of
throwing up the canoe when he moves
on.

An Indian trail through the woods is a
study of Indian character in itself. Not
an unnecessary tree is cut down, nor log
removed. The red man seems to balance
up the labor involved in making the extra
cut or in going round, with fine precision.

He will take a canoe over a path, that to

say the least, requires close calculating

to keep from leaving your canoe hung up
in a tree. Yet there is always plenty of

room, if you know how to find it. Even
his blazes on the trees are small and far

apart. It is a very safe rule never to

get out of sight of one until you see the
next. Occasionally in the woods you
will be puzzled by seeing a half circle of
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A Visitor Brings His Dinner With Him.

pegs driven into the ground, or a stump
piled with pine boughs in a peculiar way.
These are Indian traps marking the par-

ticular hunting ground of some Indian;
no other Indian will encroach on his ter-

ritory.

Try blazing a trail for yourself through
the untravelled woods. Take your axe
and compass and do some real explora-
tion work but never venture into the
woods without both these trusty tools.

Blaze the far side of the trees along the
trail so that you can find your way back,
and make your blazes both large and
numerous ; remember that magnetite is

quite common in the rocky hills of this

district and your compass may waver
when most you need it. I know of one
case at least where a hunter and a native
bushman spent one whole afternoon in

following his compass around a magnet-
ite range.

It is an experience out of the ordinary
and distinctlv worth while to trv to travel

even a short distance through the woods
towards a definite goal. Rock clififs, beav-
er meadows, muskegs, close knit cedar
jungles and endless birch groves follow

each other in merry-go-round style. And
flies—six of us spent one hot afternoon
in fly time trying to find a forest fire

three or four miles back in the woods.
Two went ahead blazing the trail, one for

going and the other for returning, the

rest of us laboured along with spades,

pails and axes, and flies.

Still when all is said, the terrors of

these tiny pests are greatly exaggerated.
In some parts of the country, in the low
river valleys where very little wind pene-
trates, and on the portages especially in

hot moist weather the flies really are bad.

But under ordinary circumstances, trav-

elling over the big lakes, and going pre-

pared for the insects, there is no reason
why June and July should not be enjoyed
almost as much as August and Septem-
ber. Two yards of cheesecloth hanging
loosely over your hat yet tied tightly un-

der the chin and you will keep out the

most of them. Fly oils are numerous and
all highly recommended, but they are

very unpleasant to use, especially in hot

weather when the oil and perspiration

pour down your face. For camp be sure

to bring a cheese cloth sleeping bag big

enough to tuck under the blankets and
rigged with cords to go over the ridge

pole of your. tent. Stragglers can then

be snuflfed ofT with, a candle and you may
go to sleep to the tune of a thousand
musical hungry ones three inches from
your ear. but. just outside the net.

Portaging at night is a dangerous ex-

perience and one to be avoided. It can

be done, however. One party I met
crossed two of the nastiest portages in

one district after ten o'clock at night by
the light of their guides' birch bark torch-

es.

Paddling at night is often pleasant also.

But take this warning. Never paddle
after dark when it is the least bit rough.
If it is daylight the stern man steers

to meet every wave. At night he can

not do this. The one fatality in Temag-
ami last season was due to the neglect

of this precaution and the lad drown-
ed was a guide, an excellent swimmer
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and an expert paddler. Our predecessors
on Ob-a-bi-ka had an experience along
this line that they are not likely to for-

get. They had broken camp for the

season and were going out to Bear Island

with their canoe loaded to the gunwale,
the freight including a small stove. They
had made a late afternoon start and were
caught by the dark on Temagami with
a head wind and a snow flurry. They
went over, lost everything and had the

narrowest call for their lives. They clung
to their canoe which providentially

grounded on a rocky islet. They had
enough strength left to drag them-
selves out of the water, haul up their

canoe and crawl under it till morn-
ing. Then, more dead than alive, they
made their way to headquarters.

There are at least three plans followed
by those who visit Temagami to camp.
Many prefer to come up into the north

country and enjoy its fresh air and scen-

ery—having no wider outlook than that

obtained from a permanent camp—sleep-

ing under canvas or in a log cabin. Most
women and some men prefer this plan.

In the Temagami Reserve there are sev-

eral boarding camps of this kind—all on

Lake Temagami itself—near the base of

supplies. Short daily expeditions into

surrounding lakes are possible ; and the

fishing and kodak hunting on such trips

are well worth while.

•Camping and portaging with a guide

or guides finds a good deal of favor with

American tourists. To the stranger

who is a tenderfoot, a guide seems abso-

lutely essential. He can not think of

travelling alone over country he has nev-

er seen, of paddling a canoe when he has

never been in one hitherto, or of cooking

when he does not know how to begin.

Such objections are often quite real. It

wull generally pay to take a guide for

the first trip. He is usually an Indian

—

very experienced in guiding—knowing
every lake and river as his home— and

ready to paddle, pack, cook and so on.

Moreover he is reliable because he is res-

ponsible to the Government for his good
conduct in order to retain his license.

Especially when there are women in the

party is he valuable and it is surprising

how many women go in for camping, and

A Good Load.

enjoy it. A guide in such cases prevents
the unpleasant consequences of such ac-

cidents as getting lost for a day or so,

or being held up in the bush by a punc-
ture in your canoe.

It is however when one sets out to

camp with nothing but a good map and
a compass, with one or two friends and a

light safe canoe that the third and highest

degree in the order of campers is won.
Of course, it will appeal to all as being
the cheapest way. Two of us lived for

four months very comfortably on about
Slo a month. When you do your cook-
ing it is surprising how long things will

last—and this is no slur on the cook eith-

er. Besides you are as free as the wind
to act like the original red-man himself if

the fancy seizes you. To young men
with from two to four weeks' vacation

at their disposal nothing need be said.

A little knowledge of canoeing, a little

initiative and a little money are all the es-

sentials.
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Not His Daddy I

In the Temagami Reserve there are

many lakes quite large enough to be trou-

blesome when a strong wind is blowing.

The only safe rule in the wilderness is to

take no chances at all. Stay near shore

when it looks like a blow
; get out and

portage if you come to "white water."

Rapids, especially when they look "dead
easy," are the most dangerous sort of bait.

To wreck your canoe and lose your packs
might not 'be serious near civilization

—

but fifty miles from the nearest living

soul— is another matter.

Fishing is not so good in the better

known lakes as it used to be. You must
get into those less frequented—but such
lakes—in Temagami—are still without
numiber. Bass are plentiful in almost
all the lakes. Lake trout of the so-call-

ed salmon and grey varieties are both
even more plentiful, and all that is read

of the size they occasionally reach may
be believed. During June and the first

part of July they take the bait near shore
;

later when the water gets warmer they

go down deep and a copper line often with

a sinker must be used. Any good spoon
—say three inches long—is first class

bait for these northern trout. They are

not overly particular—a twisted butter-

knife was one dainty that had great

success last summer. Pickerel are not

quite so evenly distributed as bass and
trout. They are often caught in Lake
Temagami, as well as in the Temagami
ake and Wak-im-i-kaRiver, Ko-Ko-Ko L
Lake. The common pike is, of course,

second class though his flesh is firm and
good until the weather gets warm, and
he fights hard after you get him into

the canoe. Speckled trout are found in

some of the streams, the Lady Evelyn
River for example.

One day when we were travelling

through a chain of little lakes west of

the Sturgeon River, my chum stooped
down to take a drink at one of the por-

tages—at Hallock's Lake, I think it was.

His sunburned nose looked so tempting a

morsel that three large bass three pound-
ers at least, made a dart in his direction,

and got so bold, hovering in the shadow
of some cedar roots, that he tried to kill

• them with his hand axe.

Hunting with a kodak is the only kind
of hunting allowed during the rangers'

season. You will see many strange
things in the wilderness—oftenest to be
sure when your camera is at the bottom
of the pack. What would we not have
given for the picture of a visitor to our
camp one evening in August? In the

distance as the canoe approached we
made out a lady in the bow, a man in

the stern. As the gentleman stepped
out to assist the lady to land our atten-

tion was attracted to his costume. Up
to the knees he was bare legged ; above
that pink, bell-mouthed, befrilled inde-

scribables reached to his waist topped by
a shirt of the ordinary variety. Of course

we made no comment, but it transpired

that his party—three men and four lad-

ies—one of them an elderly chaperon

—

were making a three weeks' tour of the

lakes—with camp beds, folding chairs,

canned goods and so on—a whole cara-

van—seven good stifT loads for the men
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over every portage. The gentleman in

question had had the misfortune to fall

in the day we saw him and would have

had to wear his wet garments till they

dried had not one of the ladies come to

the rescue.with part of her more complete

wardrobe. So you see it pays to go pre-

pared with camera in a handy waterproof

case—and always loaded for big game.
It sounds very prosaic and unnecessary

to tell grown men that they should not

pitch their tents in bodies of valuable

pine timber, and start their camp fires in

the moss. Yet such advice has • often

been sadly needed. Seventy-five per

cent or more of the forest fires are due
to sheer carelessness of campers in build-

ing their fires—whether for cooking or

for smudges. To pitch one's tent on an

island or rocky point is always 'both pos-

sible and preferable—for there will be

more breeze and fewer flies or none at

all. About putting up tents nothing

could possibly 'be said for tents are so

divergent in size and shape as to pre-

vent a brief description. But—this to

the very green hand only—don't portage

poles and tent pegs or camp beds and
folding chairs.

Pitching camp on a wet night—espec-

ially after paddling all day in the rain—is

one of the most unpleasant experiences

of a trip. Still if you have been wise

enough to keep your blankets dry, wrap-

ped up in your tent or rubber sheet—and

have a change of dry clothes—you are

not too badly off. It only takes a short

time to get a good big camp fire going

—

and that is always the first thing to do.

A match from your safety match box

—

a big sheet of birch bark—and some
pieces of cedar stump, or chips from the

inside of a pine log—and then pile your
wood. A blazing fire is the best thing in

the world to restore your spirits and in-

cidentally to dry the ground for your tent.

If the rain hasn't been too soaking

—

stripping the moss off the bare rocks will

often give a dry floor—for rock will near-

ly always be found anywhere in the north
woods.
Even when only travelling from place

to place, only staying one night in one
locality, it always pays to have a com-
fortable bed—especially when all you
have to do to get it is to cut three or four

armfuls of balsam boughs. The Indian

always does it, and the way he fixes his

bed is worth while noting. Every branch
is stuck into the ground at an oblique

angle—and the bed is 'built from head to

foot in regular overlapping fashion. A
cheese cloth box for fly time—as large as

your bed and two or three feet high, with
lots of spare cloth to tuck under the

blankets—completes your outfit. Then
let flies do their worst ; let it rain cats and
dogs ; 'blow great guns—you are "snug
as a bug in a rug."

Sometimes you will be caught unpre-

pared, however, and have to sleep on the

soft side of a bare rock. Don't despair of

sleep. Tuck your coat or any loos» arti-

cle of clothing in the hollow above your
hips and in five minutes you will not

know the difference.

ON THE STREAM.
BY THE REV. C. T. EASTON.

O'erhung by the willows and fragrant birch branches
When summer exhales sweet odors around,

And the moon in her glory the prospect enhances
Silv'ring the hills to their furthermost. bound.

Where the stream softly glides in musical ripples,

—

And the heart, Ah, the heart accords with the scene:

With the South's balmy breezes perfumed with rose petals.

It all seems a blissful Elysian dream.

Where Quietude reigns and Peace from high Heaven,

—

When Nature is glad, responsive, serene.

—

'Tis then, O, 'tis then that happiness given
Floats in a canoe with Love down the stream.



On Lake Huron's Shore

BY OWEN SOUNDIAN.

OWEX SOUND is an ideal place to

enjoy a happy holiday, fishing

for gamey bass, inhaling fresh

air and being fanned by the cool,

invigorating breezes. There is only one
place to surpass it, the salt water breezes
of the Pacific or Atlantic oceans. Annu-
ally for six years the writer has taken
his summer vacation on the east shore of

Lake Huron at Oliphant Beach, and it is

a healthful and charming summer resort.

It is reached by rail, G. T. R. to Wiarton,
Ont. It is directly opposite ^^'iarton, on
Lake Huron, a distance of about eight

miles.

Stages run twice daily between Wiar-
ton and Oliphant Beach. It is a favorite

resort for Owen Sounders. One can leave

Owen Sound by G. T. R. at one p.m. for

Wiarton and go by stage to Oliphant
Beach, arriving about half past five or

six o'clock the same evening.

Opposite Oliphant Beach are situated

what are known on the map as the fishing

islands, prominent among which are the

following: Main Station, Cranberry,
Frog, Burke, Shamrock, and a number
of others. A beautiful sand beach ex-

tends for many miles along the east shore
of Lake Huron. At Oliphant one may
wade, out on the sand beach for over half

a mile. Bathing can be safely enjoyed
and is much appreciated by the campers.
A summer resort without summer girls

would be a slow place. The typical sum-
mer girl, with Oliphant tan to beautify

her complexion, is much in evidence on
Oliphant Beach. There are over fifty

motor boats and sailing skiffs around Ol-
iphant Beach and the islands.

Disciples of Izaak Walton can find

much pleasure fishing for bass on this

shore. The fishing is really good, and
some of the familiar places which the bass

visit are: The wrecked schooner "Sarah,''

stranded on Burke Island; Carter's Dock,
Indian Channel, Main Station Channel,
Crab Harbor, Purgatory Bay, Big Pike
Bay, Little Pike Bay, Stoke's Bay a.id

many other spots.

Perch are caught in large numbers,
and sometimes salmon trout and whitefish

are caught by trolling.

The best trolling for salmon trout in

July and August is on the Georgian Bay,
a part of Lake Huron. Last summer,
oft* Meaford, Ont., on Georgian Bay, the

writer caught in one day nine fine trout,

the largest one weighing fifteen pounds.
They were caught off Captain Hector
McGinnis' fishing tug. It was while the

nets were being lifted and set again—the

tug running at about four miles per hour.

One of the finest locations around Oli-

phant is Mr. Dave Heuter's cottage on
one of the silands. Mr. Heuter is a citi-

zen of \A'iarton. He is a fine sportsman,
a great fisherman, and everyone likes to

meet him, he is such a good, all round
fellow. He is responsible for the follow-

ing story, and it has the merit of being
a true one

:

W^hile fishing, a big bass carried off his

Dowagiac minnow. This is an artificial

bait, looking like a live minnow, attach-

ed to which are several hooks, with a

hook and revolving spinner at the tail of

the minnow. About two months after

losing the minnow some Wiarton hunters

were up the shore hunting and noticed a

sea-gull in evident distress. They cap-

tured the gull, and found it was tangled

up in a Dowagiac minnow. They, re-

lieved the gull from its misery and
brought the minnow down to Wiarton.
From marks on it, Mr. Heuter identified

it as the same minnow the big bass car-

ried away two months previously.

King-fishers are plentiful, but a dog-
fisher is a rare animal. Mr. Geo. H. John-
ston, of Wiarton, Ont., proprietor of the

Hotel Sunnyside, Oliphant Beach, Lake
Huron, has a valuable dog named "Cur-
ley." His special mission in life seems
to be chasing birds and chipmunks and
catching them once in a while. He is also

a dog-fisher. The sand beach at Sunny-
side is fine for bathing and the water
quite shallow for over half a mile out in

the lake. Curley noticed a big fish swim-
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ming in shallow water, and rushing out

caught it in his mouth, and safely landed
it alive. The fish proved to be a big
German carp, weighing eleven pounds.
Mr. Johnston kept the fish in a small

pond alive for a couple of days, after

which it died. The marks of the dog's

teeth were plainly visible on the body of

the fish.

A large variety of birds are to be found
on the islands and mainland of Huron's
shore. Ducks, snipe, plover, partridge

and sand-pipers abound, and frequently

"Wawa," the wild goose, is seen. Sea-
gulls circle through the air, with keen
eyes glistening towards the water, look-

ing for their prospective dinners of fish.

It has been truly said that the circling

gull has no destination. It is the straight-

a-way crow which reaches the cornfield.

The plaintive cry of the loon is sometimes
heard, forecasting a storm, so it is said.

"Wawa,"' the wild goose is the leader

among the feathered tribe and is called

the bird of wisdom, so well illustrated in

the following lines :

The bird of wisdom is the owl.

So say the tales of old,

But his title may be questioned

By one not over bold.

The owl looks solemn, we admit,

But cannot win his suit

So long as like a Scotchman
He does nothing else but "hoot."

The wild goose has a better claim;

He leads fair fashion 's train.

He 'Tionked" before the motor car

Had come upon the main.

And in the days of long ago,

He led a mighty host

From south to north, from north to south.

To seek the balmiest coast.

"Curley"—the "dog-fisher."

I

A wise old bird was this same goose,

And "Wawa" was his name,
And here upon the Oliphant Beach
We ceiebrate his fame.

Dethrone the owl, let honor come
To goose, which leads the throng,

He knows what 's good in land and food,

And Wawa sings his song.

P. S. Author unknown, but is suppos-

ed to claim Muskoka as his home—in the

erood old summer time.

WANDERLUST.
BY ROBERT JENKINS.

Away from the cities' toil and roar,

Away to the land of the great Outdoor,

Leaving anxiety, moil and strife.

Back to the larger things in life,

Far from the booming surface-cars.

To a land where nothing the silence mars,

Back to a land whose horizon is yon,

I prithee lead me, Fate, lead on.



A Day After Sheep in Alberta

BY A. N. COWDRY.

IN
September of 1909 I was hunting

for Rocky Mountain sheep in South-
ern Alberta. As I knew the country
fairly well I did not expect to have

any difficulty in obtaining the two sheep
which the law allows.

After two weeks of roaming about the
foothills, however, I found myself with-
out the coveted "Big Horn." Of course
during that time I had seen large num-
bers of ewes and other game, but only
one ram. Of this one I caught a glimpse
as he was running across an upland val-

ley in front of three bears ; but although
my companion killed the three bears, an
old mother with a brown and a black cub,

we did not get near enough to have a

shot at the ram, which appeared to be a

very large one.

As my time was fast going I deter-

mined to make a last effort to get a real-

ly large head. One morning, therefore,

I got up about five o'clock and went out
to catch my horse, which was running
loose in a pasture covered with thick
poplar scrub. After many failures I suc-
ceeded in driving him into the corral, and
then catching him was a simple matter.
This done, it only took a few minutes
to put on the saddle and tie a blanket
and a little food on. By the time this

was all accomplished, however, it was
nearly half past seven ; therefore I did
not wait for breakfast, but snatched a

piece of bread, jumped on my horse and
started for the mountains, the nearest
being about eight miles from the ranch
house where I was staying.

This mountain is known locally as

Sofa Mountain, and was a few years ago
a splendid hunting ground, though at

present one must go farther back into
the mountains for sheep. Arriving at

the base of Sofa at about nine o'clock I

picketed my horse, and, leaving every-
thing except my rifle and field glasses,

started to climb the mountain with the
general idea of "ending up" where we
had shot the bears several days before.
The first part of the ascent led

me through densely wooded poplar

slopes, which occasionally gave way to

a cool thicket of pines. These bits of

shade were very welcome, as the day
was rather v/arm and I was traveling

fast, thinking there would be no sheep

so low down.
However, I was mistaken, for coming

out on a small ridge, which overlooked
the slopes of Sofa Mountain for a con-

siderable distance, I noticed something
moving along the base of a cliiT about
a quarter of a mile away. Raising my
glasses I saw that it was a young sheep,

and then I made out its mother, just be-

hind it. They had apparently not seen

me, for they were coming in my direction

and were showing no signs of alarm.

In fact the little one was leaping and
jumping around his mother at a great

rate. As I was rather tired after my long
ascent I decided to watch them for a

time and accordingly selected a comfort-

able spot in full view of the oncoming
sheep. They took no notice of me and
continued to come in my direction until

we were not more than fifty yards apart,

only being separated by a small creek.

Here they stopped and as nearly as I

could make out the old ewe began to

lick the ground, which here terminated
in a small "cut bank," while the lamb
played near by. It was a truly beautiful

sight to see these two, mother and son,

in their natural surroundings. Oh, how
I wished for a camera ! As it was I felt

bound to go forward, having rested en-

ough, and making as little noise as pos-

sible I got up and resumed my climb.

The path led me for upwards of two
hundred yards in a half circle around
where the sheep were standing, but when
I disappeared from view over a ridge on
my way to the upper peaks of the moun-
tain they were still in the same place,

the old mother at the " salt lick" and
the young one playing near by.

From this point on my route led me
in an almost straight line along a ridge

that would finallv bring me out on the
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summit of Sofa Mountain itself. During
this part of my hunt I saw very little

game, one or two grouse and an odd
squirrel, but I was amply compensated
for my efforts by the magnificent views
that I obtained, not so much of moun-
tain scenery, although there was plenty

of that, but of the rolling prairies that

were laid out in relief before my eyes.

Far off to the north I saw the Porcupine
Hills, which must have been at least

fifty miles away, but still, owing to the

marvelously clear air. squares of dark on
the surrounding yellow were distinctly

visible, showing where a piece of the

prairie had been ploughed up on the

slopes of the hills. To the east rose the

smoke of the Lethbridge coal mines, sev-

enty miles away, and to my extreme right

I made out two isolated mountains rising

out of the prairie a long way down in

Montana.

After admiring this magnificent pros-

pect for some time I turned round and
began the ascent once more, and in about
three hours after leaving my horse at the

shores of the Waterton Lakes I arrived

at the summit of Sofa Mountain.

Here again was another splendid view,

extending from the prairies on the one
hand to the high mountains around the

Flat Head River in British Columbia on
the other. Although the day was warm
it was quite clear, and one could see for

immense distances. Towards the Inter-

national boundary I could make out Old
Chief Mountain, which rises so abruptly

out of the plains. Half way to the con-

tinental divide Kaiser Peak rises up a-

bruptly. This is the highest mountain in

the neighborhood and it presents a re-

markable spectacle with its five thousand
foot precipice. Indeed it is one of the

finest cliffs I have ever seen, rising sheer

as if cut with a knife.

To return to the hunt, however. The
top of Sofa Mountain is an excellent point

from which to look for sheep, as one often

finds them feeding along its western
slopes. Here I spent upwards of half an
hour watching for game but saw none.

I now kept along a high rock ridge which
led me towards the divide between the

Bellv and the Waterton rivers. While

I was traversing this ridge, far below on
my left was the valley of Coal Creek and
on my right that of Hell Roaring Canyon.
After following the ridge for about an
hour I arrived at the head of the two
above named valleys. Here I stopped
and examined the sides of the mountains
surrounding two small lakes at the head
of the Hell Roaring Canyon. These
lakes are walled in on two sides by steep
cliffs and are at this time of the year an
excellent place to look for goats, as these
animals like to lie all through the heat of

the day on a shady ledge from whence
they can look over the surrounding
country. Sure enough I soon saw a

couple of goats about two thousand feet

below me lying on a ledge. Looking
more closely with my field glasses I saw
still more, finally counting twelve. It

seemed quite easy to approach them as

there was ample cover, but I was not

very anxious to shoot any more goats so

far away from camp. If I had had a

camera I think I should have tried to

crawl up close enough to take a picture

of some of them. Not having one I had
to turn regretfully away.

From here I made my way down into

an upland meadow at the head of Coal
Creek. It was in this place, as I men-
tioned before, that we had killed three

bears and had seen one ram. This ,

meadow is quite isolated, one side end- c,

ing in a tremendous precipice, while the

other three are surrounded by mountains,

so that one can walk round the base of

the mountains which on one side end in

a series of cliffs broken up by numerous
ledges and by looking up can see if there

is any game on the cliffs. This was the

method I pursued but saw nothing. As
it was about half past three I selected

a comfortable spot under a scrub pine

and settled down for a long rest before

commencing my return journey. My
surprise can be imagined when on turn-

ing my eyes up towards the cliffs I saw
a good sized ram lying down under a

large overhanging rock. He saw me
quite plainly. I think, as he had his head
up and was looking directly towards me.

After I had recovered from my surprise

I slipped off my field glasses and taking
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my silk handkerchief from around my
neck tied it in a conspicuous place on a
branch of the scrub pine. This was to
keep the sheep looking at the tree, if pos-
sible, and give me a chance to creep up
to a rock at the bottom of a shale slope.
which led directly to the ram. This ruse
succeeded to a certain extent as by the
time I had reached the rock the sheep had
only just decided to "leave the country."
Once he made this decision he covered the
ground at a surprising pace. However
as his only route led him directly up the
cliffs I had lots of time.

I opened fire on him at a distance of
about one hundred and fifty yards, but
as he was so far above me I'had to point
my rifle up at an angle. This caused mv
three 'hundred yards sight to "flip up^'
and consequently I over-shot him. How-
ever, with my second shot I managed to
break one of his forelegs and the next
one went through his heart and brought
him crashing down from the clififs.

As soon as the sheep had stopped rol-
ling I hurried up to him and examined
my prize carefully. He was a good
sized ram and possessed a magnificent
pair of horns. I noticed that several of
his teeth were gone and judged that his
horns were as big as they would ever
grow. On measuring them' I found them
to be nineteen inches along the very
base and taking in all irregularities. This
I was afterwards told is not the correct
way; rather they should be measured
straight around. Measuring by the lat-
ter method they were sixteen and seven-
eighths inches in circumference after they
had been dried in the sun for a week.

After looking at him for some time I
set to work to skin him and dress the
meat, for although I could not use the
meat myself, or even carry it down. I
thought somebody else who could use it

might come up for it. In skinning I

noticed that the hair was quite firm and
even. As soon as I had got the skin ofif

the neck and cut the head ofif. I picked it

up and set it on my shoulders ; but as it

was very heavy and cut into mv should-
ers I soon saw that I must find some
other method of carrying it, before try-
ing to get back to my horse. Lucki'lv

I had not worn a belt that day but had
fastened my trousers with a long piece of
lamp wick, which is immensely strong.
\Vith this and the strap from my rifle I

made a fairly satisfactory sling for the
ram's head. Throwing the head and my
field glasses on my back, and carrving
my rifle in my hands. I started ofif.

As I said before, the head of Coal Creek
is surrounded by mountains so that to
get out I had to climb up a mountain
and then along a ridge which would lead
me out on the summit of Sofa. What
seemed child's play in the morning was
now terribly 'hard work. On the way
back I had to stop and rest every few
minutes and was forced to keep contin-
ually changing the position of the ram's
head as the horns would dig into mv ribs
in a very uncomfortable manner. How-
ever, after having reached the top of the
ridge the journey was comparatively
easy, although I was forced to descend
in several places to avoid small clififs.

Once arrived at a position overlooking
the lake my troubles were practically
over, as I could roll the sheep's head
down the mountain side for consider-
able distances at a time.

. As soon as I arrived at the lake shore
I lay down and bathed my face and
hands in the icy waters. This refreshed
me greatly and I was just rising to re-
sume my way, when I heard voices be-
hind me. On turning around I saw that
three men were approaching in hunting
attire, carrying rifles. I waited for them
and found that I knew one of them.
They were from Pincher Creek and had
been hunting along the mountains to the
westward for the past two weeks, but
had not got anything except a goat which
they had shot a day or two before on
Sofa Mountain. They verv kindly oflFer-
ed to give me supper, of' which I was
very glad, having had nothing except a
piece of bread and some berries during
the whole day. At supper we naturallv
talked of hunting and I told them about
the twelve goats I had seen that dav.
As they expressed a wish that they coul'd
see them I ofl^ered to take them up the
next day. After some discussion it was
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arranged that I should stay the night

with them and that together we would

hunt for the goats.

Good fortune attended us the next day.

so far as the goats were concerned, each

meniiber of the party obtaining one,

though we were unfortunate in being

caught in a blinding snowstorm and had

a hard time returning to camp, burdened

as we were with our trophies.

THE TRENT VALLEY WATERWAY
Splendid Trip for Pleasure Boats

RrPERT S. DONELIv

Kirkfield Lock, Opening Day.

KAWARTHA, that charming Indian

term applied to the picturesque

system of lakes and rivers, to-

gether with the surrounding

country of the Trent Valley Waterway,
is the red man's symbol for "Bright

Waters and Happy Lands." The work
of canalizing this waterway, which ex-

tends from Trenton, on the Bay of

Ouinte, Lake Ontario, to the lower end

of Georgian Bay near the towns of Wau-
baushene and Midland, is progressing

rapidly. While the object of construct-

ing these canals is to provide a shorter

transportation route by water between

the vast granary of the north-west and

the Atlantic sea-board, and to assist in

developing the country through which

it passes, it will also open up one of

the finest pleasure boat waterways in

the world.

A trip through this beautiful chain

of lakes, the gems of the Highlands of

Ontario, the country of little lakes, rivers

and waterfalls ; through the mammoth
hydraulic lift or elevator locks, those mo-

dern triumphs of engineering, the largest

of their type in the world and the only
• examples on this side of the Atlantic

;

and reaching an altitude of 830 feet

above tidewater level, is an unique ex-

perience.



A PETERBOROTTGH ANGLING CLITB
Prepared to board the "Mayflower" for Stoney Lake.

In the early days this route was used
by the Indians, trappers and explorers
in their journeyings between eastern and
western Canada. It was travelled by
Champlain during his western trip in

1615, and the great French pioneer has
recorded the wonderful impression this

beautiful district made on him. At
Trenton, canal operations were started
by the British Government in 1S33. The
object was to construct a military high-
way over this route, and a number of
locks and dams were built at various
points. Subsequent disturbed conditions
throughout the country caused a cessa-
tion of activities, and very little was done
for over forty years. The work was again
taken up, this time by the Dominion"
Government. The old wooden locks were
enlarged and replaced by substantial -stone
masonry, while concrete and steel are
being used in those more recently built.

Although only about 32 miles of actual
canal will be needed, the task of building

it has been a herculean one. Alost of the

cuts have been made through solid rock,

and a difference of 596 feet in water levels

had to be overcome. When completed
there will be a depth of not less than eight

feet of water on the entire channel.

Between Trenton and Heeley's Falls,

sections have been completed but through
navigation is not yet possible. Between
Heeley's Falls and Washago at the north-

ern end of Lake Couchiching, a distance

of about 165 miles, the work is practic-

ally complete and navigation is being car-

ried on each summer. From \\''ashago to

Georgian Bay the route follows the Sev-
ern River and is still under construction.

When completed the waterway Will

provide a trip over two hundred miles

long, and an additional one hundred miles

into lateral connecting waters, and will

form a connecting link between the

Thousand Islands district of the St. Law-
rence and the famous Georgian Bay re-

gion. The waters of the lakes are deep

Home of the Speckled Trout.



Snapping an Eighteen Pounder, Stoney Lake.

and translucent and are well stocked with

black bass, three and four pounds ; mask-

inonge, from ten to thirty pounds, and

also salmon trout. The rivulets and

small streams provide excellent speckled

trout fishing. Motor boat, canoe and

camping parties find their beau-ideal of

summer outing on these lakes. Indian

and white guides and cooks are to be had

at all points on the route. Canoes, tents.

camp beds, utensils, fishing tackle and

other outfit for camping parties will be

found at any of the towns. Gasoline, bat-

teries, oil, repair parts, etc., for motor

boats, are also kept in stock at these

places. The hotel accommodations are

first class.

Between Trenton and Frankford the

Trent River is between three hundred

and four hundred feet wide, and the banks

are quite high. This section has been

canalized by locks and dams, and there is

a rise of one hundred and eighteen feet.

A flooded reach extends five and one half

miles to Chisholm's Rapids. A mason-

ry lock, and a canal, half a mile long, cut

out of solid rock are located here. The

route then passes through another flood-

ed reach of three and one half miles to

Hoard's Creek. A cut across country of

eleven miles to Crow Bay is then made.

There is one hundred and sixty six feet

of rise in this section. The route

crosses Crow Bay to Heeley's Falls,

a distance of two miles. Here a

rise of seventy seven feet will be

made by means of a hydraulic lift lock.

The navigable part is now reached and

eleven miles up the river, which is about

six hundred feet wide on this section, is

the village of Hastings. A masonry lock

is located here and then the remaining six

miles of the river are passed before en-

tering Rice Lake.

This lake is surrounded by beautiful

farming country, and after a twelve mile

sail the mouth of the Otonabee River is

reached. Twenty miles up this beautiful

winding stream there is a lock and two

swing bridges, then Little Lake, at the

Regatta Day, Stoney Lake.
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city of Peterboro is crossed. A concrete

lock and two swing bridges are at the

entrance to the stretch of canal which

cuts across country to Xassau, a distance

of four miles. Just above the bridges.

the Peterboro hydraulic lift or elevator

lock, the largest in the world, is reached.

The lift of sixty five feet is quickly made

and anv boat up to one hundred and forty

feet in' length and eight feet draught can

pass through.

The introduction of this type of lock

is a decided innovation in canal construc-

tion. Between Lake Ontario and Kirk-

field, one hundred and ninety and one half

feet of the rise is overcome by three of

these locks. The Peterboro lock is a

magnificent example of engineering, and

its towers, rising to almost the height of

Niagara, accentuate the Cyclopean ap-

pearance of the structure.

Stoney Lake, the brightest gem of Kawar-

tha. This lake is about ten miles long

and two wide, and its eight hundred

rocky islands are covered with luxuriant

verdure. Artistic summer cottages and

villas adorn these islands, as well as the

numerous tents of the campers.

It would be difficult to find a more

suitable place to spend a delightful sum-

mer vacation. The bright morning sun-

rise finds the camper armed with rod and

line starting out to try his luck, and it is

seldom he returns w^it'hout a goodly catch

of gamey black bass and one or two

maskinonge. The motor boat and canoe

trips to the many interesting points on

the lake, an invigorating plunge in the

clear waters, and the good old picnic

"shore dinner." with its crisp bacon, nice-

Iv browned, fresh fish, and French toast,

all liberally interspersed with w^ood

Gore's Landing, Rice Lake.

Peterboro, with a population of nearly

20,000, is the largest municipality on the

waterway, and is a very interesting and

beautiful place. Its celebrated canoes are

used in all parts of the world. Betw^een

Nassau and Lakefield, a distance of about

five miles, are five concrete locks and

dams. Lakefield is a busy place and is

also noted for its canoes. Lake Katchew-

anooka is next en route, then the lock

at the village of Young's Point, and Clear

Lake, a fine open expanse six miles long

and over a mile wide.

From Clear Lake the channel passes

through a group of islands into beautiful

ashes, are among the pleasant memories

of such a vacation.

At the end of the day comes that glor-

ious northern sunset with its radiant hues

mirrored on the calm waters. Soon the

islands stand in silhouette against the long

light of the rising moon, and the darting

fire flies gambol along the wooded shores.

Then the sweet strains of the waltz come

floating over the lake as a merry party

of dancers while away the evening. The

camp fires gleam out, and the hum of

the motor boats as they pick their way
through the channels is heard. The

evening passes and soon all is still save
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for the murmur of the distant waterfall

and the call of the whip-poor-will from
a tree top where it has taken up its lonely

night vigil.

From Stony Lake the route passes up
the Burleigh Channel to Burleigh Falls.

This is a popular resort and there is a

large waterfall, a fine summer hotel, and
cottages. A double lock, a massive mas-
onry structure with a twenty six foot lift,

is located here. It then crosses Love-
sick Lake, about two miles long and
quite narrow ; through Lovesick lock,

over Deer Bay, up the Buckhorn Channel
through the Buckhorn lock, and over
Buckhorn Lake, a beautiful island-stud-

charming village of Bobcaygeon, which is

about seventeen miles from Buckhorn
lock, is then reached. Another lock is

located here, then Sturgeon Lake, about

ten miles long and a mile wide is crossed.

Sturgeon Point, a large resort located on
a finely wooded promontory on the north-

ern shore, is the most interesting place

on this lake. A side run may be taken

up the Scugog River to Lake Scugog, and
the towns of Lindsay and Port Perry
visited.

From Sturgeon Lake the route is up
the picturesque Fenelon "River, whose
high rocky shores are very beautiful, to

the thriving village of Fenelon Falls.

A Peterborough Hunting Party.

ded expanse to the Indian \'illage of the
Mississauga tribe, where Indian basket
and birch bark work is ottered for sale.

A side trip may be taken into Chemong
Lake through a channel at this point.
This lake is about six miles long and two
wide and has beautiful farms on its

shores . Near the upper end, the village
of Bridgenorth is reached and near it is

Chemong Park, a fine summer resort.
An auto line connects with Peterboro.
which is six miles distant. From Indian
village the route passes through Gannon's
Narrows and over Pigeon Lake, a beauti-
ful sheet, with large islands and a num-
ber of very fine summer residences. The

Another double lock with a twenty. four
foot lift is located here. Cameron Lake
about three mile long and two wide, with
heavily wooded shores is then crossed,
and the Rosedale River entered. The
Burnt River, a stream navigable for large
boats for many miles afifords a delightful
side run at this point. It is quite narrow^
but of good depth, and the high trees on
its banks form an archway over it at

several places. Between the Rosedale
River and Balsam Lake there is a lock
with a three foot lift. Balsam Lake is

about six miles long and eight wide.
After crossing the lake an interesting

side trip may be taken up the Gull River
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to the village of Coboconk. Erom Bal-

sam Lake the route is through five and
one half miles of canal, hewn out of lime-

stone rock, to the hydraulic lift lock at

Kirkfield. This lock which overcomes an

elevation of forty eight and one half feet

is situated at the highest point on the

waterway.the apex of the two watersheds
tributary respectively, to Lake Ontario

and Georgian Bay. It is five hundred
and ninety six feet above Lake Ontario

and eight hundred and thirty feet above
tide water level, one hundred and twenty
two feet above Lake Simcoe and two
hundred and fifty eight feet above Georg-
ian Bay. The next section of six and one

about twelve miles long and five miles

wide, contains a number of islands and
neat summer cottages and is noted for

its scenery. One of Canada's most pro-

gressive towns, Orillia, is located on its

southern shore. At the northern end is

the town of Washago, the terminus of

navigat'on at present.

Two routes were surveyed from Lake
Couchiching to Georgian Bay, one across

country, and the other through the Sev-
ern River. The latter route, which is

about twenty five miles long will be used,

and is now under construction. The
Severn River is a stream over six hundred
feet wide with high rocky shores, rush-

A SIXTY-FIVE FEET LIFT
Peterborough hydraulic lift lock, the largest in the World.

half miles is through a flooded reach of

the Talbot River. A cut across country
of two and one half miles to Lake Simc-se

is then made. There are five concrete
locks in thi's section, Lake Simcoe, the

largest on the system, is about thirty

five miles long and fifteen wide. It has
a number of large summer resorts on its

shore line of over two hundred miles.

The fine town of Barrie, is situated at

the head of Kempenfeldt Bay, an inlet

ten miles long. North of this lake and
connected with it by a strait a mile long
is Lake Couchiching, known as the Gene-
va of Canada. This beautiful expanse is

ing rapids and plunging waterfalls. It

will form a truly fitting finale to a trip

over this magnificient new waterway.

When completed a large tourist traffic

will certainly develop. The route pre-

sents all the attractions for an outing of

a most enjoyable kind. The inland

waterway will prove a favourite route for

power boats, and the advantages they will

enjoy throughout will lead to continual

increases in their numbers.

The photos from which our illustra-

tions are made are by Roy, Peterboro,

Ont.



Fishing Below the Falls on the Big Sevogle.

Salmon Fishing in New Brunswick
BY DOUGLAS WETMORE CLINCH.

TO say that you hunt or fish in
the .Miraniichi Country, New
Brunswick, is a broad and mis-
leading statement. As a sports-

mans paradise, and such it surely is, it
IS some two hundred miles long- by over
a hundred wide. To make all 'things
clear the river branches some forty odd
miles above tide water. The Alain or
Big Southwest flows directlv across the
Province, and has for its branches such
streams as the Renous, Clearwater. Rockv
Brook, Cains River (of which the Sabies
River and Aluzral Brook are branches)
Burnt Hill, McKeil Brook, and the Xorth
Branch, etc. The other branch is known
as the Big North West. This again runs
off into the Little South West, the Little
and Big Sevogle, etc., etc. Practicallv
all these streams contain salmon of

which the Xorth A\'est Aliramichi, the
Big Sevogle, Little South West, Dun-
garven (a tributary of the Renous)^ are
famous. In fact with proper protection
the Aliramichi would hold its own with
most salmon rivers of the world.
The best fishing at the present time is

on the Xorth West and its branches. With
the exception of a pool here and there thi^
stream is, above Big Hole (where the Big
Sevogle comes in) leased by the North
\\'est Miramichi Salmon Club. There i';

also excellent fishing on the Big Sevoo-le
as far up as the falls. This also is leas'ed
by a Air. Wiedman. of New York. All
the fish that ascend these two branches
must, of necessity, pass through the nine
miles of water extending from Big Hole
to^ Red Bank, where the Little South
A\ est takes its course. Here and there
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along this stretch are numerous pools

owned by the farmers along the shore.

The Oxbow is. if I understand it, on the

Little South West: at any rate it is a

pool owned by the Indians at Red Bank
and lies just north of the Main North
West. Two of the best pools—in addi-

tion to a rapids at the bottom of which
the salmon lie—are owaied by William
X. Mullin. of Exmore P. O., Northumber-
land Co.. N'.B. I fished this water on

the 24th. -5th and -6th of May of thi^

year (1910) and killed my salmon. As
the fishing lasts till August loth and as I

found Mr. Mullin a mo'st courteous and
considerate host. I have no scruples in

urging any angler to visit this piece of

water. He is sure of booking several

good salmon, and the trip can be taken

for an almost ridiculous amount.
If you live to the south of New^ Bruns-

wick there are two means of reaching

St. John, which you must pass through.

You can sail from Boston on the steam-

ers of tbe Eastern Steamship Company.
and your return ticket will cost you Sf).0'0.

.Otherwise you would come by the Bos-

ton & Elaine and Maine Central. During
the summer months there are three trains

daily between St. John and Newcastle.

One of these, an accommodation,
leaves Union Depot at 7 a.m. and
you arrive in Newcastle at 2 p.m.

The second train leaves at 11.20

and is known as the "Ocean Limited."

and I have yet to travel in a more com-
fortable manner. This vestibuled ex-

press takes some five hours to reach your
destination. The other train is known
as the "Maritime Express." It departs

at 6.35. carries Pullmans, and arrives at

Newcastle shortly after midnight. All

these trains are over the Intercolonial

Railway, and it is on one of them you
will come from the west, via Montreal.

Grand Trunk Station, which place you
grind out of at either noon or 7 p.m.

New^castle is a town of some 4,000 in-

habitants whose first lesson in life seems
to be hospitality. The "Miramichi" is

a comfortable hotel, whose proprietor.

Mr. Whalen, will do anything in his

power to make your trip a success, be it

moose, salmon, trout, caribou or deer.

Mr. R. H. Gremley supplies the teams

^ftf***-!^

The Boss Coming Ashore.

and a good natured assurance which
makes the trip begin before you leave

the station. A telegram or long dis-

tance 'phone to either of these gentle-

men will be sufficient to locate you after

any of the species mentioned above. I

speak, I am gla-d to say, from experience.

The drive to Alullin's Meadows is worth
while in spite of the sixteen miles. If

you telephone ahead to Red Bank they

will send up word and ]Mr. Mullin will

meet j^ou. He was kind enough to put us'

up at hisi bouse, but would prefer to have

parties camp out on the meadows. In

the latter instance you would only have

to bring your tent and outfit. Cooked
provisions can be had every day from
Mrs. Mullin's honest larder. As the

fishing is done from a canoe (dugout)

or skifif, you must employ Mr. Mullin

or one of his boys. For this work, and

it is no child's play, his services are

$2.00 a day. Sometimes you can fish

the pools by wading, but if you keep a
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canoe the trip can be varied by poling
from five to seven miles upstream,
where, in season, the trout fishing is

hard to beat, Mr. Mullin included. As
the meadows are beautiful in themselves
and you will be able to follow the ca-

price of salmon in the pool, the camping
idea is much the best.

There are three runs of salmon which
come up this river. The first fish come
up in April and do not, as a rule, go back
to the ocean that season. They go down
to tide water and spend the winter there,

coming back again in the early sum-
mer. After they have been up river

two months they fill out like any fresh

run fish. The second run comes up dur-
ing June, July and August, but the best
fishing is really in June. These fish

spawn and return to the sea in the aut-
umn. Many theories have been advanced
that salmon are frozen in and not able
to get back over the rips. I do not
think this applies to the river in ques-
tion. During the month of October
and the first of November there is an-
other heavy run of fish, which also read-
ily take the fly. These salmon remain
all winter and come down river the next
spring. They are known as a kelt or
"black salmon." and are long and rakish."
They take the fly very readily and will
oftimes put up a good fight, they break
water a great deal but do not leap as
high as a "bright" fish. Sometimes it

is hard to tell whether you have hooked
a "black" or "bright" salmon till you
bring him ashore. For this reason it is

best to use a large landing net instead
of a gafT. Once you land a kelt you
must, of course, let him go.

_
In selecting a salmon outfit the ques-

tion of whether you use a heavy or light
rod depends a good deal on the' water to
be whipped. If it is heavy and the fish
are apt to carry you some distance down
stream, you should buy a heavy rod. over
thirty ounces. Many anglers on this side
of the water use a much lighter rod ex-
cept those who have been taught to fi'S'h

abroad. In England they cast for salmon
on rather stifif rods. It is most impor-
tant, however, that you have a good
winch and at least 100 vards of good'line.

With this last essential practically any
decent rod will suffice, providing you are
not too anxious in playing a fish. It is

in casting that a really good rod counts.
The question of casts is to be seriously
considered. Most of the salmon fisher-
men I know use the single gut, but they
are very careful to soak it well for sev-
eral hours. Also they look out for any
knots or fraying which comes from slip-
ping the loop over the barb of the hook.
These loops should be very large. The
question of flies has been the cause of
innumerable controversies. The Black
Dose, Silver Doctor and Jock Scott are
the old standbys and kill many fish on
the Miramichi. Some prefer them tied
with a snell, others with a steel eye. In
the latter case you do not loop your gut,
but tie it as you fasten your line, only
giving an extra turn. As a rule the large
single hook is used the first of the season
and when the water is warm the smaller
double hook. Each has its advantage
and admirers among both fish and man^
kind. A good rod can be had for $25.00,
a good reel for $8.00 or $10.00, an excel-
lent line for $6.00, casts from $1.00 to
$5.00 and flies from 50 cents up. Later
on you may invest in a Leonard rod and
fancy tackle, but many a king fish has
been killed on a good greenhart or lance-
wood rod, listed as above. The splice-
rod is not as popular as of yore. This,
however, is a matter of choice. If you
use a ferule rod, be sure that the ferules
are split and that the larger end of your
centre piece and tips are fitted with a
brass joint which fits into place below
the ferule. These suggestions are
along the lines of the happy medium, for
It IS doubtful if there is any one subject
m the world on which experts dififer more
widely.

I found the Black Dose the best fly
on this trip. I hooked and landed a black
grilse, weighing about three pounds, on
the morning of the twenty-fourth. As
this day is a public holiday in Canada
we did not fish after nine o'clock. Sev-
eral parties came out for the day's fish-
ing, and we abandoned the water to them.
Shortly after six on the 25th the boss
called us and we headed for the upper-
pool.
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Before going out in the canoe or skiff

I tried several casts from the shore. The
fish were rising further out and we there-

fore poled out and dropped the killock.

For some time I tried different flies and
then put on the one referred to. On this

morning the wind was very strong and
blowing upstream. It was well nigh im-

possible to make a good cast from a point

of vantage, where the anchor would
hold, for, be it understood, the Miramichi
is a swift-flowing stream. It was only

by the combined aid of the boss's pole

In this case I was seated in the bow of a,

wobbling boat, the dar*k waters were lit-

terally swirling hy in a manner to rattle

your nerve, and my fly was tossing about
in a mad, gurgling current. From the
depths a truly monster fish (it seemed
as the half-ibent body showed against the
dimmed landscape) arose; I was particu-
larly aware of the fact that my rod tip

bent and that my heart broke away from
its heart strings. Care is no name for

the manner in which I "felt" that fish as
the boat w-as poled ashore, and, uncon-

Freparing Salmon for Shipment.

and the killock that we were able to hold
the boat at all.| I did a good deal of

casting, and then, at Mr. Mullin's sug-
gestion, paid out more line and allowed
my fly to float down with the current and,

all unannounced, the chief event took
place.

To those anglers who have never
killed a salmon, any attempt to describe

your sensations when the first fish of the

season strikes is ludicrous in the extreme.

scious of an upset, the uncertain footing
of unsteady logs, I sprawled ashore.

Just then the reel 'began to screech.

From that on I lost all interest in the
weather, or the uncertain and certain

footing, or the boss's smile. For a full

half hour that fish sulked, broke, ran out
more line and 'broke again, and it seem-
ed fully a half dozen times the gaff was
all but under. All the time the reel was
busy and then, as I found he was surely
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hooked, I made time to smile, and keep

it up. Luckily I had a good strong

winch and the tip of the rod possessed

just the right amount of "play." Out
on the pool other fish were breaking

water and one monster swam within ten

feet of the shore, 'between me and the

hooked sahiion. This seemed to add to

his fury, and having "butted"to his

heart's content he would endeavour to

thase his fellow traveller from the sea.

But the sight of the other fish hastened

the end and chancing the danger of snap-

ping the cast I reeled in for the last time,

stepped still further badk on the bank, and
gurgled in my delight as the gatif yanked
him ashore. It was an early run female

of a little over twelve pounds in

weight, but I was satisfied beyond any
description of words.

W'e did not kill any more salmon that

morning. The weather was by no

means pleasant and this rather moderat-

ed our efforts. The pictures shown were
taken in the rain and are not as clear as

one might desire. In the afternoon fish-

ing my companion, who had never before

fished with a fly, landed another salmon
and one grilse. I managed to get one

picture just as the fish came to the gaff".

As the freshet caused by the rain brought
a good many logs down river we did not

hook another fish before leaving on

Thursday afternoon.

On this date we leaded a boat on a

team and drove some five miles up river.

Here, just above the mouth of the Little

Sevogle, we lowered her over the bank.

and ran down. This is a beautiful trip

and oflfens good trout fishing. There were
any num^ber of trout in the river, but they

did not bite. This was due to the fact

that the spring run of smelt had been

very large and all the trout were gorged.

We met an Indian and a friend who had
a large catch, made the night before while

we were down stream. The fish were
very large, several over two pounds, and
full of fight. They were, of course, sea

trout, W'ho, in many ways, fight harder

than those fish caught in inland waters.

We did not encounter any flies on this

trip, and though it would be better to

take along some dope and inside tent of

cheesecloth, there is generally enough
l)reeze to make the fishing pleasant. I

asked Mr. Mullin if, in his opinion, a

man could land from five to ten bright

salmon in a two weeks' trip during the

summer months. He assured me that,

under favorable conditions, it could be
done. Though he has kept no record,

the salmon caug"ht in his water have gen-
eral!} ranged from about twelve to

eighteen pounds, which, with the trout

fishing above, is pretty good sport. The
few people who have fished this water
have always come badk and this, per-

haps, is the best recommendation any
country could have.

Those sportsmen who would not care

to 'Spend their entire time on this water
could engage Ned Menzies, of Stratha-

dam, N.B., hire a team, and drive in to

the head waters of the main North West,
and run down in a canoe. There are

several miles of fishing above where the

salmon club holds the lease, w^hich is

open water. I do not know whether Ned
has any ice-house up there or ' nof.

The trout fishin^g, however, can not be
beaten on this continent, as they run
over six pounds. Also you can catch

them any time of the year you wish.

Running down stream you could stop at

the ]\Iullin's water or the Oxbow, as you
deemed fit.

Reports from British Columbia indi-

cate that the present fishing season is

proving an exceptionally good one. These
reports come from fishing centres on both

the mainland and \^ancouver Island.

\\ hile there is no need to go far awav

from the tow'ns for good fishing it is added
that for those who have the time to spare
it pays both in good sport and in results

to visit the head waters of the rivers.

These reports likewise include those who
troll and anglers with the rod and line.



Some Good Dogs

BY C. W. YOUNG.

POOR Old Judge I He was not much
to look at, in the eyes of a man
on the street, but for dog sense

and ability to retrieve ducks, he

beat anything in the canine line I ever

saw. ^^'e used to shoot ducks off a

bridge between Big and Middle Quill

Lake in Saskatchewan, and there Old
Judge was in his element. The ducks
came from one lake to the other-

and we crouched down behind the

rails of the bridge, and as they rose to

get over the obstacle in their way we
would get up and let them have it. Old
Judge would lie quiet till the shots were
fired and then jump into the water, eight

or ten feet, and he made quite a splu-^h

—weig"hing fifty or sixt}' pounds—and
collaring one or two ducks would swim
round to land and trot to us on the

bridge, and sit up with his paws down,
and the birds in his mouth. He was an

Irish water spaniel of long pedigree, and
trained to a nicety by his former master,

who lived in Victoria, and sent him to

Wetasto in acknowledgment of the good
times he had there. Cold water made
no difference to him. he would go in

just as readily when the ice was half an

inch thick as in midsummer. Gentle he

was in his manners, and fond of the

children, and would let them do anything
with him.

But '"all dogs has their day." and Old
Judge's came in a way one would least

expect. He was drowned, and this was
how it happened. Some bridges had
been thrown across Wetasto Creek ; one
was wrecked by the flood, the underpin-
ning gave way, but the cross planks still

floated. The Laird was crossing- one day,

and Judge and Xeville. instead of follow-

ing on the bridge, took the water for it.

The current sucked them under the

planks. Xeville managed to get out. but

Old Judge got tangled up some way with
the woodwork, and he could be heard
pawing away in his efforts to reach day-

light. Nothing could be done to help

him, and "at last the old fellow did strug-

gle out, but it was too late, and with one
deep sigh he went down and that was the

end of him. He was worthy of a better

fate. If there is any heaven for dogs
he will be there, and deserve it better

than a good many men !

Danger and Xeville were a pair of

Chesapeakes. dog and bitch, that came
from Baltimore, or somewhere down that

way, through the medium of an adverti-c-

ment in Rod and Gun. They were pup-

pies, but good lookers. It so happened
that they were not trained when they

should have been, and for a while it was
thought they would be of no use whatever.

Xeville's strong point seemed to be the

killing of skunks, of which there were an

abundance in Saskatchewan at that time.

She had no fear of the stink, apparently,

for she would grab a skunk just as soon

as a piece of meat' and tear it to pieces

and gobble them down, or if she found

one dead it would share the same fate.

Of course, no one could endure to have

Old Judge
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her within smelling distance, and she was
banished from the farm house, and kept

in the barn till she had her puppies. One
day I thought I would try her on ducks,

and coaxed her into the wagon and took
her down to the bridge. Ducks were
plenty, but she wouldn't look at them or

go in "the drink," and as soon as she got a

good chance she legged it for home.
Danger wasn't much better that year, but
next fall, without any special instruction,

both of them took to their business, and
better retrievers one could not wish. They
would bring out ducks from icy cold

water all day long, and never seemed to

tire of the sport. So much for heredity.

Unfortunately, a couple of years ago

from the num'ber of drakes that were
flying about Wetasto Creek and around
the shores of the lakes, there must have
been a good many ducks hatching in the

parts adjacent, and prospects of splendid

sport in the fall. The drakes included

almost all the varieties, widgeon, pintails,

mallards, whistlers, shovellers, etc., and
being in full plumage, were particularly

attractive in the sunshine of the early

spring days.

Prairie chickens were also more plenty
than I have seen them for some years,

and it is likely there will be good shoot-
ing all round when the time comes in

September.
It might be added, that owing to the

Springtime on the Prairie.

there was a lot of wolf-poisoning going
on about Quill Lake, and some of the
meat carelessly left around was gobbled
by the Chesapeake pups, as well as by sev-
eral other valuable dogs, and they turned
up their toes, as did also some cross-
breds, of which Old Judge, referred to

above, was the father. We were rather
anxious to see the latter develop, as, 'by

some authorities, they are preferred to

the clear thing. At present there is (;jie

likely-looking pup, a smooth pointer dog
out of Neville. He is really a good-look-
ing dog, and it will be interesting to see
what he will amount to.

I was in Saskatchewan in ^^lav. and

liberal bounty, and the price of the skins,

wolves (or coyotes, as they really are)

are getting quite scarce in some parts of

Saskatchewan; and they are likely to dis-

appear altogether. The same may be said

of skunks, though there is no bounty on
them, but their pelts are worth money if

anybody will skin them. With these two
pests out of the way, feathered game
should have a good deal better chance, not
to speak of domestic fowls, the keeping of

which on a prairie ranch is beset with
many difficulties, not the least of which is

the danger from skunks and coyotes.

Several peafowl and a lot of guineas were
lost thus wise from Wetasto.
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Our Cover Illustration

The French River

OUR cover illustration this month
depicts a scene on the French

River ^id will prove highly at-

tractive to the great army of

anglers.

The French River is a name given to

the water connections between Lake
Xipissing and Lake Huron, and although

not a river in the strict interpretation of

the term it is likely to retain its historic

name. In reality it is a lake with many
fine islands, and the waterways between

misled the early explorers into the belief

that they were upon a river. From the

time of Champlain, who traversed some
of these waters, down to the present day,

the fishing has been notable, and fortu-

nate indeed were the few who have found

their way in recent years to these beauti-

ful waters. The difficulties of access pre-

vented all but the most enterprising, with

plenty of both time and money, from
venturing so far into the wilds as the

French River. The wonderful advan-

tages gained by those making the trip led

a number more to endeavor to become
acquainted with the wonderful water-

ways marking the territory. From either

end, viz., from Lake Xipissing and from
the Georgian Bay, some bolder spirits

ventured and the reports they brought
back were all highly favorable.

Thanks to the enterprise of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway the whole of this

vast territory is now rendered easy of

access. There need be no fear of over-

crowding, for thousands may go and not

know others are there. The beauties of

the River, with its numerous islands, can-

not be exhausted in one season or in

many, and wanderings may extend over

a whole season without contact with civi-

lization. Those who spend a vacation

on the waters of the French River will

lay up for themselves a store of pleasant

reminiscences which will prove no mean
asset in their lives.

From any centre of population it is

easy to reach T(jri ;uio, and from Toronto,

via the Canadian Pacific line to Sudbury,

the French River can be easily and pleas-

antly reached in a few hours. By leaving

Toronto at 9.40 a.m., Pickerel Landing
can be reached in time for supper,

and if the night train is preferred

the 10.10 p.m. will land the pas-

senger at Pickerel Landing soon

after five in the morning. The Company
has arranged with Mr. [Martin H. Fenton
to act as chief guide. ^Ir. Fenton has a

boardinsT house close bv at which accom-
modation is afiforded. Guides, tents,

canoes, skifts and camping outfits can be

obtained at short notice. Gasoline laun-

ches are to be placed on both the French
and Pickerel Rivers, and anglers and
campers can be speedily carried to any
selected point and left to enjoy them-
selves to their hearts' content. Any Buf-

falo man, for instance, can leave his home
one evening and catch fish for his break-

fast in the French River the following

morning.

These advantages, when generally

known, will be certain to make the French
River widely popular. Ideal climatic

conditions, coupled with beautiful scenery

and fine fishing, provide attractions that

easily prove irresistible, and the lover of

the wild will find all that for which he
yearns. It is a place where X'^ature has
her sway and where the camper may es-

cape from all the sordid cares of civilized

life. To get back to the simple life is

more than possible on the French River

;

it is easy. Vacationists, whatever their

choice, so long as it be not a crowded sea-

side place, will be certain to find their

ideals in one of the thousands of vantage
points on the French or Pickerel Rivers.

The fisherman has yet to return disap-

pointed from either. While sport does
not depend upon numbers, it is well to

satisfy one's wishes in reason, and this is

the good fortune of those who fish on the

French River.
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Our Forest Problems

Important Points For Consideration By Our Legislators

BY JAMES DICKSON, O.L.S.

1r is not yet two decades since hunting

and trapping were prohibited in any

portion of the 3,125 square miles com-
prising the Algonquin National Park,

and a handful of men put in to enforce

the law. Perhaps nowhere has there ever

been afforded such striking proofs of the

reproductiveness of Nature when allowed

a quiet interval and the handsome re-

sponse of wild animals and birds when
given a modicum of fair play.

I made my first survey in that section

in the year 1878. There was then scarce-

ly a lake or stream without its family of

beaver, and triangulating and getting

round their ponds occasioned no incon-

siderable amount of extra labor and delay.

Later on the whole section was over run

by white trappers. No one had prior

rights over the other and it was a disor-

derly scramble as to who should secure

the largest share of the rich harvest. Had
it not been for the drastic measures a-

dopted by the Government, beaver in the

Huron and Ottawa territory would long

ere this have been as extinct as the dodo.

The fragments of antlers and skulls

that have been found afford abundant evi-

dence that at one time both moose and
elk abounded in Ontario. For a long

time they disappeared from the Province

altogether. The elk have never returned

and 1875 is the earliest date I have of any
trace of a moose being found west of the

Ottawa and south of the Alattawa and
French Rivers. In the fall of that year

a half-breed Indian—I had it from his

own lips—was hunting on the Amiel Du-
Fond River and saw a large wild

animal which he did not know stand-

ing up to his dogs. True to his Ind'an
nature, he shot it and found it w^as a

moose. Four years afterwards, when
I visited the locality moose trails were
so numerous that one would have im-
agined from the tracks that the woods
were full of domestic cattle.

From its establishment, the Algon-
quin Park has been lumbered over and
is also traversed from end to end by a

railroad, the whistle of the engine being
heard at all hours. Even with these

two disturbing elements game of all

kinds have increased in numbers, far in-

deed beyond the most sanguine expec-

tations of the early advocates of pro-

tection.

The primary objects in view of the

promoters of that Reservation were the

conservation of timber and water on
the watershed and the establishment of

a breeding ground for valuable wild ani-

mals where they might propagate their

kind unmolested by either rifle or trap.

No one, however, anticipated that in less

than tw^enty years beaver would become
so numerous that it would become a

necessity to thin them out.

Ontario has several other large forest

reserves where conditions for the propa-
gation of game are equally as good as

Algonquin Park, and there is every rea-

son to suppose that similar results

would follow were like policies applied

to them.

If the beaver is not molested it increas-

es in numbers very rapidly. It is not a

migratory animal, ever on the search for

fresh fields and pastures new. I ques-
tion if there is a single case on record of

an old pair of beaver changing their

abode so long as their dam is not inter-

fered with and their food supply holds
out. Of course when the old farm ceas-

es to supply enough food to support the

growing family, and their natural in-

stincts warn them of the coming short-

age, the younger members, like those of

human families, strike off for themselves
and they have never been known to err

in their choice of a new location.

It has been my privilege to travel

much in our backwoods. In the course
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of my duties of surveying, observing the

character of the country and reporting

upon the uses for which it is best fitted,

I have made many notes of the numbers

and haunts of our wild animals. Long
ago I came to the conclusion that in our

moose, deer and fur bearers we have

sources of wealth, which, if properly safe

guarded, may be made to yield a hand-

some annual revenue to the Provincial

Treasury.

The ruins of old farm buildings, de-

serted clearings and miles of naked town-

ships offer mute testimonies to the mis-

takes made by some hardy pioneers

when they attempted to make farms out

of country intended by Nature to pro-

duce timber and afford cover for wild

animals. It would have been infinitely

better for these men, their families, and

for the country at large had they not

been permitted to settle on land of such

a character that it could not and never

can, support a family independently of

other sources of income.

In some portions of Old Ontario, par-

ticularly south of the chain of waters

comprising the Mattawa River, Lake
Nipissing and French River, there are

many townships, quite worthless from an

agricultural point of view, but which, if

protected from fire, can always form first

class game preserves and, with proper

supervision in cutting, could also be de-

pended upon to supply timber for all

time to come.

Immediately north of that chain of

waters is a vast territory extending all

across the Province from the Ottawa
River to Manitoba and north to the re-

cently discovered clay belt north of the

Arctic watershed, which, with the excep-

tion of the New Liskeard district and a

few other limited areas, is utterly value-

less for agriculture.

Why should not steps be taken to pre-

serve this vast area, to protect and hus-

band its resources and keep it for the

sole purpose for which it was evidently

intended 'by Nature?

The Crown pre hibits the cutting of tim-

ber on any portion of the public domain
except by those who have paid handsome

premiums for the privilege. Every mill

owner is required to make a sworn return

annually of the extent of his operations

and to pay a further sum of money on the

lumber manufactured. The miner has to

contribute his mite before he can begin

to develop his claim, and then, whether it

yields returns or not, has to spend a

further amount on it every year and also

pay a royalty on his output. No one is

allowed to hunt, take or kill a deer in any
part of the Province until he has paid a

license fee for the privilege of so doing.

He can then only shoot one and is allow-

ed but a short two weeks of the year

for his hunting.

The fur catcher is the only man who
can go into the woods and pursue his oc-

cupation without having to pay anything
for so doing. With the exception of the

time limit he is altogether unrestricted.

The deer hunter knows when he sets out

that, from a financial point of view, he
is certain to be a loser. The trapper goes
to the woods to make money and as he

knows where his game is to be found he
is generally successful.

The "poor settler" cry is still being
vvorked for all it is worth. Those "poor
settlers" who are constantly railing

against the Game Laws are not akin to

the class of men who changed the Cana-
dian forests into rich farms and develop-

ed the latent resources of the country—

^

men who went into the backwoods and
by sheer pluck and hard work wrench-
ed a rich farm from the howling wilder-

ness, built schoolhouses, erected churches
and made roads. The "poor settlers"

of to-day care nothing for wild game. To
them it is a matter of perfect indifference

whether a wild animal at all is left in the

woods. They are generally too indolent

to work and are content to bring up their

families in ignorance and poverty. All

game laws are considered as infringe-

ments of their vested rights. As farmers
they are all failures, as artisans they are

no good and as laborers no dependence
can be placed upon them. Our farm ser-

vants in the country and laborers in the

cities are of infinitely more value to the

countrv than the best of them.
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For a number of years now the man
who wishes for a haunch of venison or a

set of antlers has had to pay for the

privilege of obtaining them and has not

dared to go into the woods without his

license in his pocket.

The fur catcher, however, the man who

really makes money, can go almost where

he likes without let or hindrance and

take as many animals as he pleases dur-

ing the open season.

The deer hunter cannot ship home his

single deer without its tag certifying that

he has killed it under legal conditions,

while the fur catcher can deal with his

pelts at his own sweet will.

It appears to me that we have now
reached a time when the trapper should

be required to pay a license for the

privileges accorded him, equally with the

man who has to pay for shooting his

one deer.

If I could have my way I would not

permit a person to trap even a muskrat

without taking out a license. Further I

would not, even with this license, give a

trapper a roving commission but define

his hunting ground on his license and

issue only one permit for the same field.

Under the present law non-residents are

permitted to take fur in the Province on
payment of a $10.00 license fee. I would
cancel that provision and prohibit all fur-

taking in Ontario by outsiders. In the

case of residents the license fee might be

fixed, or by way of royalty upon each

pelt.

I would add to these requirements a

similar regulation to that demanded of

lumbermen. All trappers at the close

of the hunting season should meet Gov-
ernment officials at various specified

points, produce their catch and make af-

fidavits as to the places and periods when
caught. At these places each pelt should
be stamped with a broad arrow and it

should be made a legal ofifence, a breach
of which ought to mean a stiff penalty,

for traders to either purchase or have in

possession any pelts not stamped. These
measures may seem drastic but I believe

they are required and the time has come
to formulate and enforce them.

The most sanguine of the promoters

of the Algonquin Xational Park, of

which the writer was one, never antici-

pated such magnificent results in the

comparatively brief period of time since

its reservation.

Upwards of $3,000 worth of the most
valuable furs have been taken from three

square miles in a few weeks and the fur

bearers have not been cleared out; only

thinned a little! The fur and castor

are not the only portions of the beaver

that are of value. The flesh is a rare

delicacy and has only to be placed on
the market, under Government restric-

tions, to command a ready sale.

The Government adopted a proper

course when, like wise breeders, they

resolved upon killing off and disposing

of their surplus stock. Fur bearers are

not the only animals in the Park that

can stand a little thinning. Moose and
deer are becoming numerous. Why not

take some of them each year and sell the

meat? With the railway facilities at

command there can be no difficulties in

getting the 'carcases out. After the first

snow still hunters could pick the choice

of the herd and bring him down without
disturbing another animal.

If game is as plentiful as reported the

surplus stock which could be taken off

in one season would more than recoup
the Province for all its past outlay. Half
of the beaver in each pond and a large

number of moose and deer might with
advantage be killed off each year by
Government employees, sold and the pro-
ceeds handed over to the Provincial
Treasury. The people of the whole Pro-
vince have borne the expenses of protec-
tion and they should share in the profits.

I would like to see forces of men plac-

ed in charge of each of Ontario's Forest
Reservations—men trained in both wood
and animal lore and sufficiently numer-
ous to protect every portion, preventing
any one from entering upon them with
either fire arms or steel traps. All hunt-
ing and trapping should be done under
Government supervision and everything
accounted for to the Government. There
is no reason for doubt that the results

in each case would be equally satisfac-
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tory to those already obtained in Algon-

quin Park.

It is a matter of regret to me that our

Legislators could not see their way dur-

ing the last Session to put a stop to

hounding. I should also have liked to

see does entirely protected—for a few

vears at least. The callins: of the moose

by means of the birch bark horn should

be made a legal offence. Of all the

methods adopted to allure an animal to

its own destruction this is, to my mind,

the lowest, meanest and most inde'fens-

ible, and it is indulged in at a season

when moose flesh is scarcely fit for hu-

man food.

A Successful Grizzly Bear Hunt

BV C. PKRCY I'l.VXTOX.

FROM Laggan. a little station in the

heart of the Rockies, a merry
trundle of two miles and a half

over a picturesque road across

the face of the mountain brings one to

the first of the far-famed "Lakes in the

Clouds." Here, nestling in a rocky cir-

que, is Lake Louise, mirror-like, trans-

parent, blue as a sapphire gem, and in a

setting of rugged and romantic Alpine
grandeur whose charms and loveliness

cannot be surpassed. Towering up on
all sides, tier a'bove tier, in overwhelm-
ing magnificence and awe-inspiring sub-

limity, till their lofty peaks sleep in the

ethereal blues, are the .^tern and massive
sentinels of the silent Rockies.

It was amid these mountain fastnesses

that an ardent sportsman, drawn thither

by the call of business, found his way in

the meridian of life. His resolute, clear-

cut face and flashing blue eyes bespoke
a dauntless and determined spirit. Of
medium height, square, muscular-fram-
ed, deep-chested, without an ounce of

superfluous flesh, it could readily be
seen that he was not one easily to be
baulked or set aside from any purpose to

which he might set his heart and mind.
His early life in Ontario and in the

State of Kansas, where feathered game
are plentiful, had given him a taste for

hunting which, after he went to Mani-
toba in the early eighties, he found
ample opportunity to develop. Is it

any wonder, then, that, having arrived
amid such wild and gorgeous scenery as

we have described, his first thought
when a fair day's work had been ac-

complished was to cast a line in the

mountain brooks for those speckled

beauties with which they abounded ?

To think was to act with him. So it

was not long before, in the cool of the

evening, the pools at the foot of dashing
cascades or where some giant of the

forest had fallen athwart the stream, af-

forded him and his fellow-workmen at

the little summer hotel—then approach-
ing completion in a sheltered nook on
the north bank of the lake—choice mess-
es of these tastiest of all fish.

It was on one of these fishing tours

that he penetrated a lonely region of the

mountains. Wearied and fatigued by
his arduous tramp over rocks and hills,

he was picking his wav back in the eerie

gloom of the twilight when a huge, dark
form suddenly loomed up among the

rocks about fifty yards ahead of him.

Curious to see the nature of the intrud-

er, and, as it was coming in such ar dir-

ection that it would have to pass very
close to him. he stood still in the shadow
of a large rock. His only weapon—or

excuse for one— was his frail fishing

rod. Within thirty paces came a real

grizzly, which his quick eye readily

discerned to be one of the largest and
most formidable species that infest the

Rockies, before the beast noticed him.

It was a test of iron nerve but Plaxton
was equal to it. For two intensely-

thrilling minutes the man, maintaining

a perfect calm, stared at the king of

mountain beasts, and then Bruin relieved

the situation by calmly resuming his

stroll in another direction. Thankful for

having come out with a whole skin in

such rough company, Plaxton returned
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to the hotel with a little more celerity.

For the nonce, he was obsessed with but

one burning determination—he had seen

the grizzled tyrant of the hills; now he

would conquer him.

In due time a 45.90 Winchester rifle

and a snapping little Irish wire-haired

terrier arrived from Banff. Incidentally

the intrepid hunter invited two carpen-

ters at the hotel to join in the chase.

They, however, were quite willing that

he should enjoy the adventure alone,

having, it was evident, a wholesome res-

pect for his grizzled majesty, as he had

been described to them in his native

wilds. They assured him, however, with

a twinkle in their eyes, that if they heard

any shooting they would be sure to

come to his rescue.

Plaxton's first step was to build a hide

or screen of brush on the mountain-side

close to where he had first seen the bear.

For several evenings he scoured this

section of the mountain in the hope

of meeting the grizzly and spent two

whole nights in covert waiting for him

to pass a certain spot. But it was not

till the third evening that the desired

meeting took place, when he suddenly

espied Bruin coming down among the

rocks about forty yards distant.

He was a massive beast belonging to

that rare and fierce species called the

"mocassin foot," endowed with skill and

strength extraordinary. The hunter

took dead aim for the grizzly's heart.

It was a tense moment, but thanks to a

steady nerve and a reliable rifle, the ball

apparently took effect, for with an in-

furiated roar the beast threw himself

sideways out of view. To get another

shot Plaxton ran up a small hill. The

bear was running away from him at a

terrific pace, but, immediately perceiv-

ing his enemy, turned and with a thun-

dering bellow of wrath and challenge

charged wildly for the hill. His mad
career was only momentary, however,

for a second shot knocked him down.

He was up like a flash and plunged fur-

iouslv up the mountain-side, running in

such a direction as to shield himself

behind the large timber. The enraged

brute passed some lov.- brush about one

hundred and fifty yards away, exposing

his head to view. Again, he tumbled

to Plaxton's unerring aim, but was up

instantly and disappeared in some dense

underbrush. During this exciting fusi-

lade, the hunter had entirelv forgotten

his little terrier, and was pleased to find

him between his legs, his shaggy hair

abristle with excitement and eyes snapp-

ing eagerness for the fray. Darting into

the brush, the little dog soon located

Bruin in one of the thickest parts about

one hundred yards away. With but one

remaining bullet in his rifle, Plaxton

worked his way to the spot. He found

the bear in the middle of a little glade,

sitting on his haunches, roaring in pain

and shaking his massive head and deadly

paws at the fearless terrier which

kept running in at him with most tantal-

izing snaps.

A quick shot entered the grizzly's

skull at the base. It was the conquer-

ing blow. A huge sigh broke from his

lungs and he sank to the earth. The

great grizzled monarch of the Rockies

died like a mighty Titan—the embodi-

ment of terrible grit and furious

strength to the last stridor—madly

clawing, in his death throes, a hole in

his native heath large enough to bury

himself in.

Meanwhile, a comical scene was being

enacted at the hotel.

When Humphrey and Mortlake, the

two carpenters, heard the shots in the

mountain, they were simultaneously

seized with a most exuberant valor which

found active expression in a headlong

dash for an ancient muzzle-loader which

adorned a wall of one of the rooms and

was indeed the only weapon about the

place. Tumbling over his friend, Mort-

lake gained the room first and in a trice

had snatched the old fowling piece from

the hooks.

"Powder and shot!" he cried, frantic-

ally, to Humphrey; but the latter, in-

wardly commending his own presence of

mind, had anticipated these requisites.

"In with the powder then!" urged

Mortlake; and wildly excited Humphrey

emptied a copious charge of shot into

each barrel, quickly followed by wads,

powder, etc., vigorously driven home by
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Mortlake who manipulated the ram-rod
with great unction.

"Ha!" ejaculated Humphrey, with

satisfaction, "now we can meet Mr.
Grizzly. To the rescue !" and, armed
with such a formidable cannon, the two
men dashed precipitately for the moun-
tain in the direction from which they

had heard the shots. Scrambling up
hill and down vale, over rocks, stumps
and logs, the valiant rescuers, panting

breathlessly finally encountered the hero

viewing his big game. Their surprise

and delight was eflfusive. Later, it

made four men perspire freelv in dragg-

ing the huge beast over to the hotel.

Upon entering the drawing-room at

Plaxton's house, the unsuspecting visit-

or starts with alarm at what appears to

be a couchant grizzly. But it is only

the skin with the monstrous head rest-

ing between the paws— the artful work
of Tom Wilson, the taxidermist at

Banff, who himself laughs when he

thinks of the tourists who gathered

around with tins to taste grizzly bear

soup out of the pot in which he had the

bear's head, boiling , Of course, Plax-

ton has again to tell the story of what
was perhaps the most thrilling adven-
ture of his life.

Note—As this is a true story it may
be mentioned for the curious reader

that the skin of this griz^ily meas-
ures eight feet each way, its claws are

three inches long and competent judges
estimated its weight in fall condition at

one thousand pounds.

THE JOYS OF NATURE.

BY J. R. McCREA.

O ! good it is to be alive and scour the alder cover.

With footsteps bent, and thoughts intent, on flushing grouse or plover.

Or through the pines, where clinging vines, around the trees are growing,

As o'er the hills t'he first faint gleam, of morning light is showing.

Good. too. it is to tramp the woods, when birds o'erhead are singing.

Attune your ear, while far and near, their anthems glad are ringing.

To fill your heart in every part with Nature's lavish giving,

And learn from things inanimate the deeper joys of living.

To leave behind the sordid cares, the city's ceaseless clanging.

And wander on till dark from dawn, "neath leafy boughs o'erhanging.

To read the roll of Nature's scroll, some lesson from it learning.

The truth that in its archives lies into your soul deep burning.

Commune with Nature at her best, with bird and beast rejoicing.

Aright to read the written screed, with one accord they're voicing,

To dream again such dreams, as when the fires of youth were burning,

And in the touch that makes akin to satisfy your vearning.

Yes. good it is to be alive, when bright the day is smiling.

And Nature's park, from dawn till dark, vour footstep is beguiling.

Till o'er your soul, there seems to roll, deep joy with joy contending,

A'S to your home you wend your way, with shades of night descending.
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$95.50 Coward Special Motor Boat $95.50
This handsome Motor Boat
built in the largest factory
in Canada is 17 feet long, 4
ft. 3 in. beam. 2 H. P.

I

Perfection Engine, seats 8
people, runs Sk miles an
hour, is a marvel of sim-
plicity iind beauty, no

cranking, guarantee with every engine, faultless in every way, cannot be duplicated any-
where for double the price.

Coward's Boat Factory, Kingston, Ontario

Knock Down Frames
For Launches.

Hulls complete, with or without Motor ; also Knock Down Frames, with in-

structions for building. Good designs. Get our Catalogue.

If you want the Neatest, Safest and Nicest Running Boat on the water buy a "PETERBOROUGH"
Send for illustrated Cataloeue of CANOFS and SKIFFS.Send for illustrated Catalogue of CANOFS and SKIFFS.

PETERBOROUGH CANOE CO., LIMITED
PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO, CANADA

We build all sizes from i8 to 45 feet, and
carry in stock 18 to 25 ft. launches. M. L. BUTLER

Motor Boata and Yacht*
BRIGHTON - - - ONT.

LAUNCHES
This photo shows our grace-
ful 18 ft. X 4 ft. 9 in. Camper's
L,aunch. It is well built, pro-
perly finished, fitted with z%-
h.p. engine, and makes eight
miles an hour. Cockpit roomy
with wide lockers full length.
Carries ten persons comfort-
ably. Do not buy until y«u

investigate this bargain.

Complete, with enviae inst^-
ed, brass deck fittings and
deck rails, corduroy ciuki«ns

and linoleum on floor :^ $300.00 -^
Write for Catalogue A



Experiences of a Woman Homesteader

An Adventure With a Timber Wolf

BY DOROTHY PATRICK DYAK.

Ir
was a dark, rainy evening in early

September last year when I receiv-

ed a thorough fright from the visit

of a timber wolf.

A few hundred feet from the front

door of our forest home in Alberta, which
we have named "Spruce Lodge," is a

deep but narrow ravine with a grove of

beautiful spruce trees growing along its

whole length, terminating in a big musk-
eg which separates us from the Medicine
Valley. In the deepest part of the ravine,

and directly in front of the house, a

spring of pure ice cold water bubbles
from under the roots of a giant spruce
growing on our side of the ravine. So
steep was the ascent from the house to

the spring that my husband cut steps in

the side and fixed a rustic hand rail to

grasp as one descended or ascended. In

this place also we arranged our "cold

storage" which amounted to nothing
more than a box with a hinged lid. sunk
into the cold waters of the stream. Here
we kept milk, butter, meat, etc. These
few preliminary descriptions are neces-
sary to the proper understanding of

what follows.

On the evening in question my hus-
band was away in search of a stray cow
and "Laddie." the dog that behaved so

nobly when I met the bear, was with him.
I was alone with the children and while
preparing supper had occasion to go
down to the "cold storage" for some but-

ter. It was getting dusk on the hill

and down in the ravine, under the shad-
ow of the big spruces it was nearly dark.

As I had no thought of wild animals
venturing so near the house I was not

a bit afraid. I had never seen anything
more alarming in the ravine than a prowl-
ing coyote and I was assured bv every-

one about that they were perfectly harm-
less. I had just reached the box and
stooped to raise the lid when a slight

noise behind me caused me to turn nuick-

Seated on the top step of the stair,

outlined against what little light remain-

ed in the western sky, was an animal

which I at first mistook for Laddie. He
always followed me to the spring and

sat and waited for me to ascend the

steps. I thought it rather strange I had

not heard my husband put the cow in

the barn. I concluded, however, that

Laddie had run ahead and that my hus-

band was coming along the marsh road.

Advancing towards the steps I said:

"Why, old fellow, where's your master?"

As the animal made no response, which
Laddie never failed to do, a curious feel-

ing came over me, and as I advanced still

nearer he bared his teeth and snarled at

me. Cold fear gripped my heart. It

was no dog but a great grey shaggy crea-

ture, with eyes that gleamed like live

coals in the gloom, that barred my path.

I could see the light streaming in a long

yellow ray from the open door of the

house above me, and I could hear the hap-

py voices of my little ones at play inside.

How could I get to them and protect

them? If the monster killed me what
would happen to the children alone and
with the door open? These and other

thoughts passed rapidly through my
brain as I hesitated. Something ' had
to be done and done quickly. A large

stick was lying on the ground near by.

Quick as thought I caught it up, without
taking my eyes from the wolf, and run-

ning up the steps I brandished my club

threateningly and yelled as hard as I

could. The effect of this headlong
charge was surprising. The animal
bounded oft into the bushes that fringed

the path and I did a stunt towards home
at record speed.

In far less time than it takes to write it

I was frantically bolting the doors, near-

ly frightening the children into fits by my
wild action. From the depths of the ra-

vine I now heard a long drawm. weird cry

that curdled mv blood. I had become ac-
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We otfer for immediate sale and ship-

ment one 30 ft. Boat complete with 20
H. P D. C. Gray Motor, Roper Safety
Propeller, matjneto, siren horn, auto-
mobile top and side curtains, automobile
steering, imitation leather life preserver
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GEORGAIN BAY
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ROW BOATS
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LAUNCHES.
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quotation on every requirement
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J. G. GIDLEY & SON,
Box 352,

MIDLAND, ONT.

The Most Boat

For Your
Money

No matter what
/ Rncine Boat you

) buy; whether it's
the staunch little
Power Dory at $150,
the Racine 'Speed-
about shown below,

which sells at $300, or
the sensation of the boat-

ing year, the big 36-foot
raised deck, sea-going power

cniispr which sells, completely fit-

ted out. at S2200 and is worth $5000 you
• juHt about «^e-linlt-

i MUSKEGON
We" have reduced the Iniilding of boats to a commer-

cial merchandising basis,without sacrificing or slighting
uiaterial or workmanship, or loss of individuality. K
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tvorks oil earth. Many boats mean loio price—we build "

many boats. Let its show yon that YOU CAN OWN A
BOAT and run it yourself toithout expensive upkeep or
hired help.

'

We will gladly tell you about the boats we make—every-
i thing that goes on water from the largest to the smallest.

•1 Send today for the story of "The Cruise of the Bonita"
I'll which will help you select the boat you need.

RACINE BOAT MFG. CO.
..^p-c-
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customed to the howling of the coyotes
but this sound was very different—far

more savage and wild. I remembered
reading that wolves were afraid of light

and therefore I promptly lit every lamp
in the house and all the candles, besides
stirring up the fire. While I was thus
engaged the horrible creature continued
its howling.

Meanwhile my husband, returning
with the cow, heard the howls of the wolf
and saw the unusual illumination while
still far down the marsh road. He quick-
ened his steps and was not long in arriv-

ing. Laddie was at home first and charg-
ed straight towards the ravine barking
furiously. The first bark he gave silenced
the wolf, and not another sound did I

hear from that animal.

With Laddie outside and my husband
somewhere near with his 33-30 calibre

I became very brave indeed and even
ventured to open the door. "Hello!
What's up?" came my husband's cheery
voice from somewhere in the darkness.

Oh! what a relief, so much so that it i

quite beyond my powers to give adequat
expression to it. I felt then as though
could face a wolf pack, not to mention th

lone one that had so frightened me!

My husband insisted, although I pro
tested vigorously, in going down the ra

vine where we last heard the wolf. I

was then quite dark and of course an^

search was useless. All that night '.

lay awake thinking over the stories m}
mother used to tell her children of vvolve
in the early days of Ontario, and compar
ing them with my own in Alberta.

Next morning the tracks of a hug(
wolf were plainly visible in the sodder
earth about the spring. We left Alberts
a few months after this occurred tf

spend the winter in the States but dur
ing the remainder of our stay and sinc€

our return, we have seen nothing more
of our nocturnal visitor and sincerely

hope he has visited Spruce Lodge for the

last time.

Fishing on the Rideau Lakes Chain

A Woman and a Lake Trout

BY J. A. MORIARTY.

'Twas in the gray of early dawn
When first the lake we spied,

And tragments of a cloud were drawn,
Half down the mountain side.

Along the shore a heron flew.

That hovered in the deepening blue,
We heard the fish hawk's cry.

A glorious sunrise in a land of beau-
tiful sunrises! It was to be my
last day in a two weeks' fishing
and hunting outing among the

lakes of the Rideau Chain at Newboro,'
and my party had decided to spend the
day on Devil and Buck La-kes in quest
of the wily salmon or lake trout.
On the wharf at Southworth had as-

sembled, in the early morning, one of the
most cosmopolitan crowds to be met with
anywhere in the world. Here a New
York millionaire talked face to face with

a Philadelphia lawyer, and stood should-
er to shoulder with a St. Louis broker.
The bait man distributed to the guides
the day's requirements of bass and salmon
bait, while the far famed Newboro' guides
moved easily among the crowd, carrying
the lunch baskets and other necessities
of the day. Boats were given a final

dusting, a buzz of unrest and excitement
vvas in the crowd. The hum of conversa-
tion on the one eternal subject—fish

—

ceased for a minute. A breath of morn-
ing air stirred gently the placid surface
of the water and suddenly from across
the bay was heard the long expected hum
of the gasoline launch, and Jack Kerr's

prim motbr boat 'came into view cutting
the water and dashing the spray on all

sides.
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Dean Canoes
carry weight safely and

comfortably without sac-

rificing that natty and

speedy design that has

earned for them a world

wide reputation.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE TO

WALTER DEAN
— SUININYSIDE, TORONTO —

Builder of High Grade Cedar and Mahogany Racing and

Cruising Canoes.

»><

Jas. Knapp & Sons, Proprietors

ESTABLISHED 1850

THE LEADING

Launch & Boat Establishment
IN THE DOMINION

We make a specialty of Gaeollne Laanchea of all

slzefl and descriptions. Our speed Launch, 25 ft. x 4 ft.

6 in. with 12 H.P., speed 18 to 18 miles per hour-
very safe. We build Row Boats, Skiffs, Dlngbys, Sail-

ing Yachts of all descriptions, any size or design built

to order. We guarantee all material and work dnt-dasa

and highly finished. Parties wanting to purchase can-

not do better than place their order with us. We fur-

nish prospectWe buyers with models of our boats.

AXl ORDEES PROMPTLY FILLED.

.9S~ Note the Address—
BARRIEFIELD. ONTARIO. CANADA
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Vacation Pleasures are half in the Boat or Canoe vou use.

Ours are Steady lo Shoot or Cast from, and Safe for Wife and
Children. Will outla.>.t and cutcarry steel or wood boats of

same siz e. Carried by hand, buggy, automobile, or checked as

baggage . Indestructible Steel frame, and Most Durable canvas
' body. Capacity from 350 to 3. ceo lbs. Sets up in ten minutes.

Guaranteed Best Canvas Boat Made. Send for Folder A.

LIFE SAVING FOLDING CANVAS BOAT CO.
KALAMAZOO. MICH.

line cut sharply through the water here

and there as we endeavoured to land a

beauty which in every conceivable man-
ner tried by some unexpected manoeuvre
to break, rod, line or hook until at last,

completely tired out, it g-ave up the fight

and was successfully landed. The guide

dipped his hand in the water, gently re-

moved the fish from the hook, and re-

turned it to its element, practically un-

injured.

At noon a reckoning of our catch was
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Soon it drew up at the wharf. Baskets,
minnow buckets, fishing tackle, etc., etc.,

were handed down. We took our posi-

tions in the commodious launch and five

skiffs were fastened in tow. The starting

word was given. Farewells to those
who lingered were said, and at last we
were off for the celebrated fishing

grounds of Devil and Buck Lakes.

To our left hand the gloom was not
yet broken by the morning sun and from
the darkness came the sweet scented odor
of birch and pine. The little town was left

behind, its image mirrored on the crys-
tal waters. Past the sleeping tented
village of many Canadian and American
tourists, living for a few weeks the sim-
ple life at Grass Point, we glided with
nothing but our echoes waking the still-

ness. Even the Pittsburg Fish Club on
the Iron Ore Point had not awakened
to the day's enjoyment and in a few mo-
ments their camp was passed. The wild
cry of the loon from its land locked bay
broke for a moment the stillness of the
morning. From afar inland came the
musical chimes of the melodious cow-bell
as the herd wended their way homeward.
This is the land where all sounds are
musical and all music is sweet.

After a short run, the Little Niagara
of the Rideau, Bedford Mills was reach-
ed. Here the lover of Nature might gaze
for hours in rapture at the foaming wat-
ers tum'bling from the heights, or the
scientist might study the enormous elec-
trical power which is wasted annually.

As fishermen, however, the falls had no
attractions for us that morning and the
making of the short portage was the duty
of the hour. The launch was left behind,
securely moored, and the five skiffs v/ere
speedily drawn across by the wagoner
in attendance. Soon the boats were
launched in Devil Lake and all was in
readiness for the day's outing. Almost
without realizing it we had risen twenty
feet and were now on the highest body

of water east of Montreal. The air was
sweet and clear, and owing to the high
altitude the hay fever sufferer might wear
all day a bouquet of golden rod and feel

no injurious effects. Hay fever, asthma
and kindred respiratory diseases are en-
tirely unknown in this region which will,

when the curative qualities of the place
become known, be as famous as a health
resort as it now is as a fishing resort.

At this point our party separated.
Three of the boats proceeded to Buck
Lake while the remaining two remained
in Devil Lake and I was in one of the lat-

ter. The other three were guided by Jack
Kerr, himself the prince of guides in Rid-
eau waters, and included in the party
were Mrs. Harrison and her little ten
year old son. Only the day before I had
watched this lady fish from a gasoline
launch and land a twelve pound salmon.
It was not surprising that under more
favorable circumstances better things
were expected of her.

She was just an ordinary looking fish-

erwoman, perhaps a trifle less awkward
tihan the majority of the women who an-
nually flock to these fishing grounds, but
in her face and manner was plainly writ-
ten the determination to master every
undertaking, and to do everything just
a little better than anyone else.

The day was ideal for bass fishing and
we had decided to spend the morning in
quest of bass. We certainly had all the
sport that it is possible to get in waters
teeming with every species of bass weigh-
ing from one and a half to five and some-
times six and a half and even seven
pounds, and every fish a fighter that de-
lights the heart of the most fastidious
angler. A cast of seventy-five feet was
made for a stump. The frog skipped
lightly on the water and then quietly
sank. There was a moment of eager ex-
pectancy; then we commenced to slowly
reel in our line. Suddenly there was a
strike and for the next few minutes the

„ , PtTNCTTTRB PHOOF FOLDIHO BOATflNo boathonse, leaki or repalri. Alw«yf re*dy, check oj bacKace. •£• tmfamJy or bait caatlnt iUndlns. Ribbed loncltndlnally and dl*«oii»llT «».
Sinkabl* Stroneer than wood. U«ed In U. 8. Nary and Army. Wehare tmnSarrey Dept. of Canada for laat S yr«. with all their boaU. Aw«rd«d Kirt

KTNO TOLDINO CAir7Ag BOAT CO., 4M HarriaoB St., ^unuM 1
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made and it was found that as a result

of our morning's sport we had captured

fifty seven bass which had been returned

to the water, while we still retained our

legal catch of eight aggregating thirty-

five pounds in weight.

The guides found a suitable landing

place on Papoose Island, and soon dinner

was served in that delightful manner for

which the Rideau guides have long been

famous, with appetites sharpened by the

clear, invigorating atmosphere and soul

stirring excitement of the past few hours.

Who can describe the delights of a lunch

eaten in this woodland Astoria? Over a

blazing fire, in Indian fashion, the several

courses were cooked and on a grassy

table they were served. Gone were all

dangers from indigestion, dyspepsia and
kindred ailments and well might a French
chef die from envy as the party devour-

ed a savory repast of chicken, bacon and
eggs, fish, etc.

During the morning the breeze had
freshened. By one o'clock a stifiE gale was
blowing which put continued fishing out

of the question and we had almost decid-

ed to adjourn our fishing operations for

the day when the guides persuaded us

to wait a couple of hours, prophesying
that the wind would fall during the after-

noon.

Their forecast proved true, and about
three o'clock the wind fell sufficiently to

allow us to resume, and we sought the

deep waters off Papoose Island hoping
to have the good fortune to land a couple

of lake trout.

Fishing for salmon or lake trout re-

quires more patience than fishing for any
other member of the finny tribe. Some-
times for two or three days the patient
disciple of the immortal Isaac will sit

in his 'boat under the burning sun and
never get a single strike. For this reason
many fishermen will not spend any of

their time fishing for this species. But
happy is the man or woman who has once
felt the strike of a lively salmon. The
sensation once felt is never forgotten and
would well repay a month of patient
waiting.

I
After about half an hour's fishing I

hooked the first trout of the day and for

the next twenty minutes I was kept very

busy indeed trying to b.nd him. For
actually half a mile I dragged him
through the water, endeavoring to drown
him. Every inch of the way he fought,

rushing in circles, up and down, and in

every conceivable manner striving to

break away, and it was not until both

fisherman and fish were thoroughly tired

out that he -would allow himself to be

brought close enough to the boat to be

gafifed and safely landed.

Two distinct species of trout abound in

these waters—one long and narrow, beau-

tifully formed, elegant in its movements,
and a noble fighter running in weight
from four to twelve pounds, and very

much similar in looks, habits and manner
to the Michigan grayling. The other is

large, coarse, broad backed and deep bod-

ied and weighing between fifteen and
thirty pounds and is a fighter well worthy
of a ndble foe. It was one of the former
genus which I had landed.

For over an hour nothing of incident

occurred. Numerous large fish broke
water around and about us ; evening
came on and we did not get another

"bite." We were deciding on pulling up
our lines and returning to the Mills when
Mrs. Harrison's hook caught on a sunken
log. In spite of the combined efforts of

herself and guide the hook held fast.

They were unable to free it, and we were
afraid that it would be necessary to cut

the line and leave tackle and all in the

lake.

Suddenly the line cut the water in a

semi-circle and in a moment we realized

that the line had been in some manner
freed by a salmon, and a large one at

that. Then began a struggle which was
really interesting to watch. Woman's
wit and woman's unusual strength and
determination matched against fish sense
and strength, and four hundred feet of

copper wire separating the belligerents.

The line spun out dangerously till

scarcely a round was left on the reel.

Then slowly she began winding up the
line ; inch by inch the fish came to her,

rushing now to the bottom, then cutting
the water in vicious sweeps that threaten-
ed to break something, now under the
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boat with the velocity of lightning, which
slackened the line so suddenly that it

nearly escaped, and getting its nose down
swept away and broke water over two
hundred feet from the boat.

Even the long experienced guide show-
ed visible signs of excitement at this, the

first sight of the monster, and gave vent

in short sharp notes of command, but

made no effort to assist the nearly fat-

igued fisherwoman, having resolved no

doubt if a landing should be made hers

and hers alone should be the honor of

the great achievement. The fight went
merrily on. For a time the fish careered

madly around but at last, appearing to

tire, the weary trout gave up and was
dragged to within a few feet of the boat.

The sight of the boat and its occup-
pants added fresh vigor to the tired fish

and away it raced again. For the next

fifteen minutes the performance was re-

peated in all its numerous changes; but

even a fish must give up some time and

once more it floated up to the boat appar-

ently lifeless. Standing in the boat the

guide poised the gafif and prepared to

strike but even then, as fate would have

it, the fish would not surrender. Like

a bolt from the clouds the iron darted to-

wards the beauty. But at the same in-

stant the fish jumped. The gafif missed

its mark and the fish once more darted

away.
The final struggle, though sharp, was

very short and soon the wonderful trout

lay panting in the boat. It tipped the

scales at 29 lbs, 9^ ozs. The record sal-

mon trout had been captured by a wo-
man.
On our return to Bedford Mills we

found the rest there with a fine catch of

salmon and bass strung up before a cam-
era but they were soon free to shower all

honors on our victorious fisherwoman.

A New Brunswick Bear Hunt
BY JOHN FARQUHAR.

NO,
I did not set out to hunt bear,

but was led into this hunt after

trying all I could for moose and
did not regret the change. For

some time I had been trapping mink and
fox on the head waters of the Monquart
stream. One day I discovered that several

moose intended to take up their winter re-

treat on the southern slope of one of the

ridges about two miles further down the

stream than my camping and trapping
ground. At that time no snow had fall-

en and the dry leaves lay so thick on the
ground that still hunting was impossible.

Knowing that the "white silence"
would soon fall, I kept on trapping, leav-

ing the moose strictly alone. When the
snow did arrive various engagements
kept me busily occupied for several days
and unable to get on the trail.

The first morning which found me free

for an all day hunt I packed my two quart
boiling kettle full of "grub," with some
tea and sugar thrown in, rolled the ket-
tle in paper to prevent it from rattling,

placed it in the game bag, and shoulder-

ing my favourite rifle was off on the

trail.

Fortunately the conditions for still

hunting could not have been better —the

snow was deep enough to keep the leaves

from sounding crunchy underfoot and not
deep enough to be tiresome.

Setting out briskly I soon came to the

ridge and sure enough there w^ere fresh

moose tracks, but not "my moose." When
I started to hunt him" it soon became evi-

dent that he also was hunting.

Up one hill, down another, over
brooks and into many a thicket and
swamp he went. I followed patiently

all his wanderings until noon, when I

arrived at the conclusion that it was no
longer good policy to continue on his

trail.

Boiling the kettle and eating my lunch
occupied little more than half an hour.

On re-starting I crossed the north branch
of the Monquart and took a round-about
course for home. The way, I knew,
would lead me over several high ridges,

on which I was in hopes I would locate
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some moose yards. I had climbed over

some very high ridges and was getting

wearied, when just as I topped the high-

est ridge of all I saw a fresh trail in the

snow ahead of me.
"Some other man after game," thought

I, but on closer inspection I decided that

it was the trail of a medium-sized bear.

Further inspection revealed the fact that

small tracks were intermingled with the

big ones and apparently the she bear and
her young ones were not far off.

No longer was I tired, for I had come
across a chance not to be picked up
every day—that of finding a bear in her

winter den. Carefully noting the direc-

tion of the wind I worked slowly along
the ridge, trying to find in what direction

I might discover the bears. The task

was not an easy one, as the bears had
been feeding on the berries of the moun-
tain ash, or as it i's often called, the rowan-
wood tree, and these trees happened to

be very plentiful on that particular ridge.

They were heavily laden with fruit and
the bears had made a great feast. The
bears would climb trees, eat what they
could reach, and knock down a lot which
they would afterwards devour when they

descended to the ground.
In carrying out these tactics they had

made a multiplicity of tracks, so confus-

ing that it was some time before I could
locate the den. This I found at length
under the heavy top of a large fir tree

that the wind had torn out by the roots,

throwing down a small fir in its fall. On
Hearing the den I found the undergrowth
so thick all around it that I could only
approach it from the windward side.

When within twenty feet of the tree I saw
a black ball of fur, and when I took an-

other step it was sitting on its haunches
—a fine she bear snapping her jaws in a

sleepy manner.
To aim and fire were the work of a

second. The ball, instead of passing
through her heart, caught a large white-
wood bush, and passed through both fore-

legs, close to the body. She dropped like

lead and thinking she was all in I neg-
lected to pump my rifle and ran round
the tree where she was lying, licking her
wounds. At once she rose on her hind
legs, swung round and tore out through
the den in the direction from which the

shots came.

Then, for the first time in my life, my
rifle jammed. The bear was fifty yards

away before I could get my rifle to work
again. She was stumbling, leaping and
falling, making fairly good time, when I

dropped her again with a bullet in the

rear. Getting up quickly she turned and
came at me. All bloody and desperate

she looked a mad fury as she came
steadily on.

Much as I disliked to spoil that shiny,

black pelt I had to shoot again or run.

Waiting till the enraged animal was only

ten feet away I sent another bullet into

her neck, close to the shoulder.

This time she fell and was unable to

rise. Reaching as far as she could she

grasped a bush with her teeth and pulled

herself towards me. This was her last

effort and shortly afterwards she suc-

cumbed.
Greatly elated at my success I turned

back to investigate the den and found
that there had been two small bears with
the old one. Their tracks showed plainly

where they had gone down the ridge at a

gallop.

The den was a very simple affair. The
bear I shot had her bed directly under
the trunk of the tree. She had broken
off the small twigs which were in the

way and had made a neat little pile of

them outside the den. Her bed was com-
posed of a network of twigs and branch-
es and served admirably to keep her fur

off the damp ground. The other beds
were similar but much smaller and more
exposed, which probably accounted for

their being wider awake than the old

one and escaping.

Knowing that it would be useless to

follow, I returned to my prize and made
a closer examination. I found her a full

grown bear, heavily furred and very fat.

Evidently one of her forefeet had been
in a trap on a previous occasion, as the

half of it was missing. This foot told of

a struggle and of a loss. The foot had
healed up nicely.

Finding a bear in a den is a rare oc-

currence in our part of New Brunswick.
I had therefore much pleasure in finding

myself such a fortunate individual as to

make this capture, and when I returned
home with my prize I had a " bear story"
to tell.
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The Qualification Climb of Mt. Huber

BY A. M. DALLAS.

Many of us attended the last camp of

the Alpine Club of Canada with the full

intention of winning our spurs as Alpin-
ists. We knew that this meant climb-
ing a peak at least ten thousand feet high
and we were all aware of the opportuni-
ties offered the graduating members to

qualify for the active list at the annual-

camps. With these matters constantly
in our minds we were interested in all the

camp proceedings and particularly in all

we heard about the climbs.

On the morning of the day fixed for

our effort we were called at half-past four.

To crawl from under the warm blankets
into the chilly atmosphere always prevail-

ing in a mountain camp in the early morn-
ing meant an eft'ort but many efforts were
to be called forth ere the day was over
if versions of previous climbers were cor-

rect, and we could not shirk the first one.

Acccordingly we arose with what cheer-
fulness we could command, donned gar-
ments for temporary protection against
the cold and sallied forth across the na-
tural lawn to the little lake which served
as our "rain barrel." We did not linger

over our wash basin and on our return to

the tent speedily completed our simple
toilettes.

Gathered at the dining tent were twen-
ty-five shivering mortals calling loudlv

for something hot. These demands were
speedily complied with by the attentive

Celestials who were early on duty and a

few minutes later we were at the camp-
fire waiting to be organized into different

parties for the stern work of the day.

The President himself undertook this

part of the work and did it with a quick
decision which much impressed us all.

He was accompanied by the guides who
with their ropes, ruck-sacks and alpen-

stocks looked well prepared for serious

work. The roll was called and as each
party of five was completed we were told

off to the care of a particular guide, the

importance of prompt and implicit obed-
ience to his instructions being impressed
upon us. The guides were told to "bring
back the ladies at all costs—bring back
the gentlemen if you can."

In response to the order to march we
fell into line and began the upward jour-

ney to the mountain peak looming four

thousand feet above us. We had not

wasted time and within an hour from be-
ing called we were on our way. The
first stage of the journey took us along
the well-trodden path by the margin of

Lake O'Hara. Already the sun had
found his way through the passes be-

tween the different peaks. The play of

light and shadow kept us interested untih
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at the end of the lake, the climb began.
A steep slope, covered with soil and grass,

gave us plenty to do for the next half hour
and as we were seven thousand five hun-
dred feet high our breathing began to be
short.

Loose rock and stones furnished our
next experience. The grade was steep

and care had to be taken lest a false step

or a loose stone should cause a slip which
might prove serious before we could be
stopped.

this pass to camp on account of a fie

blizzard accompanied by intense cc

our spirits rose and we confidently ant
pated a successful day. While the atm
phere was still cold we enjoyed
warmth of the sun's rays whenever
shadows of the mountains allowed us
bask in them.
At this point the guide caused us to

roped and we knew that real clin
ing was not far distant. In a short ti

we reached a steep rock full fifty i

On the Official Climb.

By eight o'clock we reached a pass
which gave us a splendid view of the val-
ley from which we came. On the other
side of the pass was a similar valley
with a snug little lake nestling at the
further end. Our prospects appeared en-
-couraging. The morning was perfect,
scarcely a cloud appearing in the clear
blue sky. When we compared our sur-
'roundings with those of the previous day,
\when we were compelled to return from

high. As this was considered a danger
ous place for amateurs, the guides, somi
days previously, fastened one end of i

strong rope at the top of the ledge am
allowed the other to hang over the preci-

pice. As it took fifteen minutes foi

each party to climb the rope and three

of them were ahead of us we appeared
doomed to wait three quarters of an
hour on a narrow ledge in the shade of an
overhanging mountain where it was very
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SteelFishingRo(
Fish with a "BRISTOL"—but flsh any-
way. Fishing is the greatest sport on
earth. If it ever gets in your blood, you

will fish for the rest of your life every time
you get a chance—and if you once fish with
a "BRISTOL," you will know that It Is not
only the finest looking and the most reliable,
but also the best fishing rod on earth. No
question about it. Each rod Guaranteed

three years. Handy nickel "BRIS-
FREE TOL" hook remover with our

beautiul new 1910 catalog.
Send for them.

^N. THE HORTOK MFG. CO.,
82 Horton St., Bristol, Conn.

•\
•f?

'^'"^i

^^s
.Jf- t\

FISHING TACKLE
VERY DEALER should write for our big 150 page catalog and special deale»'«

proposition for his Town.

VERY FISHERMAN should send 5c. for postage for one 150 page catalog, and
let us tell him where he can secure Fishing Tackle at best prices.

Honnocks-lbbotson Co., Utica, N.Y., U.S.A.

FISHING TACKLE MAKERS.

IE WONDERFUL "COAXER " TROUT FLY!
FLOATS ANYWHERE.

I got 34 oo the 'Coaxer.'

AU«10ST ALIVE. NEVER LOSES ITS SHAPE.
^ »^ ^^8B "*^y guide said, 'these trout don't take flies.

l^^^i^^^^HH "Caught a 15-inch brook trout on the "Ooaxer'—that's the record here.'

l^^^^^^^^^V "I get 17 speckled beauties before breakfast that averaged 12 mcbes."
'^^^^^^^^^K "I have caught, over 400 trout oo ooe little 'Coaxer' fly."

"I found my little boy catching croppies with it to beat the band."

Trout Size, 6 colors, $1.35; 12. $2.60. Bass Size, 6 colors, $1.65; 12. $3.25.

I Stamp t.r Booklet of Bass Baits, etc.. in colors. W. J. JAMISON. 2751 POLK ST.. CHICA6e

NEW JAMISON TROUT SPOON
Cut shows size 6,

Set of Four Colors, $1.00.

Made on 2, 4 and 6 hooks.
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cold. We waited there while one partj

made the climb, when our guide, after

taking a critical survey of each member,

gave us a few words of congratulation

and braced us up with the brief comm.and

"Follow me!"
To our surprise he pressed by those

who were waiting at the loose end of the

rope, steering his course sheer against

the face of the clifif some distance further

on. Before we quite realized what he

was about he had dug his nailed boots

in the face of the clifif, found a "toe-hold,"

and was ofif up the clifif. We knew we

must follow and be without the assist-

rock. Already they had advanced several,

feet in an oblique direction towards the

upper surface. Under these circum-j

stances desertion was impossible and 11

followed, soon finding myself between!

heaven and earth and with very little]

means of support in either.

I was fearful of looking down lest I

should become dizzy and afraid to look

up for fear I might become too discourag-

ed at the prospect above. We continued

to advance with dogged determination

and as we did this we gained confidence

and rather enjoyed our daring situation.

I suppose our sensations were akin to

Ascending Mt. Huber.

ance of the hand rope we saw was of

such material assistance to the others.

A deep valley yawned below* the prospect

above appeared anything but hopeful, and

the idea crossed my mind of slipping out

of the rope and returning to camp or at-

taching myself to some other party. Be-

fore these fleeting notions could take

shape in action I felt a tug at the rope and

saw that my four companions were clam-

bering after the guide, imitating him by

kicking and scratching in the face of the

those of the soldier who is confident he

is on the firing line.

At the same time we were all relieved

when we saw the guide standing firmly

anchored on the top of the ledge, and still

more so when, a few minutes later, and

aided by gentle pulls at the rope, we join-

ed him.

After a rest we had an hour's hard work

in rock climbing. We first ascended an al-

most perfect stairway composed of layer

upon layer of solid rock. Then we cross-

J
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England's Great Fishing

Rod, Reel, and Tackle Manufacturers
will mail you their large Illustrated

Catalogue Free!
It will pay you to import, as you get
the highest class fishing rods and tackle

the world has ever seen.

Hardy's "Palakona"
Split Bamboo Rods are the lightest and
strongest made.

Hardy's Alowick Qreenheart Rods
Are superior to all others.

Hard/8 *»Perfect" Reel
with ball bearings and regulating check,
fitted with a double tapered "Corona**
line make a perfect Outfit complete.

HARDY BROS. Ltd., :

LentWn Depot : 61 Pall I
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ed steep falls on narrow ledges and

streaks of gravel .ind jumped from one

huge boulder to another.

At ten o'clock we found that we had

climbed round to the north side of the

mountain and reached an immense glacier

which clung to the very peak of the moun-
tain and stretched far down its northern

side. For three hours we made our way
slowly over this stretch of snow, ever lead-

ing upward. Our only danger was from

a crevasse covered by recent snow. The
guide told us we were perfectly safe so

long as we kept the rope tight.

Half way across this glacier we had

to climb a sharp shoulder of rock which

had split the glacier in two parts. After

we had laboriously made the top we had

to descend for half a mile and then sud-

denly found ourselves on the borders of

a steep slope of solid ice.

Footholds had been previously cut in

the ice but the storms of the previous day
had drifted them full. We were detained

for 'over an hour while the guide

cleared out the snow, and this exper-

ience proved the most trying portion

of the journey. We were ankle

deep in the soft surface of the glac-

ier and our feet were wet with the

melting snow. When the sun was shining

clearly its rays were reflected from the

snow and ice with terrible severity and
when it was behind a clou'd the cold made
us shiver. However, we were buoyed up
with the knowledge that the summit was
not far distant. The scenery gave us a ser-

ies of panoramic views never to be forgot-

ten. As we looked down upon the glac-

ier we had crossed we saw that it was
the topmost ravine of the mountain filled

with ice and snow hundreds of feet thick.

At length the guide finished clearing

the pathway and we advanced- carefully

using our alpenstocks and ice axes and not

trusting entirely to the hob nails on our

boots.

Another nasty little shoulder, about

ten feet high, covered with loose rock,

ice and snow caused ns a great deal of

trouble. There appeared to be neither

"hand hold" nor "toe hold" and depend-

ence had to be placed ni^on the rope.

As the darkest hour is the one before

the dawn we found the hardest climb to be
the one immediately before the top.

Scarcely had we conquered this serious

obstacle when we heard a cheer from
those in the lead and knew that they had
won the summit. Five minutes later,

after struggling through some soft snow,
we joined them on the summit of Mount
Huber, eleven thousand and forty-one feet

above the level of the sea. We knew that

we were mountaineers and congratulated

each other on a notable achievement.

After surveying the wonderful panor-

ama in front and around us we partook
of a hearty luncheon which we felt we
had well earned. We cleared out the

ruck sacks and thus relieved our excellent

guides of a portion of their burdens. Lun-
cheon over, we made a more careful exam-
ination of the magnificent scenery and
our guides pointed out many well-known
mountain peaks by name.

The valley appeared to open up before

us on every side. At the far end of one of

them small white patches indicated the

location of our camp. A little nearer lay

Lake O'Hara, surrounded by a belt of

evergreen timber. A mountain stream
appeared like a long white cord> twisted

and tangled, as it made its boisterous way
down the. mountain side. At another point

we saw several small lakes at the foot of

a huge glacier which clung between two
high mountain peaks. In the further

distance was a vast field of snow and ice,

broken here and there by the rugged sum-
mits of the highest mountains. Away to

the south Mount Assiniboine pushed his

snow covered crest far above his sur-

roundings.

As it was two o'clock and we were
several hours from camp, the guides gave
the word to start on the return journey.

It was with reluctance we left the scene
of our triumph, were once more roped
to each other and slowly began the des-

cent. We discovered, like many of our
predecessors, that if climbing is difficult,

the descent, at times- proves almost equal-

ly so. However, with our experiences

of the long morning fresh upon us and the

care and consideration displayed by our
guides we achieved the descent without
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The 1910 Improved Kelso Automatic Reel
It is fully gnarautet'd; maiif of the strongest and

lishteat materials possible. ThevreiKbt is correct to

properly balance a 5 oz. Fly Rod.

Fishintt as a sport—gains added enjoyment when you
use a KELSU Automatic Vieel.

Tbisieel is not intended to catch fish for you automa-
tically, but when aided by your hand and brain—to in-

crease your efficiency as an angler.

Soma of the reasons why KELSO Automatle Reel Is

preferred to any other :—

l»t—It makes the handling of a rod much easier as it

ia properly balanced.

2nd— It is large enough for bass fishing and light

enough for trout. Can be wound up to give de-

sired tension on line.

H.

3rd—It prevents the tish from getting slack line and
then IS more nport.

4th—Saves trouble for the angler, by keeping the line
proper length.

6th- It keeps the line away from under your feet and
out of the vN'ay while wading a stream.

6th—You would not vise an old style mozzle-loading
rifle in placi- of an automatic, not licmuw) jou
could not kill the game, but the automatic is more
convenient and up to date. So is the K£LSO Auto-
matic Keel,

Price JS.PO at all dealers, or direct from us if nnob-
tainable locally,

WritP for thedescriptive Booklet of specialtiea that
are necessary to do business with game fish successfully
ami without trouble, and which has a sample of our
KELSO Enamel Line enclosed, which is the best
enamel silk made.

J. FRO!<T & CO.. 90 Chambers Street. New York. MANVFACTrRKIW OF FISHING TACKLE

-^
-^

Steel Fishing Reds
FLY ROUS, 8 or 9^ feet - - . .

BAIT RODS. 5^, 6K or 8 feet

-

CASTING RODS, 4H . =; or 6 ftet -

CASTING RODS, with Agate Guide and Tip
CASTING RODS, full Agate Mountings -

$ 1. 00

1.50

3-75

Trout Flies

For Trial—Send Us

I8c

30c

for an assorted sample dozen, r^s^aliiu A Fli«c
Rejrular price J4c«mts. VfMlliy M I IICS

for an assorted sample dozen. OiiaIUw R FISa*
Regnlar price, 60 cents. V^Uailiy D I IICS

A(\f for an assorted sample dozenvVt Regular price, 84 cents.

65c for an assorted dozen.
Regular price, 96 cents.

Quality C Flies

Bass Flies

Original and Genuine

OLDTOWN CANOES
Introduced and made famous by us.

16 to 19 ft.

THE H. H. KIFFE CO., "N^^Tvi::''
TUuttra4ed Catalogue free'on application.

ISew ** Mildebrandt " Spinners

In addition onr •t«a4*id
Spinners we mannfaetnre a fall

line of new baits ealled fllfli

ni and Idaho. Slim 111 for

black bass and other (am* lah;
Idaho for troot and salmon. Oar new specialties In addi-
tion te the abore wlU interest any flshennan. Bead for•w Ulnitrated cataloc and tee the lateat.

T' E J. J HIIBEBBAWDTCB. Dtiwt» g LMuyiwr. imi u ^t

Our Agents Make $50.00 a Week
Selling new process water color por-
trait and gold frame. Costs 90 cent*
complete with glass, sells for $1.98.

Samples and instructions free. Young man in Ohio made $22.00 in one day. We are the
largest picture and frame house in the world. One general agent wanted in each county. Give
us reference and we will extend you thirty days' credit with steady, honorable employment
at a big income. Our business is established twenty-five years. We are not in the picture
and frame trust. We want honorable, trustworthy representatives only. You need no
capital to work for us. We teach you how to make a success. Address at once,

WILLIAMS ART COMPANY,
2515 W.Taylor Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
/« ansu'ering state "Saw advertisement in Rod and Gun in Canada.
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St delay or accident and arrived back in

hi camp shortly after six o'clock.

Cheers and congratulations from our

1 fellow members in camp were our reward,

and after a hearty meal, which restored

our exhausted energies, we were able to
m
J^take part in the pleasant proceedings

• which marked our evenings around the
SK °

1 campfire.

Ill;

a '

loi

THE ALPINE CLUB OF CANAb^.
Ballot for Officers of the Executive Board.

The following have been nominated and tiie bal-

lot papers sent out:

—

Hon. President:
^°

Sir Sandford Fleming, Ottawa.

"^President:

we Prof. A. P. Coleman, Toronto.

j-Q Vice-Presidents (2);

J John D. Patterson, Woodstock,
"^' Dr. J. W. A. Hickson, Montreal
a S John Watt, Toronto

, M. P. Bridgeland, Calgary
^ J. P. Forde^ Revelstoke

the P. D. McTaVish, Vancouver.

ha(Hon. Secretary

£„_ Mrs. J. W. Henshaw, Vancouver
. Hon. Treasurer

y^' C. »,. Rowley, Calgary
ienDirector

of A. O. Wheeler, Banff.

(JggSecretary -Treasurer:

S. H. Mitchell, Banff.

Librarian:
mCi Office for present will be looked after by Sec-

clejretary-TreaS'Urer.

SjjQAdvisers (3):

1 F. Veigh, Toronto.
^"'

J. B. Kay, Toronto
US .' J. B. McLaren, Winnipeg
wit Dr. F. C. Bell, Winnipeg

not

ies

ten.

ier

the

^i^] It- is claimed that New Brunswick has

^more big game to the square mile of its

the territory than any other province of Can-

usii^da. At least one-third of the province

truj's good hunting ground and most easily

boo''6^ched, from the fact that in New Bruns-

Awick as a whole there are more than six-

ten
'^^^ hundred miles of railway, or a mile

Df railroad for each nineteen miles of area.

.Moose are found in at least twelve of the

Rev. Thurlow Fraser, Portage La Prairie,

Si;an]^y L. Jones, Calgary

Rev. G. Kinney Keremeos
C. H. Gillis, Vancouver

ART COMPETITION, 1910.

The Fourth Art Competition will be held during

the Club's annual meet, commencing the 19th July,

1910, at Consolation Valley in the Main Range of

the Rockies.

TERMS OF COMPETITION.
Class 1. Alpine Scenes: Each exhibit shall con-

sist of six i^h tographs of a size 4 x 5 or under.

All six must be uniform as to prints and size of

mounts.
Class 2. Alpine Scenes: Each exhibit shall con-

sist of four photographs of a size greater than

4x5. All four must be uniform as to prints

and size of mounts.
An Alpine Scene may be defined as follows:

A mountain Landscape containing features such as

forest, river, torrent, lake , waterfall, icefall,

snow and mountain peak. Groups of figures with

these features as a background will be accepted.

The competition is open to all members of the

Club, except professionals, who will be judged in

a class by themselves.

There must be at least three entries in each

class.

An ice-axe suitably inscribed in silver will be

presented as a prize in each class.

Exhibits will be received by the Secretary-

Treasurer at the Club House, Banff. Alberta, or in

Camp, up to the opening day of the competition.

All exhibits remain the property of the owners,

if so desired.

NOTICE.

The Club House, Banff, will open for the season,

June 15th. From that date all club correspond-

ence should be addressed to Club House, Banff,

Alberta, Canada.

ice

troii
, .ourteen counties, and both moose and

'aribou in all but two. Moose caribou,

Dr deer are found in every county, and

sometimes all three are in one neighbor-
hood. The best moose grounds are in

the counties of Restigouche, Gloucester
and Northumberland, or what is gener-
ally known as the North Shore of New
Brunswick? being that portion of the

province bordering on north-eastern sea-

shore. There is also excellent hunting in

the northern part of the counties of Kings
and Queens, designated among sports-

man as the "Canaan Woods." These
portions of the province have been de-

scribed as a vast game preserve.
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J'or important and dress occasions^'GKallenge" Collars Qombine extreme good taste with
solid comfort—give that easy, natured appearance so characteristic of particular dressers.

thQ frdmj^&w-^

FIT

SNUGLY
LOOK

UKE UNENWATEI^PROOF

Collar^ S Guffs
You can't tell them from linen. They are made in the latest, most fashionable models; have the dressy
look and dull finish of the best Irish linen, and cannot wilt, no matter how warm you get. You save
laundry expense and annoyance—a rub from a wet cloth and the "Challenge" Collar is as good as new.
If your dealer hain't "Challenge" Brand, tend u> 25c., itating size and style of collar you desire, ot 50c per pair for cuffs, and
we will supply you. Send to-day for our new style book—"Hints for Careful Dressers."

THE ARLINGTON CO. OF CANADA, UMITED, 54-64 Fraser Avenue, TORONTO, CANADA "

Do You Want Real Shirt Comfort?
No doubt you do!

Cotton shirts soon become damp and limp.
Perspiration affects them.

They require frequent laundering and do not last very
long.

Jaeger Pure Neglige Shirts
are as comfortable as a shirt can be.

They look well, the hang of the shoulders, the smooth
fitting front and the air of distinction they have places

them in a class by themselves.

Good dressers - comfort seekers - have learned to depend
on Jaeger Pure Wool Shirts for Summer wear.

Patterns sent on application and the fit of the shirt guar-

anteed.

Dr. JAEGER'S ^^^ SYSTEM ui
316 St. Catherine St. West, Montreal

231 Yonge Street, Toronto.

Steele Block, Portage Ave., Winnipeg.



The Provincial Museum at Victoria,

B. C, has long occupied an exceptional
position in Canada and beyond its borders,

bearing, as it does, most excellent testi-

mony to the broadmindedness of its found-
ers and the excellent work done by those
who have built up and had charge of the

collection gathered together as the result

of many efforts. To both casual observ-
ers and students a few hours spent in the

museum reveal much of the past history

of the Province and of its fauna. A fine

guide to the collection of anthropology in

the museum, prepared by Mr. Charles F.

Newcomb, M.D., has just been published.

It is twelve years ago since the last cata-

logue was issued and during that time
over three hundred specimens, many of

them valuable exhibits, have been added
to the museum. The collection, which is

now crowded having outgrown the space
alloted to it, has been rearranged accord-

ing to tribes and this adds greatly to its

interest. The guide which, is accompan-
ied by an ethnological map of the pro-

vince, is well illustrated, showing not only

the best of the exhibits but also some fine

Indian remains taken from photographs.

A list of publications relative to the an-

thropology of British Columbia is includ-

ed. There are no less than seven tribes

amongst the 25,000 Indians to be found in

the Province — the Haida, Tsimshian,
Kwakiutl, Nootkan, Kootenaian. Atha-
pascan or Dene, and Salishan. The illus-

trations of the totem poles are particular-

ly interesting and there is also much in

the notes on the various exhibits that can-

not fail to attract attention of anyone in-

terested in the stories of the former own-
ers of the land of the Province. The guide

is indeed creditable to the museum,
and the museum, under the efficient care

of Professor Kermode, continues to be a

centre that no visitor to Victoria should

omit to see. A few hours mav be most

pleasantly spent there and the guide will

add much to the pleasure of visitors, en-

abling them to follow the exhibits with
intelligence.

Mn George G. Green, writing from
Bradford, Ont., states that in the spring
of the year the carp are seen on the flood-

ed lands in thousands. In his neighbor-
hood it is no uncommon sight to see acres

covered with them, and a man with a club
can kill a boat load in a few minutes. In
one case, where the sight was witnessed by
several outsiders, three men took up two
team loads. These fish, which have
spread so rapidly since their introduction

to the waters of this continent, have not
only driven awa}'" native fish but also de-

stroyed the feeding grounds of many
ducks. Mr. Green states that there used
to be thousands of acres of rice beds in

his district but owing to their destruction

by the carp not a vestige now remains.
In places where a bag of duck could be
made any day, not three birds can now be
sighted in a day's paddle. It looks as

though some organized movement will

have to be set on foot if the destructive

work of this fish is to be stayed.

"Animals are conspicuous by their ab-

sence." This is a sentence from the re-

port of Mr. W. T. Lindsay, M. E., of

Truro, N. S., regarding his exploration of

far northern Quebec. "Only two foxes

were seen during the whole trip from the

coast. There was no sign of caribou or

bear, but a few wild ducks and partridge

were shot. There were lots of trout,

pike and whitefish in the lakes."

To illustrate the lack of trees of any
size in the far north of Quebec, Mr. W. T.

Lindsay, M.E., of Truro, N.S., states that
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Have COLEMAN Make You a

Summer Suit
LIKE THIS
Whether yoc live in

the city or country, we
can take your measure

and guarantee to fit you
perfectly.

Write today for samp-

les of cloth.

Satisfaction guaran-

teed or money refund-

ed.

From $22.50 Up
Made to Measure

Coleman's, Limited
102 King, W. Toronto

PRESIDENT
SUSPENDERS

When once we have

induced you to buy

President suspend-

ers no one will

induce you to buy

iny other. The
finest suspenders in

the world. Rustless fittings—^ideal

for all who perspire profusely. The
wonderful comfort -giving " sliding

cords " are not their only important
feature.

All dealers 50c. Light, mediam and heaTy
weighu. Get the genaine. "PRESIDENT" on
eTery buckle.

DOMINION SUSPENDER CO.
Niagara Falls, Ont.

Oil Tan Moccasins & Hunting Boots

That Beat Them AIL
IMPORTANT.

Our Moccasins are
all made with the
patent Stiffened
Heel.

What would your
boot be like with-
out a Stiffener ?

A Moccasin with-
out our Patent
Heel would be
the same.

We control all
rights.

This is H^r»
one ^^^

point we lead in.

It stiffens. Will
not rip. Will not
break down.

Wehave beenmaking Moccasins
for years, and know what is

required.

Our Huntinc Boot witk
<l«abl« scwad «•!•.

Our list comprises 6 inch, 10
inch, 14 inch and 16 inch legs, with
or w^ithout soles and heels. Double
or single soles sewed or nailed on.

Beal Bros.
52 Wellinsrton t East,

Toronto, Ontario . .

Tanners & Manufacturers

of Moccasins, Leggings,

Etc.

Whtn wriiimg Adveri^era Xr>wBy mention EoD akd Qvtk iw CiJfADA.
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after losing a paddle the party had to

travel over one hundred and ten miles be-

fore a tree was found big enough to make

a paddle. "There was always plenty of

wood for fuel but many times we could

neither get spruce boughs or brush of any

kind to make a bed." While there were

lots of pulpwood there was little or no

timber and the rocks below the Nipissis

portages are generally barren.

In the course of the exploration trip in

the north part of Quebec, Mr. W. T. Lind-

say, M. E., of Truro, N.S., was up the

Manicouagin River, through the portage

route to the Matonipi lakes where he met

a party of prospectors from, the United

States. The reports of the Geological

Department had induced both parties to

make the trip and their explorations dis-

proved the report of Mr. Low as to iron

deposits. "Accompanied by the Ameri-

cans I reached a point north—northwest

of the big lake Pletipi, where, from a high

barren mountain top, estimated fully

2,500 feet above the lake, could be seen

thousands of square miles of desolation.

To the east, ridge above ridge of rugged

mountains ; to the west the great treeless

valleys of the Pletipi, stretching as far as

the eye could see; to the north, in the

blue distance, the fantastic peaks of the

Otis Mountains in Rupert's Land ; to the

south, the great Lake Pletipi, with its

hundreds of islands, and in the distance

the faint glimmer of the Matonipies."

Mr. H. D. Moss writes from Renfrew^

Ont. :—"I have read with pleasure the

stories in your May number and particu-

larly the one entitled "Success of the

Metcalfe Hunt Club" by Mr. Alex. Mc-

Callum, whom I had the pleasure of meet-

ing last fall. In justice however, to the

Renfrew Hunt Club and myself I would

like to make two points clear. In the

first place it was not any member of our

Club A^ho shot a deer ahead of the dogs of

•the Metcalfe Club and refused to give it

up. As the Renfrew Club was the only

companion club mentioned by Mr. Mc-

Callum readers might easily assume the

•unsportsmanlike action was performed

by one of our number, and I would like

to disabuse their minds on that point.

Secondly the seventeen shots fired with-

out harm resulting at a buck in the lake

were not all fired by members of the Ren-

frew Club. I myself fired six and the

other eleven were fired by a member of

the Metcalfe Club—a man who scored the

second highest at a rifle range near Met-

calfe. A little good-humored chaff hurts

no one and I am sure Mr. McCallum did

not wish to do the members of the Ren-

frew Club any injustice. However it is

just as well your readers should have the

correct version and I think Mr. McCallum
himself will agree with what I have writ-

ten."

The importance of the work before the

Dominion Commission of Conservation,

a lengthy notice of which in connection

with the Toronto meeting appeared in

our last issue, is strongly emphasized by
the appearance of the first annual report

which is included in a government publi-

cation of 216 pages. This book contains

a reprint of the act establishing the Com-
mission, the amending act, the Order in

Council appointing the Com.missioners,

and the committees of the Commission.
The papers include the Inaugural Address
of the Hon. Clififord Sifton, M. P., the

address by the Governor-General, "Scien-

tific Forestry in Europe, its value and ap-

plicability in Canada" by Dr. B. E. Fern-
ow ; "The Conservation of Natural Re-
sources" by Dr. James W. Robertson

;

"Possible Economies in Production of

Minerals in Canada" by Dr. Eugene
Haanel ; "The Conservation of the Natur-
al Resources of Ontario" by the Hon.
Frank Cochrane ; "The Conservation of

the Water-powers of Ontario" by the

Hon. Adam Beck ; "Fish and Game in

Ontario" by Kelly Evans ; "Fur-bearing
Animals in Canada and how to prevent
their Extinction" by F. T. Congdon, M.
P. ; "Measures for the Maintenance and
Improvement of the Public Health" by
P. H. Bryce, M.D. ; "Diseases of the For-
est Trees" by H. T. Gussow; "Insects De-
structive to Canadian Forests" by Dr. C.

Gordon Hewitt; The Water Wealth of

Canada with Special Reference to the

Ottawa River Basin" by Charles R. Cout-
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lee, C.E. The titles of these papers are

sufficient to show the spirit in which the

Commissioners have entered upon their

duties. If the future work of the Com-
mission is consonant with the principles

here laid down, and there is every hope
that it will be, the country may well en-

ter, in the words of the Hon. Clifford

Sifton on "a new era." Clearly the Com-
mission of Conservation is goin^ to have
much to do with making the future of

Canada a bright one.

Dr. Cutcliffe writes from Brantford

ing that the six Hungarian partridges

turned out by the members of the Brant-

ford Fish and Game Protection Associa-

tion a year ago were seen early in May in

their new surroundings. As no trace

could be obtained of them for some time

the members began to think they had

either died or succumbed to some greedy

shooter. All were very pleased to find

that the birds have survived the winter

and also the dangers always on hand

from inconsiderate human beings- and

trust, with a favourable summer, there

may be quite a colony of these fine game
birds in the neighbourhood of Brantford

next fall.

Mr. D. W. Tilkington writes from

North Sydney, C. B. : I noticed the item

in your December number regarding her-

ons, gulls and cormorants as most de-

structive to fish. In my opinion the most

deadly enemy of the feathered tribe to

our game fish, and especially trout, is the

Loon or Great Northern Diver. It is a

bird of immense size, weighing from

twelve to fourteen pounds and naturally

requires a good deal of food for its sup-

port. As loons live chiefly upon trout

each one m;^st, during the season, devour

many hundreds of our best and most

gamey fish. I would suggest that all

sporting organizations offer a bounty for

the destruction of the trout's greatest en-

emy—say $1 for each adult and 50 cents

for each young one or eggs. I believe a

deadly warfare against these birds would
result in an improvement in many of our

fisheries.

A great Provincial park has been set

apart on Vancouver Island. The British

Columbia Government has placed in re- I

serve 276 square miles, extending from
Crown Mountain south, and including all

but the extreme northerly section of But-
tle's Lake and the surrounding country.

It is an extremely picturesque region, the

mountains rising almost abruptly in plac-

es to a height of six thousand feet, and the

surrounding ranges being capped with

perpetual snow and with immense glac-

iers.

One of the most interesting subjects

concerning the New York Forest, Fish

and Game Commission, and a work evi-

dently destined to be very useful and very
popular, is the propagation of game birds

to restock the covers of the state. Mr.
Whipple has just been making an in-

spection of the farm, which comprises 170

acres, has good buildings and is especial-

ly adapted for the work. Harry Rodgers,
expert in charge of the property, has made
remarkable progress. He is a man of

wide experience in the rearing of pheas-

ants, having been connected with the es-

tablishment of the Illinois Bird Farm,
and believes the New York State Farm is

altogether the best for the purpose. There
are now three hundred hen and seventy

cock birds on the place, including Hun-
garian. English and Chinese pheasants.

The Chinese stock is from wild birds

brought from Oregon and is very fine.

There are forty Hungarian partridge, two
grouse and an excellent covey of quail.

It is demonstrated here that the ruffed

grouse and Hungarian partridge do not

quarrel and that the pheasant does not

destroy the grouse, as has been alleged.

The pheasants are now producing about

one hundred and eighty eggs per day

—

three thousand have already been obtain-

ed. At the end of this season the farm

will contain seven hundred pheasants as .

breeders, and one hundred and seventy-

five male birds. There are on the farm
now two hundred hens for hatching pur-

poses and about seven hundred will be

required next year for that purpose. The
eggs are worth $3.60 per dozen on the

market and the young birds $5.00 per
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pair. Birds should be distributed through

the month of August. There will not be

many for that purpose this year as the

stock must be increased to seven hundred

on the farm.

At the time the farm was bought

many suggested using uncultivated land

owned by the state in the northern sec-

tion for the purpose. That would be im-

possible. A cultivated and productive

farm must be used ; farming must be well

done and on a large scale. There is being

raised this year eight acres of corn, five

acres of wheat, six acres of buckwheat,

seven acres of oats, two acres of barley

and four acres of Hungarian millet for the

birds The farm will also produce thir-

ty-five acres of hay. Ten acres of the farm

are now used for bird pens. There are

seventy-five pens 12xl6ft., 8>^ ft. high.

The whole lot is fenced with wire the

same height. Two hundred and twenty-

five hatching coops are required, all of

which are made on the place. Seventy-

five acres is being fenced with galvanized

wire fencing, 8/2 ft. high, for the young

birds. Ten thousand feet of first-class

dressed lumber has been used in pen and

coop construction. Not one bird perish-

ed during the winter. The snow^ was

very deep, and the pens were more than

two thirds full of snow- and at one time

tlie birds were covered by snow for two

days, yet withstood the inclement sea-

son excellently, which proves their hardi-

ness if that had not already been tested

in this state. From a comm^ercial stand-

point the investment in this farm will

show as great a profit as any other invest-

ment that the state has or can make. It

will be equal to the fish production, which

costs approximately $65,000 worth of

fish each vear.

ing one. Our resources should be nurtur- I

ed and perpetuated, if possible- by wise

handling; not wasted. The dissipation

of one's health is like the dissipation of

natural resources by the body pohtic
;

it

leads to exhaustion and disaster. It

means commercial oblivion. It is sure

suicide." Strong words these but not

too strong. It is to be hoped they will

be heeded. Further on he says: "Forests

must prevail or we cannot. Forests had

to precede the advent of man. The last

man will be the sequel of the last tree."

He points out what is being done abroad,

notably in Germany, where forestry has

been followed for a thousand years and

urges a change in policy in New York

State, if disaster is to be averted. Tree

planting on a large scale is advocated but

the summing up of the whole story is

that "while lumbering must go on m ac-

cordance with the latest scientific meth-

ods, arboricide must stop!"

Mr. E. Tinsley, superintendent of fish

and game for Ontario, has brought up to

date and issued, in a pamphlet of sixty odd

pages, the fish and game laws of the Pro-

vince including also the various Orders in

Council. At a time when increasing inter-

est is being manifested everywhere in

fish and game preservation and allied top-

ics, this booklet is most useful and sports-

men should secure a copy.

T. B. Tyrrell, M. E., the well known

Canadian explorer, has been elected Pres-

ident of the Canadian Institute, the old-

est Scientific Society in Canada.

An excellent article on "The Forests"

by Mr. J. S. Whipple, Commissioner of

the New York Forest, Fish and Game

Commission has been reprinted and de-

serves a wide circulation. While many

of the details deal with the conditions of

things in New York State, the principles

urged are applicable to Canada. Mr.

Whipple very truly says: "We have

thrown awav an American nation in mak-

It is reported that the efiforts of the

Hon. F. Cochrane to secure a cancellation

of the leases for lumbering in Algonquin

Park have failed and that those holding

the leases are proceeding with their work

of destruction. Dr. Murray McFarlane,

of Toronto, a recent visitor to the Park,

thus expresses himself:

"Owing to the tremendous value to

Ontario as a future asset to attract tour-

ists every human and legal effort should

be made to preserve Algonquin Park in-

violate. Expropriation proceedings
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should be initiated and an injunction tak-
en out as rapidly as possible to prevent
turther devastation until the question is
settled one way or the other." He re-
ports that the lumbermen are beginning
to cut the hardwood on Cache Lake, at the
dangers Headquarters, where the hotel
is situated, threatening to transform what
he considers one of the greatest beauty
spots on the continent into a scene of
desolation Dr. McFarlane, who has seen
most of the great forests of the world
considers that the view from Skymount
on Cache Lake is unsurpassed. "The
people of Ontario do not realize the glory
and beauty of Algonquin Park, and noman should ever say that he has seen
Ontario unless he visits the park before
Its beauty is destroyed. I think every pub-
lic spirited citizen of Ontario should ap-
peal at once to the member of the Legis'-a-
ture for his district to use his influence
in having the beauty of Algonquin Park
preserved unimpaired to posterity " Dr
McFarlane believed the Government
couM make the Park self-supporting by
cutting paths in different directions, and
by the removal of over-ripe timber. This
would make an excellent school for ex-
periments in practical forestry.

Mr. R. E. Sparks, of Kingston, Ont
writes:

In the March number of your vaUiable
magazine is an interesting account of the
Nipissing Hnnt Club's last seasor.'s hunt.
The sportsmanlike conduct of the Club
in foregoing shooting of small deer was
very commendable. Unfortunately where
some of us hunt game is not so plentiful
and we have to take what we can get
However, the new regulation—one man
one deer will make us a little more in-
dependent. By the way, I regard this
new regulation as a good one. It will make
hunters less desirous of shooting every-
thing that comes along. Deer hunting
has become so popular that our deer
would soon become extinct if, in addition
to the natives shooting during close sea-
son, and wolves destroying at all seasons,
especially when snow is deep, hunters
were allowed to ship two deer each besides
what were killed but never gotten. One

good deer is sufficient for each hunter to

take out, and only being allowed one he
will take more pains to secure only a good
one. I do not agree with the writer whjn
he recommends postponing the open sea-

son for deer until later. That would nec-

essitate the hunting without hounds; for

to dog the deer when the lakes were part-

ly frozen, as they would be before the

end of November, would mean the perish-

ing of hundreds of deer in unwatched
lakes into which they had been driven,

but out of which they could not escape
on account of the ice. I have seen in-

stances where this might have occurred
after a cold snap with the open season
as it is.

Nor do I favor hunting without dogs.

One of the most interesting and delightful

features of the hunt is listening to the cry-

ing of the hounds when running. Besides
to turn 10,000 still-hunters, (about the

number taking out licenses each of the
last two seasons) and many of them inex-

perienced, would mean a very large in-

crease in the number of fatalities. This
is proved by comparing Michigan and
Wisconsin, where still-hunting only is

allowed and Ontario and Quebec where
hounding is permissible. Last season
being unusually warm there was no
doubt some game spoiled. Much of that[

was doubtless due to lack of proper hand-
ling. Such a warm season may not occur
again for years. It is much more comfort-
able watching when the weather is not
too cold. With the latest amendments I

consider our game law relating to deer
huntins: is all right.

Dr. A. P. Reed, the Provincial Health
Officer for Nova Scotia, has forwarded
copies of the circulars issued by his de-

partment and prepared and written by
himself. He has however, included in them
papers prepared by Dr. S. N. Miller,

Middleton, N. S., on tent life; by S. G.
Dixon, Commissioner of Health, Pennsyl-
vania, on the Dispensary System, and by
F. W. W. Doane, City Engineer, Halifax,

on Suburban Drainage. As might be ex-

pected of an ardent advocate of the

outdoor life the Doctor insists upon the

necessity for plenty of fresh air if health
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is to be maintained and is strongly in

favor of Nature's cure, believing it to

be superior to all others. He finds strong

support in his advocacy of outdoor life

from those whose papers are included

with his own. The circulation of these

papers throughout the Province should do

much to retain the hardihood for which

the natives of Nova Scotia are notable.

The Doctor is doing great service in his

preaching of the virtues of the great out-

doors, and as a good sportsman he practic-

es what he preaches.

Premier Gouin, of Quebec, distinguish-

ed himself by shooting a fine black bear

while on a trip to Lake Edward, in May.
The Premier's party included the Hon.

L. A. Tascherau, Hon. R. Roy, Mr. C.

Lanctet, Mr. G. E. Amyot, Mr. George

Tanguay and Mr. J. P. Paradis. They
were all successful in obtaining good

catches of fish and were delighted with

their experiences, the Premier remark-

ing that he had no idea of the fine sport

to be obtained at Lake Edward. At the

end of May there were about seventy-five

holiday makers and anglers from the

States and some fifty-five guides were

kept busy in attending to their require-

ments.

Under the authority of the Government
and the personal supervision of Superin-

tendent Bartlett, three hundred and sixty

beaver and a few otter and muskrats

were trapped in one small section of Al-

gonquin Park towards the close of the

trapping season. The pelts were taken

to Toronto and offered for sale by tender.

They were finally secured by the T. Eaton

Company at a price somewhere around

$8 per skin, making nearly $3,000 for the

Provincial Treasury. This thinning out

is but a tithe of what the increased num-
bers in the Park will allow without injury,

owing to the protection afforded. With
more efficient preparations and longer

notice it is contemplated to do more thin-

ning out next season. This triumph of

protection is being pointed to throughout

Canada as evidence of what can be ac-

complished by protection. Only a few

years ago the beaver were on the point of

extinction ; now they are doing so well the

thinning out process can be resorted to

with advantage both to the animals and

the Province.

The Governor-General of Canada has

made his period of office notable by ex-

tensive travels through various portions

of the Dominion. He bad announced his

intention of visiting Hudson Bay and

though his temporary recall to England

may prevent him from carrying out this

program the fact that it was seriously con-

templated and arranged shows everyone

how the far north is coming within the

range of ordinary travel. With the ex-

tension northward of the Temiskaming
and Northern Ontario Railway to Hud-
son Bay, and the proposed railway from

the west to the shores of the Bay either

to Fort Albany or Fort Churchill any one

who wishes to visit that great inland sea

before the railway will have to do so

w'ithout much delay or he will find towns

in place of the Hudson Bay Posts which

have retained their isolated positions for

so" lonsf.

It is announced that the Minister of

the Interior, the Hon. Frank Oliver, will

make a journey to the Peace and Mac-
kenzie Rivers for the purpose of seeing

for himself the advantages offered by
those districts for settlement. It is cer-

tainly desirable that our rulers shall, as

far as possible, make themselves person-

ally acquainted with the districts for

whose wants they have to propose legis-

lation.

The Bisco-Mattogami-Porcupine Co.

is busily hauling freight into the Porcu-

pine district. Some of the very best fish-

ing and hunting in America is to be had in

the side trips on this route. Guides can

be obtained of J. A. Hope, Fort Matto-

gami, Ontario, where some of the best

guides as well as the best territory are

available. At that point the fishing con-

sists of trout, dore and maskinonge, the

shooting of moose and duck, one kind be-

ing as good as the other. The Hudson
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Bay Company and Booth & Shannon are

good outfitters at Bisco, where every-
thing can be obtained and of the best.

This is the newest and most sporting-

country thrown open to sportsmen for a

long time, and with the opening up of

the new route travellers are saved the

heavy portaging on men's backs, there

being wagon roads along the route.

An additional three carloads of buffa-

loes arrived at Wainwright, Alta.> about
the middle of June. They were brought
from Montana where the round-up which
was at one time reported to be abandoned,
was successfully resumed this year. Those
who saw the shipment reported the ani-

mals as the finest that ever came to the

country. With this addition there are

now seven hundred and fifty buffalo in

the park.

For some time past the privilege accord-

ed to sportsmen throughout Ontario of

netting minnows for bait has been woe-
fully abused. It was not alone that some
people used the latitude thus given them
to make a business of catching minnows
for the several sportsmen that required
that form of bait, but it was found
that nets were being placed under the

guise of minnow nets for the detention of

bass, maskinonge and other game fish.

Apart altogether from the catching of

game fish the Ontario department dis-

covered that the privilege accorded fish-

ermen was being so wilfully abused that

an Order-in-Council was passed that all

fishermen using nets should be obliged

to take out a license, the fee being placed

at $5.00. For the genuine sportsman us-

ing a minnow trap the license fee was
placed at $1.00. If even four or five

sportsmen on fishing intent desire min-
now bait the one license will suffice. It

is not the real sportsman that the law is

intended for. but the man who is endeav-
oring to make a revenue out of it.

the subject and long articles have ap-

peared in the magazines. Often times

the advice offered was of unusual merit,

as far as it went, but the trouble is it

seldom went far enough. A rule that

would apply in one case would not apply

in another. Different kinds of fish cal-

led for different methods of casting.

Different parts of the country and differ-

ent kinds of water all added to the difficul-

ty in setting aside any hard and fast rules

to apply to bait casting in general.

Therefore it can be easily seen that the

ideas of any one man whose fishing ex-

periences had been limited to only one,

two or three sections of the country
would naturally be valuable to only the

fishermen in those sections. It remained
for some expert who had fished in all

parts of the country in all kinds of wat-

ers to offer his experiences as a basis up-

on which to find a rule to apply to every

case. Mr. James Heddon, more com-
monly known as "Ji"^" Heddon^ of Dow-
agiac, Mich., has doubtless had more var-

ied fishing experiences than any one man
in the country. He has been all over the

world and has tried his "luck" at every

place. Furthermore he is a man with

an inventive mind which has enabled him
to try out his many new ideas in a prac-

tical way. The result is that he has

found many new methods and perfected

scores of old ones for landing big catches

of all kinds. He has recently published

a very attractive and interesting Irt'le

booklet on "The Art of Bait Casting."

which contains many valuable hints and
bits of advice on this wonderful art and
in addition shows actual colored photo-

graphs of rods and tackle that he has

manufactured and used with unusual suc-

cess. Any reader may obtain "The Art
of Bait Casting" free by writing directly

to Mr. Heddon at Dowagiac, Mich., and
mentioning- Rod and Gun in Canada.

Many theories have been advanced
during the last few years as a means to

help fishermen perfect the art of bait

casting. Books have been written on

A little booklet, which not only every

member of the Alpine Club of Canada,
but every one interested in mountain-
eering should possess, has been issued

by the General Passenger Department of

the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway. It is
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GETTING CLOSE TO NATURE
BRINGS HEALTH IN ITS TRAIN, AND

The Good Cheer Furnace
WITH ITS

LARGE CIRCLE WATERPAN
Makes it possible, during the long winter term, to enjoy in your home an

atmosphere of bright, sparkling and humid warmth, like unto that of nature.

It's all in the uniform and adequate distribution of moisture

in the warmed air, which the ordinary furnace with its diminutive

waterpan is utterly incapable of supplying.

Our booklet, " Humidity and Humanity," is worth reading, and

if you're building, arranging to build, or even thinking of building,

write us for a copy—it's free.

The James Stewart Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Winnipeg, Mam. WOODSTOCK, Ont.
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entitled Mount Robson and Beautiful

Jasper Park and describes the success-

ful ascent of Mount Robson by the

Rev. G. R. B. Kinney. As all Alpin-
ists know Mr. Kinney, who though a

a Methodist minister is a born mountain-
eer, succeeded in performing a feat which
others with more perfect equipment fail-

ed to achieve. Mr. Kinney's story is

deeply interesting, and while modest in

the extreme, conveys enough for those
who can read between the lines and know
what mountaineering means, to apprec-

iate at its true worth the wonderful feat

performed by Mr. Kinney. Jasper For-

est Park is a reserve of 5,000 square miles

covering both the eastern and western
slopes of the Rockies and including with-

in its area some magnificent peaks and
many points of historical interest to all

Canadians. The Grand Trunk Pacific

will run through portions of this reserve

and will open up to people of moderate
means a portion of Canada, the journey
through which will form a series of de-

lightful views. The interest of the book-
let is greatly enhanced by a number of

fine views which give some small idea

of the wonders which will be seen by
those fortunate enough to traverse Can-
ada, and particularly the western por-

tions, by the new transcontinental. The
sub-title of the booklet "Alpine Scenery
of Unrivalled Magnificence" is fully just-

ified.

eating the wiping out of entire colonies.

No less than one hundred beaver and
and muskrat skins were seized at North
Bay on June seventh. An Indian named
Henry Dokis and a white man brought
them into town the previous day from
the Abittibi district and their efforts to

dispose of them resulted in a seizure.

The skins are valued at over $500 and in-

clude those of a number of kittens, indi-

Thc W. H. Baldwin Co. , Limited
West Toronto

Dealers in all kinds of Sporting Goods, Fishing
Tackle, Trade Books and allied lines.

To get acciminted we will send prepaid i good fishing
line, % doz, ijut hooks, i float, assorted sinkers, i reel
and a special rubber worm bait, worth J1.50. all for Ji.oo.

Send for Catalogue of Sporting Good* and Fishing Tackle

The Provincial Guides Association of

the Province of New Brunswick was
formed at St. John, N.B., on the afternoon
of May 19th. Murdock McKenzie of

Glassville was elected president, Charles
Raynes of Fairville, Vice-president, and
Douglas W. Clinch of St. John, Secre-

tary-Treasurer. The committee includes

William Gray, of Bathurst, Rainsford
Allen, of Stone Ridge, and John Connell,

of Chatham. The new organization is

composed of the best guides in the Pro-
vince and not only will it bring the stand-

ard of guides up to the highest possible

mark but will fill a long felt want as to

supplying sportsmen with reliable infor-

mation as to the fishing, shooting and
canoeing the Province of New Brunswick
can offer. To these sportsmen who are

contemplating a trip after moose, caribou,

deer, bear, salmon, trout, brant, geese,

ducks, or woodcock, or a canoe trip

through magnificent forests Mr. Clinch, if

addressed at St. John, will willingly sup-

ply detailed information if the sportsmen
will kindly specify the exact nature of the

trip they propose making. Mr. Clinch

has travelled over the best shooting and
fishing grounds and in 1909 compiled the

Government Guide Book, a copy of which
may be had from the Crown Land Office,

Fredericton, N.B., together with map of

the Province. The information has been
collected with great care and will be
found exactly as represented.

Mr. Kelly Evans would like the friends

of Fish and Game Protection throughout
the Province and further afield to know
that the illustrations appearing in con-

nection with an article under his name in

the Summer Travel Number of the Tor-
onto Globe, of June 4th, were not author-

ized by him, nor is he responsible in any
way for the same. The particular illus-

tration to which objection was taken

showed a large catch of trout and only

one man appeared in the picture. The
catch, however, was not the work of one
individual, even though on a virgin

stream.
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COMFORT is. the first I essential of the

Sportsman. Your feet have

to stand the hardest knocks. Protect them with

WITCH-ELK BOOTS, the lightest and easiest boot

on the market Made in all heights for Ladies and

GenUemen. Ask your dealer to order a pair or wnte

for Catalog " R. and G."

,We make a strong line of Golf, Tennis and Yachting Shoes).

WITCHELL-SHEILL COMPANY
Mfgrs. Sporting and Athletic Footwear. DETROIT. MICH.



Report of Ontario Game and Fish Commissio

The first report of Mr. A. Kelly Evans,
who a year ago was appointed Fish and
Game Commissioner for Ontario, with in-
structions to inquire into the whole sub-
ject of Fish and Game and furnish recom-
mendations with reg-ard to the same, has
been issued as a Government publication.
In view of the extreme interest taken in
protective work by our readers, and to
furnish a wider circulation than is usually
given to Government reports, we will
publish the whole of this report in our
next issue, thus enabling our readers to
possess a copy of a document which will
probably be widely quoted in the future
and may furnish the basis of many legis-
lative enactments.

In the meantime we may state that the
Commissioner, while recommending radi-
cal reforms of the outside service, express-
es the opinion that most of the harm done
to fish, game and fur-bearing animals is
the work of a comparatively small num-
ber of unscrupulous and lawless individu-
als, and to expect officials to run the risk
of bodily injury at the hands of such men
is ridiculous.

Some instances of startling inefificiency
are quoted by Mr. Evans. ^ Some of the
deputy wardens are incapable of handling
a boat, one is ninety years of age, a third
has been known to go with a shooting
party and engage with them in the
slaughter of game during the close season.
'These are absurdities, yet they are the
inevitable and direct outcome of a systemm which the most obvious and indispen-
sable qualifications have been crushed
aside in favor of a party rosette."

Recommendations are made in favor
of fewer and better paid officials and of
future engagements depending upon
knowledge and experience. Mr. Evans
recognises that while it is possible to
improve in detail the present game laws
and fishery regulations—they are fairly
satisfactory in the main, the weak part
being in the matter of enforcement Un-
til the present system is swept away the
service will not reach the point of ef-

ner

ficiency desirable for the general welfare
of the Province.
The Commissioner goes into details

with respect to the fishery protective ser-
vice and strongly urges the adoption of
the principle of provincial fish hatcheries.
Men should be trained so as to be capable
at the proper time of taking charge of
these hatcheries.

The Department of Agriculture in con-
junction with the Gam.e and Fisheries
Department should undertake the educa-
tion of the people so that they may real-
ize to some extent the economic value of
birds as safeguards to agriculture and
the value of fish and game'both as sourc-
es of food supply and as attractions to
tourists by the publishing of bulletins
similar to those issued by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture at Washington.

Additions are recommended to the Al-
gonquin Park, an increase to the staff and
the thinning out of fur-bearers under
Government supervision, while its ad-
vantages as a training ground for forest-
ry^ students at Toronto University are
pointed out. .

The advisability of placing the Depart- '

ment of Fish and Game under the control
of a small working Commission, some-
what after the model of the Temiskaming
and Northern Ontario Railway Commis- I
sion, is also urged. 1

The Commissioner recommends that
each sportsman be allowed "one horned
deer."^^ He advocates the adoption of the
rule "never shoot until you see the
horns," as a method of preserving the
fawns and as a means of preserving
human life in the forest, for almost all |huntmg accidents are the result of snap- ^

shootine.

D by Mail.rug Specialties
Free

?rH.7f7 ^d^'kP
<^^talo/"e, containing full list of Toilet

Wh r fnc Q^i
^'^^

c^°°'^''
^'•"sses, Elastic Stockings,Whirling Spray, Syringes, Rtc. and Hand.ome Priz^Conte.t. Correspondence confidential. Order directand save money. We pay postage

"ucli

ELGIN SPECIALTY CO., St. Thoma.. Ont.
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«ao SUIT
to n^ee^^tire

FOR «8
Curzon's $8 Suit has been valued by
thousands of their Canadian friends at $20.

All Curzon clothing is sold with a guarantee
(satisfaction given or money returned) and is

produced from genuine British Textiles.

That " There's comfort in ihe Curzon cut "

is no mere idle statement, and is a truth which
has been attested by clients residing at all

points of the habitable Globe.
Greatest attention is paid to the cutting of

every individual order, and the style of

production of these suits is equal to anything
sold anywhere at twice and thrice the money—at least, this

is what the Curzon clientele say about the Curzon 88 Suit.

Then there is the tailoring. As is well known, London
is the hub of the tailoring craft, and Messrs. Curzon Bros.,

as practical tailoring experts themselves, are in a position to secure
the most qualified workmen in the trade. For all these reasons
Curzon tailoring is sold with the following guarantee :

—

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY RETURNED IN FULL.

Awarded 2 Gold Medals for Tailoring Excellence.

Our methods appeal to the thoughtful man : that is perhaps
why we number among our clientele such well-known men as the

following:—Rev. R. J. Campbell, Hon. G. E. Foster, M.P.,

Horatio Bottomley, M.P., Lieut. -Col. A. E. Belcher, Lieut. -Col.

Dr. S. H. Glasgow, Hon. R. R. Fitzgerald, Rev. Canon Davidson,
Coate Ub-ildo Beni, Lieut.-Col. Hugh Clarke, J. P. Downey, M.P.,

W. H. Doyle, M.P., Hon. F. W. Aylmer, Mr. Eustace Miles, Dr. T.

Major-Gen. J. C. Kinchant, Mr. Matheson Lang, Mr. Montague Holbein.

Fill in a post card and address same to us as below, asking for our latest assortment

of materials. Together with patterns, we send you fashion-plates and complete instruc-

tions for accurate self-measurement, tape measure, all sent free and carriage paid. We
dispatch your order within seven days, and if you do not approve, return the goods, and
we will refund the money.

S20 SUIX XO MEASURE FOR $8.

The World's

Measure Tailors.

(Dept 94 ) 60/62 CITY ROAD, LONDON, ENGLAND.
Address op Patterns:

CURZON BROS., c/o THE CLOUGHER SYNDICATE (Dept 9\ ),

450 Confederation Life Buildings, TORONTO.
Please mention this paper
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FOR YOUR
HOLIDAYS
AND YOUR

FISHING
EXCURSIONS

Make use of the

Antiseptic and Anti-
Mosqaito

Sportsman's Fly
Repellent"

md you will be proof
against the stings of tli«

terrible mosquitoes, Black
Flies and other such inseets.

This new ehemicsl preparation is recommended hj the best known sportsmen of Canada, eaxi
the United States. Agreeable odor and is in no way injurious to the olearesit complexion and
tihe most sensitive skin. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. This paste does not de-
compose or become liquid from the heat of the sun. Our Fly Eepelelnt is the only Fly Paste
patronized by the Engineers of the Transcontinental Railway. On sale by all leading mer-
chants of Canada and the United States. Price 25c. Post free. For wholesale prices apply
to H. HAINS, General Manager of the Sportsman's Fly Sepellent Co., 87 Couillard street, Qaebec.

THE EMPIRE
A CANADIAN MADE TYPEWRITER

Perfectiop

in Its

Simplicity

PRI CE $60 ONLY
Manifolding Qualities Unexoelled

W&ITINa ALWAYS DC BIGHT

If you require a Typewritw you can find nene that
ill suit you better than the "Empire."

THE WILLIAMS MFG. CO
MONTREAL

:
The SEASON for

Black Flies,

Mosquitoes,

and Insects

generally

is the SEASON for

1CALVERT

S

I
20% Carbolic Soap.

Use a light lather only

—that is all you need with

such a strong Carbolic Soap,
whether you want it to prevent
their attacks, or to give a bitten

spot an antiseptic cleansing.

Each tablet in handy metal box, 30 cts.

from your druggist. Booklet free from i

F. C. Calvert & Co.. 349 Dorchester
Street West, Montreal.
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#* For Black Tongue
IN DOGS

GLOVERS IMPERIAL REMEDY
The only thing that has met and

mastered the trouble

PRICE - - 50 CENTS PER BOTTLE
Druggists and Sporting Goods Dealers

Free Book on Dog Dii

H. CLAY GLOVER.
ii8 West3i«t Street,

V. s.
New York City

per cent more weight and hold it up tne times
as long as any cork cushion made. They have
passed the Government test for floating and
supporting weight and the manufacturers guar-
antee the cushion to do this for days at a time
no matter how old the cushion. The secret is in
the filling which consists of an imported, silky,
downy, cream-colored fibre of exceptional life and
resilience and absolutely non-absorbent. The
pries of the cushions run down from 80 cents to
$1,25 per square foot and can be made to any
pattern required. lA life-saving pillow is also
made by them. They invite correspondence and
readers who will mention Rod ond Gun in Can-^da
may be assured of the best treatment.

Messrs. Schultz Brothers, of Brantford. Ont.,
who are meeting with success with their portable
houses, have recently shipped their first house of
this kind to Alberta.

-Messrs. R. E. Hardy & Co., the makers of the
well-known Sta-rite double porcelain plugs, have
commenced their manufacture in Canada? having
secured patent number 112,392. The Canadian
office is located at 2 Oullette Street. Windsor,
Ont., and Mr. E. A. Xiederstadt has been placed
in charge.

Thomas Keating's Insect Powder is finding
favor among Hunters and Summer Tourists in
Canada. This preparation is widely sold through-
out the British Empire wherever insect life has
to be contended against. It is sure death to all
forms of bugs, beetles, ants, spiders, roaches, and
all winged insects, but it is harmless to all ex-
cept insect life. This makes it a very valuable
addition to the kit of a hunter or summer excur-
sionist.

A fine catalogue of ignition and electrical spec-
ialties is that issued by R. H. Sorensen, Walker-

ville, Onr. The firm makes a specialty of hi^^h
grade, single cylinder box coils at $5.00 each and
guaranteed spark plugs, in either mica or porce-
lain, at $1.00, and spit fire plugs at $1.50 each.
All other motor boat and auto supplies kept
in stock. A copy of the catalogue will be
forwarded to readers who will applv direct to
the firm at Walkerville for it and mention "Rod
and Gun in Canada."

The Toronto Auto Top and Body Co have
just commenced business in their new premisesm Royce and Osier Avenues. Their factory has
a^floor space oi 35,000 square feet, is steam heated
throughout and is equipped with the very latest
and most up to date machinery with every' facility
for getting the work out in large quantities.
Ihey have one of the best arranged Dry Kilns in
Canada, 18 x 70, capable of holding 12 cars
of lumber at one time. Thev have a capacitvm the trimming shop of 10.000 Auto Tops an-
nually and will employ none but skilled workmen
in every department. The officers of this Com-
pany are:—Messrs. Eugene Reeb, Pres't., C W
Whitmore, Vice-President and Supt., W. D.
Thurston. Sec'y and Managing Director. Wm.
Harper, Treasurer.

_

The first catalogue, since starting their factory
in Canadii, has been issued bv the Tobin 4rms
Manufacturing Company, Limited, Woodstock Ont
It IS ireely illustrated with a view of Canada's
first Shot Gun Factory on the first page, and illus-
trations of the firms excellent productions scatter-
ei through the booklet. The manufacturer's
claims on hehalf of the Tobin Simplex Guns are
high ones but the appearance of the gun and its
features go far to justify them. The finest gun.
the Regal grade, at the list price of $250 is
made to specifications to suit customers and "the
special features of superioritv of the Simplex
action make a shotgun of higher qualitv than anv.
and repiesents a decided advance in modern shot-
gun construction of the best type." The .Model
grade, $200, is described as of exceptional value to
those appreciative of a fine gun. An offer is made
to_ mould a gun of the Pigeon grade at $100 to,
suit the most exacting requirements of a custom-
er. The Trap grade at $70 promises to become
a representative Tobin gun. The black Diamond
grade at $55, the Standard at $40 and the reader
at $25 are likely to gain strong positions not only
throughout the Dominion but whereever they be-
come known. Already they have won an enviable
reputation in the States, where thev were formerly
made and large numbers have been distributed
abroad where they have met with approval, their
points of merit in mechanism, construction and
quality meeting with recognition amongst both
the trade and individual customers. Each gun
IS guaranteed and the manufacturers oLer°to-
make right anything which fails to give perfect
satisfaction. A copy of the catalogue whiclt
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GEfNDRON'S
Sporting $6.50 perpr.

PENATANG
'Trade Mark Registered)

SHOE PACK

THE ONLY ;WAY
To make sure of having a pair of Gendron's
" Penatang " Shoepacks for your fishing or hunt-

ing trip IS to order now and give us a chance to

get them out in good time for vou.

GENDRON'S PENATANGS
ARE ABSOLUTELY

THE ONLY SHOEPACKS
that give entire satisfaction. Proofs of their giving

entire satisfaction are brought home to us every
day by our customers reordering from'jear to year.

^Mohawk,,Bran t,.Ont., April;i,|i909.

Dear Sir, " '^~

Received your catalogfue somejtinie past on shcepacks. etc.'. I st 11 have
those purchased of you three years ago ; they have given gocd satisfaction.

r Yours; respectfully, A.l S. .GOOI^D.

Send ^f or catalogue, •' Sporting Department,"
Penatang, Ontario, Canada.
We have sent "Penatangs" to The South Pole,
China and Panama.

Gcndron Penatang Shoepack Mfg. Co.
Pcnctang, Ont.

SUCCESSORS TO C. G. GENDRON

You Know a Good Thing When You See It ?
Then look at this picture and
answer for yourself whether it

just what vou need to increase ycur bag of game a:.d decrease the cost of ammunition. These concen-
trators t^rn misses into hits. The PATENT PNEUMATIC CON-
CENTRATOR is constructed of paper, with crimped metal base
and holds shot together until released at thirty yards from gun.
Result—an improvemeat in penetration and concentration st lo-g
range of 50 per cent, upwards. Xo injury to gun barrel. Effective

=«-::L^pi H^^ :^^- rfc.>v-«-<'**-=-,^a S' i^i *°y bore. Empty concentrators for hand loading, by mail, with
lEtliSj ^fafe 32k,^tVvt\\*<'.mta) cap and cork wa is, postpaid, 25 cenU for 2=. Per hundred, $1.00.

21

p. FOLLETT & CO..
Cottage Grpyg Aye.. Chicago

A 58 in. New Brunswick Moose

Make Your Moote Hunt This Pall a Success

if \'ou engage any guide I suggest 1 will

guarantee j'ou, weather permitting, a shot at

your game. New Brunswick offers the best

iiig game shooting on this Contiuent. What
I tell is what I k?io:L\ as I spend from two to

three months each season in travelling the

woods. The last man I sent in during 1909
killed a 60 inch, 24 pt. head, the third 60 inch

head this guide brought out last season An-
other man got 17 moose for 18 sportsmen;
largest head 64 inches. Write me your wants
and cease to worry.

Douglas Wetmore Clinch,
Sec. -Treasurer, Provincial Guide Association, St.

John, N.B., Canada
Compiler N.B. Government Guide Book, 1909

No Fee—No Commi.ssion—A Square Deal—

A

Good Time
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should be in the hands of all interested in shot-

guns, will be forwarded to any reader who will

apply direct to the Tobin Arms Company at Wood-
stock Ont and mention "Rod and Ciuii in Canada."

The large and' comfortable Steamer City of

St. Ignace is the Special Steamer of the D. & C.

Mackinac Division. This boat make two trips

weekly betv/een Cleveland, Detroit and Mackinac,

and with the two regular D & C Steamers main-

tains a six-trips-a-week schedule to Northern Mich-

igan Resorts. A stop is made at Goderich, Ont.,

once a weeK in each direction. Send two-cent

stamp for illustrated pamphlet which sliows map,

time tables, cost of fare and accommodations.

Address: D & C. Lake Lines, 6 Wayne St.,

Detroit, Mich.

The J. Stevens Arms and Tool Company, of Chic-

opee Falls, Mass., have just issued an eight page

pamphlet as a supplement to their Telescope Cat-

alogue. This latest literature emphasizes the fact

that the Stevens Rifle Telescope embodies a perfect

method of focusing the glass clarly and adjusting

the cross hairs—illustrates by target the wonder-
ful score secured by F. C. Ross in winning Individ-

ual Rifle Championship for 1909 while equipped
with Stevens Rifle and Stevens Telescope^ and
illustrates and describes the new Stevens Hunting
Telescope and Hunting Telescope for the No. 303

Savage Rifle No. 2. Stevens Ride Telescopes

represent a great variety of models and all at

popular prices. They can be fitted to any Stan-

dard make Rifle and are being used more and more
extensively in connec^'ion with target shooting and
for hunting purposes. They prolong shooting days
and maKe poor shots impossible. Not only are

they a perfect sight, but they make hunting ab-

solutely safe. The new Stevens Hunting Teles-

cope has about "5" eye relief, sits in front of the

hammer and out of the way; lays close to the

barrel and has small mounts with no projecting

screw heads This telescope has great brilliancy

with a power of three diameters. The firm will

be pleased to send a copy of their interesting sup-

plementary Telescope pamphlet to any applicant

making application to them direct and mentioning
"Rod and Gun n Canada."

A fine new boat is Mr. Chris. Cook's launch,

"O Canada." for use on Lake of Bays.
The Boat is one of Schultz Bros. 25 ft. Perfection
models and the boat is as near perfection as any-
thing likely to be use:l' in that district this

year. The engine is a 12 H. P. D. C. Gray En-
gine located at the forward end of the cockpit
beneath a hinged hood and is shut off from cock-
pit by a bulkhead, which has a door opening into

engine compartment. The boat is electrically

lighted, having a 5" searchlight, trouble lamp
and cabin lamp near rear seat, combination elec-

tric or oil head light, apple lighting system, com-
prising dynamo, automatic cut out and 12 S

switch board. The engine and boat are controlled

from an automatic steering wheel, the speed of

boat is controlled by a Roper Propeller and the

cockpit is protected by an Automobile top. The
boat is supplied with complete outfit, anchor,

life preserver cushions, fenders, &c. The switches

are all located on the bulkhead in front of the

driver's seat, being so arranged that the driver

can tell at a glance what amount of current each
coil and each light is consuming. The speed is

twelve miles per hour.

Now that duck hunters are thinking of their

favorite sport it is well that equipment should be

considered. A duck call is a great advantage and
Olt's O.K. will be found unequalled for natural-

ness and easy blowing. As it is constructed with
hard rubber the metallic sound so often heard

from duck calls is eliminated. Mr. Olt also makes
an adjustable duck and crow call, the tone slide

making the adjustment as the caller wishes. If

dealers cannot supply these calls hunters should

communicate direct with Philip S. Olt, Pekin,

Illinois, and mention Rod and Gun n Canada.

*^ig uame Shooting" is the title of a little

booklet through the medium of which the Stand-

ard Arms Company, of Wilmington, Del., seek to

interest all big game hunters and rifle users in

their production—the Standard Rifle. The book-

let is described as a catalogue, though it might
rather be called the story of the rifle, for in an
interesting, easy style the evolution of the hunter
from an undesirable citizen to a highly respect-

able and respected member of society is told,

while of course his weapon is not forgotten and
due emphasis is given to the development of

modern high power rifles. Their great advantages
are emphasized with full knowledge, and this leads

up to a technical but highly interesting -descrip-

tion of the Standard rifles, both hand operated
and automatic. Great advantages are claimed
for these rifles and many reasons advanced for

these claims. The whole booklet, which is well

illustrated, is of interest to every hunter and user

of a rifle, who will appreciate every item of in-

formation appearing therein. A copy of this

unique catalogue can be obtained by direct appli-

tion to the Standard Arms Company, Wilmington,
Del., and mentioning Rod and Gun in Canada.

The Intruder, owned by Frederick K. Burnham,
of New York, made her first oflBcial appearance in

racing form July 4th, at Alexandria Bay. The
Intruder showed her class by winning two races

in easy fashion ,one of the races being a 16-mile

aflPair; time 29 minutes, 5 seconds. The Intruder

was not driven to her best speed, and it is easily

observed that she is capable of much faster speed.

As it is well known, the Intruder is equipped with

a 240 H.P. Sterling racing engine. Mr. Burn-
ham is also the owner of the famous Dixie II.
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Only Three
Working Parts

The ultimate of gun sim-

plicity is secured m the Fox
Gun, the lock mechanism
consisting of but three

working parts

--the hammer,

sear, and
main spring.

These p'arts

are twice as

strong as the

^^ parts of other
The user of a Fox ^^ ^^'^^ ^^^^4
Gun never has his ^^, ^^. guns,

hunting trip
spoiled by the gun
going wrong, for the Fox is too strong and too simple in construction
to break or get out of order.

The Fox taper bolt holds tight and fast and for ever prevents the

gun shooting joose.

JL'i^ *^^ ^^H
The Finest Gii°n in the world

The Fox coil mainspring and coil top

lever spring are guaranteed for all time.

Back of the Fox Gun is the

Certificate—another evidence of the

great care we take to insure giving our

patrons guns that are absolutely safe

and perfect. Nothing is left to chance

in the Fox Gun.

The Fox is perfect in every particu-

lar: "hang" penetration and general

shooting qualities.

If your dealer does not handle the

Fox Gun, send us his name and order

direct from the factory.

Write for our art Gun catalogue. It's

free, of course. A postal card will

brinsf it.

THEAJi-ToocGuj<Co.
4664 N. 18th Street Philadelphia, U.S.A.



THE TRAP
Rod and Con and Motor Sport* in CaiMtda U tbe Official Orsaa of the
Domiiiion of Canada Trap-Shoottns AaaooAtaoa. All conmooicatioBS
•hould be addressed to W. A. Smidi, E<8tor "The Trap" KingSTtlle, Ont.

TOURNAMENT DATES.

July 5 and 6—Alberta Provincial Tournament
at Calgary, H. C. Andrew, Secretary, Calgary.

July 8 and 9—Lethbridge, Alberta, Tournament.

July 12, 13, 14,—Fort Garry Gun Club, Winni-
peg tournament, clay birds only. Four Champion-
ships, $500 added money.

July 19--Re5ton (Man.) Tournament. F. Man-
ning, Secretary, Reston, Man.
Julv 26. 27 and 28—Pacific Indians at Xelson, B.

C. W. A. Ward, Secretary, Nelson, B. C.

August 19, 20—The Thousand Islands Gun Club,

Gananoque; C. lA. Lewis, Secretary-treasurer,

Gananoque, Ont.

STRAY PELLETS.
So successful was the tournament at Chatham

that it is rophesied it will be made an annual
fixture for the "uture.

In the merchandise prize no one was overlooked

—

"hats, gloves, cigars, pipes, doz. collars, sweaters,

shirts, belts, ties, beer, and even a pair of corsets

being included. In this match G. M. Dunk was
high gun and won the five dollar bill donated by
Charlie Bisuet. Mr. Dunic immediately turned
over the bill to th(> Secretary of the Chatham Club
for the purpose nf purchasing a prize for the local

members to shoot for at some future date.. Jack
Moore, second big'h gun man won the handsome
electric lamp donated by the Chatham Gas Com-
pany. Fred Dolsen third man. the pair of whiffle-

trees and neck yoke presented by the Chatham
Manufacturmg Company. Ike Moore, the sucking
pig; W. G. Richards, an oak centre table; W.
Dolsen, Jack Fleming and Dr. Cassidy split up
the 500 shells; H. Scane, a barrel of crude oil,

and so on. The prizes were mostly useful articles

and will prove of considerable service to the shoot-
ers winning: them.

Secretary Walter Elliott worked hard to make
fhe Tournament a success and with his able as-

sistants, E. Fremlin and R. H. Harrington, succeed-

ed beyond expectations. The weather man also

favored the event—no unimportant matter this

spring. The exhibition grounds formed an ideal

•spot for the sport.

The programme for the Alberta Tournament
at Calgary is a good one. The meet is on July
fifth and sixth and six events are slated for each
day.

The "Championship of Alberta" event will be
held on the second day. Ben McLaren, who has
won this event for the last three years, will be
on hand to defend his title. The donors of the
cup, the Calgary Brewing and Malting Co., Limit-
ed, have again donated a solid leather case and
500 "Repeater" shells to accompany the Cup.
The event is only open to bona fide residents of

Alberta.

There are two other prizes in this event—the
second being a Stevens (trap grade) hammerless
repeater shot gun donated by the Calgary Gun
Club and a third of the value of $30 donated by
the same club.

The Grand Aggregate Prize is a cup doiiated

by Dr. J. N. Gunn, President of the Calgary Gun
Club, to be awarded to the shooter having the
higest average for the two days an,d having shot

in at least eighty-five percent of the games.
The winner holds the cup for one year, and it

becomes the property of the shooter winning it

three times. The cup is to be always shot for at

the Calgary annual tournament. The first year's

winner was Dr. W. B. AlcLarpn.

Apparently this is the tournament month.
There are four tournaments in the prairie pro-

vinces and one in British Columbia scheduled for

this month. The one at Nelson promises to be
a "hummer." The Pacific Indians are going to

make a splash.

Pastime Gun Club, Stratford, held a practice

.shoot May 2Sth. The attendance was small but

the day was perfect for trap shooting. K. C.

Turnbull was high with 72 out of 75. He run

65 straight. Aitcheson broke 60 out of 65; Mil-

ler 54 out of 68 and Bobs 32 out of 40.

The Canadian Indians again ofl^er a most at-

tractive programme to the Canadian trapshooter

at their annual tournament to be held June 30

and .July 1st., at the Queen's Royal, Niagara-on-
tlie-Lake. The regular programme consists of

ten events of 20 targets each, each day. Suit-

able trophies will be given for the three high

averages each day. In addition the Toronto Cup
will go to the winner of the Grand Aggregate.

Tbe Canadian Indians Cup will be given to the

shooter making the largest continuous run in

regular events. The Queen's Royal Hotel Cup
will be given to the winners of the 5-man team
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Winchester Model 1895 .405 Caliber Rifle

THE DREADNOUGHT OF THE JUNGLE

V
wmchesteh

GUNS and AMMUNITION

TH EW BRAND

TARLTON took his big double-barrel and
advised me to take mine, as the sun had just

set and it was likely to be close work; but I shook
my head, for the Winchester .405 is, at least for

me personally, the 'medicine f^im'' for lions.'''

Ex-President Roosevelt
In Scribner's Magazine

Used by Successful Hunters. Sold Everywhere
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race. $352.00 will be given for high average
prizes for both days as follows: 5 of $20. eacn,

5 of $15.00 each and 15 of $10.00 each, in all 25

jprizes. On the afternoon of June 29th there will

be a preliminary' practice at 50 targets. Aa
will stand at 16 yards and the targets will be

.thrown from two Leggett traps. The shoot

being held on the grounds of the Queen's Royal

ensures the contestants not only a delightful

time at the traps but a most enjoyable outing at

.this most popular summer resort, as well.

FORT GARRY GUN CLUB TOURNAMENT AT
WINNIPEG.

The Fort Garry uun Club of Winnipeg^ Canada,

^ill hold a three days' Registered Tournament on
'

July 12th, 13th. and Uth. The programme for

. this Tournament at present calls for over $500.00
' in added-money. In addition to this there are

three Championship races to be shot for which in-

clude the International, Manitoba and Dominion

Championships. The winner of each of these

events will receive a valuable silver Cup and gold

Medal.. (Ownership goes with the latter.) On
the third day (the 14th) there will be an extra

event—an International Team Shoot.

The Club is looking forward to a large attend-

ance of shooters trom both sides of the line, and
' the attention of all shooters is called to the fact

that a very nice trip can be made by attending

the tournament to be held at Kenmare, X. Dakota,

on July 5th and 6th; thence to Devil's Lake, N. D.

for the 8th and 9th; Fargo, N. D., on the 10th and

11th, leaving Fargo on the evening of the 11th and

arriving in Winnipeg at 7.30 the following morn-

ing, in time for the Winnipeg Tournament, which

will start at 9.30 a.m. on the morning of the 12th

of July.

The large Winnipeg Industrial Exhibition opens

on the 13th of July and runs for ten days. This

should prove an additional inducement for shoot-

ers to visit Winnipeg at this time.

While the programme at present is still in the

rough and calls for something over $500.00 in ad-

ded money, the Executive hope to increase this

quite materially before the date of the Tourna-

ment.. High Average money win be given to

the High Professional and High Amateur each,

shooting through the three days' programme.

The Club, through its President. E. H. Hough-

ton, and Secretary, E. E. Cowdrick, extends a

cordial welcome to all visitors,, and is not afraid

to wager that no one will go away from Winnipeg

regretting that they made the trip.

CHATHAM, (ONT.) TOURNAMENT
The first annual tournament of the Chatham

Gun Club was held on .June ninth and tenth, and
was a well attended, splendidly managed and suc-

cessful event. The shooters were favored with fine

weather both days, the only trouble being a hazy
sky, which made the sight very deceptive. Shoot-
ers were in attendance from Toronto, Hamilton,
Detroit, London, Ridgetown and Petrolea- And

many other places. All went away pleased with
the tournament, the only complaint being that the
Chatham Gun Club threw too hard a bird. The
new Ideul-Leggett trap was used, unknown angles,
and with this trap being set to throw a low, very
fast bird, the scores of all the contestants were
much below the average. At the next tourna-
ment the Gun Club will profit by their experience
and throw easier bird's.

G. Beattie, of Hamilton, was high man first day,
witli 173.

B. W. Glover, of London, and H. 0. O'Loan, of
Ridgetown, tied for high man second day, with
84 each.

After the regular events were finished the mer-
chandise event was shot oflf, in which some 50 took
part, the .prize list being large and varying from
a five- dollar bill down to a live pig.

Glover, Dunk, O'Loan, J. Moore and I. Moor>2 J

were high men, with 14 each. The scores: I

First Day

—

S. A. B.

Jennings . 200 154
x6. M. Dunk'.;. ; . .

. , 200 152
H. Scane .

.' .'. .-. -. • 200 159
G. Beattie . 200 173
xC. Thompson ,.; 200 153
H. O'Loan 200 167
W. F. Stotts 180 121
W. Walters 200 114
D. McMackon 200 166
W. D. Tristeru , 180 153

C. Trasber 180 104
A. Filion 140 80

W. Pontnaci 140 .89

E. Moore 100 75
13. Oldersbaw 180 110
W. HoUingshead 200 150

C. Campbell 200 167

F. Dolson 200 149

H. Taylor 200 .160

G. Bovvden 180 133

W. Buck 100 73

J. W. Aitken 180 84

W. Richards 80 36

J. McCoig 20 14

J. A. Aitken 100 68

J. Moore 120 97

W. Nichol 100 58

G. Trasher : 100 61

X Professionals.

First high average, George Beattie, of Hamilton.

Second high average, H. O'Loan', Ridgetown and
A. Campbell, Toronto, tied.

Second Day

—

S. A. B.

C.Campbell 15 17 14 14 10—100—70
W. HoUingshead 14 15 15 15 14—100—73
R, Day 16 15 14 16 16—100—73
B. W. Glover 19 16 15 17 17—100—84
J.E.Jennings 17 16 13 15 12—100—73
F. Galbraith 15 13 16 18 13—100—75
xG. M. Dunk .17 15 15 13 16—100—75
H. Scane 18 13 la 18 16—100—81
G. Beatty 15 18 14 16 19—100—82
xC. Thomson 13 14 14 18 15—100—74
F. Pilon 8 13 17 15 13—100—62
W. Broderick 16 19 14 14 12—100—75
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Dominion Shells

shoot hard and kill ja

Metallic Ammunition of all Standard Calibres

Dominion Cartridge Company, Limited.

Ammunition Manufacturers. Montreal, Canada
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Dr. Cassidy 12
D. McMackoii 17

H. O'Loan 18

J. J. Moore 18

W. Elliot 16

W. Niehol 9

F. Dolson 16

C. Thraser 11

G. Thrasher 7

H. Taylor 14

xProfessionals.

High average, B. W. a
Ridgetown.

16 19 12 16—100—75
17 16 16 17—100—83
16 17 19 14—100—84
16 17 14 15—100—80
14 10 15 16—100—71
16 13 13 16—100—76
14 17 13 14—100—76
10 14 14— 80—49
6 15

12 11

14—100—42
15 14—100—66

lover, London: H. O'Loan,

NOTES ON THE SIDE.

George Beattie, of Hamilton, won high average

for both days shooting UMC steel lined shells.

B. W. Glover, of London, came over for the sec-

ond day and tied Harvey O^Loan for high average

using U.M.C. steel lined shells.

Fifty shooters were present on the sceond day.

Good for a first attempt, Chatham.

Seventy-five per cent, of the shooters used

"choke bore" Nicol's load in L^.M.C. Arrow steel

lined, shells.

Mr. Niehol took Geo. Beattie, Fred Galbraith.

Harry Scane, Chum Lewis, Dave McMaohon and

Cowel Thomson out on the River in his beauti-

ful launch and by the way they shot on the last

uav thev must have had a good time.

J. E. Jennings, Toronto, could not get going

riffht.

Dr. Cassidy, J. E. Jennings and Geo. Beattie

gave a rifle exhibitaon shoo^ting Court Thomson's
22 Remington Repeater and amused everybody.

President Richards was here, there and every-

where looking after the wants and comfort of all

the boys. He certainly makes a grand President.

The Secretary did his work in truly square

fashion.

For some unaccountable reason the targets

seemed hard and the boys could not get them
and allowed a lot of pick ups.

Jack Marcon came all the way from Ottawa
attend the sl»oot.

At an Iiuloor Rifle Shoot (25 yards distance)

at Golf's Falls, N. H., Mr. J. H. F-.tzgerald secured

the remarkable score of 1243 points out of a pos-

sible 1250. Mr. Fitzgerald was equipped with a

Stevens Ideal Schuetzen Model No. 54 Rifle fitted

with Stevens Telescope. Such wonderful shoot-

ing demonstrates once more the Bull's Eye Ac-

curacy of Stevens Telescopes and adds another

link to the long chain of Stevens successes.

WESTERN ONTARIO LEAGUE.

The first match of the season in the League
shoots took place on June first. The weather
proved most disagreeable and under the circum-
stances the members of both teams shot well.
Mr. G. M. Dunk, not only refereed the match but
also proved by an exhibition at the trap after-
wards, that he has not forgotten how to shoot.
Scores:

Brantford vs. Woodstock.

WoodstockBrantford
Hacker 17 Kay
Mitchell 17 Bonnett
Westbrook, F 17
Cutcliffe 23

go
18

Muller 17
Farlow. F 17

Summerhays 22 Dutton, J I6

96 88

Majority for Brantford, 8 targets
Two man team race at 25 targets each man.

Woodstock Team No. i. Woodstock Team No. 2
Kay 20 -Muller 16
Bonnett I8 Farlow 24

38 40

Brantford Team No. ]. Brantford Team No. 2.

Summerhays 21 Westbrook F 19
CntclifTe 2! Mitchell 23

13

The match was shot in a cold, drizzlin:? rain
and the targets being hard to see made the
shooting difficult. Mr. Geo. Dunk, of the Domin-
ion Cartridge Co.. was present and very kindly
refereed the match to the satisfaction of every-
one.

IngersoII vs. Stratford.

At Stratford, IngersoII vs. Stratford on June
2iid.

Scores

:

StratfordJ ngersoll

Paitio 25 Turnbull 23
•fanes 21 Boles 21
Kirbyson 21 Fisher 23
Nicliol 18 Miller 19
J'^iison 20 Savage 21

Total 105

Team
Stratford No. 1.

Turnbull 24
Aitcheson 23

47

Total 107

Shoot.

Straford No.
Boles

,

Fishei-
22
20

42

IngersoII.

Partlo 19
Kirbyson 22

41
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BIG GAME SHOOTING is the narni of

a mighty interesting

booklet which tells you why it is absolutely essential in

going after big game nowadays, to make every shot efleclive;

and how you can do it with a Standard High-power Automatic.
We have a copy of thisbootlet

for you— if you'll send for it.

The Standard is the newest sensation in the
" fire-sirms" world. A rifle that combines every advantage

of all the hand-operating and automatic rifles with none of their disadvantages.

StandaiSjRifleS
GAS-OPERATED HIGH POWER

are accurate, powerful—shoot as fast as you can pull the trigger—have almost

no recoi'. And a lighter, better balanced, handsomer automatic never delighied

the eye of a true sportsman. Also made in a hand-operating model. Send
fo: the booklet which le Is vou a'.l about them.

STANDARD ARMS CO.
118 F St., Wilmington, Del.

j^^^S—

F^l

^^^

wy

The foUowlBg Canadian Jobbers carry a stock of " Standard" Rifles and can ship promptly •

london— D. H. Howdeii A; Co.. Ltd. Montreal— L. H. IlcI.ert; I,euis Dros.. Ltd. TredenctoniN B
K. Chestnut & Sons. Toronto - H. S. Houland Sons ^V co. Winnipeg—Miller-Morse Hardware Co«
Wood. V'allance cSt Co., and other Wmnipe^' jobbers. St John, N. B — \\ . IL Thome & Co., Ltd.

BOYS WHO WANT A GUN
FOR THE BEST TRUE STORY OF
WHAT I DID WITH A GUN WE OFFER

$100, First Prize

$50, Second Prize

$25, Tliird Prize, and
$5 eacli for 25 other Prizes

It may be written by a boy, his big brother, his father, uncle, or any member of

the family. Write on one side of the paper. Not over 500 words. All stories must
be received before August 15. Prizes will be awarded on or about September I.

In place of the cash you can select guns from our catalog. We make the dandiest

^5.50 single-barrel, 12 to 28-gauge breech-loading shotgun for a boy. It's just what

your father ought to put into your hands when you are big enough to shoot. Perhaps

you can get one free. Send us a story or ask father to write.

We want to know what men have done with the hundreds of thousands of

Harrington & Richardson single or double-barrelled guns that are being used all oyer

America, as well as with other guns. Any father or son who shoots may win a prize.

Send for catalog and study it closely. Write your story at once.

Address 315 Prize Dept.

Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.

Firearms Manufacturers Worcester, Mass.
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Ingersoll vs. Brantford.

Ingersoll trapshooters defeated Brantford at

the Telephone City on June twenty-third. The

three birds in a Western Ontario Lea^e match in

two-men team shoot, in which each Club was re-

presented by two teams, resulted in a tie. The

shoot was held at the Brantford Gun Club's

grounds on the bank of the Grand River. There

was very little wind, but the heat was intense.

The scores:

—

Ingersoll.

Partlo 20

Janes 21

Nichols 19

Kirbyson 22

lonson 22

Total 104

Brantford.

Hacker 15

F. Westbrook 22

Mitchell 22

Summerhavs 18

CutclifFe '. 24

Total 101

Two Men Team, No. 1.

Ingersoll Team No. 1 Brantford Team No
Kirt)vson 20

Partio ^2

F. Wesbbrook 20

Mitchell 23

Totals 42 Totals 43

Two Men Team, No. 2.

Brantford Team No. 2Ingersoll Team No. 2

Nichols 22

lonson 21.

Totals 43

Cutcliffe 21

Summerhays 20

Totals 41

Stratford vs. Woodstock.

At Stratford on June twenty-second Stratford

defeated Woodstock 109 to 92. Each shot at 25 .

birds.

The scores

Woodstock.
Farlow 19

Button 21

Miller 19

Rounds 13

Muller 16

*Miller, of Stratford, shot with Woodstock, as

the latter had only four men on the ground.

Stratford.

Turnbull 24

Aitcheson 25

Savage 19

Boles 20

Meers 23

Totals, Woodstock, 92; Stratford 109.

In the two-men team shoot, Turnbull and
Aitcheson won, by a score of 47 out of 50 birds.

REGINA TOURNAMENT.
A tournament was held at the capital of

Saskatchewan on May twenty-fourth when the

scores were:

Two Man Team Shoot
No. 1—15 Birds—

Williams 14

Sharon 12

.Tones W 12

No. 2.—10 Green Event

—

H. A. Creighton 6
Milligan 6
Anderson J 4

No. 3.—15 Birds—
Kress, J. C 14

Sharon VI

Jones W 11

No. 4.-10 Birds—
Kress 8

Sharon 8

VanValkenburg 7

No. 5.—15 Birds-
Sharon 12

Acaster 12

Creighton 12

No. 7.-25 Club Shoot—
Kress 20
Sharon 20

Acaster 20

No. 8—10 Green—
Creighton 6

Storey, S 5

Palmetier 5

No. 9.—10—
•Tones 10
Williams 10

Storey, E. M 9

No. 10—10 Birds Green-^
Anderson 7

Creighton 7

Wallace 6

No. 11—Miss and Out—
VanValkenburg
Storey. E. M.'

Grand Aggregate
M. W. Sharon 88%

WEEKLY SHOOT.
The Gun Club shoot on May 21st brought out

the best crowd of shooters so far this season.

In the weekly competition button shoot M. W.
Sharon wears the gold button with a score of 23

out of 25.

The scores were as follows at 45 targets each:

S. A B.

Sharon 45 40

Van Valkenburg 45 37

Kress 45 35

Stewart, C. C 45 33

Storev, E. M 45 33

Wlieelock, D. 45 33

Voungreen 45 34

Wheelock, C. J 45 28

Wilkiinson 45 27

Storee "Doc" 45 21

Storev S 45 18
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There's (ome class to our No. 7. $400 list gun, shown above. If ycu like quality— you'll like this

gun. From butt to muzzle—outside and in— superior quality stands out preeminently. It is im-
possible to show on paper the elegant finish, beautiful lines, careful workmanthip, high grade
materials and richness of ornamentation— you must <ee the gun to appreciate i(s beauty— you
must use it to value its worth. Our new Art Catalogue shows a large cut of it and describe*
it fully— mailed FREE upon request. Our little 20 bores ore taking like "hot cakes." We make
them from 5) lbs. up— all grades hammerless— $19 up.

ITHACA GUN CO., BOX 13, ITHACA, N.

The "Old Reliable" Parker Gun wins for the EIGHTH time

The Grand American Handicap
SCORE OF 100 STRAIGHT FROM 19 YARDS. At Chicago, 111., June 23, 1910.

Mr. Riley Thompson, of Gainsville, Mo., made this record, which has never before

been equalled in this classic event.

The PARKER GUN in the hands of Mr. Guy T. Deering, also won the Amateur
Championship at Chicago, June 24,—scoring J 89 X 200, shooting at 160 singles and 20

doubles.

Tlie Prize Winners and Champions shoot The PARKER GUN !

Why Don't YOU ?

N.Y.s«Woe«s,32Warr.nSt. PARKER BROS^ Meridcn, Conn.
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NEW GUN CLUB AT STRATHCONA.

Under the palrouuge uf Dr. Rutherford, e.\-

preniier of Alberta, a gun clut) has been formed in

fcitrathcona.

The otricers are as follows: Patron, Dr. Ruther-

ford; Hon. President, J. M. Douglas, M.P.; Pres-

ident, P. Bowen; Vice-President, C. M. Carey;

Secretary -Treasurer, G. F. Downes. Management
Committee, J. Pollard, A. L. Brick and W. Jone^.

AN INTERNATIONAL MATCH.
The second slioot in the live match series for the

two Soos' trophy, between the Chippewa Sports-

men's club and the Ontario Gun Club, shot in the

Canadian Soo, on June twentieth, resulted in a

victory for the Canadians by a score of 345 to 334.

The locals appreciate the true sportsmanship dis-

played by the Americans and the friendly spirit

existing among all of the contestan+s is a matter

of congratulation on the part of an who took part.

When the Americans appeared ready for the con-

test the Canadians were only able to muster nine

men, when the -Atnericans promptly waived their

rights in the matter and agreed to the reduction

without a wrangle. This courtesy was one that

was greatly appreciated and will be remembered

in the future clashes between the two teams.

Simpkins, of the Canadian team, made hioh score

with "a record of 44 birds out of a possible oO.

Charles Hewitt and J. A. Gowau, of the American,

were tied with 43 birds to the credit of each. The
score of the teams follow:

Canadians.

Simpkins 44

R. Ellis 33

Jones 42

T. Robinson 39

Goodwin 41

Foed 36

Kitchen 40

Shofelt 31

G. Ellis , 39

345

Americans.
Supe 31

Tiempe 38

Barnhisel 34

The Next Time Your Gun
Requires Doctoring

THINK OF

ALEX. JOHNSTON
494 Eaitem Ave., TORONTO, ONT.

Who h&a every facility for choke boring,

reertocking, browing and repairing; guns.

You can a&ake no mistake in bringing or

seadiag your (ran to him.

Hewitt 43

W. Gowan 32

W. J. Bell 41

J. Gowan 43

J. Moloney 36

C. Follis 36

334

That the teams were evenly matched is shown by
the fact that they have broken even in the two

matches of the series that have been shot. The
result of the other contests will be awaited with

considerable interest by the sportsmen on both

sides of the border.

The following are the latest triumphs of the

Lefever gun:—Mr. C. 0. LeCompte, high average
at Evansville; Mr. Wolfork Henderson, high av-

erage at Covington, Tenn.; Mr. R. R. Barber, high

average at Adair, la.; Mr. C. O LeCorupte, high

average at Lexington, Ky., scoring 383x400; Mr.
Wolfork Henderson, third high average with 376x
J 00 targets; ]Mr. Henderson won high average at

Cireleville, 0., with 382x400, Fairmount, W. Va.,

with 195x200; Lexington, Ky. with 95x100; Cov-
ington, Tenn., 193x200 and G. W. Arnold at Kan-
sas State iShoot with 569x600. Long as is this

list it is only a representative selection of the

many victories won at the traps with Lefever

guns.

A CLOSE CONTEST AT MONTREAL.

St. Hubert's Gun Club, of Ottawa, failed in its

efforts to lift two of the challenge trophies n.jw

held by the Montreal Gun Club on June eighteenth,

but one of the two matches, the ten man team com-
petition for the Lansdowne trophy resulted in

probably the closest and most exciting match yet

shot for the cup. It ended in a tie score, 209 all,

and in accordance with the regulation governing
such a result, Montreal was considered as Having
successfully defended it.

"S^Tien nine men from eacli team had shot it

looked like a win for St. Hubert, the score stand-

ing 187 to Montreal's 184. Phenomenal shooting
by R. B. Hutchison, however, saved the day for

the home club. He broke 25 straight. Green, of

St. Hubert, who was shooting at the same time,

also made a good score, 22, but the 25 straight

that Hutchison broke just brought about the tie

that saved the trophy. The finish was extremely
exciting as it was not until the last bird that the
match was decided.

In the shoot for the five men team trophy, the
result was not so close, Montreal winning by 115
to St. Hubert's 103. The shooting of "Williams,"
of St. Hubert's, was one of the features of the
day. He had an excellent 23 out of 25 in the ten
men event.

TORONTO ROD AND GUN CLUB.
The final shoot between the winners of the

weekly handicap Sparrow Contests, Season 1909-
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Simplex: Guns

A New Proposition
if you are buying a gun and want
the most real gun for the leaat real

money.

If your dealer cannot show you a Tobin gun, send to us; we will ship

one to you—free of any charge or without any deposit. If when you

examine it yoii do not find it the most gun you ever saw for the price,

send it back. We take all the chances of pleasing you, and pay all

expenses. We must please you, for

Every Tobin Gun is Built to Sell Another

Send for Catalog A to make selection.

Tobin Arms Mfg. Co., Ltd.

Woodstock,' Ont.

IIIT@M
fC^HlQETfi

T g R
||

GREENER'
QMN
FROM AHT
bEflLER m

rj Let us send you our new
catalogue post free.

W. W. GREENER
63 and 65 Beaver

Hall Hill

gj
MONTREAL

Pf! London and Birminghatn 3
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Winner T\vic<?

Winner Once
Winner Twice
Winner Once
Winner Twice

lUlO, for a prize presented by the Captain and

Vice President, Dr. W. R. Patton, took place

recently, and was held on the grounds of tlie

Stanley Gun Club, Toronto.

The contestants were:—
W. G. Meyers,
H. M. -sling

lUchard Tinning,

E. L. Sununcrhaves
Dr. W. R. Patton,

After a close competition, Richard Tinning

proved the decisive winner of the Shield dedicated

by the Captain and A^ice President.

A RECORD AT HAMILTON.
At the Hamilton Gun Club grounds on June

eighteenth a match of 100 targets was shot

bet\teen George Beattie and William Barnes, the

former to give Barnes a handicap of five targets.

Beattie was in great form and establislied a Cana-

dian record by breaking 100 straight, but even

with such a performance he was unable to win,

as Barnes broke 96 out of 100 and won the match
bv one bird. The scores:

B. S. A.

Barnes 96 100

Beattie 100 100

Smith •. 73 100

Long 19 25

Long 19 25

Brown 32 45

HAMILTON HAPPENINGS.
The following are tlie scores of the shoot om

June fourth, at 70 targets:

B.

*T]iomsou 63

Beattie 65

Clifford 51

Barnard 45

Fletcher 61

Bowman 50

Choate 58

Hunter 63

Delinger 45

Stroud 63
* Professional.

George Beattie only missed five out of sev-

enty.

Hunter and Thomson were the next best with
only seven misses each—very fine scores.

John Hunter with 23x25 was high for the Hunt-
er Arms Vase. John knows how to shoot and
alwav- uses U. M. C. steel lined shells.

BELLEVILLE TOURNAMENT.
Tlie.ni-mbers of the Belleville Gun Club held a

very successful shoot at their grounds on May
twenty -fourth. The program consisted of 8

events, 15 birds each. The following are the
scores:

S. A. B.

M. Sprague 120 88

A. M5tt" 120 89

.T. Thompson 120

W. Hart 45

W. Andrews 105

Jas. Woodby 120

E. Turley ! 105

C. F. Boyle .- 120

E. Wiese 75

B. Russell 90

H. Howie 120

Jas. Hirst 45

R. Roblin 45

D. Young 75

H. Day 75

R. Menzie 45

Thos. Gray 75

R. Zufelt 75

G. Bennett 75

E. B. Haris . 75

B. McGuire 30
(^. Roblin 15

D. Stafford 30
.T. Miller 15

J. Collins 15

87

32

74

78
68

87

45

61

85
20

28

42

59
20

52

36

54

47

17

7

13

SHOOTING AT LONDON

The following scores were made by the Spring-

wood Gun Club members at their weekly shoot on
June fourth

:

S. A. B.

Glover 60 58
Day 60 57
Jordan 50 37

Clinger 50 34
Webb 40 34
Fortner 35 30
Simcox 35 28

Bissett 35 25

LETHBRIDGE ENTERTAINS CHARLIE YOUNG.

Lethbridge (Alta.) Gun Club had the pleasure

of a visit from Mr. C. A. Young, Winchester ex-

pert, in May. The Lethbridge boys enjoy giving
their visitors a warm welcome both socially and
at the traps and it 's a good shooter who can
keep the lead with them on the score board.
In this case they had a hard nut to crack in

their visitor and as might have been e.xpected he
was high with two nice scores of 24 and 25 each.

A. B. Stafford, with a straight score in the first

event and J. C. Livingstone with two 23's kept
pretty close, however.
The following are the scores made:

S. A. B.

Xo. of Targets "25 25
Young, C. A 24 24
Staflford A. B 25 19

Agnew, F. R 19 16

Stafford J. W 19 7

Millard. J. H 21 16
Tate, C. R 14 11

Macbeth. H 19

Withers. H. P 12
McCaig, iJ. ti 12

Cunningham, H 16 13

Shnrer, W. ' S 19
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IvER Johnson
SAFETY AUTOMATIC REVOLVER

The '' Western '' Walnut Grip
A perfect grip at last—famous marksmen

so pronounce it. Carved from one piece of

rare Circassian Walnut, knarled like a briar

pipe, and oil-rubbed by hand. Note the ab-

sence of side screws. Fits as though moulded
to yoMT hand—shoulder and heel brace

against thumb and palm muscles and prevent

throwing up—position of hand is natural.
Sportsmen irho knoir and appreciate accurate shoot-

ing, »nd clean, sharp action, will be impressed by the

new Tver Johnson, with its permanent tension wire

springs throughout. The Irer Johnson is absolutely

safe—accidental discharge is impossible because of

the famous
" Hammer the Hammer "

Safety Lifter. Ask your dealer or we can ship direct.

IVER JOHNSON'S ARMS & CYCLE WOPKS
It? KiT*r ItTMt, Titdibarr, ICms.

Ntw York—89 Chamber* Street. Hambore. Germany, Plckhuben 4.

Pacific CoaBt—717 Market St., San FranciBCo, Cal.

London, England—40 Queen St., Cheapaide, B. C.

.\faiers ofIverJohnson Single Barrel Shotguns and her Jchnson Truss Bridge Birychs

Iver Johnson Revo -

Ten co»t from $6 to

$10. Technical
catalog, illustrated,

shovrs all model* and

heavy types
for police and

outdoor vrork.

Target Rifle— Pisto!— Big Game Gun— Shot Gun
The Only All-Around Arm—Model 1908 i

"'^".^ ^^
Combinations now ready: .22 upper barrel and .44 smooth .-*'^to^

lower barrel. Combinations ready AuR. 1, 1910; (Both barrels ..«^^^ ,

rifled) .22 and .25-20. .22 and .32-20, •22 and .as 40. Barrels. 12, ^ f» ^

V

15 and 18 inches. The average puttern of shot made with .44 '' f^Ac .

barrel is 70 No. 8 and 1'25 Ko. 10 in a 12 inch square at 50 feet.
A .44 b-ill penetrates 7"i inches of pine at 15 feet. Has billed
deer at 100 yards and mooss at 35 yards, with one shot.

Hammer is instantly set for either barrel or at SAFE. Either
barrel is used wlthoot any change of sight or adjustment.
Stock locks at any drop desired. Is easily removed. Guar-
anteed for use with smokeless powder. The recoil is slight

^-Ir

Double barrel—Single trigger

THE
.22 & .44 CALIBERS
STYLE SHOOTS

22 Short, Long &L. B.
44-40 Shot Cartridges
44-40 Round Ballet

Msrblo Safety Axe Co.
101-129 Delta Ave., Gladstone, Mich.

C..\^\ i>,., of
Marble's 60 "extra quality"

^peciaUii
SportsD JREE

'^S> ^^
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Murray, Jack 14

Putinan, M. E 7

Asquiith L 9

Livingstone, J. C 23
Livingstone, R 13

Johnston, K. D 16

23

16

15

W. D. Stannard has been doing some very ef-

fective work with his one-trigger Smith gun in

the Western States. On May 12th and 13th at

CSolumbus, Wis., from a field of classy shots he
won a general average of 343 out of 360. Then
at Chicago on May 15th, shooting against a strong
field of professionals and amateurs, in the pro-

gram events he broke 98 out of 100, making his

last 87 straight, and was high gun, his nearest
competitor scoring 92.

TOURNAMENT AT GLADSTONE, (MAN.)

The Gladstone Gun Club held its Fifth Annual
Tournament, on June 3rd. The weather was very
unfavorable to good shooting, and as a result,
there was not as good an attendance as usual.
However, 25 shooters braved the rain. The fol-

lowing are some of the best scores made:
S. A. B.

Dr. Cadham, Fort Garry Club, Win-
nipeg 145 135

P. B. Hazleton, Portage la Prairie. .. 145 127
Wm. Boyd, Gladstone 145 122
P. Harwood, Portage la Prairie 115 97

A. PETROLEA SHOOT.
The Petrolea Gan Club held their first regular

weekly shoot of the season on June eighth.
The weather was ideal and some very excell-

lent scores were made.
G. M. Dunk, of the Dominion Cartridge Co.,

was a welcome visitor and was shooting in his
usual good form and demonstrating to the boys
the superiority of Dominion shells.

Following are the scores:—
S. A. B.

G. M. Dunk 60 56
M. Broderick 50 47
Dr. Cassidy 50 45
W. Caldwell 50 32
W. Kitchen 50 30
J. Dale 35 22
W. White 25 19
J. Bolton 25 18
E. Rose 25 18
A. Bed;ird 23 16
F. Spun- 25 15
The weekly shoots from now for the rest of the

season will be held on Tuesday evening* com-
mencing at 6.30 p.m.

The Petrolia Gun Club held a spoon shoot on
their grounds on June 14th. The conditions
were very good for shooting with the exception
of a slight haze in the air which made the
birdis rather deceptive. The spoon was carried off

by M. Broderick with 23 out of 25, Dr. Cassidy
was a close second with 21. Following are the

4 vmt eiiT

8 TIMES AS LARGE AS 10c SIZEI
2)4 TIMES AS LARGE AS 25c SIZE!
Now at every sporting goods dealers, hardware

dealers, all stores.
Try this new size of the old reliable gun oil. The

only gun oil that actually lubricates every action part,
cleans out barrel, polishes whole gun and positively
prevents rusting, leading or pitting. "3-in-One" is

a penetrating non-drying oil that enters the pores of
metal and forms a delicate, permanent, protective
coat rtat defies wind and weather in any climate.
Use "3-in-One" liberally and save your gun.

P rj p" p" Send to-day for generous free sample
r 11 1 1 and "3-in-One" Dictionary.

"3-iN-ONE" OIL COMPANY. 55 NEW ST. New Ycrk City.

results

:

S. A. B.
M. Broderick 25 23
Dr. Cassidy 25 21
I. Greenizen 25 20
H. Hale 25 20
W. Caldwell 25 18

J. Bolton 25 17

Practice

M. Broderick 25 23

Dr. Cassidy 25 21

One of these spoons will be shot for every
week at the regular shoots on Tuesday evenings
and handicap? of birds will be given to the poor-

er shooters so that they will have an even chance
with the best of shots.

Mr. J. E. Dickey, of Davenport, Iowa, won the

Western Handicap at DesMoines. Iowa, on May
26th, with a A. H. Fox Gun. His score was 96
out of 100, and Mr. Dickey says that the wonder-
ful shooting and the perfect balance and handling
of the Fox Gun was a very important feature in

nis success in winning this great event. The
Fox Gun is known throughout the world as the

simplest and strongest built gun that is made,
and its shootinar qualities cannot be surpassed.

The Fox Gun which Mr. Roosevelt took to Africa
has pleased him so thoroughly that in three dif-

ferent articles in Scribner's Magazine he has
praised the Fox, saying, "Xo better gun was ever

made" and has particularly emphasized the excell-

ent shooting qualities .
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Just ask the man who has shot a

Tobin, we can leave the matter

Simplex Guns withjhim.

We are certainly interested in ^'the best.

Every Tobin Gun is Built to Sell Another
We build shot guns to fit the shooter. Send for Catalogue A to

see what we are doing.

Strong shooting, splendid
penetration and even

pattern

Made in Canada and Best

made anywhere

See our offer

Page 283

Tobin Arms Mfg. Co.

Woodstock, Ont.

S PORTING RONA/DERS
Have Satisfied The American Public For 108 Years.

TO IMPROVE YOUR SCORES AT THE TRAPS,

OR TO MAKE MORE SHOTS COUNT IN THE
FIELD, BE SURE THAT EVERY SHELL IS LOADED

WITH

THE
SPORTING POWDERS
REGULAR AND RELIABLE" BRANDS

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS POWDER COMPANY
Wilmington, Delaware
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Steel Lined

UMC

Wlls
The Best Shot Shells Made-
Improved with a Steel Lining

I A .teel band or linine now gives additional protection at no extra cost to the consumer.

P ThefowTe chat^in UMC aSow and N.tro Club shells rests agamst the stee hmng

!
! The powder is protected from moisture msurlng unJorm loads m all kmds of weather. No

other American manufacturer provides this adaitional protection.

UMC Steel Lined Shells are made for your gun-Remington or any other make or gauge.

UMC and Remington—the perfect shooting combination

SAME OWNERSHIP SAME STANDARD OF QVAUTY ^^^^^^,JiZTi£'TJ.
Union Metallic Cartridge Co., Bndgeporl. Conn

Agency 299 Broadway. New York Cit>
.

Write for a t'ct of targets and ^e.^criptive folder-sent f

,

#g^; FREE
OATALOGIK $18.00

or C Tj. C SIX SHOTS IN FOUR SECONDS.

baie"OWltt"»jUre perfect hammerlessnon-clogging

action. 24 to 32 inch Genuine Imported DAMASCUS Barrel. Full

length top rib gives instantaneous sight. Hinged breech block, all working parts

covered up; snow and dirt cannot get in. Solid steel wall
^-f^X^^C^nfi^^

shooter. Taken down in ten seconds without tools. Black \Ylnut Stock finefimsh.

Sent with privilege of examination if desired Bore, gauge and drop of stock optionaL

No extra charge for any feature named. Don't buy until you ^ave read our

FREE BOOK describing this pump gun and our superb line of singles and douDies.

Ask for it Today, jhe UNION FIRE ARMS CO., 325 ^..uburndale, Toledo, Ohio, I. S. A.

^ L,ATEST Arrival
Featherweight - b'^ pound

Genuine Mauser RIFLES
7 and ^ 111 111 $35.00

LUGER Automatic PISTOLS

RIFLES
NEW YORK
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New
Model

27 Tllarlin
Repeating

Rifle

The only gun that fills the demand

for a trombone ("pump ) action

repeater in .25-20 and

•32-20 calibers.

Shoots

high ve-

locity smoke-

ess cartridges,

also black and low pres-

sure smokeless. Power-

hil enough for deer, safe to use in

settled districts, excellent for target

work, for foxes, geese, woodchucks, etc.

Its exclasive features : the quick, smooth working "pump" action ;

the wear-resisting Special Smolzeless Steel barrel; the modern

solid-top and side ejector for rapid, accurate firing, increased safety

and convenience. It has take down construction and /i;orj) Bead
front sight; these cost extra on other rifles of these caUbers.

Our 136 page catalog describes the full TTIarllrt

line. Sent for three stamps postage. Write for it.

7Ze2f2ar/in/ire€irms Co.

67 WILLOW STREET, . NEW HAVEN, CONN.

New Lyman Rear Sight
FOR

Remington .22 Repeater
(Patent Pending)

No. 1 Price $3.00

This sight, by loosening nut on right

hand side, is easily adjusted to absolutely
correct angle.

Send for 1910 catalogue.

The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation

Middlefield, Ct., U.S.A.

SHOT
^^^ROLU«*/^^„

LEAD WORKS

CO

25 lbs.

DOUBLE

CHILLED
^ SHOT ^

Specify M. R. M. When Ordering
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Ro»» nigh Velocity Rifle
Scotch Deer stalking Pattern

This rifle is absolutely per-

fect for Big Game Shooting.

It's trajectory is very flat. The kill-

ing power is tremendous, the largest deer

dropping, no matter where it is hit.

In point of Finish only the most expen-

sive English rifles can compare with it.

Write for our illustrated catalogue : we

send it on request. It gives full particulars

of the Ross N4ilitary, also of the Ross

Sportmg Models which are wmning much favor

m Canada, throughout the British Empire and the

United States.

Ro»» Rifle Co.
The KU

Quebec, P. Q.
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Two Clean Kills
ANY man who owns a Lefever

boasts how he gets doubles at a

great distance— how they crumple up
and drop every time the Lefever
speaks. He talks Lefever hard shoot-
ing, close shooting, and allround shoot-
ing qualities from his own experience.
Ask him to explain why he gets nvo
clean kills. "it's all in Lefever Taper
Boring," he'll tell you.

LEFEVER
SHOT GUNS

If all other shot guns in the world
could have Lefever Three-piece
Action, Lefever Never-Shoot-Loose
bolt, Lefever Take-Up-Wear at the
hinge joint, and the fourteen other ex-
clusive Lefever advantages, they would
still fail to get long double kills, because
they haven't Lefever Taper Borw<T.
S28.00 to SIOOO—and nothing on the
market at S50.00 will shoot "or wear
like the Lefever at $28.00. Don't
buy without getting our free catalogue.
Lefever Arms Co., 20 Maltbie "St.

,

Syracuse, N. Y.

Durston Special

20 Gauge. Price, 528.00

Empire (bulk)

— and —

BalllStlte (dense)

Leaden ia tbe Beat Qui of Smekelew Pow<len

BALLISTITE— sold only in Dominion
Cartridge Go's loaded sbells (Imperial
and Regal.)

EMPIRE—sold in bulk. If your dealers
do not keep it, write us direct.

Both the above well tnown brands man-
ufactured by the Nobel's Ezplosive
Co., "Glasgow," Scotland, have been
in the lead at numerous tournaments
held throughout Canada ; give them
a trial and be convinced.

Agents in Canada :

Hamilton Powder *o.,
lleatr**!, P. Q. T*r*sto, Oat.

Victoria, B.C.

Winaipes, Man.



"Landing at Bala, Muskoka."

Muskoka's Fine Attractions

Although much has been written about

Muskoka, it may truthfully be said that

after all the half has not been told. New-
comers and those who have been there

before are constantly discovering new
beauties while the old attractions retain

their powers in full. Every point seems
to have its own particular claim and when
the whole of them are combined the re-

sults are overwhelming. It is little won-
der, therefore, that tourists and vacation-

ists seek the retreats of Muskoka in ever

increasing numbers with the advent of

each summer.
Amongst the many resorts which have

made the name of Muskoka famous
throughout the noithern half of the con-

tinent Bala is noteworthy bv reason of

its own particular beauties. Its position

on beautiful Bala Bay, just above the

picturesque falls where the waters of

Lakes Muskoka, Rosseau, and Joseph are

discharged into the Moon and Muskoka
Rivers, has particular charm. Lovers of

natural beauties find many opportunities

of selection when accompanied, as so

many holiday makers are nowadays, with

a camera.
Anglers have not far to roam from their

hotels and stopping places in order to dis-

cover good fishing. Close to Bala are the

lakes known as Clear, Long, Echo, Nine
Mile and Black, in each of which' good
fishing may be obtained. The Muskoka
and Moon Rivers are famous for maskin-

onsre. black ba?'^ and r)-c'-'erel. Bait cast-

Summer Resiaence Near Baia Park, Muskoka,"
'Another Summei Residence Near Bala Park,"
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The Swastika Hotel

BALA

New and modern. Thoroughly fire-proof.

All conveniences. Ideally located. Good
management. Constructed of red brick.
Only brick hotel in Muskoka. Cool and
comfortable. Rates $2.00 to $2.50 per
day. $12.00 to $1.5.00 per week.

FRED. W. SUTTON, Manager.

E. B. SUTTON, Proprietor.

BALA, Muskoka
Reached by O.P.R., G.T.R., and Canadian

Northern Railroads.

BALA FALLS HOTEL
BALA, MUSKOKA.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Beautifully situated, Excellent fishing,

hotel thoroughly renovated. Specially adapt-

ed for the tourist trade. Splendid dancing

and music hall in connection with hotel ; also

athletic grounds. Apply for particulars to

F. J. HUGGETT
Proprietor, Bala, Muskoka

Rates $1.50 per day. $8 to $10 per week.
Near C. P. R. Station. All trains met

by an attendant. Stesimers call duly.

A Sportsmsm's Paradise
Ju»t on the edge at eifilization, within a few hours' journey of yoor home; i« a Teariiabl«

p&mdi«6 for the canoe, rod and gun loy«r.

Lake Temiskaming
borders on a rast virgin wild, covered with a network of lakes and streams simply teeming

with the gamiest of the finny tribe. The hearily wooded shores are favorite haunts of the

lordly Moose, and Deer are far more numerous here than in any of the much-vaunted deer-

ht^nting diijtricts.

It is a great game country and a delightful spot for a eammcr vacation. An outing where the

pure, balsamic atmosphere and eool nights send you oack to business like a new man.

The Bellevue Hotel
Charmingly situated, amid trees and ahrubbery on the shore of the Lake. Gasoline lAuncliet,

Boating, lAwn Tennis, Golf, Bowling on the green and aUeys, BiUards and Dancing in a sep-

arate Becreation HaU. Ice cold Laurentian >»t«r piped from springe in the hills. Hot and

sold baths on all floors. Electric Light, Sanitary convenienceB, Modern in every way. An
ideal place to spend your summer vacation.

Pleased to send information and beautifid booklet.

WRITE

"The Manager, Bellevue Hotel, Temiskaming P.O.,

QUEBEC, Canada."
Bosts leATc the Hotel Dock AaUy far tbe tas«w Cobalt SUrw Bait. eaJliae at HsUerbary, Uske&rd

aaA iDterrenlne poinU.
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ing can be indulgred in at many places.

Canoeists and motor boat 'enthusiasts
find many pleasures in the numerous
channels and pretty islands to be found
on all sides. There is always something
new to 1)e discovered and even those most

"Swing Bridge, Canadian Northern Ontario Ry., Bala

familiar with the beautiful scenes con-
stantl}^ find new points of view, more
beautiful than those known before.
Muskoka's invigorating atmosphere

and clear skies revive the jaded citv dwel-

ls he IS socially inclined he will findmany kindred spirits ; would he be "far

;' rT i^ "^adding crowd" he can enjoy
solitude the most profound; while camp-
ing, boating, bathing, fishing and golf can

Bala Falls, Muskoka.

ler in a marvellously short space of timeand have a like efifect upon the woman
fatigued with the round of social duties

It matters not at all what particular
form of recreation the tourist and holidav
maker prefers—he has them all in Bala

"Six Lovers of Bala, Muskoka."

each or all be indulged in with the maxi-mum of enjoyment.
Bala can be reached via the Canadian

-Pacific. Grand Trunk or Canadian North-
ern Railways, with their direct connect-

••Ice-Cream Parlor. William Carr, Bala, Muskoka."

ions from all points on the North Ameri-
can continent. From Muskoka Wharf
Bala Park, Lake Joseph, and many points
can be reached via the .Muskoka Lakes
Navigation Steamers.

The New Windsor, Bala.
The Hote], beautifully situated on the placid

waters of Bala Bay, has always been a favorite
with visitors from the States. ^^lany Pittsburg,
Buffalo and Toronto people frequent it durine
every season and the present summer shows it to
be a greater favorite than ever with the largenumber of vacationist-! who find untold delights in
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Your Vacation
SUGGESTIONS FROM THE

Kodak Catalogue
No. 3A
FOLDING
POCKET
KODAK

Pict u res

$20.00

The most popular of all cameras;
takes the full size post card picture,
3% X 5% Inches.

Provided wih every feature for the
most serious work, yet so simple as to
be effectively handled by the novice.

Kquipment includes double Rapid
Rectilinear Lens, Kodak Ball Bearing
Shutter. Automatic Focusing Lock,
Brilliant Reversible Finder and Tripod
Sockets. Covered with fine black seal
grain leather, nickeled fittings. Top
coat pocket size.

No. lA
FOLDING
POCKET
KODAK —
SPECIAI^

Pictures
2'2 X il{

$15.00

Made for those who want a dainty
little pocket camera with quality all

through. Light and compact, yet pos-
sesses every requisite for serious work.
Equipment includes Rapid Recti-

linear Lens, Kodak Ball Bearing
Shutter, Automatic Focusing Lock,
Tripod Socket and Brilliant Reversible

Finder, Covered with fine quality
black seal grain leather, nickeled fit-

tings.

No. 1
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reputation of being one of the most popular sum-

mer hotel keepers in Crannrin a

l^y and $9 to $16 per we.1 r^'n ° !^°° P"
not admitted to an/ of Ihe Eal? W^^"1'"""J,

""
'or Booklet. '' Hotels. Writ»

Bala Falls Hotel

f-
J- Huggett recently nurcha^pH *-h °

from Mr Currip an^ / Purcnased the property

'ep.taHo„'=o7"L\"isr.ir„oTs-,Sdn':

J. W. Burgess, General Store, Baladuring the summer and fall months fh;^ /
ous supply house is daily crowS w,>), .

°''

"p.reni^-Serplr?H"F"^
^Se:er,tVt?4a::?SrFi
residents Tu-.

o f«"-ies as well as localevident.. The energetic and enterprising prop-

ants^'arf af • an'
?""'''''' ^'''' ^^ ^'^^ ^^ -«-«t-dncs are dt all times courteous and willing to

suffer. Mr }]',yfro^^ >„

mer catering is"f"! PT'""' ^P^nence in sum-
wiU be nTfflirn^bSf^rin at^V^'^^ ''" *^«-
forts of guests Th p i

'°.^"^"t'on to the com-
the hoteli headquarter '°°

I'
'^'^^ ^"'i ^^th

thoroughly enTovSe tS
''"'

"^ '"^^ ^ "^'-^^e

issuretobelonrre^mbee'd'''? T *'« ^°*^'

in this issue.
^^^embeied. See advertisement

"HamUl's Boat Livery.

The Patrol Launch, Meenegha.
The Ontario Government patrol boat, Meeneeha

th! fi .
=',°^ ^^'- ^^"^'^"^ Smith, of Gravenhurst'

t'tt'^rrLnh: sr:::i,^-
t^e MusL^X'

stantly touring he^Tes Ind ^. ^^ ^T' /' '=°"-

™aintkinedfo;iaw;reat^s'"^,^/smrth^t^^^^

neTes^af/lor
"=^'°^"

''T'^
fo/^Ss' which'iMw^

^ater^ ^ Th! ^'V""'^''''' ^^^'°« ^^ Ontario

Hor^p^ower^'c liSdS en^gi^^^Se bf. ^p^ ^^^^
me, Wallcerville, Ont., Ind 'g™:ff.',[ ^s^fac

W
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For all subjects requiring an ultra-rapid exposure— often under adverse conditions

—

you will find an ideiil negative medium in the

WELLINGTON
'XTMH SPEEDY PLHTE

Speed—350 H. & D. The fastest and cleanest working plate in the world.

WELLINGTON & WARD,
Elstiee, England.

13 St. John Street, Montreal, P.Q.

A KOROMA
Is tke Camera to bay for pleasart or baaiaMs

KoronaCameras
TAEX PICTURXS ON PLATKS OK FILMS

You caji aie pUtes tot economj when taklnc a few pietarw
troQBd borne or dujlight dim ptcka In the XOKOKA ASiAX-
TXX when 70a trarel and dealre Aim eonrenleae*. n*
ordinary film camera has rery few of the adjaatnteBts aMi
conrenleaeea of a plate camera and for many porpoaw 1b

oaeleM.

A KOKOVA OAJCEXA 1* food for erery phot«cnphle
aub}«ct, eqaallT complete aa a film camera or aa a plBte
camera. The mechanJeal coBitractlon of the Kereaa 0«a-
era ia perfect, and the workmanship la anpcrb. The sign
of qoallt7 la a Korona li apparcBt at Irat glaoee t« aay-
OBO whether they know the points of a camera or act.

We DOVT WAJTT TO IKLL TOTT A XOXOVA OAK-
ZlA.. ..We anljr wlah to send 700 «ar iBterwUBg
cataloffve of Koroaa Cameras and fire 70B the addMBB
of the dealer la joar rtclalty who will b« pleaaad to

w« make.btiow yea the dlCereat klads of Koresa Oaa«ras
CrTkis 0«tal*t«e ^^^ aU abMt emx wUttml mmw

PAJNCSATIC TXLXPHOTO LSNS

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Company
fM Cliatoa A.TeB«« So^ Rockeatar, H.T.

0«r f«odx are sold bj

T. KATOM Ce^ LTB. UVITXD PHOTOOKAPHIC STOKES, Ud.
reronto aad Winaipec. Tonmta. MontxeaL Ottawa. Qnebae.
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The Swastika Hotel.
The demand for hotel acconunodation at Bala

prompted Mr. E. B. 8utton proprietor of the

general store at Bala, to erect an up-to-date mod-
ern hotel, known as the Swastika Hotel. Those
seeking a resort where they can secure aceommo-
dation equal to that provided by any of the city

hotels will find this place appeals to them. It is

the only brick hotel in Muskoka—and guests will

feel secure in case of fire, while during the hot

sumer weather this building is exceptionally cool.

Swastika Hotel is conducted by one who has stud-

ied the needs of Muskoka tourists for many years.

^AB meals served are all that can be desired.

Those patronizing this hotel will be accorded the

best of treatment, for Mr. Sutton realizes that a

satisfied guest is a most effective advertisement.

See advertisement in this issue giving rates, etc.

M. S. Hurling, Boat Livery and Ice

Cream Parlors.

Tourists and campers enjoy themselves at Bala
and enjoyment means keeping cool. This can

best be done by imbibing ice-cream soda and a

complete variety of flavors will be found at M. S.

Hurling's ice-cream parlor in the Bala Road be-

tween the Win.lsor Hotel and the bridge. He has

also an up-to-date boat house where a number of

row boats and canoes can be rented at a moder-

ate price.

Roselawn Lodge, Bala.

Those who prefer home comforts to hotel life

will find such a place at Bala, namely J:ioselawn

Lodge where excellent board and lodging may be
obtained for the moderate sum of from $9 to $12
per week. Roselawn Lodge is beautifully situated

on the banks of the Muskoka River. There are

three modern cottages acconimoda'^ing seventy-
five guest>. Lovely grassy lawn-, shady groves,

croquet and tennis lawns afford excellent means
for recreation. The board is excellent. The
proprietor, Mr. Thos. Burgess, and his wife are
excellent hosts and their one aim is to so please

their guests as to lead them to pay return visits.

PORT CARLING, MUSKOKA.

Port Carling, "the gateway of Mus-
koka." the connecting link between Lakes
Muskoka and Rosseau. is one of the live-

liest and prettiest spots in the Province.
The scene upon the arrival of the various
steamers is animated and interesting.

The members of both sexes who have
been in Muskoka for a short time testify

by their appearance to the excellence of
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For tlM Home Um
Ciab. (he Ltctert

Hall and ThMtrcButcher's Optical Lanterns
^TTId Butcher's Lanterns two things stand out pre-«ninent—their sound work-^ manship and design, and their excellence for the money. Butcher's lanterns

are designed by expert lantemists and made by skilled English workmen.

An intere«ting booklet "Optical Lanterns aad How to Use Tkem" will be sent free to any
•ddreM ob receipt of post card. This booklet should be in the hands of all those interested in pro-
iection work. It is'brimfuljof interesting infonnation. See you get one.

THE "PENANG" LANTERN.
A well Japanned tin lantern, per-

fectly ventilated, with open stage and
brass front sliding tubes. It is fitted

with a 4 in. compound condenser,
best double achromatic projectinir

lens in rack and pinion mount. A
good quality 3 wick oil lamp is also

supplied, and the outfit is in a neat

Japanned tin carrying case.

Price No. 4—with 3 wick oil

lamp, $10.60.

THE "COMET" LANTERN...
This lantern is made of Russian

Iron, of most compact design. The
front stage is made of stout brass,

with drawn brass extension tubes.

The condensor is a 4 in. piano con-
vex, the lens, a best quality ackro-
matic with 2 in. back lens, in rack
and pinion mount with flashing

shutter. The whole in a Russian
Iron carrying case with handle.

Price No, 9—with 3 wick oil

lamp, $15.00.

The "IRON DUKE" LANTERN No. 14

Substantially built of Russian Iron,

with solid brass front draw tubes and
pinion tilter, and sliding rod with ctirtain

at back. Quick thread adjustment is fit-

ted to tile carrier. A ^% in. piano con-

denser, interchangeable tube for lens, and
4 wick stock's pattern lamp.

Price No. 14—with stocks pattern

oil lamp, $32.50.

NATIONAL DRUG AND CHEMICAL CO. OF CANADA, Limited
MONTREAL AND BRANCHES

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Eod and Gun in Canada.
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the climate and the beneficial effects of

Muskoka air and sunshine.

There are numerous hotels and board-

ing houses, several boat liveries, including

Ditchburn's, Johnston's and Bastien's,

where canoes and boats and motor boats

may be hired or purchased. The side

Log Priving a* Poit Carling', Muskoka.

trips that can be taken from this point are

innumerable and there is no need to go
far to find natural beauty spots in abun-

dance. Those who know it best testify

Sir John A. Macdonald Rock, Near Port Carling, Muskoka.

to its advantages by repeated annual vis-

its. There are many good fishing places

in the near neighborhood. There have
been some good, catches during the pres-

ent season and reports are still coming in.

m
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IS ALL YOU HAVE TO PAY US FOR THE

C,A.¥, High Tension Magneto
Complete with distributor and One Year Guarantee. Same price

for 1, 2, 3 and 4 cylinder ontfit; $3.50 extra for the 6 cylinder outfit.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE'

FRANCO-AMERICAN AUTO CO.
Agents for Ceuiada and U.S.A.,

782 ST. CATHERINE STREET WEST, MONTREAL-
|

¥r*¥r X X X X X X X 4^»*-?H(-»^»-?Ht"X X X X X X*****-X-X-***-X"5«"3fX-*-X"X"X")<-*-X"X"X"X-

-

X- X X X-X-X-

W. MANNA & CO.
Port Carling, Muskoka

A GENERAL STORE
where a complete stock of

TOURISTS' REQUIREMENTS
CAMPERS'
ANGLERS'
HUNTERS' '

,.

comprising evervthing in eatable lines, tishing

tackle, photo supplies, hardware, tinware, crockery,
stoves, etc., can be had. Post office. Telegraph
office. I,etter or phone orders our specialty.

W. Hanna & Co., Port Carling. Muskoka
Mention hftvingset-n adv«rti=einent in KOli AND or.v

Jusi Out!
Our complete Catalog of Elec-

trical Supplies. A card will

bring it to you.

Coils, Plugs, Timers, Switches,

Storage Batteries, Volt and

Ammeters, Lighting Optfits,

Etc.

Mosler Spitfire Spark Plugs $1.50

Mica and Porcelain Plugs $1.00

Single Cylinder Coils $5.00

Others in Proportion

NO DUTY
Let Us Know Your Needs.

R. H. SORENSEN
Walkerville, Ont
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launch is equipped with Ferro double cylinder en-

gines 15 h.p. Competent men will be in charge

and these launches may be hired or will ply be-

tween different points. Mr. Johnston has also a

large livery at Port Sandfield, Muskoka.

Port Carling House, Port Carling, Kuskoka.

George Sutton, Butcher, Port Carling.

Mr. Sutton is an enterprising merchant and his

customers are located all through Muskoka, supply

boats ensuring an efficient service. Mr. Sutton

is enthusiastic over the future of Port Carling, and

his faith in that future is best shown by his own
efforts in development. In addition to his meat
and provision business he has a fine confectionery

store and an ice cream parlor, forming a recognized

gathering place for visitors, who find enjoyment in

this cool retreat, together with the refreshing

drinks served there. Tourists from both the States

and Canada are yearly finding additional attrac-

tions at Port Carling.

Tourists and campers are allowed to bring their

outfits into Canada duty free, provided they take

them out again within six months. Deposits have
to be paid at ports of entry and these are refund-

ed on return if provisions legal are complied with.

Extra baggage is allowed to sportsmen and

tourists, the details of which may be obtained

from all railway and ticket agents.

W. Hanna & Co., General Store, Port
Carling.

This fine general store is well known to the many
visitors passing through Port Carling every sum-
mer. Mr. Hanna, who has been engaged in bus-
iness enterprises in this place for thirty years,

has brought to bear on the selection of his stock
all the skill and experience this long period of

business life has given him, with the result that
tourists and campers can be certain to have their

requirements fully met. The large and varied
stock affords ample room for choice and the reas-

onable prices charged make it unneoesary for tour-

ists to burden themselves with parcels and sup-

plies from further afield. With Z\Ir. Hanna's
knowledge and experience at their service, tour-

ists and sportsmen can have full oonfidence in

outfitting here. Two supply boats make daily

trips during the season on the three Muskoka
Lakes calling at the numerous points, hotels, cot-

tages and camps.

TTncl» Sam at Poiit Carling, Muskoka,
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PORTABLE HOUSE P

»< » i|. »»»»»»» ,%, .|. ,1 » !. .|. .t. .t .|. .1. .1. .|. » ! ^

A poitible cottage appeals to a conservative man for
the following reasons :

—

ist.—The initial cost is comparatively low. 2nd.—The
'ow cost of erection, combined with the ease with which
they are erected and not necessitating a carpenter makes
vacation a pleasure. 3rd.—The comfort and convenience
permits the lady of the house to get the rest which is so
essential to her health. 4th.—The artistic finish of our
houses has always appealed to women 5th.—90 per cent,
of this seassns sales have been to Bankers, men who are
accustomed to selecting nothing but gilt edged investments.

We are offering a limited number of houses (25) for sale
at reduced prices Order early and avoid being disappointed.

4

THE SCHULTZ BROS.. COMPANY. LTD., 39 Albion Street, Brantford. Ont. I

^.i..i..i..t..|..t.»»»»,|.»»^

EVERY MAN ^younc andold)

FREE
Should have our Free Book—A Remarkable Recent Discovery of a New,

Harmless, Agreeable and Infallible Remedy.
To all interested men, we will send by mail our FREE BOOK,
carefully sealed in plainenvelope, which fully explains our modern
treatment, how weak men of all ages, suffering from masculine

debility, loss of power, etc., etc., can now rapidly recover their lost vitality and vigor.
No matter your age, or the cause of your present weak state, our remedy acts in a most
marvellous manner and makes premature old men strong, healthy and vigorous. All
letters and communications strictly confidential. Address,

AGOTE INSTITUTE.
55 University Street, MONTREAL, CanadaSuite 39

No. 10 $3.50 No. 14 $5.00 No. 12 $4.00Mm of MAt 16 X 1« 19 z It la X If
H«l(kt •t back from teat SS Im. M Im. M la.
H«lckt •t arm from Mst 9% in. It la. M la.

THl dUtinetlTe feature ab«ot mj Willow rvnltvr* to sot tiM price, bat tbe qnalitr—lota •! Art f^nltOM
la told at laaa, bat 70* w««M Mt waat It at aay rrlee whea plae«4 alMgolde •< TOmrOIB'S WO.LOW rUKNITUBB. I crow mj owa wlUa>«r. I —parrlae ^rvoiuOly tke warkmaaahlp. I gaanalM'

Btrmctk aad dnrabUlty la ererr article. k» U BKAUTT of tUs funltare. It apMki far IImU. Ike
baadaome aet, Ulnitrated aboTc, aclla for |ia.M. It eompriaaa tkraa eoaifertable arm ckaln, —Mt at
Wlllew. That meaaa coolaeaa and comfort. TV«t« la ao r«aaon la the world wkr 70a aho«14 alt ta an »-
reatllated aad onhealtk/ opkalatered ckalr wkea 70a can ba7 tkaac artlatlc chain at price* fiw 9I.M la $lt.

We alae manafaetare a Tartet7 ef etker Boah tad WUlow raraltnre, lacladlac Sctaaa, kxm ObalJB,
raBC7 Ohaiia, laralid'a Okaira, Tablea, Pleaie Baaketa. JLOtomoMliata' Baaketa, aad aameroas atkar artlelMt.
•padal Baaketa of aB7 Bt7le mad* to order. No extra pafk1a< charfea fer ahlpplac to oataiA* patota. Sea^

"**^
IV. YOUNGER, 666 Yonge St., Toronto
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Automobile Launch Folding Top
Mauufactured by

TORONTO AUTO TOP &

BODY CO., LIMITED,

Royce and Osier Ave.,

Toronto, Ont.

Automobile Bodies,
' Tops, Etc.

Boat Tops and Cushions.

"Write for prices.

See

New Features

Low Prices

1910
Do not mUs oar Cataloiroe

GUARANTEE MOTOR CO.,
65 Ray St.. North - Hamiltoa. Ont.

No camp or summer cottage can aflford to be

without one. Simply place your food in FIRELESS

COOKER, go away, return when you like, your

meal is ready to serve. Will roast, bake or

hoil. Requires no watching. Five dollars and

upwards, Order one now from

I
A WELCH 81 SON

% "Room R," 304 Queen St. W., Toronto.

Beers Brothers

THERM05W
Yoa ne«d one In year hoQM.
Eeepi the temperature exACt-

ly right, day and night. Savei coal, s«tm
worry. Works on fumacei, hot water or
(team beaten. Anyone can attach.

It Tends theHeater
The aimpltxt apparatna made, gnarantx^r^
to work perfectly and last for yeara. Btg
and little homes ne*d It. Send today foe
booklet.

BKEU BKOI. TEKOKOBTAT CN>.
IM Portland At*. Boeh—tM, X. T.

The time to hunt is at either end of day.
The kind of sight to use is the one you
can see. Daniel's Patent Concentric sight
is the best in the world for those dark
places. You can prove it. Price only $2.00.

Address C. DANIEL, Box B 3, Melbourne, Wash.

The Powerful Hitf AT.t.'TV Marine Motor Is n#w made In All Alnmlnnm or All Iron as desired.
Dor luTentlon of the Alnmlnum Cylinder with cast In Iron liner for piston travel (Pat. App. Fsf.) is

the greatest step forward of the decade In gas eiiglne construction. The Alamlnam Cylinder b«s eoms f
stay. In Iron or Alamlnam a 8MALLET Is the perfection of excellence. Oar catalog sent on reqnsst glvM
all SllALLET details and will ke*nly interest yon.

GEfNERAL MACHINERY COMPANY.
73 Trumbull Ave, Bay City. Mich., U.S.A.
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G. J. CROWDY

JAMES HUTTON & CO.
Manufacturers' Agents

MOINTREAL
REPRESENTING

Joseph Rodgers & Sons, Ltd., Sheffield
Cutlers to His Majesty.

Steel, Peech & Tozer, Ltd., Sheffield
Steel Axles, Tyres, Spring Steel, etc., etc.

W. & S. Butcher, Sheffield
Razors, Files, etc.

Thos. Goldsworthy & Sons, Manchester
Emery, Emery Cloth, etc.

BURROUGHES & WaTTS, LTD., LONDON
Billiard Tables, etc.

Thos. Jenkins & Co., Birmixgham
Fusees and Fog Signals.

Get Your Old Safety Razor

Blades Re-sharpened

30c a dozen

—

2hc each.

Dull razor blades (any make or ordinary
blade razor l made sharper than new by
the Keen Blade Process. Mail them

or call.

KEEIN BLADE CO.
Room 14. Quebec Bank Bldg.

Corner King and Toronto Sts., Toronto

Life Preserver Cushions
For all kinds of Boats

THE BEST IN THE WORLD

Light as a feather. Comfortable to

felt upon. 2\ ?q. feet. Will float a 24 lb.

weight. Will not absorb moisture.

Write for particulars and price list.

SUMMERS & WIGGINS
471 Spadina Avenue, Toronto.

Phone Coll. 2149.

APPROPRIATE GIFTS At Hope's bird Store

ParroU. Cac* Birdj and P«t Anlmala. BOPB'S Wi

r«c«ol*«<l throachoQt Canada aa cr«at«st Blr4 tUrv
St. Andreabarc trained caaary warblerB, da7ll«kt naA
taall«ht lUfera. Make joaz kom* chMrfttl wltk «••
•f tkCM rrand ilnffcn. Ocrmao Caaaria*, N^rvlo
CanarlM, Scotch raacr Canaries; G«Id*»k; t^acj »*t
<>«^Boii Parrots; Sii«Uah binU, faa«7 »•«*«•: rua
'ilob^s. BinU shipped la coldest weather with Mr«<T

IM QUXrV IT. -W.. TOKOVTO.

Tks C«Iskrats4 Hiigsrisi asi EbcUbIi

Partridges and Pheasants
Capereailxles, Blaek Oame, WUd Tnrker*. QullA,

Kabbits. Deer^ etc., tor itecUnc parposee. TAmey
Pheasant*. Peafowl, Swans, Craees, Storks, Orvo-

Ksatal Oeese sod Daeks, rozss BQairrtls, Vorrsts,

•te. xn klBds of birds and anlaals bMtkt and

Mid.

WENZ & MACKENSEN
r^^.ASJjrrtT « baxx pailk. yaxi>lzt. TA.
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POK SALE—Parker IlammerleM, 12 (•.. 7% bb. CMt
<nu. Tltaolc steel barrel. Beantlful can, sot Mll«4

—

barfalB. Waterloo period flint lock maaket, go«d ewBdltlMi.
Box 18, Swan Lake, Manitoba.

Tarxet Smith ft Weaaon .38 mllltarr revvlrer, OH la-

barrel, Lyman Sight. Ideal tooLa for aame, e«at fartr-
•Igbt doUara—for thirty dollar*. Apply Box D. 8., B«d
and Ona, Toronto.

rOS SALB—No. 2 grade Smith antomatlc ejector, 6%,
3fl. 14. IH, 2H. 12g. perfect CMidttlon. right % a»d left
mil choke. Price $06. Will take Winchester pnmp and
difference. Box 113. KlngerlUe, Ont.

LAUNCHES.
rOK SALE—Smack. Kawartha Lakes. Good «oadltl«B.

Apply R. P. Baker, DnlTer»lty of Chicago.

Twenty-three foot laanch hall, semi-speed design, mana-
(aetnred by Bobertson Broe., Hamilton. Built of cypras and
««k. Apply Box 17. Bod and Gan, Toronto, Ontario.

rOH SALB—Fine cabin cmlser, 40x8, 25 H.P. Cost
<a.000—to be gold for nnpald balance. $700.00 Salt*ble for
^asenger. Apply John Sale, Windsor, Ont. 2t

A 8-10 H.P. Twin Screw, Van Anken motor, with the
following eqalpment: Spark plugi. commatator, apark coU.
primary and secondary wires, muffler, starting leTer, tool*,

and conpllnKs bored to enit propeller shafts, also a ap*cia11>

selected carburetor. Send for further partlcolars to Box 11

Rod and Gnu. Toronto. Ontario.

MOTOR ACCESSORIES.
Below find a list of Motor Boat and Automobile Acces-

sories offered for sale at alluring prices:

—

MAGNETOS—Type B. Wizard, for make and break en-

gines: type H. Wizard Magnetos, for two cycle engines,

and multiple cylinder stationary engines: length 12 inches,

width 6 inches, height S inches, weight 24 lbs. Send for

prices of abore.
PROPELLER WHEELS—12 inch, left hand, three blade

bronze wheel, $4.00: twelve inch, right hand, two blade
bronze. $3. 2.5: sixteen inch, left hand. Weedless bronze,
?7.2."i: 12 inch, three blade, cast iron, $2.25; Bryant & Ber-

ry. 14 Inch, three blade, right hand, bronze wheel. $8.00;

Bryant & Berry. 16 inch, three blade, bronze wheel, $9.00.

CARBURETORS—One inch. Heitger Carburetor. Model
B.. $7.50; one and half inch, Heitger Carburetor, Model B..

$9.00.

BOAT SEARCHLIGHTS—Acetylene Searchlight, made by
Hiram L. Piper Co., complete with generator. $10.50.

GREASE GUNS—Miller, indispensable to motor boat
owners, each, $1.40.

FLASH-LIGHTS—No motor boat or automobile owner can
afford to be witiiont one. Wonder flashlight, always ready,
outlasts them all. complete with new battery. 90c; Vest
pocket flashliKlit. complete with new batter.v, 75c.

BATTERY CONNECTORS—Cleveland Battery Connectors,
latest out. per dozen. 60c: half dozen. 75c.

MARINE ENGINES—Ranging in horse-power from two
horse, single cylinder, two cycle, to ten horse-power, three
cylinder, all with complete outfits. Also a number of hori-
eontal opposed engines, with complete outfits. Close
prices quoted.

Address all enquiries and remittances to MARINE EN-
GINE AND MOTOR SUPPLY EXCHANGE. Toronto. Or
<1ers filled same day as received.

SPECIALS.
FOR S.iLE—Finest speckled trout eggs, fry, fingerlings,

etc., always for sale in season at the ideal private hatch-
ery of Dr. A. R. Robinson, Silver Creek, Caledon Moun-
tains. Also fishing permtited to responsible parties. Ad-
dress A. J. Walker, Caldwell P. O., Ontario. d-llt

WANTED—Island in Georgian Bay suitable for summer
home. Address .1. H., care of Rod and Gun, Toronto.

WANTED—Pair of young beavers, male and female.
Write .T. D. .Tenkins. Charlottetown. P. E. I. It
FOR SALE—Summer Cottage at Torrance. Lake Muskoka,

near P. O. and steamboat wharf. George Parker. Box 176,
Gravenhurst. 2t

TWO Mr.«iKOKA COTTAGES TO RENT—One "White
House," two storey, nine roomefl cottage, including bath

room, hot and cold water, wind mill; furnished complete.
Boat house. Good bathing. Ten minutes row from Port
Carling. "Beech Villa," seven roomed cottage; beautiful
location; five minutes from Port Carling. For particulars,
rent, etc.. Address "Box Cottage," Rod and Gun, Room 4,
5 King St. W., Toronto.

$1200—Muskoka—Lack-a-Day—Cedar Bay—seven rooms;
kitchen; stable; good fishing; unfurnished; references;
spring; mail route. Thos. Cooper, Cooper's Falls, Ont.

THE COLONY TRAP catches and drowns a whole family
of muskrats at one set. Shaw's Drowner Is worth its
weight in gold in saving furs of all water animals. Yoa
make the set, the animal does the rest. You will wonder
how you ever trapped without it. 5c brings you illus-
trated trappers' guide. It explains everything "about the
Colony Trap and Shaw's Drowner. Davenport Trap Co.,
Box C, Davenport, Iowa, U.S.A. it

INDIAN MOTORCYCLES from two and three-quarter to
seven horse-power, speed five to seventy-five miles per hour,
chain or belt drive, battery or magneto ignition, prices
two hundred and fiftfy to four hundred dollars.
Mechanism simplicity itself, no wires, no levers, no trouble;
our smallest model is perfection for city use, an excel-
lent roadster, speedy and a splendid hill climber. See
the Indian before buying. Lemon & Co., 16S McCaul
St.. Toronto, Ont. it

INDIAN SPEARHEADS—Made of red or black obsidian;
price list for addressed envelope. T. H. Gilham, Highland
Springs, California. it

YOUR FALL HUNT—Experienced Hunter, Trapper and
Guide wishes to correspond with person or persons re-
quiring a companion or manager for hunting expedition
throughout Canada. Apply immediately. A. S. Mason,
Hunter, Trapper and Guide, Hd. St. Margaret's Bay,
Halifax Co., Nova Soctia, Can. it

SALMON FISHING on Matapedia River in Province of
Quebec, along Intercolonial Railway, to rent by day, week
or season. For particulars write to A. E. Alexander & Son,
Campbellton. N.B. u
TENT—Wanted, good second hand tent, fair alxe for

family camping. Give particulars. Wllllame, 212 Board
of Trade Building, Montreal.

FOR SALE—Copies of Modern Sporting Gunnery. One
of the most able books ever produced on technical gunnery.
Price $2.00. Address Book Dept., Rod and Gun in Canada,
Woodstock, Ont. it

TAXIDERMISTS,
FOR SALE—Moose head, 50 in. spread, 22 points, 13 In.

webb, well set up. Cheap. Jas. Irwin, Campbellford,
Ont. It

SPORTSMEN—Your Office, Camp or Bungalow would b«
greatly Improved in appearance by a fine game head. I
can offer you one of the finest procurable In Canada, gnar-
anteed perfect In every way. Write me today while
fresh In your memory. Edwin Dixon, Ontarlo'a leading
Taxidermist, Main St., Unlonvllle, Ont. it

MOOSE HEADS—Two large ones having spread of 50 and
53 Inches, heavy, well formed palms with tines; both
mounted this season. Very reasonable prices for quick
sale. Write for photos. Edwin Dixon, Taxidermist,
Unlonvllle, Ont. it

ELK HEAD—One of the finest in Canada, with It
points: guaranteed perfect. Mounted this season. Should
secare quick sale. Bdwln Dlion, Taxidermist, Unlonrllle,
Out. tt

TROTTT POITDS
'

FOR SALE—Two trout ponds, well stocked and protected,
suitable for small club or private parties: also fifty acres
of land, good cottage, five-roomed, nice location on line
of good roads, one mile from the Caledon Mountain Trout
Club. Personal inspection requested. Forterras apply to
Geo, Rgbinsgn, Claude P.O.. near Inglewood Jet. It
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SiTERLING QUALITY
High Grade Marine Engines

Engines of refinement to meet all mtirine lequiremenls
for cruisers, launches, runabouts, speed and work boats.

RELIABILITY AND ENDURANCE
has been demonstrated by every Stei-ling owner whether in speed boat or ciuif er.

4 CYCLE, 2-4-6-8 CYLINDERS

Semi He'vy Duty
iS-25-30-35 40
Horse Power

For Sped
25-40-45-55-65- 1 oo-i 80-240

'

Horse Power 1

For Heavy Duty
8-i2-i8-'4o-6o

»'orse Power

STERLING ENGINE COMPANY, 1252 Niagara Street,
Buffalo, N. Y., U. S. A.

03^
U0^

IN 4 COLORS—
White with Black.

Black with Olive.

Size 0, IJc per yard.

Size J, Ifc per yard.

Size 1, 2c per yjird.

Silk Fish Line
Made on latest im-
proved machinery.
Absolutely pure,
strengthguaranteed,
the strongest and
lightest line made.

Black with White.
Black with Brown.

Size 2, 3Jc per yard.

Size 3, 3c per yard.

Size 4, 3|c per yard.

Patent Waxed Lines

Guaranteed not to absorb water.
Superior Line for Casting.

Size 0, 2i cents per yard.

Size J, 2| cents per yard.

Size 1, 3 cents per yard.

Size 2, 3J cents per yard.

Casting Line—Size 00, 1^ cents per yard.

Enamelled Lines

Not a union line, but the best silk.

ENA3IELLED BY HAND.
Size i, 3| cents per yard.
Size 1, 4 cents per yard.
Size 2, 4J cents per yard.
Size 3, 5 cents per yard.
Size 4, 5f cents per yard.

Size 0, \\ cents per yard.

Put up on cards 25, 50, 75 and 100 yards continuous lenfihs.
ForSale By

A. E. BREGENT. ART ROSS & CO.,
192 St. C«tb«rin« St. E.. MaatrMl 172 P.el Street, Mootre^l

JAS. WALKER HAR'>WARE CO., Lyo.. 252 St. Jame. Stre«t. Montrea].

V
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Fish and Game Protective Policy

Ontario Report

1

N this number of llie Mag-azine our

usually long and xaried table of con-

tents has been reduced by the inclu-

sion within its pages of the whole of

the Interim Report of the Ontario Game
and Fisheries Commission.

MR. A. KELLY EVANS,

and Game Commissioner for Ontario

To devote fifty-six pages of one num-
ber to a single subject requires consid-

erable justification. We believe, how-
ever, that our readers will endorse our

action when they peruse the many im-

portant statements and suggestions con-

veyed in this Report. At first sight our
readers outside Ontario may consider

themselve slighted by finding the greater

portion of the issue devoted to one Pro-
vince. The Report, however, is inter-

esting to sportsmen
throughout Canada
and the States, and
the information and
suggestions contain-

ed therein are likely

to have considerable
influence upon the

p ro t e ctive policies

of all the Provinces
of Canada and in

some at least of the

States.

It is a misfortune

that Government

publications are so

little read and that

their usual fate i s,

when tlie little

splash occasioned by

their issue has sub-

sided, to find a cfuiet

resting place in a

pigeon hole in a

ministerial office. In

this instance a res-

cue has been efTect-

ed and by placing

the full Report in

the hands of sports-

men in both coun-
tries, much is done
to insure a wide
dissemination of its

principles and a

strong support for

anv legislative proposals based upon it.

As a work of reference, as a publica-

tion likely to be continually quoted in the

future and as a working basis for a broad

protective policy, the full effects of which
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none can foresee, though we know that

tliey will well repay any effort made, this

Report S'liould become historic and thus

prove valuable to every reader.

\\'e strongly recommend a careful study
of the Report. Its appearance in full in

the Magazine will enable every reader
to give it a quiet and careful perusal and
extend a thoughtful consideration to its

many suggestions. It cannot be expected
that every sportsman will agree to each of

its many proposals, but they furnish not
only food for thought. l)ut also a basis

upon wdiich may be laid a policy of effec-

tive protection, ^^'hile confined to prin-

ciples only, leaving details for a further

Report, enough is contained within its

pages to give a lead for future improve-
ment.
A considerable responsibility rests up-

on sportsmen in this matter. They now
have the facts before them and will be
enabled in their camps during the com-
ing open season to talk over the whole
subject and consider in detail the sugges-
tions and proposals contained in the Re-
port. The various branches of the On-
tario Forest, Fish and Game Protective

Association should also find much ma-
terial to occupy attention at next winter's

gatherings. Through these mediums the

Government should be made aware of

the state of feeling throughout the Pro-

vince in regard to this matter.

\\'hile every Province in Canada, pos-

sesses its own particular advantages in

fish and game, they all join in the desire

to perpetuate these wonderful assets. If

Ontario can give a lead in a policy which
is truly Canadian and national, every
sportsman in the Province will be proud
of the fact, and fellow sportsmen through-
out the Dominion will not hesitate to ac-

cord support to any well thought out and
beneficial advance. We are convinced
that the great brotherhood of sportsmen
everywhere will feel indebted to us for

the bold course w^e have taken in giving

up the majority of the space in this

issue to a Report that not only gives out

the facts fearlessly but also makes sug-

gestions for improvement—suggestions

which if carried out only in part will

place Ontario in the -front rank of pro-

tecting provinces.

The present condition of things is dis-

closed, an outline of a practical protective

policy is given and both unite in render-

ing the Report of such value that we con-

sider our space well utilized in making
room for it.

The results, both direct and indirect,

of this Report should be considerable and
far reaching. In ithe first place the great-

est effect should be felt in Ontario. If

sportsmen do their duty the Government
will not be allowed to ignore the Report
or make light of its recommendatons.
The wade circulation we are giving to

this important publication ought to

arouse public opinion to such an extent

that the Government will have to base

some legislation upon its principles. The
Ontario Government, like all other

governments, will act when public opin-

ion has declared in favor of a given

course and it rests largely with

sportsmen, now they have been giv-

en such an excellent lead, to educate pub-

lic opinion to the standard necessary for

legislative action to be successful. The
policy of protection has secured public

sympathy, and all it needs is thorough en-

forcement. The latter has long been
known as the weak point and it is here

the Commissioner's recommendations are

most weighty. A considerable improve-

ment in enforcement would surely follow

the adoption of even a proportion of

them.

We are indebted to the courtesy of

the Provincial Government for the use of

the type.

We are sure our readers will join in

congratulating the Commissioner, (Mr.

A. Kelly Evans) upon the effective and
thorough manner in which he has attack-

ed the task committed to him. His pre-

vious experience stood him in good stead,

but he added to his knowledge by a care-

ful personal study of existing conditions

and by consulting experienced veterans

as to recommendations. For these rea-

sons the Report is doubly valuable—it is a

record of things as they are without gloss

or favor, and a series of recommendations
based upon both knowledge and experi-

ence, and therefore worthy of the best

consideration of all concerned.
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Ontario Game and Fisheries Commission 1 909- 1 0.

INTERIM REPORT
To the Honourable John Morison Gibson,

Lieutenant-Governor of the Province of Ontario.

May it Please Your Honour,—The undersigned, appointed bj
commission under the Great Seal of the Province, bearing date the seven-

teenth day of July, A.D. 1909, to make enquiries, take evidence, and
report generally upon all matters appertaining to the game fish, the

fisheries and the game of the Province of Ontario, which may injuri-

ously affect the same, and any niPlhods possible to increase their

economic and other value to the masses of the people, begs leave here-

with to submit an interim report.

The instructions accompanyiug the Commission direct that the
Investigation shall include the following particulars:

1. The condition of the fisheries and game within the Province of

Ontario and the adjacent waters, including:

2. The advisability of establishing provincial fish hatcheries, includ-

ing the estimated cost of maintenance and construction, the best

methods of operation, and other matters relating thereto;

3. The alleged existence of contracts between fishermen within the

Province of Ontario and foreign fish companies and individuals,

together with the effect of such contracts (if any) upon the fisheries of

Ontario;

4. The matter of foreign fish companies and individuals encourag-
ing breaches of the law on the part of fishermen, and others resident

in Ontario;

5. The qualifications, conditions of service, skill, efficiency (physi-

cal and otherwise), desirable for fisheries and game officials;

6. The condition of the present equipment of the Department,
together with the additional requirements (if any) in this regard in the
matter of launches, boats, etc.

;

7. The advisability of the co-operation by the ofiicers of other
departments of the Government, and of other corporations, with the
officers of the Department of Game and Fisheries, in assisting in the
practical enforcement of the game laws and fishery regulations;
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8. Questions relating to the management of the public parks and
forest reserves, especially in so far as the tourist sportsman traflftc is

concerned

;

9. All matters and things relating to fish and game which maj
assist in the efficient management of the Game and Fisheries Branch of

the public service in Ontario, or be of economic advantage to the Pro-

vince.

In entering upon the duties assigned to him, your Commissioner
confidently anticipated bringing his labours to a conclusion within the

space of a few months, counting upon the proposed International Fish-

eries Treaty (dealing with the international waters of the Great Lakes,

and promulgation of which was promised originally for about Decem-
ber 1st) to remove many of the most difficult and vexed problems con-

nected with the fisheries, and, also, be it admitted, not fully realizing

the immensity of the work entrusted to him. Owing mainly to the

unexpected delay in the promulgation of the International Fisheries

Treaty, and also in a measure to the great range and intricacy of the

questions to be dealt with, the necessity of collating evidence and data
only obtainable by personal investigation and enquiry in widely-scat-

U'lod localities, and the desirability of studying various aspects of

certain of the questions involved during the different seasons of the

^•ear to which they are peculiarly pertinent, your Commissioner has
been unable to complete a report on all the questions called for by the

Commission. In view, however, of the fact that a close study of the
main factors in the present-day situation has decided your Commis-
sioner to urge strongly upon Your Honour the adoption of certain

broad principles, involving changes in the Government administrative
service and expenditure of public moneys, your Commissioner has
embodied the same in this interim report, in order that the principles

may receive Your Honour's consideration while the details are being
prepared for inclusion in his final report; and. in addition, he deals with
such other questions as he considers it expedient to bring promptly to

Your Honour's attention.

Wardens and Overseers.

Under the stress of modern civilization the jack-of-all-trades is

rapidly being replaced by the specialist in every branch of business and
commercial life. It is not sufficient for a man to be a respectable citi-

zen, with just enough knowledge of his profession to enable him to

disguise his own incapacity beneath a veneer of self-assurance. To get
on in the world, to make good, a man must know his gun—lock, stock,

and barrel; liis business from top to bottom and inside out. The pro-

fessional man grasps this, and attunes himself to the situation; the
business man realizes it, and, as employer, demands it of his employees.
TTti fortunately, however, in the machinery for the enforcement of the
regulations, designed to conserve for the people some of the natural food
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resources of the Province, this most important fact seems to have been

neglected, or, at least, overlooked.

The organization of the outside service of the Department of Game
and Fisheries is not the creation of one man or of one political party.

It is, on the contrary, the child of circumstance, nurtured by the parti-

zan spirit of political patronage, and handed down from one Adminis-

tration to another. Though of late years a very distinct improvement
has taken place, the briefest study of the system will disclose the neces-

sity for radical reform.

That the men entrusted by the Government with the enforcement of

the law on the waters of the Province or in its woods should be expert

sailors or woodsmen, as the case may be, and physically capable of dis-

charging their duties, none will be found to deny; as likewise the fact

that to employ those who are not, is, in the efficacy of its pecuniaiy

investment, closely akin to casting gold into a bottomless pit. And
yet, owing to the exigencies of political life in this Province, these ele-

mentary considerations have been in the past all too frequently disre-

garded in the selection of officers for the warden services.

That a subordinate officer, entrusted with the enforcement of the

game and fishery regulations over a district comprising many miles of

lake and woodland, should be 90 years of age ; that an officer of the out-

side service, occupying a position of some importance, should generally

have the reputation among persons in his district of being unused to the

handling of a boat, and timid of venturing his person on the water; that

another fishery officer should be very intimate with the agent of a

foreign company, trading as a Shylock among the simple fisherfolk of

his district; that a game warden should have no woodcraft, and be

afraid to venture alone into the woods ; that another should attach him-

self to a shooting party and indulge with them in the illegal destruction

of game during the closed season—these are, to say the least of it,

absurdities; and yet they are but a few of the instances brought to the

attention of your Commissioner, and are the inevitable and direct out-

come of a system in which the most obvious and indispensable qualifica-

tions have been brushed aside in favour of a party rosette.

That any man will work, or even devote much time or energy, on

that for which he is not paid at least a living wage, is open to the gravest

doubt; but where something is offered for nothing, even thougli that

something be the paltriest pittance, the applicants will undoubtedly be

numerous, and but rarely of a truly desirable class. The paying of

stipends, ranging from $25.00 to |200.00 (stipends such as those with

which the pay sheet of the Game and Fisheries Department abounds),

appears so closely akin to paying something for nothing that the differ-

ence is almost indistinguishable.

In the selection of officers for the outside service of the Department

of Game and Fisheries it would seem that the principal general require-

ments to be looked for are good character and sobriety, health, energy,
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strength, fearlessness, tact, thorough knowledge of the game laws and
fishery regulations, and education sufficient to read and write; and
that, in particular, for the Fishery Protective Service, knowledge of

the different fishes, experience in the handling of boats, knowledge of

the waters to be y)atro]]('d; and, in ])articular, for the Inland Service,

knowledge of the denizens of the woods, their characteristics and habits,

thorough expertness in the handling of a canoe, and experience in life

in the woods and Avoodcraft, should be considered indispensable attain-

ments.

Your Commissioner is of the opinion that most of the harm done to

the fish, game, and fur-bearing animals of the Province is the work of a
comparatively small number of utterly unscrupulous and lawless indi-

viduals, for the most part well known in the districts in which they

operate, and especially so in the more sparsely settled regions. These
persons often terrorize the community to such an extent that informa-

tion as to their depredations is difficult to obtain ; and to expect officers,

paid the paltry sums at present given as wages to a large number of

the officials of the outside service, to run the risk of bodily injury at

the hands of these persons, is ridiculous. That open threats have been
made, and are being made, by individuals in regard to what they will

do if any attempt is made to interfere with their actions is well known;
and your Commissioner would recall the fact that, even within the

sound of the bells of the City Hall of Toronto, and but three or four
years ago, shots were fired at an officer who was attempting to carry

out his duty in stopping illegal fishing in Toronto Bay.

Mr. Oliver Adams, Vice-President of the Headquarters of the

Ontario Forest, Fish and Game Protective Association, who has done
so much in awakening public interest in fish and game protection

throughout the Province, and who took an active part in arousing the

citizens of Gananoque and vicinity to the importance of the protection

of game fish in the St. Lawrence River, became a martyr to the cause
he espoused. When he commenced building operations on a fine resi-

dence on an island near Gananoque he was warned by many citizens

that he would probably have his house burned by the lawless element.

This warning proved to be no vain one, as shortly after he vacated his

summer home last year it was burned to the ground, clearly by incen-

diaries; and, so far, the perpetrators of this outrage have not been
brought to justice. The late Colonel Cautley, who expended a large

sum of money in erecting buildings, etc., for a summer resort on Minni-
coganashene Island, in Georgian Bay, in conversation with your Com-
missioner, stated that he had often seen illegal nets placed right across

the channel near his island as soon as the Government patrol boat had
passed, but that he dared not give any information, as he felt that, if

he did so, his property would be burned down in the winter.

Many other instances, bearing out the same contention, have been
brought to your Commissioner's attention during the tenure of his Com-
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missiou ; but in each instimce the information so given was on the con-

dition tiiat the informant's name should not be published, for fear of

what would happen to himself or property at the hands of certain law-

less persons in his district.

Your Commissioner believes that the number of persons capable of

such outrages is very small, and that the general mass of the public is

in no way in sympathy with them and would support the authorities

acting with energy and determination in enforcing the law and estab-

lishing security of life and property.

The present iSshery regulations provide that a licensed net fisher-

man who is convicted of a violation of the law shall have his license

cancelled, and that he cannot receive another for two years. The exten-

sion of this principle in cases of glaring oifences against the fishery

regulations or game laws would seem most excellent and advisable.

In regard to the present system, whereby wardens are paid a per-

centage of the angling licenses which they collect, the inducement of

personal gain, in certain cases, would appear to influence the officer to

devote most of his time to this work, to the detriment of other, at least

equally, important duties. At the same time, without some such induce-

ment, the collection of the angling tax would in all probability not be

effectively carried out. As it is, chiefly owing to the fact that the

license system is of comparatively recent institution, and the machinery

of collection, therefore, not yet in thorough working order, many persons

escape the payment of the fee. The advantages and disadvantages of

the present system are so nearly equal that the only solution would

appear to lie in the broadening of the authority entitled to issue licenses

and collect the percentage.

In his full report your Commissioner will submit a comprehensive

scheme, dealing with the numbers of the wardens that he will recom-

mend, the districts they should cover, and the duties they should per-

form in the summer and in the winter.

Meanwhile he would most strongly urge upon Your Honour that:

1. No officer of the outside service of the Department of Game and

Fisheries be employed on a salary less than sufficient to maintain him-

self upon it.

2. No officer, employed by the Department of Game and Fisheries

on its outside service, be allowed to carry on other work, or engage in

any other commercial or business enterprise while so employed, except

in cases where such officer is in the employ of, and paid by, some cor-

poration or association, and only commissioned by the Government.

3. The commissions of all officers of the outside service of the

Department of Game and Fisheries who are receiving less than $500.00

per annum, or a pro rata amount for temporary services, be cancelled

as rapidly as it is possible to reorganize the Outside Service, in accor-

dance with the principle of fewer and better paid officials.

4. No officer be in future engaged or employed by the Department
of Game and Fisheries on its outside service who cannot furnish satis-
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factory proof of such knowledge and experience, and be of such

physique and good character, as to render him likely to prove of

value to the particular branch of the service into which he is placed.

5. The number of persons authorized to sell non-resident anglers

I'icenses or hunting permits be increased sufficiently to ensure these

licenses and permits being very easily procurable.

ADMINISTRATION.

While it is possible to improve in detail the present game laws and

fishery "regulations, they are in the main fairly satisfactory, but it is

in the machinery of enforcement that the principal fault lies. The
general system of the organization of the Department has been passed

down by the previous to the present administration. Improvements

have been made, and very much greater energy shown by the officers,

within the last few years, but the existing method of appointment of

officers of the outside service, as has already been set forth, is radically

wrong. Until this system is swept away the Department, in the opin-

ion of your Commissioner, will never reach the point of efficiency desir-

able for the general welfare of the Province.

The necessity for the protection of fish and game was, of course,

felt in the much more thickly populated Republic to the south of us

long before it was felt here. In seeking for a solution to the problem

of efficient administration your Commissioner has given close study to

the evolution of fish and game protection in the United States, and to

the results that have followed upon the various experiments which

have been made in this direction by the different states. It would be

out of place to attempt anything approaching a history of this evolu-

tion in a report of this nature, but, seeing that the majority of the states

starting on different lines, and working under different conditions,

both climatic and temperamental, have converged to and arrived at a

fundamentally identical system of administration for the conservation

and development of their resources in fish and game, a short account

of the Commission and Warden system is herewith submitted.

The offices of game commissioner and state game warden of the

present day are not the outcome of spontaneous growth, but the out-

come of numerous experiments and modifications necessitated by the

growing importance of the subject of preserving game. Originally

game protection was left to sheriffs and other local officers, and later,

after the appointment of fish wardens, was included incidentally among
the duties of that office. The development of the office of state game
warden from that of fish warden occupied nearly half a century, and
was marked by various experimental steps. Maine was the first state

to appoint an officer to protect fish, doing so in 1843, and in 1852 Maine
again led the way by appointing special officers to act as moose war-
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dens in a number of the counties of the state. In 1858 the example of

Maine was followed by New Hampshire, and in 1865 the first fish com-

tTiission came into existence in that state, Massachusetts following its

f^xample the same year, and Connecticut and Vermont two years later.

In Maine the game laws were gradually extended to include game
birds as well as big game, and in 1878 the duties of the warden were

extended under the new title of County Moose and Game Warden. In

this same year the Fish Commission of New Hampshire was reorgan-

ized as a Board of Fish and Game Commissioners.

In 1887 Minnesota established the office of State Game Warden,
and in 1888 New York that of Chief Game and Fish Protector.

It is not proposed to trace in detail the evolution of the powers or

duties of fish and game commissions and wardens, but it is evidence

of the superiority of this plan that to-day no less than forty states

liave adopted it.

There has been, and still is, much diversity of opinion as to the

advantage of a single officer over a board. Minnesota at one time

entrusted the work to a single officer, the State Game Warden, under

the Act of 1887, but four years later established the present system of

a Board of Game and Fish Commissioners. Montana, on the other

hand, in 1895 established a Board of Game and Fish Commissioners,

but three years later replaced it by a State Game and Fish Warden.
New York has tried both plans, but has now placed the work in the

hands of a single commissioner. This gentleman. Commissioner James
S. Whipple, discussing this question at the convention of the New York
State Forest, Fish and Game League, made use of the following words:

'' In my opinion no commission of five could succeed. No member
of it is vitally concerned with success. Each anxiously tries to shift

the burden of difficult or intricate questions to the other, and so each

seeks to escape responsibility. What we need is one man, one commis-

sioner, as is now the case. That man cannot escape responsibility. He
must face each and every question. He knows that he must make good
or go under."

At the present time one territory and fourteen states commit the

administration of their game laws to commissions, whose membership
ranges from three to six. As evidence of the desire to keep these com-

missions non-political it may be mentioned that in Ohio not more than

three of the five members, and in New Jersey not more than

two of the four members may belong to the same political party, and
Pennsylvania prohibits the appointment of any two of the six commis-

sioners from the same senatorial district. As a precaution against the

retirement of all the members at the same time, Ohio, in the Act creat-

ing the commission, provided that one should be appointed for one

year, another for two years, another for three, and so on, and that at

the expiration of their respective terms the successor should be appoint-

ee for five years. By this means there is always a quorum familiar
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with the duties of the Board, and the greatest efficiency is assured.

Pennsylvania has adopted a similar plan. The terms of service of the

commissioners vary from two years in Arizona and Connecticut to five

years in Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey and Ohio.

Twenty-three states and territories provide for a single official

to direct the affairs of their game department, the title of the office

varying somewhat with each state. In Tennessee the office of State

Warden is a cabinet position, the Department of Game, Fish and
Forestry having been made one of the departments of state government;

and the same applies to the office of Fish Commissioner in Pennsyl-

vania, In every state, with the exception of Alabama, where the war-

den is elected by the people, the officer is appointed by the Governor,

and with few exceptions confirmed by the Senate. The term of office

varies from two to eight years.

It will be seen, therefore, that the result of experience in the United

States is in the direction of creating an office for the control of the

fisheries and game removed as far as possible from the influence of

party political considerations.

It may be argued that the creation of some such independent

authority in connection with this branch of the public service has

already been tried in Ontario, as, following the recommendations of

the Royal Commission of 1S92, a permanent Game Commission was
appointed, and remained in force until it was disbanded by the new
Game Act. This permanent commission was designed to act princi-

pally in an advisory capacity. Its membership was large, its mem-
bers scattered throughout the Province, and its chairman deeply

immersed in other occupations, so that its usefulness was much
impaired, and it did not constitute a fair test of the commission sys-

tem.

The several principal recommendations to follow in this interim

report contain in themselves powerful and additional reasons for the

adoption of such a course, and your Commissioner would, therefore,

strongly urge upon Your Honour the advisability of placing the

Department of Game and Fisheries under the control of a small, work-
ing commission, somewhat after the model of the Temiskaming and
Northern Ontario Railway Commission, but with its membership
reduced to the smallest possible number, and, while this interim report
will be found to contain recommendations for an increased expendi-
ture of public moneys by the Department of Game and Fisheries,

especially in the establishment of provincial fish hatcheries, an ade-

quate equipment for the patrol service, and higher salaries for war-
dens, your Commissioner would not recommend these expenditures or

improvements unless his recommendation of placing the Department
of Game and Fisheries under a commission is acted upon by your Gov-
ernment, for the reason that the present system has not produced the

most efficient subordinate officers, nor is it calculated to do so in the
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future, and, failing a supply of thoroughly efficient subordinate offi-

cers being assured, he considers the moneys involved in the proposed

recommendations would be, in all probability, spent in vain.

THE COMMEKCIAL FISHERIES.

Until the promulgation of the uniform Fishery Regulations,

under the treaty between Great Britain and the United States, for

the control of international waters, it would be futile for your Com-
missioner to report on this section of the enquiry entrusted to him

under the instructions accompanying his commission, but in view of

misleading statements which have appeared from time to time in the

public press as to the depletion of our Great Lake fisheries not being

as serious as alleged, he desires to draw to Your Honour's attention

the following facts in regard to the decrease in the numbers of our finest

comjnercial fish, namely, the whiteflsh. The documents consulted

include

:

The Federal Government Eoyal Commission's Report on the Fish-

eries of Ontario of 1893-4; The Ontario Government Royal Commis-
sion's Report on Game and Fish of 1892; The Reports of the Depart-

ment of Marine and Fisheries of the Dominion Government; The
Reports of the Department of Game and Fisheries of the Ontario

Government.

In examining the tabulated returns of the fisheries of the Prov-

ince of Ontario it will be noted that the methods of compilation observed

have been somewhat changed from time to time. The earlier reports

were so arranged as to render a comparison of the weight of fishes,

caught in different years, more easy than the present system, which,

while making a comparison of the values in money simple, renders it

impossible to get the differences in the Aveights of the catch of the dif-

ferent fishes without some considerable labour.

Below is given a comparative table, calculated from the Blue Book
of the Department of Marine and Fisheries at Ottawa, of 1873, and
the report of the Department of Game and Fisheries for Ontario, of

1907:

TOTAL CATCH OF WHITEPISH IN THE GREAT LAKE SYSTEM ALONE.

Year 1873. Yeir 19 j7. Decrease. Per cent, of

4,851.872 lbs. 2,499,870 lbs. 2,352,002 lbs. 48 '

The quantities of whitefish, however, in Lakes Erie and Ontario

especially, and also in the upper lakes, were vastly greater some years

])revious to 1873 than in that year, according to the sworn testimony
of many commercial fishermen, given before the Dominion Fisheries

Commission of 1893, as the following quotations prove beyond shadow
of doubt.
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Mr. Albert Hutcliins, commercial fisherman since 1850, under oath

stated

:

" I have fished in Lake Ontario about thirty years for whitefish

and trout; the great majority were whitefish, and were caught at Wel-
lington Beach. They were caught very numerously with seines, as

many as 5,000 to 10,000 in one haul during the night; this was in Ihe

summer time, in July and June. These were salted or sold on the

ground to dealers. I have caught as many in a season as would allow

the owners of the seine for their share about $2,000, the other $2,000

would go to the fishermen. Even more than this number were caught

sometimes. Fishing was carried on in the fall of the year also. White-
fish were thick also everywhere in Lake Ontario at that time. I have
known as many as 90,000 to be taken in one haul in one night. I was
present and saw them counted. I have often known from 5,000 to

10,000, being taken, and have taken 40,000 myself in a seine several

times. This was in July, at Wellington Beach. Those that were
saved of the 90,000 hauled were salted; many of these were lost

because they could not be taken care of. There was another haul as

large as this taken at West Lake Beach. The net was a 175-rod seine.

Canadian side of the river, of which some were better and some worse
fourteen years ago there was no whitefish to be had by the fishermen

where these great hauls had been made before; in fact, the whitefish

fishery had ceased to exist. There was no more of it. I left Lake
Ontario to fish here, and a number of other fishermen left there for the

same cause."

Mr. John Lang, fisherman and fishdealer, testifying as to the fish-

eries in Lake Huron about Kettle Point, stated:

"Whitefish were very plentiful in former years; as many as forty

or fifty barrels in one haul, say five thousand fish, was an ordinary
catch. These fish have fallen off very greatly."

Noah Jolie, a fisherman of forty years' experience, stated that

about eighteen years before (1874) he had had two fishing grounds
on the Detroit River, and that both grounds produced about 70,00rr

fish, or an average of about 20,000 per net. At that time, as far as he
could remember, there were some fifteen or twenty grounds on the

Canadian side of the river, of which some were better and some worse
than his. He gave up fishing about thirteen years before (lS7rM

because fish became so scarce that it no longer paid him to continue
in the business.

James A. Smith, shipwright and boatbuilder, but formerly for

thirty-five years a fisherman and fishdealer, stated:

"Whitefish were so plentiful in Lake Ontario that with one seint^ - -

I owned half of it and it was a fifty-rod seine, too—we put up in one
month 180 barrels for our net's share. The other men, eight in num-
ber, would get the equivalent to 180 barrels amongst them; this was
in the month of June, in 1869 or 1870. and was on Consecon Beach.
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There were other seines fishing also, but probably not so large in

I'Xtent as ours. The same yadv, in November, the fish were very num-
erous, and all larger fish than usual, weighing about two and three-

•juarter pounds; as many as we could barrel we caught and salted, but

n great many besides were lost, \yhitefish were so numerous thai

tlie^' were hauled away for manure for use upon farms. The whitefish

were so plentiful that in hauling the seines they could not pull them
in on shore; they had simply to dip out what they wanted of the fish

with small nets, and let the rest go. The fish were miraculously num-
erous, but when I left Lake Ontario some fifteen years ago (1878)
whitefish were almost exterminated. Four thousand whitefish were
many times taken in a haul in one night; salmon trout and whitefish

in Lake Ontario were vastly more numerous than they ever have been
in the Georgian Bay."

The Royal Commission appointed by Your Honour's predecessor

in office in 1892, reported in no uncertain terms on the depletion of

the fisheries, as the following quotation will show:

P. 194. *'The extent to which netting is carried on is also incon-

ceivable, and the spawning grounds are stripped year aftei year,

until in many places where fish abounded formerly in large numbers
there is no yield now at all."

With these figures and evidence it is unnecessary to seek further

Cor proof that the whitefish in Lakes Erie and Ontario existed, within

the memory of men still living, in numbers so immense as to be hardly

credible to the younger generations of to-day, and that the present

deplorable condition, as compared with the past, of the fisheries of

the Great Lakes has not been brought about by unpreventable causes.

"NA'hat these causes were, how it would be possible to change or ameli-

orate them, and what steps should be taken to make the fisheries of

the Great Lakes once again produce a splendid cheap food for the

masses of the people, will be taken up in your Commissioner's final

ri'port, after the promulgation of the regulations governing interna

tional waters, under the treaty between Great Britain and the United

States.

Besides the quotation already mentioned, from the Eoyal Com-

uiission's Eeport of 1892 (Ontario), calling attention to the deple-

tion of the waters, your Commissioner would also draw to Your

Honour's attention a recommendation of that Commission as to restric-

tions in the use of nets, which reads as follows:

" Y^'our Commissioners are of the opinion that pound nets should

be entirely abolished in the waters of the Province, and that no gill

netting should be allowed except by special permission from the Game
and Fish Commissioners.'*

The quantities of fish can hardly be said to have increased since

:1892, and your Commissioner is of the opinion that greater need of
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restriction exists now than when the recommendations of the Royal
Commission referred to were made and ignored.

The action of your Government in not allowing netting in Lake
Nipissing and the Thames River has resulted in much good, and your
Commissioner would strongly urge the policy being continued, and
that netting in inland waters be still further restricted.

EQUIPMENT FOR THE FISHERY PROTECTIVE SERVICE.

Your Commissioner has had the opportunity of inspecting a num-
ber of the boats employed by the Department of Game and Fisheries

on protective duties, and found that none of them met all the require-

ments of the work they were expected to perform. They are of widely

different speeds and builds. One of them, indeed, the Edna Ivan,

employed under charter by the Government, is so utterly unsuited Lo

protective service work that she should on no account be further char-

tered by the Government for this purpose. Among the smaller patrol

craft a very wide divergence exists in regard to size, speed and other

qualifications, some of them, in fact, having been constructed by ama-

teurs possessing little or no previous experience in boatbuilding. The
fishery regulations on the Statute Books bear witness to the recogni-

tion by the authorities of the importance of the fisheries, both on -the

Great Lakes and the inland waters, to the general welfare of the com-

munity, and it is therefore manifestly the duty of the authorities to

provide an adequate equipment to ensure the proper enforcement of

the regulations governing the fisheries.

It is an accepted axiom, applicable to all great enterprises, that

the truest economy lies in the perfection of machinery. Makeshifts^

while providing a convenient subterfuge for escaping present expense,

but add to the weight of the ultimate and inevitable bill, while at the

same time striking dangerously close to the roots of present efl&ciency.

That which applies to the daily life of all commercial enterprises

is equally true of great governmental undertakings, and, as the fishery

regulations have been framed for the purpose of conserving a great

source of public wealth, the more perfect the machinery which hai^

to enforce those regulations, the more true will be the economy of the

government policy, and the more profitable and stable its results.

One of the most important factors in the machinery of enforcement

is equipment, for without adequate equipment the most perfect offi-

cers find themselves at a hopeless disadvantage, and their most strenu-

ous efforts are likely to be nullified.

In examining into the question of a suitable equipment for the

enforcement of the fishery regulations, it becomes at once apparent

that the natural conditions prevailing must exercise a predominant
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influence on the selection of the same, and a brief study of these will

reveal the fact that they can be classified under three main headings:

A. The outer and most exposed portions of the Great Lakes, and
places where large tugs and fishing boats operate,

B. The inner, shallower and partially sheltered waters of the

Great Lakes and Georgian Bay.

C. The waters of the lesser inland lakes and rivers.

Undoubtedly an adequate protection of our commercial fisheries

demands protective cruisers of some size on Lakes Huron and Superior,

as well as the Vigilant on Lake Erie. This tacitly seems to be the

admitted duty of the Dominion Government, and should cause no dif-

ficulty if operated in conjunction with the new naval policy as a train-

ing school for seamen, but, as this Class A type of boat would seem

to be outside the scope of the provincial equipment, your Commissioner

will not further refer to it.

As regards the classes of boats to meet the conditions of B and C,

it is plain that the type of boat that could live, if caught out in the

storms of Lake Superior or the Georgian Bay, would not be the mosi

suitable craft for the intricate channels of the Rideau Lake system,

while the boat that could fearlessly navigate these same channels

would be unable to face the rough seas of the Great Lakes. To be

efficient, the Government officers must be able to be out in all weathers

when other craft are on the waters, and likewise able to penetrate the

shallowest bays and channels where illegal operations can be carried

on. Hence the main factor for the boats of Class B is seaworthiness

(with as light draught as consistent therewith), for those of Class C,

draught.

The next main consideration in the selection of a suitable equip

ment is the nature of the duties to be performed by the officers. To

one may be assigned as his principal duty the supervision of the

licenses, nets and operations of commercial fishermen scattered over

a great extent of sparsely settled territory, and involving, more or less

frequently, the passage of rough or dangerous waters; to the next

may fall the task of collecting the license fee from foreign angler-

tourists throughout a popular lake and river district, supervising! the

anglers' catch of fish, while keeping an eye on the narrow channels

and creeks of his territory to see that no illegal netting is carried on

therein. In cases such as the first, owing to the size of the craft neces-

sary to carry on the work, to secure liis safety in storms and rough

weather, and to more efficiently dicharge his duties, the officer will

have to be given assistance. In cases such as the second the officer can,

as a general rule, handle the work alone. Hence it will be seen that

the boats of Class B would be required to carry a regular crew of two

or more, and those of Class C only one.

The third main consideration is speed. The officer should be able

not only to move freely about in his district, but also to cover a con-
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sideiable extent of territory daily. Where the appearance of an officer

in any particular locality occurs at regular and well-known inter-

vals, or where, on his appearance, those engaged in illegal operations

can upsail and make good their escape without trouble, the useful-

ness of the officer cannot but be greviously impaired. At the same
time it would be impossible for the Government to provide boats for

its general service from which the speed freaks of an occasional illegally

engaged tourist-angler could not escape if so desired. It would
appear, therefore, that the speed should be so adjusted as to enable

the officers to cover their territory with reasonable frequency, to give

them sufficient freedom of movement to prevent their comings and
goings being anticipated and discounted by malefactors, and to enable

them to manoeuvre, on at least an equality of speed, with the average

craft with which they have to deal, while at the same time reducing

the fuel consumption to an economic minimum.

Great strides have been made of recent years in the construction

of all manner of craft, but in no type has the advance been more
marked than in that suitable for the waters of this Province. The
introduction of gasoline has revolutionized the relation of size to

speed, while decreasing the cost both of construction and mainte-

nance. Some prejudice exists in certain quarters against the use of

gasoline as a motive power for boats, but this prejudice is not well

founded on fact. There are now in existence thousands of gasoline

boats of all classes and descriptions, from the sea-going cruisers, which

have voyaged to Bermuda and back, to the commercial fisherman's

smack with its auxiliary gasoline engine. On the Avaters of the south,

about Florida, there are a multitude of houseboat cruisers and yachts

driven by gasoline; on the inland waters of this continent, and in fciCt

on inland waters throughout the civilized world, their name is legion,

so that, in spite of a few serious accidents, it is correct and, safe to

declare that the ratio of accidents occurring with gasoline engines

to-day is no higher than that with steam engines. Where the engines

are handled by competent men investigation proves them to be

efficient, serviceable and economical, and the prejudice against them,

as likewise the troubles experienced by some persons with them, are

directly attributable to men without sufficient training being placed

in charge of the engine. To confide any engine to an inexperienced

man is to invite trouble, if not actual disaster, and this is equally true

of those whose motive power is steam or gasoline, though not so often

attempted with the former as with the latter. In regard to cleanli-

ness and comfort there can be no comparison between the steam and

gasoline engine for use on comparatively small boats, as with the lat-

ter not only are coal dust and ashes avoided, but, properly handled,

tlicjc is little or no smell attached to them, while, in the matter of

available space, the saving secured by the installation of the small

gasoline engine instead of the more cumbersome steam engine must
be obvious to the veriest tyro.
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After mature consideration of the whole situation, your Commis-

sioner has come to the conclusion that, in the interests of both ulti-

mate economy and present and permanent efficiency, the time has

come to discard the present haphazard and unsatisfactory system of

chartering or acquiring boats for the Fishery Protective Service, pos-

sessed of only a few of the essential requirements, and for the estab-

lishment by the Province of a tleet of boats designed especially for the

work they are required to perform. With this in view, and taking

advantage of the experience and knowledge of some of the officers

of the outside service of the Department, he has drawn up a

schedule of requirements for the types of craft that appear to him to

be indispensable for the efficient execution of the Government service^

and has had the same submitted to a leading marine architect, through a

prominent Toronto boatbuilding and engineering firm, with the resu't

that, attached to this report will be found designs of such craft. As

the schedule of requirements submitted to the designer contains con-

cisely your Commissioner's views on this subject, he has embodied it

in the report and in so doing would call attention to the fact that the

greatest possible economy, consistent with efficiency, was his chiefest

consideration, that ventilation and sanitation have been provided for,

and that the comfort of the crew, who in the larger boats will be

expected to live on board continuously, and in the smaller boats may

have to do so occasionally, as well as that of the inspectors and other

Government officials who have to make use of these boats on their

various duties, has been most carefully borne in mind.

Schedule of Requirements for Fleet of Small Cruisers for the

Fishery Protective Service of the Province of Ontario,

Prepared by Your Commissioner, and on Which the

Designs Herewith Submitted Are Based.

There are two classes of boats necessary for the patrol of certain

inland waters of the Province of Ontario, and of portions of the

Great Lakes.

Class B. Boats suitable for portions of the Great Lakes, and for

inspectional purposes elsewhere.

Class C. Boats suitable for the inland waters of the Province, such

as Lake Simcoe, the Kiawartha Lakes, the Kideau Lake System, Lake

Nipissing, etc., and possibly certain portions of the intricate inner

channels and bays of the Georgian Bay.

In the construction of both types of boat the greatest economy

must be observed as far as the interior fittings and appearance are

concerned.

Class B. Six of these boats at least may be required for the

waters of the Georgian Bay and portions of Lakes Superior and

Huron with the following requirements:
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1. Speed. Eleveu miles iiu hour imder ordinary service coiuli-

tions.

2. Seaivorthiness. The lines must be easy, and designed to pro-

duce an unusually good sea boat, as, while it is not aimed that they

will be patrolling for the most part in the outer waters, but rather

that they will be cruising among the islands and in the inner waters,

at the same time going from place to place, crossing gaps, etc., they

may be called upon to encounter heavy seas.

3. Crew and Accommodation. A permanent crew of three men,

all protective officers, but taking the duties of captain, gasoline engi-

neer and cook. It is desired to give the gasoline engineer and cook

comfortable berths, and to have the captain, if possible, in a state-

room, either separated by curtains or preferably by a light partition.

£t is necessary that there should also be a small stateroom, contain

ing a berth, to be used occasionally by the inspectors, the Deputy

Head of the Department or other Government officials, and this room
to be used by the captain for his charts, office, etc., and also as a nicss

room. As these boats will be in commission from the opening of navi-

gation until the close of the same, and it is designed that they be kepi

away from their home ports as much as possible, simple, plain com-

fort for the crew is required. A gasoline stove should be large enough

to have a small oven; locker room should be reasonable; w. c. and a

good large wash basin provided; the cockpit accommodation cut dov%'n

to the very smallest point, as the boat is in no sense a pleasure boat,

and besides this, the smaller the better in case of shipping heavy seas,

and should be, of course, self-bailing; the cabinhouse above the deck

should be strong and capable of standing heavy seas, the same apply-

ing to any deadlights or glass windows, for which emergency storm

coverings should be provided; the icebox should be part of the refrig-

erator and should be filled from the outside, and it would be well to

provide for some form of ice-water filter near the refrigerator
;
good venti-

lation must be provided, especially for the galley and washroom, and

the designer should bear in mind that in some of the inner channels

the heat in summer may be excessive. The bow should not be straight

stem, but with an easy curve under the forefoot. It must be borne in

mind that these boats will occasionally have their bows pulled up on

fiat rocks.

4. Draught. The draught should be as light as possible consistent

with sea-going qualities, but should not exceed three feet.

5. Dinghy. The vessel should be planned to take on board a small

boat or dinghy, when necessary on account of heavy weather, but as

a rule the same would be towed. Davits not desirable, and it Avould

be better, if possible, to provide some form of cradle on top of the

cabinhouse. The dinghy should be light, but capable of holding three

persons, and will be used to lift illegally placed nets, etc. The designer
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should, therefore, furnish lines for these dinghies, taking especial care

to provide a good towing boat, which at the same time will fill the other

requirements mentioned.

6. Measurements. The designer should bear in mind that these

small protective vessels are in no sense pleasure craft, and that, while

be is not bound down to length or beam, it is desirable that the ves-

sel should be as small as possible commensurate with the require-

ments outlined, with no eje to show or display', but with the principal

considerations, plain comfort for the class of men indicated, seawor-

thiness and efficiency. From the inspection of other designs it appears

to me that 45 feet should be amply sufficient, and I hope the designer

may get under this length.

Class C. The type of boat required for this class is more of tlie Imnt-

ing launch variety. It is not intended that the men running these boats

should be out over night, but at the same time occasionally it may be

necessary for them to be so.

1. Speed. The speed of these boats under ordinary service coiifli-

tions should be ten miles an hour.

2. Creic. Tlie now woi^ld co-is-'st of oT)p. or possiblv two on occas-

ions. The steering gear, therefore, and engine control should be be-

side each other.

3. Accommodation. As these boats will be in commission from the

early spring to the late fall, and as occasionally the officers must sleep

on board, enough covering should be provided to give two bunks, a

very small gasoline stove, a very small refrigerator, and some form ol

hatch or doorway.

4. Draught. The lighter the draught the better for this class .)f

boat.

As in Class B, these boats are in no sense pleasure craft. They

should be strong and serviceable, and built with an eye to the greatest

economy. They will not tow^ a dinghy, and must be small enough to

manoeuvre for the picking up of nets, etc. The forefoot should be cut

away and w^ell shod, as they will be pulled up on the shore from tiuie

to time.

The views of your Commissioner have been most successfully

grasped by the designer, and are clearly set forth in the accompany-

ing blue prints.

The estimated cost of the Class A type of boat is about |4,300.00,

and that of the Class C type, "11,850.00, which includes furnishings rf

all descriptions, sanitary mattresses, ventilators, engines and installa-

tion of same, cooking utensils, bedding, cutlery, etc. As regards the

type of engine for the Class B boat the following is an extract from

the letter of the expert who made the designs for the boats:

" As to the engine power necessary for the Class B boat, it

would take about a 4-cylinder, 4-cycle engine of at least 30-horsepower
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to ^('t the speed, and a 40-liorsepower would be preferred. I would

hesitate to guarantee eleven miles with any lesser power than the

above with so heavy a boat, as, by my figures, a boat of this size and

displacement, about 16,000 pounds, would go at the most 11.05 miles

Btatute with a 24-horsepower engine, but this is too small a margin

to give any guarantee on. I would prefer to place a SO-horscpower,

which would give ample power and would last longer, because it could

be run slower. Using this engine, a speed of 12.20 miles would be

realized."

With regard to Class C boats, a Toronto firm of boat and engine

builders writes:

" With regard to the 25-foot boat, we believe a 2-cylinder, 15-

horsei)ower of our own make would give the full ten miles an hour,,

and we will guarantee this engine to stand up under the most exact-

ing strain and under all conditions. Perhaps it would be well to men-

tion the fact that with our muffler, and under water exhaust, this outfit

will be absolutely noiseless, and, if used at night, the protective offi-

cers can approach to within a very few yards of poachers, etc., without

being heard. It appears to us that this ought to be quite a feature for

this particular service.'"

In recommending these types of boats for the Fisheries Protective

Service your Commissioner only does so with the proviso that the engi-

neers of the larger class, and the officers in charge of the smaller crafty

shall hold certificates of proficicr/cy from a reliable firm of gasoline

engine manufacturers, and that no inexperienced or untrained man

shall be allowed to handle them. This would, of course, entail some of

the men having to pass some weeks in the shops, but the advantages

accruing in immunity from breakdowns and general care of the

engines, would more than compensate in the long run for any slight

expense or inconvenience incurred, and the adoption of such regula-

tion would be in the interests of true economy.

In this interim report your Commissioner does not deal with what,

in his opinion, should be the full equipment for the Province of boats

of tlie types indicated. He has, however, selected an area, Georgian

Bay and portions of Lake Superior and Lake Huron, as one which he

considers to be urgently in need of an improved Fishery Protective

Service.

He would recommend to Your Honour that six (6) boats of the

Class B type be acquired by the Province and be stationed on the area

above mentioned, with the following apportionment of patrol districts:

1. The easterly portions of Lake Superior to St. Joseph's Island.

2. From St. Joseph's Island to the west end of Georgian Bay about

Killarney, taking both sides of ;Manitoulin and the Ducks.

3. Killarney to Point au Baril.

4. Point au Baril. taking in the rest of Georgian Bay, down to-

Penetancniishene.
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5. Penetangiiishene to Tobermory, including Cove Island and sur-

rounding islands.

6. Tobermory down to Goderich.

For these boats he recommends a crew of three, all of whom should

be appointed deputy overseers, to consist of:

A captain, who should have a thorough knowledge of the waters m
which he is to cruise, previous experience as a professional mariner and,

if possible, in the handling of small boats, and be used to taking com-

mand.

An engineer, who shall have a certificate of proficiency from a reli-

able firm of gasoline engine manufacturers.

A cook who shall have had reasonable experience as such, be pre-

pared to act as general utility man, and at the same time be experienced

in the handling of oars, and of sufficient intelligence to undertake, when
necessary, the duties of his office as deputy overseer.

All three men must possess the attribute of personal fearlessness,

and be prepared to discharge their duties conscientiously in the face of

inclement weather or other personal risk, besides such qualifications as

the dignity and exigencies of their office demands, such as physical fit-

ness, tact, and a certain amount of education.

In regard to salaries, your Commissioner would recommend that the

captain be paid |60.00, the engineer |55.00, and the cook |45.00 per

mensem, in addition to receiving board whilst the boat is on actual ser-

vice and away from the home port, and at these figures he is confident

that no difficulty would be experienced in obtaining the services of

really competent and suitable men.

The initial cost, therefore, to the Government of this recommenda

tion will be approximately |27,000.00.

The cost of maintenance, assuming that the captain is a permanent

official, and employed during the close of navigation on other protective

duties inland, and that the engineer and cook are employed only during

the seven months that the boats are in commission, will be approxi-

mately :

Salaryof Captain $720 00 $4,320 00

Salaries, Engineer and Cook (7 months) 700 00 4 ,200 00

Board, 3 men for 30 weeks, $10. 50 per week ...... 315 00 1 ,890 00

Gasoline, oil and accessories, allowing 5 hours' run

per diem, 6 days per week, for 30 weeks , .

.

500 00 3 , 000 00

Minor repairs, say 100 00 600 00

Totals $2,335 00 $14,010 00

It must be understood, however, that this sum is not an increase

over and above existing expenditures, for the salaries of all the fishery

overseers for this district, the wages of the help assigned to them in

certain instances, their board while absent on patrol, their mileage

allowance, the hire and repairs to their craft, etc., must all be set

against it. Disbursements of this nature for the districts in question.
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according to returns already presented to the House, would appear to

amount approximately to §13,000.00.

As regards the class C type of boat, your Commissioner's full report

will contain a recommendation as to the numbers of these boats required

by the- Province and the districts that should be assigned to them. Pend-

ing the submission of this report, he would recommend that no other

type of boat should be acquired by the Government for use on the inland

waters of the Province, and that a few of them should be at once ordered

and put in commission as soon as possible for service on the waters of

the Kideau Lake System, the Kiawartha Lakes, Lake Nipissing, Lake

Simcoe, etc. He would, however, reiterate that no boat of this type

should be handed over to a warden or overseer until such warden or over-

seer has procured a certificate of proficiency in the working of the engine,

])refcrably from the firm installing and guaranteeing same.

Fisn Hatcheries.

In dealing with this question it is taken as an axiom that it is the

duty of the state to conserve for the people, and if possible improve,

sources of food supply, and that the importance of an abundant supply

of fish food ranks second to none.

Ontario has been endowed with exceptional advantages for obtain-

ing a liberal supply of fish food, owing to its position on the Great Lakes,

the magnificent lakes scattered throughout its interior, and its numer-

ous rivers and streams; but, owing to many causes, chief of which may
be said to be forest destruction, pollution, and over-fishing, and the fact

that the commercial fishing is practically controlled by a foreign cor-

poration, not only are the people of Ontario deprived to-day of an abun-

dant supply of cheap fish food, but what is far more serious, the fish

food supply of the future is seriously threatened, unless immediate steps

are taken to counteract existing conditions. When the rapidly-mcreus-

ing population is taken into consideration, and the fact that most of these

people come from countries where they have been accustomed to rely on

cheap fish as one of their principal foods, the importance of the question

to the future welfare of the community can be realized.

In this regard it will not be out of place to quote a passage from

the report of the Commissioners of Fisheries and Game of Massachusetts,

which very clearly sets forth the reasons for the artificial hatching and

rearing of fish

:

" The practice of maintaining and protecting the fisheries of public

waters at public expense is of long standing, and is firmly established

m well nigh all densely-populated states and countries as both expedient

and profitable. Two definite methods are in vogue:

" 1. The regulation of fishing for the purpose of protecting the

adults, either (a) during the breeding season, or (h) in cases where the

demand exceeds the natural s'.ipply; either by reducing the number of
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fish taken during the year, by limiting the catch, or by limiting the

number of days upon wliioh fish may be legally taken—/. e.. a close

season—or, again, by prescribing how and by what apparatus fish may
or may not be taken.

" 2, The artificial hatching and rearing of young fish, and subsequent
stocking of the water by the liberation of fry just hatched or of one or

two-year-old fish.

" The purpose for which such laws are instituted is absolutely cor-

rect. If the adults of both sexes are not protected, the number of fertile

eggs laid is immediately reduced. Then necessarily follows a decrease in

the number of the young hatched and a proportionately smaller number
of immature fish. Observations indicate that in a natural trout brook,

undisturbed by man, an optimum population of all classes of life is estab-

lished; enough insect larvae, adult insects, worms, Crustacea, and small

fish of various species are present to furnish food for a rather constant
number of young trout. Further, practically enough large adult trout

are present to eat at least 90 per cent, of the trout fry before these young
reach the breeding stage, and to furnish a number of offspring practi-

cally just sufficient to furnish food for themselves and similar large fish.

Thus a surplus of not more than a pair or two conies to maturity out of

the hundreds of annual progeny of each pair of breeding fish, to replace

the old trout which pass on through accident or senile decay.

" When, however, man appears, and a considerable number of the

breeding fish are removed by him, the most important consequence is a sud-

den diminution in the number of eggs laid and a corresponding diminution

in the number of fry hatched ; consequently, a relatively larger proportion

of young fish, which are destined to go as food for the ' big fellows.' A
two-pound trout, for example, requires a certain weight of animal food

per day. He will persistently hunt until this amount is secured and his

voracious appetite is satisfied. If, then, only a relatively small number
of small trout are present, it is possible that every one of these may thus

fall victims; and not alone an actually smaller number, but even no
surplus fry, may remain to grow to become breeding adults. When thi^

occurs the trout fishery in that brook declines, and the waters soon

become occupied by less valuable fish, or else the stream remains unpro-

ductive, yielding either nothing to man, or, at least, less than its normal
productive capacity. • * » The necessity of meeting these conditions

has led to biological studies which prove the following facts of economic

importance

:

" 1. More trout fry can be secured by artificial impregnation of the

egg than are ordinarily hatched under natural conditions.

" 2. The trout fry can be reared artificially in immense numbers, with

less mortality, than in nature.

" 3. By an increased quantity of food the rapidity of growth may be
accelerated, and by substitution of an artificial food in place of young
fish a greater weight of trout may be secured at less expense."
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In the United States, not only the Federal Government, but almost

all the individual states, are increasing the yearly production of fish by

means of enlarged or additional hatcheries. An idea of what is being

done in this direction may be gained from the following figures, takec

from the thirteenth annual report of the Forest, Fisb and Game Coin

mission of the State of New York

:

Summary of Fish Distribution for the Year Ending Decembkr 31st,

1907, IN the State of New York.

Brook Trout 1,815,950 Frosttish 3,100,500
Brown Trout 1,051,750 Maskalouge 5,000,000
Lake Trout 8,758,900 Pike Perch 36,855,000
Rainbow Trout 822,100 i

Shad 506,100
Small Mouth B]ack Bass 11,000 Smelt..., 100,000,000

Tomcod 65 ,600 ,000

Whitefish 15,510 ,300

Total Game Fish 12,459,700 Total other fish 226,631,900

In regard to fish, protection means both preservation and propaga-

tion. The remarkable fecundity of the fish is an ever-growing amazement

to the student of ichthyology. The ova are smaller than in any other

class of animal, yet the ovaries in many fish are larger than the rest of

the body. Taking advantage of this fecundity, with the aid of modern
science and appliances, it should be possible to maintain in our Great

Lakes and other waters the approximate balance of fish that nature

intended, which, as before pointed out, is in all probability the optimum
—that is, always provided that the sj'stem of artificial propagation works
hand in hand with reasonable protection of the adults of the various

species during the periods that they are engaged in the reproduction of

their species, for to rely on artificial means alone to accomplish the work
of nature is to court disaster.

In this Province a close study should be given to the selection of the

most suitable varieties of fish for the different inland waters. As an
illustration of this may be quoted the salmon trout of the Great Lakes.

This most excellent food fish, when planted in the confined areas of our
lesser lakes, never seems to attain the same game qualities as the species

indigenous to the particular lake; neither is their flesh, as a rule, so

palatable. Many of our inland lakes have salmon trout peculiar to them-
selves, and it would seem well, under any system of provincial hatcheries,

to make provision for maintaining these varieties and testing their suita-

bility for surrounding waters.

It has been impossible, in view of the many questions that have pre-

sented themselves to be dealt with by this Commission, to accumulate
sufficient detailed information on the establishment and working of hatch-

eries on the most modern, practical, and economical basis, to draw up a
scheme for provincial hatcheries to be presented with this interim report;
but such a scheme will be prepared and presented with the full report
at a later date.
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^Ican while, your Commissioner would most strongly urge upon
Your Honour the adoption of the principle of provincial hatcheries, to

be scattered throughout the Province, in locations selected with a view

to the easy gathering of the spawn, and general facilities for distrihu

tion over the area to be fed by each, the whole system being so devised

as to deal with all classes of food and game fish, and fish known to be

the natural food of same, as it is only by maintaining the balance of

nature that the best results can be obtained.

Possibly no enterprise in the world is so dependent upon the skill

faithfulness, and enthusiasm of those in charge as that of fish hatch
eries. The work of a whole season may be ruined and the expenditure

of considerable sums of money wasted, by a few hours' negligence

Ontario is placed in the happy position of being able to take advantage
of the experience of, and expensive investigations undertaken by, not

only practical hatchery men and state fish culturists, but also by scif>n

tific university professors and experts, in the United States and other

countries.

It must, however, be realized that in starting hatcheries of her owm.

the Province has not at present the necessary personnel, and should

most certainly not commence experimenting with amateurs; but, rather,

should take up the art at the point it has now reached. In due time

Ontario citizens will be trained, and will acquire the necessary skill

:

but for the first hatcheries it is obviously essential to obtain the service^'

of non-residents who have had long, practical experience in the erection,

maintenance, and general operation of the different forms of hatcheries

Bass Brooderies.

That Ontario already has a large tourist traffic, coming in from out-

side and attracted by the angling, it is only necessary to look at the

returns of the non-resident anglers' tax to realize; and that this tourist

traffic can be developed into one of the largest economic factors in the

prosperity of the Province, provided good angling facilities are forth-

coming, few who have knowledge of the geography of the Province, with

its vast areas of forest lands and streams, unsuited to agriculture; its

magnificent lakes and waters, offering alike beautiful scenery and a

splendid climate, and its ever-growing transportation facilities, or who
have studied the development of the State of Maine, where it is esti

mated that the tourist traffic brings into the state yearly a revenue of

twenty-five million dollars, would be prepared to deny. A study of this

question will reveal the fact that in this Province, as an attraction to

anglers of all classes, our own citizens, as well as those from other pro

vinces and states, the black bass stands in a class by itself. Its import

ance, therefore, from the point of view of developing the tourist traffic

of the Province, as well as of affording a healthful recreation to our

own people, cannot be overestimated.
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The black bass, however, differs from the majority of fish, in that it

cannot be forced to yield its eggs, or fertilize the same ; and hence ordin-

ary methods of artificial propagation, as used iu hatcheries for other

varieties of fish, are unavailing. Moreover, compared with other fishes,

the black bass produces a small number of eggs, the number varying

fiom about 2,000 to 9,000. A system has been devised by which use is

made of small ponds, cleared of other fishes and injurious matter, for

the purpose of inducing the bass to breed under normal conditions; and

tlie young, resulting, are then carefully nurtured and reared, until in a

suitable condition for transplantation.

In view of the vast numbers of bass that are taken out of the waters

of this Province yearly, the comparatively small number of eggs pro-

duced by the female, and the improbability, to say the least of it, that, in

the small lakes and rivers at least, the present supply will be maintained

unless special measures are taken to increase the propagation, your Com-
missioner would strongly recommend the adoption of the principle of

bass control ponds, to be scattered througliout the Province in suitable

locations; and though time and opportunity have been insufficient to

enable him to draw up a scheme for presentation with this interim report,

such a scheme will be drawn up and be presented with the full report

of tliis Commission at a later date.

Co OPERATION.

In the enforcement of laws the good-will and support of the people

is a most important factor, for no government can afford to maintair

indefinitely a sufficient force of officials to ensure the obeying of laws

of which the general public does not approve. Most particularly doec

this apply to the enforcement of the game laws and fishery regulations

of tliis Province on the public waters and wild lauds. To patrol these

vast areas closely would entail an army corps of officials and an expense

far in excess of the funds at the disposal of the treasury; while to patrol

them with a limited number of officers implies wide districts for the

officers to cover, and consequently a greater dependency on the people

ihemselves, not only to obey the Iravs, but to demand their observance

by others, resident in or visiting the localities in which they live.

There is no more misguided policy for a government than to have

laws on the statute book which it cannot, or does not, enforce, for con-

nivance at infractions of the law is synonymous with connivance at

public moral deterioration.

Hence, in reviewing the question of possible co-operation by officers

of other departments of the Government, and other corporations, as

called for in the instructions of his commission, your Commissioner

deems it his first duty to call the attention of Your Honour to the

urgency of enlisting the co-operation of that greatest of all provincial

corporations, tlie public of Ontario.
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That the laws and regulations in regard to fish and game
of the Province are sound in principle your Commissioner is con-

vinced; as likewise that the great mass of the people are law-

abiding, and prepared to support the enforcement of the laws once
thev understand what they are and the purposes for which tliey liave

been made. Unfortunately, however, investigation has disclosed to

Iiim the fact that not only is there considerable vagueness in the public

mind as to the provisions of the laws and regulations, both in their

requirements and in their administration, but also a very widespread

misapprehension of the purposes for which these laws and regulations

have been framed. Unconscious violations of the law are of common
occurrence; magistrates all too frequently display their ignorance of its

provisions in unauthorized total or partial remissions of its penalties,

and the commercial fisherman, the settler, and the pothunter appear

more often than not to view those resources of nature in which they are

interested as their own peculiar birthright and possession, to be squan-

dered at their pleasure, without regard to vested public rights or to

their future economic value, holding, indeed, in many instances that all

restrictive laws and regulations are but the device of an unrighteous and
selfish band of individuals, known to them as sportsmen, to steal thoir

birthright for themselves. The general public, meanwliile, remains dull

and apathetic, merely because it does not appreciate the greatness of the

issues at stake.

The awakening of the public to the importance of tliese issues not

only would ensure public co-operation, but would carry with it compre-

hension of the value of the natural resources of the Province on the

part of its greater corporations, and a desire to assist in developing and

exploiting their almost boundless possibilities. Specific education is an

important means of awakening the public sentiment, and such education

must comprise a lucid exposition of the economics of the questions in-

volved. The public must be taught to understand that the fishery regula-

tions and game laws have been devised in their own interest, and must be

encouraged to take pleasure in conforming to the same; magistrates musl

be instructed to learn and enforce the provisions of the laws; but, above

all, it is important that the general public, together with the settler,

should realize that the living deer is many times more valuable to them

than the same deer dead; together with the agriculturist, that the birds

of the air are the farmer's best friends; together Avith the commercial

fisherman, that the capture of fish in the season devoted by nature to

reproduction but spells ultimate and utter depletion.

The blue books of the country contain carefully-prepared statistics,

giving full information as to the amount of coal and other minerals

mined, of cereals raised, of butter and cheese manufactured for export,

etc., but one source of wealth possessed by the Province of Ontario—as

well, in fact, as by most of the other provinces of the Dominion—is not

included in these returns. The t'^urist traffic is the source of wealth

referred to.
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In several countries the value of this traffic is recognized and under-

stood not only b^ the authorities, but by the general public also. I'os^

sblv the best exan,ple of this is the Republic of Switzerland where

attrac ons of mountain scenery, an invigorating climate, and wmter and

summer sports draw thousands of tourists annually, who leave vast

sums of money behind them, to enrich not only the hotels, which may be

numbered by the thousand, but to circulate freely among all classes of

the population.
, , , ,. ,. „j

The tourist traffic of Italy, attracted by its wonderful climate and

by the historic associations and art collections of its many beautiful

cfties is enormous, and its importance is realized by the authorities and

people alike.

As an example of the value of fish and game as an attraction to the

tourist uo better case can be quoted than that of the State of Maine.

In 18G7 a commission, appointed by the State Legislature, made an

exhaustive enquiry into the conditions prevailing
^^^^^''^Jll'^^^

submitted stated that the inland fisheries were practically valueless,

there was no moose in the state, and deer in only one small district.

This condition had been brought about, not by the visiting sportsmen,

but by the residents themselves, the game having been shipped for com-

mercial purposes to the larger Eastern cities. After this report was

received, tlie Legislature passed very strict laws, which were at fi.st

enforced with great difficulty, but which in the end won public support.

In tlie vear 1902, in order that the Legislature might be well advised as

to wliat the tourist traffic amounted to, the state authorities carried out

a summer census of all the visitors in the interior portions of the state.

These figures showed that 133,885 persons came into the interior por-

tions of the state, the principal attraction being the excellent fishing

and shooting provided.

Two years ago your Commissioner enquired from Hon. L. T. Carle-

ton, State Commissioner of Fisheries and Game, whether this traffic had

increased, and Mr. Carleton was good enough to take the question up

with Colonel Boothby, General Passenger Agent of the Msme '.entral

Railwav, and this official stated that, from statistics in his possession

and from other sources of information, he was of the opinion that quite

250,000 people came into the interior portions of the state during 190.,

attracted principally by the fishing and shooting.

Senatoi' Frve, a well-known statesman, has stated that m all times

of financial depression the State of Maine feels the conditions less than

any other state in the Union, owing to the fact of this sportsman-tourist

traffic, which at these periods does not seem to shrink as might have been

expected.

Officiallv, the authorities of the State of Maine estimate the amount

of money left behind by each individual who comes into the interior

portion of the state at an average of |100.00. Those who have studied

the question are of the opinion that this is a very conservative estimate;
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and, if it be accepted as a basis, it will be found that, taking the Govern-
ment statistics for 1902, there would have been left in the state that

year over thirteen million dollars; and, if the figures of the railroad

official are accepted for 1907, the gigantic sum of twenty-five million dol-

lars would be the result of the tourist traffic for one year.

The Province of Ontario is very happily situated, geographically, to

take the fullest advantage of the possibilities inherent in its game fish

and game as an attraction to the tourist. It lies within easy distance of

the populous and ever-growing cities of the State of New York, and is

as easy of access to the residents of the Mississippi Valley as is the State

of Maine.

Some little prejudice exists among a portion of the population of

the Province in regard to the influx of visiting sportsmen, the idea being

that, should great numbers come in, the sport will be ruined. On reflec-

tion, however, it will be seen from the history of the evolution of this

class of traffic in the State of Maine that this belief is not founded on

fact, for, as has already been pointed out, in 18GT the game and fish of

the state had practically disappeared, not through the action of visiting

sportsmen, but through the slaughter carried on by the residents them-

selves ; but, once the public became advised of the value of this attraction

in the development of the tourist business, such splendid protection was
furnished that to-day not only is twenty-five million dollars attracted

annually to the state, but the residents themselves obtain much better

fishing and shooting than ever existed in the state before.

The returns of the Department of Game and Fisheries of the Pro-

vince of Ontario show that from the non-resident anglers' tax of |2.00

per head approximately $17,000 has been collected during the year. It

must be borne in mind, however, that this license fee has only been col-

lected for three j^ars, and that the machinery for its collection is not yet

perfected ; and, indeed, at the present time it may fairly be assumed that

only about one-half of the possible amount is actually collected. Then,
also, it should be realized that this |17,000 direct revenue means an in-

direct revenue to the Province of something approaching |850,000.00,

taking the average used by the Maine officials as a basis of calculation,

namely, .^100.00 per capita. It must also be borne in mind that for one
person who pays this fee there are, on an average, one or two members
of the family who do not care to angle, and who, therefore, do not take

out any license to do so, but who will none the less be spending their

pro rata amount in the Province.

From information in the possession of your Commissioner, obtained
from railroad officials, hotel proprietors, etc., he estimates that quite

three million dollars comes into the Province annually, which would
not be brought in if there were no angling or shooting; and, further,

your Commissioner is of the opinion that were the fish and game of the

Province to be seriously considered from their economic aspect by yo^^r

Government, the public, and the great financial institutions, such an
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improvement ^vo^lld take place in the sport, through the establishment of

hatcheries and adequate general protection that tlie sum referred to

would be immensely increased. The State of Maine is onlj'^ about one-

eighth of tlio size of the Province of Ontario, and there is no reason why
the immense sums derived from its tourist traffic and now enjoyed by

that state should not in the course of time, and by intelligent effort, be

equalled, or even surpassed, in the Province of Ontario, the free circula-

tion of which would mean the building of numerous hotels, improved

railway and steamboat transportation, increased value of real estate,

employment for thousands of registered guides, and the development

generally of the machinery' to handle a quarter to half a million annual

summer visitors.

The scarcity of ready money among the poorer settlers in the back

townships is admitted, and no manual labour is better paid than that of

guide or oarsman, employed by visiting sportsmen; and, were the

settlers more alive to the opportunities of obtaining considerable sums
of money by taking up this work, your Commissioner believes such

settlers would become interested in the protection of fish and game m
their neighbouiiiood, and realize that its gi'eatest value to themselves is

as an attraction to the visiting sportsmen. It may be of interest to note

that no less an authority than Hon. L. T. Carleton has estimated that

the value of a moose running in the woods is quite 1500.00, whereas the

same moose dead, and looked upon from its food value alone, is worth
only a fraction of this sum.

The value of fish and game from a sentimental point of view is of

doubtful importance in this commercial age, but your Commissioner
would point out that, in addition to the arguments above set forth, the

health of the citizens of the more crowded centres is admittedly much
improved by a holiday spent in the woods and on the water, and that

the attraction of fish and game to draw city folk countrywards is of

importance to the body politic from this point of view.

He believes that were the facts and figures above given more thor-

oughly understood by the masses of the people of the Province, a strong

vigorous, and healthy sentiment would readily develop in all classes of

the community, as it has in the State of Maine, and especially among
th(; settlers in the regions where sport is chiefly found, or can best be

improved.

In the United States the importance of educating the people in this

direction is recognized. The Department of Agriculture at Washington

has been, and is to-day, carrying on this work energetically. Bulletins

are issued by it on various subjects, such, for instance, as the value of Lh*»

quail to the farmer as an insect destroyer, and of the usefulness of other

birds in assisting the farmer in destroying noxious weed seeds, insects,

and harmful vermin, and are freely circulated. Commissioner Whipple,

of the New York State Forest, Fish and Game Commission, stated

recently, at a convention of the New York State Forest, Fish and Game
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Leagues, that at least 100 nights of the year be devoted to giving lec-

tures throughout the state, with the view of advising the public of the

objects of his commission and as to the advisability of supporting its

<^fforts.

The following extract from the 190S report of the Game and Fish

Commissioner of the State of Alabama exemplifies very clearly the

necessity of some such action on the part of the authorities:

'' As a result of scientific research of the most extended nature it

has been ascertained that the cause of the prevalence of many mala-

dies, and the problem of weed control, is largely attributable to the

slaughter of our insectivorous birds, which in the past have been

wantonly murdered by the million. Birds annually destroy thou-

sands of tons of noxious weed seeds, and billions of harmful insects;

they were designed to hold in check certain forces that are antago-

nistic to the vegetable kingdom. A noted French scientist has asserted

that without birds to check the ravages of insects, human life would

vanish from this planet in the short space of nine years. lie insists

that insects would first destroy the growing cereals, next would fall

upon the grass and foliage, which would leave nothing upon which

cattle and stock could subsist. The possibilities of agriculture having

been destroyed, domestic animals having perished for want of proven-

der, man, in his extremity, in a barren and desolate land, would be

driven to the necessity of becoming cannibalized, or subsisting exclu-

sively on a diet of fish. Even granting that only a portion of what

the eminent Frenchman asserts is true, it is easy to glean from his

theory that birds are man's best allies, and should be protected, not

only on account of their innocence, bright plumage and inspiring songs,

but because they render to the farmer valuable assistance every day."

It would seem, therefore, that not only is the education of the peo-

ple to an appreciation of the value of the fish, game and birds of the

Province a necessity, but that in its undertaking there is ample scope

for cordial co-operation between the Departments of Agriculture and

Game and Fisheries. Mr. C. W. Nash, the eminent ornithologist and
iclitliyologist, by means of a series of lectures to farmers, has done excel-

lerit work in this direction, and your Commissioner believes that the

broadening and extending of such a system, together with the free dis-

tribution of educative bulletins on all matters appertaining to the sub-

ject, would produce most far-reaching and satisfactory results.

Your Commissioner would also point out that the duties of certain

of the officials of the Department of Lands, Forests and Minrs, such

as the fire rangers, as well as those of the newly organized provincial

constabulary, bring them into close touch with matters intimately con-

nected with fish and game protection, and that the loyal co-operation

of these officers in the enforcement of the game laws and fishery regu-

lations is most earnestly to be desired. The provincial constabulary

force, under its new chief, may well prove an invaluable aid to the ofB-

2 0. F.
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cers of the Department of Game and Fisheries, for it is, to a certain

extent, a secret service; and will, therefore, at times have in its posses-

sion information not otherwise procurable by the Department of Game
and Fisheries.

As regards corporations, who are in a position to co-operate

with the Department of Game and Fisheries, and whose co-operation

it would seem most advisable to secure, your Commissioner would

draw Your Honour's attention to the fact that the great railways

have a definite and acknowledged financial interest in the main-

tenance of the fish and game in the Province, as an attraction to tour-

ists, and thereby as a means of swelling their passenger receipts, while

at the same time, owing to the nature of their organization, they are

most advantageously situated, especially in the more sparsely settled

regions through which their lines run, to render this co-operation effec-

tive. Your Commissioner is happy to be able to report that he has had

the opportunity of pressing upon certain of the companies the desir-

ability of their assistance in the matter of fish and game protection,

and 1ms met with a most courteous and sympathetic hearing. Your
Minister of Public Works has been pleased to agree to commission as

deputy overseers any officials appointed and paid by the railroads to

take an active part in the protection of fish and game, and already the

Algoma and Hudson Bay Eailway Company, after consultation with

your Commissioner, has taken advantage of this olTer to appoint such

an officer. At the present time, also, the managements of some of the

greatest railroads, operating in this Province, have under considera-

tion plans for assisting the authorities in a parallel direction, and your

Commissioner hopes that before the presentation of his full report

these plans will have matured, and taken definite shape, so that he will

be enabled to present tliem therein.

Your Commissioner would reiterate once more that, to develop and
exploit the natural advantages of the Province in fish and game, cli-

mate and scenery, to nmke barren and wild lands productive of a great

income to the Province, and to build on solid foundations, which will

secure the fruits of these efforts to all future generations, it is necessary

that, not only should the officers of the various Government Depart-

ments, nearly or remotely interested, most cordially co-operate, but

that the interest of the public must be awakened, and its co-operation

solicited and won, which can only be eft'ected by educating the public

to a realization of the issues at stake.

The storehouses of nature, filled with treasures of incalculable

value, are none the less exhaustible. The history of this continent

has proved that the wanton destruction of to-day but spells the extinc-

tion of a whole species to-morrow. To bring the people to a realiza-

tion of these matters should be the ambition and care of a government,

and hand in hand with an aggressive educative policy for this purpose

there should be adopted a policy of conservation, framed on broad lines.
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such as those pictured by President Eoosevelt in his instructions to the

National Conservation Commission, on its creation in 190S, when he

wrote

:

" Our object is to conserve the foundations of our prosperity. AYe

intend to use these resources, but to use them so as to conserve them.

No etfort should be made to limit the wise and proper development and

application of these resources; every effort should be made to prevent

destruction, to reduce waste, and to distribute the enjoyment of our

natural wealth in such a way as to promote the greatest good to the

greatest number for the longest time.'-'

Your Commissioner would, therefore, most strongly recommend that

:

1. The officials of all Government departments, nearly or remotely

connected with matters appertaining to the protection of fish, game
and birds, be instructed to co-operate, cordially and loyally, with the

officials of the Department of Game and Fisheries.

2. The Department of Agriculture, together with the Department of

Game and Fisheries, undertake the education of the people to the eco-

nomic value of the birds, as the safeguards of agriculture, and of fish

and game, both as sources of food supply and as an attraction to the

tourist, by means of bulletins, such as published and circulated by the

Department of Agriculture at Washington, and by an amplification of the

lecture system, such as already conducted by Mr. C. W. Nash,

3. Every encouragement be given to any corporation desirous of

assisting the Government in the enforcement of the game laws and fish-

ery regulations.

Provincial Park Preserves.

The Province of Ontario contains many thousands of acres of wihl

and wooded lands, whose geological formation discloses no valuable

mineral resources, and forbids the possibilities of agriculture, but whose
natural beauty is a constant joy to those fortunate enough to visit

them, and whose peaceful sylvan recesses and rugged fastnesses

afford a luxurious home for the song, insectivorous, and game bird, as

well as for the moose, the deer, and the many smaller but valuable fur-

bearing animals. It has been said that nothing in nature exists without

a cause, and if a reason be sought for the existence of these wild and
beautiful lands, what nobler or grander one can be conceived than that

they are designed to be the perpetual and unspoiled playground of a

great and populous nation, wherein its sons and daughters may seek

both health and recreation, and where bird and beast alike may exist

under adequate protection.

The progress of modern civilization has entailed extravagant de-

mands on nature, and the blatant call of demand drowned the feeble

plaint of an ever-diminishing supply. Fortunately, however, a powerful
voice was raised in time, and the nations of the continent were made to

understand that it is easier to fell than to grow, easier to exterminate than
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to create. It had long been realized that all wild life reproduces itself

more prolificly and healthfully under natural conditions, and it required

but the launching of the idea of Government-owned park preserves for

the principle to be cordially welcomed and accepted by all classes of

the community. Throughout this continent the adoption of the prin-

ciple has been remarkable both for its rapidity and for the variety of

its application. Sea-girt islands have been selected as breeding places

for the gulls, where no man may venture to shoot; ranges of wild land

and hills have been assigned to the elk to make his home in, and others

to the moose or smaller forms of deer life and birds; hills and moun-
tains have been declared the sanctuary of the mountain sheep and goat,

and vast tracts of devastated timber lands have been set aside, to be sown
with the seed that will produce the lumber for generations yet to come.

Already the success that has attended the movement has been most

marked, and not only are certain species of birds and beasts, formerly

in danger of extinction, once again beginning to multiply in the pre-

sfM'ved regions, but, in common with other four-footed and winged

creatures, are spreading in increasing numbers over contiguous dis-

tricts. In fact, it may be said that in the national park preserve has

been discovered the secret of perpetuating our big and other game.

Ontario has not been behind in grasping the wisdom of this policy,

and in the Temagami, Algonquin, and other provincial parks the helms-

men of lier destiny have set aside, alike for the people of to-day as of

to-morrow, great tracts of land, Avhere nature may continue to hold

undisputed sway, where the birds and beasts may thrive and breed, to

spread in plentiful numbers over the surrounding territory, and where
men and ^^•omen may seek simple and healthy repose from the cares and
worries of strenuous modern life.

The area of the Province, however, is so vast that there would still

seem to be scope for the extension of this most excellent principle.

At the time the pine timber was being taken out from the territories

>vhere very little land suitable for agriculture existed, men went in on
the wave of the lumber industry, and, picking out a spot where there
chanced to be a little arable soil, tit to produce oats, hay and potatoes,

etc., proceeded to erect a snmll home, finding employment during the
winter in the shanties, and in the spring on the drive, after which they
devoted themselves to raising the crops indicated, and for which they
obtained high prices among the lumbermen. After the pine was taken
out and the wave of lumber operations receded, these men were in many
cases left high and dry. with wives and families to support. The land
they owned not being really suitable for agriculture, they eked out a
v(»ry poor livelihood. Their homes are often far removed from schools,

and consequently their children do not have the same opportunities for

education as exist generally throughout the Province. These men have,

to a certain extent, become dependent on the game and fish of their

neighbourliood to furnish no small proportion of their daily food. It
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would seem that the welfare of the Province would be advanced were

their condition ameliorated. The purchase of holdings of this nature

would give cash to these poor settlers, with \\hich, if homesteads were

allocated to them in more fertile regions, and free transportation to the

same provided for them, they would be enabled to start life afresh

under more advantageous circumstances, whilst those same lands, so

barren and useless to the settler agriculturist, would be a suitable and
profitable addition to the park preserves of the Province and for reafor-

estation.

Since undertaking his present duties your Commissioner has hnd

the opportunity of visiting only one of the provincial park preserves

—

the Algonquin National Park. The extent of this park is some 45 by 45

miles, comprising, approximately, 24 townships; and, though the objects

of the park are being in many respects fulfilled, and bird and animal

life increasing, after consultation with the Park Superintendent, and
from other sources of information, your Commissioner has been forced

to the conclusion that the staff of rangers for the efficient wardenship l'C

the park is totally inadequate.

At the present time there are ^*ut fifteen rangers, and in a broken

and woody country of this description it is vain to expect such a small

staff to provide proper and sufficient protection, Mr. Shier, a lumber-

man of twenty-five years' experience in the woods of Northern Ontario,

in giving evidence to your Commissioner on this point, remarked

:

" In my opinion, you ought to have two men to one township.''

Although a staff of such a size as indicated by this gentleman would

De beyond the funds at present available, nevertheless some addition to

the permanent staff' of the park is most urgently needed. The Superin-

tendent of the park is in the anomalous position of being responsible for

the efficient discharge of their duties by the wardens, while, at the same
time, being required to be practically continuously at his headquarters.

in order to deal immediately with any malefactors the rangers may
bring before him. That some supervision of the rangers is necessary

would seem to bo obvious, as likewise that to supervise their work
effectively would entail an inspector being almost continuously in the

woods the year through; but, on the other hand, it is equally plain that

someone is required at headquarters to discharge the magisterial func-

tions of superintendent and to attend to administrative details. It

would appear, therefore, that a chief ranger is a necessity, to work

directly under the Park Superintendent; and, though an experiment in

this direction proved unsuccessful, the falling of one into evil ways does

not imply that another would, of necessity, do likewise. In fact, your

Commissioner believes that in the Province of Ontario many a suitable

man, both able and willing to discharge the duties of such a post, is to

be found, if only they be sought amongst the ranks of those whose life

records and experiences prove their suitability.
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One of the main difficulties which seem to attend the efficient war-

denship of the park is that, at the present time, the rangers cannot

arrest or pursue further than one mile outside the park boundaries.

Such a state of afTairs is subversive of good results, and weakens the

authority of the wardens, for to chase an offender out of tlie park and
then be obliged to let him escape, is but to encourage the offender in the

belief that he can return to his malefactions with impunity, and to

discourage the wardens in attempting to arrest. The laws and regula-

tions have been designed to check these classes of offences. Placing

obstacles in the way of the enforcement of the law is the surest way of

encouraging the commission of these offences.

Another difficulty encountered in the wardenship of the Algonquin

National Park is that the boundaries of the park admit of entrance

being gained thereto by numerous waterways from outside. Many a

man, therefore, can easily slip into the park unobserved, making use of

these waterways, and starting from the lakes outside. In fact, the pres-

ence of a chain of lakes immediately outside the boundaries of the park

would appear not only to be a source of stracegical weakness from the

point of view of efficient administration, but, judging from the evidence

of the park superintendent, the actual cause of a very great portion of

the troubles experienced by himself and staff.

In dealing with the subject of provincial park preserves, your Com-
missioner desires to call to Your Honour's attention the great increase of

beaver within them. From the evidence collected by him on this point

he feels assured that these animals have now attained to such numbers
that to remove the normal increase would be proper and advantageous
to the parks. Such a system, in the matter of game, is worked by the

authorities in Germany; and, were it adopted in Ontario, would provide
a very considerable revenue, sufficient^ in all probability, to at least bear
all the expense of the maintenance of the parks. As accurate as possible

a census of the beaver should be taken annually, the numbers to be taken
decided upon, and the localities for the taking carefully selected by the

responsible authority, arrangements made for the proper treating and
preparing of the pelts; on each pelt should be branded a Government
mark, and when the pelts are ready for the market they should be adver-

tised for tender or sold by auction. The killing of beaver should only be
entrusted to thoroughly competent and reliable officials, as it would, in

the opinion of your Commissioner, be dangerous and unprofitable to

undertake it with officials whose probity, at all events, was not absolutely
beyond question. In fact, it would seem that the supervision of this work
should be one of the duties of the Chief Ranger referred to in a preceding
paragraph.

As the population in Ontario grows and its tourist traffic develop?,

the number of visitors to the public parks will inevitably be greater, and
the demand for guides will steadily increase. The science of forestry

has made rapid progress, and undoubtedly will play an important part
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in the future economics of the Province. Already, indeed, much atten-

tion is being paid to the prevention and extinction of forest fires, and the

Department of Lands, Forests and Mines employs quite a considerable

number of fire rangers at certain periods of the year. In the University

of Toronto a special forestry class is held, under the supervision of Pro-

fessor B. E. Fernow, and it has been brought to the attention of your

Commissioner that anything that can be done to assist these young men

to a practical knowledge of the woods is a step in the direction of the

future prosperity of the Province. Practical knowledge of the woods

can only be obtained by personally visiting and living in them. The

expenses of education bear pretty hardly on the pockets of many of the

ambitious young men of to-day. Employment as guide or forest fire

ranger would appear to offer these young men not only a practical road

to knoAvJedge of the woods, but also an opportunity of making a little

money with which to carry on their education. Young men, attested by

Dr. Fernow to be proficient canoemen and swimmers, to have a reason-

able knowledge of cookery and the theoretical side of woodcraft, and to

be of good character and physique, should make ideal guides for the

average tourist, for they would be cleanly in habits and polite in man-

ners ; and, in a very short space of time, would be equally as at home as

the woodsman in the particular districts in which they were employed.

Other young men, without the particular qualifications necessary for

guiding, would, at least as fire rangers, be obtaining practical knowledge

of the woods, of life in the same, and of the practical side of fire pro-

tection for the forests, as also, probably, of fire extinguishing.

The people of Ontario as a whole maintain the park preserves, but

only a proportion of the people are able or desirous of making use of

them; and, therefore, it would seem not to be unreasonable to attempt

to lighten the burden on those who do not by imposing a small fee for

the privilege on those who do. A registration fee of 50 or 75 cents

would deter none from coming, but would furnish an additional sourc«3

of income to provide for the cost of maintenance and, equally important,

provide statistics as to the numbers making use of the parks.

Your Commissioner would, therefore, recommend that:

1. Power be taken to expropriate gradually the holdings of settlers

in barren and unprofitable lands, adjudged unsuited to agriculture, the

«aid settlers being offered free lands in districts more suited to agricul-

ture, and, with their wives, families and belongings, free transportation

to same.

2. The following townships be added to the Algonquin National

Park: To the south—Livingstone, Laurence, and Nightingale. To the

<>ast—White Eiver, Clancy (east half), Guthrie, Barron, and Edgar.

3. A chief ranger be appointed for the Algonquin Park.

4. The number of rangers in the Algonquin National Park be

increased to 24.
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5. A system of taking the normal increase of beaver be adopted for

the provincial park preserves, pelts to be taken by Government officials,

branded with the Government brand, and sold by tender or auction, the

proceeds of such sales being devoted to the maintenance of the provin-

cial park preserves.

G. The students of Dr. Fernow's forestry class be encouraged to go

into the woods and act as guides in the provincial park preserves when

it is attested by Dr. Feruow that they have the proper qualifications,

and be employed, as far as possible, as forest fire rangers, or rangers'

assistants, by the Department of Lands, Forests and Mines, free trans-

portation to their destination and biick being provided at the public

expense.

Deer.

One of the penalties of advancing civilization in all countries has

been the comparatively rapid disappearance of the larger forms of wild

animal life indigenous to them. The axe of the woodman, the opening

of a country to agriculture, the creation of trade and transportation

routes, with the consequent increase of population and the facilities

thereby afforded for the exploitation of newly-opened lands to supply
the demands for game from established towns and cities, have all playx!

their part; but on this continent an additional factor must be credited

with a large share of the responsibility. Each man child born to the

country seems to have inherited in most pronounced form the hunting

instinct and, in the past at least, something of the lust of slaughter.

The truth of this, and its full meaning, was probably first realized when
the two nations of Xorth America awoke to the fact that the buffalo

were no more. Certain it is, however, that efforts to counteract these

combined influences are of comparatively recent date.

In the United States, where civilization made the more rapid pro-

gress and population the more rapid increase, the effects of wanton
destruction were first noticed and felt, and consequently game protec-

tion advanced there by rapid strides, whilst in Canada it still remained

in its infancy. Now that Canada, in her turn, has entered upon her era

of increase and development, it would seem but wise for her provinces to

take advantage of the experience of those who, in these respects, have

already passed through the stages of evolution in which they to-day find

themselves.

That the economic value of deer can ever even approximate to that

of the fish is not to be contended, either as a source of food supply or as

an inducement to the tourist, for in the scheme of nature there is no

provision made for abnormal reproduction of game animals such as

exists in the fishes, and also almost every man, and a great many women,
are expert anglers, and in the course of the year find some opportunity

of displaying their skill, while in these days only a proportion of the

male population have either the means or opportunity to venture into

the woods in search of deer. The economic value of deer, however,
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though less than that of fish, is none the less very high, and should by

no means be overlooked or underestimated; for, outside of the money

brought into the Province thereby, there is still the consideration so

ably set forth in the 190S report of the Game Commissioners of Penn-

sylvania:

" Through the increase of game we feel that an incentive to out-

door exercise and recreation is supplied that cannot be secured through

any otlier process. An experience in camp life and in handling and

caring for firearms is secured that is of great worth to our citizens who

indulge in hunting, through which they, as individuals, secure better

health, and are, therefore, better fitted to fill the place allotted to each

in his respective community. These things together —better health

and, therefore, better citizenship—joined to experience in camp life

and in the handling of firearms, appear to us of great value to the

state and the nation, as they surely raise our standard of defence in

time of trouble, in the shape of war, either from within or from with-

out, far above that of any people who do not hunt. We feel that the

presence of game is of great value to the state, and that hunting is a

necessary adjunct to our national success; and that, therefore, the

state owes it to itself to provide some method whereby game can be

increased."

Tlie Province of Ontario has been abundantly endowed by nature

with forests and wild lands well suited to the maintenance of large herds

of deer, and her ranges were originally stocl^ed to their utmost capacity.

Owing, however, to the advance of civilization, with its train of conse-

quences before enumerated, as likewise to the fact that for many years

the slaughter of deer was practically unchecked, great ravages have been

made on the numbers of the deer, with the result that to-day in many
localities their ranks are sadly thinned; and it would appear to be the

almost unanimous opinion of those who have studied the subject, or take

a personal interest in it, that some steps should be taken, and that

immediately, if the deer are to be conserved to the Province. In any

case, without taking a pessimistic view of the situation, it can be safely

said that further conservation measures on the part of the authoritiefl

are a necessity, for the diminution in the numbers of deer almost

throughout the entire Province is well marked and admitted, and that

the time for tliese measures is now, when the material available is still

ample for the upbuilding of a great and permanent supply.

Fortunately the experience of our neighbours has proven that, as

expressed by the Game and Fish Commissioners of Minnesota in their

1908 report:

" Deer respond readily to protection, thrive and multiply in the

vicinity of settlements, when not molested in close seasons, domesticate

easily, and may be retained in abundance under ordinary restrictive

laws."
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So that, bj studying the laws of our neighbours, and selecting those

which have been most efficacious and beneficial, it should be possibl*^

for the aulhorities to ensure the conservation of at least an equal

supply of deer to posterity as exists at present, without laying any

undue hardships on the sportsman-citizen of to-day.

Advocates of reforms in the deer laws are as numerous as the

remedies they suggest, but, in the opinion of your Commissioner, Dr.

Hornaday, the eminent naturalist and head of the Bronx Zoological

Society, placed his finger on the vital issue when, in an interview

accorded to your Commissioner, he stated

:

" There is no surer method of exterminating any variety of big

game than to allow the destruction of the females."

In enlarging upon this subject, he pointed out that the adoption by

hunters of a motto,

" Never shoot until you see the horns,''

not only means the preservation of many does to produce one or two
fawns in the ensuing spring, but in itself is the most powerful safe-

guard that can be devised by the state for the protection of human
life in the woods, for almost all the hunting accidents, which on this

continent are so lamentably numerous as to be almost a public scand.ii,

occur through snapshooting at a moving object whose nature, even,

cannot be discerned.

That such a law would be viewed by many in this Province as a

disagreeable innovation is probable: but it must be remembered that all

innovations, from the umbrella to the telegraph, have met with opposi-

tion at the hands of a prejudiced populace, and time and again has it

been proved that the popular prejudice will disappear with extraordin-

ary rapidity if the innovation or measure is intrinsically good and
worthy of popular approbation.

Considering this question to be of great importance, your Commis-
sioner feels no hesitation in quoting at some length from the reports of

the various fish and game commissions and wardens m the United
States, where conditions are, perhaps, even more criticrJ in re>^pect to

deer than they are in this Province, and where the men in touch with

the conditions can speak from experir'nce of an actual application of

such a law.

The Cliief Game Protector to the Game Commissioners of the Stare

of Pennsylvania writes in his report of 1908

:

" When the bill proposing to limit the killing of deer to a male deer
with horns, and which afterwards became law, was first introduced, I ^^ as

opposed to the measure. * * * i thought that if a measure of this kind
became law it would be very apt to result in trouble to many men wiio

otherwise intended to be honest; that because of the thick underbrusli

found in the deer territory, the high bracken and rough country, it

would be almost impossible to determine the sex of a deer until the
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deer had beeu killed. I preferred the making of au absolutely closed

season for deer, if protection to that extent was found to be necessary,

and I at once began a canvass of the Senate and the House of Repre-

sentatives relative to these matters. I also consulted sportsmen and
other men who were in the habit of going into the woods during the

deer season regarding their thought on the subject, and found that,

almost without exception, the bird hunters, the rabbit hunters, the

lumbermen, the land-owners, and the people generally who desired to

go into the woods during the last two weeks of November, including

many deer hunters, favoured the passage of this measure. They argued
that they, as citizens of this commonwealth, had just as much right to

be in the woods at that time as had the deer hunter, and that, under the

then existing law, there was not one moment of all that time that the

life of any one of them was safe. They claimed that they, as human
beings, were just as much entitled to protection as were the deer. 1

found from statistics gathered by the Biological Survey at Washing-
ton, D.C., that forty-eight men had been killed and one hundred and
four wounded within the United States by deer hunters during the

open season of 1906. I, therefore, refrained from opposing this bill

before the Legislature, and urged the Governor to sign it when it came
before him. I am now satisfied this is one of the best measures ever

placed upon the books of Pennsylvania. * * * i am certain that no
mere deer have lost their lives, in violation of law, since the passage of

this act than would have been killed illegally during the same period

liad there been an absolutely closed season. * * * i am confident the

great majority of hunters respect this law. * * * It is, of course, a

new idea, and very trying to deer hunters in this state to hold their

fire when a fine doe or deer of any description stands in front of them.
Yet this was almost invariably done. * * * From data collected I am
satisfied that the number of bucks killed last year did not exceed one
fourth of the number of deer killed during the fall of 1906, and wouid
not exceed two-thirds of the number of bucks killed during that season.
* * * The great majority of the deer hunters I have met last fall, both
during the season and since that time, although frequently disap-

pointed in not securing a deer, expressed themselves as satisfied with
the law. The feeling of personal security surrounding each one appar-

ently far outweighed any pleasure they might have derived through the

killing of deer. * * * i noticed that, almost without exception, the

opponents of this law were men who did not realize the value of this

act as a preserver of human life, or a man whose sole desire was to kill,

no matter what the result might be to others. * * * The number of

deer killed in this Commonwealth during 1906 was in the neighbour-

hood of 800. Of this number, perhaps 350 were bucks and the remain-

ing 450 were does. From positive reports received from several coun-

ties not more than 200 bucks were killed last year, or at least dur-

ing the past season, throughout the entire state, and I believe I am
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within bounds when I say that not more than thirty does will be

found to have lost their lives. * * * if these figures are correct,

and the same ratio of killing was followed as last year, we have

spared to us about 150 bucks and about 420 does, or 570 deer in all.

The majority of does give birth to two fawns, so that I think an esti-

mate of one and one-half fawns to a doe for this year would be fair

and reasonable. Six hundred and thirty fawns, added to 420 does

and 150 bucks, will give us 1,200 deer to start with this fall that we
would not have had under the old law. This seems to be a good show-

ing, and one that would justify a continuance of this law, were its

sole and only object to preserve and increase our deer; but as the

chief purpose of this act was the preservation of human life and
limb, this addition to deer life in the state is only incidental. Still

it means much."

The State Fish and Game Commissioner of Vermont, in his 190S

report, writes:

'^ The prime reason for the rapid increase undoubtedly has been

in the protection of does, allowing deer with horns to be taken only.

It is also known to the Commissioner in several instances where the

hunter's life has been in jeopardy, but saved through the caution of

other hunters waiting to see if what they supposed to be a deer had
antlers, when to their surprise another hunter came into view. For
thisi one reason the law is a protection to human life. Eight out of

ten illegally shot, or killed by dogs, are does."

The State Game and Fish Commissioner of Alabama, in his First

Biennial Report of 1907-8, writes:

" The provision of the game law limiting the killing of deer to

bucks only has had a most salutary effect on the efforts of the state

to save these beautiful and valuable animals from extermination."

The State Game and Fish Commissioner of Colorado, in his Bien-

nial Report for 1907-8, writes:

" The law existing immediately prior to the passage of our pres-

ent law forbade the killing of any deer, except that each person could

kill one deer with horns. That excluded the killing of fawns of either

sex, and the killing of does. This afforded the deer an opportunity

to increase in their natural way, and during the years that law was m
existence a marked increase was noticed, practically all over the state,

where deer are found; but under our present law, taking into consid-

eration the loss of fawns, because of the killing and crippling of the

mother, and the separating of the fawns from the does, leaving the

former in the deep snows of the mountains, and the consequent

exposure to all the natural enemies of its kind, I believe I am safe in

saying that by far a larger per cent, of the does and fawns were lost

to the state than of bucks. This tends more than anything else to^

the extermination of the deer. In order to increase the deer, the does-

must bf protected first, in order that they may bear increase, and the
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increase must likewise be protected until it can be given a chance tc

mature and produce more of its kind.-'

The above quotations, in the opinion of your Commissioner, cons

stitute succinct and convincing testimony to the efficacy of such a mea-

sure, both from the point of view of conserving the deer, if not of

obtaining an actual increase in their numbers, and as a protection tc

human life and limb, and render it unnecessary for him to make any

further remarks on this subject.

Attention has been called to the demand from cities and towns,

whose inhabitants often cannot spare the time to go into the wood?

themselves to kill a deer, for game food, and in Ontario the demand

for deer meat is so great that in many of the smaller towns and vil

lages the butchers handle very little other meat at all during the sea

son in which deer meat can be legitimately sold. This demand obvi-

ously produces the market hunter, and in addition, also, encourages

mam' a man to go into the woods after deer who would not do so

unless he were assured of recouping himself for his time and trouble

It is plain, therefore, that the prohibition of the sale of venison conslJ

tutes almost as powerful a protective weapon in the hands of the Gov

ernment as would the enforcement of a close season all the year round

and at the same time bears less hardly, not only on the hunters, but

also on the general public who enjoy their venison steak and chop,

though, of course, even such a measure as this should not be enforced

longer than absolutely necessary, as the policy of the Government

should always be to give to the general mass of the public every oppor

tunity of enjoying the natural food resources of the Province.

In regard to the period of the open season, there would seem to bf

y pretty general opinion abroad that the dates have been fixed too

early, and that throughout a very considerable portion of the Province

I lie meat of the deer is in consequence often wasted, owing to putre

faction before it can be removed. The climatic conditions of the acces-

sible portions of the Province are, broadly speaking, such that no con

siderable quantity of snow need be anticipated in an average Novem-

ber, or weather sufficiently and continuously cold as to prevent the

melting of the snow, should it fall, under the rays of the sun. The

temperature, however, is as a rule markedly lower at the end of the

month of November than at the beginning. Consequently it would

.seem that if the season fell fifteen days later in the year there would

not be much risk of snow tracks assisting the hunter, whilst, not only

would the deer meat be less likely to spoil before being removed from

the woods, but also the later season will make, or at least threaten tc

make, things harder for the sportsman, and, as Dr. Hornaday remarked

to your Commissioner when discussing this point:

" Anything which accomplishes this, tends towards the preserve

tion of the species."
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Your Commissioner would, therefore, most strongly recommend

that:

1. The open season for deer be fixed from November 15tli to

November 30tli in each year, both days inclusive.

2. The bag limit for each hunter during each open season be fixed

at " one horned deer."

3. The penalty for exceeding the bag limit, or for killing a doe or

fawn, be not less than |25.00 or more than $100.00.

Small Game,

The object of protection is primarily to perpetuate existing and

indigenous species of game, for the extinction of any species is recog-

nized to be a direct economic loss to the community. In particular

cases, also, protection may occasionally be used to allow the firm estab-

lishment and acclimatization of a newly introduced species. In no

case is the object of protection to deprive the public of the advantages

of its natural resources in fish and game as a source of food supply.

Restrictions on the sale of game, though frequently necessary for

the preservation of a species, are almost invariably unpopular with

the majority of the public, for game is a highly esteemed table deli-

cacy, for which no satisfactory substitute has ever been discovered,

pleasing, indeed, to the palate of rich and poor alike, and, while every-

one eats, it is the minority only who can be expected to appreciate and

view the diminishing numbers of any particular variety with alarm,

and with sufficient unselfishness to be willing to sacrifice their epi-

curean or sporting proclivities for the good of future generations.

Many varieties of game retain to a great extent their character-

istics of hide, fur, or plumage under varying climatic conditions, so

that in legislating for the protection of any individual species, it was

found necessary to forbid trade in that species in any shape or form

during the closed season, in order to make that closed season really

effective, for there was usually no practical means of distinguishing

the imported from the native variety, and, if the former were on the

market, no amount of legislation could prevent the latter appearing

there also.

The principle is most undoubtedly sound, and not only for the

above reason, but because, also, the onward march of conditions lead-

ing to the necessity for protection is very similar always in contiguous

provinces and states, and the closing of the markets in all is a surer

guarantee of protection than any measure each, individually and alone,

could ever have devised, for it removes the possibility of trade on a

large scale at a profit.

Where, however, no inter-provincial or inter-state affiliation of in-

terests need be considered, and where the importation for sale of a

species from a foreign country, to which no harm will be done by
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siuli importation, will mean the placing- of a certain variety on the

market at such a price as not to tempt the local market hunter to

slaughter the indigenous species in competition, or where there is

convincing evidence that such importation will not affect the demand
for the indigenous animal, it would seem that the principle of the pro-

hibition of the sale of that particular species during the closed season

could be safelv and advantageously departed from. Certain classes Ci.

game lend themselves readily to domestic raising and in some of the

states of the Union the raising of game in captivity has already been

placed on a profitable commercial basis, thus creating a new industry,

and affording a variety in food to the people at a reasonable price,

both highly desirable objectives from an economic point of view. Legis-

lation to allow for the sale all the year round of game thus raised has

not as yet been perfected, and requires considerable elaboration of

machinery, in order to be feasible under existing protective laws, so

that, outside of drawing to Your Honour's attention this new industry,

and its economic value, and the advisability of preparing for its intro-

duction into this Province, your Commissioner will not in this interim

report deal with the question of game farms, but will confine himself

to a discussion as to the advisability of allowing the importation aud
gale of two particular species, the pheasant and the rabbit.

The pheasant, which has been introduced into portions of Southern
Ontario, is undoubtedly a very fine game bird, and, in addition, though
perhaps not quite so toothsome a delicacy as the native partridge,

none the less much prized for its edible qualities. Under protection

it may be said to have thrived in the districts in which it has been
introduced, but, owing to the severity of the winter, and its constitu-

tional and physical pecularities, it can never be expected to adapt
itself to the greater portion of the Province, or to live and multiply
therein in a wild state.

In England thousands of these birds are raised under domestic
conditions, and on attaining maturity, are released in the woods to

furnish sport, and, subsequently, a market commodity, which, though
comparatively expensive, is nevertheless within the means of a great

portion of the public, largely, indeed, filling the general demand for

game above referred to.

To take advantage of the English market, during the English open
season, would seem to afford a means of satisfying the demand for

game at a reasonable price in this Province, without in the least hurt-

ing the interests of those residents of Ontario on whose properties

pheasants are to be found, and without offence to the principle of inter-

state co-operation, for the price at which they could be placed on th'i

market would hardly allure the poacher to devote time and trouble

to securing the local bird at the risk of incurring the penalties of the

law, but, none the less, would, if an open season were allowed, permit
those on whose properties pheasants were to lease their shooting if
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advantage, or, if tliey preferred to shoot themselves, afford them a

ready market for their birds, sufficiently remunerative to arouse their

continued interest in the maintenance of the birds on their properties,

and yet not sufficiently profitable to incite avaricious cupidity to

slaughter every possible specimen for the sake of immediate gain.

Tlie cotton-tail rabbit, indigenous to the Province, is, your Com-

missioner presumes, protected under that section of the Game Act deal-

ing with hares, and consequently the sale of rabbits is debarred in

Ontario during the greater portion of the year. In England the rabbit

is practically a staple food, exceedingly cheap and much relished by

the masses, affording, as it does, a tasty and wholesome dish, and it

is safe to assume that very many old-country men, now residents in

Ontario, would gladly welcome and support a market of reasonably

priced rabbits all the year round, and that their example would be fol-

lowed by other sections of the community.

In Australia, as is well known, the rabbit is a pest, and conse-

quently cheap, and your Commissioner has learned that it is possible

to import these animals, frozen and in their skins, and place them on

the market here at a figure not greatly in excess of that of the indige-

nous cotton-tail. The Wm. Davies Company of Toronto have already

placed a shipment of these rabbits on the market, with considerable

success, selling them at 75 cents per pair, dressed, as compared with

tlie average price of the cotton-tail, 50 cents per pair.

In this Province the indigenous cotton-tail is apparently not much
j'elished as a food, and, judging by its price on the New York and Chi-

cago markets, some 22 cents i)er pair, it is not very much esteemed by

our neighbours to the south. The chief reason for *this would appear

to lie in the fact that its flesh is somewhat hard and bitter to the

taste. The English or Australian rabbit, however, possesses a flesh

more akin to that of veal in appearance, and is, in addition, sweet and
slightly gamey to the taste. While this rabbit is a grazer, the cotton-

tail is a broAvser, and moreover, owing to its habits of retiring into the

swamps and rough lands in the summer months, comparatively safe

from the pot-hunter, during a great portion of the year. In appear-

-ance the two varieties are comparatively easy of distinction, and it may
also be noted that, while the skin of the Australian rabbit is tough
and can easily be removed whole, this is not the case with the indige-

nous cotton-tail, whose hide is much more brittle.

The rabbit is a prolific breeder, whose only known use in nature
is to serve as a food for certain carniverous animals and birds. It is,

however, accepted by the best authorities to be unwise on general
grounds to run the risk of upsetting the balance of nature by the exter-

mination of any particular species, even though its uses to man may
not be apparent, for the reason that no one can foresee the result of
such extermination. The habits of the cotton-tail, however, as has been
pointed out, are such as to largely eliminate this risk, and so, although
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the imported Australian rabbit Avoiikl actually be fetching on the

market a higher price than the indigenous rabbit, it would seem that the

advantage of securing a reasonabl}^ cheap, wholesome and constant

game food for the people outweighs the consideration of any prob-

lematical risk to the existence of the local variety, especially in view

of the facts that the importation of the Australian rabbit would in

no way be violating the principle of inter-state co-operation, and that

the marked difference in flavour would in itself be a potent factor in

the prevention of the substitution of tlie local variety.

As a game food, the price of 75 cents per pair, dressed, averaging

5 to 6 lbs., is not excessive, but it may be noted that, if the trade in rab-

bits grew to large enough proportions to warrant the purchasing of

great quantities in Australia, and their importation via British Colum-

bia, instead of as at present purchasing from the wholesale market in

London, England, the price would, in all probability, be considerably

reduced.

Your Commissioner is pleased to report that on all sides

there is evidence that the closed season of two years has had its bene-

ficial effect, and that the finest native game bird of the Province, the

Canadian partridge (ruffed grouse), is distinctly on the increase, so

much so, indeed, as to justify the proclaiming of an open season in

the fall of the present year. This bird, prized alike for its sporting and

edible qualities, is fortunately distributed over almost every section of

the Province. Unlike the pheasant, it does not lend itself readily co

domestic rearing, and consequently its price remains high in ail coun-

tries, so that there exists no reason or inducement to encourage its

importation for market purposes, or to sanction the sale of the imported

bird during the close season.

In the past the open season for this bird has been from September

15th to December 15th. It would appear that the opening of the sea-

son, however, fell too early, for the reason that as a rule the coveys

remain packed until the weather begins to turn cold, and are disinclined

to take to wing, and in consequence the destruction of an entire covey

Is frequently an easy matter. That, if there be an open season for part-

ridge, the deer hunter should be entitled to profit by it, would seem to

be reasonable, for his bag of deer is limited, and the partridge would

provide him an alternative sport to compensate for his outlay, besides

being a most welcome addition to the camp menu. Many persons, how-

ever, who like to hunt the partridge, from motives of personal security,

prefer not to venture into the woods when the deer hunters are afoot,

and the convenience of these sportsmen also must be considered in decid-

ing on suitable dates for an open season, although in framing dates

for an open season on different classes of game the broad principle

of making them as far as possible coincident should never be lost sight

of, for, when the hunter is in the woods after one class of game within

the provisions of the law, the lives of other classes cannot but be in
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jeopardy, for the temptation is obviously great, and frail human nature

is but all too likely to succumb to its allurements. Hence, in consider-

ing the question of a suitable open season for partridge, a reasonable

medium would appear to be attained by fixing the dates from October

15th to November 30th.

Your Commissioner would, therefore, recommend that:

1. An experimental open season be declared for cock pheasants in

Ontario from October 15th to November 15th for the current year, both

days inclusive, and that their sale be permitted during this open season,

and for one month thereafter.

2. The importation of English or European pheasants, in bond

through Atlantic seaports, be permitted during the open season in

England, and that the sale of same be declared legal during the English

open season, and for one month thereafter.

3. It be declared lawful to import Australian rabbits, frozen and

in their skins, in bond through Atlantic and Pacific ports, and to sell

them in the Province of Ontario throughout the year.

4. An open season for partridge be declared for the current year

from October 15th to November 30th, both days inclusive.

Resident Hunting License.

Among the many causes which have worked for the protection of

game and birds on this continent one of the most powerful has been

the gradual arousing of the people to the value of human life. The
opening up of its vast areas was onl}' accomplished by the adoption

oi a policy which courted immigration, and which resulted in the arri-

val of thousands upon thousands of aliens, of all nationalities and
classes, to spread over the land. Vast numbers of these immigrants

belonged to the fier^-tempered peoples of Southern and Eastern Europe,

accustomed in their oAvn countries to the vendetta, the secret societies,

and the family feud, and consequently bred and reared in the belief

that each male, at least, should carry with him always the wherewithal

to slay. The settler inhabitants of the land, living in the more or less

secluded loneliness of the great wilds, dependent to a certain extent on
the game resources of the district for their food, and with the recollec-

tions; and traditions of Indian forays still fresh in their minds, naturally

enough were practically all provided with firearms, and the wave of alien

immigration unfortunately but confirmed them in the advisability of such

precaution. Consequently at one time, outside of the big cities, every

man was armed. The possession of a firearm is a direct incentive to

shoot, if only for practice, so that, with the incomiug of the immigra-
tion wave, there swept over the continent also a tempest of ruthless

slaughter, not only of the big game and game birds, but of every living

creature that could run or fly.

Demand will always create supply, so that, naturally enough, a

great interest developed in the manufacture and sale of firearms, spread-
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ing its ramifications over tlu? whole couutrv, gatliering- into its net every

hardware merchant on the continent, ready to resist tooth and nail

attempts at legislation detrimental in the slightest degree to its trade

interests.

The universal possession of firearms, however, led not only to the

indiscriminate slaughter of bird and beast, but, as was to be expected,

to a terrible waste of human life, with the result that, as the popula-

tion gradually increased, and news facilities grew greater, the

folly of the sanctioning of the universal carrying of firearms dawned

on a people just awakening to the value of human life. In spite of the

efforts of tlie firearms interests, legislation was passed, restricting the

carrying and possession of firearms, and thus one great step towards

the protection of game and birds was taken, for there is no greater

menace to the game and bird life of a district than the Italian or other

Southern European, wandering over it armed with a gun, and no legis-

lation more difiicult to introduce than that wliich antagonises an inter-

est whose representatives are to be found in every town and village.

The evolution of game protection has been traced in another sec-

tion of this report, so that here it will suffice to note that accompany-

ing an appreciation of the value of fish, game and birds, and of the fact

of their rapid diminution in numbers, there developed an understand-

ing by tlie people of the loss they themselves weve sustaining through

the slaugiitering and depredations carried on by aliens and foreigners,

and from this understanding grew the desire to protect the public

property, and to exact some monetary compensation, at least, for that

which was destroyed for the amusement or benefit of the alien or non-

resident. The desire bore fruit in the imposition of alien and non-resi-

dent hunting licenses. The advantages of such taxes, both as revenue

producers and indirect protectors of game and birds, were so obvious

that the principle spread rapidly over the whole continent. The collec-

tion, however, of these taxes was no easy matter, for no game warden

can be expected to know every resident of a state or province, and men
cannot be obli'4<(] to jnodrcc ((-i tificates of ide"itificatiov and residence,

except wdien (riled on ])y law to [.:oduce such identification in the fornj

of a license.

Consequ^utly, the imposition of the alien and non-resident licenses

was directly responsible for the birth of the idea of a resident license,

and this idea matured rapidly and assumed concrete shape, not only

for the sake of assisting the administration of the non-resident and

alien laws, but because of a growing conviction in the public mind

that those who gain recreation and amusement from the protection of

fish and game cannot fairly claim that an injustice is being done ^n

asking them to pay for at least a portion of the protection afforded

by the state to their favourite sport, an argument, indeed, which has

been constantly advanced by persons of all classes to your Commis-
sioner in the pursuit of his present enquiries.
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Summer Uses For
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111 the United States tlie policy of a resident Inintiiig- license has

been adopted by one state after another, until to-day it is in force, in

some sliape or form, in over thirty of the states of the Union, and it

may also be noted that in the recent session of the Legislature of the

Province of Saskatchewan the neAv schedule of licenses enacted includes

a f^l.OO Bird License for residents of cities, towns and villai^es.

In Ontario there exists to-day a resident license of $2.00 for the

hunting of deer, but further than this the idea has not been carried.

The danger to hnmaii life through the promiscuous carrying of fire-

arms has already been referred to, and, although the enactment of a

resident hunting license would not be so great a preventative of this

evil as the imposition of a gun license, nevertheless it would undoubt-
edly prove a powerful factor in that direction, while at the same time

be less likely to arouse the active antagonism of the gun manufacturers
and hardware merchants. The value of such a measure in the protec-

tion of game and birds, the economic worth of which, as an attraction

to tourists and as the farmers' best friends, has already been pointed

out in a previous section of this report, would also plainly be enormous.

The third great advantage of a resident hunting license is its revenue-

producing qualities, which would enable the administrative and protective

services of the Department of Game and Fisheries to be placed on a

splendid footing, provided with an adequate equipment and with suffi-

ciently paid and efficient subordinate, officers, and able financially to-

undertake all necessary measures of conservation and propagation. An
estimate of what such a license will produce can be formed from the

information, based on the United States statistics, giver to your Co'.u-

missioner by Dr. T, S. Palmer, of the United States Biological Survey

at Washington, who deals particularly with returns of this nature, and
who stated that the numbers paying the resident hunting license, in

the different States in which it was in force, ranged from 4 to 10 per
cent, of the population, running highest in those districts in which popu-
lation was most evenly distributed, and least in the territories, where
the bulk of the population was confined in great cities.

This same authority, as an estimate of the possibilities in Ontario,,

gave as his opinion that from 3 per cent, to 5 per cent, of the popu^a-

tion could be expected to pay the fee, if such a license Avere imposed.

This, on a basis of 2,000,000 souls to the Province, would mean a

revenue of from |60,000.00 to |100,000.00. Your Commissioner realizes

that to decide whether the bulk of the people is ready to favour such a

tax, even though its advantages are so apparent, is a most difficuH mat-

ter, but unhesitatingly states it as his opinion that any license, whether

it were a Nepigon fishing license, a non-resident angler's tax, or even a
hunting license, would be cheerfully paid by the majority of sportsmen,

if the Government adopted a policy of devoting all the moneys so received

entirely and directly to the protection of the fisheries, game and birds„
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Many of the states of the Union who have adopted such a license,

following the I'^rench system, exempt landowners from its operation,

and your Commissioner is decidedly of the opinion that, in the enact-

ment of such a measure in this Province, it would be advisable to exempt

both the farmer and the settler on their own lands and adjacent waters,

for to afford them this privilege over the rest of the community is to

take the lirst step in their education as to the economic possibilities

of game and birds, and these are most essentially the classes whom it

is imperative to educate in this direction. Naturally, also, as such a

license would be a hunting and not a gun license, it would in no way
be operative against those who engaged solely in trap or target shoot-

ing.

That the state has sovereign right over the game within its borders

has been established in law, and it would therefore seem not to be

unreasonable for the state to impose a charge on those of its com-

munity who profit at the public expense, whether it be by big game or

small, by four-footed creatures or by those that fly, even though by rea-

son of their scarcity the charge for hunting certain species might have

to be placed at a higher figure than others, providing always that the

purchase of the more expensive license, even though for a limited period,

would carry with it all the privileges obtained by the purchase of the

less expensive license. That such a license is beneficial as a deterrent

to the promiscuous carrying of firearms, and as a protection to fish

and game, your Commissioner has tried to, show ; that it would bo a

great revenue producer is undeniable, and, in conclusion, your Commis-
sioner would point out that, though considerable opposition should be

expected from the firearms interests, and from certain sections of the

community, who, humanlike, desire to continue getting for nothing

that for which they are not called upon to pay to-day, this revenue, if

applied to conservation and propagation measures, would act directly

in the best interests of both classes, for the increased protection would

mean more plentiful game, to gladden the heart and provide sport for

the genuine si)ortsman, and to attract in ever-increasing numbers the

sportsman tourist, whose purchases of guns, ammunition and other

similar supplies would swell the receipts of the hardware merchants.

Your Commissioner would, therefore, recommend that

:

A resident hunting license of |1.10 (the 10 cents going to Ihe

officials or persons entrusted with the issuance of the licenses) be

enacted for the privilege of hunting game or game birds of all descrip-

tions not specifically provided for under the present Game Act, but that

bona fide farmers and settlers be exempt from the operation of such a

license, in so far as their own lands, or waters contiguous to same, are

concerned; and that the purchase of a hunting license for any special

animal or animals, if such license be of greater value than .?1.10. carrv

with it all the privileges extended through the ?1.10 license.
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Ling.

Attention has recently been called in the newspapers to the high

cost of food, and without entering into a discussion of this most vexed

problem it can be stated broadly that in adopting measures that will

provide cheap food for the masses a Government is acting in the best

interests of the community.

Owing to the non-promulgation of the International Fisheries

Treaty your Commissioner lias decided not to include in this interim

report the result of his enquiries under this head as regards lish in gen-

eral, for the reason tliat the terms of the treaty may fairly be expected

to materially alter existing conditions. He is pleased, however, to be

able to report that, through his instrumentality, an experiment is now
being made to provide a really cheap and palatable fish food in the

shape of ling. The burbot, or ling, is our only fresh-water representa-

tive of the cod family. It is a highly predaceous fish, very destructive

to other fish life, and, as will be seen from the Report of the Depart-

ment of Game and Fisheries for 1908, increasing rapidly in the waters

of the Rideau Lake System.

On investigation your Commissioner discovered that the flesh of

this fish is eaten in many localities, and in some, indeed, is esteemed a

delicacy', and in view, therefore, of the fact that the catch of ling by

the Government officers on the Rideau Lake System was being given to

the farmers to feed to their pigs, your- Commissioner entered into negu-

liations w^ith the Department of Game and Fisheries, and the William

Davies Co., with the result that the Compau}^ undertook to purchase a

certain quantity of this fish from the Government at one and a half cents

per pound, and to place them on the market at a price not exceeding
six cents per pound. The first consignment is already on the market
at a price of five cents per pound, and the William Davies Company
reports that the experiment is succeeding as well as could be expected,

and that already some second orders for this fish have been received

from those who have tried it. In this way your Commissioner hopes
that he has succeeded in opening a new channel of cheap food, but he
would point out that in the lakes where the ling abound there arc also

to be found the bass, the pickerel and other sporting fish, which attract

the angler, and that the removal of the ling was undertaken by the

Department of Game and Fisheries entirely on its own initiative, as a

measure calculated to increase the numbers of the sporting fish in

these waters.

To allow the Government officers to remov(> these harmful fish

during the winter months when their duties are light seems -eminently
desirable, and even profitable, if a reasonable market can be established
for the ling, but to lease such fishing to commercial fishermen, or to

allow others to engage in it, would, in the opinion of your Commis-
sioner, be a very grave mistake, as it would be admitting to these con-
fined waters the thin edge of the wedge of general commercial fishing.
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Revenue and Expendituue.

The question of conservation of the natural resources of the Prov-

ince is vital to the present, but more especially to the future, prosperity

of the community, and in consequence legislation dealing with it should

be framed on the broadest possible lines, comprehending alike the con-

ditions of to-day and the economic possibilities of years to come. If

the conception of a policy is correct, and its broad general lines be

adhered to, the detnils can be filled in. amplified and perfected as oppor-

tunity permits, and, even if a mistake in one of them should be made,
it will in no wise endanger the whole fabric. In pursuing his enquiry
and framing his recommendations, your Commissioner has had these

principles ever before him.

In this interim report he has endeavoured to show the magnitude

of the issues at stake in the conservation of game, game fish, and fish-

eries, alike as a source of wealth to the community, through the upbuild-

ing of a great sportsman-tourist traffic, as for their intrinsic value as

a source of food supply, not only in support of the measures he recom-

mends, but because he felt that in the past comprehension of the vast

scope of this problem has been somewhat limited in perspective and

vague. In approaching each question, however, not only has he had in

mind the necessity for a wid'j range of view, but also the fact that the

public welfare demands expenditures in many directions, and that the

public purse is limited. .

•

The base, therefore, on which his plan has been built is that in view

of the present and future economic possibilities inherent in the fish-

eries, the game fish and the game of tlie Province, the full income
derived from these sources to-day should be expended upon their con-

servation and development for at least a few years to come.

All moneys accruing to the public iirast of course be paid iuto the-

general treasury, but the Dei^artment of Game and Fisheries should be

entitled to frame its budget for the ensuing year on the basis, at least,

of its earnings for the current year, or better still, on a basis which
will embrace the automatic and anticipated increase to its revenues

for the ensuing year. A comparison of the revenue of the Department
of Game and Fisheries with its expenditures for the years 1908-9 will

disclose the fact that each year there has been a surplus of between

^30,000 and |40,000. In these figures the cost of the inside service

of the Department, which is charged under another head, is not taken
into account. Assuming that this would amount to |15,000, there still

remains a considerable sum in surplus revenue. Your Commissioner,
liowever, realizes that this sum would not be sufficient to meet the addi-

tional maintenance charges which would occur in the adoption of tho

various recommendations contained in this interim report, but on the

other hand he is convinced that an outside service, much more efficient

in personnel and equipment, would ensure a very material increase id
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the revenue derived from the license fees, for at the present time it

would seem probable that, in the non-resident anglers' tax at least, not

more than GO per cent, of the sums due to the Government are being col-

lected; so tliat it would not be unreasonable to anticipate that a con-

siderable proportion of the increased expenditure can be met out of the

increased revenue.

Your Commissioner has further pointed out in this report that by

the adoption of a resident hunting license of $1.10, an additional reve-

nue of between §00,000 and §100,000 can be obtained. This, in con-

junction with the utilization of the present annual surplus, and the

anticipated gain in revenue from the more rigid collection of existing

license fees, would give a sum amply sufficient to meet out of income, not

only increased charges of maintenance, but also the initial cost of added

(quipment.

Your Commissioner, in this interim report, has not elaborated in

detail to cover the Province his scheme for wardens, equipment or

hatcheries, but, in as much as he realizes that the present time may be

deemed inopportune by your Government to impose a hunting license,

he desires to point out that, failing the adoption of that source of reve

nue, his scheme, as herein presented, would still make no extra^'agaut

demands on the public purse.

The increased pay to efficient wardens would be largely met out

of the salaries of the many underpaid, men whose commissions would be

alloAved to lapse, for a man whose whole time is paid for can reason-

ably be expected to cover more ground than a number of men given a
salary insufficient to warrant them devoting their whole time to the
work.

The maintenance, also, of the boat equipment suggested would
largely be counterbalanced by relinquishing the leases on other craft.

In this regard it may be noted that for the region of the Georgian Bay
and portions of Lake Superior and Lake Huron, for which six Class B
boats, each with a crew of three men, have been recommended, the
Department of Game and Fisheries estimates the present expenditure
at roughly §13,000, as against the §14,000 estimated under the scheme
which, considering the greatly improved service and the considerable

area covered, does not appear to be a very serious increase.

That the equipment recommended, and the employment of compe-

tent men only, Avould give a better service, and consequently ensure a

higher revenue from licenses than that at present secured, has already

been pointed out, so that, in voting a special grant to cover the initial

purchase of the boats of Classes B and C, the Government would be

making an investment Avliose returns should be sufficient to cover the

outlay within the period of a few years. In the establisliment of hatch-

eries, even if funds were available, your Commissioner would not recom-

mend for the first year tlie erection of more than two or three, and foi

<^his purpose a sum of §10,000 would be amply sufficient. The mainte
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nance charges for each hatchery should not exceed .?2,000. The estab-

lishment of a series of bass control ponds in a suitable district would

cost but a small sum, say 5^1,000 to $1,500 at the outside, whilst the

maintenance charge would be approximately the same.

The revenue for 1910 may fairly be assumed at |110,000, although

your Commissioner understands this is |10,000 in excess of the esti-

mate prepared by the Department of Game and Fisheries. Its officials

admit, however, that their figures are most conservative.

While not attempting to furnish an elaborate budget, 3'our Com-
missioner submits the following figures in support of his contention

that the gradual adoption of the recommendations contained in the

report are feasible, even within the bounds of an income unassisted by

a hunting license.

Special Grant for 6 Class B Boats ' $25,800 00
Special Grant for Class C Boats , 11 ,200 00
Special Grant for 3 Hatcheries andl series of Bass Ctntrol Ponds 10,00000

Total , $47 ,000 00

Your Commissioner does not assert that this sum could be met out

of the present annual income of the Department, but he points out

that placing the life of a boat at 15 years, that of the engine at 10 years,

with probably a further life after scraping and refitting, and the life

of the hatcheries at 30 years, assuming the price of money at 5 per cent,

and looking at the equipment as capital expenditure the following

would give the amount fairly chargeable to income, including a sinking

fund to amph^ cover the capital expenditure

:

Sinking Fund, annual charge $3,500 00
* Interest charges, 5% over the whole period on $50 ,000. 00 2 ,500 00
Maintenance of Hatcheries and Bass Control Ponds 7 ,000 00

Annual Charges. Total $13 ,000 00

Taking the 190S expenditure at .f70,000. and the estimated revenue

for 1010 at .§110,000, there remains n surplus of i?40,000. Deducting

amount chargeable annually to the added equipment, from this sur-

plus, there remains a balance of $27,000 available to meet other recom-

mended increased expenditures.

Acknowledgments.

In the pursuit of his investigations your Commissioner has been

accorded, on all hands, most courteous and invaluable assistance.

To tlie Commissioncis and Game Wardens of the states of the Union
he is indebted for the gift of their latest reports, game laws, and other

official documents.

To the first President of the Ontario Forest, Fish and Game Pro-

tective Association, Honourable Chief Justice Sir Glenholme Falcon-

bridge; to Mr. Oliver Adams, Vice-President of the same organization,
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and to many ineiubers of tlie same, to Hon. L. T. Carleton, Hon. \V. E.

Meehan, Dr. Wm. T. Hornaday, Dr. T. 8. Palmer, Commissioner Whip-
ple, Professor E. E. l^rinie, Dr. U. E. Eernow, Mr. John Pease Babcock^

and many other distingaisiied gentlemen for kind advice and assistance;

to the officials of the Department of Game and Eisheries for cordial

co-operation

;

To the Grand Trunk liaihvay Company, the Canadian Pacific Kail-

way Company, the Canadian Northern Railway Company, and the To-

ronto, Hamilton and Buffalo Railway Company for their generous assist-

ance in furnishing him with free transportation over their lines.

He also wishes to bear testimony to the capable services renderei!

by Captain R. Manley Sims, D.S.O., whom he was fortunate enough to

secure as secretary for the work of the Commission.

Conclusion.

In presenting this interim report on those matters which he
deemed it exxjedient to bring promptly to Your Honour's attention your
Commissioner would crave leave to make the following remarks:

In the pursuance of his enquiries he has had constantly before him
that you were expecting and relying on him to report to you truthfully,

honestly and to the best of his ability, and according to the knowledge
he acquired in the course of his investigations, upon those matters men-
tioned in the terms of his commission, and consequently he has spared

neither time nor energy in endeavouring to gather all such information

as he thought would be of assistance to you in coming to a just and true

conclusion upon the matters herein reported upon.

He realizes that his recommendations, if adopted, will entail some-

what drastic changes and innovations; he understands that the Gov-

ernment of the Province is conducted upon well-established party lines,

and that in dealing with most matters of regulation and administration

political exigencies must, in the nature of things, be expected to influence

the action of the Executive, but his enquiry has so convinced him of the

vast economic potentialities inherent in the fish and game resources ol

the Province that he has felt impelled not to shirk the task, but with-

out fear, favour or affection to point out to Your Honour that, in his

opinion, the public welfare can only best be served by the elimination of

party interests in these matters, by the placing of their conduct in the

hands of a non-political Commission, and by devoting greater sums to

conservation and exploitation of these resources than the present policy

contemplates or allows.

Kelly Evans,

Comini'^'^ioncr,

Toronto, Feb. 5, 1910.
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Mr. Joseph Vance and His Wild Animal Pets

Mr. Vance's Pet Fox

BRADLEY. 15. A.

PART IV.

M R. Vance i.s not enthusiastic about

the fox as a family pet. He is all

that his name implies, first, last,

and all the time.

Foxes used to burrow in the bank of

the river not far from his home, and he of-

ten caug-ht the young ones by the follow-

ing device: When the young foxes were

about half grown, he would go to their

hole, and fixing a fish on the end of his

fishing rod, would put it into the fox hole

as far as he could. He would then sta-

tion his brother above the hole, making

him lie flat on his stomach so as not to be

seen, while he held the end of the fishing

rod a few yards distant. Foxes are very

fond of fish, as indeed all wild animals

are, and before long the young foxes in

the hole had seized the fish. Then he
would begin a steady pull on the rod. and

the young fox that had seized the fish

would hold on until he was out of the

hole, if the rod was not jerked hut stead-

ily pulled. His brother would then seize

tlie voung fox. One thus captured w-as

taken home and a house made for him in

the yard, where he grew big and fat.

His cunning and craftiness were on ev-

ery occasion visible. He would set traps

for the hens by throwing out some of his

feed around his house, but never beyond

the length of the chain with which he was
tied. Then he would lie down and pre-

tend to be asleep, and as the unsuspecting

hen came around he would seize and kill

her.

This made him decidedly unpopular

with Mrs. Vance, who on several occas-

ions threatened retaliation. A number
of times he got loose and fled, but he

would not go far from the house, but into

some ploughed field near by and hide in

the furrows. The hound would be set on

his trail and as soon as the fox found the

hound after him he would take to the riv-

er, for he was too heavy to run far. The
hound knew him well and would not wor-

rv him, but would follow him into the

water, take hold of him by the back of the

neck as much as to say 'T will have no

fooling, you go straight home !" The fox

when let go would immediately set out for

his house, with the hound trotting leisure-

ly behind him.

But his appetite for poultry at last cal-

led down on his head the punishment he

deserved, for having seized and killed one

of ^Irs. Vance's well bred hens, the ques-

tion of utility was raised, and the judg-

ment was against Mr. Fox, so he was

shot. His skin was sold for $1.25 and an

old German Doctor, who believed in fox

oil as a panacea for many of the ills to

which human flesh is heir, gave $2:00 per

pint for the two pints of oil that were ren-

dered from the fat of the pet fox. Unlike

the otter, nobody expressed regret at his

untimely departure but rather the oppos-

ite, for the women of the household felt

that his absence was preferable to his

company, and were not afraid to say that

the fox was more valuable dead than alive.

Mr. A'ance has trapped a great number
of foxes by the following device : At the

beginning of winter he would take a bush-

el of sifted ashes, and an equal amount of

clean wheat chaflf, mix them together and

take them to some elevated place, not far

distant from the haunts of the foxes.

There he would make a circular burrow
with the mixture about four feet in dia-

PUKCTURE PROOF FOLDING BOATS
No boathnuse. leaks or rep.airs. Always reail.v. check as baggage. Safe for

family, or bait casting, standing. Ribbed longitudinally and diagonally. Xon-

Siiikai)le. stronger tlian wood. Tsed in U. S. Navy and Army. We have furnished
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at Chicago and St. Louis World's Fairs. Catalogue 100 engravings for 6 cents.

KING FOLDING CANVAS BOAT CO.. 465 Harrison St., Kalamazoo. Mich.
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Your greatest opportunity on boat bargains will
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—

le: UT show how also.

Here are some Brooks Bargains :

Reaily to run. K. P. Ready to run. K. D.
S^iio.OO IS ft. motor boat, 2 h. p. eng.$107.25 250.00 18 ft. eat boat . . $113.25

i; in.iMi 2J ft. •• •• S •• 2jy.0(j 55. ui> lU ft. clinker row boat 20.00
:.i'i' .HI 23 ft. " •' 6 •' 174.00 60.00 16 ft. canoe .... 20.00
ir.ii.uii IS ft. "

,
" 4 " 127.25 40.00 15 ft. duck boat . . 15.95

JVe will furnish the frames partially or completely erected, if desired.

Ask for our boat catalogue No. 2i.

BrooksMfg. Co., C.C.Brooks, Pres.
3808 Rust Avenue, Saginaw, Michigan.

Dean Canoes
carry weight safely and

comfortably without sac-

rificing that natty and

speedy design that has

earned for them a world

wide reputation.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE TO

WALTER OEAN
— SUNINYSIDE, TORONTO —

Builder of High Grade Csdar and Mahogany Racing and

Cruising Canoes.
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meter, and would bank it around with

snow or clay to keep the wind from blow-

ing it away. Then he would throw small

pieces of cheese, about the size of a pea,

some distance from the burrow on all

sides of it, and put a piece the size of an

acorn in the centre of it. He would re-

peat this every day for a week, or longer,

never touching- the cheese with his bare

hands, but with a pair of woollen mits

that were well greased with the oil of the

cheese. It would be a week or more be-

not heavy enough to hold the fox, for if

caught by the leg and not able to get a-

way, he will eat his leg oft, but if he can
draw away the block he will not attempt
to extricate himself. Mr. Vance has

caught as many as two in one night in

this burrow, and once the fox smell is

communicated to the burrow they can be

trapped the whole winter through, by
keeping a piece of cheese in it, and taking

precautions not to let the bare hand touch
the cheese, or traps, but handle both with

THE FOX.

fore the fox would get into the burrow
of ashes and chafif, for he is most suspi-

cious. At last he would get into it, dig it

over, dust himself in it, and convey the
fox smell to it. Then Mr. Vance would in-

troduce a clean trap, that had been well
rubbed with cheese, over all parts of it.

including the chain. To the latter he

would fasten a piece of wood that had

before been thrown near the burrow, but

mits well covered with the oil of the

cheese, the trapper always coming and re-

turninsf on his same tracks. Mr. Vance
has on some occasions found the traps set

ofi* in the burrow, and on one occasion the

fox left the mark of his utter contempt for

human devices upon the trap that he had
set oft.

The next article will be the story of ^Ir.

Vance's Pet Raccoon.
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WHY?
Because the Never Miss
No, 8 Is Guaranteed tor

I year's wear

No Trouble

No Sooting

No Short Circuits

No Broken Porcelains

JUST
<sii\ Spark Plug satisfaction and
at the piice you ought to pay.

$1.00 each
Mica $1.50

Don't Wdit
Do it To-day
Order a Set

Your Dealer or Jobber or
Direct, Prep&id.

NEVER MISS SPARK PLUG CO.

LANSING, MICH., U. S.A.

We offer for immediate sale and ship
ment one 30 ft. Boat complete with 20
H. P D. C. Gray Motor, Roper Safety
Propeller, magneto, siren horn, auto-
mobile top and side curtains, automobile
steering, imitation leather life preserver
cushions, fenders and fender cleats, brass
railings, anchor, rope, combination head,
port and starboard lights, refrigerator
under rear seat, engine encased in bow,
speed about 13 miles per hour.

WRITE FC R PRICE

Also 30 ft. Perfection Model Boats with
8 H. P., 12 H. P. or 20 H. P. D. C. engines
with any eq\iipment desired. I

The Schultz Bros. Co., Limited,

39 Albion St , Brantford, Ont.

P. S.—We are also offering a limited

number of 3-roomed Portable Houses for

sale at a reduction ; catalogue on request.

MMWA^jawn

The "Ross" Way of Building Motor Boats

""P H E Ross way of building motor boats is to build them as good as it is
*• y possible to build them. Our boats and canoes hold an enviable reputation
throughout the Dominion. High quality has always been the first consideration
in building our product, and at the same time our prices have always been very
moderate, quality of materials and workmanship considered.

Send for illustrated catalog of Motor Boats, Skiffs and Canoes.

The J. H. Ross Boat & Canoe Company, Orillia, Ontario.



Hin BUSY DAY.

A Strenuous Fishing Trip in the Quebec Wilds

BY H. HOLLIXSWORTH.

WITH the advent of Spring the

Lure of the Wild called strong-

ly, and as my friends as well

as myself had bad attacks of the

fishinor fever, an early start into the wilds

was arranged shortly after the opening of

the present season.

I was the only representative from Tor-

onto, my six friends who had agreed to

make up a fortunate septette hailing from
Ottawa. After much discussion our ar-

rangements were completed and on my
arrival in Ottawa I was joined by some
of my friends. We completed our out-

fitting and took the train for Gracefield.

By previous arrangement, a driver, with a

team and four-seated rig. was on hand,

and loading up our equipment we started

on a twenty mile drive to the lakes. For
the whole of that long drive our interest

in the constantly changing scenic views
was maintained. The trees were donning
their new summer mantles of beautifully

hued foliage and the manner in which the

poplar and birch harmonized with the

darker spruce and pine excited our admir-

ation and rendered the journey a memor-
able one.

The mountainous nature of the country

added greatly to the varieties of the views

we enjoyed. At one time we would be

in the heart of a beautiful valley and anon

on the summit 'of one of the Laurentian

hills, the beauty and fame of which have

extended throughout the world. From
these hills wi; had views, as far as eyes

could reach, of Nature in some of her

wildest l^eauties.

AA'hen we entered the woods we were

met with swarms of mosquitoes and black

tlies. We had hoped, as we were on the

ground early in the season, to have

been in advance of these insect pests

and had not provided ourselves with

nets, consequently it did not take them

long to get in some of their work upon

us. When we at last arrived in the

clearing we hailed the sight of the log

shanty" we dignify by the name of club

house' with delight. The cook, and his

son, the cookee. had arrived earlier in the

dav and it was not long before three tired
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Coward's Boat & Cushion Factory, Kingston, Ont.
fm

25 ft. Oruiser with W.C. 6 H.P. Engine, ready

for water, $450.00

30 ft, Cruiser with W.O. 8 H.P. Engine, ready

for water, $600.00

Family Launches, ready for the water,

18 ft. $150 20 ft $175 22 ft. $250 25 ft. $275

BOAT, CUSHIONS, BRASS WORK, ETC.

2 H.P. 2/4 HP. 6 H.P. 6 H.P.

Sample 12 in Steering Wheel $2 00

Jusi Out!
Our complete Catalog of Elec-

trical Supplies. A card will

bring it to you.

Coils, Plugs, Timers, Switches,

Storage Batteries, Volt and
Ammeters, Lighting Outfits,

Etc.

Mosler Spitfire Spark Plugs $1.50

Mica and Porcelain Plugs $1.00

Single Cylinder Coils $5.00

Others in Proportion

NO DUTY
Let Us Know Your Needs.

R. H. SORENSEN
Walkerville, Ont.

STOPm THINK WHAT IT MbANS TO YOU

Why pay out money for batteries right
along when you can get a " Henricks "

Magneto that lasts for years—easy to
attach—you don'thave to buyany "Special"
Coil to use with the "Henricks" Magnetos

—

) ou use the same coil you ha^e.
Henricks Magnetos offer cheapest form

of electric energy for sparking your gas
or gasoline engine, because its current is

uniform and constant. Converts your
•'ngine into a trustworthy power. Fully
Guaranteed. Sold on Thirty Days Trial.
Write for catalogue to-day.

Henricks Novelty Co.
316 W. Georgia St., Indianapolis, Ind.

E. J. Hall, 527 fission St., San Francisco, Cal.

Pacific Coast Representative

Automobile Launch Folding Top
Manufactured by

TORONTO AUTO TOP &

B}DY CO., LIMITED,

Royce and Osier Ave.,

Toronto, Ont.

Automobile Bodies,
Tops, Etc.

Boat Tr'ps and Cushions.

Write for prices.
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out fishermen, the advance guard of the
party were on the outside of a dish of
pork and beans to which some camp dain-
ties were added.

\\ e started our fishing early next morn-
ing and had such catches of bass and
l)ickcrel that our meals were greatly im-
proved by the addition of fresh fish, a
diet all men from the cities enjoy.

In the evening another fisherman arriv-

ed and next day three more were added
to the party, making up the lucky seven
as first arranged. The day following we
were all out with our rods and enjoved

/. riNE FISK.
Eleven and a half pounds.

most excellent fishing. The only draw-
backs were the flies and they proved great
drawbacks. Our faces and hands re-
sembled those of smallpox patients, so
numerous were the bites we received.
Still we persisted in fishing and enjoyed
the sport as much as we could under the
circumstances. The writer appeared to
be specially in favor with the insects— a
favor that was by no means appreciated

—

and many times when looking upon the
swollen faces and necks of the others and

feeling stings in a dozen places upon all

the exposed portions of my own anatomy,
patience ceased to be a virtue and I must
not repeat the language forced from us.

Every time we went out there appeared
to be fifty million of new arrivals, the
news of our appearance apparently
spreading amongst the insects in that
part of the world and all hastening to the
feast we presented to them.
The pressing attentions from these in-

sects became unbeara'ble and we meditat-
ed retreat. Carrying a smudge didn't
seem much good though we tried it till

we were half suffocated. At length neces-
sity drove me to think out a scheme for
circumventing these pests. I found a rdl
of mosquito wire netting in the camp but
could not discover enough cloth to go
round my head. Necessity, however, is

the mother of invention, and a portion
of my shirt suf^ced for the purpose. A
square opening was cut and six inches of
the netting fitted in it. It required some
patience to stitch it in but I succeeded
at last and thought I had achieved a
notable triumph over our small but num-
erous enemies.
When I went out I was greatly disap-

pointed to find that though the mos-
quitoes were kept off the little black flies

could get through and as they could not
get out again they bit as though specially
privileged. On returning to camp I

found the others infringing on my inven-
tion but I kept mum and had the laugh
on them later when they made a similar
discovery about the flies. The net kept
the mosquitoes off, however, and this con-
siderably lessened cur trouI)les.

Our host. j\Ir. J. B. McRae, one of

Ottawa's big contractors, a big man piiv-

sically as well as in business, a true nat-
ure lover, took charge of the arrange-
ments and saw that every man had good
fishing. Altogether we had a fine time

—

the best of fishing, jolly evenings around
;he stove as the nights were cool, some
capital stories and also some good sights
of game.
Then came cur last dav in the woods.

In accordance with the Chief's orders I

was to stay in camp, owing to the hand-
some state of my features. To keep me
company Nelson G. received similar in-
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LADNCH FITTINGS

Brass and Galvanized
Deck Fittings

Lamps
Side Lights

Compasses

Anchors Fenders

Flags Tiller Rope

JOHN LECKIE
LIMITED,

77 Wellington St. W., Toronto

STA-RITE
I

Ignition plugs have stayed right

the longest for eight years
Other plugs break when water is thrown on them

while heated. Sta-Rite Patented Double Porcelain
Plugs arc not affected undec similar circumstances.

They simply cannot break
That is one reason we make them of double porcelain

and they are the only plugs in the world made that way.
To satisfy yourself that this is a live, present benefit to

you, just throw water on anj^ other porcelain plugs, then

THROW WATER
on our patented double porcelain Sta-Rites. There is

practically no breakage. Repaired free at any time.

Most economical and effective for users, and by long

No 4A Half Inch Pric- -51 o^ds the bcst Seller for dealers. Order right away.

THE R. E. HARDY CO.
Canadian Office

2 Ouellette St. Windsor, Ont.

E. A. Niederstadt, Mgr.

Incorporated 1900 1735 Michigan Avenue.
Chicago, Illinois.

Btej^wwiwwiMartMiWM'riiMggaaBBeiggaMagsia:^^
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structions. Six members of the party,

tlirt-e in eacii boat, set off to try the lakes,

while at sundown it was arranged that I

and my companion should try the shores

IK FRONr 01' THE CLUl: HOXJSi:;.

Sliowiiit; our Improvised Nets.

and the pickerel spot with the rods. A
competition was arranged between the
three groups.

As sleep was out of the question, the
mosquitoes having apparently acquired
steel drills for that day, and cur various
applications of dope not proving of much
service, we decided to fish. In ten minutes
trolling from a canoe we landed a fine
bass and a pike and as the fish seemed in-
clined to bite we secured the rods and
determined to try the pickerel channel.
Apparently, however, there was "nothing
doing."* though we tried to exercise the
virtue of patience so necessary to the fish-
erman. I was just reeling in my line in
disgust when I was surprised to" feel my
rod almost jerked from mv hands. The
reel sang out. and Oh joy. I had him ! He
proved a beautiful pickerel. I played
him awhile and finally brought him up to
Xelson's end of the canoe. As w^e had
forgotten the dip net Xelson managed to
grab him under the gills and lift him into
the cance. In the joy of our success we
little cared for fishing etiquette. We
saw that he was a great prize and felt

convinced that we had the other fellows
beaten a block for weight anyway. Ac-
cordingly we decided to rest on our laur-
els and returned to camp, our faces badly
bleeding from the fly bites but as happy
as lords with the thought of the big
surprise in store for the other fellows
still at work in the big lake.

We weighed our big fellow and he
went almost six pounds—five had been
the heaviest we had caught up to that
time. While we were confident the
other fellows would do well we did
not dream of the surprise they w^ere heap-
ing up for us. Xelson and I laughed and
talked about the "ace ^ve had up our
sleeves" and enjoved ourselves immense-

At last we caught sight of one of the
boats returning and went down to the
landing to see the catch. They had se-
cured some beautiful trout but we saw at
a glance that we had them beaten for
weight. Before w^e could express any
opinion on the matter one of them told

me to go to the club house and bring out

THE BIG FELLOW.
Twenty-five pounds.

all the horns, flutes and flag for the cham-
pion was coming. "What do you want
to make a noise about?" I retorted, "I've

got the prize-winner in the box." They-
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IS ALL YOU HAVE TO PAY US FOR THE

C,A.¥, High Tension Magneto
Complete with distributor and One Year Guarantee. Same price

for 1, 2, 3 and 4 cylinder ontfit; $3.50 extra for the 6 cylinder outfit.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE"

FRANCO-AMERICAN AUTO CO.

782

Agents for Canada and U.S.A.,

ST. CATHERINE STREET WEST, MONTREAL

WIZARD MAGNETeS
M EAN QUALITY

The white hot spirk from the

Wizard Tubular Magneto ignites

every charge of gas entering the cy-

linder, compellic g the engine to run
with unfailingregularitv, and increases

its efficiency while decreasirg the ex-

pense. The Wizard takes up little

room, has few parts to replenish and

is thoroughly waterproof Made for

Contact or Jump Spark. Ask the

man who uses one.

CANADIAN AGENTS
eANHOIAN'FHIRBHNKS CO.
MONTREAL VANCOUVER WINNIPEG TORONTO
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looked at me in a sympathetic manner and

urged me to do my best on the tin whis-

tle as the other boat had a twenty pound-
er ! At first I put this statement down as

the usual fish story. Their earnestness,

however, at length convinced me that my
stock had gone down one hundred per

cent.

Then we entered into the spirit of the

occasion and as the other boat came up

blew ourselves hoarse, hugged each other

like crazv fellows and joined in all kinds

THE AVERAGE FAMILY OF A QUEBEC BACK-
WOODSilAK.

This man hao had eighteen children. Several of the

youngsters could not be coaxed outside of the hut to

have their pictures taken.

of antics, when little Bill, our mascot,

held up the big fellow, and exclaimed in

his broken English, "How's dat, eh?"

\Ve convinced ourselves it was a real

fish and saw the evidences in the boat of

the desperate nature of the struggle.

The fish, a fine grey trout, went over

the twenty-five pound mark and was evid-

ently extra hungry as its stomach was per-

fectly empty. We verified the following

measurements; length 36^ inches, girth

two feet. It was caught with an Archer
S])inner, with a perch minnow on a ten

incli reel attached to the side of the boat

on which was five hundred feet of copper
wire and twenty feet of stout line. The
depth at which the fish was hooked was
about eig-hty feet. Mr. James Gillespie

was handling the line and ]Mr. J. B. Mc-
Rae was at the oars. The fish was play-

ed for about twenty minutes, and when he

was brought to the side of the boat, ap-

parently "all in," the gunwale was dipped

under the water to lift him in. Both men
straddled him and it took their combined
weight and strength to overcome him. It

was a battle royal for some time but

finally they overpowered him and suc-

ceeded in killing him. There was no
doubt as to the victors and we came in for

much chaff in counting upon victory be-

fore we had actually secured it.

On our way home we had plenty of

fun in noting the incredulity with which
our story was received every time vve told

it. As, however, we w^ere accompanied
by the evidence of its truth and were
able to produce convincing proofs we
enjoyed meeting these men from Mis-

souri. \\'e could "show 'em" arrd w'e

did.

It may be added that the fish was
secured for stuffing and exhibition pur-

poses by the Fisheries ]\Iuseum at

Ottawa. It is to 'be used as evidence of

the fine fish frequenting Canadian waters,

the ca])ture of one of these monsters prov-

ing a laudable ambition for any sports-

man.

W. H. Wright, of Bonnor's Ferry,

was a recent visitor to Xelson, B.C.

\\'hile in Xelson Mr. Wright visited the

C. P. R. shipyards and inspected the

work on his gasoline launch w^hich was
wrecked recently and now being repaired

by the C. P. R.' Mr. Wright, who is a

noted guide and big game hunter, is

camped at Fry Creek for the summer and

will pilot a large party from the Eastern

States over the hills and streams in that

vicinity. Mr. Wright, who has been lec-

turing in the east during the past win-

ter on his boys' camps, is also the author

of two of the finest books ever written

on the "Grizzly Bear" and the "Black

Bear." He intends to place another vol-

ume before the reading public shortly.
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THE FAMOUS
Moonlight Floating Bait

SELF-GLOWING.

(A. Daylight Photograph of , the Moonlight Floating Bait

;JGood for Ba*«, Muskallonge, Pike, Pickerel oi

Troat The Only Bait for Night Fithing.
Remember, there i* only ONE MOONLIGHl

BAIT on the Market ; th at is ours, and the Original.
Sent postpaid for $1.

(This is the same Bait as shown above, photographed in
a Dark Room by the BAITS OWN I^IGHT).

As this is a FI^OATING BAIT, it is practically
WBBDLESS. and can be cast among weeds and
lily pads without DANGER OF SNAGGING

THE MOONLIGHT BAIT COMPANY
ExchisiTe Makers,

"Department B" PAW PAW, MICHIGAN

Wm. Croft &. Sons, Toronto, Canada,
Ctmadian Distributor*.

FishingRods
Make Your Vacation Real
Don't just loaf aimlessly. Do something

wortli doing. Fish with a "BRISTOL" Rod.
Then you will have a vacation worth remem-
bering. Loafing is not restful. Fishing is.

Fishing is the most healthful sport. Buy a

"BRISTOL"—guaranteed three years—and prove

it. Sold by good dealers everywhere. None
genuine without the "BRISTOL" trade-mark on

the reel seat. Write for free catalog and handy
hook dlsgorger.

THE HORTON MFG. CO..

32 Horton St.. Bristol, Conn.

\

New ** hildebrandt " Spinners

In addition oar Itandai'

Spinners we manafactnre a fui

line of new baits ealled Slln

£U and Ida^. Slim Kll fot

black bass and other fame Oah
for troat and sslmon. Oar new specialties In addl

tloa t« tlie above wUl interest any flsberman. Beod fo'

aew lllaatrated cataloc and see the latest.

THE J. j. HIIPEBRAMDT CO- BBJWft 8. LMANSPfllT, iNe.,U S.«

The W. H. Baldwin Co., Limited
West Toronto

Dealers in all kinds of Sporting Goods, Fishing
Tackle, Trade Books and allied lines.

To get acquainted we will send prepaid i good fishing
line, }i doz. gut hooks, i float, assorted sinkers, i reel
and a special rubber worm bait, worth ji.50, all for Ji.oo.

Send for Catalogue of Sporting Goods and Fishing Tackle

A LLCOCK'S REGISTERED STAG BAITS
Lower Part of Spoon, Real Gold Plated ; Upper Part Silver Plated

(The Stag has been our Registered Trade Mark for Forty Years)

The Bait that certainly
does kill fish

THE ALLCOCK, LAIGHT & WESTWOOD XCO.,
REDDITCH (England) AND TOROhfTO.

LIIMTED.

When tcritinff AdvertitrrM linJly mention L'op .\,^n 0; s TV '



Canoeing on Lake Superior

PART II

BY I'ltKDKRIC GOODSON HKJIU:!-;.

THE morning- of the twelfth was

calm and clear and we broke camp

at six-thirty. As we paddled a-

round Mamainse Point the country

jrrew more rugged and mountainous; the

hills seemed to "rise sheer out of the water

with no beach at all : the shoreline be-

came rough and broken. The granite

cliffs wer^. shut through with great cracks

and fissures and often the shore would be

littered with great blocks of stone which

had broken ofif.

Shortly after leaving camp we passed

a most complete mining camp. There

were twenty or thirty well built houses.

a large store and boarding house, sever-

al hoists, a mill, and a well piled supply

of wood ; every thing seemed in good re-

pair but not a soul was in the place. We
heard several stories about it and it ap-

peared that the mine had been opened

and developed, later it was sold to a

company which closed it for a reason

which was not made public.

After a lunch at Theano Point we head-

ed for the Montreal River which we
could see six miles away. It seemed to

us that in every mile we paddled the

country grew more wild ; the hills back

from the shore rose higher and higher and

the shore itself grew more rugged and

broken. As we approached the river

Montreal Island and the shore beyond

appeared strange and unreal like a mi-

rage ; the copper tones of the sky, the

deep blue of the lake, and the vast dis-

tances made us feel as if we were pad-

dling through a :\Iaxfield Parrish picture.

As we turned into the natural slip

which is formed by the high bluffs on

each side of the mouth of the Montreal

River the change in the scene was start-

ling. The color of the water changed

from a deep blue to a rich wine color,

the river disappeared into the heart of

the hills, which rose higher and higher

in magnificent pine covered terraces, be-

fore us lay a beach of dazzling white

pebbles against which the tiny waves

broke in long rustling whispers. We

rested spellbound at the beauty of the

scene and drifted gently into shoal water.

As we looked down the pebble bottom

shaded from a delicate rose color to a

deep pink and each pebble stood out like

a jewel. It was a wonderful' and mys-

terious sight but the Professor, who is a

specialist in light, explained it all very

Tho River camo tumbling o'er tho distant hill.

nicelv. I have forgotten his explana-

tion long ago 'but I remember he proved

that it was a light effect and not a stain

bv throwing dry white stones from the

beach into the water where they at once

turned into wonderful tints.

We climbed the bluff' and made camp
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The 19lO Improved Kelso Automatic Reel
It is fiilly Kuaranteed: mode of the strongest and

liuhiest materials possible. The weight is correct to

properly balance a a oz. Fly Kod.

Fi!ihing as a sport—gains added enjoyment when you

use a KELSO Automatic 'teel.

This leel is not intended to catch fish for you automa-

tically, but when aided by your hand and brain—to in-

crease your efficiency as an angler.

Some of tho reasons why KELSO Automatle Reel Is

preferred to any other :—

Ist-It makes the handling of a rod much easier as it

is properly balanced.

2nd—It is large enough for bass fishing and light

enough for trout. Can be wound up to give de-

sired tension on line.

H. J. FROST & CO., 90 Chambers Street.

3rd—It prevents the fish from getting elaok line and
then is more sport.

4th— Saves trouble for the angler, by keeping the line
proper length.

5th- It keeps the line away from under your feet and
out of the way while wading a stream.

6th—You would not use an old style muzzle-loading
rifle in place of an automatic, not because jou
could not kill the game, but the automatic is more
convenient and up to date. Bo is the £.£LSO Auto-
matic Reel,

Price J.S.OO at all dealers, or direct from us if unob-
tainable locally.

Write for thedescriptive Booklet of specialties that
are necessary to do business with game fish successfully
anil without trouble, and which has a sample of our
KELSO Enamel Line enclosed, which is the best
enamel silk made-

New York, MANUFACTUREKS OF FISHING TACKLE

We li i\ e a lO page booklet describing a few special goods. Send for copy—no charge

By Royal Appointment

England's Great Fishing

Rod, Reel, and Tackle Manufacturers
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near an old trail. The spot we selected

was evidently an old Indian camp for we

found several tepee frames and a number

of blackened fire spots. Later on we

used a number of the tepee poles for fire

wood and were much mystified by the

pleasant odor of the smoke they gave

off. While we were prospecting for a

camp site we found lying on the beach

a message weighted with a stone. It was

written on a scrap of cardboard and from

it we learned that one Joe was spending

some hours in idleness waiting for the

;ea to abate enough to allow him to

continue his journey to the Sault. Later

on in our journey we thought of Joe and

his message and knew how^ he felt.

el shoals. Twice we made the circuit

with no reward other than a fine view of

sunset ; the third time was no better and

I was slowly reeling in the line with the

spoon skittering over the water not twen-

ty feet from the canoe when something

happened. When I was able to think at

all I discovered my line w^as going at a

terrific rate toward the open lake and

the reel jumping and thumping around

in the bottom of the boat. It had been

jerked clean off its seat. When I finally

o-ot hold of the line and by .careful .land-

fing got whatever I had hooked headed

toward the boat I was shaking like a leaf.

He fought like a fiend incarnate, there

was no anticipating what he would do.

Ou; cabin was one of the few remainine intact.

After supper we went out to fish. ILth-

erto we had no success ; it had so happen-

ed that our stopping places and the

weather conditions had conspired against

me and I had been consoling myself that

I would make up for it at Montreal River

and beyond. We first tried the pools in

the river below the first rapids and the

likely looking spots along shore; not a

rise did we get and with disappointm.ent

in our hearts w^e turned toward the lake

for a last try on the shoals. I gave up

flies and tied on a small casting spoon,

and the Professor, who w^as beginning to

make thinly veiled remarks about my
skill, paddled me slowly around the grav-

The rod bent until its tip was under

water and the line burned my fingers as

I tried to control his rushes. Several

eternities passed before he was beaten;

sullen and fighting for every inch I

brought him alongside, the Professor

slipped the net over him and lifted him

in, then we understood. We had been

fighting muscallunge with a trout gear.

The Professor took back his sly digs by

letting out a primitive war whoop and

demanding that we get another. And just

to convince him that it was no accident

I took a smaller one from the same spot.

This time the reel stayed in its seat and

the battle w^as not so fierce, but my wnst
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ached some time from the strain of that

first fight.

When we went ashore to clean our fish

we both reahzed that we had been un-

sportsmanHke in taking two fish for the

first one was large enough to supply us

with meat for as long as it would keep.

As we sat at the water's edge cleaning

the fish and talking over the evening's

sport a rattle of the pebbles on the beach

to the north of us gave warning of the

approach of an animal. We looked care-

fully over the ridge of gravel which wa^
concealing us and saw a deer standing at

the water drinking. The light was fadin_g

rapidly into dusk and with the back-

bits of tobacco now and then. It was
after lunch before we found time to ex-

plore, and after a de'bate as to whether we
would take the trail or the river, we
finally chose the latter and set forth.

The streams which empty into Lake
Superior in this country do no dawdling
on the way and the ^Montreal River is no
exception. A few hundred yards above
camp we poled through a short rapid and
came to the mouth of a narrow canvon
through which we could see the first falls.

After tracking for a short distance we
landed and climbed up the hill to the

trail. It was no easy task for the slope

was steep and slippery and the trees grew

Tho "Caribor," standing off shoro in the fog.

ground of dark pines it was but a glimpse
we had yet it served as a fitting close to

an otherwise perfect day.
Even though we had planned to spend

the day on the river, we were abroad
early. Our fish tasted fine for breakfast
and after a survey of what remained we
concluded we might not have more than
we could eat after all. We always found
plenty to do in the days we spent in

camp ; the washing must be done, the
sleeping bag and blankets must be aired,

the provisions had to be lookei iver an.l

repacked, a supply of beans and biscuits

could be baked, all of which could be
done in a leisurely way with pleasant

thick but after a scramble we arrived
somewhat winded at the top, and with the
roar of the rapids far below we set ofl:' up
the trail for the falls.

The trail mounted higher and higher
and at one or two places approached
near enough the edge of the canyon to

draw us aside for a view of it. The walls
of the gorge overhung the water and we
could see far ahead the spray of the falls

and far below the boiling water in the
rapids. Soon the trail made a wide de-

tour to the north and we left it to go slid-

ing and tumbling down a slope slippery
with dry needles to a point opposite the
falls. After some climbing we found a
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good view point on a giant block of

granite, and here we sat drenched with

spray and feasted our eyes.

The river came tumbling down over

the distant hill in a long series of cascades

and rapids straight down to the canyon

and there, in one splendid final leap, it

plunged into the gorge and ran merrily

away to the lake. The rocks were bai'e

and brown, tumbled about in chaos lay

great blocks of stone which seemed to

have split ofif from the walls of the can-

yon, and over it all slipped the brown
water breaking into spray and sparkling

drops. It made a beautiful picture and

one w'hich will live in my memory fully

hooked another small 'lunge. We were
both rather half hearted in our efforts to

land him owing to a full larder in camp
and after a long drawn out struggle he

got away. He was hooked but lightly

through the lip and we were glad enough
to lose him ; we had had our fun, the fish

was not injured, and our consciences

troubled us not.

It was not yet daylight when I awak-
ed to hear the roar of the breakers on
the beach and the moan of the wind
through the pines. ]*kly legs ached from
the climb to the falls and I turned over
in my blankets hoping that the Profes-

sor's conscience would let him sleep. It

We found an Old Town canoe pulled up on the beach.

as long as the greater falls at the Yellow-
stone and Niagara.

On our return to camp we paddled

over to the high blufif, which forms the

north bank of the river's mouth, to look

at the country ahead. The water of the

lake stretched away to the horizon placid

and blue ; to the north of us we could see

terrace upon terrace of tumbled hills all

covered with a dense growth ; and to the

south for many miles we located land-

marks which we already knew. On the

rocks about us the blue-berries grew thick

and into the soft carpet of their bushes
we rolled to rest and gorge ourselves

until supper time.

After supper we fished again and I

must have been easy, for it was after

nine before we were finally up ; the sea

and wind had died down and we decided

to move on to Agawa about twelve miles

away.
We finished our fish for breakfast and

a little after ten we cleared the point

and again headed north. The distance

was not great so we loafed along rest-

ing our tired muscles and enjoying the

fine morning. We soon passed the old

Post at Agawa and paddled on into the

river beyond. We found no good place

to camp, however, and as we were plan-

ning to spend Sunday, the fifteenth, there,

we came back to the Post and occupied

one of the cabins.
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Our cabin was uiie of the few reniain-

ing intact. There must have been fif-

teen or twenty of them in the clays when
llie Post was open but since then decay.

the fire of a careless crow of railroad

<;raders who lived there duriuL;- the con

struction of the railroad four miles inland,

the vandalism of the tourists and fisher-

men, and t'he storms have wrought havoc.

Tin cans, l)eer bottles, and the refuse of

many a camp lies scattered abfjut ; and

silent and awesome in the midst of all

this ruin is a little burying ground, its

picket fence falling in decay, its pathetic

wooden crosses tilted at drunken angles,

it was to me a ])lace defiled and my soul

in the journe\'s of that amiable gentle-

man. Jt was during Mr. Pickwick's ex-

jjeriences in the pound that the Professor

exclaimed "What's that?" and upon in-

vestigation we found, to our amazement,
tlic "Caribou" standing ofif shore in the

fog. We were astonished to see boat

after boat i)Ut ofit' the vessel, load with
stuft:', and come ashore. From a guide

who landed we learned that there were
two fishing parties landing, one of ten

persons and the other of two, each with

its complement of guides and boats. The
"Caribou" swung idly about in the fog

while boat load after boat load of dufifle

came asliore. Such a sifrht. The beach

We idled about the lower falls.

rebelled at staying, but our cabin was
clean, its bed was fresh, its roof seem-
ed tight, and on the horizon lay a storm.

Sunday 'broke cold and gray. The fog-

shut us in as with a wet blanket and we
found the cabin a comfort. We spent
a Cjuiet morning over the maps and found
that including our stops we had paddled
half way to Michipicoten in eleven days.

And, as we had eleven days more at our
disposal we were satisfied that we could
reach our destination without undue
haste and willi time for an occasional
"day off."

After dinner we read aloud from "Pick-

wick Papers" and found great pleasure

was soon piled high ; there were twenty
four cases of l)eer, six cases of fishworms
from -Muskoka, seven trunks, suit cases

and hand bags by the dozen, six hundred
feet of dressed lumber, and bales of tents

and 'bedding. I'rom a deserted and defil-

ed wilderness the place l)ecame a boom
town.
Two gentlemen and their guide took us

aside immediately after they landed to

assure us that they were not connected
wiili that outfit, ^^'ith pride they pointed

out their modest outfit and told us that

they had no tent with them and were go-

ing to take a cabin. The other party, it

developed, were ten in number and at-
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tachegl to it were three guides, a cook,

and a small navy. They knew their busi-

ness, however, and in less than three

hours they had put up a dining tent,

a cook tent, a provision tent, a tent for the

guides, and five sleeping tents each of

which were equipped with two cots built

from their dressed lumber. They ham-
mered and sawed and worked merrily

away like a well trained organization but

the Professor and I collapsed under the

enormous responsibility of it all and went
in to get our supper.

Later on we called upon our neighbours
in the cabin behind us and found them
snugly installed. \\'e had a pleasant visit

('clock, I think,—when a tremendous
])cunding on our door aroused us and a

voice invited us to join in the celebration.

We declined uith the excuse that we
were leaving early and tried to sleep ; but

sleep came to us not for our neighbours

must needs parade their camp to the tune

of some ribald song \v*hich ran:

"Old Bill Jones is a good old soul."

They were just coming to life next

morning as we embarked. Two of the

more wide awake ones came down to the

beach to w^ish us good morning just as

the Professor set the cance afloat. They
were much surprised to find how little we
were carrying and were good enough to

Lunch on the top of an old tub.

with them and left them debating wheth-
er to go up stream ten miles or to move
to another stream. Our other neighbours
were somewhat scattered when we arriv-

ed to pay our respects but those whom
we saw v/ere very cordial and assured
us that the beer was on ice. We left

them to finish their multifarious duties

and went over to talk to the guides
who had foregathered over the fire. They
all seemed a bit dazed with all the fuss

and were rather silent until I asked if thev
intended to establish a new post. The
flood gates were opened then and one
replied with feeling. "God, ain't it ?.\vful?"

It was late in the night—nearJv nine

ask if there was not something we need-
ed. They expressed regret at having
made so much noise the night before and
explained that "the boys always had to

celebrate the first night in camp."
The heavy fog still obscured the lake

and as the sea was rather high in the

l)ay we were anxious to know what it

would be like outside. Our passage
through the quiet w-ater among the is-

lands was very beautiful but we soon
found that we could not weather the

rough water around the point. We found
a little shelter among the tumbled bould-
ers and lilted the canoe cut of water to

wait for a lull. It was long in coming
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and we found the wait from nine in the

morning to two in the afternoon ver\-

irksome. We were fairly trapped among
the rocks, on each side of us rose smooth
granite clifTs, behind us was the dense

wall of the forest, and in fr<:nt was the

lake. 1 managed to scale the north cliff

only to find it a high granite rock w'ith

perpendicular walls on three sides. The
view from the top was splendid but it

showed that beyond a doubt we would
have to remain where we were or else

cut a trail through the forest. We elected

to stay, and to pass the time we did cur
washing, read, and made scurrilous re-

marks about the weather and thought
about the note we found at Montreal Riv-

er.

At two thirty we decided to make an
effort to clear the point ; neither of us

wanted to take the risk but we were
bored to death and there was no good
place to camp where we were. The sea

was still high and the reflected waves
around the point made canoeing risky but

we weathered it safely and found a fine

camping place in Sinclair Cove. It was
a beautiful little harbor with an island

guarding its entrance and a fine sand
beach ; we found it a most welcome
change from our bleak granite 'haven

around the point.

It was half past nine on August seven-

teenth before we could resume our journ-

ey. The waves were still h'gh but we
found no trouble in riding them and so

continued on our way. ^^'e stopped for

a short time at the Sucker River and
found it a very small stream which lost it-

self in the sand beach. At noon we
reached the Sand River and found a tent

pitched on its south bank. As we turned
into the stream we found an Old Town
canoe pulled up on the beach near a

trail which seemed to lead towards the

falls. Something about the appearance
of the canoe and tent made us suspect
that a woman was about and when we
arrived at the falls our suspicions were
confirmed.

The woman was attired in knicker-
bockers and we felt some delicacv about
advancing at least until our presence was
known. ^^'e idled about the lower fall

taking pictures waiting to be seen for

some time; the man was busily engaged
in landing a trout and his companion was
too intent upon watching him to notice

us. When the fish was safely landed the

woman turned our way and we were
seen ; we then deemed it proper to ad-

vance. We found them very pleasant

people bound on a short cruise along

the shore. They w^ere very much disap-

pointed to learn of the crowd at Agawa
and were ver}- glad to know about

the situation there. They had left the

steamer at Lizard Island the week before

and were cruising down towards Agawa
where they expected to be picked up by
the steamer.

After leaving them we had a lunch on
the beach and continued our way tow^ard

the Cold \\'ater River which is the next

stream above. We ran into a squall just

short of our destination and had a lively

time. We shipped some water and get

quite wet in landing but as we were not

more than a mile or two short of our
destination we did not mind having to

camp. The man whom we met at the

Sand River told us that a party of five

were camped at the river and that when
he was there he had had no success at all

in fishing the stream so we were well

content to stop where we were.

In the two days since leaving Agawa on
the sixteenth we had been able to make
l)ut fifteen miles but as we still had nine

days in which to Cover fifty miles we
were unconcerned a-bout it. The nights

had been growing steadily colder and we
fi und it necessary to keep a fire for

warmth but as the mosquitoes had been
quite bad we welcomed the change and
hoped it w'ould kill .them off. The mcrn-
ings were always more severe than the

nights as they were always cold and chill

with the fog and it nearly always took a

l)risk half hour of paddling to get really

warm.
A\'e decided to spend A\'ednesdav, the

eighteenth, on the Gravel River fishing.

A\'e broke camp in a heavy fog and soon
passed the Cold Water River where we
saw the party already spoken of. They
were taking turns at chopping w^ood to

get warm while the Indian prepared the

breakfast and he was the only one of the

party who had time to wave us a greeting.
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At nine o'clock we made the Gravel

River and pitched camp on the north

bank. The Professor took a pail and
went after blue-berries while I took my
rod and went after trout. At noon we
met and we had all the blue-berries we
could eat. While we were eating the

people from the Cold Water River passed

us evidently on their way to Gargantua ;

the fog still lay thick over the water and
we could just see them floating by like

ghosts.

Later in the day I vindicated myself

and brought back some fish. The river

is a pleasant stream Avith a falls just

above camp : the wall of rock over which

That evening, after a supper of trout,

bacon, beans, blue-berries, and coftee. we
sat upon the beach and watched the sun
disappear into the lake. The wind had
freshened, the fog had cleared, and the

fiery ball of the sun sank into the lake

through a bank of fleecy clouds which it

painted with wonderful t'nts. The air

was very clear, to the south of us we
could see Coppermine Point and to the'

north the blue hills of our journey's end.

The chill wind soon drove us in and day-

light had not yet given place to dark ere

we were asleep in our blankets.

Refreshed and invigorated by our day
off we started the followinsf morninsf with

the vvreck of tho steamer.

it tumbles divides the stream into many
little brooks which splash and gurgle over
the rocks. The pools are plentiful

enough but the trout seemed lazy. I

tried nearly every combination of flies

on my leader that invention could suggest,

I presented them in what I considered
great form, yet the trout were slow to

rise and not eager to strike. After work-
ing the best part of the afternoon, I had
seven trout to my credit four of which I

had put back as being too near the legal

size to suit my taste. But I went back
to camp satisfied, for had I not four good
trout and a pleasant afternoon to my
credit?

the conviction that we could make Warp
Bay or some point near it, but we soon

began to have our doubts about it. We
found a high swell running wdth a wind
which formed choppy little cross seas,

blowing across it. We hugged the shore

as closely as we could but the waves
reflected from the high rocky cliffs gave

us such additional trouble that we were
soon forced to admit that three sets of

waves were too much to contend against.

W^e found a shelter among the rocks

and waited an hour for conditions to im-

prove but on venturing out again we
found instead that the waves w^ere higher.

A\'e found no difificultv in riding the swell
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but it fairly awed us by its immensity.
For a change I was paddling stern and
as we lay in the trough of the sea I

could often see the top of the coming
wave over the Professor's head. The
crest would loom up green and hungry
looking and before one could cease won-
dering if a canoe could possibly get over
such a hill it would slip under us and
we would be fighting in the chop at its

top. After struggling against these con-

ditions for an hour we finally agreed to

give up for the day and find shelter.

About six miles south of Gargantua we
found a spot which had been recently

used as a camp site neatly fitted up
with tables, benches, and racks built out
of drift wood. Late in the afternoon
the weather cleared and left the air won-
derfully clear. We built a friendship fire

on the beach after supper and beheld a

wonderful sunset. The afterglow tinted

the land and water with exquisite colors

;

to the south of us lay Leach Island and
the Lizard group floating in an emerald
sea, beyond them lay Coppermine Point
like a bank of purple clouds. We sat

entranced until the night crept out of the
forest behind us and wrapped all l)ut our
charmed circle in its mantle of dark.

We found an extra shirt and our sweat-
er coats none too warm in the morning for

the wind was in the north and a frost lay

on the grass. We were glad enough to

get under way and it took an hour of

brisk paddling to warm us up. The lake
was calm enough but the head wind made
progress slow ; we crept up toward Gar-
gantua under the lee of the hills as much
as possible but when we turned into the
harbor the wind swooped down upon us
with a ferocity that fairly snatched the
breath out of our mouihs. In the clear
crisp morning air the wharf seemed but a
stone's throw away but our struggle to

reach it seemed endless. The wind rip-

ped oflf the tops of the waves and dashed
them over our faces and hands, at times
we could measure our progress by inches,
again we would paddle like demons to

hold what we had gained. When we
finally reached the wharf we were chilled

and numb with cold and very much aston-
ished to find that it was only nine o'clock.

We found the wharf in charge of a man

who wore a Derby hat and moccasins.

He gave us some information about the

country beyond which later proved in-

correct and conversed pleasantly about
local interests. We purchased some post

cards from him and left them in his charge

to be mailed, and idled about in the warm
sun inspecting the nets and fish gear

which lay about. We rather dreaded to

face the wind again and were comforted
by the information that we woctld be pro-

tected by the islands around the point.

This proved to be the case and we had
a charming trip as far as Cape Gargantua.
The shore is high and densely wooded
clear down to the water's edge and af-

forded fine protection. A\'e paddled
briskly in and out among the shoals and
islands keenly alive to the charm of the

scenery ; I was much reminded of the

Georgian Bay as the islands shut us in

much of the time from the open lake.

\\'e landed at a point in A\'arp Bay where
a reef of rose colored rocks reach out from
the shore and had a magnificent view.

The hills back of Gargantua stood out

in bold relief against a sky full of fleecy
' clouds while all about me lay water deep
blue in color and sparkling in a myriad
of points in the morning sun.

Rounding Cape Gargantua proved hard
work for the wind was still abroad and
we no longer had protection. We landed
at noon in an arm of Indian Harbor aiid

had lunch on top of an old tub which we
found there ; as the sea had kicked up a

bit in the wind we decided to make camp.
A faint trail ran back into the woods
and upon following it we found to our
amazement that it led to a small lake

not a hundred yards from camp. We
went 'back for the canoe, and upon ex-

ploring we found it about two miles long
and quite narrow : at the south end of it

we found a freshly cut logging trail

which seemed to lead out toward \\"arp

Bay. I tried casting but the water was
so warm I was not surprised in getting

nothing.

After we rounded Cape Gargantua we
felt the end of our journey drawing near
for we could just see the north shore ap-

pearing on the horizon. It was a w'elcome

sight for even though we still had six days
in which to make the fortv miles to that
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shore we were glad to have evidence that

it was still there. The weather had
been so unreliable that we found it quite

impossible to plan a day ahead, and we al-

ways ended every day by marking up with
gratitude whatever distance we could

make.
For the first time in ten days we had

the promise of a perfect day when we
started on the morning of the twenty-
first. The sun was rising in a clear sky,

and while it was cold, a southwest wind
promised warmth and help. We made
fine progress to Cape Choyye but here we
found some reflected waves which sfave

us trouble. These reflected waves are

and an endless array of splintered wood
all testify to the force and fury of the
elements along this shore. We landed
at the wreck, tied the canoe to the old
boilers, and stretched on the intact por-
tion of the deck for a rest and a sun bath.
From where we lay we could plainly see
the north shore and the satisfaction it

brought us may he expressed by confes-
sing that we both went to sleep like a
couple of tramps on a haystack.
An hour later we awoke and after con-

sulting the chart decided to move on to
Old Woman River. The agent at Gar-
gantua had told us that the stream just
north of Cape Chovve was the Old Worn-

and built a wind break m tront.

irresponsible little trouble makers for they
dance about in great disorder and, in

spite
_
of your efforts, they insist upon

jumping into the 'boat. After rounding
the cape we landed for a moment at
Grindstone Point to stretch our legs and
light a pipe. The beach apparently gets
its name from the great expanse of'be'ach
which is paved with nicely assorted
boulders, and as the point is exposed to
nearly every kind of a sea, there is always
a surf which hisses up over these boulders
with a peculiar sound.
Further along this beach lies the wreck-

age of a steamer; her boilers, a part of
her deck, bent and t\vi<;ted channel iron

an and that the fishing there was fine.

We took our bearings and found that we
were not more than two miles from it

but as we progressed the topography of
the hills showed plainly enough that no
stream of any size could reach the lake
for some miles. After paddling for a-
bout three miles we found a little brook
tumbling over the high clifif into the lake
about where the river should have been

;

as the chart showed an unnamed stream
at this point we concluded that our in-

formant had been wrong.
Shortly after we passed a ])oat con-

taining a gentleman who was trolling
and an Indian who was rowing. The
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gentleman hailed us and told us that the

Old Woman River was about four miles

farther on and that he was camped there.

He urged us to call at his camp and get

anything we wanted and said that he

would look us up on his return. Our
boats were some distance apart and his

appearance struck me as the finest bit

of protective coloration I had ever seen

in' a human being. He was dressed in

some dark stuff which almost matched
the background of rugged cliff' and he

was that tanned from exposure that the

only portion of him which was really vis-

ible was his white teeth.

We soon found his camp deep in Brule

Bay at the mouth of the stream marked
the "Great Lake River" on the chart

;

this name, we learned later, is an error

as the river is known in that region as

the Old W^oman River. This, however,
was the only error we found in the chart

;

in all other respects the names and the

configuration of the shore conformed ex-

actly to conditions as we found them.

We made camp at the mouth of the

river on a spot commanding a magnifi-

cent view and near the wreck of a steam-
er. Straight out before us lay Brule Bay
fading in the distance into the vast spaces

of the open lake, to our left towered a

splendid cliff crowned with conifers and
rising a sheer seven hundred feet out of

the bay, to our right stretched away a

sandbeach covered with pines over which
drifted the smoke of our ne'ghbour's fire,

back of us the green hills climbed higher

and higher into mysteriou.'= distances, and
almost at our feet lay the wreck of the

steamer with her forward deck awash
in the sea.

Shortly after we had finished our sup-

per the gentleman whom we had met re-

turned from his fishing and called at our
camp. He had taken as fine a lot of trout

as I ever saw and apologized for the size

of the catch by explaining that he was ex-

pecting his family and some guests on
Sunday's steamer. He presented us with
a beauty which weighed at least four

pounds and he had several more in the

boat just as large. After introducing
himself he asked us to come over and
spend the evening around his camp fire

and was so hospitable and kindly in his

oft'ers of food and so anxious that we
avail ourselves of his larder in case we
were running short that he quite won
our hearts.

It was getting dusk when we landed
among his boats ; he had seen us coming
and came down to give us a welcome and
to escort us to his camp. He proved a

most genial and kindly host ; as we went
through his camp, which was delightfully

located in an open park between the river

and the bay, he pointed out his various

tents and explained their uses. It de-

veloped that he had .been in camp for a

month with two Indians and a white
cook ; at times he had entertained guests

and occasionally his family came to

spend a few days; he, himself was just

back from a week's cruise on a friend's

yacht and he was revelling in the free life

of the open camp again. Tomorrow, he
explained, he was expecting his family

and some guests who were to remain
until he broke camp.
He led us through the camp to a bark

shelter which he had built and establish-

ed us there wdiile he departed for cigars.

The shelter was built of saplings and
birch bark on the principle of a Dutch ov-

en ; it was arranged to shed rain, to give

protection from the wind, and to reflect

the heat of the fire which it faced. The
floor within was covered with a -thick

carpet of fragrant hemlock and the seat

which ran the length of it was made soft

with 'blankets. It was a most comfort-

able place and we enjoyed it and the

cigars which he presently fetched to an

extent which can be imagined.
Our host proved to be a widely travel-

led and extremely well informed man and
the conversation drifted into many chan-

nels. It seemed very curious to sit there

in the wilderness discussing the uprising

in Spain, the tariff, the baseball situation,

Rabelais' novels, and the Young Turks.

Later on Archie, the cook, brought us

some blue-berry pie which to our pastry

starved stomachs was as manna from on
high, and while we ate the two Indians

slipped into the circle of fire light for a

goodnight smoke. The wind had been

rising and it whistled around the ends of

the shelter catching sparks from the fire

in great whirlpools and roared away
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through the pines ; the fire lighted up the

bent forms of the silent Indians and threw
into high relief the strong rugged face of

our host ; and within the fragrant smoke
swirled and eddied as we grew silent in

meditation over the great problems of

the world.

When we reached the shore on our way
back to camp we found the wind blowing
a gale and the surf booming on the beach.

We felt some alarm about our tent 'as it

had been pitched none too well but on
crossing the river we found it still stand-

ing, and after a bit of adjusting here and
there we decided it would weather the

gale. The wind abated none during the

on the beach for some time watching the

great waves roll in and the flights of the

gulls in search of food, and when they left

us we busied ourselves with the washing.
It was nearly four in the afternoon be-

fore 'the steamer, rolling and pitching
in the heavy seas, appeared in the en-

trance of the bay. Our friends put off

in two boats to fetch the expected guests
while we sat upon the beach to watch. It

seemed long indeed before they appeared
on the return journey, and with the sun,

which had appeared from behind a cloud,

casting a dazzling path of light upon the

water and the high seas it was but fleet-

ing glimpses we had. ^^^hen they finally

Here we found a "jumping' off" place.

night and toward morning it brought
Tain ; the tent whipped and snapped in

the gale but it remained upright and kept
us dry. It was quite late and still raining

when we awakened so we gave up the
plan of continuing the journey.
We cooked our breakfast in the rain

and eat it in the tent. We then cut some
poles and braced the tent and built a

wind break in front from the wreckage
of the steamer. The rain soon ceased
and our host of the night before and one
of his Indians came over to enquire how
we had weathered the gale and to find

a place to land his guests from the steam-
•er when it should arrive. We sat together

drew under the shadow of the clifT we
saw a very seasick crowd of people and

we discreetly withdrew.
Later they were lined up, disheveled

but game, and we were presented to the-m

with an invitation to bring our dish-

es and come to dinner. After allowing

them time to regain their shore legs we
went over to their camp and found them
in the shelter making merry over their

experiences. A pleasant lot of people

they were too ; they accepted us in our

worn and coatless raiment with great un-

concern and we had a jolly time. We
spent the evening with them and to our

shame be it said that the ladies had to
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present the'r excuses before we left, i he

rare treat of talking with pleasant intel-

ligent women allowed us to forget their

uncomfortable experiences of the day and

it must be confessed that our manners

were in keeping with our appearance.

It was very cold when we awoke on

the twenty-third and as the wind and sea

had abated we decided to make the last

leg of our trip. We paddled out across

the bar which lies across the entrance to

the river just in time to take an extra

large sea -which broke as we struck it.

The canoe shied like a frightened horse

and fairly jumped over it; we escaped

capsizing only by the masterful hand of

l^ut these we had managed to contend
with by liberal applications of dope; these

tlies, however, seemed more intelligent.

They would swarm about us in cloiids

until the dope lost its first pungency then

they would swoop down upon us by the

hundreds. It was most exasperating and
we were glad to get the tent up and to

take refuge behind its fly proof frcnt.

After a swim in the lake we paddled

up the Michipicoten River to the 'Txlis-

sion". Here we found a ''jumping ofif

place'' with a few stores and the usual

crowd of breeds and uncouth whites loaf-

ing about. The town lay scattered in

confusion over a high blufif facing the

^^^^.Mi

"unni^

. . , the old Hudson Bay Post.

the Professor at the stern and we were
glad enough that our neighbors were not

up to see us off, for the episode was not

to our credit.

We paddled briskly and steadily until

we were in Michipicoten Bay and could

see the light house. We rested for half

an hour in sight of the steamer wharf and
then paddled across an arm of the bay to

the mouth of the river where we landed
for lunch. After lunch we crossed the

river to an open park which, judging by
the number of stakes and spring-poles,

seemed to be a favored spot and made
camp. The sun was hot and we were
surrounded by swarms of black flies

which made life almost unendurable. We
had had plenty of mosquitoes on the trip

river, there was a little church, a few log

houses, a store or two, and a few well

beaten paths which converged into two

trails and which led oft' into the hills.

The Professor found some mail for him

at the store and, in reply to his surprised

inquiry as to where it came from, we
learned that it was brought in from Mis-

sanabie by canoe. We purchased some
sugar of which we were in need and to

celebrate our arrival we ate some banan-

nas. We seemed at a loss to know what

to do with ourselves since we were in

civilization and compromised by having

an early supper and remaining in the tent

reading to escape the flies. Mr. Pick-

wick entertained us until quite late and

as we blew out cur candle a flash of
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lightning and an answering boom of

thunder proclaimed a wet night.

The rain fell in torrents all night and

our tent began to leak slightly under the

continual downpour. The morning^was

wet and soggy and cooking with wet

wood and in a rain was slow business but

we managed to get our full quota of

flapjacks in spite of these conditions.

The weather cleared somewhat after

breakfast and we went over to the beach

to watch the seas hurl themselves up the

slant of beach. Our camp was about six

miles across the bay from the steamer

dock and we had planned to remain there

until the day the steamer called but the

stormy appearance of the bay made us

decide to move our camp nearer lest we
should 'be unable to cross when the time

came.
Later in the day we paddled up the riv-

er again and inspected the Old Hudson

Bay Post. We found it in good repair

and in use as a store house. Opposite

the Post the Magpie River empties into

the Michipicoten River falling over the.

blufif in a very pretty falls, with a second

falls a little further up stream. We idled

about the falls and the village admiring

the scenery and w^atching with idle cur-

iosity the antics of some youths in a

bark canoe. Several small Indian lads

joined us and gazed upon us w'ith frank

curiosity. The Professor gave one of

the lads' a nickel with instructions to buy

candy for the crowd ; they all disappeared

in great haste into the store and to our

amazement reappeared with a bag which

they insisted upon giving to us. The

Professor had to resort to his most per-

suasive manner before they would touch

it; but when he finally convinced them

that it was a gift their grins of pleasure

were delightful.

Another rain came up in the afternoon

and fell steadily all night. We had to

move the bed to escape the leak in the

tent but as we had plenty of room in

which to avoid the water it caused us no

inconvenience We spent another com-

fortable evening in the tent reading Pick-

wick Papers and fell asleep with the pat-

ter of the rain on the canvas above for a

lullaby.

It was still raining when we packed up

the outfit for the last time. The fog lay

thick over the bay but as we could hear

no surf we concluded that it must be

quiet. We paddled over to the settle-

ment at the wharf and found there an ore

dock belonging to the Helen mine, a rail-

way which connected the wharf with the

mine, and an old ramshackle building

which a weather beaten sign proclaimed

to all who would take the trouble to de-

cipher as the Algoma inn. AA'e found

some more mail at the steamer office and

learned that the steamer w-as due next

morning; w^e then decided to see if we
could engage accommodations at the inn

as the weather promised to continue wet

and there were no good places to camp in

sight. The Professor made the dicker

and engaged a room until such time as the

steamer might arrive. We paddled over

to a little waterfall to prepare our fare-

well meal and in spite of our generally

wet and soggy condition it was with real

regret that we recognized that the trip

was over. When we had lunched and

had packed and stored the outfit at the

steamer wharf we took up our abode at

the inn and realized that our life in the

open had ended.

We had an unexpectedly good dinner

at the inn and afterward we foregather-

ed around the big stove in the office

with a bridge crew which had appeared

from somewhere. They were big. rough

men and the talk ran to big rough things

but most of them went to bed early and

we finished the evening with their fore-

man. In him we found genuine pleas-

ure ; his life had always been spent in

the open at the edge of or just beyond

civilization and as he expressed it "it

suited him down to the ground." He
talked naturally and well about his ex-

periences and disclosed withal such a

wholesome clean nature that we were

quite charmed. He knew books about

the open places, too, and his genuine

approval of such books as "The Call of

the Wild" and "The Silent Places" was

as fine a tribute as I ever heard.

Thursday, the twenty-sixth, dawned

cold and wet; the fog lay so thxk over

the bav that the end of the wharf was

lost in its gray mantle. Predictions

were made cheerfully and with the re-
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signed spirit of those who often wait that

the steamer would not get in before

noon. I tried to kill time by taking a

walk but I soon came back soaked to

the hips and sat down in cold garments

to wait. No one in the place seemed to

have anything to do but wait. Toward
noon an ore train rattled down the grade

from the mine In-inging some odds and

ends of humanity bound out. An ore

boat docked at the wharf and the place

grew lively with an air of expectancy.

During the dinner the steamer whist-

led in and with characteristic American
habit w^e bolted down our meal only to

wait an hour for the boat to load. We

The little boat plowed steadily through
the fog and soon we were in the pictur-

esque harbor at Michipicoten Island. The
day's catch was just in and at the wharf
wdiere we landed the fishermen were
winding tihe nets on great wooden reels

to dry, the crew of the little fish tug were
flushing dow^n her decks, and along the

shore their women folk walked up and
down to see the "tourists." It was a

pretty scene in the soft evening light and
we were glad of the long wait the steamer
made in taking her cargo of fish.

We spent the evening with our friends

and played some very stupid bridge ; one
is always astonished to find how slowly

the nets and fishing gear.

were surprised and delighted to find

three of the ladies whom we had met at

Old Woman River on the boat on their

way home, and the crowd was further

swelled by the arrival of a party of

Rochester gentlemen who had come down
from Missanabie by canoe, and a gentle-

man from Chicago and his guide who had
been fishing on the North Shore. It was
a very jolly company and the crowd which
gathered in the smoking room out of the

raw wind and fog had much to tell. The
talk was full of spicy yarns of the portage
and trail ; of mighty trout which had al-

most been in the net ; of the big game
which had been seen ; and of other days
to come.

the mind regains its conventional attitude

after a life in the open. Our stateroom
with its comfortable berths and conven-

ient toilet arrangements seemed quite

luxurious and we slept so late and wash-
ed so long that we were the last in the

dining room for breakfast. The well

groomed appearance of the passengers

and ship's officers made our clothes the

cause of some embarrassment to us but it

is pleasing to note that they made little

impression for we were treated like gen-

tlemen by officers and stewards alike.

We locked through the Sault at ten

o'clock on the morning of the twenty sev-

enth and shortly after we were at our

hotel reclaiming- our clothes from stor-
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age. The outfit was soon packed for

shipment, the canoe was sent to storage

until another day, and arrayed in fresh

clothing we stood ready to take up the

thread of conventional life almost before

we could realize that our holiday was

over.

We had made the trip. For twenty one

days we had lived in the wilderness, we

had paddled two hundred miles by river

and lake; we knew every foot of shore

from Goulais Bay to Michipicoten, but

best of all we came back to take up the

burden of our daily toil with renexved

vigor and rekindled enthusiasm, willing

to shoulder our responsibilities and con-

vinced of our ability to carry them. Dis-

comforts, hardships, and trials were al-

ready fading into the background leaving

only the memory of the blue hills, the

great sweep of the open lake, the fresh

smell of the open country, the roar of

the surf, the plunge of the canoe over

the top of a sea, the spring of the rod <i

under the rushes of the trout.

And curiously enough it had its ending

on the same observation car somewhere

west of Chicago; the air castle designed

so long ago was built and I hastened with

joy in my heart to bring confusion upon

the heads of the doubters who had sought

to turn us back.

Cape Breton as a Tourist Resort

MR C. M. Odell whites from Glace

Bay, N.S.:
I note in a recent issue a kindly

reference to Cape Breton as a

tourist resort- No item of this sort is

complete without reference to Mira the

Beautiful. Mira River is unquestionably

the most beautiful spot in Cape Breton

for a sumer outing of the camping-out

sort. The river, thirty miles in length

from its mouth at Mira Gut to the ex-

treme head, is a succession of pleasant

\iooks and beautiful bays. No more

delightful trips for canoe or gasoline

boat can be imagined. Splendid trout

fishing abounds throughout its ertire

length. Good partridge shooting is

found all along its shores in season, and I

regret to say also out of season owing to

the non-enforcement of the game laws.

Both wild ducks and geese are bagged by

sportsmen galore. The outer bay is fa-

mous in July and August for the leaping

Tuna, the blue ribbon fish of the sea.

Scatteris Island, twelve miles distant

by motor boat, is famed afar for

sea duck and curlew shooting. From its

mouth to its source Mira has a most in-

teresting historical record. Here were

the summer residences of Governor

Brouillan and many French officers of

note during the French occupation of

Cape Breton. Maps are still in existence

bearing the signature of Governor Brou-

illan, dated 1736, showing concessions oi

land and sites of residences granted to dis-

tinguished soldiers of old France near-

ly a hundred years before magnificent

cavalry dashed itself to pieces against

those invincible squares at^ Waterloo.

Every season sees an addition to the

number of visitors and also to the num-

ber of motor boats. Relics of the days

when the tricolor of France floated from

the bastions of Louisburg are to be found

in many of the farm houses. Reached eas-

ily by rail over the Sydney and Louisburg

railway with 'boats meeting the train to

take the tourist to any point on the river,

with but twelve miles of a drive to either

Sydney or Louisburg from at least two

differents points some miles up stream,

Mira is bound to become one of the great

rest resorts of this island.

Many farm houses along the river will

gladly accommodate visitors and quite a

few small hotels cater regularly to trav-

ellers.

Mira, like every other summer resort

in Cape Breton, suffers from competition.

With so many beautiful spots, and each

with its advocates, no one place in Cape

Breton has become the Mecca of tourists,

but one can hardly make a mistake in this

Island. In my opinion Mira easily out-

ranks them all as a camping-out proposi-

tion.
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Canada's National Parks

THE first report of Mr. Howard

Douglas, who from the post of

manager of the Canadian National

Park, has been promoted to that of

Commissioner of Dominion Parks, has

been issued as a parliamentary paper and

contains much that is of interest to all

who believe in outdoor life.

In the first place the widespread in-

terest taken in the Dominion Parks is

shown by the rapidly growing increase in

the number of visitors, the increase in ten

rears being from seven thousand to forty

thousand in the course of a season, these

numbers not including . thousands who
paid short visits and did not register.

Now that the foundations have been so

successfully laid the growth will go on

far more rapidly in the future.

The town of Banfif. which is wholly

within the Canadian National Park, and

over which the Government exercises pa-

ternal sway, continues to progress.

There are now in operation and in a good

state of repair neaflv eighty nv'les of

carriage road at BanfT. nineteen at Lag-

gan and thirty^ve at Field. Notwith-

standing the greatly increased use made

of them not a single accident or unneces-

sary delay occurred during the year cov-

ered by the report.

The museum and grounds, the sulphur

baths, the animals in paddocks and the

wild ones in closer confinement are all

highly attractive to visitors. Particular

interest is taken in the herds cf ^u '"'"aloes.

which, but for the action of the Canadian

Government, would have been doomed to

total extinction. The small increase in

the number, viz., fourteen in a herd of

one hundred and seven, is due, Mr. Doug-

las believes, to the paddock being too

small for such a herd, and he expresses

his intention of removing all but twenty-

five or thirty head to one of the large buf-

falo parks.' The small increases in the

number of other animals, viz.. three

moose and three elk. "s due almost en-

tirelv to the destruction of their young

by coyotes and wolves. A wire enclo-

sure to keep out these carnivorous and

destructive animals is to be built to ensure

the protection of the young animals from

their enemies. "It is only by experience,"

writes Mr. Douglas, "that the best way

of caring for wald animals in such par-

tial captivity and under such circumstan-

ces can be learned, and this appears to

me to be the best way of protecting

them."
The death of "Sir Donald" is reported

with regret. "Sir Donald" being the pa-

triarch of the buffalo herd and the last

buffalo, so far as can be ascertained,

that roamed the prairies in the wild free

state of his ancestors. He w^as captured

bv the Indians as a buffalo calf in 1872 and

w-as consequently in his thirty-eighth

year. During his thirty-seven years ci

"captivity he had been looked at with in-

terest by thousands of visitors as the sole

survivor of a noble type of animals that

in their wild state are now only a memory
to Indians and old time white pioneers.

Shortly after his capture he was sold by

the Indians to Mr. James McKay, chief

factor for the Hudson Bay Co., at Fort

Garry, and afterwards became part of and

headed the herd of Sir Donald A. Smith,

(now Lord Strathcona) at Silver Heights.

In 1898, Lord Strathcona donated the

remnant of his herd, consisting of thirteen

animals and including "Sir Donald," to

the National Park at Banfif to be cared for

as wards of the Canadian Government.

The end was a sad one, "Sir Donald" be-

ing gored by young bulls, leaving his hide

in such a state that mounting was impos-

sible.

The coal mines in the parks, which m-

clude the only anthracite coal found in

\\'estern Canada, have had a prosperous

vear.

Regular patrols of the parks are being

arranged and the wardens, each furnished

with a saddle pony and pack pony, will

remain out for days at a time. By this

means it is hoped to check, if not altogeth-

er prevent, the killing of game by Indians

and tourists in outlying portions of the

parks. The new regulations preventing

the carrying of unsealed firearms within^

the limits of the parks will have a bene-

ficial eft'ect in the wav of minimizing the
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lemptations to shoot and kill game in the

parks. The wild animals appear to be in-

creasing in numbers and the regulations

prohibiting dogs" running at large within

the parks will doubtless have the effect of

making the animals less timid of human
beings.

While the cost of fire prevention was

^nuch greater last year than in preceding

years the Commissioner asserts that the

expense was counterbalanced many times

over by saving from destruction large

quantities of fine valuable timber. Sys-

J:ematic patrols and stringent regulations

Regarding campfires are assisting in the

^flforts to preserve the forests of the parks

;in their primeval state which is one of

^their principal charms.

There is a steady and continuous in-

,crease in the revenues of the parks from

almost every source. It was estimated

-that in 1908 over one and a quarter mil-

-lions of dollars were spent in Canada by

the tourists from foreign countries visit-

ing the Rocky Mountain Parks and this

amount was expected to be doubled in

1909. The value of these parks cannot be

measured in dollars and cents. They
have been the means of spreading abroad

the fame and beauty of Canada in all parts

.of the world. Equal results could not be

.obtained for the money expended by any

other means. The Commissioner expres-

,es the opinion that every additional dol-

dar of expenditure in the way of building

and improving trails, carriage roads,

•bridges, et cetera, for the opening up of

new points of interest and for making
-those already opened up more accessible

would return a hundredfold in benefit to

the country.

After describing improvements made
in Yoho and Glacier Parks, the Commis-
sioner deals with Elk Island Park, forty

miles east of Edmonton, where the buff-

alo purchased from Montana were tem-

porarily accommodated. It is now pro-

posed to leave only thirty-five head in

this Park to serve as the nucleus of a new
herd. There are also in the Park a con-

siderable number of elk and deer, as it is

-their natural home and when the fence

.was built they were enclosed in the Park.

The new ' Bufifalo Park, reserved in

1907 as a grazing range for the buft'alo,

contains four hundred and thirty square
miles and is situated about one hundred
and twenty miles east of Edmonton. One
hundred and ten thousand acres have
been enclosed by a fourteen strand wire
fence seventy-three m.iles in length, with
two cross fences forming enclosures for

the buffalo during the breeding season.

The Park is a stretch of rolling prairie

with numerous small lakes, making it an
ideal place for the purpose, as the. numer-
ous buft'alo wallows, buffalo bones and
skulls show it to have been a favorite

grazing ground for the herds of buffalo

when in the wild state. In addition to

the lakes the Battle River and Ribstone
Creek pass through portions of the Park.

The banks of both streams are well

wooded and afford excellent protection

for the animals from the heat of summer
and the storms of winter. The area en-

closed is considered sufficient for the sup-

port of from five thousand to seven thous-

and head of buff'alo. There is hay in a-

bundance in the eastern portion of the

Park and this can be put up in stacks at

a small charge. A fire guard twenty
feet in width has been ploughed around
the enclosure to afford protection against

fire and eventually serve also as a car-

riage driveway. It is intended to move
eighty head from Banff to this Park
where they will have freer range and bet-

ter accommodation. When these re-

movals are effected and the further ship-

ments from Montana arrive there will be

at least seven hundred head of buffalo in

this Park. The cost of caring for them
will be small as the work can be done by
three men in summer and five in w'inter.

With the expected natural increase the

herd should be more than self-sustaining

from the first, as the surplus male stock

can be readily disposed of at good prices.

As the Park is near the main line of the

Grand Trunk Pacific, thousands of visi-

tors will be attracted each year to see the

largest herd of buffalo in the world.

At the time of writing h's report the

Commissioner had not officially visited

Jasper Park containing five thousand,

four hundred and fifty square miles of

almost entirely unexplored territory. He
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enclosed a short account of a trip through
a portion of the Park by Mrs. Charles

Schaffer, of Philadelphia, who has done
much exploration work in the Rockies

and Selkirks. Mrs. Schaffer is particu-

larly enthusiastic over the beauties of a

lake which the party named the Maligne.

Later on when they heard of the Govern-
ment action Mrs. Schaffer added: "I trust

for the beauty of the lake, its almost un-

blemished forest and game, Maligne Lake
may pass under the care of a Government
whose foresight and generosity to future

lovers of the wild have been equalled Ijy

no other nation."

The difficulties of transporting the buf-

faloes from Montana to Alberta and the

unsuccessful round-up in August, 1898,

are dealt with at length. Mr. Douglas is,

however, able to add that one hundred
and ninety head, one hundred and seven-

teen of which were young females, were
successfully landed in Buffalo Park and
the remainder were expected to be ship-

ped later. (Since the report was print-

ed the work has been successfully accom-
plished.)

Mr. Douglas writes: "A new plan of

transferring them from the corral to the

loading pens was devised. Instead of

the animals being driven in a herd they

were transported individually in wagons

over the thirty-six miles to Ravilli for

loading. Experienced spectators of the

work expressed their surprise and won-
der at the magnitude of the task of round-
ing up, transporting in wagons to the

loading station and shipping over almost
thirteen hundred miles of railway such a

number of these wild untamed animals
and landing them successfully and safe-

ly in their new homes. The undertaking
involved a vast amount of work, anxiety

and expense and it is doubtful whether a

similar enterprise of rescuing from ex-

termination a once noble and numerous
type of animal was ever before under-
taken." A full account of the difficul-

ties overcome in these shipments is prom-
ised in the next report when the Com-
misioner hopes to be able to "congratu-
late the Government on having safely

secured in its Buffalo Park Reserve, the

largest herd, not only of buffalo but, of

anv wild animals in one enclosure in the

wo'rld."

The appendices include the numbers
and nationalities of the visitors to var-

ious points of interest in the parks, the

report of the curator of the museum and
the meteorological tables. Taken alto-

gether it is a record of excellent work,
the effect of which is certain to be widely

and beneficiallv felt in the future.

A Beauty Spot on the Kawarthas

BY MRS. K.\THARINE O'LOUGHLIN.

ONE of the very pretty spots on the

Kawarthas is Sturgeon Point.

More than a hundred families

from Canada and the United
States annually direct their route to this

favorite resort. Just twelve miles from
the picturesque town of Lindsay, it is

within easy access of train and boat ; and
a very good water service is at the dis-

posal of the traveller. It is an ideal spot
for a beneficial outing. The Point stands
on a slight elevation on the north side of

Sturgeon Lake, and it slopes to the sh>)re

with a gradual fall which is most certain

anc' safe.

The situation of one of its most charm-

ing places is below the more thickly in-

habited parts, and is the theme of this

waiting. Just 'below a hill, and at its

foot, is an unpretentious little green wood-
en cottage, screened from the sun's rays
on all sides by verandahs, so that no mat-
ter how Sol may shine, you receive the

protection of their welcome shade. Of
course, all around is forest, but just at

this spot are som.e acres of ground not
so dense as in the most frequented parts.

Our cottage has two acres of land re-

sembling a town garden. There are about
eight grand old w^hite birch-bark trees,

growing double, triple and quadruple
from the roots upwards ; alike and yet
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each distinctly separate, and there they

stand in the moonlight like giant candle-

abras, showing their white light like the

sentinels of a bygone age. Nigh one

hundred years must have elapsed since

they pushed their tiny stalks above the

earth, and like good sons trained in the

straight way, they live to shed a halo

on their mother earth. Silent their lives,

peaceful their rest. It is also interesting

to note the variety and beauty of foliage

that may be contained in so small a space.

We find, besides the old birch, sumach,
ash, box-elder, maple, walnut, dogwood,
elm, hawthorn and lilac; this latter was
transplanted from town, but seems to be

at home with its forest sisters.

In those great, silent old trees may be

found the homes of so many varieties of

the feathered tribe that there is a con-

stant and varied strain of the sweetest

melody to w^hich the human ear ever lis-

tened. Early in the morning one is a-

wakened by the sweet plaintive call of

Pee-wee—Pee-wee—Pee-wee, then be-

sides, the little song-sparrow, the call of

the whip-poor-will, the cat-bird, the cow-
bird, the robin, the wren and oriole and so

many others that we cannot see them to

tell what species they are. The Sturgeon
Lake is always a very safe one, on which
to row, paddle or sail, and few or no
fatalities bave been known at this Point.

One day recently the writer and two
small boys paddled across to the opposite

shore of the lake and were well rewarded
for the trip. On the shore we had to

climb at this side up the slope for a dis-

tance of fifty feet or more. The country

is one grand plateau of level land and the

air is something to inspire one, mingled
as it is witb the odor of balsam, spruce,

pine, hemlock, and cedar. The view of

the surrounding shores of the lake with
all their wealth of green foliage and vir-

gin forest was a picture which will place

a negative in the mind unimpaired for all

time, and memory will be able at a mo-
ment's notice to make a proof needing
no developer.

Sturgeon Point is also a home of his-

toric interest, being one of the early battle

grounds of the Indians. Champlain sailed

up these waters centuries ago, and the
Iroquois and Hurons held many an en-

counter on the shores. It is on Sturgeon
Point that the brave "Manita," a Huron
maiden, lost her life while holding a sec-

ret tryst with her Iroquois lover "Oge-
mah." This warrior was murdered by
one of Manita's tribe, and over his dead-

body the maiden was found next day, she
also being cold in death beside her lover.

A great oak tree marks the spot where
the great warrior lies in his Indian grave.

There are also besides foliage and
birds, an infinite variety of wild-flowers

continually adding charm to the land-

scape. Each week unfolds some new form
of bloom, and besides flowers, there are

many species of roots, of interest for their

medicinal value. Ginseng is found in a-

bundance, and to those who know its ap-

pearance, there is a harvest in store. We
have several times come across it in our-

rambles.

While those in town or city are strug-

gling with the heat or dust, we at pretty

Sturgeon Point can gaze on nature and
feel in our hearts the truth of Gray's-

famous lines—

•

"There at the foot of yonder nodding beech,

That wreathes its old fantastic roots so high;

His listless length at noontide would he stretch.

And pore upon the brook that babbles by."

While a guest at one of the Quebec
fishing clubs, Mr. H. D. Foss, the choco-

late manufacturer, of Boston, Mass..

caught one of the largest gray trout of

the season. The fish tipped the scales

at 25 pounds and measured 36 inches in

length. Mr. Foss was nearly two hours
in landing his fish and during that long
interval had a most strenuous time.

The killing of a bear weighing 150
povinds is reported from Porcupine. The
animal was heard investigating the swill

tubs at one of the camps and when dis-

turbed set ofif for the bush. Guided by
the cracking of a twig George Banner-
man fired in the direction indicated and
found to his surprise, on going to see
what luck he had, that the bear was dead.

Congratulations were in order.
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OUR MEDICINE BAG
"Major William liendrie, writes from

Hamilton, Ont.

"In Field & Stream,"' July number
there is an account of a fishing expedi-

tion, written by one C. W. Tuttle, of his

exploits on the Rideau waters last year.

The fisherman (save the name) put up

at the Opinacon Club Hotel. Here is

what he says of the fishing:

Fishing? Well, I never had such fish-

ing in any waters as I had that afternoon.

I did not change my rigging the whole
session, and caught the majority of the

fish on the "Jamison spoon-fly."

"How many for the afternoon, eh?

Well, it sounds mighty big. The count

was eighty-four, guide's count, and I

know he could not be far, if any, wrong.
There was no reason why he should. I

counted up to seventy-five and know I

caught six to ten more—legal size fish.

That was great fishing. I have taken

with the fly at Belgra'de Lakes, Maine,

more than one hundred in a day but

never took this number anywhere before

:

in an afternoon. You don't see how I

did it?"

"Well.brother. I did it. and I am still

from Missouri and under like conditions

can " show you" that it can be done
again in the lake. I am a Presbyterian

and don't bet, else I might back my state-

ment and confidence in being able to do
it again in the same w-aters in a more
substantial way. I certainly expect to

fish those waters again this year in July
before they do a great deal of bait fish-

ing, and I am going to beat that record."

"Fish Hog" you sav.? Just a minute

before you censure. He proceeds

:

"I am just as much opposed to des-

troving a single fish as you ever can be.

T am very fond indeed.of the sport, bass

fishing especially, and every season

travel over a thousand miles and back

to get the best I can find. Fishing for

meat to supply anybody. I never indulge

in. I never take a fish to the hotel, un-

less a rare specimen, as to size, or one

which has bled from being too deeply

hooked. I will not retain a guide, who
does not carefully net, and remove the

hcok and return in proper manner to the

water, every fish caught by me. I never

take a fish, except for lunch, returning all

others carefully to the water. Having
had my sport, I am hopeful that I may
meet wnth some good fighter another day,

knowing if I do not, some fellow sports-

man will, and I want him to have as good
sport as I had myself."

Xow the question of returning these

fish to the water, is, so far as it concerns

the Game & Fish laws, not a reasonable

excuse for hooking and netting and I am
very doubtful indeed if the majority of

the fish so caught and returned to the

water, live.

To sum up the exploits of this gentle-

man's bare faced violation of our laws,

one might naturally ask, where are the

wardens who are supposed to look after

these w-aters? Who was the guide w^ho as-

sisted in the taking of the fish? Is there

any branch of the Ontario Fish and Game
Protective Association in that neighbor-

hood?

]\Ir. Allison Ferris writes from White
Plains, N. Y., under date of June 29th :

—

"Once again the time draws near for Mr.
Allison and myself to sneak away to the

midst of the Laurentians in Lower Que-
bec and I am after information. How
are we to get the big gray trout which
w^e can see when they will not bite? AVe
have tried all kinds of bait, flies, troll.

live bait, cut bait and worms. Nothing
doing, net even so much as a smell from
these "big bull treuts" as our old gu'de

used to call them. Sometimes through

the ice they will take cut bait. Can you
or any of your readers ofTer suggesti9ns?
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In iy08 we were there and for the first

time experienced the joys and sorrows

of night fishing.. It was an unique ex-

perience to say the least. Fishing ofl: the

west end of an island in about three feet

of water we got enough trout (mostly

red) to give eighteen good husky hunters

two meals in the camp. Those we caught

averaged two pounds and it was the same
evening I was frozen fast to the seat of

the boat. I was just watching the marvel-

lous display of Northern lights while the

rest of the crowd were fishing. Some
water was splashed over our dift'erent

seats v, hile there and when I attempted

to rise, I was "unavoidably detained."

This was October 12th, 1903, and on Sun-

day, October 11th, the day before, snow
enough fell there to make tracking easy.

What I want though, this time is one of

"dose bull trouts," rouge or gray, no dif-

ference. Rod and Gun in Canada strikes

me pretty favorably and I am pleased to

see it so w^onderfully improved. Luck to

you!"

Considerable excitement was caused in

the neighbourhood of Port Arthur some
time ago when Captain Walpole Roland,

a mining engineer, who is eighty-three

years of age, was lost in the bush. Search

parties were sent out and after a most
diligent but unsuccessful search gave up
hope of rescuing him alive, but continued

the search, trusting to find his body and
give him decent burial. When the old

man had been missing a month the res-

cuers found him in a bad state and
brought him in. He has given his own
account to the local press as follows :

—

Wabigoon, Ont.—On May ISth I de-

liberately left the trail to take observa-
tions, but evidently went too far. I was
always aware of my approximate loca-

tion, but decided to play a waiting game.
I kept making observations daily, and
also entries in my diary. On June 18th I

noted that it was the ninety-fifth anniver-
sary of the battle of Waterloo, and my
own particular wish was that my excep-
tional sustaining powers might keep me
till I could get details of that other battle

on July 4th, viz., Jeflfries-Johnson, in

which I hoped to read of a victory for

the former. I might also add that I can

take Tex Rickard to a spot in the Mani-
tou region where he can pull ofif the fight

without the slightest fear of interference.

Water was my principal nourishment. I

injured my knee a couple of days before

I was found, which caused my inability

to walk. I could see Dr. Parsons and
party through the branches reading the

notices I had put up. The black flies were
unusually active June 18th, and there was
a thunderstorm that day. I thank all

for the interest displayed during my des-

olation, and I expect my being lost is

known on two hemispheres. I will an-

swer all personal inquiries. (Signed)

Walpole Roland.

The Governor-General intends to carry

out his plans and make a journey over-

land to Hudson's Bay. The journey will

involve a stifT piece of wilderness travel-

ling, much of it by canoe. His Excel-

ency has expressed his willingness to

rough it and will himself handle a paddle.

The Northwest 'Mounted Police, how-
ever, who will have charge of the journey,

will see that this roughing is not of too

severe a character. At Port Nelson or

Fort Churchill, whichever is chosen as

the land terminus of the journey, the

Government steamer Earl Grey will be
in waiting and will convey His Excel-

lency and party through the Bay and
Straits and up the St. Lawrence to Que-
bec. This, it is said, will be the most
ambitous piece of pioneer travelling ever

attempted by a Governor-General of Can-
ada. Reports state that the water is

high and indications point to the prob-

ability of much of the usual portaging

being obviated.

A little booklet entitled "How to Shoot
\\'ell," giving expert information on hunt-

ing, sharpshooting and trapshooting. has

been issued by the J. Stevens Arms and
Tool Company, of Chicopee Falls, Mass.,

and should be in the hands of every gun-
ner. The first chapter is devoted to hunt-

ing, and strong emphasis is laid on the
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HANDY IN EVERY HOME
Everybody who sees this useful and

pretty little novelty wants one of the

Excelsior Combination Tweezers
and Magnifying Glass

"No toy, but a practically useful article

that is indispensable in every household.

A powerful magnifying glass enlarges the

object the tweezers are to work on, ren-

dering it easy to extract splinters oi hairs.

Nickel piatedand highly polished. Also-

useful fo^ mill workers, jewelers, botan-

ists, physicians, etc.

Bj m»U 1 J, 85 and 50e^ 8 die*

For sale at all ha-dware. drn_
goods and novelty stores, or direct

ASHER KLEINMAN, Sole Mfr
250 Eighth Avenue, New York

to the true sportsman. Send Twenty-Five yearly

•ubscriptions, and a KORONA PETIT Camera, siie

JK^SK. will be sent you. This camera manufactured by

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.

Rochester, N. Y.

How to Enjoy a Summer

Outing
The pleasure of many a camping,

hunting or fishing trip is too often

spoiled by the ubiquitous mos-
quitoes, gnats or flies of various

kinds. Annoyance from these

pests is entirely overcome by using

Qoodyear's Mosquito Lotion

Mosquitoes, gnats or flies will

never trouble anyone who uses it.

One application is eifectiye for

hours, yet it washes off easily and
does not injure the most delicate

skin.

It is equally useful for the en-

joyment of your evenings at home
during the summer.

Sent by Mail to any address for

50 Cents.

T. W. GOODYEAR
CHEMIST,

Woodstock, Ontario

vBeers Brothers!

THERMOOT
Yon need one In yonr hoaae.

Keepi the temperatare exact-

ly right, day and niebt. Barei coal, mtm
worry. Worki on fnmaces, hot watar or
• {•enm heater*. Anyone ran attach.

It Tends theHeater
ibe Kltupleai apparatai made, gaaraBteed
to vTork perfectly and laat for yearm. Bis
and little bomea De«d It. Bend today far

booklet.

BESBS BK08. TKZRXOVIXT 60.
lee Partlaal At*. KoclMsteT, X. T.

Oll'sHardRubberCel--
brated "Perfect" O.K.
Adjustable Duck and
Crow call. ' Un-
equalled." Used] by
the leading hunters

everywhere. $1.00 prepaid, inducement to the trade.

PHILIP S. OLT, Dept. 11, Pekin, HI., U.S.A.

The time to hunt is at either end of day.
The kind of sight to use is the one you
can see. Daniel's Patent Concentric sight
is the best in the world for those dark
places. You can prove it. Price only $2.00.

Address C. DANIEL, Box B 3, Melbourne, Wash.
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necessity of a good hunter being a judge

of distances. The suggestion is made
that the shooter take every opportunity

of gauging distances and then check by
pacing them ofi. "It is the one big neces-

sary feature, and the man who has a little

patience in sizing up distances will find

himself well repaid many times over."

To become a crack shot requires consider-

able practice. For sharpshooting an easy,

comfortable position must be obtained,

and at the critical point, when the bull's

eye is covered by the s'ghts, the "only

movement must be centered in the move-
ment of the index finger." "Do not let

a muscle move except those in the end
of your finger and you have made a hit."

"Many nervous people learn to be good
shots with the rifle by having good finger

control and being able—generally through
practice, which makes us perfect in any-

thing—to press the finger on the trigger

at the right moment." Telescopes im-

prove the accuracy of shooting. In trap-

shooting t'he art of "catching the recoil"

is most important. Aim ahead of the fly-

ing target, keep the gun firmly at the

shoulder—and hold the gun firmly —
keep the gun moving at the instant when
it is fired and you can by following these

points exactly become a good shot with

little practice." An offer is made to an-

swer any specific question direct, and a

copy of the booklet will be sent to all

gunners who will apply to the J. Ste-

vens Arms and Tool Company. Chicopee
Falls, Mass. and mention "Rod and Gun
in Canada."

The farmers of Strong township, on
the borders of the Algonquin Park, have
been much troubled by the activities of

the industrious beavers. These little

animals have built a dam across a stream
where it crosses the road under a bridge
and flooded the highway till the highest
point was a foot under water, also flood-

ing the adjoining fields. Every time the
dam was torn out the beavers restored it

in forty-eight hours. Owing to the pro-
tection accorded to the beavers the farm-
ers had to appeal to the authorities for

redress.

Game Warden G. M. Parks and Pro-

vincial Constable Duncan McRae, of

North Bay, arrested A. Harvey, of Wah-
napitae, with a large quantity of fur

pelts in possession, including seven beav-

er, eighty muskrat, five deerskins, one
caribou and one moose. A further con-

signment of fifty-two beaver skins was
also seized.

* The ^Minister of the Interior, Hon.
Frank Oliver, is on a journey down the

Athabasca Rivei, being anxious to see

for himself some of the remote portions

of the wide district over which he has

jurisdiction. \\' ith an escort of ^Mounted
Police he is travelling more than 3,000

miles by canoe, portage and shallow
draught river steamers. He will be met
at Fort McPherson by a further police

detachment and escorted to Dawson City.

From that point he will visit the coast

and return east either by way of Prince

Rupert or Vancouver. By the time he

returns to Ottawa he will have travelled

some '7,000 miles and should certainly

have wider ideas of the vast territory

over which his Department has juris-

diction.

A new edition, dated the present year,

of the pamphlet entitled "Game of Brit-

ish Columbia," and known as Official

Bulletin No. IT, has been issued by the

Bureau of Provincial Information, V^ic-

toria, B.C. In a most interesting st3de

particulars are given of game animals,

birds and fishes of the Province, and the

Game Laws are printed in full. The pam-
phlet is more than a reprint of former
editons. for not only has the matter con-

tained in those editons been revised and
brought up to date, but several new sub-

jects have been added. The bulk of the

material has been supplied by Mr. A.

Bryan ^^'illiams, the Chief Game Warden
of the Province, whose authority on the

subject is generally recognized by all

sportsmen. British Columbia is the finest

game Province in Canada, and with the

protection given in the last few years,

game is declared to be as plentiful as
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ever, and some species, notalily moose,
are to be found in greater numbers than

twenty years ago. The sporting possi-

bilities of the Provnnce are so many and
varied that it would be impossible to ex-

haust them in an ordinary lifetime. A
copy of the booklet may be obtained by
application to the Bureau of Provincial

Information. \"ictoria, B.C.

That Lord Charles Beresford is still

deeply interested in the Canadian Nation-
al Exhibition is evidenced by the fact

that he is sending over for this year's

Exhibition a complete model of the little

gunboat Condor with which he first

fought his way to fame. During the

bombardment of Alexandria with this

little boat, carrying an armament of one
4^/ ton gun and two 64-pounder guns he
engaged Fort ?kIarabout for 41^ hours
and practically silenced the enemy's guns
before being reinforced. As the arma-
ment of the fort consisted of two 18-ton

guns, two 12-ton guns, two 10-inch guns,

two 9-inch guns, twenty 32-pounder guns
and five mortars, it is not hard to ex-

plain how he earned the title of "Condor
Charlie." particularly as he so manoeuvr-
ed the Condor that she was only hit twice

during the engagement.

A correspondent writing from Danville,

Que., gives particulars of the good work
done for protection by the Fish and Game
Warden of his district, Mr. E. A. Moun-
tain. Last year this energetic public

servant brought to punishment eleven

cases of illegal deer hunting and three

of moose and made nine seizures of other

game or fish. W ith one exception the

whole of the cases were settled out of

court, and in that case the offender is

working out his sentence in prison. As
many of the settlers in the outlying dis-

tricts are imperfectly acquainted with the

fish and game laws, warnings are first

given and if no improvement results pro-

ceedings are taken. In one case Mr.
Mountain heard of poachers "crusting"

with dogs, running down a doe and kill-

ing her with clubs and knives. In com-
pany with Mr. LaFrance, a bailiff, he

travelled through rain and snow, partly

by team, and partly on foot, for about
seventy miles. Obtaining the names of

the guilty parties he traced the meat and
h-'de of the deer for eight miles from
where the killing took place. It is stat-

ed that one of these poachers killed seven

deer in one day by crusting and sold the

carcasses for one dollar each. Mr. Moun-
tain is likewise insisting on the proper

provisions of fishways in every dam in

his territory. He had a model of a fish-

way made and accepted by the Govern-
nient—this showing a support to the dam
and the fishway combined. It is meeting
with pretty general acceptance through-

out the district. Furthermore Mr. Moun-
tain is obtaining the assistance of the

mill men in keeping rubbish and sawdust
cut of the rivers.

A new editon of the booklet entitled

"Montreal" has been published by the

Business ]\Ien's League of that city.

There is much material of interest con-

cerning the commercial capital of the Do-
minion and it is here well put together

and illustrated. The many delightful re-

gions within easy reach of Montreal have
some few lines devoted to them and this

variety of information makes the booklet

of value to the sportsman as well as to

the ordinary tourist. The present edi-

tion is the ninth and with thorough revi-

sion may be relied upon. The issue is

for free d'stribution and those desirous

of making Montreal the centre for vaca-

tion trips should communicate with the

Secretary of the Tourist Information

Bureau, Business Men's League, Mon-
treal.

A correspondent states that in conver-

sation with some of the old stagers round
Rice Lake, Ont., he was informed that the

fishing in the lake during the present

season is the best for the past ten years.

Th's will be good news for anglers whose
circumstances will not allow them to go
too far afield.
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FOR SAF.K—Ono Winchester uew rifle, 40-82, with tools,

<ancy made, latest model: one WiueUester, as good as

aew rifle. 40-S2. latest model; also one Savage 30-30 second-

liand. cannot tell from new. For sale at a bargain. For
•further particulars apply G. B. Smith. Ayton, Out. It

FOR SALK or Exchange for .22 rifle: complete course in

Northwestern School of Taxidermy. Ernest McLean, Spen-

<erville. Ont. It

FOR S.\I.E—Parker Ilammerless, 12 ga., 7V^ bb. Cost
$110. Titanic steel barrel. Beautiful gun, not soiled

—

bargain. Waterloo period flint lock musket, good condition.

Box 16, Swan Lake, Manitoba.

Target Smith & Wesson, .38 military revolver, CVj in.

t)arrel, Lyman Sight. Ideal tools for same, cost forty-

eight dollars—for thirty dollars. Apply Box D. S., Rod
•and Gun. Toronto.

FOR SALE—No. 2 grade Smith automatic ejector. Q%.
•26. 14. IVj, 2M!. 12g.. perfect condition, right % and left

^11 choke. Price $65. Will take Winchester pump and
differerice. Box 113. Kingsville, Ont.

LAUNCHES.
FOR SALE—Smack. Kawartha Lakes. Good condition.

Apply R. P. Baker, University of Chicago.

Twenty-three foot launch hull, semi-speed design, manu-
factured by Robertson Bros., Hamilton. Built of Cyprus and
«ak. Apply Box 17, Rod and Gun, Toronto, Ontario.

FOR SALE—Fine cabin cruiser. 40x8. 25 H.P. Cost

$2.000—to be sold for unpaid balance. $700.00. Suitable for

passenger. Apply John Sale. Windsor, Ont. 2t

A .''-10 H.P. Twin Screw. Van Auken Motor, with the

following eauipment: Spark plugs, commutator, spark coil.

primary and secondar.v wires, muffler, starting lever, tools

and couplings bored to suit propeller shafts, also a specially

«elected carburetor. Send for further particulars to Box 13.

Ro<l and Gun. Toronto. Ontario.

MOTOE ACCESSORIES.

Below find a list of Motor Boat and Automobile Acces-

«orIe8 oCTered for sale at alluring prices:

—

MAGNETOS— Type B. Wizard, for make and break en-

gines: type n. Wizard Magnetos, for two cycle engines,

and niult'p!'" cylinder stationary engines: length 12 inches,

width 6 inclics. height 8 inches, weight 24 lbs. Send for

prices of above.

PROPELLER WriEKLS—12 inch, left hand, three blade

feronze wlieel. $4.00: cw^lv inch, right hand, two blade

tronze, $3.25; sixteen inch, left hand. Weedless bronze,

$7.25: 12 inch, three lil'.lt -ist iron. $2.25; Bryant & Ber-

ry. 14 Inch, three bl^^ie, i-i^'il hand, bronze wheel. $8.00;

Bryant & Berry, If Im<- e nlade, bronze wheel, $9.00.

CARBURETORS—Ono inch Heitger Carburetor, Model
B., $7.50: one and half inch, Heitger Carburetor, Model B.,

$9.00.

BOAT SEARCHLIGHTS—Acetylene Searchlight, made by
Hiram L. Piper Co., complete with generator, $10.50.

GREASE GUNS—Miller, in.!:sp?n?al>le to motor boat
owners, each, $1.40.

FLASFI-LIGHTS—No motor boat or a'i'oi:iobile owner can
afford to be without one. Wonder flashlight, nlways ready,
outlasts them all, complete wUl. new battery. 90c; Vest
pocket flashlight, complete with new batter.v. ;j.")C.

BATTERY CONNECTORS—Oveland Battery Connectors,
latest out, per dozen, 60c; half dozen. 75c. ,

MARINE ENGINES—Ranging In horse-power from two
tiorse, single cylinder, two cycle, to ten horse-power, three
cylinder, all with complete outflts. Also a number of hori-

zontal opposed engines, with complete outfits. Close
prices quoted.

Address all enquiries and remittances to MARINE EN-
GINE AND MOTOR SUPPLY EXCHANGE, Toronto. Or
ders filled same day as received.

SPECIALS.

FOR SALE—Finest speckled trout eggs, fry, fingerllnga,

etc., always for sale In season at the Ideal private hatcb-
ery of Dr. A. R. Robinson, Silver Creek, Caledon Moan-
tains. Also Ashing permtited to responsible parties. Ad-
dress J. Walker, Caldwell P. 0., Ontario. d-llt

WANTED—Island in Georgian Bay suitable for summer
home. Address J. H., care of Rod and Gun, Toronto.

WANTED—Pair of young beavers, male and female.
Write J. D. Jenkins, Charlottetown, P. E. I. It

FOR SALE—Summer Cottage at Torrance, Lake Muskoks,
near P. O. and steamboat wharf. George Parker, Box 178,

Gravenhurst. 2t

TWO MUSKOKA COTTAGES TO RENT—One "Wliit«
House," two storey, nine roomed cottage, including bath
room, hot and cold water, wind mill; furnished complete.

Boat house. Good bathing. Ten minutes row from Port
Carling. "Beech Villa," seven roomed cottage; beautiful

location; five minutes from Port Carling. For particulaw,

rent, etc.. Address "Box Cottage," Rod and Gun, Room 4,

5 King St. W., Toronto,

$1200—Muskoka—Lack-a-Day—Cedar Bay—seven rooms;
kitchen; stable: good Ashing; unfurnished: referencea;

spring; mail route. Thos. Cooper, Cooper's Falls, Ont.

THE COLONY TRAP catches and drowns a whole family
of muskrats at one set. Shaw's Drowner Is worth it*

weight in gold In saving furs of all water animals. ToB
make the set, the animal does the rest. You will wonder
how you ever trapped without it. 5c brings you lllua-

trated trappers' guide. It explains everything about the

Colony Trap and Shaw's Drowner. Davenport Trap Co.,

Box C, Davenport, Iowa, U.S.A. It

YOUR FALL HUNT—Experienced Hunter, Trapper and
Guide wishes to correspond with person or persons re-

quiring a companion or manager for hunting expedition

throughout Canada. Apply immediately. A. S. Masen,
Hunter, Trapper and Guide, Hd. St. Margaret's Bay,
Halifax Co., Nova Soctia, Can. It

SALMON FISHING on Matapedia River In Province •t
Quebec, along Intercolonial Railway, to rent by day, week
or season. For particulars write to A. E. Alexander & Son,

Campbellton, N.B. It

TENT—Wanted, good second hand tent, fair size for

family camping. Give particulars. Williams, 212 Board
of Trade Building. Montreal.

TAXIDERMISTS.
SPORTSMEN—Your Office, Camp or Bungalow would be

greatly improved in appearance by a fine game liead. I

can offer you one of the finest procurable in Canada, guar-

anteed perfect in every way. Write me today while fresh

in your memory. Edwin Dixon, Ontario's leading Taxider-

mist, Main St., Unionville, Ont. It

MOOSE HEADS—Two large ones having spread of 56 and
53 inches, heavy, well formed palms with tines; both

mounted this season. Very reasonable prices for qu'.ck

sale. Write for photos. Edwin Dixon. Taxidermist,

Unionville, Ont. It

ELK HEAD—One of the finest in Canada, with 12

points; guaranteed perfect. Mounted this season. Should
secure quick sale. Edwin Dixon, Taxidermist, Unionville,

Ont. It

TO SPORTSMEN—TWO SHARES AT $500.00 each can
he had in one of the most delightful shooting and fishing

clubs in Canada: the club is fully equipped with gasoline

launches, clinkers, duck decoys, etc.. Only desirable parties

meaning business need apply. For full information apply
Box 42, Rod and Gun, 5 King St. West, Toronto, Ont.
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George Ham, of the C.P.R., was telling

some friends about a proposed fishing

trip to a lake in the Rockies which 'he

had in contemplation.
"Are there any trout out there?" asked

one friend.

"Thousands of 'em," replied Mr. Ham.
"Will they bite easily?" asked another

friend.

"Will they?" said Ham. "Why, they

are absolutely vicious. A man has to hide

behind a tree to bait a hook."

A cruising or fishing trip on a yacht is

a delightful method of spending a vaca-

tion as all who have tried it heartily agree.

Beautiful scenery viewed under the most
pleasant conditions, with an absence of

all that is worrying, makes such an out-

ing ideal and where fishing is added there

appears to be nothing further needed even
in the wishing line. Those who would
like such an outing should communicate
with Captain M. B. Mills, of Xapanee,
Ont.. who has a sailing yacht, named the

Dolphin, built specially for the purpose of

accommodating tourists on such trips.

The Captain has had over twenty years

experience in the waters of the Bay of

Quinte and the St. Lawrence and his

yacht is uncapsizable and safe in all wea-
thers. He quotes inclusive and moder-
ate terms and those who have enjoyed a

trip with him state that a more perfect

holiday they have never enjoyed. Only
August and a part of September are open
now and any one wishing to enjoy such a

trip this season should write at once to

Captain M. B. Mills, Xapanee, Ont.
They may be sure of courteous treatment
and will be glad they have not missed
an unusual and exceptionally good
chance of a pleasant holiday.

Commissioner Whipple of X'^ew York
State makes the following statement re-

garding carp, which are thick in some
Ontario waters

:

"Many people wonder how carp got
into all the streams, ponds and lakes of

the State. An examination of the report

of the State Fish Commission for 1887
explains the condition. There it is shown
the Fish Conin^issicn, i't/^itt'i Cr;;n:;ii--

sioner Eugene D. Blackford, during the

months of November and December, 188G,

distributed through the state 8,000 Ger-
man carp in lots of 20 each to 400 di^terent

places, well distributed over the state.

That is the way they were introduced
into the water of the state. ]Many people
are beginning to understand that carp is

a valuable food fish and no one knows
this better than the large fish dealers.

Carp are worth today, taken from the

water, from eight to eleven cents per

pound, and are worth alive in X'^ew York
City 25 cents per pound. In view of these

facts carp is a valuable food fish. It is

said there is at least $200,000 worth of

carp taken from the Illinois River each

year, placed upon the market and sold

:

that the catch of carp in Lake Erie and
its tributary rivers last vear amounted
to $2,000,000. The Ohio Legislature has

enacted a law imposing a fine for the

taking of carp less than fourteen inches

in length. It applies to Lake Erie and
the rivers that flow into it. The effort

of many people throughout the state

—

believing that carp are of no consequence—^has been to try and exterminate them.

In a short time carp will be generally

looked upon as one of the valuable food

fishes."

While William Moore, St. Ola. Hast-
ings County, Ont., was going through
his bush he came across a big black bear

in a trap. The settler was unarmed and
the bear was trying violently to free it-

self from the trap. Mr. Moore ran six

miles for a rifle and on his return des-

patched the animal. He found that dur-

ing his absence the bear which weighed
over three hundred pounds, had almost

succeeded in getting free, being held by
two small tendons of his lacerated leg.

Mr. Moore is not likely to forget his ex-

perience in a hurry.

In the neighborhood of Kingston, Dr.

Holdercroft has done good work in the

way of restocking trout streams. Se-

curing a large number of trout fry from
the Dominion Government, he "planted"

10,000 in Johnston's Creek, 10,000 in Pol-

inout Creek and 30.000 in Plateau Creek.



Tl:e AUcock, Laight & WestwooJ Company Ltd.,

manufacturers of fishing tackle, 78 Bay street,

Toronto, with their usual euterpriie and fore-

thought have now on exhibition in their ware-
house window, a wonderful specimen of a new
wood for rods, which they have secured after one
year's research, called Kaliki wood. It is just

one year ago since they received enough for three

rods, which the}- made up out of this excellent

material. The testing of these rods in actual

service last season, for trout and salmon fishing,

prove! that the wood was most powerful in

strength and endurance as well as in elasticity

and toughness, developing characteristics not
known in any other wood. Their ^Ir. Westwood
has for one year been using every possible means
to secure a shipment of same, whicTi has just

come to hand in a limited quantity. It grows
only in small trees and in small quantities and is

most difficult to secure and will always "be

scarce. It is a most beautiful wood to look up-
on, having a light, smooth glassy surface with a
handsome grain running through it and is very
light in color. For a high grade rod, it promises
to be the rod of the future. This firm have for

months received enquiries about this Kaliki wood,
but having failed until now to get even a hnited
quantity, they could not make up any rods.

You see its like this—you've hammered away
at vour work all season and now vou feel the

BALDWIN
GAMP '

LAMP

This 14 Candle

Power Lamp
gives a bright, white light that
enables .vou to rear! and write
with perfect comfort.

Worn on the cap or belt, both
hands are free with rod, gun or

knife. Projects its light 150 feet, is

4% inches high, weight only 5 ounces.

Absolutely safe, smokeless and grease-
less, made ready for use in 10 seconds.

Every lamp guaranteed.

For sale at Sporting and Hardware
stores, or sent prepaid on receipt of
regular price, $1.00.

^ Wri'e today giving your
fli-alcr's name and we will mail
illustrated bonljlet FREE.

CHEERS THE
CAMPERS' NIGHT

jOHN«^ Simmons: co.
.19.Franklin St., NewjWk

need of that vacation which you've been denying
yourself. The D. & €. Line offers the best trans-
portation facilities to Mackinac and the Xorth
Country, where every inch of scenery is interest-

ing and where every little lake contains the fish

that bite. Send for the D. & C. pamphlet and
take the next steamer. Detroit & Cleveland Nav-
igation Co., Detroit. Mich.

A change in the eastern sales organization of

the Ferro Machine & Foundry Co., Cleveland, O.,

manufacturers of Ferro Marine Engines, made
necessary by the great growth and development
of the Ferro Co. went into effect July 1st. Mr.
J. A. Day, who has been in charge of the New
York office has been called back to headquar-
ters in Cleveland where his services are required

in a more important capacity. The Ferro inter-

ests in New York have become of such importance
during the last two years under Mr. Day's able

management that it was necessary for the Com-
pany to be very careful in making arrangements
that would uphold the present standing of the

Ferro in eastern waters. While arrangements
were pending an opportunity offered to make per-

manent arrangements with one of the largest and
oldest established marine supply houses in t'he

East, which after careful consideration was ac-

cepted. Undoubtedly this is a most excellent

change. H. C. Squires' Sons who assumed the

Ferro interests on July 1st are one of the oldest

marine houses, in New York, having been in busi-

ness for more than forty years. They are known
personally to a great majority of the boat and
motor boat business. As Mr. Squires is known
personally to nearly all Ferro agents there is vir-

tvially no change in the organization except to put

back of the Ferro organization, the strong organ-

ization of H. C. Squires' Sons. The Squires Com-
pany will maintain a large stock of Ferro marine
anl stationary engines, parts, etc., and the trade

can rest assured of receiving the same courteous

treatment tliat they have experienced at the hands
of Mr. Day. The location of the Squires Co. is

44 Cortland St.. First Floor, directly underneath
the old Ferro Offices.

At the recent anual exposition held at Bergen,
Norway, the model "A" Marine Motors made by
the Waterman Marine Motor Co., of Detroit, Mich.,
were awarded the Great Silver Medal. These
motors were exhibited by Hans Berg, of Stenk-
jaer, who is the Norway agent for the Waterman
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Marine Motor Co. Although this is not the first

public recagnition that the Waterman Motors

have received in foreign lanJs, the manufacturers

are justly proud of this award. Waterman Mar-

ine engines are used in almost everj' country on

the face of the globe. Throughout the Domin-
ion of Canada they are well and favorably known.

Believing in .John H. Barlow's policy, "There's

nothing too good for the rifle shooter—give him
what lie wants," The Marlin Firearms Co., (suc-

cessor to the Ideal Mfg. Co.) has responded to the

popular demand with a new gas-check bullet for

the 7 m/m Spanish Mauser. This bullet (desig-

nated as Xo. 285346) has the patent metal gas-

check cup attached to the base, which prevents

fusion and gas cutting. AVith 20 grains weight

of DuPont Lightning powder it gives very accur-

ate results at 200 j-ards, liaving made a 5-shot,

4i^ inch group at that distance with the normal

elevation of the sight. The first groove above

tie base is made with a level that fits the gas-

ch<'ck cup also and a separate mould can be fur-

nished for this shorter, lighter weight bullet, giv-

ing a short-range gas-check bullet suitable for tne

7 m/m. The full length bullet weighs in the

neighborhood or 130 grains while the shorter

length, or one band short of the full length, weighs

about 115 grains when using a mixture of one

part tin to 10 parts lead or using Ideal bullet

metal Xo. 2. The 115 grain bullet can also be

used in the .28 caliber rifles. Use Ideal Xo. 10.

tool with double adjustable chamber for the 7

m/m; use Idea; Xo. 3 tool with double adjust-

able chamber 'or .28 caliber. There have been

many per-i stent calls for an Ideal gas-checl: bul-

let of this caliber and the rifle-men will be pleas-

ed with this announcement. A sample bullet and

full information will be sent on request by the

Ideal Mfg. Co. (The Marlin Firearms Co. Succes-

sor,) Xew Haven, Conn.

The "All in One" spark plug has achieved a

wonderful success during the short time it has

been upon the market, due to its simplicity and
reliability. In six months thousands have been

made and marketed and efficiency proved alike

upon autos and motor boats. V/ith the "All in

One" goes a priming cup and when a little gaso-

line is poured in, the engine started and the cock

opened all soot, grease and oil are blown off.

With the small amount of gasoline in the priming

cup the engine is started with a single turn, the

gasoline cleaning the plug and starting the cylin-

der. With its strong solid construction, high
grade smooth finish and heavy insulation the "All

in One" is built to last as long as the engine. The
efTectiveness of this plug means that it lessens

the work of caring for the engine while adding to

its efficiency. In brief, the claims of the "All in

One" are summed up under four heads: first, with
the priming by a few drops of gasoline in the cup
the motor will start on the first turn of the crank
in the coldest weather: second, soot may be
blown off without removing the spark plug from
fhp pvlinder- tliirH a fc-ar Arnna nf Vcmufno wrill

cut off the carbon and gummy deposits and stop
knocking; and fourth, in uneven tiring the miss-

ing cylinder may be detected by opening the pet
cocks. In all eight types are made to suit any
engine. The price complete is $1.50 each. The-
manufacturers are the Buffalo Carbureter Com-
pany, Detroit, Mich., who will gladly answer all

enquiries if application is made direct to them-
mentioning Rod and Gun In Canada.

The following "fake" testimonial has been re-

ceived by the J. Stevens Arms and Tool Company,-
Chicopeo Falls, Ma.-s.:

"WIRELESS CABLEGRAM."

Hades, 4/11/44^

Stevens, Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Shotgun receive!.. Best gun this side Styx for'

pattern and penetration. Tested by placing 100
empty Brimstone Club shells open end up on head
of sulphur barrel. Loaded one shell with 4i/^ drs.-

"Spiketail" powder and 100 B. B. Shot. Placed in

gun and fired straight up from centre of barrel-

head. Shot came down in ten minutes and de-

capped 99 shells. One unaccountable.

Later: -Wig-wag message from up above says G.

Washington, walking along edge of cloud, was
stung underneath tne ball of the great toe by
venomous insect. From location of injury sup-

posed to be Helgramite. Says must keep our
d d bugs locked up.

(Signed)

Ananias Munchausen & Co.,

Dealers in Fire & Art Works,

The large proportions to which motor boating

is developing in the United States is being recog-

nized by many of the leading mechanical schools

and many of them are organizing classes to teach

the mechanical construction and operation of

modern gas engines. The Tufts College at Bos-

ton, Mass.. one of the leading engineering schools

in the country, a class is being conducted on thi*

subject under the direction of Mr. C. E. Stewart,

Asst. Prof, of Mechanic Ar's. In their laboratory

they have an 8 H.P. Ferro Engine which is dis-

assembled and assembled by the students while

making a study of its modern mechanical

features and improvments. The Ferro was
adopted for this work because it is now
generally recognized in boating circles as the

world's standard two-cycle engine, and be-

cause it has many improved mechanical fea-

tures not found in other engines. At the An-
napolis Xavy Yards, where over one hundre<i

launches are in use, the Ferro i. also used as an
example of modern gas engines by the students in

the LTnited States X'avy. In many parts of the

country also similar schools are being established.

This is not surprising, however, when you consid-

er that motor boating has now developed to pro-

portions which are beginning to rival the now im-
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Why the A. H. Fox Gun
Is the Finest Gun in the World

The A. H. Fox Gun is the finest gun, because it is the only gun possessing all of the fol-
lowing exclusive features, every one of which is essential to a perfect gun :

Simplicity and Strength T^^"''^'
'']' ""^•^'

«";-^'f/^
™«">- ^^^king parts in

tr »^ ^ the mechanism oi a i'ox as are used m other

guns, and these few parts are twice the size and strength. This means that a " Fox " is too

simple to get out of order—too strong to break. The " Fox " is cocked bv a single-piece
" cocking lug," carried by the barrels, and lifting directly on the hammers. The " Fox" has
a single-{)iece " safety " which absolutely locks the triggers against accidental discharge. The
" Fox " uses a rotary, wedge-shape locking bolt, which automatically takes up wear and holds

the gun tight forever; there is no such thing as a " Fox " gun shooting loose. " Fox " coil

main and toj) lever springs arc guaranteed unbreakable.

Unequalled Ouality J}''
"
^?f

".-""
'^Tf "^""fy ^T "^"^'^^^^j^butt-^piate.

^- >c ^ KJUT motto IS, quality nrst, cost afterwards. Jtvery-

thing that enters into the making of a " Fox" is the best money will buy; even the cheaper

grade guns having genuine Krupp Fluid Steel barrels, Circassian Walnut stocks, and all

interior working parts carefullv finished and polished.

Safety, Inspection and Guarantee ^Z ^nJ:. "St^Zl
doubt as to the absolute mechanical perfection of a "Fox" gun, or if its "pattern," penetration

and general shooting qualities do not come up to our high standard, it is instantly rejected.

K very " Fox " gun is " Fox Proved." That means that an enormous overcharge has been

fired in every gun—the same as required by all European governments. An imperfect " Fox "

gun is practically an inipossibilitv. ^^e have thousands of testimonials from sportsmen the

coiinlrv over who pronounce the " Fox"

"The Finest Gun in the World"
If you are looking for the best gun at the best price, quality considered, ask your dealer to

show vou the " Fox." or write us for a beautiful art catalogue. Address

THE

4692 N. Eighteenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.



THE TRAP
Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada is the Official Organ of the
Dominion of Canada Trap-Shooting Association. All conununication*
should be addressed to W. A. Smith, Editor "The Trap" KingsTille. Ont<

Canadian Indian Tournament

About fifty Canadian Indians and otlier stal-

wart warriors hit the trail for the annual shoot

feast and pow wow of the tribe at the old camp-
ing grounds, Queen 's Kojal, Niagara-on-the-Lake,
on June 29 and 30 and July 1st. The Canadian
and American Indians had found this meeting
place last year so admirably adapted for a

big shoot, its hotel accommodation so good, its

grounds so convenient and the surroundings so de-

lightful for a summer outing, that it was unan-
imously resolved to repeat the dose this year.

Niagara-on-the-Lake, during the holiday season, is

the centre of a number of very convenient radiat-

ing water and land lines and is easily got at.

r
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Tho Two Wolfes (Alex, and Sid.) Who Arc Not As
Ferocious as They Look. (The Lambs Are

Not Shown in the Picture.)

and shot at 100. The scores made gave some in-

dication of the good work of the following two

days. Geo. Beattie, Hamilton, scored 96, P. Wake-
field, Toronto, 92, W. Lawson, 92, and R. Hutch-
ison, Montreal, 87. Of those who shot 50, the

best scores were C. L. Frantz, Buffalo, 48, Dr.

Kilmer. fcJt. Catharines, 47, J. A. R. Elliott (pro;

45.

The shooting was over two sets of Ideal Leggett
traps set tacing Lake Ontario, providing an un-

obscured back ground of clear sky and blue

water. The Ideal traps were in charge of Charlie

North and worked to perfection during the whole
tournament.

The ammunition trade was represented by Geo.

M. Dunk, E. H. Johannot and Alex. Dej' of the

Dominion Cartridge Co., J. A. K. Elliott and Geo.

M. Ginn of the Winchester E. A. Co. and Court
Thomson, of the U. M. C. Co. Mr. Ginn had
charge of the ofBce work and, assisted by Mr.
North, looked after the important matter of score

records and division of the money very satis-

factorily.

Three trophies were presented to the winner
of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd average each day, $325, in

five prizes of $20 each, five of $15. each and

fifteen of $i0 each were given for the 25 high
averages for both days. The Toronto cup given
for high Canadian amateur, tlie Canadian In-
dians cup for longest run and Queen's Royal Hotel
cup for the o-man team race, altogether made
something worth fighting for.

The conditions were favorable for good scores
and good scores were made.
High average the first day was won by F. G.

Kelsey, Butialo, with 192, with Geo. Beattie close

after with 191. C. L. Frantz and F. S. Wright
were third with 189.

High average second day was won by R. E. Day,
London, with 192. F. S. Wright was second with
191 and W. Ely, Toronto, third with 190.

For both days, Day, Beattie and Wright were
a tie with a grand total of 380, or 95%, an excep-

tionally high average and very creditable to the
winners. Day and Beattie being Canadian amat-
eurs thus tied for the Toronto Cup and were r«-

^-uired to shoot off for possession of it, at 25
targets. In this, the most exciting event of the
two days. Day showed his steadiness and skill,

and won out with 24 to Beattie 's 23.

Professional high average was won by the veter-

an Winchester expert, J. A. R. Elliott, with 366, or

9iy2%. Second average was captured by Alex.

Dey, of the Dominion Cartrid-T^e Co.. with 348, or

Dey, the "Silent Salesman" of the Dominion
Cartridge Company.
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Boys Who Want
A Gun

For the best true story of

what I did with a gan we offer

$100. First Price

$50, Second Prize

$25. Third Prize, and
$5 each for 25 other Prizes

It ma;' be written by a boy, his big brother,

his father'uncle. or any member of the family.

Write on one side of the paper. Not over 500 words.

.Ml stories must be received before August 15.

Prizes will be awarded on or about September i.

In place of the cash you can select guns
from our catalos. We make the dandiest S5 50,

single-barrel, 12 to 2S-gauge, breech-loading

shotgun for a boy. It's just what your father

ought to put into your hands when you are big

enough to shoot. Perhaps you can get one free.

Send us a story or ask father to write.

We want to know what men have done with

the hundreds of thousands of Harrington &
Richardson guns that are being used all over
America, as well as with other puns. Any father

or son who shoots may win a prize.

Send fnr catalog and study it closely. Write
your story at once.

Address 316 Prize Dcpt.

Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.

Firearms Manufacturers Worcester, Mass.

-»*. »*. >
^< »^. »*. »^< *4**t* >

*
* *4* >t* ' ' 't* ' '

'I*
'I* *I* 'I* ' * 'I* *J*

Hew Lyman Rear Sight
FOR

Remington .22 Repeater
(Patent Pending)

No. 1 Price $3.00
This sight, by loosening nut on right

hand side, is easily adjusted to absolutely
correct angle.

Send for 1910 catalogue.

The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation

Middlefield, Ct, U.S.A.

.401 CALIBER
Model 1910

Self -Loading Rifle

This new Winchester is the most
powerful recoil operated rifle made.
It handles equally w^ell cartridges

with either 200 or 250 grain bullets.

The former hits a harder blow than

[the .30 U. S. Army cartridge, whose
ability to stop the biggest of big

game is well known. A particu-

larly desirable feature ofthe Model
1910 rifle is its detachable maga-
zine, which makes it unnecessary

to work the unfired cartridges

through the action when unload-

ing, and permits the use of extra

magazines by means of which
a number of shots can be fired

with great rapidity. In the

strength and simplicity of its

action, and in the rapidity

with which it can be shot,

this rifle has no equal. It

Hits Like the Hammer of Thor.

Send for illustrated circular fully
describing this new rifle which
has strength and power plus.

WINCHESTER REPEATING
ARMS COMPANY

NEW HAVEN. CONN.
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Rowland E. Day, London (Ont,), "Winner of Amateur High
Average and Toronto Cup.

87% with Court Thomson, the Canadian U. M. C
representative, third with 342, or 81 1/0%. G. M.
Dunk and E. H. Johannot of the Dominion Cart-

ridge Co., were fourth and fifth with 329 and 307,

respectively.

The last event of the tournament was the

5-man team race for the Queen's Eoyal Hotel cup.

This was copped by the Stanley of Toronto with

113 out of 125.

The Canadian Indian cup given for the long-

est continuous run was won handily by Beattie

with 76, although Kelsey with 68 looked danger-
ous for a while.

'Ihe annual pow-wow of the Tribe took place

on Thursday night. Twenty-two chiefs took their

logs around the camp fire. Chief Wholly Smoke,
(G. W. McGill) High Chief, presided, with Chief
King Pin (Thos. A. Duff) High Scribe, as his

right bower. The worthy High Chief having
smiled benignly once or twice, raised his eyes
skyward and silently invoked the spirit of Hiram
Walker, proceeded to distribute a few (ab) orig-

inal thoughts in his usual happy manner and the
tribe proceeded to business. The date and place
of next meeting was left in the hands of the
Council of Chiefs. The membership was limited

to 40. An assessment of $5.00 was ordered.
The trade representatives, Geo. E. Ginn and
Charlie North, were heartily thanked for their

valuable assistance. Thanks were tendered the

Queen 's Eoyal management for courtesies extend-

ed Chief Pound Maker was thanked for fancy
blankets procured for use of the Indians when on
the war path and to keep the wigwam. The re-

tiring High Chief and High Scribe having pos-

itively declined re-election, Chief Smooth Pace
(Dr. Beam, St. Catharines) was elected Hign
Chief and Chief You-em-see (Court Thompson)
High Scribe and Chief of Wampum. Chief r^hort

Wing ( Geo. E. Vivian, Toronto; the only squaw
of the Triue, was elected High Vice-Chief, and
Ciiief Sign Maker is much concerned as to how he
is going to qualify for the job. The new
Executive elected is: Chief DomCart (G. M.
Dunk, Toronto) ; Chief Eed Cloud (B. W. Glover,

London) ; Chief Sign Maker (E. J. Marsh, Tor-

onto), Chief Kill-more (Dr. Kilmer, St. Cathar-

ines)
_

Chief Level-Head (D. McMackon, High-
gate)', Chier Soaring Lion (T. W. Barnes, Ham-
ilton), Chief Pound Maker (Geo. T. Wolfe,
Toronto).

The warriors afterwards donned paint and feath-

ers and the new blankets and started out on

their annual scalp hunt and war dance. During
these proceedings a very interesting and appro-

priate ceremony took place when the retiring High
Scribe, T. A. Duff, was presented with a very

handsome and valuable electric hall lamp for

his splendid and untiring efforts in looking after

the affairs of the Tribe since its organization and
his very successful management of the various

tournaments since.

The Referee Keeping His Eye on E. H. Johanott, of

The Dominion Cartridge Company, Who is Rap-
idly Developing Good Form as an Expert

Trap Shooter.
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THACEMARK

No matter what
calibre or size the
Cartridge may be,
or in what make
of gun, rifle or
pistol it is used.

Is Always Reliable.

High velocity, penetration and
flat trajectory combined with
closest grouping of shots.

DOMINION CARTRIDGE CO., LIMITED
Ammunition Manufacturers

Montreal Canada.
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F. Parker, King of the Parkdale Gun Club.

The following are the score.s, 200 targets each
day, distance 16 yards:—

1st. day 2n(l. day Total
Geo. Beattie 191 189 380
R. E. Day 188 192 380
F. S. Wright 189 191 380
P. G. Kelsey 192 187 379
B. J. Covert 187 185 372
B. W. Glover 182 189 371
W. Ely 181 190 371
C. L. Frantz 189 182 371
W. E. Fenton 185 185 370
K. C. Turnbull 184 184 368
J. L. Talcott 184 183 267
•J. A. R. Elliott 184 182 366
A. E. Keily 184 180 364
D. McMarkon 180 177 357
P. Bernhard 178 178 356
G. W. Mct^ill 182 174 356
Geo. Vivian 171 184 355
J. E. Jennings 166 185 351
C. Galbraith 175 175 350
•Alex Dey 175 173 348
R. Hutchison 164 182 346
Ed. Cox 172 176 348
P. Wakefield 171 173 344
T. D. McGaw 170 174 344
Dr. Beam 174 168 342

*C. Thomson! 170

S. E. Sangster 171

T. W. Barnes 164

R. A. Scott 176
Geo. Wolfe 165

W. H. Singer 169
E. J. Marsh 175

*G. M. Dunk 163
A. W. Wolfe 153
*E. H. Johannot 151
B. G. Jordan 138

F. Kilmer 145

F. W. Mathews 137
W. H. Smith
C. F. Lambert
E. F. Spinger
F. A. Parker
A. S. Woodruff
M. Snrague

These shot in a few events:—
yUO) 101, C. Singer (40) 32,

(inO) 61, C. Davidson (100) 80.

* Professionals.

172
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You Can Stand

Your Ground

and get your grizzly every time

with a 35 "Standard" automatic.

There is no fear of its "jamxming"

at the critical m.om.ent. You don't

have to take it from your shoulder

between shots— nor be an expert

.^•^^'^ to hit your mark. As fast as you pull

the trigger you can fire shots of such high-

powered velocity and absolute accuracy, that

no animal can live /^ >v under the fusillade.

Stand
GAS-OPERATED

RifleS
HIGH POWER

have the lightest recoil of any high-power rifle made. The
carefully rifled, rigidly connected barrel is guaranteed to shoot

accurately. The light weight, perfect balance and beauti-

ful workmanship win the admiration of every sportsman.

Also made in a handsome and efficient, hand-operating

model—which costs less.

Send for our interesting booklet "Big Game Shooting"
which tells all about both rifles

STANDARD ARMS CO., 118 F Street, Wilmington, Del.

The following Canadian jobbers carry a itock of "Standard"
Rifles and can shio promptly : London—D- H. Howden & Co.,

Ltd. Montreal— L. H. Herbert, IvSwis Bros., lytd. Fredericton,
N B —R- Chestnut "(nd Sons. Toronto—H. S. Rowland .Sons & Co.

Winnipeg— ^''"^''-^^"'""^ I^ardvare Co., Wood, Vallance & Co., Marshall-
Wells Co. Ltd St. John, N. B.-W. H. Thorne & Co., Ltd
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Random Shafts.

Can Joe Jennings come back?
« *

Chief King Pin left a hole in the atmosphere
on his departure the second day.

» « *

Sunny Jim Elliott claims that Chief Short

Wing is too slow. He should stake this claim

as the first discoverer.

Charlie North says the Queen's Koyal has ad-
vantages for a big shoot superior to any on the
North American continent and Charlie should
know. Nowhere else can you find such perfect
natural advantages with the grounds so conven-
ient to the best hotel accommodation.

Chief Brook Trout renewed his youth at the
dancing pavilion the last night. He turned a
deaf ear to the call of "76."

The trip from Toronto on the Northern Navi-

gation Co. boats was a heavenly relief from
the heat.

» » »

Eoley Day declares he will not change a single

pad on his gun until after the next shoot.

» » *

K. C. Turnbull thinks a day's shooting is

better medicine that you get from a drug store.

So it is.

Chief Young Eagle (W. Ely) had his eagle
eye with him all right.

* » *

The Eose system divided the money so evenly
that the top notchers won very little in the reg-

ular events. The $325 distributed in average
money helped a lot.

* * »

Dr. Beam will make a good High Chief and
Chief You-em-see will prove a good running mate.

Hig-h Chief Smooth Face and High Scribe You-Em-See, Hig-h Chief Giving the "Old Girl" a Chaste Salute.

Cheif Kill- em-quick was much missed. He is

a good Indian of the right type. Chief Long
Buffalo Horn was another much missed Indian.

Chief Make-em-yell was the only scalp hunter
who was successful. He got a wet one in the
Lake.

» * »

Chief King Pin was engaged to do some spell

binding in the Maritime Provinces and could
not be in at the finish.

The Leggett Ideal trap seems to be the last

word in target throwing devices.

» « *

When one at the bottom of the heap saw the
company he was in he might very properly sor-

row as one not without hope.

It is said the Indians will develop into more of

a social than shooting organization. That is, it

will not be all shoot and no play, but enough shoot

to make it interesting with lots of healthy fun
on the side.

» » *

Alex. Dcy, whose work for his Company at

Brownsburg, gives him little opportunity for prac-

tice, made a very creditable showing in the pro-

fessional class by heading the Canadians with 87

per cent..

Court Thomson was one of the lucky ones to get

into the average money and pull down 10 plunks

for the "poor and needy" of the Tribe.

Chief Domcart is an example of how a good
man can go wrong, sometimes.
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There's some class to our No. 7. $400 list gun, thown above. If ycu like quality— you'll like this

gun. From butt to muzzle—outside and in—superior quality stands out pre-eminently. It is im-
possible to show on paper the elegant finish, beautiful lines, careful workmanship, high grade
materials and richness of ornamentation—you must tee the gun to appreciate its beauty—you
must use it to value its worth. Our new Art Catalogue shows a large cut of it and describes
it fully— mailed FREE upon request. Our little 20 bores are taking like "hot cakes." We make
them from 5\ lbs. up— all grades hammerless— $19 up.

ITHACA GUN CO., BOX 13, ITHACA, IN. Y.

The "Old Reliable" Parker Gun wins for the EIGHTH (ime

The Grand American Handicap
SCORE OF 100 STRAIGHT FROM 19 YARDS. At Chicago, 111., June 23, 1910.

Mr. Riley Thompson, of Gainsville, Mo., made this record, which has never before

been equalled in this classic event.

The PARKER GUN in the hands of Mr. Guy
'

'. Deering, also won the Amateur
Championship at Chicago, June 24,—scoring 189 X 200, shooting at 160 singles and 20
doubles.

The Prize Winners and Champions shoot The PARKER GUN !

Why Don't YOU ?

N.Y.S>Wo««,. 32 Warren St. PARKER BROS., Meridcil, CoMl.



Alberta Provincial Tournament

The fourth annual tournament of the Alberta
Provincial Association held under the auspices of

the Calgary Gun Club opened on July fifth, with
an attendance of about 30 of the best shots in

Alberta, and a few from British Columbia and
other parts. The weather conditions were most
favorable and altogether the shooting was very
good.

The best shooting of the day was done by Ed.
Meade, a professional representing the Union
Metallic Cartridge Company, who pulled down
113 of a possible 120, which is considered a very
fair record.

He was closely followed by J. Lee, a represent-

ative of the Winchester Arms Company, who made
112 out of the possible 120.

Of the amateurs J. Livingston, of Lethbridge
was high with 112 out of a possible 120; A. B.
Stafford, W. B. McLaren and H. C. Andrew came
along with a close second pulling down 109 each.

A feature of the day's shooting was the straight
run of Bishop, of Nelson, who made 61 straight

hits without a miss.

Calgary was represented by: R. G. Robinson,
A. Huddell, Wm. Pearce, W. B. McLaren, J. H.
Thompson, H. C. Andrew, Dr. J. N. Gunn, Alex.

Martin, J. S. Stewart, E. Goodwin, (representing

the Dupont Powder Co.), E. H. Meade, U.M.C., and
Remington Arms Co.) and James Lee (Winchester
l^rms Co.)

Nelson—A. W. Bishop and H. R. Cramer.
Revelstoke—^D. -T. McDonald.
Ponoka—F. M. Lee.

Red Deer—G. S. Ware.
Stettler—D. A. Hines.

Leduc—E. C. Wells.
Lethbridge—A. G. StaflFord. J. C. Livingstone,

W. J. Staflford and K. D. Johnson.
Gleichen—J. R. D'Arcy.
Olds—J. n. Lee.

Ponoka—C. W. Segrestrom and Sikes.

Saskatoon—^Dr. Holmes.
The feature of the second day was W. B. Mc-

Laren's winning of the Alberta championship with
the splendid score of 48 out of 50. This makes
the fourth time McLaren has won this event, and
there is not a single shooter in the province wlio

does not think the title is held by the proper man.
Undoubtedly this is a world's record, as, although
positive information is not at hand, it is doubtful
if any trap shooter ever won a provincial or state

championship event four years consecutively. The
win is a popular one, and when the last shot was
fired, McLaren was heartily cheered and congrat-

ulated by his fellow members and visiting trap
shooting friends.

The veteran R. G. Robinson tied McLaren with
48, but in the shoot off was unable to stand the

pace which "Ben" set and had to be satisfied with
second place. Andrew (Calgary) and Hines of

Stettler, tied with 47, and in the shoot off Andrew
won third place. In addition to the championship
McLaren won Dr. Gunn's high average prize for

the highest score in two days' shoot. McLaren

broke 249 out of a possible 270 targets. Andrew
was second with 247, and Robinson fourth with
243.

In the team shoot for the Calgary Brewery Cup,
emblematic of Southern Alberta championship,
the Calgary team defeated Lethbridge by a score
of 112 out of a possible 125, against a score of
107.

In the team shoot for a purse of $75 in gold,
Lethbridge defeated Calgary by a score of 109 to
107 out of a possible 125.

The scores in detail are as here under:

Scores Made by Amateurs.

Shot At Broke
R. G. Robinson 150 137
A. Huddell 150 132
W. B. McLaren 150 140
J. H. Thomson 130 110
H. C. Andrew 150 138
A. Bishop 150 128
H. Cramer 150 131
A. J. McDonald 150 120
F. Lee 80 59

G. S. Ware 60 44

D. A. xiLXies 150 135

G. Wells 130 105
A. B. Stafford 150 128

J. C. Livingston 150 127

J. W. Stafford 150 117

J. Stewart 150 120

W. F. Blade 70 56

J. R. D'Arcv 120 81

T. H. Lee .' 105 82

C. W. Segrestrom 150 128

Dr. Holmes 100 87

K. D. Johnston 150 112

A. Martin , 60 ' 45

G. B. Parker *. 80 59

J. Garden 130 108

Score Made by Professionals.

Broke

E. Meade, representing U. M. C. . . . 254

J. B. Lee, representing Winchester 253

Ed. G. White, representing Dupont 242

Team Shoot For Coip.

Calgary:—
Robinson 24

Huddell 23

Andrew 28

McLaren 22

Stewart 20

Total 112

Lethbridge:—
Stafford 22

Livingston 22

Stafford 19

Billing 24

Johnson 20

Total 107
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Simplex Guns

A New Proposition
if you are buying a gun and want

the most real gun for the least real

money.

If your dealer cannot sliow you a Tobin gun, send to us: we will ship

one to you—free of any charge or without any deposit. If when you

examine it you do not find it the most gun you ever saw for the price,

send it back. We lake all the chances of pleasing you, and pay all

expenses. We must please you, for

Every Tobin Gun is Built to Sell Another

Send for Cataloo: A to make selection.

Tobin Arms Mfg. Co., Ltd,

Woodstock,' Ont.

RLD'S RECORDS
Chicago, June 21-24, 1910

No. 1

THE GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP
Won ly RILEY THOMPSON, of GAINESVILLE, MO., who broke

100 STRAIGHT FROM 19 YARDS
No. 2

JXO. W. GARRETT of GOLORADO SPRINGS, GOLO., broke

THE E£^TIRE PROGRAM ON THE FIRST DAY, JUNE 21
100 STRAIGHT

(80 Singles and lO Pairs—All 16 Yards)

In making the above remarkable records both gentlemen used

SMOKELESS POWDER
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For Purse of $75.

Mixed Team:—
Cramer 19

Bishop 24

McDonell 22

Hines 15

Dr. Holmes 20

Total 100

Calgary:—
Robmson •.

. . . 16

Huddell 23

McLaren 22

High Averages.
The following will show the nine high averages

for the two days:
Shot Shot Shot
iDay 2 Day Ttl.

Amateurs— 120 15o" 270

W. B. McLaren, Calgary 109 140 249

H. C. Andrew, Calgary 109 138 247

R. G. Robinson, Calgary 106 137 243

D. A. Hines. Stettler.
."^

104 135 239

.J. C. Livingston. Lethbridge. . . 112 127 239

A. B. StafTord, Lethbridge 109 128 237

H. Cramer, Nelson, B. C 103 131 234

A. Bishop, Xehon, B. C 103 128 231

A GROUP OF SHOOTERS.

The man with the shooting glasses sitting in the front row is W. B. McLaren, four times Champion of Alberta

' • and High Average. Second on rights R. G. Robinson, Second in Championship. (Standing on extreme

right) H. C. Andrew, Secretary of the Tournament, Second High Average and Third in Championship.

Morrison 23

Andrew 23

Total 107

Lethbridge:—
Stafford 23

Livingston 22

Stafford 22

Billing 23

Johnson 19

Total 109

Professionals:—
E. Meade, U. M. C 113 141 254

.T. B. Lee, Winchester 112 141 253

E. G. White, Dupont 104 138 242

A. K. Morrison only shot the last day, breaking

136 out of 150,

McLaren, in addition to carrying a horseshoe,

is an excellent shot.

Four thousand and nine hun ired targets were

thrown the last day, making 8.200 in two days.
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YOU know Wilson's Snipe— corkscrew-

ing "wizards of the wetlands." And
you know, too, how you can almost step

on them in the marshes without seeing them
—brown feathers blended with brown grass.

When you shoot Wilson 's snipe, you '\ e

got to mark where your birds fall. You
have got to kill them dead, or marking w^here

they fall won't do any good. They simply

vanish if only crippled.

If you shoot a Lefever and mark your

birds, you will bag them every time, for Le-

fever guns are built to kill game dead. Any
man who has held a Lefever on the mottled

backs of a jumping pair of Wilson's snipe

does not question what the result will be.

He knows it

—

Two Clean Kills
The Lefever gun lasts because the paten-

ted compensating features of its action take

up wear in ever>- direction, and it can never
shoot loose. No other gun, American or

foreign, is as simple in its construction or as

positive in its action. The new Lefever

cocking hook, one solid piece of steel, does

the work of from 18 to 25 parts in other

high-grade shotguns.

LEFEVER
SHOT GUNS

Our catalogue will tell you many things

you should know before you buy a gun. It

explains the whys and wherefores, and will

convince you that it pays to buy the best.

Shall we serxd you one ? Lefever Arnis
Company, 2U Maltble St., Syracuse, N. Y.

Durston Specia.

20 Gau~e. Price, $28.0(1'

OU, who travel— is your
revolver safe? Safe to hit against car

seats—to throw about in your grip—to drop

out of the berth.' If it's an Iver Johnson, you

can enjoy the sense of security it gives you

in unfamiliar places, among strangers, without

worry about accidental discharge. The famous

Iyer Johnson
Safety

Automatic Revolver
(hammer or hammerless) is absolutely safe.

The only way it can be fired is to pull the

trigger. The hammer does not touch the firing-

pin— see for yourself at your dealer's — get

him to
"Hammer the Hammer"

It is the finest revolver in the world.

Permanent tension wire springs

give wonderful smoothness and
speed of action.

$6 to $ro
Send/or Catalog

IVER JOHNSON'S
/^MS AND CYCLE WORKS
157 River Street, Fitchburg, Mass.
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Among the professionals E. Meade and J. B.

Lee tied in tlie day's shoot with 141 out of a pos-

sible 150, the former winning on the two day's

shoot by one target.

MANITOBA PROVINCIAL TOURNAMENT.

The Manitoba Tournament was held under the

auspices of the Fort Garry Gun Club, on July 12,

13 and 14 and proved an unqualified success.

The International Cliampionship was won by
Ollie C. Bottger, Ray, North Dakota, who won
the Sunny South championship in 1903, at Bren-
nen, Texas, open to the world; also the Interstate

shoot at St. Joe, Missouri, in the same year.

This year he won the state championship at Fargo.

The presence of himself, Potter White, J. F. Duis,

Clarence Parker, J. A. Ward, Ben Ward and such

stars lent unusual brilliance to the Manitoba tour-

nament, and proved another good advertisement
for Winnipeg. For this due credit should be giv-

en the Fort Garry Gun Club, especially President

ih. H. Houghton, Tom Brodie, G. Conrad and Pete
Cantwell, who by attending the North Dakota
tournament at Fargo, induced these men to attend
the Manitoba Tournament at Winnipeg.
The following were the winners of the most

important events:—
International champion, O. C. Bottger, Ray, N.D.
International team winners, Americans, 212 to

193.

Dominion champion, Frank Manning, Winnipeg.
Manitoba champion, Tom Brodie, Winnipeg.
High amateur gun. Potter White, Watertown,

S. D.

High professional gun, R. R. Barber, Minne-
Apolis, Minn.

The International Team Championship.

The International Team Championship went
south and with it went the prizes for high ama-
teur gun and high professional as well, Potter
White, of Watertown, ,S. D., leading the whole
meet, with Ollie C. Bottger, of Ray, N. D., a close
second, and the high professional gun, R. R. Bar-
ber, of Minneapolis, and his fellow pros., had to
be content to follow the amateurs for once. Pot-
ter White had a total for the three days of 446,
out of 480 shot at, and Bottger, who led in the
international the opening day, was only tiiree

birds behind. Ollie Bottger, by the way, made a
possible in the 25 bird race for tlie team champ-
ionship, the scores for which were:—
American:—

. C. Bottger, Ray, N. D 25
J. F. Duis, Devil's Lake, N. D 24
Art. French, Watertown, S. D 23
A. R. Chezik, Portal, N. D 21
J. A. Ward, Aberdeen, S. D 21
F. Slocum, Alcester, S. D 20
H. E. Peck, capt., Kenmare, N. D 20
H. Turner, Portal, N. D 20
Potter White, Watertown, S. D 19
C. H. Parker, Minot, N. D 19

Total 212

Canadians:—
T. Brodie, Winnipeg 24
Ford Thompson, Winnipeg 22
E. H. Houghton 21
E. Hull, Winnipeg 20
R. Patty, Weyburn, iSask 19
J. H. W^ye, Winnipeg 18
H. U. Lightcap, Winnipeg 18

G. Conrad, Winnipeg 18

W. H. Sutton, Winnipeg 17
F. Manning 16

Total 193
Majority for American team 19

Canadian Championship.

The Dominion of Canada championship, con-

sisting of two 25 bird races, was won by TranK
Manning, oi Winnipeg, with a total of 45, the
nearest of his competitors having 42. There were
several scores of 23 in the first race, but in the
second all fell ofl'. Mr. Manning's 22 being high-

est. There were fourteen contestants, and the

scores are as follows:—
F. Manning 23 22 45

J. H. Wye 23 19 42

G.Conrad 21 20 41

T. Brodie 21 20 41

R. Patty 23 17 40

F. Thompson 19 20 39

P. J. Cantwell 17 21 38

E. H. Hougnton 19 17 38

E. Hull 18 17 35

A. Walker 14 20 34

Dr. Cadham 15 18 33

F. W. Scott 18 15 33

E. lA. McBain 17 15 32

E. H. Houghton, last year's winner of the
International, also won at that time the other

big events, the Dominion of Canada championship,
and the high amateur average. This year's win-
ner used a Winchester Red "W" shell in a Rem-
ington repeating gun.

R. R. Barber, of Minneapolis, representing the

Dead Shot Powder Company, won the honor in

1906, and Herman Hirschy, Minneapolis, of the
Peters' Cartridge Company, won it in 1901. Hir-

schy has been a familiar gun in Winnipeg for a
few years past. The amateurs of note present

included E. H. Houghton, .J. F. Dues, Devil's Lake,
N. D. and others.

Among the professionals in attendance vere:

George Kreger, of Redfield, S. D., of the Win-
chester Arms Co., C. G. Dorkenborf, of Lemont,
111., of the Dupont P. C.,; R. G. White, Ottawa,
of the Dupont, and two Winnipeg men, R. J.

FOR SALE—Cocker Spaniel, from one of the best ken-
nels. Box W. J. T., Rod and Gun, Toronto.

FOR SALE—-Foxhound pups, seven months, male or
female, from the best huntdng atock, always willing anj
tireless. Apply L. II. Walters. Norwich, Ont. It
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The

Ttlarlin Model

20

REPEATING RIFLE

The 136 page
.//7ar/ln catalog will

help you decide what

rifle best suits your in-

dividual desires. Send

3 stamps for it today.

You can buy

no better gun for tar-

get work and all small game
up to 200 yards. Without change

of mechanism it handles .22 short,

long or long-nfle cartridges, perfectly. The
deep Ballard rifling develops maximum power
and accuracy and adds years to the life of rifles.

The solid top is protection from defective cartridges—prevents

powder and gases from being blown back. The side ejection

never lets ejected shells spoil your bead and allows quick, accurate

repeat shots. With simple take-down construction, removable

action parts—least parts of any .22— it is the quickest and easiest

to clean. A great vacation rifle. Ask any gun dealer.

TJie 7?Zar/i72/ir^arms Co.
67 WILLOW STREET, - - NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Empire (bulk)

— and —

Ballistite (dense)

Leaden in the Best Cla«s <^ Smokeless Powders

BALLISTITE— sold only in Doniinion
Cartridge Go's loaded shells (Imperial
and Regal.)

EMPIRE—sold in bulk. If your dealers
do not keep it, write us direct.

Both the above well Known brands man-
ufactured by the Nobel's Explosive
Co., "Glasgow," Scotland, have been
in the lead at numerous tournaments
held throughout Canada ;

give them
a trial and be convinced.

Agents in Canada :

Hamilton Powder Co.,
KontTMl, P. Q. T*r*iite, Ont.

Victoria, B.C.

Winnipeg, Mao.

3-in-One. keeps all fishing taclcle in per-
fect order. Reels oiled with 3-in-One won't stick or
hang at critical moment. They always work easily
and surely. 3-in-One will not gum, turn black or
sticky.

3-in-One prevents rust on steel rods, keeps joints
and connections clean and smooth, preserves wooden
rods, loo, making them tough and pliable.

Draw your line, silk or linen, through rag moist-
ened with 3-in-One. Makes it stronger and last
longer. Will not rot, twist or tangle, preserves, lines,
nets and traps in either fresh or salt water.

FREE T'-y 3-in-One at our expense. Write for
','„", 'i*"!"! free sample and booklet. 3-IN-ONE
OIL COMPANY. 55 New St., New York

Alex Johnston G. H. Cashmore
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MacKay, of the U. M. C. and Remington, and
F. G. Simpson, of the Winchester.

C. E. Wood, formerly of the Dominion Cartridge
C5ompany, now representing the Standard Arm>
company was also present in the interest of the
latter company.

!Mr. R. R. Barber, shooting his Lefever Gun, at

Kenmore, N.D., at the registered tournament held
July 5th and 6th, won second high profess'ional

average, making a run of 109 straight. Mr. Bar-
ber won high average in the 40 pairs of doubles,
losing but six targets.

HARROW (ONT.) TOURNAMENT.
Harrow Gun Club held its annual tournament

June 24th. There was a good attendance of

local experts. The day was a very hot one but
otherwise conditions were favorable for good
scores. Fred Galbraith, Duart, repeated his per-

formance of last year and won the high average
prize of $10.00 but was closely pressed for first

place by Godfrey Pigeon, Harrow, who dropped
into second place with one bird less. Third aver-
age was captured by Thos. Pastorius, Kingsville.

The Harrow bovs as usual grave their visitors

Andrew Wright, the Most Interested Fan Present.
Kept His Seat All Day and Took It Home at Night.

a good time and the shoot in every respect was
an unqualified success.

The following are the scores:

Shot at. Broke Pr. C.t

R. A. Scott 20O 167 83.5

Ernest Pastorius 200 161 80.5

Frank Stotts 200 145 72.5

C. I. x'astorius 200 146 73
G. Brown 105 57 58
Godfrey Pigeon 200 180 90
Forest Pastorius 90 75 83

Fred. Galbraith, Wmn-r High Average;.
ion Pullet of the Shoot.

Also Champ-
N, Ballard at Bat. Frank Stotts Getting Ready.
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Rol. "Wright, The First Shooter to Make 20 Straight.

His New Marlin Has Boosted His Average
100 Per Cent.

Geo. Ferris 125

Osgar Pastorius 200

G. W. Laing 110

98
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Squire Money Back system practically guarantees

to every shooter that his losses in any case will

not excf'e<l the price of his targets. This shoot

is sure lo attract a bumper crowd.

WESTERN ONTARIO LEAGUE.

The Dominion Cartridge Company have got-

ten out some new gun club scorebooks and will

be pleased to send one to any organized gun
club in Canada. While a score book will be sent

to most of the gun clubs without asking for same
it would be well to order them and send with

the order the full name and address of the gun
club with the name and address of the secretary

and these will then be printed on the book. Every
gun club should secure one of these books and
see that proper application is made in order that

the book may have correct particulars concern-

ing the club.

At the Harrow Tournament F. Galbraith, Duart,

Ont., was high gun for the day and at Dutton,

R. Coates was high average, both using Domin-
ion Cartridges.

Rollie Day, London, won the handsome gold'

medal presented by the Dominion Cartridge Com-
pany to trie high man sliooting Dominion shells

at the Indian shoot at Niagara-on-the-Lake. He
likewise won the Toronto Cup for high Canadian
amateur and tied for first place throughout the

whole tournament. Well done. London

!

Preparations are already on foot for the next

Indian Tournament and if careful arrangement
beforehand can manage it, the next meet should

prove the best on record.

The shooting and social ends of the tournament
will be under the preparation and management
of two aifferent committees and if all the plans

of the Council of Chiefs are carried out it will

prove a most enjoyable affair to Indians and vis-

itors alike.

Chief Young Eag'le made a good Indian and
proved the fallacy of the old proverb. Hj was
verv much aLve.

Chief Powder Monkey looked his part all right.

Chief Domcart's paint got mixed up and Chief
Sign-Maker remarked that he resembled a jack-

in-the-box.

Chief Home Comfort delighted the gallery by
giving a war dance on the club house verandah.

Chief Make-'em Yell acted the part and also

made 'em run.

There is something the matter with the Zurich,
(Ont.) Gun Club. Shooting is a popular sport
and something should be done to revive the inter-

est of the past few years.

WOODSTOCK vs. INGERSOLL.
The first league match of the season was held at

Woodstock on July 7th, the visiting team coming
from the neighiboring town of IngersoU and win-
ning the match by nine points. Three of the reg-

ular members of the Woodstock team were ab-

sent from various causes. Of the three who re-

placed these absentees only Marlott, travelling

saleman foi the Tobin Arms Company, did good
shooting, and he was high gun of the day. In
the tive-man event he broke 22 birds and in the
two-man event 24, thus scoring 46 out of a pos-

sible 50. Maynard and Walker, the other two
new ones, have not been doing much shooting this

year and consequently they were weak. The two-
man event was won by Woodstock, Marlott and
Mailer scoring 42 out of a possible 50. Two
two-men teams shot from each club, but Wood-
stock's 42 was the highest score, therefore they
carried off the event.

In the five-man event, Partlo, of the IngersoU
team broke 24 straight, but lost the last bird, and
in the two-man event he broke 20 out of a possible

25, his total score being 44 out of a possible 50.

lonson, also of Ingersoll, broke 41 out of a pos-

sible 50.

Besides members of the two competing cluba
there were two professionals present, Mr. C M.
Dunk, representing tbe Dominion Cartridge Co.,

and Mr. Court Thomson, representing the U. M.
C. Company. Both did some good shooting. Dunk
shot with tiie competing teams in the two-man
events, breaking 21 in the first lot and 24 in the
second, his total being 45 out of a possible 50.

Thomson only shot at 10 'birds, out of which
he broke 9. The weather was ideal and the shoot
a complete success.

Scores, all at 25 birdis:

W^OODSTOCK.
Broke,

Muller 18

•Marlott 22

Walker 14

Maynard 14

Rounds 19

Total 87
INGERSOLL.

Partlo 24

Janes 15

Kirbyson 17

Janes 22"

Xichols 18

Total 96
TWO-IMAN EVENTS.

WOODSTOCK.
Marlott 24

Muller IS

Total 42;

Rounds 17

Dougal IS

Total 35
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Just ask the man who has shot a

Tobin, we can leave the matter

th hSimplex Guns
We are certainly interested in the best.

Every Tobin Gun is Built to Sell Another
We build shot guns to fit the shooter. Send for Catalogue A to

see what we are doing.

Strong shooting, splendid
penetration and even

pattern

Made in Canada and Best

made anywhere

See our offer

Page 453

Tobin Arms Mfg. Co.

Woodstock, Ont.

>-

MITHGLNS
HUNTER ONE-TRIGGER
WEATHER conditions aren't always

their best in the "blind" or in the sk

That's when you want your gun to sta

you in good stead—when you don't want it

balk or double.

YOU CAN easily wear gloves if you shoot with a

Hunter One-Trigger. And without "fiddling." It

won't balk—because there is no friction to make it

balk. And it won't double—because there is no
second trigger to get tangled up in youi glove.

Have you seen the very newest Hammer
Smith Gun ? It is just out—the 20-Gauge
Hunter One- Trigger—and it's a beauty. "Wei

only 5f to 7 pounds. Just the finest gun th

can be made at the low price—simply ail

and no frills. Ask your dealer about it,

or write for handsomely lithographed

free Catalogue to-day.

THE HUNTER ARMS CO
83 Hnbbard Street

FnAon. N. Y.
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••— INK3BRSOLL.
Partlo 20

Kirbyson 17

Total 37

I-^nson 19

Nichols 20

Total 39

STRATFORD vs. BRANTFORD.
Stratford defeated Brant ford at Stratford

July sixth by 109 to 108.

two man event. Scores:

Stratford also won the

STRATFORD.
Turnlbull 25

Aiteheson 25

Boles 20

Meyers 20

Fisher 19

Total 103

BRANTFORD.
Cutcliffe 23

Hacher 23

Westbrook 20

Mitchell 23

Wallace 19

Total
Majority for 'Stratford, 1 target.

Two-man team:

108

STRATFORD.
TurnbuU 24

Aiteheson 23

Total 47

BRANTFORD.
Mitchell 23

Westbrook 22

Total 45

WOODSTOCK vs. STRATFORD.
.Stratford visited Woodstock on July twentieth

and defeated the local team by ten birds. The
trap was not working very well, and this, coup-

led with the dark background of trees which ob-

scures a good view of many of the birds as they

are wafted through the air, had the shooters

working under difficulties. The members of the

visiting team, however, with the exception of

Fisher, all shot a good gun, winning the five-man

shoot with a majority of 10, tbeir total score be-

ing 98. Of the local team Muller was the only

man badly off color. When he is right he can

break 18 at any time, but in this match he scored

only 11 The visitors also won the two-man
shoot. Turnbull and Aiteheson, who are two of

__ihe_best shots in the l-^aguc. breaking 43 out of a

j;^>3sible fifty. Marlott and Bonnett, who opposed
tfiemi'broke 38. In the second two-man team

event, Dutton and Kay, of the local club, broke
42 out of a possible 50, defeating Savage and
Boles, who got but 33. Stratford won the event,

however, by getting the highe.-t score, 43.

Aiteheson was the high gun of the day, break'
ing 45 out of a possible 50. He was closely press-

ed by his team-mate, Turnbull, for first honors,

the latter scoring 44. Boles was third with 42,

wTiile the best Woodstock gun was Dr. Kay, who
broke 41.

Following are the complete scores, the number
shot at being 25 in each event:

FIVE-MAN EVENT.
Woodstock. Broke,
Kay 19
Marlott 20
Bonnett 20
Dutton 18
Muller 11

Total 88

Stratford
Aiteheson 23
Fisher 12
Turnbull 23
Savage 18
Boles 22

Total
Majority for Stratford, 10.

98

TWO-MAN EVENT.
Stratford:

Turnbull 21
Aiteheson 22

Total 42

Woodstock:
Marlott ,....,,..,, - 18

Bonnett • 20

Total

Woodstock:
Dutton
Kav

SECOND TEAMS.

Total

38

CO
29

42

Stratford:

Savage 1 .3

Boles
, , . . 20

Total 33

Stratford won this event with highest score of

43.

INGERSOLL vs. BRANTFORD.

This match was to have taken place on .July

twentieth but the Brantford team, owing to

trouble on the railway, were unable to reach
Ingersoll and the match was cancelled.
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GENERAL FRENCH
and

The Canadian Courier of June i8th

states editorially in speaking of General

French - ''When a man so high

in the British Army declares

that the Ross Rifle is the equal

if not the superior of any other small aim

in the world "

Comment is unnecessary.

If you are a Military Target shot and

want a prize-winning rifle, buy a "Ross"

Mark III.

If you are a sportsman and want the

best rifle for stopping any game, buy a

"Ross" Sporting Model. It has all the ac-

curacy of the Military barrel, and is an ex-

cellently balanced arm.

PRICES FROM $25.00 to $70.00.

Write for Illustrated Catalogue.

Th
1-6-0

e Ross Rifle Co.,
Quebec, P. Q.
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GOOD SHOOTING AT OTTAWA.
The St. Hubert Gun Club of Ottawa has had a

splendi 1 ni'inbir of members out wee.dy for thp

Saturday shoots. On July 9th seventeen members

shot through fifty targets, the high man, Mr.

W. C. Little, breaking 45 x 50 in excellent shape.

High scores were:— ,

Shot at Broke.

W. C. Little 50 45

S. E. Sangster 50 43

R. A. Sibbitt 50 43

J. E. Brown 50 42

A. W. Throop 50 41

U. Easdale 50 41

Dr. L Smith 50 41

H. Viau 50 41

V. V. Rogers 50 38

W. Slaney 50 37

B. Beatty 50 37

W. C' Little thus won Class A" spoon and

V. V. Rogers Class B."

On July 16th eighteen members shot through

the regular fifty bird practise. In spite of a

tricky wind and' fast targets the scoring was ex-

cellent. Mr. S. E. Sangster won the gold pin

for high gun with 47 x 50, adding another 23x 25

in an extra event, making a splendid total of

70 X 75.

The high guns were:—
yShot at. Broke.

S. E. Sangster 50 47

W. C. Little 50 45

W. J. Johnstone 50 45

W. L. Cameron 50 44

G. Easdale 50 44

J. Brown 50 43

W. Slaney 50 43

A. W. Throop 50 42

V. V. Rogers 50 41

Dr. I Smith 50 39

H. Viau 50 36

The members are turning out well to the mid-

weekly practices on Wednesdays, in preparation

for the Dommion Tournament in August at Mon-

treal, and from present appearances should have

strong eight and five man teams present. Some
fifteen members will probably go down and they

should give a good account of themselves.

Dr. Wilson 70

W. VVark 85

J. Hunter 70

J. Bourne 35

C. Graham 70

M. Fletcher 35

57

66
62

22

58

29

HAMILTON HAPPENINGS.
At the Hamilton Gun Club on June 25th, the

final round of the handicap for the Hunters Arms
vase was shot off. C. Graham and J. Hunter

tied, but in the shoot-off the former landed the

trophy by thre* points. J. Hunter took down
the second prize, and J. Bourne the third. D.

Konkle, Dr. \Vilson and M. Fletcher had straight

scores in the practice events, but did not locate

the clays so well in the handicap.

Scores

:

Shot at. Broke.

D. Konkle 60 44

C. Lucv 35 22

N. S. Armstrong 50 33

G«o. Hare 45 34

r. Oliver 70 42

At the Hamilton Gun Club July 9th the final

round for the Dupont trophy was shot oflT. J.

Hunter won out v.ith a good finish getting 47

out of 50. T. W. Barnes and W. Wark tied for

second place, but the former won the shoot off.

W. Wark landed the silver in the spoon event,

with 23 out of 25. Captain Spencer was referee.

Seorets:—
Shot at. Broke.

J. Hunter 60 56

T. W. Barnes 105 96

H. Marsh 70 51

D. Reid 70 57

C. Graham 95 56

N. S. Armstrong 70 42

E. A. Clifford 60 38

W. Wark 80 71

J. Bowron 60 49

D. M. Scott 60 49

INTER-CLUB MATCH AT LONDON.
The return match between the Springwood

(London) and Brickton Gun Clubs for three-man
teams was shot off on July 13th, at the Spring-

wood grounds. The Brickton team won the first

match the previous week by two birds, and the

Springwood won the second match by five birds.

Scores

:

First Match.
Brickton.

Waide ' 23

Dav •
• 24

Walker 23

Total 70

Springwood
(tlover 24

J. Brown 24

Simcox 20

Total : 68

Second Match.
Brickton
Waide 18

Dav 23

Walker 24

Total 65

Springwood.
Glover 25

J. Brown 34

Simcox 21

Total 70
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Pemingtou.
REPEATING GUNS

UMC SHOT
SHELLS

and

Metallic CarlridcTes
SPORTSMEN

!

Write to-day for the 1910 Game Laws.
A booklet of invaluable information to every sportsman. Complete Game Laws revised

July \&, 1910, of every Slate in the Union and Canada. Also, list of guides who know every
haunt of birds, game and fish in New York and Maine hunting regions.

There is aRemington Idea gun made

—

>>ol\d atcel hrefch, hammcrlexs—for your par- -^

'

ticular requirements. Remington guns have proven the best in the test, having won 7 out of

the IciA 13 Inter^ate Handicaps, over 50% of the winnings—conclusively demon^rating

Remington Idea Merit.

UMC Steel Lined Shells thie undisputed champions. UMC Steel Lined Shells hava won each
and everyone of the lait 8 Inter^ate Heindicaps— they are the favorite ammunition of the best shooters.

Sold by all first class dealers. Do no I accept a substitute. Communicate
taitk us if your dealer does not carry UMC or Remington.

UMC and Remington—the perfect shooting combination.

SAME OWNERSHIP SAME STANDARD OF QUALITY SAME MANAGEMENT
The Union Metallic Cartridge Co., Dept. . V-8 Bridgeport, Conn. The Remington Anns Co., Dept. ^ '. ,Ilion, N.Y.

Agency, 299 Broadway, Dept. V s" New York City
^

4

1
Cutten & Foster

Toronto

American Auto Top
Manufacturers

Aato Tops. Boat Tops. Tent Cots.

The Handy Tent Cot.

Price %12.00, from your dealer or from us.

Send for illustrated catalogue.

We can furnish Auto Tops for

any Style of Automobile in Pan-
tasote or Mohair.

Ss;
MARBLE'S J o

RIFLE
N T E D

ROD
will not wobble, bend nor break at
the joints. It is the onl.y one that
doesn't. A neatly fitting steel dowel
(Fig. 2) enters the recess prepared for
it in its solid brass section. This
relieves the screw of all side strain
«nd makes the rod perfectly rigid
Also equipped with a newly pat-
ented swivel (Fig. 1) that
permits the cleaner to re
volve and follow the
twist of the rifling

—

getting every parti
dirt. Any

it.

cle of
cleaner

RIFLE

CLEANER
Can be attach-

ed to any stan-
dard rod. Each

section (Fig. 3) is

composed of six wash-
ers of softest brass gauze

made a trifle less in dia-

meter than the bore for which
intended. By this arrangement

the spring of its tempered steel

backbone presses but one side of

3
' each section against the bore, and the
twist of the wire causes the cleaner to

follow the lines of the rifling, treating
every particle of the bore, removing every
every atom of lead, copper, rust or pe"'der
crust. Will not harm the finest guv

Rifle Rod with solid brass sections $1,00
" " " seamless brass tuba sectiom*.. 1.25

(Heaner, Sta.te Caliber 50
Field Cl»aner 75

(All prepaid.)
If not at your dealer's, order from us. Send for

latest catalog of sportsmen's specialties.

MARBLE SAFETY AXE
Dept. 1, Gladstone, Mich.

CO.
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INTER CLUB SHOOT AT WOODSTOCK.
The following are the scores made at the Gun

Club shoot on Dominion Day by members of the

Woodstock and Ingersoll Clubs. The weather
was fine and the shoot was a successful one:

Shot at Broke
Partio 55 48

Nichols 55 35

Kirbyson 70 5'

Dougal .i» <i-i

lonson 50 29

Welford 50 26

Bonnett • 50 39

Muller 50 24

Vrilsoii 45 24

Rounds 30 18

A BELLEVILLE SHOOT.
There was an interesting as well as closely con-

tested clay pigeon shoot held by several n;i -^'bers

oi the nelieville Hun Club, on July 15th. il i re

was a large attendance of visitors. The following

was the result:

J. Thompson 21

John Miller , 20

G. Wardhaugh 18

W. Andrews 15

A. Mott 14

W. Hart 14

J. Woodlev 9

R. Zufelt '

8

A REVIVAL AT DUTTON, ONT.

The first slioot held in Button for some years

was held on July 6th, and it is hoped in the words

of a local enthusiast that the old game is now
revived "for all time to come." B. Glover and R.

Day, of London, were present but failed to land

high gun, the same being captured by a local

member, R. Coates, G. M. Dunk, C. Thomson and
H. Marlatt were present.

Score, all shooting at 180:—
Hollingshead, ^Y 129

*Dunk, G 139

Galbraith, F 142

Koehler, E 134

Campbell, C 120

Glover, B. W 155

Day, R 153

'Thomson, C 123

*Marlatt, li 112

Stotts, F ... 141

Coates, R 157
* Professionals.

TOURNAMENT AT BRANDON, MAN.
The tournament hold under the auspices of the

Gun Club on Dominion Day was a great success.

'Scores :
—

First Event—16 birds

—

Rymph 13

Swartz 13

Lightlv .:....::.! 10

Yates 13

Harvvood 9

Manning 13

Bailey 8

Hazleton 9

V'arcoe 10

Vickery 11

'oiuian ....
' Powell 13

Carter 12

McMillan 10

P. Puweii 12

Crozier II

Lane 5

Sutherland 4

Second Event^— 15 birds

—

Rymph 12

Clement 10

Manning 13

Bailey 9

l^ightly 9

Yates 12

1 .azelton ; 12

Varcoe 11

Vickery 11

i; jsman 12

P. Powell 9

Carter 9

McMillan • 12

P. P. •ell 12

Crozier 12

Lane 12

Sutherland 10

Third Event

—

1') birds

—

Rymph ii3

Clement 21

Swartz ?0

Lightly K'.

Yates 2i}

Harvvood ' 17

Manning ^ -

Bailey -.

.

17

Hazeiton 20

Varcoe 16

VMckery 17

Bosman "2

R. Powell 15

Carter 18

McMillan 17

V. Powell 15

Crozier 17

Lane 20

Sutherland 20

Fourth Event— 15 birds

—

Rymph 12

Clement 15

Lightly 10

Yates 12

TIarwoo ! 10

Planning 15

-i^azeltcn 1

1

\'arcoe 1

1

Vickery 12

Bosman 10

Carter 12
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THE GUN GREENER
FILLS THE HUNTER'S BAG

This is what our Customers say.

"I am proud to sav I have beaten your own trial by putting in 245 pellets with 2%
inch cartridges. The pellets of your gun went clean through % inch pine at 40 yards,

Xo. 6 shot, and the pellets of the other maker's gun were plainly visible on tlio front

face of the target. Everyone was surprised at the great penetration of your gun,

which fills the Hunter's Bag."
, ,^^

M. J., Johannesburg, lS/3/09

THIS IS THE KIND OF GUN YOU WANT
We have opened our new depot at Montreal,

so that Canadian sportsmen may easily and

quickly obtain the world-famed Greener guns.

Write now for particulars of Stock, Catalog

of Guns, illustrated booklet, "The World's Views

on G-reener Guns" and address of

nearest dealer who carries Greener

guns.

W.W. GREENER
63 & 65 Beaver Hall Hill,

MONTREAL, P.Q.

WORKS :

Birmingham, England

A MALCOLN RIFLE TELESCOPE SIGHT is specially adopted to Big Game Shooting
and Long Ra.nge in open country. For further information, address

—

R. F. EMMONS, 5 Sherwood Street, AUBURN, N. Y.

HAENEL MANNLICHER
H. TAUSCHER CO.,

Ask Vour Dealer or Write
320 BROADWAY

Latest Akhival
Featherweight - 6;< pound

Genuine Mauser RIFLES
7 and S m/m $35 oo

LU6ER Automatic PISTOLS

RIFLES
NEW YORK

Largest Manufacturers of Decoys
High-Grade Cedar Decoys

a Specialty,

.Premier" Mallard, Reg. U.S. Patent Off ice

in the World
Our sTocds are used by all the leading clubs and sportsmen of the
United States and Canada. Ask your dealer for them. Wiite for new
illustrated catalogue.

MASON'S DECOY FACTORY-DEPT. D
456-464 Brooklyn Avenue DETROIT, MICH.
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McMillan ^ H
P. Powell 7

Crozier 8

Lane 7

Sutherland 12

Williamson G

"Fiftli Event—15 birds—
R. Rymph 13

Clement 12

ywartz 11

Lightly .. 9

Yates 12

Harwood 11

Manning 11

Hazelton 9

Varcoe 10

Vickery 13

Bosman 12

R. Powell 13

Carter 9

McMillan 5

P. Powell 11

Lane 8

Sixth Event—25 birds

—

Rymph . . .y 21

Clement 21

Swartz 23
Lightly 13

Yates 17

Harwood 16

Manning 19

Hazelton 17

Varcoe 19

Vickery 19

Lane 16

Sutherland 17

( .t

Eigh[th Event—-Merchandise, 25 birds

—

Ryrapli 19

Clement 20
Swartz 19

Lightly 15

Yates 15

Manning 19

Varcoe 20
Vickery 20
Bosman 14

R. Powell 17

Carter 12

McMillan . 12

P. Powell 18

Crozier 13

Lane 15

Sutherland 13

Clark 18

Ninth Event—20 birds—
Rymph 14

Clement 16

Swartz 11

Lightly 11

Yates' 12

Harwood 9

Manning 17

Bailey 14

Hazelton 16

Varcoe 17

Vickery 16

Bosman 12

R. Powell 8

McMillan 10

P. Powell 11

Crozier 12

Lane 12

Sutherland 10

Clark 15

Drumraond 13

Twelfth Event— 10 birds, Snip Shoot—
Rymph 5

Clement 7

Yates 2

Manning 6

Varcoe 6

Vickery 5

Bowman 2

R. Powell 4

Carter 3

MdMillan 2

Crozier 2

Sutherland 3

Clark 4

Drummond 3

A CALGARY SHOOT.
At the shoot on July twelfth, J. Garden won the

Marsh trophy, making 36 out of 50, or a total of

122 out of 150. E. Goodwin was his closest com-
petitor with 121.

Andrew won a class spoon with 42; Goodwin, B
class, with 39; and C class went to Jardine, with
38.

GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP.
The Grand Lvmerican Handicap held at Chicago,

this year, resulted in some record breaking scores.

The Grand American Handicap itself, was won by
Riley Thompson, of Cainsville, Mo., with 100

straight from 19 yards. In addition to $373.90

the winner got the one trophy a diamond studded

watch fob. The runner up was Harvey Mc-
Murchy, of the Hunter Arms Co., who was very

close after with 990. J. R. Graham, Long Lake,

111., and George Volk, Toledo, Ohio, divided third

honors with 98 each. McMurchy's share of the

purse was $336.50, while Graham and Volk got

$280.40, each. The feature of the first day wa»

the shooting of John R. W. Garrett, Colorado

Springs, Colo., who made a new world's record by
shooting through the program of 80 singles and 10

pairs, 100 targets in all, without a miss. The
Preliminary Handicap was won 'by W. J. Raup,

Portage, Wis., with 99x100 after shooting off a tie

with C. E. Shaw, Jr., Chicago. C. E. Powers won
third monev with 98. Raup got $138.00, Shaw,

$124.20 and' Powers, $110.40. 97 won $89.70, 96,

$39.40, 95, $17.25 and 94, $13.15. $1379.95 was

divided among the 49 who got 94 or better out of

a total entry of 318.

The Amateur Championship was won without a

tie by Guv Dering, Columbus, Wis., with 189 out
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Ninety-five per cent,

of the Summer Hotels

and Residences

throughout Canada are

lighted by Siche Gas.

The safest and most

simplest machine made.

Over 3,000 in use—
some for ten years.

No trouble. No re-

pairs. Backed and

guaranteed by the

makers.

THE SICHE GAS COMPANY, LIMITED
Write for Booklet. 10 Lombard Street, Toronto

tH, rfgjtatiiV-aaa

WOODSTOCK

COLLEGE
FOR BOYS AND
YOUNG MEN

A school equipped in every way for

training boys and young men to

enter Commercial or Professional

Ufe.

One thousand feet above sea level : 80

acres of ground ; campus: splendid gym-
nasium : indoorrunning track : swimming
pool. Courses: Matriculation, Business,
Scientific, Manual Training Department,
the first established in Canada. Univer-
sity-trained staff of teachers, and ex-

cellent Physical Director. Mental, Moral
and Physical Growth developed.
Write for 53rd Annual Calendar.

A. T. MacNeill, B.A., Principal

WOODSTOCK, ONT.

School Re-opens September 6th.

Ot Thomas Flyers

At attractive prices, including the

famous THOMAS LITTLE SIX.

A far better proposition than a cheap

new car. Write for catalogue and

prices.

E. R. Thomas Motor
COMPANY

Retail Deparfment, 1200 Niagara St.

Buffalo - - N.Y., U.S.A.
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of 160 singles and ten pairs. His share of the

purse was $168.50.

The Professional Championship, three men,

C. S. Spencer, St. Jjouis, Mo., John W. Garrett,

Colorado Springs, Colo., and H. Clark, of Upper
Alton, 111., tied on 190 each. In the shoot otf

all three again tied on 19x20, Spencer dropping

his last target. On the second shoot off, Spencer

went straight and the others again dropped one

each.

In the Amateur Championship, Bering took

first money and the trophy while in the Profes-

sional Championship, Spencer took the trophy and
the three high average men divided the first three

moneys, getting $125.60 each.

There were 383 entries on the G. A. H. but 20

forfeited. The total purse was $3,739.00 and the

scores and winnings of those who were in the

money are as follows:—
Thompson 100 $ 373.91)

McMurchv 99 336.50

J. R. Graham 98 280.40

Geo. VoIk 98 280.40

F. G. Bills 97 121.50

W. H. Heer 97 121.50,

C. W. Heash 97 121.50

L. K. Gushing 97 121.50

G. S. Lewis 97 121.50

W. J. Raup 97 121.50

H. S. Wells 97 42.70

W. F. Clarke 97 42.70

F. W. McNair 96 42.70

L. S. German 96 42.70

H. H. Hotze 96 42.70

F. T. Stanton 96 42.70

Robt. Winter 96 42.70

C. G. Spencer 96 42.70

H. Dixon 96 42.70

C. M. Powers 96 42.70

J. A. Flick '96 42.70

Saml. Rice 96 42.70

J. S. Day 96 42.70

Mrs. Topperwein 96 42.70

A.A.Vance 96 42.70

C. E. Shaw, Jr 96 42.70

F. A. Stroup . 95 37.40

A. Winesburg 95 37.40

J. L. Humpfer 95 37.40

W. X. Wise 95 37.40

Ide Harris 95 37.40

J. W. Garrett 95 37.40

M. Kneussl 95 37.40

W. Huff 95 37.40

T. :Marshall 95 37.40

R. A. King 95 37.40

G. Maxwell 95 37.40

Wm. Peck 95 37.40

C. TI. Peck 95 37.40

W. Wettleaf 95 37.40

F. R. Hillis 95 37.40

Art Killam 95 37.40

W. Northcott 95 37.40

E. Auen 95 37.40

P. H. O'Brien 95 37.40

Geo. Kistler 95 37.40

J. B. Warren 94 6.00

P. J. Gnibain 94 6.00

E. P. Hover 94 6.00

F. Ellett 94 6.00

J. A. Prechtel 94 6.00

J. R. Taylor 94 6.00

h. Taylor 94 6.00

S. C. Davidson 94 6.00

L. Stockley 94 6.00

C. S. ^lagiU 94 6.00

Clark Homer 94 6.00

H. E. Peck 94 6.00

W. D. Blood 94 6.00

J. T. Parks 94 6.00

J. T. Wulf 94 6.00

A. Merwood 94 6.00

J. A. Ward 94 6.00

J. C. Ramsey 94 6.00

J. Maland .'. 94 6.00

C. H. Burt 94 6.00

G. W. Ball 94 6.00

Kammerman 94 6.00

X. Oar broaden 94 6.00

J. Cummings 94 6.00

T. B. Xichols 94 6.00

Total purse .... $3,739.00

One squad comprising: .J. R. Graham, .John W.
Garrett, H. D. Freeman, Harvey Dixon and Fred.

Ellett made a new world's record by breaking 100

straight from 21 vards.

RESTON, (MAN.) TOURNAMENT.
Twenty-nine shooters shot at the Reston Gun

Club Tournament on Julj- 19th, Winnipeg, Souris,

Brandon and Virden being represented.

The day was fine, but a high breeze made the
right angle birds "teezers" and here the majority
of the losses were recorded.

Messrs. Simpson, McKay and White, represent-

ing respectively the Winchester. U. M. C, and
DuPont Companies, did some fine shoting.

In computing the high average, the tenth event
(doubles) was not taken into account.

•Event Xo. 12, miss and out is not recorded but
was won by A. J. Manning with Varcoe second.

The snooters had quite a gallery of spectators

and among them a number of ladies.

The tournament has given the sport quite a
"boost" in Reston.

Scores Made by Amateurs:
E. A. :MoBain .."^^ 160 120

F. Manning 160 130

V. Walls 160 105

F. W. Ruttan 85 61

0. Rymph 160 110

L. Eaton 160 110

M. Varcoe 150 1 10

A. J. Manning 160 122

D. Chapman 105 79

C. C. Campbeill 160 108

X. Miller 160 127

A. K. Henderson 75 41

W. Merrill 135 83

E. Isaac 150 98

J. Lister 135 80

G. Cummings
T. Wilkins 30 12

E. Wilkins . 15 6
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G. Oliver .
30

H. Donnelly 30

H. Brawn " 30

T. S. Bullish 30

J. Guthrie 30

A. Sutton 15

W. iLeverington 55

Scores Made by Professionals:

E. G. White 100

F. G. Simpson 190

R. J. McKav 190

A CALGARY SHOOT.
14

14

11

150

1.59

168

More than eighty crack shots of national repu-

tation attended the forty-first annual tournament

of the Southern Schuetzen Bund at New Britain,

Conn., on July 4, 5 and 6. The leading event of

the day, the Target of Honor Match, was won by

F. C. Ross, of Springfield, Mass., with H. N. Wood,

of the same city, second. First prize on German
Ring Target was won by . Mr. J. Hunziger, of

Hartford, Conn., wlio scored 216 points. Mr.

Hunziger scored 75 points out of a possible 75, on

one ticket, which is a perfect score and tlie highest

score obtained during the Southern New England

Schuetzen Bund Shoot in forty-one years. Mr. T.

R. Geisel was second. Mr. Hunziger and Mr.

Geisel were equipped with Stevens-Pope Rifles fit-

ted with ordinary sights. Mr. F. C. Ross was

third scoring 212 points and used a Stevens-Pope

Rifle fitted with Stevens Telescope. The Bull's

Eye Target was won by Mr. J. Hunziger with W.
S.' Gibson, of Springfield, Mass., second and Mr.

H. N. Wood, of Springfield, Mass., third. Mr.

Gibson and Mr. Wood used Stevens Telescopes in

this event. Mr. F. L. Smith won first prize on

tbe Muzzle Rest Target, scoring 146 points out of

a possible 150. Mr. W. D. Palmer and Mr. F. C.

Ross tied for second place, jeach scoring 143 out of

a possible 150 points. These three contestants

used Stevens-Pope Rifles fitted with Stevens Tel-

escopes in this match. On the Ladies' German
Ring Target, Mrs. "Edward Remkus was first and

shof a Stevens-Pope Rifle fitted with Stevens Tel-

escope.

At the shoot on July 15th, the South team from

Calgary defeated the North by 215 out of a pos-

sible 25'> against 211.

In the spoon shoot for A. class. McLaren was

high, with 49 out of 50.

B class went to H. S. Price, with 38, and C claaa

to O. B. Goodwin with 40.

0. B. Goodwin goes up into B class, having qual-

ified for that class by making 72 per cent, three

times. Scores, all at 50:—
A class— Total

W. B. McLaren 49

A. Huddell 47

R. G. Robinson 46

J. Garden 43

A. K. Morrison 42

J. Stewart 41

H. C. Andrews 41

Dr. J. N. Gunn 40

B class

—

H. S. Price 38

E. Goodwin 37

C class

—

0. B. v;ioodwin 40

G. F. Mills 35

J. B. Jardine 34

Ed. Grice 25

H. G oodwin 19

GOOD SHOOTING AT OTTAWA.

The competition for the Dupont Powder Com-

pany's trophy, a silver fob, was conducted at

St. Hubert's Gun Club, early in July. After an

exciting race between Messrs. J. E. Brown and

Blyth Beattie, the former won the shoot oflf, ne-

cessitated by a tie, by 22 to 19 out of 25 birds.

The leading scores were as follows:

A. W. Throop, 44; J. E. Brown, 42; B. Beattie,

42; R. L\. Sibbitt, 42; W. C. Little, 40; W. Rice,

40; C. J. Booth, 36; H. Trudeau, 36; M. Wil-

liams, 35.

motor boat send, write or phone for a 10c tample tin of Ruby Rub

J. A. FRENCH & CO., LIMITED,
14 TERAULEY ST., TORONTO

KEEP YOUR CAR LOOKING NEW
By giving the brass parts proper attention. It isn't a matter of

mere rubbing, but it is the important matter of getting the metal

polish that answers all requirements of your car.

RUBY RUB
METALS POLISH

is'so good that it is used exclusively in the biggest and best auto salesrooms and
garages. Particular people use it on Motor Cars and Motor Boats, because

Ruby Rub gives a lasting shine and does not leave white meu-ks on th«> metal-
does not stain or scratch metal, wood, leather or stone— does not evaporate.

If you think that the best metal polish is none too good for your motor car or

Phone Main 7791
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AUTOMOBILES

Eegal Motor Car Co 1
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ACCESSORIES

Buffalo Carburetor Co 415

Bryant & Berry «Jo 421

Franco-American Auto Co 387
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A Wandering Bull of the Keswick

NO. 4

BY DOUGLAS WETMORE CLINCH.

THE success or failure of a moose
shooting trip is governed by three

conditions. These are favorable

weather, a reliable guide or know-
ledge of the art,—and a tendency to shoot

straight. The guide may be had in New
Brunswick, the others rest with Provi-

dence. Ten years ago the best class of

woodsman confined his interest to trap-

ping, sportsmen of the time employed
Indians, and the sport encountered was
of a haphazard nature. Today the whole
situation has bowed at the passing of

enterprise.

Following in the natural course of

events certain woodsmen have mastered
the art—and such it surely is—to an ex-

tent which demands recognition. Such
has been accorded them by those hunters

who write for publication. ]^Iany of

these guides so exploited have today
more business than they can attend to

in person. To meet this increased de-

mand they have erected additional camps
and have trained woodsmen to guide

parties. Many other guides have yet to

receive this diploma of the press, and.

while certain countries have been hunted
a bit harder than is warranted by the

annual increase of game, other countries

are over-run. Occasionally I have the

good fortune to stumble over some
woodsman of the last mentioned type,

and in every case I have congratulated
myself on making a "find." Such a

woodsman is one Rainsford Allen, of

Stone Ridge. York Co., N. B. What lit-

tle recognition he has received has come

from his competitors of the trail, for talk

as you like, few things are more con-

vincing than a past master in the art

of calling moose.

If you examine a map of New Bruns-
wick, you can, by locating Fredericton,

find two rivers, the Upper Keswick and
the Naswaak. Allen's country lies be-

tween them. The point of departure is

Upper Keswick station on the Gibson
Branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway.
Your train connection via Fredericton

must be made early in the morning. If

The Author and Moosehead with a Spread of 48 inches.

Shot in October, 1909.
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you come by Woodstock you arrive late

in tlu- afternoon. Leaving Montreal or

I'.osti n at half past seven in the evening

and changing ncjrth at McAdam Junction,

you would rcacii Upper Keswick that

evening. The hunting grounds can, ac-

cording to season, be reached after a walk

(jr drive of from four to eight hours. You
could leave Toronto Monday morning

and be on the hunting grounds on Wed-
nesday morning. You could leave Upper
Keswick station on Montlay morning and

be in lioston the next morning and To-

ronto the next afternoon.

provisions, etc., but an exclusive country.
As my personal outfit had shrunk with
the sun of experience I did not require
a team and we walked to within a mile of

camp. Here we left our packs and
though we did not, it being late in the

afternoon, have time for a still hunt,

we saw plenty of "signs." We struck
camp at dusk and a heavy rainstorm
shortly before. Both of us were wet to

the skin and were glad to find the cook
had the stove roaring and a hot supper
steaming on the back of the range. This
point is worthy of mention, for a cook

Just as Ho Fell.

My trip to this country was taken the

last week in October wdiich. all things

considered—with the possible exception
of frozen leaves and snow-crust—is the

niixst unfavorable time of the year to hunt
moose. This is the season between tlie

"calling" and tlie "tracking snow." The
moose are just leaving the water for the

ridges. .As yet they had not arrived in

large numbers and I had an excellent op-

portunity to te<t .Allen's qualifications as

a guide. He has a complete outfit and
like all the best men is able to provide
n( t only a guide for each sportsman.

is an important item. He adds to your

comfort and your sleep, of which you

must have plenty, and incidentally to

your chances of which you can never have

enough.
From that night, which happened to be

Saturday, till the following Tuesday
evening, the rain came down in torrents

and in what little travelling I did I found

Allen's topography of the section to be

correct. It favored all round shooting at

all seasons of the year for the ridges

drained into the river, and just between,

the edge of the green timber and the
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open couiitry, were skirted about by burnt

woods. This offered, as such country

does, excellent feed. As a rule, especial-

ly during such a wet fall as we had in

190^), many excellent and respectable

moose countries would have assumed,

temporarily at least, all the outward signs

of a dismal, worthless swamp. Xot only

would travelling under such conditions

be tedious, if not altogether impossible,

but little game would be encountered. In

the Keswick country the natural drainage

system is a kind of a "good hunting"

insurance.

moose have cf Lfting their feet very high

at each step, i his is especially true of

the hind legs and it is for this reason they

are able to travel in a quiet manner. To
watch a three months' old calf pick his

breakfast from a dense bit of under-

growth is a fascinating occupation. \\ e

did not "start" any game this particular

morning and personally I do not care to

hunt in the rain. I have shot moose un-

der these conditions and the sport does

not appeal to me. \\ e therefore did not

leave camp, nicre than to take a run over

The Author Marking Her up for the Seventh Moose.

Monday morning we routed out an old

cow and two calves. As they were feed-

ing along the edge of the green woods

—

and perhaps it can now be understood
why I made a point of mentioning the

burnt lands— it was just possible a bull

was with them. This, however, did not

prove to be the case, but I enjoyed a

mighty interesting half hour. Having
studied the direction of the wind I beck-
oned to Rains to remain in his position

and on all fours worked up on the feeding

family. As on many other occasions

I was greatly impressed with the manner

the ridge in the rear, till Wednesday
morning.

It may be mentioned in passing that I

indulged in considerable chuckling as

Rains and I picked our way along the trail

just as the day was dawning in the east.

Among my out-fit I had managed to

smuggle in one or two magazines and
when we had tired of yarns and practice

on the bark horn I would read aloud

to Rains and the cook. One story proved

particularly interesting as it pertained to

a bear hunt in the Smokies and a good
deal to superstition. I knew the author
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to be an authority and when he spoke

of the latter factor I knew his references

had been gleaned from the field of ex-

perience. Such salvage of course is gen-

erally of an assorted variety but among
some woodsmen it is treated with res-

pect. This is particularly true of dreams
for, if you confine their true meaning to

your innermost soul and do not men-
tion the nucleus till well on into the day.

they will enable you to discount coming
events. Mr. Kephart had referred to this

in his story and of my own free will I

had that very morning been awakened by

had beat in upon the clearing we had
listened at the lap of Patience and now,
thoroughly rested in body and mind,
longed for the release to come with the

rays of the morning sun. Already the

gray in the east was contrasted against

streaks of unobtrusive vermilion, and the

wind-swept, rain-washed country seemed
verily alive in a pulsating environment
which demanded the creation of things.

Of course on this morning our method
was to still hunt, which to discuss in de-

tail is a lengthy subject. You must,
how^ever. hunt to the leeward, you must

D. W. Clinch Removing Scalp.

the Startling reality of some such passing

fancy. Its two characteristics were its

alien nature to the subject in hand and
its delightful potency. On throwing off

my blanket I had to smile several times

as I endeavoured to distinguish the clat-

ter of raindrops amid the creaking of

trees. The steady ''pat," "pat" had gone
the way of all such and the storm had
eased up. From this view point of the

aftermath I experienced something of

that feeling one has when, after several

days on a stormy sea, they slowly steam
into port. For three days as the storm

be cognizant with the habits of moose,

and you must know your country. When
the sun appeared any sensible moose
w^ould of course be found sunning him-

self in the tiny clearings one finds on

the sides of most healthy ridges. By
stalking these open places before ten

o'clock we were bound to keep up the

interest. In one way the rains had been

of assistance for the travelling was al-

most noiseless. In less than twenty four

hours the leaves would have dried but in

the meantime Rains' woodcraft would
have a show. We kept into the wind for
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about an hour and then circled round
to the outside edge of the burnt lands and
back up into the wind again. We left

camp shortly after six and by half past

seven we expected something to happen
for we had by this time got down to bus-

iness. In striking into the ridge we
of course kept the wind in our faces and
the manner in which Rains travelled from
place to place, here working with the

greatest care, again hastening by unlike-

ly places, was a delight and joy forever.

Personally, I know of few greater pleas-

ures, certainlv few more exhilaratins:.

did it means either one of two things

—

either he has seen or heard something.
Very slowly Rains moved forward his

shoulders, not bending his neck dr swing-
ing his arms, like the past master he
was, his hand still more slowly stole back
to my wrist, and I heard him murmur,
"That looks like one over there, can
you see the horns?" I had followed the

angle and sure enough the old, familiar

"hump" of a moose's withers could be
discerned through the foliage, from the
branches above a brown angle bent down,
and he was a sure enous'h bull. For

COMING OUT WITH THE HEAD.
Crobsing the Upper Keswick. Rains in rear of team. Talien in pouring rain.

than following a past master in still hunt-
ing moose, especially when the country
verily teems with game and you have
occasion to change your plans every few-

minutes.

I think we had been circling, cross-

ing, criss-crossing, for about an hour af-

ter leaving the open country, when—just

as I was about to lose faith in the dream
—I saw Rains pause. I do not know
whether experts have ever analyzed or

classed the dififerent kinds of pauses
one will encounter in the day's work, but
when a woodsman pauses the way Allen

just the merest second in the world my
eye-lids squinted with that anticipation

which only a repetition of "cracks" could
gratify then opened very wide, the Win-
chester came to my shoulder, and I beam-
ed through the aperture of the receiver

sight as the gold bead sought the region

of the heart. Then I pressed.

At the first shot his nibs moved round
to his left, but very slowly. As he wheel-
ed, and ah ! but I knew the sign, two
soft noses from the "33" pierced his

heart. These would have amply suffic-

ed and as a matter of fact he did not eo
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twenty feet before there echoed thai

"crashing" of undergrowlh, and 'tis a joy-

ful sound,—to be followed a second later

by a "thud" full of meaning. But shoot-

ing is uncertain in the green woods till

you see the game drop in its tracks and
during the time he required to cover that

twenty feet I kei)t covering him, and
firing.

The fight was pretty nearly over when

l:)est brow prongs 1 have yet brought
down and to my mind they are preferable

to big pans and broken points. As the

undergrowth made it impossible to judge
the head J felt well satisfied with the

outcome of the hunt.

As the photographs show we dressed

the head then and there. This we carried

to camp the next morning and in going
out we passed a place where a big bull

OUTSIDE.
Camp All Pac. From rear.

we reached him. He swung his head to-

ward the sky, as is their fashion, and I

was tempted to take some photographs
in front. Some few years ago, with rifle

on either side we had attempted the same
stunt: I only shot just as the wounded
bull was about to turn on my compan-
ion. Since that time I have been more
modest. This bull was a young one with
only a 48 inch spread. He carried the

INSIDE.
.M.v Bunk.

had been . that very Thursday morning.

The two places wdiere his antlers struck

the trees could not be spanned by any
member of our party, which is saying a

good deal. That head must have been

upwards of 65 inches in spread and to

my certain knowledge he was not shot

last year though Rains afterwards got

his moose and caribou for his late par-

ties. In fact everv man he handled last
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fall had his shot at game. Earlier in the

season he called out over twenty Ijulls

for the first party and on one occasion

they saw an old "damnier" of a moose
but did not like to risk a shot at four

hundred yards. All things considered

I would as soon bank on getting a big

head in this region as in any other sec-

tioa I know. It certainly is not over

hunted and there is an excellent chance
for bear and caribou. The latter do not

come in till November but in five days'

hunting in 1908 two men killed their

moose, caribou, and deer. I remember
asking Rains if he thought he could

handle two men at once and get them
their game, this being late in the sea-

son. "H—." he said, "we'd fill a freight

car in two weeks." and I have every
reason to believe he is risrht.

Mr. Clinch is the Secretary and Or-
ganizer of the New Brunswick Fish,

Forest and Game Protective Association

and Secretary-Treasurer of the Provincial

Guide Association, St. John, X.B. He is

also the compiler of the Guide Book is-

sued by the Provincial Government of

New Brunswick. Crossing; tho Upper Keswick.

THE AWAKENING.
BY ARTHUR E. ORM.VNDY.

For many days the wild spring rain

Against the snow beats steadily.

The fettered river moans with pain.

And quivers in its agony.

For many days the south wind plays

Among the pillared forest halls.

And faintly o'er the stained moor
The killdeer's plaintive whistle calls.

For many davs the honking flocks

Go winging down the windy sky,

And gleams among the upland rocks

The windflower's fragile purity.

The river strains its broken chains.

And leaps triumphant to the sea.

Then gladly swells o'er clifT and fells.

Awakened summer's harmony.



Mr. Joseph Vance and His Wild Animal Pets

Mr. Vance's Pet Racoon. Part V.

UY W. A. BRADLEY. U.A.

COOX hunting has long been a fav-

orite pastime of country boys,

and there are few of them who
cannot tell some adventure of in-

terest that happened "one night as they

went coon hunting." If they did not

find a coon they would without fail find

another animal that is noted for the smell

it can create in the country side, and if

they did not bring home a coon, the dewy
night forced them to bring home some-
thing less coveted and certainly less de-

sired than a coon skin.

One night when ]\Ir. \'ance and some
companions were coon hunting their dog
started barking furiously at the back end
of a corn field that was close to the woods.
They hastened to the spot and found
that the dog was interested in a hollow
tree that had been blown down by the

wind. They concluded that it was a

coon that had taken refuge there from
the dog before it had time to climb a tree.

So being unable to procure the animal,

they went home disappointed, but deter-

mined to return next morning and make a

further investigation. On the following
morning they could still hear the

dog barking in the same spot where they
had left him the previous night, so pro-

curing a sharp cross-cut saw. they set

out for the woods. The dog was still

at the tree. They soon discovered that

the animal had her nest in the hollow
tree, so set to work to capture the family.

After sawing ofif a few blocks they came
to the nest, where the mother and three

young ones were located. They dis-

patched the old coon and captured
the family. Each of the boys took
one. Mr. Vance brought his home, and
his father helped him to make a house
and enclosure for it in the yard, not far

from the barn. Here he grew and be-

came quite tame. He was not fastidious

but would eat almost anything offered to

him ; bread, meat, grain, fish and fowl,

with a particular fondness for anvthing
sweet such as sugar and candy. He was

named Coony and responded very read-

ily when he was called.

\\ hen full grown he no longer needed
a home of his own, but lived around the

house with the confidence and security

of a pet cat. Neither the hound nor the

dog ever molested him, but regarded
him as one of the family, and often

when the dogs were called by the accus-

tomed whistle to some part of the farm
Coony knew what it meant, and would
start with them fully assured that he

was being summoned as surely as they,

and would utter a mournful whine when
he was not able to keep up with the pace

set by the dogs.

There was a large maple tree that grew
on the lawn a short distance from the

house, and when Coony wanted to take

a noonday nap on a hot summer day,

where he would be free from worry and
care, he would climb the tree some thir-

ty feet to where it branched, and lie there

for hours. If he was in the tree when
the dogs were called, and saw them start,

he would come down like an avalanche,

and follow them with all the speed of

which he was capable.

He took a particular liking to Mr.

\^ance's father, and would follow him
around the farm wherever he went,. and
when the old gentleman would come into

the house, the raccoon would come and
jump up on his knee, and as it was he

who used to provide the sugar and candy
for his pet. as soon as Coony had sat

there a while he would set to work and
search his coat pockets for the much
coveted candy and sugar. He was sel-

dom or never disappointed in his search,

and when he had eaten the sweet morsel,

to express his thanks and show his

gratitude he would crawl upon his bene-

factor's shoulder, rub his head against

his cheek, and sometimes lick his face.

If ]\Ir. \^ance had his hat on. Coony seem-

ed to know that house manners required

its removal, so he would take it off and
carrv it to the woodbox behind the stove.
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and place it on the top of it. He would
then return and set himself on Mr. Vance's
knee.

He knew well when he was caught in

mischief, and if scolded or threatened,
would retire to some quiet spot and hide
for a while. When he felt that the storm
was over he would come out and try

to make friends as if nothing had hap-
pened.

But the raccoon got too familiar with
the hen house, and took to stealing and
sucking eggs, and on a number of occa-
sions young chickens were killed by him,

When the cold weather set in Coony
suddenly disappeared. Search was made
for him, 'but he could nowhere be found.
Mr. Vance suggested that he had heard
the women of the house plot against his
life because of his love for eggs and chick-
ens, and to show his resentment had tak-
en French leave, but they said some dog
must have killed him, that his feelings
on the poultry question were not so sen-
sitive as to cause him to leave the prem-
ises. A month and a half passed away
and Coony was almost forgotten.
About the middle of January Mr. Vance

The Raccoon.

and others rescued from his mouth as
he was carrying them away. Pie was
considered a real nice pet around the
house until he got into the naughty hab-
it of stealing eggs and killing chickens,
and though often severely punished, he
continued to repeat the offence. These
predatory habits made him become ex-
ceedingly unpopular, and the women of
the family threatened that they would
get rid of him if he were not put out of
the way. So Mr. Vance promised to kill

him as soon as his fur was in .'reason.

was thrashing his fall wheat, and in the
heart of the mow the thrashers came
upon the raccoon quietly nestled therein
him and shook him vigorously. He slowly
him and shook him vigorously, he slowly
opened his eyes and when he saw where
he was, and the strangers around him, he
jumped to the barn floor and made for
the house as fast as he could run.

A short time afterwards the pet rac-
coon was forced "to shuffle off the mortal
coil" and go the way that so many of his
rarp lia^-A o-^n^ K^fr^^^ u;,..



Geese and Ducks in Saskatchewan

BY 0. W. YOUNG.

WE had intended to go to Quill

Lake fair that day, but the

morning was so inviting when
at sun-up we looked on the face

of Nature, that we decided to go shoot-

ing instead.

Not that the fair wasn't worth seeing,

but we had seen it before, and it was

easy to visit fairs at home in Ontario,

while there was only a limited time for

sport on the prairies.

Quill Lake is one of the flourishing lit-

tle centres that have sprung up along the

main line of the Canadian Northern Rail-

way, and is as nearly as possible four

hundred miles northwest of AMnnipeg.

The fair is held in a large vacant space

to the north of the town, the exhibits

ether than live stock being shown in

tents. The quality and quantity of

hcrses and cattle compare favorably

with those at many Ontario fall shows

of much greater pretensions, and while"

the grain is of course much more in evi-

dence than in the older provinces, one

is surprised principally at the butter ex-

hibit, which is a good deal larger than

at all the fairs in two average Ontario

counties together. Saskatchewan
^

is

bound to be a great butter-producing

country in the future, when men begin

to think they have time for mixed farm-

ing. About thirty or forty cows are

milked at Wetasto ranch, and the quality

of the butter made cannot be excelled in

any part of the world. Every farmer

in the country has a cream separator,

and whatever else you get when you

stop for a meal as you are driving

through the country, you are sure of a

good jug of cream to your porridge.

One exhibit at some of these Western
fairs that seems strange to eastern eyes

is that of gopher tails, for which prizes

are offered large enough to evoke con-

siderable ingenuity in the catching of the

little pests. The gopher is a small an-

imal about the size of a squirrel, grey in

color, and living mostly in holes in the

ground. He is very destructive to crops.

and when there are plenty of them in the

dry years the numbers are almost in-

credible. The prize exhibitors usually

have several hundreds of tails to their

credit, and some of them show a good

deal of taste in the arrangement of the

trophies.

The gopher is an "amoosin' little cuss."

Any one who remembers the return of

the' troops to \\innipeg after the Riel

Rebellion wnll recall that many of the

soldiers brought pet gophers home with

them, and that some of them had educat-

ed the little fellows quite a bit, which is

not so difficult. They were very plen-

tiful at Fort Pitt that year, and the boys

used to catch them any old way, and cor-

ral them in pits, made sloping inwards

from the bottom, in which the gophers

were considered safe, but they dug them-

selves out after all. and the wonder was

how they did it.

At present the Quill Lakes are known

as one of the finest duck-shooting

grounds in Canada, and are likely to con-

tinue so, as the large expanse of water

and the marshy character of the shores

will furnish ideal breeding grounds for

water fowl for many years to come. -Yet

this is only a side-issue. The country

is ideal for mixed farming, there being

good water and numerous bluffs for

shade, while the magnificent crops of

wheat and other cereals that have al-

ready been harvested go to show that

nothing can excel the Great Quill Plains,

which extend, roughly speaking, from

Canora to Humboldt. The present year,

when there have been almost total fail-

ures elsewhere, the grain yield is a good

average about the Quill Lakes.

One can hardly imagine a more de-

lightful life than to own a good farm in

this garden of the west, and work as

hard as he liked at various farming oper-

ations, with an almost certainty of a good

balance in the bank as the result of the

season's operations. Then when the days

are growing short and the air is crisping

up with a foretaste of winter, to be able
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to go shooting when one feels like it, with

a certainty of ducks galore, not to speak
of prairie chickens, must be immense. It

is a dream not to be realized, however, by
a working newspaper man, who must be

content with an occasional visit, but the

prospect is most enticing.

As I said, we were up fairly early, and
looking over towards the west, we saw
a flock of geese feeding in the stul)ble

only a few hundred yards away, between

part of Saskatchewan. Great flocks pass-

ed over, but when they lit they were very
wary and kept well out of range on the

lakes, and really the duck shooting was
so good that it didn't seem worth the
extra trouble to get geese. But of late,

as the land has been more cultivated, the

big crops of grain have attracted the at-

tention of the geese and they seem to

come down to feed in increasing num-
bers.

The Laird of Wetasto.

^^'etasto Creek and the ranch house.

Slipping a couple of B B cartridges into

our guns we proceeded to stalk the big

birds, and by good luck downed one
old gander before they made themselves
scarce.

Geese are getting a good deal plentier

about Wetasto than they used to l)e.

Four or five years ago it was rather un-

usual to see them at close range in this

Two men from the town had pits dug
in the wheat fields north of Wetasto, and
went there at night, sleeping till the gray
(lawn when the geese came to feed.

They got a big bag almost every morn-
ing, but we didn't want geese so bad as

that, and preferred our comfortable beds
to a bunk in a prairie hole.

After breakfast Rosette and Bluette
were hitched to the road wagon and we
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started off for a long day's driving. Good

old ponies, they have travelled over the

prairies for almost a score of years, and

look as well as ever, though in the

intervals of driving they have been do-

ing all sorts of farm work. They really

seem to enjoy it when they are ahead of

the old wagon and see the hunters get

in with their guns and hear the dogs

yelping and barking for very delight.

The air was fresh and invigorating,

and it was a pleasure to be alive. When
the spirit of the sunrise gets into your

blood in the early morning you walk

fast and take deep breaths and shout

and laugh from the exhilaration of the

clear atmosphere. Surely if the fountain

of youth exists anywhere it is on the

prairies

!

The gardens of the desert,

The anshorn fields, boundless and beautiful,

For which the speech of England has no name

—

The prairie.

It seemed a very long way indeed, from

old Ontario and the smell of the printing
"

office. The thresher was at work in a

distant field, and we spent an hour or

two watching the golden wheat spouting

into the granaries, and seemed never to

tire of seeing the final stages of the boun-

tiful harvest. The storing of grain is

quite a problem, as wooden structures are

expensive, and a new contrivance was in

use on the ranch for the first time. This

was a cylinder of galvanized iron, six

feet in diameter, and a little higher than

wide. These granaries are shipped in

half-sections, and can be put up by any
man who can handle a monkey wrench.

A plank platform is built on skids, the

sections are bolted together, and a conic-

al top put on, also of iron. There is a

hole in the roof into which the spout of

the thresher is directed, and the grain

pours in till full, about one thousand
bushels being the capacity. The cost

of platform, including labor, is about $100

each. These iron granaries are proof

against all kinds of vermin, and of course

against fire, and the grain can he left un-

til the boss is ready to sell. He is thus

in a much better position than if he had

to haul it direct to the elevator when
threshed.

Towards noon we had lunch with the

threshers, and after awhile drove to-

wards the lake. The pointers were rang-

ing nicely, and, by-the-way, is there any
sig'ht finer to the eye of a sportsman than

to see a brace of dogs that know their

business working where game is plenty?

Back and forward they go, apparently

without aim, till suddenly they move
more carefully, nosing the ground, and
crawl along till one suddenly stops dead
still, with nose and tail stretched out

as if cast in bronze! The other, a few
yards behind, backs up his mate's point.

Then you jump out of the rig, one hold-

ing the horses, and come up to the dogs.

You go forward till there is a whirr of

wings, then a cjuick shot to right and left,

and one or two chickens fall to the well-

tried twelve bore. The rest of the covey
are marked down, and possibly we may
get three or four more, if we are lucky.

Which reminds one of an Ontario tender-

foot who had never seen a pointer dog
working, and was loaned one for a day's

shooting by a Winnipeg friend. The an-

imal was a splendid dog, but when the

O. t. f. came home he returned the canine

to the owner in disgust. '' \^"ouldn't do

a blame thing out in the fields," he said,

"but every now and then he stood stock

still as if he was frozen !" "What did

you expect?" said the indignant Owner,
"that he would catcli the birds for you
"and pull their feathers oft'?"

One of these coveys acted queerly, and
neither ourselves nor the dogs could un-

derstand exactly what was up, till coming
near the little bluff, outside of which the

dogs were pointing, we found several

birds in the trees, which turned out to

be partridges, pretty much the same to

look at as the chickens, but a good deal

smaller, and with white meat all through

when served upon the table.

A little further we came to Wetasto
Creek, which two of us waded, the third

tied the horses and took the chances of

ducks along the creek. The others hiked

for another creek which emptied into the

lake a mile or so further east. Here
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the ducks were plenty, and there was
abundance of amusement for the rest

of the afternoon. Ahnost every vari-

ety was represented, mallards being in

the majority, and great fat fellows they
were, as we had occasion to realize later.

It was getting almost dusk, when we
heard the honk of geese, and we crouched
down in the bluff till they swept. past us.

The chance was good, and down came
one to each gun. dead as a stone, and a

the party to keep us from getting lost.

On we staggered, yelling as we came to

the third man, who was left with the

outfit, but meeting with no welcome res

spouse. At last we reached the creek and
waded througli the icy water, which for-

tunately was not deep, and found our
friend fast asleep in the wagon. He was
thorcug-'hly fagged out and did not hear

us till we shook him and called him all

kinds of pet names.

Tha Party of tho Third Part.

couple more were winged, which we got
with a second shot. This was some-
thing like, and a couple more met their

fate the same way shortly after.

The birds were strung around our
shoulders as best could be done, and in

the gathering darkness we set out, not

too willingly, for the wagon. The load

was heavy, but there was no help for it.

and it took all the plains-lore of one of

There w-as a drive of four or five miles

to the ranch house, but we didn't mind
that, as we saw the light ahead.

Inside there was a blazing fire in the

fireplace, and after a bath and a hearty
dinner of ducks and chickens, a glass of

Scotch and a good smoke, we were in the

humor to sit around the hearth and tell

each other over again all the experiences

of that and other davs.



Diary of a Canoeing Trip

I5V REV. W. C. GAYNOR.

JULY 26.—Here we are in Edmundston,
a border village of New Brunswick,

close to the Quebec boundary and

across the street from the State of

Maine. We arrived here by afternoon

train, which was crowded with devout

I'rench pilgrims ; for this is St. Ann's

day, and they have been on pilgrimage

to some local shrine. We are staying at

Felix Hebert's hostelry : Felix has a

reputation as a Boniface which reached

us in St. John.
The principal industry of this town ap-

pears to be whiskey,—w'hiskey-drinking

and whiskey-selling.

R. and I have at length come to the

jumping-off place of our Squatook trip.

Our plans are matured, our supplies on
hand with us ; all we want now are a

few odds and ends and two good guides

with canoes. These, we are assured, we
can get here.

Later.—We have been to the Indian

encampment and have secured two
crackerjack guides—if local opinion be

worth anything—brothers, Noel and Mi-
chel, slow of speech, with broad, placid,

intelligent countenances, — evidently

strong, good men. They supply the

canoes—which we had to see and exam-
ine—and their charges are moderate. So
we are ofi for the wilds of Quebec in the

morning. Noel and Michel have secured

teams to transport their canoes to the

crossing at Johnny Griffin's and thence

by a portage road to our casting-oft place

at Mud Lake.
Felix's cofifee is rank, his tea is worse,

—tastes like an infusion of hay.

July 27.—After what seemed to our
impatient souls a tedious delay we em-
barked in a sort of go-as-you-please rail-

w^ay for Johnny Grififin's field, just across
the Quebec boundary, a few miles out.

The conductor knows the exact spot for

US to land, although it is not in 'lis

time-table, and ver}^ kindly sets us down,
luggage and duffle, in a hay field. Our
Indians are there to meet us. and on the
shore teams and canoes are loaded into

a large scow. There is some delay while
the guides seek potatoes, which after-

wards prove unworthy of search. We
cross the Madawaska River, two of us

at least intent on discovering the open-
ing in the woods which is to lead us to

Mud Lake. Our guides occupy them-
selves preparing dinner, while the team-
sters cut poles, which they call travois,

and get in readiness to transport the

canoes.

As is ever the case, the coffee-pot and
frying-pan will not find themselves until

all the other utensils are disgorged from
the canvas bag, with the effect of giving

the spot the air of a tin-shop or small

hardware store. That wonderful iron

cross-bar for holding the tea-kettle, over
which R. and I spent so many thought-

ful minutes, now excites the admiration
of the guides. I can see them hold it

up and examine it. I know enough Mic-
mac to understand Noel, who calls it

gugliool,—curious thing, but I notice he
lays it aside with all due reverence and
builds his fire against a stump. That is

hard on R., for he wanted it patented.

Dinner tastes good when it comes : I

infer that our Indians are good cooks.^

Only the forward axles and wheels are

attached to the horses. The upper ends

of the poles project almost beyond the

horses' ears, while the ether ends drag
on the ground. In the cradle between
the poles cur canoes are strapped, one

to each hcrse, and our tents and luggage
are loaded into the canoes. Where have
I seen outfitting like this ? Oh, yes ; in

Remington's pictures of Indian life on
the plains ; pen-pictures of it in Park-

n:an's "Oregon Trail."

And then we push into the woods, fol-

lowing in the wake of the teams. The
trail is not bad—I have seen worse ; mud-
dy in places and tangled with rich grass-

es ; wet feet follow ; yet walking fairly

good. Passed a large, unoccupied lum-

ber-camp, a desirable shelter for the

night if we had not to press on while we
have the horses. One mile more and



OXTR GUIDEa.
On the right is Noel, of whom his employer says: "He has a remarkable face, seamed apparently with wisdomand age. He is indeed wise in woodcraft."

l paitnuy ^itn wisdom
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an opening ahead advises us that we have

arrived. This must be Mud Lake; we

have portaged four miles in three hours

^which is slow moving. Arrived at

5 p.m. Paid our teamsters, and they

take the return trail.

We choose a shaded spot for our ent,

where the ground sparkles with yellow-

sweet clover, which I noticed was al-

ready putting its leaves to sleep after

the manner of its tribe.

Changed clothes, had ^ wash-no

chance yet for a swim-and feel better.

For supper, bread, butter, marmalade,

corn-beef and tea. Heard a robin and a

white-throated sparrow. On the road

out I experienced an unusual thrill ot

pleasure at the sight of _ a greater green

orchid. A solitary sphinx moth shared

the discovery with me.

July 28.—Spent a poor night, did not

sleep 'well, ground being damp and night

air chiUv. Up early: guides struck

tent and had breakfast over ready to

start at nine o'clock. Had Noel press

bulb of mv camera on R. and me in our-

outing togs. R.'s broad vizored hnen

cap, with its flowing neck-piece, gives

him the appearance of a pirate.

Cast oflf at head of Mud Lake. Name

is no misnomer, for the water is no-

where more than four feet deep; the

bottom, black slime; while the spatter-

dock arrow-head, water-shield, pickerel-

weed and other aquatic plants are scat-

tered in patches or rise solitary above the

surface.

I inaugurate the trip by a fairly good

shot—in view of my cramped position—

at a hawk. It was an overhead shot at

long range with my heavy Snider-En-

field and while I did not kill him he

turned such a somersault trying to re-

cover from his surprise that we all

laughed heartily.

At the foot of the lake our guides

issue us unerringly into Beardsley brook

;

it is seven miles long, and.as we discover

arched with alders. Anyone acquainted

with the black alder will know what

such a canoe passage means. The arch

above did afford a grateful shelter from

an overpowering sun. but the arch below

tnnl' ni11 and poll of our clothes, our

hair, our tempers. For twists, contor-

tions and general crookedness—I was

going to say, cussedness—recommend to

me the water-loving, many-limbed alder.

In one place we were brought to an

abrupt halt by two aged pines which,

twin brothers in mischief, had fallen di-

rectly across our path. While the In-

dians chopped a passage-way, R. tried a

time-exposure on the slow-running brook

with its vertical lattice-work covering.

I sat back and admired the wealth of

forest flowers which the brook-side

showed,—clintonias, twin-flowers, dwarf-

cornels, partridge vines, with a precious

wild-lady's slipper in the background.

At length after five hours of strenuous

effort we make our way to daylight and

the Squatook river at two o'clock. The

swift current and broad, unobstructed

vistas of the Squatook were a welcome

relief. Dinner and a rest on the left

bank put us all in better humor. Here

R. had the ill luck to break the ground-

glass of his camera. He is such a rest-

fess mortal, he must needs be getting in-

to constant trouble. I had the good

luck to shoot the head off a duck,—mer-

ganser Americanus. at long range. The

Squatook is pre-eminently a bear coun-

try, so our guides inform us; my recent

successes with the rifle make me cocky

about getting a bear. But no bruin ap-

pears in the dim recesses of the- great

ash-trees and maples as we glide down

stream; nor are the hedgerows of

swamp-roses, sweet-briar, steeple-bush,

meadow-sweet and button-bush on the

banks broken by the alarmed plunge of

these timid animals.

\t six p.m. Big Squatook Lake opened

upon us, the last half-mile of the river

flowing through tree-less meadows, fit

and succulent pasture for the lordly

moose. The guides directed our course

towards the customary camping-ground

on the right shore, but a whiff of decay-

ing carrion and the presence of a dead

caribou made us sheer away. We were

obliged to retrace our course and choose

an indifferent spot on the left shore. The

midgets or black flies welcomed us in

mvriads ; it would be suicide to strip for

a '^wim. After our tent was set up. how-
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ever, and a big fire built before it on the
beach, we got some relief. Reloaded our
camera holders by the aid of R.'s patent
red-light lamp, and went to sleep.

July 29.—Slept well last night, black
flies notwithstanding. Breakfast fit for

a king: fresh trout cooked in bacon and
crackers, broiled duck, toast, coflee,

—

all preceded by a good swim. R. still

fiddling with his ground-glass. Noel

—

my steersman—and I left first, and after

an idling paddle of three hours, inter-

the mountain side like a line fence be-
tween green fields. Visions of stalwart
couriers bearing messages and presents
from the Great French Father, Onontio,
at Quebec, to the Etchemin tribes by the
sea, or of later days when English troops
were hurried by this trail—during the
Trent affair—in winter to Quebec, flash-

ed before me.
At the foot of the lake we found a

sod-covered house, much like one of the
aid cellar-green houses, in which a care-

A View of Eagle Branch, Not Far From the Touladi Falls.

rupted now and then by fly-fishing or

trolling for togue (with which these
waters abound) we reached the foot of

the lake at 11.20 a.m. Big Squatook is

a magnificent body of water, nine miles
in length and nearly two miles wide.
High hills bend down to the shores, so

clothed with leafy growth as to resemble
in richness and jocundity of coloring an
immense rolling carpet of turfy moss.
The "old Quebec trail" still shows on
the left bank, being clean-'cut against

taker used to live when there was a dam
here. A bush honeysuckle had secured

a foothold on the mud wall of this cabin,

and its branches, yellow with flowers,

were already darkening the doorway.
Noel is uneasy for the other canoe, as the

wind and waves are both rising and the

surf is lashing itself in anger. I photo-
graph their canoe while they are still a

distance away; Michel has some sort of

a sail bellying at the bow, and they are

coming on the crest of the waves.
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The river again resumes its course,
but it is no longer the easy-currented
stream of our previous acquaintance.
Rips and rapids now give it the temper
of a hornet. In places they are heavy,
the gradient being quick enough to keep
the river busy getting down hill, while
the ledges show their teeth and boulders
strew our path. At least two outing
parties, who immediately preceded us,

came to grief in this wild swirl
of waters ; one party in particular having
lost all their perishable belongings. We
landed and had dinner on an island in a
side-eddy; called it Ledge Island and
took some pi'ctures.

The river by this time was getting
over its temper—which meant getting
upon a more level bed—but its current
was still full and generous. The coun-
^ry^ was changing, too; growing richer
m its clothing. In one place the alders,
usually so common-place and unkempt,
banked up like a well-trimmed hedge in

perfect symmetry, shading the delightful
sylvan picture, which with the overtop-
ping ashes they made. Where there was
an interval of bank between the water
and the forest the lavender pink of the
Joe-Pye weed ranged, and wood-asters
and golden rod modestly peeped down-
upon us in surprise, as it were, that we
found them in such strange surround-
ings. Wild fowl, 'too, were more plenti-
ful.—^bitterns, blue herons, black duck,
with wagtails strikingly tame and socia-
ble. The spoor of the moose—to bor-
row an African expression—is every-
where—their trail in the soft mud like

the wallowing of hippopotami. Surely
this is God's own game land !

R. with Michel, in a sudden fit of
energy have gone ahead ; they now re-
appear with sober faces to warn us of a
camp-smoke on Sugar Loaf. Sudden
visions of Canadian fishwardens hurry
my rod into its case, and then with guile-
less countenances we boldly face the un-
known.

The first and most strking object that
meets the view as you round the bend on
the right shore is the elongated grav
cone from which the lake takes its name.
It is evidently a volcanic upheaval, bald

on the top, clothed with a deep growth
of evergreens and deciduous maples and
birches around the base. The lake bank
IS everywhere a vertical wall of decay-
mg rock, over which the trees lean ; there
IS no shore—none at least to camp on ;

and from the only piece of dry and level
beach, just beneath the frown of the
mountain and darkened by it, that sus-
picious camp-fire is sending up its curly
smoke. Ah, merciful provision! here's
an island, high and rockv, just in the
right place.

And here the guides unfold our house-
hold furniture and build their fire, while
R. and I take a header from the point of
the island.

July 30.—This is Friday, a dies non
for me

; so R. calls it. and he is a distin-
guished member of the Xew Brunswick
bar. He can eat any old thing he likes
on Friday or any other day, but out of
courtesy refrains from meat todav. After
a dejeuner maigre Noel and I go" fishing.
He knows all the good places in the lake

;

and I soon land three fine trout, none
weighing less than two pounds—enough
to meet our immediate needs. On our
return we find everything packed readv
for another start. Surely this is incivili-
ty to the campers on the other shore

:

we might at least have called on them.
My farewell to Sugar Loaf is -a kiss
which I leave on the rock of the island.
I am a sentimental old fool anywav,
buL somehow I feel I shall never 'cam'p
here again.

_

From the foot of this lake to the junc-
tiui! of the Squalook and Touladi rivers
is only five miles, and two lakes inter-
vene. Hence Second Lake was soon
reached, and Third, or Spider Lake,
quickly followed ; shallow and marshy on
their outskirts, with no setting of scen-
ery to notice. On Spider Lake we es-
pied a flotilla of canoes going up. but
they were loo far away for us to dis-
tinguish whether they were habitants or
tourists. Besides, the rain which had
been threatening all morning, now came
down with soft but persistent drizzle, so
that we had to hasten on to our next
camping ground.

^^^e pitched our tent in the rain at the
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junction of the Squatook and Touladi.

There we found two French-Canadian

families pioneering a settlement. Judg-

ing from the lush, rich vegetation, and

the immense hardwood forest, the land

is very fertile : and as their clearings are

upon the delta where the rivers unite.

we were not surprised at the promising

appearance of their hay, grain and veget-

ables. Each family had its own house,

a log-cabin such as we read about in

pioneer times. The children are as play-

After dinner we went up the Touladi

to the forks where the Eagle and Horton

branches meet, and did some fishing.

Saturday, July 31.—Our camp last

night was "in the open" by the Touladi.

Rain fell heavily all night, but our tent

was water-proof. How the Indians fared

in that little two-by-three tent of theirs

is a wonder to me. It is barely capable

of sheltering their heads and shoulders

—but then I have invariably noted that

the redman is quite comfortable if his

The Touladi Falls,

ful and unconcerned, however, as if they

lived on busy streets ; only their mothers,

sallow and prematurely w^rinkled, show

the ill effects of hardship and exposure.

We purchased fresh vegetables, eggs and

cream. R. fondled a baby or two—just

to keep his hand in, and I talked French

to the men. Our dinner today was the

best I have eaten for many a Friday,—

noble trout, fresh eggs, coffee with real

cream, and a heaven-born appetite to

give it relish.

head is sheltered. Old Peol Tomah, ou

Baskahegan, wound his coat around his

head and shoulders and thus passed the

coolest nights in unbroken slumber.

The Touladi. with its luscious richness

of vegetation, is a revelation of scenic

beauty. R. got some magnificent views,

and so did I. The shadow effects in

the water were unequalled in my experi-

ence : long, level vistas of a full-flowing

river edged with stately firs whose shad-

ows were reoroduced with that softening
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of outline which mirroring water alone

can produce.

The Touladi lakes,—Upper, Second

and First, in the order in which we
came to know them—were mere broad

-

enings of the stream ; with low, inacces-

sible shores, backed by sloping hills. Our
resting place for dinner was evidently an

"old tenting ground" on Third Lake. The
constant rumble of falling water led to

the information that we are at length

close to the famous falls of the Touladi •

and the Indians pointed out an open,

well-beaten path which led to and around
the falls. They "dropped down" the

canoes with ropes, walking along the

banks and keeping the boats in the siie-

eddies close to shore. R. and I follow-

ed the path through the hazel-nut imde^-

growth—walked on our hands as well as

our feet, just for a change, and arrived

at the falls in time to watch our guides

at their precarious occupation of "drop-

ping down."

The danger-spot in these falls is not

very large, but the ledges are wide and
long. Still I have done worse rapids on-

the Miramichi, and I question whether
the Meductic, or Shogomoc falls, of the

St. John, are not more dangerous. R.

took a picture of the falls, with Noel in

his canoe out in the swelter near the

lowermost cascade.

We push ofif again; small islands meet
us here and there ; there is still a sus-

picious hurry to the flood ; it grows nois-

ier every minute until at last we find our-

selves—Noel and I—in a rough and dan-

gerous onrush of swirling rapids. The
river gives a sudden twist in the wrong
direction, side-hill wise, and throws it-

self against a wall of rock. That is as

far as I can see. Noel had warned me
in time of what was ahead ; Michel had
shaken his head and modestly admitted
that he was not a good enough man to

take a canoe through ; but I was obstin-

ate, and as Noel was quite willing to

essay the passage, here we were. Noel
had provided himself with a good stout

pole, and I began to think things when
I saw him suddenly grasp it. It broke
and he dropped it. only to snatch his

paddle with a grip of iron. How we got

through unscathed and intact, only
Noel's aching muscles, if they had speech,

could tell ; R. says we had a lively time
while it lasted (he witnessed our passage
from a rock on the back shore) ; he lost

sight of us at the bend where he thought
we sank into a deep hole.

After this dare-devil performance we
deserved the triumph of being the first to

enter Lake Temiscouata on the slither

of a hill of water. That was at 4.30 p.m.

The view from the outlet of the Tou-
ladi, across Lake Temiscouata, which lies

at right angles with our course, has the

novelty of civilization to add to its scenic

attractions Opposite us the western
shore is settled ; and the French village

of Notre Dame du Lac, with its white
church pinnacled and silhouetted on an
eminence, is not unlike a village in an-

cient Brittany. The lake itself is em-
bosomed amid high 'hills, forest-crowned
for the greater part ; it is from twenty-
three to twenty-eight miles long; as to

its width, our guides tell us that we are

diagonally five miles distant from Notre
Dame church on the other shore.

In order to get our breaths, enjoy the

view and take counsel as to where we
had better camp, we land on the eastern

shore on a flat shelf of rock inscribed with

some well-known names. Whether we
should cross over to the other side or~tent

where we were, was the question that

now forced itself on us. I had my own
views of the matter. Tomorrow would
be Sunday, and in my heart of hearts I

wanted to sleep in. whereas if we go
across to the village I shall have to go
to Mass, and shall be an object of won-
derment in these outing togs, for I left

my Sunday suit in the care of bonhomme
Hebert back at Edmundston. But R.

says I must go to church, if only to show
our guides a good example ; the good that

men don't do lives after them. It is all

very well for him to talk ; he has no
church to go to in these regions of high-

grade orthodoxy ; he can stay in bed with
a good conscience.—But no: I do him an
injustice. Were I but to hint at it, he is

Christian enough to accompany me to

Mass out of religion and gentleman en-
ough to go with me out of courtesy.
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Noel is tinally given leave to adjudicate

the issue.

"Suppose we stay here," he says in

his earnest way. ignoring the religious

aspect of the case, "and big storm come
up; this lake dreadful place in storm

—

no canoe can live. Then we perhaps stay

here one week."

That settles it. \\'e cross the lake iii

the face of the setting sun, the sheen of

our canoes red and golden in the placid

waters of Temiscouata, and we camp in

the twilight 'beneath Our Lady of the

Lake. After a 'hasty supper I pay my
respects to the cure and am rewarded by
the pleasant discovery that his nephew

—

who is visiting him—will say a private

Mass early in the morning. The cure in-

forms me that Temiscouata is the deepest

body of fresh water on the continent,

averaging 1100 feet.

Sunday, August 1.—Rose at 6.30, had
breakfast, and went, accompanied by our
Indians, to Mass at 7.'30. The church is

pretty inside, though the ensemble is

French in coloring; the walls are pan-

elled in cloudy marble, the panels edged
with gilt : the stations of the Cross are

painted into the walls, and are well done,

as are the other panel pictures—life

scenes of Christ—on the arched ceiling.

Feel better and have a second break-

fast with R. on our return. Guides are

anxious to get quit of Temiscouata with
its sudden squalls of wind, and so we
quietly push off as the church bells are

calling the faithful to the regular Sun-
day service. After a run of eight miles,

during which we are overtaken by a

shower, we enter the Madawaska River
and land for dinner within the safe por-

tals of its hills. There is a mist on the

sapling birches and firs which glistens

like tears in the recovered sun. I carve

my name on a poplar and give as a rea-

son to R., that he who reads may run

and do likewise. We are in the after-

noon by this time, and the sound of a

vesper bell somewhere in the air above
us on the hills leads to the information
from our guides that we are no longer
under the spiritual jurisdiction of the

cure of Notre Dame, but within another
parish, that of St. Rose. R. wants me

to go to church again, says it gives me
an appetite, but I have had all the church.
I need for this Sunday at least.

.A.nd then we resume our journey, the
hills sheltering us in their greenness ; the
river deep, full-flowing, 'beautiful. Now"
the hills far back and farm-houses re-

appear.

^^'e are still in the Province of Que-
bec, and the farmer-folk are in holiday,
attire as we pass, visiting and receiving
visits. On the long, unsheltered piazza
of a farm-house a family party appear
to be gathered, and there are so many
children among them and the salutations
of the older folk are so kindly that R.
must positively get a closer view of this

Arcadian scene. We land and Noel,
who seems to know everybody, smoothes
the way for us. The secret of the multi-
tude of children is soon out. The old

couple are parents or grandpa- ^nts of

all the rest. Twenty-three c^^ i n o^

their own begetting are there abo'
them. They have already won one hun-
dred acres of land from the Government
of Quebec,—a largesse which goes with
the birth of every twelfth child. "And
we'll win another hundred acres, won't
we, bonne dame?" the husband un-
blushingly enquires of his wife.

Some of the "children" are fairly old,

and are in the land-grabbing business
themselves ; but they all dutifully line

up to be counted at the order of their

father, and just as religiously keep their

own offspring out of the count. Talk
of race suicide in such a land as that !

August 2.—We camped last night

where the woods again resume tutelage
of the river, on the very same knoll upon
which we took our dinners that first day
before starting for Mud Lake. And thus
we have come back to where we started

from after a circuit of seventy-five miles,

\vith the current of running water ever
witli us. and only an overland portage
of four miles.

Before we break camp for the last time
I photograph our guides, and then take
R. standing at the door of our tent, still

more like a disreputable pirate than
ever ; but the smoke of our camp-fire
whirls up at the wrong instant and blurs
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the picture, giving him a certain ethereal

and ghostly presence which, good pirate

that he is, he has ever since resented.

We came up here by train, we will re-

turn by water in our canoes ; and this is

only our eighth day away from home.

The following table of canoeing dis-

tances is appended as at least approxi-

mately correct:

Mud Lake, via Beardsley brook

to Squatook River 7 miles

Mouth of Beardsley 'brook to

Big Squatook Lake 8

Big Squatook Lake, in length. . 9

Big Squatook to foot of Sugar
Loaf 8 "

Sugar Loaf to Touladi Forks. . 5
"

Forks to mouth of Touladi. ... 10
"

Mouth of Touladi to Notre
Dame 5

Notre Dame to Madawaska
River 8 "

Lake Temiscouta to Edmunds-
ton 23 "

Total canoeage 82 miles

The photos from which our reproduc-

tions are made were taken by Mr. Ste-

phen B. Bustin, St. John, N.B.

THE EVENING CHORUS.

BY J. R. McCREA.

There's a faint voiced twitter from overhead.

Where the sweet voiced songsters have made their bed,

As they cuddle up closer among the boughs
And in sleepy murmurs exchange their vows

;

While across the lake from' the distant bog.

Comes the booming bass of the father frog;

And over the waters the vibrant call

Of the golden-eye and the butter-ball

;

And ever, anon, the voice is heard,

'Mid the harmonies mingle the small rice-bird,

In its shrill, high note as if to entice

Its mate to its perch on the swaying rice

;

\^'hile far from the west by the wind is borne
The wild, weird note of the loon forlorn,

As it shrieks in its sport as if to defy
The threatening storm in the lowering skv.

From the distant shore comes the friendly sound,
Of the watch-dog's bark and the baying hound

;

In the woods, remote, on an upturned root

;

A solemn faced owl gives its mournful hoot

;

While a long necked crane, with a splashing spring,

From its place on a log takes clumsy wing,
And even its voice seems to harmonize
With the chorus that swells 'neath the evening skies

;

And I sit and list with a sudden thrill.

To the sad, sweet song of the whip-poor-will.
And it sounds to my ear, as it did when a lad,

Like the singing swish of a pliant gad

;

With a note so sweet that the tears will start

And well to my eyes from an o'ercharged heart.

As I turn with a sigh that's born of content
And enter the door of mv time worn tent.



When the Red Gods Call

A Trip to the Woods of Acadie

BY LIONEL R. LORDLY.

FOR some time my chum, Harold
Smith, and 1 had been planning a

trip to the woods. \\'hen Septem-
ber came round bringing to all the

woods a glorious touch of colour, we
decided we could remain at home no long-
er, so rod and gun was the order of the

day.

^^ e decided to locate our camp in the

vicinity of Timber Lake, Xova Scotia, as

we knew that ducks and partridges were
plentiful there and moose were reported
numerous.
On a lovely September morning we

were ofi", and after a drive of about
twelve miles through the forest, arrived

at Canaan, a little backwoods settlement,

miles away from nowhere, where the peo-

ple all live to a great old age and things

never change.

\\'ilbur Melvin, our old guide and com-
panion on many a hunting trip, was on

hand to meet us. After a hasty lunch

the horse was hitched up, we loaded our

boat on the wagon and were ofif.

In due time we arrived at ]Meadow
Lake, and bidding farewell to the old

woodsman, faced the wilderness alone.

Rowing down Meadow Lake we reach-

ed the portage into Canaw, and a short

carry brought us into that lake. Canaw
is a beautiful sheet of water over three

miles long and is noted for its large trout.

Crossing this lake we took up the trail

again and shortly after arrived at Cran-

berry Lake. This is a typical little wild-

erness lake, surrounded on all sides by

heavy timber—its water seldom ruf-

fled by boat or canoe—the home of the

black duck and trout.

We were following the trail along the

shore when we heard the whistle of

wings and about a dozen black ducks

pitched into the lake. Carefully we
crouched down, and disentangling our-

selves from our camp impedimenta we
waited. It seemed likely to be a waiting

erame. The ducks swam contentedly

about just outside gun shot and seemed
perfectly willing to remain there. We
called to them cautiously in duck lan-
guage—they answered and went on feed-
ing.

We were getting impatient, the sun
was getting low and our camping ground
was yet far off. Finally two of them
started to come our way. Just within
gun shot they commenced to swing
around, so we fired together and when
the smoke cleared two ducks lay dead.
Our little spaniel, Danny, instantly

swam out and retrieved one of them, the
other in its last struggles had managed to
reach a little flat and the dog failed to
locate it. There was nothing to do but to
swim out and to retrieve it myself. The
water was not deep but the mud was
very treacherous, so I had to swim,
finally locating the duck, and taking it in

my mouth swam ashore, the dog swim-
ming alongside. We must have present-
ed a rather amusing spectacle, as my
friend was roaring with laughter. After
this little episode we hurried along as
the shadows were lengthening. Timber
Lake was a mile away and we expected
to find a boat at the lower end of it with
which we expected to reach Canoe Cove,
a mile up the lake where we had a little

lean-to. Judge of our dismay when ar-

riving at Timber Lake, no boat was to be
found. There was but one thing to do

—

to foot it up the side of the lake. We
carried heavy packs and there was no
trail. Darkness overtook us while yet

far from our camping ground, so build-

ing a rough brush shelter we camped
where night found us. Early next morn-
ing we were up and away. The going
was almost impossible but we persevered

—making double trips most of the way.
About noon we reached the trail leading

to the Bog Lakes a mile away.
Crossing the barrens we encountered a

flock of partridges which had probably

been feeding on berries. By quick shoot-
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ing we managed to stop two of them.

Shortly after this we reached the first

Bog Lake. Our destination was at the

head of this lake—about a mile away.

We found the going very hard around

this lake, but finally reached our camp-
ing ground, an elevation at the head of

the lake, and only a couple of hundred

feet away from the Second Bog Lake, a

mere pond, but a good place for black

ducks.

Scarcely had we arrived before it com-

menced to rain, so we put the tent up in

a hurry and got inside as best we could.

The rain continued all night and we
found it impossible to light a fire, so got

a cold supper and turned in early.

Next morning, although it was still

raining, we sallied forth determined to

get some ducks if possible. A cautious

quacking from the pond near ])etrayed

the presence of game. We crept down
to the edge of the pond and finally lo-

cated a pair of ducks swimming towards

us. They came nearer and nearer and

we prepared to open fire. Just then the

safety on my friend's hammerless jam-

med, and while he was struggling with

the action the ducks sprang to wing.

Hastily jumping up I fired and one duck

fell, the other, escaping the second barrel,

quit the premises. A moment later th^

spaniel brought him ashore.

About a quarter of a mile away across

the meadow lay the Third Bog Lake.

This was the same locality where we liad

previously called up two bull m.jose in

one night and lost them both—wnlch ex-

perience is related in a previous number
of Rod a' d Gun.

Crossing the meadow we arrived at

the Third Lake. This is an ideal spot for

ducks and is full of trout. In the evening

we could see them breaking water every-

w^here on the lake, but very rarely could

we take them from the shore.

A careful scrutiny of the lake revealed

a large flock of ducks on the farther side.

As they refused to cross over to our side

in response to repeated calls, we crept

around to the other side. Coming ([uietly

through the alders, we saw the whole
flock just ahead of us. We raised our

guns to fire but tlie ducks were just a lit-

The Author Ready to Hit the Trail—A Heavy Load.

tie bit too quick for us. Instantly the

air seemed full of ducks and quickly we
emptied both barrels into the .

flock.

When the smoke cleared one duck was
swimming around wildly in circles and

another was battering away across the

lake. In went the spaniel after the

wounded duck and then ensued a pretty

race, after which the duck decided to

come ashore with the spaniel. The other

duck we were unable to locate.

In the afternoon the trout commenced
to rise all over the lake. Only an oc-

casional one could we get from the shore,

however, so we returned to camp and

with hammer and nails proceeded to con-

struct a raft. After several hours hard

work we had something that looked like

a raft, but on launching it, it promptly
sank and we realized that our timber was
too light. Disgusted with our handiwork
we returned to camp.

Our meditations around the camp fire

were disturbed bv a verv large fish that
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appeared in shallow water of the I'^irst

Lake and seemed to leave a wake like

a steamer behind it. Grabbing our guns
we returned to the shore. In a moment
the fish returned, its back fin out of the

water. We fired, but a little too late as

the fish was almost under water then, and
it disappeared for good. The fish was
probably a huge trout and must have
weighed six or eight pounds by our

glimpse of him.

Next morning we were back to the

Third Lake and again located ducks
there. This time my friend was success-

ful and got one on a long shot. That
afternoon we took blankets and provi-

sions and started out for a permanent
camp we had on Card Lake sever-

al miles away. On our way there the

dog located a large flock of partridges

for us and after an exciting hunt in thick

alders and heavy cover we bagged six

of them.

It was almost sunset by this time and
we w^ere hurrying along the w'ood road

when suddenly high up in a large birch

tree ahead of us we spied three large part-

ridges. Silhouetted against the glowing
sky they stood out in bold relief. A long

shot away they were, but our guns crack-

ed simultaneously and three partridges

came dowm from the tree very suddenly.

We afterwards paced the distance from

the foot of the tree and found that it

was about sixty yards.

We reached the camp at Card Lake
about dark and after a good supper turn-

ed in early. Next morning we returned

to our camp at Bog Lake and found

a flock of ducks in possession of the lake.

A careful stalk resulted in our getting

a good shot at the floc^ and we secur-

ed three. That evening while fishing from

the shore of the lake, with our guns not

far away, we heard a slight rustling at

the water's edge and turning quickly be-

held a magnificent otter standing there.

We made a quick dash for the guns but

when we returned the otter had disap-

peared.

On a former trip I had discovered a

lonely little lake far back in the wilder-

ness to the north of where we were. One
or two woodsmen had stumbled across

it before while moose hunting and had
given us a vague idea as to its locality,

but they seemed to be the only men who
had ever visited it. The year before I

had found the lake but while returning

I lost my way and wandered around for

hours before finding the camp ; but now
we resolved to rediscover the lake and
see if there were any ducks or trout

there. Early the next morning we were
ofif and steering by compass pushed for-

ward in a northerly direction.

After travelling nearly a mile we came
out on a hig-h barren, and far away to

the northward two sharp rocky crags

stood out in sharp relief against the sky.

The scenery here was wild and diversi-

fied in the extreme—rocky and barren

for the most part, wath almost impene-
trable alder swales and thickets between
the hills. One place especially attracted

our attention. We had been travelling

along a high barren and suddenly the

ground sloped abruptly away from us

and away below was a little barren mea-
dow set like an amphitheatre among the

hills. Moose signs were everywhere and
we kept a sharp look out as we went
along. Crossing the meadow we climb-

ed to high land again and seemingly right

above us towered the high rocky peaks
w'e had seen far off. Passing throug^h

another alder thicket we w^ere soon
climbing the rocky hill. Half way up
among a grove of silver birches, we spied

"Unk-wunk" the porcupine high up in a

tree busily stripping the bark oft'. He
paused long enough to let us take his

picture and we proceeded on.

W^e gained the top of the peak at last,

and there far below us lay the object of

our search, the Lost Lake. A lonely lake

it was, far back in that wilderness, and
yet W'ithal there was something attract-

ive about its wild beauty that appealed
very strongly to us. Quietly we descend-

ed through the thick woods towards the

lake. Game signs were everywhere

—

partridges whirred up around us. One
place we saw where a bear had been dig-

ging in an ant-hill but had evidently

beaten a hasty retreat at our approach as

the signs were very fresh.

Presentlv we arrived at the lake and
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A Lonely Lake It Was, Far Back in That Wilderness.

there all around the water was roiled and

muddy, and in the mud at the edge were

huge hoof marks showing a moose had

been there very recently.

A little island crowned with spruce

trees lay in the middle of the lake. Heavy
woods lined the shore except at the low-

er end where the ground was marshy.

Following a well defined game trail

that wound around the shore of the lake

we came to a huge rock jutting out into

the lake and all around was deep water.

Here we found a birch bark horn stuck

on a little spruce tree and knew that

some one had been calling moose there.

We had brought our rods with us

and putting them together started to fish.

Ours were probably the first lines ever

cast into that lake. The trout were un-

sophisticated and hungry and responded

readily, and in a short time we had all we
could use. Unjoining our rods and with

a last look at the lake gleaming in the

afternoon sun we turned homeward and

steering a southwesterly course arrived at

camp early in the evening.

We had arranged with one of the hun-

ters from Canaan to come in for a night's

moose calling and he was waiting for

us on our arrival at the camp. We de-

cided to call that night on a little barren

to the east of the First Bog Lake and less

than half a mile from camp, so we would

be able to find our way back in the dark-

ness. My friend was tired after the day's

tramp and decided to remain in camp so

we arranged a code of signals with him.

When we had finished calling and were

ready to return we were to give the loon

call and he was to answer, which would

greatly facilitate finding camp in the dark.

Just after sunset we started.

We got located in a good position on

the barren and settled down to wait.

Just after dark the moon rose and the

barren was flooded with lights and shad-

ows. The night was perfectly still and

the slightest sounds could be heard. The
guide started to cafl about dusk, repeat-

ing the call every fifteen minutes

for about two hours. There was not the

slightest response as the calls plaintive

and alluring though they were, echo-

ed among the hills and over the bar-

rens. All at once a far away sound to

the north was heard which put us on the

qui vive instantly, though we knew if it

was a moose it must be a long distance

ofif.

For a long time we waited, not a sound

broke the stillness, and the guide again

gave the call. Instantly there came to

us on the night air the sharp rattle of

antlers with a startling suddenness that

made us jump, the sound seemingly

coming between us and the lake, less

than two hundred yards away. Straining

our ears to catch the slightest sound we
heard the moose coming cautiously along

the edge of the barren towards us.

With intense eagerness and excite-

ment we awaited him, when from the

direction of the Big Timber Lake, miles

away came the far away cry of the loon

—

our pre-arranged signal to the camp

—

but from the throat of the loon itself.

What evil spirit had led that bird to call

just at that moment we know not, but

the call was instantly answered by my
friend at the camp in unloonlike accents.

The moose we knew had of course hastily

left the locality and we heard no more of

him. Clearly the game was up and with

feelings better imagined than described

we wended our way in the darkness

through the forest camp-ward, the mock-

ing cry of that infernal loon following us

all the way to camp.

Early next morning the guide returned

and in the afternoon we broke camp and

moved down to Canoe Cove on Timber

Lake where we had previously built a
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lean-to on the site where once had stood
"Camp BalahooHe." This Camp, of hap-
piest memory to many an American Nim-
rod and the scene of many a never-to-be-

forgotten camping trip, was burnt sev-

eral years ago—by whom we know
not—and the forest holds the sec-

ret—some old hunter's jealousy per-

haps or it may be mereh' an accident.

X'ext morning we skirmished around
camp and located a nice covey of

partridges quit-e near. We persuaded
two to come back with us, the rest es-

caped.

Gathering up our dunnage we pushed
along and by noon we reached Canaw
Lake. \\'hen we reached the Aleadow
Lake run. old Wilbur was there to help

us along with our outfit which we found
pretty heavy. We delayed some time
at Aleadow Lake pursuing an elusive

loon, but late in the afternoon we dis-

embarked and soon after arrived at Ca-
naan.

The horses were soon ready and with
hearty good-byes to our guide, we turned

our faces regretfully homeward, leaving

behind us the wilderness lakes, and the

scarlet colored barrens,—that land of

mystery, the forest.

Often since in the winter time when
the snow is piled up thick outsde and the

wind howls around the chimney do we
think of those days in the golden Septem-
ber woods, and when next the season
circles round and Autumn is here again

the Call of the Wild will stir us and we
shall again visit those wilderness lakes

with rod and gun and birchbark horn.

Once again the plaintive call of the moose
will be heard in those vast forest solit-

udes and we shall again attempt to lure

the suspicious bull from the heart of the

forest. We shall hear the call of the

black duck across the marshy lakes and
the splashing of the trout on the evening

rise and tiie whirr of the rufted grouse

from the near-by thickets. All these and
more shall we hear and see again in these

wilderness lakes and forests of Acadie,

when next September comes around, and
once more the Red Gods call.

THE VALLEY OF THE MEDICINE
BY DOROTHY PATRICK DYAR.

Over leagues and leagues of prairie.

There's a wild and lonely valley,

'Mid the foothills of the Rockies, and it's there I fain would be
;

I can see the old log cabin.

My homestead on a hillside,

And. far below, the river flowing onward to the sea.

I can hear the chinook breezes,

\\'hispering secrets to the pines.

How often from my doorway I have watched the coming night

!

And seen the moon a-peeping
Over Bald Knob's rugged crest,

Silvering all the peaceful valley with it's light!

And the odor from the balm trees

Filled the air with sweetest incense,

And the lights from distant homesteads twinkled over hill and lea
;

Then the river mists came creeping.

Till the moonlit scene was blurred,

And the valley lay before me like a ghostly, shimmering sea.

Oh ! I'm weary of the city.

With its never-ending din.

And aimlessly I wander through its surging throngs alone;

The crowds of hurrying people.

The spirit of unrest

;

Oh ! the Vallev of the Medicine is mv home, sweet home.



Duck Shooting Experiences in Quebec

BY MARK G. McELHINNEY.

AMONGST the large majority of

duck hunters, who for obvious

reasons cannot join one of the big

clubs, each coming First of Sep-

tember brings the question "where shall

we go?"
Each particular place has its little army

of frequenters which swears by it. One
good shoot at any one of these spots

will give it a reputation for years to come.

We all know how irregular the shooting

is over grounds which are not preserved

and most of us do not need to go far for

a reason.

For many years Lake Constance was
really good shooting and occasionally fair

bags are got there still. This lake lies in

the Township of March or rather between
that and the Township of Torbolton in

the County of Carleton, Ontario.

Some years ago Bob and I decided to

give it a try. It is an awkward place to

get at which perhaps has been a good
thing for it. We sailed across Lake
Deschenes to Aylmer, Que., in a small

sail boat, taking our dunnage on board

and towing a canoe and a duck punt. At
Aylmer w'e put our outfit on the "Bella

Ritchie," which steamer landed us at

Armitage's Wharf at about four o'clock

in the afternoon.

After some delay we succeeded in

chartering a conveyance from a neighbor-

ing farmer. The said conveyance con-

sisted of a hay-waggon drawn by a horse

and mule which, to speak scripturally.

were "unequally yoked together." About
dark the outfit was loaded and we start-

ed. The road was bad and there was
no room in the rig so we walked. It

soon came en to rain which was cheerful

under the circumstances. In due time,

that was somewhat after dark, we ac-

complished the intervening so called three

miles and arrived at the place which
was to us a veritable terra incognita.

Our driver pointed out to us a hard

spct in what seemed like an interminable

swamp where w^e could pitch our tent.

"\\'e unloaded here and the driver took

the punt down to the bridge. We kept

the canoe at the tent in case we should

find ourselves on an island by morning.

We lighted our lantern,put up the tent

and while I made things snug and got out

the grub for tea, Bob cruised around in

search of a fat pine stump. Bob always

was a master hand at finding fuel so soon

had a goodly heap of fat pine and it was
not long until a very pleasant odor be-

came noticeable in the wilderness.

After putting away a meal commensur-
ate with our previous exertions we turned

in.

When we got up next morning before

davlight we found that the weather had
^ ...

changed and there was a coatmg of ice

on the canoe.

We lost no time in getting down to the

creek but as we had no knowledge of

the country we were at a disadvantage in

finding the best spots. Luck came our

way, however, and we did very well for

the first morning. By the second day we
had a better idea of things and got our

share of what w'as going.

The lake is some three quarters of a

mile long, then the creek runs. some six

miles down to a bay on the Ottawa
River. The bridge is a half mile from the

lake. We had come up on Monday and

had with us a young fellow who wanted

to see what duck-shooting was like. He
was possessed of the biggest appetite that

we ever saw for his size. We got most

excellent butter, bread, milk, honey, ap-

ples and a host of other good things from

a farmhouse a mile away and the way
that boy would put away the chuck pass-

ed all understanding. On Thursday he

wanted to go home so we gave him

a bag of eighteen ducks which he sturd-

ily toted to South March and caught the

boat for Aylmer. On Friday evening we
struck ideal conditions. There was a

strong wind and driving drizzle right up

the creek. We put our hides on oppos-

ite sides of the creek half way between

the lake and the bridge. The ducks came
in in a steadv stream.
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At tirst we both seemed to be off our

teed until a single wood duck came
along. We both centred on that duck
and when he fell he almost sank with

the shot that he had shipped. He cer-

tainly was no use for food. There was
not a bone that was not smashed.

After that we got our proper lead and
the game was merry until darkness inter-

vened. We got very few of our kill that

night but next morning we were more
than satisfied with our work.

On Saturday we got some more and on

Sunday morning we decided to strike

camp and go down the creek to the

Ottawa.

It took us till lunch time to move
everything down to the bridge and load

it into the canoe and the punt.

\\'e lunched and then started on our

voyage of discovery. For the first half

mile it was easy, then we struck the real

head of the creek. It consisted of a brush
heap with no visible channel. Here was
portage number one. It might have been
worse as the ground around was hard

enough to bear one. Everything had to

be carried across and reloaded beyond.

Then there was a short paddle and the

creek made a loop, the water around
the loop being not navigable. We had
to portage across the loop where every

step had to be carefully picked out. The
swamp seemed to extend for miles on

either side. It was well grown up with

tall trees from which we now and then

scared a great owl. Several big blue

herons kept along ahead of us but wheth-
er they were merely showing us the way
or were protesting our intrusion of their

domain, we could not tell. Further on

the creek got shallow and sandy and could

not float the boats with us on board.

We had to get out and tow them
through the treacherous sand which
seemingly overlaid the mud. It was
warm and careful work.

Now and then one of us would go
down through the sand and would have
to make hasty tracks for a firmer footing.

At two or three places the boats had to

be pressed down to go under windfalls.

The first three miles were fun bvt after

that it got to resemble work. Both the

canoe and the punt were heavy of their

kind and neither they nor the load got

any lighter as we went on.

It would be almost impossible to camp
along the creek on account of the mos-
quitoes. They were bearable in the day-

time but it did not need a prophet to

foresee what they would be at night.

Certainly there was a sombre beauty
atlout the scene. It had all the earmarks
of a poetic loneliness. With some im-

agination and a few 'gators it might be
in the Everglades. With more heat,

more flies and a rhinoceros it would do for

Africa. It needed no embellishments to

make it a typical Canadian swamp. There
are lynx, some deer and an occasional

bear but we did not see any. There
were coon tracks on the sand and we
startled many a big pike out of the shal-

lows. Sometimes we raised some wood
duck but were too busy to shoot at them.

There were blackbirds without number,
herons, bitterns, hawks, owls, musk-
rats and other denizens of such forsaken

places.

And too, there were deer flies ; the deer

fly is a real biter. No little sting for him,

he alights on one very gently like a com-
mon housefly but he isn't, which one

finds out when he opens for business.

He is a wholesaler and it is a mercy
that the job is over when he is done for

I never noticed that it left any after

effects like a mosquito bite. If the re-

sults were in proportion yours truly

would resign. W'ell we portaged, towed,

shoved, poled, waded, sweated, swore,

slapped mosquitoes, fought deer flies,

laughed when we could spare the wind

and kept generally busy for six solid

hours until we reached the mouth of the

creek where we had to get through two

barbed wire fences.

We had made six complete portages

to say nothing of the other shifts. It

was the hardest day's work that either of

us ever did and we are willing to let it go
at that. We wouldn't have missed it for

a good deal. That is the peculiarity

about those who love the out-of-doors.

No one ever heard a regret expressed on
an occasion like this however great the

labor or the danger.
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In our case there was no danger beyond "Few and short were the prayers we

being mired in the swamp or carried off said" before we hustled into bed.

by an exceptionally fierce mosquito or As evidence of our strenuous experi-

deer fly. All the work was there, how- ence we are jointly and severally prepared

ever, that a man might find in any part of to aflfirm that it was past noon on the

the 'world under snnilar circumstances. next day when we awoke. On the follow-

About dark we camped on the shore ing day we paddled the eighteen miles

of' Constance Bay and it is good that we to Britannia against a stiff head wind

were not feeding on the European plan. but that was a mere bagatelle.

FISHIN'S GOOD.

BY S. RUPERT BROADFOOT.

I have not paid my tailor and I cannot pay the rent.

My bank account has faded and my credit all is spent.

In my threadbare trousers' pockets there jingles not a cent;

Yet upon the joys of living my eye is still intent

—

For fishin's good.

My clothes would stand some pressing, my straw is a last year's bet.

Of coy old Miss Fortuna, then, it seems that I'm no pet.

I'm a shabby down and outer, a misfit cuss, and yet

I'm still alive and kicking and can use a landing net—

And fishin's good.

A friend will lend his tackle with his good-will and his boat.

On the fun of sculling over the inshore shoals I dote.

Astern the phantom minnow tempts the hungry 'lunge's throat.

In letters big across the sky the underwrit is wrote—

The fishin's good.

At five o'clock you're still asleep, you drygoods clerks and such.

I'm on the bay a-trawling (Do I envy you? Not much!)

I see the fairy tinted clouds that glow at dawning's touch

;

And I land some hours later with a fine string in my clutc'n—

If fishin's good.

Sometimes with a crab or minnow, with worms or red star bait,

A dozen lures I use to draw the big bass to their fate.

I guess the love of catching fish is somehow deep innate.

You'll find me casting early, night will find me casting late—

Where fishin's good.

For a change, if thick upon the bay there hangs a smoky fog.

I try the near-by trout streams, pressing through the marsh or bog

In the search for speckled beauties 'neath the grassy bank or log.

With the music of the singing reel, you bet, I'm all agog—

\\'hen fishin's good.



Shooting Grouse With an Alder Gun
BY W. H. STARRATT.

BE that one of these here cat

haounds?" asked the Reuben
who shared the seat in the

smoker with me and pointer
Prince, who, by the way, traces his pedi-

gree back through a long line of Field
Trial winners to Ch. Graphic himself.

"Xo, neighbor," I replied, "he is just

the common crow-catching dog. He
catches them, and eats 'em up alive."

Then a fellow across the aisle, who had
been imbibing wisdom from a flask of

Jamaica volunteered to tell me whether
he was a good dog or no. After examin-
ing his feet and mouth he said he was
O.K. for "he has five toes on every foot,

ridges in the roof of his mouth and a dog-
gone open countenance, and that's right

for I'm a dog-man from dog-town.
Before I could learn more the brakes-

man called "Grand Lake," and I dropped
ofif, followed by the 'cat-haound' pointer
who seemed ignorant of the insults that
had been heaped upon his head, for he
gave a bark of joy at the prospect of an
afternoon run through the covers he had
not seen since the previous October.
We soon arrived at the first strip of

alders and here I made my gun. Select-
ing a nice straight stick about the size of

a gun barrel, I cut it the length of a
long walking stick. I noticed that the
bark did not look unlike a Damascus
figured barrel. Next I cut another piece
about a foot long and tied it to the dog's
collar ; this was to act as a toggle to

trail between his fore legs for he was
full of go and this impedes progress con-
siderably.

We now left the road and worked the
alders to the top of the ridge and along
the summit, then down the other side
again towards the brook that ran below.
When nearly to the brook, passing
through another bunch of alders, that
always holds a woodcock in season, the
dog worked ofif a little too far and I call-

ed him around, though he came, it seem-
ed, with reluctance and misgivings for
when I sent him on again he' return '^d in

the same direction ; following in, I heard
the hustling of Madame Grouse. The dog
had just struck the cold foot-scent and
was a long way from the bird when it

flushed.

The birds in this neighborhood are
highly "educated" and take long flights

so that it is almost useless to follow one
up, for he may be in the next county
when he shuts ofif his birdine engine and
allows his monoplane to come to the

ground.
Crossing the brook on a snow-covered

log, we took an old sled-road through
the woods which were quite thick, with
a foot of snow underneath ; so there was
little likelihood of finding birds there,

but a little way along there were the

tell-tale tracks across the road which I

followed till they ended in wing prints

in the snow; thence the journey had been
continued in the trackless air. Not far

beyond were other tracks, not those of

the Royal Game-Bird, but the hoof prints

of the lordly moose. He had gone deep
in the snow for the imprint of the dew-
claws was plain. He had come on to the

road at a leisurely walk, followed it a

little way and then gone oft' on the op-

posite side in gigantic strides.

A half-mile through the woods brought
us out to a small farm. The dog was
working on my right in the edge of the

timber, bordering an old pasture. I was
not paying much attention to him but
presently realized that the little bell had
stopped tinkling, so stepped into the open
woods to see what was doing. When I

had gone in a few rods, up went a bird

ahead and to my left. Like the first

one he did not show a feather. When
the bird flushed I heard a tinkle quite

close on my right, and there stood the

dog behind a big pine that had concealed
him, but in a direct line to leeward of

where the bird got up. He had done his

part, but had my alder-gun been a thou-
sand-dollar work of gunsmith's art it

could not have checked the low sneaking
flight of this cunning bird, had the law
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allowed an attempt on its life which it

did not.

Now a little beyond this place is an

abandoned farm, where there are a half-

dozen appletrees on a side hill, and alders

growing over the lower part of it down
to a swamp and brook. There were sure

to be birds here. There had been four

or five here every fall and they were
"each and every one" of them graduates

in the arts of elusion and Bachelors in

the science of Speedology. So before

going in among the elect to be saved from
gun-fire I called Mr. Dog to me and im-

pressed upon him the seriousness of the

case, telling him he must be cautious,

cunning, as wise and noiseless as a ser-

pent though as harmless as a dove. My
low tones seemed to have their effect

for he quartered noiselessly and turned

at a low whistle.

I was standing on the edge of a little

bluff" ; below was a warm spring oozing

over the ground, melting the snow and
almost making the grass green. The sun

shone and made a spot that might almost
hold a woodcock, though the month of

the lion and the lamb is not yet three-

quarters gone.

See now the change of stride in the

dog! Note the lashing tail as he quick-

ly worked back and forth ! Birds have
been here, and now 'he caught a whiff of

body-scent, probably on a shift of the

wind, for he stopped—then began to road

up wind but did not get over a few feet.

when away ahead up jumped the Dean of

the Faculty, who had no doubt been
running a rod or more before he took

to wing. Up went t*he alder gun, but

he was too far. Only a fool would have
wasted a shell, so neither did I

!

We hunted carefully up the brook
and came out in the clearing again. This
left a little strip on the upper edge not

yet canvassed, so calling the dog to heel

I got down the edge to leeward, and put
him in there, for there was quite a strong
breeze blowing and we worked against

it when possible. I waited for him to

work up to my position, about a gun-shot
to windward, when almost opposite, he
straightened out, took a few cautious

cat4ike steps forward and stood stat-

uesque. It was a pretty sight and I

enjoyed it for perhaps half a minute,
straining my eyes to see the bird, for

it was fairly open alder cover, but I

did not see him till he was on the wing,
hustling like a departed spirit for the

mountain side across the brook ; it was
a very doubtful chance he gave my Dam-
ascus barrels too.

When he flushed, the dog stood still in

his tracks and I went in and told him
what I though of him which seemed to

please him very much.

After hunting the rest of that cover
without further luck we went to another
such old orchard, but found no birds

there, though there were several there-

about I was sure. The road to the next
cover led through rather heavy woods,
where I did not expect to see a bird, but
the dog worked now on one side, now on
the other, and presently stopped quite

close to the road on my left. I took one
step in the cover when I heard the bird

go, not getting a glimpse of it. The dog
was standing gazing in the direction,

whither the bird had taken its departure
for the tall timber. I may say that I

never had to teach this dog to charge
to wing. He did better by nature, for

he just stood and watched the direction

the flushed bird took ; then if he started

on, a command to "Whoa" was enough
to hold him. He never chased.

I now passed another farmhouse. I

brought my dog to heel, as a Collie came
rushing out, anxious no doubt to do his

duty and ease his dog conscience with

much barking, which might have result-

ed in a free fight, if I had not had my dog
under control.

Down a long hill, up another, and then

down again on the right
;
going down this

last hill is a nice woodcock cover. It

was here a friend killed his first wood-
cock, a big beauty, one fine morning last

autumn. At the foot of the hill, border-

ing a lake is an alder swale. The snow
was melted in patches on the low wet
ground, which afforded some feed. We
skirted the lee side first and worked up

wind with a stealthy tread. Ah !
I

t;hought so. Straight ahead the dog

stopped, hesitated, again advanced a yard,
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when with head twisted round to his

left shoulder he stopped to stay. I shoved

up the safety, a trimmed knot on my gold

inlaid 6 oz., 28 gage. "Step lively,

please," said the dog, and I did, almost

reaching his ossified form, when away
went "our friend the partridge" to the

left ; the alders were quite high and again

I did not see those wings that were mak-

ing such good time. Congratulations are

again tendered to the Prince!

On to the main road now for we must

turn toward the railroad Station. The
road leads along the edge of a lake, which

lies on the left, now ice-bound ; on the

right is a long low hill, ending at the

roadside in the form of a steep bank ; it

is good cover, birches and alders, and it

is now^ warm in the face of the westering

sun. I kept the dog working up and

down and up and down, always close at

hand. Soon he wanted to keep almost all

the time in the old ditch at the bottom,

and I saw he knew why he acted, for

that tail began to swing again. We were
unfortunately obliged to work with the

wind, and I saw him occasionally run up

the bank and along, then down to the

drain again and work up wind. We
travelled quite a distance in this man-
ner, and I began to think that birds had

been feeding there earlier in the day, but

had been flushed, when he took a turn up

the bank again and along the top. He
w-as going straight down wind too, when
suddenly he was stricken with that in-

stantaneous paralysis, that we never tire

of witnessing in a pointing dog. He had

received a wireless message to that keen

nose, methinks from that low brush pile

ahead. His body was a semi-circle ; the

sun shone directly on those clean cut

limbs and brown and white side. My
kingdom for a camera

!

I recently asked a gentleman who has

shot over good dogs in this Province for

twenty-five years, what his experience

had been in regard to a grouse lying to

a dog. He replied:

"They will only lie to a dog about once

in ten times and only when the dog comes
upon them so suddenly that they are too

scared to rise." This may have been a

case of that nature for when the bird

went up, it was not five feet from the

dog's nose. It was a difficult shot, as

he darted behind a spruce. He had only

disappeared, when up went another

from the other side of the dog. I called

"Whoa," whereat he did as he often does

at that command, neither "charged" nor

stood, but calmly sat down. I was just

starting to go up to him, when another

chapter opened. The old Mother hen,

perhaps it was, with a tremendous cy-

clonic whirl and roar of wings, went

right up out of the ditch at my feet

—

on up over the dog, who never winked

an eye. and on to parts well-known ta

her.
' She looked as big as a turkey and

I easily covered her with my stick gun.

When my senses returned after this

shock, I climbed up to the dog, who was
coollv sitting where I had halted him. He
was gazing intently, it seemed, at the

spot, w^hence the first two had flushed. I

gave him a friendly pat, whereupon he-

rose off his haunches and pointed! As

he has never had a great deal of exper-

ience on birds, and he is cautious, he will

sometimes point hot-foot scent for a

moment, and I naturally thought that was

what he was doing. I said, "Go on, go-

on." He took a step ahead, when Great

Caesar! Up went the old grandaddy

himself from his retreat under a spruce

a rod ahead. He crossed my bows and

I sure put the fire stick on him. I could

almost have put salt on his tail. I then

apologized to the dog, for urging him

against his will.

Well it w^as a warm corner certainly,

and not too bad work for a "cat haound."

We went our way along the road. Just

this side of that brook is the place where
I shot the grouse that flushed ahead of

the dog, one evening and flew across the

road over my head, and I cut him down
so neatly I thought ; he went bang into

the telegraph wares on the other side of

the road in his fall, so according to the

old chestnut attributed to the Irishman,

it was needless to have kille;! him with

the gun, for he killed himself afterwards

anvhow. It was the same evening, I re-

call, that I had just ten minutes previous-

ly, by a fluke, killed a grouse, on a long

chance with the left barrel, and there was
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a nice brace in my p(jcket, empty save for

a lone woodcock as tlie result of a half

day's travel, so that at the eleventh hour
the tide of fortune turned from ebb to

flood with a suddenness which was most
gratifying-.

We followed the road for another
quarter of a mile, then made a detour to

the left towards the lake. Just emerging
from the timber at the edge of a narrow
alder cover bordering the lake. I came to

the spot, where last fall I pulled off the

Marathon of my shooting career, the spot
where I made a right and left on grouse.
I stood in a little open space, lieeches and
spruces behind and spruces in front, and
put up my Maxim Silencer gun. "Here,
just as the bird had burst out from the

trees behind, and was overhead, is where
I caught Xo. 1. and there, just as he was
topping that evergreen is where X'o. 2

met his destiny. Shall I ever do it again?
"And the Raven answers, 'Xevermore.'

"

My shooting companion of the day was
not near enough to witness the grand act,

but did quote some old adage about "a
chance shot killing the Devil." and about
the ease of killing a pair sitting in a tree-

top !

But to-day, a little farther along. I ex-

pect to meet an old friend and we must
hasten. I ask the dog if he remembers
the spot. He evidently dees, for it is the
stamping ground of an old cock, wise be-
yond belief, whom we have met before.

The dog is working the ground care-
fully between me and the water's edge : I

am stepping cautiously along the margin,
when whir-r-r away he goes, a gunshot
ahead on my right and twice that distance
from the dog. When he hears him take
wing, he stands listening for a moment.
T call him in and we depart, beaten again

for we had never gotten a point on this

patriarch yet.

The day I made the "historical hit" on
the pair, this same old cock had jumped
almost from under the feet of my friend

and had "skun out," going about two feet

from the ground twisting and turning a-

mong the thick alders, causing two useless

explosions to issue from his gun.
Possibly the memory of that episode

was rankling in my companion's breast,

when coming up just as the dog was re-

trieving the second bird, he made those
remarks al)Out pot-shooting!

But we comfort ourselves w^ith the

thought of attempting to catch this wise
bird, good and hard, w'ith an allopathic

dose of Xo. sevens, next October, if all is

well.

W'lien near the end of the cover and
near the station, two more birds flush, one
after the other, some distance from the

dog as he is w'orking toward them. And
that ends the route.

How many birds did we find that after-

noon? Count them. A baker's dozen.

How many gave the least chance for a

quick eye and a quick hand to snap a gun
on? Three, possibly four. With the

likelihccd of killing how many? Two. In

my mind's pocket I had two with my sil-

ent arm. \Mth a sure enough barking

gun, one shot would have probably flush-

ed that bunch of four birds. Perhaps you
could have made a double—and perhaps

"nit."

But I return with empty pockets well

pleased. My dog had pointed staunchly

six times out of nine opportunities.

I think he should get a good supper and

a rest in that coveted place on the rug.

before the bright fireplace tonight. And
he shall.

^^'hat is described as a true fish story
comes from Peterborough, Out. Two
young men, C. A. Radcliffe and Edward
Hutton, of the Bank of Montreal staiY
in that city, were out early one morning
in a canoe paddling off Young's Point
when a big 'lunge came to the surface
near the boat. Mr. Hutton gave it a
sharp blow with his paddle, whereupon
the big fish opened his jaws Without a

moment's pause the fisherman thrust

his hand down the capacious throat of

the partially stunned fish, drew it into

the canoe and finished the work of

slaughter. The fish weighed twenty

pounds and as might have been expected

Mr. Hutton's hand received some pretty

deep cuts necessitating his nursing of the

same for some davs.



Shallow Water

BY ERNEST J. MeVEIGH.

1
Til INK."" 1 remarked to my two
ccuiipanions. " rliat we will put the

old boat over the dam and run

down the river to the railroad, it

\\ill save the long walk with the dunnage
to carry."

"Oh, very well." This from Jim.

"It's your boat Mac." Thus Fred, who
is a large man, and lame, and it was on his

account I made the proposition.

The beat has a flat bottom, and I hoped
to find water enough to float her. I say

I hoped. "Hope," we are told, "springs

eternal in the human breast." \\'e are al-

so told to "Hope on, hope ever," and
"While there is life there is hope."

I take this to mean that hope is a good
thing to have on hand under any and all

conditions, and that we should have it on
tap as it were. But I am now of the

opinion that this can be carried too far.

It is not wise for man to hope for the im-

possible, nor the unobtainable, or to hope
to find more water in the river than is go-

ing over the dam
Be that as it may I had hope, ^^'e got

the boat over all right, and launched her

in the pool. I. being the lightest, got in-

to the bow with the dunnage. Jim took

the center with the oars, and Fred held

down the stern with a paddle for a rudder.

I am glad J said Fred "held down the

stern,"—that expresses it so well. But
he held it down too much and that was
the cause of some of our trouble.

There were lots of water in the pool,

and the water extended for several hun-
dred yards. My deluded companions
were delighted. I had some misgivings
myself, but still hoped.
At the end of the pool, the stream nar-

rowed suddenly and shot off to the left.

"Easy now with the oars, Jim, I will

fend her off with this pole, and Fred can

steer."

"Ay, ay, sir. easy it is."

"Sit down Mac. how am I to steer if I

can't see?"

"How am I to look for rocks, if I can't

stand up?"

The good ship sped on, the channel

spread cut. and the water became shoals.

"What ho, she bumps!"
"If you are going to look out for rocks,

why don't you do it
!"

"I am. I saw that one."

"Vcu did, eh. then why in
"

Bang! The boat stopped, I went a

few feet further than she did, and drop-

ped my pole. I was in a good position

to pick it up though, and did pick it up.

I received a slight abrasion on the left

shin, from the sharp edge of a l^oard in

the bow of the boat. I always thought
that board white pine, but it must be

hardwood.
"Say. did you see that one?"
"Rats, that one is a dozen !"

"Why don't ycu keep in the channel?"

"I am."
"Xo you are not. there is deep water to

the left."

"All right, to the left it is. Jim you
pus'h with an oar, and I with the pole."

I push until my eyes stick out, no go ;

I look back at Jim and find we are push-
ing against each other. Fred is cursing

softly in the stern.

"Say old chap, let's both push on this

side."

"Sure thing, now— ''

She moves, sideways she swdngs. I

sit dowm quickly to avoid standing on my
head in the river and find myself looking

up stream. The boat is going down nice-

ly, Fred is now in the lead with his back
to the enemy.
"Look out for the channel Fred, recks

ahead."

"You go to
"

Bump—stern fast, swing to the left and
balance all. Around she comes and I am
once more in the lead. River narrows.
nice little channel.

"Say boys, this is fine, a life on the

wave for mine."
"Grand, what's that sticking up a-

head?"
"That's the bottom of the river."

"Well, watch for the channel."
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Ay, ay, sir, I have it—bump—but
there is not enough—bump—water in it."

Bang, stop

—

"That's not the channel, you eroat
"

lis so.

"No its not, look over there at that
deep water."
"Huh. you couldn't get a drink over

there."

"\\ ell what are vou going to do now^"
"Push her ahead."
"No, back up and go over there."
"Never, this boat goes ahead—now al-

together."

"She lives, she moves, she seems to
feel a thrill of life along her keel."

Breakspear?
"No, its my pole that's broke, give me

that other oar."

"Say, Mac, did she have a strip of tin
along her keel?"
"She sure did."

"Well, she hasn't now, its behind u.= In
the drink."

"Does she leak back there?"
"No, of course not, the four inches of

water around my feet are sweat ^rom my
poor overworked body."
"Four inches, Great Scott, she will

sink !"

"She can't, she is on the bottom now."
"Oh very well."

"Say fellows, there is more water in the
damn boat than there is in the river, I'm
going to get out to keep my feet dry."
And there is our noble comrade James

standing in the river, looking down at us.
It is in moments like these that men of
true courage come to the front. But in
this case our hero goes to the back, and
gives orders.

"Now Mac. you pole and I will heave
her."

"Heave it is. Yo. heave her."

She moves. I lose my balance and sway
back: she stops, I go ahead: mv hands
find the bottom of the river, while my
feet are still in the boat. That board a-
gain, considerably extension of the abras-
ion on my left shin !

Question—Why do we alwavs hurt the
sore spots? No time to find answer.
The mjury does not disable me, but loss
of dignity very painful, and remarks by

companions who were once my friends,
hard to bear; also and furthermore, my
oar has gone on down stream. If Jim had
only run after it instead of asking me fool
questions as to my ability to do that again
in just the same way we might have sav-
ed it. Never mind, it is not lost "but
gone before." I try that on those two
fellows, but meet with no encouragement.
"Say Mac, I thought you knew this

river?"

"I thought so myself, but find I am
only now scraping an acquaintance with
it."

There is silence on the river, but I
hear Jim. whisper—"Will we drown
him?"
Fred answers—"\A'hat's the use, there

isn't water enough anyway."
Saved again, but there is six inches of

water in the boat now, so I step out.
"Jim, you take the stern, I will take the

bow, Fred, sit in the middle, and now she
goes"

—

She does, but not far. The banks are
farther apart, the bottom is level, and the
water is spread out until it just ripples
over the small stones, and it is now dark.
"How far to where the other river

comes in?"

"Five hundred yards."
"AVill it be all like this?"
"No, worse."

"That's a lie, for it can't, but we can't
make it anyway."

"No, Fred will have to hit the trail,

pull her over to the bank."
'

To the bank it is, and I direct Fred how
to find the road, and tell him to cheer up
the worst is yet to come, he has only a
mile and a bit to walk. He knows what
a "bit" is in that country, and he hates
that bit.

Jim and I now pull the boat along un-
til she floats once more "like a swan," I

say, but Jim says he never saw a water-
logged swan, so he can't say as to the re-
semblance. But she does float, and I get
in. she stops, Jim heaves her, and I fall

out, not the same board this time, but the
same spot on the same shin! Don't love
Jim as much as I did, and hate the boat,
also the river. Feel that I may be angry
soon, but forget that when Jiin calls me
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Mr. in a tone that is too damn
polite. He has got mad first, he must be

mad to be so polite as that. Oh joy! Oh
rapture

!

"Don't you think there is some deeper

water over near that right bank Mr.

, would you mind if I pushed this

daughter of a she camel with her seven

stomachs full of water over that way?"
"Sure thing, old chap, she is a good

thing, push her along."

There is a little more water here I

know because I walked into it. We both

get into the boat. She floats three rods

and stops. I remember my sore shin and
jump out this time. So does Jim, and
the boat floats away like a duck. We
run after her. catch her and get in. She
sticks, we get out again. Jim finds the

oar that I lost. Good sign, the luck must
be changing.

So dark now we can't tell deep water

from shallow by sight, so must go care-

fully as we are near the "Forks" and the

other stream is of good size. Here it is

at last, whoa now, Kate, until we get in

once more. And now away we go, no
oars required here, me in the bow Icrking

out for white water and Jim in the stern

with paddle to swing her right or left as

I yell at him. Whoop, let her go.

How we could have enjoyed that run a

few hours ago, but now we are glad to

pull into the spot where I think the land-

ing is, and scramble out, just two and a

half hours since we left the dam. (We
could have walked it dry, in sixty min-

utes.)

Bringing Up a Couple of Moose

MR. SAMUEL WEBBER, an Eng-
lish gamekeeper, who was for

some years in the service of the

Duke of Northumberland, and
is now in charge of a lumber depot at

Beauchine, near Mattawa, on the Quebec
side of the Ottawa River, tells a most
interesting story of the rescue and bring-

ing up of tw^o young moose—a bull and
a heifer.

The animals were found fast in a log

jam, and as they were emaciated and
apparently deserted by their mother, it

seemed clear that they had been in a dan-
gerous position for some time. When
brought to land they could not walk
and were left on the banks of the river

for some time in the hope that the mother
would respond to their calls and return

to them. As, however, this did not hap-
pen, Mr. Webber gave them some cow's
milk, which they drank greedily, and
placed them in a stable. Under such
kindly care they soon recovered and
thrived apace. When allowed out they
continued tame, and though wandering
a little distance to feed they returned for

their drink of milk both night and morn-
ing. \\'henever they caught sight of their

rescuer they followed him like dogs and
in one instance such attention and demon-
stration of good will appeared liangerous.

Fishing from a canoe in the river one

evening, Mr. Webber was astonished to

see one of the moose close to him, swim-
ming strongly and with the evident de-

termination of getting into the canoe with

him. For some minutes he had an anx-

ious time, "but finally succeeded in eluding

the unwelcome attention of his pet and
giving up fishing returned to land in order

that he might escape such companionship
in a frail canoe.

The moose were ofifered to Messrs.

Holt, Renfrew & Co. for their wild ani-

mal enclosure at Montmorenci Falls, but

the members of the firm stated that ney

hadn't been able to rear moose and they

were afraid a train journey would kill the

animals. Mr. Webber also received a

permit from the Minister allowing him
to keep the moose.
From his experience Mr. Webber ar-

gues that moose can only be reared under
certain conditions. He has no doubt he

could keep them in the bush as long as

he wishes by allowing them to roam
about so that they may get weeds and
vegetation from the river bed. With
lakes and rivers containing vegetable

matter suitable for them the moose will

live and thrive. He is doubtful, how-
ever, of their existence in a park unless

it is a large one with plenty of water.
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The moose have gotten on so well that

they are now allowed to look after them-
selves. He expects them soon to wander
off and take to the bush for good,
though, he says, that as long as they care
to visit him he will continue to supply
them with their usual drink of milk.

When last writing he had had the qm-

mals under his care for six weeks, during
which time they grew wonderfully and
at the expiraiton of which they were
quite able to take care of themselves.

In a later letter received after the above
was in type Mr. Webber says that he sees

very little of the animals now. as they
have taken to the bush.

Setters and f^ointers

AMA.\rr()r)A correspondent re-

cently asked the question wheth-
er pointers and setters hunt by
sight or smell. He had put the

same question to a Winnipeg journal
and received as answer the statement:
"By sight and instinct." Being dissatisfi-

ed with this reply, which scarcely accord-
ed with his own experiences, he forw^ard-
ed the query to "Rod and Gun" and we re-

quested the views of Mr. John Arthur
Hope, whose ancestors for several gene-
rations, as well as himself, have been
engaged in the training of dogs. Mr.
Hope's reply is interesting to all dog
levers and bird hunters and we print it

in full for the benefit of our readers

:

English setters. Irish setters and liver

and white pointers are all fine hunting
dogs. Of the three diiTereni: species the
Irish setters are the handsomest look-
ing. To be well bred they should be
of a uniform blood red down to the
roots of their toenails, no white hairs
appearing on head, chest or other
parts of the upper body or forelegs.

The hinder legs and under the surface of

the tail should be well "feathered," that
is be-set with long hairs which are slight-

ly whitish at the ends. Setters are a

species of the larger spaniel, carefullv
bred, up to their present size and beauty
and taught to mark their game by *

'sett-

ing" or crouching; hence their name.
Thev find a covey of partridges, bevy of
quail or other game birds exclusively bv
nose. So useless are their eyes in the find-

ing of game that I have seen old setters
walk past and actually over partridges
sitting on their nests on a perfectlv calm
morning. I have also seen human beings
do the same thing. As it has taken some
five centuries to train setters up to their

]:)resent excellence in marking game down
with their noses we can understand why
these dogs do not rely on their eyes.

Pointers are descended from a Span-
ish breed, as even the names generally in

use. Ponto. Don. Carlos, etc.. will show.
The breed since its introduction to Brit-

ain, at the time of the Revolution, has
been much modified, the changes having
been chiefly effected by crosses with the

Foxhound. As their name indicates, these
dogs, when getting the scent and work-
ing exclusively by the nose up to their

game, become as rigid as iron bars, muz-
zle and tail straight out on a level wnth
the back, often with lifted foot, so sudden-
Iv do they come to a "point" and turn

to stone. Unlike the setter, however,
the habit of pointing is inherited. A
ycung dog will "point" instinctively the

first time it is taken into the field. Like
the setter it dees not use its eyes to mark
down game.
A setter has to be trained to "set"

whereas a pointer "points" instinctively

and. therefore, only requ'res to be broken
in to be steady and to obey orders.

The writer and his forefathers always
broke pointers and trained setters to obey
the hand and whistle and not the voice.

The same policy was followed with re-

trievers and spaniels. The wdiistle was
used only to draw the attention of the

dog and then with various motions of the

hand the animals were taught what to do.

When breaking in we rarely punished
them more than once or twice and then

severely and at once, so that they thor-

oughly understood the reason for their

punishment. To thrash a dog more than

two or three times, and some minutes
after the fault has been committed, is to

s^ioil him.



The Wily Woodcock

Bv RE<axALD (;on;LA\.

ABIRD that feeds by night and rests

by day. gets its food by sinking

shafts or bores in the ground with

its bill, is said (I believe truly) to

carry its young on its back to and from
its feeding grounds, and has two. if not

mere, distinct methods of flight, may
fairly be called peculiar. He is one of

the finest American game birds, ranking.

as regards difficulty in shooting him.

quite with the rufted grouse, and being-

far less abundant. In fact. I fear this

beautiful and wily game bird is doomed
to follow the wild turkey here in Canada
on the path of extinction ; and the nnish

of the wild turke}' in Canada 'as i wild

bird) is now in plain sight : anothe;' twen-
ty-five or thirty years will see it. The
extermination of the woodcock will prob-

ably follow that of the turkey, though a

much longer lease of life may be extend-

ed to the former, and it will follow for

much the same reasons, viz..—his range
is limited, he has no place of refuge in

the north where he can breed undisturb-

ed, and his covers in old Ontario
are being destroyed. The axe is even
more fatal to him than the gun. Then
the woodcock cannot be preserved and
artificially reared as is the pheasant in

England and as the quail is beginning to

be in some parts of America, so I fear he
is doomed. I speak only of Canada, but
I 'believe that the same may be said of

his prospects in the Xew England and
Central States.

The woodcock is very abundant in

Texas and Northern Mexico, is found in

^several of the Southern States, but sel-

dom beyond the Mississippi. He is

never found in our great Xorth-\\'est

country. His range in Canada is over

Southern and Central Ontario and South-
ern Quebec. I have never heard of him
in Muskoka or in the country north of

the Kawartha Lakes, though I have shot

in those regions pretty often. In North-
ern Quebec he is quite unknown.

It is true that on my first visit to

Algoma, when shooting in the vicinity of

the Magnetawan River—a good many
years age now— I was informed l)y a

native of whom I was making some in-

quiries as to game birds :^
"That ii I

went right ahead a little ways, I'd find

a couple of woodcock—big uns too —
pounding away on an ole pine shell with

their bills like all gee-whittaker." Curi-

ous to inspect so miraculous a change in

the habits of the woodcock I pushed

ahead and found that my friend meant by

woodcock the great ivory-billed wood-
pecker or "Cock of the Woods." The
name "woodcock" is universally applied

to these handsome birds all through our

northern 'backwoods and is apt to prove

misleading to sportsmen.

In the Niagara Peninsula the wood-
cock—once very plentiful—is now rapidly

passing away. Prince Edward Count3^

where the writer of this paper lives at

present, is one of the best counties for

woodcock shooting now left in Old On-
tario, though the rapid falling ofi' every

year in the number of birds shot is sadly

perceptible.

A good many Americans come here in

the summer for bass and "lunge" fishing,

some even staying till the fall to have a

crack at the ducks. These gentlemen

little think that within three miles of

Picton. the county town, there are large

stretches of cover where really good
woodcock shooting can be had.

And in my poor opinion, any kind of

duck shooting—whether you squat like a

l)ull frcg behind your bow house or lie

cramped like a monitor with both legs

asleep and slowly freezing to death—is

as inferior to a good day's tramp after

woodcock or ruflfed grouse, behind a

steady old pointer, or even a well broken

cocker or Irish spaniel, as is "moonlight

unto sunlight or as water unto wine."

An incident that occurred only last

season to me will show the reader that

woodcock are still tolerably thick in the

covers referred to. As my friend Mr. S.

and myself were returning down the out-

side of one of these covers late one after-
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noon in October, after a pretty hard and
successful day's work, we came on a

small tongue or point projecting out from
the main cover, which we had somehow
or other neglected to beat in the morn-
ing. As we approached it my Irish span-

iel, who ought to have been at heel,

flushed a bird at the very edge of the

cover, which pitched in a lot of Canada
thistles, not twenty yards out in the open
field. I walked the bird up and shot

him. On reaching the place whence he
had emerged, we followed my friend Mr.
S.'s pointer (the steadiest dog I ever

shot over) into the thicket. He had not

gone ten yards before he came to a dead
point. The bird rose on my side and at

the report of my gun, performed that pe-

culiar dive into the bushes in the midst
of a stream of feathers, the sight of which
causes a pleased grin to overspread the

features of the average sportsman. The
cover was so thick that my friend and I

—though not twenty-five yards apart

—

could not see each other as we drew the

dog on towards the dead bird. But this

did not prevent him shooting three and
myself two more before we reached the

place where the bird that was first killed

fell. Another cock which I missed, Mr.
S.—who was one of the best shots at

woodcock or ruflfed grouse I ever went
out with—cut down as he rose wild from
the dense tangle of dwarf willows at the

very furthest point of the dune lit-

tle cover. This made eight birds shot in

about fifteen minutes in a little bit of

cover about an acre and a half in extent.

We both felt as we pursued our toilsome

way that both of us "had been on in

that last act."

The great beauty of the bit of countr}'

of which I have been writing is that, in

the course of a day's shooting, you have
every chance of making what sportsmen
call a "mixed bag." The Wilson or
English snipe is very plentiful in and
about these covers, and. strange to say,

is often flushed in the same dense tangle
of vines and bushes as is the woodcock.
I remember once shooting a woodcock
with one barrel and a Wilson snipe with
the other in that bit of country. There
is also a fair sprinkling of rufifed grouse

and hare to be found in the higher and
more densely wooded patches, while in

marshy barren fields between the covers,

sometimes covered with a sickly growth
of buckwheat sticking out of the sour
water-soaked ground or occasional rows
of forlorn turnips or disgusted looking
beans, you can put up older and yellow
legged plover as well as Wilson snipe.

Moreover, in some of the larger ponds,
hid in the densest woodland, you may get
an occasional crack at blue or green
winged teal, black duck, or that beautiful

but fast vanishing bird, the wood duck.

But of course the main standby for the

sportsman here is the woodcock. The
others are incidentals—welcome as the

flowers in May to the sportsman when
they come in his road—but not sought
after as the main business of the hour.

I have observed that in this big cover

—and in other large ones throughout the

country, for the place of which I have
been speaking is only one of many—the

woodcock in September (about moulting
time in Canada) leave the dense wet
swamps altogether in the daytime and
go up the knolls and dry uplands to a

ground covered with dwarf poplars,

maples and brambles in the immediate
vicinity of their swampy feeding-grounds.

They certainly come down to the wet
cover to feed in the night-time, for you
will find the mud round the pools and
small streamlets of the low grounds rid-

dled with their bores and yet go for a

couple of miles without flushing a bird.

Go up in the higher ground close by and
you may put up a dozen in a very short

time. A week or two later they will all

be back in the swamp again. This fact

is worth noting by any pursuer of the

wily woodcock.

The woodcock is an uncanny sort of

bird—sometimes you will think he is the

biggest fool of a bird that ever lived and
at others you will say, as a Southern
friend of mine did, "that he knows as

much as an Indian and more than a nig-

ger." I've known him come out of the

cover in an aimless sort of way, hang in

the wind for a minute, and then flop

within ten yards of you right in the open,

looking as if he thought he's picked out
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the safest place in North America to rest one leg hip deep in a bog hole and gen-
in ; and then again I've known one to erally seizes that moment to rise and de-

keep two good shots and two good dogs part. Even when you have him in front

dodging about for half an hour in one of a steady point it's a toss-up whether
thick bit of cover, going off in every di- he shoots over the dog's back straight in

rection but the right one with the velocity your face like a sky-rocket or zig-zags

of a ruft'ed grouse and the twist and off so close to your comrade's head that

dodge of a Wilson snipe. Half an hour's you daren't shoot for your life (or rather

pursuit of a bird like this in a dense thick- for his life) or else flops into a dense
et on a hot September afternoon with the tangle of vines and sticks there long en-

thermometer about ninety in the shade, ough for a boy of ten years to shoot him.
not a breath of air stirring and about five For all that he is one of the best game
hundred mosquitoes to the square foot birds to the true sportsman, who likes to

in the atmosphere immediately about kill his game fairly and on the wing, and
your person, will give you a much high- it is a sad thing for all such to see him
er opinion of the woodcock's intellect. becoming—as he is—scarcer and scarcer

He seems to know, too, when you have everv dav.

BALLADE OF AUTUMN.
BY STOKELY S. FISHER, D.D., Sc.D.

A white rose in the golden-rod,

My love stood by the orchard gate
;

The morning beamed, a smile from God,
My rhythmic pulses leaped elate,

For then was wrought by happy fate

The charm unchanged by changeful years,

Oh, we forgot, our joy so great,

]Meek Autumn smiling though in tears.

Dead long ago! But paths she trod

Still with her presence palpitate

;

I feel her footfall on the sod.

And tender memories penetrate
My breast, like fragrance delicate

—

It seems my heart her whisper hears

!

And lo, a touch compassionate

—

Meek Autumn smiling though in tears

!

Here still the old-time flowers nod.
The same trees dream in calm sedate,

Unchanged the hills and meadows broad

;

And still her love, a voice innate,

Breathes here, the place to consecrate

;

But, where her laughter filled my ears,

A mourner is my bosom's mate

—

Meek Autumn smiling though in tears!

ENVOY
My heart be comforted, and wait!

—

She knows the hope the seed inspheres.

Her dreams the Spring anticipate,

—

Meek Autumn smiling though in tears 1



A Day's Shooting in the Marsh

BY H. S. N.

IX
writing- tliis sketch i:iy hope is that

I may, in some small measure, repay

the enjoyment I have derived from
reading- those of others in the pages

of Rod and Gun. I have had a long ex-

perience in marsh shooting and enjoyed
many delights 'midst Nature's finest

scenes, and with good companionable fel-

lows as fully imbued with the love of

the great outdoors as myself.

Having lived for many years near good
fishing waters, and where waterfowl
abound, I have had equal opportunities at

both sports, but must express my pref-

erence for the latter. I w^ould that all

the readers of Rod and Gun could accom-
pany me on such an outing. As this is

impossible in reality. I will as'K tliem to

do so in imagination.

At any rate I might take one, provided
he is as enthusiastic a bird hunter as

myself. Bring your hunting coat and
hat. I have an extra pair of hip rubber •

boots and will provide the lunch. Meet
me at the boathouse at four o'clock in

the morning of September seventh. I

name that date, because by that time the

ducks will have partially recovered from
the fright they received on September
first—the opening day of the season.

Many are the hunters, both men and
boys, who go out on the first, but do not
hunt again the whole fall. Various are

the guns displayed on the first—owned,
borrowed, or even rented. From the

amount of shooting one w'ould imagine
that all the ducks were killed, when as a

matter of fact, few are actually bagged.
Shots are fired while the ducks are still

two hundred yards and more away, and
soon the ^birds become so frightened that

they circle high up over the marsh for

a time and then leave to spend the day
in a quiet and secure place—such places

being found, in the locality in which I

live, on the waters of Lake Ontario.

One result follows : crows, blackbirds,

hawks, bitterns, cranes, woodchucks,
squirrels and other birds and animals re-

ceive attention and it is a matter for

regret that song and insectivorous birds

are often among those destroyed.

To return however to our trip. By the

light of the lantern you can see, on ar-

rival at the boathouse, two duck boats
and a hunting canoe. The canoe is the

most suitable for a day in the marsh.
It is narrow, and can be more easily forc-

ed with a paddle through the marsh grass
and reeds, while it can also be more read-
ily hidden.

Xow we will put in the paraphernalia :

first a cushion forward for you to kneel
on, and one near the stern for myself.

The rubber 'boots will stow away in one
end until needed ; the shells, field glasses

and lunch will also go in the ends. In

the centre is placed the crate containing
four live decoys, and the guns, leaving a

place for Prince, the Irish vv^ater spaniel,,

a passenger who wall likely prove of con-
siderable service before the day is out.

Three paddles are selected, the extra one
in case either of those in use get broken
as often happens in a marsh. Lastly the

hunters take t'heir places and the start is

made in a very short time from the arrival

at the boathouse.

Even if you have done little paddfing
you will soon get into the swing of it and
we shall quietly glide over the still sur-

face of West Lake towards the mouth of

Big Creek, about three quarters of a inile

away. This creek, with its many crooks
and turns and almost imperceptible cur-

rent (except in the Spring) flows for up-

wards of five miles through the Big
jMarsh.

W'bile crossing the lake we hear and
see signs of awakening life. Lights
twinkle through windows of farm houses
on the north side of the lake, roosters

crow, a dog bringing home the cows
makes a big noise about it, the crows,
froni their roosting places in the cedars
on Garratt's Island, loudly proclaim, with
discordant cries, the approach of dawn
and a hoot owl sends forth his last calls

before seeking some quiet and secluded
place where he may sleep the dav away..
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From the shores of Lake Ontario, a mile

or more away, we hear the ceaseless

murmur of the waves as they gently lap

the stones and sand on the beach. How
distinctly all these sounds are borne to us

on the water on a still morning!
\\ 'hen we reach the mouth of the creek

there is a distant glow in t'he East. The
morning is cool, as September mornings
generally are, and there is a light fog ov-

er the water in the creek. We decide to

go to the second slough before putting

out the decoys for the morning flight.

This slough is not more than half a mile

away as the crow flies, but in following

the windings of the creek we have a mile

to paddle.

In making a sharp turn in the creek we
disturb some blackbirds, and a little furth-

er on a muskrat jumps from a bog, where
it has been feeding on the roots of some
water plant, into the water with a Icud

splash. We stop at a bunch of willow-s,

cutting four long shoots, for tlie purpose
of using them to tie our decoys when we
set them out.

The sky is becoming lighter as we are

travelling east and it is time to take in

your paddle and have your gun in read-

iness. I will do the paddling as we may
"jump" some ducks in the creek or

slough. Well done ! you killed one of

that pair of blacks that jumped from the

creek, with your second barrel, in sports--

manlike fashion. Fortunately it fell in

open water and there is no delay in re-

trieving it.

As we paddle in the slough several

ducks jump but tliey go towards a high
bluff on McDonald's Island and the large

trees do not allow them to be seen dis-

tinctly. W'e note a good bunch of quill

reeds which afTord a fine blind, and twen-
ty yards from it, in the scattered rice

where they can 'be easily seen, we put out

the decoys. You will notice that each
duck 'has a piece of leather fastened to

one leg and we have only to push the wil-

low shoots far enough in the mud and al-

so far enoug*h apart and tie the ducks to

them, to keep the ducks in position and
prevent them from becoming tangled.

When the decoys are satisfactorily set out

the canoe is pushed into the reeds, broad-

side to the decoys, so that both occupants
may shoot and all is ready for the flight.

There is no long wait before we are
startled by the whistle of wings. In-

stinctively we grasp our guns but the
ducks pass behind us towards the pre-
viously mentioned bluft. and though our
decoys make a loud quacking, their eitorts

to recall their friends produce no result.

As it becomes lighter w^e see the di-

minutive marsh wrens hopping from one
stem to another, apparently undisturbed
by our close proximity as they come with-
in a few feet of us while keeping up their

low chirping.

Again is heard the swish of wings. A
fleck of teal, flying low, pass a few feet

above our heads and though we turn and
swing our guns in their direction we
know it is of no use. They came over
r^Iuskrat Island and were flying so fast

that they were out of range before we
could take aim.

Mar'k east ! A flock of duck is

coming our way with steady flight. We
are perhaps over anxious and fire before
they come as close as they would have
done had we restrained our impatience
and consequently we only succeed in

getting two out of six. However, even
that number is more than we should have
killed for they are wood ducks, and ow-
ing to the fact that they are less wary
than the other species are becoming few-
er and fewer in numbers. Some steps
should be taken to save them from ex-
tinction. The drake wood duck has the
most gorgeous plumage of all the duck
family and the meat is always sweet and
tender.

( )ur decoys, which can hardly be distin-

guished in color from the wild black
ducks, again set up a loud calling: they
saw that flock near Birch Island to the
north of us long before we did. Keep
low and don't move for they have an-
swered our decoys and are coming to

them. W'itho'Ut their usual . cautious
circling they approach within close range,
and we succeed in killing three while
crippling a fourth, which falls near the

edge of a grass covered bog on to which
it skulks before we can reload. We
shove out the canoe and put Prince on
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the trail, and he speedily returns with a

wing broken black duck.

Thousands of swallows, which flock to-

gether and roost in the marsh at this

season, have just taken wing and darken

the sky while several flocks of black birds

leave the marsh for the nearby fields.

Back to the blind we go and are again

on the alert. Bitterns and crows are

seen and a lone black presently comes to

our decoys and is added to our bag. Most
of the ducks have now left the marsh to

spend the day along the shores of West
Lake and Lake Ontario.

A few scattered ones fly over the marsh
during the day but all return at dusk and

it is part of our w^ork to endeavor to dis-

cover the portion of the marsh or creek

they are frequenting.

The morning turns out grand, the sun

sihining from a cloudless sky and soon

dispersing the light fog from the water

of the slough. The decoys preen their

feathers, enjoying the increasing warmth,

which, after the cold and dampness of the

early morning is not unwelcome to us.

The flight being over we open up the'

lunch. Having had only a cup of cofifee

before leaving the house we are both

nearly famished. A fine assortment of

juicy ripe peaches, pears and plums,

which Nature so bountifully produces in

the month of September, is included and

is very welcome in the absence of li-

quids. Later on we will find a spring of

pure water.

While enjoying our repast w^e keep a

sharp look out for ducks. Scaipe, Scaipe,

is heard as a Jacksnipe (Wilson snipe)

takes wing from a black mud hog and

with rapid, irregular flight circles for a

while and pitches straight downward to

alight in the bog from which it started.

Several small flocks, occasionally utter-

ing their shrill cries, are noted. We will

try during the day to find a place where

they are numerous enough to give us

some fine sport. We see what looks like

a flock of ducks flying far away to the

east of us. With the field glass I find

they are only crows, birds which some-

times, when far away, are mistaken for

black ducks.

As no more ducks come our way we

take in the decoys and start up the creek.

Never mind the paddle, keep your gun in

readiness as without doubt we shall see

some mud hens and perhaps some ducks.

"Don't shoot!" I exclaim as you raise

your gun at a grebe which you have mis-

taken for a mudhen, (Gallinule.) Did
you notice how it settled under the water
body first? I have often wondered how
they find it possible to accomplish this

manoeuvre.

A little further on, when rounding a

sharp turn in the creek, a couple of mud
hens see us and swim, with body and
head low, in the thin rice stalks towards
the thick marsh grass. Nicely done, you
have both of them! They are not as-

good as ducks but by skinning them
(you can't pick them) and stewing them
in a kettle with some butter they are

fairly good. Several other mud hens are

seen out in the middle of the creek but
they fly in the marsh before we get with-

in range. Unable to skulk out of danger,

a Virginia rail jumps and with a flutter-

ing flight it quickly drops down in the

marsh as if incapable of going further.

Quonk, quonk, quonk, a bittern start-

les us by his call and sudden flapping of

wings as he jumps from the edge of the

marsh within twenty feet of us. The
gun is speedily lifted to your shoulder

and almost as quickly lowered as we do
not shoot bitterns.

There is another bittern ! Don't you
see it standing in the marsh grass within

twelve feet of us? With neck upstretch-

ed and bill pointing upwards, how closely

the lines of color on his body and neck

correspond with that of the grass in

which he stands. If you will notice you
will find that with wild birds and animals

their colors blend with the cover which
they frequent.

Look at that crane (blue heron) stand-

ing at the end of a long stretch of the

creek ! They generally stand at a turn

where they can see danger from either

direction. Up he gets and with a squawk,

not unlike that of a wild goose, flies a-

way with a slow flapping of his long

wings.
Perhaps you heard that peculiar gulp-

ing sound over in the marsh just now; it
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was only a bittern swallowing a frog.

During the spring and summer, from the

meadows and swamps, sounds like the

working of an old wooden pump are oiten

heard. I have on several occasions seen

the bittern as it raised and lowered its

head when emitting frcyn its throat those

"pumping" sounds.

Cautiously we come to another turn in

the creek, and on peering ahead see a

number of black ducks in the water near

the edge of the bogs about one hundred

yards away. There is no chance of get-

ting near them by water, but as those

grassy bogs will support us we will put

on the rubber boots and make a detour,

keeping to the leeward of them so that

they will not hear us w^alking in the grass

and water. With Prince at heel we
slowly approach the spot where we judge

them to be and when within thirty yards

they see us and jump. We both miss

with our first barrels but get one each

with the second. No doubt we under-

shot with the first barrels, as black ducks

when flushed usually jump twenty to

twenty-five feet straight up before start-

ing off in any direction. Really it is not

a difficult shot although we must be care-

ful not to pull the trigger when the sight

covers the duck, but the instant it is cov-

ered by the ends of the barrel. The same
rule applies to an incoming overhead

shot, which has always been a favorite

with the writer.

Both ducks fell dead, one in the creek

which Prince quickly retrieved and the

other in the marsh on the opposite side.

We return to the canoe, paddle up the

creek near to the place where the duck

fell and Prince finds it without difficulty.

Looking around we notice duck feath-

ers on the water, weeds and bogs for a

hundred yards or more. This is no doubt

one of the places they frequent at night

and we mark it as a locality for revisiting

in the afternoon in time for the evening
flight.

Haight's Creek, a branch of Big Creek,

is soon reached and we paddle up to a

point where we can stretch our cramped
limbs and also where, nearby, on the

black mud bogs, some jacksnipe should

be found. On the way up you kill a

pair of mud hens and a green-winged

teal. As we cannot paddle the canoe

quite in shore we leave it in the "cat

tails" and with rubber boots have no dif-

ficulty in reaching solid footing.

Now for the Jacksnipe! With plenty

of shells loaded with Number eight shot

in our pockets, and Prince walking a few

yards in advance on the black mud flats,

the shooting becomes fast. They jump
in ones, twos and threes with that swift

dodging flight, so disconcerting to the

aim of the first barrel, and which straight^

ens somewhat for the second. When a

bird is flushed close, the gunner should

allow it to fly some distance before shoot-

ing as the chance of scoring will then be

very much better. Owing to their color

they are difficult to retrieve if a shooter

tries the experiment, though Prince has

no trouble in finding dead and wounded.

We have worked all the mud flats in

the vicinity and thoroughly enjoyed the

shooting. Like the grouse and the wood-
cock, the Jacksnipe, swift of flight, fur-

nishes the shooter with the best of sport

and their meat is sweet and highly prized

by the hunter. Having secured an even

dozen we are well satisfied and as it is

noon and pretty warm we secure the

lunch from the canoe and enjoy our re-

past under the shade trees and near a

spring of w-ater.

A smoke and a long rest follow and we
again try for the Jacksnipe. They are not

so plentiful as before but we obtain half

a dozen and consider our dozen and a

half a very satisfactory bag.

We now start for the location selected

for the evening's flight. On the way you
shoot a brown marsh hawk which is so

intent on looking in the grass and reeds

for moles, mice, etc., that it does not

notice us until too late and you kill it

nicely with your first barrel.

On reaching our destination the decoys

are again placed out, the canoe shoved in

some quill reeds with the tips broken off

that we may see properly, and we are

ready for the flight. We have been hop-

ing that the ducks would return early and
made our plans accordingly but so far

none have appeared although it is half

past five. The period of waiting is part-
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ly filled up by eating the remainder of

our lunch and as we shall probably not

reach home until eight o'clock, after a

very long day of active exertion, we are

rTiuch in need of it.

The wind having fallen and the even-

ing being warm, the mosquitoes become
troublesome. To obtain some relief we
apply to our faces, necks and arms a

small quantity of oil citronella, which I

have found from experience to be the

most effective dope—an efficient and not

unpleasant preventative—in such cases,

ami a bottle of which I always carry in

my hunting coat.

As it is getting dusk, a careful watch

with gun in readiness is recommended.
A flock, flying low, comes up over the

creek and passing in front of us, we get

a pair, both blacks. Prince quickly re-

trieves the couple and soon others appear

coming from all directions, although ow-

ing to the increasing darkness, we are un-

able to see them unless they are towards

the west where the sky is brighter. We
knock over several of them, some falling

in the creek, others in the marsh. As the

light is quickly fading we decide to quit

and pick up those that have fallen. A\'ith

the aid of Prince we first search the

marsh and then the creek. While this

work is in progress ducks are flying

round in all directions as we hear the

swish of their wings. Those alighting

nearest to us in the creek jump again ow-
ing to the noises we are making. We
find all those that fell in the creek but are

unable to discover all that fell in the

marsh and this mars our pleasure.

The writer believes he is voicing

the sentiments of every sportsmaq in the

assertion that it is much more satisfact-

ory to miss a duck than to leave it wound-
ed to suffer in the marsh.

We find that we have eight black ducks
as the result of the evening's shoot. Tak-
ing in the decoys we start on our home-
ward journey and arrive at the boat house
without further incident. Although feel-

ing very tired w^e do not care to admit as

much, and the sight of our ducks, mud-
hens and Jacksnipe revives us almost as

much as the excellent supper which
marks our homecoming and we join in

the fervent hope that we may be permit-

ted to enjoy many further similar days

Shooting in the Marsh.

MY LITTLE FISHERMAN.

BY I.n.LA DrXLOE' XEASB.

With a king-fish hook and a fresh-cut pole.

Whistling his heart awa}'.

My little fisherman trudged along

To the head of the creek to-day.

When the shadows fell, back honie he came.

His sweet face freckled and tanned,

^^'ith three sun-fisli and a wonderful tale

Of a monster he did'nt land.

The fisher of old sat on a bank

And talked on angling art

:

His pupils could aptly bait a hook

And had much knowledge by heart:

They may mave been wiser, but not more proud,

Than my lad with luck so grand.

Three big sun-fish and a little rock-bass.

And a monster he didn't land.



The Green Winged Teal
BY CAPTAIN GORDON BOLES.

Imust confess that there is a warm
spot within me for this beautiful little

duck, speaking from both a sentimen-
tal and a gastronomical standpoint.

My reason for the former is on account
oi his beautiful plumage and graceful
form and for the latter his delicious flav-

or when served up at the right time of

the year, which is when his food is wild
celery (as it is commonly called), wild
rice, sedges, tadpoles and seeds. There
are times, however, when his flesh tastes

a little strong, when he feeds oflf ofYal and
its accompanying parasites that come
floating down streams on whose banks
are canning factories and slaughter hous-
es and his natural food is unobtainable.

Mis cousin, the blue-winged teal, is a

bird perhaps even superior to him as a

table bird but neither are to be despised
from a sportsman's point of view, because
either species is only to be obtained in

any number by an expert. There were
times when teal, as well as other duck,
were to be seen flying in countless thous-
ands and old sportsmen know why it is

not so now.
The green-^vinged teal is very fleet of

wing and is a very determined little fel-

low in all his actions. He does not cir-

cle around the place where he wants to

alight, as if uncertain, like other ducks,
but drops into the water like a stone and
when rising does so at once and flies a-

way at a terrific speed. He is also very
expert in the sprinting line, perhaps more
so than any other duck, with the excep-
tion of the merganser.

I recollect while snipe shooting sur-

prising a brace of teal (drake and female)
which were feeding in a small pool. I

killed the female but only winged the

male and he fell on dry land. Then be-

gan a Marathon. Having no dog, the

little chap gave me all I could do to over-
take him and when I did so he would
double and dodge between my legs; this

happened many times until at last I trip-

ped and fell on him, the efifect being a

dead teal, a gun with its muzzles full of

mud and some bad language, with the on-
Iv consolation that I should later fall a-

gain on him with a difi^erent weapon and
with less exertion.

This little fellow arrives early in the
season and remains until the frost locks
up his store of food, for he does not, as a

rule, feed in deep water and seldom dives
except when in danger from a hawk or
some other enemy, preferring to obtain
his food by performing the trick of stand-
ing on his head as so many water fowl do.

I do not think he is an afifectiqnate bird
except in the early spring at the season
when "a young man's fancy lightly turns
to thoughts of love." but then he is a

regular dude and his antics in courtship
are most grotesque and extravagant. The
female, on the other hand, is an affection-

ate mother and remarkably brave in de-
fending her young of which she some-
times has up to sixteen in a brood which
becomes fully fledged in July. The
drakes and the females leave for the south
at different times and. for all I know, by
dift'erent routes.

The time to get good teal shooting is

early in the morning and at dusk as they
pass the day resting and preening their
feathers in some warm nock. Manv.
however, are killed while thus occupied
by men coming on them unawares. An-
other time to kill them is just before a

storm for then they appear to become
restless and I have killed many at mid-
day under those circumstances.

I have had great opportunities of watch-
ing the habits of this little bird, having
shot him on three continents. Europe.
Asia and America ; in Europe on the bogs
of Ireland and the marshy places in Eng-
land and Scotland; in Asia on the small
jheels (small lakes) of India where your
native shikarri has to retrieve them on an
improvised raft made of poles and earth-
en-ware, because these small lakes are
full of gavial, a small crocodile which is

very fond of dog flesh but seldom molests
a human being; in America on the shores
of the Great Lakes ; and in all these coun-
tries he is the same little chap, behaves
the same, tastes the same and requires
the same quick eye and ready shot to ob-
tain him in anv quantitv.



Duck and Chicken Shooting on the Prairie

BY P. E. BUCKE.

"W HAT ho within! What ho
without !" shouted a voice

which I recognised, as I

emerged from dreamy un-

consciousness, as belonging to my friend

Flips. The words were followed by an
assault on my bedroom door which com-
pleted the awakening process. "Come
in !" I shouted, "and don't batter the

door down."
Flips entered and without any prelim-

inaries submitted the following proposi-

tion: "What do you say to a prairie

hunt tomorrow? It is September first

and ducks and chickens are plentiful

round the sloughs to the north of Rapid
City!"

I caught a share of his enthusiasm and
exclaimed : "I'm your man ! Hand out

your plan, scheme, programme or what-
whatever else you like to term it."

"A span of horses, an express wagon
with two seats, a day's grub and a couple

of congenial souls to keep the fun going
and help to pay expenses. We will drive

to Rapid City and make an early start

for a shoot in the morning."
I may explain that at the time I was

stopping at Brandon, Manitoba, and had
a number of friends and acquaintances in

the town. The arrangement proposed by
Flips suited me splendidly. The rest of

the day was before us for making prepar-

ations, cleaning our guns, etcetera. We
lost no time in getting to work and by
early afternoon we were ready. I had
enlisted a man we called "the Senator" to

join the party for the reason that he was
a genial, jolly fellow and a good sports-

man.

\\'hen all were ready for our twenty
mile drive, we saw the Senator dodging
along with his gun on his shoulder and
all the ammunition he could carry both
inside and out. As we were mounting
the rig the Senator asked: "Say, boys,
what have you got for a dog?" We all

stared at each other in blank surprise as

not only had we no dog, but none of

us knew where to get one. "Well, I'm

jiggered!" remarked the Senator, "no
dog, no ducks. I don't see a man in the

party capable of either wading or swim-
ming to bring the birds out of the water.

A council of war was immediately held

and the Senator, as the only resident of

Brandon, was appointed a committee of

one to secure a dog either by purchase,
borrowing or, if the worst came to the

worst, he was authorized to do the Klep-
tomania Act with the promise that we
would see that he came to no harm as a

result. The Senator started off, heavily

weighted with his verbal authority, re-

turning in half an hour with what he
called a "water pup," but which on criti-

cal survey we estimated as a big. black

Newfoundb.nder with a coat on him like

that of a musk ox. "Now, boys," the

Senator briskly exclaimed, "catch the

pup and jump in. Put the strings on
those ponies and let us be ofif at a two-
forty jog, for we are late." We did as

we were told, and once started, chafifed

the Senator a good deal about his "pup,"
for we knew his remark about lateness

was only an excuse, though not one ven-

tured to ask where he had "found" the

dog.

After crossing the Assiniboine River
we allowed the pup out and he afforded

us much amusement, proving to be a fine

hunter When we rose from the river

valley to the level prairie the gophers (a

small species of the marmot tribe) were
\try numerous, and the tyke did a big
land agency business in his endeavor tc

exterminate the beasts. They had, how-
ever, very little to fear from their weighty
quadruped friend. When we were about
ten miles out Hanlan started a fox. After
a run of a couple of hundred yards, Rey-
nard sat down and deliberately sized up
the dog. which at that time was running
for all he was worth—about five miles ar.

hour, when the fox could easily do fif-

teen. When the dog was within twenty
yards of him the> fox made a dash, then

again sat down. Repeating this for a

number of times, Mr. Fox at length went
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Cream

Spreads Like Butter
You can buy twice the quantity of Ingersoll Cream
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off to a little distance where some i)op-

lars were growing on a bluff and we saw

no more of him. Poor Hanlan joined us

up the road. His tongue was hanging

out and he appeared pretty well done up.

We therefore hove him in the rig and

gave him a rest.

Four o'clock next morning found n.^

ready for a start for the ducks. The Sen-

ator' had a friend living on a farm five

miles out, and as it was a sort of "stop-

ping house" we had 'breakfast there. Just

as we finished the meal, which consisted

chiefly of home-made bread, home-churn-

ed butter and fresh milk, I looked

thrrugh the window. Light was begin-

ning to break and I saw a sheet of water

covering about fifty acres. Close to the

house was a duck with a lot of young

ones and the antics and capers they cut

were highly amusing. The little fellows

were half-grown and looked well. I re-

marked to the farmer's wife: "You have

made quite a success of your ducks to

hatch so many." To my surprise she

replied : "Those are wild ducks and I

want to ask you not to shoot any in this

pond. We are waiting for them to grow

up before killing them." I was highly

amused and asked if she were growing a

crop of green peas in order that they

might come in together.

A few hundred yards from the house

both ducks and ponds were numerous.

Manv ducklings were too small to shoot,

but if we had had a couple more dogs

and plenty of ammunition we would have

had no trouble in filling the express. As

it was, by ten in the morning we had

secured quite enough for our require-

ments and for distribution amongst cur

friends.

At noon we struck the Canadian Pacific

branch to Chater (named after Captain

Chater, one of Lord Dufferin's genial

A.D.C.'s), where we had a mid-day re-

past and the landlord told us a story

which I believe has since 'become a chest-

nut in the Prairie Provinces.

According to him that part of the coun-

trv was settled by a number of young
Englishmen who knew more about golf

and polo than they did about farming.

One of these men bought a pig with

which to stock his one hundred and sixty

acre quarter section. The pig w^as such
a novelty that all the boys took turns
in feeding it and at length it grew so

fat that it could hardly wal'.c. Xone of

them knew how to kill it. When the

trains started running the crew got on to

the pig business and acquired the daily

habit of making inquiries about his

health, food, etcetera, poking much good-
natured fun at the animal, his owner, and
his associates. ( )ne morning, as the cy-

press came in the trainmen called out as

usual to the pig's owner, who happened
to be at the station: "How's the porker?"
"You'll not have to awsk about him any
more," retorted the Englishman. "We
got the cawpenter to cut a hole in his

throat with the chisel this morning. It

has bled a good deal all day and if he is

dead tonight we intend to skin him to-

morrow." I am afraid this poor brute
got into evil hands.

After a good meal, hearing that there

were chickens on the w'ing. and excited

by our morning's experiences, we sought
new pastures. On our walk along the

trail I was struck by the extraordinary

size and quantity of the mushrooms
grow'ing there. The stems in some in-

stances were two inches thick and the

heads must have been from ten to twelve
inches in diameter. ^^ e gathered all w&
were able to take care of for future use.

I thought if Crosse and Blackwell had
been on deck they would have made a

fortune from the prolific fungi and catsup

by the hogshead.

We pushed on for a few miles to a

place where the prairie was broken by
poplar bluffs (a thicket of poplars con-

sisting of a few trees to an acre or two
is called a bluff' on the prairies ) and found
the birds pretty thick, giving us plenty

of sport.

There is nothing more exciting than

chicken shooting wlien the birds are plen-

tiful. They buzz up right at one's feet

and what with the breeze of their wings,

the shouts of sportsmen and the oark-

ing of the guns, every nerve and muscle

appears to be on the twitch. Birds fall

here and there, and in the excitement

there are as manv misses as hits. Indeed,
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it has often been a wonder to me that

the boys engaged in this kind of fray do
not get hit more often than is the case.

Night-fall eventually stopped the rack-

et and we were thankful to reach our rig

in safety, after running risks I should not

like again to encounter.

The two great enemies of the chickens,

apart from man, are the wily fox and the

smelling skunk. Both animals are nu-

merous, but as neither climb trees the

birds are able to roost in safety.

I fear the advance of civilization and
the breaking up of land by the fa^-mers

will eventually drive the chicken ijac.<

into the wilds or exterminate a fine game
bird. These birds were a great boon to

the early settlers, even more so than the

grouse and wild pigeon to the early set-

tlers of Ontario.

Alas, all things mundane come to an
end, and it was so with our outing. We
returned to Brandon thoroughly tired out

but with an ample bag, composed of sev-

eral species of ducks (mostly blue-winged
teal), prairie chickens, a few rabbits,

snipe, plover and enough incidents to fur-

nish conversation for many a day.

The American Bison

CCANADIANS cannot fail to.be in-

terested in the efforts of our
^ neighbors to the south to preserve

and perpetuate the bison. The
Canadian Government has done

splendid work in purchasing and provid-
ing for the largest buffalo herd in the

world and in so doing has received as-

surances of public support. In the States
similar work has been accomplished,
largely owing to the efforts of private in-

dividuals. A number of interested gen-
tlemen formed the American Bison So-
ciety, and while Mr. Roosevelt was
appointed Hon. President, the Governor-
General of Canada accepted the postion
of Hon. Vice-President. The whole aim
of the society is to perpetuate the Ameri-
can bison, and its third annual report,

recently published, shows that consider-
able progress has been made in this work.
The Society promised to provide the

nucleus of a herd if Congress would pro-
vide the range. This was done, a site

of twenty-nine square miles at Ravalli
on the Flathead Reservation in Montana
being chosen. Congress voted money
for purchasing the lands and fencing the
same.

In accordance with their promise the
members of the Society purchased 34 ani-
mals from a herd at Kalispill, founded by
the late C. E. Conrad. It was stated
that during a period of twenty years not
one drop of blood of the domestic cat-
tle had been permitted to enter it. The

price agreed upon was $2?5 per head,
delivered at Ravilli, and the transporta-
tion came to within a few cents of $25
per head. The President and Vice-Presi-
dent of the Society visited Kalispill and
examined the herd, which they found in

exceptionally fine condition, pure of blood
and singularly free from aged and use-

less animals. "Their well-rounded mus-
cles and thick, glossy coats clearly be-

tokened good health and vigor." The
herd was sufffciently accustomed to men
and horses to allow a drive through the
animals and an examination at close-

quarters without being attacked.

Dr. Hornaday writes: "The American
people have thus become owners in per-

petuity of what we believe to be the rich-

est. and most beautiful grazing grounds
ever trodden by bison hoofs. We have
seen the best portion of the great Ameri-
can buft'alo plains all the way from the
Texas Panhandle to the Sweet Grass
Hills of Northern Montana, and for abun-
dance of rich grass, pure water, winter
shelter, picturesque interior and pictur-

esque surroundings, the Montana Range
is absolutely beyond compare." It is

estimated that this range can support
fifteen hundred bison, five hundred ante-

lope, one hundred deer and one hundred
elk. "all of which in good time will, we
trust, be seen there busily engaged in

perpetuating their respective species."

The removal of the herd supplied some
notable incidents, but the transportation
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was accomplished without mishap. When
the bison were fed they "looked about for

a nitiment. saw their I'aradise Regained
looming up on the farther side of the

Jocko River, splashed across the stream
and climbed up into their new home."
Later ten more bison were received as

gifts, bringing up the total, with three

received at the time cf transfer, to forty-

seven head.

"Speaking only as an individual," says

Dr. Hornaday, "I believe that the future

of the American Bison, as a species, is

now secure. The United States Govern-
emnt have now three herds widely sep-

arated and all doing well. These are

the Yellowstone Park herd of ninety-five

animals, the Wichita herd of nineteen,

and the Montana herd of forty-seven,

making a total of one hundred and sixty-

one." "It is my opinion.'" says Dr. Horn-
aday further, "that as it is today estab-

lished, the Montana herd alone will be
sufificient to save the species from becom-
ing extinct, and that w^ithin our own
times it will make good to us the loss of

the Pablo herd to Canada."
"Whenever wild animals have many

square miles of grazing grounds to roam
over in absolute freedom, feeding, shel-

tering and 'breeding as nature prompts
them, the ill results of in-bi'eeding that

sometimes obtain in domestic cattle do
not appear. Diseased domestic cattle

that are in-bred in .close confinement

transmit and multiply their diseases ana
weaknesses. Wild species that roam
great ranges in a state of nature go from
strength to strength and there is no de-

terioration through in-breeding. It is my
intention to' oft'er proof of this later on.

Regarding the Yellowstone herd of bison
I am not yet prepared to offer an opin-

ion : for in a small fenced range even tne

strongest wild animals can deteriorate

through lack of vigorous exercise. I

am sure, however, that in the \\'ichita

and Montana ranges the United States

Government has so closely reproduced
ideal conditions for the perpetuation of a

good stock of semi-wild bison that those
two herds of sound, robust and generally

ideal animals will successfully perpetuate
the American Bison species."

According to the best census figures

prccura'ble there are now one thousand
and seven bison in captivity in the Unit-

ed States and six hundred and twenty-
six in Canada : wild in the States twenty-
five and in Canada four hundred and fif-

ty ; total of pure blooded bison in North
America twenty-one hundred. The fig-

ures regarding wild animals are purely

estimates and whether they take into ac-

count the removal of the Pablo herd from
Montana to Canada is not quite clear.

The report shows, however, that the

work of the Canadian and States Govern-
ments make it certain that the bison

species will be successfully perpetuated.

That the exportation of deer from Can-

ada is prohibited is a matter of general

knowledge but that this prohibition ap-

plies to mounted deer heads, no matter

how long these may have been mounted,

is not so well konwn. Messrs. Holt,

Renfrew and Company of Quebec recent-

ly sold a mounted deer head to a gentle-

man from the States and could not deliv-

er the head which was held up by the cus-

toms. The deer had been legally shot

bv a Quebec gentleman holding the reg-

ular Provincial license and who after-

wards -wished to dispose of the head to

the best advantage. An exception is

made only in the case of non-residents
shooting for sport and holding the reg-

ular license. These people can have any
heads they obtain legally mounted ir^

Canada and taken out to their homes
when the necessary authority is attach-

ed. The idea is. of course, that any fur-

ther exceptions would open the door to

a trade in deer heads which would go
a long way towards defeating the pro-

visions of the protective acts. The Cus-
toms Department carries out this ruling

rery strongly and it mav be well to call

the attention of taxidermists, hunters

and others interested to this provision of

the law.
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Outwitted By a Bear

DR. WHITE, of Wabigoon, Ont.,

writing to his home, expresses

the wish that his father had been

with him during the present

spring, "to help him carry rotten eggs,

vegeta'bles, muskrats and pork to a bear."

It appears as though he has on hand a job

for all summer in keeping the animal fed.

Noting the bear's tracks, the Doctor

took two barrels, made rope snares, which

he placed over their mouths, and fixed

a big lifting pole to the barrels. The
bear put them ofif just as fast as he could

set them up. The Doctor and his wife

came to the conclusion that the bear must
take the bait out with his paw and never

put his head in the barrel.

When visiting the trap on one occasion

the Doctor and his wife saw a moose
standing by the river. The moose allow-

ed them to approach within thirty yards

when he walked slowly into the water,

crossed to the other side and went into

the bush, still with the same deliberate

action.

On reaching the trap the snares were
found as usual. They were replaced and
rebaited and on the following day as

the ibow of the canoe poked up the shore

Mrs. AVhite exclaimed : "Got him ?" The
bear merely remarked "Woof, woof !"

which must have meant in this particular

instance "Not yet!" for he jumped into

the thicket before the Doctor could work
his big revolver. On examining the place

they found that the bear had been merely
having a meal.

Refixing the snares and making a drop
with about five hundred pounds on
top they started home, one hundred yards

down stream. This time they approach-

ed within twenty yards of the moose
and then stopped, waiting for about ten

minutes while the animal took a drink

and began to feed when he wandered
back out of sight. On the next day the

rifle was taken along, not for the moose
of course, but for the bear. Once more
tlie snare was off and refixed with the

noose made very small so that it would
certainly catch him. On starting to float

down home there was a crackle, and a

careful scrutiny discovered Teddy in the

brush, not twenty yards ofY. The doctor

snatched up the rifle and fired quickly

fearing that the bear would jump away
at once, "but, say, he is tough— I can't

kill him!"
The deadfall was down again next day

but there were a few hairs on it, looking

as though the bear had allowed it to

rest on his back till he had finished eating

and then carelessly walked away. Once
again was it refixed, with a load two
hundred pounds heavier this time and. a

row of sharp stakes placed in front. Next
day there was quite a pinch of hair but

that was all. A further two hundred
pounds were added, more stakes were fix-

ed, and all preparations for trapping him
made once more. The Doctor made so

sure of his bear this time that he was up
at four o'clock in the morning and with

gun, camera, and skinning knife went for

his skin. AVhen the Doctor and his wife

arrived at the deadfall they stood looking

at the debris without saying anything!

The bait was eaten, the barrel broken up,

and the heavy weights thrown about!

Before they had recovered from their sur-

prise a crunching noise was heard in the

thicket—not forty yards away.
The Doctor crept carefully in but the

brush was too thick for him to see clear-

ly. W^ithin twenty yards of the animal

the bear slipped by him and he went on
to see what he was eating, finding a big

log just torn open for ants.

The deadfall was rebuilt and a weight

of one thousand pounds placed upon it.

The Doctor adds ; If that weight does-

n't kill him I think I shall feed him
for the rest of the summer and not pun-

ish him so much. The last drop must
have hurt him a little for there was a

lot of hair and some blood on the logs.

Evidently he was caught too far back and
having good use of his front feet was
able to extricate himself.

The trout fishing is good but I have

been too busy feeding Teddy in my spare

time to go out and get any. This is the

earliest spring we have experienced in

this part of the country.
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A Deer Hunt in Parry Sound
r.v c. n. McKKNZii:.

Hl^LLO. .Mack! Xothino: doino; in

the moDse line f.)r yours in Tem-
agami, eh? Well .what do you
say abc.ut a deer hunt with us

at Camp Meologniac, near \\'allbridge, on
the Canadian Xorthern Railway?"

This was the greeting I received on
my return from a two weeks' trip down
to Rabbit Lake, east of Lake Temagami.
At that well known big game resort, I

had. in company of Mr. C. H. Ham.
manager of the Roncco store at Temag-
ami Station, ardently pursued the [Mon-
arch of the North and found only his

mate or widow (we w^ondered which
designation was the correct one.) Poor
Lady, she looked forlorn and lonely in

the wide expanse of marshy ground
where we foimd her feeding on a grev.

cold, cloudy morning in October. AVhen
we departed she was still in her lonesome
and we returned home without a set of

horns, the lonely one being the only spe-

cimen of the moose tribe we ran across.

To return, how^ever, to the deer hunt.
I gave a ready and hearty consent, with
the result than on the Friday before open
season I was aroused very early, had
perforce to leave a warm and comfortable
bed, bolt my breakfast and hustle for the

train. There were plenty of other would
be deer slayers at the depot but our
party all secured comfortable seats.

A\ hen we left Parry Sound there w'ere

eleven coaches filled with hunters and all

had their full (|uota of dogs, baggage,
guns and grub.

Stops were frequent and close together
and although our friend, Conductor Billie

Burke made it as pleasant as possible

for every hunter. we found it a trying
time as we were all impatient to reach
our stamping ground. Mr. C. Price
Green, the General Passenger Agent of

the Canadian Xorthern. was on the train

and gave us plenty of good advice. He
and his party left us at Drysell Lake and
all felt that it was then up to us to

paddle our own canoe.

"W'allbridge next stop." AMien we
heard the conductor give this shout we

hastily collected our belongings and
made ready to leave the train. It was
three in the afternoon and we had had
nothing since our early breakfast. How-
ever, as our camp was not too far away,
we shouldered our packs and set out.

The sight of two deer excited our men
to such an extent that they began to

finger their gun covers. Some one hap-
pened to think that these deer w^ere wise
to the fact that there were still three

long days before the season opened and
that was the reason they showed them-
selves so boldly. Reluctantly, fingers

were released from gun covers and the

deer left at peace.

Canip at last! Our chef did not take

long to get busy and long before we had
finished getting our things imder cover

and performing a few small jobs a steam-
ing hot meal was prepared. Our long

fast, strenuous exertions and the fine air

produced vigorous appetites and we
heartily enjoved our meal. After a pipe

we made things snug for the night and
slowed down.

Joe Rogers, the coloured chef, finding

he was short of water, and wish-

ing to have all things ready for

an early breakfast, took up a bucket
for the purpose of visiting the

watering place. He had only just

stepped cut of the door and—pande-

monium reigned. "A bear!, a bear!" he

shouted and back he came quicker than

he went out. A light was turned on and
the largest bear—I mean skunk—we had
ever seen was just disappearing under
the logs of the camp. Needless to say

any one moving around at night after

that took care to do so by the light of

the lantern.

Monday morning came at last—the

first day of the open season. We had

some fine sport and most excellent re-

sults. Our Captain, George Eldridge,

landed a buck weighing one hundred and.

seventy five pounds and J. K. Meredith

a beautiful spikehorn.

\\'e did not repeat these successes on

the following day obtaining nothing but

wet. though on \\'ednesdav good fortune
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once more smiled upon us and the Cap-
tain repeated tiie Monday act, while the

Scribe hung up a doe, and incidentally

got lost and what was worse, lost the

deer!

The same day the chef and Billie B.

had quite an exciting time over a fine

buck and doe. The latter came out of a

low piece of ground on to a hill something
like twenty five yards away. Both men
began firing and finally Joe stopped
shooting. Afterwards on being asked
why he did so he claimed that the bullets

from Billie's gun so filled the air he could

not see the deer. He also stated that

Billie's gun was held at an angle of about
forty-five degrees and he could not see

that he had any use for the rear sight.

Just before the shooting commenced the

sun had been shining brightly but the

first shot sent it under a cloud. That
evening after all were in camp the chef

had a puzzled look on his dark face. Fin-
ally it brightened up and he said. "Billie,

I have been wondering all day why the

sun got under a cloud so quickly." Inno-
cently, Billie asked why and the chef re-

plied "Why, because it was afraid it

would get hurt." The scribe took a

couple of shoots but Joe says he shot
in the opposite direction to that of the

deer.

The only addition to the tally on
Thursday was a contribution by Byron
Baker, the mason, who downed a spike-

horn.

Friday and Saturday were blanks
though we hunted well and enjoyed the

freedom of the open to our heart's con-
tent. On the latter day the Captain and

J. K. Meredith left us and for the de-

parture of the latter we were inconsol-

able.

Our second Monday again saw the ad-

dition of a couple of deer to our total.

Byron, with his trusty Savjge, did the

deed with one and the Scribe accounted
for the otiier.

The same evening our numbers were
strengthened by the addition of Messrs.
Church and Land. Chief McCrae, Dr.

O'Gorman and the Rev. M. Craig. By
the way the Pilot is a thoroughly good
sportsman.
As hunting- was what the men wanted

we were all out and at our stations at

five o'clock next morning. The Pilot

wounded a fine big buck and trailed it till

all traces were lost. Then he woke up to

the fact that he had also lost himself.

He is not of an excitable nature and
took counsel with his compass when he
found that he could not force the bright
end of the needle to the north. After
his exertions he gave a prolonged whistle
and to his surprise it was answered by
a couple of Nimrods from Beaverton.
Not only were these hunters likewise lost

but by a peculiar coincidence their com-
pass was also wrong. \\^hile they were
talking over these matters a second cou-

ple of hunters made their appearance.
Although they were but youths they
knew the woods and gave the Pilot, such
clear directions that he at once accepted
their guidance and reached camp just

after dark, weary and footsore but glad

the adventure turned out no worse.

The first couple of hunters were not

however so ready to take counsel from
youngsters, with the result that it was

. eleven o'clock the following morning
when they reached their camp very tired

but wiser men.

It was Saturday before E. Church, W.
Land and W. Brackenburg filled out

their count.

. .That day the Doctor started oflf on his

own hook, on the west side and getting

very much interested in an immense
track followed it like the game hunter

he is, until quite late. Then being far

from camp he thought it time to return

but on looking round for familiar land

marks he found that some person mis-

cheviously inclined had moved the broom
top pine, a long distance from where it

should have been. The Doctor, in no
wise disconcerted, came into camp by
compass. You can't lose the Doctor.

Early the following Monday we set

off for home and many are the long win-

ter evenings we 'have recounted our
adventures telling not only of our deeds

of valor, but also of what would have
happened had not a slip occured at a crit-

ical moment or an indulgence in a shot

at a hawk been engaged in. Ah, yes,

what would have happened with many of

us had onlv things been a little dilTerent.
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SUNNYSIDE

CANOES
carry weight safely and

comfortably without sac-

rificing that natty and

speedy design that has

earned for them a world

Jim Smith Proprietor of Moorish Palace Hotel, King and Bay Streets, Wide rCpUtatlOn,
Toronto. Weight 490 lbs. In his Sunnyside Canoe.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE TOWALTER DEAN
— SUNINYSIDE, TORONTO —

Builder of High Grade Cedar and Mahogany Racing and Cruising Canoes.

All owners and prospective owners of canoes attending Toronto Exhibition are cordially invited to

visit my Exhibit uider Grand Stand. Delighted to meet all friends and soqna'ntances.

The Most Boat
For Your
Money

No matter what
Racine Boat you
buy; whether it's

the staunch little
Power Dory at $150,
the Racine ' Speed-
about shown below,

which sells at $.300, or
the se Qsation of the boat-

ing >car, the big 36-foot
raided deck, sea-going power

uiser uhich stills, completely fit-

at, at ^''IW and is worth $5000 you

MUSKEG<5W

C A IN O ES
Basswood Cedar Canvas Covered

Send for Catalogue.

The William English Canoe Co.

Peterborough, Ontario.

We have reduced the building o£ boats to a commer-
cial merchandising basis,without sacrificing or slighting
uiiiterial or workmanship, or loss of individuality.

The secret is perfect oiyonization and the biggest boat
works on earth. Many boats mean low price—we build
many boats. Let tis show you that YOU CAN OWN A
BOAT and run it yourself without expensive upkeep or
hired help.

'

We will gladly tell you about the boats we make—every-
thing that goes on water from the largest to the smallest.
Send today for the story of "The Cruise of the Bonita"
which will help you select the boat you need.

RACINE BOAT MFG. CO. ^ _
^0 Western Ave. Muskegpn.^Micfi.

Chicago • Detroit

New York Bo.iton

Philadelphia

Seattli

4^^
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I understand an agitation is on foot

to prohibit dogs in deer hunting. Most
of our hunters would agree to that

change in the law but would like to add
a clause protecting does. W'e would aso

like many more game wardens to protect

the errouse. In conclusion we would

also like to ask cur fellow hunters if

in their opinions there would not be

fewer deer left dead in the woods if the

open season commenced on Xovember
fifteenth instead of Xovember first?

A\'ith the later date the snow would as-

sist in trailing a wounded deer.

A Morning's Still Hunt
r.Y A. F. WEBSTKU.

OX the last morning before finishing

my hunting trip in 1908, a few
inches of snow had fallen, giving
a splendid opportunity for a still

hunt.

I knew where deer could be found as I

had seen the dogs bring quite a number
out of a certain locality. I had also

one morning stumbled on "Sol." scan-

ning the leaves in the same place and ex-

claiming on my approach ; "By Gol, I

shot at a doe right here a few minutes
ago and I can't for the life of me see how
I missed."'

On the following day at the same place

I heard the dogs bringing a deer along.

Though it passed through the brush un-

seen by me. "Uncle John," who had had
his leg fractured the previous winter and
was given a station in the marsh for an
open shot, gave a good account of him
self by bringing the deer down with the

only possible shot.

To one enjoying the woods, particu-

larly after Mother Earth has been freshly

blanketed, it is delightful to follow the

traces of the various forms of life.

Equally delightful is it to follow Xature's

handiwork as displayed on every hand.

That morning, despite the attention I

gave to the signs and signals of the

woods, I soon reached my objective

point, a short ridge at the side of a good
sized piece of level ground, sparsely shel-

tered by a few balsams and elder bushes.

Signs of deer were at once to be seen

and althovigh many of them were made
before the snow ceased to fall I was en-

couraged to continue my hunt.

A little later I found the place where
one had been lying down. I followed

the tracks for a few rods and traced them
back to the same spot. Again I found

them till they turned oft the ridge among
the alder bushes. This is v%diere I should

ha\e stopped and thoroughly examined
everything in sight. I failed to do this

and went right on, with the result that

two deer jumped cut on the other side

of the brush when I was not prepared.

Xot being particular which one I

should follow. I took after the one I had
seen the best. I followed very caut-

iously over the newly made tracks with

every fibre of my being aglow, and made
every preparation for a shot should the

opportunity present itself. I had not

gone very far when I had another

glimpse of a vanishing deer. A\'hat

splendid sport I found in deer stalking

—

far superior to my mind to that found in

standing shivering on a runway.

I was in good hopes this time of gett-

ing a fine chance to use my Winchester,

a gift of a particular friend now deceased.

The deer, however, seemed determined

to deny me the chance I sought. Cau-

tiously stepping out again and keeping

well on the alert it was not very long

before I saw the object of my pursuit

standing on the side of a knoll looking in

the direction I was approaching. What
a ])icture of grace and beauty the deer

appeared, fully alert and ready to spring

cut of harm's way the moment there was
the slightest cause for alarm. This

time I was not caught napping.

Standing still and gently raising my
rifle, without a single unnecessary move-

ment. I took a satisfactory aim and fired.

Alas, there was no sign whatever that

my shot had had the slightest effect and

the deer bounded quickly out of sight.

On an occasion of this kind the hunter

feels small. He has anticipated great
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Coward's Boat & Cushion Factory, Kingston, Ont.

25 ft. Oruiser with W.O. 6 H.P. Engine, ready

for water, $450.00

30 ft. Oruiser with W.C. 8 H.P. Engine, ready

for water, $600.00

Family Launches, ready for the water,

18 ft. $150 20 ft $175 22 ft. $250 25 ft. $275

2 H.P. 2'A H.P. 6 H.P. 6 H.P.

BOAT, CUSHIONS, BRASS WORK, ETC. Sample 12 in. Steering Wheel $2.00

*'e build all sizes from i8 to 45 feet, and
carry in stock 18 to 25 ft. launches. M. L. BUTLER

Motor Boati and Yachts
BRIGHTON - . ONT.

This photo shows our grr«c«-

ful 18 ft. X 4 ft. 9 in. Camper's
Launch. It is well bwilt, pro-
perly finished, fitted with 3%-
h.p. engine, and makes eight
miles an hour. Cockpit roeaty
with wide lockers full lenrth.
Carries ten persons comfort-
ably. Do not buy until yo«

investigate this bargain.

Complete, with eiiBiae install-

ed, brass deck Httiass mmd
deck raib, corduroy cvaluoaa

and Knoleam on floor :^ $300.00 -^1

Write for Catal^(ii« A

A Lakefield Canoe

On the Zambesi River

This was the first canoe on the

Zambesi River and was envied

by all the residents and visitor*

there.

Write for catalogue to

The LaKeficId Canoe

Building and Manufacturin| C«.
LAKEFIELD. ONT.

MR. HUNTER OR FISHERMAN DUN" 1' VOU KNOW that WE MAKE the BEST BO.AT
on earth for you? They are NOISELESS in the WEEDS
PROPEL EASIEST. Are SAFES 1" and most DURA-
BLE. Will OUTL.-\ST steel or wood boats, and carry

more load. GALVANIZED and TEMPERED STEEL
FRAME, BES F CANVAS BODY Set up in ten minutes.

Folds compactly. Checks as baggage. Write us for

Catalogue A.

Life Saving Folding Canvas Boat Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.
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things and the work of his gun results

in nothing more than if it were a pea
blower. As "Sol" would say I hiked
over there purty quick and when I reach-
ed the spot I saw signs of blood which
convinced me that my first impressions
were wrong. The drops, however, were
not in sufficient quantities to justify any
optimism and they soon petered out,

showing me that I had not hit hard
enough to cause any considerable trou-

ble. I knew however that I had done
enough not to be likely to secure a se-

cond chance.

Similar sport might have been secured

by tracking the second deer but I felt

that I had been amply repaid by my
experiences and enjoyed the remainder
of my time exploring the woods. Help-
ing the boys pack up, talking over the

past, and anticipating the future all prov-

ed pleasant occupations. \\'e took up
the burdens of life for another year^

strengthened in every way for what was-

in front of us,- and determined to buckle

to in real earnest until the fever compell-

ed us, some bright morning, to retrace

cur steps to the happy hunting grounds.

A Wild Goose Hunt in Old Ontario

BY SHARPSHOOTER.

O.V
March twenty-third last year, af-

ter my partner and I had complet-
ed our arrangements, we made an
early start on a goose hunting ex-

pedition in a fine portion of the beautiful
county of Essex in old Ontario.

W'ith a pair of live decoys, our guns
and ammunition, we set off on a two
mile tramp to our destination. Fifteen
minutes from the start rain came down
heavily and then my partner's courage
went down to his boots, and with those
same hip boots he appeared to be having
a hard time. Later on his courage rose

and he exclaimed, "You'll see those
geese drop after a while, my friend

!"

Five minutes later we were in our
goose field, and as we reached our hide
two geese, that had stayed all night in

that same field, startled us with their

flight. However, they swung back over
to the same place from where they start-

ed. While they were doing this we
sneaked into our hide as quickly as we
could.

While the geese were wheeling round
us about seventy yards away, my .part-

ner, who had a ten guage gun pulled

both barrels on them but didn't seem
to have the slightest effect as both kept
on. I thought it time to take a hand
and accordingly put my pump gun to-

gether. In a short time three came to-

wards us and were called down by our
decovs. When within thirtv vards of us

they became suspicious and took wing
with a loud honking. Two out of the
three were obtained with first shots and
the third was w^ounded so badly I suc-
ceeded in putting her out of misery with
four more shots.

While thus engaged six more lit in a
neighbouring field, but though they
heard our shooting they did not know
where it came from. W^hile flying near-
ly over our heads at about fifty-five yards'
distance I shot two dead and had a third

badly wounded—the bird flying for tv^o

miles with eight pellets of No. 2 shot

in her bod}-. We picked up our 'five

dead geese which were lying here and
there in the two fields.

At the end of these labours we saw
another flock alight in a ploughed field

about a quarter of a mile away. We
knew that they were stopping for a rest

because the wind was blowing hard and
they were flying against it. We waited
patiently for half an hour for them to
come nearer and at the end of that time
we saw them coming our way. Our de-

coys called them down. The geese did

not even circle but just lit forty or fifty

yards from us. \Mien they reached the

corn we had scattered for the purpose
of tempting them nearer we rose togeth-

er and blazed away as they jumped up
to fly. Four fell down done for and a

fifth badly wounded. The latter re-

quired six further shots before she final-
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You Couldn't Upset nor Sink

this CHESTNUT SPONSON CANOE if You Tried

because the patent sponsons (air chambers)

on the sides make such adisaster impossible,

if your whole family sat on the edge. The
Chestnut Sponson Canoe can't "turn turtle.'

It must keep its position even if entirely sub-

merge ; and can be readily paddled, easily

supporting the weight of several people.

Chestnut Sponson Canoes are light,

speedy and easily paddled ; and

express the highest degree of

comfort and safety—the staunch-

est and best canoes made in

Canada ; or anywhere else. They
are strong, serviceable and built

to last, from the best materials, by

trained workmen picked for their

capability , and skill in canoe-craft.

Construction—Best New Brunswick cedar; Chestnut special j^aw!/«j canvas, hard

and fine in weave. Cedar for both ribs and planking—ribs extra wicU, placed closely

together. Chestnut seamless canvas covers, treated with Chestnut special preparation,

filling every pore; drying hard as stone. This combination of wood and canvas makes
them lighter and better than all-wood canoes. Chestnut Canoes are weather-proof :

can't leak, can't crack. Finely finished. Bow and stern brass-protected. 5

Before you buy atty canoe, write on a sostcard for the Chestnut illustrated

catalog—gratis, postpaid. Do it now.

Chestnut Canoe Co., Ltd., B"«x 445 Fredericton, N.B.

The WATERMAN Speed Canoe^.Ux.r.R
The biggest little boat you've ever seen. Built by the leading canoe builders of

America. Graceful in design. Most approved speed lines. Staunch construction.

Mahogany trimmed. $300 up. Specially designed for our famous Model K
Motor. Length 20 feet. Beam 352 feet ;

equipped with our i, 2, 3 or 4 Cylinder

k.

Motor, or two 3 Cylinder Motors and Twin
a delight all the time. Send for Catalog with
I, 2, 3 and 4 Cylinders, ask for Catalog K.
For Standard Type Motors, i to 30 Horse
Power, specify Catalog A. For our wonder-
ful Out Board Motor, here shown, write for

Catalog C . Remember all Waterman Motors
are equipped with Schebler Carburetors.

Waterman Marine Motor Co.
1514 West Fort Street, Detroit, Mich.

Screws. A "goer" from the start;

full description. For Canoe Motors

THIS MOTOR WILL MAKE A
MOTOR BOAT

Out of any boat in five minutes

You can quickly attach (and de-

tach) to the stern of any skiff,

row boat, dinghy, punt, sail

boat, and have a good motorboat.
It is not a toy, but a reliable 2

H.P. Marine Motor that will
drive an 18-foot row t>oat 7 miles
an hour. 4 hours on gallon gaso-
line. Five years successful
results. .'5end for Cataloer
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ly succumbed. We thus had five more

geese to pick up and considered our

good fortune to have been of the best.

By this time nine o'clock had arrived

and we were on foot. It was impossible

for us to trudge home with ten of Amer-

ica's finest game birds, two live decoys

and a gun each. There was no other

course open but for me to go and hire

a horse and buggy and drive home in

triumph. This is what we did.

Some people think geese can't fly very

fast because they are big birds. Don't

believe this. An experience such as ours

will soon teach you what they can do.

A Thanksgiving Day Rabbit Hunt

BY H. W. HUNSBERY.

HAPPEXIXG to be in the city one

Saturday in the early fall of 1909

I called on the Doctor (as I al-

ways do when in town) at his

office and as usual found him more than

busy. Nevertheless having no particu-

lar business requiring my attention I

waited until his rush was over, and then

we hurried to a neariby restaurant where-

between orders, we found ample time to

make the necessary arrangements for our

annual Thanksgiving Day rabbit hunt.

Charlie, sometimes called "Injun Char-

lie," was to meet the Doctor at my place

at half past six Thanksgiving Day morn-

ing, and I was to make all the other

arrangements so that there would be no

delay in getting away for an early start.

The morning was ideal, being very frosty

and quite chilly and could not have been

better for running dogs. After a brisk

fifteen minutes' walk we arrived at the

slashing where I started "Spot" my little

beagle. In less time than it takes to tell

Spot was giving tongue off to our right.

and we all spread oujt, after which it was

not long until we heard Charlie's gun

speak and we knew the sport had begun.

He made a clean miss, and looking down
a little gully I saw the rabbit coming

and firing quickly, bagged No. one. We
started Spot away again and it w^as not

long until he had another "Bunny" going

which Charlie did not miss In the

meantime the Doctor had wandered away
and just as we were thinking of hunting

him up we heard him shooting to the left

and when we came up he had No. three

hanging to his belt. At this time Spot

returned and we decided to have lunch,

but before we had finished we heard him

giving tongue again, and away went

Charlie like a racehorse and before the

Doctor and I got moving we heard him

shooting. When we arrived on the scene

he had added two more cotton-tails to

his string.

Of course "Injun," was now gettmg

the least bit excited and wondered wheth-

er they were going to come a: hmi in

flocks.' Again we started the dog and

this time it was the Doctor who got

busy but missed a very difficult shot just

as the rabbit disappeared over a hill and

the dog put him in a hole. After this

fine running we did not get any more

starts for upwards of an hour, when we

heard Spot going it again, but this time

the Doctor was himself once more and

made a very neat kill.

We were' now wo^-king our way to-

wards home wne'-e the cover U3.5 not as

good, and only got one more start whic;i

none of us secured as the rabbit holed.

To add variety to our dny'.s sport we put

up one lone ' woodcock when we were

nearlv home, and. after all of us taking

a crack at him, he came out of the fusi-

lade unharmed. On arriving home we

found a fine warm dinner awaiting us,

and to this we did ample justice.

Dinner over, and it being near tram

time, the Doctor and Charlie had to leave

in a hurry, well pleased with their splen-

did dav's sport, and promising to be back

asrain this vear.
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WHY?
Because the Never Ml a
fSo. 8 Is Guaranteed for

I year's wear

No Trouble

No Sooting

No Short Circuits

No Broken Porcelains

JUST
Real Sparlc Plug satisfaction and
at the pi ice you ought to pay.

$1.00 each
Mica $1.50

Don't Wait
Do it To-day
Order a Set

Your Dealer or Jobber or
Direct, Prepaid.

NEVER MISS SPARK PLUG CO.

LANSING, HICH., U. S.A.

We offer for immediate sale and ship
ment one 30 ft. Boat complete with 20
H. P D. C. Gray Motor, Roper Safety
Propeller, magneto, siren horn, auto-
mobile top and side curtains, automobile
steering, imitation leather life preserver
cushions, fenders and fender cleats, brass
railings, anchor, rope, combination head,
port and starboard lights, refrigerator
under rear seat, engine encased in bow,
speed about 13 miles per hour.

IWRITE FOR PRICE

Also 30 ft. Perfection Model Boats with
8 H. P., 12 H. P. or 20 H. P. D. C. engines
with any equipment desired.

The Schultz Bros. Co., Limited,

39 Albion St , Brantford, Ont.

P. S.—We are also offering a limited

number of 3-roomed Portable Houses for

sale at a reduction : catalogue on request.

MOTOR BOATS
FOR SPEEDMOTOR BOATS

FOR OOMFORTMOTOR BOATS
FOR STYLEMOTOR BOATS
FOR SAFETYMOTOR BOATS

OF HIGH QUALITY
ARE THE ONLY KIND F-RODUCED IN THE EACTORY OE

The J. H. ROSS CANOE CO.
Orillia, Ontario.

Send for our catalogue. We want YOU to examine it. It will interest you and
vour friends.





Mr. J. C. Eaton's New Yacht

Great interest was aroused in the an-

nouncement made some time ago to the

etYect that Mr. J. C. Eaton, of Toronto,

had purchased a fine new yacht in Xew
York and the advent in Toronto Bay was
keenly anticipated. On her arrival on a

recent Saturday afternoon, her spars gay
with big and little flags, she was greeted

with the booming of the yacht club can-

non, while the ferries and big lake steam-

ers tooted her a welcome.

The Florence, as the yacht has been
re-christened in honor of ^Irs. Eaton, is

172 feet long and wide enough for com-
fortable sailing. She is as strong as her

builders in Elizabethport could make
her. with a hull that is steel all the way
up to the rail. She is sharp in the bow
and long in the stern, and speedy, driven

by triple expansion engines of a thous-

and horse power, and can make sixteen

to seventeen knots an hour.

In the boat are the comforts of home,
plus the luxuries of a prince's residence,

mahogany fittings, carpets and draperies,

delicate and rich, electric lights, cosy
cabins, baths, dining room, sitting room,
music room, everything down to the

piano and the rose tree.

The Florence coming up from Xew
York, Montreal and Kingston, landed
her passengers at the Turbinia dock,
and in getting there she passed the de-

posed schooner yacht Tekla, lying near
the foot of Scott street, destined to be
sold, her decks boarded up, her active life

in Toronto waters, a life of one short

season, probably over. Mr. Eaton, how-
ever, spent a good summer in her before
buying the steam yacht.

The Florence was the Emily last year,

and before that she was the Czarina.
She was built in 1903 by the Crescent
Shipyard Company, at Elizabethport,
Xew Jersey. She carries a crew of twen-
ty, and they keep her in spotless condi-
tion, her decks sorubbed white and her
brass shining like the metal on a man-o"-
war. The yacht was named the Emily

when her first owner sold her to Chas.

Sweeney, who sold her in turn to John C.

Eaton, who named her the Florence in

honor of Mrs. Eaton.

The long stern of the steamer pro-

vides an ideal lounging deck furnished

with wicker chairs. The dining room is

also situated aft. a commodious cabin

in mahogany and dark green, bi'g enough
to seat a dozen comfortably, but not so

big as the dining cabin of the Tekla.

The five cabins are sumptuously fitted

even to the most minute details. There
is. for example, a shower bath supplied

with sea water or fresh water, or both,

heated to any temperature by steam.

The music room and sitting room are

forward.

The various parts of the Florence are

connected with one another by telephone.

There is a telephone on the bridge and a

telephone in the engine room. Captain
Gott has on the bridge an indicator

showing the speed of the yacht per hour
and the speed of the year. Down in the

engine room there is a trimming indica-

tor showing exactly the position of the

yacht in the water.

The engines and lighting plant of the

yacht are well worth seeing. Electricity

is supplied for all the yacht's needs, in-

cluding the lighting of innumerable little

colored lamps around the yacht and in

the rigging.

In 1907 the boilers were taken out and
new ones of the Roberts Safety variety

installed. These boilers, built at Red
Bank. X. J., have a grate surface of

86 square feet. The Florence, under
steam for twenty-four hours will eat up
something like ten tons of coal.

Mr. Eaton, afloat in the Florence, can
talk with the officials of the Eaton store

by wireless. The yacht is thoroughly
equipped with the wireless apparatus,

with an operator continuously at the

key.

The Florence is big enough and strong
enough for ocean voyaging. She is 22

feet in the beam and will not roll except
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in a heavy sea. She is now a Canadian from Kingston. Mr. and Mrs. J. C Eat-

vessel of 122 95-100 tons (net) and num- on. Mr. and Mrs. A. Barker, and I\Ir. and

bered 126420 in the official register. Mrs. Dobie. besides young Master Tim-

On board the Florence on the trip up othy Eaton, were passengers.

A Favored Section of New Brunswick

BY X. Y. Z.

MUCH has been written about the

famous fishing and hunting re-

sorts of New Brunsw'ick, and
sportsmen have been made fa-

miliar w^ith the salmon fishing of the To-
bique, the Nepisiguit, the Miramichi and
other rivers, and some attention has been
paid to the trout fishing of Tweedie
Brook and others of the rivers and lakes in

the northern part of the Province. Only a

few, however, are acquainted with the pe-

culiar charm which attaches to the trout

fishing of the New Ireland Lakes in the

County of Albert. A few lines descrip-

tive of their charms may interest your
readers and serve to make known this

attractive locality.

McFadden Lake, situated about six

miles from the village of Albert and the

home of the Albert Fishing Club, is per-

haps the best of these lakes. The dis-

tance from Moncton is just -forty miles,

and the trip in a motor car is through a

beautiful section of the country, follow-

ing the Petitcodiac River as far as Albert,

from which village the road ascends the

New Ireland hills, a climb of about one
thousand feet.

Leaving Moncton, our party of four in

a "Regal" 30 car, after a short run of

twelve miles, came upon the scene of the

operations of the Maritime Oilfields,

Limited, where during the past year they
have commenced boring for oil and gas.

Already they have six wells bored to a

depth of about two thousand feet, and
have found a good supply of both gas

and oil. The pressure of gas is as high
as three hundred pounds to the square

inch, and it is now being used in firing

their boilers and for cooking, lig-hting and
heating in their camps and houses. After

boring a few more wells it is their inten-

tion to pipe to Moncton and Hillsboro

and other surrounding cities and towns.

Oil is also being found in good quanti-

ties and the thickness of the oil and gas

sands is proving very satisfactory. Three
miles further on we come to the thriving

village of Hills^boro, well named for its

situation on a succession of hills over-

looking the Petitcodiac River. Here is

located the works and mines of the Albert

Manufacturing Company, which has been
mining and shipping gypsum^ for a quar-

ter of a century. The hills seem to be
full of this white substance, and a pros-

perous business is assured for the future.

Sailing ships and steamers load here with
gypsum and lumiber.

Next we arrive at Hopewell Cape, the

county seat, with its court house and
registry ofifice, on a lofty hill which faces

across the head of the Shepody Bay and
overlooks the village of Dorchester in the

neighboring county. The most promin-
ent feature of the landscape is the pile

of masonry known as the Dorchester
Penitentiary, standing out as a sort of a

menace to the malefactors of the neigh-

borhood. We are now twenty-two miles

from Moncton, and from here to Albert is

found one of the best roads in the Prov-

ince, all gravelled and in good condition

in all kinds of weather. It skirts the

base of the famous Shepody Mountains,
the highest point in this part of the Prov-

ince. The name Shepody is supposed to
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be derived from the corruption of the

French words, "Chapeau dien" and was
given to the mountain from the appear-
ance of the fog on the top of the moun-
tain at times resembling a cap, hence
"Cap of God."

Riverside and Albert, two distinct vil-

lages, situated a mile apart, are both
situated on the bank of the Shepody
River and at the foot of the New Ireland
hills. Their situation and general ap-
pearance of thrift and comfort are un-
surpassed. Between them and the Bay
of Fundy, or more particularly. Chignec-
to Channel, lies a broad level meadow
land, called here marsh land, a rich al-

luvial soil dotted with barns for storing
the hay, which grows in abundance.

This section was formerly settled by
the French, but was abandoned by them
at the time of the expulsion of the Aca-
dians from Grand Pre, and none of the
descendants of the original French set-

tlers remain. A magnificent Consolidat-
ed School Building on an elevated posi-

tion m'dway between the two villages

stands as a monument to the progressive
spirit of the citizens of this locality.

From Al'bert commences the six mile
climb which will test the merits of any
motor car, but our "Regal" was equal to

the occasion and we soon reached the

Club House at McFadden. Here nestling
among the hills is as fair a scene as eye
could. look upon. A charming lake dot-

ted with islands fed by springs, the haunt
of the moose, the deer and all the other
wild things which inhabit a New Bruns-
wick forest.

About a dozen years ago George and
Isaac Prescott. with a number of Moncton
men, formed the Albert Fishing Club and
erected a Club House on the spot. The
lake has been the resort of fishermen ever
since the settlement of the country, but
by judicious stocking and the addition of

a supply of smelt it has been found that
the size of the trout has increased till

now it is quite a common thing to cap-
ture a trout weighing about two pounds.
Our oartv captured about sixteen dozen

during our stay, and while the fishing

was successful perhaps the greatest at-

traction of the locality is the peculiar in-

vigorating effect of the mountain air and
the trips in our auto to Livingstone Lake,

also situated in the same range of hills,

and to the villages of Alma. New Horton.
\\'aterside and Harvey.

To any person responsive to the beauty
of picturesque surroundings, no keener
delight could be afforded than an auto
trip through this beautiful country. The
road between Alma and Riverside, via

X'^ew' Horton and ^^'aterside, is a good
one, and the different views afforded on
such a trip deserve a more facile pen than
mine to describe.

McFadden Lake, situated as it is about
1.000 feet above the sea level and distant

only six- miles from the Bay of Fundy.
has no inlet, but the springs bubble up in

different sections of its bottom. It is

only one of a number of lakes in this

range of hills all abounding in trout.

This locality is also the home of moose
and deer, and our party saw both deer

and moose during their stay. The lo-

cality is good hunting ground. The
road through X'ew Ireland was originally

a post road from Albert to Sussex and
Saint John, and there w-as once a thriv-

ing village of people w^ho immigrated
from Ireland, but the attraction of more
favored farming lands in the west and the

suitability of the land for spruce tim-

bers has caused the village to become
almost deserted. The once palatial home
of the parish priest is now abandoned,
the Church of England church has fallen

down and the land is rapidly becoming
the 'home of the sportsman and the lum-
berman. The advent of the railroads in

other localities has no doubt contributed

to the drawing away of these settlers.

A\'e recommend to tourists a trip

through this country.

Our party returned home somewhat in-

creased in weight and feeling younger
and better for the wholesome air and the

delip-htful outinp- at McFadden.
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The Camp of 1910
BY THE REV. T.. G. WALLACE, M.A.

THE fifth annual camp was located

this year in a wooded meadow in

Consolation Valley, a hanging val-

ley, some thirteen miles south of

Laggan Station on the main line of the

Canadian Pacific Railway.
The route to the camp was by pony

trail from the chalet at Lake Louise, pas-

sing the lower end of Moraine Lake at

the entrance to the Valley of Ten Peaks,
or by the new Government road, which
has been built to within a short distance

of Moraine Lake. The site was one of

great natural beauty, in fact that has been
one of the attractive features of all the

Club camps. The camp was pitched

alongside the boulder strewn river that

empties lower Consolation Lake, and
only a few hundred yards from the lake

itself, above which lies the glacier. At
the northern end of Consolation Valley,

over against the mouth of it, stands
Mount Temple (11,626), the highest
mountain near the line of the C. P. R.

and indeed one of the most massive and
impressive of the mountains of that re-

gion.

At the gateway to the Valley itself, at

the rig'ht hand side going in, the Tower
of Ba'bel stands out like a sentinel on
guard. On the east side the \''alley is

bounded by a lofty ridge rising to about
nine thousand feet and on the west side

it is flanked by Mounts Babel, Fay,
Quadra and Bident—all except Babel
over ten thousand feet. Towards the

south the Valley gradually rises into

Consolation Pass ('8,'300 feet) beyond
which there is Boom Valley with its lake

and snow-field. Rock slides from Babel
and avalanches from Quadra and Bident
were features of almost every morning.
It was a magnificent and inspiring scene.

The direction of the afifairs of the. camp
was in the hands of Mr. A. O. Wheeler,
A.C., F.R.G.S. What the Alpine Club
of Canada owes to Mr. Wheeler it would
be impossi'ble to adequately express. No
one knows the Rocky Mountains better

than he, 'his enthusiasm for them is un-

bounded and it is because of his love for

the mountains that he has been able to

throw himself so heartily into the work
of the Alpine Club. For 'his services to

mountaineering in Canada he has been
elected an honorary member of that ex-

clusive body, the Alpine Club of England.
In all his efforts for the well-being of the

Camp he was ably endorsed by Mr. J. D.

Patterson, eastern vice-president and by
the energetic secretary-treasurer, Mr. S.

H. Mitchell, and the other officers of the

Club.

Not the least attractive feature of the

camp is the campfire, called the "altar and
hearthstone of the Club." Indeed it is
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universally recognized that the longer

one attends the camps, the more one is

endeared to the campfire. Every day,

after fatiguing climbs and strenuous

work, the weary camper wends his way

to the charmed circle that gathers around

the burning logs. It is the one thmg

about the camp that one cannot miss—to

be present is almost a sacred duty. There

friendships are formed that last forever.

There night after night an impromptu

program goes on—song, speech, story and

entertainment—even an Indian pow-wow.

Miss Chevrier is the universally recog-

nized leader of these gatherings and few

who attended this year's camp will forget

'The St. Boniface Fire Brigade" and

other pieces with which she delighted the

audience. In spite of the fact that an

immense log fire was kept burning every

evening, nothing but fallen timber was

used. There is no greater believer in

the preservation of the forests than the

Alpine Club of Canada and the greatest

care and caution were used in every way

to spare the green timber and prevent

damage bv fire. On Sunday the camp-

fire gathering took the form of a religious

service conducted by the ministers pres-

ent. Think of it!—gathered round the

fire, beneath the silent stars, with tall

statelv trees silhouetted against the sky,

and bevond them towering peaks dimly

seen, peaks that have borne the storms

of ages, that carry on their faces an eter-

nal load of snow, how solemn and relig-

ious are such surroundings!

One feature of the campfire which must

not be forgotten was the presentation of

a purse by Dr. A. L. Kendall, represent-

ing the Vancouver committee, to Rev.

George Kinney, who performed the im-

portant feat of capturing Mt. Robson.

\mong the distinguished visitors were

:

Dr. T. G. Longstaflf, F. R. G. S., whose

contributions to the entertainment of the

campfire were a source of instruction and

delight; Miss Longstaflf, an enthusiastic

mountaineer: Mr. B. F. Seaver, a member

of the Appalachian Club ; Mr. F. W .

Freeborn, chairman of the New ^ ork

local committee : Mr. Wedgewood, an

English climber. Mr. Howard. Dr. Hick-

^oii! of Montreal, and others. C^' the

members who have achieved prominence

in mountaineering there were the Rev.

George Kinney, whose first ascent of

Mount Robson has been published far

and wide and has won him well-merited

fame; Dr. Arthur L. Kendall, chairman of

the Vancouver local committee who has

done so much for the Alpine Club in

British Columbia, and Rev. Dr. Gordon,

of Lethbridge. The hostess of the Camp
was Mrs. P. Burns, of Calgary, assisted

by Mrs Henshaw, Secretary.

The list of possible trips and expe-

ditions from Consolation Valley is large

:

Consolation Pass and Boom Lake ;
Larch

Vallev and Sentinel Pass; Paradise Val-

lev and Wastach Pass. Tower of Babel,

Wenkchemna Glacier, and a large num-

ber of valleys, passes and glaciers. Suc-

cessful trout fishing was also carried on

in Upper and Lower Consolation Lakes.

The official climbs for graduating

members were ^^lounts Temple, Fay. Bi-

dent. Little and No. 3—all over ten thous-

and feet. To make these climbs easier

auxiTiarv camps were established m
Larch Valley and Upper Consolation

Valley, to which the members went the

night before thereby ensuring an earlier

and fresher start. The list of members

who graduated this year is as follows:—

Mt. Temple—June 25th.—Miss Allison.

Miss Scott. Mr. Mix. Mr. Moffat, Mr.

Allan, Mr. Trickey, Mr. Innes, Mr. Cros-

bv. Mr. Martin. Mr. King.

July 27th.—Miss Eyres, Mrs. Mcin-

tosh. Miss Jones. Mrs. Battell. Mrs. Max-

well. John Bone.

July 28th.—Miss Campbell, Mr. H.

Chapman.

;\It- Pay—July 30th.—Mr. Ladd.

Eiffel Peak—July 2Tth.—Miss Tate.

Miss E. B. Tate, Miss Jean Eraser.

July 28th.—Mrs. MacKechnie, ^Ir.

Gait, Allan Bone. Sidney Tims.

Tulv 30th.—Mr. Stockford.

Mt' Bident—July 20th.—Miss Perkins,

Mr. Davies. Mr. \Vallace.

July 22nd.—Miss Payne, Miss E. C.

Smith.

Mt. Stephen—July 19th.—Mr. Wood-

lev.
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Annual Meeting

The annual meeting- of the Club was

held on Tuesday, July the twenty-

sixth — the president, Mr. A. O.

Wheeler. F.R.G.S.. in the chair. The
chief thing- that was emphasized at

this meeting was the value of the Alpine

Club to the country, both physically and

commercially—physically because it has

tended to develop qualities of mind and

body such as go to make a great people

;

and commercially because as an advertis-

ing medium it has been unexcelled.

The growth of the Alpine Club of Can-

ada has been immense. It has increased

in five years from seventy-six to five

hundred and fifty-eight members drawn
from eight provinces of Canada as well

as from outside countries—Great Britain,

Australia, South Africa, Austria, Italy,

Switzerland. Holland. Its honorary

members include distinguished scientists

and mountaineers, and from being a na-

tional it has become an international in-

stitution. The increase of interest had

compelled the formation of local commit-

tees at Vancouver, Calgary, Winnipeg,

New York, Toronto and London, (Eng.)

All this Mr. Wheeler pointed out in his

annual address. The attitude of the De-

partment of the Interior towards the Club

was severely criticized. In the Rockies

Canada has a second Switzerland. It is

wrong to neglect so great an asset. Even
the topographical survey had been stop-

ped for three years and there were no ac-

curate maps away from the railway. Mr.

Wheeler thought that arrangements
could have been made to allow the work
of the chief topographer and the work of

the Alpine Club to run hand in hand, but

the Department did not agree and refus-

ed Mr. Wheeler permission to attend the

Alpine Camp, thereby forcing the issue.

Mr. Wheeler rather than fail the Club re-

signed his position as chief topographer.

This is a strange attitude on the part of

the Department of the Interior towards

a club that is doing so patriotic a work
and is giving the Government thousands

of dollars of free advertising. The presi-

dent, in his address, also expressed

thanks to the Provincial Government of

British Columbia for a grant of $1000.

A similar grant is expected from the Pro-
vincial Government of Alberta. The C.

P. R. by its cheap rates, loan of guides,

etc., has done much to further the inter-

ests of the Club. Mr. Wheeler expres-

sed regret at the absence of Mrs. Parker
and Mrs. Wheeler from the camp.

Mr. J. D. Patterson, (of Woodstock),
vice-president, followed and endorsed the

president's welcome to their distinguish-

ed guests. Dr. and Miss LongstafF. and
likewise regretted the absence of Mrs.
Wheeler and Mrs. Parker—the latter of

whom he called "the mother of the Club"
and the former its "guardian angel." He
could not help noticing appalling eviden-

ces of lack of regard on the part of the

Government for the resources of the

mountains—in the miles and miles of

timber burned, and the denial of the re-

quest for a proper survey of the moun-
tain districts. No money spent by the

Dominion Government would achieve

such results as that spent on the Alpine
Club. He felt sure they had influence

enough to bring about a better state of

affairs. He eulogised Mr. Wheeler's
ability, energy and sacrifice. It was their

duty to stand and work together for their

great heritage.

Dr. Longstaff supported and gave ex-

pression to the disappointment felt by
English Alpinists, that the ministers

of the Dominion Government did not

realize the greatness of the work of open-

ing up the mountains.
The following is the full text of the

Hon.-Secretary's report:

—

Since the annual report of a year ago there is

much to record concerning fhe transactions of the

A'l'pine club.

Executive meetings were held at the camp in

August ; also on November 3, November 10,

(1&09), January 31 and February 10 (1910). Ow-
ing to the great distance separating members of

the executive committee, attendance was possible

only for president, 2nd vice-president, honorary

treasurer, secretary-treasurer and one adviser, all

residing in Calgary. And to these gentlemen, to-

gether with chairmen of special committees, who
conducte'i the affairs of the club, the remaining

oflficers are deeply indebted. In addition to much
routine business by which the machinery of the

cluh is kept in running order, the following pro-

ceedings are recorded: Resolutions to secure •
lease of more land that the present hoUings on

which the club house stands may be enlarged; to
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amend the constitution, whicli amendments were

since carried by vote 6i the club, and printed in

the new book; that interest on club house de-

bentures should be paid by placing it to the credit

of annual fees; that in view of the national and

international value of the work of the club and

of its potential activities in geographical and geo-

logical science, the federal government be peti-

tioned for an annual grant of $3,000; that in

future no journals be sent to members in arrears

for fees ; that as soon as funds are available there

should be added to the club house such necessary

equipments as eavetroughs, mosquito screens, stoop

for kitchen door and floor on cellar; that $100

b contributed to the heavy expenses incurred by

the Rev. George B. Kinney in his exploration and

conquest of Mt. Robson.

Most in;portant in the revision of the consti-

tution is the new section providing for an oflice

involving the actual labor of managing the club 's

steadily increasing business, an oflBce subject to

the executive board and whose tenure is unlimit-

ed. By tne appointment to this office of the re-

tiring president, who is so eminently qualified

both in" head and heart for the position, there is

every good prospect for a more rapid though still

healthy expansion of the club and of its operations

in exploration and discovery in the Canadian

Rocky Mountains system. Indeed, with a per-

manent director and' a worthy annual grant trom

the federal government, exploration might soon

be pushed as far west and north as Mt. Logan

in the Yukon, the highest mountain in British

North America and the ambition of some emin-

ent mountaineers. Your secretary ventures to

hope that the federal authorities will make it pos-

sible for this great mountain and its range to be

explored under the auspices of the national -Jpine

Club, that they will not permit its conquest to be

counted as a fresh "bag" by some climber from

foreign lands.

THE MEMBERSHIP.
At this writing the total membership is 523,

but when the members gather in annual meeting,

it will probably be considerably more. The grades

now stand as follows: Honorary, 10; associate,

18; life active. 22; ordinary active. 276; gradu-

ating, 172; subscribing, 25. During our four

years' existence over 600 names have been en-

rolled, but owing to failure in qualifying, in pay-

ing annual fees and to other sufficient causes the

list has been very considerably reduced. This

process is necessary to the standing and growth

of the club. On the other hand, the list of ap-

plications is greater every year. It will be noted

in the handbook that out of the 22 life members

nine are members of the English Alpine Club,

besides 5 honorary, and two in the ordinary active

list. And that members of the oldest and mosi

conservative Alpine Club in the world should seek

membership in the youngest and very rigidly

democratic club, is gratifying. For it shows a

genuine and practical interest, not only in the

mountaineering regions of Canada, but in the im-

portant work this club is seeking to do. Also,

we have warmly welcomed to our membership

those good clim.l'ers of the newer American Alpine

nuh which stands for a strict prestige in moun-

taineering achievement.

wicn a constituency extending throughout the

Dominion, below the boundary and beyond the sea,

a metliod has been devised to secure the solidarity

of so scattered a membership; namely, to ap-

point committees in centres where the local mem-

bership is large enough to warrant establishing

a section of the club. Vancouver took the initia-

tive, and Calgary. \\ ^nnipeg, Toronto, New York

and London (England) followed. The first fruit

of these committees was the simultaneous anni-

versary iunctions in the various centres, a dinner

or reception as suited the circumstances of each

section. it is proposed, where feasible, to con-

duct the business of the club through the chair-

men and secretaries of these committees. And
the benefit of this method is obvious; a sustained

active individual interest in the club's affairs

will ensue.

Your secretary would earnestly ask leave to

halt a moment for a word concerning our finan-

cial obligations. There is still a small debt on

the executive board to both English and American

debenture holders, to whom our thanks are due.

Many members purchased debentures by which

the "fund was raised, and some of these deben-

tures have oeen generously returned, thus provid-

ing the not inconsiderable nucleus of a sinking

fund. But fully 320 members have done nothing

whatever towards building or furnishing the club

house. That all might have the opportunity, the

shares were fixed at $10 each; and the debentures

bear interest at six per cent. It is not right that

the majority of Canadian members should suffer

English and American members to pay while they

pay nothing, especially when we remember that

the constitution forbids a place on the executive

board to both English and American. Neverthe-

less, some Canadian members have most liberally

assumed the heavier financial responsibilities. But

it is not well for any institution that these should

be borne by a minority. Only where all, or all

who can, take a financial part is there perfectly

healthv growth. There is no need to labor this

point." It is true of clubs as of churches. It

has been privately pointed out, over and over

again, by members of this club who are members

of other' sporting and social clubs that the annual

fee is remarkably low. that it is not half as high

as the fees of many clubs of less importance.

The aim in fixing it at five dollars was that the

^vipine Club of Canada should be in no sense a

rich man 's club.

1909 MEET.
The meet of 1909. beginning on the 2nd and

ending on the 9th o. August, was the most suc-

cessful of the whole series of successful meets

which have been conducted by the president, near-

ly 200 persons being under canvas during the week.

That it proved so was owing to three causes.

First, the number of our early members becom-

ing expert on ice and rock has increased; second,

the camp was set up on a spacious meadow, under

the shadow of fully eight eligible mountains, ac-

cording to the mountaineer's interpretation of the

word, and contiguous to many interesting passes

ami lakes—the meadow itself having every ad-

vantage both of convenience and of beauty in
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stream and forest and glacier and mountain peak;

third, and not least, was the presence of a group

Oi. British climbers—among them eminent moun-

taineers—who were a very great help in every

day's climbing and in every evening's entertain-

ment, round the camp-fire. We cannot over-rate

the importance of the attendance of our British

guests. Both in the day's work and in the even-

ing 's play, they gave our young mountaineers a

fresh impetus and a new outlook. Their in-

forming, inspiring and humorous speech, when

night brought tired climbers around the blazing

logs, will not be forgotten. "Twenty and thirty

and forty years on," the youngest of us shall

hark back to nights under the stars or in fitful

Btorm on O'Hara meadow all around the camp-fire,

80 finely termed by a lady member, "the altar

and hearthstone of the club." One of the guests

was so impressed with the mirth and fellowship

of these nights that he has adapted for the camp-

fire, an old Harrow song, "Forty Years On."
The expediton led by the President to the Yoho

valley, and the traverse of the Waputik ice-field,

when seven mountains were climbed, has also added

an interesting bit of data to tho history of this

club ; and the two expeditions to Mount lioh-

son, notably the successful capture of that long-

defiant peaK by the Rev. George B. Kinney, his

own third attempt. These enterprises, which here

call for references only, are adequately recorded

elsewhere in the Journal.

In mountaineering it has been a prosperous

year. Besides Mt. Robson, first ascents were made
of Mts. Pinnacle, Ringrose, Glacier peak, the

North Tower of Goodsir and Victoria, by the

Huber route; second ascents were made of Mts.

Deltiform, Biddle and the North Tower of Good-
sir; second and third ascents of Hungabee; and
more independent climbing of distinctively diffi-

cult mountains was accomplished in the season

of 1909 than in any season since the club was
organized. Another advance to be noted is the

employment of an Austrian guide by the club.

And for the present season a second one has been
brought over for the use of our own members. The
club has also its official outfitters and guides of

the valleys—the Otto brothers, of Field, B.C.,

who are among the few outfitters left in the moun-
tains, of the whole splendid corps of half a dozen
years ago. Much might be said of the passing
cf the early type of Canadian guides of the lower
altitudes. It is the intention of the Alpine Club
to keep, if possible, these competent and trusty

guides, Otto, who are adapted by nature and
training to the business of outfitting and guiding.

To them it has responsibilities other than com-
mercial.

During the winter the President made a tour
in the interests of the club, lecturing and showing
his pictures of mountain landscapes in Ottawa,
Montreal, Kingston, Toronto, St. Thomas, Winni-
peg and Regina. Mr. Wheeler was greeted every-

where with large audiences, indicating how an
interest in mountaineering is growing in Canriia.

Since the last Journal was issued, the death has
occurred of Mr. Hector G. Wheeler, brother of
the President, and assistant to the chief mi'in-

taineer, an office held by him from the club's in-

ception. His death is a very great loss to thu

club. As guide and man, Mr. Wheeler had th«

respect and aflfeciion of every one who came in

touch with him. Strong and safe and tvjily,

patient and kind and gentle, he left the memoiy
of a good man, a rare and lovable spirit. On
mountain or by camp-fire, none who knew h'.m will

forget.

The Alpine Club owes thanks to many, and es-

pecially to the retiring President, for his zealous

labor and supervision of its manifold affaiis.

ijveryone knows it is to h'im a labor of Iotc. And
both in camp and club house, the President 's wife

has been his true helpmeet as hostess, chincron

and altogether the '

' right arm and spoon and
necessary ot life." Space would fail to acknow-

ledge all gifts and all kindness from many gener-

ous hands.

To the Legislature of Alberta and the Legis-

lature of British Columbia, our gratitude is deep,

for grants amounting to $1,000 each. .To the

Department of the Interior, for permission for

the President and Vice-President Bridgland to

attend the 1909 camp of Lake O'Hara. To the

c. P. R. Company for special rates on the rail-

way, and at hotels; and for the liberal loan of

their Swiss guides, our old and trusted friends,

Edouard and Gottfried Feuz.

And finally, your secretary, in concluding the

last annual report which it will be her pleasant

duty to write, would add a personal note. Much
delicate consiiieration has been shown her by her

colleagues; her joy in association with the execu-

tive work of the Club has been genuine; and her

interest in the Alpine Club of Canada will be
abiding.

Respectfully submitted.

ELIZABETH PARKER.

\'arious votes of thanks were passed,
one to the British Columbia and Alberta
governments, one to ]Mrs." Parker, one fo

Mr. Makovski, and one to the staff who
had contributed so much to the comfort
and success of the camp. The meeting"

then adjourned.
\'arious reports were read and passed.

The following officers were elected:

Honorary President— Sir Sandford
Fleming.

President—Professor A. P. Coleman,
F.R.S. (Toronto).

Vice-Presidents—Mr. J. D. Patterson
(Woodstock, Ont.), Mr. M. P. Bridge-
land (Calgary, Aha.).
Honorary Secretary—Mrs. Henshaw

(Vancouver).
Honorary Treasurer—Mr. C. W. Row-

ley (Calgary).

^Director—Mr. A. O. Wheeler (Banff).

Secretarv-Treasurer—Mr. S. H. Mit-
chell (Banff).

Advisers — Rev. George Kinney,
Messrs. Stanley L. Jones and F. Yeigh.
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OUR MEDICITVE BAG
L. F. Best of Somerset, X. S., is the

proud possessor of seven beautiful wild

geese. Last winter, while in the lum-

ber "woods, he secured two wild geese.

Taking them home and cutting their

wings, he turned them loose. They set

up housekeeping and laid in bushes near

the barn, hatching out five young ones.

All seem well satisfied with their new
home and appear as tame as the flock

of tame geese alongside which they feed.

A correspondent writes from Manitoba
under date of August the eleventh : At

present bears are numerous in the berry

patches. One big lad put the run on

three men. He is the same fellow who
made trouble for the railway surveyors

last spring, plundering their grub cache

no less than four or five times. Twice
he was snared with ropes but he is

still boss of the brule. I could get him
any time but his hair is not yet good.

If he is spared I'll pick him up later.

Almost every day bears are seen by the

berry pickers.

The Campbellford (Ont.) Herald of

August fourth last published the follow-

ing- %
Wild Pigeons not Extinct.

Dear Sir:—Sportsmen and others living

in Ontario have for years back noticed

the disappearance of the wood or wild

pigeons, so that some of your readers

will be interested on hearing that a flock

of at least twenty flew over this place

shortly after sunrise on Saturday, the

30th inst. Though they flew very quick-

ly, as is usual with them, they were so

low down that I could distinguish the

: old birds from the young, and the males
from the females, the former having
brighter Dlumaffe.

P.S.—They were fiying in a south-

westerly direction.

Yours truly,

Henry Rowed.
Campbellford, July 31st, 1910.

The Hon. Dr. Reaume, Minister of

Public Works, who has charge of the

fish and game interests of Ontario, made
a tour of inspection of the Bay of Quinte,

St. Lawrence, Ottawa, and Rideau Riv-

ers, including the fisheries at various

points. He stated that he found the

regulations were enforced and their value

recognized bv fishermen.

The Hon. Frank Cochrane, Minister

of Lands, Forests, and Mines for Ontario,

and the Hon. James S. Duiif, Minister of

Agriculture, recently took a three weeks'
trip through the north western section of

the province. The party travelled three

hundred miles in all. one hundred and
ninety round Lake Xepigon, eighty up
and down the river, one hundred and fifty

on the Lake of the \^^oods and down to

Wabigoon. Some good fishing was en-

joyed in the course of the trip, Mr. Coch-
rane catching a large speckled trout

weighing five pounds and ^Ir. Duflf one

tipping the scales at four pounds. Both
fish were mounted and will be hung in

the Parliament Buildings. A camp fire

still smouldering was discovered and in-

structions were given to the chief ranger

to endeavor to locate the party and can-

cel the license of the chief guide. Warn-
ings were also given to other guides

on this point. While going down the

Lake of the Woods in a launch a black

bear swimming across the lake was run

down. One of the men grabbed the an-

imal but quickly released it when a snap

was made at him. Not a single cart-

ridge was found aboard and the animal

e.«"raDed. The nennle of Kenora request-
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ed that commercial fishing within a ra-

dius of fifty miles from the town be pro-

hibited. The Lake of the Woods is stud-

ded with from 13,000 to 1'6,000 islands

and as an indication of progress there
are over 300 motor boats in these waters.
The outstanding feature of the trip was
stated to be the splendid optimism and
buoyancy discovered everywhere. The
Ministers repeated the statement pre-

viously puhlisherl in our pages that next
session legislation will be proposed mak-
ing all forest reserves game preserves.

Mr. Frederick Elliott writes from
Haileybury. Ont. :

—
"In a recent issue I

noticed a letter from a gentleman in

Kingston objecting to the present open
season for VV^oodcock. He rightly says
they are a migratory bird and go south in

October. Full moon is on Oct. 18th
and usually earlier—and the open season
starts 15th Oct. Why should we not get
the benefit of the birds hatched in Ont-
ario? Why leave them all for Uncle
Sam? Years ago Woodcock came in

loth of August—then 1st Sept. Now-
loth Oct. to 1st. Nov. Before the present
change was made I wrote the Hon. Dr.
Reaume pointing out that the birds leave
in Oct, and that the latest date for the
opening should be 1st Oct., to give us a

chance, but apparently he considers them
in the same class as ptarmigan and that

they can be run down on snowshoes.
I think this matter should be brought to

the attention of the authorities again and
no doubt if my contention is right, the
change will be made to suit the condi-
tions."

The Discovery o-f the Five Great Lakes
by Miss Sara Stafford, published by the
Hunter. Rose Company, Toronto, con-
tains an account of the way in which the
existence of each of these inland seas
was made known to the world. The
names and dates of the discoverers are
given and some slight indication afford-

ed of the value of these great waterways
to the continent. The accounts are pleas-
antly written and interspersed through-
out the pages are legends in prose and
verse connected with each of the water-
ways. There is no doubt close associa-

tion with any of the Great Lakes means
a growta in the fascination exercised by
great bodies of water over all who live

beside or upon them. Evidently the
authoress has felt this fascination to the
full and it appears in the particular man-
ner in which Lake Superior is referred to

on all occasions. The book is well illus-

trated and reference is made to the his-

toric events which have taken place

round these bodies of fresh water and
rPiade their names memorable in the his-

torv of Canada.

A despatch from Edmonton, dated the

early days of August, stated that Colin
Eraser, the well known fur trader, had
reached that city with a season's catch
totalling $31,000 in value. Included in

the total were 30,000 muskrat skins w'hich

were disposed of to the Hudson Bay
Company for $16,000. There w^ere also

eight fine silver fox skins sold for $500
each.

Here is a good chance for big game
hunters wishing to go to British Colum-
bia. The following is a copy of a recent

communication received by Mr. William
Whyte of the C. P. R. at Winnipeg:—
Fort George. B. C. July 1st. 1910.

W^m. W^hyte Esq.,

Vice-President of C. P. R.

Winnipeg, Man.

Dear Sir:

—

I have come up to Fort George
to look over the ground with the view
of organizing one or more hunting parties

for this Fall. I find the ground good for

moose, caribou and bear. If you know
of any parties who want good sport in

that line I think I can give them it, if

I get time to organize. There is one
little steam launch here that would be
just the thing for a party of this kind
and if I could not get that we can get
Indians and canoes to go up river from
here. Of course the time is short nov
but if you know of any parties that want
such a trip I should be glad if you would
put me in touch with them.

Yours trulv.

(Sgd.) W. H.' Disbrowe.
The route would be:
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Ashcroft to Soda Creek—Auto, Soda
Creek to Fort George—Steamer.

A desperate fight is on across the

border on behalf of the fur seals. For
some years the seals on the Pribilofif Is-

lands off Alaska have been killed by a

commercial company under lease from
Ae United States Government. When
the lease expired the camna:.;ii of the

Camp Fire Club of America was suc-

cessful in preventing the renewal. Con-
gress voted money to buy out the Com-
pany and provided also a further sum to

support the natives deprived of their

means of livelihood by the declaration of

a close season. The members of the

Camp Fire Club, headed by Professor

Hornaday. urged that this close season

should extend for a period of five or

ten years and thus give the depleted

herds a chance of recuperation, after

which, it was estimated, an annual har-

vest of seal skins to the value of one
million dollars could safely be taken each

year, provided the killing was done under
expert Government advice and super-

vision. It appeared as though the battle

on behalf of the seals had been won and
the Club so far rejoiced as to take care

of the pen with which the President

signed his assent to the act. This re-

joicing now seems to be premature and
the fight is renewed with the difference

that the defendants, instead of being a

commercial company, are now a depart-

ment of the Government. The killing of

the seals is to be renewed and the defence

for the course taken is that if the Gov-
ernment doesn't do the killing the pelag-

ic sealers will do so under far worse
conditions. The reply to this course is

that if the Government cleans its hands
of this killing they can enter into nego-
tiations with Canada, Japan and other

countries to put a stop altogether to this

pelagic killing. During the time the

seals are making their home on the Prib-

ilofif Islands they make extensive trips

to sea in search of food often going from
fifty to one hundred miles from the is-

lands and remaining away, from ten days
to two weeks. It is while on these ex-

peditions that they are killed ii?y the

pelagic sealers who surround the islands

outside of the three mile and sixty mile
territorial limits, "pelagic sealers" being
the term used for those who kill seals

at sea. The Camp Fire Club has issued

an appeal to the people to bring pressure
to bear upon the government lo stop

their officials from further killing and to

proclaim a close season.

A farmer named Harry Symmes, whose
residence is only three miles from Ayl-
mer, Que., saw a full grown moose graze
for upwards of an hour with his horses
and cattle. He first noticed the animal
about four in the afternoon as he was
going through the fields and, being able

to get close up to it, could see that it was
a fine specimen. When it had finished

grazing the animal returned to the bush.

This was the second occasion when a

moose was seen close to the town.

J. Beaton, St. ]\Iary's Ont., captured
a four pounder with hook and line and
found to his surprise two other hooks
and two other lines with the fish. When
hauled on board there were three hooks
in the mouth of the fish. Evidently he
would not learn wisdom about hooks.

Mr. J. J. Hill, the well known railway

president, had his usual trip to the St.

John's river in Quebec for salmon fishing.

He was accompanied b)'' a number of

friends and enjoyed good sport. In pas-

sing through Montreal he expressed the

opinion that the St. John's river is the

finest salmon fishinsf river in the world.

One week's record of the catches on
Kootenay Lake near Kaslo B. C, makes
one think of the days we read about
but never see. Every man who went
out obtained some fish and many enough
to supply not merely their own require-

ments but also to make their neighbors
glad that an angler was amongst their

acquaintances.

Mr. Douglas P. Stewart caught a mas-
kinonge in the Ottawa River which tip-

ped the scale at forty pounds. As Mr.
Stewart caught the fish on a troll when
in a canoe he had, as may well be imag-
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ined, a stiff fight before he landed his

fish.

In Clear Lake, in the Kawarthas, Mr.

Douglas Carlisle caught a fifteen pound
maskinonge and lost an even bigger one

which, as is usual with big ones, got

away. Bass were reported plentiful

throughout the Kawartha district.

Maskinonge were apparently numerous
this season. Mr. Aldous of the Prince

Arthur Hotel, Fenelon Falls, landed a

twenty-one pound 'lunge which he caught

when trolling within two hundred yards

of his own door. The big fish made a

gallant struggle and was only landed

by means of a gaff after a most strenuous

twenty minutes. Mr. Aldous took the

fish to Toronto with the idea of having it

photographed tut a fellow hotel keeper

in whose charge it was left temporarily,

made a meal of it, and Air. Aldous wise-

ly shared a second one.

Black bass fishing was reported good
in the neighborhood of the Soo and
maskinonge are also plentiful. One par-

ty of four landed nine, the largest

weighing twenty-nine pounds. These
maskinonge were all caught by trolling.

Even the amateurs had good times.

The full limit of bass was caught 'by

several visitors from the States in the

neighborhood of Kingston. It would
seem" that the fishing in several quarters

has much improved during the last sea-

son.

In accord with the excellent reports

from several points those from Kippewa,
Que., were equally good. The fish seem-
ed more eager to bite than the fisherman

to capture them. It needs a little diffi-

culty to give the necessary stimulus to

the occupation.

In Guelph they record a catch of carp

which would go to show that this fish

is favorably regarded in certain quarters.

Reports state that never in the history

of Newfoundland has cod fishing been

so plentiful on the Grand Banks as during

the spring season of the present year.

There was a drop in the prices on ac-

count of the quantities secured but the

fishermen all did well and netted con-

siderable returns.

Mr. C. Fritz. Zurich, Ont., had a fine

catch of bass at Grand Bend, "the nicest

catch ever made there"—which is saying

a srreat deal.

Salmon fry from the Ottawa hatchery
have been "planted" in the shallow water
near Jones Island in Devil Lake in the

Rideau. As there are no pike and very

few perch in this lake the conditions for

the growth of the fry are considered

highly favorable.

There has been fine fishing in the

neighborhood of the Soo this year. One
of the best known fishermen named Hew-
itt, with three companions, recently

caught seven maskinonge with a total

weight of ninety-nine and a half pounds.

Hewitt declares that the maskinonge beat

all other fish as fighters—fighting hard
from the moment they are hooked until

they are landed. Trout, bass, pickerel,

pike and other fish are all caught in

the neighborhood of the Soo and the

number of anglers attracted to the neigh-

borhood is increasing fast every year.

CJccasionally a moose wanders far from
its natural surroundings and is so badly

advised as to visit a town. Quite re-

cently such a visitor was seen in the city

of St. John, N. B. This particular moose,

however, wisely selected the early morn-
ing hours for his visit and departed un-

molested before the majority of the peo-

ple were awake. Some years ago a bull

moose was caught swimming in the har-

bor.

Alderman Webster, of Gait, Ont., had a

fine afternoon with the speckled trout re-

cently, making a catch of twenty-six.

A seven pound pike measuring thirty-

one inches was caught in the Grand
River at Brantford, Ont., by W. A.

Donaldson.
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OTTAWA—WOODS WINNIPEG

SAIL SILK TENTS
Are Known and Used

FROM THE ATLANTIC TO THE PACIFIC
Made From

Plain and Paraffined Materials

Made

in Colors.

White,

Green,

and

Khaki.

" Pyramid Style Tent."

[ The above is a cut of our Pyramid Styie Tent

Size, 7 ft. X 7 ft,, with 2^/4 ft. wall. Weight, G^^ lbs.

Ask Your Hardware Merchant or Outfitter

for Woods Tents.
SAMPLES ON APPLICATION.

WOODS, LIMITED, Ottawa
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Home Lake, in the neighborhood of

Cumberland, B. C, has provided some
good fishing during the season.

Fishing in Lake Massawippi, Ont.,

Fred McGaffey and Charles Taylor

caught a maskinonge nearly four feet in

length and weighing twenty-two pounds
on an oil silk fly line. A severe struggle

lasting half an hour, was gone through

before the fish was taken in the boat.

A story of a bear's death comes from

Porcupine Camp. One of the men re-

turning to his shack found a bear making
a meal of what he had left on his •-.able.

He had to go to another camp for a gun
as he dared not enter the place f jr his

own. On his return the bear was still

busily engaged and with one shot at close

quarters he ended Bruin's life. The
skin was exhibited at the camp to sil-

ence all doubting Thomases.

An unusual bear story comes from Co-

balt. Harry Drapeau, who has a cabin

near Clear Lake, two miles from Cobalt,

when looking from his window saw a big

black bear pursuing a little girl in the

road. With his Winchester he brought

the animal down with the first shot. The
animal was taken into CobaU and found

to weigh four hundred pounds. An un-

usual number of bears have been seen

near Cobalt this season.

While pursuing their peaceful courr,e

on a horse buying expedition at Fullar-

ton's Corrers near St. Mary's, Ont.. H.
Hogg and T. Murray were pounced upon
by a cinnamon bear. The men were
in a rig and the bear attacked the horse

wounding it in the flank. The animal

set oflf at great speed and both men
were thrown violently out of the con-

veyance, sustaining serious injuries.

Before this occurred a considerable dis-

tance intervened between them and the

bear and they saw nothing further of

the animal.

An important case was recently

tried before Police Magistrate Carroll

of Gananoque. Ont. Thomas Shipman,
Leeds, was arraigned on two charges

—

first, illegally netting fish, and second,

obstructing the fish and game warden in

the execution of his duty. George Toner,

the fish and game overseer, found the de-

fendant with a dozen nets strung together

and reaching almost a mile in length

in Landon's Bay about six miles east of

the town. Toner captured the nets but

when he endeavored to take the launch

defendant violently resisted him with an

oar. Later on the overseer secured the

launch. Defendant was fined fifty dollars

and costs and forfeited both nets and
launch, making the penalty one that net

fishermen are not likely soon to forget.

Harold ]\IcGrath, a successful author in

the States, who has fished in many parts

of the world, expressed an opinion in

favor of his favorite fishing ground near

KinsTSton over anv he has tried elsewhere.

The bass fishing at Port Rowan, Ont.,

has proved exceptionally good during

the season and parties visited the Port

ever}' week end for the purpose of en-

gaging in their favorite occupation.

An excursion conveying members of

the Orange Order to a demonstration at

Shediac, N. B. on "the glorious twelfth"

ran into and ibadly injured a young bull

moose. The game warden was notified

and shot the animal. A large moose
with a beautiful spread of antlers was
with the injured one and when the train

passed it took to the water and swam
across to Shediac Cape.

A trout weighing thirty-six pounds was
caught in Cold Lake. Alberta, by Albert

Lavigne and was subsequently mounted
and exhibited in the window of the P.

Burns ]Meat Market. Edmonton.

Mr. Henry Adams of Peterborough,

Ont., is known as a lucky fisherman,

though his luck is a matter of knowledge
and skill. In mid-July he captured a ten

pound 'lunge on the troll.

From Sydney. Cape Breton, comes -the

story of an angler losing a pair of valu-

able glasses through their falling into the

stream and their recoverv two davs later
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Butcher's Optical Lanterns
#|rln Butcher's Lanterns two things stand out pre-eminent—their sound work-^mamhip and design, and their exceUeace for the money. Butcher's lantenu

are designed by expert lantemists and made by skilled English workmen.

An intereadng booklet "Optical Lamterma aati Mow to Vae Tkem" will be Mnt free to any
•ddrcM oa receipt of poit otrd. Tbi* booklet thouU be ia tbe bands of all thote iatereated in pio-

jection work. It i«1>rimfurof interesting infocaatioB. See you get one.

THE "PENANG" LANTERN.
A well Japanned tin lantern, per-

fectly ventilated, with open stage and
brass front sliding tubes. It is fitted

with a 4 in. compound condenser,
best double achromatic projecting
lens in rack and pinion mount. A
good quality 3 wick oil lamp is also

supplied, and the outfit is in a neat
Japanned tin carrying case.

Price No. 4—with 8 wick oil

lamp, $10.80.

THE "COMET" LANTERN...
This lantern is made of Russian

Iron, of most compact design. Tke
front stage is made of stout brass,

with drawn brass extension tabes.
The condensor is a 4 in. piano con-
vex, the lens, a best quality achro-
matic with 2 in. back lens, in rack
and pinion mount with flashing

shutter. The whole in a Russian
Iron carrying case with handle.

Price No. 9—with 3 wick oil

lamp, $15.00.

The "IRON DUKE" LANTERN No. 14

Substantially built of Russian Iron,

with solid brass front draw tubes and
pinion tilter, and sliding rod with cnrtaia

at back. Quick thread adjustment is fit-

ted to the carrier. A 4>^ in. piano con-
denser, interchangeable tube for lens, and
4 wick stock's pattern lamp.

Price No. 14—with stocks pattern

oil lamp, $3S.6e.

NATIONAL DRUG AND CHEMICAL CO. OF CANADA, Limited
MONTREAL AND BRANCHES
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thr(Uii;h a brotlicr ans;lcr tiiidiiiii" tlicni

in the body of a trout which he cauj^ht

in the same stream and which presented

such a peculiar appearance tliat dissec-

tion at once took place. The glasses

were restoreil to their owner who pro-

ceetled to wear them while tlte mani:;led

trout was kept as a souvenir.

In accordance with the excellent re-

ports oi fishing- throughout Canada the

"run" of salmon in Rritish Columbia, the

sight of which is one never to be forgot-

ten, was also good. This means much
the world over for in their canned condi-

tion British Columbia salmon are known
evervwhere.

Efforts to place a fish hatchery at

Port Stanley on Lake Erie have been
promised sympathetic consideration on
the pan of the Government.

Mrs. A. C. Boyce. wife of Mr. A. C.

Boycc. M. P.. a visitor at Kensington
Point. Desbarats. Ont.. made some tine

catches of bass off the rocks in front of

the Pliawatha Hotel. One weighed
three and a half pounds and was eighteen

and a half inches long; another two and

a half pounds and was fourteen inches

long.

The annual report of the Canadian For-

estry .\ssociation for the year li>10 has

been issued. In addition to a report of

the business meeting of the association

a full report of the convention held

in Fredericton. X. B.. in February
last is contained in the volume.
All papers read are given in full, and
much of the ensuing discussion as well.

Much valuable information is contained
in regard to the protection of the forest

from tire, the wood pulp industry, the ed-

ucation of professional foresters or forest

engineers and many other aspects of for-

estry, especially in eastern Canada. Re-
quests for copies of the report should be
addressed to Jas. Lawler. Secretan.- Can-
adian Forestrv Assn.. Ottawa. Ont.

the tlioughts of many sportsmen turn to

the possibilities of preserving the best of

their specimens. How- many of them'

would have a fine collection could they
mount these specimens themselves ! Nc^

sportsman need lose a single good speci'

men if lie wishes to make a collection. A
few lessons by mail from the Xorth West-
ern School of Taxidermy. Omaha. Xeb.^

will enable him to do enough to preserve

heads and skins till he can take them
home and a little further instruction will

give him the ability to set them up. All

sportsmen are lovers of nattire. observ-

ant of the ways of birds and animals, and
can set them up better than many who
may have devoted more time to taxider-

my \vork. Those who have tried the in-

struction of the Xorth Western School of

Taxidermy have secured most satisfact-

ory results and obtained a vast fund of

pleasure from their work. \\'ith the long

e\ enings coming no better employment
could be selected to secure interest and
obtain results. Sportsmen wishing to

make a collection at moderate cost

through their own work should commun-
icate at once with the authorities of the

School at Omaha. Xeb., and mention Rod
and Gun in Canada.

While trolling in Little Lake, near

Peterborough, Ont., Mr. F. C. Dobbin
hooked a monster 'lunge which nearly

pulled him into the water. A hard light

resulted in complete victory for the fish

which finally got away. Later on with a

fine ten pounder, Mr. Dobbin had better

luck and landed this fish.

A bass tipping the scale at five and
three quarter pounds was caught on
Loughboro Lake near Kingston by Mr.

J. B. Graham, of Pittsburg. Pa., a sum-
mer visitor. The other members of the

partv succeeded in getting their legal

limit, the fishing being excellent.

With the comiUiT fali and winter season

Mr. Robert Mitchell, who was recom-

mended for the position by the Kaslo Rod
and Reel Club, was appointed by the

Government of British Columbia as game
and fish warden to prevent illegal fishing
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Barbers Give Up Fight

Against the Safety Razor

They Adopt the Williams*.

After yean of opposition to safety razors, the barber has

now put it to use; as an expert ho has realized that a safety

razor built on the principle of a rigid hoe frame (meaning

lack of adjustability) and thin wafer blades, could never bo a

success, but as in all other casen perfection waa to follow and

it has now arrived in

THE WILLIAMS* SAFETY RAZOR
The New York Barber Co., comprising many of the best and

finest equipped shops in New York City ia the first to adopt

the WILLIAMS' and recognize it as the one perfect safety

razor in the world to-day.

If it is Good Enough ^for the Barber, it is the Best for You.
THE WILLIAMS' FRAME ANB BLADE HOLDER is not of the rigid hoe type. It can be instantly

adjusted to any correct postion required in shaving without twisting or squirming on your part. Its adjust-

ability permits your obtaining the diagonal stroke at all times, without which e. shave ir. not a shave. When
shaving correctly with the diagonal stroke the beard is really sawed oflf. When shaving incorrectly with a ri>;iJ

frame and hoe stroke, the beard is scraped off. making thousands of tiny abrasions in the face, and leaving

it tender and sore. The diagonal stroke of the WILLIAMS' makes it a perfect Safety Razor, as it posi-

tively does away with hoeing and scraping.
THE WILLIAMS' BLADE is a heavy double concavq hollow ground blade. Because of it» construction

and weight it can lie flat on the face as does the old bare blade razor and yet give as clean and close a

shave as is desired with perfect safety. In short, you can shave your beard instead of roughly tearing it off

as you must with the scraper and thin flexible blade. The WILLIAMS' BLADE not only positively does

away with the continual blade expense which the wafer blade calls for. but it is the only kind that insures

easy shaving. The practical reason for this is that a thin flexible blade lacking weight and power of resist-

ance jumps away when pulled against the beard leaving the face unshaved in places and digging into the flesh

in others. When you use the WILLIAMS' there are no blades to replace every week, no set screws to ad-

just daily, no hoeing or scraping. The first cost is absolutely the only cost. It will shave you just as

well in 10 and 20 years as it will to-day. These features with many others never before combined in one

safety razor have led to the adoption of the WILLIAMS' by the New York Barber Co. THE WILLIAMS'
SHAVING CLXTB guarantees tho purchaser to keep the WILLIAMS' RAZOR and blade in perfect condit-

ion for one year absolutely free of charge.

Packed in Genuine i-Blade Set |
2-Blade Set I 4-Blade Set I

y-Blade Set

Morocco Leather Case $2.50 I $4.00 I
$7.00 ' $10.00

THE WILLIAMS' SAFETY RAZOR carries the WILLIAMS' guarantee, the guarantee of tho New York

Barber Co.. the guarantee of 16,000 Retail Druggists in the United States under the name of the Amer.
ican Druggists Syndicate and the guarantee of 6,000 Druggists throughout the Dominion of Canada under

the name of the National Drug & Chemical Co. of Canada. It will carrj- your endorsement if you try it.

WE WILL PAY YOU FOR YOUR DEALER'S NAME
On receipt of $4.00 and the name of your druggist, hardware or Department Store we will send you

a Williams' Two Blade-set Razor (Price $4.00) and one year's subscription to one of the following mag-

azines:

Canada Monthly Sub. Price $1.50

Rod and Gun In Canada Sub. Price $1.00

Pearson's Magazine Sub. Price $2.00

McClure's Magazine Sub. Price $2.00
Munsey's Magazine Sub. Price $1.50

The Williams' Razor is sent on ten days' trial. If not entirely satisfactory within that time we
will refund the full purchase price to you on request.

WILLIAMS' COMPANY. Terminal Building. Hoboken. New Jersey, U.S.A.

wSole Trade Distributors For Canada

—

THE NATIONAL DRUG AND CHEMICAL CO
MONTREAL. CANADA, and all Branches.
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at Bear Lake in the Kootenav Countv.

Mr. G. L. Ford, chief steward of the
Folger Line, caug-ht a pickerel weighing*
over nine pounds and measuring thirty-

five inches in the St. Lawrence off Clay-
ton. It aflforded a fine dinner to the offi-

cers and men of the boat.

R. McXabb and J. H. Gaffney. of

Brockville, were successful in obtaining
three large pickerel and a twelve pound
maskinonge near the American Island in

the St. Lawrence.

A party of four Ottawa anglers when
on a fishing trip on the Madawaska had
great success in bass fishing, securing a-

mongst others, one which tipped the scale

at six pounds, four ounces.

Bears made several raids on the sheep
folds of farmers in the northern part of

the county of Frontenac, Ont., as late as

July when the farmers were too busy to

organize a hunt. There was a fine chance
for big game hunters and that right near
to civilization.

From the waters of Chemong Lake, one
of the Kawartha chain, two of the largest

'lunge of the season were taken by Robert
Long and Z. Bucher, of Peterboro, the

weights being respectively twelve and a

half and eleven and three quarter pounds.

A milk dealer of Moncton, X\B., re-

cently complained to the chief of police

that moose and deer were destroying his

crops. He stated that he had seen thir-

teen deer and six moose in his fields at

one time and on several occasions had to

use his dog to drive them away. The
farm is only half a mile from the city

limits.

Complaints come from British Colum-
bia to the efifect that United States deal-

ers are drawing all the furs from the
Province and those requiring them have
now to attend sales in Seattle. Tacoma

and elsewhere to replenish their supply-
Trappers naturally sell in the best mar-
ket and it would appear that if local deal-
ers have to go to the expense of journevs
from home and transportation charges
they might give higher prices in the first

instance and keep many furs in the coun-
try. It is stated that a recent auction
sale of furs in Tacoma realized $20,000.
There were a few silver fcx. one being a
splendid specimen w^hich sold for $500.
White fox also brought excellent prices.

The average price for mink was $7. for
lynx $30. for marten $10 and for fox $9.

In addition there were quantities of bear,
muskrat and otter. The feature was the
abundance of mink which was very scarce
the previous year. Ermine was scarce.

Beaver skins were said to be on sale but
where they came from was not stated.

Beaver is protected throughout Canada
and the skins may have been those taken
in the States.

"Trapper" writes : Some time ago a

question was asked through Rod and Gun
as to the deadly properties of cyanide of

potassium, the idea being to use the dead-
ly drug for poisoning wolves. The fol-

lowing description supplies the answer
and should act as a warning, leading any-
one handling the same to exercise the
strictest possible care in its use

:

The idea of a poison is generally assoc-

iated with excruciating pain, a hospital
cot and lingering death ; but. when the

mind turns to cyanide of potassium, in-

stant death looms up for the imagination.
So treacherous and terrible is the poison-
ous nature of this innocent-looking can-

dy-like substance that even the poison
expert handles it with reluctance. And
there is a reason, for. unlike the other life

destroyers he is so familiar wnth. he only
needs to get this one in an unprotected
wound in his hand or intake some of its

sweet, bitter almond smelling vapors to

be a corpse. Indeed, he would think

nothing of chloroforming a dozen cats

or scattering strychnine and arsenic

broadcast by the pound, but when it

comes to cyanide of potassium he literally

"handles it with gloves."
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An Open Letter

TO YOU :—do actions make more noise than words where YOU are

concerned ? if they do, YOU are interested, or it is fair to suppose YOU
are. The gun shown on the other side of this page, or the cut of it, is

made from a photograph. Now a photograph generally tells the plain

truth. How does it look to YOU ? Have YOU ever seen a finer shot

gun ? This gun is fitted with a Tobin position single trigger that is reli-

able enough for us to guarantee it unconditionally ; if any part of it breaks

we will furnish a new one and ask no questions or raise no objections.

Speaking again of actions, how about this lock ? YOU don't have

to be a wizard to understand

that this is ideal simplicity;

notice there are no cheap

cramped harsh spiral springs

used, and it works like a fine

gun lock. We make plain

guns that are just as fine as

this. YOU may wish to

know about them or about

our plan to show you a gun without any expense or outlay on your part

if YOU are interested. Are YOU ? Send for Catalog "A."

Tobin Arms Mfg. Co., Ltd.

Woodstock, Ontario.
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Canoes, both for pleasure and transportation,
are largely in use throughout Canada and are
likely to retain their important position for
many years to come. Wherever canoeing is

known, and in the Land of Waterways that is

practically throughout the country, the name of
Dean is a household word. Dean canoes have
proved their utility under the most severe condi-
tions—•wit'h prospectors and pioneers, un'der rac-
ing rules where many victories have been von and
for pleasure. These canoes are made to carry
weight safely without sacrificing their fine design
and Mr. Dean points proudly to the fact that
the late Mr. James Smith, who was the proprietor
of the Moorish Palace Hotel, Toronto, and who-
weighed 490 pounds used to take his recreation in

a "Sunnyside" canoe. Arrangements have been
completed for a fine showing of these canoes un-
der the grandstand at the Canadian National Ex-
hibition. Mr. Dean not only extends a hearty wel-
come to his old friends to call upon 'him' there
and see what he has to show in his latest designs,
but also requests anyone interested' in canoeing
to do likewise and promises them a courteous
greeting and full information upon any point
where his knowledge and experience may prove
of value.

The Marlin Field Gun, which has been recently
placed in the market, fills an evident need, being
particularly intended for the man who requires
a good repeating gun for field and Irush shooting.
The gun is a high grade, 12 guage repeater, six
shots and while extra light is also extra strong,
a light, sbort, well balanced gun that handles
fast. The barrel is special smokeless steel, 25
inches long with butt-stock and forearm of Cir-

cassian walnut, the latter being extra short and
trim and of minimum weight. The takedown con-
struction is light and) strong and the operation
is speedily performed for cleaning or carrying.
The weight is six pounds, nine ounces and, while
carrying six shots at one loading the gun has all
the advantages of a single barrel and single trig-
ger. The list price is $38.00.

°

The Yawman & Erbe Manufacturing Co. have
sold their automatic reel business to Horrocks-
Ibbotson Co., Utica, N. Y., who will continue
the manufacture of these automatic reels in con-
nection with their other manufacturing fishing
tackle business in Utica. Philip H. Yawman, some
sixteen years ago, manufactured the first auto-
matic fishing reel—making a few of these reels
for his friends. The reel at once became very
popular, and because of its popula'-ity, the Yaw-
man and Elbe Manufacturing Co. made complete
dies for the manufacture of these reels. A few
years ago, they brouglit out other models, an'dl
the Yawman & Erbe reel has always given the
best of satisfaction, because mechanically, it is »
fine automatic reel. Horrocks-Ibbotson' Co. will
continue the manufacture of these reels in the
same way, and with their reputation for manu-
facturing high grade fishing tackle, will undoubt-
edly increase the sales of the Yawman & Erbe
automatic reels.

Probably ever since the world began people
have expressed their feelings by setting them
to -music, but it is very rarefy you hear of
one appreciating a pleasure conveyance sufficiently
to set it to music. Mrs. B—, of Barberton,
Ohio, however, recently composed a waltz and
named it the Ferro Waltz, after the engine in
her husband's launch. She is a great motor boat
enthusiast and, wanting to pay tribute to the
Ferro engine which has served them untiringly,
she had her husband write the Ferro Machine
& Foundry Co., of Cleveland for permission to
call the music she had written the "Ferro Waltz."
The Ferro Waltz has a very catchy air and it is

entirely worthy of its world-famous name.

A new hanger, every point of which will
appeal to sportsmen, has been issued by the
Winchester Arms Company. The illustration
which is entitled "The Dawn of the Open Season"
shows two sportsmen, the leader holding a couple
of dogs in leash and gazing anxiously forward in
the hope of sighting game. His companion is

pleasantly engaged in lighting his pipe and the
ruddy glow of the light fliishes his face. The
dogs are well drawn. They are straining at their
bonds, one pressing forward with nose well up,
and the other looking to one side as though a
suspicious sound had 'dtawn its attention tha',

way. The landscape is wild and rugged. Both
men are armed with Winchesters and tSe prospects
are most hopeful for a good day's sport.
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Only
/

Three

Working

Parts

r

In the

Lock

Mechanism

Of the

Fox Gun
Do not buy a shotgua with-

out first examining the lock

niechanisni.

If it consists of more than
three working parts, it is

more intricate than need be

and is liable to go
wrong and spoil your
gunning trip or your
pleasure at the traps.

The Fox Gun lock

has three working
parts—hammer, sear, mainspring

—

and is made as accurately as a
watch, each part being gauged, in-

spected and tested time and time

again to insure strength, accuracy,

and perfect action.

The Fox taper bolt holds with
the grip of a vice and forever prevents the

gun shooting loose.

The Fox coil mainsprings and coil top lev-

er spring never weaken nor break.

0XG
e world

The Fox taiiels aie gttiiin( —
impoited — Kiupp fiuid sltel

backed by Fox proof, a tf st iden-

tical with that of European

Government Proof Houses. Look

for the Fox Proof

Certificate at-

t ached to the trig-

ger guard.

The Fox Gun is

built on beautiful

lines and is handsomely

finished.

The Fox is perfect in

"hang," penetration and

every other particular.

If your dealer does not handle the A. H.
Fox Gun send your order to us and give

your dealer's name. Write to-day for our

Art Gun catalog. It's free, a post card

brings it.

4664 N. 18th Street - - Philadelphia, U. S. A.
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Kingsville Tournament

The annual *^ournaiuent of Kingsville Gun Club

was held at the beautiful club grounds overlooking

Lake Erie, Aug. lOfh. The day was warm but

the cool breezes from the lake modified the

leat. There was a representative number of

shooters present from Windsor, Amherstburg,
Essex, Harrow, McGregor, Button and Duart and
each the best his locality could produce.

It was a neck and neck race all the way for

high average and this was not 'decided until the
last shot was fired. Frank Stotts, Essex, who shot
in -plendid form all day won out by a nose with
138, followed by Thos. Pastorius and W. .'A. Smith,
"both of Kingsville, with 137, who divided 2nd and
3rd average money.

The feature of the dav was the race for the

W. A. SMITH.
Winner of the King Trophy and Champion of Southern

Ontario.

King Trophy, open to all amateurs in Essex,
Kent, Elgin and Middlesex and put up to represent
the Southern Ontario championsbip. The tro-

phy is a handsome one, donated years ago by the
late Dr. S. A. King. Kingsville, to Kingsville Gun
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-wrNCHSSTER
.40/CALIBER

THE TRIGGER CONTROLLED REPEATER
This new Winchester is all that the big game hunter's

heart could desire. It is reloaded by recoil and has

a detachable magazine which enables it to be fired

a series of shots with great ease and rapidity without

the sacrifice of accuracy. Although the cartridge it

handles hits a harder blow than the .30 U. S. Army,

it is compact and light to carry. In the sureness,

strength and simplicity of its action, and in its hitting

power, no other recoil operated rifle approaches it.

Send to the Winchester Repeating Arms Company,

New Haven, Connecticut, for circular describing

this new rifle which has speed and power plus.

IT HITS LIKE THE HAMMER OF THOR
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fore, compelled Smith to break 55 straight to win,

—a performance creditable both to the winner and
runner-up. Half tlie entrance money also went
to the winner. The winner is subject to challenge

during the year and the club redeems the cup
at the next tournament by paying the then

bolder $5.00.

Another attractive feature of the shoot was the

3-man team race for which the club offered a

prize of $15.00 and all surplus. Three teams en-

tered, one from Harrow, one from Kingsville and
one made up of shooters present. In the first

round Harrow and Kingsville tied for first place

with 68 out of 75 each and in the shoot off

Harrnw won out bv one hirl.

W. F. STOTTS. Essex.

Winner High Arerapo.

W. Hollingshead, Dutton, better known as

Yellow Hammer, who attended the shoot had the

first Tobin gun used at the traps here. The gun
is beautifully finished and a hard hitter. Although
he was shooting it for the first time, Yellow Ham-
mer broke 13.3 out of 150, almost 90%.

The scores:

Targets 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20--150
Frank Stotts.. 15 15 17 14 14 18 13 14 1S--138
W. A. Smith.. 15 13 17 13 15 20-15 10 19-137
Thos. Pastorius 12 14 19 14 13 18 13 15 19--137
Theo Wigle . . .

Ern. Pastorius
14 13 18 14 13 19 14 13 16--136

13 14 20 11 12 20 14 14 18-136
W. Hollingshead 12 14 18 14 14 17 14 13 17-133
R. Coates 11 14 18 13 14 18 14 12 18-132
G. Pigeon 14 15 19 15 11 17 13 10 15-129

F. Galbraith...

0. Pastorius . . . .

C. I. Pastorius.

14 13 18 14 13 IS 11 !) 17--127
11 12 16

10 10 15

12 10 13 12

7
Ballard 13 13 19 12 10

16--1I1

14-
15-

C. Thrasher 9 10 15 10 11 ll-
H. O'Neil 12 12 14 --

E. Ford 7 . . .
...

Monroe Wigle 9 .
.--

Prideaux Wigle 9--

Three-man team race, 25 targets, 16 yards:—
First Team:

E. Pastorius 23
G. Pigeon 23
0. Pastorius 22

— 68

Second Team:
W. A. Smith 24
Theo Wigle 24
T. Pastorius 20

— 68

Third Team:
Fred Galbraith 22
F. Stott 19

R. Coates .19

Shoot-off—10 Targets:

E. Pastorius 8

G. Pigeon 9

0. Pastorius 10

60

27

W. A. Smith 9

Theo Wigle 10
T. Pastorius 7

— 26

King Trophy—25 Targets, 16 yards:—W. A.

Smith, 25; R. Coates, 25; Theo Wigle, 25; Frank
Stotts, 24; G. Pigeon, 23; E. Pastorius, 23; T.

Pastorius, 23; Fred Galbraith, 22; .W. Hollings-

head, 20.

First Shoot-off—10 Targets:—Smith, 10; Coates,

10; Wigle, 9.'

Second Shoot-off—10 Targets:—^Smith, 10;
Coates, 10.

Third Shoot-off—10 Targets:—Smith, 10;

Coates, 9.

Left to Right: Oscar Pastorius, Ernest Pastorius, G,

Pigeon, Winners of the Three-ifan Team Race.
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A new box of ammunition for any de-

fective cartridge manufactured by us since

1 907, returned to us direct or through a dealer.

We have carried out this guarantee for two years

absolutely proving that Dominion Ammunition is depend-
able in every calibre of rifle, pistol and revolver.

Canadian made Ammunition combines

high velocity, flat trajectory and great killing

power with clean shooting, the closest group-

ing of shots and proper functioning in any of

the standard makes of firearms.

Dominion Cartridge Company, Limited,

Amnwinitioii Mantifacturers

MONTREAL - . . . CANADA



The Pacific Indians Tournament
The second annual tournament of the Pacific

Indians, held on the grounds of the Gun Club,
Nelson, B.C., July 25th to 28th, was a great
success. A more picturesque spot for such a
gathering it would be hard to find A fringe of
trees, extending to within two hundred yards of
beautiful Lake Kootenay, afforded shadle and
ideal picnic grounds for both shooters and spec-
tators.

The traps, three Ideal Leggats, were placed
with much care by Billie Ward, of Nelson, who, in
addition to being an expert mechanic, is also
Secretary to the Nelson Gun Club. Charlie North
was likewise on the scene in order to be sure the
traps worked well, and perfect satisfaction was
secured. The birds were thrown out towards the
lake where the light was good an'di nothing inter-
fered with the view.
On each side the mountains towered several

thousands of feet high. A carpet of green moss
led to the water's edge. The background was
very good, with the exception that a right hand
bird sometimes blended with the gray of the
mountains.
A majority of the shooters, accompanied by

their wives, and in some instances their families
as well, came direct from the State shoot at
Spokane, and arrived in Nelson on the Friday.
The Hume Hotel, owned by Mr. George Wells,
who is high up in the council of the Indians, was
made headquarters and a fine headquarters it

proved. It may be stated here that it was onlv
through the efforts of Mr. Wells that the tourna-
ment was taken to Nelson.
On Saturday many of the shooters engaged in

angling, and as the cold mountain streams of the
neighborhood are well stocked with trout, they
enjoyed excellent sport. Others decided to try
the traps and a short race of fifty targets each
was arranged.
On Sunday the visitors were taken twenty miles

up the lake in a launch to Proctor, and much en-
joyed the scenery and the delightful experiences
they gained.

An indulgence in practice engaged the whole
of Monday. Fifty birds each were shot in the
morning, and in the afternoon a race of one hun-
dred birds, won by J. A. Forbes, formed the main
programme. This was followed Dy a special event
of fifty birds, won by E. -I. Cliingren, of Spo-
kare. with a perfect score, closely followed bv
H. R. Cramer, of Nelson, with forty-seven.

Tuesday, the first day of the regular programme.
opened perfectly, but later on there was enough
wind to test the best, as it came against the
birds and drove them nearlv straight up. Good
scores, however, were made. Lester Reid, of Seat-
tle, leading the braves into camp with the loss of
onlv six out of one liunired and fifty. Ben Mac-
Laren, of ualgary, who set the pace among the
pale face brothers, took second honors, and was
high amateur, dropping nine. He was eloselv
followed by Tom Barkley. who dropped ten. while
Frank Riehl. who maile a poor start, tied with him
by a sensational finish, breaking his last seventy-
five straisrht.

Following the regular programme there was
shot a special handicap optional sweepstake race,
the principal object of which was a cup donated
by an Indian who could not attend, but took this
means of showing that his heart was with the
bunch. In this event all contestants who had
averaged over 90 per cent, on the regular pro-
gramme were handicapped at 19 yards, all others
shooting from 16 yards. In this race E. J. Chin-
gren was the easy winner, he breaking 50 straight,
after having shot indifferently in preceding events.
He, however, had to shoot well, as Harry Cramer
and Sandy Maedonell came right along close up
with 47 each. The other money winners in this
event were Bishop, Ford and Forbes, with 46 each,
and Woodey and IReid, with 45 each.

Conditions were ideal on the second day and
some wonderfully good scores resulted. Lee Bark-
ley made an unfinished run of IIS, bringing this
up to 140 the following day. while Lester Reii
ran 117 without a miss and Riehl brought up his
run from the previous day to 102. Barkley led
the day's programme with only three down, Reid
being one behind and George Wells causing great
enthusiasm amo.ng his friends by taking the ama-
teur average for the day with a score of 141.

The day was signalised by a special match for
a medal valued at $100. presented to the oraniza-
tion by E. .J. Chingren. of Spokane, to be shot
for annually under handicap rules. A spirited
contest marked the first battle for this medal. No
less than five men tied for first place, all making
forty-eight out of fity—€harles Ink. of Nelson!
aiiinteur; Lee Barkley and J. Forbes, Seattle;
Riehl, of Taconia, and C. G. White, of Ottawa,
j)rofessionals. Riehl won the shoot-off ^witli a
clean score of 25 at 19 yards.

On the concluding day the weatl er was again
perfect and so well treated were the shooters
that the crowd was as big as on the first day. The
morning shoot consisted of one hundred birds
and the afternoon shoot of fifty birds—the lat-
ter being shot in three classes for different medals,
the classes being based upon the performances in
the previous portion of the programme. Those
who had shot 90% or better competed for the
Delate medal: those from 88 to 9-i% for the Skoo-
kum medal and under 88 for the Kloshe medal.
Lee Barkley, Seattle, carried off the Delate, Bishop
of Nelson, the Skookum( after tying with Cooper
and winning the shoot-off with a clean score), and
H. Cramer, of Nelson, the Kloshe, with 47. The
Nelson shooters did themselves proud to carry off

two out of the three medals.

Reid was high professional for the day and the
meet, Barkley making a close second and Riehl
third. Chingren won the day's a\erage for the
amateur class, but Ben MacLaren, Calgary, came
in strong at the finish and captured the amateur
average for the meet. R. G. Robinson, of Cal-~"

gary, shot very well, and A. Bishop was prehaps
the most consistent shooter on the ground.
The whole proceedings were splendidly con-

ducted and highly successful, and when all was
over there were many declarations of: "Well,
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^^!^^raL^a*£g;^1aiaa^;^^^3fej£^to^^

The Best Sportsmen Use

Stand/(i^)RifleS
GAS-OPERATED \Q^/ HIGH POWER

The best rifle for big or small game

shootmg.

Takes the highest
loadmg

power auto-
cartridges

—

35, 30, 25

Calibres

The Standard
35 gives you five

shots a second—the 3i)

or 25, six shots. Its open-box
magazine is instantly and simply loaded

without clip or extra magazine, and is as quickly

unloaded. Shoots with almost no recoil. Adjusts to

hand-operating.

Abo made in a hand-operated model, having the natural trombone or

pump action.

Sendfor our booklet " Big Game Shooting " -w/iicA fells all about them.

Standard Arms Co., 118 F Street, Wilmington, Del., U.S.A

kr-^:,j^^m^^^j^3i^sg^ssiM^^^^^:i^^s^^s^^m^^^^^m^^^

The following Canadian jobbers carry a stock of Standard Rifles and ean ship piomptly : LONCON—D. H. Howden & Co.,
Ltd. MONTEEAL—L. H. Hebert. Lewis Bros., Ltd. FEEDERICTON, N.B.—K. Chestnut and Sons. TOEONTO—H. S.
Howland, Sons and C-o. WINNIPEG—Miller. Morse Hardware Co.. Wood-Vallance & Co.. Marshall-Wells Hardware Co.,
Ltd.. J. H. Ashdown Hardware Co.. and other Winnipeg jobbers. ST. JOHN, N.B.—W. H. Thome and Co., Ltd.
EDMONTON—Ross Eros.. Ltd. VANCOTJVER -MrT.pnnan X.-n-rlv \- Co., r.ta.

H. TAUSCHER
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this is the best shoot I have ever attended and
I hate leave."

The results of the shooting follow:

Practice Day—Two 15 and one 20-target event,

and a special event at 100 targets:

No. Targets—15 20 15 J 00

T. D. Barclay 14 18 15 92
A. Bishop 14 20 14 92
G. P. Wells 13 18 14 87
C. H. Ink 15 18 13 88
H. Cramer 13 17 14 90
J. A. Forbes 14 20 14 97
F. C. Kiehl 14 19 15 96
D. W. King 14 20 13 88
C. A. Haight 13 17 14 87
E. Miller 11 20 11 90
H. E. Poston 15 20 13 b8
F. "Woodey 13 17 13 90
L. E. Barkley 14 1^ 11 95
E. W. Clancy 15 Hi 15 91
L. H. Eeid ." 15 19 15 95
E. G. Eobinson 12 17 13 91

Geo. Beck 14 16 13 89
A. Blair 11 16 14 85
C. B. Grau 14 20 12 90
E. J. Chingren 15 17 13 96
D.. McDougal 7 12 9 o

W. A. Ward 10 15 11 68
H. W. Mavnard 11 13 10 86
E. Grubb ." 10 15 12 59
C. Larsen 13 16 12 VS
G. W. Tierney 68
D. Blackwood 82

G. W. Steel 15 18 13 . .

Following are the records made for the three
regular days of the tonrnament:

S.A. B.

Beck 570 401
Woodey 620 432
Greene 620 491
Chingren 620 510
Cooper 530 411
Bishop 620 499
Wells 620 469
Ink 620 476
Cramer 620 488
Miller 620 485
Blackwood 165 106
Tierney 315 221

Larsen 570 400
Johnson 430 179
Steele 415 318
Eobinson 620 501

K^cLaren 530 418
Macdonnell 620 463
Blair 570 436
Saunders 570 406
Ford 570 456
Ward 620 426
MeDougall 350 211
Patrick 330 121
Choate 165 81
*T. D. Barclay 620 497
•J. A. Forbes 620 510
•Eiehl 620 512
•D. W. King 62C 489

o. A. Haight 620
•H. E. Poston 620
'H. W. Mavnard 620
*L. E. Barkiev 620
*R. W. Clancy 620

*I. H. Eeid 620

*E. Grubbs 530

•E. G. White 305
*Professional.

482
50^
452
515
4ol
526
302
319

On the Side.

The lunch on the ground on Tuesday, served by
the ladies or the Catholic Church, was so tempting

that nearly everyone stayed and enjoyed it. Many
pleasant memories will linger round that lunch.

A more perfect finish to a pleasant day could

not have been conceived than the dance iu the pa-

vilion on the lake, which closed the first day's

shooting. Dan Cupid put in some good work dur-

ing the evening.
* » *

The big Pow-wow and dinner was held on the

evening of the second day at Mr. George Wells'

beautiful summer camp, nine miles up the lake.

The shooters and their guests were taken to the

camp in launches and had a fine time. Mr. and

Mrs. Wells and Mr. and Mrs. McCoH spared neither

time nor energy in their endeavors to make every

one happy. After fireworks, which formed the

crowning teature, the whole of the members of the

party were taken baci£ to the hotel in the launches.

The Pow-wow was held around a roaring~bonfi-9

in the very heart of the primeval forest.

The annual meeting of the Tribe was held at

Hotel Hume, Nelson, in the wigwam of Tyee Moola

Kanim Wells, who presided. There were present

sixteen Indians, including Tyee Clancy of the

American and Tyee White of the Canadian Indians.

Call of roll showed seven chiefs to have resigned

or defaulted in payment of dues, and their places

in the council were accordingly declared vacant.

It so chanced that there were just seven appli-

cants for membership, and these being voted on in

secret ballot, were all elected, they being as xol-

lows: Harry W. Maynard, Vancouver, B.C.; W. E.

Saunders, Greenwood. B.C.; A. W. Bishop, Nelson,

B.C.; Frank Woodey, Missoula, Mont.; J. B. Lee,

Spokane, Wash.; A. J. Macdonnell, RevelstoKe,

B.C., and u. NV. Cooper, Tacoma, Wash.

Ofiicers were elected for .the ensuing year, as

follows: Tyee sachem, George P. Wells; first and

second vice sachem, E. J. Chingren and E. H.

Miller; herald-custodian, Frank C. Eiehl. The old

board of directors was unanimously re-elected.

Votes of thanks were accorded to the citizens of

Nelson, with particular mention of the services

performed by Mr. and Mrs. Wells.
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Tthaca
^ The lightest American shotgun.

^ Thirty 20 gauge shells weigh one pound
less than thirty twelve bore shells.

fl You can get into action quicker and it won't
tire you.

^ Penetration better than a big bore— its shooting

will surprise you.

^ Beautiful catalog in colors FREE.

es. 20. 16, 12 and 10 gauge

—

$400 list.

ITHACA GUN COMPANY, BOX 13. ITHACA, N.Y.

Our Customers state that we give the best

values in Canada in

GUNS, RIFLES,
Revolvers, Automatic Pistols and

Ammunition.
We deal squarely and generously with all.

Write to us for prices, or Call to see us.

Lyon Manufacturing and Sporting Goods Company
423 Yonge Street (just below Carlton Street),

TORONTO, ONTARIO.
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SASKATCHEWAN TOURNAMENT.

The Saskatchewan Provincial Tournament held

at Regina, on August fourth and fifth was most

successful. The \veather was ideal though the

scores were not as good as last year. Mr. R. J

McKay, the expert of the Dominion Cartridge

Company was the only professional on the ground,

and although, owing "to the severe illness of his

wife he was only able to be present on the secon'l

day he rendered valuable assistance.

Ballard, of Regina, won the championship of the

Province with the low score of 44, Ed. Hill of

Stoughton, who won it last year with 48 out of

50, only making 43.

Scores:

—

Team shoot, 4 men, 25 targets each, won by

Stoughton.
Stoughton ^1

Hull, Archer, Connor, Doull.

Regina
''^

Sharon, Jone5, Ballard, VanValkenburg.

Moose Jaw
Stewart. Haigh, Rumley, Loney.

Individual Championship—50 Targets:—Bal-

lard, 44; Hull, 43; Benson, 39; Nicholson, 38;

Jones, 37; Archer, 36; Roseborough, 36; Sharon,

36; Thompson, 34; Doull, 35; Creek, 45, (Minne-

apolis Gun Club). Mackay 25 birds only, broke

24.

T. Brady 90

H. Howey 75

W. Kane 75

R. E. Hillborn 75

M. Ralph 45

57

45

45
44

28

THE THOUSAND ISLANDS GUN CLUB TOUR-

NAMENT.

TliL-re was a good attendance at the tournament

of the Thousand Islands Gun Club, at Hananoque.

on August 19th and SOth. Mr. W. E. CorfielJ, of

Utica,'N.Y., was high for the two days and J. E.

.Jennings, Toronto, took second place.

In the Merchandise event J. E. Jennings, Tor-

onto, was the winner, making fifteen straight and

securing a Stevens pump gun. The proceedings

throughout were highly successful.

The scores:

—

*W. B. Darton 225 194

*T. H. Kellar 225 188

•G. M. Dunk -. 225 18a

C. Thomson 225 184

F. A. Parker 225 160

J. E. Jennings 225 183

P. Wakefield 225 166

W. E. Corneld 225 198

H. Day 225 170

E. P. Wright 225 143

M. Sprague 225 168

C. F. Boyle 225 147

E. F. Furlev 225 134

C. A. Lewis 225 159

W F.Stevens 180 103

F. Dillon 210 129

W. Gardiner 60 25

H. Willis 105 67

R. Tullock 225 163

A. F. Gav 103 64

F. Frateschi 90 67

A. D. Brown 120 82

S. Meggs 90 49

G. Schwarz 105 57

WESTERN ONTARIO LEAGUE.

Since our last issue the matches in connection

with the Western Ontario Trapshooters' League
have concluded, the winners being the Stratforl

team who went through the series without a

defeat. They not only won with their five man
team but also with their two man team, being
therefore hailei as victors in a double sense. The
longest continual run was that of J. P. Aitcheson
(Stratford) with 57 taraets. Individual higli

average was won by K. C. Turnlbull (Stratford)

with 142 ex 150 or 92 2-3%. Particulars of

the matches sliot since our last issue follow:

IngersoU vs. Brantford.

This match was postponed by arrangement
from .July 20th to July 28th, when Brantford
faileJi to appear at IngersoU. The local men tele-

phoned the President, Fisher of Stratford for in-

structions. He telephoned Brantford ordering

them to shoot the match in IngersoU. The local

men waited till eight o'clock and then as no one

had arrived from Brantford, they shot the match,
claiming victory by default. The following

scores were made: H. B. Partlo, 23; George Xich-

ols, 23; Wm. Kirbyson. 23; George Janes, 18;

George lonson, 21.
" Total 108.

Two-man match.—^H. B. Partlo and Wm. Kir-

byson defeateJi Geo. Nichols and George lonson

by one bird.

With respect to this matoli we have receivp^

the following letter:

Brantford. August Stri. 1910.

Shortly before the date set for Brar.tford to go
to IngersoU to shoot their League match, Inger-

=^oll wrote asking uj to cha'^^'. dates with them
on account of the illne'^'- of ji lady near their

shooting grounds. V>V. r,-adily consented. When
the day came for Brantford to go t IngersoU the

G. T. R. strike was on and the ofti:?ials here did

not know when we could go or come back so the

match was postpone ' until the follwing Thurs-

day, Julv 28th. Westbrook and Haeker. two mem-
bers of the team, had' the mi-finiure to be burnt

out the Saturday previous and the Insurance ad-

justers being there that day it was impossible for

them to leave. IngersoU would not agree to a

postponement so Brantford had to default the

match.
Yours truly.

A. B. Cutcr.ffe. Secv.

Stratford vs. Brantford.

On August third this match was defaulted by
Brantford. Stratford shot alone as follows:—

Stratford: Aitcheson, 22; Savage, 20; Turnbull,

23; Boles, 19; Fisher, 22. Total 106.
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Two Clean Kills
You know quail—noisy winging bumble

bees! They scared you green in your
novice days as they broke from cover.
Remember they were ahnost out of range by
the time you recovered and got your bearings.

You remember all these things, and you
know that even to-day you get a bit flustered
when a big covey flushes—that sometimes
you don't get settled down until the whizzing
birds are almost too far to reach. Then you
wish for a gun that isn't just "good enough"
—wish for a gun that kills clean and far.

Any man who swings a Lefever true on
a pair of quail at long range does not feel a
heart flutter for the result. He knows it

—

Tivo Clean Kills.

The reason Lefever Guns kill clean and
sure and far is Lefever Taper Boring.

But Taper Boring is only one of the 19
exclusive advantages of

LEFEVER
SHOT GUNS

Our catalogue will tell you of barrel rigid-
ity and take-up unequalled in any other gun.
Also about other things you must know if

you are to invest your money right. It is

worth sending for. Address Lefever Arms
Company, 20 IVlaltbie St., Syracuse, N. Y.

Durston Special

20 Gauge. Price, $28.00.

AVE you tried your
old revolver lately—the springs may

be dead— a flat spring weakens day by day
and sooner or later, perhaps when life is threat-

ened, fails to work.
There is one revolver that will never fail.

It has coil springs—springs of drawn tempered
piano wire such as are used in U. S. army rifles.

Tiieir tension never weakens. No other revol •

\cx is so equipped. This famous

Iyer Johnson
RevolverSafety

Automatic

is absolutely dependable for generations. It is

the finest revolver in the world. And above
all, it is safe.

Safe about the house as a toy until it is

needed. It can only be fired by a purposeful

pull on the trigger. It can be thrown on the

floor, kicked about, or you can

"Hammer the Hammer"
without fear of accidental discharge.

$6 to $10
at dealers or by express prepaid.

Sejidfor technical
catalog illustrated

,

IVER JOHNSON'S
ARMS AND CYCLE WORKS
1S7 River Street, Fitchburg, Mass.
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wo-man Team No. 1.

Aitcheson 24

Turnbull 21

45

No. 2.

Fisher 23

Boles 21

44

Ingersoll vs. Woodstock.

The Woodstock Gun Club lost by thirteen birds

at Ingersoll, on August fourth. The victors took

both the five-man and the two-man events. Dur-

ing the afternoon a strong wind swept the field,

making the flight of the birds very erratic.

The scores follow:—

Event No. 1—Five-man Event;

Ingersoll.

Partlo 19

Janes 19

Nichols 19

Kirbvson 23

Woodstock.
Bonnett 23

Mueller 19

Rounds 20

Dougall 13

lonson 23 Button 15

Total 103 Total 90

Event No. 2—Two-man Shoot:

Ingersoll. Woodstock.

Partlo 16 Bonnett 18

Kirbyson 23 Rounds 16

Total 43 Total 34

Event No. 3—Two-man Shoot:

Ingersoll. Woodstock.

lonson 23 Dutton 16

Nichols .
20 Mueller 17

Total 43 Total 33

Ingersoll vs. Stratford.

Ingersoll went down to defeat to Stratford on

August eighth. The scores were exceptionally

good in the five-men team and in the two-men

team No. 1. Stratford now wins the champion-

ship and is the only team that has defeated Inger-

soll. Both at Stratford and Ingersoll the latter

were defeated. The scores were:

Five-man Team.

Ingersoll.

Partlo 22

Janes 22

Nichols 18

Kirbvson 22

Stratford.

Turnbull 24

Aitcheson 25

Savage 19

Fisher 19

lonson 21 Boles 23

105

Two-men Team No. 1.

112

Kirbvson 23 Aitcheson 25

Partio 22 . . Turnbull 24

Two-men Team No. 2.

lonson 21 Fisher 21

Nichols 19 Boles 22

40 43

Woodstock vs. Brantford.

At tbe last scheduled shoot of the season at

the Woodstock ranges, on August eighteenth,.

Brantford defeated the locals in both the two and
five-man events.

The following is the result:—
Two-man Shoot.

Brantford. Woodstock.

Mitchell 24 Dutton 21

Summerhays .... 25 Mueller 14

49 35

Five-man Shoot.

Brantford. Woodstock.

Mitchell 21 Dutton 17

Packer 17 Mueller 14

Wallace 16 Rounds 12

Summerhays 22 Dougall l"*

CutcliflFe 19 Maynard 18

95 71

45 49

HAMILTON HAPPENINGS.
At the Hamilton Gun Club on August sixth the

members enjoyed a very lively afternoon's sport

at the clay birds. There were two events which

were shot under handicap by birds and in both

cases the finishes were so close that it required

three shoot-offs to decide the winner. In the

merchandise event, after an exciting finish, Dr.

Hilker, won the silver, with T. Upton in second

place and D. Konkle close up. W. Wark won the

spoon event by a narrow margin from N. Long,

in the last shoot off. T. Upton, of the Isle

of Pines, and former president of the club,

was down renewing acquaintances. Although out

of practice he got second in the merchandise, ankl

came back in a fifteen and twenty-five bird event

with straight scores. He missed only twelve birds

out of 130 on his total, which was some shooting.

Court Thomson was there with 55 out of 60, and

George Beattie and D. Konkle each got 85 out of

100. Dr. Hilker, W. Wark, N. Long and Dr.

Wilson had good totals to their credit. The actual

scores made were:

T. Upton 130 118

G. Hore 50 33

W. Wark 115 96

C. Thomson 60 55

G. Beattie 100 85

J. Hunter 60 44

T. W. Barnes 90 70

E. Sturt &0 41

F. Watson 75 45

G. Stroud 90 65

Dr. Hilker 130 100

Dr. Wilson 60 52

D. Konkle lOO 85

C. Luev 45 29

N. Long 105 80
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12 Gauge

Repeating Field Shotgun
"Weighs only about 6^2 lbs. and is the lightest and quickest handling 1 2 gauge repeating shotgun in
the world. It is perfectly balanced, built extra light, but extra strong, of extra quality material. It has
Circassian walnut stock, highly-polished, smooth-working mechanism and the Special Smokeless
Steel barrel for exceptional shooting ability.

In this 12 gauge Field gun and the other 12 and 16 gauge T^lar/ln shotguns, the solid top and side ejection protect
mechanism from inclement weather, twigs, leaves and dirt. Keep powder from being blown back in your face ; allow
for SIX quick repeat shots. They have fewer parU, built simpler and stronger than in other repeaters ; the safety locking
devices, automatic recoil block, do?ed-in breechbolt, take-down construction and other up-to-date features make
Mculins the best " pump " guns in the world.

Send today for the free 136 page catalog describing /J2ffy/ZcUXl/l^I'ffCWJJIS Coi
the full 7/2ar/i/z line. Enclose 3 stamps for postage. 67 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn.

The "Old Reliable" Parkcf Gun wins for the EIGHTH time

The Grand American Handicap
SCORE OF 100 STRAIGHT FROM 19 YARDS. At Chicago, 111., June 23, 1910.

Mr. Riley Thompson, of Gainsville, Mo., made this record, which has never before
been equalled in this classic event.

The PARKER GUN in the hands of Mr. Guy ' '. Deering, also won the Amateur
Championship at Chicago, June 24,—scoring 189 X 200, shooting at 160 singles and 20
doubles.

The Prize Winners and Champions shoot The PARKER GUN !

\vTiy Don't YOU ?

PARICER BROS^ Meriden, Omn.N.Y. 32 W St.
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Ladies' Day.

At the Hamilton Uun Club grounds on August
thirteenth, the annual ladies' day shoot was held,

and there was a good attendance of the members
and their friends. It was an ideal afternoon, and
every person enjoyed the program. The event for

the ladies was the feature, and the competitors
sliot well, having the advice of so many experts to

guide them. [Miss I. Croves got the first prize,

only allowing one bird to get away, which is a

record for this event, and it made some of the

regulars take notice. Mrs. Merriman took second,

having lost two birds. Mrs. W. Wark was third,

Mrs. Court Thomson fourth, and Miss Smith fifth.

The consolation prize was drawn for ne.xt, and

Mrs. Fletcher proved to be the lucky winner. R.

Kipley presented the prizes, which were of cut

glass and silver, and congratulated the winners in

a very happy manner.

A 25-bird handicap spoon event was the feature

for the members, and although they were a little

nervous at having such a critical gallery, yet the

scores were pretty good. C. Thomson, J. Bowron,

D. Reid and .T. Hunter tied in this event, and in

the shoot -oil 13. Reid won out by one bird. He got

25 straight m his first, and had a total of 77 out

of 85 for the day.

In the 20 bird high gun sweep, T. W. Barnes,

J. Hunter, ^I. Raspberry and W. P. Thomson were

high. Geo. Beattie, Court Thomson, T. W. Barnes

and J. Hunter were in good form, as their totals

will show.
Refreshments were served during the afternoon

by Crawford Bros.

The success of the afTair was largely due to the

energetic work of the committee, R. C. Ripley and

W. P. Thomson.
Among those present were Mrs. Choate, Miss

French. Mrs. Obernesser, Mrs. McLaughlin, Mrs.

M. Rasberry, Mrs. Rodgers. Miss Smith, Mrs.

Snodgrass, Mrs. Fletcher. Miss Thornton, Miss

Scott. Miss Oliver, Miss Hargrove. Mrs. Hargrove,

Mrs. Merriman, Mrs. C. Thomson, Miss Battram,

Miss I. o.roves, Mrs Smith, Mrs. W. Wark, :Mrs.

W. P. Thomson, Mrs. Bain, Mrs. Wright, Miss

Nona Thompson, Miss Armstrong and Miss Wark.

The scores made were:—
D. Reid 85 77

Court Thomson 90 79

.J. Bowron 45 33

Nelson Long 60 48

a. Beattie 45 42

T. W. Barnes 75 68

D. M. Scott 80 61

S. Marsh 65 44

W. Wark 55 48

C. Graham 60 41

W. P. Thomson 55 44

•J. Hunter 70 64

J. G. Cline 40 33

M. Fletcher 6o 47

M. Rasberrv 60 49

Mt. Clemens, Mich., with 163 out of 180.

ius, Kingsville, was second witli 157 and
Mt. Clement, third with 156.

The scores:—
Peltier, Mt.Clemens 180

T. Pastorius, Kingsville 180
Fleming, Mt.Clemens 180
L. St^jtts, Detroit 180

W. F. Stotts, Essex 180

E. Pastorius, Harrow ISO
Tristein, Detroit 155
Hollingshead, Dutton 120

Coates, Dutton 120

Fred Galbraith, Duart ' 120
Frank Galbraith, Ridgetown 120
O. Pastorius, Harrow 155

Rol. Wright, Harrow 120
C. I. Pastorius, Harrow 105

N, Ballard, McGregor 65

G. Brown, Windsor 85

E. Ford, Harrow 50
N. June, Cottam 50

C. Billings, Cottam 70

A. Billings, Cottam 30

Pastor-

Fleming,

163

157

156

155

154

154

117

100
102

94

81

99

87

59

54

40
31

29

45

16

TECUMSEH (ONT.) GUN CLUB SHOOT.
S.A. B.

L. liObouet 60 25
T. Lebouef 60 28

A. Hebert 55 22

F. Belleperelie 30 15

A. Hebert 25 13

W. Laramie 15 13

P. Girard 10 5

ESSEX SHOOT.

Frank Stotts, Essex, held his annual birthday
shoot at that town on .July 27th. Over 20 shoot-
pri r,„ii,: part. High average was won by Peltier,

A REVIVAL AT ST. THOMAS.
A new organization—the St. Thomas Gun Club

—was formed' at a meeting held in that cily on
August twelfth. St. Thomas a few years ago
had one of the liveliest of gun cllibs, but the

sport waned until lately, when a revival set in.

With the construction of the new race track a

convenient place for holding shoots was provided,

and the way was paved for the sport coming back
into its own. The club starts out with about
forty members on its roll. The officers elected

are: President, C. A. Love; Vice-President, Joseph
O'Dell; Secretary, Dr. C. B. Taylor; Treasurer,

Dr. K. M. Lipsey; Manager, George S. McCall.

ST. HUBERT'S GUN CLUB, OTTAWA.
Scores at St. Hubert's Gun Club on August

eislith, were not large owing to the high wind.

If. Viau was the winner in class .A •itid .T. Des
lauriers in class B. fifteen members taking part.

The leading scores:

H. Viau 45

J. E. Brown 43

A. L. Plouffe • 43

S. Bones 42

W. C. Little 40

S. E. Sangster 38

J. Booth 37
G. B. Greene 37

W. Williams 36
J. De ;l;iuriers 35
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General French and The Ross Rifle
The Canadian Courier of June i8th states editorially in speaking

of General French—" When a man so high in the British Army
declares that the Ross Rifle is the equal if not the superior of any
other small arm in the world "

Comment is unnecessary.

If you are a Military Target shot and want a prize winning
rifle, buy a "Ross" Mark III.

If you are a sportsman and want the best rifle for stopping any
game, buy a "Ross" Sporting Model. It has all the accuracy of the
Military barrel, and is an excellently balanced arm. Prices from
$25.00 to $70.00.

Write for Illustrated Catalogue.

THE ROSS RIFLE CO.
Q U EBEC

MARBLE'S
GAME GETTER GUN

Shoots .?2 bullets
upper and 44
Shot ,or ball in

lower barrel.

Lengths 12 in..

1.5 in., and IS
in. Stock
folds.

Hunting

—

Fishing-
Camping or
Canoeing
i.* nerrT a su'.'cess
if there is always a
"hitcb." And there al-
ways will be unless mod-
ern appliances are used.
A leaky match bo.v. a too
."^oft or too hard axe or knife, or
a poor cleaner will often cause untold
mischief and delay—sometimes loss of
life. On this account all

Practical Sportsmen Use
MARBLE'S SPECIALTIES

-Mr. Marble, a sportsman of 25 years'
experience, has devoted his best efforts to ,perfecting the crude, cumbersome imple- „ . „ Aments that sportsmen had to use ami to

-^Io"^ture ProofI
inventing new and effective devices ThU --^latch Safe..!

?f/= r'"«^'' '° ^ "Guaranteed" Special
'

ties for Sportsmen that are tilling' a longMt want. They are sold bv all leadin-Canadian dealers in sporting goodt-gS
camnfr: I'^Tk

'''""""^^ informSn fo?jampers and hunters is contained in o.ir^^^
interesting catalf.

SAFETY POCKET AXE

Alex Johnston G. H. Cashmore
Why not have your

GUN REPAIRS
done by experienced workmen ? It costs
no more. Send them to us. We
guarantee our work.

Johnston ^ Cashmore
Eastern Gun Works,

494 Eastern Avenue - - Toronto

PHONE MAIN 4067.

KEEP
•C^YDUR RAZOR SHARP
Kf Don't blame the fazor if it dulls quickly. May-

l"!
be it's your fault. Rub a few drops of 3-in-One~^ oil 00 your razor strop. When leather is pliable

M^ strop as usua'. Any razor will cut easier, belter
/ and stay sharp longer. After using, draw blade

between thumb and finger moistened with 3-in-One.
I This prevents rust, keeps erige smooth at.d keen,
I always sharp and ready for immediate use. Don'tscrope
H your face. Use 3-in-One on your razor and shave right.
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The Saturday afternoon shoot on August twen-

tieth resulted as follows:— A. W. Throop won the

class A spoon witli a score of 46; B. Heattie won
the class IJ spoon wit'h a score of 44.

The scores were A. W. Throop, 46; 13. Beattie,

44; P. H. Sibbitt, 44; J. E. Brown, 43; S. E.

Sangster, 42; W. Williams, 41; V. V. Rogers, 40;

A. L. Cameron, 39; A. W. Green, 3!).

SHOOTING AT BELLEVILLE..

A number of the members of the Belleville Gun
Club took part in the shoot on August nineteenth

at tlie clul) house on Coleman's Commons.
The scores made were:

J. Thompson 20

R. Zufelt ir

E. Harris 3 7

J. Woodlev hi

G. WnrdliaiiHi 9

SPOON SHOOT AT KINGSTON.
In the open spoon shoot on August lOtli, the

following scores were made:
W. E. Swaine, 99; H. J. Dawson' 97; W. II.

Blake, 93; F. D. Farnsworth, 91; G. T. Birch, 91;

Herbert iswaine, 89; W. M. Baillie, 88; A. H.
Richards, 87; E. W. iSkinner, 86; T. M. Assel-

stine, 85; Rev. A. H. McGreer, 81; G. 0. Cannem,
80; W. Lappage, 80; W. A. Milton, 76; J. H.
Birkett, 76; J. Pugh, Sr, 76; R. D. Sutherland,

76.

W. E. Swaine and H. Swaine were each handi-

capped ten points, and W. H. Blake, F. D.

Farnsworth, G. T. Birch, W. M. Baillie, A. H.

Ricliards, E. W. Skinner, T. M. Asselstine, and
R. D. Sutherland were eacli handicapped five

points.

The following won spoons: W. E. Swaine, W.
H. Blake, F.D. Farnswortli, G. T. Birch, W. M.
Baillie, A. H. Richards, E. W. Skinner, Rev.

A. H. McGreer.

LETHBRIDCtE TOURNAMENT.
Lethbridge Gun Club held its annual tourna-

ment under favorable conditions and it was as

a whole a great success.

High average amateur the first day was W. B.

MacLaren, of Calgary, with a score of 90 out of

100; second, H. C. Andrew, of Calgary, with a

score of 90 out of 100.

The second day high amateur average was tied

for by J. C. Livingstone, of Lethbridge and R. G.

Robinson, of Calgary, with a score of 88 out of

100. High professional average the second d'ay

was won by R. J. MacKay.
High professional average was won by E. H.

Meade, of tie U. M. C. an'if Remington Companies,
score 93 out of 100; second, R. J. :MacKay, U. M.
C. and Remington, score 92 out of 100.

On the first day the sixth event was a 50 target
race for a very handsome cup worth $200, present-
ed by the Lethbridge Brewing and Plaiting Com-
pany, and three other prizes, the cup to be held
by the winner for one year and to be always shot
for on the Lethbridge grounds. The winner of

the cup was A. W. Bishop, of Nelson. B.C. and he
also got a beautiful copper stein with the cup as

his personal property. His score was 47. Second
prize, a $16 pair of Curry waders, was won by W.
B. MacLaren, of Calgary, with a score of 46;.

third prize was won by R. G. Robinson, of Cal-
gary, a leather case with one hundrei shells;

fourth, a dram flask by A. K. Morrison, also of
Calgary, with a score of 45.

W. B. MacLaren won the high average gold
modal for the two days. This is the first inter-

provincial s'hoot ever held! in Lethbridge, and the
local club hope to make it bigger each year and
get a provincial associaton worked up and have a
number of team shoots throughout the year.

The results for the two davs follow:

S.A. B.
R. G. Robinson 270 232
H. C. Andrew 270 225
W. B. Maci^areii 270 238
A. K. Morrison 270 216
H. R. Cramer 270 226
A. W. Bishop 270 239
D. A. Hines 150 125-

L. N. Harbeke 150 101
J. W. Stafford 270 215
jr.. B. Stafford 270 199'

F. R. Agnew 270 175
H. Pilling- 150 106-

G. L. Anderson 150 118
J. C. i^ivingstone 270 224
Le Roy v.oous 270 184
W. G. "Steadman 100 5»
'W. S. bhover 150 93
1.. E. Kelly 150 8?
A. K Kessier 270 205
D. Robson 95 f

8

K. D. Johnson 130 79
H. Macoeth 80 51

L. B. Duncan 90 28
*R. J. Mackay 270 a37
*E. G. White 270 230'

*J. B. Lee 270 227
'G. H. Meade 245 214

*Professionals.

'A Res'-on (Man.) correspondent calls attention

to the fact that in our last issue Mr. F. Manning,
who won the Canadian Championship at the Mani-
toba tournament at Winnipeg was described a*

belonging to that city, whereas he is a resident

of Reston. No wonder the people of Reston are

proud of Mr. Manning and desire that the re-

flected Honor due to them for Mr. Manning's good
work should not go to Winnipeg. We make the

correction with apologies to Reston.

SHOOTING AT BRANDON.
The following are the scores at recent shoots:

D. E. Clement, 21; M. Varcoe, 20; N. H. Light-

ly, 20; O. Rymph, 19; S. Laughton, 19; J. S,

Laughton, 15; J. Corness, 2.

The winners of buttons are:

D. E. Clement, gold button, 23; John Waddell,

silver button, 21 ; N. H. Lightly, bronze button, 19.

D. E. Clement, 21; N. H. Lightly, 21; J. Bos-

man, 21; M. Varcoe, 20; W. Swartz, 18; O. Stark,

15; J. Waddell, 14; J. S. Laughton, 13; J. vJor-

ness, 6.
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Successful Rifle Shots
Endorse v\^ith great unanimity, the
accuracy of both iVliiitary& Sporting I

The
" Ross

"

T^^CI ^ Sporting

4^111^3 jy^ Models are the

equals in accuracy

to the Military Arm
and are as neat and

handy an arm as it is

possible to make. The ra-

pidity with which the magazine

can be reloaded, together with the

low trajectory and great hitting

power makes the " Ross " Sporting

Rifles the favorite with hunters of big game.

Write for Free Illustrated Catalogue

ROSS RIFLE COMPANY, Quebec
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There being three tied with a score of 21, they

shot off, with the following result:

D. E. Clercent, gold button.

N. H. Lightly, silver button.

J. liosman, bronze button.

The following are the results of tho weekly

shoot held by the Brandon Gun Club on August

seventeenth:
Bosman ^3

Crozier 20

Kymph 19

Oement 19

J. Waddell IB

B. Sutherlan'J 17

N. H. Lightly 18

M. Varcoe 16

Williamson 13

O. Stark 15

J. Laughton 13

CALGARY GUN CLUB.

The following scores were made on August se-

cond:

R. G. Robinson 22 18—40
B. McLaren 23 21—

M

J. Garden 17 18—35
A. Huddell 20 22—42
A. Morrison 23 IG—39
P. Lanigan : 19 21—40
J. Pinkham 13 18—31
J. Jardine 20 16—36-

E. Grice 16 16—32
W. Nancarrow 19 18—37

Extras—^Robinson, 22; Morrison, 22; Garden,

20; Hnddell. 23: Pinkham, 14; Jai'Jine, 19.

The following are the scores made on August
sixteenth:

W. B. McLaren 23 21 47

R. G. Robinson 21 25 46

Art Huddell 22 23 45

H. C. Andrew 25 20 45

W. C. Nancarrow 10 10 38

C. Jardine 17 15 32

A. G. Plunkett 15 15 30

Barr 17 14 31

STOUGHTON TOURNAMENT.

Stoughton's first annual trap shooting tourna-

ment took place on lAugust eighteenth and proved

a groat success as some very fine shooting was
done. On account of the busy time there were
very few visitors; the only ones taking part from
outside points, were J. C. Kress of Regina and C.C.

Campbell of Reston. Man. As usual the Stough-
ton bunch had the heavy end of the scoring anrl

it seemei' impossible for Palen Clark to miss a

bird, shooting 40 in succession without a miss.
He was closely followed by Ed. Hull. Tents
were erected for the convenience of the shooter-
and spectators and every event was pulled off

without a hitch. The Stoughton boys will be in

the professional cla=s is they are not careful,
having m<*de a good showing at Regina at Fair
time, winning the Saskatchewan team shoot and
also making good individual scores. Following are

the scores, 120 being shot at in each instance:

Clark 100
Hull 93

Archer 90

Kress 88

Campbell 85

Doull 74

Johnston 60

Event 9. Miss & Out—Clark 1st, 22, Doull 2nd,

20, Archer 3rd. 19, Kress 4th, 17.

One of the best pieces of shooting at the Grarid'

American this year was the long run of doubles

by W. D. Stannard. He made 41 straight and was
winner in the event. Mr. Stannard also made
high scores on all the doubles, breaking 57 out

of 60. Both wins were made with a Smith Gun
have the Hunter One-Trigger attachment.

At a registered tournament at Collinsville,

Conn., the Stevens Rod and Gun Club, of Chi-

copee Falls, Mass., competed against New Haven,
Hartford, Unionville and Collinsville Clubs, win-

ning first prize. The winning team, ^Messrs.

Snow, Arnold and Osborne, were equipped with
Stevens Repeating Trap Grade Shotguns. This
five team match with fifty birds was the leading

event of the day. With the same make of gun
H. A. Murrelle was high gun at the Texas State

.Shoot at Galveston, with 117 out of 120 and also

liigh in the doubles with 29 out of 30. At the

Northern Kentucky Tournament, 0. J. Holliday,

Jr.. broke 40 targets out of 24 pairs and at Col-

umbus, 0., W. E. Grubb shot at 71 pairs of doub-

les breaking 118 out of 142 and was high gun.

Mr. Grubb did not have a balk and' though a num-
ber of shooters tried to balk the Stevens Repea-
ter it stood all tests and the men failed in, their

efforts. The same story has to be told of the

Maine State tournament when Mr. W. D. Blood,

of Springfield, Mass., broke 185 out of 200 and was
third high professional. At Northampton, Mass.,

Mr. G. S. Lewis, of Chicopee Fall?, was high aver-

age with a percentage of 94.8. All these victor-

ies were won with the Stevens Repeating Shot-

gun (Trap Shooters' Grade.)

The following fine performances have recently

been made with Lefever guns: At Rogers
Springs, Ky., Mr. C. O. LeCompte was high with
389 out of 400 and Mr. W. Henderson was second

with 385; at Memphis Tenn., Mr. LeCompte was
high with 94 ex lOO and later on at Brownsville
and Colliersville in the same state was high
with 94 and 92 respectively out of 100. At
Nashville, he made 99 ex 100 and at Holly
Springs, Mass., 184 ex 200. At Rushville. Ind'.,

Mr. Henderson was high with 367 ex 400 and Mr.
LeCompte second with 358. At Rogers Springs,

Tenn.. Mr. LeCompte was high with 389 ex 410
and Mr. Henderson second with 385. Mr. Hender-
son, at Columbus Tournament broke 487 ex 500
or 97 4-10%. . Mr. R. R. Barber who won the

international championship at Winnipeg with 47
ex 50 used a Lefever gun. He was also high gun
making 438 ex 480 targets. With these records

anyone co.itemplating the purchase of a gun
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UMC
Steel Lined
SHOT
SHELLS

UMC Nitro Club and UMC Arrow
SKel!s are the only American shells made
with the Steel Lining, protecting the load

absolutely from moisture, thereby insuring

uniform loads in all kinds of weather and

improvins; the shooting efficiency in every way.

UMC Steel Lined Shells—the best shot shell made, improved

with a steel lining.

Are yoa ap to date on the game laws in yonr favorite hmiting section? Let us send yoa a copy of our n;

19 lO Game Laws—FREE
Write to-day to any of the addresses given below, telling us the kind of gun and ammu-

nition you use, and receive a free copy of our 1910 Game Laws and Guide Directory.

UMC and Remington—the perfect shooting combination
Sold by all'first-class dealers. Do not accept a sTih>~f:t"te.

Communicate n-ith vs if your dealer does not car ry UM'' or ri'inington.

SAME OWNERSHIP SAME STANDARD OF QUALITY SAME MANAGEMENT
Union Metallic Cartridge Co., Dept.' 9^ U Bridgeport, Conn.
Remington Arms Co., Dept. 9 L" Ilion, N. Y.
Agency, 299 Broadway, Dept. 9' U New York City.

Write for booklet,'^ How to Orrjanize G"n Clubs.

New Lyman Rear Sight
FOR

Remington .22 Repeater
( Patent Pending)

No. 1 Price $3.00
This sight, by loosening nut on right

hand side, is easily adjusted to absolutely
correct angle.

Send for 1910 catalogue.

The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation

Middlefield, Ct, U.S.A.

Empire (bulk)

— and —

BalllStite (dense)

Leadeii in the Best Class of Smokeless Powders

BALLISTITE— sold only in Dominion
Cartridge Go's loaded shells (Imperial
and Regal.)

EMPIRE—sold in bulk. If your dealers
do not keep it, write us direct.

Both the above well Known brands man-
ufactured by the Nobel's Explosive
Co., "Glasgow," Scotland, have been
in the lead at numerous tournaments
held throughout Canada ;

give them
a trial and be convinced.

Agents in Canada :

Hamilton Powder Co.,
Montreal, F. Q. Tsronto, Ont.

Victoria, B.C.

Winnipeg, Man
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shoul'J send to tha Lefever Anns Co., Syracuse,

N.Y., requesting a copy of their catalogue and
mentioning Rod and Gun in Canada.

At the recent International Match between

United States, Great Britain and Australia, fif-

teen shooters equipped with Stevens Rifles, scored

from 469 to 498 points out of a possible 500.

Fourteen of the Crack Shots were equipped with

Stevens Telescopes. In last year's match the

use of telescopes was not permitted and in conse-

quence, the average per cent, of each man on the

American Team was 94.5 per cent.; this year the

average per cent, per man was raised to 98.3 per

cent, which is very signilicant of the value of

Stevens Telescopes. This important Internation-

al Shooting Contest shows once more how indis-

pensable Stevens Rifles and Telescopes are for

topnotch scores. Among the fifty American
Crack Shots who represented the American R,i(le

Team, those that ma'Jie the best showing at the

targets, were equipped with Stevens Rifles and
Stevens Telescopes. The four highest scores on
the Australian side were made by H. M. Giles, Jr.,

H. Higgins, W. D. Richardson and C. J. Jackman,
all of whom used Stevens Ideal Rifles.

The Rifle

LANARK COUNTY RIFLE LEAGUE.

The fourth annual meet of the Lanark County

(Ont.) Rifle League was held on the Lanark Rifle

Range on Wednesday, August 17th, and after a

good contest Lanark secured the cup by the small

lead of two points.

The Lanark County Rifle League was organized

at Carleton Place in 1907, and included the Carle-

ton Place, Almonte, Perth and Lanark Rifle Asso-

ciations.

The competition was for a cup as a team prize

and individual prizes for aggregrtes scored at

200, 500 and 600 yards, also three range prizes.

The first and second meets took place at Carle-

ton Place and resulted in signal defeats of the

other Rifle Clubs by Carleton Place Club and the

possession ot the cup, having won it twice. The
third meet was also held in Carleton Place ni 1909,

when the Lanark Rifle Club secured the silver by

a conuortable lead of 32 points over Carleton

Place, the nearest competitor. This year, 1910,

Lanark had the meet, and a fifth club, the Poland

R. A., joined tbe League and sent a representation

of eight men, who made a creditable showing for

their first season. The Lanark team (five men)
again secured the cup by the small lead of two
points over the Carleton Place team: Lanark (5),

473; Carleton (5), 471. The shooting was a de-

cided improvement in both teams over 1909 scores,

the Carleton Place team improving 41 points, while

the Lanark team improved 11 points. Almonte
•was unable to send a team to the 1910 meet.

An "all-comers" match at 300 yard's at the

N. R. A. 300-yards target, was introduced for the

first time and was well received by the marksmen
during waits between the other ranges. Mr. L. G.

Robertson, Major B. A. C. Caldwell and H. Mc-
Fadden won the three prizes in this match. The
possible, oo for 5 shots, was not secured, as it was
very difficult, the "9 bull" having an "inner
bull ring 6," counting 6 points, and a "centre
bull ring 3," counting 7 points. Robertson scored

30 points, Caldwell 29 points, McFadden 28 points.

The next meet will be at Lanark on Labor Day,
1911.

The following are the scores:

200 500 600 Tot.

1—W. M. Baird, Carleton P 33 34 31—98
2—Rev. Wm. McDonald, Lanark 32 32 33—97
3—W. J. Scott, M.D., Lanark... 34 32 31—97.
4—S. Stanzel, Carleton P 33 31 31—95

. 5—H. McFadden, Carleton P 32 33 30—95
6—Dr. Winters, Carleton P 31 30 33—94
7—Geo. J. Hunt, Lanark 32 31 31—94
S—B. A. C. Caldwell, Lanark 31 34 2-9-94

9—Jno. Moore, Perth 33 30 30—93
10—T. G. Robertson, Lanark 29 33 29—91
li—Thos. Mason, Lanark 29 30 31—90
12—Geo. Findlav, Carleton P 29 30 30—89
13—W. Muirhead, Carleton P 31 28 29—88
14—W. Browning. Poland 27 30 29—86
lo—S. McDougall, Poland 27 26 31—84
16—,L A. Darou, Lanark 26 29 28—83
17—S. Wilson, Perth 29 29 25—83
18—J. A. Watt, Lanark 28 25 28—81
19— F. Clyue, Perth 30 31 20-81
20—W. Umpherson, Jr., Poland... 31 27 22—80
21—,Tas. McEwen, Carleton P 29 21 29—79
22—W. Wrahtall, Poland 26 27 26—79
23—A. Umpherson, Poland 28 23 25—76
24—T. W. Beeman, Perth 29 30 17—76
25—R. McDougall, Poland 29 24 22—75
26—W. Umpherson. Sr., Poland. ..28 25 22—75
27—W. S. Robertson, Perth 26 25 23—74
28—Robt.Galbraith, Carleton P.... 27 26 21—74
29—J. A. Paul, Poland 27 27 19—73
30—A. Sinclair, Perth 24 30 J.9—73
31—N. Anderson, Perth 25 20 22—67
32—F. Robertson, Perth 25 23 13—61

Extra Series. Prize.

1—F. G. Robertson $5.00

2—B. A. C. Caldwell 3.00

3—H. McFadden 2.00

Team Totals, for five men

—

Lanark 473
Carleton Place 471
Perth 407
Poland 405
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^^^ O CHICAGO, JUNE 21-24, 1910 vj^ w,^

No. 1

The Grand American Handicap
Won by RILEY THOMPSON, of GAINESVILLE, MO., who

broke 100 STRAIGHT FROM 19 YARDS

No. 2

JNO. W. GARRETT, of Colorado Springs, Colo.,

broke THE ENTIRE PROGRAM ON THE FIRST DAY
JUNE 21—100 STRAIGHT

(80 Singles and 10 Pairs—All 16 Yards)

OTHER (mm) HONORS
HIGH SCORE ON DOUBLES: JNO. W. GARRETT, 57 out of 60. LONG RUN ON DOUBLES: W. D. STANNARD,
41 straight. Two Ties for First Place in the Professional Championship : Jno. W. Garrett and Homer Clark.
LONG RUNS: Riley Thompson, 130. Jay R. Graham, 125. Jay R. Graham, 102. Jno. W. Garrett. 109 (including 10 pairs).

In making the above remarkable records all the gentlemen used

1^
X) SMOKELESS POWDERS

'Z!^ Regular and Reliable Brands"

MMio<ii!:(i]iiaii

6|B|^ 1^
I IfeSi^^^ There's an individuality

Urn I MJ^'^^ about the Greener gun that cannot fail ^ appeal

H« m^^^^ to the discriminating Sportsman.

\M2r Greener guns are not built by the mile and cut off by the yard;

Jg^ each one is made specially, and if necessary exactly to your order under^ the direct supervision of a member of the firm, each of whom is a practical

^ sportsman and has shot game in every elime. There are three ge-rations f

^
gunmaking experience at the back of Greener Guns, and their world-wid repu aUo.

for hard hitting, far shooting and long wear is based upon 80 years' success m

every branch of Gu. production. And in addition greener guns have gamed

highest honors at 27 International Exhibitions. All this means that when you buy

a Greener gun you have the best that science, skill and experience can produce.

See that your new gun bears the name Greener; it's a gilt edged guarantee.

Send a Postal for Catalog T. There are 38 grades to select from, and

expert advice is at your service.

W.W.GREENER n," le'^maker

63 and 65 Beaver Hall Hill

MONTREAL, P. Q.
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For successful pictures of Sporting subjects,
use theWELLINGTON

XTM^ SPEEDY FLHTE
Th"e fastest of all fast plates.

WELLINGTON & WARD,
El?tree. England.

Speed No. 350 H. & D.

13 St. John Street, Montreal, P.Q.
Further particulars mailed on request.

Bkrw yov the cUffereat klod« et Kmtmui Oam«ra« va auike.

tS'TUa 0«tal*rw« MU kU abo«t mu wm&ertvl *arw

A KOROMA
Is tke Camera tt> bay for pleasurs or bvaineta

KoronaCameras
TAKE PICTUSJSS OH PLATXS OS FILMS

¥ou can me pUtea for ccodobij wken taklnf a few pictures
arooBd home or dajUxht film packa in tAa XOKOVA ASAF-
TZX when joo trarel and dealrc ftlin cooTenlcBca. Tbe
ordinary film camera kmt rerj few of the adJaetMeats ba4
conrenlaacea of a plate camera aad for ntaay porpesae 1b

osaleas.

A XOKOITA OAXXXA U co«d for erery pketograpaic
subject, •qoailj' complete aa a tlm camera er as a plate
camera. The mechanical eoaatnictieo of the K«reBa Cam-
era ia perfect, and the workmasahlp la aaperb. I%a sLgB
of qsalltr la a Korona la appareat at ftnt glaaee t« aay-
oae whether thaj know the polata of a camera er sat.

Wa DOrT WAJTT TO SXLL TOTJ A KOKOVA OAX-
ISA. ..We enlj wlah to aend 70a aor Utereetla^
eatalocne of Koreaa Cameraa and fire 700 the addrcea
of the dealer In 7oar Tlelnitx who will b« pleased te

PAKCRATIC TXLKPHOTO LIHS

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Company
f88 Cliatoa Aveaae So^

t. KATOK C«., LTD.
Toronto aad Winmpeg.

Oar g*oi» ar« seld by
Sockorter, K.Y.

/vin

UHITED PHOTOORAPmC STORES, Ltd. Imllsi
TorontOL MontreAL Ottawa. Quoboe.
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Let the Kodak Film Tank and Velox Paper
Complete the Pleasure of Your Kodak Day.

Kodak Simplicity
marks every step. No dark room for either developing or printing and better results than by
the old methods Ask your dealer or write us for the two free booklets : "Tank Development"
and "The Velox Book."

Canadian Kodak Go.,If you do not finish your oivn pictures, insist on the
use of Velox by the man who finishes them for you- A
good negative is worthy of Velox; a poor negative
needs Velox. TORONTO, CANADA.

UMITED

No. 10 $3.50 No. 14 $5.00 No. 12 $4.00*w of BMt 16 r 1« 1» X 19 18 X IT
Height of back from seat 23 in. 20 in. 24 In.
Height of arm from Mat 9^^ la. 10 In. 20 In.

THB dlstlBCtlTe featore aboat my Willow Psmltare Is not tbe prle*. bat tlM 4«allty—lets af Art romltoM
Is told at laes, bat yoe would Dot want It at any prie« wbaa plae«d aloB««ld« •< TOVNOB&'B WEb-
LOW FUBNITUBB. I grow my own willow. I HiperyUte ^reoaally tke werkmane^Ip. I gmanuitea

tretigth and darabllity In every article. Am to BEADTY of tills fursitare, It s^Aaks for ItaeU. Tks
baBds«me set, lllastrated abore, sells for |12.M. It eomprlset tkree eomfortable arm ebaln, sude of
Willow. Tbat means c«ola»e« and comfort. Tttore Is bo reason la tbe wortd wby yea sboald alt tn an ao-
veatllated aaJ anhealtby aptaolster«d ebalr wben yea eaa bay these artUtle cbalrs at price* from $S.M to lit.

We alao maonfaetare a variety of other Bosb and Willow rmraltare, laeladlag Seteea, Arm ObalBi.
raney Obalrs. Uvalld'a Chain, Tablaa. Plealc Raekeu, AotMioMllBts' Baskets, and anmerew otber arttelea.
Btsel i l BaskeU ef aay style made to «.rder. Ne extra pa«kla« charfM far shipplag to oatalAe petnta. B«o4
fw catal«c-

IV. YOUNGER, 666 Yonge St., Toronto
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R i BBONS
FOR

Multigraph or Writerpress Machines

$20 Per Dozen

Typewriter Ribbons
3 for $1.35, or $5.00 per dozen

ANY
RIND

Carbon Paper - $1.75 Per Box
Express Prepaid

r J J t » n.fi.A Send Check, Draft, Money Order
Money refunded if not satisfied. " •

Chas. A. Foyer 81 Co.
E. O. GRAVES

Manager Canadian Depot.

110 Dundas Street

LONDON, ONTARIO

THE EMPIRE
A CANADIAN MADE TYPEWRITER

Perfection

..{.<.,j»»:.^..:.»:..:..:.^.:.«:«*<—:>

in its

Simplicity

PRI CE $60 ONLY
Manifolding Qualities Unexcelled

WRITINa ALWAYS IN SIOHT

If you require a TypewTiter you can tind none that

will suit you better than the Emplr*."

THE WILLIAMS MFG. CO,
MONTREAL

OWDERI
KILLS
BUGS

Est.
1788

London
Eng

Clears the
house of

Moths, Bugs,

Beetles, Ants,

Roaches,

Spiders, Etc.

Harmless to aU

except insect life.

At all druggists.

Get the genuine.

I-s t -IS only. 10, 15, 20, 25 Cents.

*><« *^t«^t"^*^*J**^*^*i"^***i•*^*^**^^
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ONTARIO'S LEADING TAXIDERMIST

Expert Animal, Fish,

Game Head and

Bird Moun ting

promptly done.

Fine Rug Work in

all styles.

Let me demonstrate to you the superiority of CAREFUL SKILLED WORK
My Taxidermy efforts are best known through their natural appearance

and durable workmanship.

FOR SALE—Beautifully mounted Moose, Elk, Caribou and Deer heads,

Antlers and Fur Rugs at reasonable prices.

Send for instructions for correctly skinning and shipping game heads,

animals, birds, etc., for mounitng.

References—Standard Bank, Unionville; W. J. Taylor, publisher of Rod

and Gun ; sportsmen and hunters everywhere in Canada and U.S.A.

EDWIN DIXON ^^^fo^E^BMik-i^
MAIN STREET, UNIONVILLE, ONTARIO

The Sure Death Trap
Thi| trap catches animals by the neck instead

of the feet, killing them mstantlv without injury
to the pelt. A humane feature that is certainly
commendable, besides it »aves every Jur to the
trapper. It is made in three sizes and has the best
trigger action «ver put on a trap. This trap has
made a great record for itself the past reason. One
Trapper caught iS Mink and lo Muskrats with three
traps. 5c brings you our illuitrated Trappers'
Guide, it explains everything.

DAVENPORT TRAP CO , BOX C, DAVENPORT, IOWA

The time to hunt is at either end of day.
The kind of sight to U8e is the one you
can see. Daniel's Patent Concentric sight
is the best in the world for those dark
places. You can prove it. Price only $2.00.

Address C. DANIEL., Box B 3 Melbourne, Wash.
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Premiums
Consisting of

Tents
Sleeping Bags
Sleeping Robes
Dunnage Bags
Kit Bags
Pack Sacks
Waterproof and
Hunting Coats

Camp Furnishings
Sporting Boots
and Everything
Necessary or
Desirable in a
Sportsman's
Outfit.

These goods are manufactured
by the well-known firm of

Woods Limited, Ottawa and
Winnipeg, whose trade mark is

a guarantee of the high quality
of the articles.

For Particulars how to earn any of the
above, address

Premium Department

RODanoGUM
In Canada

WOODSTOCK, ONT.

Cutten & Foster
Toronto

American Auto Top
Manufacturers

Auto Tops. Boat Tops. Tent Cots.

The Handy Tent Cot.

Price $U.OO, from your dealer or from us.

Send for illustrated catalogue.

We can furnish Auto Tops for

any Style of Automobile in Pan-
taeote or Mohair.

have been on the market for over
fifty years and are known from At-
lantic to Pacific for their uniform
excellent quality.

If your grocer does not keep
these in his stock, write us direct.

Made under Government Inspection.

F. W. Fearman Co., Ltd.

Hamilton, Ontario
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»» t»<i»»^ y^

WHY A PORTABLE HOUSE P
A portable cottage appeals to a conservative man for

the following reasons :

—

ist.—The initial cost is comparatively low. 2nd.—The
low cost of erection, combined with the ease with which
they are erected and not necessitating a carpenter makes
vacation a pleasure. 3rd.—The comfort and convenience
permits the lady of the houie to get the rest which is so
essential to her health. 4th —The artistic finifch of our
houses has always appealed lo women 5th.—90 per cent,
of this season's sales have been to Bankers, men who are
accustomedjo selecthig nothing but silt edeed^nvestments.

We are offering a limited~numi3er of houseT(/o/ior sale
aU;ednced£rices_Order early and avoid being disappointed.

THE SCHULTZ BROS.. COMPANY, LTD., Sp.^Albion Strect,|BranlfordrO^
< : !. ! . !. !. ! ! .t.

.|. ! .t- >V ! ! -t- »t- ! <t i> -t- ! >t>
't J' J' 4>4> 't-< !'*» 'l"t'*» ! ! > < »! » -V >t> >t * > » < 'l- > » » < t -t ' 1-<»»»»

Rebuilt Thomas Flyers

At attractive prices, including the

famous THOMAS LITTLE SIX.

A far better proposition than a cheap

new car. Write for catalogue and

prices.

E. R. Thomas Motor
COMPANY

Retail DepartmeRt, 1200 Niagara St.

Buffalo - . N.Y., U.S.A.

vBeers Brothers

THERMOSM
Too need one in joat hooM.
Eeepi the temperatare exact-

ly right, day and nlcbt. Sarei coal, mtm
worry. Worki on famaces, hot water «c
•toam heaters. Anyone can attach.

ItTends theHeater
The almpleet apparatus madv, (uaruiLeM.
to work perfectly and last for year*. Bi<
and little homea ne«d it. Bend today far
booklet.
BXZSa BEOS. TKXSJIORAT eo.
168 Pertlamd Ave. loehartM. S. T.

BALDWIN
CAMP '

LAMP

This 14 Candle

Power Lamp

Olt'sHardRubberCele-
brated "Perfect" O.K-
Adjustable Duck and
Crow call. ' Un-
equalled." Used by
the leading hunters

gives a bright, white light that
enables you to read and write

with perfect comfort.

Worn on the cap or belt, both
hands are free with rod. gun or

knife. Projects its light 150 feet. Isi% inches high, weight only 5 ounces.

Absolutely safe, smokeless and grease-
'Bss, made ready for use in 10 seconds.
Every lamp guaranteed.

For sale at Sporting and Hardware
stores, or sent prepaid on receipt of
regular price, $1.00.

H Write today giving your
dealer's name and we will mail
Illustrated booljlet FREE.

everywhere. $1 00 prepaid, inducement to the trade.
PHIUP S. OLT, De Idll, Pekin, 111., U.S.A

CHEERS THE
campers' NIGHT

JOHN SIMMONS CO.
19 Franklin St., New.York

Sir T»«n^„ ^!f^^:^, *'1'^°' ^r^T}* "^ "»'^* '° ^ Alnnalmim or AU Iron a. dealred.

tlie cr^Ll It« for^r^nf^^H""™^
Cylinder with caat In Iron liner for pUton tr.rel (Pat. A^p Tar.) 1.

-JT,* I- rJl^ fT*'^ "' tte decade In (aa engine conatmctlon. The Alamlnum Cylinder h^ eoae Z
Tk,,j^L^,:u'i^^''^\i^i^^j?X '"'"^"'" °' "^"•~^- '^^ -taio^^-T*^ S-:s"i.«

GENERAL MACHIINERY COMPAINY.
75 Trumbull Ave.. Bay CHy. Mich.. U.S.A.
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JAMES HUTTON I

Manufacturers' Agents

MONTREAL
REPRESBXTIXG

JOSEPH RODGERS & SONS, LTD.,
Cutlers to His Majesty.
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Stuffed

Is the work of Wm. Kohli, Bluff.
ton, Ohio. It is the First animal
that he ever tried to mount.
Many Professionals Cannot Do As

Well. Here is the secret
of his success. He learned
the easiest and best meth-

in the world from our School
and did a tine job of mounting the
first time he tried it. We have
thirty thousand students, all doing
CQually well.

We Can
Teach
You to

Mount Birds^nimals— Fishes
and Game Heads,— to tan skins make rugs and robes, etc.. By Mail in Your Home. We teach you so that you can do
the work right and do it quickly. We teach you the Standard Methods, the same that Mr. KohH learned from
us, by mail, and used in mounting this fine bear.

CwAru CitArteiM^H every hunter, trapper, angler or nature lover should be able to preserve his own
every OpUllSmail) n„e troi.;iies. N.jthing ts nner for the home, den or office. Anyone can learn the
art eibi;\ ml ! .ijlcly 1 y o.sr Standard Methods. We Guarantee successor refund tuition. Our fine FREE
Book Fully Explains Our School and How to Learn the great art of Taxidermy. Send the Coupon
Today for the FKHH BOOK.
n|A BBAEITO You can easily earn From $20 to $40 a IMonth from your Spare Time by
K||b r tlllH I N mounting for others or selling your mounted specimens. If you wish to enter taxi-'"" livri IIW dermy as a business, you can make from SJOOO to $4000 per year. Investigate this

New Uncrowded Field. Thousands are making fine profits from taxidermy as aside line, or going into the
business for a life' work. Taxidermists are few, and the Demand Is Great. Read what a few students say:

"Within the past tivo months I have turned out more than $500 worth of work. My specimens took first

premium at the stat- fair. That is what your school has done for me,"'—A. S. Harmer, North 'V'akama, Wash,

"I have just sold a collection of specimens for $216. which makes in all $700 I have earned from ray taxi-

dermy work, and i^ is all due to your excellent course of lessons."—J. T. Stanton, Klamraath, Ore.

"Since taking your courselast year I have made over $675 by selling my specimens, and doing work for

others. "V'our lessons are fine, and every sportsman should join the school."—H. C. Hammond, Syracuse, N.Y.

Pllll|n|ll|.A|i that we taught these men Taxidermy by Mail. We can teach you equally well, you will
neinCinilCI be delighted with the work. Our v;hool leaches taxidermy only, and we have been in the
business for many years. Our specimens took FIRST GRAND PRIZE and 9 Gold Medals'at the exposition.

Great Taxidermy Book FREE >^^--^
We have prepared a splendid book on taxidermy. It tells all about the art,

explains how we can teach you the business, right in your own home during
yourspare time. This book is NOW FREE. Send the COUPON TOD.4.Y
and get this valuable book, and a FREE COPY o£ THE T.AXIDERMY
M.AGAZINE, also sample diploma and hundreds of ktters from delighted

students. je

BE SURE AND GET THIS BOOK. Send the coupon TODAY-
right now, before you forget it. You are sure to be interested.

THE NORTHWESTERN SCHOOI OF TAXIDERMY,
lO-Z Elwood Building, Omaha, Nebraska.

W. Elwood, President

THE N. W. SCHOOL OF TAXIDERMY,
10-Z Elwood BIdg., Omaha, Neb.

Please send me free and without anv obligations, your
FREE BOOK. "How to Learn Taxidermy," also copy
of Taxidermy Magazine and full particulars of your system.

Name
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WHY NOT
enjoy a free trial of a

COERZ LENS
ask your dealer to give you one for ten days without cost to you
and make some real pictures.

We are confident that it will sustain its enviable reputation
for speed, definition, and covering power.

Can be fitted to any camera or kodak and whether amateur or
professional, it will enhance your work*

Full information pertaining to anything in our line gladly
furnished upon request.

Beautiful instructive Goerz Catalogue may be had free at dealers

or will be sent to any address upon receipt of 6 cents in stamps.

§
C. p. GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL COMPANY

Office and Factory 79 East 130th Street, New York
Canadian Representative: R. H. SMITH, Montreal. §

WHEN IN DETROIT STOP AT

HOTEL TULLER
ABSOLUTEIvY FIREPROOF

Col. Adams Avenu« and Park 8tr««t.

L' Hal Iaxc«
S= COOTCDtlOB Hall.

^^% Grand Boof
Garden C«f«.

Our nniqne
Cryital GrlU.

Muale «.00 t«

12.00 P.M.

Beantlfnllj aod
quietly situated on

Grand Olrcoa

Park.

In the centre of the Theatre, Bliopplnc and
Boalneaa Distriet. Serriee VBezcellod. Xymj mobi
vitk Bath.

Xuropoaa Plan. BaIm fl.60 p«i day an4 «*.

L. W. TTTXXER, Fropriatet.

YOU MUST SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

TOURIST MAGAZINE
YOU CAN'T BUY IT FROM THE NEWSSTANDS

Ths TOURIST MAGAZINE goes solely and

absolutely to subscribers—people who have attain-

ed a deirree of culture and refinement rendering

them desirous of being fully posted upon every-

thing that is happening in the world of travel.

The magazine is crammed full of magniflcent

illustrations. The articles are brilliantly written,

and in a style that you, personally, will like to

read, It is, of its kind, the Most Magnificent

Magazine of the country.

You couldn't possibly make a better invest-

ment than one dollar for a year's subscription to

the Tourist Magazine. Send in your subscription

at once, and you will say at the end of the

twelve months that you never invested one dollar

more profitably than in becoming a subscriber to

the most delightfnl and entertaining magazine

In America. Send in your subscription to R. &

O. Dept.

TOURIST MAGAZINE

$1.00 A YEAR.

47 West 84th St.,

NEW YORK CITY.

$1.00 A YEAR.
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YoM Can
do it
with

Reo Five Passenger

Touring Car, $1500.

Top and Automatic

Windshield extra.

Rco Breaks the Record
From New York to San Francisco—What This Means to You

The previous record was 15 days, 2 hours, 12 mmutes, aud it was a good
one. It has stood three years in spite of many efforts to break it; for the
speed required over all sorts of roads—aud much of the way nothing but
"desert tracks"—makes the trip the severest possible accelerated test of en-
durance.

But at last the Reo tried it and smashed the record all to pieces—beat it by
4 days, 10 hours, 59 minutes, and beat it fairly and squarely. The Reo record
is 10 days, 15 hours, 13 minutes.

The trip was annomiced in the newspapers ahead of time, so that ony one
who wanted to could see the start Monday morning, August 8, at one minute
past twelve. At every point on the trip the arrival of the Reo was checked
by men well known in the community who were not interested in the Reo, and
these checkings were supported by affidavits. The test was made open and
above board—nothing to hide. If the Reo had failed, it would have gone
back and tried over again—over and over again if it had been necessary, and
all open, so that everybody could verify the facts.

But it wasn't necessary. The Reo has the stuff that stands every test.
It has the power and the strength, and it has the construction that permits
full use of power over all sorts of roads—even deserts with no roads.

The Reo has the stuff in it, and its record proves it. No one can ever
doubt that the Reo, light weight though it is, has the mighty strength of a
lion. This record proves that the Reo will do what you or any one else wants
it to do, anywhere at any time. It is just one more proof of the famous Reo
get-there-and-back-ability.

The car that made the previous record was four thousand dollars. The
Reo that beat it is only $1,500.

Come, let us show you more about this wonderful car. We will exhibit
at the Canadian National Exhibition.

Reo Motor Car Co. of Canada^ Limited
St. Catharines.
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Forty yard Pillar click reel, brass, each 28c
McCurd.v Frog Harness Hooks, each 30c
Uenulne Star Spoon Baits, 1-0, each 30c
Success Fish Head Luminous Spoon Baits, each 30c
Gut Casting Tin Cases, aluminum, each 30c
Antl Gussin Fish Hook Holder, each 35c
A. B. Patent TroU, near gold, each 35c
Landing Net, 26 inch, linen, each 40c
Kelso Pearl Spoon Bait, each 40c
llartuug Feathered Bass Bait, each 40c
Fly Book, imitation leather, 6V4 Inches, eucL 40c
Gem Carlton Reel, each 45c
Rubber and Nickel Click Reel, each 45c
Fly Book, dark roan, 6V2 inches, each 45c
Pillar Brass Reel, eighty yard, click, each 46c
Gaff Hook, without barb, each 50c
Elite Single Minnow Pail. S quart, each 50c
Friend Double Spinner Bass Bait, each 60c
Balance Handle Multiplying Reel, each 60c
Carlton Ideal Reel, each 80c
Frost Kelso Automatic Reel, each $4.00
Yawman & Erbe Automatic Reel, each ?4.00
Meek Blue Grass Reel, German Silver, each $5.00
Greenhhart Trout Rod, made by Divine Co., 10 feet

in length, weight 9Va ounces, extra tip. Hand
made rod $b.SO

Dagama Bass Rod, 8% feet in length, three pieces,
extra tip. Mounted German Silver $9.00
Send all remittances to Sportsmen's Supply Depot, To-

ronto. Orders filled same day as received.

GUNS.
FOR SALE—Ithaca Kummerless 12. ejector, $70 grade,

30x3x14x7% xVi cast off, new, $50.00—a snap. Apply
Box M.. Rod and Gun. It

FOR SALE—Fnion Repeating Shot Guns, $18. Ithaca
Shot Guns at I.ciwest Prices. English Double Guns, $7.
Standard Riflfs. Write for price list. National Wire
Fence Co.. I'l 'scjlt. Ont. 2t

FOR SALE—12 gauge Westley Richards ejeotor patent
hand detachable locks, one trigger, hammerless shot gun.
2 sets double barrerls. .30 and 25 inch, weigs 7% and 6%
lbs. Full choke and cylindrical. £.35 gun in good con-
dition. First check for $100 takes her. Edmund H.
Dimocke. Windsor, Nova Scotia.

FOR SALE—One double barrel Clabrough 8 gauge Shot
Gun, 36 in. full choke, Fluid Steel barrels. Low hammers,
1314 lbs. Excellent shooter, practically new, in fine order,
with leather case, tools, etc., $60.00. Box 219, Prescott,
Ont- It

Lefever Hammerless Gun. D. S. Grade. Bura-Nitre steel
barrel, twelve gauge, half pistol grip, rubber ball plate,
stock 14 inches. Box "Lefever," Rod and Gun, 5 King St.
W., Toronto. tf

FOR SALE—Automatic Shot Gun Shell Loading Machine,
capacity eight thousand daily, 2 Horse-power Gas Engin*
and Accessories. Apply Box 50, Rod and Gun, Woodetock.

It
FOR SALE—Parker Hammerless, 12 ga., 7% bb. Cost

$110. Titanic steel barrel. Beautiful gun, "not soiled-
bargain. Waterloo period flint lock musket, good condition.
Box 16. Swan Lake, Manitoba.

Target Smith & Wesson, .38 military revolver. Oy, in.
barrel. L.vman Sight. Ideal tools for same, cost forty-
eight dollars—for thirty dollars. Apply Box D. S., Rod
and Gun, Toronto.

FOR SALE—No. 2 grade Smith automatic ejector, 6%.
26. 14, IVo, 21/2. 12g.. perfect condition, right % and left
full choke. Price $65. Will take Winchester pump and
(difference. Box 113. Klngsville, Ont.

HUNTING CAMP.
FOR SALE—Well constructed board camp in excellent

condition, partially furnished—suitable for a party of five.
Situated in Kinmount district on a prominent point of a
large lake where deer and partridge are plentiful. No
portages. This is an exceptional oportunity. Price com-
plete, thirty-five dollars. Apply to Hopkins Bros. & Mark,
Kinmonut, Ont. It

LAUNCHES.
FOR SAIiE—Smack. Kawartha Lakes. Good condition.

Apply 11. I". Baker, University of Chicago.

FOR SALE—Fine cabin cruiser, 40x8, 25 H.P. Cost
$2,000—to be sold for unpaid balance, $700.00. Suitable for
passenger. Apply John Sale, Windsor, Ont. 2t

Twenty-three foot launch hull, semi-speed design, manu-
factured by Robertson Bros., Hamilton. Built of Cyprus and
oak. Apply Box 17, Rod and Gun, Toronto, Ontario.

A 8-10 H.P. Twin Screw, Van Auken Motor, with the
following equipment: Spark plugs, commutator, spark coil,

primary and secondary wires, muffler, starting lever, tools
and couplings bored to suit propeller shafts, also a specially
selected carburetor. Send for further particulars to Box 13,
Hod and Gun, Toronto, Ontario.

UOTOB ACCESSOBIES.
Bl'.^w find a list of Motor Boat and Automobile Acces-

sories offered for sale at alluring prices:

—

MAGNETOS— Type B. Wizard, for make and break en-
gines; type H. Wizard Magnetos, for two cycle engines,
and multiple cylinder stationary engines; length 12 inches,

width inches, height 8 Inches, weight 24 lbs. Send for
prices of above.
PROPELLER WIIEF.LS—12 inch, left hand, three blade

bronze wheel, $4.00; cwelve Inch, right hand, two blade
bron.-!e, $3.25; sixteen incD, left band, Weedless bronze,
$7.25; 12 inch, three bladt, vdst Iron, $2.25; Bryant & Ber-
ry, hi inch, three blade, rltht band, bronze wheel, $8.00;
Bryar.t & Berry, 16 inc., t-e Diade, bronze wheel, $9.00.
CARBURETORS—One inch, Heitger Carburetor, Model

B., $7.50; one and half Inch, Heitger Carburetor, Model B.,
<9.00.

BOAT SEARCHLIGHTS—Acetylene Searchlight, made by
n.ram L. Piper Co., complete with generator, $10.50.
GREASE GUNS—Miller, imllspensable to motor boat

owners, each, $1.40.

1 ' ASH-LIGHTS—No motor boat or automobile owner can
afford to be without one. Wonder flashlight, always ready,
outlasts them all, complete witii new battery, 90c; Vest
pocket tlashlight, complete with new battery, 35c.
BATTERY CONNECTORS—Cleveland Battery Connectors,

latest out per dozen, 60c: half dozen. 35c.
MARINE ENGINES—Ranging in horse-power from two

horse, single cylinder, two cycle, to ten horse-power, three
cylinder, all with complete outfits. Also a number of hori-
zontal opposed engines, with complete outfits. Close
prices quoted.
Address all enquiries and remittances to MARINE EN-

GINE AND MOTOR SUPPLY EXCHANGE, Toronto. Or-
ders flUed same day as received.

SPECIALS.
GINSENG SEED—1909 germinated, only five dollars per

thousand. D. Jamieson, Osnabruck Centre, Ontario. It

FOR SALE—Summer Cottage at Torrance, Lake Muflkoka,
near P. 0. and steamboat wharf. George Parker, Box 17«,
Gravenhurst. Jt

TENT—Wanted, good second hand tent, fair size for
family camping. Give particulars. Williams, 212 Board
of Trade Building. Montreal.

$1200—Muskoka—Lack-a-Day—Cedar Bay—seven reoDia:
kitchen; stable; good fishing; unfurnished; referencM;
spring; mall route. Thos. Cooper, Cooper's Falls, Ont.

WANTED—An Irish Spaniel, or Field Spaniel puppy, or
young dog. .las. Letherdale. Penetang. Ont. It

BROTHER—Accidentally discovered root will cure both
tobacco habit and indigestion. Gladly send particulars.
J. K. Stokes, Mohawk, Florida. 3t

FOR SALE—KITTENS—Thoroughbred Persian Kittens.
Prize-winning stock, 'Rahman," Lion-bred black King at
service. Address:—Mrs. F. E. Hewitt, 708 Dovercourt Rd.,
Toronto, Ont. tf

GUIDE WANTED—To take charge of party for FALL
DUCK SHOOTING. One who can guarantee abundance of
Ducks. Give full particulars as to location of grounds,
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experience, best time to go and salary wanted.
Box 40, Rod and Gun, Woodstock, Ont.

Address
It

CANADA SPORTSMEN'S DIRECTORY—Wanted, the

name of every reader of Rod and Gun and every sportsmen,

to join Its numbers. We mail circulars, furnish nanu-s

to magazines, etc. Samples received amount to dollars.

See your name is placed on it today. Enlishment fee 10

cents. John Carter. Punara. Man., Can. S-3t

TO SPORTS.NfEN—TWO SHARES AT $500.00 each can
l)e had in one of the most delightful shooting and fishing

clubs in Canada: the club is fully equipped with gasoline
launches, clinkers, duck decoys, etc.. Only desirable parties

meaning business need apply. For full information apply
Bo.\ 42, Rod and Gun. 5 King St. West, Toronto, Ont.

TWO MUSKOKA COTTAGES TO RENT—One "WUte
House," two storey, nine roomed cottage, Including bath
room, hot and cold water, wind mill; furnished complete.
Boat house. Good bathing. Ten minutes row from r«rt
Carling. "Beech Villa," seven roomed cottage; beantlfol

location; five minutes from Port Carling. For particolan.

rent, etc.. Address "Box Cottace," Bod and Oon, Booh 4.

5 King St. W., Toronto.

YOUR FALL HUNT—Experienced Hunter, Trapper a>d
Guide wishes to correspond with person or persona re-

quiring a companion or manager for hunting expedltlea
throughout Canada. Apply Immediately. A. S. Ma««B,
HuQter, Trapper and Guide, Hd. St. Margaret's Bay,
Halifax Co., Nova Soctla, Can. It

TAXIDEEMI8T8.
FOR YOUR CLUB, OFFICE OR DEN—Mounted caribou

and (leer heads. Fur rugs and hangers. I can supply
anytliing you wish in my line. Write me. Edwin
Dixon, Taxidermist, Unlonville, Ontario.

MOUNTED MOOSE HEAD FOR SALE—One of the finest

specimens shot in Canada last season. Mounted by the

best methods. Very reasonable price. Photo and descrip-

tion upon request. Write Edwin Dixon, Taxidermist,
Unionville, Ont.

FOR SALE—Large 12 point mounted Elk Head. Write
for photograph and particulars. Edwin Dixon, Taxidermist,
Unlonville, Ontario.

MCLCLM
RIFLE
TELESCOPE Let us put a Telescope Sight on Your l(ifl*

We have the only practical Telescope and attachments for hunting
rifles that does not interfere with regular sights. Send for Catalogue to

R. F. EMMONS, S Shern^ood St AVBVRN, N.Y.

FREE!

Hunters! Fishermen! Woodsmen! Guides!
Wear the Wonderful STEEL SHOES

!

One Pair of "STEELS" Outlasts 3 to 6 Pairs of the Best All-
Leather Shoes or Boots.

Send today for a pair of Steel Shoes on Free Examination and see for youraelf their
supreme advantages over all other shoes or boots for sportsmen, guides and woodsmen.
1'hey are lighter, neater, stronger, more waterproof, easier on the feet, and many times
more durable than anything ever before known.

Soles and Sides of Light, Seamless Steel. Uppers of

Finest Waterproof Leather.

Here is the way Steel Shoes are made. The uppera are made of a

supsrior ijuality of leather, as waterproof as leather can be tann«d.

Wonderfully soft and pliable—never gets stiff! The teles and sides

are made out of one piece of special light, thin, springy, rust-reslsttag

steel.

Adjustable Steel Rivets Make Soles Indestructible
Soles and heels studded with adjustable Steel Rlrets, which

prevent bottoms from wearing out! Rivets easily replaced

when partly worn. 50 extra rivets cost only 30 cents and
should keep shoes in good repair for at least two years! No
other repairs needed! Uppers Joined to steel by small riTSts

of rust-resisting metal, so that no water can get between.

Absolute Protection Against Colds and Rheu-
matism ! No Corns or Callouses.

Soles lined with soft, springy, comfortable Hair Cushions

which atysorb perspiration and odors and add to ease of walk-

ing. Feet feel fine after an all-day tramp over the roughest

trail.

Boys' Steel Shoes—Sizes 1 to 5.

G in. high (Boys) $2.50 a pair.

9 in. high (Boys) Extra grade ot leatAer, BLACK OB
TAN COLOR, $3.50 a pair.

FRFF FXAMINATIONl I
Money Back if Shoes not u Represented. Why wait? Send now at our

i r«L.L. L./\i-iifiiiiri I IV/l'« . special introductory prices. Simply state size of shoe you wear, enclose the
price and get the shoes for Free Examination. We strongly recommend our i J or i6 inch high shoes for extreme
rough service.

If shoes are not found exactly as represented, notify us to send for them at our expense and get your money
back promptlj'.

Steel Shoe Co., Dept. 461, Toronto, Canada
Main Factory—Racine, Wis., U.S.A. Graat Britain Factory—Northampton, England

for Kook, "The Solo of Steel,"

or order direct from this ad.

Men's Steel Shoes
Sizes 5 to 12. 6, 9, 12 and 16 inches high

Steel Shoes, 6 inches high, $:.'.r)0 per pair.

Steel Shoes, 6 inches high, better grade
leather, J.'J.OO per pair.

Steel Shoes, 6 inches high, extra grade
leather, black or tan color. $3.50 per pair.

Steel Shoes, 9 inches high, $4.00 per pair.

Steel Shoes, 9 inches high, extra grade
leather, black or tan color, $5.00 per pair.

Steel Shoes, 12 inches high, extra grade
leather, black or tan color, $6.00 per pair.

Steel Shoes, 16 inches high, extra grade
leather, black or tan color, $7.00 per pair.

of

of

of

of

of
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HUNTER ONE — TRIGGER

THE mechanical precision of the adjustment of
a Hammerless Smith Gun approximates perfec- —
tion. By reason of it a Smith Gun cannot shoot

loose. The longer you shoot it the tighter it gets. And so by
far the greater number of your gun-troubles are eliminated

NEVER in the long history of gun-making has there been made so great
an improvement as the Hanler One-Trigger allachment. which can be
put on all Smith Guns. It stands for the greatest accuracy-and ishelping to make world's records. Your dealer should be able to tell you
all about it. So will our new and handsomely lithographed Catalogue
which you may have on request.

The latest product exemplifying Smith Gun perfection is our
JU-(jauge Hammerless—just out—and almost as light as a feather
In reahty it weighs from 5^^ to 7 lbs. It shows what can be done
in making a fine gun at a low price. It is simply all gun and no/rills.

THE HUNtER ARMS CO. 89 Hubbard St., Fulton, N. Y.

THE QUICKEST ROUTE
TO MUSKOKA

iTby way of the Canadian Northern Ontario Railway, which ffives
direct access- by rail to the head of the lakes and has boat side
stations at Bala Park and Lake Joseph.

The Lake Shore Express with parlor-observation and dining
cars IS the best appointed train in the Muskoka service, and pro-
vides the quickest, most comfortable way to reach

Lake Simcoe Sparrow Lake
The Muskoka Lakes

Parry Sound District The Georgian Bay
The Maganetawan Country

For literature and general information write C. Price Green
Passenger Agent, Toronto, Ont.

'
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ROD AND GUN'S ADVERTISERS.
Readers who fail to consult our advertising pages miss a large proportion

of the most interesting matter in the Magazine. They will find that they may
learn much from these announcements.

Every advertisement in ROD AND GUN comes from a responsible firm

and our readers may be assured of courteous answers to all inquiries and good

value from all purchases made through these pages.

AUTOMOBILES.
1

605

Regal Motor Car Co
Reo Motor Car Co
Thomas, E. R.. Motor Co

ACCESSORIES.

Buffalo Carburetor Co 553

Bryant & Berry Co 551

Cutten & Foster 604

Henrlcks Novelty Co 551

Hercules Electric Co 553

Leckie. Jno.. Ltd 551

Never Miss Spark Plug Co 543

Sta-Rite, R. E. Hardy Co 549

Splitdorf, C. P 10

Toronto Auto Top & Body Co 549

RAILWAYS.
Canadian Northern Ry 613

Grand Trunk Ry. System 14

Intercolonial Ry 13

CAMP SUPPLIES.

Aylmer Condensed Milk Co 531-613

Ales and Porters, Jno. Labatt 533

Bromo Mineral Co 531

Bovril 528

Clark, William 527

Club Cocktails. G. P. Heublein 533
Fearman, P. W. Co 604

Harris Harkness Co 531

IngersoU Packing Co , 52,i

Michle & Co., Ltd > 525

Smith, E. D 529

Shredded Wheat Biscuits and Trlseuits^Canadian
Shredded Wheat Co., Ltd 10

CANOES.
Chestnut Canoe Co., Ltd 511

King Folding Canvas Boat Co 378
Coward's Boat & Frame Works 539
Dean, Walter '••7

Life Saving Folding Canvas Boat Co 539

Lakefleld Building & Mfg. Co .")39

Peterboro Canoe Co., Ltd .5.33

Ross, J. H. Canoe Co ">43

Racine Boat Mfg Co •">3V

William English Canoe Co 537

CLOTHING.
Arlington Co. of Canada .

Broderlck, P. & Son Inside back
Coleman's, Ltd
Curzon Bros
Dominion Suspender Co
Dr. Jaegar's Sanitary Woollen System Co., Ltd
Perrin Freree

CAMERAS AND KODAKS
Canadian Kodak Co
Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co
Wellington & Ward

FISHING TACKLE
Allcock, Lalght & Westwood Co
Bristol Steel Fishing Rods—Horton Mfg. Co
Baldwin. W. H. & Co
Cortlcelll Silk Co
Hardy's Rods, Reels and Tackle—Hardy Bros
Hildebrandt, J. J
Kiffe, H. H. Co
Moonlight Bait Co

559
(iver

561

563
5.)9

oCI

559

Gin

600
60(1

557
555
557
616
557
557
555
555

GUNSMITH.

Johnston & Cashmore 593

GUN SIGHTS.

Emmons, R. F ^12

Lyman Gun Sight Co 597

HOTEL WARE

Klotz, E. W Inside front cover

GUNS, RIFLES AND AMMUNITION

Dominion Cartridge Co 583

Du Pont de Nemours Powder Co 599

Fox, A. H. Gun Co 579

Greener, W. W ^^
Hunter Arms Co ^^
Hamilton Powder Co 597

Ithaca Gun Co 587

Johnson, Iver, Arms & Cycle Works 589

Lefever Arms Co 589

Lyon Mfj,. Co 587

Marlln Firearms Co 591

Parker Bros •_•
591

Ross Rifle Co 593-595

Remington Arms Co ^^^

Stevens, J., Arms & Tool Co Outside back cover

Standard Arms Co 585

Tauscher Co 585

Tobin Arms Mfg. Co oto-576

Winchester Repeating Arms Co 581

HOTELS.

Commonwealth—Boston •'

^
Lenox—Buffalo, N.Y ^^

Tuller, Detroit ^^^

HOUSE FURNISHINGS.

Beers Bros ^
Hutton, Jas. & Co 606

Stewart, Jas. Mfg. Co., Ltd
j^J

Younger, W ""^

MAGAZINES.

Auto Mechanics ^^^

Tourist Magazlni- ^8
Trappers' World ^

MOTOP. BOATS.

Butler, M. L 539

Coward, Alf - 539

Knapp, Jas. & Sons 549

Robertson Bros .-
535

Ross. J. H. Canoe Co 543

Schultz Bros 543

Waterman Marine Motor Co 541

MISCELLANEOUS.

Gillette Safety Razor Co 565

Hope's Bird Store ^^
Keating, Thos f^
Natiou-1 Drug & Chemical Co. of Canada, Ltd 569
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Williams Art Co 15
\Veu« & Mackenspii 606
WiDiams Sufet.v Razor Co 571

MARINE UOTORS.

Hrowu. B. F. Gas Eu^iue Ci< 7
Hroiinau Mfg. Co 6
HulTalo GasoliiK' Motor Co 7
Beaver Mfg. Co 7
Beilfuss Motor Co 4
Cooper, Sbenuan Co 9
Caille Perfection Motor Co 8
Dunn. W. E 4
Elbridge Engine Co 8
Ferro Machine & Foundry Co 3
Gilson Mfg. Co., Ltd 4
General Machinery Co 605
Gray Motor Co 7
Hamilton Motor Works, Ltd 9
Lockwood-Ash Motor Co 4
Rochester Gas Engine Co 8
St. Lawrence Gas Engine Co 5
Sintz-Wallin Co 2
Sterling Engine Co 616
Wonder Mfg. Co 6

NAVIGATION,
Oftroit & Cleveland Navigation Co 12

OFFICE APPLIANCES.
Foyer, Chas. A. & Co 602

OILS, VARNISHES, PAINTS, ETC.

TUree-in-One Oil Co

The Shooting Season is

At Hand
And We Are Ready to Fill

Your Order* For

GUNS, REVOLVERS,

RIFLES, AMMUNITION,

TENTj^ETC.
Our stock is complete.

Our prices are right.

Agents for the Celebrated

LEFEVER GUNS
Send for catalogue to

The D. PIKE CO., LIMITED
123 King Street East, Toronto-

PRIZE TROPHIES.

Bailey, Jas. I)., Ltd

SPORTSMEN'S EQUIPMENT
Cutten & Foster
Davenport Trap Co
Daniel, C
FoUett, E. P. & Co

604
60.3

60.3

585
Gendron Penetang Shoepack Mfg. Co is
Glover, H. Clay, V.S eos
Goerz Optical Co §08
Marble Safety Ase Co < 593
Mason's Decoy Factory 555
Oneida Community Co., Ltd 613
Olt, Philip S .;;.'.'.'.' 605
Schultz Bros. Co., Ltd 605
Stark and Hills

\ 555
Steel Shoe Co

' '

'
_'

612
Simmons, Jno. Co 605
Woods Limited 557
Witchell-Sheill Co ...... 15

TAXIDERMISTS,

Dixon. Ed goj
Northwestern School of Taxidermy 607

WANT ADVERTISEMENTS,
I'ages 610.11-12

Write for complrte o««log 'odiT-ttni «11 »bout how these high nmde motors tre bnllt la
the LARQEST PLANT IN THE WORLD deyot*! eioluilvelj to the mmufkolure if |g-oTcle motor.. CRAY MOTOR CO., 64 Leib St.. Detroit. MIoh. \

Jl/^

PUNCTURE PROOF FOLDING BOATS
No boathou.se. leaks or repairs. Always ready, check as baggage. Safe for

family, or bait CHSting, standing. Ribbed longitudinally and diagonally. Non-
Sinkable. stronger than wood. Used in U. S. Navy and Army. We have furnished
.Survey Oept. of Canada for last 3 years with all their boats. Awarded First Prize
at Chicago and St. Louis World's Fairs. Catalogue 100 engravings for 6 cents.
KING FOLDING CANVAS BOAT CO., 465 Harrison St., Ealamazeo. Mich.
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STERLING ENGINES
1911—MODELS EEADY

THE MARINE ENGINE
OF QUALITY

FOR PROMPT SHIPMENT—1911

You can rely on Sterling Engines to run quietly and smoothly, and to run all the time, because Sterline
engineering and workmanship insure nothing less than the best service, Substantial construction, excellence
of materials and mechanical lubrication are elements which enable users to depend on these machines for un-
interrupted performance. Ample water jackets, water- jacketed exhaust manifold and mechanically operated
valves provide high efficiency. Latest improvements and exclusive Sterling features are indicated in the accom-
panying half-tone, and full details and prices will be sent on receipt of application. Write for catalog.

TIMER IN

ACCESSIBLE LOCATION

ACCESSIBLE
PUMP VAIVES

REVERSE COVER

THRUST BEARING

LOWER BASE ONE PIECE

CONTAINING CLUTCH AND REVERSE GEAR
ASSURING PERFECT ALIGNMENT

LARGE HAND
HOLE PLATES-

SIZES 8 TO 240 H. P.

Sterling Engine Company,

EXPANSION iOINTS IN ALL WATER CONNECTIONS

MECHANICAL OILING SYSTEM

ADJUSTABLE PUSH
RODS AND MECHANIC

ALLY OPERATED
VALVES ON

OPPOSITE SIDES

iOiUSTABLE
SHUTTER FOR
WARM AIR

EQUAL LEVEL OF OIL AUTOMATICALLY
MAINTAINED IN THE LOWER BASE

NO SOOTING UP OF REAR CYLINDERS

BUFFALO, N. Y.. U. $. A.

Cp"^
<.o^

IN 4 COLORS—
White with Black.

Black with Olive.

Size 0, IJc per yard.

Size i, Ifc per yard.

Size 1, 2c per yard.

Silk Fish Line
Made on latest im-
proved machinery.
Absolutely pure,
strength guaranteed,
the strongest and
lightest line made.

Black with White.
Black with Brown.

Size 2, 8Jc per yard.

Size 3, 3c per yard.

Size 4, 3|c per yard.

Patent Waxed Lines

Guaranteed not to absorb water.
Superior Line for Casting.

Size 0, 2J cents per yard.

Size ^, 2| cents per yard.

Size 1, 3 cents per yard.

Size 2, 3J cents per yard.

Casting Line—Size 00, IJ cents per yard.

Enamelled Lines

Not a union line, but the best silk.

ENAMELLED BY HAND.
Size ^, 3| cents per yard.
Size 1, 4 cents per yard.
Size 2, 4§ cents per yard.
Size 3, 5 cents per yard.
Size 4, 5f cents per yard.

Size 0, IJ cents per yard.

Put up on cards aj 50, 75 and loo yards continuous lengths.
For Sale By

A. E. BREGENT, ART ROSS & CO^
1»2 St. C*tl»«rin« St. E.. Menb-MJ 172 P.el Str««t. Mo»tr«*l

JAS. WALKER HARDWARE CO.. LTD., 252 St Jame* Street . Montreal.
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Deer Hunting

IN ONTARIO
Is best along; the line of the

Canadian Northern Ontario Rail-

way. More deer were taken out of

the district between Parry Sound

and Sudbury last year than all

other districts combined. Many

good locations are still open, but

should be taken up early. Write

for literature, maps and general in-

formation to C. Price Green, Pas-

senger Agent, Canadian Northern

On^^'-ir. Railway, Toronto, Ont.

Nova Scotia

FOR MOOSE
The finest sections of this famous

big-game peninsula are traversed

by the Halifax and South \A'estern

Railway. The Rossignol section

—

the finest moose countr} in Eastern

North America— is most easily

reached from Caledonia station.

Many hunting clubs have been es-

tablished, particulars of which, and

information regarding guides, loca-

tions, etc.. may be had from Mr.

P. Mooney, General Passenger

Agent, Halifax, N.S.

Moose and Caribou

IN QUEBEC
With the opening of the new La

Tuque branch of the Canadian Nor-

thern Quebec Railway a new ter-

ritory has been made easily acces-

sible where Moose and Caribou

range together. A new guide book,

describing this countrv, whh chap-

ters on camp management, camp

equipment and woodcraft in gen-

eral has been published, free copies

of which may be had from Mr. Guy

Tombs, G.P.A., Montreal.

AS to the WEST
Elk. moose and jumping deer are

plentiful in the Duck and Riding

Mountains of Manitoba—within a

few hours' drive of Gilbert Plains"

station on the Canadian Northern

main line. Prince Albert is the gate-

way to the line game lands of

the northern Saskatchewan forests.

Moose, caribou, black bear, red deer

and lynx are plentiful between Port

Arthur and Fort Frances. Write

R. Creelman, Assistant General

Passenger Agent, Winnipeg, Man.
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The Rest Cure In a Canoe

NO. 5

BY WANDERER.

DO YOU want to rest for a season

from the Life Artificial and live

the Life Natural ?

Do you want to lay aside three-

thirds of your weariness of mind and
soul, to lose that jaded taste which comes
of close and long-continued application

to office or store or factory? Do you
want to eat and sleep and enjoy, as you
did when you were a boy of fourteen? It

can be done. And you will gradually

renew acquaintance with yourself, and
find that in spite of the Man That You
Are. there still lives within you, the Boy
That You Were. Let me tell you how
our Foursome did it.

The Foursome, let it be known, com-
prised Ted, Jack, The Boy and The Scrib-

bler. Ted is a theolog, but the best all-

round good fellow I know, and he knows
a lot about camp-life. Jack is an S. P. S.

man, who has been doing biological work
at a Government station, has an uncanny
knowledge of the why and wherefore of

rocks, and the many strange forms of ani-

mal life found in the northern waters and
is of that temperament that has a laugh
for a gay day and a song for a grey day.

The Boy was, well—just The Boy,
sturdy and brown, with a chronic hun-
ger, and his conversation was a funny
jumble of the most impossible questions,

and of the queer fancies which are the
natural heritage of youth. And the

Scribbler was tired, with that utter and
all-embracing tiredness which comes from
the demands of an exacting City Editor.
The trip was made by canoe, from Go

Home Bay (called Bushby Inlet on the

maps) on Georgian Bay, up the Go Home
River, across Go Home Lake, up the

Musquash River, and thence up the Moon
River to Bala, on Lake Muskoka. Our
start was made on a beautiful August
evening, about seven o'clock. We had
two canoes, each with a big canvas bag
(called a "tump"), fishing rod and cam-
era. One bag held bedding, the other

provisions. And let it be here stated,

that the first lesson the camper has to

learn is to discard all unnecessary bag-
gage. It entails otherwise unnecessary
trips back and forth at the portages, of

which in those northern rivers there are.

more than a plenty.

Go-Home River is not very long, but
wide and deep and inky black. It opens
out here and there into little lakes stud-

ded with islands. The whole landscape
can hardly be duplicated elsewhere.

Shadowy grey granite forms the banks
of both lake and river, now fiat and with
a sparse and stunted growth of pine and
poplar, birch and bush, now towering up
in tremendous rugged heights, but al-

ways covered with mosses and lichens,

grey as Grief and half as old as Time.
It seems like a veritable picture country
and might indeed be a replica of those
Happy Isles where AH counts not the
days.

The river narrows in parts and the cur-

rent strengthens, and here the wise man
will try his luck for the mighty black
bass which abound in those waters.
From Go Home Bay up the river to Go
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Home Chute is about three miles. The
Chut€ is a timber runway made by the

lumbermen to take their logs down and
avoid the "jam" which would otherwise
occur at the falls. Here we had to make
our first portage. This consists in car-

rying the canoe overland from a point

just below the falls to a point just above.

It usually involves language. If you can,

the proper way is to invert the canoe and
carry it on your head, steadying and
guiding with your hands. Another way,
possibly a little easier for novices, is for

two men to carry it inverted on their

shoulders. A small pad on the shoulder

will save the muscles from any bruise.

Then going back for the baggage, we
loaded the canoes and started once more
up the river to Go Home Lake. The
scenery becomes wilder, the rocky l^anks

hig'her. and a sort of silent and alienated

foot thick, then spread our blankets, and
all was ready. By this time we had the

real camp-fire going, on the edge of the

rough granite cliff overlooking the water-
fall, and about a rod from our bed. And
beside it we sat, silent for the most part,

for the magic atmosphere of the north
country was even then beginning its wiz-
ard work, throwing ofif the heats and the

weariness of mind and soul. The thoughts
of the crowding mult1Iu"3e of things which
in the city present their insistent claims
were beginning to melt away and become
as a dim memory of unessentials.

Picture the scene ! The towering pine

trees, with the night breeze whispering a

soft lullaby through their branches, and
the rugged granite clifif, with the water-
fall below leaping and struggling through
a misty spray cloud over its rocky tor-

tuous wav to the lake, the red gleam of

Bala Falls. Railway Construction near Bala.

grandeur pervades the whole, sending a

dim awe away down deep into one's

being. We paddled on, into and across

Go Home Lake, a pretty sheet of water
two or three miles long, to Flat Rock
Falls. There w^e landed, and having
taken our canoes and baggage across the

short portage, we made camp for the

night. The day had been clear, with the

deep blue sky and bright sun peculiar to

those northern latitudes, and the night

was just as beautiful. We soon had a

fire going in a little stone fire-place left

by the last campers, and made supper.

Bacon, fresh fruit and vegetables, home-
made bread and butter, with coffee, will

make just the most delectable meal you
ever tasted, after a little such work in

the open air. Supper over, we made our
camp-bed of pine and spruce boughs, a

the camp-fire, and over and around all

the fast-gathering dark. Presently the

full moon arose, in all its pale majesty,

casting a pallid silvery radiance as a bene-

diction over all. The silence, while

complete, was not oppressive. The dull

thunder of the fall was the only sound.

Presently a whip-poor-will called a sleepy

"Good-night" to his mate somewhere in

the distant forest. That's all I remem-
ber, because even the last pipe was
smoked and tired eyes closed.

X'^ext morning we were up betimes,

had breakfast, and went on our way up

the Musquash River. Here the scenery

is slightly different, being more thickly

wooded, and with greater variety of style.

In parts, the banks slope up gradually,

with a rank wealth of vegetation. The
cardinal flower (rather like the glaJio-
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lus), so-called from its color, makes a

long red flame of crimson here and the'e

among the greens. The slender white

birch mingles with the poplar an i the

scrub oak. Again, in other parts the

banks are steep and rocky, of grey gran-

ite, of course, covered again with the

black and grey lichen, which is as old as

the rock itself. We reached Sandy Gray
Falls about ten o'clock, and here had the

hardest portage of the whole trip, partly

because we did not find the right path,

but went straight up over the rocky
heights. Having passed that in safety,

we paddled on in lazy fashion and passed
two or three small rapids. Up some of

these we paddled, some we portaged,

and up some we led the canoes by the

painters. Above the rapids we fished a

little and caught enough bass for dinner,

which by this time was getting neces-

paddled for four miles, broken every
now and then by a short portage, or

"carry," reaching Squaw Chute about
four. This is another fall, but the rocky
banks are more precipitous and confining

than at Big Eddy . The portage here is

about 450 yards long, and rather rough.

Xow comes a succession of rapids and
falls at intervals of less than a mile, each
entailing a portage, some short and easy,

others longer, and steep and rough. The
first one is at X'^atural Dam, which Ted,
the theolog, said should be spelled

"Damn," in which we all agreed. It is

a short but very violent fall, with rough
sides of rock, steep and hard to traverse.

The second is called Brown's Cookery, a

portage which entails a steep climb up at

one end. and just as far down over even
steeper rocks at the other. The name
arose from the fact that a traveller of the

Flat Rock Rapids, Musquash River,

sary. After some easy going, we reach-
ed Big Eddy Falls at noon and had din-
ner. Big Eddy Falls are probably the
longest and roughest in the whole series.

Through a long, rough and very tortu-

ous narrow channel, leaping and break-
ing over the stubborn rocks, the water
falls into a little bay, about a sixth of

a mile wide, around which the current
eddies, giving its name to the Falls. Here
we stayed for a rest after dinner. That
movable feast consisted of broiled bass,

boiled potatoes, with some jam for des-
sert, in addition to the menu outlined
'before. The appetite you acquire in

the outdoor life is a revelation to city-

bred folks. And you are not abashed or
ashamed in the slightest degree. In fact

you take an open pride in it.

We started again about two o'clock and

A Lumber Camp.

tribe of Brown, in trying to run the rap-

ids, was upset and lost his provisions
and cooking utensils. After a mile's pad-
dle we came to the Cedar Rapids, which
was Brown's Cookery over again, but a
trifle rougher and about the same length,
two hundred yards. A mile or so up the
river we paddled and reached Raggedy
Rapids, the longest and roughest fall on
the river. Through a narrow gorge of

rock, in a series of terraces and falls, the
water rushes tumultuously, tossing spray
and foam high into the air. At the end
of the portage, on a granite clifif about
thirty or forty feet above the fall, we
camped for the night. Every one had his
task, one to build the fire, one to get the
provision bag and prepare supper, one to
cut the necessary pine boughs for the
bed and one to bring water, and after-
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wards get the bedding ready. The scen-

ery was bigger, wilder and more striking

than at Flat Rock the night before. The
scene of the previous night was repeat-

ed, but the Scribbler refused point-blank

to go to bed when the others did. It was
too good to leave, the dark circle of the

pines, with the mysterrous gloom beyond,
the black water forty feet below, rush-

ing to the first terrace of the falls, the

three silent sleepy figures and the creepy
shadows cast by the red flame of tne

camp-fire, with the pale light of the mojn
over all. But in spite of the thronging
thoughts, tired eyelids droop at last and
the Scribbler joined the sleeping three.

And again a wild bird called, away in tiie

wooded distance.

Next morning we started early, and
had only one portage to make, at .Moon

Chute, and from there it is an easy three

mile paddle up to Bala. But just here it

may be mentioned that we tarried half a

day at Moon Chute. A camping party of

five, father, mother, two daughters and
an invalid son, seemed to interest Ted
most mightily. Anyway, ten minutes
after landing he took a grey gown .md
its petite, black-eyed inhabitant for a pad-
dle down the river in a solitude a deux.

Ted is like that. He is daft on poetry

and moonlight and girls and things like

that. The misguided youth does not

smoke, so I suppose he must have some
kind of foolishness to balance the

theology.

Now the story of Ted and Miss Grey-
gown is interesting, eventful and sudden,
but it does not belong in this plain chron-

icle. Suffice it to say that he is going to

spend his honeymoon near Bala, in a

couple of months, and Miss Greygown
is to be—no—not the bride, but brides-

maid to her plain and quiet sister. Ted
is a secretive kind of animal, who con-

sumes his own smoke, and he had every-

one i")uzzled as to which of the sisters he
was after. But, as I said, the story of

the fall of Jock Gillespie, alias Ted, has
no place in this veracious tale. For that,

as Kipling says, is another story.

At Bala we found a real waterfall, not
a rapids. A thin veil of tossing spray
cannot hide the great mass of tumbling

waters, lashed into a boiling foam ere it

reaches the bottom The fall is perhaps
thirty feet high. The view down the river

from the falls is one of the finest in all

Canada. The broad river, of a deep,

ultramarine blue, flowing on with ma-
jestic sweep past the many jutting head-
lands, each clothed with a dozen shades

of green, and the cloudless azure heav-

ens above all, a gliding canoe here and
there on the river, all these combined to

make a picture that can hardly be dup-
licated, out of the North Country.

We stayed at Bala over night with a

couple of good fellows who were camp-
ing just below the Falls Our camp was
made just beside them, and right roy-

ally they entertained and fed us. The
camp-fire that night was the best of the

trip. Never were better college stories

told and never was tobacco sweeter.

Next morning we set out early on the

return trip, intending to make it in one
day, and as we had both wind and cur-

rent to help, we succeeded. The day
was dark, and threatened rain, but it held

off until nearly four o'clock, when we
were about seven miles from home.
Gliding silently down the river, now in

narrow rocky gorges, with the high gran-

ite cliffs rising on each side, or across

the broad bosom of Go Home Lake,

where the wind had stirred up a heavy
sea, the wooded banks of dark green

seemed to shut us in on all sides. The
dull gloom and the rain only appeared

to draw a grey veil over the whole face

of Nature and lend an air of sombre
majesty to the whole landscape. The
chief impression left on the mind is of a

bigness, a freedom, that in the city or

even in the trim countryside, is altogeth-

er lacking. We reached Go Home Bay
that night, drenched to the skin, tired

with an exceeding great tiredness, as

wholesome as it was complete, brown as

Indians, and as happy as four kings, and
hungry with a most awe-inspiring

hunger.

It is a simple story, that of our little

canoe trip. But its effect keeps marching
on, like John Brown's body. The change

wrought by the Spirit of the Woods was
too complete to fade with the loss of
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the environment which is the abiding body a comprehensive and deep-reaching

home of that friendly Spirit. It was as peace and an unconcern for the things

though Old Dame Nature, that great, of the too busy world. Nothing really

placid, untroubled Mother of us all. had mattered but the sparkling waters of the

taken us quietly to her bosom, and. as bay, the deep azure of the sky, the lazy

a mother soothes and "gentles" a tired breeze murmuring through the poplars,

and fretful child, had quietly and com- the new fishing trip planned for

pletely cleared away the mists and cob- the morning, and a careless wonder why
webs from the mind, soothed the tired dinner was not ready. That's what I

spirits, and induced in both mind and call rest!

THE AWAKENING.

BY WALTER L. THURTELL.

The gray dawn peered from the startled East,

At the call of the splintered sun.

And the shivering mists of the lowlands ceased

As the stars paled, one by one.

And he gazed across from the ragged hills,

O'er the green-plumed ranks of pine

That guard the depths which the Silence fills.

And he whispered. "All is mine."

The virgin stream and the voiceless lake,

That link through the many miles,

The shadowed paths which the shy deer take

Through the maze of the forests aisles.

My rapids rush with a reckless rage
As they clamor with heart untamed.
And the echoing blufifs hurl back the gage
O'er the valley and peak unnamed.

A thousand years and a thousand years
Have I reigned as Lord Supreme.

—

Ah. Daw'n pour forth on the world thy tears,

And farewell to your ancient dream.

The hills are pierced and a shining steel

Has probed the valley's heart,

And the song you hear is the speeding w^heel,

As the forest is rent apart.

The lights that gleam are the lights of men.
Their smoke dims the striving Day.
And the crash of pines in the farthest glen,

Marks the path of the Empire's way.
There's a lingering scent of the balsamed air,

And a mem'ry of hidden ways.
But the mountains mourn in the silence there.

For their love of the Yesterdavs.



Deer Hunting in Northern Ontario

BY CAFT. R. F. CARTER.

IT
is within a couple of weeks of

the deer hunting season in Northern
Ontario, and a visitor at the Club
would notice a little group of men

conversing in low tones, in which he
might catch the words, Winchester, Mar-
lin, 30-30, 38-55, rifles, automatics, run-

ways, portages, and he might possibly

mistake them for a band of filibusters

projecting a raid on some of the South
American Republics. They are however,
peaceful citizens; they are a few enthus-
iastic deer hunters, and the fever of the

woods is beginning to circulate in their

veins. As the time draws near the fever

increases in violence. The Secretary and
Treasurer are busy men arranging for

supplies, guides, cooks, teams, etc. The
new men have for weeks been gathering
their outfit, packing and unpacking, and
constantlv finding something more they
think will be necessary, or add to their

comfort, and in most cases loading them-
selves down with a quantity of unneces-
sary articles, that will considerably add
to their labors on the long portages over
which they will eventually have to lug
them.

Tlie old head leaves home all standing
in his hunting clothes, with his blankets,

an extra suit of any old woolen warm
clothes, an extra suit of underwear, three

or four pair of farmers' socks, and a

change of footgear, with a few other

necessaries. He has a "turkey" or dun-
nage bag weighing not more than fortv

or fifty pounds, which together with his

rifle he can easily carry, and is perfect-

ly independent of help or of having to

make an extra trip over a portage.

.At last the dav arrives—a beautiful

brig^ht Canadian late Autumn morning.
with a tang of frost in the air. Men and
^ogs gather at the railway station, with
a sprinkling of ladies—wives and daugh-
ters of the hunters—to see them ofiP.

The hounds are making music, for they
know as well as the men that the season
is on, and are as keen for the sport, and
are willing and anxious to get into their

crates, knowing full well that the wilds

is their destination.

All aboard ! Goodbyes to wives and
families for a month are said, and to hide

their lanxiety, (as they feel from the

many accidents reported each hunting

season that it is not without its dangers)

you are jocularly told to "bring them
back a bear."

Two hours' ride and Toronto is reach-

ed, where you find hunters and dogs
from all points East and West, to take

the Hunters' Special for the North. One
hour to wait,—just nice time to get din-

ner at the Walker House. The head
waitress thinks her dining-room is being

invaded by a lot of hoboes, but on clos-

er view of their faces she recognizes some
as respectable members of society, but

shows them to a table by themselves.

A long double-header train with three

or four extra baggage cars full of crates

of dogs, supplies, canoes, tents, etc. is in

waiting. The hunters own the train.

Generally speaking, a rather rough look-

ing lot of fellows, as dress has much to

do with a man's appearance, but on look-

ing through the train we find anfong

them, men in the highest walks of life,

—

a judge, who a few days before sentenced

a murderer to the gallows.—going to the

wilds to forget ; a celebrated criminal

lawyer, who defended the murderer, as

his companion ; the owner of one of the

largest departmental stores in the world;

a celebrated piano manufacturer ; several

members of parliament ; all men who are

yearly drawn North at the "call of the

wild."

We own the train, the air is blue with

tobacco smoke. Men who only meet
once a year, belonging perhaps to a

neighboring camp, happy as school boys

recounting reminiscences, forofetting all

cares and responsibilities. "Hello! old

man ! Do you recollect when I came
across you when you had shot your first

buck? Great Scott! but you were excit-

ed, hollering and yelling like a wild In-

dian, fighting ofT the dogs from the deer
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with your soft felt hat. 1 lent you my
knife to stick the deer with—said you
hadn't one—had it in your belt all the

time."' "Ha! Ha! Say old man! didn't

our come to our camp last fall looking

for lost ^ogs? Had dinner with us. 1

thought I knew you again !"

Who and what the others are in the

world at large no one ever inquires.

They only know they are brothers in

sport, and whether it be the judge, or

the farmer they are "hail fellows, well

met" for the time being.

Here are three hundred men going to

the woods, and a general election on.

who has been an annual entertainer on
the hunter's special for the past twenty
years, goes from car to car with his

fiddle, playing beautiful classic music

—

"The Irish Washerwoman," "The Rocky
road to Dublin," "John Brown's Body/
etc., for which eftorts he is loudly ap-
plauded. The Sagwaw Indian Medicine
man, with his Indian chief "Red Cloud"
in his blanket and war paint, entertains

the party, selling his wonderful Kicka-
poo Indian Medicine, discovered by the
Great Chief Red Cloud half a century
ago, composed of birch bark canoes,

moose's noses and caribou collops, and

fj
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with the town of Barrie on the other

side.

As the train proceeds the appearance
of the country is undergoing an entire

change. From Toronto to Barrie a nice

rolling country of farms and orchards is

passed. Leaving Barrie the country as-

sumes a rocky and more desolate ap-

pearance, with a small farm here and
there. We are now going up a consid-

erable grade, and approaching the "High-
lands" of Canada, the summit of which
is aljout twelve hundred feet above the

sea level, or about 1,000 feet above Tor-
onto.

This country the Almighty evidently

intended for thewild animals, for after

the timber is taken of¥, unless it devel-

ops minerals, it will be of no further

use to mankind, as there are only spots

here and there capable of cultivation, so

that many thousands of acres will be
preserved for the wild animals that now
frequent them, and there is no reason
why deer h^ihting, with good protection,

should not be preserved for many years-

to come.
Muskoka wharf—hunters commence

to leave the train for the Moon River
District. At Huntsville, more are leav-

ing for Lake-of-Bays, and other inland

points. Scotia Junction—many leaving

to go east and west on what was former-
ly known as the Canada Atlantic Rail-

way, others continuing further north as

far as North Bay, leaving at every little

wayside station to make their way into

the back woods.

Our party going east only a half hour's

ride to Kearney, arrived at eight p.m.,

and found supper awaiting at the Prun-
ty Hotel. All were ready for the spread
and did it ample justice.

The dogs were fed and tied up for the

night in a box stall.

A party of "Lumber Jacks" were hav-
ing a good time at the hotel, having come
in from a neighboring lumber camp to

spend their months wages, which evid-
ently were not by any means spent en-
tirely at the hotel, as the new suits and
Mackinaw Cloth clothes, new shoe-
packs, sashes, and highly^ colored neck-
ties, the evident recent shave and hair-

cut all told that they had rigged them-
selves out for the winter, but evidently

saved a dollar with which to blow
themselves, and were having a jolly

time. A picturesque lot they were, the

picture of health and strength, with com-
plexions, not as one would suppose,
brown and weatherbeaten, but with skins

in some instances that would be the en-

vy of many a city lady, noticeably, one
young fellow about thirty years of age,

with smooth face, a mass of coal black
curly locks, and clear cut features, com-
bined with a physique that if in the

garb of the celebrated statue of the A-
pollo Belvedere, would I am sure be
equally as good a subject for the sculp-

tor. All showed the health-giving ef-

fects of their outdoor life, free from
care, clean and natural lives which they
necessarily live in a lumber camp, and
we felt we could excuse their occasional

jollification, it being as it were a safety

valve to blow off their superabundant
spirits by imbil)ing a little of the spirit

of the malt.

Our old friend, the town constaljle,

(who, by the way, is a character we
must mention further on) told us that the

boys were generally good natured, and
gave very little trouble nowadays. He
explained that when whiskey was 'five

cents a drink the boys used to drink whis-

key, and he remarked that as there was
more "quarrelsomeness" in a glass af

whiskey than in ten glasses of beer, they

used to get quarrelling, but beer was
now the popular drink, at five cents a

big glass. Their fun consisted in good
natured chaffing, singing and some ex-

cellent step dancing. A procession would
be formed at intervals of about ten or

fifteen minutes, when everybody was
invited to join and march from the gen-

eral sitting room to the bar. It appeared

the "Lumber Jack" always insists on
six beers for a quarter. It cost some-
one about " fifty cents for each round.

Big Joe, a French Canadian, being mas-
ter of ceremonies, each one put up
according as he was called by Joe, but

no stranger was allowed to pay, though
he must either get out of the company
or join the procession. Joe, however.
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would always inform the stranger that

"if you do not drink. Boss, smoke her

up." Joe was the bully of the gang,

but showed excellent executive ability in

handling the boys. A little Irishman
showed a disposition to be ugly, but Joe
soon squelched him,—for Joe would
make two of him—Joe took him by the

shoulders, and said "Now, b'gash Mike
Tracy, you hear me what I say, you
not make 'bad name for Booth Camp
gang, you quit fool tricks, or, b'gash I

will to tak' and tie you in the stable,

b'gash. until we hit de trail home." Mike
evidently knew Toe would be as good as

Say, Boss, I lak you, I give you my
han ! You go hunt the deer? Ah! deer
pretty scarce our way, the wolf clean um
up last winter." "Wolves? Are there
any around, Joe?" "No, never see em in

summer. B'gash a band of wolf they
pretty near clean up Joe last winter.

Well, I will tell you I putty darned
scairt. One Sunday afternoon I go over
to old Settler's Tom Mason ; he mak the

axe handle better than anybody, b'gash,

in this country, so he do. He live twene-
two-tree mile from McDonald camp.
Well. I'buy some axe handle and hit de
trail for camp about four o'clock ; I hurry

Tha Second Sunday Morning in Camp.

his word, for he immediately became
good natured, and danced a good Irish

jig to a mouth-organ accompaniment of

the "Turkey in the Straw."
I wish I could convey the impression

Joe left upon me as a specimen of man-
liness,—six foot tall, broad shouldered,
narrow of hip, his knee pants showing
legs like the body of a fair sized tree,

his every movement showing strength
and power; Joe became a little maudlin

—

perhaps, took a seat beside the writer
(who, by the way, genuinely enjoyed
himself).

true de bush: I hear a little bark behin'
me, b'gash I know it is a wolf. I stop
to look back. Sacre! I see four-six-

eight wolf followin-five, six rods behin'

me, b'gash I scairt, I only half-way to

camp, I think I try scare them, I holler

lak 'ell, and run at 'em, and mak play
to hit wit axe handle, b'gash de wolf he
great coward and run away. Then I

start and run—you bet I run. Bimeby
I look back and b'gash, dey follow two-
tree rods behind, I holler lak 'ell and run
to em, and b'gash, dey run again. I do
de same tree or four time. I holler as
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loud dat de boys dey hear me in de camp,

dey run out to met me. De boys dey run

and holler, and de bloody coward wolf

dey run away. Mike Tracy he bring along

Boss rifle. De wolf he run, he not want

to be shot, Mike he swear at de coward

wolf, he want to mak de feefteen dollar

bounty. B'gash I mighty glad de boys

came, I was scairt, you bet, I tought

de wolf he get Joe dat time sure."

I can imagine Joe's hollering, for he

had a voice to match his huge frame, as

sonorous as a fog horn. If you strike

"F" natural in the bass clef of your piano

you will have the tone in which Joe talk-

ed, never raising or lowering his voice,

but as the musician would say "talked in

"recitative"."

But eleven o'clock had come when all

Canadian hotels must close their bars,

when one of our bunch proposed what
he called a "Doucan Doris." (he says

it is Scotch for a "parting drink"). The
boys graciously allowed him to buy.

Strapping their packs on their shoulders

we saw them out into the clear frosty

moonlight night, with a noisy "Good-
night Boss, good luck, hope you bring

home lots of deer." We watched them
down the road on their six mile jaunt

to camp, and as the road was fairly wide

they were going good to the strains of

the "British Grenadiers" on the mouth
organ when last we saw them.

We were now left alone with our old

friend the town constable, who, by the

way, is a regular "Poo-bah," holding the

offices of town constable, county con-

stable, tax collector, crier of the court,

truant officer, chief of the fire depart-

ment, and game warden ; a man of sev-

enty years, with a hoary thatch of white

hair without a sign of baldness, who, with

his white moustache and imperial, looks

like a stas^e representation of a Kentucky
colonel. The fire department, we found,

consisted of a hand fire engine, and one

hundred feet of hose, but the "Chief" told

us it was a "dandy ingine." "W'e took

her to Huntsville once and out-squirted

the Huntsville steam fire ingine," and
the statement concluded with an emphat-
ic "that's so; yes, siree."

He also informed us that the town

was growing; "no boom you understand,

but a healthy growth," that four new
houses had been built in the last five

years, and that they needed more hose.

The town was divided on the question,

but he was going to try and elect men to

the next council pledged to buy another

hundred feet. They would then be able

to reach any house in the town, except

the Catholic church "that's built on the

hill yander." "If she took fire she'd

have to burn, as it would take about five

hindred feet to reach her" said the Chief.

Be it said, by the way, that Kearney
would be a delightful summer resort.

The Magnetawan river runs through it,

enlarging itself opposite the town in a

very pretty lake. Boats or canoes can

go for miles in either direction, with

good fishing, principally salmon trout.

But to bed, although we are not to

rise very early, as the team makes an

early start with the heavy baggage. We
who go in spring wagons need not get

to Macks before noon. We need not

leave, therefore, before eight o'clock.

The late ones retire to comfortable

and clean beds, although required to

double up, as we are not stopping at

the Toronto "King Edward."

First thing we knew the breakfast bell

rang. After an excellent meal the wag-
ons were ready with a spanking big team
of horses, with seats for six, and the driv-

er, and a two seated rig for the Deacon
and the Major, who always travel in

state. The dogs were baying and chained

short to the rear axles of the wagons.
They have good horses in that coun-

try ; indeed, wath the rough roads and
hillv countrv, poor horses would be use-

less.

It was a grand, clear, cold morning.

the ground covered with hoar frost, the

clear, pure air as exhilarating as wine.

The roads were considerably bumpy\
tlie ruts in the previous soft roads liaving

frozen hard. This is a government Mus-
koka road, and when we consider that

the manner of making repairs is to throw

up the mud from the ditches to the cen-

tre of the road, they are not so bad i-i

dry weather, but during the wet sprinc-

and fall are atmos;t impa&sabte. How-
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ever, the frost had hardened up tlie road

for us. and as Scotty remarks "They are

nae sae bad for a government road."

Twelve miles we travelled thus, pass-

ing here and there a settler's house, with

a few acres of clearing, surrounded most-
ly with stump fences, the inhabitants in-

variably coming out with their children

and dogs to see the passing show. They
had. no doubt, heard the wagons, and the

music of the hounds long before we got

there.

The sun was getting stronger and
warming up the air, making the frost on

ed to the shores—a very pretty piece of
water. A few miles further and we were
at Grass Lake, a quite extensive piece of
water, about four miles long and one and
and a half wide. Our road keeps within
three or four rods of the lake shore. We
passed the extensive Grass Lake saw-
mills, with quite a settlement. The logs
are gathered along the East and West
branches of the Magnetawan, made into
lumber, and hauled by wagon to Kearney.
After leaving Grass Lake we passed a
siderable distance of country, burnt ov-
er by the forest fires of 1907, which did a
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Philip, who is an old hunter and trapper,

perhaps under the influence of a nip from

somebody's flask, is delighted to tell of

the old days, always prefacing his story

with, "Gents, I know you will think I

am lying, but when I came to this part of

the country thirty-five years ago, the deer

were so thick that I have killed as many
as twenty in one day with a club !" "It

was like this," he continues, "I was hired

as hunter by a big lumbering firm that

had the timber limits in Proudfoot town-

ship. We used to have sixty men in

camp and twenty teams. I tell you, the

Lumber Jacks didn't get thirty dollars a

month and board them days. No, Sir,

they only got twelve a month and found

their own tea and sugar. They had to

live on fat pork and molasses, and hard

tack. Now they get fresh bread, and

cake, and pies, and thirty dollars a month.

But let's see—I started to tell you about

killing deer. \\'ell, sir, there were two
Frenchmen who could make great dug-

out canoes, and two men could drive

them as fast, I bet you, as these here'

new fangled "vaseline launches" we hear

about. They were not dug out of a

whole tree, but made in two halves, and

put together down the centre with iron

staples. We used to take the fat off the

water that the pork was biled in, and

slush them inside with this fat, and they

never leaked a drop. But I was going to

tell you about killing them deer! Well, it

was this way. We had two good hounds,

and one man would put them in the

woods near the lake and the deer would

take to the water to get clear of the

dogs. A whole drove would come swim-

ming across the lake ; I would get in the

bow of the canoe with a hickory club,

and my mate in the stern would paddle

among them deer and I would club them
over the head and stun 'em, and the deer

would drown. Yes, sir, I have killed as

many as twenty in one day, and that is

how we got fresh meat. Sure, Gents,

there's not a word of a lie in it. But

get ye to your dinners, it's all ready for

yees, Gentlemen."

Mack's is a great convenience to the

hunters, and at the same time a source

of revenue to them, in the shape of ready

money, for fifty or sixty hunters pass
that way, going and coming, and per-

haps a matter of forty or fifty dollars in

cash is left behind, enough to buy tea

and sugar and a few necessaries, for their

wants are few. They see but little

cash, having to take out in trade with
the store-keeper at Kearney what pro-

duce they have to barter.

The wagons were abandoned here, and
we had to hike a considerable distance

of the road, and canoe the balance. The
heavy baggage was loaded on a jumper,
a sort of sleigh, as a wheeled vehicle

would be impossible over a bush road.

The men, leading the dogs and carrying

their rifles and light baggage, had to

tramp through the bush for about four

miles to West LJake. These are Mus-
koka miles, and many of the men thought
them nearer ten. Then we took to the

boats and canoes with the light baggage
and dogs, having been met by the guide

and the helpers, who had been in two or

three days ahead, cutting wood, etc., the

heavy baggage going through the woods
on the jumper. Up beautiful West Lake,

about two miles in length, a short por-

tage of about two hundred yards, over

which boats and canoes must be carried,

up Black Lake, another two miles, a deep

dark \vater, surrounded by wooded hills,

another portage of considerable length

to Deer Lake, the opposite side of which
is our camp, and we were there just as

night was falling, having made good
work of it from Macks.

The big punt we keep on this lake

brought over the heavy baggage later

on ; the teamster was belated, for he had
to return through the bush with his team
to Macks, but he was not like the fellow

in the song and certainly not "afraid to

go home in the dark."

Our good log shack, built two years

ago. beats tenting, as heretofore, all hol-

low.

Provisions arrived and the Cook soon

hustled supper. Lots of good hemlock
boughs cut a day or two before by the

guide were soon distributed in the bunks,

and with a bag of straw, brought from

Macks for each bunk, as a top dressing,

we had comfortable beds for the season.
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An eighteen by twenty four tent serv-

ed for stores, cooking and mess purposes.

Supper over—a smoke—every man jack,

dog tired and ready for bed. The dogs

were quiet and curled up in their marsh

hay beds, tired out with their eighteen

mile run. Nine o'clock—every man was
in bed, and soon imitating different in-

struments, principally trombone, some of

the men having done a day's work that

would equal all the work they had done

for the previous six months.

The Captain was indulgent, and gave

the cook orders not to have the breakfast

ready until eight o'clock, for there was
yet another day before the season open-

ed. Next day was profitably spent by
making all snug in camp, while the

guide and the older heads who knew the

country were sent out to clean up the

"blazes" over the trails to the various

runways.

To "blaze" is to scalp ofif with your
little hatchet a piece of the bark of the

tree or sapling about the size of your
hand, fore and aft of the tree, by following

which, either going or coming one ar-

rives at his destination. But a hunter's

blaze is not by any means a surveyor's

line, going only in a general direction.

It makes many sharp turns to the right

or left to avoid impediments and get

better going, so that when the ground is

covered with a fresh carpet of leaves,

and the trail has been little used and there

is nothing to indicate the route but the

blaze, one often finds the blaze lost. If

he is wise he will not run around look-

ing for it, but quietly cross his path a

few steps to the right or left, looking

behind and before and he will eventual-

ly pick it up. He then finds that the

trail has made a sharp turn to the right

or left and he has run past it. To get

ofif a blaze is very confusing.

Orders were issued and each man as-

signed his station for the morning hunt.

Be it said in passing that the Captain's

orders are implicitly obeyed, and men
must go to the stations assigned them
without a murmur. Captain H—how-
ever is politic and changed stations about
so that the favorite runways came to all

sooner or later.

Five-thirty all were out of bed. It

is against the rules of the camp to wash
inside except Sunday mornings, when we
are allowed warm water. Outside to

the wash bench, then, for us, and break
the ice in the water pail, and "slush

down." The Major was the first up of

the party, had shaved himself, and waxed
his moustache, but sadly missed his

"bawth." An old head was sent out with
two or three, with instructions to leave

them at certain stations, going to the

outlying one himself.

A station is marked with three vertical

blazes, and means the deer are apt to

pass within shooting distance, as thetp is

a main run or a cross runway close by.

In the meantime, the guide, sometimes
called the "dog puncher," had ready
three of his dogs, and Great Scott ! there

was music in the air ! The dogs were
keen and anxious to get away, while

those left behind set up a mournful howl
of disappointment.

Now the guide is the man on whom
your success depends. He must have
a thorough knowledge of the country,

know the haunts of the deer, and be
able to read the signs. He will start in

the opposite direction to which the men
are placed, two or three miles aw^ay, his

dogs still in leash. The dogs crossing

a fresh scent give tongue and show their

anxiety to go. Should the scent trend in

the direction of the men a dog is let go.

With short yelps now and then he fol-

low's the scent. The scent gets hotter,

which you know by his bugle note. Now
the scent is hot, and he's ofif, close on the

trail of the deer, which you know by
his constant tongueing receding from
you. The man on the watch hears the

dog coming in his direction now indis-

tinctly in the valley, or behind a ridge,

now more plainly. "He's coming my
w^ay, sure." No matter if he is an
"old one," his heart beats faster as

he stands with his rifle cocked and
ready, expecting every minute to see

the deer, for the deer may be ten or fif-

teen minutes ahead of the dog. What a

disappointment ! The dog passes two or

three hundred yards to the right or left,

and not a shot fired by anyone. The
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deer has passed through the lines and is

free. A good dog will not run too far,

and if in twenty minutes or half an
hour's run, he has not watered the deer,

or it has not been shot, he will leave it,

and you will hear him coming on his

back track, which you will know by the

occasional anxious yelps he gives, to get

back to the guide, for he is mortally

afraid of getting lost. He has implicit

confidence in the guide. He w^ill back

track himself across the trail of the

guide, following his scent till he finally

reaches him, ready for another run.

Your own dog, which would be de-

lighted to meet you at any other time,

will pass you in the woods, and you may
whistle, and call and command him, all

you please. He will not notice you more
than a perfect stranger. He knows no
other master than the guide for the time

being, but should the guide come your
way. as he most likely will and go into

camp with the men, your dog will be de-

lighted to see you. and profuse in his

apologies for not noticing you.

The farthest man out is instructed to

break up the run at eleven o'clock, and
if it is a cold day and nothing doing, his

three hours' stan4 on the runway has

been a tedious one, for his only compan-
ions have been the saucy red squirrels

which have been running around him
and chattering to him all morning, won-
dering what new kind of an animal he is.

He has been anxiously looking at his

watch for an hour past.

There may be two or three men sta-

tioned between him and camp, a half or

a mile apart, who w^ait until all are

picked up, not only for company, but

to help one another if a deer is to be drag-

ged in. Should the farthest man out

shoot a deer (unless it is the "Deacon"
for he is a moose at pulling) it necessi-

tates him going back to the next man
for help.

Twelve o'clock, and all hands were
in for dinner. First morning skunked.
The afternoon runs were changed

—

crossing "the lake in boats and hunting
on the other side. First blood, and his

first deer, fell to our youngest member.
a fine buck, with a beautiful head for a

trophy. Another small deer from Cap-
tain H.'s gun was just what was needed
for fresh meat. As Scotty says, "nae sae

bad for the first day."

The evenings were spent in singing

songs, as w^e had what we consider a pret-

ty fair quartette. Cards were the amuse-
ment of some. Sunny Jim read the even-
ing paper aloud, consisting of items of

births, also marriages of all the old bach-
elors and maids, (and the number of

births and marriages since we left home
was wonderful). The society news and
items of supposed interest to some of the

bunch, were made up on the spur of the

moment in his witty Irish brogue. Thus
the days and nights were spent with
variable luck.

The first week was passed, and only
six deer hung up. Ten more were want-
ed to make our complement, but what of

that—the deer was not all we went for.

One deer each is enough, and the gen-

eral opinion of our club is that the

game would be preserved if the limit

was made one deer each instead of two.

The tendency then would be to let the

small deer go past and endeavor to get

a good one, and the game would be pre-

served. Some of the boys were lucky

and others unlucky in securing shots.

One of our number, out for the first sea-

son, killed three, and shot at several

others. Two of our other men', both of

twenty years' experience, up to the

twelfth day had not seen a hair, and
were unmercifully rigged,—told they

were getting too old, better give up deer

hunting, etc. The afternoon of the

twelfth was theirs, each one happening
to get a fine deer, one a nice buck, the

other a large doe. and they were thus

made happy.

However the time came to break camp,
and we had learned a lot of one another's

natures. If a man is a grump it comes to

the surface, but nary a grump was found
amongst us. Everyone was pleasant,

jolly, and happy, playing practical jokes

on one another, all taken in good part,

and got back at. You w'ould not think

the fellow playing monkeyshines in the

"sojer clothes" is the staid gentleman
we will find next week, when we want
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some accommodation at the Bank making-

sure that the paper we offer him is gilt

edged ; or that the other fellow would
just as soon send you down for six

months as not,—if you deserved it.

The season was over and we broke

camp with fourteen deer hung up—two
less than our limit. Another hustle to

get home. The jumper hauled the deer

to Macks the day before and that last

morning we were up early, dunnage bags
packed, for which the jumper returns

—

get to Macks for dinner—wagons on
hand to take us to Kearney—Kearney
House for supper.

Our old friend, the town constable,

now in the capacity of game warden,

made a cursory examination of our bag-

gage to see we had no forbidden pelts,

and earn his fee from the government of

thirty dollars for the season. The dogs
were quiet—all their keenness run out

of them, and like the men "want to go
home to mama." A nig'ht was spent at

Kearney, and we were up next morning-

to get the deer tagged by the express

company. Dogs and baggage were
checked—and we took the eight thirty

train—changed at Scotia Junction—ar-

rived in due time at Toronto and Niag-

ara Falls, our home at eight in the even-

ing. All were glad to see us back safe

and sound.

"Oh my ! how nice the home looks !'*

A loving greeting from wife and family,

but "O you nasty man, how you smell

of dogs and deer, and things! Go to the

bathroom at once, and I will have those

nasty clothes put out in the back shed."

You admit, after a good hot bath, and

clean linen, you certainly feel better, and
b'gash (as Joe would say) "This nice

soft mattress is bully. Goo' Ni' Tcll-

all-about it-to-Mor." (Imitates a pigK

Shooting Timber Wolves in Saskatchewan

The accompanying illustration makes
a fine show of the skins of six wolves,

five of them being timber wolf skins and
the sixth that of a brush wolf (timber

coyote). The hunter, who was accom-
panied by a companion, was away bacV
on the Porcupine Hills attending to a

line of traps. W^hile following a trail

across a lake on which were a number of

islands they came across moose signs.

They were convinced from the tracks

that the moose was in hurried flight and
a gang of timber wolves in hot pursuit.

The trail followed from one island to an-

other and was carefully traced. On
rounding an island quietly the men
came in full view of seven wolves lying

out in the snow with the remains of

their victim near by. Apparently they
had gorged themselves with the moose
meat and were running themselves after

a full meal. The men skirted the island

noiselessly till within easy rifle shot and
managed to get five of them, wound-
ing a sixth severely with a hard nosed
bullet though he managed to get away.
The skins of the two larger ones meas-
ured 7 ft. 5 in. and 7 ft. 3 in. rer.pectively.

In the early part of the season these two

would have been almost black. The men
caught the wolves oft' guard or they

would not have succeeded in obtaining

so manv.

Wolf Hunting in Saskatchewan.



Mr. Joseph Vance and His Wild Animal Pets

Mr. Vance's Pet Deer—Part VI.

BY W. A. BRADLEY, B.A.

FEW Canadian sportsmen living can

relate more interesting deer
hunting experiences, or show a

better record for deer brought
down by the rifle, than Mr. Vance,
from his first triumph as a boy of four-

teen years, when he shot his first buck,

during his many years of hunting this

kind of game in the early history of Ox-
ford and Perth Counties, and for the last

twenty years in the deerfields of Mus-
koka and Parry Sound, to which places

he paid an annual visit up to the year
1907. Since that year the lure of camp
life in the month of November has large-

ly lost its attractions, as it must of

necessity for the man, who has almost
reached the four score years.

Mr. Vance tells of a deer hunt that he
and three companions, J. Huntingford,
of Woodstock, Henry Barney, of Inner-
kip, and Sandy McKay, of Ratho, par-

ticipated in more than forty-three years
ago. They went into the township of

Elma, in Perth County, and camped on
the banks of the River Maitland, some
miles west of the gravel road that now
runs from Moncton to Listowel. Here
they came upon an abandoned cabin in

the woods that had been used by shanty
men, who had been taking out timber in

that section of the country. There was
a kind of primitive fire-place erected in

the cabin, which was very useful for

their purpose. The sleeping apart-

ments in the shanty were bunks one
above the other, like the berths in a ves-

sel. So, suiting themselves to their sur-

roundings they camped here for three

weeks. In the vicinity of this place the

four hunters shot thirty-eight deer. A
few of the carcasses were sold to some
of the settlers, who were preparing to

thresh. Some were given away, and the

remainder were brought home and dis-

tributed among their friends. There was
no limit to shooting deer in those days.

Mr. Vance never visited New Ontario in

any hunting season without bringing out

his limit of deer carcasses, and many a

sturdy bear has fallen before his un-

erring aim, and was added to the tro-

phies of the chase.

On one occasion when Mr. Vance was
visiting Mr. Jas. Capling, of North East-

hope, the latter had a young fawn that

he had just captured. He had observed
the mother coming to a certain spot for

a number of days, so he went to the place,

and there found the young fawn, which
he carried to his home. Mr. Vance de-

termined to get the young deer and asked
Mr. Capling what he would take for it.

The price, three dollars, put upon it, was
readily paid, and that afternoon Mr.
Vance took his newly-purchased pet to

his home. He sat m the back of the
• light waggon and held the young deer,

which kicked so vigorously at times as

the waggon jolted along that Mr. Vance
found his new Sunday pants so badly
torn when he reached home that they
were scarcely fit material for the Jew
rag peddlar.

He fitted up a pen for his pet deer, and
it grew and became a general favorite

with the family. The children named
him Tommy, and he seemed to take a

particular delight and be greatly pleased
when playing with them. He would
follow the boys around, sometimes make
a circle round them with his head to-

ward them, as much as to say, "Come
and let us have a game of jump." He
would then bunt them down, and when
they would be lying on the ground he
would jump over them, turn around and
bound over them again. If one of them
arose he would again bunt him down,
and again spring over them Often you
would think that he was trying to show
the prostrate boys how high he could
bound while he was jumping over them.
He would continue this performance,
thinking it great sport, until he had
knocked over one of the boys a little too
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hard, who attempted to get up, and fall-

ing to the ground, would begin to cry.

If the cry of the boy brought Mr. Vance
upon the scene, Tommy would instantly

beat a retreat, looking back as much as

to say, "I didn't hurt the youngster, he
only wants to hear himself cry."

During the winter a spot at the north-

west corner of the house, where the snow
drifted the deepest, was the place where
Tommy made his bed at night. Often
when Mr. A^ance got up in the morning

had a dog, which he considered a great

runner, and he said to Mr. Vance that

he thought his dog could catch the deer.

Mr. Vance said he did not think he couKi.

"Will you let him try?" said Foster.

"Certainly," said his host. It was a

warm day about the end of July. The
dog was put on the deer and away they
went at full speed. The deer took to a

field of fall wheat that was about ready
to cut. The dog had to bound to the

top of the wheat to see the deer, and

Mr. Vanc6 and His Companions at Windego Camp. The Bear Was Shot by Mr. Vance.

he has seen the deer's body completely
covered with snow, and only his head
sticking through the drift. As soon as

Tommy heard a noise in the house he
would rise from his snowy bed, shake
himself and come around to the door of

the kitchen and knock to get into ilie

house.

On one occasion Mr. Charles Foster,

of Innerkip, came to visit Mr. Vance.
They had been neighbors in Ratho ,.nd

had often hunted together. Mr. Foster

thus lost ground. The first circle made
by them was about one mile in circum-
ference, the deer keeping well ahead of

the dog and clearing every fence in splen-
did style. The second circle made by
the deer and his pursuer was about one-
half mile. When the deer came round
the second time his tongue was out and
he seemed exhausted. He ran to where
his owner. was standing and threw him-
self full length on the grass with his
head on Mr. Vance's feet. He knew he
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was safe there. The dog came in about

fifty yards behind and seemed quite will-

ing to give up the chase and acknowledge
himself beaten. Without coming to

where the deer was lying, he sought the

cooling influence of the horse trough,

that was half full of water in the barn

yard, and seemed to prefer it to hunting

deer in such hot weather.

As Tommy grew old he began to get

quite cross. He was not particularly

fond of strangers and often played tricks

on them. On one occasion Mrs. Vance's

washerwoman was hanging out the

clothes. Tommy came around just as

she was carrying out a basketful to hang
them on the line. Seeing the deer she

laid down the basket and began to call

him by name and pat him on the neck.

Tommy took her caresses stoically.

When she took up the basket again and
started towards the clothes line. Tommy
lowered his head, and before the woman
was aware, she had turned a graceful

somersault in the air, and the clothes

flew in every direction. She uttered a ter-

rible scream, and Tommy, knowing that

his conduct had not been gentlemanly,

bounded off in an instant, for he expect-

ed to see his master emerge from the

house with an instrument of punishment
in his hand. However, the woman was
more scared than hurt, and thereafter

never attempted to caress the deer. On
another occasion Tommy charged a sis-

ter-in-law of Mr. \'ance's, who was
visiting him. He saw tlie deer just in

time to give a shout at him, or the re-

sult might have lieen serious. Though
he was going at quite a speed with his

head lowered to strike, he instantly jump-
ed aside, raised his head, looked at Mr.
\^ance, and then trotted off to the far

end of the orchard. Mr. Vance there-

upon decided that it would not be safe

to have Tommy run at large around the

house after that, lest some stranger

should be hurt by him, so he and his

brother went out to drive him into the
stable. Tommy was a little sulky at

being driven into a corner and taken
hold of so unceremoniously, and he

showed considerable resentment. Mr.

Vance had him bv the horns and jjave

him a stroke with a switch he had in

his hand. Tommy started to run for

the fence. Mr. Vance tried to hold him.

It was a struggle to see who would be

master, and in the melee the deer took

Mr. Vance over a six-railed fence with
him. However, the chase was not given

up until Tommy was safely enclosed in

a pen of boards about six and a half feet

high. Here the children made him
their special care and fed him on grain

and garbage, etc. In his confinement he
became quite fat. One day in the aut-

umn, when Mr. Vance was not at home,
on old peripatetic cobbler, who made his

living by mending shoes and harness,

paid his annual visit to the Vance home-
stead. He was accompanied by a large

dog that, unknown to the family, he put;

into the deer's pen. Tommy did not

relish the intruder's presence and jumped
for his liberty, but was caught and hung
for some time on the uneven top of the,

boards of his pen, before he could ex-

tricate himself. He was severely hurt

in the abdomen, and went away to the

south end of the farm, where there was
a large pond of water, and lay down in it.

doubtless attempting to relieve himself of

the pain from which he was suffering.

Here he was found dead on the third day
after he had jumped out of his pen.

When the old cobbler saw the deer

impaled on the top of his enclosure he"

hastily decamped, and. it is needless to

say, never called again at the Vance
home, for reasons best known to him-
self, although often in the vicinity.

The boys had a good cry over the life-

less form of their pet deer, and after he
was buried, by the side of the lane, in

their childish grief thev marked the place

l)y setting up a few feet of pine board, on
which they printed Tommy's name with

a piece of red chalk.

"Mr. Vance's Pet Deer" is the final in-

stallment of Mr. Bradley's series entitled

"Mr. Joseph Vance and his Wild Animal
Pets." This series which began in the

May number consisted of short sketches

on the lives of the different wild animals

which Mr. Vance captured and reared aa

pets, including the otter, the lynx, the

raccoon, the mink, and the deer and was
followed we are sure with threat interest,



Out Start up the Lake.

Big Game Hunting in British Columbia

A Combined Hunting and Fishing Trip

BY J. C. MORRISON, D.D.S.

THOUGH he was called "Ho
Hevans !" and "By Hevans !"'

it

did not follow he was saintly

either in language or appearance,

but he certainly looked very sporty in his

sweater, shooting pants -and boots, as we
all met on the dock of the Union Steam-
ship Co., at Vancouver.

Five of us were going up the coast

after the frisky goat and the elusive mo-
witch (deerj, and "Ho Hevans" had a

large candy pail to be filled with Dolly

Varden and other speckled beauties.

We had ordered two large boxes full of

necessaries and had only to get a canoe
and motor boat swung up by block and
tackle to the stern of the S. S. Comox,
to be ready for our trip. This done we
said "Good Bye" to Vancouver and head-
ed out through the lion guarded gate-

way of our wonderful harbor, into the

"ocean wild and wide." Our destination

was eighty miles north, so we had plenty
of time to speculate on our probable luck.

ask each other, "Did you bring one, too?"
etc.. before we disembarked.

On board were some loggers who had
imbibed "well, but not wisely," who fill-

ed the circumambient air with operatic

snatches from "Way Down on Puget
Sound," and also were willing to give

pages from life's sad history with part

of their dinners to the soft-eyed gulls

which followed us in flocks.

The Inner Passage up the coast is one

of the most picturesque beauty spots im-

aginable. The Gulf is dotted with islands

in every direction, some only a few rocky
acres, others square miles in extent, all

green and beautiful. The mainland is

gashed and gored with great inlets as

though some land hungry Titan monster
of prehistoric times had taken his Excali-

bur and hewed out great, granite mouth-
fuls. The mountains rise up five, six and
seven thousand feet, clothed with ever-

green to the very summit, the higher

peaks crowned with eternal icefields. On
one of them, on the Squamish River,

some weeks before, three friends of ours

were caught by heavy fogs, and had to
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live for a week on a heai they had shot,

not daring to travel.

Half w^ay up we called in at a cannery.

Here quite a settlement of Japs had form-

ed, fishermen who send down the year

round to Vancouver, halibut, king sal-

mon, herring and other fish they catch in

great quantities. On the way back the

steamer picked up ten deer for the mar-
ket, and some mallard ducks at this point.

Our dest^ination was the end of the

steamer's "run, so we slept on board all

night, being lulled to sleep by tales of

bull-fighting ,told by a wild-eyed hobo,

who had taken too much cactus juice

—

in Mexico—and hadn't got over it..: In

mile and a half to the lake, where the

logs were loaded on cars and brought out

with a donkey engine, geared to take the

grade, in one place, of fifteen per cent.

While strolling around the camp,
Young, one of our party, found a

kiddie playing with two fawns, and
promptly kodaked>them. Some of the

party went out fishing and came, back
with strings of trout that would make a

mummy's mouth water. Next morning
we were freighted over to the lake, and
soon we were under way on our thirty-

mile journey. As our little "Choo-Choo"
towed us up the lake, the logging

company's tug passed us with a

Young's First Blood, a Fat Five Pronger.

the cold, grey dawn of the morning (this

sounds poetic, but felt rotten) we got out

on a log float, a quarter of a mile from
shore, had our "Choo-Choo" and canoe
unslung and boxes landed. Then, as

the misty dawn came stealing softly like

a spirit from out the east, driving back
the legions of the night, the sky and sea

lit up with a glad smile of welcome, and
another day of opportunity was born.

We rowed our outfit over to the shore,

to where there was a large logging camp.
The camp was at the outlet of a river

with a wicked rapid and high falls, so

that the company had a railway in for a

party of railroad men. They saw a

goat on the mountain side, and one
of the party climbed up and shot him.

The goat, badly wounded, tried to make
along the steep mountain face, but an-

other shot crippled him and down he
came, end over end, into the lake. The
mountains here, and all along the lake,

rise up to five and six tho«sand feet,

making hunting extremely dangerous.

At intervals a mountain torrent coursing

madly down the steep slopes fills the

air with melody. Where these streams

enter the lake the finest of fishing can

be had, the silver and rainbow trout being
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ready and easier to seize any sort of fly

thrown to tliem.

Just at n'ightfall we reached the head

of the lake and camped on a nice, favor-

able spot. Next morning we scattered

in two's to liunt. The Cheechako and
Sourdough (Mr. Young and self) essayed

to climb a mountain close by camp, down
whose granite slopes thundered a water-

fall thousands of feet in height. ''It rain-

ed and the drops were never weary," for

we got so wet that the waterfalls from
our coat tails rivalled Nature's own,
modified.

Just as we reached the crest of the

mountain two deer sprang up and away

we tried to get him down, tugged and
sweated, finally getting down to the hind
quarters. These I would throw over a.

clifT, then we'd climb down hanging on
to ferns and small bushes, find the veni-t

son, throw it down again, and ditto, until

we were exhausted. Night and fog came
on, and our only guide to the lake and
canoe was a black patch on the opposite

mountain side. At last I filled my hunt-
ing coat pockets with steaks and left the

rest. About 8 p.m. we partook of a li-

bation of "Someone's Best" which proved
to be the worst, for hot, weary and tired,

it soon made us forget such trifles, as

sliding down rocky faces, where a slip

Pets of the Camp, as Much at Home in the Kitchen as in the Stable.

before we could shoot. On up we went,
into a basin, about a mile square, streams
flowing from it in all directions. If we
had followed any one of them, to the salt

chuck, we would have been forty miles

from camp, by water. On the way back
a buck jumped up, giving me the first

chance to use my new automatic .351. As
I could only see him for about ten feet,

Young remarked tersely, "You shoot
well !" for that Winchester put one hole

through the horn, one through the heart,

and the third through the lungs, and Mr.
Buck only went about ten feet, falling

stone dead. First taking some pictures.

meant death or broken limbs. I lay
down under a protecting fern (about a
foot high) and drifted into Nirvana,
while Young protested, and the gentle
raindrops spattered ofif my Roman Nose.
After sleeping awhile, the fog lifted from
land and brain, and we stumbled down
to the canoe. Just as I stepped into it,

as a final warning from "Someone's
Worst", I fell headlong into the lake,

arising therefrom a prohibitionist, till

Gabriel toots his horn. A mile and a
half paddle and we were welcomed home
in royal style by the rest, as they'd im-
agined all kinds of harm had befallen us.
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Next day Braim and Prime went out,

and after a hard mountain climb came
back carrying two goat skins and a goat

for steaks. Esau wasn't so badly oti' if

Jacobs' goats were as tender as the Rocky
Mountain ones, for a young goat steak

or stew is equal to any chicken. In our
spare hours we went to the creek mouths
and caught dozens of lovely rainbow and
silver lake trout, running fro;n a half to

three and four pounds. "H.^ Ilevans"

was especially industrious and haii filled

a large candy pail, besides what wc ate.

We shifted the camp and started in,

in real earnest to get mowitch (deer).

Hevans has his eagle eye open and a

long cheechako knife, well whetted, for

his first. After sizing up the country we
took the Choo-Choo and canoe and went
down to a narrow point in the lake,

Hevans starting back tow^ards camp,
Braim and Prime going a mile farther

^own. Young and self in the middle of

tract. Just as Young and I got nicely

-on to a large flat, bordering on the lake,

we heard Braim and Prime get busy

with their Savage and Winchester 30-30,

getting a fine fat buck each. This started

some our way. A fine four year old ran

up on the knoll about three hundred

yards away and without raising of sights

my seccnd shot caught his neck and he

fell in a heap among some ferns; a sec-

ond deer ran up about two hundred yards

ofif; the Automatic added him up; a

third, smaller deer ran across, with Sav-

ages barking at his heels, though at much
longer ranges from him than I was and

the Auto crumpled him also, the three

falling in a line about fifty yards apart,

proving that the .351 is there with the

goods. Then came the tug of war. Young
and I lifting, tugging and emitting erup-

tions, until Braim and Prime came to

aid, Prime tying their legs together and

"Siwashing" them down to the Choo-

Choo. Back we started.' the canoe load-

ed down with juicy eats.

On the way home a fierce storm came
up, and as the lake is only a canyon,

water filled, we w^ere soon in a pelting

storm. Half way home, who should we
see. like Old Boreas riding a storm, but

Hevans. in our flat boat, near the clifif.

fishing with a heavy trolling line. With
his hat oft, and the angry waves pounding
his boat against the cliiT, he looked, to

our startled eyes, like some old Viking
Cuss from Ancient history. I steered

the boat in, and to our astonished query,
he unfolded a tale, luridly illustrated,

that made each separate hair stand up
on our heads with horror. It seems he
had shot a fine buck. "A - - big
one." He had, after strenuous eftorts,

cleaned him, and dragged the noble re-

mains to the edge of the clifif. Remem-
bering how the goat had fallen in and
11 ated on our trip up, he launched forth

his cleaned mowitch on the stormy deep,

and to his unspeakable (though we doubt-
ed that word) anguish, he saw his first

and only, sink in the azure waves, the

dinky white flag tail waving him a touch-

ing farewell as it went down, down to

fathomless depths. Knowing Hevans,
as we did. we no longer wondered what
caused such a storm to arise on a clear

day, for the scientists tell us, heavy rain

falls come, after volcanic eruptions. To
our sympathetic sobs, he answered "Yes,

laugh you mutts, laugh, I suppose you
think its funny." Wiping the tears,

from ofif our Pompeian faces, we took him
in tow and went sadly to camp.

In his excitement he had knocked the

front sight ofT his new Savage, and had
seen a large bear track soon after. How-
ever, next day, "Hevans" went out while

we rested and saw game galore. Before

each shot he had to make a triangulation,

the earth, the goat, the Zenith. He gener-

ally hit the Zenith, but killed an un-

suspecting buck "300 lbs. or over?" The
dying animal went sliding down the

mountain side, nearer to camp, as Hev-
ans fondly thought, but when he got

down, neither hide nor hair was to be

found. The other hunters wanted him to

bring along his Eskimos as proof. To
our ]\Iissourian questions, he did protest

so much, we doubt if there was a Method-
ist goat or deer but moved out of the vi-

cinity.

The finny population caught it at day-

light, and up to breakfast time on the

morrow, as Hevans was bound to fill
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that pail. We all took part in that as it

was catching as well as fishing.

The final day came. Young and Hevans
went out and secured a fine buck each,

Braim got his second. Prime and I hit

the high spots after goat. After a long,

hard climb we reached the top of the

mountain ridge, a yawning gulf on each

side, with a magnificent panorama spread

out below us. the lake nestling in the lap

of Mother Nature, calm and beautiful.

Around us towering, snow capped pin-

nacles gleamed in eloquent beauty, in the

clear air, monoliths dedicated to the in-

scrutable Power that designed them.

But, like Kids, we turned from viewing

down into some bushes on the steep

slope ; I shot a fourth on the heights

above. Resting, and looking about, we
counted fifteen others feeding and walk-

ing about, some, not over four hundred
yards away. After skinning our William
Goats we started down for the one in the

bushes. No sooner did we get close to

him, than up he sprang, only to be killed

and fall about two hundred feet. Prime
held the guns and skins while I crawled

across the almost vertical walls to get

Mr. Goat's pelt. Once more, our Kil-

kenny Buck got up and ran. This time

I was so near, I threw stones at him, but,

he was a product of evolution, and as

BRAIM CAMP. Evans, Braim, Prime. Morrison.

Nature to waylaying goats. A doe ran

out in front of us, graceful and thin. We
sat watching her and she us, for several

minutes, then down she went across a

steep slope, rocky and mossy to which a

fly could scarcely cling. On the highest

point of the range we saw four goats,

drowsing away the noon tide hour. Our
first shots wounded two so badly we took

but little notice of them as we went for-

ward, when within twenty feet of one he

jumped up and ran down the slope, and
Prime sent a 30-30 through him, while I

did the same to the second one; a third

ran to the left and Prime knocked him

each boulder rolled down, he merely

flattened himself against the precipice

and escaped. Climbing warily around
and hanging on to a small tree, I hit him
on the horn. He then backed out and
Prime killed him with a 30-30. Down he

rolled over slides and boulders into some
ferns. I then joined my partner in crime,

and we went slithering down, the best

we could, to the Canyon edge. Taking
Prime's rifle and two shells, again I went
after that snowy floor mat. When with-

in ten feet, Mr. Bock-beer decided the

climate was unhealthy, and lit out for

safer regions. Two more 30-30's chang-
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ed his mind, however. It shows what
remarkable tenacity to life goats have,

for the falls alone, would have paralyzed

a deer.

We made nifty riitis of the skins, keep-

ing the heads on two, and did some aerial

stunts down over slides of broken moun-
tain tops, with rock enough in them to

macadamize Babylon and the half of New
York. Each member having a full quota

of game,, we choo-choo'ed down to the

lake end, the canoe and flat boat loaded

to the brim. Arriving at the salt chuck,

Hevans and I went out over the bounding
billows to flag a steamship, that proved
to be one from a dilterent line than we
had return tickets by. Anxious however-
to get home, I bought a ticket and came
down on her. The real boat came along

and was flagged, the situation explained,

up went the forced draft and with a Si-

wash on the safety valve, the race began.

The Captain and crew of each steamship

got busy ; black smoke poured forth from
every funnel, and soon the whales, were
hopelessly outclassed. The Captains,

Nelson like, were blind on the shoreward
side, so that hairy ranchers wigwagged
in vain, only to see a black monster go
streaking by. Alas, we had to make the

most stops at fishing camps, and can-

neries, so that when I got on the wharf
it was to get a merry "Ha, Ha" from the

grinning bunch.

We never knew how many real friends

we had before, until the word got around
that we had arrived home with much
good game.

A Youthful Hunter

RY C. v.. AND J. C. MANX.

The accompanying illustration is that

of ]\Iaster J. C. Mann, fourteen years of

age, son of Mr. Chas. E. Mann, merchant
tailor, Leamington, Ont. The deer was
killed on November 11th, 1909, and
weighed 265 lbs. and being his first deer

the youngster was naturally very proud
of it'

Mr. Mann and his son left Leamington
on October 29th last year for the Canad-
ian Soo where they were joined by Cap-
tain Benjamin Smedley, Harry Free-

mont and George Montgomery. From
the Soo they went to Echo Bay, up the

Echo River ten miles to Echo Lake
where a permanent camp was made. The
members of the party much enjoyed the

grandeur of the scenery, the rocks run-

ning in places to between seven and eight

hundred feet. They found deer numer-
ous and the surrounding country full of

beautiful streams.

The youthful hunter succeeded in kil-

ling a second deer later on, and all the

other members of the party were suc-

cessful in procuring their legal limit.

It is planned to make another trip to

the same place this year. A Young Deer Hunter.



A Strenuous Moose Hunt in New Ontario

BY DK. J. WYCLIFFE MARSHALL.

ALL aboard!"
You bet I was. I was aboard

bag and baggage, with enough
lard in my hair to keep it in place

for a month, for I was bound for the

hunting grounds of Xew Ontario, and if

there is one thing I consider a Jonah in

a hunting camp it is a comb.
It was October 26th, 1909, and I was

leaving Owen Sound, on my way to the

place where I am on speaking terms with

the moose and deer of Algoma.
At Saugeen Junction, I was joined by

the veteran hunter and fisherman, Mr.
\\'. E. McAllister of Durham, who is

quite a trifle past the three score and ten

milestone, but just as young as a "Three-

year-old." when it comes his turn to do
business with a rod or a gun.

Of course Mac and I were glad to see

one another and of course we amused
ourselves on the way to Toronto by tell-

ing one another all the lies we could,

about the fish we had each caught during

the summer.
We were joined at Toronto by Mr. J.

D. ^Varren of that city, and by ten

o'clock in the evening we were away
from the electric cigarette signs, the run-

ning gas picture shows and the illumin-

ated booze signals of that city. We were
on the Canadian Pacific Railway express

on our way to Sudbury.
I forget what I was doing at the time.

perhaps I was trying to pick a peanut
out of my boot, when I heard someone
say, "Hello there Doc! I'll be up there

presently, so please have your ticket

ready.'*

I'll be darned if it wasn't Old Jake
Troyer, prancing up the aisle, with the

punch in his chubby fingers, putting air

holes in the passengers "travelling-coup-

ons." I wanted to have a talk with Jake,

so I forgot where I had hidden my ticket,

knowing that he would have to come
back and talk to me when he had finish-

ed his work. When he got all

through the train and there were no more
stops in sight he came back to have

a look at my pasteboard. Jake seem-
ed satisfied that I was on the right

train and from then until sometime
later, he persuaded me to remember
many funny incidents of our younger
days. It was, "Doc, do you remember
this?" and "Doc, do you remember
that?" Laugh? Why yes, till I thought
I would (as the Dutchman says) "split

myself as I never vas."

The night passed rapidly and I did not

even think of a sleep. Del and Mac had
both gone to "roost" early in the night,

and I did not see them until they both

came out on the station platform at Sud-

bury.

When the two of them had a suffi-

cient number of cob-webs scratched out

of their eyes and I had done something
that looked very much the same, we
started to gather our numerous parcels

in a direction towards the lunch room
where the proprietor checks small par-

cels for "big dimes." We were all

hungry but we decided by a vote of

three to none that we would eat up

town. After we had an assortment of

$2.90 worth of coupons in checks we hik-

ed up the main drag to bite our initials

into a few eggs and a couple of mince

pies.

It was just as hard as lifting the mort-

gage off the old homestead to drag iMac

away from his 7x7 tent, which he abso-

lutely refused to leave behind. How-
ever hunger and the thought of the afore-

said mince pies, gave him the inside in-

formation that he had better put some-

thing inside his belt. We will not tell you
how much it cost us for our breakfast

—

we are modest. We are ashamed.
We were soon away again on our way

to L .

Enroute on this part of the trip we
got into quite an altercat-on with a

"Lively Duck," who seemed to think

that hunters in rough clothes should not

be allowed to ride in first-class coaches.

He let this cheerful information slip out

at us, second handed, between jerks. He
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kept lip the nagging for quite a while,

but when he also referred to our big feet,

we began to feel peevish, for we do not

like references to the size of our boots.

So I got up and made this suggestion.

"See here, Mr. Suckersee, if my feet were

as big as your ears, I would slap them."

1 knew I could not do it. but I was sure

that I had a friend with me who could

undertake the job. This seemed to

make him think less of our feet and more
of conversation, in the midst of which,

we found that years before we had been

"pals."

From there on to S nothing

was too good for us and anything he had

head leaning well out of the window. He
was wishing us a successful hunt and
lots of but he was out of

hearing and soon out of sight, so we
wended our way up the street to the

town.
In due course we found Mr. Avery and

were warmly welcomed by him and
everv one else in the place. There were
Mr.' D.. Mr. M.. Mr. G., Mr. Mc,
Charlie Y., Pete M., and a host of others

too numerous to mention. A more
friendly lot could not be found under the

sun. Del and ]\Iac many times inform-

ed me that I must have been there be-

fore. "\\"hv ves." I said, "we have hunt-

Mack, Mr. Avery, Author.

was as good as ours, and it was all right

for hunters to wear whatever they pleas-

ed, wherever and whenever they pleased.

Arriving at our destination we proceed-

ed to extract our "junk" from the train,

at the same time look for my old hunting
companion Mr. Avery. The latter was
detained from meeting us, but his pretty

little daughter Pearl, was there to wel-

come us to the city, present us with the

customary keys and incidentally apolo-

gize for the absence of the band.
The train gave a jerk and was soon

coughing her way up the grade and the

last thing: I saw was our "Livelv Duck's"

ed moose here before and we are here to

hunt moose again !"

I had some business to do that occu-

pied my attention for a couple of days.

This included ordering our provisions

at the company's store and seeing about

getting some bread baked. Mac and
Del amused themselves visiting the saw-

mill and also the numerous barges that

were in the harbor loading lumber.

At last Saturday night came and

when it said "good evening" to us, we
had our wagon loaded with provisions,

punt, tent .hay for beds and all sorts of

confusionary. including ropes, block and
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tackle, stove and stove pipes. Such a

load ! There was no room for the

''chauffeur" who was the self same man.
McArthur who had taken us the previous

year.

It was in the morning early that we
had "orders" to cut adrift and when five

a.m. came, Avery and myself were ahead
of the band wagon with a lantern, while

Mac and Del were a rear guard, some-
where near the back of the procession,

watching that nothing fell off our lively

circus wagon.
Oh, the terrible road, first over big

bare rocks, then crosswavs endins: in

did all the damage possible to what was
spread before us.

About a mile before we reached this

place, we crossed a terrible steep rocky

hill, known locally as "Jack Pine Hill."

While approaching it a large bull moose
crossed the roa"d about fifty yards from

us. W'e were on the march at the time

and not shooting, and Avery and myself

had the pleasure (?) of standing and

watching him with empty rifles in our

hands, while Mooswa kept straight on,

perhaps looking for Dr. Cook's North
Pole.

AA'hile at dinner. Del wanted to show

Tha Authoi and Hio Moose.

mud to our ears, but being well shod and
freshly corked we did not get wet. The
travelling was rotten and fifteen "double-

yolked" miles of it before us, before wc
could break an imaginary bottle of

Mumm's at the launching of the punt
which could not possibly carry us all and
all of our stuff.

At noon we had put ten miles, south
of our heels. We were a fairly tired

"crew," but Mac was still solid on his

pins, so I can say here that he is not a

quitter.

We halted for dinner where che toast-

ers all do and I am here to sav that we

us all that he could do a bit of fancy

shooting and wishing to demonstrate his

marksmanship, he decided to do his

"showing" on a partridge which was
having a rest in a pine. He had his

automatic Winchester in his hands and

the clip in his pocket. He set the gun,

slipped a cartridge into the barrel and

raised it to his shoulder, but of course the

cartridge, unnoticed by him fell out. He
took steady aim. "Snip !" Nothing

doing! He took the laugh and went

away back and sat down.
We all got our legs together again and

paced five mere ni'les. which brought my
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watch to three o'clock. There is an
eating place here, kept by the Company
and presided over by a Frenchman, his

wife and little daughter. We didn't do
a thing to a good hot dinner. After we
found that we could not eat any more
we unloaded all of our "stuff" and trans-

ferred it to the punt, for a four mile row
up the Serpent River.

The punt would only hold two hunters
with all of the luggage. Who were to

be the lucky or unlucky ones to do the

rowing? One pair of oars. I was
elected to be engineer and Mac to be
captain, so the other two were to do the

walking around to the same place as we

made things better, but the old punt was
still quite dizzy in the head and very
wabbly.
We arrived at our destination about

dark. The Frenchman had gone ahead
and started a fire to show us where to

land. In a few minutes he was gone and
we were alone in the gathering darkness.

It would be a long time before the other

two would arrive and as the wolves be-

gan to howl in the direction that our com-
panions would be, we were very uneasy.

I will admit. I was "darn scared." Howl,
howl, howl ! \\'e would sit and listen

for the report of a rifle, for we knew they
were both well armed. \\'e ?at silent

•jjggPy^.

'Del" and his Moose.

were going. They would have to hoof

it fifteen miles. At first I thought I had

the worst of the draw, but when I got

nicely under way. I found out that al-

though my legs were terribly cramped,

Mac and I had the luck.

It was a complicated course and many
islands were between us and there, so

our friend the Frenchman took his canoe

and started to pilot us.

The punt was loaded down to the gun-

wales and the bale of hay made the old

boat very top heavy.
The Frenchman was good enough to

take snme nf our load in his canoe, which

and speechless, thinking cf the two of

them coming along the trail. We thought

uf the wolves. \\'e kept our fire going

brightly and as midnight was drawing

close we heard a "hallow" about a mile

away I fired off my rifle, not as a signal

to show them a trail, but just to let them
know that we were thinking of them and

had heard them.

It was just after midnight when .we

saw their lantern glimmer through the

trees in the distance. On they came.

Del staggered to the fire and fell to the

ground, exhausted. No wonder ! Thirty

miles of the roughest, rocky, wet and
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cross road imaginable. He afterwards

told me that he could not have made an-

other hundred yards.

^^'e hastily made some tea, took a

snack to eat and spread Mac's tent on tne

ground, covered ourselves with blankets

and awaited the dawn.
Sleep to me w-as impossible. I w-as

tired and weary and the din kept up by
Mr. Wolfe. Mrs. Wolfe and all the little

\\'olves, assisted by all their cousins ana
uncles and all of their cousin's auJ
uncle's friends made me forget that one
third of our life is spent in sleep. The
wolves seemed to be aware of our pres-

ence and tried to make us uncomfortable.
A little before daylight there seemed

to be a desperate fight going on amongst
the wolves about a quarter of a mile

to the east of us. ^Ir. Avery said they

were killing a deer and that we would
hunt up the place in the morning.

Daylight came at last and was cer-

tainly welcomed. We found that we
were close to an old log hut that in years

past had been used by firerangers, but

had fallen into disuse. The hut was in

a fair state of preservation and as there

were plenty of boards around we patch-

ed it up and made it our home for the

ne.xt couple of weeks.

Everything was comfortably fixed

up by the afternoon of Monday, Novem-
ber 1st. and Mr. Avery and I sallied forth

to see if there were any signs of moose.
Before long we had picked up tracks of

two bulls going eastward together. We
followed them until dark. The tracks

were quite fresh, but it was diiTicult to

keep them as there was no snow, and the

leaves were very loose, to say nothing of

the immense patches of ground hemlock.
We returned to camp and found Mac and
Del anxious about us.

The next morning. Avery and I started

and took up the tracks where we had left

ofif the night before. We followed them
very cautiously all day. Many times I

wanted to give up as I could not make
myself believe that they were really

moose tracks. Mr. Avery's trained eye,

however, taught him to know that we
were on the right road to victory. He
kept my spirits up by saying, "we will

soon see the horns." The wind had
changed and when night came we had
gone around and were now five miles to

the north west of our camp. We re-

turned to our "home" very tired and
hungry.

\\ hen we arrived in camp we found a

large buck hanging at the door. Del had
shot him across the river, which is al-

most a mile wide there. He and Mac
had brought him across in the punt.

The forepart of the night was spent in

listening to songs, speeches and recita-

tions from Del, who proved himself to

be an entertainer of real merit, and, of

course, having killed the big buck, the

first game, he was hilarious and kept up
all kinds of amusement until the grand-
father's clock began to dream of mid-
night.

The next morning we held a council

of four to decide where we should go on
the third day of the hunt Mr. Avery
was sure that we would come upon the

moose that day and advised Del to ac-

company us. Avery's son. "Jim Hugh,"
had spent the night with us. and he prom-
ised to take a day away from his traps

and go with ]\Iac.

We three moose trailers started for the

point where Mr Avery and I had left off

the night before. We took up the trail

and before we had gone six hundred
yards we came to where the two big fel-

lows had lain all night and had evident-

ly only left a few minutes previously,

being startled by our coming close to

them. Everything pointed to the fact

that they were not a quarter of a mile

ahead of us.

Suddenly we came to an abrupt preci-

pice, dividing two deep gullies. Here the

moose divided, one taking the east and
the other the west side. Now. what
were we to do ? We were to divide

also. Mr. Avery settled it by ordering
me to the left track to go alone, as I had
had more experience than Del. he never
having seen a moose track before. Mr.
Avery gave me a good cautioning and
referred to many things he had pointed
out to me before and said, "Now, go,

and do not return until you hear the
signal for help!"
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Off I started in the lonely wilderness,

feeling very much all by myself. I re-

membered how Mr. Avery had done two
years ago. He had left the trail and
circuited around and headed them off.

The wind was blowing off me, so I de-

cided to act the same as we did before.

I cut to the left and ran as hard as I

could, I should say, two miles, then

crossed over to the high ridge, watching
cautiously to see if the track had passed.

Seeing no evidence of a moose having

been that way. I carefully faced the wind
and went cautiouslv back.

hard. It moved, and for a few seconds
I could not believe my eyes. I saw
moose horns ! They were moving and
very low down. Yes. I could now see

them distinctly. The monster was about
seventy-five or one hundred yards off and
lying down. I examined my .38 Win-
chester carefully. There were plenty of

cartridges in the magazine and one in

the barrel.

I could see the black streak of his

back above the ferns. Ltook steady aim
about where I thought his shoulder
would be, thinking I would raise him

How Mr. Wolf Got in His Work.

The woods were very thick wath ferns

and maple saplings. I had not proceed-
ed far in this new direction when I came
to a halt. Some curious feeling came
over me that made me think I was with-
in shot of what I was looking for. I

peered cautiously in every direction and
stood still, I should judge, for five

minutes.

I was just going to step when I spied

something that looked unusual amongst
the bushes. I crouched and gazed at it.

My eyes filled with water, looking so

anyway, and resolved to pump another
cartridge as soon as I fired, to be ready

by the time he got up.

I was in a kneeling position. "Let
her go!" I said to myself, and with the

bang of the gun the big fellow rose to

his feet, facing me. There was a clear

space through the sights to his fore-

head. Bang! she went again and the

head dropped, nose to the ground, but

still he stood. I had a full view of

him. and I knew that I had "brought

home the bacon." I had been steady
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when I fired the second shot, and as I

could see the face so clearly through my
peep sight. I knew a third shot was un-

necessary.

In about a minute he sank to the

ground, kicked around a couple of min-

utes and turned his big horns back, with
his nose in the air. In this position he
died. r stood looking at him, feeling

very proud of my work. I was just going
to signal for help when, bang! bang!
rang out a signal about half a mile to

the north of me. I immediately signalled

bang! bang! which was our help signal.

I received no answer. I signalled again.

To this I got the answer, which I recog-

nized as o. k.

I had not dreamed that they had got a

moose, and after waiting for about an
hour I signalled again. I got the o.k.

signal once more from the same point,

no nearer. What could it mean ? I

could not make out. The first time I

heard them it was simply a signal—two
shots in succession. Then when I signall-

ed for help I got their answer, but they
did not come. I signalled again. This
time it brought an answer, much nearer,

and in a few minutes along they came,
both laughing and in good cheer, for they
knew from my help signals that I had
been successful.

Their first shots were explained as

nearly as I can remember by Mr. War-
ren, whose words ran something like

this:

"After leaving you where the tracks

forked, we followed that bull's track for

quite awhile. Suddenly we got mixed
and found that we were on a cow's track.

Mr. Avery pointed out to me the dif-

ference between a cow's and a bull's

track, showing how practiced his eye is

to such things. When we came to a soft

place we could see for sure, and there
was evidence that there was a calf along
with its mother.

"We had to retrace our tracks until
we came to the place where we got off

the bull's track. At last we piclced it up
again. It was very hard to keep it on

All Loaded Ready to Start.

account of the loose leaves. We follow-

ed it for about three-quarters of a mile,

when it turned north, evidently drifting

with the wind. Mr. Avery decided to

take a detour to the north and come back
at him. Mr. Avery seems perfectly fa-

miliar with the traits of these animals
and also with the character of the coun-
try. He said that the presence of the

cow and calf in the vicinity would aflfect

the actions of the bull, and this appeared
to have been the case . I must say that I

had not much faith in the undertaking,
but Avery was enthusiastic.

"We had not gone far when we heard
a crash in the bush on the other side of

a slight rise, which ran between us and
the disturber. We hurriedly ran to the

top of this rise, a distance of about fifty

yards, but Mr. Moose had passed over

a second rise. We distinctly heard him.
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Kasler Wallace Avery, a Chip of tho Old Block.

The wind had fallen and the bush was as

still as a church. We stood stock still,

with every nerve at tension and our eyes
and ears strained for some sign that

might indicate the direction the animal
was taking.

"I was suddenly startled when froni the

other side of the hill came a deafening
bellow, much like that of a maddened
bull, but resembling also in its reverber-

ating quality, the roar of a lion. Instinc-

tively both guns were cocked. Mr. Avery
quickly made his way to the north-west,

motioning me to the south-west, as our

game was directly west of us. and we
hoped in this way to close in on him, for

it was quite evident that he was going to

stand his ground.

"We had not proceeded far when he
walked out majestically into the broad
clearance on the top of the "rise," which
up to this time had shielded him, and
throwing his antlers into a small maple,
he practically stripped it of its branches.
at the same time bellowing like the "Bull
of Bashan." He then stood still in a

beautiful attitude of defiance as if await-
ing further developments, before making
an attack.

"For a fraction of a second I turned
my attention from the animal to Mr.
Avery, whom I found resting on his

knees and alread}' pulling a ""bead." I

was leaning against a stout maple and in-

stantly found my sights. Two shots rang
out. Mr. Avery's hard point 32 had pierc-

ed his heart, while my 35 soft Automatic
Winchester had struck the vertebrae be-

hind the ear. He lurched forward to his

knees without any apparent struggle and
gradually sank to his last rest, like a ship

going down at sea. He rolled slowly to

his left side, the Jeftries act you know,
took the count of ten and died before the

coroner arrived."

This was his description as accurately,

as I can remember it, and these were the

two shots I heard first and took them
to be a signal. They had stopped to dis-

embowel the animal, which accounts for

their delay in coming to my assistance.

We returned to camp and found Mac
in the highest spirits, he having killed the

largest buck we had ever seen. On the

following morning we went with him to

see his game. It was certainly a beauty.

A photo was taken of Mac and his buck,

but unfortunately the animal was in a

place from which it was impossible to

get him out whole. In the end we traded

it to the trappers for a smaller doe, wliich

Mac brought home.

"Jim Hugh" had taken ]\Iac in his

canoe to where he had seen a big buck
the day before, while he was at his traps.

They followed it across a rocky ravine,

when Mac got a chance at it at about
one hundred yards with S. O shot in a

Winchester pump. One pillet of shot

had passed through its neck and put it

out of business. The trappers cut it up
and loaded it in their canoe.

The next day was spent in making a

road to get the moose together. Del

volunteered to go to the front for a

team. We rowed him in the punt to the

tote road where he trudged the fifteen

miles, arriving there at dark.

The next day he arrived back at the

river with the team, and our French
friend brought him to our camp in his

canoe, ^^'e then engaged two trappers

to help us with our moose. The team
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went around through the bush arriving

at the moose the following day. They
came by a way that a team had never

been before.

I might mention that while awaiting

the arrival of the team, we hunted up
the place where we had heard the wolves
killing the deer, the first night. It was
not six hundred yards from us. There
lay the deer, worried just like a sheep

that has been killed by dogs. The mis-

erable brutes had killed it for pure "dev-

ilment." It was just W'Orried to pieces.

Tufts of hair lay flung on the ground,

and in the bushes, close by. The accom-
panying photo describes it best.

The two moose w-ere lying less than

a half mile apart, and our first proceed-
ing was to get them together. This did

not take much trouble as we made a

crude jumper, our only tools being an
axe and a two-inch auger.

The team of horses we had w-ere mag-
nificent specimens of horseflesh. They
were the largest and finest team I have
ever seen, but very wild and unmanage-
able when they saw and smelled the

moose.

We made a very large "jumper" and
with the aid of "block and tackle," hoist-

ed the two big fellows on board and se-

curely bound them. All being ready I

took a snap of the load, consisting of

moose, driver, Mr. Aver}^ Mac and Del
and the two trappers.

We started for the front. The horses
jerked, pranced and snorted. They did

everything that I had ever seen horses
do before, and an assortment of new
stunts too numerous to mention. The
driver, a big burly Dutchman, 250 lbs.,

hung to the lines and gave vent to the

most terrible oaths I had ever heard.

We could not get along very fast as

the woods were dense, and we had to cut
trees and logs all the way. We crossed
ravines w^here the horses could not eo,

when w^e had to move all the load wuth
the tackle, while the horses would go
some distance around. Towa'^ds even-
ing of the first dav one of the runners

broke oft and we had to make a new
one.

Just to show you how difficult it was,

I speak the truth when I say that it

took us five days to move our load fif-

teen miles, before w^e struck the main
tote road. It would take too long to

describe this journey. \\ e had terrible

^hardships and often thought that we
would have to abandon the trip. Still

I think w^e all enjoyed it. We had lots

of provisions, feed for the horses, etc.. and
we camped wherever night overtook us.

One bad drawback, owing to the rocky
nature of the country, was the wearing
out of the runners of the "jumper.' Five

or six times we had to make new run-

ners.

At the end of the fifth day we arrived

at the Frenchman's place on the main
tote road, where w'e transferred the game
from the jumper to one of the big wag-
gons belonging the lumber company.

The next morning, the wn-iter accom-
panied by the driver proceeded with the

game to S— , and shipped it by the Nor-
thern Navigation Co.'s steamer Ger-

manic to Owen Sound. The rest of the

party returned to camp for our chattels

and to shoot the balance of the deer to

make up our complement while I sent

up another team for them.
In due time they all arrived at S

—

without a single mishap. The moose
having been shipped, the deer followed

by the next boat.

At Owen Sound the moose were view-
ed by hundreds of admirers. We ship-

ped Mr. A\'arren*s moose and deer to

Toronto where they caused quite a sen-

sation.

Mr. McAllister's game arrived in due
time at Durham and the old gentleman
w^as the recipient of many congratula-

tions. The last time I heard from him
he was talking hunt and was keen on
going again this fall. I hope he does.

Away back in S— Mr. Avery had his

game, but they are common up there,

so I guess he contented himself w'ith cut-

ting it up all winter and watching his

children nibble their way through it.

on their wav to robustness.



Hunting the Mountain Lion

BY CIIAULKS II. DEUTSCHMANN.

OX tile fourth of Xovember, 1907,

my partner and I started out

from Revelstoke, B. C, to locate

a new trapping orround. Hav-
ing been in the Selkirk Mountains for

some years we decided to get into some
country where there was less snow. So
we struck cut foi- the Osoyoos District

about one hundred miles south west from
Revelstoke by railroad. From there we
took a stage forty miles east and made
for the north fork of Cherry Creek, a

good sized stream bordered with giant

cedar trees and Douglas fir. We left the

larger portion of our supplies with an old

placer miner who had been working on
the creek since the early seventies and
pulled out with a hundred pound pack
apiece, about five miles up the creek
where we pitched cur first camp. Xo
•snow had fallen up to this time and we
hadn't seen any signs of fur or game,
except numerous tracks of deer.

The next day we started out to look
over the country for more signs. We
hadn't gone very far before we saw a

great many signs' of bear. Thorn apple
trees on all sides were broken down
where the bears had been feeding on the
thorn apples, ^^'e paid very little at-

tention to these signs because we were
satisfied the bears had "denned up" for

the season, but we decided to return to

the settlement and bring in some grizzly

bear traps so as to have them ready for

the spring, when the bears should come
out of their dens.

The next day we saw many signs of

beaver and a very large dam that was
not quite completed but with a long
close season, we left them alone. The
next day we took another direction and
from the start saw old and freshly eaten
carcasses of deer. By examining the

ground around them we came to the con-
clusion that they must have been killed

by wolves or mountain lions. Xeither
my partner nor I had ever trapped a

mountain lion and things began to look
brighter when we thcusrht rf the ST.50

bounty the British Columbia Govern-
ment pays for each lion. We made up
our minds to build a cabin nearby for

the winter and try our luck. We saw a

couple of ermine and that was a pretty

good signs of more fur being in the neigh-

borhood and in the three days' travel

we saw about twenty black tailed deer

so we were sure of all the fresh meat we
wanted. We started to pack in a few
things we needed right away from what
we had left with old Billy the placer

miner and began work on the cabin.

Everything went smoothly for a couple

of days when it began to rain and snow
a little. This kept up for about a month
and we could do very little work on the

cabin. If we got wet we had to go to

bed wet. Our tent was very small, on-

ly 6x7, and as our wearing apparel was
limited we could do very little but sit

around the camp and call the weather
pet names. By this time we had shot

four deer, and presently the weather im-

proved so that we could get on with our
work. Everything went well till we
started to chink the cabin. My partner,

W. Andrews, was making the door and I

was splitting up some timber for chinks.

When trying to split a very thin piece of

cedar, the axe slipped and I made a very

bad cut on my wrist about two inches

long, the axe striking the bone and then

glancing down. That put a stop to the

building operations. I pulled back the

flesh but it wouldn't stay together. It

left a gap of about a quarter of an inch.

We went over to our camp to size up the

situation. The first thing we found was
that we had no salve of any kind so we
decided that my partner should sew up
the cut. He got out my needle case for

the flesh needle and some thread but the

needle that I had packed hundreds of

miles on my back for the last ten years

was gone—the only time in all that per-

iod that I needed it. There was nothing

in that line but two buckskin needles and
they were almost as thick as baled hay
wire. We took one of them, however,
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and puttings it into the fire bent it into

shape. Then my partner who was more
of a wood butcher than a surgeon began
to sew me up. His work was fierce, at

least it felt that way, but in about half

an hour he said : "There you are, just as

good as ever." I sent him out to look

for some soft fir gum with which I

smeared the cut and pasted on a piece

of cloth.

After a venison lunch Andrews decided

to go over a short line of traps we had
set upon a small stream. There was
nothing for me to do but stay in camp
so after he left I rolled up in the blank-

ets and began to think the situation over.

Not a very pleasant situation either : no
cabin built, bad weather setting in and I

badly crippled.

I hadn't been lying there more than a

couple of hours when my partner came
back. I think he must have been run-

ning for he pushed back his hat and rub-

bed the perspiration from his forehead,

jammed his hand down his pack sack and
pulled out an ermine. I asked him if that

was all. "Well no," he said, "I guess
not ! The grizzly trap is gone." By this

time I began to get interested.

"Did you follow the trail?" I asked.

"Yes," he replied, "it went down a hill

and I followed it until I got to a thicket."

"Did you see what was in it?" I asked.

"No," he said, "I didn't go any further

and I won't go alone."

We talked it over and I agreed to go
with him the next morning if I felt able.

We came to the conclusion it must be a

mountain lion but were ver}^ much sur-

prised that he could pack ofif a seventeen
and a half pound trap and a hemlock sap-

ling about twenty feet long and five inch-

es thick at the butt which we had for a

toggle. W'e were satisfied he could nev-
er get out of it no matter how big he was.
After supper we sized up our fur—seven
ermine, one otter, one mink and two lynx
and probably a mountain lion in the
morning—not too bad considering the,

weather and the number of traps we had
set. We went to bed early in prepara-
tion, I with my wrist aching very badly.

Luckily, I had brought mv camera
along and, though but a novice at the

Charles H. Deutschmann, tho Discoverer of the Cougar
Caves in the Selkirks. and a Well Known Prospector
and Hunter in British Columbia.

business I was very anxious to have a

good, clear day so I could take a snap-
shot. However, when we awoke in the

morning it was cloud}' and a fine rain was
falling. After waiting awhile to see if it

would clear up I strapped on my 45
Colt's six shooter, not being able to use
my rifle, and started out \\'e took a

roundabout way to where we had some
poison out for wolves which w^ere very
numerous about here and discovered one
of the baits gone but could find no wolf
nearby so we headed for the big thing
and got there after a half hour's walk.

Sure enough it was just as described.

The ground was torn up and a blind man
could almost follow the trail. Small
trees an inch and a half through were
chewed in ribbons. It looked more like

the work of a grizzly to me than any-
thing else I had ever trapped, not having
trapped a mountain lion before. We
went down the hill to the thicket where
my partner had quit the trail the day be-
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fore. Here we paused for a moment
when Andrews got behind me and said

:

"After ycu, my dear Alphonse !" We fol-

lowed the trail for about fifteen minutes,

around trees, over and under logs and
through a swamp, keeping a sharp look

out all the time as the brush was very

thick. As we were nearing two large

cedar trees a terrible scream rent the air.

I think there were at least eight million

goose pimples on my back at once!

When I looked round I saw my partner

hcldir.g on to his hat with both hands to

keep it from falling off. I got down on

my hands and knees and could see a huge
mountain lion about fifty feet from us

looking round one of the trees. He was
gone in an instant but showed up again

shortly between the trees. I could then

see that he was well caught in the trap

and I walked up to hiM!. When we got

near to him he began tC' spit at us just as a

cat does when it shows fight. He opened
his mouth several tiiiies showing a good

set of teeth. It was too dark where he

was to take a photo for it had begun to

rain and snow a little again. However,
I snapped two pictures of him in the trap

and then shot him through the heart.

He died almost instantly, without a

groan.

We took him out of the trap and pack-

ed him in a more favorable place for a

photo. He was very heavy, weighing at

least 175 pounds. After taking a snap-

shot we skinned him and next day
stretched the skin. It measured six feet

wide and nine feet long. The Govern-
ment, as I have said, pays $7.50 bounty
on mountain lions and I think it is little

enough considering the number of deer,

beaver and other game they destroy. No
doubt one of these animals will kill more
deer in a season than twenty hunters.

We will have out about eight traps by
Christmas and will very likely get better

acquainted with our old game destroyer,

the mountain lion.

How To Carry Out the Deer

BY C. A. FLEMING.

The problem of how to get a buck

vveighing from two hundred to two hun-

dred and fifty pounds into camp is some-
times a serious one, especially if the dis-

tance runs into miles, and the country is

rough. The accompanying illustration

shows the method adopted in our camp.
After the deer is shot, he is hung up for

from twenty-four to forty-eight hours

before carrying home. In order to carry

easily throw the front legs over the ant-

lers and that will leave the carcass clear

so that the head will hook over the

shoulder. There is then no trouble to

keep the deer on the shoulder, as the

throat forms a perfect saddle fitting nice-

ly on the shoulder. The hind legs are

put over the shoulders of the second man.
as shown in illustration. In this way a

carcass can be carried up-hill, down-hill.

or almost anvwhere without difficultv

as the head and neck form an easy saddle

on the shoulder of the man at the rear

and there is no slipping or pulling off the

shoulder of either man. Tying to a pole

or using any other contrivance is not in

it with this method. Trv it this fall.

How to Carry Out the Deer.



The Secretary Bird

liY LEE S. CRANDALL. IN THE NEW YOKK ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S BULLETIN.

NO matter what ma^ be the age or

standing of a zoolo^'ical collection,

there are always c ertain elusive

creatures which are constantly

sought to increase its scientitic value and
interest. Whenever a spe-:ial desiderat-

um is acquired, somehow another long-

felt want promptly rises tc take its place.

As every collector knov s, one of the

greatest pleasures found \n gathering a

collection of living creatures is that gain-

ed by the sudden acquisition of a spec-

ies which had eluded all efforts to

procure it.

The Secretary Bird (Serpentarius ser-

pentarius. Miller), is not the rarest

bird among European zoological gar-

dens. In fact, these birds have
many times been exhibited in the

older institutions, and have there

gained an enviable reputation as en-

tertainers and educators. It is said to be

a popular amusement among a certain

class of Engl-'shmen to give a "zoo" bird-

keeper a "bob" to see the Secretary Bird

"stamp on" a rat! Under ordinary con-

ditions, it would seem that a Secretary
Bird should not be particularly difficult

to secure; but it happens that as a rule

every arrival in European ports is instant-

ly snapped up by some enteprising col-

lector, and therefore they are seldom of-

fered in America.
Last winter, however, a New York

dealer informed the Director of the

Bronx Zoological Gardens, that his for-

eign agents had secured a very fine pair

of Secretaries, which he offered to deliver

at the Park for a sum none too modest.
Needless to say, the offer was immediate-
ly accepted, not without misgivings as to

the ability of the dealer to fill his con-
tract. Great was our excitement and de-

light, therefore, when word was received

that the coveted pair was about to be de-

livered at the Park! Their'wings having
already been clipped, they were turned at

once into one of the large runs at the
Ostrich House, which had been prepared
for them. After a much-needed stretch-

ing of the great expanse of wing and
length of limb, they graciously accepted

their first meal of rats, and cheerfully

swallowed them w'hole

!

The Secretary Bird is a huge ground

hawk, with legs as long as those of a

sand-hill crane. It is a handsome bird,

very alert and quick in movement, and de-

cidedly stately in pose and movement.
The male stands easily four feet high,

most of his height being contributed by
his neck and legs.

In general color the bird is a soft, ashy

gray, the wings, thighs and abdomen be-

ing black, and the breast ashy white. The
gray middle tail feathers are so long as

nearly to touch the ground when the bird

is standing. In the male, the naked skin

of the face is yellow, and the long, heavy

eye-lashes well set off the handsome,
grey eyes. The crowning beauty of the

bird, however, lies in the two tufts of

long, black cockades which grow at either

side of the back of the head. These
feather tufts are said to have furnished

grounds for the popular name of the

species, from their supposed resemblance

to a "quill" pen stuck over the ear of a

clerk. Vosmaer, however, who first de-

scribed the species, in 1769, states that the

bird was known at the Cape of Good
Hope as the "Sagittarius" or Archer,

from its long strides. "Sagittarius" is

said (but the idea seems far-fetched) to

have become corrupted to "Secretarius"

;

hence the origin of the very appropriate

name perhaps may be traced to accident,

after all.

The systematic position of the Secre-

tary Bird has occasioned a great deal of

controversy. By various authors, it has

been placed in groups, from Spoonbills to

Bustards. In modern times, however,
most authorities admit its affinities with

the Accipitrine birds, and place it in a

separate sub-order of that group. V\'hile

the Secretary, at first glance, seems to be

simply a long-legged hawk, ver}' nuich

specialized for ground hunting, the fact

that a fossil form of the same* genus is

known from the Miocene of France, sug-

gests the possibility of the truth of the

theory advanced by Newtcm, that the
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modern bird has descended, little changed,

from the ancient ancestors, not only of

present-day hawks, but even of herons,

storks and others.

The peculiar degree of parallel devel-

opment found in the Secretary Bird and

the Seriemas (particularly the Cariama
cristata), is too marked to escape notice.

Both are aberrant forms of well marked

Crested, as first made known by C. Will-

iam Beebe, but in the Burmeister as well.

In each case, this specialized nail assists

in hold'ng the prey during the process of

tearing it with the bill.

The hunting and feeding habits of

Serpentarius are unusual. The killing is

not done with the beak, but with the feet.

The power in the long sinewy leg-muscles

THE SECRETARY BIRI

families, (the Seriemas being commonly
referred to the Cranes), differing radical-

ly from the types, and yet approaching
each other in a most singular manner.
Not the least interesting of these resem-
blances is that found in the sharpened,

raised condition of the inner talon of each
foot, which is found in both the Secretary
Bird and in the Seriemas. not onlv in the

is surprising; and the bird is able to strike

a hammer-like, maiming blow, by raising

the tarsus to a position at right angles to

the thigh, and bringing it down with great

velocity. In striking, both feet are used,

neither being given preference, although

alternation is not perfect. The talons

are drawn together when the blow is

started, straightened out while in the air,
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and brought together slightly at the in-

stant of impact with the body of the

victim, so that the latter receives not

only the force, but piercings of the sharp

nails. Whenever possible, the food is

swallowed entire, fur, scales and all, but

if the animal be too large, it is eaten

piecemeal, the fur. if present, being dis-

carded. The bird regurgitates pellets of

indigestible matter after the fashion of

other flesh-eating birds.

It is as a snake-killer that the Secretary

Bird has gained its greatest renown. The
most fabulous tales are told of the feats

of the bird as a slayer of venomous ser-

pents, but there is no doubt that its

value in that respect is greatly exagger-

ated. It does, however, destroy a great

many of the cobras, vipers and other

poisonous reptiles which infest certain

portions of Africa. The methods of at-

tack and defence of the "Snake Killer"

seemed to be so inaccurately reported

and so greatly exaggerated, it was de-

termined to attempt to learn something
of the truth by experimenting with our

captives.

Some small garter snakes were first

introduced, all of which were quickly

dispatched, w^'ith little attempt at self-

protection, by the Secretaries. Xext in

order we ofifered an active blacksnake
about four feet long, and then the birds

seemed to realize that this was no mean
antagonist. The male bird, warily ap-

proaching, with wings outspread so that

their slightest forward movement would
carry him out of danger, found that

dodging the vicious lunges of the com-
bative snake was none too easy a task.

In avoiding the reptile, the bird raised

itself about two feet from the ground,
its talons extended to protect its abdo-
men. It did not make an attempt to re-

ceive the blow on its extended wing, as

has been stated by various writers. This
dodging and feinting continued for sev-

eral minutes, the birds circling about
their intended prey, watching for an
opening but keeping well out of danger.
Suddenly the right foot of the male bird

shot out with terrific force, striking the

reptile fairly on the head, and partially

stunning it. The snake was by no means
incapacitated, however, and the bird

found it well to maintain its former
caution. Soon another chance presented

itself, and this time the first blow was
followed very rapidly by several more,

which suft'iced to quiet the snake.

In this case, the talons were too wide
spread to pierce the scales of the victim's

head, the blow being delivered flat-foot-

ed. It would not go well with a Secre-

tary Bird whose claws become fastened

in the skin of a cobra

!

In such battles this bird displays an-

other ability. Its blows are in general

very accurately delivered, and always are

aimed at the victim's head. If the

snake's position does not change, the

crushing foot is sure to find its mark.

When a snake is not too large to be

swallowed entire, (and this seems to in-

clude everything under three or four

feet), its head is seized by the bill of its

captor, and being held down by the bird's

foot, while the sharp inner claw comes
into play, the body is stretched and pulled

a number of times, presumably for the

purpose of rendering it less rigid. It is

then swallowed without further cere-

mony, and usually head first.

The Secretary Bird is found practical-

ly throughout Central and Southern Af-

rica wdierever dry, open country exists.

By some authorities, the northern birds

are classed as a distinct species called

Serpentarius gambiensis, but by others

this distinction is deemed unwarranted.
The birds are usually found in pairs,

each having a certain hunting ground,

and resenting fiercely any intrusion by
their neighbors. The nests are very

large and bulky, built of sticks and gen-

erally placed in a thick bush, or small

tree, although they have occasionally

been found at great heights. Here the

bluish-white eggs are deposited, usually

two in number.
The long, slender tarsi of the birds,

particularly in the young, are extremely
brittle, and care must be taken to pre-

vent the sudden alarming of captive birds,

lest their legs be snapped. The young
are frequently taken from the nests, and
raised by the native farmers as pets.

Their only fault in that capacity is said

to be their fondness for young chickens,

which often proves their own undoing.



Hall's Lake, New Brunswick

A Camping Trip About Which the Truth is Told, at Least in Parts

BY D. KING HAZEN.

THERE was no station. The tra'n

was accommodatin.ef and stop-

ped for them. They got off and
found themselves at a crossing in

the woods.
There were four in tlie jxirt}', the

Know-It-All, the Stranger, the Lazy-

Man, and the Sedentary. It was a dark,

foggy morning. As the train was about

to start again the conductor made a re-

mark to the Lazy-Man.
"What did he say?" asked the Know-

It-All wdio was some distance away.

"He said it's going to rain," answered
the Lazy-Man.

"Let him go to— ,'" exclaimed the

Know-Tt-All defiantly.

They piled their stuff together in a

small heap and sat down to w^ait for

the team that was to carry them part

of the way into camp, about four miles

distant. They had taken care to have a

good supply of provisions. Having in

mind the experieuice of some of their

friends who went up the river on a

week's cruise, taking, as they believed,

an abundance of supplies, and had run

short of eatables on the second day out,

they saw to it that they had plenty. And
so, though on pleasure they were bent,

they did not like Dame Gilpin, have a

frugal mind.

By and by the team came down the

road. They piled their stuff in and start-

ed off. For less than a quarter of a mile

they travelled the main road. Then turn-

ing off and passing under the branch of

a fir tree they made their way into the

stilly woods. They passed among the

trees for only a short distance when tlie

driver pulled up the horses and said he

cruld go no further.

They did not argue with him but hand-

ed over two dollars, got oft' and unload-

ed the team.

Just then the sun came out briglit and
warm.

"T told you so," said the Know-It-All.

The Lazy-Man had a brilliant idea.

It would be well, he thought to build a

litter to carry the boxes on. Yes, a lit-

ter! a litter! As one of the party, I re-

peat the word with mingled feelings of

grim humour, sarcasm and cynicism.

A litter! a litter!

The driver, induced no doubt by a bot-

tle that was found among the supplier,

said he would help. So he and the

Lazy-Alan went into the woods and cue

down two poles which they nailed togeth-

er with nails they obtained out of a-, old

box that lay at the side of the path.

The litter looked well when C'li-^jlci-

ed and they were eager to load it an^l

start on their way. The l)Oxes iiUi] rods

were placed in position and the liuivv-

It-All and Lazy-Man each took an end

and started. The Stranger and the

Sedentary contented themselves v/itli a

few dress-suit cases and a fishing Ijasket.

The litter felt fine and light to the

Lazy-Man and Know-It-All at first. IBut

after covering ten or twelve yards, more
or less, they thought it well to. stop an.d

fix the handles of the carrier.

"I wish the sun had not come out."

remarked the Lazy-Man. as he warmly
whittled away.

The handles were finally fixed and the

litter started on its way again. But the

hand of the Know-It-All and his com-
panion kept slipping and slipping, and

after they had gone about ten or twelve

yards more, as they came upon the

Stranger and Sedentary resting, they

also thought it time to rest again.

Tlie party rested for a considerable

time before starting on. After making
a few more portages the Know-It-x'Ml

and Lazy-Man found that their hands

were too tired and sore to carry their

burden any further. They were hot, wet

and tired when they discovered this fact,

so decided to have another rest.
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Then another brilliant idea was con-

ceived. They wonld carry the litter on
their shoulders. It was found difficult

at first to put this idea into practice for

in attempting to lift up the litter and get

it in place the boxes and rods were spilt

on the ground. At length after some
ingenious experiments they managed to

get it up with the boxes on top and found
that it felt better, Oh yes, very much
better!

But it d'd not feel easier for long and
after one or two more carries the Know-
It-All and Lazy-Man came to the con-

clusion that it would be well to lighten

the load. They therefore threw off a

couple of boxes and after another rest

made a new start. They carried this

time until they were tired, that is to

say, about ten or twelve yards more.

ing the trip, and was a cause of satis-

faction,—yea of great satisfaction.

Whether it was caused by the long
baths in the open air and sunlight, by the

living silence and spirit of beauty that

is to be found in the forest, or by long
swims in limpid lake or mellifluous river,

I know not. Yet this I know, it was a

healthy sign.

The sun got hotter and. hotter, the
walking worse and worse, the portages
shorter and shorter, the rests longer and
longer. And yet no sign of the Bog.
The Bog was a place of hope for the
party had been informed that it was only
twenty minutes walk from there to the
camp. The Sedentary was the only
member of the party who had ever been
over the path before and he did not ap-
pear to know much about it. Once or

Hall's Lako from the Camp.

Then they put down the load and start-

ed back for the boxes they had left be-

hind. Thus alternating between the lit-

ter and the boxes they continued their

weary and endless way.
Meanwhile the Stranger and the Sed-

entary were struggling on with their

dress suit cases with mingled feelings

and as best they might.

The members of the party laughed and
swore, swore and laughed, then laughed
and swore again. It was delightful to

feel you could swear as loud and as long
as you pleased without shocking any-
body. It was delightful to feel that your
sense of humour was so developed that

you could laugh at trivial things. This
ability to swear right roundly at trifles

and laugh 'till nigh unto deatli' at next
to nothing remained with the party dur-

They Piled Their Stuff Together.

twice he came to a place he thought was
the Bog, but on second view he came to
the conclusion he was mistaken

At the foot of a hill the Know-It-All
and the Lazy-man struck a soft piece of
ground. They had ploughed through
numerous other soft places with the mud
up to their ankles but this was one too
many. It was the last straw. They
dropped the litter. They ceased to laugh
or swear. They sat down on the driest
spot they could find in the dampness and
rested. It felt good to them sitting

there, so they sat on.

The Know^-It-All in ja spiteful way
expressed his opinion about any person
who would choose such heavy poles with
which to make a litter.

The Lazy-Man did not reply. He ap-
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peared. however, to be of the opinion that

the thing had grown heavier.

The Stranger and the Sedentary came
up with the dress suit cases. They also

seemed tired and said little.

The litter was left right in the mid-

dle of the path. The Know-It-All and

Lazy-Man each took a box and the fish-

ing rods from It and started on. About

five minutes later the heavier of the

dress suit cases w^as discarded and a

redistribution of the load took place.

The Sedentary carried the fishing bas-

ket and a well filled dress suit case. The
Lazy-Man carried a wooden box—he

took care that it was the lightest one

—

and the fishing rods. The Know-It-All

struggled w'ith a heavy dress suit case,

and the Stranger carried a tin box of

biscuits..

The Know-It-All found his load very

heavy and endeavoured to obtain relief

by carrying it in every conceivable posi-

tion. He had it across his back w^hen the

Sedentary walking behind called his at-'

tention to a thin stream of yellowish

liquid that was gently pouring from it.

The Know-It-All opened the case, in-

spected the contents, and delicately

tasted the liquid.

"I think it must have been the ba-

nanas." he said after completing his ex-

amination. He took out one banana

that was more badly squashed than the

rest and threw it away.

After struggling along for some little

distance more the Sedentary who had

been lost in thought for some time, said:

"It seems to me it must have been the

eggs that caused the trouble in your

dress suit case."

"I didn't think about that," said the

Know-It-All mildly, "perhaps it was."

So he sat down again and after another

inspection of the dress suit case said:

"Yes, it was the eggs."

And then it occurred to him that years

ago a man named Job, while sitting on
a muck heap and discussing his calamity

with unsympathetic friends, had ex-

claimed ; "Is there any taste in the white
of an egg?"

Meanwhile the Lazy-Man and the

Stranger, relieved of their heavy loads,

had been making good progress and
when at last the Bog was reached were
some distance ahead. The Know-It-AU
and Sedentary crossed the Bog by short

and hard stages. They were all in and
so far gone that they had to admit it.

"I could go ten miles or more easily,"

said the Know-It All. "if it wasn't for

this dress suit case, but I'll die

before I arrive in camp without it."

The Sedentary had not been in the

habit of taking much exercise and made
no boasts.

"A great part of the pleasure in go-

ing camping," he said, "is to be had after

you get home again and can look back
at it."

It was with feelings of untold relief

that the camp was finally reached and
Hall's Lake seen for the first time. It

had taken the party five hours to reach

their destination. Four miles in five

hours is not very fast time.

The lake was low and shallow, and
covered in most places with water lilies

and rushes. The Know-It-All and
Lazy-Man were anxious to have a swim.
The chances in the lake did not s^eem

good and so they criticized the place in

no mean spirit.

The Sedentary suggested they have a

swim in the river; it w^as only five min-
utes away. After taking the wrong
path and hunting around for half an
hour they finally found it and had a re-

freshing bath. As they w^ere about to

dry and dress it commenced to rain,

much to their disgust. When they got

back to the camp however they felt bet-

ter and w^ere able to look about them
with a more kindly eye.

An enjoyable week was spent at the

camp. It was found to be surrounded
by a splendid sporting country. Numer-
ous lakes were situated within a reason-

able distance and a good part of the

time was spent in visiting them. They
would take their lunch with them and
fish and swim and eat. and swim and
fish again before returning.
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To reach the lakes it was necessary to

walk along rough trails through the

woods, and frequently as they passed

along they would disturb a flock of part-

ridges or a single bird. Now and then

they would see moose tracks, and
sometimes wild ducks would be seen

floating on the lakes or flying overhead.

It was too late in the year to obtain

good trout fishing l^ut earlier in the year

the fish are to be had in abundance. A
cruel forest fire had caused injury to

some parts of the district but fortun-

ately much of the woods were intact and
in their verdant beauty.

Xear the camp flowed Clinch's River,

named after Douglas Wetmore Clinch,

secretary of the New Brunswick Forest,

Fish and Game Association, one of the

most experienced sportsmen in North

very fine dish. After a time he announc-
ed it was done and put it on the table.

It was a brown mess, filled with black
specks, and was condemned in no tactful

way by the others who refused to eat of

it.

"It is fine," declared the Lazy-Man,
"I have eaten a lot of it and it is first-

class."

But they mocked him, and he became
indignant and cursed them, saying, if

they had not been so slow in bringing
the water when he wanted it, it w^ould
have been much better.

The mention of that rice, and it was
mentioned many times afterwards, used
to touch a tender cord in the heart of the
Lazy-Man, but he w^as ever ready to de-
fend it and lay the lilame on the carriers

of water.

The Stranger.

America, and a writer of many author-

itative articles on fishing and hunting.
Above the camp, for a considerable dis-

tance the river was a succession of deep
pools. Not far below it became rough and
rapid, full of falls and ripps and edd3nng
pools. It was in this latter part, a stream
that delights the heart of a fisherman to

a much greater extent than can the best

of lakes. The party fished it with some
care but got only a few trout and two
"land-locked salmon." It was too late

in the. season.

The Know-It-All and the Sedentary
did most of the cooking. One morning,
however, the Lazv-Man said he would
boil some rice. He spoke in such a con-
fident way that the rest of the parLV
were led' to believe that he knew all

about it and eagerly looked forward to a

The trip did the Stranger a lot of good.
He had not been feeling well for some
time before he started and the Lazy-Man
had assured him it would either kill or

cure him. It had the latter effect. The
Sedentary, however, was not so fortun-
ate. He worried much about himself
and took frequent doses from a bottle of

salts he had brought with him. One
night he discussed at length the testi-

monials that decorated one of the sides

of the bottle. One testimonial in par-

ticular puzzled him. It was from a

Madam Marie Somebody, who wTote : "I

have used your Salts w-th remarkable

results. It is really w^onderful."

The word "remarkable" caused him
much trouble. He considered it from
many points of view but did not appear
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to 1)6 able to reach any satisfactory ex-

planation.

"1 tell you what Bill," he said at last

to the Stranger, as he brought his medi-

tations to a close, "if in about fifteen

years you see a testimonial from me on

a bottle of sails you will know that they

are damn good salts."

"I hope it will be before fifteen years."

said the Stranger in sympathy.

"I have taken four teaspoonfuls of salts,"

the Sedentary informed the party the

next morning." "The directions call for

two," he said, "but I took four." Took
them in tepid water as the directions said

and if I am no better by tomorrow morn-

ing I am going home with Jim."

Jim, was the Know-It-All's younger
brother who had joined the party a day

or two before, and who during his stiy

had the honour of having a lake named
after him by the Sedentary.

The next morning the Sedentary was
no better, so he and Jim started. The
Lazy-Man urged him to stay. The
camp would not be the same without

him, he sa:d, certainly the colree wouldn't

be the same. The Sedentary could not

be persuaded however and he started off

with Jim.

The remaining two days of the trip

passed much too fast. On Sunday the

Know-It-All got up about eight o'clock

made the fire and put the water on to

boil. As his companions showed no
signs of getting up he paddled up the

lake to a pool where he and J'm had en-

joyed some sport a day or two before

that was not to be exchanged for "a pen-

sion of thousands to be paid by the

Sophy." The fish would not l)ite how-
ever and after a time he returned to

camp.

The Stranger and Lazy-Man were not

yet awake so he made the cofTee, put on
the beans and then went over to the river

for a swim. On his return he found liis

companions had just got out of bed. The
table was set, and he suggested to the

Stranger that he s:et the beans readv.

The Stranger moved slowly and ap-

peared to have a grouch. He went to

the kitchen, got a can opener and com-
menced to fumble with the hot can. The
Know-It-All was alone in the living room
and he heard the Stranger mutter slowly,

quietly but emphatically;

"Beans—beans—beans—God—how I

hate beans
!"

When the Lazy-Man came into the

room with the condensed milk the Know-
It-All was laughing so hard he could not

speak. And d^uring the afternoon when
they went fishing down the river, at in-

tervals the Know-It-All would be seen

doubled up helplessly on a rock repeating

to himself, the Stranger's prayer. It is

worthy of note, however, that the Stran-

ger ate as many beans as his compan'ons.

Monday was the last day of camp. In

the morning the Lazy-Man, Know-It-
All. and Stranger went to the river for a

swim. They took the soap with them
and washed and splashed and dove to

their hearts' content. It was a beauti-

ful morning full of sunshine and bird

songs, and as they sat in the quietness

on a sawdust pile after drying them-
selves, they could not have felt better.

When the Well-Beloved goaded
Modestine across the Cevennes, he

washed early one morning in a little

river called the Tarn, and afterwards he

wrote : "To wash in one of God's rivers

in the open air seems to me a sort of

cheerful solemnity or semi-pagan act ot

worship. To dabble among dishes in a

bed room may perhaps make clean the

body : but the imagination takes no share

in such a cleansing." The bathers on

the sawdust pile felt the same way about

it, and like the traveller with the donkev
they "went on with light and peaceful

hearts and sang sc^g-s to the spiritual

ear as they advanced."

That afternoon thev retraced their

steps through the woods, held up the

train at the crossmg and after an hour's

ride reached Saint John, New Brunswick,

a city that is trying to grow better and
biijfrer.



A Muskoka Big Game Hunt
BY P. J. BOOTIIE.

SE\'EX members of the Balmy
Beach Gun Club, accompanied by
Dan Blea, the well-known game
warden, who acted as our cap-

tain, had a fine outing in Muskoka last

fall. The party consisted of J. G. Shaw,
who acted as our financial secretary, and
whose arrangements were acquiesced in

every time and by every member; J. A.

Shaw, Charles, Davis, Walter Wakefield,

G. I. Hambly, George Kemp, the redoubt-

able Dan, and your humble servant. We
had also the good fortune to pick up a

colored cook, and with our largely in-

creased appetites gained by vigorous

exercise in the open air, we appreciated

Our Camp.

his services every meal and showed it in

the best possible way—by giving such
strict attention to those same meals.

Toronto was left on the evening of

Friday, October twenty-ninth, and the

follow'.ing morning found us at South
River, where our guide and two teams
were awaiting us. After loading on our
luggage we had a long day, riding and
walking, for the two and twenty miles

to our camp. It was evening when we
arrived, and we were dead tired, but all

turned to with a will and assisted in

making the beds and putting things into

ship shape. A day's quiet and rest fol-

lowed, and early on Monday morning we
were all on the job.

The weather was too mild for good
hunting, though we did better than many
neighboring camps, and during our stay

procured seven deer. Our dogs proved
then'selves staunch and true and two

were general favorites. Hantz is my
own property (his former owner was a
German; hence his name), and Cap be-
longs to the Messrs. Shaw. Both hunt-
ed well and it was not their fault we did
not obtain our limit.

Practically we obtained one deer apiece
and they were shot, not all in one day,
but strung out during the fortnight's

stay, thus sustaining the interest of the
hunt and keeping us all alive to take
advantage of any opportunity presenting
itself.

Walter Wakefield, "the little gentle-

man from West Toronto," proved him-
self the life of the party, and his many
references to "Nec-tar, the drink of the
gods," never failed to cause a smile. At
our camp fire gatherings in the evenings
he was ever ready with anecdote and joke
to keep us in good humor, and thus added
to the enjoyment of our pleasant out-
door life.

A rather unsuual incident happened
during our hunt—our guide got lost. Our
camp is on the shores of one lake, and
after crossing this lake and walking over
a short portage is a second lake. On
the particular day when this incident oc-

curred we were hunting in the afternoon,
and the guide, going further than he in-

F. J. Boothe, Hantz and Cap.
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tended, was caug-ht by the darkness on
the return journey. He mistook tbe

second lake tor the first one, and thus

easily got mixed and lost his bearings.

W'licn he did not return for supper we
were not uneasy, but had our camp fire

and stories and jokef; as usual. When,
however, we thought of retiring and he

was stlill missing, matters assumed a seri-

ous aspect. Several of us crossed the

first lake, walked the portage by the light

of torches and crossed the second lake.

Here we fired a shot and shortly after-

wards had a response. Led by the

sounds we found the guide had wisely

taken precautions to make himself com-
fortable for the night. Instead of ex-

hausting himself by eftorts to find the

trail in the dark he had gathered a large

supply of dry wood and made a good
fire and evidently did not mean to suf-

fer at all from the cold. We returned to

camp much relieved, and readers may be
sure the guide did not hear the last of

this adventure while we were with him.
With renewed health and the best of

spirits we returned home, fully satisfied

with our outing and its results—more

pleased, indeed, with the life we had

er joyed in the open than with thi de-^r

we had captured, though we regarded

their capture as aniongst the pleasant in-

cidents of the trip.

The Greatest Bag of Grizzlies

TOLD BY AUGUST WOLF.

1

<<* SHALL ne\er forget the first time

I saw the trail of a grizzly bear, if

for no other reason than that for

several years it and its maker in-

terested me, cost me many exertions,

brought me uncounted disappointments,

and, finally, figured in the most success-

ful encounter I ever had with bears."

William H. AX'right, naturalist and
grizzly bear hunter of Spokane, who
has spent a quarter century in w-estern

forests studying what he calls " the nob-

lest wild animal of X'orth America,"
made the foregoing observation as an in-

troduction to a story of his early ex-

periences, when he brought down a quin-

tet of grizzlies with five shots in as many
minutes.

The veteran, w^ho is familiar with every
range of mountains in which Ursus hor-

ribilis is found, from Alaska to Mexico,
utterly upset a lot of preconceived notions

as to the sort of a "critter" he found the

grizzly to be in his native wild, discredit-

itiing, too, a great deal of the material

received from the old-fashioned hunter,
with reference to the animal's vindictive

fierceness and marvelous endurance. He
also put down the legend that the grizzly

could not be killed with a single shot.

attiributing this to the lack of power in

the guns and ammunition employed in

the early days. He has killed scores of

bears with single shots. Here is the

story of one of his greatest feats in the

backwoods in his own w^ords

:

"The trail in the canyon was a hun-
dred feet wide and had been worn by
an old and large animal. The ground on
the sides of the gully was too hard to

show his footprints ; but, coming and go-

ing, he always seemed to cross the same
spot, and I thought it would be an easy
matter to watch the trail and shoot the

bear. However, after watching for a

week, ofT and on, and seeing nothing, I

concluded the bear had abandoned the

trail, and so I dismissed the matter from
my mind.
"However, a few weeks later, in pass-

ing the spot again. I saw fresh tracks,

and knowing that the bear was still in

the vicinity, resumed my watching, but

without result. Then I tried still-hunting

the canyon. I crawled through every

thicket and looked into every place where
I thought a bear could hide, but aside

from a fourteen-inch track and a few hairs

that he would leave sticking to trees as

he passed, I saw nothing that looked like
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a bear; in fact, I was almost willing to

swear that no grizzly had ever inhabited

the canyon.
"For two years I continued at inter-

vals to see the big tracks in this can-

yon, but not once did I see the bear.

Finally, having gained wider knowledge
and experience, I made up my mind that,

if such a thing were possible, I would at

least set eyes on him, and I got a man
to go with me to look after the camp
and horses, so I would have nothing to

do but hunt. \\'e made camp about two
miles from the canyon, and my first ex-

cursion showed me that my old friend

with the big feet was still in existence.

"The upper edges of this canyon were
heavily timbered, and above this timber
on one hand stretched an open hillside

facing the south. Near the head of the

canyon this hillside was cut into by many
small ravines, and along the edges be-

tween these the sarvis berry grew.

"As I had never succeeded in getting

sight of the bear in the canyon itself, I de-

cided to watch the hillside and perhaps
catch him as he came out to feed ; so I

selected a point which commanded a view
of the whole hill, and every morning from
daylight until ten o'clock found me on
the lookout, seated in a little clump of

fir-trees, and from three o'clock until dark
I was in the same place.

"Day after day passed and brought no
bear, and at last the camptender, while

he did not say right out that he thought
I was 'locoed,' intimated it broadly. For
his part, he said, he did not believe there

was a bear in the whole country.

"Yet examination showed fresh bear
tracks on the old trail almost every morn-
ing, and I felt it safe to assume that

something was making them So for a

whole week I lay in that clump of firs.

Then I began to think about giving up
;

but, knowing that the animal must show
himself in time. I kept taking on a fresh

stock of patience and dragging myself
again and again up to the little clump of

firs.

"At last there came a rain. It began
in the night and kept up until about one
o'clock in the afternoon of the following
day, and rained so hard that I did not ven-

ture out in the morning. In the after-

noon it was so wet that I hesitated about
going, but finally, thinking that this

might be just the time the old bear would
select to go berrying, I decided to risk it.

And. as luck would have it, when I

reached the firs and took a look at the

hillside, there sat an old grizzly about a

hundred yards above the brink of the can-

yon and three hundred yards from me,
busily engaged in pulling down branches
and eating berries.

"I immediately began the sneak of my
Hfe. I did not, even at first, think of

walking. I simply got down on the

I;.:!?''"
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were of the bears getting back into the

canyon in case I failed to drop him.

Down there, in the canyon I had watched
so long and so vainly, stood the largest

bear it had ever been my good fortune to

set eyes upon. I began to think the

woods were full of them, and backing
silently into one of the small ravines, 1

worked down the hill toward the big fel-

low, and as I got a better view of him I

knew what had made those tracks. 1

had thought nothing about the size of

the first bear. I had been disappointed

so often that anything went. But now
that I had set my eyes on this big one I

thought him entitled to precedence.

"Yet I wanted both, and I thought I

saw my way to getting them. The first

bear seemed to have struck a bonanza
berry patch and was moving slowly. The
big fellow, on the other hand, was down
where the bushes were pretty well strip-

ped and seemd to be working uphill fairly

fast. I therefore dropped out of sight,

wormed my way downhill a bit farther,

waited till the two bears were about a

hundred yards apart, and then crept l)

the top of a slight ridge and found ny-
self forty yards from the big one .id

sixty from the other I figured on kill-

ing the large bea-r at the first shot and
then turning on the other before he .lad

time to take in the situation ; and I re-

lied on the second bear standing up i.-)

take a look before making for the "an-

yon, and thereby giving me the few .-ej-

onds that I would need.

'T was shooting a single-shot .45-100

that weighed 12 lbs. I had selected this

gun because I could always depend upon
it. I used the full charge of powder, and
swage slugs that would we'gh 600 grains

of soft lead. One of these placed in the

centre of a grizzly's shoulder never fail-

ed to decide matters.

"I took a sitting position that afforded

me a right-hand quartering shot at the
iMg fellow and a left-hand quartering shot
at the other, and that w'ould enable me to

act very quickly after the first shot. For
the first I intended to take my time and
trust to luck and rapid work for the sec-

ond. I felt that with one cartridge in

my rifle, three others on the ground, and
two more between the fingfers of mv

right hand, the old single-shot could be
depended upon.
"When all these things were arranged

to my liking I waited for a side shot

at the large bear. I did not have long to

wait, and I never looked through sights

more carefully than when drawing that

bead. There were only two square inches

of bear visible when I pulled the trigger,

but that was the spot I wanted, and once
the shot was delivered I wasted no time
in ascertaining the result, but at once
turned to the other bear. He acted

exactly as I had expected. He turned
side on to me to see what bedlam had
broken loose. I caught him squarely in

the shoulder and he wilted in his tracks

as the other had done. Not a yard did

either of them move after being shot.

"While examining my prizes I heard a

clawing and the rolling of gravel in the

next ravine. Glancing about to see what
caused this racket,, to my intense sur-

prize I faced a mother bear and two half-

grown cubs, their retreat to the canyon
having been cut off, making for the top

of the divide as fast as they could go.

I dropped back to my sitting position,

with my elbows on my knees, and took a

flying shot at the old bear. She was
not more than 75 yards away and must
have been quite near me. in the next rav-

ine, when the firing began. My bullet

caught her with a quartering, rake for-

ward and rolled her back into the gully,

and as this, of course, stopped the cubs,

they fell to the next two shots.

"I was soaked to the skin from the

wet bush, and plastered from head to foot

with mud and dirt. But that and the

endless waiting and watching by ^"he

clump of firs, and all the disappointments
that had gone before, were paid for now.
Five grizzlies down to as many shots,

in as many minutes, cancel many debts.

This was the greatest bag of grizzlies

that I ever made single-handed."

George Fife, cf Brockville, Ont.. with
a steel rod and Devin minnow hooked a

twenty pound maskinonge in the St.

Lawrence and with the assistance of two
companions the fish was successfully

landed.
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A Successful Moose Hunt

The Conversion a of Big Game Dogger

BY W. EDWIN TROUI'

THE W innipeg Express thundered
westward through the night, leav-

ing a long trail of sparks in its

rear, affording the only illumina-

tion to two young and rather bewildered
sportsmen who stood by the track and
watched her lights till they disappeared

in the distance.

As the darkness of the semi-starlight

night closed in upon them the men gath-

ered together their canoe, guns and camp
dunnage which had been hastily and
somewhat unceremoniously put off the

train, and stored all they could inside a

building called by the Canadian Pacific

Railway ofificials a flag station, but which
the young hunters (owing to the fact that

they nearly froze there that night) called

several things.

The season was the middle of October
and the reason for our being suddenly a-

wakened in the middle of the night, and
dumped down in far north-western On-
tario was that we were in seardh of

moose. Even at that season the nights

were cold and frosty and the sudden
change from the warm car to the bleak

outdoors was keenly noticeable. Our
spirits, however, were too high to be de-

pressed by anything of that kind and set-

ting up our camp stove and loosening an

axe we speedily found dry wood and pro-

cured a fire. Our exertions and the fire

warmed us up but the effects wore off be-

fore morning and with the departure of

the fire we were again the victims of the

cold.

It may be well, before going further,

to explain how we came to find ourselves

in such a place and at such an hour. Af-

ter visiting Muskoka, Parry Sound and
other districts of Ontario, where deer

were once plentiful but are now only to

be found in smaller numbers, and where
hunting parties are numerous, we applied

for directions and advice to one of Can-
ada's leading sportsmen and big game
hunters, ^^'hile we asked for a deer coun-

try our informant generously queried how
would we like to kill a moose? He knew
a country where hunters could scarcely

fail to obtain moose and he was willing

to share his information with us upon
two easy conditions. We requested the

terms and found that they were—firsts

that we should take no dogs, and second,

that we should not share the information

thus given us with others. If w^e agreed

we were promised that our generous in-

formant would do the rest. We agreed
heartily. Our fine fellow sportsman car-

ried out his word to the letter.

A\ e were told, and our experiences con-

firmed it, that the deer have been hunt-

ed so much that they have been driven

north, and nothing is left for big game
hunters but to go north also. Accord-
ingly we went north. We went so far

north that we began to feel like a Peary
polar expedition. We felt sure before we
arrived at our destination that we were
away past the Cook line.

Our troubles commenced early. In-

stead of changing at Sudbury we had re-

mained in the comfortable car of the Win-
nipeg express and the conductor threat-

ened either to put us oft' at Xepigon or

take us on through. We tried all sorts

of persuasion on him but he remamed ob-

durate and answered haughtily: "Why^
this train never stops !" Naturally we
wondered how the people got on and oflf

and how far the train went, but not desir-

ing to anger him we kept these thoughts'

to ourselves.

Luckily we knew a thing or two about
railways and a few well chosen words
in the ear of the despatcher at White Riv-

er resulted in his Highness getting an

order to let off two hunters, a canoe and
baggage at . An hour or two lat-

er the conductor condescendingly inform-

ed us that he would stop for us at the

point for which we were ticketed and we
politely thanked him for his courtesy,.
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though we smiled when he turned his

back.

This was how it happened that we
found ourselves in the place described at

one o'clock on a cold October morning.

With the first rays of the rising sun we
were afoot and on exploration bent. To
our minds the place had not been a bit

over rated. Moose, deer and bear were

very plentiful and also there was a sprink-

ling of caribou and wolves.

Partridges appeared to grow on the

trees and we could pick them off with

a rifle. I have been in so called grouse

country before but never saw anything

like the supply found on this expedition.

I don't think I ever want to do so again,

because I had my fill. We had only

heavy rifles but occasionally we took a

head off and fried the sliced breasts in

butter. I think I can taste them yet! We
had a celebration v^^ith them on the last

afternoon of a successful trip. Two hours

before sundow-n we went along an old

cadge road and made a noise like shoot-

ing. I am not going to saw how many'

we took, for half of you would say "liar"

and the other half "game hog!" I have

never shot at a grouse since that day and

never mean to do so again unless to pro-

cure meat. I have sworn off. I don't be-

lieve I could look a grouse in the face

without blushing.

The moose, big, black, hulking brutes,

the most awkward and the ugliest crea-

tures that walk the woods, they were

there too.

W^hen a big moose walks out of the

woods quite near you and peeps slyly

at you through the trees, it makes you
think of home and mother and you may
wish you were there unless you have a

good gun and feel confident of your abil-

ity to use it. In my opinion a moose will

not attack a man unless it is wounded.
On the hunt of which this is a descrip-

tion we gave them all the opportunities

for which they could ask and they took ad-

vantage of none of them.

One day I remember we paddled quiet-

ly up to within seventy five yards of two
large cow moose as they stood on the

shore of a lake. They stared at us and
raised their manes and as thev came

splashing towards us we stopped the ca-

noe and clutched our rifles At fifty yards

they stopped and tried to scent us but

there was no breeze. After satisfying

their curiosity they turned, walked into

the swamp and the sound of breaking

twigs marked their retreating course.

I shall never forget my first glimpse

of a wild moose and can tell those who
have never been favored with such a sight

that a moose in its native wilds presents

a very different picture from the illustra-

tion of a dead one. W^hen standing still

a moose does not look as if he could go
off faster than a walk. When he starts

to trot, however, it is astonishing how ea-

sily he slides over the down timber. A
moose will stand and stare at you and
you receive the impression that he is

near sighted, he squints so much. His
sense of hearing is, however, very keen

and a moose appears to hear a noise fur-

ther off than you can make one.

One morning I took my rifle and lunch

and started off for a favorite look out up-

on a high rocky ridge overlooking the

surrounding country. As the part in

which I found mys-elf had been burned
over, I proceeded to sweep the neighbor-

ing ridges and valleys with my field glass-

es. Suddenly, away off to my right,! saw
a black spot move. Was it a moose or a

bear? Whatever it might be it was fully

three-quarters of a mile off and owing
to som'e bushes in the way was not clearly

discernible. Closing the glasses, and
looking carefully to my rifle, I dropped
back over the ridge and began a wide de-

tour to get down wind. Half an hour
later I slid swiftly but noiselessly down
a little draw and then up a low ridge and
peeped over the top. The sight I saw was
comical, though I was disappointed at

not seeing horns.

On the edge of a little beaver meadow
and so close that I could have tossed a

copper on her back, was a big cow moose
down on her knees eating grass. Her
front legs were so long she couldn't reach

the grass by standing up and when she

knelt down her front feet stuck away out

behind her hind legs. The first thing I

thi ugh of was what a joke it would be

to slip up behind her, give her a boost
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and send her head over heels. 1 watched
lier for some time. She would take a

couple of bites, then jump nimbly up,

look, listen, smell carefully all around,
and being satisfied, go down again. She
was keenly on the alert for danger and I

believe this was due to the fact that

she was out on an open meadow and
the sun was shining brightly. Suddenly I

made a slight noise and the moose, with-

out waiting to locate it, sprang up and
rushed tieadlong through the meadow
and into the swamp.

Some people say a moose cannot gal-

lop, it can only trot. I shot one that

galloped. When the first ball hit him he
kept it up for fifty yards and then drop-

ped into a trot. I put six bullets in him
and he travelled like a racing motor, go-

ing over the down timber at an awful
rate. I was on a high ridge at the time
and had a good opportunity to see the

whole show. After the first shot he

paid no attention to the shooting. Al-

though I could plainly hear the thud of

the bullets as they struck the living flesh

he forged straight ahead, gradually slow-
ed down, fell into a walk, stopped, half

turned, and dropped. The closest shot

was one hundred ajid fifty yards and I

watched that moose while he travelled

over half a mile. I used a 38.55 Winches-
ter and the three shots that hit broadside

went clean through, while the other three

were rear shots and ranged well ahead.
To my mind this proved that any gun
will kill a moose provided the right man
is behind it.

One another occasion I saw a moose
gallop. I was on a ridge with rifle and
field glasses and saw a cow moose come
down a ridge over half a mile away and
gallop across a beaver meadow into the

swamp.

Twice we heard bull moose going
through the bush, their big antlers strik-

ing on the trees. Once we chased a big
bull and he had actually to back up for

about tw^enty feet in order to get his

head out of a thick tano-le in the swamp.
This bull nearly came home with us.

Although we found deer plentiful we
did not btDther them much, as our ob-
ject was moose. Just the same however.

we picked up a couple ot fine big nine

l)oint bucks entirely by chance. It al-

most appeared as though the deer had
never seen a man before, as they w^ere so

tame they would just stand and stare at

us.

The morning we broke camp three deer

loped out of a little bush as I was cross-

ing a meadow and went up a small ridge.

One of them, a big buck with immense
antlers, stopped on the ridge and looked

back. In my turn I looked at my rifle

and then back at the buck but as we were
going home and had not too much time
I allowed him to go. I intend, however,
in the not very distant future, to go back
and shake hands with them.

\\ hat a difference there is between
nioose and deer shooting! To me it ap-

peared like shooting at cotton tails when
I shot at a deer after shooting at moose.
Anyone who can hit a flock of barns

cannot fail to hit a moose.
The few settlers we met get their game

by means of baling wire. A double bal-

ing wire, if properly fastened, will hold

the strongest moose. It is a regrettable

fact that mostly cows and calves are

caught that way, the bulls holding a sort

of accident insurance.

For seven or eight years before this

outing we had hunted deer in Muskoka
and Parry Sound districts. Qur luck

varied, being good, bad and indifferent.

Some seasons we killed no deer at all and
in others more than we ought to have
done. Luck or no luck, however, it was
always the same old thing in the same old

way. Our hunting meant to go out in

the morning, stand on a runway until

nearly frozen or the dogs went through
the line somewhere when a return was
made to the camp. In the afternoon the

programme was repeated and it was the

same next day and every succeeding day
of the season.

Sometimes as the deer came down the

runway they were despatched and some-
times they were missed as it is not every-

one who can hit a deer hurrying to meet
an engagement in the next township when
it is encouraged to do its best by a good
lively bunch of hounds. I like hounds
and have hunted with them.
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The result of my experience on the

hunt described above has, however,
converted mc and I have sworn oft

dogging big game. I lost one of the

best hounds that ever followed a trail,

up north several years ago. The last

I saw of him he was taking five deer

down a runway. He never came back.

I have seen many wounded deer get

away when hunted by dog.s. The
hunters have no time to place the shots

effectively when shooting . at running
deer. Personally I have never left a

wounded deer or moose in the woods
though I have had to use six or seven
bullets in one case to prevent this from
happening.

On the trip I have described it was
all still hunting. The game was lo-

cated with field glasses and then it was
only clever stalking, in which man
placed his smartness against the in-

stincts of the quarry, that gave a pos-

sible shot. When, however, a suc-

cessful approach was made the sports-

man had time to pick out a vital spot

and land his bullets properly. Instead

of a snapshot at a flying animal, hitting

as best one could, time was given and
one waited until a really eftective shot

could be planted.

The pleasures of watching the wild

animals in their natural surroundines

and engaged in their natural move-
ments are considerable and not enjoyed
by the dog men. We had many fine

chances of watching both, moose and
deer and we took full advantage of them.
How graceful and quick were the deer

and how clumsy and awkward the moose!
The latter looked sleepy and sometimes
made r.s think they made all the noise

of which they were capable. Deer would
slip down the trail by our tent like

shadows, walk in the water smartly, take

a few sips, paw the water a little, give a

jump like a frisky lamb, and wade down
the shore, occasonally switching a white

tail and all the time on the alert for

danger.

A shot w^ould change the scene. With
a wild bound and a splash the big fellow-

would go down and the ripples caused by
his death struggles would gradually die

away. A big Peterboro would shoot

from a thick clump of rice and rushes and
the hunters go over, lift the noble antler-

ed head and count the points. Hand-
shaking and smokin_i,- follow and every

incident of the hunt receives its full

nieasure of discussion. The trip back to

camp is made easy by the feeling of con-

tentment that follows success. If fel-

low huntsmen will give still hunting and
stalking as described a trial, the dogs will

be left at home on future hunts

!

An address delivered by the Hon. J. S.

Whipple. Forest, Fish and Game Com-
missioner of New York, at the National

Conservation Congress held at St. Paul.

iNIinnesota, on September seventh, has

been reprinted and is well worth the at-

tention of all interested in a vast subject.

Mr. Whipple claims New York State as

the pioneer in this work, forest reserves

being established in the state in 1885 and
now possessing 1,641,520 acres, one third

of which is virgin forest. Twelve large

rivers wholly' within the State have their

sources in the Adirondacks and these

rivers with other waters are capable of

1.500.000 horse power. With water pow-
ers fully developed, controlled and sold by
the State it is estimated that $15,000,000

L.f annual revenue cculd be derived. The
State's nurseries can produce 12,000.000

trees annually and it is intended to double
their capacity. Not the least important
of conservation work is soil conservation
and in this respect the State is doing its

share. In all this work forests are of the

first importance, forming the controlling

force by reason of their influence on both
soil and water flow and consequently upon
health. An Interstate Park by means of

which the historic Palisades of the Hud-
son have been reserved and reservations in

the Thousand Islands of the St. Lawrence
and at Niagara Falls show that the Legis-

lators are alive to the importance of the

subject although many of the recom-
mendations have failed to carrv.
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An October Holiday in Prince Edward County, Ontario

BY WILLIAM CARRKLL.

AFTER weeks of preparation and
joyful anticipation of the sport in

store for us, my wife and your
huml)le servant left Toronto one

Saturday morning in October, 1906,

bound for the village of Wellington in

old Prince Edward County, for our an-

nual three weeks' duck hunt on West
Lake. We were up bright and early on the

morning of our departure and found the

weather looking very unsettled. The
sky had that dull leaden appearance that

denotes rain and. shortly after the train

pulled out, it began to leak and by the

time we reached Trenton Junction, where
we changed cars, it had resolved itself in-

to a veritable downpour which made the

country through which we passed look

bleak and dreary and dampened the pleas-

ure of our JQurney.

Arriving at our destination we received

a good warm welcome from our friends

and a good hot dinner which put new life

into us. As the rain showed no signs of

letting up w^e put in the afternoon un-

packing our outfit, .wiping out and oiling

our guns and loading shells for an early

start on Monday morning.
We spent Sunday quietly and after an

early breakfast next morning started

down the lake after the ducks but found

that very few had put m an appearance as

yet on their journey south. We came
across a small flock of redheads and set

out a few decoys off the point of rushes

where they had been feeding. We were
rewarded after a time by knocking over

a pair which swung within range. After

waiting a considerable time as no more
put in an appearance we picked up and
started for the beach to have a try at the

yellow legs which we heard wdiistling in

that direction. The result was no yellow-

legs but a couple of brace of jacksnipe

which we flushed from the grass along the

shore. As there appeared to be quite a

number of them, and as our shells were
loaded with heavy shot we concluded to

go to the house and load some shells with
No. 8 and come back after dinner. We

had a good afternoon's sport and carried

home a nice bag cf "jacks"' with a few
yellowlegs for good measure.
Day after day we put in our time trol-

ling for bass, occasionally getting a few
ducks and our share of jacks and yellow
legs. On one of our trips down the lake,

while poking along the shore in our boat
looking for yellow legs, my wife and 1

had the pleasure of viewing at close range
a very novel and interesting sight. Notic-

ing great activity among a colony of

muskrats around some houses they had
been erecting in a large patch of wild

rice, we row'ed over in their direction and
as they appeared to be too busy with
what they had in hand to pay any at-

tention to us we were able to get within

twenty-five feet of the middle house.

They had three houses directly in a line,

the outer one about three and a half feet

above the surface of the water, the cen-

tre one about eighteen inches above the

third one, which was next the beach,

just showing. Around each of the houses
which were about live feet across at the

base, they had cleared a space of all vege-

tation and formed a circle as perfect ~as

though laid out with a pair of dividers,

wide enough for us to row a fourteen

footer around without the oars coming in

contact with the growing grass on the one
side or the house on the other. As the

day was perfecth' still, not a breath of

air stirring, we let the boat rest in the

mass of rice, which being flattened down
gave us an unobstructed view of the la-

bors of the rats. Their performance had
all the appearance of a raising bee and,

having completed the larger house they
seemed to be devoting all their energies

towards getting the second one built.

They seemed to have some special reason

for hurrying for they were working at

ten o'clock in the morning and their work
is generally done when human eyes are

not spying on them. However, as they

did not seem to resent our intrusion we
sat for nearly an hour enjoying the scene.

So fearless, in fact, were thev that in
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their labors of gatherings the rice stalks

and weeds for thatching, a number
of them came so close to the boat that

we could touch them with our hands.

Their methods were curious. They
would dive, cut off the stalks, then come
to the surface and cut them in proper

lengths. Then they would place them
across their breasts and, holding them
apparently l:>et\veen their chins and front

legs, would swim to their houses and

crawl out with their loads. They would
then sit up and look around before getting

down to spread out the thatch. That
done and properly patted down, they

would wash their faces and comb out

their hair and then slide into the

water for another load. We counted

fifteen of them at work. Sometimes
eight and sometinies seven would be

on the house at once but they never

seemed to get in each other's way.

What a picture of nature they would
have made!—but like the Dutchman's
Anchor we had left the camera at home.

It was with reluctance that we left the

colony at their work, regretting that we
would not have a picture to remind us of

our visit to the house-raising bee of the

rats. That afternoon we again paid them
a visit, taking the camera with us in the

vain hope of getting a picture of them at

their labors, but they had abandoned
their work for the day.

We found an Indian named Brant pok-

ing round in the neig-hborhood and re-

marked to him that we were going to have

a cold winter as the rats were building

their houses so large and so high out of

the water. "Huh," he said, "high water in

spring, rats build houses high, keep beds

out of water!" The following spring the

water was very high, higher in fact than

it had been for years.

Wy wife and I did not pay another

vis't to the rats for a couple of days, and

you may imagine our surprise when we
found the houses gone. Not a vestige of

one of them remained, nothing to tell the
' story of their labors save the cleared cir-

cles in which they had stood. As Indians

are known to have a fondness for rat stew
it was not a difificult matter to guess who
were the authors of this act of vandalism.

there being several Indian families, who
eke out a precarious living near the

village.

So far the ducks had been very wary
about coming into West Lake although

large flecks of them could be seen out on
Lake Ontario which is divided from the

smaller lake by one of the finest beaches
in Ontario and also by the famous Sand
Ijanks. Our vacation was drawing to a

close and our game bags were not filling

up.

As we were sitting at breakfast one
morning, my two hunting partners, Will
McCullough and Jim Lane (commonly
called Cobe) drove up and invited me to

go On a voyage of discovery with them as

they had heard the night before that ducks
were very plentiful at Pleasant Bay, about
nine miles west of us. You may be sure

that it did not take me long to finish my
breakfast After a very pleasant drive

we arrived at our destination and drove
along the shore out to Lake Ontario. We
were greatly disappointed at the outlook

for in all cur drive of over two miles we
only saw about a dozen Blue bills. We
began to think someone had been telling

fairy stories, but happening to meet a

native, named Bob Cook, we asked him
about the ducks. He said that there

were lots of them and that they had been
having grand sport for a week. As we
had not come prepared for a 'hunt but

just to spy out the lard we turned our

horses' heads homewards. Arriving at

Will Pearson's where, scarcely an hour
before, we had seen the bluebills you can

imagine our astonishment at seeing the

water of the Bay in front of his place

literally covered with bluebills and red-

heads. We got Will out of the house and

had a talk with him about the prospects

for a hunt next day. He thought things

promised well so we made arrangements
with him about putting up the team and
promised to be at his place the next morn-
ing before daylight. Then we proceeded

back to Wellington, counting on the sport

we were going to have next day.

On our arrival, as my wife decided not

to take the trip, we looked up. Jim Hunt
to make an addition to the party and then

set to work to sret thinsfs readv for a start
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that night. After getting lots of shells

loaded we hauled out the boats and skeg
and piled up the decoys ready to load on
the wagon. By eight o'clock that night

we had everything on a hayrack and
climl)ing on board started for the scene

of operations. About half past ten that

night we pulled into the village of Hillier

and put up the horses at the home of

Cobe's father-in-law. Then after getting

warmed up and enjoying a smoke we
turned in to get what sleep we could.

At half past two next morning we were
up again and found breakfast waiting for

us. We did full justice to it and then

harnessed the horses for the last stage of

our journey which would bring us to the

bay. All the way out we were counting
on the nice bag of duck we would have to

show on our return but we were doomed
to disappointment as the sequel to this

will show, proving that it is not wise
to count your chickens before they are

hatched or your ducks before they are

shot.

On our arrival we found Will waiting

for us and lighting our lantern we drove
down the lane to the shore to unload our
stuff. When we arrived we found the

reeds, which we had picked out the day
before for our hide, occupied by a couple
of hunters. X'othing daunted, however,
although we were strangers to the bay.

we unloaded the boats and skeg and put
in the decoys. Then while the two Jims
went back to put up the horses, the two
Wills started out in the dark to try and
find a place suitable for setting out and
far enough away from the two in the

reeds not to spoil their sport. When v.e

were about a quarter of a mile away ,and

as near to the line of flight as we could
make out in the darkness, we anchored
the skeg and started to set out the decoys
of which we had about three hundred.
It was one of those still mornings with a

hollowness in the air which carries sound
on the water and we had not been at our
work very long when we heard our friends

in the reeds talking. "I guess those fel-

lows have a pretty big flock !" I heard one
of them say. "I guess they have" re-

plied the other. Then all was quiet
again for a time save for the splash of the

decoys as they struck the water. Again
the same remark was made about our de-

coys with the addition that they would
not do much where they were with their

small flock. Then all was still again but
shortly after I thought I could make out

a boat coming out of the reeds and told

Will I guessed they were picking up. He
replied, "You bet they won't do that.

They have too good a place and they
know it."' My conjecture proved to be
right, however, for soon we were able to

make out their boat going down the bay
past us. Then we heard one of them
say, "I told you those fellows had a big

bunch of decoys," to which the other re-

plied, "Oh well, it doesn't make any dif-

ference, we'll spoil their sport." And
they sure did.

Just as day was breaking we saw
them coming out from shore towing a

monitor and as the ducks were beginning
to rise they had no trouble in getting on
the line of flight. They anchored their

monitor and proceeded to give us an
object lesson on what they meant by
spoiling our sport. We had certainly

never dreamed that there w'ere men in the

country, calling themselves hunters and
lovers of sport, who would be contemp-
tible enough to adopt the tactics of those

two. The ducks had started to fly as the
hunters in W^eller's Bay were pounding
them out and they were coming up the

Bay in droves. Our friends in the reeds

however, were standing up in the boat

throwing out decoys and these actions sc>

startled the ducks that as fast as they
came up they would wheel and go out
again. ^^'e kept consoling ourselves

with the idea that they would soon have
their decoys set out and we would get a

chance but they kept up th-s performance
from daylight till nearly nine o'clock

when they at last finished. Then one
lay down in the monitor while the other

lay down in the boat. \\'e w-ere now to

be treated to another kind of tactics for

spoiling our sport. A large flock of blue-

bills started to come up the Bay and were
flying directly towards our decoys. As
they were passing our friend in the boat,

however rose and fired both barrels al-

thousfh the ducks must have lieen two
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hundred yards above him. Of course he

accomplished his purpose for the duck?

went out again, and as all the ducks had

to pass this spot on their way towards

our decoys and as they shot at every-

thing that attempted to pass, no mat-

ter at what distance, you can imagine

what a grand day's sport we had.

The total result of the shoot for

the four of us w^as a pair of blue-

bills and one redhead. What made
matters worse was that the ducks came
in droves all day long, enough to have

given us all good sport had our friends

played the game square. As it was, a

very disappointed crowd of hunters start-

ed to pick up the big bunch of decoys.

Hunt and Mac took one boat and Cobe
and I the other to begin our long cold

job. Mac, who knows a good thing when
he sees it, set Hunt at picking up and as

he was green at the job of winding up
anchor lines and w^as blessed with an e>r-

traordinarily large pair of hands, Cobe
and I had lots of fun watching his antics.

He would get one out of the water and.

then start to wind up. But his hands be-

ing so large he would wand the anchor
line over the tops of his fingers which
were so cold that sometimes he would
not notice and "only discover that he

was fastened up w-hen he went to pack

the decoy away. Then he would
have to unwind and would bless

duck shooting and picking up de-

coys in particular. After each decoy he
picked up he would have to beat warmth
into his hands and Mac kept urging him
to hurry up or we w'ould not get out of

there that night. "Gee," Hunt would
say, "give a fellow a chance to warm his

hands." At last Mac said to him ; Those
paws of yours must be drawing all the

cold out of the Bay for Jim and Bill are

net beating tlie'r hands and they have
their boat nearly full." However, the

end was in sight and soon the last one.was
packed away and we made for the shore

to pack up for cur nine mile drive home.
We arrived there tired and hungry but
as it was after dark we escaped the roast-

ing that would have been our portion had
we got in in daylight.

We made up our minds to cut out

Pleasant Bay in future but our luck took

a turn and the last few days of our stay

we had good sport on our home ground
on AA^est Lake. Our game bags were
therefore not empty when we left for

home after a trip that had put new life

and energv into us for the coming vear

of toil.

Note—Since we had this disagreeable

experience at Pleasant Ba}' a party of

gentlemen who were hunting at Weller's

Bay, which is about two miles w^est of

where we had our hunt, had their whole
two weeks' holiday spoiled by the same
tactics and by the same parties.

The Pintail

BY CAPTAIN GORDON BOLES.

1
think the pintail is the most beauti-

ful of all ducks, the wood duck not

even excepted. The bird's outlines

are most graceful and when resting

on the water it reminds one of a pleasure

craft riding at anchor.

The plumage of the male is a dream of

5iarmony in colors, — drabs, greys and
whites set ofif wnth brown, black and
green. On account of his form and color-

ing he is often called the "Water Pheas-
ant.

The pintail is scattered nearly all over
the continent, on the salt w^aters as well

as on the inland lakes, though his breed-

ing place is in the sub-arctic regions. No
one could mistake the male for any other

duck, his long tail and beautiful plumage
giving him distinction. His mate, howev-
er can be easily confounded at a distance

with other varieties, though on close in-

spection, the leaden bill, legs and pointed

tail mark her species beyond a doubt.

In the autumn the males leave the fe-

males and congregate in flocks. To see

a flock of these males is a fine sight as

well as an interesting one. Apparently
thev stand on their heads, reaching for
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Another Clean Sweep for the

Splitdorf Magneto
The Splitdorf equipped Maxwell won a Perfect

Road Score and the Enos Trophy offered for the

best score by any car in any class in the 800 mile

Buffalo Endurance Run
Here again Splitdorf Ignition proved its efficiency

and reliability—just as it did in the Munsey Tour

—

The Glidden Tour—The Reo's record run across the

Continent and in hundreds of other strenuous contests.

In the face of such proof why

hesitate any longer to have your

car equipped with a Splitdorf

Magneto ?
Modei B Magneto.

ASK FOR MAGNETO CATALOG

C F. SPLITDORF
Chicapro :

319 Michigan Ave.

San Francisco :

520 Van Ness Ave.

Detroit :

868Woodward Ave. Ia/Ix A Jiooxl Cx
Boston: WaltoR Avc. aRcl 138th St.,
Motor Mart.

Los Angeles :

1226 S. Olive St. Brarch^1679 Broadway. NEW YORK.
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the water weeds on which ihcy hjve to

feed.

The flesh of the pintail is excellent.

equal to that of any other species of duck,

even the canvas-back which in my view

is truly delicious but rated too highly. I

believe many epicures would be unable to

detect the pintail from the canvas-back

when on the table were it not for the

adjuncts such as celery. Some people try

to make out that it is the wild celery

(which, by the way, is not wild celery at

all but an eel grass), that gives the can-

vas-back its fine flavor. The pintail like-

wise feeds on wild celery and there must
therefore be some additional reason for

the popularity of the canvas-back.

The pintail is an exceedingly wary bird

and when wounded uses manv devices to

elude his enemy. One of his methods is

to sink himself in the water showing only

the top of his head. When in this posi-

tion anyone not closely observing him
might easily pass him for a floating stick.

If he falls among dry reeds he creeps

under them and lies perfectly still, almost

allowing a searcher to tread upon him be-

fore he moves. A duck hunter without

the assistance of dogs will lose many pin-

tails.

I have noticed that pintails are very

sociable with ducks of other species and
many times have shot a pintail and wood
duck with right and left shots. Perhaps I

have seen them more with wood ducks

than with other species.

Of late years the pintail has become
scarce and I fear, if spring shooting is

not forbidden in the States as well as in

Canada and the law more rigidly enforc-

ed on both sides of the border, that the

species is marked for extinction.

Improved transportation facilities ren-

der our game haunts more easy of access

and lead to greater destruction of both

game birds and game animals. I am
strongly in favor of a gun license as well

as a full enforcement of the game laws
and believe that it is only by such means
that we can preserve our game supplies.

In any event sportsmen will have to go
further afield to secure the l>est sport.

One incident in my duck hunting exper-

iences may be of interest to readers. On
one occasion while out duck hunting I

saw a male pintail at no great height

curving towards me at a terrific rate pur-

sued by two bald headed eagles. One
eagle was flying alxive the duck and the

other below him. The one above kept up
a series of strikes at the duck trying to

drive it into the claws of the one below
which turned over to receive the victim.

These tactics were maintained as long as

I could see them, the duck successfully

holding his own though I must fear that

in the end the stronger birds caught hijn.

Had they flown within range I certainly

would have tickled up the eagles though
I dislike killing these fine birds. Eagles
are not plentiful enough to do great harm.
In the case quoted, however, my sym-
pathies were entirely with the duck.

A Lakefield Canoe

On the Zambesi River

This was the first canoe on the

Zambesi River and was envied

by all the residents and visitor!

there.

Write for catalogue to

The Lakefield Canoe
Building and Manufacturing Co.

LAKEFIELD. ONT.
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WHY?
Because the Never Miss

iSo. 8 Is Guaranteed for

I year's wear

No Trouble

No Sooting

No Short Circuits

No Broken Porcelains

JUST
Real Sp>ark Plug satisfaction and
at the price you ought to pay.

$1.00 each
Mica $1.50

Don't Wait
Do it To-day
Order a Set

Your Dealer or Jobber or
Direct, Prepaid.

NEVER MISS SPARK PLUG CO.

LAMBING, MICH., U. S.A.

ISo more soot inyour spark
plugs ifyou use

All-ln-One
Just open the

stop-coi k and
OUT

goes the SOOT.

ALL - IN - ONE
SPARK PLUGS have
numerous other ad-
vantages.

You can stop any
knocking in your mo-
tor, by priming here
with a few drops of
kerosene.
You can instantly

find any missing cyl-

inder by turning the
pet cocks.

You can instantly
prime your motor.

All of these ad-
vantages are con-
tained in ALL-IN-
ONE SPARK PLUGS,
and they cost no
more than the other
kind. $1.50 each.

DEPT. D.

Buffalo Carburetor Co.,
Detroit, Miclilgan.

WIZARD MAGNETOS
MEAN QUALITY

The white hot spark from the

Wizard Tubular Magneto ignites

every charge of gas entering the cy-

linder, compellirg the engine to run
with unfailing regularity, and increases

its efficiency while decreasing the ex-

pense. The Wizard takes up little

room, has few parts to replenish and

is thoroughly waterproof. Made for

Contact or Jump Spark. Ask the

man who uses one.

CANADIAN AGENTS
eANRomN-FaiRBANKs e©.
MONTREAL VANCOUVER WINNIPEG TORONTO



Fishing in New Brunswick

BY WALTER GREAVES.

I

SPENT three weeks very pleasantly

at the Inch Arran House, Dalhousie,

in July and August, but regret to say

that I did not find the fishing up to

the mark this season. It was good in

some localities, I believe, and at Gaspe
I was informed the salmon fishing was
excellent. I fished several rivers and
streams in New Brunswick, but, as be-

fore stated, did not meet with much suc-

cess. The North and South Branches of

the Charlo, which usually are excellent

rivers for trout and sometimes salmon,

did not prove at all good this season

whilst I was there. For some reason the

fish did not come in.

During my stay at the Inch Arran
House, and while fishing the Charlo, I

met several salmon and trout fishermen

from the United States,—fine men all ^f

them and good fly fishermen, no doubt.

Certainly these Americans are splendid

people if one happens to come across the

right class. One gentleman told me that

he took most of his salmon at Gaspe on
a fly with a silver body and white
wings with thin strips of scarlet ibis ou

each side, and also found the Parma-
cheene Belle very killing at times. An-
other gentleman from New Brunswick,

said he used the Parmacheene Belle en-

tirely on the upper waters of the Mira-

michi River with good results, taking a

number of fine salmon with it in July.

The other flies for these waters of ex-

ceptional merit arc the Jock Scott, Dus-
ty Miller, Silver Grey, Silver Doctor,

Black Dose and Durham Ranger (not

good, however, for some of the Gaspe
Rivers). These patterns are as a rule

good on any salmon waters. I usually

make my own from my own designs, and
find them quite as killing as bought flies,

and I prefer to use those tied by myself.

I confine myself entirely to the fly ex-

cept when bass fishing and moving from

place to place. I then put out a Dowa-
giac minnow which is a very killing bait

for black bass. I hope I may be able to

give you a better account of the fishing

next season. I may add that my best

speckled trout this season weighed 4:%

lbs., which I took on a light rod with a

teal and mixed bodv flv.

Baldwin Camp Lamp

The full pleasure of camp life has al-

ways been seriously interfered with by
the lack of an efificient lighting system or

apparatus. During the daylight hours,

fishing, hunting and tramping occupies

the camper's time and mind ; but. after

sundown, that time betwixt twilight ana
bedtime seems rather hard to fully oc-

cupy ; trying to read by the aid of a

flickering candle or smoky oil lamp is

hardly a real pleasure. Even the interest

in the after-supper card game seems to

weaken if it is troublesome to see the

spots on your cards owing to a poor light.

These discomfitures need no longer be

endured by the fellow who likes to get

close to nature occasionally, and live jn

the canvas house near his favorite lake or

stream.

The John Simmons Company. 19

Franklin Street. New York, are intro-

ducing this season a mighty handy little

apparatus known as the Baldwin Camp
Lamp This lamp is really a miniature

gas works itself. The material used to

make the gas is known as carbide.

It is very cheap, costing a few cents a

pound, and a pound is more than enough
to operate these lamps for fully sixteen

hours. Carbide is a harmless material.
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STA-RITE
ignition plu^s have stayed

ri^ht the longest for ei^ht

years.

other plugs break when water
is thnwQ on them while heated
Sta-Rite Patented Double Por-
celain Plugs are not affected under
similar circumstances.

They simply cannot break.

That is one reason we make
themof double porcelain and they
are the only plugs in the world
made that way. To satisfy your-
self that this is a live, present
benefit to you, just throw water
i>n any other porcelain plugs, then

THROW WATER
on our patented double porcelain
Sta-Rite. There is practically no
breakage Repaired free at any
time. Most economical and effec-

tive for users, and by long odds
the best seller for dealers. Order
right away.

THE R. E. HARDY CO.
Incorporated 1900

173S Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinoi*.

Canadian Office—2 Ouellette St., Windsor, Ontario

E. A. Niederstadt, MgT.

No. 4 A. Half Inch,
Price $1.

SteeJFishingRods
Somewhere the sun is always shining.—and thi?

fish are always biting. Go and find them with a

"BRISTOL." There is a special "BRISTOL," pe

culiarly and distinctively adapted to each kind of

Ashing. Fit your "BRISTOL" to your fish and you

will come home with the fish and a reputation. The
season is open all fall and winter in many places

for bass, pike, pickerel, perch, crappie, muskie,

carp, tarpon, tuna and dozens of other good ones.

Go after them and get a real rest. Insist on having

a steel rod with the "BRISTOL" trade mark on the

liandle. Catalog Mailed Free.

THE HORTON MFG. CO.,

33 Hortoa St., Bristol, Conn.

GENDRON'S PENATANG
Moccasins and Hunting Boots are known the world

over for their good qualities. They wear the best,

look the best and feel the best. The country is being

overflooded with imitations. Look for our registered

trade mark, " PENATANG," stamped on every pair.

FORTY YEARS' EXPERIENCE has brought the

PENATANG PACK to the top. None so complete.

They keep your feet dry and warm, and are the most
comfortable moccasins made. Every pair solid leather,

with genuine sole-leather insole and stiffener. We
give Hunters and Fishermen special attention now
until season is over.

Send for Catalogue, "SPORTING DEPT."

Gendron Penetang Shoepack Mfg. Co.
(Successors to C. G. GENDRON)

PENETANG, ONTARIO

GEINDROIN'S
Sporting $6.50 per pr.

PENATANG
(Trade Mark Registered)

SHOE PACK
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very much resembling- crushed stone. It

cannot explode. It will not even burn if

thrown into a fire, but when brought in

contact with water it liberates a gas

which gives an intensely white light, very

brilliant and of great illuminating power.
This is better understood when it is ex-

plained that the Baldwin Camp Lamp,
although only consuming about one-

eighth of a foot of gas per hour, pro-

duces a light more powerful than that

produced by a sixteen candlepower in-

candescent electric light.

This lamp is entirely automatic in its

operation. To make same ready for use,

it is only necessary to place a few lumps
of carbide ip the carbide container and
then fill the water tank with water. The
two parts are then screwed together and
the lamp lighted.

Each lamp is provided with two reflec-

tors, one for use in the tent, and the

ether for outdoor use. The reflector for

outdoor use protects the flame from the

wind, and will be found one of the most
useful things about the camp outfit for

travelling through the woods at night.

Tests show that one can travel much fas-

ter than with any other light, and much
more comfortably, without straining the

eyes in any way.
One more advantage, and one well

worthy of mention ; carbide comes in air-

tight, moisture proof packages. There is

never any possibility of its leaking out
and finding its way into the commissary
—a common habit with kerosene.

The Lamp is guaranteed to be exactly

as represented and the manufacturers
will gladly refund the money wherever
the lamp fails to give satisfaction for any
cause, whether it fails to meet our claims

or the lamp does not answer for the pur-

pose for which it was purchased.

A report comes from Saskatchewan of

a boy named Harold Lozo, thirteen years
of age being attacked by a bear. He was
returning from an errand and had reach-

ed a bridge across a creek which runs
through the farm when he heard some-
thing behind him and turning saw a bear.

He drew- a knife to defend himself when
the animal reared and grabbed at him,
knocking the knife out of his hand and
tearing his overalls. The boy dropped
into the creek and made a dive under
the bridge, fooling the bear, which, after

giving vent to several grunts of disap-

pointment walked away. When the in-

cident was made known at the farm-
house the bear could not be found.

At Honey Harbor on the Georgian Bay,
Dr. L. E. Embree. of Toronto, captured
a maskinonge fifty-two inches long and
weighing thirty-three pounds. After an
exciting struggle, which, however, only
lasted five minutes, although it appeared
almost a generation to the doctor, the
fish was taken into the boat. The head

and skin were forwarded to Toronto for

the purpose of mounting and with the

certainty of silencing unbelieving or

doubting listeners to the story of the

capture.

The ^^'innipeg Canoe Club have ob-

tained a much more advantageous site

than the one they have occupied for nine-

teen years. They have now secured a

site and erected a club house higher up
the river in what the officials term an
ideal location.

\\'ild ducks often race ahead of canoes

and keep up their flight for miles but it

is not often the case that they race a train.

Such an incident occurred recently with

the morning train from Peterborough to

Lindsay. In crossing a bridge over a

small creek a flock of wild duck was
raised and for a half a mile they sped

along parallel with the car windows.
Tired of the struggle they then branched
awav from the track.
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By Royal Appointment

England's Great Fishing

Rod, Reel, and Tackle Manufacturer!
will mail you their large Illustrated

Catalogue Free!
It will pay you to import, as you get

the highest class fishing rods and tackle

the world has ever seen.

Hardy's "Palakona"
Split Bamboo Rods are the lightest and
strongest made.

Hardy*s Alnwick Qreeaheart Rods
A.re superior to all others.

Hard/8 ^'Perfect" Reel
with ball bearings and regulating check,
fitted with a double tapered "Corona"
line make a perfect Outfit complete.

•Perfect" Reel with put. agate line
guard, 3 i-8 ins £1-17-6

The ' Fairchild Rod.
Palakona Split Bamboo.

9 ft. weighs i% ozs.

g]4 ft. weighs 4 5^ ors £S-S-0

HARDY BROS. Ltd., : Alnwick : England
London Depot: 61 Pall MaD—S.W.

>

MOTOR BOATS, SAILING DINGHIES, CANOES, ROW BOATS, &c.

STORED at reasonable rates.

We also build and repair boats of every description, including ICE BOATS.

Address—F RANK DAW S O IN
WOODBINE BOAT HOUSE, WEST SIDE MORLEY AVENUE, TORONTO.

At Last wc have Solved the Problem
A/O MORE BROKENFISHING RODS

IWE

by using Westwood's Patent (applied for) Waterproof, Silk Bound, Split Cane, Unbreakable Rod,

with Lock Joint Gun Metal Waterproof Ferrules.

This Rod has been thoroughly examined and tested by expert fishermen and 'hey, one and all, pronounce it to be

the best invention of the day in Fishing Rods and certainly the best value.

To see this Rod is the most convincing proof of what we claim.

THE ALLCOCK, LAIGHT & WESTWOOD CO.
78 Bay Street, Toronto, Canada, and Redditch, England.

LIMITED,
ESTABLISHED 1800



Nova Scotia Guides' Sports Festival

THE second annual meeting and
Sports Festival of the "Nova Scotia

Guides' Association" took place

at Lakeside Park, Yarmouth,
on the 18th and 19th of August, and was
attended by representatives of the coun-
ties of the western half of the Province,
the guides of the eastern part not having
been organized as yet. The annual busi-

ness meeting took place on the evening
of the ISth, and consisted in the election

of officers for the coming year, and the

adoption of a constitution drawn by the

President and the Secretary-Treasurer,
(Dr. Breck and Mr. R. S. Kelley.) A
resolution was passed, earnestly urging
the Provincial Government to take over
the inland fisheries, which are being
shamefully neglected by the Dominion
authorities, the streams not enjoying any
protection to speak of, and the restock-

ing being a mere sham, compared with
what should be done in the face of the
ever increasing number of anglers.

The officers for the ensuing year are

:

President, Dr. E. Breck; Vice-Pres., L.

D. Mitchell ; Sec-Treas. Roy S. Kelley,
Yarmouth. The Executive Council con-
sists of these gentlemen with the addi-
tion of Messrs. R. Gushing. A. D. Thom-
as and X. B. Hatfield.

On Friday night a banquet was tender-
ed the guides by the Yarmouth branch
of the People's Fish, Forest and Game
Protective Association, at which the
speakers were Mr. E. H. Armstrong, M.
P. P., always a strong helper in protect-

ive matters, and the President. Dr. Breck.
The results of the sports, which, in spite

of the unfavorable weather, were most
interesting, were as follows, the winners
being the champions of the Association

:

Shooting wath rifles, 200 yards., off-

hand ; 1, Horace Munro, Milford, Anna-
polis County ; 2, J. H. Saben ; 3, S. Mor-
ton ; 4. M. Saben, all of Kemptville,
Yarm. Co.

Trap-shooting— 1, F. Gould. Ouinan ; 2,

G. M. Goudey, Port Maitland ; 3, C. But-

ler, Chebogue Pt. ; 4, H. Reynard, Yar-
mouth, all 111 Yarmouth Co.

Single Canoe Race—1, H. Munro, Mil-

ford ; 2, G. Skinner, Yarmouth ;3, J. Fran-
cis, Milton, Queens Co. ; 4, J. Clode,

Pubnico.

Double Canoes— 1, and 2, divided be-

tween H. and C. Munro, and Lou Harlow
and Sam Clode, all of Milford ; 3, J.

Francis and M. Clode.

Log-chopping—1. D. Marlin, Reynard-
town. Yarm. Co. ; C. Cavel, Forest Glen

;

3, L. Harlow, Milford; 4, Abe Toney,
Yarmouth.

Salmon casting—1, G. Walton, Kempt-
ville ; 2, L. D. Mitchell, Mill Village ; 3.

W. Carty, Pubnico Head, Yarm. Co.

Trout—Rod distance—1, H. Munro,
Milford ; 2, L. D. Mitchell ; 3, C. Walton.

Trout—Rod Accuracy— 1, L- D. Mit-

chell ; 2, W. Carty, Pubnico ; 3, Ned Sull-

ivan, Havelock, Digby Co.

Log Burling—1, C. Skinner, Yar-
mouth ; 2. J. Frauten, Quinan.

Canoe-Tilting—L. Harlow, Milford

and G. Skinner, Yarmouth; 2, H. and C.

Munro. Milford.

Swimming— 1. Skinner; 2, H. Munro.

The chief prize for the best showing
was won by H. Munro, the second by
G. Skinner. The prizes w^ere partly cash,

partly donations from many prominent
firms, as the Canadian Kodak Co., the

Can. Thermos Bottle Co.. the Dominion
Cartridge Co.. with whose ammunition
the shooting was done ; the Stevens

Arms & Tool Co.. the "Kingfisher" line-

makers (E. J. Martin's Sons) ; Abbey &
Imbrie ; Abercrombie's Camp ; Hardy
Bros. England: Cummins. England; N.

Y. Sporting Goods Co., and many indiv-

iduals. The best magazines also donated
subscriptions including Rod and Gun in

Canada.
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IN AN OUTING SHIRT
COMFORT MEANS FIT.

For ease of body and soul alike, it is quite as

necessary that your outing shirt should be suited to

your size and build, as any other article of wear-

ing apparel.

DEACON negligee shirts combine comfort and
style. They are made of good material, w"ll tail

ored, and have a hang about the shoulders and a

general smartness that imparts to them a mappy
air of distinction, quite apart from the ordinary

outing shirt.

THE DEACON SHIRT COMPANY
BELLEVILLE, ONT.

GLASo EYES and Animals

Taxidermy Supplies
All users of

Taxiderm-
ists* supplies desiring the best goods and

1^ ^ ^r— ^^^^^^ .^^ 7 /o;i'i,-^^/r/(f\r, should send at once {or our
^^^^^^^^^^^^^m^^By^Compute Aerv Catalog Xo, 54. Largest zr\d

"^tB^J^^^^^Kr /'est stock of eyes and supplies in America,
Send ^^^nd^^^l^^^r consisting of gtass eyes^ toots^ skulls^ shield?.,

/orcat^^^^BjBt^^^ 7rire, to7v, clay, etc. Best hnportcd Glass Eyes
alog S4 ^^^^^^^ at no advance in cost. Reduced prices on Felt Lin-
ings—Sample card Free. Send for catalog. It will save you money. It'syours
for the asking. We mount specimens of all kinds, true to life, by s/amiard
museum methods. Price lis; r,n mounting No. !i8 FREE. Northwestern
Sch. of Taxidermy \q Taxidermy Building Omalia, Neb.

BALDWIN
CAMP '"

LAMP

This 14 Candle

Power Lamp

CHEERS THE
campers' NIGHT

gives a bright, white light that
enables you to read and write
with perfect comfort.

Worn on the cap or belt, both
hands are free with rod, gun or

knife. Projects Its light 150 feet. Is
i% Inches high, weight only 5 ounces.

Absolutely safe, smokeless and grease-
less, made ready for use In 10 seconds.

Every lamp guaranteed.

For sale at Sporting and Hardware
stores, or sent prepaid on receipt of
egular price. fi.OO.

11 Write today giving your
dealer's name and we will mail
Illustrated booklet FREE.

JOHN SIMMONS CO.
19 FrankUn St., New York

Distinctly Exclusive

^"d Attractive

Are the

—Marine Blues,

—Prussian Blues,

—Oxford Blues,

—Oxford Browns,

—Java Browns,

—Calcutta Tans
And "black and white"

effects in our new
goods for early fall

wear. Any of these

lines made to your

measure after the dis-

criminating Coleman
manner will give satis-

faction to the most

exclusive dressers.

S30.00
for a suit to your meas-

ure from any of above.

COLE^AN'8, LII^ITED
MASTER TAILORS

102 King West - Toronto
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An Interview With a Veteran Mountain Climber

BY THE REV. T. G. WALLACE, M.A.

IT
is a well-known fact that men of

real eminence object to talking about

themselves ; they do not blow the big

horn or advertise themselves like

smaller men; they are content to allow

their achievements to do the talking.

Dr. Longstaft is no exception to this rule,

but when I represented to him that read-

ers of Rod and Gun, the official magazine
of the Alpine Club of Canada, would be

glad to know him, he courteously con-

sented to be introduced to them, to be in-

terviewed for this magazine and to

present through its pages some of the

results of his latest valuable explorations.

Dr. Longstafif, M.A., M.D., A.C., F.R.G.S.,

and his sister, Miss Longstafif, were the

guests of the Alpine Club of Canada at

the 1910 summer camp in Consolation
Valley, near Laggan, Alberta.

Aly first meeting with Dr. Longstaft

was rather strange and unexpected. I

'had been but a short time in camp when
I met a well-tanned, medium-sized, wiry-
looking man bent under a heavy burden
of brush, making his way to the newly-
erected tents in the ladies' quarters . It

was "the Doctor" ! He was the club's

distinguished guest from England.
Brushing tents was not on the programme
for him. but he was extremely anxious
for work. and. as it is part of the pol'cy

of the Alpine Club to make its guests
happy, the doctor was given free rein in

"this respect, and in wielding an axe or

pitching a tent he was second to none.
He was no shirker. It was as a worker
that I first saw him, and that impression
remains.

Dr. Longstafif refused to be considered
as an outsider. He regarded himself as

one of the party and always made himself
at home. He is one of those men who
have risen by temperament and education

to a high sense of British citizenship—

a

man equally at home in England, Canada,
Australia, India or any other place where
the Union Jack floats, or even under the

Stars and Stripes—wherever the English

language is spoken.

It is scarcely necessary to say that in the

realms of geography and mountaineering
Dr. Longstaff has a high standing. He is

Master of Arts and a Doctor of ^Tedicine

of the ancient University of Oxford fEng-
land), and has written a strong thesis on

mountain sickness ; he is a prominent
member and officer of that exclusive body,

the Alpine Club cf England; he is also

an honorary member of the Italian Alpine

and Appalachian (U.SA.) clubs; he is a

Fellow cf the Royal Geographical Society,

before which he read recently his paper

on the Karakoram explorations. A
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mountain in the Antarctic regions is

called Mount Longstaff after our dis-

tinguished guest.

Dr. Longstaff represents the type of

Englishman that appeals most strongly

to the Canadian—a man of large scien-

tific knowledge, of untiring capacity for

work and of great modesty with regard
to his own achievements; but not the

least of his strong points was his hu-

mor, his never-drying supply of stories

drawn from a most varied experience on
several continents. As a raconteur he

Dr. Longstaff on Sentinel Pass...

could hardly be excelled, and his per-

sonal acquaintance with famous explor-

ers and mountaineers such as Scott,

Shackleton. Whymper, Collie, Mumm,
Sven Hadin and others gave added in-

terest to his tales.

Dr. Longstaff has climbed in the Euro-
pean Alps, in the Caucasus, in the Hima-
layas, in Persia, in the Rockies and in

other ranges. One of his triumphs in

our own Rockies was the ascent of Mount
Assiniboine, the Canadian Matterhorn.

lie has also to his credit the highest com-
plete ascent ever made. Yet in spite of

his long experience and notable record,

he is the apostle of caution in mountain-
eering. No care or precaution in climb-

ing is omitted by him and he invariably,

like all other good mountaineers, refuses

to run needless risk. "No man," he told

me, "however great his record in moun-
taineering, will be accepted as a member
of the English Alpine Club if he is known
to take unnecessary risks in climbing."

This is wise, for foolhardiness in moun-
taineering is the sure forerunner of dis-

aster; it is the secret of the vast majority
of Alpine fatalities.

One of the questions which I asked
Dr. Longstaff is a question frequently

put to him: "How do the Rockies com-
pare with the other mountain ranges in.

which you have climbed?"

"Well, it's like this," he replied,

"mountain ranges cannot very well be
compared, they are so vastly different

;

but of course you can compare the plea-

sure of climbing in them. To travel with

the white man is a much greater comfort
than to travel with the dark man, and in-

deed there is no mountain country in

which it is a greater pleasure to travel

than the Canadian Rockies." The doctoj

went on to say that "in the Rockies

Canada possesses a mountain park that

cannot be duplicated in the world. I

have never seen in any mountain coun-

try such a combination of forest, lake,

river, mountain, glacier, and snow as you
can see from hundreds of points in these

])eautiful mountains." In the three days'

trip which he took with the vice-presi-.

dent (Mr. J. D. Patterson), Dr. Long-
staff' pronounced the camping ground
near Lake O'Hara to be "the prettiest

camping spot he had seen in all his ex-

perience." He forcibly expressed the

opinion that the Department of the Inter-

ior was very shortsighted in its neglect

of the mountains and its opposition to

the Alpine Club. "Pardon my saying

so," he remarked, "but I begin to think

that we in England think more of the

Rockies than some of the people in Ot-

tawa." With shame I realized the truth,

of that statement.
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Dr. Longstaff was full of reminiscences

of leading men and prominent events.

He had been in touch with Captain Scott

and the work of the Antarctic explora-

tion—a subject of living interest to us

just now. He was present recently at

a luncheon given by the leading mem-
bers of the Royal Geographical Society

to Colonel Roosevelt and he heard the

Colonel on the subject of the English in

Egypt—in the main agreeing with Mr.

Roosevelt's criticisms. He had been liv-

ing in India during the recent political

turmoil. In answer to a question as to

the view he held of the seriousness of

plorations. It was difficult to persuade

him to speak of himself. He would
branch off into stories of life amongst the

Hindoos and such like. I pleaded that

readers of Rod and Gun would be anxious

to know something from his own lips of

his recent discoveries in the borderland

of India and Tibet. The story (he said)

was a long one and the time at our dis-

posal limited, but he was good enough to

lend me his copy of the paper lie read re-

cently before the Royal Geographical So-

ciety in London, Eng., containing a full

statement of his explorations among the

glaciers and mountains in the Eastern

Dr. Longstaff Starting Out From Camp with a Party of Climbers.

the political unrest in India, he stated:

"There is no doubt of the existence of

a seditious spirit which manifests it-

self in local troubles ; but a general con-

certed movement on the part of the peo-

ple is most unlikely for besides a strong
government and a numerous army of

occupation there is a lack of cohesion
amongst the native races ; the natives

are divided in caste and religion, there is

no national sentiment, no national unity

—this is the chief weakness of the efforts

of the natives."

I wanted Dr. Longstaff to tell me some-
thing of his own investigations and ex-

Karakoram and he kindly gave me liberty

to use his paper, a summary of which is

given below.

The presence of Dr. Longstaff and Miss
Longstaff in the Camp of the Alpine Club

of Canada was regarded by the members
as a distinct honor. Besides being the

Club's guest the doctor was the repres-

entative of the Alpine Club of England,

"the bearer," as he himself expressed it

"of goodwill from the oldest to the young-
est club." By such a visit as this of

Dr. Longstaff mutual knowledge and re-

gard between English and Canadian Al-

pinists is promoted, and even more than
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that, inter-imperial unity and a lar^^cr

sense of citizenship is encouraged.

Dr. Longstaff's Explorations.

The region chosen by Dr. Longstaft'

for his investigations was a section of

country lying between India (Punjab)
and Tibet, a region very little known,
in fact part of it (east of 77 degrees

E. and north of 35 degrees 30 minutes
N.) is wholly uninhabited and un-

explored. It is a mountainous coun-

try and the range is known as the Kara-
koram. Between Mustagh Pass and Ka-
rakoram Pass—100 miles as the crow flies

lished a base camp a few yards from the
foot of the Bilaprid Glacier up which
•Jiey were to travel. On June fifteenth

they had attained the summit of the
Saltoro Pass (18,200 ft. The summit was
a level snow field sloping north east, at

first gently, then suddenly.
Descending the other side they camp-

ed at 16,900 feet on bare ice and "the
creaks and groans emitted by the slowly
moving ice so frightened our men that,

in spite of the cold, they left their tents

and passed the night huddled up in the
open." There were many difficulties

and dangers—difficulties from loose mor-

Forest, Mountain, Glacier and Plateau.

—there is no record of any passage
across by any European, but Dr. Long-
staff had heard of tradition relating to

a Saltoro Pass which was supposed to

have been used in bygone days but so

long ago that its location was unknown
and its memory clouded in mystery. It

was a region in which it was expected
that new peaks would be discovered.

In his first expedition Dr Longstaflf had
with him Dr. Neve, Lieutenant Slingsby,

two orderlies and seven coolies. The
party started June seventh, 1909 from
Khapalu. On June eleventh they estao-

aines and soft snow and dangers from
avalanches and crevasses. The party dis-

covered a large glacier which turned out
to be the upper portion of the Siachen
Glacier. It was the largest any of the

party had ever seen, fully three miles

wide. The surface of the ice was great-

ly honeycombed and there were many
pyramidal ice pinnacles.

As Colonel Burrard had prophesied
the region contained many lofty peaks.

One more peak discovered by Dr. Long-
stafT he named Teram Kangri. Judge of

his astonishment when he found that its
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altitude according to his observations

was somewhere about 30,000 feet, higher

than the highest mountain in the world.

(Everest, 29,000 j. But by moving the

peak two miles nearer to the observing

station in order to be on the safe side

in case of error—the observed altitude

became 28,200 feet. Return was carried

out on June eighteenth lest storms re-

tard the retreat of the party or supplies

give out.

Dr. Longstaff also explored the other

branches of the Saltoro Valley system

and their glaciers—Chumik, Rgygong

mountains at that immense distance from
the sea must at one time have lain at

the bottom of the ocean." What a rev-

elation of the might of Nature

!

Dr. Duchene, V.S., Messrs. S. J. ^^ly-

rand. X. Morency, Edward Morin, Raoul
Dionne and Joseph Savard, all members
of the Quebec Hunt Club had a most in-

teresting trip recently on the north shore
of the Lower St. Lawrence. Leaving
Quebec by steamer early in the morning
they landed at Murray Bay. On the fol-

lowing day they proceeded to St. Simeon

A Fine View of Mt, Assiniboine.

and Chulung. Alost of the glaciers he

found to be actively advancing.
By his expedition Dr. Longstaff fixed

the exact position of the largest water-

shed in Asia ; he discovered one of the

greatest glaciers and one of the highest

mountains in the world— if not actually

the highest. The great peaks measured
by him he found to be of limestone and
they are one thousand miles from the

sea. Sir Francis Ycunghusband draws
attention to these facts and says: "Think
what it reallv means that these cr^nt

and put in a couple of days fishing, re-

turning to the city by boat, having cov-

ered a distance of some seventy miles

through a hilly though most picturesque

country. Every member greatly enjoy-

ed the whole of their most varied exper-

iences.

^liss Flora King, of Kingston, while on

a visit to her sister, Mrs. J. G. Bews»
Bath, succeeded in landing a black bass

which tipped the scales, at three pounds
mn
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Big game sportsmen are much cjn-

cerned over the question of whether they

are to leave their dogs at home or not

during the forthcoming open season.

Unless Government regulations are re-

laxed it appears certain that in Ontario

there will be far fewer hunters than

usual because many men will not go to

the woods without their dogs. Mr. E.

Tinsley, chief superintendent of fish and

game, is in favor of the relaxation and
has pointed out what he considers the

dangers from still hunting if large num-
bers indulge in this kind of sport. The
dog men are up in arms and mean to

leave nothing undone to secure such re-

laxations as will allow them to go to

the woods with their favorites and in-

dulge in a hunt to which many of

them look forward all the year round.

The disappointment, if the regulations

continue in full force, will be keen, all

the stronger indeed because the question

of dogs will not have been decided upon
its merits, but merely come upon the

hunters as a temporary measure and
'ithout due notice. Many men will be

deprived of all their pleasures in the hunt
if not allowed their four-footed com-
panions, and numerous others will be

filled with nervous apprehensions if re-

liance has to be placed all through the

hunting season upon still hunting. The
few dogs in the hunting district will be
at a premium and the demands upon
them will be great. An exception might
surely be made in the case of hunting
dogs. In any event a full statement of

policy should at once be announced in

order that hunters may make their prep-
arations early. Those who are against the

dogs as well as those in favor of them
will agree upon the point that the auth-
orities cannot too soon announce their de-

cision and put an end to the state of un-
certainty. As long as there are any

chances of relaxation the dog men will

continue to hope. They should be made
aware at once of the decision of the

Government.

In a recent issue of the "Canadian
Mail," published in London, England, ap-

peared a page interview with Miss Agnes
Deans Cameron, the authoress of "The
X'ew North," who has been in the Old
Country for some time lecturing and writ-

ing upon Canadian developments and
possibilities. The incident is not merely
notable from the fact that this was the

first occasion in the history of the paper

when a lady's portrait occupied its inter-

view page, but also by the forcible ex-

pressions backed up by personal experi-

ences to which Miss Cameron gave ut-

terance. The facts concerning the prairie

provinces were supplemented by the re-

cords of her own travels in the northern

hinte-'md and the fresh light thrown up-

on . : ;/Ossibilities of "The New North."
All this was followed bv statements re-

garding British Columbia which showed
the promise of that wonderful Province in

many ways. Reading the whole we find

many reasons for Canadians failing to

appreciate their own country. It is too

vast and varied for any one of us to grasp

its possibilities. We need much help in

its development and Miss Cameron's
work will undoubtedlv do much to secure

for us material of the right kind. Bv
her writing, her lectures and her inter-

views Miss Cameron is rendering the

country good service and in the right

quarters.

One of the licensed guides of Muskoka
writes

:

"Your reproduction of the Ontar'o
Game and Fisheries' Commissioner's Re-
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port has been read in this district with

much interest. I am glad to learn that

the authorities are waking up and learn-

ing of a few of the abuses which, as a

fisherman, trapper and guide for the past

thirty-four years, (being now fifty-two

years of age), have been familiar to

me as a matter of daily experience. Hav-
ing had ample opportunities for judging

the effect of the several attempts made
to produce a working Fish and Game Act
I should like to recommend in the first

place a change of ofBcials. Not only are

the laws not enforced but the overseers

do not try to enforce them. The officials

only retain office through patronage and

are a discredit to the Government which
they represent. In this neighborhood we
have a fishery overseer employed as a

night watchman while drawing pay for

his services. He cannot v/rite his own
name. The game warden should be pro-

vided with a bell, he is lost so often and
has undoubtedly seen his best days.

Fishing in Muskoka could be much im-

proved by fixed observance of the close

seasons and some changes in the dates.

For the Muskoka Lakes and Georgian
Bay I would recommend a close. season

for trout from October 12th to November
1st; pickerel from May 10th to June 15th

;

black bass, June loth to July 15th. I

would further suggest that portions of

each lake be buoyed off as breeding

grounds as there are nearly always fish

of some kind on the spawning beds.

These beds could be watched and kept

clear of poachers with very little troul)le.

Licensed guides have much to complain
of "by reason of the fact that after obtain-

ing a recommendation and living up to

the requirements of the law they often

see their places taken by unlicensed

guides who are under no such restraints.

The law should provide a penalty for any-

one acting as a guide without a license.

The Government should also allow a li-

censed guide twenty-five cents per day
for every day he is employed as a

guide provided the guide made full

and regular returns to the Govern-

ment, showing by what party he was em-

ployed, the number of fish taken or game
killed, number of persons and particulars

of each person's bag, together with any
other information which the Government
might find of service. At present a li-

censed guide who reports his employer is

poiiited out as an informer, loses his work,

secures no return whatever for doing his

duty and has no redress when unlicensed

men take his place. I trust these points

will be considered when the Government
takes the matter in hand and proposes

fresh legislation on the subject.

An old she bear and a pair of cubs

camped amongst the wooded patches and
swamps of flats near Cobden, Ont., gave
some young men a fright. They were
going home on different evenings and on
each occasion came to close quarters be-

fore they were aware of the nearness of

the bears. They then decided, being un-

armed, that the longest way round was
the safest.

A well known resident of Brandon
while fishing a few miles east of the city

saw a fine pair of jumping deer. They
were on Mr. Whiting's farm and Mr.
Whiting stated that a few days previous-

ly he saw a bear in the same place. For
some years now the sight of such animals
near the city has been rare. It is suppos-

ed that they wandered from the Turtle

Mountains.

A recent issue of a booklet entitled

"Does Your Gun Stock Fit You?", by Mr.
W. ^^'. Greener, the well known gun
maker. Birmingham, England, who has a

branch establishment at 63 and 65 Beaver
Hall Hill, Montreal, is well worth perusal

by all those interested in guns. Mr.
Greener points out that the fit of a gun
is a purely personal matter and most us-

ers possess some little idiocyncrasy which
the experienced eye of a gun fitter can

alone detect and remedy. Those who
are unable to visit an expert gun fitter

may find upon consulting this booklet the

best means for taking the requisite meas-
ures to obtain a correctly fitting gun.

The first thing is to determine which eye
is used in aiminsf and an easv method of
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doing- tliis is given, followed by one show-
ing iiow to ciioose a gun that w^ill fit

correctly. How to take the measure of

a gun stock, faulty habits in shooting and
their remedies and a diagram of Mr.

Greener's self-measurement conclude a

booklet which will take thinking over

and studying with profit. Every gunner
knows the value of having a gun to fit

and should be willing to take some little

trouble to achieve this object. If he

succeeds, as he will if he tries, he will be

well repaid.

A young angler of Peterborough, nam-
ed Cecil Hayes landed five maskinonge
during the season, catching the fifth, near-

ly nine pounds in weight, from the C.P.R.

railwa}' bridge.

At Wolfe's Island near Kingston,

Robert Robinson hooked a black bass

which tipped the scales at three and
three quarter pounds and several others

weighing two pounds each.

Before the Fisheries' Commission made
their final report on the advisability of

closing Lake Winnipeg to commercial
fishing a test was made of some old fish-

ing grounds that have been abandoned
for fifteen years and a splendid catch of

whitefish obtained.

The following despatch was sent out

from Belleville, Ont., on August twentv-

fifth :—

A flock of wild pigeons, twenty-two in

number, came to Jackson Bongard's farm,

Point Traverse, Prince Edward county,

about two weeks ago and are still

remaining there, very contented. From
whence they came is a mystery. A short

time ago a New Yorker offered $2,000 for

a nest of wild pigeons and it was believed

that this species of bird has become totally

•extinct. Mr. Bongard is watching them
very carefully with hope that they will

remain permanently and breed.

While trolling oft' MacDonald Park,

Kingston, Joseph Knot, a caretaker of

Queen's University captured a forty-five

pound maskinonge. The fish gave Mr.
Knot a hard fight before it was finally

landed and towed the boat quite a distance

in its eft'orts to escape. Mr. Knot decided

to have the fish mounted.

The prize story of the season comes
from Niagara Falls, N.Y. Two gentle-

men and a lady residing in that place

were out on the river in a motor boat one
evening. A sturgeon six feet long and
weighing 150 pounds attracted, it is

thought, by the light, leaped from the

water and landed in the boat, slightly in-

juring the young lady in its leap and,

floundering round in the bottom of the

boat put the motor out of business. The
boat drifted and was in danger of being
swept over the Falls when another launch
came to the rescue, towed the party

ashore and witnessed the measuring and
weicfliincr of the fish.

J. Park, of Hamilton, captured a bass

measuring three pounds, six ounces and
measuring eighteen and a half inches at

the mouth of Gage's Inlet, near that city,

on a fine Saturday afternoon in August.

Mr. J. S. Neill and Major Massey, of

Fredericton, N.B., had a fine fishing trip

recently on the Southwest Miramichi.
Accompanied by guides they visited Half
Moon Cove and caught a total of thirty-

three fish, twenty-eight of them grilse of

an average of our pounds and five sal-

mon averaging over thirteen pounds.

A rainbow trout weighing thirty-five

pounds was caught in a dredge at Sault

Ste. Alarie, Ont., on August twenty-third.

The salmon fishing at Charleston Lake,
near BrociNville, Ont., was never beter

than during the last season. Major Bell,

of ^^'innipeg. under the guidance of Jack
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Kelsey caught one weighing twenty and
a half pounds and measuring thirty-two

inches in length and twenty-one inches in

girth. Mr. Picken, who was one of the

party, made a fine capture of a ten-

pounder.

Alfred (irant af Newport and J. D.
Rhoades of Elbridge, caught maskinonge
in the vicinity of the Thousand Islands,

in the St. Lawrence, weighing twenty-
seven and twenty-four pounds respec-

tively.

Miss Carev and Miss McDonald, teach- ,

^he committee ot the W innipeg Hunt

ers in the public schools at Peterborough, ^ave purchased six couple of drag hounds

Ont.. caught seven bass at Stonev Lake, f"^^
P^^'^^^ ^i^^"^ ^" charge of a kennel

weighing fourteen pounds.
' huntsman. It is proposed to hunt twice

a week until the ground hardens.

At Sturgeon Point, a man who said he
came from Buffalo, N.Y., suddenly dis-

appeared taking with him some fine

specimens of fishermen's prowess which
were being carefully being kept on ice for

the purpose of taking them home to sub-

stantiate the stories to be told concerning
them. Amongst them was a twelve

pound maskinonge and some bass that

tipped the scales close to the five pound
mark.

A nine year old Kingston boy captured
a bass weighing three pounds, eleven

ounces.

A fine three and a half pound bass was
caught by Mrs. T. O. Wheaton, of

Memphis, Tenn., near Wolfe Island,

Kingston, on a Saturday afternoon in

August. Mrs. Wheaton is an enthusias-

tic fisherman and this is not her first cap-

ture by any means.

"Hain" Green, a well known guide at

Buck Lake, Ont., captured a salmon trout

weighing fully twenty five pounds. He
sold it to the proprietors of the Hotel
Rideau at Newboro and the fish was
photographed by nearly all the American
visitors present.

At Winnikenni Island in the St. Law-
rence River. Gordon J. Gibson, of Mal-
lorytown, landed a four pound black bass,
the largest taken in the neighborhood
during the season.

Two golden eagles were killed with one
shot at \\'hite Lake,.near Brockville, Ont.,

in August, each measuring six feet, six

inches from tip to tip of the wings. The
lucky marksman was John Stewart, of

White Lake.

From Bobcaygeon, Ont.. come reports

of good fishing. Mr. William Rosenburg
of New York City, under the guidance of

Dick Nichols, landed a five pound bass,

two four and a half pounders and several

ranging from three and a half to one and
a half pounds. On turning to maskin-
onge fishing four good sized ones were
landed in one day. Another party tried

to take a fifteen pound maskinonge into

their canoe and upset it. Being good
swimmers they took the canoe to shore

ran the water out and re-embarked when
the}' noticed that the board to which the

fishing line was attached was floating

around. They found the fish still hook-
ed and succeeded wnth the exercise of

some care in sfettincf him into the canoe.

From Lindsay comes a fish story of an
uncomnion characeter. ]\Ir. Arthur
Rathnell. of Toronto was fishing in a

canoe when he had a strong jerk on his

line. While hauling in the canoe w-as

suddenly capsized and the visitor was
precipitated into the waters of the Scu-

gog. Mr. Rathnell is an expert swimmer
and retaining his presence of mind he

kept hold of the line, secured his fish and
tucking it under his arm made his way to

terra firma.
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Early in August Mrs. Thomas Dawson,

of the 8th C(;ncession of Vespra, was

driving into liarrie, Ont., when a bear,

accompanied by a cub, appeared on the

highway. On hearing voices the bear

rose on her hind legs and gazed curiously

at the rig. The horses manifested a de-

sire to climb the fence on the opposite

side of the road. In a short time the

bear dropped on all fours and shambled

off into the marsh followed by the sleek

cub.

the foothills and good sport was expected

throughout the fall.

The fishing in Elk River, B.C., was re-

ported poor during the past season, none

of the phenomenal catches of preceding

seasons being recorded.

How near to civilization bears will go

is best illustrated by the account of the

recent killing of one of these an^imals

within the city limits of \^ancouver.

A good deal has been heard in recent

years about fox farming and two success-

ful efforts on a small scale are reported

from Lindsay, Ont. Mr. Solon Ford

followed a black fox to its den and was
able to capture it, together with five

young ones, one spotted and the others

red. The whole family have grown well.

Mr. Robert Hughes who lives near, cap-

tured ten red foxes and has brought

them up.

Isadore Levas and Phillaume Villen-

euve were recently fined $40 and costs at

Ottawa for shooting deer out of season

in Labelle County, Que., and warned that

a repetition of the ofifence would mean a

jail penalty.

Reports received by the Hon. W. R.

Motherwell. Minister of Agriculture for

Saskatchewan, show that beaver are mul-

tiplying very rapidly in the Province. At

Oxbow on the Souris River there is a

colony of over four hundred beaver. The
Government have recently moved sever-

al pair of beaver from the Cut Arm Creek

near Esterhazy to Beaver Hill Forest Re-

serve. The latter was at one time a

favorite breeding ground. The Game
Protective Association of the Province

are making a strong effort to have the

game laws rigidly enforced this season.

With this object in view they have se-

cured the active co-operation of the

Mounted Police. For the first time a

gun license is necessary and issuers re-

port the sales of a great many without

any serious objections having been raised.

During the season the following catch-

es of large maskinonge were reported

from Lake Couchiching, Ont. :
— Mr.

Clark D. Lebermuth, of New Orleans,

one measuring 56 inches in length and

weighing 30 pounds; Mr. Maynard, Or-

illia's noted catcher of big fish, has caught

no less than sixteen maskjnonge and

hooked four large ones in one day when
trolling in a canoe near Heward's Point,

and succeeded in landing only two, one 2-4

lb. and one 18 lb. ; Mr. Wm. T. Perking,

of Little York, N.Y., trolling with a steel

rod hooked a fine one which tipped the

scales at 18i4 lbs. It took forty minutes

to land the fish. A lake shore resident

unhesitatingly avers there would be many
more of these large fish if the illegal

spearing in the spring of the year were

stopped.

A correspondent writing from Alberta,

under date of August twenty-third, states

that duck and chicken shooting will be

poor in the neighborhood of Cayley as

the small lakes and sloughs were then

dry and the large lakes very low, making
the hunting difficult. West of Cayley
numbers of chickens have been seen in

Mr. L. Fred Brown writes :After fishing

a number of Canadian waters I am re-

turning to the States much disappointed.

Canada needs a strong public opinion in

favor of enforcing the fishery laws. The

net. spear and dynamite are far too com-

mon and interference in one case caused

the ruining of over twenty row boats.
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The Governor General of Canada left

Norway House, one of the Hudson Bay
Company's Posts in the west upon his

long trip to Hudson Bay, starting from
that place on August 17th. Earl Grey's

party of voyagers include Mr. George
Grey, a nephew of his Excellency; Major
G. F. Trotter, A.D.C. ; Prof. R. W. Brock,

Acting Director of the Geological Survey
and a member of McGill medical faculty;

Dr. John McCrae, Montreal ; Prof. John
McNaughton, Montreal ; L. S. Amery, of

the editorial stafY of The London Times

;

Major J. B. Mordie, R.N.W.M.P.; Con-
stables Hugh McDiarmid and W. With-
ers, R.N.W.M.P., W. F. Collins, R.N.W.
M.P., and two servants. The party had
a fine reception at the Norway House,
the Indians giving their usual salutes and
even making a triumphal arch surmount-
ed with the words in Cree "Welcome
from the people of the North !" The
start was made in a fleet of twelve canoes
handled by twenty-four picked Indian
guides elected by the factors of the Hud-
son Bay Company.

A correspondent in Saskatchewan
states that ducks and prairie chickens

promise to be very plentiful this fall, the

dry weather having cleared up the

sloughs and made the ducks more numer-
ous in the small lakes. The restriction

of the chicken season to one month
(October) appears to meet with the

hearty approval of the sportsmen of the

Province. The gun license of $1 for

residents of cities, towns and villages is

being enforced without friction and a

large number of those who make it a rule

to have a few days' shooting on the

prairies secured their licenses early.

During the height of the tourist season
there were between fifty and sixty visitors

from the States fishing at one time in the

neighborhood of Kingston. With pro-

tection the fishing in Dog and Loughboro
Lakes is stated to be improving.

The lobster fishing in Cape Breton is

reported to have been one hundred per
cent, better this vear than last. The loss

of gear through storms was light, more
damage taking place the last two weeks
of the season than in all the previous per-

iod. Mr. John Neville whose firm con-
trols the industry on the south shore of

the island stated that in some sections the

season was the best that the fisherman
had ever known. It is the intention of

the Government to establish lish hatcher-
ies in Cape Breton next year.

Hugh Shepherd and Lefroy F. Jones,

of the Wanderers Club, Windsor, Ont..

recently paddled over three hundred
miles in a sixteen foot canoe from
Windsor to London, enjoying every
hour of the time and returning to work
with renewed vigor as a result of their

outine.

A large porcupine which had come so

near civilization as to visit a dairy farm
near Guelph was shot early in August.

Oft Butternut Island, near Kingston,

Ont., Mr. Jerome Simmons, of New York,

captured a maskinonge weighing forty-

eight pounds. Mr. Simmons was fishing

for bass with a light rod when he hooked
the monster. It took two hours of hard

fighting before the fish was ' exhausted
enough to permit a landing and it had
first to be towed into shallow water.

Mr. E. A. Asselstine shot a fine speci-

men of the bald headed eagle at \\'^olfe

Lake, near Kingston in August. The
bird measures six feet, eight inches from
tip to tip, is nicely marked and makes
a valuable trophy. It was mounted by a

local taxidermist.

There must be a number of big mas-
kinonge in the St. Lawrence. One
weighing thirty-nine pounds was caught
at Thousand Island Park by Herman J.

Weirtz and Ra}' Bradner of Syracuse,

who had an exciting time before landing

their captive.
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A staff correspondent of the Toronto
Globe, writing from Northern Ontario,

says in the course of his letter:

Again in the matter of the protection

of fish and game very little is being done,

and it is feared the authorities will not

wake up until too late to the fact that

the forests and streams are being unlaw-
fully despoiled at an alarming rate.

Many of the lakes contain a fair supply of

pike, dore and perch, while in some of the

rivers sturgeon and 'lunge are obtainable.

From laziness, lack of skill, but more
often greed, many of the foreigners dis-

card the line and resort to the use of

dynamite to keep up a supply, and this

under the very eyes of the fire-ranger,

and yet a conviction is thus far an un-

heard of thing. Then, too the conviction

of some of the representatives of the old

fur-trading companies for having in their

possession unlawful furs show just to

wliat extent men are in the trapping bus-

iness for the money they can make out of

it. in contravention of all laws or regu-

lations for the preservation of otter and
beaver, which, with some others, have
practically disappeared within a radius

of twenty miles or more of the railway

since the opening up of the country
three years ago. Soon game will be as

scarce in northern woods as it is in old

Ontario.

"Factors of the historic Hudson Bay
Trading Company have lost their hold

on the vast fur producing forests in the

Fort George district, in British Colum-
bia and there is every ind-cation that the

country will soon be settled by farmers,

thus adding greatly to the wealth pro-

duction of the province."

George H. Stiles, of Spokane. Wash.,
said this on returning from a stay of

three months in the heart of the British

Columbia country, where he hunted and
fished, adding:

"\Miile there I caught fish in every
lake and stream. The Salmon and the

Fraser Rivers abound with salmon and
trout. There are sturgeon there that

weigh 1.000 pounds. The Nechacco
River. Mud Lake. Black Water Lake

and other bodies of water up there form
a perfect paradise for the fishermen.

"As for game up there, bear and deer

are plentiful. While boating with one
of the Siwash Indians down the Salmon
and Fraser Rivers, I sighted no less than
six or eight deer and several bears, just

off the shore. The Indians tell me the

woods are full of them.
"As for the land up there, it is of two

classes, both of which make good farming
country. One stretch is burned off

timber land, and another is a sort of

scrub forest, where all kinds of trees

have been growing. The trees are small

and this makes the cost of clearing very
reasonable.

"While in the district I learned that the

Hudson Bay Trading post has discour-

aged settlement of this land, for the

reason that the income from the furs in

the woods is immense. The factors pre-

ferred to trade with the Indians and
trappers rather than see the land con-

verted into farm land. It is one time

when commercialism stopped the pro-

gress of business. This is about ended
now, however, as many people are going

there and settling permanently.

"The town of Fort George is filling up
rapidly and two newspapers have been
established there. A peculiar thing is

that there is daylight for nineteen hours

a day. The sun actually rises before

three o'clock and does not set till after

nine o'clock. The daylight lingers prac-

tically nineteen hours a day. The In-

dians and older inhabitants claim this is

what helps to make crops so good there."

"Construction work from Prince Rup-
ert eastward and Edmonton westward
has progressed about 100 miles each way.

I understand several crews are at work
now. The road from Victoria also is

being constructed."

The Ontario provincial treasury has

received $12;250 imposed in fines at Fort

Frances on the dealers and trappers con-

victed in connection with the wolf bounty
frauds. In connection with these prose-

cutions 1'6 persons were sentenced to

terms of imprisonment, eight were fined

and seven released on suspended sen-

tence.
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Here's the Gun of

ONLY THREE WORKING PARTS
the Gun whose lock mechanism consists of

THREE, only three, working parts—hammer,
sear, mainspring.

^ This lock is too

strong to break
;

too simple to get
out of order.

Cut shows Grade "C" Gun.

List price, $100.00.

"''he Finest Gun in the worici

The graceful lices, perfect proportion and

artistic finish of the Fox. make it, indeed,

the "Gun Beautiful"—the arm you would

be proud to show vour sportsmen friends.

The Fox is not only the beautiful gun.

but it is also the perfect gun, because it

combines every really valuable improvement

in guns. Other makes may possess one or

two new features, but only in the Fox will

you find ALL.

Coil springs that never weaken nor break,

are used throughout the Fox. Fox taper

bolt which holds with a grip that cannot be

broken, automatically takes up all wear,

and forever prevents the Fox shooting

loose.

Fox barrels are genuine—imported

—

Krupp fluid steel, extra strong where the

powder strain is greatest. And there's the

extra protection of Fox proof, a firing test

identical with the world's most severe gun

test—that of the European Proof Hous-s.

Fox taper boring, by the most notol ex-

perts, insures uniform pattern and maxi-

mum penetration.

A "gold standard" value justL*ie3 a

standard price for each grade. If your

dealer hasn't the Fox, give us his name,

and order direct from the factory.

Send us your name and address with the word "Catalog^ue" on

a post card, and we'll mail you our art Gun Catalogue. Free, of course.

THE

4664 N. 18lh Street - - Philadelphia, U. S. A.



THE TRAP
Red and Gun aad Motor Sports in Canada it the Official Organ of the
Dominion of Canada Trap-Shootinc Asaociation. Ail communications
bould be addreued to W. A. Swtli, Editor "The Trap" Kinffsrille, Ont.

Dominion Tournament at Montreal

A Successful Meet

Tho annual tournament of the Dominion of

Canada Trap Shooting Association on Aug. 22,

23, and 24, passed into history aa one of the

best and most successful ever given by the As-

sociation. The tournament was under the auspices

of the two Montreal gun clubs (Westmount and
Montreal) and was held on the grounds of the

latter, adjoining the Ranelagh Country Club at

St. Lamberts, with which it is affiliated. The
shooting grounds were easily accessible by street

car and the conditions for the pleasure and con-

venience of the trap shooters could not very well

have been improved upon. The Club House it-

self is a handsome structure overlooking the broad

waters of the St. Lawrence. The competitors

were constituted honorary members of the club

for the time being and enjoyed the privileges of

membership. The service and accommodation left

nothing to be desired and contributed in no small

degree to the pleasure of the meet.

The shooting grounds were within a stone's

throw of the club house. Three Ideal Leggett
traps, facing northward were used. Xos. 1 and 2

were set very low and presented a rather low

and swift target. A brisk wind from the south

passing over a row of trees in rear of the traps

also increased the tendency of the target from
these traps to dip and it was here a great many
of the shooters met their Waterloo. The traps

worked splendidly and the targets could hardly

have been thrown more favorably. The weather
generally was favorable to the shooter, with the

exception of the second day, which wound up in a
downpour of rain. Ample tent accommodation for

the different clubs had been provided.

In the matter of prize money, the local cluba

Two-Man Team Champions. 1. W. H. Ewing.
a. J. H. Bainville. Joe Jennings, Toronto. Champion of the Me«t.
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WrMCHESTER
.401 CALIBER
Self- Loading

Rifle

THE TRIGGER
CONTROLLED

REPEATER

Sf 2038 LBS
The Winchester Model 1910 not

only shoots a heavier bullet and
hits a harder blow than any other

recoil operated rifle, but it also sur-

passes all other arms of this type in

strength and simplicity of its action

and in the rapidity with which it will

shoot a series of shots. Being reloaded

by the recoil, you simply pull the trigger

for each shot. This places the complete

control of the rifle under the trigger fin-

ger, and makes it unnecessary to take the

eye off the sights when shooting rapidly.

Don't fail to examine one of these rifles

before selecting a gun for your next hunting trip.

WINCHESTER RIFLES AND AM MUNITION ARE SOLD EVERYWHERE

IT HITS LIKE THE HAMMEROFTHOR
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liiid responded generously ar:d their contribution

of $600.00 made posssible the large sum avail-

abl-e for distribution under the Squier Money
Back System adopted at this shoot. As a means
of helping the weak shooter out of the hole no

better system has yet been devised than the

Squier Money Back System, and there is many a

jaunty shooter who passes up his little wad of

40 plunks with confidence and sang froiJ Dorn

of many a high average won "at home," who is

quite pleased to accept Brother Luther's hand out

on the evening of the last day with thankful-

ness and humility. The system depends for its

success on an equalization of the shooters by some
system of handicap, a fairly even distribution of

the money and donations from outside. Here
the shooters were handicapped, according to

known ability, the first day 16 to 18 yards and on

the second day 16 to 20 yards and the money

an-.ateurs present included the cream ef tke trap
shooting fraternity in Canada. Every one of them
was a man with a record of brilliant wins to his

credit and each entered the contest with high
hopes and bright anticipations. One trip down
the line, alas, knocked big holes in the scores of

many, the low target and tricky wind being gener-

ally blamed for the result. At the end of the

day it was found that Joe Jennings, Toronto,
led the amateurs with the fine total bf 187.

George Beattie, the Hamilton crack was in se-

cond place with 186 and Walter H. Ewing, the

Montreal champion, third with 184. Mr. Jen-

nings thus secured the fine Fox gun offered as first

prize for the day; Beattie got the silver cup do-

nated by Geo. MeGill, Toronto, for second average,

and Ewing got the silver cup presented by the

Montreal Gun Club for third average.

A Pair of Homers from Hamil-
ton. 1. Court Thomson. 2.

Billy Barnes.

1. Mark Sprague, new Secretary-
Treasurer Dominion Association.

2. Court Thomson.

Hamilton Camp. 1. Court Thomson.
2. Georgo Beattie. 3. Dr. Wilson.
4. M. E. Fletcher.

was spread ..airly evenly in the ratio of 6, 5, 4, 3,

2, 1. Kose System. Under such conditions it was
a very poor score that did not earn a fair pro-

portion of the money. As noted, .$600 had been
contributed by the Montreal Gun Clubs and this

with one cent deducted for each target shot at

and $1.00 taxed each contestant each day for the

purpose made up a total fund of $962.60, an
amount amply sufficient to pay the losses and leave

a substantial balance for high average money.

Sixty five shooters faced the traps on the open-
ing day and of these eleven were well known pro-

fessionals of Canada and the United States. None
but Canadian amateurs, members sf the Associa-
tion were entitled to compete, and it is no exag-
geration to say that, with few exceptions, the

Among the professionals, H. H. Stevens of the

Union Metallic Cartridge Co., was easily first for

the day with 184, T. H. Keller, Jr., of the Eulton
Arms Co., makers of the popular Smith gun, be-

ing second with 175. He. however, wound up the

day with two successive scores oi 20 straight, a
fine performance under the circumstances. J. S.

Fanning, the "Infallible" man, was third with

172. \V. B. Darton of Marlin Arms Co., and " Ted"
Vf'hite, Canadian Dupont representative tied for

fourth place with 171. W. D. Blood, Ithaca gun
representative, was fifth with 170, while J. R. El-

liott "champion of champions" came next with

167. J. T. Skelly, of Dupont Powder Co., and G.

M. Dunk of Dominion Cartridge Co., scored 164
each while Alex Dey and E. H. Johannot, of the

latter Co.. secured 161 and 145 respectively.
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. . USE . .

DOMINION
Improved and Proved

Ammunition
Over 125 styles and types of ab-

solutely dependable rifle and

revolver cartridges.

Shot gun shells loaded with black,

bulk or dense powders.

DOMINION CARTRIDGE COMPANY, LIMITED,

Ammtinition Mantifacttirers

MONTREAL - . . . CANADA
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The scores for the first day, 20 targets each event, handicap in brackets:

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

W. H. Ewing (18) 18 18 20 15 19 20 19 18

J. H. Kainvilie (17) 15 19 18 18 17 20 17 17

B. B. Hutcheson (18) 13 15 15 18 16 18 14 17

W. Carruthers (17) 12 14 15 12 16 15 15 13

R. Lewis (17) 17 18 18 16 19 16 19 20
D. J. Kearney (17) 18 18 18 17 16 19 16 17
E. C. Eaton (17) 18 15 13 16 14 18 15 15
W. Strachan (16) 14 16 18 12 16 16 16 16
T. C. Cooke (16) 14 15 16 14 16 18 11 12
G, B. Greene (16) 18 18 17 18 18 15 19 16
C. Sangster (17) 15 15 16 16 19 14 17 16
H. Viau (17) 13 17 17 16 17 18 18 15
A. H. Throop (17) 18 14 16 16 18 16 19 17

B. Beattie (16) 18 19 17 19 19 20 16 17
T. O. Lyall (16) 16 15 14 16 18 16 14 14
J. E. Brown (16) 16 18 19 18 16 16 18 18
W. Slaney (16) 17 16 12 16 15 18 15 14
W. C. Little (16) 15 13 11 15 7 10 14 14
W. L. Cameron (16) 17 15 14 13 13 16 18 12
R. A. Sibbitt (16) 14 10 18 17 14 15 12 12
N. G. Bray (17) 16 14 16 17 15 15 16 16
C. G. Thoraspon (17) 18 18 I9 15 18 16 17 19
R. Newton (16) 16 18 17 18 16 18 18 16
"X. X." (16) 13 11 15 10 11 16 16 16
W. A. Smith (17) 16 16 18 18 15 14 12 13
T. Westlake (16) 15 17 17 19 15 17 18 18
H. Van Vleit (17) 14 16 20 19 15 19 15 17

J. A. McLauchian (16) 15 13 17 16 13 18 15 18
G. E. Tolhurst (17) 17 17 18 13 12 16 15 13

B. R. Clarke (16) 17 11 15 17 13 14 14 12

H. A. Milton (16) 11 13 17 12 15 14 14 14
W. R. Davies (17) "18 18 17 17 17 18 17

J. H. Maher (16) 10 13 15 14 13 12 12

M. Sprague (16) 14 14 16 12 16 15

H. Robinson (16) 18 17 13 12
E. J. Marsh (16) 16 14 12 11
W. R. Fenton (17) 18 17 19 17 18 19 17 18
F. A. Parker (16) 14 17 16 18 16 17 18 17
P. Wakefield (17) 17 19 17 12 16 17 16 IS
G. L. Vivian (17) 18 15 11 15 19 16 18 14
"Wilson" (17) 13 15 17 17 17 14 16 11
A. D. Bates (17) 14 17 11 18 18 19 14 17
M. E. Fletcher (17) 13 16 19 16 16 16 14 13
D. M. Scott (16) 14 17 15 15 12 13 15 16
"Jones" (17) 15 16 17 16 17 17 13 16
J. Jennings (18) 19 17 19 18 20 18 19 19
R. Day (18) 17 16 19 17 17 12 17 18
Geo. Beattie (18) 19 19 20 17 19 20 16 18
W. F. Stotts (17) 10 14 15 15 14 15 10 13
T. N. Pastorius (17) 15 18 15 12 18 16 17 16
Jaa. Kenyon (17) 15 16 18 18 16 15 15 14
A. W. Westover (17) 18 l9 19 19 16 19 17 18
A. C. Read. (16) 14 16 17 17 16 15 14 15
A. Reford (IG) 10 12 11 11 10 11 8 7

The scores made by professionals were:—
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

H. H. Stevens (18) 18 18 18 18 17 18
J. T. Skelly (18) 16 19 15 17
T. H. Keller, jr. (18) 19 18 18 17
J. S. Fanning (18) 19 19 14 19
W. B. Darton (18) 18 17 I9 19
J. A. R. Elliott (18) 18 18 16 15
W. D. Blood (8) 18 15 18 18
E. G. White (YE) 18 19 i9 18
G. M. Dunk (18) 15 17 17 13
E. H. Johannot (18) 18 14 14 14
Alex Dey (18) 18 18 14 17 16 16 12 li

17

9 13

17 16 14 18

17 14 17 14

9. 10.

19 is-
le 18-
19 11-

17 W.
18 17-

15 18-
16 12-
15 17-
17 16-
15 12-
16 14-
17 IS-
IS 16-
17 18-
12 17-
16 20-
16 15-
17 17-
17 17-
19 15-
17 17-
17 IS-
IS 18-

14 IS-
IS IS-
IS 19-
15 19-
15 16-
12 16-
18 18-
9 9-
18 16-

14 9-
16 18-
16 is-
le 14-
14 17-
19 17-
19 20-
16 15-
17 .17-
17 16-
17 17-
14 13-
16 15-
20 18-
17 13-
19 is-
le 16-
15 13-
14 15-
19 19-
14 16-
12 6-

Ttl.

-184

-175

-156

-178

-172

-152

-156

-149

-166

-158

-163

-163

-180

-152

-175

-154

-133

-152

-146

-159

-172

-170

-135

-153

-173

-169

-156

-149

-149

-128

-173

-120

-143

-156

-145

-174

I69
-168

-1?7

-154

-161

-157

-144

158
-187

-163

-185

138
-155

-156

-183

-154

- 98

18 14

17 16

18 17

15 16

19 13

16 16

15 18

16 17
14 13

18 20
19 15

14 16
19 17

18 15

15 17

18 16

18 16

18 15
15 15

9. 10. Ttl.

19 20—184
16 15—164
20 20—175
13 17—172
16 18—171
17 19—167
16 19—170
13 17—171
18 18—164
15 13—145
17 15.. 161.
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Go After Game Right

[-
I You can't afford to lose a shot

these days. Big game is too scarce. Go
after it with the rifle that always shoots true and

hits hard. Take a Standard Automatic with you.

GAS-OPERATED

Standard RifleS
HIGH POWER

insure greater accuracy, with less preliminary practice than any other high-power

rifle. A vital point for every sportsman to consider, who enjoys hunting big

game, but who has little time to master a complicated armpiece. The minute you

take a " Standard " Automatic in your hands you are its complete master in every

respect. Its simplicity of operation—its light weight and perfect balance—its care-

fjlly rifled, rigidly connected barrel—and entire absence of recoil, makes your aim

absolutely sure. la a word the " Standard "
is

"THE BIG GAME RIFLE"
Without a Kick

makes loading and unloading instantane-

ous, without a clip or extra magazine.

The action can be changed to hand

operating if desired. The Standzird

Rifle is also made in a hand-operating

model, having the natural trombone or

pump action. This model costs less.

The handsome workmanship and
smooth, rapid action of this gas-operating

automatic is the pride and wonder of

every owner. The " 35 " shoots 5 shots

a second, the "30" or "25" gives you

6 shots a second. You just keep pull-

ing the trigger. An open-box magazine
We publish a booklet—"Big Game Shooting"—which every sportsman should have, Gives you

real live "pointers" on gunning and buying a gun. Don't think of purchasing a rifle or starting

on your trip until you get it. It's free. Send for a copy today.

S TA N DARD ARMS CO. The following Canadian Jobbers cajrry a stock of Standard

Rifles and can ship promptly: LONDON—D. H. Howden
& Co., Ltd. MONTREAL—L. H. Hebert, Lewis Bros.,

Ltd. FREDERICTON, N.B—R. Chestnut and Sons.

TORONTO—H. S. Howland, Sons and Co. WINNIPEG
—Miller, Morse Hardware Co., Wood-Vallance & Co.,

Marshall-Wells Hardware Co., Ltd., J. H. Ashdown
Hardware Co., and other Winnipeg jobbers. ST, JOHN,
N.B,—W. H. Thome and Co., Ltd. EDMONTON—Ros*

Bros., Ltd. VANCOUVER—McLennan-McFeely & Co.,

Ltd.

118 F Street WILMINGTON, DEL.
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SECOND DAY
The second clay opened with a dull sky and ev-

ery indication of rain which culminated in a heavy

thunderstorm in the evening. The handicaps
were rearranged according to the scores of the

previous day. Those who shot below 80 per cent,

went up a yard, those between 80 and 85 per

cent, kept the san.e peg; the 85 to 90 per cent.

men went back a yard, while those scoring over

90 per cent, went back two yards. There was a

conflict between the rules of the Association and
the printed programme, and the executive after

some discussion, decided the rules must prevail.

That no injustice was done to any shooter was
demonstrated by the results of the days score,

a limit man, Joe Jennings, winning the grand
aggregate for the two days.

The high average for the day was won by A.

Among the professionals, H. II. Stevens con-
tinued liis good work scoring 184 x 200 but had
to share the honors for the day with Elliott. J.

T. Skelly did much better the second day, being
in third place with 176. For the two days Stevens
was easily flrst with a grand total of 3G8, win-

ning the handsome gold locket presented for jiro-

fessional high average. It was an especially fine

performance as Mr. Stevens was the only pro-

fessional to shoot from the limit, 2,} yards, t.'ie

second day.

Amateur high average for the two days, to-

gether with possession of the Earl Grey Cup and
Gold Medal, was won by Joe Jennings with a grand
total of 366 X 400, winning by one bird troin A.
W. Westover, who scored 365 and received the

trophy presented by the Canadian Indians.

E. C. Eaton, Montreal, Uaking
Himself Useful aa Referee,

Watching the Shoot-off, 1. Viv-
ian, 2. L'. J, Kearnle;, S.

R. A. Sibbett.

From left—W, R. Davies, C. Thomson,
John Hunter, E. K. Scott.

W. Westover, from 19 yards with 182; A. \\.

Throop, Ottawa, and .Jennings tied for second
average with 179; while W. R. Davies, Montreal,
came close behind them with 178. Westover was
rewarded with the silver cup donated by Johnston
Bros., Montreal, Mr. Jennings got the cup
donated by G. A. Simard, Esq., Montreal, while
Mr. Throop also secured a silver cup.
The contest for the fine Lcfever Gun offered as

a prize in event No. 8, proved very interesting.

A. W. Westover, R. Lewis, W. Carruthers and R.

A. Siboett tied for it with straight scores. In the
shoot-off Westover maintained the good form he
had shown all through the tournament winning
out with 19 X 20, the runner-up being Lewis, with
180.

An adjourned meeting of the Dominion Assoc-

iation was held at luncheon hour to elect ofScers

for the ensuing year and select the location of

the next annual tournament. Belleville secured the

tournament for next year, and the following were
elected as the incoming executive:

President, Judge Fralick; 1st Vice-President,

i;. Gus Porter, M. P.; 2nd Vice-President, J. V.

JenKins; Secretary-Treasurer, Mark Sprague;
Committee, E. Boyle, H. Day and J. Miller, Belle-

ville; R A. Parker, Parkdale; W. T. Barnes,

Hamilton ; W. H. Ewing, Montreal ; W. Ely,

Toronto; C. G. Thompson, Sherbraoke; A. YL
Throop, Ottawa.

Tlie scores for the second dav were:
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Ithaca
% The lightest American shotgun.

^ Thirly 20 gauge shells weigh one pound
less than thirty twelve bore shells.

Q You can get into action quicker and it won't
tire you.

^ Penetration better than a big bore— its shooting
will surprise you.

^ Beautiful catalog in colors FREE.

'\^ Eighteen grades. 20, 16, 12 and 10 gauge

—

$17.75 net to $400 list.

The "Old Reliable" Parker Gun wins for the EIGHTH time

The Grand American Handicap
SCORE OF 100 STRAIGHT FROM 19 YARDS. At Chicago, 111., June 23, 1910.

Mr. Riley Thompson, of Gainsville, Mo., made this record, which has never before
been equalled in this classic event.

The PARKER GUN in the hands of Mr. Guy V. Deering, also won the Amateur
Championship at Chicago, June 24,—scoring 189 X 200, shooting at 16'^ singles and 20
doubles.

The Prize Winners and Champions rhoot The PARKER GUN !

\VTiy Don't YOU ?

N.Y.S>te«roo«.. 32 Warren St PARKER BROS., Meridcil, Conil.
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1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. Ttl.

A W Westover (19) 17 19 19 17 18 18 18 20 19 17—182
A W Throop (17) 18 18 18 19 16 18 18 17 20 17—179

J Jennings (20) 17 16 20 19 19 14 20 17 18 19—179

W K Davies (18) 17 18 18 19 19 18 16 16 19 18—178

B Beattie (18) 17 18 18 17 16 19 16 18 19 18—176
Geo. Beattie (20) 16 15 19 18 18 19 18 17 19 15—174

K Lewis (18) 17 19 15 14 19 17 16 20 18 18-173
fl Van Vliet (17) 19 18 16 15 17 18 18 16 17 17—171

J H. Eainville (18) 15 16 17 17 19 18 16 19 18 15—170
.) E Brown (17) 20 17 16 15 16 15 16 19 18 18—170
R Newton (17) 18 16 17 14 15 19 18 18 19 16—170
\V K Fenton (18) 18 13 17 17 Iff 16 19 19 19 16—170
P Wakefield (17) 15 17 17 18 17 18 15 18 IS 17—170
T C Cooke (16) 18 14 18 13 18 14 18 17 20 19—169
W.L.Cameron (16) 18 13 17 18 15 19 16 16 18 18—168

W H. Ewing (20) 17 17 16 17 18 18 17 16 16 16—168
N G Bray (16) 17 19 16 17 16 16 17 16 18 16-168
T Westlake (17) 16 15 19 16 16 18 16 16 18 18—168
C. G. Thompson (18) 17 15 16 17 19 14 17 18 19 16-168
F. A. Parker (16) . .

." 15 15 19 17 17 18 16 15 19 16—167
D. J. Kearney (18) 14 20 17 15 18 17 17 16 17 15—166
R. A. Sibbett (16) 16 15 15 17 14 19 18 20 17 14—165
R. Day (18) 19 14 15 19 18 18 15 16 14 17—165
W. Carruthers (16) 15 16 14 17 13 16 18 20 19 16-164
R. B. Hutchison (17) 15 16 17 15 17 16 18 18 16 16—164
J. A. McLanchlan (16) 15 18 16 18 17 17 14 17 16 15—163
G. L. Vivian (16) 13 15 18 19 15 16 16 15 19 17—163
B. M. Scott (16) 17 17 17 16 14 19 16 17 17 12—162
W. Straehun (16) 19 11 13 14 17 18 16 17 19 18—162
'

' Wilson (16) 16 16 i7 14 16 18 20 17 14 13—161
T. N. Pastorius (16) ' 18 16 15 15 17 17 16 17 17 13—161
A. D. Bates (17) 15 16 18 14 17 15 17 19 12 15—158
H. Viau (17) 18 16 14 12 18 17 16 15 20 12—158
"Jones" (16) 14 13 16 18 14 16 15 16 16 19—157
W. C. Little (16) 15 18 15 15 15 17 17 14 15 15—156
S. Sangster (16) 16 15 16 17 11 16 16 17 17 15—156
M. E. Fletcher (16) 14 15 14 15 15 19 15 17 17 15—156
G. E. Tolhurst (16) 15 20 15 16 15 17 14 16 17 10—155
T. O. Lyall (16) 19 17 16 15 14 17 14 14 15 14—155
T. M. Craig (17) 17 19 18 17 18 17 18 17 13 . . .—154
H.Robinson (16) 14 16 17 13 16 13 15 16 16 17—153
E. J. Marsh (16) 15 14 i7 19 17 14 13 15 17 12-153
Jas. Kenyon (16) 17 17 15 16 10 16 13 14 15 20—153
W. A. Smith (16) 11 17 18 14 9 18 15 16 18 15-151
B. R. Clarke (16) 14 13 14 15 15 18 16 13 16 15— ]4f>

W. F. Stotts (16) 13 13 12 17 15 17 16 14 17 14-148
G. B. Greene (16) 20 18 15 18 9 14 11 13 17 12—147
W. Slanev (16) 12 17 12 15 15 16 14 14 16 16—147
J. H. Maher (16) 14 17 J4 14 15 14 14 16 13 16—147
"X. X." (16) 13 13 19 15 14 15 13 15 16 13—146
M. Sprague (16) 12 17 6 14 15 16 17 16 13 11—137
"H. A. Milton" (16) 13 11 15 12 17 17 14 13 17 8—137
A. Reford (16) 12 15 11 10 10 16 9 10 8 6-10?

The professionals' scores were:—
H. H. Stevens (20) 19 18 20 19 17 18 19 18 IS 18-184
J. A. R. Elliott (18) 19 19 19 16 19 19 19 19 18 17-184
J. T. Skellv (18) 18 16 16 19 19 17 19 19 16 17—176
T. H. Keller, Jr. (10) 16 17 16 19 15 18 17 17 20 17—172
J. S. Fanning (19) 18 15 14 16 18 15 18 19 19 19-171
W. B. Darton (19) 19 16 1 / 19 17 16 19 18 14 15—170^
G. M. Dunk (18) 14 13 17 14 16 16 18 15 19 19—161
E.G.White (19) 17 16 14 18 15 16 13 14 19 16—15
Alex. Dey (18) 18 10 13 13 16 18 15 17 15 14—149
E. J. Johannot (17) 11 15 12 17 12 15 13 14 18 16—143
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Repeating Guns

SPORTSMEN!
Write to-day for the 1910 Game Laws.

A booklet of invaluable information to every sportsmaii.
Complete Game Laws revised July Ift, 1910, of every State ih
the Union and Canada. Also list of guides who know every haun^
of birds, game and fish in New York and Maine hunting regioni.

Send us your name and address, telling us the kind of gun and ammu-
nition you use, and we will send you a copy of our 1910 Game Laws free.

There is a Remington Idea gun made—Solid steel breech,
hammerless—for your particlar requirements.—

•

Jlemhigton Autoloading Rifle, for hig game.
Remington Pump Gun '

) for ducks, quail and all kinds
RemingtoH Autoloading Shtt Gun ') of upland shooting.
Remington .ii2 Repeater, for small game and target shooting.

Remington guns have proven the best in the test. They have
won 8 out of the last i3 Interstate Handicaps, over 50% of the win-
nings in the biggest shooting events of 1908, 1909 and 1910 to
date—conclusively demonstrating Remington Idea merit.

U M C Steel Lined Shells—you know how they are made and
why they should be the best shells, but did you know that they have
proven their title and are the undisputed champions? U M C Steel
I ,ined Shells have won each and every one of the last 8 Interstate
Handicaps, the large^ shooting events of the world. They are the
choice of the best shooters and merit the confidence that they receive.

^Id by all first-class dealers. Do not accept a substitute. Communicate u-ith iis if
yovr dealer does not carry UMCor Remington.

UMC and Remington—the perfect shooting combination.

SAME OWNERSHIP SAME STANDARD OF OUALITY SAME MANAGEMENT
Union Metallic Cartridge Co., Depf.lOU Bridgeport, Conn
The Remington Arms Co., Dept. lOUUion, N. Y.
Agency, 299 Broadway, DepfOU New Yoric Citv

H'riteJor booklet "How to Organize Gun Clubs.

UMC
Melallic
Cartridges
and SteelLined

Shot Shells
JL
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THIRD DAY.

Tho last (lay was devoted altogether to the

championship events, the Grand i^anadian Handi-

cap and Brewers' and Maltsters' Cup. All the

events, except the handicap, were shot from the

16 yard mark. W. P. Thompson, M. E. Fletcher,

W. T. Rarres and John Hunter came down from
Hamilton especially to do battle for the home
club in the team events. The honors of the tlay

were with Montreal. ]\Tontreal, won the 8-man
team ana the handson^e trophy presented by tlio

Dominion Cartridge Comy)any, with a total of 134

out of a possible 160, winning out by two birds

from Hamilton, which scored 132. Montreal also

won the Mail Trophy, emblematic of the 5-man team
championship, with 226 out of a possible 250, Ham-
ilton team Xo. 1 being again second with 222.

ton, Sherbrocke, again tied with 20 straight. In
the third round Beattie scored 20 and Newton
dropped to 16. Beattie 's run of 60 straight in

this eve-it certainly entitled him to wear the gold
medal that goes with possession of this trophy.

The Individual Championship was won by Wal-
ter Ewing, Montreal, with the splendid score oi

50 straight. Never, except in the first contest

for the cup at Toronto, when it was won by
Bain, Winnipeg, with 48, has it been won witu
less than a 49 score. This being Mr. Ewing 's

second win he is entitled to permanent possess! -n

of the cup. W. P. Thomson, Hamilton, with 49,

and R. B. Hutcheson, with 4S, were close on

the heels of Mr. Ewing . The cup, however, falls

into the hands of a shooter whose record at the

traps worthily entitles him to hold it.

The Grand Canadian Handicap, from a mone-

A. W. Westover, Sutton Jc;.,

Que., winning tho Lefevel
Gun.

R. Lewis, Montreal, Runner-ui) l'o»'

Lefever Gun, who did brilliant work
during the whole tournament.

E, Beatlie. Ottawa, Winner of

Vivian Cup and Miss and Out
Event.

The 2-man team championship developed a liot

contest for possession of the handsome gold med-
als that went with first 'money. No less than
live teams tied for first place, with 38 out of a

possible 40. In the first shoot-off the Montreal
team, composed of lowing and Rainville, and the
Hamilton team, composed of Beattie and Barnes,
again tied with straight scores. In the second
shoot-off each team had missed but one bird up to

the last round, when Barnes slipped up on his lasf

target and Rainvnie going out with a clean secur-
ed a hard won victory for Montreal.
The contest for possession of the Brewers' and

Maltsters' Cup again resulted in some splendid
scores, no less than six going out with straight
scores and five others dropped but one each. In
the first shoat-off, Beattie, Hamilton, and New-

tary standpoint the most important event of the

tournament was won by Mr. R. B. Hutcheson, Mon-
real, and his win was an extremely popular one.

Mr. Hutcheson had not done himself justice during

the first two day."-, but he struck his proper gait

the last day. The prize is a gold medal and pos-

session of the Association cup for one year.

During the three days of the tournament, the

Montreal Gun Club ran a merchandise event, $1.00

being- charged for the first entry and unlimited re-

entries at 50 cent« each. The conditions were
the hardest the writer has ever been up aga'nst

at the traps. The distance, to start with, was
24 yards; the birds were thrown from expert

traps keyed up to the last notch at most extreme

unknown angles. A.s a consequence very few gor.

berond one or two breaks, and re-entries were nu-
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ARE YOU A TRAPSHOOTER?

I
F Not, Get Inter-

Sportested in a

(hat Captures the

Heart and Demands

of Its Devotees Quick-

ness of Eye and Hand,

with Nerves of Steel.

One of these Gold Tropliies will be
Riven to the Amateur Shooter making
100 Straight in a Registered Shoot

Write for Information

E. I. DU PONT DE NEIVfOURS POWDER CO. Wilmington, Del.

Greener's '' British; Empire " Gun
Is the latest product of the Greener factory, the laigcEt and most complete Sporting
gun factory in the World. It possesses all the Mell kncwn features that have made
Greener guns world famous for Hard Shooting and lasting wear.

Specification.—Greener Hammerless Gun •

12 gauge ; weight 7i to 8 lbs. ; Barrel" bored
upon the celebrated Greener " Field Cup "

winning system ; Greener's treble wedge fast
action, the strongest and simplest Breech fastening extant ; half .^ , /1% y ^
pistol Grip stock. This gun carries the Greener guarantee, which Pf*|/»a nO »
is backed by 80 years success and highest honors at 27 International 1 1 li/V ^^*^
Exhibitions ------

Catalog T 5 mailed free.

W. W. GREENER
GUN AND RIFLE MAKER,
63 & 65 Beaver Hall Hill MONTREAL

)
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nierous. in fact the total entries were no less

than 59s, and those with two straight had a
chance for a prize. Walter Ewing early the first

day made a run of 8, and this was looked upon
as a sure winner. On the evening of the sef^ond

day, however, B. Beattie, a new shooter from
Ottawa, whose good shooting during the tourna-
ment was one of the features of the n\ :)":., cried

his luck and succeeded in fracturing ten succes-

sive clay disks. This stood as an unbeaten score
and Mr. Beattie was the fortunate winner of
the capital prize of $50 in gold.

As noted, the total amount available for pay-
ment under the Squier Money Back System, was
$962.60. Thirty-two of the fifty-two who shot

thiough the entire programme failed to win their

money back. Each was paid the difference b3-

tween his winnings and $34.00, and it required
$450.45 to make up the several deficiencies. The

G. L. Vivian 320 5.10

A. D. Bates 319 5.10

J. A. McLauchlan 319 5.10

W. Strachan 318 5.10

T. C. Cooke 318 5.10

T. N. Pastorius 316 5.10

"Jones" 315 2.55

"Wilson" 315 2.55

The scores for the third day were:

EiaHT MAN TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP
For Dominion Cartridge v^ompany Trophy, 20

targets por man:—
Montreal.

W. H. Ewing 19
E. Lewis 17
W. E. Davies 15

A Bad Pair to Draw To. 1. Ted White, Dupont Pow-
det Co. 2. G. M. Bunk, Dominion Cartridge Co.

A Hot Squad, W. H. Ewing and Joe Jenningrs in "the
foreground.

balance of $512.00 was leit to be divided among
30 high guns, as follows:

Total
Score. Winnings.

Jennings 366 $56,35

Westover 365 51,20

Geo, Beattie 359 46,10

B, Beattie 356 40,95

Ewing 352 40,95

R. Lewis 351 33.30

W. E. Davies 351 33.30

Eainville 345 25.60

J. E. Brown 345 25.60

W. E. Fenton 344 20.50

A. W. Throop 342 15,35

T, Westlake 341 15,35

C. G. Thompson 340 10.25

E. Newton 340 10.25

H. Van Vleit 340 10.25

D. J. Kearnev 338 5,10

. . Wakefield " 338 5,10

F. A, Parker 336 5.10

E, Day 328 5,10

W, G, Bray 327 5.10

H. Viau 321 5.10

E. B. Huteheson 320 5 10

W.L.Cameron 320 5.10

J. H. Eainville 17
T, Westlake 18
D. Kearney 17

E, B, Hutchison 17

T, C, Cooke 14

Total 134

Hamilton.
G. Beattie 18

B, Barnes 18

A, Bates • 15

M, E, Fletcher 19

J, Hunter 18

'Jones" ; 12

W, Thompson 19

"Wilson" 13

Total 132

Ottawa,

B, Beattie 15

J, E, Brown 20

Greene 15

A, W. Throop 17

11. Viau 15

Sibbitt 16
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TRAP SHOOTERS
l_OOK HERE!

THE FAMOUS

Canadian Black Bird

PERFECT TRAPPER.
PERFECT BREAKER.

PERFECT FLYER.
GOOD PICK UP.

Picked by an expert. Positively best bird made.
Write for prices. Sample sent at your expense.

Manufactured by

NELSON LONG.
66 Burlington St. West - - Hamilton, Ont.

ALSO BOWRON 5 ANGLE TRAPS.

Lyman Elevating Leaf Sight
( Patented \

No. 46. Price $2.50.
This construction allows the use of the

Lyman Leaf Sight complete (either Leaf
or Bar), and at such elevation as suits
best.
The small Stop Screw adjusts for Point

Blank.
Further elevation is obtainf d by raising

the Slide, pushing forward the Knurled
Headed Screw, and, by tightening, it is

held in position desired. <; f'
The entire Sight folds down flat on the

Rifle.

(This Sight is not at present adapted to
.22 Caliber Rifles).

Send for 1910 Catalogue.

The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation

Middlefie'd, Connecticut, U.S.A.

YOU know ruffed grouse—monarchs cf

the uplands. You know, also, that

a crippled ruffed {jrouse has a trick or two

for evading the game bag. The only ruffed

grouse you can show for a day in the brush

—

unless your dog is a good one and your

luck is unusual—are the birds you got by

good clean kills.

There is nothing so conducive to cuss

words as searching for crippled birds. Men
who shoot Lefever guns don't know what it

is to waste time fruitlessly chasing cripples

—they pick up their birds dead and hurry

after fresh game.

Any man who has swung a Lefever true

on a rocketting pair of upland kings does not

wonder at the result—he banks on it

—

Two Clean Kills
The reason Lefever guns kill clean and

sure and far is Lefever Taper Boring.

But Taper Boring is only one of 19 ex-

clusive advantages

LEFEVER
SHOT GUNS

have over other makes, which are fully explain-

ed in our new catalogue. Study them while

you are getting Lefever wise. You need a

copy. Write to-day for it. Lefever Arms
Company, (20 Maltbie St., Syracuse, N, Y,

Durston Special

20 Gau^c. Price, «2?.00
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Jones "1 I

J (5

128

16

Total

TWO MAN TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP.

(For D. C. T. S. A. gold medals; 20 targets

]>er man)—
Ottawa.

.]. E. Brown 19

B. Beattie 19

Total 38

Mantreal.

W. H. Ewing 19

J. H. Rainvilie 19

Total 38

Hamilton.

Total 35

Ottawa.
A. W. Throop 16
il. Viau 19

Total 35
Sherbrooke

T. M. Craig 16
A. Westover 17

Total .

T. O. Lyall

Strachan . .

Montreal.
33

16
17

Total 33
Montreal.

B. Barnes 19 D. J. Kearney 16

G. Beattie 19 . H. Davies 17

Total 38 Total 33

""'v^^^

1. W. L. Cameron, Ottawa.
2. Dr. "Wilson" (Overholt), Hamilton.

Dr. Greene, Ottawa, taking it easy.

Hamilton.
M. E. Fletelicr IS

J. Hunter 20

Total -^S

Hamilton.
' • Wilson " 19

D. M. Scott xj

Westmount.
B. Clarke 15

R. Oiithet 18

Total 33
Westmount.

Tolhurst 17

W. B. Boucher 16

Total 38 Total 33

Toronto. Toronto.
W. Fenton 18 J. Jennings 18

P. Wakefield . . 19 G. L. Vivian 15

Total 37
Sherbrooke

C. G. Thompson 17

N. G. Bray 19

Total 36
Hamilton.

W. P. Thompson • 19

Total 33

Ottawa.
Sangster 18

Siboitt 15

Total 33

^Montreal.

R. Lewis 17
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inarlin
REPEATING RIFLES

Big

Game
Model

1892

The Special Smokeless Steel barrel, rifled deep

on the Ballard system, creates perfect combus-

tion, develops highest velocity and hurls the

bullet with utmost accuracy and mightiest

killing impact.

The mechanism is direct-acting, strong, simple and perfectly ad-

justed. It never clogs. The protecting wall of solid steel between
your head and cartridge keeps rain, sleet, snow and all foreign

matter from getting into the action. The side ejection throws shells

away from line of sight and allows instant repeat shots, always.

Built in perfect proportion throughout, in many high power calibers,

it is a quick handling, powerful, accurate gun for all big game.

Every hunter should know all the TflarZ/M characteristics.

Send for our free catalog. Enclose 3 stamps for postage.

Tjiff 7/lar/injFirearJius Co.
67 Willow Street, . , - NEW HAVEN, CONN.

6i^hts That Never Fail

The FLEXIBLE rear sight does not look up. but is held by a double
.icting spring. Sight yields when struck and automatically flies back to
correct place. Cannot be injured by blows or shocks and is always
ready for accurate shooting.

Marble's Flexible Rear Sight.
Can be locked down at will and instantly raised when wanted. Jamb
nut at bottom securely holds elevation sleeve and keeps disc stem always
rigid and in alignment. With Marble's Flexible Rear Sight you have a
sight that will never fail you.

Spring positively guaranteed not to weaken no matter how long
folded. Sold by all dealers. Write for catalog of sixty guaranteed
specialties containing "Hints to Hunters" and 20 pages of other valu-

nhle and interesting matter.

MARBLE SAFETY AXE CO , 581 Delta Ave.. Gladstone, Mich

Cannot pot out

ot

Mi^nnif nt

.^

INCREASES DECREASES ^hecctofSize of Game ^^
Bags and •-'' '— ^~-^ ' ^ '— ' ^ '—' '— '—' Ammunition

These concentrators turn misses into hits and that's the reason the dealers have a good demand for them.
The PA TENT PNEUMATIC CONCENTRATOR, for hand-loaded

f! \-y--l~l- - --- ---- ^^ shells, is constructed of paper with crimped metal base and holds

Discount to dealer

E- P FOI LETT & CO . 2827 G Cottage Grov^
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W. Carruthers 15

Total 32

Montreal.
Kenyon 10

Hamilton I.

G. Seattle 24 24—4a
B. Barnes 21 24—45;
W. Thompson , 23 24—47

J. Hunter 19 23—43
T. Westlake 18 m. E. Fletcher 21 19—40

Total 28

First Shoot-off; Two-Man Teams—
Eainville 20

Ewing 20

Total 40

Barnes -0

G. Beattie 20

Tot^l 40

B. Beattie 20

Brown 19

Total

"Wilson"

Total 223

Sherbrooke. -

A. Westover 23 25—48
T. M. Craig 20 20—40
V . G. Thompson 20 23—43
S. R. Newton 22 22—44
N. G. Bray 23 23—46

Total 231

Ottawa

B. Beattie 31 21—43— J. E. Brown 19 23—42
39 Cameron 34 31—45
20 A. W. Throop 21 23—4i

1. A, \V. Wustover, Sutton, Jet., Que.

2, C. G. Thompson, Sherbrooke, Que.

1. J. A, McLauchlan. Halifax.

2. H. B, Brainerd, President Dominion Cartridge Co.

3. J. T. Skelly of Dupont Smokeless Eowder Co.

Scott II) H. Viau 23 22—45!

I
Total 3'.^

I I
Second Shoot-off; Two-Man Teams

—

'Bainville 'i'J

JEwing 19

1 . ^total '6:i

Barnes . .

.

«i( . Beattie

f

' »»--^Dtal

19

38

FIVE-MAN TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP.
(For Mail trophy and gold medals, 50 targets
pdr man.)

'" Montreal I.

W. Ewing 23
J. H. Eainville 23
R. Lewis 22
W^' 3. Hutchison 25
T.^JiWes^lake 19

.0 i.tj; .fo..'.

22—45
24—47
23—4o
2-2—47
2:?— 12

Total . , 218

Toronto.

J. Jennings 35 23—48,

W. Fenton 23 30—43
P. Wakefield 21 25—4S
G. Vivian 20 30—40|

F. A. Parker .,...,. 30 21—41

Total ., 217'

Hamilton II
"Wilson" 20 21—41
D. M. Scott 31 31—43
A. Bates 30 35—4.Tt

R. Day 22 31—43
"Jones" ....................... 33 19—43

Total . 21.'*

Montreal li.

D. Kearney 20 19—39i

W. R. Davies 19 21—40
T. C. Cook* .......... 30 23—4ai

W. Carruthers. 19 33—4>
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Simplex: Guns

A New Proposition
if you are buying a gun and want

the most real gun for the least real

money.

If your dealer cannot show you a Tobin gun, send to us ; we will ship

one to you—free of any charge or without any deposit. If when you

examine it you do not find it the most gun you ever saw for the price,

send it back. We take all the chances of pleasing you, and pay all

expenses. We must please you, for

Every Tobin Gun is Built to Sell Another.

Send for Catalog A to make selection.

Tobin Arms Mfg. Co., Ltd.

Woodstock, Ont.

MALCOLM
RIFLE
TELESCOPE Let us put a Telescope Sijht on Your HifU

We have the only practical Telescope and attachments for hunting
rifles that does not interfere with regular sights. Send for Catalogue to

R. F. EMHONS, 5 Shernfood St., AVBVRN, N.Y.

The Sure Death Trap
This trap catches animals by the neck instead

of the feet, killing them instantly without injury
to the pelt. A humane feature that is certainly
commendable, besides it saves every fur to the
trapper. It is made in lb ree sizes and has the best
trigger action ever put on a trap. This trap has
made a great record for itself the past season. One
Trapper caught i8 Mink and lo Muskrats with three
traps. 5C brings you our illustrated Trappers'
Guide. It explains everything.

DAVENPORT TRAP CO , BOX C, DAVENPORT, IOWA
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Strachan 22 18—40

Total 20:5

AMATEUR CHAMPIONSHIP.
(Montreal Rolling Mills Trophy. HO tarijets.)

W. Ewinjj, Montreal 50
W. P. Thompson, Hamilton 49
R. B. HutcliL'son, Montreal 48
B. Barnes, Hamilton 47
A. W. Westover, Sherbrooke 47
,1. Jennings, Toronto 45
Newton, Sherbrooke 44
D. M Scott, Hamilton 44
S. Sangster, Ottawa 44
C. G. Thompson, Sherbrooke 4.'!

R. Lewis, Montreal 43
Sibbitt, Ottawa 4^5
'

' Jones " 4.S

J. Hunter, Hamilton 42
J. E. Brown, Ottawa 42
T. Westlako, Montreal 42

h. B. Ilutcheson, Montreal 20
(;. lieattie, Hamilton 20

J. Hunter, Hamilton 20

C. G. Thompson, Sherbrooke 19

R. Lewis, Montreal 19

A. W. Throop, Ottaw-. 19

Tolhurst, vVestmount, 19

Cameron, Ottawa 19

W. H. Ewing, Montreal 18

W. R. Davics. Montreal 18

S Sangster, Ottawa 18

P. Wakofielcl, Toronto 18

Little, Ottawa 18

"Wilson" 18

"Jones' 18

B. Beattie, Ottawa 17

H. Viau, Ottawa 17

G. L. Vivian, Toronto 17

B. Clarke, Westmount 17

F. A. Parker, Toronto 17

Greene Ottawa 17

T. C. Cooke, Montreal 17

(Left) "XX" Telling his Snake Story. (Right) Mrs. Walter H. Ewing. a Very Popular Attendant at' the

Tournament, and T. Claude Cooke, Secretary of the Associanon, to Whose Good Work the Success of

the Tournament was Largely Due.

A. W. Throop, Ottawa 42

W. Fenton, Toronto 41

Slaney, Ottawa 41

"Wilson 4(t

Little. Ottawa 40

B. Clarke, Westmount 40

G. L. Vivian. Toronto 40

.1. H. ]{:nnvi]le, Montreal 39

G. Beattie, Hamilton -'9

F. A. Parker, Toronto 38

Fj. M(.'Lauchlan, Montreal 38

T. I\L Craig, Sherbrooke 35

W. B. Bouener, Montreal 34

Marsh. Toronto 34

"X-X" 33

\V. Carruthers,Montreal 32

BREWERS' AND MALTSTERS' TROPHY.
20 targets at 16 yards.

J. H. Rainville, Montreal 20

M. E. r'letcher, Hamilton 20

W. P. Thompson, Hamilton 20

J. E. Brown, Ottawa 16
Marsh, i oronto 16
W.. Fenton. Toronto 16
Sibbitt, Ottawa 16

Slaney, Ottawa 15

R. Outhet, Westmount 15

B. Boucher. Montreal i5

W. Carruthers, Montreal 15

T. M. Craig. Sherbrooke 14

Westlake, Montreal 13
'

' X-X " 12

Brewers and Maltsters—Shooting off of Ties

1st Round:—
Newton. Sherbrooke 20
G. Beattie. Hamilton 20

2nd. Round:—
G. Beattie, Hamilton 20

Newton, Sherbrooke _. 16
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SMITH GUNS
ONE-TRIGGER

HT is no great achievement to get bolh

birds with a Hammerless Smith Gun
equipped with the Hunter One-Trigger attach-

ment. Because it is so easy. Still the satisfaction

is none the less, for it does require a good eye and

a steady hand.

THE GREAT ADVANTAGE of the Hunter One-Trigger
is that you do not disturb your aim by changing from one
trigger to the other. You simply pull the same trigger

each time. There's no relaxing of the muscles—no re-

gripping —no re-adjusting yourself to the different length of

stock represented by the distance between the two triggers

—no disturbance of ycur aim. There's no creeping or drag-

ging, either—and no firing of both barrels at the same time.

Write your dealer at once—or us direct—for hand-

somely lithographed Catalogue—it's free.

rid today is the ne
Hammerless Smith Gun with the
Trigger attachment. Weighs only 5^ to 7 pounds.

^J7
THE HUNTER ARMS CO, 13JHubbard St.. Fulton, N. Y.

$2300
Hard Wood, Mission Finish

GUN CABINET
S1S.50

Height, 70 inches Depth, 12 inches. Width, 28 inches.

// interested, write for special Gun Cabinet Catalog.

Serid us your addressfor our illustrated Gun Catalog.

THE H. H. KIFFE COMPANY, l^^i^'^'^tRl

Be Prepared For

Big Game Season

H. TAUSCHER

HAENEL rvlANNLICHER ShORTING RiKLES.
Gekui?:e IMauser Sporting Rieles.
Luger'Automatic Pistols.
CC\ ASK YOUR Dealer or Write MfW/
^^^-'t 320 BROADWAY i>ILW YORK
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GKAJ*D CAN4U1AX HANDICAP

Forj^Wociation^Bilve'r cup and golil nieilal; 50

targcm^A^hft braeketecl figures indicate the haml-

icup:K^-' 5-i..,..;-

R. B.W^fcheson' (18) Montreal
_.

47

Geo. BeatUe tl^) llaiiulton '. 4G

J. Jennings (20) Toroiita 46
W. H. Ewing (19) Montreal 45

M. E. iletcner (17) Hamilton ; 45

li. Viau (la) Ottawa 45

A. Westover (20), Slierbrooke 45

t.. T. Vivian (18), Toronto 45

W. P. Thompson (18), Hamilton 44

W. Carruthers, (18), Montreal 44

.. Wakefield, (18), Toronto 44

N. G. Bray (18), Sherbrooko 44

Xewton (10), Sherbrooke 43

B. Barnes (.19), Plamilton 43

J. E. -Brown, (19), Ottawa 42

R. Lewis (19) Montreal 42

W. Fenton (19), Toronto 42

B. Barnes, Hamilton 7

T. \V estlake, Montreal '>

Shoot-off for cups given for 2nd. and 3r"

average, second day:—
J. Jennings, Toronto 25

A. W. Throop, Ottawa 20

Shoot-o.^ for Lefever gun

:

A. W. Westover, Sherbrooke 19
i.. Lewis, Montreal j ,

R. A. Sibbitt, Ottawa 15
V\ . Carruthers, Montreal 14

Longest run of breaks in first two ilays' regular

events:

J. E. Brown, Ottawa : . . . 49

G. L. \ ivian 's special silver cup for shooter
making highest aggregate in first two day's shoot
ing, who has never competed in a D. C. T. N. A.
meet before:

B. Beattie, Ottawa 350

1 HI
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r T^I-IE

ILLIAMS
ALL-WAYS
AjyJU&TAJEOJ^

SHAVING DEVICE
Insures Emancipation from Shaving Slavery.

The New York Barber Co., comprising many of the best and

finest equipped shops in New York Cify is the first to adopt

the WILLIAMS' and recognize it as the one perfect safety

razor in the world to-day.

If it is good enough for the barber, it is

the best for you to use.

THE WII,I,IAMS' FRAME AND BI.ADE HOI,I)ER is not of

the rigid hoe type. It can be instantly adjusted to any correct

position required in shaving without twisting or squirming on

your part. Its adjustability permits your obtaining the

diagonal stroke at all times without which a shave is not i

shave. When shaving correctly with the diagonal stroke the

beard is really sawed off. When shaving incorrectly with a

rigid frame and hoe stroke, the beard is scraped off, making
thousands of tiny abrasions in the face, and leaving it tender "nd

sore. The diagonal stroke of the WII,1,IAMS' makes it a

perfect safety razor, as it positively does away with hoeing

and scraping.

THE WII^LIAMS' BLADE is a heavy double concave hollow

ground blade, and not only positively does away with the

continual blade expense which the wafer blade oalls for, but it

is the only kind that insures easy shaving.

THB WILLIAMS' SHAVING CLUB guarantees the purchaser

to keep the WILLI VMS' RAZO R and blade in perfect condition

for one year absolutely free of charge.

Packed in Genuine i-Blade Set I

Morocco Leather Case • $2.50 I

THE WILLIAMS' SAFETY RAZOR carries the WILLIAMS'
Barber Co., the guarantee of 16,000 Retail

<>>

2-Blade Set I 4-Blade Set I 7-Blade Sei

$4.00 I $7.00 I
$10.00

guarantee, the guarantee of the New York

Druggists in the United States under the name of the Amer-

ican Druggists Syndicate and the guarantee of 6,000 Druggists throughout the Dominion of Canada under

the name of the National Drug & Chemical Co. of Canada. It will carry your endorsement if you try it.

WE WILL PAY YOTT FOR YOTJR DEALER'S NAME
On receipt of $4.00 and the name of your druggist, hardware or Department Store we will send you

a Williams' Two Blade-set Razor (Price $4.00) and one year's subscription to one of the following mag-

azines:

Canada Monthly Sub. Price $1.50

Rod and Gun In Canada Sub. Price $1.00

Pearson's Magazine Sub. Price $2.00

McClure's Magazine Sub. Price $2.00
Munsey's Magazine Sub. Price $1,50

The Williams' Razor is sent on ten days' trial. If not entirely satisfactory within that time we
will refund the full purchase price to you on request.

WILLIAKS COMPANY, 68 Hudson Street, Hoboken, New Jersey, U.S.A.

Sole Trade Distributors for Canada

—

The Nitionai Drug and Chemical Co. Montreal, Canada, And all Branches
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Ewing's splerulid score of 50 straight iu the

Individual Championship event irade early in the

contest took away a large part of the excitement

as one miss by a later shooter n)eant sure defeat.
* * *

F. A. Parker, O. L. Vivian W. 11. Ewing, Geo.

Beattie, A. W. Westover and M. E. Fletcher were
the Olympic heroes present.

» » •

H. W. Brainerd, President of the Dominion
Cartridge Co., was a popular visitor during the

three days. The fact that the majority of the

shooters used Dominion Ammunition must have
been a very satisfactory feature of the proceedings

to him.
* » «

Winchester and U. M. C. amm.unition were
favored by many of the top notchers. Ewing and
Hutcheson used Winchester shells in winning the

Individual Chan»pionship and Grand Canad'ii^n

iiandicap respectively. In fact, Ewing used the

hlliott load during; the whole tournament.
» » »

George Beattie, as usual, relied on his favorite

U. M. C. load. Walter Thompson runrer-up for

the m.orning of the shoot. Mis first trip down the

line with 5.5 out of 60 gave no indication of phys-

ical weakress, however.
» » *

W. R. Davies. of the Canadian Bank of Com-
merce staff, Montreal was one of the youngest
shooters present. He did brilliant work during the

whole tournament and was high up with the leaders

in the general average.
* » «

St. Lawrence Hall was headquarters for shoot-

ers. * * «

Sherbrooke Gun Club, we dre sorry to learn, is

in a comatose condition. Sherbrooke contains

some of the most brilliant trap shooters in the

Dominion and its standing in the Dominion con-

tests has always been very high. " Automobilitis "

seems to be the trouble.
» * ir

T. M. Craig, did not reach the firing line until

the second day, but started off then at a 90 per

cent. clip.
* *

Court Thomson. Canadian representative of

the U. M. C. Co., and John H. Cameron of the

1. Ted Marsh. 2. Court Thomson. 3. George R. Vivian. A Shady ReEting-Place—Mr. Stanley in the Foreground.

the Individual ChampionsJiip, also, used U. M. C.

shells.
» » »

Joe Jennings used Winchester shells.
« « «

Lord Vivian and the Earl of Marsh dropped
a few nickels in the slot at the Merchandise
traps. "Teddy" wound up with an unbroken run
of five which Vivian pronounced a "most remark-
able score, my lord."

» » »

H. A. Horning, Hamilton, shot under the dis-

guise of "Jones". Poor old Jones.
» «

"X-X" failed to put "his mark'' on a good
many targets. His snake story, however, won
.high average.

« » «

Vivian left town on Wednesday night and the
tstreet cars again commenced to run on schedule
•^ime.

* * *

•C. T. Thompson had a fainting spell in his hotel

Winchester R. A. Co., were two trade represent-

atives who did not shoot but they wore both win-
ners nevertheless.

* * *

RoUie Day has added a pair of special spect-

!i(;:es to his shooting harness.
* • *

B. Beattie, Ottawa, is a new shooter who made
every one sit up and take notice.

» « *

Everyone was delighted to see the veteran fig-

ure of Mr. Slaney, Ottawa, on the firing line.

Walter Thompson brought some winning scores

and good stories down from Hamilton.

Three wins takes the Brewers and Maltsters' cup
for keeps. M. E. Fletcher. Hamilton, who has
won it twice almost had his hand on it for the

third and last time.
* *

"Billy ' Cameron was another popular Otta-

wan present.
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One of the features of the first day was the

joy riile to the grounds in the autos of Ewing and
(..'arrutliers. Ewing won by a neck but the Car-

ruthers party was in the dust all the way, as

promised. The boys didn 't mind the ilust but

did not like the condiments that went with it.

A Dominion tournament at Belleville ought to

stimulate trap shooting in Eastern Ontario. Here-

tofore Western Ontario has been the storrn centre

of the sport.

St. Huberts, Ottawa; Stanleys, Toronto and
Parkdalc Gun Club have already contributed $50

each as prize money for the Belleville tournament.

Tliis is a promising start.

W. D. Blood of Stevens \rms (Jo., cut his trigger

finger and was put out of the race the second

day.
, » » »

To win the two-man team championship, Ewing

W. Carruthers. Montreal. A Toronto Bunch. 1. F. Wakefield. 2. G. R. Vivian.

4. F A. Parker. 5 G. M. Eunk,
W. R. Fenton,

,T. A. McLauchlan had the honor of being the

only "blue nose" representative present. H*
prov3d that he could hold his own in any company,
day or night.

.Tack Fanning says it sometimes doesn 't pay to

advertise. And Jack would like to know where
Jim Skelly got those visiting cards he put in his

pocket.
» * *

Dominion Cartridge Co., Montreal Gun Club;

and Eainviile broke ]17 out of 120, a remarkable

team record.
* » *

R. Lewis is another Montrealer who did good

work all through the tournament.
w * *

Half the $600 was given by one member of

the Montreal Gun Club. It was such generosity

that maue possible the splendid success of the

tournament. It is such men who deserve the high-

est honors in the game.

A New Brunswick Tournament

What is de.scribed as the most successful tourna-

ment ever held in the Maritime Provinces tooK

place at Port Elgin, X. B. on August 26th, the

occasion being the second annual affair promoted
by members of the local club. A "sixty mile an

hour" gale lasted all day and prevented scores

from attaining anything over the average, al-

though it was the view of most of those present

that had ortunary weather prevailed some exceed-

ingly good scores would have oeen made as the

shooters present were in fine form. Mr. Fred
Fitzpatrick acted as referee and Mr. Thos. J.

Allen as scorer both giving general satisfaction.

The following are the scores:

shot at B
Jas. T. Egan, Halifax 160 99
Fred Magee, Pt. Elgin 160 95

C. B. <;opp, Pt. Elgin 160 91

s.. Edwards, Halifax 160 91

G. E. Mclnnes, Halifax 160 85

F. A. W ilsen, Amherst 120 66

E. B. Allen, Pt. Elgin 100 48

H. Wara, Pt. Elgin lOO 42

Jos. Hickman, Dorchester 120 50

F. H. Lusbv, Amherst 100 40

J. F. Brownell, Pt. Elgin 100 40

Albert Oulton, Pt. Elgin
'^""^ ^8

A. Barker, Amherst 100 36

S. A. Allen, Pt. Elgin 100 34

W. H. Silver, Pt. Elgin 100 33

E. H. B. Davison, Amherst 100 31

W. I. Allen. Pt. Elgin 100 31

W. F. Donkin. Amherst 100 31

Claude del iSlack, Amherst 100 28

Stephen Allen, Pt. Elgin 100 24

Forest Mitchell, Amherst ,.
100 24
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Don't Flood Your Magneto
with oil. Never use mint ral oil. All cylinder oils are
mineral. They gum—clog bearings. Magreto and
commutator makers adTise using 'light oil like that
nsed on sewing machines, guns, etc " 3 in One is the
best selling lubricant on earth for sewing machines
and guns.

3 in One can't gum or dry out or clog the
mo.st sensitive bearing of any type of High
Tension or I,ow Tension Magneto. It cleans
and polishes all varnished and nickeled
surfaces. Prevetts tarnish on brass parts.

_l-m Awi H oz. bottle, 50 cts ,-! oz., 25 cts. Trial size,
'Vi||l locts. FREE SAMPLE and .special Mag-
njl net© Bulletin. Write tor both To-day.

3 IN ONE OIL COMPANY,
55 New Street. - NEW YORK

BAROQUES

Pearl hunters will do well-

to ship by registered mall to

H. Willard, Son &Co.,
Marshalltown, Iowa,

who are large dealers in

.fresh-water pearls.

A. G. Ko^ .imherst 100 20
Mr. Kn;,i.t, Amherst 100 32
W. A. '••'lillan, Amherst 100 26
K .\iiicheil, An-.herst 100 15

Merchants shoot, 10 targets,—20 yards

Fred Magee 9
Jas. T. Egan 8

F. A. Wilson 8

C. B. Copp 7

G. E. Mclnnes 7

A. Edwards 7

B. McLaughlin 7

Tho Miss and Out event was won by Fred
Magee with eleven straight, the second position

being taken by A. Edwards with seven.

SHOOTING AT OTTAWA.
Though the hunting season is on, there was a

good turnout at the shoot of the club, on Septem-

ber tenth. Great interest was taken in two
events at doubles. It is only a few weeks since

a trap capable of throwing doubles was installed.

Despite this the club members are rapidly "getting
on'' to the knack and should soon be able to

make almost as good scores at doubles as at

singles. Scores:

CLUB EVENTS—TWO OF 25 BIRDS EACH.

W. C. Little 22 22—44
A. W. Throop 21 21—42
W. Ruel 21 21—42
V. Rogers 20 21—41
W. Williams 20 20—40
S. E. Sangster 19 21—40
A. Sibbitt 21 19—40
Dr. Smith 18 22—40

DOUBLES—48 BIRDS a2 PAIRS)

Sibbitt 34, Harkin 32, Sangster 29 Rogers 27
Corby 24.

EXTRA EVENTS—25 BIRDts EACH
Rogers, 21, 19; Sangster, 20; Little, 20; Corby,

20, 23; Harkin, 21, 23.

HAMILTON HAPPENINGS.
The annual meeting of the Hamilton Gun Club

was held on September sixth. Officers elected:

John Hunter, president; F. W^. Watson, vice-presi-

.dent; D. A. Wilson, secretary; F. Oliver, treasurer;

J. Crooks, Dr. Overholt and A. D. Bates, executive;

W'. Wark, field captain; Captain Spencer, honorary
official referee; W'. P. Thomson and J. Merriman,
auditors.

THE SEASON'S RESULTS AT WINNIPEG.
Presentation to Dr. Cowdrick.

Dr. E. Cowdrick, who for a number of years

has interested himself in the welfare of the Fort-

Garry Gun Club, was the recipient of a diamond
studded locket by the members at a meeting at

the Coronna hotel on Septemoer eighth. At the

annual meeting a few days previously, to the regret

of all the members, the doctor- resigned his posi-

tion and the presentation was an appreciation of

his services.

At the meeting the scores made during the

season were presented. The highest average and

STATIONARY AND MARINE
Gas and Gasoline Engines

Write for Catalogue.

For Sale—Second hand 30' x 5'

launch with 21 h. p. 3 cylinder

engine ; a bargain. Any reason-
able offer entertained.

HAMILTON MOTOR WORKS, Limited, Hamilton, Canada
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^^
The Shipment House

FOUNDED 1864.

RAW FURS and SKINS

Highest Values Given for all Northern Furs.

We are large Tanners of Cattle and
Horse Hides, and also manufacture
Ladies' Fine Furs.

With our excellent facilities we can
make the best use of your furs and give
you the highest prices. Why not have
a good Coat or Robe made from your
next Cow or Horse Hide ?

No dissatisfied customers,
lots by Registered Mail.

Ship small

H. Willard, Son & Co.
Fur Merchants,

Marshalitown - - Iowa

Cups
Medals
Trophies

Clubs will be studying their best
interests by ^vr'ting us for prices;
also everything in the line of
Jewelry.

JAS, D. BAILEY, LTD.
YONGE ST. ARCADE, TORONTO, ONT.

Hunting

Parties

Fully

Equipped
Be sure and get our prices on

Rifles, Guns, Ammunition, Tents,

Sleeping Bags, Blankets, Folding

Stoves, Aluminum and Tin Cook-

ing Utensils, Decoys, Etc.

EVCRYTHINO IN CANVAS

THBD.PIKEG0LiMITE
123 Kn*<J St. B.,

TORONTO.

t I'

4^^»4M.}H^.4MjMf4.^jMjK^.»^:*.^^ij«:*<«:*^^«^^
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t^etn high scores were made by T. Brodie. The
complete scores were as follows:

'J^. Brodie -tOi) 34.3 .86.25

J. H. Wvo 400 344 86.00

J. C. Thomson 400 337 84.25

E. Cowdrick 400 .-^29 82.25

P. lates 400 324 81.00

A. E. Turvev 400 324 81.00

P. Caiitwell" 4001/4 299 74.75

J. McHollidav 40014 287 71.75

Ij. Kcele . . .
." 400 281 70.25

A. Walker 400 268 67.00

A. Lake 400 238 59.50

E. L. Aost 325 294 75.10

D. D. Nimmons 325 220 67.75

H. Belivoau 300 224 74.66

S. A. Huntlv 300 242 80.66

W. H. Sutton 250 214 85.00

E. H. Houghton 275 224 81.45

J. Cadham 250 197 78.00

C. E. Sudgon 175 80 40.60

F. T. Oadhani 200 174 87.00

F. W. (Jlasgow 275 173 62.90

—Robinson 200 98 49.00

T. E. Nidd 175 106 60.i.j

F. Cull 200 112 56.00

G. M. Conrad 200 147 73.50

T. F. Carscadden 175 120 68.57

Geo. Houghton 100 .39 39.00

H. McHoan 50 40 80.0()

C. Couture 75 53 70.75

W. A. Harper 125 72 50.60

F. W. Leistikow 100 72 72.00

J. C. G. Armvtage 75 61 81.33

S. M. Campbell 225 107 47.51

D. Husk 125 70 56.00

High average. T. Brodie; ten high scores, T.

Brodio.

High average B. class, L. Keele, winning prizes

presented by E. H. Houghton.

Professional:—
F. G. Simpson 400 345 86.25

R. J. McKav 245 188 83.55

THE FINALS AT BRANDON.
The weekly shoot held by the Brandon Gun

Club on August twenty-fourth was a very success-

ful one. The attendance was good and competition
of a very keen order prevailed. The following are

the scores:

M. Varcoe (gold button), 22; B. Sutherland
(silver button), 20; J. Waddell (bronze button).
18; T. N. Williamson, 18; P. Powell 18; N. H.
Lightly 18; J. Bosnian 16; W. Swartz 16; W.
Crozier i5 ; D. E. Clement 14 ; J. S. Laughton 12

;

T. E. Corness 9.

The final shoot of the season was held by the
Brandon Gun Club on September seventh and
was one of the most successful held this year. The
attendance was splendid and the scores made of a
good average.

Peter Powell retains the gold button, being firsr

With a score of 21 out of a possible 25 birds.
Marsh Varcoe holds the silver and Bert Suther-
land the bronze buttons. The following are the
scores

:

P. Powell (gold button) 21; M. Varcoe (silver

button) 20; B. Sutherland (bronze button) 19;
D. E. Clement, 16; R. Lane 16; T. jST. Lightly,

15; W. Swartz, 14; J. Waddell, 14; T. N William-
son, 13 ; T. E. Corness, 13 ; R. R. Dowling, 13

;

W. Crozier, 12; J. S. Laughton, 10; O. Stark, 9;

J. Clark 8; vV. F. Durst 8.

A BELLEVILLE SHOOT.
The memuers of the Belleville Gun Club had

their weekly shoot on August twenty-sixth on Cole-

man Flates. The following scores were made:
M. Sprague, 18; J. Thompson, 15; R. Zufelt,

14; B. McGuire, 11; J. Woodley. 8; A. Mott, 8;

G. Wardhaugh, 6.

INTER-CLUB SHOOTING.
The Hespeler Gun Club and the Elora Gun

Club had a blue rock shooting match in Elora on
September tenth. The Hespeler team proved
themselves the better shots of the two towns,

winning oy six shots. Hespeler has a good club

and interest in this sport is reviving.

GUN CLUB MEETS.
A very important meeting of the Gun Clubs

from all over the county was held in the town
hall in Preston on September thirteenth. Re-

presentatives and deputations from Gait, Berlin,

Waterloo, riespeler and Blair were present. The
meeting was called for the purpose of making ar-

I'angments about waiting on the Government and
getting a permit to use dogs in hunting deer in

Muskoka, as in former years. One of the strong

points brought out at the meeting was that "still"
hunting is alleged to be more dangerous than

if dogs were used. Mr. Henry Schultz, of Pres-

ton, was chairman and ^Ir. John Sines acted as

secretary.

IVER JOHNSON
Safety Automatic Revolver

Is th e f nest, most durable and safest

revolver made. $6 to $10

IVER JOHNSON ARMS & CYCLE WCKS
157 River St., Fitchbur». Mass.

Alex Johnston G. H. Cashmore

Why not have your

GUN REPAIRS
done by experienced workmen ? It costs
no more. Send them to us. We
guarantee our work.

Johnston £^ Cashmore
Eastern Gun Works,

494 Eastern Avenue • - Toronto

PHON E MAIN 4062.
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CLUB HOUSE DESTROYED.
The club house and annex of the Fighting Is-

land Gun Ciub was completely destroyed by fire

on September twelfth. The loss is about $3,500.

Incendiarism is thought to be tiie cause.

The blaze started about 9 o 'clock, no one being

in the buildings, and the watchman had left for

another part of the island The two buildings are

some 50 varus apart, and the wind being in the

wrong direction to cause two blazes, the origin

of the fire is suspicious.

The club house is owned by the Palms estate,

of Detroit, but had been leased to the Fighting
Island Gun Club, which is composed of about
20 of Windsor 's business n.en. The building was
just being refitted for the fall season 's program.
and new furniture had just been installed. The
opening was to have taken place next Thursday.

There was no tire protection on the island, and
in a short time the buildings were in ruins. What
makes the loss more strongly felt is the fact that

the duck season is now on and much sport was
anticipated.

^Ir. T. J. Barclay of Walla Walla, Washington,
shooting a Smith gun with the automatic ejector

and the Hunter One-Trigger, carried off the hon-

ors at the -.iontana State Shoot this year. The
three davs ' shoot was held at Missoula on June
9th, 10th and 11th.

The Winchester Repeating Arms Co. have just

put out a 10-shot magazine for their self-loading-

rifles of .32, .35 and .351 calibers. By the use

of this magazine the number of shots that can

be fired without recharging is doubled, as the

regular magazine holds only five shots. These
magazines are slipped in and out at will and can

be carried in the pocket loaded, ready for in-

stant use. No adjustment is necessary with the

magazines for rifles of .52 and .35 calibers, but

those for .351 caliber rifles will have to be fitted

at the factorv.

The Grand American Handicap of 1910 will live

long in memory as bringing forth a new world 's

trapshooting record. This was made by John W.
Garrett, of Colorado Springs, and consisted of

a score of 100 straight, of which SO were single

and 20 double targets. He shot a Winchester re-

peating shotgun and Winchester shells—the red

W. brand. Chas. G. Spencer, who won the Pro-

fessional Championship, also shot a Winchester re-

peating shotgun and Winchester shells. High

general and high amateur averages for the tourna-

ment were won by J. S. Day with a Winchester

repeating shotgun, his score being 477 out of 500.

Mr. Garrett won high professional average with

a score of 476. He also won high average on

"doubles" with a score of 57 out of 60.

At the Spring Valley Shooting Association

Tournament, Heading, Pa., Mr. E. M. Adam:; w.>n

first prize with a Stevens "Trap Shooter Grade"
Model by making a score of 39 out of 40. Mr. E. A.

Powell, of Kendersou, Ky., tied for high amateur

Empire (bulk)

— and —

Ballistite (dense)

Leaders in the Best Class of mokeless Powders

BALLISTITE— sold only in Dominion
Cartridge Co's loaded shells (Imperial
and Regal.)

EMPIRE—sold in bulk. If your dealers
do not keep it, write us direct.

Both the above well Known brands man-
ufactured by the Nobel's Explosive
Co., "Glasgow," Scotland, have been
in the lead at numerous tournaments
held throughout Canada ;

give them
a trial and be convinced.

Agents in Canada :

Hamilton Powder Co.,
IfoBtreal, P. Q. T«r«ot», Ont. Winnipeg, Mas.

Victoria, B.C.

average—3b2 out of 400 at Recreation Gun Club
Tournament, Evansville, Ind., August 15th and
16th. He was ore of the high guns at Louisville,

Ky., July 27th. Mr. Powell shoots a Stevens
"Trapshooter Grade" repeater. Mr. W. J. Pease
broke 391 out of 400 birds at the Walnut Springs
Gun Club Tournament, August 19th, and used a

Stevens "Trapshooter Grade" Model. He shot
this gun at 600 registered targets and broke 588,
and at 150 not registered—making total breaking
639. Mr. Pease says "that the gun cannot be
balked in any way whatsoever. '

' Mr. W. E. Grubb
was second High Professional at the Arkansas
State Shoot, Fort Smith, Arkansas, held August
23rd, 24th and 25th. Mr. Grubb broke 186 birds

out of 200 the first day—185 out of 200 the se-

cond day and 185 out of 200 the third day. His
average for the three days ' shoot was an exceeding-

ly high one of 92 6-10 percent. The Arkansas
State shoot was a very important Tournament and
Trapshooters from all over the United States com-
peted.

At the Union City Tournament, Union City, Tenn.,

on Aug. 24th Mr. Wolfolk Henderson, shooting his

Lefever Gun tied for high general average break-

ing 580 out of 600 targets. At Paris, Ky., Mr.

Wolfolk Henderson won first high average and

Mr. LeCompte, shooting his Lefever Gun, won
second high average in the Blue Grass Champion-
ship Shoot, Mr. Henderson scoring 99 ex. 100 in

the Championship Event.
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FOR SALE—.303 Savage Rifle. Price $15.00. C. Urqu
tiart. Eufielil. Hauls Co., N.S. It

FOR SAI.E—A Stevens 25 cal. l2 repeater. Good as new.
^12.00. For further information apply Germain Boegel. IS

rhurch St., Berlin. Ont. It

FOR SALE—.351 c41. Automatic Winchester, fitted with

S3. 50 Lyman sight and extra magazine. Shot less than 50

shots. Will take $28.00 or trade for .401 calibre same
kind of gun. J. W. Burnham, Woodstock. tf

FOR SALE—Cnlon Repeating Shot Guns, $18. Ithaca
fehot Guns at Lowest Prices. English Double Guns, $7.

Standard Rifles. Write for price list. National Wire
Ifence Co., Prescott, Ont. 2t

FOR SALE—12 gkuge Westley Richards ejector patent
band detachable locks, one trigser. hammerless shot gun.
2 sets double barrerls, 30 and 25 inch, weigs 7% and 61^

\bs. Pull choke and cylindrical. £35 gun In good con-

Hltion. First check for $100 takes her. Edmund H.
bimocke. Windsor, Nova Scotia.

Lefever Hammerless Gun, D. S. Grade. Bura-Nltre steeu

barrel, twelve gauge, half pistol grip, rubber ball plate,

'stock 14 Inches. Box "Lefever," Rod and Gun, 5 King St.

W.. Toronto. tf

FOR SALE—Automatic Shot Gun Shell Loading Machine,
bapaclty eight thousand dally. 2 Horse-power Gas Engine
and AcceMorles. Apply Box 50, Rod and Gun, Woodstock.

It

FOR SALE—Parker Hammerless, 12 ga., 7% bb. Cost

$110. Titanic steel barrel. Beautiful gun, not soiled

—

bargain. Waterloo period flint lock musket, good condition.

Box 16, Swan Lake, Manitoba.

Target Smith & Wesson. .38 military revolver, 6% In.

barrel, L.rman Sight. Ideal tools for same, cost forty-

eight dollars—for thirty dollars. Apply Box D. S., Rod
ftnd Gun. Toronto.

LATTNCHES.

FOR SALE—Smack. Kawartha Lakes. Good condition.

Apply R. P. Baker. University of Chicago.

Twenty-three foot launch hull, semi-speed design, manu-
factured by Robertson Bros., Hamilton. Built of Cyprus and
'oak. Apply Box 17, Rod and Gun, Toronto, Ontario.

A 8-10 H.P. Twin Screw, Van Auken Motor, with the

following equipment: Spark plugs, commutator, spark coil,

primary and secondary wires, muSfler, starting lever, tools

aiid couplings bored to suit propeller shafts, also a specially

Selected carburetor. Send for further partlcnlars to Box 13.

Rod and Gun. Toronto. Ontario.

HOTOB ACCESSORIES.
Belorw find a list of Motor Boat and Automobile Acces-

koriet offered for sale at alluring prices:

—

MAGNETOS—Type B. Wizard, for make and break en-

gines; type H. Wizard Magnetos, for two cycle engines,

and multiple cylinder stationary engines: length 12 Inches,

Width 6 inches, height 8 Inches, weight 24 lbs. Send for

'prices of above.

PROPELLER WHEKLS—12 Inch, left hand, three blade

bronze wheel, $4.00: twelve inch, right hand, two blade

bronze. $3.25: sixteen inch, left hand. Weedless bronze,

J7.25; 12 Inch, three blade, cast iron, $2.25; Bryant & Ber-

JT. 14 inch, three blade, right hand, bronze wheel. $8.00:

Bryant & Berry, 16 inch, three blade, bronze wheel, $9.00.

CARBURETORS—out- imh Heltger Carburetor, Model
B.. $7.50: one and half Inch. Heltger Carburetor. Model B..

19.00.

BOAT SEARCHLIGHTS—Acetylene Searchlight, made by
Hiram L. Piper Co.. complete with generator. $10.50.
GREASE GUNS—Miller, Ind'sponsahle to motor boat

Irwnets. each. $1.40.

Ff ASH-LIGHTS—No motor boat or automobile owner can
Afford to be without one. Wonder flashlight, always ready,
outlasts them all, complete w'tt. new battery. 90c: Vest
pocliet flashlight, complete with new battery. 3."r.

BATTERY CONNECTORS—T'eveland Battery Connectors,
latest out per dozen. 60c: half dozen. 35c.

MARINE ENGINES-Ranging In horse-power from two

Orders promptly attended to.

Nil Dillinn^i Manufacturer of
. Hi DM lings, AWNINGS and TENTS.

Awnings for private dwellings a specialty.

^ Motor boats and auto tops.

All kinds of canvas goods.

775 Queen Street West, TORONTO

horse, single cylinder, two cycle, to ten horse-power, thre«
cylinder, all with complete outfits. Also a number of hori-

zontal opposed engines, wltb complete outtltB. Cloa*
prices quoted.
Address all enquiries and remittances to MARINE EN-

GINE AND MOTOR SUPPLY EXCHANGE, Toronto. Or-
ders filled same day as received.

SPECIALS.
"

FOR SALE—Fresh Rice Seed. Cbas. Gilchrist, Port
Hope, Ont. It

FOR SALE—An Edison moving picture machine, good as
new. Bargain. Apply Box 41, Rod and Gun, Woodstock.

It

FOR SALE—Summer Cottage at Torrance, Lake Mnskaka,
near P. 0. and steamboat wharf. George Parker, Box 17t,

Gravenhurst. St

TENT—Wanted, good second hand tent, fair slie for
family camping. Give particulars. Williams, ?12 Board
of Trade Building, Montreal.

$1200—MuBkoka—Lack-a-Day—Cedar Bay—Beven rsoMs;
kitchen; stable; good fishing; unfurolsbed; referemcss;
spring; mall route. Thos. Cooper, Cooper's Falls, 0«t.

BROTHER—Accide tally discovered root will cure both
tobacco habit and indigestion. Gladly send particulars.

J. K. Stokes, Mohawk, Florida. 3t

FOR SALE—KITTENS—Thoroughbred Persian Kittens.
Prize-winning stock, 'Rahman,'" Lion-bred black King at
service. Address:—Mrs. F. B. Hewitt, 708 Dorercourt Bd.,
Toronto, Ont. tf

NATURAL HISTORY FOR SALE—6 elegant volumes.
New. Full descriptions and pictures of all birds and ani-

mals in the world. Must sell. Will take half what they
cost. Great bargain. Write for particulars. Enos Bates,
Shukert Building, Omaha. Nebr. O-N

GUIDE WANTED—To take charge of party for FALL
DUCK SHOOTING. One who can guarantee abundance of
Ducks. Give full particulars as to location of grounds,
experience, best time to go and salary wanted. Address
Box 40, Rod and Gun, Woodstock, Ont. It

PERFECT HAND VACUUM CLEANER—Latest and best
practical macliine. light weight, perfect design, easily

operated. Special discount to readers of Rod and Gtm.
Agents wanted in every county. R. McGregor & Co.,

Manufacturer's Agents. 99 Gladstone Avenue, Toronto. Olt

SHOOTING PRESERVE FOR SALE—Abundance of wild
rice: principal game, black ducks, mallard, pintail, teal,

snipe; good revenue from trapping mink and muskrat;
trout streams entering lake: situated near Toronto. Good
Club House. Apply Box K.. Rod and Gun. Woodstock. It

CANADA SPORTSMEN'S DIRECTORY—Wanted, the
name of every reader of Rod and Gun and ever.v sportsmen,
to join its numbers. We mail circulars, furnish names
to magazines, etc. Samples received amount to dollars.

See your name is placed on it today. Enlistment fee 10
cents. John Carter. Dunara. Man.. Can. S-3t

TO SPORTSMEN—TWO SHARES AT $500.00 each caa
be had In one of the most delightful shooting and fishing

clubs In Canada: the club Is fully equipped with gasoline
launches, clinkers, duck decoys, etc.. Only desirable parties
meaning business need apply. For full Information applj
Box 42, Rod and Gun, 5 King St. West, Toronto, Ont.
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PTINCTURE PROOF FOLDING BOATS
No boathouse, leaks or repairs. Always ready, check as baggage. Safe for

family, or bait casting, standing. Hlbbed longitudinally and diagonally. Non-
Sinkable, stronger than wood. Used in U. S. Navy and Army. We have furnished
Survey Dept. of Canada for last 3 years with all their boats. Awarded First Prize
at Chicago and St. Louis World's Fairs. Catalogue 100 engravings for 6 cents.
KING FOLDING CANVAS BOAT CO., 466 Harrison St., Kalamazeo, Mich.

Want automatic pump gun for trap shooting. Lock Box
133, Kingsvllle, Ont. It

FOR SALE—Light weight, high grade, Smith ejector.
Lock Bo.x 133, Kingsvillc. Ont. It

Million dollar trappers' methods, baits and scents for
sale. Jesse Bentley, Arlington, Vermont. It

TAXIDERMISTS.
FOR TOUR CLUB, OFFICE OR DEN—Mounted caribou

and deer heads. Fur rugs and hangers. I can supply
anything you wish In my line. Write me. Edwin
Dlson, Taxidermist, Unlonville, Ontario.

MOUNTED MOOSE HEAD FOR SALE—One of the finest
specimens shot in Canada last se.ison. .M'Junted by the
best methods. Very reasonable price. Photo and descrip-
tion upon request. Write Edwin Dixon. Ta.xidermist,
UnionviUe, Ont.

FOR SALE—Large 12 point mounted Elk Head. Write
for photograph and particulars. Edwin Dixon, Taxidermist,
UnionvUle, Ontario.

1911-Models Ready For Prompt Shipment-1911

FOR CRUISERS,

LAUNCHES,

RUNABOUTS,
SPEED AND
WORK BOATS.

WRITE FOR CATALOG.

2—4—6-8
CYLINDERS ;

FOUR CYCLE ;

8 TO 240

HORSE POWER.

Write For Speed Table.

STERLINGS WIN EVERYWHERE
BECAUSE THEY ARE RELIABLE. DURABLE AND EFFICIENT.

.Tilly 26, ill the Holly Beach to Camden race, a distance of lOS statute miles, eight speed
boats started; four of them, equipped with Sterling engines, won prizes, three first's and
one second. "Zip. II.." 45-65 H.P.. first in 80 and above class—"Kathrvn, ' 30-45 H.P.,
first in 70-80 class, "Gibson Girl," 25-40 H.P., second—" Uyvonne, " 18-25 H.P., first in

60-70 class.

August 6, "Mermaid," 30-45 H.P., won the Duluth Boat Club Eace of 15 miles at

Duluth, Minn.
August 13, "Shamrock," 45-65 H.P., won the International Motor Boat Eace at Hamil-

ton, Ont., a distance of 15 miles.

August 20, "La Truda," equipped with a 100 H.P., S cylinder Sterling, finished first

and won the Hower Trophy, in a race of 50 miles, held by the Buffalo Yacht Club at Buf-
falo, N. i. The "LaTruda" beat boats of more than twice her power.

1252 NIAGARA STREET.
BUFFALO, N. Y . U. S. A.Sterling Engine Company,
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THE YOUNG OF THE SALISH
Clever Hunters, Trappers and Fishermen

BY BONNYCASTLE DALE.

THE word Salish is the rightful

name of the Indian tribes inhabit-

ing the main land of British Co-
lumbia and portions of Vancouv-

er Island. Throughout the Province they

are called the Coast tribes or in common
usage the Siwash.

In travelling both the mainland and the

Island I have met some clever little

hunters, trappers and fishermen among
them—wee, dusky-faced chaps with great

liquid brown eyes and a keenness that

appeared almost beyond belief. Once,
w^hen w'atching the fall run of the sal-

mon up the Sooke River on Vancouver
Island, I met a little chap wdio showed
in the paler bronze of his countenance
the influence of the white ancestor—an
alert little fellow who possessed the great

brown eyes of the tribe. He was deftly

flinging a loose-headed spear at the thick

current of dog salmon, passing some fif-

ty feet out in the stream. As true as the

arrow to its mark sped the steel pointed
cedar and up the bank the little 'breed

darted, dragging a ten pound dog salmon.
When I saw him he had considerably
more than one hundred pounds of dead
fish scattered along the bank. Later he
and his young sister—she could not have
been over eight while he was some
two years older—fastened these big sal-

mon to long lithe cedar switches and
pushing them into the shallow shore wat-
er dragged them ofif up the stream to

the little fir cabin they called home. The

apologies for shoes and stockings which
they wore were soaked with water all

day long and the wee girl shook her head
when I asked her if they put on dry ones
as soon as they got home.
Towards nightfall a big black bear

came down to the river to take his share
of the spawn-laden salmon. The young-
ster speedily spied him. At first the
animal startled him sufficiently to cause
him to run indoors to his grandmother.

A Youthful Hunter.
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With the natural fearlessness of the Coast

women she bade him take the rifle and

kill it. She thrust a few shells in his

hand and thus encouraged and armed he

sped down the path. The bear was still

at his meal, nosing it and rending it much
as a dog does. About thirty yards of shal-

low water and some dozen yards of spring

freshet-flung pebbles divided the lad

from the bear. One shot was all the beast

gave him time to send ere it lumbered

iieavily up the cedar covered bank, but

that one was enough. The lad, of course,

did not dash across and hunt the wound-

ed bear. He wisely left that task to his

elders and later on they found the bear

dead on the hillside within a few hundred

yards of its interrupted meal.

One boy I knew—a sinewy lad of fif-

teen—trailed a panther for several miles.

not intend to attack man—they mistook
the animal, misled by the posture as-

sumed.
Often and often the Indian lads will

sit for hours after nightfall on the edge of

some clearing waiting for the black tail-

ed deer to leap into the hardly won crops.

At such time the trailing cat will come
near but rarely frightens them ofif.

A path of riverside sand or a forest trail

are open books to their observant eyes.

On the ground they mark the deer hoofs

deeply indented, the big squashy pat of

the bear, the long, smooth print of the

silent panther, the criss-cross prints of

the coon, the great hoof patches of the

elk, the angling marks of the fishing her-

on, the flat impressions of the resting wild

duck, the awkward path of the wild goose

and the leaping double dots of the pursu-
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it is almost uncanny to have one of the

Coast lads slipping up and down the shore

beside your fishing canoe. Time and
again you are suddenly startled by seeing

a glistening trout develop powers of flight

and go speeding up a tree almost at your
elbow. A closer look reveals the trunk-

pressed figure of the now grinning lad.

Watch that little dark figure running
over the low tide flats towards the great

boulders at the edge ! It is our little ten

year old, armed with the same spear head
placed on a shorter shaft. See him splash

through the shallows, run along the sand
ridges and drop on his knees beside a big,

low tide rock ! Watch him stick his

black shock of a head in under the tide-

hollowed boulder ! Up springs the body
to the hips, back darts the short brown
arm, forward flies the shining line of light

caused by the steel spear's flight, and then
the lad springs to his feet, tugging away as

though for dear life. Well may he extend
himself in that way for his prey is hastily

fastening sucker after sucker to the rock.

Now the lad clutches the shaft with both
hands and leaps backwards. There is a

rush through the sand of some inert drag-

gled thing, a thing of grey, grisly forma-
tion now quite helpless in the soft yield-

ing sand. The wee lad has dragged a

devil fish from its "nest" beneath the rock

and provided his people with forty pounds
of good clean food. Watch the little sav-

The Leopard and a White Rat.

The Girl in the Ooelot'3 Cage.

age as he cuts and slashes at the eight

big tentacles, severing one after another

and slipping them into a sack. See him
as he steps shoreward, back-burdened
with his prize and forget all the weird

tales you have read of this big Squid that

feeds only on small shell fishes— a thing

with soft arms incapable of being raised

one inch from the rocks or pebbles save

by attaching some of its myriad suckers.

Next time you see a picture of this harm-
less creature with arms wildly waving
bear in mind that the artist knows less of

the Devil Fish than you do after reading

this article.

All the tide flats and shore rocks yield

harvests of clams, cockles, mussels, lim-

pets, chitons and great soft grunting
sea cucumbers to these active boys. The
woods that hide the pheasant, quail, and
blue grouse hide also these slim brown
figures who by means of bows and ar-

rows, short throwing sticks, illegal snares

and traps and in some instances guns and
rifles take their toll of game and game
birds. Even after the latter have roosted
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The "Boy in the Wolves' Den.

they are not safe from these forest taught

boys who can creep up and knock them
stunned from the branches. There are

also, I am sorry to say, white boys who
have learned this evil trick.

Even the great eagles and hawks
though they nest so high on ledge and fir

are not safe and since the cursed auto-

matic has made its way into the posses-

sion of these Indians the slaughter is

often terrible.

One of these little lads has a father who
dearly loves all the wild beasts and has
built a series of dens in the heart of a

clump of tall firs All the avenues are

guarded by great hungry-mouthed dogs,

baying and barking most of the time.

Mingled with the yelping of two score

mastiffs and hounds can be heard the

weird laugh of the hyena, the shrill cries

of southern brightly plumaged birds, the

raucous call of the Mexican Currasow, a

noble, black game bird with brilliant yel-

low button on the bill, and the hoarse
growl of the Copara which comes thrill-

ing through the woods.
By my side paces the ten-year old. re-

volver in hand. Into the cage, where
the grinning leopard snarls, the father

lifts the fearless bov. Intentlv both lad

and leopard stare. Up sweeps the boy's

right arm, a blank cartridge is discharged

full in the beast's snarling mouth, caus-

ing it to bound back while the boy leaps

laughing from the cage.

Into the wolves' caravan he climbs

while the two gaunt brutes snarl and
whine. The boy snaps the revolver close

to their cruel jaws and just before the

smoke passes he leaps out as happy as

most kids at their games. I pictured him
in the wolves' cave but the dim light

hid the beasts.

Now the father took the eight year old

girl, a wee picturesque thing, and shut

her in the cage of a yelping Ocelot. Was
the little one afraid? Why with a slender

willow switch she lashed the animal un-

til it bounded back. I snapped her just

as the savage beast snatched at the end

of the tormenting switch. Even in the

bad light her figure can be seen in the

corner of the cage. I was not easy until

she leaped unscathed into her dadda's

arms. Of course this full love for the

wild animals comes from the father—

a

white man.

Don't think a trait of this kind runs

through the tribes or anything like it.

Such an assumption would be a pure de-

lusion. Nearly all the Indian youngsters

I have seen are cruel and savage in th'e

extreme when the lives of the hunted are

at their command. I have seen brown
tiny tots of four years of age belabouring

great shallow-imprisoned salmon with

long cedar clubs uttering ear-piercing tri-

umphant yells as the blows fell. Sisters

older and sisters younger take part in

the fray, hurling showers of big smooth
rocks at the struggling splashing fish.

Finally, boys and girls wade into the shal-

low pools on the river sands and slowly

and surely beat out the last remainin.g

vestige of life in the big Dog Salmon.

What they do to the fish they do like-

wise to the animals when they can safely

pursue such a course. In this way cruel-

tv becon-'es a second nature to them and
thev know no better. As they often

make sacrifices to help each other this

trait in their nature must be due to ex-

ample and thoughtlessness, and unfortu-

natelv is not confined to Indian children.



EXTEEME HEAD OF BUTE INLET.
First ice of the Season Coming down the River. Huge Glacier between Mountains.

Hunting On the British Columbia Coast

A Fine Cruise and Plenty of Sport

BY CAPTAIN R. K. SCARLETT.

OUR second annual hunting expedi-
tion up the northern British Co-
lumbia coast was full of excite-

ment and sport and it is from no
lack of incident that a long delay has oc-
curred before presenting the results oi

that expedition to Rod and Gun's numer-
ous readers.

The personnel of our party was some-
what changed from that of the previous
season, reminding us inevitably of the
changinrg scenes of our lives. However,
we formed a goodly company and had
nothing to regret in the way of compan-
ionship and good fellowship. Our little

party was made up as follows ; Herb. Ed-
wards, Art. Edwards, Bert Armistead,
George Lillie, "Jim" and the writer. If all

our readers were Westerners "Jim" would
be suflficient title for the sixth man. So
well known is he upon the western
coast that his identity would be easily

guessed at from his shortened Chris:ian

name. However, as your readers have
not all the good fortune to live in this

part of the world it will be well for

their enlightenment to inform them that

the genial Jim rejoices in the second
name of Mclntyre and fills the position

of manager and caterer at the "Alic-In-

tree's" cafe, Vancouver.
The staunch cruiser S. S. Beaver was

again commissioned with the genial

Captain Frazier in command. The ord-

ering of supplies was left in J'.ra's cap-

able hands and we all agreed that he
made no mistake in any particular.

When the date of our departure,

which was Saturday. November thir-

teenth, arrived we found an ideal day
and at the hour fixed all of us, with the

exception of "Lady" Armistead, were
early on the scene. Nearly an hour's

delay occurred through the extensive ac-
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Ihj Author.

quaintances of our companion and the

necessity he felt for bidding his adieus

to all his lady friends.

However, we were ofif at last and made
the run to Lund, a distance of eighty

miles, by midnight when we anchored
till six o'clock. The run was a glorious

one and with plenty of Siwash duck
and shag hovering about we got rid of

a whole lot of old and unreliable am-
munition.

By leaving Lund early on Sunday
morning we figured on reaching the head
of Bute Inlet the same evening. That
Sunday on the waters of the Inlet none
who were present will ever forget during

the course of our natural lives. The day
was perfect though a strong breeze was
blowing down the Inlet and. coming
from the glaciers, it proved cold enough
to cause us to don our oilskins when on
deck. In this way we managed to keep
the chill oflf and enjoy the scenery, scen-

ery so wildly picturesque and beautiful

as to prove beyond any efforts of mine
at description.

Just before we entered the Inlet a very
amusing incident occurred. A few miles

south of the entrance we passed an is-

land near an Indian reservation. Jim,
Bert and myself were out on deck indulg-

ing in rifle practice. All of a sudden we
were startled by hearing Bert shout
"Look at the mountain goat!" and fire

a couple of shots before we even had time
to realize the meaning of his words.
Either the shots or the report of the

shooting scared up a flock of sheep and
these were no sooner sighted by Jim than

he sent a regular volley after them.
Thanks to his poor marksmanship—or

was it excitement?—no damage was
done. As coolly as I could I informed
these big game hunters that they were
firing at poor innocent sheep ! Naturally

they claimed that I did my share of the

shooting but I overlooked their error,

knowing that they were greatly excited

and felt quite sore over their other mis-

take in taking the "common garden var-

iety of mutton" for mountain goat.

The sheep were the property of Indians

on the reserve and the Captain informed
the gallant huntsmen that the Indians

could make much trouble for them if they

discovered what had happened. The
shooters then tried to bribe the engineer

to put on more speed and assist them
to leave a neighborhood bad for their

health.

At four in the afternoon, when the

sun was playing hide-and-seek behind
the mountain peaks—which here raise

their lofty snow-covered heads nine thou-

sand feet high, we reached the head of

the Inlet.

As it was Sunday evening we urged the

boys to refrain from further shooting.

With the possible serious consequence of

the morning's work fresh in their recol-

lections they agreed to the reasonableness

of the suggestion and decided to do no
more than look over the ground in pre-

paration for the morrow. Their self-deny-

ing ordinance was not put to a severe

test as it was too dark to do any efifect-

ive shooting by the time the canoes were
let down and got away.

When all 'hands returned a good din-

ner was prepared and partaken of with
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much heartiness Lx)ts were drawn to see

to whom fell the task of clearing up the

dishes after which we heard the tales of

those who had made a preliminary scout

over the marsh. The reports were
quite frequently emphasized by the

"honking" of flocks of wild geese

which could be plainly heard pass-

ing overhead on their way from in-

land lakes to the salt water marshes. To
such accompaniments the reports proved
very interesting and great things were
promised for the following day.

A refreshing night's rest was followed

by an early rise and at break of day we
were in our canoes and off to the marsh.
During the night the frost had got in its

work and the sloughs in the marsh were
covered with a thin coating of ice. Much
noise and a corresponding amount of an-

noyance were caused as we worked our
way through the ice.

The ice proved only the beginning of

our troubles, the day turning out an
eventful one, the occurrences of which put
a damper upon our pleasures. Herb and
Jim paired off together as did Art and
Bert, while George and I made up a third

party. The first mishap occurred to Bert
who was precipitated into the cold water
when alighting from the canoe. AVith

assistance close at hand and the Beaver
only a short distance away he was hustled

aboard and hurried into a change of dry
and warm clothing without the slightest

ill result.

In accordance with our arrangements
George placed out a few decoys, while
I ensconced myself behind a blind to a-

wait the arrival oi the game which seem-
to have disappeared during the night.

George, who was unable to swim, started

out alone in the canoe to go further down
the marsh over which we were shooting.

After going some little distance he sight-

ed a flock of ducks out from the shore
and started out for them. As he came
close upon them they rose passing well

overhead. He raised his gun to shoot
when both barrels accidentally exploded
at the same time, causing a concussion
which upset the canoe. As he went over
he managed to get a hand on the canoe
and this saved his life. The gun and one

Just "Jim."

of the paddles were lost.. Although one
hundred yards from shore and rapidly be-

coming numb he bravely set out to work
the canoe shorewards. It was a slow,

painful process but he managed to make
progress.

At this time an Indian and his family

passed close by in a large boat. They
paid no attention whatever to the man's
unfortunate plight and only his dogged
pluck enabled him to escape with his life.

After reaching shore and emptying the

canoe he paddled up to the place where
I was stationed. By this time he was so

exhausted that he was unable to speak
louder than a whisper. Speedily grasping
the situation I jumped into the canoe and
paddled with all my might to the point

on whic'h Herb and Jim were shooting.

Hurriedly explaining to Herb what had
happened, he seized his paddle and join-

ed us in the canoe. Together we plied

all our strength to the blades and soon
had the canoe alongside the Beaver. By
this time George had lapsed into a state of

semi-conscicusness and we had some trou-
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"Lady" Armistead.

ble getting him out of the canoe. Cap-
tain Frazier and "Lady" Armistead were
both aboard and with their assistance

we soon had George stripped and began
to work a Httle life into his benumbed
body. Hot Hudson Bay rum forced

between his teeth assisted considerably.

Rolled in warm blankets with hot water
bottles at. his feet we made him comfort-

able though it was some time before he
recovered sufficiently to relate to us the

details of his unpleasant adventure. Of
course this accident stopped all further

sport for the day as we all felt uncertain

of the final result. However, thanks to

his own exertions and the vigorous steps

taken by us as soon as we realized the

seriousness of the matter, George was
soon on his feet again and thanks to Pro-

vidence he made a good recovery.

The majority decided to remain over
another day and this decision turned out

afterwards to have been a mistake.

On the third day we moved across to

the south side of the head of the Inlet,

a distance cf about four miles. One dav

Iiere was quite enough, for, although
there was plenty of game, it proved wild

and hard to obtain. Friend Jim fell in

line and had a narrow escape from a

chilly bath. He managed, however to

do the "splits" in his canoe and saved
himself.

Remembering the good luck and fine

sport we had at Loughborough Inlet the

year before, we decided to make a run
for that place and see if we could repeat

our experiences. However, with the dark-

ness a howling snow storm came on and
the skipper refused to move.

Next morning the weather was again

fine and by making an early start we
reached the head of Loughborough In-

let just at dusk, barely in time to get

on to the mark before dark. However,
we put our fortunes to the test and were
successful in securing a few brace of

duck.

A\'e were at it again the following day
but here, as at Bute Inlet, the ducks were
wild and it was clear that there had been
considerable shooting before our arrival.

A council ©f war was held that even-

ing aboard the Beaver and resolutions

were put and lost in quick succession.

Finally it was agreed to war upon the

innocent deer, not goat or sheep, and
the field chosen was a place called Deep
Bay near the north end of Seymour Nar-
rows on Valdez Island.

In accordance with this decision, anch-
or was up at six in the morning and
oft" we started for our new hunting
ground. We passed down Loughbor-
ough Inlet through Green Rapids and
Blind Channel to Johnston Straits and
southward to Deep Bay which we reach-

ed in the early afternoon. Speedily we
were all out on the hills lying in wait

for Mr. Deer, but although one was
sighted not one of us obtained a shot.

All the evidences showed that deer were
plentiful in the neighborhood.

On the following day the writer was
under the weather and remained on board
with the Captain. \\"hile the rest were
hunting deer he managed to catch some
nice fish for dinner. It was well I dis-

posed of my leisure time in this useful
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manner, for had we depended on the

rifles for our sustenance we should have

gone luingry.

That evening we heard all the stories.

To begin with some were discouraged

but as they warmed up and gave each

other sly thrusts, happiness came over the

scene and each was eager to try again.

We agreed after hearing Jim's story that

he must have seen the largest one but

at the critical moment buck fever over-

came him and the monster escaped.

While convinced that we had located the

haunts of the deer and that we should

have bagged a few if we waited till the

The trip through Seymour Xarrows on
a small vessel is always exciting and all

hands were up early to take in the sights.

When we entered the Narrows the tide

was running full and we were caught
and swept along at a tremendous speed
through the boiling waters. With good
seamanship on the part of both Captain
and crew we came through without mis-

hap of any kind and stood on out past

Cape Mudge and across to the main-
land.

When our big game (sheep) hunters

discovered this they became somewhat
alarmed and anxiously inquired if they

The Island on Which Jim Found the Sheep.

next day, the demands of business pre-

vailed and it was regretfully decided that

we must start for home via Seymour
Narrows the next day.

Shortly after we retired that night we
were awakened by the noise of a school
of whales passing close by our anchor-
age. From the noises made by blowing
there must have been quite a number
though it is difficult to tell at all accur-
ately. The noises echoed and re-echoed
amongst the hills and some members of

our party who had had no previous ex-

perience were somewhat nervous.

were to be taken past the island where
the sheep had been sighted and fired up-

on. To their intense relief they were
informed that the skipper would give the

island a wide berth. As a matter of fact

if they had understood navigation they

would have known that the course he

was laying would not take the ves-

sel within forty miles of the place.

Later on the weather became boister-

ous and finally it was so strongly urged
upon the boys anxious to return to

Vancouver that night to stretch it

a dav. that thev consented and we
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called in at Nelson for another

try with the deer In a snug cove into

which a number of old log chutes emp-
tied on the northwest of the island we
cast our anchor. By this time it was
four in the afternoon but we all delved

into the timber to try our luck. When
we returned to our staunch craft, Jim
was the only one who had a deer. It

was so small, however, that he had great

trouble persuading us that it was really

a deer and not a small lamb that had
strayed from one of the farms located

on the island.

We spent a few hours on the same point

on the following morning but with no
other result than the loss for a time of

our unfortunate member George Lillie.

When George found out he was lost he

scared away all the game in the neighbor-

hood by shouting and firing ofif his rifle.

Before we could achieve a rescue he re-

discovered his bearings and appeared at

the Beaver.

It was noon when we entered upon the

last lap of our journey and we made
Vancouver at nine in the evening without

further adventure.

In all we made four hundred miles in

the Beaver and notwithstanding our mis-

haps spent a most enjoyable time. If we
had not moved about so much delving in-

to corners here and there, we would,

certainly have returned with more game.

As it was, however, we brought home
enough to go the rounds among our

friends.

We intend to go again and start a

few weeks later as the Indians and log-

gers have informed us that the larger

flocks of geese and ducks do not arrive

till later in the season We are confid-

ently anticipating another fine cruise and
plenty of good sport.

NOVEMBER RAIN.

BY W. R. PHILLIPS.

The gray November storm clouds dull and drear

Are sweeping 'cross the unmeasured leagues of sky,

Their sombre shadows in the river clear

Appear in likeness as the nether sky.

The east wind drives across the orchard's side,

Rushing in maddening gusts among the trees.

Then,sweeping on, it bears, in whirling ride

The fallen leaves, snatched from beneath the trees.

The rabbit crouches in the thicket low,

The wild deer to the alders' shelter keeps,

High in its flight o'erhead, a lonely crow
Seeks shelter on the movmtain's wooded steep.

Adown the valley's course in gray white sheets,

The storm king sends his first presaging blasts.

Then follows with a chill, gray rain, which beats

On fence and farmstead, as it rushes past.

And yet I love this wild, tempestuous day,

The sullen roar from ofi the mountain side,

I love to feel the storm's wild rush and sway,

To see it sweeping o'er the country wide.

The forest echoes with tumultuous glee.

The wind-tossed branches wave in wild delight^

Across the wood top's wild umbrageous sea

The driven rain mi s gather into night.



Moose Hunting in New Buunswick
BY JOHN FARQUHAR.

THE intention in this story is to

write something that may prove

helpful to the man who has yet to

take the trail leading to the home
of the moose, deer, bear and big game
generally—the sportsman who has yet to

capture his first trophy ; and also those

in search of health and appetite such as

can only be obtained by a good, vigorous

hunt in the deep forests of New Bruns-

wick during the months of September,

October and November.
For the purpose of illustrating and en-

forcing the points I wish to make, I will

tell the story of the experiences I had with

a gentleman from the States. I acted as

his guide during a hunt in the neighbor-

hood of Long Lake on the right branch

of the Tobique. The journey to the camp
was twenty miles along the trail. Al-

though a team went the whole way for

the purpose of hauling in supplies he pre-

ferred to walk as he wished if possible to

obtain a shot on the way. He had a

good equipment and was wearing a pair

of new hunting boots at least two sizes

too large for him and before he was half

way he was suffering from two badly

skinned heels, every step causing him
pain to an extent that only those who
have had similar experiences can ap-

preciate. It was after dark when he ar-

rived in camp and a very tired, sore man
he was, although his enthusiasm for the

hunt was not at all destroyed.

Next day I fixed him up with a pair of

soft shoe packs and took him out to a

small lake about a mile from camp. When
we reached the lake we saw a large bull

moose feeding in the water on the op-

posite shore. The distance was too

great for my sportsman to venture a

shot and I attempted the task of guiding

him round. His lameness prevented all

but the slowest progress and long before

we had made the circuit the moose had
gone.

On the following day I took him over

to a group of lakes in a canoe and as our

camp was on the shore of a large lake this

was easy. We landed and hunted for a

time but seeing nothing, were returning

to the canoe when the sharp end of a twig
caught one of Mr. H 's e3-es. As
readers may imagine I had my hands full

in getting him to the canoe and so on
home. That night I bandaged the eye up
with cold tea leaves for a poultice. In

the morning both eye and feet were bet-

ter.

For a week we remained in the vicinity

hunting each day without results. After

discussion we decided upon a removal to

Long Lake and a final effort to capture

a moose. Breakfast was eaten the next

morning before daylight and as soon as

we could see we were off.

Paddling up a deadwater at the head

of the lake we saw three moose, a full

grown bull, a cow and a calf. I paddled

quietly to within eighty yards of the bull,

swung the canoe a little to one side to

give a better chance to aim and instruct-

ed Mr. H to shoot while aiming low.

He fired five times and although the light

was good and the moose standing broad-

side on, every shot missed. . I don't know
where the bullets landed but I do know
none of them hit the moose or the water,

as I was taking particular notice to see

where the bullets would take effect. The
moose stood the five shots but deciding

the place was too warm for health made
a hasty exit into the wood. I knew then

I was engaged in work every good guide

hates— I was guiding a poor shot.

Next evening we again paddled up to

the dead water. The calling season was
drawing to a close, the weather was be-

coming cold and I silently poled the

canoe to the head of the deadwater with-

out seeing or hearing a much desired bull

moose. Swinging the canoe round for

the return trip and beginning a patient

wait, as agreed upon, we talked in whis-

pers, about "moose" of course. Sudden-

ly a tremendous roar which appeared to

make the air of the quiet evening fairly

vibrate aroused us to action and put ev-

ery nerve of both on the qui vive. I

knew at once that a bull was giving forth

his challenge, offering battle to every-
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thing that came along, another bull pre-

ferred. From the sotind I knew the

challenger to be on the banks of a small

lake about half way down the deadwater
and directly in our way back to camp.

Telling Mr. H that "his" bull had
called him and did not mean to be denied,

I soon had the canoe down the dead-

water, near to the place where I judged
the moose to be. In order to tell Mr.
II what I wanted him to do I shoved
the canoe ashore and approached him for

the nurpose of whispering in his ear.

Just at that moment, away up on the

ridge, about opposite the head of the

deadwater, a great horned owl gave forth

his challenge with a deep bass "hoo,

hoo." Mr. H turned cross and ex-

claimed angrily : "You d fool, you
have come away down past the moose."
At that instant the moose issued forth

another challenge, when I found he had
been standing about thirty-five yards

from where I beached the canoe, banged
his antlers against a tree and started olT

in charge of the thing that had made the

strange noise. Going at full speed,

banging his massive antlers against the

trees, he made noise enough for a double

team running off with a big wagon.
Without deigning a reply to Mr. H 's

observation, as it certainly was not neces-

sary. I pushed the canoe into the stream

and started down in the direction the

moose had taken.

When I had paddled about one hun-

dred yards I heard the moose coming to-

wards us. This time I knew by the sounds
that he was in the deadwater and coming
at a full trot made the water splash at a

great rate. I pushed the canoe round a

sharp bend and brought it instantly to a

standstill as we faced the great animal,

breast deep in the water with his head
high, his nostrils expanded wide and his

whole expression showing wonder at the

new unknown enemy so suddenly and
noiselessly appearing before him.

As quickly as he could Mr. H got

his "Mannlicher" to work and at the

fourth shot hit the moose low down on
the right shoulder. The fifth shot struck

the base of the right antler. The moose
swung heavily round and started for the

shore. Another shot went wide and then I

tuld the man witli tlie gun to stop shoot-

ing as we should have a big job if the

moose fell dead in the water. I knew that

the moose was "all in" and I did not

worry as I saw the animal gain the shore

and disappear in the woods.

Pulling the canoe up on the bank and
taking the rifle from Mr. H I started

into the bush making for the point where
I could still hear the bull. In a short

time we found him lying down, but as

we got near him he rose to his feet and
started off. In great excitement Mr.
H who had followed in my steps,

called out "Shoot, shoot!" "No," I re-

plied, "I will take none of the glory from
you for the capture, of this moose." I

handed him the gun and told him to fire

carefully. Although the moose came to

a stop only twenty-five yards away and
stood broadside on, Mr. H fired twice

in succession without result. The moose
however had struggled as far as its

strength would allow and went down with

a crash. Allowing a little time to elapse

to assure ourselves that the animal was
really dead we examined the prize, which
was found to be all any sportsman "ould

desire.

Mr. H went fairly wild over his

success. He danced around, talked non-

sense, and all at once, giving me a blow on
the ribs which nearly knocked me over,

shouted, "Jack, you son of a gun, I am
going to give you a lea dollar bill for

this !" Darkness came on rapidly and we
had to return to camp without skinning

the moose. That work was well perform-

ed the next day and a few days later when
Mr. H returned to his city home he
took out a fine trophy in addition to his

great improvement in health and spirits.

Out of fourteen shots fired at two moose
only two hit and only one proved fatal.

The points I wish to bring out clearly

are that a sportsman desiring to kill a

bull moose should learn to shoot before

going to the woods ; he should possess a
pair of perfectly fitting shoes, and have a

guide who thoroughly understands his

business.

With these advantages any sportsman
hunting: on the Tobique may be fairly

sure of o-ame.



The Wild Cat of Timber Lake

BY G. P. EGAN.

FOR some time we had been aware of

the existence of some unknown
animal in the vicinity of our camp.
We were camped at the time at the

head of Timber Lake, Lunenburg County,
Nova Scotia, and our location was an

ideal one.

At the head of a thickly wooded cove

a little brook ran down into the lake

through a grove of tall hard wood trees,

and steep slopes, heavily wooded, hem-
med us in on both sides and away above
us the rock cliffs towered. Here we
could look far across the wide expanse of

the Big Timber Lake, which dotted with

islands, lay far below us. Down in the

valley among the tall maples and spruce,

we had built ourselves a rough log-cabin.

and in the midst of the snowy woods we
had been spending a week in early De-
cember.
There were four of us in the party:

—

Abe, Wilbur, the guide and myself and
we had been enjoying life to the full, but

for several days we had been aware of

the presence of some strange animal
around camp. Every now and then its

strange cry would be heard away off in

the distance, sometimes drawing nearer

and then again fading away into the dis-

tance. Before coming out to camp we
had heard rumors from backwoodsmen
of the appearance of some strange animal
and one or two claimed to have seen it

—

just a vanishing glimpse of a large wolf-

ish looking animal—but no definite de-

scription of the animal could they give

though they had heard its peculiar cry.

We were naturally verv much interested.

and not a little excited, when on a gray
still day was again heard the peculiar cry.

floating through the woods, but much
nearer to us than formerly. The guide,

after the manner of some guides, w^as

very superstitious and not a little alarm-

ed. I believe he half suspected that our

mysterious visitor was no other than the

much dreaded "Injun devil" of the north-

ern woods. At any rate we could see he
was quite a little concerned.

We left him alone in the camp that

afternoon and as the lake was still open
we sallied forth to see if there were any
ducks about. Returning late that even-

ing we were met at the landing by the

guide. He proceeded to tell us, with a

great deal of concern apparent in his

manner, how he had heard the cry of our

mysterious visitor on the hill just above
camp and apparently travelling very

rapidly as if in pursuit of game. He
confessed that on hearing the cry he had
promptly retired into the cabin and re-

mained there until long after the sounds

had died awav.

The Wild Cat of Timber Lake.

That evening we prepared some stout

steel traps that we had with us, each

capable of holding anything up to a wolf.

Next morning we started out and making
a large circle around camp set half-a-

dozen of these traps in what we thought

were likely places. Each trap we care-

fully smoked, and handling them care-

fully w'ith gloves concealed them as

much as possible. Near each one we
placed a rabbit, putting it in a sitting

position so as to resemble a live one.

This done we returned to camp.
In the afternoon Abe and the guide
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went out on the lake telling us not to

expect them before dark. As soon as

they were gone Wilbur and I began to

prepare for a little joke that had occur-

red to us. Taking a wooden box we cut

two holes in the end, about three inches

apart, and inside the box we fixed a

candle and placing the box in position,

we retired to view our handiwork. The
result was eminently satisfactory. From
the thick bushes on the hills above us a

pair of glaring, savage eyes looked down
upon us. We retired to await results.

Soon we heard the sound of oars and

presently we could make out the boat

coming up the cove in the gathering

gloom. We heard them land and come
shortly up the trail towards the cabin.

Then we heard a quick exclamation and a

yell from the guide and next moment he

appeared before us the picture of fright

and pointing to the clififs told us of the

monster glaring down upon us. Next

moment he had rushed out with Abe at

his heels and in a minute we heard two
barrels ring out in quick succession,

closely followed by two more.

Then the guide dashed back into the

cabin, while Abe, sheath knife in hand,

made a bold dash for the hill, intending

to have it out with the beast whose yel-

low unblinking eyes still looked down on

him. Recalled by hearing our shrieks

of laughter, he came slowly back looking

unutterable things, while the guide ap-

peared the most sheepish man that it has

ever been our fortune to see. They were

both well chafifed that night to be sure,

but on examination of the box it did not

appear to be damaged at all. Two bad

cases of buck-fever are not always con-

ducive to accurate shooting.

After this little diversion we all retired

and slept soundly until daylight. Next
morning it was snowing but we started

to look up our traps. Three we found
untouched but on approaching the place

w^here the fourth one was set, we saw
the tracks of some huge, cat-like animal
in the snow and our excitement grew to

fever heat as we saw the tracks heading
in the direction of our traps!

One trap was placed in a little clearing

on the side of a hill quite near to an old

fence that had been put up some years

before by lumbermen to mark off some
disputed timber limits. As we drew near
we knew that something had happened
as the bushes around were torn up and
the snow was much disturbed. As we
reached the clearing a sight met our eyes

which caused us to stop instantly. There,

in the centre of the little clearing, his

paw fast in the iron grip of our trap

crouched a huge wildcat. He looked the

very incarnation of an evil spirit as he
crouched there, jaws open, spitting ve-

nomously, his long, steely claws plainly

visible and his short, stumpy tail twitch-

ing spasmodically. A moment he eyed
us and then with a screech hurled himself

at us. Fortunately we had our camera
with us, which enabled us to take some
very unusual pictures.

This formality over, we stepped up and
hastily dispatched the brute with two
balls returning in triumph to camp bear-

ing our trophy with us. To this day we
are unable to tell whether the wildcat

which fell so unexpectedly into our trap,

and our strange visitor with the weird
cry echoing away on the hills, were one
and the same or not.

TO A WILD DUCK.
BY PRANK W. HOLSLAG.

You rise ; and swiftly circle overhead.

Ill-omen, to a leaving ship, they say

!

Then, like an arrow speeding on in dread
You straighten out : and quickly fade away.

Yes,—quick indeed with your night comet's speed.

You leave the cold wave coming far behind.

And proudly with a mate you soon will feed

In some green marsh of som.e far distant clime.



The Toothsome Cat Fish

BY COLE WILLIAMS.

I

AM in complete agreement with ]\Ir.

Charles Jenkins in all he says in the

April number anent "The Toothsome
Catfish." His statements regarding

the toothsome qualities as well as the

gameness and habits of this fish are cor-

rect in every detail as I can certify from
an experience dating as far back as my
school days. While I do not wish to

pose as a connisseur I may say that I

have eaten almost every kind of fish from
a sardine to a swordfish and my choice

from them all is a nice juicy steak from a

Lake Erie silver cat.

Catfish are very plentiful on the north

shore of Lake Erie, from Point Pelee to

the Detroit River and afford good sport

in the months of June, July and August.

A few people are beginning to realize

the food qualities of this fish. Like the

muskrat the name has led many to dread
the thought of eating it. A few years

ago the mention of the muskrat as a food
would cause some people to say : "Why
that fellow is crazy ! I would no more
think of eating a rat than a snake !" If

this same little rodent had been called

marsh squirrel, or some similar name it

would have been altogether dift'erent.

Nowadays the muskrat is in considerable

demand as a food. It's the same with

the homely catfish—it's all in the name.
A silver catfish after he is beheaded is by
no means a homely fish. The ugly head,

the whiskers and the two steel like prongs
projecting on either side of the head are

the only disagreeable features. A young-

silver cat, four or five inches in length,

resembles a species of brook trout with

Joe Paine, of Cleveland, with a Twelve-Pounder.

A Veteran—Getting a Bite.

the difference of the spots being black in-

stead of red. Considerable caution

should be used in releasing a cat from the

hook. When hooked those steel prongs
stand out and a novice is apt to sustain

a severe cut in releasing the hook. The
proper way is to place the thumb and
forefinger directly back of the prongs
with a firm grip, although the path of

safety lies in killing the fish first.

One day when fishing from the Leam-
ington pier I landed a two pounder and
threw it on the pine planks of the dock.
A young Englishman, only away from the

old sod a few months, was standing near
by-

Tommy, as he was known to all of us,

examined my catch curiously and asked
"What kind of a fish is that?"

"That's what we call a catfish in this

country. Tommy," I replied.

Carelessly he kicked the fish on the

head and then he grabbed his foot and
jumped up and down like a wild man. In

his can-can on those planks for two or

three minutes I heard more Cockney lan-

guage than I expect to hear for the re-

mainder of my life. W^hen he calmed
down a little I asked him what was the

cause of the trouble.

"Why, the beggar stung me," was the
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reply. When lie took off his shoe his

foot was bleeding, one of the prongs hav-

ing pierced through his shoe and gone in-

to his foot. "And that's what you call a

catfish!" he said disgustedly as he turned

and walked shorewards.

In Leamington we have a sort of cat-

fish club and make frequent trips through

the summer to Kenyon's Point, distant

about two miles west, through the fruit

belt and the garden of Canada—a most

beautiful drive. The trip can be taken

by water but the rocky nature of the

Point and the choppy sea makes landing

up the equipment. Driftwood is plenti-

ful on the beach and a good camp fire is

easily obtained.

Throw lines are mostly used. In warm
weather the fish come close in shore, par-

ticularly when the w^r^er is a little muddy
after a south west blow. When the water
is still and clear it is necessary to have a

boat and go out about twenty or twenty-
five feet. A willow tw^ig five or six feet

long is stuck in the sand and to this the

line is tied, baited and thrown out. It

is then a case of fish all night or make a

bed on the blankets in the soft sands.

A STRING OF SILVER CATS.

difficult and the former route is usually

choseg..

The banks of the lake at the Point are

of solid blue clay rising in some places

as high as sixty or seventy feet with a

sheer drop necessitating the use of a rope

to reach the beach at one particular

camping spot. Springs of ice cold water
trickle down through these clay banks
and there are also two or three wooded
ravines near by making camping condi-

tions ideal. Generally a start is made in

the evening, a few blankets, frying pan,

bread, butter, green onions, etc.. making

The latter is most often the alternative

selected. I never had much faith in night

fishing. On running the lines in the

morning about all you will find is an oc-

casional bullhead or the hook skinned.

Fishing in early morning or late evening

is far the best.

One day last August a party of four

caught thirty-six silver cats at the above

named Point and they averaged over five

pounds each. Milt Wigle, one of the

members of the party, landed a fish that

weighed twenty-two pounds. It was
necessarv to wade into the water and use
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the gaff hook before it was safely landed
on the sand beach.

Another fish (the sheephead) which a

few years ago was thought of as fit only

for food for seagulls is now found to be
quite toothsome. It is not long ago
that the pound fisherman dumped sheep-
heads overboard by the ton. Nowadays
they find a ready sale in the eastern

markets.

Two years ago, while on one of our
catfishing trips, we took a number on the

lines. As we had our cooking utensils

along with us on that occasion we decid-

ed to cook and enjoy a mess at the camp.

Cooking the Fish. The Author and Joe Paine.

Accordingly some of the smaller ones
were selected and put in the pan. Every
member of the party partaking of the

meal acknowledged that they were delic-

ious and none are thrown away now.
Remember, I am writing of the smaller

ones, from five to six inches. The larger

ones would no doubt be tough as they

are verv firm.

This Background is of Solid Blue Clay.

Occasionally a German carp takes the

bait when one is after catfish but in my
opinion it will take some years to con-

vince Canadians that carp are toothsome
to say the very least about them.

In conclusion I would advise all my
piscatorial friends who have not yet tried

catfish to take a four or five pounder,

skin him and cut him crosswise in steaks

as you would a Bologna sausage, then

fry in nice butter. If you don't find it

palatable I'll l^ack up. Don't forget the

sheephead story either.

SPIRIT OF INDIAN SUMMER.
BY ARTHUR E. ORMANDY.

She cometh like the purple flush of dawn ;

—

Along quaint, sylvan paths she softly creeps,

And cautiously, then like a startled fawn,

Out from her aster-starred concealment leaps,

And flings her arms in sweet abandonment
Around my heart, and warmly nestles there.

Her soft, inquiring eyes, in deep content,

Look into mine and smile, her loosened hair

Floats like a morning mist upon the wind

;

Her warm breath fans my face, as artlessly,

She whispers secrets to my eager mind,
And charms me by her maiden coquetry.

—

Yet when I press the pretty sprite to stay,

One lingering kiss she leaves, and steals away.



A Stroke of Hunter's Luck

BY W. G. RANKIN.

WHILE it has always been my cus-

tom to endeavor to have a game
hunt each fall, it has not al-

ways been my good fortune, or

luck, to have such quick success as I

had a few years ago, when, with my two
inseparable companions, "Doc" and Thor-

sen, we decided to take a ten days' hunt

in "^Vestern Ontario, and it may be of in-

terest to many readers of "Rod and Gun"
if I describe a few of my experiences in

that part of the game country.

Starting out with my two companions,

we met our guide named Louis Christen-

son, a Norwegian, at whose place we were

to make our headquarters, about five

miles from the station. Landing at the

station early on the morning of the first

day of the hunting season, we were met
by "Louie" with his team. It had been

raining all morning, but when we climbed-

into the wagon, our enthusiasm was in

no way dam.pened as we started down the

road which was lined on either side by
timber. We had our rifles snugly put

away in their cases, empty of course,

and had not thought of taking them out

on account of the rain, although "Louie"

remarked that we might see "soam-ting"

on the way in. When not more than two
miles had been travelled from the station,

imagine our surprise and chagrin to sud-

denly see ahead of ua, not more than fif-

ty yards aw^ay, a large buck standing at

the side of the road gazing at us. Of
course we were helpless so far as get-

ting a shot at that buck was concerned,

unless he took a notion to stand there and
wait for us to get our fire-arms out of

their cases, and the single remark from
"Louie," "I tole' you fellers!" did not

help us any just at that moment. I got

my "35" Winchester out in record time,

Louie having stopped the team, but be-

fore I could get a cartridge into the barrel

of my rifle, in my excitement I dropped
it in the bottom of the wagon. Of course,

only a few seconds had elapsed I sup-

pose, but I thought it was several min-
utes, when Mr. Buck taking a final fare-

well look at us, raised his flag and in a

couple of bounds was in the underbrush
and out of sight. After this, for the

remainder of the journey, I stood back
in the wagon with my rifle loaded, on the

watch for anything else that might ap-

pear. We had gone only a few rods far-

ther, when I saw a large white object sit-

ting straight up in the woods about fifty

yards away, which I at once knew to be
a big jack rabbit. I called to Louie to

stop the team, and as' he did so I took

aim and fired. The fellows all thought
it was our buck again, and expressions of

"Did you get him?" were coming from
each. I jumped out of the wagon and ran

into the woods, Louie close at my heels,

and when I got to my rabbit, all we found
of him was the hind quarters. I thus dis-

covered that it was useless to shoot rab-

bits with the "3'5," if one wanted any
portion of them for meat.

Arriving at our destination, we spent

the remainder of the day in arranging

our layout and oiling up our guns for

an early start next morning On turning

out of our comfortable beds before day-
light, we were much gratified to see that

the rain had changed to snow during the

night, and the ground now lay under a

mantle of white, there being about three

inches of snow and the weather mild and
calm.

We were out at first break of day, and
found the spruce trees and underbrush
laden down with snow. Taking an easter-

ly course, Louie distributed his forces at

different points on the surrounding hills,

These hills were almost destitute of tim-

ber of any kind on account of fires having
gone over them many times, but there

were several large tracts of green timber

in the valleys. After we had all been

directed to our respective stations, Louie
acting as driver, (we not having any
hounds with us, as it is against our prin-

ciples), took a circle through the green

timber to the south, having with him a

common dog which he used only for

tracking wounded deer. I was stationed
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on a ridge near the edge of a swamp,
while "Doc" was about one hundred yards
to my left, and Thorsen was still farth-

er north, while Louie was circling to the

south.

All these ridges were grown up with
poplar underbrush, about two to three

feet high, with dead timber lying on the

ground. To better see the surrounding
country, I climbed on a high turned up
tree, and would be about eight feet from
the ground. I was not long in this posi-

tion when I saw some animal standing

silhouetted against the sky line on a dis-

tant ridge, with front feet up on a log,

and gazing steadfastly in the direction

Louie had taken with his dog. The an-

imal looked too large for a fox, and as

I knew there were no dogs around, I

came to the conclusion it was a wolf.

He was about half a mile away, and while

My Three Companions and the Coyote.

I was seriously debating with myself as

to what plan I could work to get him, I

came to the conclusion to try a long dis-

tance shot. Before I had a chance to

carry out this idea, he disappeared, and
I kept a sharp lookout, thinking he would
either come down the ridge I was on to

get into the swamp, or go along another
ridge in front of me some five hundred
yards distant. I had not long to wait
before I caught a glimpse of his back
over the bushes as he jumped over a

log, and I almost fell off my perch with
excitement as I saw he was coming down
my ridge. I got my "old reliable" ready
and to m\- shoulder, waiting for an open-
ing, when again I had a fleeting glimpse

of his back as he jumped over some ob-
struction, and I instantly pulled the trig-

ger. I knew instinctively the moment
I pulled that I had overshot him, but the
loud report of my rifle must have ex-

cited his curiosity, for the next instant

he jumped up on a log fully exposed
broadside to my view, and gazed around
to see where the sound came from. He
soon found out^ as the moment he ap-

peared on the log, I had the sights of

my rifle centered on his shoulder, and
pulled the trigger, and the instant the

roar of the rifle echoed over the sur-

rounding hills, I saw him leap into the

air and disappear. I felt certain that my
shot had gone true, and hurrying down
to the place, about seventy-five yards
away, I found him giving his last kick.

He was a large gray coyote, and by the

time I had him hauled up on to a log,

Doc, Louie and Thorsen were tearing

through the underbrush, thinking I had
downed a deer. Imagine their surprise

and gratification on finding a wolf!

While there are a few in the woods, these

animals are very seldom shot, as a hunter
cannot get within shooting distance of

them if they know it. Louie was so en-

thusiastic that I could scarcely get him
to wait until I took a snap shot of the

three of them with the wolf lying on the

log, after which he grabbed the animal
and threw him over his shoulder and
made for home.
While Louie was gone, we hunted

around and shortly I heard Doc's "33"

Winchester barking, one shot after an-

other, until, with slight interruption, I

counted nine shots. I made my way as

best I could through the underbrush in

the direction of the shots, but by the time
I got to where he had been, both he and
the deer were gone, though I came across

the tracks with specks of blood on the

snow, and saw that Doc was following

his game. I then got back to my former
stand and met Louie who had returned,

and we then kept together. We saw no
more of Doc or Thorsen until we returned

to the house in the evening when we got

the story of the large doe Doc was shoot-

ing at. It seems she was five hundred
or six hundred yards away, and Doc was
merely practising some long distance
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shooting on her, though it turned out

that he had struck her no less than five

times, breaking her front leg with one of

the shots. She made her way to the lake

and swam over to an island, as Doc
could plainly see by her tracks where she

entered the water, and he, shouting

across a narrow part of the lake to a set-

tler named Jim Stokes, told him about

the deer and Jim took his boat and went
over and got her.

To return to Louie and myself. We
started home early and when not more
than half a mile from his home, we were

walking along chatting, with our rifles

in the hollows of our arms, when all of

a sudden up jumps a buck from the under-

brush about fifty yards to my right, and

was going at record speed for the timber.

I was so startled that I forgot to shoot.

but shouted to Louie "Look there!" and

pointed. He had not seen the deer until

I shouted, but he instantly up and fired,

but I guess was in too great a hurry, as

he missed. The deer was about one hun^

dred yards away when it then struck me
all of a sudden that I had a rifle, and I

up and took quick aim and fired. Instant-

ly the buck's heels flew in the air and. he

turned a complete somersault and disap-

peared in a hollow. We ran down and

found him stone dead, the bullet having

struck him fair behind the shoulder. This

was great luck, both a wolf and buck

the first day, and after dressing and hang-

ing up our game, we went home well

pleased with our first day's sport.

Next morning we were out again by

daylight, and all separated, each for him-

self. I hunted all day and travelled a

good many miles, judging from my feel-

ings when I got home in the evening, but

I saw nothing. Louie, however, got a

doe, and Doc a buck, so I felt just about

as pleased as I did the day before. Next
dav Louie and I went together, and he

took me to a place called "Half Moon
Lake," named for a lake in the shape of

a half moon. When we arrived near this

lake, he directed me to go down an old

abandoned railway, formerly used for

hauling out logs, while he intended cir-

cling around the lake to drive out a deer

for me. We had not separated five min-

utes, and I had not reached the point I in-

tended to take my stand, when I saw a

buck cross the old railway ahead of me
about one hundred yards away. I jumped
up on the bank and peered through a-

mongst the trees on the long slope

of a hill over which the deer would
have to travel if he kept on the

course he started, after he would come
up out of the hollow into wdiich

he had disappeared. As I watched
with rifle at shoulder, I finally saw, mere-

ly his shadow, passing along up the slope,

but there were so many trees and so

much underbrush between, I could only

see the dark form. As I knew my "35"

would find its way through any ordinary

The Author and the Coyote.

obstruction, I decided to try him one. I

had to act quickly as he was fast disap-

pearing on a trot. I took careful aim
for the shadow when it appeared, and

pressed the trigger just at the right time.

The rifle roared, the echo resounding

from hill to hill in the still morning air

and after throwing in another cartridge.

I stood still listening and watching keen-

ly for any further move. I could neither

see any move, nor hear the least soimd,

so taking a bee line for the spot, keeping

my eyes riveted on the point where I had

last seen him (as the snow was now al-
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most all gone) I walked straight on to find

him lying stone dead, the bullet having
passed through him about four inches be-

low the back bone behind the shoulder.

This 1 consider was a chance shot, and do

not believe it could be done once in twen-

ty times, as I found on examination, three

or four small saplings were cut off by
the bullet before it reached the deer.

This shows what the high power 35 Win-
chester will do. Very soon Louie ap-

peared, having heard the report of m
rifle, and he was surprised indeed when
he saw where I stood and where the buck
was, and gave me the credit of being the

best shot that ever was. Although I

consider I can shoot a little, I do not

accept the credit altogether for this shot.

This was pure "luck," as I consider my
friend Doc can beat anything I ever saw^

for accurate shooting either with rifle or

shot gun, and I never knew anything to

get away from him if he ever once got a

"bead" on it.

Well, having secured my legal limit,

and a wolf besides, I felt well pleased with
my three days. Next day Louie took

the wolf out to the station and sent the

scalp to the authorities. In due time I

received a check for $10.00 as bounty
for the wolf, and I have the hide at home
for a rug.

My two friends also got their limit

before we left, and we all returned home
well satisfied with our outing, especially

as we got our game without hounds, all

of us being strongly opposed to hounding
deer. I do not think it is any test of

a man's markmanship to stand at a run-

way and shoot a deer when it is driven

up to him. I would just about as soon

kill one when it is tied up to a tree and
cannot get away. Give the deer an even

chance with the hunter!

THE CALL OF THE WILD.

BY BLACK DONALD.

Won't you come, the leaves are falling

;

W^on't you come, the wilds are calling;

Through the mist the wild ducks flying.

In the fern the stag is lying.

On the moor the grouse is crying

Won't you come, won't you come?

Leave the city ; it is soiling,

Leave your worry and your toiling,

Seek the camp beside the river,

Haunt of bear and home of beaver.

It will cool the world's mad fever,

W'on't you come, won't you come?

In the hills the mist is drifting.

Under foot the frost is crisping,

In the east the clouds are turning.

'Fore the tent the camp fire's burning,

For the chase the "hunter's yearning.

W^on't vou come, won't vou come?

\\^eary of the city's rattle

Lay aside the lust of battle ;

Haste to where the wild duck's flying,

Listen to the pine tree sighing.

Hear the heart of Nature crying.

Won't vou come, won't vou come?



A Canadian Exploration Trip By Canoe
RY \V. M. THOMI'SOX. M.D.

HAD success rewarded my efforts

last summer, my story would
have been of the finding and
naming of a Canadian river thus

far overlooked by the many wanderers in

the north woods. As it is, I must tell how
I failed.

After considerable correspondence in

the Spring with Mr. McKirdy, the general

store keeper of Nepigon, I learned that he

had secured the best guide in that coun-

try to be my mentor on the trip. Chris

Bain was a type common enough in the

north with the dash and daring of an

Irishman and the cannincss of a Scot.

In the summer acting as guide to the

chief of the Survey of the new Grand
Trunk Pacific Railroad that is to tap and
open that hitherto little known wilder-

ness ; in the winter driving a dog-team,

carrying mail to those inaccessible places

along the proposed right of way.
As we pulled away from the landing

below the town of Nepigon, and began
to drive the canoe through the rough
water of the river, I felt that we were
fairly capable to start on such a voyage
of discovery. To the preparation of this

trip I had given considerable thought
and to one who has had the delightful

experience of such voyages the prepara-

tion is not a task, but a pleasure. FirsL

we studied the food or the grub stake,

as the prospectors say; it must be ample
for the entire trip ; also nourishing and
appetizing as well as compact in bulk for

packing and not the least important, im-

perishable. The personal clothing must
be warm, durable, and adapted to the

rough work ahead. The bedding must
be sufificient for comfort and it must noi

occupy too much space or weight. The
tent should be a light waterproof one that

can be easily taken down and put up.

The canoe should be staunch enough to

stand a good sea, but not too heavy for

one man on a portage. Before launch-

ing, its ribs and bottom should be careful-

ly looked over to be sure that there are

no weak places that might give out when
shooting a rapid or riding a heavy sea.

When the outfit, exclusive of the canoe,

is collected and checked up with the list,

it should be weighed and arranged in

packs, each pack constituting a load for

one man on a portage. Frequent trips in

the wilderness, when one has to carry

supplies for a month or so, compel one
to work out his own lists and these are

revised after each trip as one becomes
more experienced.

The usual idea of the average beginner
is plenty of bacon, coft'ee and canned
goods. Experience will teach us that

sometimes salt pork, properly prepared,

is very good and that canned foods, ex-

cept perhaps milk, ought to be avoided

;

that tea is the best stimulant after a fat-

iguing day and that rice, beans and split

peas furnish more strength and energy
than the dietary we are accustomed to

in the city. No baking powder products

. compare with the good old sour dough,
either in flapjacks, colored with brown
sugar and thickened with corn meal or

the hot biscuit and bread made with the

same dough ; but it takes a veteran to

understand the ways of sour dough which
has as many vagaries as a flirt.

As it has many times been described

by other travellers I will pass on our
trip up the Nepigon, a mighty river of

great depth and swiftness and the lode-

star of the trout fisherman.

Our first camp on Lake Nepigon was
made on an island in South Bay. Here
as we were severing our last connection

with the outside we made our final pre-

paration for the trip up the Red Paint

River and across the height of land.

Delightful hours were spent in exploring

this part of the lake. In the lower end
of the bay are seen the ice houses and
sheds formerly used by the sturgeon fish-

ers when collecting caviare, now occupied

by the constructing and engineering com-
panies at work on the new Grand Trunk
Pacific Railroad. One is impressed with

the tremendous task of this undertaking.

Steamboats and tramways are the meth-

ods used to South Bay, there food stores

and men are loaded on the little steamer
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owned by the French Trading Company
and carried to the next camp, seventy
miles north at Ombabika Bay, at the nor-

thern extremity of the lake, where there

are other store houses, and from this

point by canoe to the line of survey along
which, at intervals, caches have been
built. W'e,oi the States, are accustomed
to look upon canoes as pleasure craft.

In the north country it is about the only

means of travel in the summer, hence it

is a practical vehicle of transportation.

A world of history, fascinating in the

extreme, is built about the canoe. In

the early days of America no distance

anywhere could be travelled without
crossing streams and other bodies of

water and as the forests were dense and
impenetrable, waterways were the early

highways of travel.

The first canoe was a log or raft. This
craft may have even antedated man, for

animals have been known to use a log in

crossing a stream. Next, we have the

sharpened log, then the hollow log, or

piroque. Small boats lined with buflfalo

hide, in form and material like the shore

boats once seen ofif the coast of Ireland

and Wales, were used in the Missouri and
its tributaries, and lastly the canoe made
of very slender frame, covered with bark

sewn in strips, the seams covered with

pitch. This canoe was in America long

before Columbus, from the Equator to

the Arctic circle, and furnishes the model
for the staunch and more durable boat of

the white man. Without it the discovery

of the interior of the American continent

would have been long delayed and the

opening of the northern country nearly

impossible.

Every Hudson Bay Post, has, besides

its store and warehouse, a canoe shed.

At one of the posts where for four years

I either visited or outfitted, a huge old

birch lay in the canoe shed. Its construc-

tion and some of the marks about it

caused me to inquire into its history and
I found it to have been one of the canoes

that carried the fur brigade out from the

Abitibi every Spring until at last, super-

seded by a big Peterborough, it lay dis-

carded, a hoary old relic of the brave

davs On my last visit I found a number
of Indian boys playing about it in a way

that caused its speedy destruction. Poor
old canoe ! Past achievements are no
guarantee of your peaceful old age. It

called to mind the following poem by
George Marsh

:

My seams gape wide, so I 'm tossed aside

To rot on a lonely shore,

While the leaves and mould like a shroud enfold,

For the last of my trails is o'er;

But I float in dreams on Northland streams
That never again I '11 see,

As I lie on the marge of the old portage
With grief for company.

When the sunset gilds the timbered hills

That guard Temagami,
And the moon beams play on far James Bay
By the brink of the frozen sea,

On phantom guise my spirit flies

As the dream-blades dip and swing
Where the waters flow from the Long Ago

In the spell of the baek'ning spring.

Do the cow moose call on tne Montreal
When the first frost bites the air.

And the mist unfold from the red and gold

That the autumn ridges wear ?

When the white falls roar as they did of yore
On the Lady Evelyn,

Do the square tails leap from the black pools deep
Where the pictured rocks begin ?

Oh ! the fur-fleets sing on Temiskaming
As the ashen paddles bend.

And the crews carouse at Eupert House
At the sullen winter 's end

;

But my days are done, where the lean wolves run,

And I ripple no more the path
Where the grey geese race 'cross the red m(Oon 's face

From the white wind 's Arctic wrath.

Tho ' the death-fraught way from the Saguenay
To the storied ISipigon

Once knew me well, now a crunching shell

I watch the years roll on,

While in memory's haze I live the days
That forever art gone from us,

As I rot on the marge of the old portage
With grief for company.

After a few days in camp on our is-

land in South Bay, during which we at-

tempted to swim in the icy waters of

the lake and paddled about the beautiful

islands set like emeralds in the clear

waters, or tried our skill in some new
form of camp cookery, we started at

noon for Red Paint Bay.

Indians will not cross a lake of any
size in a canoe, particularly if a storm is

brewing, they always follow the shore

line, no matter how much longer it takes.

It is seldom that an Indian breaks this
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rule; white men on the contrary are more
hazardous, and I thought we were, when,

after passing the last of the islands in

ihe south cn4 of the lake, I saw there

were at feast fifteen miles of open water

between us and the next island. A storm

coming down from the north compelled

us to fight every inch of that fifteen miles.

At times rain and mist so enveloped us

that for nearly an hour we were out of

sight of land, but we took our bearings

from the wind and at last about seven

o'clock we sighted a small island, three

miles south cf the group known as the

Shakespeare Islands, and after some diffi-

culty, because of the heavy sea, we made

a landing. The shores of this lake are

rocky, and in some places quite precipit-

ous, rising out of the water to a height of

several hundred feet. The islands are up-

heavals of granite rock, split and worn

by glacial ice, and this particular island

was no exception, so that we had to ex-

plore somewhat to find a place to pitch

our tent. Hot tea and supper even in a •

downpour of rain make one see a little

clearer, and finally we dragged our wet

belongings back into the dense tropic-

like underbrush, cleared a space, and soon

we were enjoying the shelter of a teni.

The huge fire in front warmed and dried

us and the pleasant patter of the rain or

the tent made tranquil music except

when punctuated by a sudden rise of the

wind or a particularly loud thunderclap.

The sun rose clear in the morning but

as we put ofif from the shore the wind

came out of the north and the sky was

again cloudy, and we had another day of

fighting the elements. Finally at four

o'clock we reached the north east end of

Flat Island; at this point we made tea

and waited until the wind died down

enough for us to cross the last open

stretch of fourteen miles to the mouth

of Red Paint Bay. Here we made camp

on a small island and I state frankly we

were not particular about our bed for a

note in my diary reads that balsam

boughs were not necessary as we slept

soundly on the rocks.

We broke camp the next morning to

face the wind again, and at two p.m. land-

ed on an island at the mouth of the riv-

er. During our trip up the bay we were

compelled to follow the example of the

Indians, and stick close to the shore, tak-

ing advantage of every indentation in or-

der to have calm waters to bale the boat

and get ready for another struggle with

the wind. As I stepped out of the canoe

on the island a flock of partridges greet-

ed me and they were later added to our

bill-of-fare. The rest of the day was

spent in baking bread, drying clothes and

getting ready for the trip up the Red

Paint River. This river gets its name
from the red soil washed down from the

granite hills along its banks. One of the

pleasures of a canoeing trip is the making

of such a camp after days of rough, hard

work, wandering about the woods, rest-

ing in some quiet nook, and watching

nature at work. All the birds and anim-
^

als seemed busy about something.

One morning on my return trip, at the

mouth of the Red Paint River I spent an

hour watching the tree scavengering

work of the hairy woodpecker, and some

small Hudsonian chickadees. The rap-

id, unerring precision with which the

woodpecker cleansed the trunks and the

cheerful lively songs of the chickadees as

they took care of the branches and leaves

were a contrast to that solemn procession

of men that sprinkle our park trees and

leaves with green paint.

This island and those near by were

covered with animal trails, moose, cari-

bou and particularly rabbit tracks. Rab-

bits must be great visitors for their runs

were everywhere. Nor did night bring

a cessation of all the animal activities ; in-

stead a relief corps took the place of the

daylight workers. Don't think that we

were inconvenienced by all this, for we
enjoyed the society of these friends, and

each meeting brings another opportunity

for getting better acquainted. Our vis-

itors that night were the rabbits, mink,

and we thought a black bear, although we

were both so sleepy at that time that we

were not quite certain. I did not be-

grudge these people of the woods the

strav food they were looking for, but

I did hope they would overlook my loaves

of fresh-made'bread. The next morning,

leaving the whiskey jacks in possession,

we began our climb to the height of land.

I used the word climb, for it better fits
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the process of the next four days.

The Red Paint River is about sixty

miles from its source to the bay, but if

it were straightened out it would be con-

siderably more than sixty miles. When
the water is at its normal height it is not
an easy trp, but one that can be made
in three days if the party travelled fairly

light. \\ ith low water, and it was very
low at this time, it means three days of

hard work, paddle,portage, track, pole,

eight miles up the river to the first falls

with here and there rapids, some of which
we poled around or lifted over and some
portaged around. After covering twenty
miles of water and five portages, w^e made
camp in a low mosquito-infested place.

The second day, covering six portages and
many rapids and twenty miles of water,

we made camp on a small lake. Al-

though this was a hard day we saw
many interesting features of animal life.

Here we passed the spring trapping
ground of some lonely Indian, with here
and there a dead-fall and snare and cun-
ningly devised traps set in the edge of

the water for muskrat and I am sorry
to say sometimes beavers. Beaver-dams
are seen in some of the tributaries. Not
only do we find the river growing small-

er and more tortuous, sometimes widen-
ing into a lake that is shallow and full

of springs, but as we ascend the timber
changes. The lofty spruce and hemlock
fringed at the water's edge by the white
birches gradually dwarf from the size of

a mast to a telegraph pole, and some
would make very poor poles.

One instance of the third day is worth
recording. We had gone a mile up
Crooked Creek, and while I am aware
that there are many crooked creeks, I

think that this takes priority in the name
for besides being the crookedest it was
also choked with flood-wood. Our poor
abused canoe, refusing to bear the torture

of scraping over sharp points and stumps,
was punctured and began to sink. Quick-
ly getting our duffel on the bank we turn-

ed her up to survey the damage. It

might have looked serious had we not
prepared for such an emergency. In the

bottom of our packs were the i.ecessary

tools and copper tacks. So quickly cut-

ting a square from the plank punctured.

we fashioned a board from a dry spruce
log, to fit tightly in the space from which
we had cut the square and pitched the

edges, and were off again. This operation
had to be repeated several times on suc-

ceedings days, so that on our return the

bottom of our canoe looked not unlike a

patched quilt. The Red Paint takes its

source from a spring in the middle of a

marsh bed which in high water is a lake.

On the hill above is a deserted cache, re-

cently presided over by one Hogan, a

type fast receding before the march of

civilization. These low log houses, one
of which we used as a store house, were
very good examples of the ingenuity of

a man thrown on his own resources
whose only tools were a saw, an ax, an
auger and a few nails. Wooden hinges
that worked, chairs and tables and small-
er household appliances all showed the

skill of a finished artisan.

Often I think of the future of this coun-
try, for we were surrounded by evidenc-
es of that valuable mineral, iron. Many
mills and railways will despoil its beau-
ties and the lonely portage will become
a great highw^ay. The blackened stumps
and desolation left by the fire of last

spring compelled us to part with Hogan's
country house without regret. The next
morning , crossing a few lakes and tra-

versing three portages, brought us to a

shore wathout a landmark, beyond whose
hills is another waterway, how far we
do not know, and so shouldering packs
we began to cut our way by compass.
The dead and down timber and the thick

undergrowth finally brought us to realize

that a canoe and packs could not be car-

ried across until a path was cut, so I made
camp while Chris went ahead to recon-
noitre. Late that night I heard a rifle

shot which I answered by two shots. In
a little while Chris came into camp with
the news that the creek was too low to

float a loaded canoe. Moreover, the canoe
was in such a bad condition by this time
that it could hardly be expected to carry

us over the remainder of the trip which
would mean seven miles up Wilger Creek,
across a portage to the Kaukashkagama
River, one day on the Kaukash and a

portage which would have to be cut to

the unknown river. Here we expected to
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spend a few days studying the game
which an Indian had told Chris was so

plentiful and working down slowly where
we would cut another portage to the

lower branch of the Red Paint. In as-

cending the Red Paint I had a look up
this branch and found a good deal of

flood-wood. This would take us longer

than the allotted time, so that time and
the condition of our craft convinced us it

was better to retrace our steps. A vaca-

tion is not necessarily an exploring trip.

Having given up this part of our journ-

ey v\ e found on our return to the bay that

there were a few moue days at our dis-

posal before leaving for Nepigon. This
gave us an opportunity to visit Camps
number one and number two, also the

French Post in Ombabika Bay, and to

meet the engineers of the new railroad,

not forgetting the Indians at the Post,

most of whom are still unspoiled by the

whites. One old squaw we christened the

social arbiter of Ombabika. About her
hovered the younger ones, while she told

stories which must have been very hum- •

orous, from the applause and laughter
they elicited. Once in a while Chris would
translate one for my benefit and my ideas

of the solemn, taciturn Indian under-
went quite a change.
Our trip from Red Paint Bay to Omba-

bika was prolonged three days by the

heavy sea which drove us to the shelter

of some islands I can recommend such
an experience for the over-wrought nerves
of the strenuous city man. After the

first novelty of being marooned wears
ofif, there is nothing left to do but study
botany and birds and rest.

While travelling these northern por-

tages, one is easily reminded of the evo-

lution of the portage paths in the early

history of America—the famous old trails

around Niagara or between Lake Cham-
plain and the Hudson, from the Wabash
to Lake Michigan, Lake Superior to the

Hudson Bay, Illinois to Lake Michigan,
and many others along whose highways
is buried such a wealth of forgot-

ten history. As Holbert says : "There
could be no better way to describe

them than to ask the reader to walk
in fancy along what may be called the

back bone of America, the water-shed of

the Mississippi." As we start eastward
from the sweeping tides of the Mississ-

ippi, we shall see on the left, gleaming
lakes and half hidden brooks and rivulets

which flow northward to the St. Law-
rence, or southward to the Atlantic

Ocean, or the Gulf of Mexico. On the

high ground "between the heads of those
water courses our path lies."

Passing the question how and why New
France was founded on the St. Lawrence
it is enough for us to know she was there

before the seventeenth century dawned,
and that the fearless voyagers, undaunt-
ed by the rushing tide of the great stream,
were pushing on to a conquest of the

temperate empire which lay to the south-
ward. The streams found their source
in the highlands we were treading.

"Heedless of interruption, these daring
men pushed their canoes to the utmost
navigable limit, and then shouldered them
and crossed the water-shed. Once over

the portage, and their canoes safely

launched nothing stood between themj

and the Atlantic Ocean."
The two most important factors in the

exploration of a country are the water-

ways and the mountain systems, the one
an assistance to travel, and the other a

hindrance. In the sheltered bays and
rivers of the Atlantic coast, the early

European settlements were mostly plac-

ed, but some locations were chosen well

inland, up large rivers, and often near

the head of navigation for sea-going ves-

sels, as for instance, Quebec and Mon-
treal, and the settlements on the Dela-

ware and the James. From these points

as the base of early exploration, the set-

tlements of the country extended, and the

significance of the waterways became
evident. From the Atlantic seaboard the

St Lawrence and the Great Lakes offered

the readiest access, and, as a natural con-

sequence, we find the settlers of the St.

Lawrence basin the first explorers of a

large part of North America, and this

before the English further south had even

passed the Alleghanies.

Is it not a unique procession that pass-

es before the eye of the imagination—led

by the silent Indian, carrying his house-

hold goods or, stripped and painted bear-

ing on his shoulder the war canoe, follow-
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ing him the hardy explorer in whose com- railroads? Will history repeat itself in

panionship we find the black robed priesi

;

the northern woods? Those pioneers who
their stories carried back to the settle- are constructing the last iron road across

ments usher in the economic history and northern Canada, through almost impene-

we find the next column headed by trap- trable forests, far from a base of supplies,

pers. traders, and settlers swarming after encountering all sorts of obstacles in the

them, and the simple carry becomes a engineering way, make me feel sure it

highway of commerce. The path is wid- will.

ened by the crowdirrg host until horses But what of the canoe? She will never

and wagons take the place of man and abdicate and never can as long as man
the tump line, and these by canals and loves the water.

THE CALL OF THE MOOSE.

BY B. G. HITCHCOCK.

The hautboy call of winds is stilled

That sounded far and wide.

And tossed the painted leaves of trees

On hill and mountain-side.

For now the day is done,

The lake is dusk and glassy,

A strange sound has begun
Long-drawn-out, vibrant, brassy—

•

"Moo-woo-oo-waugh
!''

Elemental passion burning
In the voice, desirous, yearning.

The shoulders of the stately pines

Are hid in darkness deep

;

Down where bronze lily pads grow thick.

A moose would love-tryst keep.

His wild intensive bawl
Primeval love entreating

Answers the mating-call

The cow-moose keeps repeating;

"Moo-woo-oo-waugh !"

Onward he come in eager search.

Nor dreams he of the horn of birch.

He crashes on, the monarch moose.

Nothing his way impeding;

How should he know the love call comes
From birchen horn misleading?

He stops, the fatal shot rings clear

'Across the lake so glassy

;

No more the mate-call will he hear,

Long-drawn-out, vibrant, brassy—

•

"Moo-woo-oo-waugh!"
Elemental passion burning

In the sound, primeval, yearning.



The Deer Hunt
BY THE LATE WILLIAM PITTMAN LETT.

The voice of brave "Venus" was heard on the trail,

And the fierce howl of "Driver" came close at her tail,

The sharp yell of "Patch" told the story of game.
As down the "Swamp Runway" the grand chorus came!
The fear-stricken quarry in proud antler'd pride

Fled before them with snow-flakes of foam on his side

;

On, onward he sped over brake and o'er briar.

Each bound to his doom brought him nigher and nigher.

And louder behind him swelled full on the breeze

That matchless refrain through the old cedar trees
;

'Twas clear as the notes of the bugle which thrill

The spirit of Echo o'er valley and hill.

Tell me not of the music which instruments make,
Though harmony trembles in every shake—

•

Tell me not of the sound of a lute in the grove,

Though that lute be attuned to the thrillings of love

—

Tell me not of the chorus that swells o'er the bowl
When wine sparkles brightly and wit thrills the soul.

No melody rivals the magical sound
Of the deep-toned and heart-stirring voice of the hound,
When fierce on the track with proud fire in his eye.

He follows each wind of the scent in full cry!

But close came the music to where Ranald stood
With nostrils expanded, impatient for blood

;

His old double-barrel, that oft had been tried.

Was ready, his eye glanced on every side

;

The breaking of twigs gives him warning, when high,

W^ith a bound o'er the bushes, the 'buck meets his eye :

Fu'll sixty yards off did he burst on his view,

When up went his gun, long-tried, trusty and true,

Out rang the report on the cool evening air.

We looked for the quarry, in death he lay there I

The bullet had pierced him direct 'twixt the eyes,

'Twas gallantly done ; a magnificent prize,

Was that stately old deer, as he drew his last breath

Full length on the runway ; then in at the death
With a grand sweeping chorus the noble dogs came.
And rushed, with a blood-thirsty roar, at the game.
'Twas worthy the sportsman, and worthy the gun.

The fall of that noble old buck on the run

!

The sound of that gun ever true to its aim,

Brought each man from his stand for a view of the game,
The pipes were drawn forth, and then over the slain.

The run and the shot were enacted again.

The balmy fall evening was curtained with haze.

The tree-tops were tinged with the sun's sinking rays,

The leaves of the forest were silent and still,

The mighty old hemlock that stood on the hill •

Moved not from its roots to its branches on high.

W^hich towered in majestic relief 'gainst the sky.

'Twas a beautiful scene, but the shadows of night

From eve's dark'ning sky were commencing their flight

;

The quarry was shouldered, and glad was the tramp.
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As we carried our trophy away to the camp.
O! g^ive me the startling sound of the gun

—

The thrilling refrain of the dogs in full run
;

O ! give me the sight of the deer in full bound,
Over briar and brush as he spurns the ground—
O! give me the blaze of the camp fire at night.
When day and its glories have vanished from sight

—

When friends and companions are seated around
With the sky for a roof, for a bed but the ground,
The steam of the tea-kettle curling aloft

Through the evening's cool atmosphere, balmy and soft—

•

The potato-pot boiling and snorting with ire,

The frying-pan hissing away on the fire,

And an appetite keen, from the glorious run.
Awaiting the moment that "supper is done."
Compared with such charms, a palace would be.

Though gilded and gorgeous, a prison to me

!

Ottawa 18:2.
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A Successful Deer Hunt in Old Ontario
BY JESSIE A. COLE.

WHILE we hear and read a great
deal about successful hunts in

New Ontario, some good hunt-
ing is still to be obtained in Old

Ontario and our success last season af-
fords strong proof for this assertion.
The party w^hose adventures I wish to

record consisted of my brother, Claude
^^ . Cole, his wife Annie, my wife Alta
and myself. Having planned out the trip
we left Cape Vincent on October 29th
and rowed to Wolfe Island. A drive of
nine miles landed us at the Kingston
ferry by means of which we crossed to
the city where we purchased all our
camping outfit and took the noon train
for Calabogie, about ninety miles north,
which we reached at five in the afternoon.
Mr. Kinnelly and his daughter Katie met
us by arrangement and to their place we
proceeded and spent the night. Mr.
Kinnelly had previously acted as our
guide and we well knew his capabilities
and resourcefulness.

On the fnllowing day we drove five

miles further out and pitched our camp
close to the Madawaska River, near one
of the Government chutes. We had a fine,

large tent and lots of room for a party of
six. The situation proved ideal and we
much enjoyed our surroundings during
the whole of our stay.

While watching about a mile up the

river during the first day of open season
I saw a fine buck. I fired ten shots at
him with my 25-35 Winchester, putting
one bullet through him just in front of
his heart. As I had no boat and he was
on the other side of the river I started for
camp and on the way overtook Claude
tramping home with a nice doe on his
back which he had shot about the time I

killed the buck.
The guide accompanied me in the

canoe after the buck which was not quite
dead when we reached him. According
to Mr. Kinnelly the distance from which
I shot the buck wasn't a bit under four
hundred yards. As I had previously
hunted in the Canadian Rockies and had
never missed getting big game when
I fired at it. the distance did not
cause me as much surprise as it did the
guide.

On the following day I managed to
bring down a yearling buck. Katie
Kinnelly happened to be near my watch
and assisted me in taking it to camp.
When the others returned they expres-
sed great surprise that I had reached my
limit on the second dav of the hunt.
Good fortune likewise attended us on

the third day. Katie, who, though only
sixteen, is an excellent shot killed a fine

big doe and after dressing it the animal
proved so heavy we could not carry it.
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and Alta became uneasy at our absence

and came to meet us. With their as-

sistance we soon took the animal to camp.
All day Thursday I was on the watch

but saw nothing. At last Claude came
for me to return to camp and we thought

it was the first day we had been skunked.

When we came to Annie's watch we
were surprised to find her gone. Pre-

sently we met a stranger who told us

that the lady who had been watching
there had shot a spike buck. When we
re?ched the camp we found that the

guide had it hung up. Annie had killea

it at 150 yards distance, putting a bullet

in its ear which came out at its nose.

Her instructions were to shoot at the

head and she carried out those instruc-

tions faithfully. This was very good

After loading them in the wagon, and
just as we were ready to start, the team
got a smell of blood and bolted throwing
Katie out and stringing the deer through
the woods. Fortunately they brought
up against a tree without doing any fur-

ther damage. Re-collecting the deer we
loaded them in again and reached the

guide's house the same night.

We changed the program the next
morning when Claude accompanied me
on a bear hunt. Climbing the top of a

mountain we discovered a bear's den and
found late traces of them though we fail-

ed to get within sight of them.
The Cape was reached on Sunday and

on Monday we fitted up the tug and
started for the Main Ducks, an island in

the eastern extremitv of Lake Ontario.

Mrs. J. A. Cole (Alta.) Mrs. C. W. Cole (Annie I.

work for a lady who had never been in

the woods before and whose only prac-

tice had been at home. When she wants
chicken for dinner it is no trouble to her

to stand in the doorway and take a head
off at each shot with the 32 special Win-
chester,—though she used a 25-40 Win-
chester for the deer.

Next forenoon Claude shot a small

buck and fired three shots at a large buck
which he believed he could have killed

but for the fact that he left camp that

morning with only four cartridges in his

rifle. In the afternoon a small deer fell

to Alta's gun and when this reached
camp we decided that seven deer for a

five days' hunt in Old Ontario was good
enough for us.

Jessie A. Cole. C. W. Cole.

On arrival we arranged for a fox hunt
on Yorkshire Island, an island comprising

ninety acres and lying a quarter of a mile

to the east, and enjoyed fine sport. An-
nie again proved her expert shooting by
killing two foxes in two shots and was
highly delighted with her success.

This fall we hope to repeat the trip

w^hen we mean to try and secure some
photos of deer swimming down the gov-

ernment chute. They take the river

above the chute, swim down through it

when the water often completely covers

them, and take the shore as soon as they

reach still water. The sight is certainly

one of the most novel I have ever witnes-

sed and a reproduction of the scene

would, I believe, interest many readers.
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At the Merrytime Hunting Club

BY ONE OF THE PARTY.

NO\'EMBER first, nineteen hundred
and nine, came on Monday and
since no boat connection between
Muskoka Wharf and Rosseau ex-

ists on Sunday (at this time of the year),

it necessitated embarking from the latter

place on Saturday, October thirtieth.

The day was a delightful one, cold,

clear and invigorating, and the trip up
the lakes was one of unalloyed delight as

far as the beautiful scenery along the

shores of the lakes was concerned : yet

between the cabin which was heated to

suffocation at times, and the wind swept
deck that furnished most of the time a

too generous amount of fresh air, a rather

tiresome journey was endured by most
of the passengers.

The shores of the lakes compare favor-

ably with those of Temagami, yet lack

much of the wild and solemn grandeur
of the latter.

At Beaumaris we had a long wait for

the other steamer which made our arrival

at Rosseau an hour later than usual, but
as we neared our journey's end the spir-

its of all rose perceptibly in anticipation

of being able to stretch our tired limbs
and indulge in some of the wholesome
fare for which the Monteith House is

noted. Schubart and Petticord, who
were homeward bound from a successful

moose hunt, were on the dock to welcome
us, and a hearty welcome it was.
Bag and baggage were transferred to

the hotel which was an agreeable sur-

prise, and reminded me of many of the
ramshackle, makeshift, unclean and un-
comfortable hotels of the north country
that I have stopped at because it was so
entirely difTerent. A good wash, a nip

of liquid cheer, a hearty supper and we
were ready to unpack our duffle for the

start into the bush on the morrow.
At the last moment a raid was made on

the store, for shoe packs, socks, tobacco
and many other sundries that were left

Until the last moment, but the store was

equal to the occasion, for it furnished

everything, evidently from grub hooks to

pianos. In company with one of the

party, Dr. Johnson, I think, was his name,
was Dr. Richardson. This Dr. Johnson
was an elderly gentleman, a retired phy-
sician. He looked for all the world like

old St. Nicholas and seemed to be about
the same age but was as enthusiastic

about our hunt as any of the younger
members. At the last moment it was
discovered that his baggage had miscar-

ried and that he would have to forego

his trip until it was found. Dr. Richard-

son, who accompanied him, showed the

truest sportsmanship that I have seen in

many a day ; he stayed with the old gent-

leman sacrificing his own pleasures,

which I know he anticipated as keenly as

any of us, and when it was seen that the

baggage could not be recovered, left on
the return trip with him. I think the

Doctor is the kind of a man to tie up to

in the woods.
Oct. 31st, 1909. Sunday. A heavy

frost during the night silvered every
blade of grass and dressed the leafless

trees in a mantle of gray that sparkled

and reflected the sunbeams of early morn-
ing. The day gave promise of being bright

and cheerful, and everyone was anxious
to be off to the camp. Arthur gave us

the assurance of a start shortly after din-

ner with instructions to have all the bag-

gage ready for transportation by eleven,

a.m. A last article was hurriedly added
to our packs, another left behind, cart-

ridges were counted and an extra box or

two stored away in case we should shoot

at forty or fifty deer instead of only twen-
ty or thirty as we had at first expected.

Finally everything was packed, the last

strap hauled taut and each fat grip was
carried down and lashed securely beside

its neighbor in the wagon that was to

precede us. It looked like business when
the team with its generous load, and a

brace or two of hounds lashed behind
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started up the liill turned the corner and

was lost to view on its way to camp._

Those of the boys who had the time,

after they had arranged for the transpor-

tation of their luggage, indulged in a

stroll abotit the village and its suburbs,

took pictures or rowed on the lake, while

Hyslop and Scott went to church. It was

said afterwards that the rafters trembled

and the roof was in grave danger of be-

coming unseated, that the pastor was

partly unnerved by their presence, and

that when the contribution box was pas-

sed Hyslop nobly responded with a pro-

missory note, while Scott, who is not

blessed with the best of eyesight, imwit-

tingly dropped in a plugged nickel for a

five dollar gold piece. At any rate Scott

the reception hall. Everywhere there

was evidence of the painstaking care on

the part of our hosts manifested princi-

pally by scrupulous cleanliness, spotless

linen, and a general air of anticipation as

to the wants of the summer guests. This

is all the more remarkable when we hear

that none of the boys are married, but I

learned that there was a sister whom we
did not have the good fortune to meet,

but who, I'll warrant has much to do with

directing how this and that shall be done,

and who is responsible for many of the

good things said about her brothers, and

much of the enviable reputation connected

with them wherever their name is known.

At one o'clock the long looked for start

was made in three rigs over the very best

ONE OF OUK DEER.

woke Up Hyslop in time to get back for

a dinner which was both good and plenti-

ful, and which was calculated to give us

strength on our ride to camp. If this

meal is a criterion of the provender dis-

pensed the year round at this hostelry,

then I may say that the reputation of the

Monteith Boys is not known to half the

extent that it should be, for it was the

equal of any table de bote dinner that one

sits down to in any first class hotel

throughout the land.

Arthur next showed us through a part

of the building, giving us an opportunity

to casually inspect the Indian Room, and

the large and finely executed fireplace in

of roads, in fact they were in unusually

good condition, and taken all in all I don't

think any of us took notice of the time.

Before w^e knew it the driver told us that

we were as far as he dared go with the

team and that we might walk the extra

short mile to camp. Immediately there

was a general kick. Some said that they

could plainly see that the wagon tracks

did not end there, others wanted a rebate,

and Scott went so far as to say that the

preacher, in his sermon of the morning,

brought out very clearly that if they \yere

to tread any path it was to be the straight

and even one. and that he'd be keel haul-

ed if he'd do anything on that winding.
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bowlder strewn road but ride, and ride

they did. for the driver could not with-

stand the concerted remonstrances of

this band of bri£::ands.

In the meantime Petticord and the

writer had struck out afoot for the camp,
the latter because he was glad of the

chance of a little exercise, and Petticord

because he had to on account of his legs

which are so long that he must, while
riding, lay them length-wise in the wagon
box like pike poles. 'Tis true they bend
at the knees, but not with any degree of

facility ; they are institutions in them-
selves and must be seen to be appreciated.

Approaching from the west the view of

the camp and the lake opens suddenly to

our vision. At last we are at our goal,

and now let one who has seen it for the

first time give his impression of the place

which was to be the scene of at least one
epoch in our lives, when care was to be
thrown to the winds and only the good
things of this life were to be thought of.

The building situated on an eminence
commanding an excellent view up and
down the meadow, with the little lake and
the hills in the foreground, is substantially

built with logs, dovetailed at the corners,

two stories high, and its position, practi-

cally in the centre of the territory to be
hunted upon, could not possibly be im-
proved. The interior arrangement was
to me a revelation of neatness, and the in-

genious placing of kitchens, dining room
and living rooms, surmounted by the bed-
rooms on the second floor, shows in its

construction, good judgement and ex-

tensive forethought.

It didn't take long to get our traps

placed, and then the boys surely tore

loose, for a while at least. You may rest

assured no time was lost in opening the

medicine chest, and to the uninitiated it

was evident that here again the Monteith
boys meant that nothing in the way of

creature comforts was to be omitted, not if

they could help it. Whoever filled that

chest was no novice, he had done the deed
before.

At the camp when we arrived were Mr.
Waldon and Mr. George, w^hose respecta-

bility was vouched for by Schubart, the
latter bringing them with him from his

moose hunt. They had been unsuccess-

ful, were discouraged and Schubart deep
in sympathy, promised them a remedy if

they would consult the Monteith boys.

This they did, and had preceded us to the

camp by several days. Their primary
object was not necessarily to slay deer,

but to have a good time and rest in God's
great, inspiring, northern outdoors, and
they show^ed it could be done without
sanguinary thoughts, for both afterwards
persistently refused to man a runway and
kill a deer.

Their chief occupation lay in gathering

up every movable piece of wood within a

radius of a quarter of a mile from camp,
carr3ang it to a point in front of the cabin

where a rousing friendship fire was main-
tained during the whole time that they

were with us. Never before were the

fields around the camp subjected to so

thorough a cleaning up, not a stump was
left standing, not a piece of w^ood large

enough to see, except the cabin, but what
was gathered up to feed the flames, and
even the cook's wood-pile suffered.

The effects of the cold ride necessitated

frequent visits to the medicine chest and
it wasn't long before Hyslop showed vio-

lent symptoms of poisoning, probably
from an overdose. Mr. George and Zim-
merman were the particular objects of his

verbal attacks, George's hunting suit,

which 'had it been red, would have done
duty nicely for the master of an English

hunt, being made to suffer especially hard.

The more Hyslop visited the medicine
chest, the worse that suit looked to him.

The boys though were out for a good time,

were determined to have it, and nothing
was said or done, but what was taken in

good spirit. No one present that first

night, thought it possible to serve, so far

back in the woods, such a supper, for the

table literally groaned under the good
things upon it. Arthur Monteith presid-

ed at the head and how he ever managed
to get anything to eat for himself wmII

always remain a mystery to me.
The menu : Scotch ginger-ale high ball,

salmon trout, salad, ham fried with baked
potatoes, cold pressed pigs feet home
style, celery hearts, cofifee, tea, crackers

and cheese, peaches with whipped cream
and cigars.
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Adjournment to the living room, and
cards was then the programme, while
many a joke made the rafters of the old

cabin ring again and again.

The weather at night was cloudy and
cool but not freezing.

Nov. 1st, 1909—On this first morning
of our hunt were present Walter Nicholls,

J. G.Woods, James Scott, Allan V.Young,
A. F. Zimmerman. Arthur Monteith, S.

D. Waldon, R. E. Schubart. E. Wolf. E.

George, E. Petticord, M. D. Stepp, W.
Hyslop. and W. Talbot. During the

night the serenade furnished by Fred's
cow was indignantly resented by Scott

who bombarded her with all the soap he
could lay his hands on. Hyslop's shoes
were also found back of the cabin next
morning but Scott claimed these fell out

of the window. Between Scott, the cow
and our anticipation for the coming hunt
some of the boys passed rather a restless

night and most were glad to hear Arthur
call in tones not to be doubted, "Five
o'clock, everybody out !' We scrambled
into our clothes as though the cabin was
afire, got washed, had breakfast in a jifify,

and were all out of doors before sun-up.
Starting north in two parties, half went

over the Burnt Rocks northeast, stationed

by Fred. The other half went north to

the road and stationed along towards the

north, placed by Arthur. Before the

last half got their stands, Fred turned in

the dogs and they immediately drove a

deer past where we ought to have been.

We lost our shot and the deer was shot

by some one else one half mile to the

north of us. Arthur finished stationing

us and then went in with one dog. He
very quickly jumped a deer, fired three

shots at long range, and afterwards two
more. The deer passing back of and to the

north of the writer, headed directly to-

wards Petticord and Nicholls. Arthur
at one time was so near to me that I could

hear the action of his Winchester, as he
pumped in a fresh shell. Directly we
heard a shot and from its location thought
Nicholls had made a kill, but it turned

out afterwards that he met a game ward-
en who couldn't resist the temptation of

shooting at a porcupine, very possibly

turning the deer at the crucial moment,
and destroying Nicholl's chance for a

shot.

The drive being over, we started back
towards the meadow where the boys were
all to meet at the haystacks but through
some misunderstanding they failed to

put in an appearance. We waited one and
one half hours and started up over the

Burnt Rocks before them. At the top of

the hill, we found Hyslop and Scott, each

on his stand about fifty feet apart, not

having moved since being placed early in

the morning. Hyslop was tucked in

nicely amongst the moss and leaves in a

little hollow, sleeping peacefully, whilst

Scott was astraddle a sun warmed rock,

playing "solitaire." Farther along the

trail, at a point called the "Doctor's

stand," we found a doe hanging up. We
learned afterwards that in some way she
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had been wounded, and that Fred had run

her down and knifed her. It is barely

possible that this was the deer that Arthur
fired at this morning.

We stationed our men along the rocks

while Arthur and I went around to the

north into the big timber, and through a

tremendous windfall which stretched

through the forest for a mile and a half.

The wind must have gone through here

with frightful velocity for the destruction

was appalling. The going was heart-

breaking and after extreme exertion,

both of us being in a lather, we came out

near w'here the deer was hanging. Here
we met Wolf \vho had made a rattling

good shot on a good sized spike buck.

This was considered very fair for one
day, and the w^ord for home was given.

As it was quite warm the boys were
ready for generous liquid refreshments
when they reached the cabin, and the

popping of corks sounded like a minia-

ture fusilade in a sham battle. Hyslop got

a flying start and hugged the pole the

whole way around, but when he came on
under the wire, he couldn't stop and after

supper Pa Scott in sheer self defence, put

him to bed.

The assemblage except Petticord and
me, congregated around tables, playing
with stiff, rectangular pieces of card

board, and I heard a distinct click, click,

as these joyous earth beings threw round
discs on the centre of the table, and
broke into cuss ejaculations when one of

them confiscated them all.

The weather was unusually warm dur-
ing the day and at night the sky was dark
and looked like rain.

Nov. 2nd, 1909. For dinner this even-
ing our menu was as follows :—Scotch
high ball, cream tomato soup, celery

hearts, venison a la sauer braten, with
mushrooms and mashed potatoes, roast

beef with browned potatoes, winter
squash, sweet peas, tea, crackers and
jelly w^ith whipped cream, and cigars.

The Monteith boys were certainly poor
providers and we all felt that we were not
being fed properly.Ward and Hyslop were
carried away from the table unconscious,
and the crowd was thinking seriously of

having a certain number detailed to do

duty as a relief squad. Two new arriv-

als came today in the persons of Robin-

son 'and Ward. Ward regaled the non-

pokerists in the evening with a brilliant

account of his trip to James Bay. He has

the honor of being in the Provincial

Government Survey.

Directly after starting this morning it

rained, it rained a gentle rain that kept up
all day long, made the meadows look like

lakes, and wet us all to the skin. Going
north we stationed along the first cut and

drove from a north westerly direction.

Only two shots were fired, and at nine, a.

m. the drive was over. Talbot had killed

a splendid eight point buck that got up

in front of him. The deer came head on

and Talbot neatly dropped him with a

shot between the eyes.

No one being prepared for such weather

we returned to the cabin to dry out and

the place soon had the appearance and

smell of a mechanic's laundry. Lunch
which was a repetition of all the good

things heretofore set down was partaken

of at noon. Part of the hunters then

braved the storm and went across the

meadows for another run. The Burnt

Rocks was the northern boundary of the

drive and the dogs were let in on the east

side of the latter. Two deer were jump-

ed but made a wide circle, no one getting

a shot. On getting back to camp at four

o'clock the elderly section wnth a few of

the younger ones played "Old Maid"
with chips, jack pots, and full houses,

while after dinner the same w^as in pro-

gress. Hyslop went as far as the second

haystack, fully three hundred yards from

camp. As a dead game sport he surely

had no equal, and he vows if he doesn't

get a shot soon he's going to shoot a

horse. Some of the boys were mean
enough to suggest that it was on account

of the cook and cookee that he was loath

to go from the cabin. Ward was the

chief offender here, and most of us put

it down as rank jealousy—at any rate.

Ward and Hyslop are spending much
time in the kitchen after dinner in the

evening vieing with each other as to

which will keep the phonograph w^ound

up, and the sounds of feminine laughter
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coming from the culinary regions are

proofs that the female portion of the

camp is not left to pine itself away in

dreary loneliness.

Nov. 3, 1909. Today was slated as a

banner day, but the best laid plans "gang
aft aglee." The rain of yesterday made
trailing comparatively easy and after sta-

tioning the trail in the Concession Lake
region, the dogs were turned loose and
soon made a hot strike, but took the deer

in a westerly direction, beyond the

stands, no one getting a shot.

We had lunch with hot tea and a gen-

erous "friendship fire" at the old beaver

chances and we returned empty handed.
Arrived at the cabin the boys soon got
at the round table, while some took the
opportunity to snap a few pictures.

Messrs. George, Waldon and Schubart
left for home in the evening, Arthur Mon-
teith going out with them. We regret-

ted to see them go, but every way has its

parting, and we reconciled ourselves to

the inevitable.

Nov. 4, 1909. When the crowd got
back today they were met by three new
arrivals : Dr. Grift'in, Rev. Daw, and Mr.
Boyd.
The sun came up this morning in a

MEMBERS OF THE HUNT CLUB OF 1909.

dam in the woods, and there stationed
for a run from the shores of Two Bat
Lake. Directly the dogs were loosed
they started a deer which evidently was
being driven by a stray hound, turned it

back and drove to water immediately.
The Spaniels gallantly took the water,
and we drew blank without anyone sight-
ing the quarry.

The last drive was towards home over
the Burnt Rocks that constituted the
scene of our first drive yesterday, but the
wind and rain which had started again,
played an important part in spoiling our

glorious burst of radiance, and it was a

w-elcome change from the rain which we
had been having during the last three

days, but towards noon the sky became
overcast and we were treated to a lively

snowstorm which lasted for a quarter of

an hour. We crossed the lake on leav-

ing the cabin in the morning after an un-

usually late start and stationed along the

Manitoba trail. A pack of hounds, that

we thought at first were ours, had a mer-
ry chase inside our territory and
whoever they belonged to, killed the

deer without any of us getting sight of
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ther him or them. This incident of

urse spoiled our drive, and after the

shooting which was just beyond us on

the Burnt Rocks, we repaired to our ren-

dezvous at the Beaver dam. Our second

drive was as fruitless as the first, besides

chilling us through. On the way home
some of us had a race and they arrived at

camp in a lather, but in perfect condition

to enjoy the good things usually employ-

ed to warm up.

The tea and fire at our noon day try-

sting place formed an agreeable institu-

tion and I am sure was looked forward to

by all of us with keen expectation. Father

Dovv's presence had put a very effectual

damper on some of the choicest litera-

ture any camp w'as ever treated to. Even
Hyslop was as meek as a youngster who
is an anxious candidate for a Bible class

in a Sunday school.

Tomorrow we hunt south from here

in new territory; wonder what it will

bring forth. Mack, who helps Fred with

the dogs, got lost yesterday, just after

noon, travelling twenty miles from then

until dark. He says he saw two deer and

put up several others.

Poker is again in order this evening,

but it's like a prayer meeting toward
what it has been. Since our reverend

friend has come to us, I have asked my-
self over and over again, "Is it the cloth,

or is it the man," and have answered to

my own satisfaction. "Probably both for

the crowd is too gentlemanly a set not to

place respect where respect is due, and
Father Daw seems to be a liberal, kindly

and intelligent man, whose presence

alone, without his insignia, can only

command love and respect."

Nov. 5, 1909. Telegrams early this

morning recalled Mr. Boyd on account

of sickness in his family, and Mr. Hyslop
who is to sail for London next Tuesday.

During the night George Monteith ar-

rived in camp. We got an early start,

stationing in a southerly direction along

the stream. It was bitter cold on the

runways. The first drive drew blank, and

after starting the second and waiting a

short time, George Monteith ard Nich-

olls came down the trail and we picked

up Robinson and started back. As one

was going toward Father Daw who fired

two shots and the other coming down the

ravine toward Hyslop and the rest of us,

Hyslop opened up on her and was quick-

ly joined by NichoUs, George Monteith

and Robinson. The writer saw what was
coming and wisely fortified himself be-

tween two rocks from where he had a

view of some of the fanciest crossfire

shooting it has ever been his good for-

tune to witness.

Enough said when it is told that the

deer went through the four of them, six-

teen shots were fired but they never stir-

red a hair. A vote being taken it was

decided that Nicholls was the "Rummy,"
and even if he wasn't he had to stand the

blame. An hour was spent in explan-

ation and then a start was made for the

cabin for lunch.

After this we started north. sta<-ioning

along the first meadow, Bert and the

writer going to the road by the lumber

camps. We were hardly stationed when
Zimmerman, who had a stand on a high

ridge along the lumber camps, fired

at a deer across the valley, saw the

deer go down, but ih spite of dili-

gent search on the part of himself

Bert and myself afterwards, we failed to

find him. Soon after "Fred the guide"

wounded a magnificent eight point buck

that the dogs soon brought to bay, when
he was killed. To my left Bert fired four

shots and got another good six point

buck. Several minutes later as I started

towards Bert in answer to a hail from

him, a fine doe tried to get by me at one

hundred and sixty three paces and I

dropped Iter with a shot through the neck.

Bert made a most excellent running shot

at eighty yards through thick cover. Un-
luckily I did not "have my camera and

therefore missed the best sporting pic-

ture of the whole trip. Each of us dres-

sed our deer, and then succeeded in get-

ting a native to take them to Rosseau,

saving us the trouble of packing them

back to camp. On our way back we met

Father Daw, Robinson, Mack and Fred

bringing out the latter's deer. They were

literally sweating blood and had a hard

job getting the big buck down the hill

and nn to a sledge.
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It's a happy crowd in camp tonight, the

deer that were killed buoying up the

hopes of those less fortunate, and some
tall resolutions are being made for the

morrow. In all, nine deer were seen to-

day, seven shot at, and three brought
down.

Nov. 6, 1909. There was some very

choice shooting on the part of the boys
today. The weather being particularly

auspicious, we surrounded the tract south

and east of the cabin, Zimmerman and I

getting no stand along the easterly side

because of the lumbering operations go-

ing on there. Four or five deer were put

up, Robinson shooting twice at two but

was Ward (who was close by) or a dog
that 'he shot at, he can't positively state,

but he fired twice at the apparition, then
lost it, then lost himself in the bush, and
when he came to, he was back at the

cabin and declared that he had had
enough for one day and stayed in. This
rendition may appear somewhat vaguc,
but those who heard Nicholls describe

his experience will recognize the simil-

arity between it and his twisted descrip-

tion. Dr. Griffin diagnosed the whole
thing as a bad case of buck fever aug-
mented by a box of cigarettes that Nich-
olls smoked that morning.
We had lunch at the Beaver meadow

ON THE WATER WAGGOK.

failed to score. A big buck soon after

got up in front of Wolf, who also missed
after a hard run.The same buck was miss-

ed by Fred, and afterwards as he swam
the river below the dam, Bert missed him
seven times. The reports sounded like

volley firing, and the woods were in

grave danger of being set on fire. Nich-
olls during all the excitement had a most
unusual experience in having his lunch
stolen by a doe. At any rate he said he
was standing on the run. or running on

the stand, and whether the deer was run-

ning or standing, or in fact whether it

end of the Manitoba trail, and part then

came back to the cabin stationing over
the north end of the "Burnt Rocks." In

this drive Bert again fired four shots at

another t)uck and "missed him clean."

He missed today, altogether two mink,
three fox, two muskrats, and two deer.

Rev. Daw, Dr. Griffin and Zimmerman
are bridge whisting tonight, Ward and
Talbot have built a rousing friendship

fire over which some of us are popping
corn, and the rabble is playing poker.

Nov. 7, 1909. This is Sunday and a

quiet day in camp. Father Daw has
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f very effectually put a damper on all card

games in g-eneral, while the name of pok-

er, alone, is cause enough to bring forth

a severe ministerial admonition that the

offender will not soon forget nor care to

repeat. The boys are therefore amus-
ing themselves as best they know how.

Several of us went to the beaver dam
this noon, took some photos and then

came back to camp, wrote letters or pitch-

ed horse shoes. At five o'clock this ev-

ening we had a grand dinner.

Too full for utterance the crowed had to

literally back away from the table, and
it was some time before "that stuffy

feeling had disappeared," Dr. Griffin's

stock of pepsin being drained to its low-

est dregs. It was hig^hly amusing to see

that gang sit down to a table that would
have done credit to Delmonico, with the

"'sang froid and nonchalance of the hard-

ened globe trotter" and accept all the good
things as a matter of fact or as though
they belonged to a deer hunters' camp,
far back in the bush, when in reality Lu-
cullus, never feasted at a board that could

lay claim in a relative manner to daintier

or rarer morsels than were set before us

each night of our sojourn in camp.

George, Arthur and Bert, you have
spoiled us, for you have taught us to ex-

pect this graciousness, taught us to think
that comfort and the best cooking go hand
and hand with deer shooting, and I am
very much afraid we will not be satis-

fied anywhere else except at dear old

"Merrytime Camp."

This evening the boys begged piteous-
ly of Father Daw to relent. George
Monteith especially used all the cajolery

gained in thirty eight years of experience
along these lines, to have the lid lifted,

but it only brought forth the afore men-
tioned ministerial admonition, conveyed
not by word of mouth, only by a minis-
terial look. Father Daw remained firm,

and it is needless to say that the boys did

not play poker. After the usual gun
talk, story telling, and night cap, they,

one after another dribbled off to bed.

AWather is very warm.

Nov. 8, 1909. This is our seventh day
in camp and George Monteith and the

waiter must leave after the last drive this

afternoon. Cereal, toast, French frys, a

steak as large as a door mat for each,

cheese, crackers, coffee and marmalade,
was enough to quiet the inner man until

our lunch, neatly wrapped in oiled paper,

with which all were provided was par-

taken of.

Our first drive was down at the big

swamp, past the "Burnt Rocks." Many
deer signs were visible, but the swamp is

an extremely hard proposition to negoti-

ate, nevertheless two deer got up in front

of Wolf. He was not in the well known
erect position of "genus homo" but rath-

er was maintaining an attitude which had
Darwin seen him, would have gone far

in establishing his relation to at least one
of the lower animals. Armed with noth-

ing more than a thin piece of tissue paper,

which he held tightly gripped in his right

hand, he was quick to recognize his dis-

advantage and made a frantic dive for his

rifle, ten feet away and sent two shots

after them. This helped their speed very

materially but not the situation. Wolf
met the crowd with a sheepish, crestfal-

len, dampened air, a sadder but a much
wiser man. The dogs in the swamp took

two deer out the other side, no one get-

ting a shot. After the drive which was
to us a long and cold one, we all repaired

to the luncheon place, and to a rousing
fire which the Doctor and Father Daw
built, and had lunch and a general good
time until it was announced the next
drive would begin. We surrounded the

"Burnt Rocks" on both sides around to

the Pot Hole, and not long after the drive

had started, a number of shots were fired

along the Manitoba trail.

The first of these shots was fired

by Ward who missed long, hard chances,

and then the crowning event of the hunt

took place. Robinson, my room mate,

than whom no better fellow ever pressed
the trail, killed a fine buck with his second
shot. Gratification is not expressive
enough for his feelings, exaltation is a
much more fitting term. We learned this
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of Zimmerman, who carried the news to
camp.

George Monteith and I soon have our
duffle in order, we haven't time to wait
and drink Robinson's health, but the rest
of the boys promise to do it for us.

There will be a rousing time in camp
tonight, and we are sorry to come away,
but as far as the writer is concerned, he's
had his throw and must be content with
one more good phase of this life ended.
As we mount our seats in the buggy, and
with heavy hearts turn the horse's head
away from the cabin, a feeling comes over
us more strongly than I can find words
to express, the unselfish camaraderie
that animates this camp, the fraternity
that inspires it, the sweet and tender
communion of helpfulness that fellow-
ships it. "Camp Merrytime" I bid thee,
"Au Revoir." To Mr. Al. Zimmerman I

am indebted for the account of subsequent
happenings.

On the following day the ground north
of the cabin was hunted. The dogs get-
ting a good start rounded past Zimmer-
man, but he did not get a very good
chance at it, as it was some distance from
him in a bad windfall. He had four or
five shots at it but it got away. No bet-
ter luck that afternoon.

On Thursday morning a run w^as made
near Two Bay Lake, but the deer got
away again without a shot being fired.

That afternoon the whole crowd sudden-
ly got "cold feet" and decided to leave
for Rosseau that evening. Nichols,
George Monteith, (who had come back)
and Arthur Monteith stayed over to
come in on Friday. That night at

Rosseau. Robinson did himself proudly,
for he insisted that each member
of the party drink a pint of Mum's
Extra in tribute to the buck. That the
celebration did not end with that one pint,

goes without saying. Next morning as
the boat was about to leave. Zimmerman.
who had been loath to leave camp in the
first place, suddenly changed his mind
about going home and resolved firmly to
return for one more try. He managed
to procure a conveyance and drove back

in a pouring rain, arriving at half past ten
in the morning. The other three were of
course more than pleased to see him, and
all, then and there, determined to get an-
other deer.

That afternoon they went down the
road about three miles tow^ards Rosseau
for a drive. A good run was enjoyed but

no one got a shot.

On Saturday an early start was made
in the direction of the Beaver Dam. Near
the "Shallows" the dogs made "a find and
drove toward Zimmerman, the one above
all others you'd wish would have the luck.
The goddess Diana must have had Zim-
merman under her special care that day
for a fine doe came bounding through the
brush at one hundred and twenty yards,
going hard, but presenting view enough
for Zimmerman to stop her with a shot
through the hind quarters. A second
shot through the shoulder ended the hunt,
and repaid friend Zimmerman for his
plucky determination, not to go home
empty handed. It proved one thing and
that is. if you would be successful in deer
hunting, it is well not to wait until they
come to you, but rather to go to them.
There was but one way for Zimmerman
to get a deer, and I am sure we are all

happy to say "he got him."

The dogs w^hen they drove the deer to
Zimmerman went on over the next ridge
with three others, they having turned
down a ravine on hearing the shooting at

their mate, and not having sufficient men
to man all the runw^ays these aH got clear
away without any one getting shots at

them, otherwise we might have made a
record kill for the season.

Thus ended our hunt of 1909, pos-
sibly not so auspicious in the number of
deer killed, compared with previous years,
yet nevertheless standing forth as a ban-
ner year, for at no time in its history, did
the old cabin hold a more jovial, genial,

contented assemblage of kindred spirits,

who knew\ deep down in their hearts that
they were not only members of a club,

but that they were members cemented by
the bonds of fraternity which enabled
them to carry awa}' memories that can
never pass.



The Lone Trapper and His Story

BY ERNEST J. McVEIGH.

HE drifted on to the beach in front

of the camp, and stepped out of

the little nine foot bark canoe
without making a sound that we

could hear. I say he drifted, bu^ I really

don't know how he came. He wasn't

there a moment ago, and now he was,
and it wasn't dark either, only dusk.

Lifting his craft from the water with
one hand he laid it down gently on the

sand, placed the paddle carefully inside

of it, and came up to where we were sit-

ting around the door. The stranger is

always welcome at the hunters' camp,
so I stepped forward to meet him and ask-

ed if he had had his supper. He was long
and lanky, and his clothes hung loose.

Not that he had so much of them, a rough
coat and pants, with a cheap cotton shirt,

open at the neck, and something on his

head that had once been a soft felt hat.

It had no shape to it, or, as I found later,

it had many shapes. As he came up
from the water it was turned up in front,

and drooped at the back and sides. As I

spoke to him he reached up and gave it a

twist that left it turned up over one
ear, and flopped over the other in a man-
ner that suggested a Scotch terrior when
watching a rat hole. He was clean shav-
en and lean of face, but his voice was soft

and pleasant when he spoke.

"No stranger, I don't think I have had
supper, but I am not hungry, thank you."
"Well, it's supper time and you can't

come to a hunters' camp without eating,

come in with me and see the cook."

"No, really friend, I am not hungry,
many thanks to you just the same."

"I guess it won't hurt you to have a

dish of tea anyway. What time did you
hav^e dinner?"
"Well I didn't have dinner to-day, but

I had breakfast this morning, and I will

be home in a few hours."

I could hear some of the fellows laugh
behind me, and I wanted to laugh my-
self, but the more he hung back the more
I was determined to force our hospitality

upon him. It may not have been in

good taste, but some of these bushmen
are as shy as children, and require press-

ing, so I persisted.

"W^ell come in and have a mouthful of

whiskey then, if you won't eat."

.

"You are very kind friend, and I will

take a very little, thank you."

Now that did not please' me, for I was
afraid I had made a mistake, and he was
one of those fellows who will drink

whiskey rather than eat. But I was
wrong again, for he had stopped me be-

fore I had half a drink in the glass, and
then swallowed that quantity rather as a

compliment to me than as if he really

liked it. This made me feel very friendly

toward him, and I again pressed him to

eat something. The table was not yet

cleared off and seeing this he sat down
for a few minutes, but he didn't eat

enough for a child. So we were soon out

at the front with the boys, who were en-

joying their evening smoke in the pleas-

ant air, that was. warm and mild for the

time of the year.

I drew up a short 'bench for our visitor,

and as he seated himself I asked

—

"Where do you call home in this coun-

try?"

"\\"ell, I am living just now with an
Indian a few miles down the lake."

He would push the old hat around on
his head as he started to speak, and the

quick nervous movements of his hands
contrasted strangely with the slow drawl
of his soft, even toned voice, and I made
up my mind that we had stumbled on a

"character," or rather an odd genius had
stumbled on us, and I wanted to make
him talk if I could.

"I suppose you do some trapping?" I

asked him.
"Oh yes, a little, but fur is scarce a-

round here now. Used to be some, yes
quite a lot."

"I expect there was, I got two mink
myself since we came to camp."

"Did you now, that's nice, not so easy
to get now, very little good fur left. But
there is one silver fox here yet, yes, in-
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deed. Have been trying to get him for

two winters now."
"That is interesting, have you seen

him often?"

"Oh no, never seen him at all, only his

trail you know. You see a silver fox has

a different trail from red fox. Every
time he jumps he strikes his tail on snow,

leaves big marks, red fox never does that.

Saw this chaj)'s trail on big marsh ten

miles south two winters. Always cros-

ses that marsh on jump.
"Well, that's a new one on me. but I

don't know much about such things."

"Any of you fellows ever hear that be-

fore?" I asked this of the men of our

hunting party, who had now gathered

round to listen to the stranger. They
declared they had never heard that one,

and the Doctor said :

—

"If it is correct that the silver, as well

as the "cross" fox is only a freak of na-

ture, and not a distinct breed, it would
be strange indeed if he possessed that

peculiar characteristic."

The old hat had made a complete circle

of his head by the time I turned to our

trapper again and I said to him :

—

"You know that the people in the far

North West who have tried to breed the

silver and the cross fox claim, with some
show of reason, that they are only freaks,

as a litter from a pair of silvers may show
one cross, or silver, and the remainder
just common red."

"No, I have never heard that."

"Well now, if there is only one silver

fox in this country, and he here for two
years would it seem to support that

theory?"

The hat was getting fits now. "Well it

would seem so, now wouldn't it, but I

would like to get that chap I speak of

just the same."

"I guess you would, and so would most
any of us. Do you get many fishers in

your traps?"

"Not many, the fisher is a smart cuss,

more like him to eat what's in the trap

than get caught himself. Got one last

winter though, in funny way, made me
laugh. My chum and I struck fisher

track in bush and followed it. In about
a mile came to a hollow log, tracks going

in, none coming out. Stopped up ends
of log, and cut hole in top, could hear
him, but nothing doing. Put trap down
in hole and cut second hole. Fisher ran

into trap. Had him so far all right, cut

hole little bigger and tried to pull him
out, he stuck,. chum said, "Hold on, I see

foot caught side of hole, put in finger to

loose foot, jumped back and held up hand,
end of finger gone. "Hell, that's not foot"

—chum was mad, knocked hell out of that

fisher.

"Shouldn't wonder if he did. I suppose
you hunt more or less. Deer, moose?"
"Some, not much, just to eat you know.

Killed a moose once, sorry ever since.

Chum and I going through bush, moose
came out of brush, I shoot quick and
then find cow, too far from camp to

bring in, and there was calf. Calf fol-

lowed us, tried to drive it away, wouldn't
go, kept following. I felt bad. Chum
cursed. Sat down for time to let caif

go away, wouldn't go, we went on, calf

followed, got mad and killed damn calf.

Felt like murderer, bad business, sorry

yet, no business to shoot. Chum told

me so ten times."

He grabbed the old hat and rubbed it

all over his head. None of us laughed

;

we didn't feel like it, and we were -sorry

for him.

"Did you ever have trouble with

wolves?"

"Oh yes. damn wolves, I am afraid of

wolves. Never know what they will do>

and never know where they are. Maybe
close to you, maybe ten, twenty miles

away."

"Are there many close to us here? I

know there are some."

"Yes, more than you think. I got bad
scare last winter. Went out on lake to

fish through ice ; took two pair blankets

to stay all night, made little brush shel-

ter close to shore, cut holes not far out

and fished. Caught some fish and then

made tea in front of shelter. Had little

dog with me. After supper moon came
up bright as day. Heard wolves com-
ing down lake, could see them soon,

small pack, six or eight. Damn scared

I tell you. dog scared too. Caught dog
by neck one hand, axe in the other and
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waited. Wolves came with rush, ran

around holes in ice, licked at blood where
I killed fish, and went on down lake like

hell. Dog all shakes, me too, wolves
never seen us. Don't know why they
didn't smell us, but glad they didn't.

"What is your opinion as to the num-
ber of deer they kill?"

"Don't know how many they kill, but
they kill all they want to, not all

they want to eat you know, but all they
want to kill. They kill them just for

fun—yes yoii bet they do. I had the

laugh on one last summer. Was going
up a river trail on foot one day and stop-

ed at a rapid, when I heard wolves away
on other side. In a minute one big son of

a gun came out of bush to edge of water
and stood facing bush. He had come to

head off deer at crossing. You would
think he was laughing with tongue hang-
ing out, waiting for the deer. I had only

shot gun and no balls, but gave him both
barrels anyway—you should see him go

—

wow. Bet he forgot the deer for awhile

—

I hid in the brush and deer came past but
no wolves. Guess that fellow met them
and told them that hell was out for noon
down by that rapid."

"Did you ever trap any of them?"
"Only one, and I guess that was an

accident, they are too smart for me.
Wonder what they were made for any-
way? Them, and black flies and mos-
quitoes. I don't know,"
"Do you know of a case where they

actually killed anyone?"
"Well no, I don't, I have heard of

them doing it, but I don't know of a case.

I do know of cases where they acted as

if they wanted to eat a man pretty bad,

but the men were not taking any more
chances than they could help to find out

whether they were in earnest or only
fooling."

"No, I don't suppose they were, but
there is a lot of rot talked about the

wolf. We have lost a hound bitch, and
the men in lumber camp on Hemlock
Lake say that the wolves killed her near
their camp the night she was lost. What
do you think about it ?"

The old hat went up on the right side,

down on the left side, and half way
round, before he answered.

"Now I don't think so, but who can
tell ? If she was 'running' I would say
no, sure, but if she was not I don't

know. You can't 'be sure about a wolf.

I used to think I knew something about
them, and I wasn't afraid of them, but
a few years ago they put the fear in me
and I've had it ever since. I was trap-

ping all alone that winter and had a

good shanty on a small lake, one of a

string of lakes. It was a cold, hard win-
ter w'ith deep snow and no crust. Guess
it was a bad year for wolves. The only
runs they had were on the lakes and
streams where the snow would not lie'

so deep. They would hunt up and down
these and go into the small swamps
leading off the ice after the rabbits. I

could often hear them go past the hut
at night, and sometimes they would stop

and howl, but I didn't mind them much
then.

"Some days I would have long trips

to make and could not get home before
dark, and one evening about the end of

Feburary I found that a small pack was
following me as I came in. They didn't run
and howl, but when I would cross a lake

and look back I could see them coming,
and the next lake the same, and so on
until I got home. The next day I got
in early, but after dark I wanted a small
pail of water and took my pail to go
down to the water hole in the ice. I

got half way down wfien I met a big
wolf in the path. He stood facing me
showing his teeth and I shook the pail at

him, thinking he would run, but not a

run ; instead of that he stepped toward
me and I backed up, keeping the pail be-
tween us and he came on after me. He
looked real nasty now, I tell you, and I

began to think it was a long way to the

door of the hut. I was afraid to turn my
back on him, but I did reach the door at

last, and I went in almighty quick and
slammed it shut while I got my gun, but
when I did get it and looked out he was
gone.

"I was some mad, 'but I was some
frightened too, and I went after that

water with the gun in one hand and the

pail in the other, and I went slow, but I

came back fast as I could walk, yes I

did, not so badly frightened you know.
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But that wolf did look big and nasty to

me, coming after me step by step with
head down and eyes turned up, and his

teeth kind of flickering. Did any of you
gentlemen ever meet one like that ?

A murmur of dissent went around the
group of listeners, and our trapper
went on.

"I didn't hear a wolf howl that night
and I wasn't thinking of wolves when I

came in next evening just at dusk, but as I

turned up my path from the lake to the
shanty something made me look out
across the lake, and there was two
wolves coming for me for all they were
worth about two hundred yards away.
I had my snowshoes on my back, and
you ought to have seen me go up that
path and into the shack. I guess I was
ten feet ahead of them when I shut the
door, and I was scared, yes I was. That
was no way for wolves to act, anyway.
Why didn't I shoot ? Well, mister, I

•don't know, and then perhaps I do, too.

I had a small rifle in my hand all right,

but I tell you them two shadows coming
for me forty miles an hour didn't look
like very good marks for a small rifle bul-
let, no they did not. Now, if I had had
a gun and buckshot it would have been
dififerent. but as it was the house for

me. yes sir.

He took a turn out of the hat for a few
moments and then continued.

"You may think it queer that I was
afraid, but you see I was alone in that big
woods and them damn wolves weren't
playing according to rules; No sir, they
were not. Why, it was just as if they
had been waiting for me, and to come
like that, with no noise or anything, but
just come-wow.

"Well, when I took a look out they
were gone, yes sir, clean gone, and I

didn't go far from the house that night.
The next day I was out on a diff^erent

line, and I came down from the woods
behind the shack, and it wasn't dark
either, and I waited in the house until the
light began to fade a little, then went
down near the lake to have a look
around, and, by James Christopher, there
was them two devils over near the other
shore sitting on their tails and watching

down the lake. Say now, wouldn't that
jar you some ? It did me, and it made
me mad. I judged the distance was
about three hundred yards, and I cut
loose at them. I made the snow fly

pretty close, but I don't think I hit, and
they went off into a swamp over there
almighty quick.

"Now that beat anything I ever knew
about wolves, and I couldn't figure it

out no way. If they wanted me so bad
why didn't they follow me and get me ?

The snow was too deep and soft for
them to run in the woods, but there were
strips on any of the larger lakes where
they could run me down easy, and I had
been walking on these without my snow-
shoes most every day.

"Well, I couldn't figure it out any-
way, but I got so I thought about wolves
more than I did, now I tell you. The
next day it snowed heavy and I stayed
in. But the following day I was out on
a line that took me over two larger lakes
and I put a good supply of cartridges in
my pocket before starting. I got a few
pelts and was heading for home in good
time, and was only about three miles out
coming along on a lake close to shore
when I looked back and there was a pack
of wolves coming on my track, and com-
ing fast, for the footing was pretty good
along there.

"I knew that there was a good stretch
of open bush between me and home, and
the snow was so deep that all low bush
was covered anyway, so I took to the
bush. There wasn't a sound out of them
beggars, so I couldn't tell how they were
getting on until I had gone some dis-

tance through the bush. Then I stopped
and looked back. My snowshoes were
of the largest size, but the snow was so
soft that even they made a deep track,
and you should have seen them wild
dogs. Wolves don't like snowshoe
tracks for some reason, and most
of them were jumping in the snow along-
side and making bad time of it, but two
of them were coming in the tracks and
doing a little better. They were having
so much trouble that I lost some of my
fear of them and began to cool off a

little. I figured that if they made such
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poor time in the first quarter of a mile

they would be worse later on, so I wait-

ed until the two leaders were about two
hundred yards from me and tried a shot

or two. I got one and the others

howled like devils when they saw
me, and I lit out. Another quarter mile,

or thereabouts, I stopped again and
found that the leader I hadn't got hadn't

gained on me, while the bunch were still

some distance behind him and all trying

to run in my tracks, but they were tumb-
ling over each, other in all shapes. I

got the leader at the second shot and
waited until the bunch came in range

and fired a couple more into the crowd
of them. Then I lit out again, but I felt

safe now and began to enjoy myself. The
next time I turned two more had drawn
away from the pack and J waited until

I got them both. I expected they would
have given up, only they could see me all

the time, and this encouraged them to

keep on. I got one at the next stop and
tried to count what was left. I made them
five, but they were so mixed up it was
hard to make sure. By the time I had
got to within half a mile of the shanty
there were only three left, and I

was waiting to get them when I heard
howls between me and the camp. This
brought the sweat out on me again, and
greatly encouraged the three behind me,
who were about all in. I had to go
on anyway, so when I knocked over one
of the three. I set my face once more
for home, and I was filled with rage

against the wolves ahead of me, for I felt

that they knew what was being hunted.

They would not howl, like waiting to

head ofT deer, the devils.

"I was doing some tall thinking as I

Mr. Jackson, of Edmonton, spent the

summer at Yellowhead Lake and was

much impressed with the country. "The
Yellowhead is a fine Pass," he said, and

the trains will run through it as easily as

over the prairie. The scenery is beauti-

ful particularly Yellowhead Lake, where

we had some fine fishing. The lakes are

full of greyling and trout of all kinds.

Already it is attracting the more venture-

some of tourists. One party from New

mooched along, and I made up my mind
that my only plan was to down the two
behind me iDefore I had to deal with
those in front, so I pulled up and waited
for them. I was not afraid of them now,
and let them come quite close, or as close

as they would, as they stopped some dis-

tance away, and they were the worst
played out specimens you ever seen. I

killed them with three shots, then filled

up the rifle and went on slowly, keeping
a sharp lookout for the home guard.

"I came in sight of the shack from the

rear, and then I saw them. Only two,
and they were at the end of the short

wood trail between me and the house.
I don't know when they seen me, but I

saw them as they dashed into the snow
to meet me. But I had been having
some good practice at that kind of shoot-

ing and the last one was still thirty yards

away when I stopped him for good.

"No, gentlemen, I don't like wolves,

I am afraid of them, and I guess I had
better be going. No thank you, no more
for me."

This last in answer to my oflFer of fur-

ther liquid refreshments, so I went down
to the beach with him, where he set the

little canoe in the water, stepped in, sank

down on his knees, swung his paddle and
with a "Good-night, sir," was gone as if

he had never been.

As I came back to the gang, the Doc-

tor remarked, "Say, E. J., you are strong

on history. When did Ananias die ?"

And I answered, "Ananias never died;

I have hunted with him, and many of

him, these many years."

Then I went into the house in some
haste.

York went in with a pack outfit and spent
the whole summer living the simple life."

He expressed the hope that jasper Park
will prove a splendid tourist resort al-

though a lot of work will be required.

The squatters will have to leave and al-

though some of them have done a con-

siderable amount of improvement work, it

is believed that the Government will give

ample compensation.



The Old Grey Goose

BY J. G. McARTHUR.

NOVEMBER had come, bringing

with it miserable weather. The
wind whistled amongst the branch-

es of the trees, tore across the

bleak landscapes and lifted the fallen

leaves in showers. Away to the north

were great banks of white clouds, while

every now and then came little flurries

of snow.
It was in such weather I made the ac-

quaintance of the Old Grey Goose that

was haunting the valley of the Don.
This goose was grey in color, though
whether tame or just a freak of nature,

as we sometimes hear about, I never dis-

covered. I speedily found out, however,
that it could fly as fast and strong as any
•of its wild kindred. Its home was made in

the marshes at the mouth of the river

"but every day would find it in the fields

•of stubble up the valley. It must have
been haunting the neighborhood for -a

fortnight before anyone discovered that

it was a goose. No sooner v/as this

found out than one could always meet
some one looking for it—from the green-

Iiorn to the old veteran hunter carrying
.all varieties of firearms from an old blun-

•derbuss to an up-to-date shot gun.
Apparently the Old Grey Goose was

leading a miserable life. It had to leave

"the marshes very early or run the gaunt-

let of a dozen guns. The snow had
come, food was scarce and merciless

hunters pursued it morning and evening.

•One day a large, rough legged hawk
-pursued it for half a mile and only de-

sisted when a charge of shot, meant for

the goose, went whistling past him. The
crows and bluejays, probably mistaking
the goose for a hawk or owl encroaching
on their domains, almost bothered the

life out of him.

\\'hen leaving the fields at dusk the

Old Grey Goose had to fly high for the

marshes and even then a few stray pellets

would often cause it to go higher still.

A month had passed since I first saw
the Old Grey Goose and it was looking
much the worse for wear. In some plac-

es its feathers were ruffed up, one wing
was apparently injured from the way in

which it was carried and it was looking

very thin.

One afternoon I brought some corn in

my pocket and on reaching its haunts
dropped the corn on a spot bare of snow.
Although it watched my movements it

would not venture near so long as I re-

mained about. Taking a short walk I

saw on my return that it was making a

greedy meal of the corn. Still watching
my every movement it left the corn and
when I raised my stick to my shoulder
it was ofif in an instant—it was a wise old

bird and its wisdom permitted it to sur-

vive so long. As I walked back a few
grosbeaks were hopping around and a

flock of snow birds went flying north.

It was three days later before I found
an opportunity to go and take it another
feed of corn. More snow had fallen and
a colder spell of weather had set in.

Walking up the valley I passed several

parties of merry skaters on the river and
one or two hunters. When I questioned
the latter as to their luck they told me
they were after a wild goose that had
been hanging about the valley but had
been unable to obtain a sight of it that

afternoon. Apparently it had disap-

peared.

I did not credit these hunters with any
great skill and accordingly proceeded on
my way to the favorite haunts of the

Old Goose. Not a sign of any kind re-

warded my search ; hunting the valley

high and low I was still disappointed and
was about to return home when I thought
of the old Squatter over at Beaver Swamp
and determined to go over and see him
and ask if he could give me any infor-

mation of the Old Goose.

When I arrived at the shack the old

Squatter was returning from the spring

with a pail of water and fully half a doz-

en dogs were at his heels. When I in-

quired about the goose he told me that it

was alive the previous day and flying
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strong adding; "My old muzzle loader is

a sure killer." He informed me that after

he had seen everyone else at it he deter-

mined to take a hand himself and his ef-

forts had proved fatal to the Old Goose.
I saw the body hanging up at the back of

the house, blowing back and forth in the

wind. It was very thin but a goose after

all and the squatter anticipated a good
meal.

Taking one of its wing feathers I slow-

ly retraced my steps homewards, feeling

with a touch of sadness, as though I had
lost an old friend. The cold night air

which came sweeping down the valley

seemed to be in accord with my feelings

and as I rattled the unused corn in my
pockets I thought that this is truly a hard,

cruel world and the Old Grey Goose was
probably better off out of it.

A Fisheries Commission For the West
A Royal Commission on the fisheries

of the two Prairie Provinces of Alberta

and Saskatchewan, .has been appointed.

Professor Prince, chief commissioner of

fisheries for the Dominion Government,
being given the position of chairman.

Judge McGuire of Prince Albert and
Dr. Euston Sisley, of Calgary, both wide-

ly known enthusiasts on fishery matters

have seats on the Commission. The pub-

lic sessions opened at Regina and will

continue at Edmonton, Saskatoon, York-
ton, Battleford and other towns west of

Edmonton. Later on the Commission
will hold sittings at Calgary, Wetaskiwin,
Red Deer, Banff, Moose Jaw and ^Slaple

Creek, visiting the lakes and rivers en-

route and making a thorough investiga-

tion. The chairman in opening the pro-

ceedings at Regina, expressed the hope
that the Commission, which was appoint-

ed with large powers to investigate condi-

tions in western inland w^aters would re-

sult in the gathering of such information

as would enable them to make recom-
mendations to Ottawa which would be

in the interests of western fisheries.

A number of witnesses, including Chas.

Benjafied and T. N. Willing, who gave

their experience fishing in Long Lake,

and Mr. J. B. Morrison of the Wm Pear-

son Co., gave evidence, and advocated
the introduction of black bass.

After the meeting the commission left

on a trip through the Last Mountain dis-

trict, via Long Lake They drove over

the Mountain and surrounding district

and found a number of lakes suitable for

fish, and it is expected they will be stock-

ed early next spring.

An export duty, or at least a royalty,

on white fish from the lakes north was
advocated at the sitting at Prince Albert
by Hon. T. O. Davis.

The senator was most emphatic in pro-
testing against creating regulations per-

mitting American organizations to come
into Saskatchewan and ship out products
from the lakes for the consumption in the
large centres of the States, declaring that

with proper cold storage facilities every
one of the 700,000 inhabitants of the two
prairie provinces would consume enough
fish to use all caught up north. He
was in favor of issuing commercial fish-

ing licenses instead of domestic licenses

as at present, but said that every precau--

tion should be taken to prevent outside

corporations shipping the products across

the border.

Evidence ,was also given by men inter-

ested in the fisheries as well as by the
board of trade, which wishes commercial
licenses issued to bona-fide concerns.

A 50 lb. sturgeon, caught in one of the

northern lakes, was shown in Court.

At ^^ ynard, Sask., evidence regarding
the Quill Lakes and other lakes in the

vicinity was given by K. Erickson, J. G,

Stephanson, Ed. Field, Ed Barth, and J..

J. Stefanson, showing that many fish of

inferior species had been caught and that

these lakes ought to be properly stocked.

The Commissioners subsequently visited

the Quill lakes. An extensively signed

petition was presented by the board of

trade requesting the installation of ex-

perimental fishing boxes. The commis-.
sioners were highly pleased with their vis-

it and agreeably surprise-d at the fine

bodies of water.



After the Trout in Alberta

BY WILLIAM C. FRY.

A PARTY of six of us, equally div-

ided as to the sexes, agreed to

have a trip from the plains of Al-

berta to the mountain districts in

quest of the beautiful rainbow trout for

which these waters are famous.
The little settlement of Stavely was

our starting point and after much con-

sideration and consultation we had got

together what we believed to be a com-
plete equipment, including tents, bedding,

dishes, a good stove and last but by no
means least a plentiful supply of provi-

sions. We realized that a trip like the one
we contemplated, one hundred miles over-

land in a wagon with camper's outfits

would call for a large amount of muscular
work and cause a heavy demand upon
such articles as beans, rice, tea, cofTee, etc.

By the second evening out, however, we
came to the conclusion that if we stayed

two weeks as planned, and consumed
provisions at the rate of those two days,

we must obtain a renewal of supplies

from somewhere. Accordingly, accom-
panied by another member of the party, I

visited a nearby ranch and arranged for

them to allow us to purchase enough rice,

flour, beans etcetera from them to last

six people, with ordinary appetites, six

months. I may here remark that in the

sequel we found we had not purchased
any too much.

It was the middle of the third day out

before we obtained any fish, and our first

supply was nicely dished up for dinner.

It is quite beyond me to describe how
well they tasted and I must be content

with saying that all were agreed they had
never tasted better.

Our trout were obtained from Trout
Creek and from that place we crossed the

Divide, into Happy Valley, proceeding
down the valley for seventeen miles to Old
Man River. Report had it that trout had
been taken from the river, "as big as

—

well, as big as a man could properly land

without too much excitement causing him
to tell a fish story." On the banks of the

Old Alan River, close to the Livingstone

Mountains we pitched our camp. The
trail at this point did not look any too

good for an advance and as we had had
a stifif climb to the Divide we were glad

to find a resting place. Loaded as was
our wagon, it was all our four horses

could do to draw it to the elevated posi-

tion of the Divide and the whole of the

members of the party had to walk the

last six miles. What with the climbing
and the walking together the majority

of us agreed that we would not have
contradicted any assertion to the effect

that the distance was really double.

When we reached the Divide we were
more than repaid for all our exertions

by the series of magnificent views we
obtained. We sat and used our field

glasses for an hour, enjoying to the full

the many beautiful natural pictures be-

fore us—the magnificent mountain scen-

ery, the beautiful valley with the river

flowing through. One side was finely

wooded from the valley up to the timber
line, while the other was black and scar-

red and defaced by a destructive forest

fire which swept through a month prev-

ious to our visit. That sight showed us

in all its hideousness the destructive and
far reaching effects of a forest fire.

When the camp had been arranged and
supper eaten and enjoyed, some of the

party started fishing in order, if possible,

to obtain a supply for breakfast. In two
hours the fishermen returned with a nice

string and feeling secure of our breakfast

we passed a pleasant time together be-

fore turning in. To camp on such a lovely

stream in the mountains was a privilege

of the first magnitude and upon that

point we all agreed on that delightful and
never to be forgotten evening.

Breakfast next morning, after a quiet

night, was a real treat, the fresh fish form-
ing a dish fit for a monarch. So well

were we satisfied with our experience of

the mountains that we wished to pene-

trate further and two of the party vol-
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unteered to proceed up stream and try

and find a trail which we might be able

to follow. On their return, however, we
were told that we had better pull up
stakes at once and turn our faces to-

wards home for a forest fire was raging

and would soon make our situation un-

comfortable, if nothing worse.

As early as possible next morning we
broke camp and started on the back trail.

At the end of ten miles we reached Shar-

pie's Creek which we crossed, hoping

we might obtain a further supply of fish.

The whole party joined in the pastime

and most of us succeeded with the result

of adding greatly to the enjoyment of

our bill of fare. The smoke followed us

in such clouds that we had to vacate

this cam.p and we accordingly decided to

recross the Divide and try our fortune

again in Trout Creek.

Our camp that night was on a high ele-

vation and although it was July we felt

as though suddenly transported to the

frigid zone when we awoke next morning.

Even with heavier clothing we had to

move round lively to keep warm. When
the sun came up we knew we were in for

a hot day and the morning hours proved

this forecast correct. Not a breath of

wind was stirring and at ten o'clock we
felt we should have to call a halt. How-
ever, we persevered till noon and after

dinner the heat moderated, a breath of

wind came up and as we reached the Di-

vide we again enjoyed the views of scenic

beauties.

By three o'clock in the afternoon we
had crossed the Divide and at five were

on the banks of Trout Creek, seeking a

good camping site. After putting up the

tents we left the arrangements to the

ladies and started fishing, hoping to pro-

cure enough for supper. Our success

was complete and one of our number,

who so far had failed to land anything,

came to camp with one of the finest

strings caught during the trip. Needless

to say. that particular fisherman was all

smiles.

Our good fortune at fishing continued

all next dar and we enioved a fine feast

in addition to good sport. While fishing

in what we believed to be a good hole 1

and my brother caught our hooks in what
we took to be a log but speedily discover-

ed by the pull to be something endowed
with life. After some careful playing
and a most anxious time we brought him
to land—a fine bull trout, two feet, eight

inches long. To land a fish of that size

with small fly hooks necessitated great

care and some amount of skill and we
came in for 'hearty congratulations on our
success. Although we did well after-

wards we did not succeed in coming any-
where near that monster in size. Per-

haps that was fortunate for if we had
caught more of the same size we might
have been tempted to camp there for the

rest of the summer.

Next day we visited the Big 44 ranch

and witnessed sights well worth going
miles to see. Having passed over our

allotted time, each day bringing its own
enjoyment and the whole now forming a

series of delightful memories, we found
it necessary to move once more. We
hated the thought of leaving that beau-

tiful stream with its ice cold water but

necessity called and we had to obey.

One day's drive brought us to Willow
Creek, six miles south-west of Clares-

holm, where we made our last camp and
spent our last night in the open. Early

next morning W€ entered upon the last

stage of our journey and reached home
at five in the evening. W^hile glad to

find ourselves once more amid familiar

scenes we all heartily enjoyed the trip

and are looking forward with eagerness

to the next one when we mean to put into

practice some lessons learned upon the

trip which is now only a memory. We
feel that we gained much in exper-

ience, largely in health and passed a most
pleasant time.

The big fish was taken home to con-

vince the neighbors of his size and after

that stuffed and baked. Of all the good
fish we have had in our lives we look

back upon that one as the finest, sweetest,

daintiest fish we ever enjoyed. We are

going back for one of his relatives next

year.
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Returning Fish to the Water

An Interesting Point For All Anglers

There are many anglers who fish for

sport only and consider even fish

for food as a secondary considera-

tion. These anglers have been in

the habk of returning their catches to

the water and believe that in so doing

they neither violate the law or injure the

fish, although their catches exceed the

legal allowance.

In our August number Mr. William

Hendrie, of Hamilton, severely criticiz-

ed Mr. E. N. Tuttle, who described in a

magazine published across the border

such an experience in Canadian waters,

accusing him of "bare faced violation of

our laws" and expressing a doubt wheth-

er the majority of fish so caught and re-

turned to the water live.

Mr. Tuttle naturally desires to be heard

on the other side and points out that

Mr. Hendrie shows by his criticisms, ig-

norance of the use of artificial fly as bait,

as all anglers, using such bait, are well

aware that a fish never swallows an arti-

ficial fly but if not "snapped" the minute

the fish takes the fly the fish is never

hooked, for knowing the bait he spits it

out as quickly as he took it.

Any fly fish-erman knows also that a

fish hooked higher than the gills never

bleeds and a fish so hooked and returned

to the water without being allowed to

flop around in the bottom of the boat and

bruise its body is just as good for food

purposes and just as ready for another

fight as though it had never been hooked.

Further in fly fishing the angler does

not hook one per cent of his strikes deep

enough to bleed them even though he

wanted to do so.

If a fisherman fishes with an angle-

worm, waits until his "strike" swallows

the bait down to his tail and then yanks

him into the boat without the use of a

landing net, tries to pull the hook out

and fails and has to rip him from gill to

tail to dislodge the hook, the fish is killed

and Mr. Tuttle agrees that such fisher-

men ought not to be allowed to take

more than the legal number. He makes
it a rule, when he kills or takes from the

water his legal number in any one day to

quit fishing for that day. In any other

event he would plead guilty and pay the

penalty for a violation of the law.

For several summers Mr. Tuttle has
spent his summers in Canada. He likes

the country, enjoys the beautiful scenery,

the fine lakes and particularly the good
fishing. \\'hile there are thousands of

places in the States where he could ob-

tain excellent bass fishing at less expense
to himself than in Canada, and where he
could catch all the fish he wanted without
violation of the law, he prefers Canada, as

the cold waters of the north give more
vim and fight to the fish and that is

what he wants. He fishes for sport and
not for meat and believes that he appre-

ciates the fish perhaps even more than
]\Ir. Hendrie himself.

Mr. Tuttle adds that he owns interests

.in Canadian business enterprises, gets

on well with the Canadian people and
enjoys his holidays amongst them. His
pastor is a Canadian and a finer and more
manly man he has never known.
As one who visits Canada for sport, rest

and recreation. Mr. Tuttle desires to put

himself right with the Canadian people.

He purchased an angling permit and read

its provisions. Before putting a line in

the water he asked his guide if he would
have to discontinue fishing when eight

fish were caught provided he retained no
more than the number specified. The
guide replied in the negative, telling him
that he could not allow him to kill beyond
the legal limit, no matter how soon that

limit might be reached. When purchas-

ing his permit he explained to the dep-

uty warden that he was fishing for sport

and not for meat and had no desire to

retain more in any one day than was
required for lunch for himself and the

guide. The warden's reply was : "Catch

all you want until you kill or choose to

retain the number specified and then

quit." Acting under such advice and
authority, Mr. Tuttle has never yet had
to quit for a single day either for fear of

violating the law or of endangering his
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guide's license through such a cause.

On several occasions Mr. Tuttle and the

guide reported to the warden the num-
bers caught, admittedly far in excess of

the requirements, and one day showed
him one fish—a fine specimen— which
was the only one taken. Mr. Tuttle

points out that he was a stranger to the

warden and if he violated the law why
was he not arrested or at least warned?
Daily the number of fish caught by fellow

sportsmen were announced and discuss-

ed.

Mr. Tuttle expresses his w^illingness to

render unto any Province that which the

law demands and contends that during

visits to Ontario he willingly complied

with the requirements of the law as he

understood them. If he violated the law-

then many others have done the same
and all he wishes is a clear understand-

ing of the matter. He believes the visi-

tors from the States do good to Canada

in many ways and that the money
they leave behind them is most welcome.
If a sportsman must stop at eight fish,

though he may not have killed a single

one, visitors will decrease rather than in-

crease. As he and others wish to return

he would like some ruling on this ques-

tion. He ridicules the idea that fishing

fcr sport injures the fish or the fishery at

all and points out that anglers would not

come from the States year after year to

the same sections of the country if such

proved to be the case. They would be

very quick to find it out.

In conclusion Mr. Tuttle says he has

no desire to be overbearing or selfish in

his sport and if he has oiTended he has

offended in good company though he

would fain hope, despite Mr. Hendrie's

ruling, that he has done nothing wrong
either legally or morally and that the

ethics of high sportsmanship will acquit

him cf even a shadow of fault.

A Defence of the Hawk

THE mistaken impression of some
people that hawks are a farmyard
menace, upon which war should be
waged has been taken up by an

Ottawa field naturalist who writes:

"While riding this morning about five

miles out on the Montreal road, I noted
five hawks, suspended prominently,

in front of one of the farm houses,

all dead. No doubt, this was the

'bag' probably of some youthful mem-
ber of the family, who took this method
of impressing his success or his skill upon
his neighbors. I feel certain that the

would-be sportsman and his family did

not know how great an injury he was in-

flicting not upon himself alone but upon
the whole neighborhood.

"Field mice are particularly plentiful

this year and, no doubt, these hawks
were attracted by the abundance of this,

their favorite food. Unfortunately there

exists a strong prejudice against hawks
among farmers and farmers' w-ives on the

supposition that they kill chickens. It is

very true that, occasionally, when other

food is very scarce, an exceptional hawk
may venture into the barnyard and ap-

propriate a small chicken. In a long ex-

perience on the farm, I never knew this

to occur but once, and in talking to my
farmer neighbors I find that nearly all of

them have had this experience once in

their lifetime, or they have heard of some-
one who had ; but this one experience or

this hearsay creates such a prejudice that

it is almost impossible to convince farm-
ers and farmers' wives that hawks are

their best friends. They are infinitely

better than cats as mice catchers, and
practically do little or no damage other-

wise.

"I will venture to say that hawks have

not killed this year in the county of Carle-

ton, chickens to the value of a $10 bill.

On the other hand, their services as de-

stroyers of mice and other vermin have
been worth thousands of dollars. I

think the press should assist in creating

a sentiment in favor of the hawks, good
friends of the farmers."
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The Ascent of Mount Baker

BY DR. ARTHUR L. KENDALL.

MOUNT Baker is a magnificent

snow-clad peak of 10800 feet ele-

vation which lies in the Coast
Range about 100 miles almost

due east of Vancouver. It lies in Wash-
ington State about 15 miles south of the

boundary line. On a clear day it can be
plainly seen from Vancouver although
the high hill to the east of the city shuts
out the most of the view. On a clear day
from Grouse Mountain or any of the

mountains across the Inlet a magnificent
view can be seen of the upper 6000 or

7000 ft. of the peak.

Mount Baker was called after one of

the mem'bers of Vancouver's party.

A man by the name of Coleman
claimed to have climbed to the sum-
mit over 50 years ago but he left nothing
behind him to prove his claim that has
ever been found. A party from Fair-

haven, now South Belling-ham, made the

ascent about 19 years ago (the Amund-
sen Clark party) and since then a num-
ber of parties have gone up at different

times. Most of the failures have been
from a mistake in the approach, the north
and south forks of the Nootsack river bed
being taken. From these approaches
none but the most experienced climbers
can succeed as the rocks are very preci-

pitous and rotten.

The course followed by the Mazamas
Mountaineering Club (of Washington
State) two years ago, that of the middle
fork of the Nootsack river, presents noth-

ing more dangerous to the mountaineer
than a long walk and a climb of 601)0 ft.

from the camping ground. This, of course

applies only when the snow and ice are

in good condition.

In Vancouver there is a strong -section

of the Canadian Alpine Club and one
might expect that so prominent a moun-
tain in the vicinity (even though on the

American side of the line) would not re-

main long unclimbed by Canadian Alpin-

ists. My personal ambition to ascend

this mountain arose more than twenty-
one years ago when I got my first view of

it from New Westminster and there must
be few indeed who do not want to see

the beauties of the surrounding country
150 to 200 miles in all directions from its

peak.

The present trip began to take shape
last summer when on the way to the

Canadian Alpine Club at Lake O'Hara,
I met Percy and George Livesay of Bell-

ingham, (Wash.) who had both made
the ascent. Their descriptions were so

vivid that I was won over to make the

trial at the earliest possible time.

Those who were associated with- the
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author in making the trip were : Messrs.

Trorey, Darling, Armistead, and Outsell

—all of us active members of the Alpine

Club of Canada.
For three months beforehand the

group which made the ascent had been

laying their plans and 4 a.m. July 1st.

saw us all stowed away in an auto out-

side the Bryan Hotel in Bellingha-m

(Wash.) with our ice axes, sleeping bags,

blankets and grub piled in every con-

ceivable space about the steps and other

parts of the auto. In two hours more
we were twenty-four miles from Bell-

ingham at the junction of the country

road with the Mazamas trail. This trail

leads along the middle fork of the Noot-

sack river and is fifteen miles in length.

Our troubles were to begin here for we
had a three hours' wait for our guide and
when he finally appeared it was with a

single pack horse of rather small dimen-
sions and we had expected two horses

with a carrying capacity each of one

hundred and fifty pounds. There was
nothing for us to do but to each shoulder

a part of the burden and start on the

long tramp.

This part of the journey was a most
uninteresting one as there was a dense fog

and we had to imagine that the scenery

was very fine for somewhere several

hundred feet below us we could hear the

music of the Middle Fork as it dashed
onward to meet its two sisters from the

north and south.

After eight miles of this hard work we
reached the cabin of the guide and were
entertained by his telling us that that

was as far as the horse could go as the

trail was washed away for half a mile be-

yond. We had a good dinner here, with

"potatoes a'la Ulrich, du the a'la Trorey
and tomato a'la Grouser." We left the

Ulrich camp at two p.m. with packs
ranging from thirty to fifty pounds each,

the latter being carried chiefly by Dar-
ling and Armistead alternately as they

were the champion packjacks of the

party.

The United States Government has in

a very systematic way measured that

road and placed on the trees the distance

to the Mazamas Lake, but I am verv

certain that the surveyor did not have a

thirty pound pack clinging like a leach

to his back or he would have made the

distance more than seven miles. The
point of interest in this part of the journ-

ey was the magnificent fir forest through
which we passed. These trees were the

most uniform in size Uhave ever seen, few
of them being less than four feet in dia-

meter and almost one hundred feet to

the first branc'hes. The sound of the axe
has seldom been heard in this beautiful

park, but soon the logger with his puffing,

discordant engines and his weapons of

destruction will leave nothing but bare

stumps and vile smelling skid roads to

tell the tale of what has been.

The less said about that last seven
miles, the better, for it was a heart break-

ing climb over a rough trail which had
a most disheartening way of winding
around all the trees and fallen logs pos-

sible and it would persist in falling fifty

to one hundred feet, ever so often into

the bed of some creek, and we knew that

every step down had to be made up again

before the end' of our journey. Oh, how
we did grudge those steps taken down-
wards.

W^e had intended reaching the Mead-
ows, (which are at an elevation of five

thousand feet,) that day but darkness

came on and found six utterly fagged-out

men at an elevation of four thousand two
hundred feet. Soon a blazing fire was go
ing and we were helping ourselves to hot

tea—thank God for the man who intro-

duced us to the vice of tea drinking! This
with some condensed soup, which was
quickly made and eaten, was all we cared

for, and we spread our sleeping bags un-

der the trees, crawled into them, and in

five minutes more all the grizzlies in the

mountains could have warmed their paws
at the camp-fire and we had been none the

wiser. It rained during the night but

wrapped up in our water-proof sleeping

bags we were comfortable and dry.

The following morning we awoke with

the fog thicker than ever,- but we had
a good breakfast and were on the trail

by '6.35 with ten pound ruck-sacs on our

backs containing cameras, coats, sweaters

and grub. The first eight hundred feet
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presented the same character of climbing

that we had gone over the day before.

One peculiar thing we noticed was that

the timber at four thousand five hundred

feet was much larger than at three thous-

and feet, and that cedar and yellow pine

were more in evidence than on the lower

levels where there was little else than

fir.

At five thousand feet we suddenly came
out into the open meadows of Mt. Baker

w^hich were covered witt# about four feet

of snow. Our guide had assured us that

we would not reach snow till we came to

the six thousand feet level bat with the

exception of a few rocky ridges which we
crossed over we were on this soft snow,

which became deeper and softer the fur-

ther up we went, till we came back to the

four thousand five hundred level.

It was here that the guide became of

practical use to us for there was nothing

to show us the way to the peak, the fog

being very thick and vision being limit-

ed often to fifty yards. I may say here

that we had in our trip swerved around

the mountain till we were facing it from
almost due south and our course was
laid by compass from the Meadows in a

north by north-east direction. For the

next five hours we trudged steadily on-

wards and upwards with little to relieve

the monotony of hard work, and it was
hard work, for we were sinking from
six to ten inches in the heavy wet snow.

Inside of two hours from reaching the

snow line we were soaking wet from
walking in the wet snow and from the

fog and perspiration. The heat was most
intense for although we could not see

the sun we had good reason to know
that it was working over-time somewhere
a short distance above us. ^^'e all wore
smoked glasses to protect our eyes from
the snow and 'Sir. Outsell and I painted

our faces with black theatrical paint in

the hope that the sun when it did ap-

pear would not burn us. Our faces were
very black and ugly but not half as ugly

as t'hey were three days later when the

effects of a most terrific burn began to

show itself.

At a height of about six thousand feet

on a hisfh rockv ridsre we came across

signs of other parties of the year before
and among other things we found were
two good ropes which were welcomed as

we were not well equipped in that way.
About twelve o'clock the sun suddenly

appeared for a few moments and we were
treated to one of the grandest sights

of our lives. Within one hundred yards
of us was a six foot crevasse and directly

in the line of our approach, above this

was a huge cliff of solid ice which was
gnarled and broken, and above all was
the great glaring eternal white of the

summit. To the right of this could be
seen the Three Sisters and to the left

Butte Mt., all of which are in marked con-

•trast to Baker. They were not so high by
a couple of thousand feet but they are

much more precipitous and come to a

sharp peak. I imagine that they would
make very interesting climbing for there

would be a great deal of rock work where-
as on Baker there is absolutely none.

From an elevation of seven thousand
five hundred feet we were crossing cre-

vasses which were filled with snow every

hundred yards or so and at a height of

eight thousand feet we came suddenly
on to the most beautiful and the largest

crevasse any of us had ever seen in our
mountain climbing experience. This

crevasse where we came on it must have
been more than one hundred feet across

and was of a very great depth. In this

vicinity the almost continuous .roar of

avalanches on the neighboring mountain
sides was heard like the discharge of

heavy artillery, and the reason for it was
very apparent, for in almost every direc-

tion a multitude of huge seracs of ice and
snow seemed to stand almost tottering to

their fall.

After following the big crevasse to the

. east for a few hundred feet it narrowed
down to a width of ten feet and here we
found a snow bridge which we thought

safe to cross. It proved substantial and
had it -not been it would only have meant
a harrowing experience for one of the par-

ty as we were securely roped to each oth-

er and all the party were firmly fixed

while one was crossing. A steep little

climb of ten feet from the side of the

crevasse brought us to a sharp saddle
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MOTOR^BOATS, SAILING DINGHIES, CANOES, ROW BOATS, &c.
STORED at reasonable rates.

We also build and repair boats of every description, including ICE BOATS.
Address-F RANK DAWSOM

WOODBINE BOAT HOUSE, WEST SIDE MORLEY^AVENUE, TORONTO.

A Lakcficid Canoe

On the Zambesi River

This was the first canoe on the
Zambesi River and was envied
by all the residents and visitors

there.

Write for catalogue to

'^ht Lakefield Canoe
Building and Manufacturing Co,

LAKEFIELD. ONT.
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which sloped from the other side into a

smaller crevasse. After following the

ridge of this saddle for a few feet we
found another snow bridge and crossed

the lesser crevasse and here ended the

only danger that we had encountered on

the whole trip.

From here on to the summit it was a

ceaseless grind of the hardest kind of

work, for the further we ascended the

deeper we sank in the snow and the rests

came at shorter intervals and for long-

er periods. Being forty pounds heavier

than any other man in the party I was
sinking much deeper than anyone else

and finally at a height of nine thousand

one hundred feet I thought it best to go
back as it was getting late and I did not

want to retard the rest of the party.

Otto and I made a rapid descent go-

ing by a different route than that which
we had come up. This route took us

along the edge of a high precipice from
which we looked down on to the Deming
glacier over five hundred feet below. The
fog lifted for a few moments at a time and
allowed us to see the whole length of the

glacier which seemed to be about a mile

and a quarter in length and one-fourth of

a mile in width. This glacier is- remark-

able for the roughness of it, the tremend-

ous num'ber of large crevasses through it

and the beautiful icefall at its commence-
ment which seems to be three or four

hundred feet high. Crowning it all is

beautiful Butte Mountain which rises al-

most perpendicularly to a height of nearly

ten thousand feet. Camp was reached

about six p.m. and we at once got busy
in getting things ready for the rest of rlie

party.

Trorey, Armistead, Outsell and Darling
reached the summit at five-thirty almost
completely exhausted and experienced a

change of temperature in a few moments
from about 75 degrees Fah., to a point

well below freezing and were encounter-

ed with a gale of wind from the north.

Their wet hair and clothes were soon
covered with ice and needless to say a
hasty retreat was soon started. The
summit was clear but a few hundred feet

below there was a dense bank of fog

which entirely obscured the grand view
that we all had hoped to see.

The crater is a huge saucer shaped af-

fair five 'hundred feet below the summit.
It is almost entirely filled with snow
and ice but there is a semi-circular cre-

vasse about twelve to fifteen feet wide
and eight hundred to one thousand yards
long from which clouds of steam and
fumes strongly impregnated with sulphur

continually rise.

The rest of the party made camp about
eight-forty five o'clock tired but happy
in the knowledge that they had been suc-

cessful and all honor to them for they

had accomplished what inany had sa'id

was impossible at that time of the year.

The return on the following day was
uneventful but the sun was shining

brightly and we had a beautiful walk of

eighteen miles through parts that had
been obscured by fog the day before.

Through the courtesy of Mr. F. S.

Stocking of Quebec, we recently received

a copy of the game regulations of the

East African Protectorate, a brief item

concerning which may prove of interest

to many sportsmen. No licenses are re-

quired for shooting lions and leopards

which are classed as vermin but for an

elephant or a bull giraffe the license is

$50. Should a sportsman wish to shoot

a second elephant he must pay $100 for

a further license though this amount will

be returned should he fail to secure a sec-

ond head. The big game license is $25-0

but a very big bag is allowed for this

amount ranging from one male sable

antelope to 20 hartebeest. If a sports-

man obtains his full complement un-der

such a license he would shoot 211 head.

The licenses are good for one year. No
wonder the Protectorate is declared, on

the authority of Col. Roosevelt to be the

"most attractive playground in the

world. A "conditional license" allowing

a sportsman to shoot a given number of

the more plentiful game is also issued for

a nominal sum.
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WIZARD MAGNETOS
M EAN QUALITY

The white hot spark from the

Wizard Tubular Magneto ignites

every charge of gas entering the cy-

linder, compellirg the engine to run
with unfailing regularity, and increases

its efficiency while decreasing the ex-

pense. The Wizard takes up little

room, has few parts to replenish and

is thoroughly waterproof. Made for

Contact or Jump Spark. Ask the

man who uses one.

CANADIAN AGENTS
eANAOmN-FHIRBANKS CO.
MONTREAL VANCOUVER WINNIPEG TORONTO

CANOES
Basswood Cedar Canvas Covered

Send for Catalogue.

The William English Canoe Co.

Peterborough, Ontario.

STA-RITE
Ignition plu^s have stayed

ri^ht the longest for eight

years.

other plugs break when water
is throwa on them while heated
Sta-Rite Patented Double Por-
celain Plugs are not affected under
similar circumstances.

They simply cannot break.

That is one reason we make
them of double porcelain and they
are the only plugs in the world
made that way. Co satisfy your-
self that this is a live, present
benefit to you, just throw water
on any other porcelain plugs, then

THROW WATER
on our patented double porcelain
Sta-Rite. There is practically no
breakage. Repaired free at any
time. Most economical and effec-

tive for users, and hv long odds
the best seller for dealers. Order
right aw^ay.

THE R. E. HARDY CO.
Incorporated 1900

173S Michican Avenue, Chicago, lllinoit.

Canadian Office—2 Ouellette St., Windaor, Ontario

E. A. Niederstadt, MgT.

No. 4 A, Half Inch,
Price $1.



Another Attempt on Mount Robson

THE Rev. George L. Kinney will

wear his laurels as the sole con-

queror of Mount Robson till an-

other season at least as a well

arranged effort to share them with him
has failed and the time is past for any-

further attempt till next summer. The
climbers making the last bold effort were
Dr. Norman Collie, a well known pro-

fessor at London University, and a veter-

an climber of renown, sufficiently so to

be elected to the honorable position of

Vice-president of the English Alpine
Club, and Mr. A. L. Mumm, a London
publisher also well known for his inter-

est in mountaineering and his personal
work as a climber. On July fourteenth

these two mountaineers, accompanied ')y

a guide whom they had brought with
them from Switzerland, started out
westward from Edmonton to make the

attempt on which they had set their

hearts. They reached the foot of the
mountain via the Athabasca River and
camped for a considerable tinie at the

strategical position. In August there

was two (iays' snowstorm in the foothills,

leaving six inches on the ground. At
last the attempt had to be abandoned for

the time being The gentlemen met
Donald Phillips, who accomoanied Mr.
Kinney and had a long talk with him.
As a result of this conversation they
came to the conclusion that both men
were fortunate in returning alive. Dr.

Collie added : "Mount Robson is the big-

gest mountain of them all and standing on
high above the others collects all the bad

A recent issue of the Gladstone (Man.)
Age describes the appearance of the of-

fice of Mr. Asberry Singleton, land broker
of that town: Commencing in one cor-

ner of the room, tJie rustic background.
has countless nooks and shelves on which
are perched birds, prairie chicken, and
water fowl, red and gray squirrel, weas-
els, raccoons, possum, lynx and badger,
each in its own environment, a grace-
ful jumping deer, mounted: then five elk

heads : five moose heads one among them

weather that is going in the country."
The mountaineers, being baulked by

Mount Robson, penetrated into the re-

gions of the Smoky River discovering two
passes from the headwaters of the Smoky
to the Eraser. They did not think any
White man, except an odd prospector had
been there before, ^^'hile in the moun-
tains four peaks were climbed but the
snow was always in the way of doing
much work in that line. Dr. Collie states

that he now knows seven passes in the

mountains leading into British Columbia
but the Yellowhead is the only one that

does not drop right away as soon as the

summit is passed. In returning consid-

erable difficulties were experienced on ac-

count of the snow and they were a week
late in reaching Edmonton, according to

a schedule made in the Smoky River,

which schedule allowed a margin of a

week which was all consumed and a sec-

ond week as well. The two explorers

noted many signs which they believe

mean a long hard winter throughout the

West.

The photo from which the view of

Mount Assiniboine which appeared in

last issue was taken should have been
credited to the late Mrs. William Peyto.

As will be evident to the many readers

who admired the fine view of this moun-
tain the late Mrs. Peyto was a clever

amateur photographer and acknowledge-
ment is due to her excellent work of

which the capital view of Mount Assini-

boine was an excellent specimen.

with antlers measuring S2y2 inches

across, within 83/2 inches of the largest

recorded in the world.

This great Eorest King was shot by Mr.

Thos. Morton, now of Winnipeg, in the

hunting wilds of the Riding Mountains.
The head was purchased bv Mr. Asberry
Singleton and has been on exhibition at

London. Montreal and Quebec and won
prizes for such exhibits. The C. N. R,

displayed it at a recent exhibit.
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/Vo more soot Inyourspark
plugs Ifyou use

AU-In-One
Just open the

stop-cock and
OUT

goes the SOOT.

ALL - IN - ONE
SPARK PLUGS have
numerous other ad-
vantages.

You can Btop any
knoC'king In your mo-
tor, by priming here
with a few drops of
kerosene.
You can instantly

find any missing cyl-

inder by turning the
pet cocks.

You can Instantly
prime your motor.

All of these ad-
vantages are con-

tained In ALL-IN-
ONE SPARK PLUGS,
and they cost no
more than the other
kind. $1.50 each.

DEPT D.

Buffalo Carbureter Co.,
Detroitf Michigan,

WHY?
Because the Never Miss

No. 8 Is Guaranteed for

I year's wear

No Trouble

No Sooting

No Short Circuits

No Broken Porcelains

JUST
Real Spark Plug satisfaction and

at the price you ought to pay.

$1.00 each
Mica $1.50

Don't Wait
Do it To-day
Order a Set

Your Dealer or Jobber or
Direct. Prepaid.

NEVER MISS SPARK PLUG CO.

LANSING. MICH.. U. 8,A.

JAEGER . .

Camel Hair Fleece Specialties :-

BLANKETS in pure un-dyed Camel hair compared to

Sheep's Wool are so much warmer and softer to the

touch that one blanket takes the place of two, doing away

with the excessive weight of bed clothes.

MEN'S AND LADIES' DRESSING GOWNS in Camel

hair Fleece are pure comfort.

SLEEPING BAGS in Camel hair Fleece are ideal for

the Hunter, Camper and Outdoor Sleeper.

Dr. JAEGER'S S:;: SYSTEM
261 Yonge Street, Toronto

316 St. Catherine St. West, Montreal

Steele Block, Portage Ave., Winnipeg

Co.
Ltd.
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Through the Whirlpool Rapids

Captain Klaus Larsen's Trip

CAPTAIN Klaus P. Larsen undoubt-
edly enjoys the distinction of be-

ing the first man to absolutely

control the savage Niagara
Whirlpool Rapids. Others have gone
through it and lived to tell the tale, but

with the possible exception of the first

Maid of the Mist, which went through in

1861 to avoid seizure, all others were at

the mercy of the angry waves and treach-

erous currents, and it was due only to

good fortune that they were not dashed
to destruction on a rock or sucked down
in the terrible maelstrom. The Maid of

the Mist, even did she pick her course

through the rapids, which is hard to as-

certain at this date, was manned by three

sailors, while Larsen single handed and
alone had the rapids completely under
his control.

Leaving the Canadian Maid of the

Mist landing, Larsen and his craft, trav-

elling at the rate of about seven miles

an hour, reached the Whirlpool Rapids in

eleven minutes. Mounting the big

waves the motor boat Ferro was lost

sight of part of the time during the voy-
age, at others she shot entirely out of

the water, but through the entire trip

Larsen held his craft head on, guiding
her just right to take the giant waves
without being caught broadside or cap-

sized. At Great Wave the boat was
shot perhaps twenty feet into the air,

but on going back into the water con-

tinued head on along its course. At
times the craft careened way over on its

side, but being of a specially designer'

type for open sea duty, properly ballast-

ed, quickly recovered. \\'ithin three

minutes from the time she mounted the

first big waves, the motor boat Ferro
was through the perilous rapids and mak-
ing for the whirlpool. First reports had
it that Larsen entered the whirlpool,

but according to Larsen's own statement,

he avoided the treacherous pool entirely.

Soon after passing the whirlpool into the

calmer waters of the lower river, the vol-

ume of water he had picked up by this

time had drenched the electrical system,

spark plug, coil, batteries, etc., which
stopped the engine temporarily, and
Larsen drifted on to the rocks in the

shallow waters on the American side,

climbed out and walked ashore.

All other attempts, with the exception
of the first Maid of the Mist sent through
for commercial reasons, have been en-

tirely sensational, and have relied en-

tirely upon drifting through safely,

or upon guiding themselves by means of

man-power alone, which is far from be-

ing adequate to successfully cope with
such a powerful force. Captain Larsen
however, in his motor boat, with gaso-

line power, had absolute control of his

craft all the way through the rapids,

turning this voyage into one of skill

with fortune only a secondary consider-

ation. Captain Larsen seemed to go
where he willed, and according to his

own statements he followed almost
indentically the course he had picked be-

forehand. An old sea-dog, having fol-

lowed the seas since a lad of twelve and
encountering some of the wildest waters
in all parts of the world, he knew how
rough waters should be navigated.
Larsen prepared for this trip. Before
taking his boat to Niagara, he visited

the place especially to look the rapids

over and see if he thought them nan-
gable. After arriving with his boat,

about one week before his trip, he could
be seen every morning going down the

river bank, studying the waters. He
planned out the journey just as he want-
ed to go beforehand, and accomplish-
ment shows that he knew how a job

of seamanship like this should be done.

Accomplishment shows, also, that en-

gine propelled craft can be navigated
and controlled in the worst seas. It is

an established fact that no man can pos-

sibly go through the rapids without
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power, with any degree of certainty.

Many felt beforehand that power would

be of little avail in these swift, onrushing

waters. Some thought that the man might

as well have left the engine out of

the boat, tied his tiller head on, shut his

«yes and started. Power, however, was

shown to be necessary, to enable a craft

to be guided through the rapids, and or-

dinary motor boat power, such as is

used in small pleasure craft seen any

day ''put-putting" around in the placid

waters of our bays and harbors at a

speed of about eight miles an hour, was

shown to be sufficient to master the

mad, swift currents of the big rapids,

world-famous for their wildness.

decked completely over with the ex-

ception of a round hole about 2^^ ft.

in diameter in which the captain stood
and from the edge of the opening all

around, a canvas was stretched, which
during the voyage was drawn in tightly

around his waist, shedding the waves,
and keeping the cockpit as near dry as

it could possibly be kept under such
high seas, where it was necessary for

him to have his head and shoulders out-

side the craft and free for use. Captain
Larsen is the first man to successfully

navigate the rapids with his head and up-

per body unprotected.

The power mechanism of the craft was
an American engine, a two-cvlinder

Motor Boat Ferxo Before Entering the Rapids.

Captain Larsen, cool headed and nervy,

-worked the tiller continuously through-
out the trip through the rapids, and guid-

ed his craft in the course he wanted
"her to go. The engine worked perfectly

all the way through the rapids, and
never faltered here where the skipper's

life depended on it.

The boat in which Captain Larsen
made his trip was a life boat model es-

pecially designed for open sea duty, 18

ft. in length over all and 5 ft. 2 in. beam.
It was built by the Cleveland Auto
Boat Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O. The boat
drew 24 in. of water. The cockpit was

8 H.P. outfit, of the jump spark ignition

type built by the Ferro Machine &
Foundry Co., Cleveland, O. In decid-

ing upon his motive power, Captain

Larsen investigated leading engines built

abroad, including the fine English and
French machines, but decided on the

American built engine in preference to

imported ones, to which he paid tribute

upon the completion of his voyage by
saying, ''The engine is good enough for

me. It stood by me like a brother and
never faltered all the time I was in the

rapids where my life was at risk."

Captain Larsen was born in Bankop,
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—^^ODELS
SAVE

LAUNDRY
BILLS

COLLAR^ S (jUFFS
You can't tell them from linen. They have the perfect fit, the textyre and dull finish of the finest

Irish linen collar. Our "Slip -Easy" finish permits easy, correct adjustment of the tie. "ChsJlenge" Collars

are waterproof—can be cleaned by a rub from a wet cloth— always look fresh and new.

Insist on "Challenge" Brand. If your dealer hain't them, send us 25c, stating size and style of collar you desire, or 50c per pair

for cuffs, jnd we will supply you at once. Send to-day for our new style booklet, " Hints for Careful Dressers."

THE ARLINGTON CO. OF CANADA, LIMITED, 54-64 Eraser Avenue, TORONTO, ONTARIO '
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COLEMAN'S

Dress Suits$40
This is the classic suit of Can-

ada's best dressers. Made of fin-

est materials, and tailored to the

customer's own measure with an

artistic touch that has no peer.

There is no dress suit made in

Canada, that becomes quite the

equal of the Coleman forty-dollar

dress suit of nineteen hundred and

ten. Write for measurement card*

COLEMAN'S LIMITED,
Master Tailors.

102 King W., TORONTO
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Denmark, in ISHi). At the age of twelve

he sailed on a fishing boat, and served

several years on the Baltic aiKi-NbrtJi

Seas. Since then he has sailed, in all

parts of the world on practically .every

kind of water. He has seen service ias a

United States Marine, as a life, saver,

light house tender and submarme diver.

During his life he has .weathered, ty-

phoons and -hurricanes and has seen the

roughest kind of weather a sailor en-

counters.

The idea of shooting the rapids in a

motor boat origr'nated in January 1910,

when a motor boating publication offer-

ed a prize of $1,000 and a gold cup for

the best time made in a race throusrh the

first,, 4H^m€Bt 1 'Saw>>-fel*€^^hirlpool
-Rapids -ihat- I could get through safely.

Nq^V; I have proved that the rapids of

t^e .^Ciagara. River are .not as dangerous
as ni'ost people believe..' At no time was
*I afraid.,. At,-no tirne did it ever occur
.'to me that 'my trip w^ouId fail. Through-
out tlie trip I was perfectly cool.

"Now that I have shown that a small

boat can- go through the Niagara Rapids,

I am going to prove also that the At-
lantic Ocean can be navigated in a

motor boat. As soon as I can get the fi-

nancial support, I am going to have a

twelve foot launch built, equip it with
powerful engines and make an attempt
to cross the ocean. And Klaus Larsen

Motor Boat Ferro After Passing Through the Rapids and Reaching Calmer Water.

Rapids and Whirlpool. One of the con-

ditions was that each contestant must
visit the Falls and look over the course

before making the attempt. Within a

short time entries were received from
all parts of the world, but upon viewing
the course all of twelve entrants backed
out but Mr. Larsen. The race was post-

poned indefinitely by the promoters, be-

cause of only one entrant, but Larsen
was not to be daunted and he made the

trip entirely on his own initiative.

The following is Captain Larsen's own
story of the trip

:

"They called me a bluflfer and I have
answered their taunts. I knew from the

who knows no fear will succeed as he

succeeded in going through the waters

of the Niagara Whirlpool Rapids.

"Months ago when I said I would make
the trip through the Whirlpool Rapids

I meant it. Failure of others to keep

their word and enter with me in a race

did not discourage me. Neither did the

withdrawal of the $1,000 in cash and a

S50O cup. I am a poor man and would
like to have won the prize ofifered. But
keeping my word to my friends is more
important to me than winning the

money.
"When I told my friends, among them

\"alentine Tohnson. who gave me the
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THE NEW WATERPROOF

COAT IS THE "SALUTAQDA."

It contains No Rubber Solution of

any kind, yet is Absolutely Water-

Resisting, Air-Free and Odourless.

These Coats are now being sold all

over the vorld by CuRZON Bros., the

Great International Tailors.

However heavy the rain, it never

penetrates "Salutaqua" garments.

Let us supply you with one of these

Coats, which are invaluable for driving,

riding, fishing, shooting, motoring, as

well as for town or sea- side wear.

/IH Price $12 to Measure.

(Duty and Carriage Paid.)

IF YOU ARE DISSATISFIED
ij/

f WE RETURN YOUR MONEY.
y'\ ' Send a post card for a set of the " Salutaqua

"

'\ // patterns, fashion-plates, and simple self-

' measurement system, by which a fit is assured,

r j^ no matter where you live.

• - Ask for the 'Salutaqua " Fabrics when writing.

Tbe World's

CO ra Cu!>,'!r^3 Tailors,

fff

4^1

(Dept. 94 ))
60 62 CITY ROAD, LONDON, ENGLAND.

Address for Patterns:

CURZON BROS., c/o THE CLOUGHER SYNDICATE (Dept. 94).
^

450 Confederation Life Buildings, Toronto, Ontano.

FUase mcniion this paper. ^

I
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money to buy the Ferro. what I intended

to do they launched at me. They told

me I would back out. Did I? No, sir,

Klaus Larsen never backs out.

"Last week Mr. Johnson advised me
not to make the trip. He had seen the

rapids and declared that no boat coula

live in the waters. I told him he was
mistaken. He was.

" It was not until I passed under the

bridge and into the rapids that they really

knew Klaus Larsen was not afraid.

"Many people have asked me how it

feels to face death. I was as safe in my
boat in Niagara Rapids as the people who
watched me from shore. I am at home
on the water, have always been, and what
locyked to everybody like daring death,

to me meant nothing more than doing
what I have learnt through years bf
experience as a navigator.

"They say I made this trip to make a

lot of money. People told me I was
foolish to try unless I was well paid.

Now, as a matter of fact I was not paid

at all. I made the trip because I said I

would, and because I have always been
a man of my word. I had no arrange-

ment with any moving picture company,
or with any railroads. \\'hat I did I did

on my own account, and to prove to

my good friend Mr. Johnson that he had
made no mistake in helping me to buy
my boat. Perhaps, now that I have gone
through the rapids, it may help me to

make money.

"For the future I have no definite plans

I will stay here with Mr. Pitz for a few

days and then, perhaps I will try and
arrange for a trip across the Atlantic

in a twelve foot boat. And if I start

I think I shall w^in. But if I lose—if

the water I have loved all my life w'ants

to claim me, Klaus Larsen is ready to

eo."

How to Carry Out the Deer

BY WILLIAM PRATT.

M R. FLEMING'S method, as des-

cribed in the October number, is

a new one to me, and while it

has some good features, is not, to

my mind, nearly so good a way as the
plan our Club has been using for a good
many years past, and which I will try and
describe.

Cut two poles, dry if possible, and about
four or five feet longer than your deer,

lay them parallel on the ground, about
six inches wider apart than the deer is

thick, then attach your dog chains or

ropes zig-zag from pole to pole, forming
a hammock, raise slightly and drop the
deer into it, back down ; the poles will

adjust themselves about half way up the

body of the deer and will be about the

right distance apart for a shoulder carry,

raise to the shoulders of two men if it is

an average weight, or with four men if the

deer is large. The deer will neither sag
nor sway and may be carried for miles if

there are enough hunters to form relays

without once being allowed to rest on
the ground.
No doubt other hunters have used this

plan, but if you haven't one trial will

convince you that it is by long odds the

easiest way to bring out your deer, unless

there is snow on the ground, when trail-

ing head first is the best.
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AND NOW

—

What About November Recreation?

"Mostly Shooting" this time, as the cover indicates.

Articles that will interest you whether you are going

shooting this Fall or not. To quote a few titles

;

DUCK SHOOTING ON THE ILLINOIS
HUNTING GRIZZLIES ON THE ISKOOT
QUAIL SHOOTING IN "SHOT OUT" COVERTS
BRANT SHOOTING ON THE PACIFIC COAST

But there is a whole lot besides in this number. You will laugh over the corking story by

Harris Dickson, "Sallies Bear Cub. " And you will be surprised to hear that one of our

writers has discovered a new waterfall, 400 feet high, in Newfoundland.

You will have, in addition, all the practical and helpful articles that have made RECREATION
famous, such as "Fishing Rod Making at Home," the story of "The RECREATION Hunt-

ing Knife," "Selecting a Sporting Rifle," "The Bird Dog," etc.

The cover of November RECREATION is

more than a cover—it is a work of art. It is

one of the finest photographic reproductions in

colors ever shown on a magazine; and it is

from real life, not the dream of an artist. It is

a cover you will want to frame for your den.

We have ready for free distribution a booklet

about "Daniel Boone and His Brother." His-

torical, yet a mighty interesting tale of these

frontiersmen. We want every man who is

interested in outdoor life to have this booklet

whether he reads RECREATION or not. A
postal will bring it and it will show you as a

sportsman a sure way to get the most out of

your recreation.

Now a few more words about the mageizine,

RECREATION. You may have the November

and December numbers of RECREATION
for 1910 and all of the numbers of 1911 for

only $2.50. The regular subscription price is

$3.50 a year to Canada. We want to gel you

acquainted with RECREATION.

If you do not know RECREATION well enough to accept this offer without being shown,

send 25 cents for the November number and then, if you like it, clinch the above offer by send-

ing us $2.25 additional. Remember the booklet, "Daniel Boone and His Brother," is free, so

send for it today.

RECREATION H- 24 West 39th Street NEW YORK



One of the Rang"ers writing from Al-

gonquin Park states that game generally

has done well in the Park throughout the

season. In places where the beaver were
trapped last spring there are large num-
bers to be found while the deer appear

to be in fine condition. ]>^Ioose are like-

wise plentiful and many have been seen

wandering around including some fine

bulls. The fishing was poor during the

summer ow-ing to the hot weather w^hich

caused the trout to seek deep cool waters

and the abundance of food made both

trout and bass quite indifterent lo bait.

Wolves continue apparently a 9 numer-
ous as ever in some sections of the

Park notwithstanding the efforts of •

the rangers to decimate their num-
bers last winter. The rangers prom-
ise, however, to renew their efforts

during the coming cold season and
make things lively for the w^olves in var-

ious-ways. Quite a number of bears have

been seen in the Park and with food so

scarce it is feared that both beavers and
fawns will suffer from the depredations

of the Bruin family. Wild ducks are like-

wise reported as more plentiful than usu-

al. Bird life in the Park was double that

of the preceding tw^o years, and it is

thought the early spring had some effect

in bringing this about. There have been
several fires in the Park, the most serious

being at Skymount on Cache Lake. The
attempt to save this magnificent view
united all. Doctors of Divinity, Doctors
of Medicine, bankers, judges, lawyers,

fire-rangers, park-rangers, lumber jacks

and tourists fought side by side against

the fire fiend. The boy cadets from Camp
W^abuno and the girls from a school

camp did valiant and effective service in

taking their places as a bucket brigade,

standing and passing buckets for hours
at a time. Superintendent Bartlett and
the Ransrers worked dav and night and

finally the fire was subdued although not

before extensive damage was done. It is

hoped by cleaning and seeding to still

make a very pretty view from Skymount.
Tourists were plentiful in the Park and
some depredations at their hands are re-

ported although, it is believed, these are

decreasing ow'ing to the work of the Ran-
gers which might be made much more
effective if their numbers w^ere increased.

Mr. R. G. Sparks. Kingston, writes

:

I read with much interest the report of

the Game and Fisheries Commissioner,
Mr. Kelly Evans, published in the Aug-
ust number of Rod an^ Gun.

I strongly favor his recommendation
to appoint only physically and morally fit

persons as overseers and wardens ; and
that they be paid fair salaries for the

time and energy expected to be expended
by them. That the duties are only in-

differently performed by many of the pre-

sent officers is glaringly manifest to any-

one keeping his eyes open when hunting

or fishing. That it is possible that a

man should boast that he_^ during a sea-

son when partridges were not supposed,

to be shot, bought for a merchant eighty-

six brace of birds, and that he knew of

a similar violation in an adjoining village

the same season, leads one to fear that

some officers were not performing their

duties. These things took place on a

line of railway. The writer heard an-

other man declare that when his house

w^as burned he did not dare to allow^ his

neighbours, w^ho had come to help, to

go into his back shed to remove the con-

tents as there were six saddles of ven-

ison hanging there. It so happened that

the w-riter had been at that house (a pub-

lic one) on the, last day of the open sea-

son for deer previous to the conflagration
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Let The Gun
Experts Teach You

From Its Pages Every trade has its

""""^^^^^"""^^^^"^""""""^ tricks, every sport its

"kinks". Expert accuracy with rifle, pistol or shotgun, demands
that you "know how". Mere practice by yourself does not take you

far toward expert efficiency. A little direction, a few suggestions, from
some past-master to put you wise to the tricks and "kinks" of shooting,

works wonders for your marksmanship— such as gives you new success and
greater zest for sport. The secrets of expert shooting are surprisingly little

known. That is why, at great expense,

The Outer's Book Has Cornered the Gun Talent of the World

The world-recognized gunnery experts are contributors to our gun department. We
are carefal to have them write along practical lines— rattling good stuff that puts you
next to the "how" of shooting, full of the "kinks" and tricks by which the experts per-

form their wonders of shooting, all of which you can apply in your own sport at target

or in the woods and fields. Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Topperwein, the world's champion
shots, who write for The Outer's Book exclusively, head this list of firearm experts. The
others are Stewart Edward White, Lieut. Whelan, U.S.A., Charles Newton, Ashley A.
Haines, E. C. Grossman, Pascal DeAngelis, A. Lowdermilk, Horace Kephart, Charles

Askins, L. A. Danse, Maurice H. Decker, Robert A. Kane.

Special "Show You" Offer of Three Months for 25 Cents

Nothing like these articles has ever before appeared. Nowhere, unless through personal
friendship with these experts, can you get such real pointers on marksmanship and on
the merits and fauhs of various firearms. Th2se articles are different. They are rare.

They are not the superficial average write-up at all, but real inside pointers that will

make any man abetter shot. To introduce you to The Outer's Book with its unique
Gun Department, its outdoor ginger, its graphic photog-aphs, live outdoor stories

an'' ip*^-estin? soejial arti::les, we will send you threemonths for 25c — regular

year'* subscription $1.50.

You'd give 25c any time to know why you miss some of the points you do
miss, and how not to miss them. 25c for this special offer, will save you
a dollar's worth of wasted cartridges, and perhaps save you from miss-
ing the chance of a lifetime to get a famous bag. Send 25c today,
with the coupon on the right, for three numbers. If you are not
satisfied, we will return your quarter, with no hard feelings about
it either. Why not today?

9

3
Months

25 Cents

THE OUTER'S BOOK
S-5 Hathaway Building

Milwaukee, Wis.

Please send me,
for 2 5 cents enclosed

The Outer's Book for

3 months.

Name_

Address.
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Send TO=DAY For Our FREE BOOKLET

"FORTUNES IN MAGAZINES"
^ It tells of the astounding incomes

and profits of an immense and profit-

able industry—facts that are not gen-

eral knowledge.

^ The magazine publishing business

is one of the most extensive and lucu-

rative in America.

^ One hundred dollars invested in

Munsey's Magazine in its early days

would be paying from $1,000 to

$1,200 each year in dividends, and

would now be worth approximately

$12,000.

^ Our booklet, "Fortunes in Mag-

azines," cites numerous other in-

stances of how magazines have

earned large amounts of money on

small investments made at the right

time.

^ The Baseball Magazine has a

wider field than any other one maga-

zine in America.

^, Our magazine is distinct from

all other magazines that have

been launched. It is not neces-

sary to create enthusiasm among

magazine readers. The wide-

spread enthusiasm for baseball

and literature pertaining to it

ALREADY EXISTS.

COME IN WITH US

^ Many of you have done so already

but we desire EVERY reader.

^ Within 120 days after incorpor^

tion, July 1st, lOOS, approximately

80% of our original stock issue had

been sold.

^ It is the revenue thus derived and

the corporation's profits that has

brought The Baseball Magazine to

its present stage.

^ On August 1st, IIQO, a new issue

of Participating Preferred stock

was authorized.

C[| We have now set out to accomplisii

one distinct result— to reach 200,000

monthly circulation. Read the rea-

sons why we should accomplish our

aim.
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€[[ 40,000,000 paid admissions during

1900. 41,000 paid to see ONE
game in Pittsburg recently—and base-

ball is " still in its infancy."

q If we get 200,000 people to read

the magazine regularly we can pay

bOfo to l^jfo dividends. With addi-

tionrJ working capital we can NOW
get 200,000 circulation.

q If YOU believe we can obtain

200,000 readers from our unlimited

field—only 500 readers in each of

the 400 cities supporting organized

baseball — then mail the attached

coupon. We will prove why we can

pay enormous dividends on our new
Participating 8% Preferred stock

issue of August 1, 1910.

^ Almost every individual devoting

his time to baseball is receiving hand-

some returns.

q With the entire country baseball

crazy for nine months each year, the

founders of The Baseball Magazine

know the profits from THEIR mag-

azines are UNLIMITED.

q 820 or 1200 invested NOW may

be worth 8200 or $2000 in eighteen

months.

^ If you believe these statements and

believe in these predictions, send the

attached coupon for further particu-

lars and further evidence of the

likelihood of your investment being

worth ten times its present value in

eighteen months.

q We have a special stock offer open

until December 5. If you send the

attached coupon this offer will

be thoroughly described, and

the sending of the coupon

may be the beginning, in

your case, of a small in-

vestment made NOW
which may be worth

$1,000 in a short

time.

BASEBALL
MAGAZINE
COMPANY

158 Summer Street

BOSTON, MASS.

Send free your Booklet con-

ining history of Magazine

'Fortunes.

THE BASEBALL MAGAZINE COMPANY
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and the occupant declared that he had
not then secured a carcase. If that were
true, and it probably was, the six car-

cases burned were secured during close

season. This also occurred upon a line

of the railroad. The Commissioner's des-

cription of the abandoned or unproduc-
tive farm in the rough districts is vivid

and true to life. His suggestions re pur-

chasing these lands by the Government
and the transportation of the present oc-

cupants, where they still exist, to more
arable lands, is I believe, wise and prac-

ticable. Many of these farms are becom-
ing covered with a new growth of soft

maple, birch, poplar, hemlock and in some
cases pine. This, if undisturbed, would
soon afford protection for and become
breeding grounds of game and birds and
in time would be valuable for the timber.

Under existing conditions much of it is

underbrushed for pasture and when, being

burned, the fire frequently destroys many
acres more than have been chopped.

Re deer hunting: I do not approve of

all his recommendations. Postponing
the open season to November fifteenth to

thirtieth would be disastrous to the deer

unless hounding were prohibited. Many
animals would be driven into unwatched
lakes partially frozen over out of

which they could not escape and so

they would perish. The writer does not

hunt ^ery far north and yet has ?etn

small lakes frozen over and large ones

partially covered with ice and quite deep

snow by the fifteenth of November. Last

season, 1909, being open and warm, was
very unusual. Limiting the bag to "one

horned deer" would no doubt limit the

number shipped out, but it oftens hap-

pens that if the deer is to be shot it must
be done at first sight and before one can

ascertain at the distance whether or not

it has horns. \\'ith this regulation in

force, there would, no doubt, be many
animals shot and left in the woods to

spoil because they could not be shipped
and more shot until one was secured that

could be shipped, while under the pre-

sent regulation "one man, one deer" the

hunter is satisfied with the first secured

and others are spared.

The close season for partridge for the

last two vears has,no doubt, allowed this

king of game birds to increase nothwith-
standing the illegal slaughter of them in

some districts. They are reported to be
much more plentiful this fall. A short

open season will no doubt meet with the

approval of sportsmen generally, at all

events until the birds have had a chance
to multiply.

Although the big game hunting season
is not far advanced in the Province of

New Brunswick, many non resident

sportsmen have achieved success, and are

coming out of the woods laden with some
splendid trophies of their hunt. Never
before in the history of the Province

have so many game licenses been issued

to visiting hunters as this season, and
phenomenal success seems to have at-

tended those who went into the woods
with reliable guides at the opening of

the season on October loth. Hon. F.

G. Harris of Clearfield, Pa., with

C. Hileman and A. P. Stevens also of

Clearfield, returned to Newcastle the

other day each having shot a large moose
and took the Intercolonial Railway
Ocean Limited Express for home. They
report game very plentiful and declare

they never saw before so many deer. An-
other successful party was composed of

Mr and Mrs. Seamon, Mayor Senecal and
Mrs. Senecal, Mr. F. A. Finn and Mr.
Samuel Harris of Plattsburg, New York.

They were lucky enough to secure five

moose, three bear, and four deer, besides

having some good fishing and shooting
small game as well. Needless to say they

were highly delighted with their trip,

one of the party declaring it was the

finest hunting he had met with in thirty

years experience. There are numerous
hunting parties now in the woods and re-

ports from all sections say that game is

abundant evervwhere.

Mr. F. G. Aflalo, the well known Brit-

ish writer on fishing, spent five weeks
recently on the Cape Breton coast en-

deavoring to catch a tuna and did not

succeed. According to the Montreal Star

there is no record so far of a tuna ever
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YOU MUST SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

TOURIST MAGAZINE
YOU CANT BUY IT FROM THE NEWSSTANDS

Tha TOURIST MAGAZIITE goea solely and

kbtolutely to subscribers—people who have attain-

ed a deeriee of culture and refinement rendering;

them desirous of being fully posted upon every-

thing that is happening in the world of travel.

Tbe magazine is crammed full of magnificent

illastrations. The articles are brilliantly written,

and in a style that you, personally, will like to

read. It is, of its kind, the Host Magnificent

Magazine of the country.

Yon couldn't possibly make a better invest-

ment than one dollar for a year's subscription to

the Tourist Magazine. Send in your subscription

at once, and you will say at the end of the

twelve months that you never invested one dollar

more profitably than in becoming a subscriber to

the most delightful and entertaining magazine

In America. Send in youi subscription to B. &
G. Dept.

TOURIST MAGAZINE
47 West S4th St.,

NEW YOKK CITY.

11.00 A YEAR. $1.00 A YEAR.

WHEN IN DETROIT STOP AT

HOTEL TULLER
ABSOI^UTELY FIREPROOF

Cor. Adams Avenue and Park Stre«t.

Has large
ConTcntloB Hall.

Grand Eoof
Garden Cafe.

Oar Unique
Crystal OrlU.

Music «.00 t«

12.00 P.M.

Beautifully and
quietly situated on

Grand Ctrcoa
Park.

In the centre of the Theatre, Shopping aiiJ

Berrice «aezc«ll«d, Kreir i«emBoslneM District,

witk Bath.

Znropeaa Flan. Rat«a )1.60 per iay fta4 «p.

L. W. Tin.T.KR, Proprietor.

Subscribe for

The TrappersWorld
A Monthly Magazine devoted to the Intereata of

Trappers, Fur Collectors, Hunters, Anglers, Guides,
Campers and all lovers of Outdoor life. Contains
In every number many Trapping Secrets, Trappers'
stories. Hunters' stories. Anglers' stories and other
stories pertaining to Outdoor People and life In
camp and on the trail.

No Other Magazine Just Like It.

It is the Official Organ of the Brotherhood of
American Trappers, Iowa Fos Hunters' Association,
Blue Wing Shooting Club and the Ozark Coon and
Possum Club. It is the only paper of its kind In

the world, being the cmly magazine edlt«d and
published by an old trapper with 50 years' experi-
ence on the trap line, and contains from 100 to 132
pages of intensely Interesting and well written ar-

ticles by Red Blooded Sportsmen from everywhere.

No Other Magazine "Just As Good"

Price, $1.00 Per Year. Sample Copy, 10 Cents

The Trappers World,
Sabula, Iowa.

GLASS EYES TnT^"^-^-d Animals

Taxidermy Supplies 4ixme7m!
ists' supplies desiring the dcsf gooas and
loiveSt prices^ should send at once for our
Complete New Catalog Xo.Si. Largest ^nA

,^^^ ^^^ best stock cf eyes and supplies in America,
Send ^^^B^^^^^^^^^W consisting^ of glass eycs^ tools^ sktills^ shields,
forcat^^^KBtjM/r -itire, tov.\ clay^ etc, B^St Imported Glass Eyes
a/og 54 ^^^^^^^ at no advance in cost. Reduced prices on Felt Lin-
ings—Sample card Free. Send for catalog. It will save you money. It'syours
for the asking. We mount specimens of all kinds, true to life, by standard
mxiseinn yiiethods. Price list on mounting Xo. fcS FREE, Northwestern
Sch. of Taxidermy ]() Taxidermy Building Omaha, Neb

DON'T WAIT
Write today for

AUTO MECHANICS
Send us ten cents and receive a sample

copy of one of the most interesting mechani-
cal magazines ever published.

One Year's Subscription $1.00

(United States and Canada)

Foreign $1.50

Published 1931 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
CITY, U.S.A.
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being landed on a Hne though numbers
have been caught by nets. One has not

to search the records very far back to find

this statement incorrect. In our issue

for December last, Mr. Lionel R. Lordly

described the capture of a three hundred
and ninety pounder—a big enough fish in

all conscience—not in a net but on a line.

Mr. Jack Ross, of Montreal, who formed
one of the party with Mr. Aflalo, had a

bite and played his fish for five exciting

hours, only to lose him in the end. Mr.
Aflalo tried gaspereaux, mackerel and
herring as bait and believes if he had
been able to obtain squid he would have

succeeded. He saw tuna at least four-

teen feet long and they were numerous
enough to churn the water like porpoises.

In Mr. Aflalo's opinion, once it is known
in Great Britain that tuna can be taken

off the Nova Scotian coasts, hundreds
of wealthy British sportsmen will be at-

tracted to the district to try their fortune

with the big fish. Mr. Aflalo will embody
his experiences in a book to be published

in London.

had an interesting time before we suc-

ceeded in landing thi.s fish. I was hold-

ing the line at the time he hooked him-
self. I pulled to the surface twice but
had to give him slack for fear he would
break the line. I then handed one of

my friends my .32 calibre revolver and
told him to shoot the fish the next time
I pulled him up. As I pulled steady the

fish came to the surface and my friend

gave him a bullet between his eyes which
ended the battle. While the others were
not so large they were of a good size.

William Knapp, Battersea, near King-
ston, landed a salmon weighing twenty
seven pounds in Loughboro Lake, early

in September.

While trolling at Norway Bay, near

Ottawa, Mr. Nathaniel Helmer captured
a twenty-two pound maskinonge.

Dr. Davis, of Chicago, succeeded in

landing a twenty-one pound maskinonge
on the Pickerel River on September twen-
ty-second. The doctor had a hard fight

lasting about half an hour and his wife

was an interested spectator of the strug-

gle. Naurally upon its successful con-

clusion congratulations were in order.

"Youngster" writes from Bergland,

Ont. : As I live only five miles from beau-

tiful Lake of the Woods, with its magni-
ficent waters, fine islands and wonderful
scenery I often enjoy some of the excel-

lent fishing these waters afford. One day
last season, accompanied by two friends,

a fine afternoon's sport was enjoyed. We
started early and securing a boat rowed
to a point of land from which we made
our castings. In a short time we 'had two
pickerel but enjoyed no further fortune

and at six o'clock re-embarked and start-

ed trolling. In a short time we increased

our catch by six more pickerel, the larg-

est being tliirty-five inches in length. We

Maskinonge weighing twenty and thir-

ty pounds respectively were captured by
Tom Howison and Herb. Barker off is-

lands in the St. Lawrence, near Brock-
ville.

The first car load of bass fingerlings,

about 10,000 in number, was shipped
from the Brantford hatchery for distribu-

tion in Muskoka waters about the middle
of September. They were deposited in

Cranberry Bay, Cameron Lake, and in

the neighborhood of Rat Island, Bobcay-
sreon.

Some :«iost interesting particulars of

life at one of the outposts of civilization

was given by Mr. E. W. Roberts of Fort

Resolution, Great Slave Lake, in a recent

interview at Edmonton. Mr. Roberts is

in charge of the trading post of the Swig-
gart Trading Company at Fort Resolu-

tion. He described the fur catch as fairly

good last winter. There are three trad-

ing posts within half a mile of the shore
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BIG MONEY
- inTaxidermy
We teach you with complete success by mail!
Pleasant, fascinating work— quickly, easily learned

!

Professional Taxidermists earn from $2000.00 to $3000.00 a year, and there are
not half enough Taxidermists to supply the demand. By giving only your sfare
time to this work you can easily earn from $20.00 to $50.00 per month without
interfering with your regular business or occupation. Mounted specimens sell

readily for big prices. Many birds and animals that are now killed and thrown
away are valuable and can be turned into cash. Send the coupon today.

Sent FREE!
Our beautiful catalog. The Taxi-
dermy Magazine, Sample Diplo-
ma, Pictures of Mounted Birds
and Animals. Hundreds of let-

ters from Sportsmen Students.
All the above absolutely FREE
for the asking . Mail coupon now.

We teach you BY MAIL, IN YOUR OWN
HOME, to successfully

Mount Game Heads,'
Birds & Animals

also to TAN all kinds of hides and furs, and make them
into beautiful rugs and robes. No other art is so fasci-

nating, interesting. No other profession so profitable.

SPORTSIVIEN!
Mount Youn
Own Trophies!'
Hunters, Anglers, Trappers, Nature Lovers

—

Here is an opportunity you have long been waiting for! It's

no longer necessary to lose the fine trophies you've secured
I

during the hunting season, nor to pay the high prices asked
by Taxidermists for stuffing them. You can nozu learn this

great art for yourself during your spare time. You'll soon
mount specimens as well as the most expert Taxidermist.

By taking our course of 15 lessons you will soon be able to do ^^
perfect mounting, and can decorate your ho7)te, office or den ^^ ^ ^
with the choicest of art. You will have a delightful diversion -X ^'' ^
for your leisure time, and will enjoy every moment you A^ *J?» j.^

give to the subject. Thousands of men and women of vO ^^n^"*
every vocation—bankers, lawyers and business men » <«,•• ^<^

—are members of our school and highly endorse it. /»V ^* '^Hoontedby our student. F. Rawson, Kalamazoo, Mich.

This is the Original School of Taxidermy, and is endorsed by our thousands of students jfi <^ Vi^
- and all leading Museums, Naturalists and j^CT .'^ >
Taxidermists. We teach the BEST STANDARD METHODS, and positively guarantee -'^c-

success. Expert instructors in every department. Our Taxidermy work is widely *\ ^ ^
.

known, having been awarded First Grand Prize and 9 Gold Medals at the Expo- 4/y , n>^V^
sition. The Editor of any Sportsman's Magazine will tell you of the high standing T^ .^ .i!.""*j>*'''

of this school, which has taught Taxidermy successfully formany years, X x^ ^.'-t-

WE INVITE YOU TO INVESTIGATE FULLY. Send for our pnnted matter J^ ^^
today. It will interest you. and it's absolutely Free. 'We want every sports- ^ *^.»y*^
man or nature lover in the country to become a member of the only ^X* ."^ ,e
school in the world "for sportsmen by sportsmen." ^^ d^ <;>^

Our school and the success of our course are well known and highly ^^ - q-v
^

endorsed by all highest authorities. Mail coupon or use postal card. ^^^ <>

The MorthvtBstern School of Taxidermy^^ <^ <f
10 ELWOOD BLDa.OA'AMA. NEB. ^T ''^'

J'
ty
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of the bay at Fort Resolution and nn-

other one on an island a mile and a half

out. There are two sawmills at the Fort.

Apart from the tradine^ posts there are

no white settlements and the Indians of

the neighborhood belong to the Chippe-

wayan, Yellow Knives and Dog Rib

tribes. They are all "Treaty" Indians

—

the Dominion Government paying so

much per head to each Indian under treat-

ies by which peaceful possession is had
of former Indian lands. The principal

furs procured are mink, marten, beaver,

wolverine and fox. There were no cari-

bou seen last winter and as the Indians

were deprived of a considerable portion

of their supplies by this failure they were
unable to go after musk oxen. Travelling

is only possble over the water routes in

summer and by means of dog teams in

winter. White fish and trout are found in

the lakes and the fish are caught for food

of both men and dogs. At the Post last

fall they put up six thousand fish for the

winter.. Vegetables grow in abundance
at Fort Resolution, over 800 miles north

of Edmonton. In. the fall of 1909 the first

snow fell on October seventeenth and the

lake and river were not frozen up till the

end of the month. On November twenty-

third, however, it was forty-six below
zero. Last spring the ice broke in the

river on May nineteenth and in the lake

on May twenty-eighth. One of the In-

dians started out with Mr. Roberts but

his courage failed him and he turned back.

"I would like to have brought him all

the way," said Mr. Roberts, "if only to

have witnessed his surprise when he saw
the cars."

Mr. E. T. Loveday, who holds the pos-

ition of fishery overseer and game warden
for both the provinces of Ontario and
Quebec, writes from Ottawa under date

of September fourteenth; I notice a num-
ber of items in your pages regarding big

fish, ^^'c have a few down this way. I

do not have much time to fish as when
I am up or down the river I am always
on the w'atch. However, it pays to be
quiet occasionally and I took a few hours
ofif last Friday and Saturday evenings.

On Fridav eveninsf, with worms for b.iit.

1 caught five black bass and ten white-

fish and on Saturday evening I obtained

seven bass, one weighing four and a

half pounds, three, three pounds each and
the balance less weight. These were all

caught in Lake Deschenes within six

miles of Ottawa city limits. Some ''-ime

ago Mr. Guertin, of Ottawa, gave me a

pickerel which I 'had weighed at Ketch-

um's, the sporting goods dealers, and it

was found to be ten and a half pounds
exactly. Mr. Guertin succeeded in ob-

taining four pickerel that totalled thirty

four pounds. While on one of my trips

up Kazubazua Creek I saw fourteen deer

and a bear cub, all these within five miles

of Ottawa. Several reports of moose
having been seen around Kazubazua
have come in. Partridges are plentiful

and more ducks have appeared this sum-
mer than for several previous years. A
great many of them will, I am afraid, be

scared away by hunters out after plover.

In this district we believe the season for

plover, snipe, woodcock and ducks should

open on September fifteenth.

He humorously adds: "My 'phone is

ringing, only some one asking 'Why the

d I don't get the Government to make
the fish and game laws the same on both

sides of the River" I promise that I will

do so next year, though before that time

I hope he forgets my words or it wilFbe

bad for me."

Bears were reported numerous in

Southern Manitoba all through Septem-
ber. It is believed that they were driven

from the wilds of Minnesota by recent

forest fires. One man killed three and
another four and bear meat was quite

common on the Winnipeg market. Mr.

D. A. Ross, M. P. P.. estimated that thir-

ty bears were killed in the southern por-

tions of the province within four weeks.

The following appeared in the "Ottawa
Citizen":—

•

The slaughter of song birds by shot

gun "sportsmen" in the suburbs about

the Capital has become so prevalent that

it is only a question of a very short time
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until the feathered singers will be extinct

in this vicinity. Every Sunday the woods
in the neighborhood of McKay's Lake at

Rockliffe, along the roads leading to the

cemeteries and along the Britannia car

line are infested with men and boys who
have seemingly nothing better to do than
to spend the Sabbath endeavoring to kill

off as many song birds as possible. The
practice has become exceedingly danger-
ous and several Rocklifit'e residents are

indignant at the reckless manner in which
firearms are used in this suburb.
The law is quite clear regarding the kill-

ing of song birds and the presence of a

slouching "sportsman" equipped with a

shot gun in the environs of the city

is prima facie evidence of the prob-
able infraction of the law. That
legitimate game is to be found in

the woods about the Capital can-

not be considered as justifying any
such number of Sunday expeditions as

may be seen and heard every week end
at Rockliffe and elsewhere.

"The only relief that we may expect

is in the arrest of some of these 'hunt-

ers,' " remarked a Rockliffe resident, "and
so far there has been no such effort. It is

quite an easy matter to detect these gun
men as they stalk boldly along the roads
and fire recklessly at everything observ-

able in the trees. If the thing is not stop-

ped shortly a fatality would seem to be
inevitable and that one has not occurred

before this is merely a matter of good
luck. It has been stated that the great-

est variety of song birds to be found any-

where in Canada exists at Rockliffe but

it will be only a matter of a short time
until the birds are entirely wiped out and
the greatest charm of the suburb will be
missing."

munities and ugly consequences may en-

sue."

Dr. J. W. S. McCullough, secretary of

the Provincial Board of Health for On-
tario is the authority for the statement
that it is possible for rabies to spread to

wolves and deer in the northern portion

of Ontario. "There is serious danger if

the epidemic spreads to the wilds. Once
the wolves become rabid they are likely

to transmit the disease to the deer. ]\Iore-

over rabid wolves will run right into com-

Dr. Cutcliffe, of Brantford, Ont., re-

ceived word from his brother, Mr. De-
Courcy Cutcliffe, who enjoyed a hunting
expedition in Quebec that his trip was
successful and he landed a fine bull

moose.

A raccoon was captured alive at Luck-
now, Ont., the other day. It entered a

drug store and by means of considerable

strategy was captured alive in a box. It

is supposed that while hunting for food
along the river it became frightened and
lost its way.

The opening of the season found many
duck hunters at Rice Lake, Ont., and the

bags secured were small. Old hands
claim that there were many green hunt-
ers present who shot at the ducks re-

gardless of distances. As a result the

birds flew high and fast and opportuni-

ties were spoiled for all present.

After hearing a peculiar noise from the

cold air system for some days in the

school house at Alexandria, Ont., an ~in-

vestigation was made and a full fledged

partridge, somew^hat exhausted removed
therefrom.

Professor and Mrs. Hardy of Williams
College, \\'illiamstown. ]Mass., had a

three hundred mile canoe trip arranged
for them by Mr. Charles Cremin through
some of the forest waterways of New
Brunswick. They succeeded in catching

trout weighing as much as four pounds
and saw a good deal of big game, enjoy-

ing much both the trip and their exper-

iences.

The Government boat Vigilant cap-

tured some new^ nets, about forty in

number, which if placed in single line

would reach considerably over t\vo miles,

in Lake Erie early in September. The
nets which belonged to a States vessel
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were set well within the boundary and

their confiscation would mean a consid-

erable loss to their owners. Some ten

thousands pounds of fish were also cap-

tured and sold at Port Dover.

Eight large nets were taken in two days

by Fish and Game Overseer Toner, of

Gananoque early in September. Confis-

cations of this character should teach net

fishermen a lesson of obedience to the

laws.

According to Mr. A. L. Brown, of the

North West Fur Company, who paid a

recent visit to Edmonton after a long

journey north, the fur catch throughout

the far northwest was exceptionally good
last season.

The crew of an incoming steamer at

Provincetown, N.S., saw a deer swim-
ming ahead of them in the bay. Steam-
ing slowly they watched the animal

which did not appear to be at all alarmed

at the vessel's approach and continued this

course until they saw it emerge from the

slight surf and gain the beach. As soon

as the deer reached dry land it stopped

and shook itself like a dog and soon dis-

appeared amongst the brush.

Mr. George Carruthers, of Winnipeg,
has trained some live geese as decoys
and they act most efifectively. The geese
appear to know that they are safe how-
ever fierce may be the cannonade and ac-

cordingly they continue to call down the

passing flocks by every goosey wile of

which they are capable. Many offers

have been made for the use of these train-

ed decoys but their owner prefers to

keep them under the cover of his own
gun.

Canoe writes : Fishing in the River
Trent, a short distance above the town of

Campbellford, Ont., in June last I had an
experience not equalled in forty years of
fishing experiences. At the time I was

using a Silver or Devon minnow and
wading down stream. My eflforts had
not resulted in anything good, only a

couple of bass, and thinking I had work-
ed long enough I took one more cast and
started towards shore. A tug on my
line, quick and strong, changed my ideas.

All the line I had on the reel went out

and I waded as far into the stream as I

safely could, fighting my fish as best I

knew how and holding on for dear life.

I was aware that a 'lunge always comes
to the surface and generally a bass does

the same. There was no appearance and
I made for the land as fast as I could

though I had to go down stream fully

three hundred yards before my man-
oeuvres could be carried out. With con-

tinued efforts I succeeded in drawing
gently out of the water a couple of bass.

One, weighing one and one half pounds
was on the three end hooks and
the other weighing one pound on the

three upper side hooks. They must
have both struck at the same moment
and both working different directions was
the reason, no doubt, why they never ap-

peared on the surface. I am aware that

this reads something like a fish story but

it is just as it happened and the account
of the incident may interest some of your
angling readers.

Mr. C. I. W^hite, of Belleville, Ont.,

caught a maskinonge weighing twenty-
five and a half pounds when trolling

alone. After a good fight he succeeded
in getting the large fish into his boat.

Captain Hunter, Fish and Game In-

spector ^t Belleville, Ont., was recently

presented with a pickerel weighing

twelve pounds. The fine specimen was
caught in the bay near Northport.

A couple of young men walking up
the railway tracks near Fenelon Falls,

Ont.. on a recent Sunday saw a bear

which made a hasty retreat before the

youthful hunters and declined to give

them the much desired chance of a cap-

ture.
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Mr. Taylor, of New York, and Mr. W.
F. Thomson, of Rose Point Hotel, Parry

Sound, enjoyed some fine fishing near

Moon River catching four maskinonge,

one of which weighed forty-two pounds

and the other three an average of twenty-

five pounds each. Although fishing has

been reported good generally it is not

often four such fine fish have been caught

in one day.

Jack Shearn, who resides near the vil-

lage of Pakenham, Arnprior, Ont., tells

of a journey to the village when he en-

countered a bear. He was unarmed but

picked up a heavy stick and yelled at the

animal. Bruin disappeared in the bush

but was "almost too fat to walk."

At Petawawa Camp the beavers are

getting so plentiful that they are a posi-

ive nuisance. One of the officials stated

that they caused a road to be flooded to.

such an extent that the repairs will cost

$300. At the same time no efforts will

be made to kill them off as everyone

about the place thinks a good deal of

them. The animals have become used

to the noise of the big guns and appar-

ently take a delight in living in the dan-

ger zone.

The story of an unsuccessful bear hunt

comes from Manitoba. Some berry-

pickers finding a bear in a good patch

thought it advisable to leave him alone

and hunt up another place for gathering

in the berries. They found a second

position near the railway and telling the

section men of their adventure the lat-

ter determined to try for his capture. A
large bear trap baited with some good
roast pork and molasses was accordingly

set for Mr. Bruin. The scent of the sav-

ory -food soon attracted him and the men
visiting the place on the following morn-
ing found that he had been caught by the

hind foot. He had, however, after strug-

gling a few hundred yards through the

scrub, managed to free himself, leaving

two toes as souvenirs for the trappers.

The trap was reset and in a few days the

bear returned. This time he was caught
by the forefoot and the trap having a

better grip, the heavy clog log, with a

diameter of one foot and a length of ten

feet, had held him fast. By following

the trail it was seen that after fighting

through the scrub for over half a mile he
had carried the heavy log for rods at a

time when the ground was not too boggy.
On the sandy lake shore they could plain-

ly trace his footprints, the hind foot

minus two toes, but there was no
trace of the log, showing that he
must have carried it. Very sudden-
ly the men came upon the bear in

a thick tangle of underbrush and had a

narrow escape from getting too close

too late. If he had only kept still they
would have walked right on to him as

the leafy branches were dense, and they

had no other way of trailing him than by
the log signs. Fortunately on coming near

to him (the men said fifteen feet) he did,

as most bears do on the approach of man
—snorted through his nose and snapped
his jaws as angry boars do in fighting.

At once the men were on their guard
and approached warily. On sighting

them the bear renewed his frantic strug-

gles to escape and catching hold of a

small tree pulled hard on the log. It

appeared to the men as though the toes

were giving way and the leader, who had
a rifle, was in such a hurry to load that

the shell jammed. Hastily handing the

rifle to another man he took a shotgun
from his little son, who had accompanied
them and fired in the bear's face at a

distance of ten yards. ]\Iade desperate

by this charge the animal pulled his foot

out of the trap, leaving three toes behind
this time and made off satisfied that he

would have a warm time if he stayed.

In the meantime the man with the rifle

had managed to get it in order and sent a

bullet after the retreating bear, hitting

but not stopping him. The bear swayed
from side to side as though seriously in-

jured but managed to get away and
though the men believed he was fatally

wounded they were unable to trace him
to the end. The story of a bear carr>'ing

away the clog log is not a new one and
perhaps accounts for the fact that eight

years ago the writer lost all trace of a
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bear which he had trapped and trailed for

a mile. He then thought some other

hunter had taken the game and destroyed

the clue but is now inclined to lay the

blame on the bear.

Reports from Lindsay, Ont., were to

the efifect that ducks were numerous at

the opening of the season and notwith-

standing the great number of shooters

fine sport and excellent bags were the

rule.

Reports from Ottawa state that duck
shooting occurred in the neighborhood
before the opening of the season and the

story is told of one man with a keen dog
picking up no fewer than twenty-seven
fine fat black ducks shot and wounded by
poor marksmen. "Why I did better than

I probably would have done if I had
taken a gun with me!" he remarked. At
the same time it would be well if some 'of

these sportsmen w'ho are in such a hurry
as to anticipate the season were taught a

severe lesson. They spoil the sport of

law^ abiding sportsmen and should be

made to pay for their selfishness.

A prospector in the Cobalt district re-

cently saw a large black bear swimming
across White Bear Lake. He emptied
his magazine rifle shooting at the bear

but the animal swam on unscathed, ap-

parently very little concerned by all the

noise his human enemy so needlessly

raised.

The fine collection of animals at the

Riverdale Zoo, Toronto, do not give

much trouble as a rule but Big Ben, the

Bengal tiger, is an exception. A jaguar
in the next compartment allowed its tail

to flop through the iron bars into Ben's
section and Ben promptly bit it off. A
wire netting was placed over the bars
and two young lions allowed in the cage
where the jaguar, now on the hospital

list had taken the air. One day Ben got a

paw through the netting and badly claw-
ed one of the lions. A solid wood par-

tition eight feet high was made and bolt-

ed to the bars in the hope of stopping all

further pranks. Ben and the lion in-

dulged in growling at each other and the

lion rearing up incautiously placed a paw
over the erection. The ti^er closed his

teeth on the paw and held on. The staff

rushed to the scene but poking with all

kinds of implements and a strong stream
of water had no effect on the tiger.

Superintendent Goode entered the cage
and struck the tiger several blows with
an iron crow bar before he would release

his hold. The other animals which be-

came greatly excited during the scene

soon quieted dowm and the injured lion

received skilled attention.

A New Brunswick guide and trapper

states that bear fur has been so low in

price lately that he would not try to

catch the bears if they would leave his

camp alone and keep out of mischief.

W^hen they broke into camp, however, he
had to kill them whether the fur was
prime or not. "If they do get into camp
butter and coffee seem to be their first

choice, though they generally smash ev-

erything that will break and what they
don't eat they destroy. If once, they

do break into a camp the only way to

stop them is by means of a trap or the

A bear questioned the right of way of

a teamster near Alberni on Vancouver
Island on a recent Sunday. The horses,

how^ever, managed to get past and stood

not upon the order of their going. W'hen
the news reached Alberni a couple of lo-

cal hunters set off on the trail but were
unable to trace the bear.

At Summer Hill, near St. John. N.B.,

two brothers were unloading grain at

their barn when they saw a bear half way
up Crozier's Hill. One of the brothers

procured his rifle and sending three shots

after Bruin brought him down. The bear

was a fine one and was estimated to

weigh between four and five hundred
pounds.
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As a result of a recent visit to Mani-

toba, Mr. J. M. Avent, of Hickory Valley,

Tenn., announced his intention to bring

his pack of bear dogs north and organize

a hunt. "I never saw such country in

my life," he said. "Why you do not

need to shoot them, you can rope them.

I have run bears for years in the Missis-

sippi bottoms and never saw anything

like it. I do not see where the brutes

hide for the country is as open as a park."

Mr. Avent has a pack of from fifty to

sixty bear dogs all experienced in the

work and proposes to bring three dozen

of them north. The hunting will be done

on horseback in a similar manner to an

English fox hunt. As the bears have

been doing considerable damage the in-

habitants of the district have offered all

facilities for the hunt.

Company, was astonished to see a par-

tridge feeding in the grass at the corner

of two residential streets of the city. The
bird was so close that Mr. Hillman could

have knocked it over with a stick. Its

appearance in Peterborough was taken to

denote that two years' protection has

led to an increase in the number of par-

tridges in the Province.

The largest fish caught under the rules

and regulations of the Kaslo Rod and

Reel Club up to the middle of September

was credited to J. J. Fingland. the big

trout weighing eighteen pounds, three

ounces. The fish was used as a dainty

at a social of the local Presbyterian

church and netted $2.50 to the proceeds.

William Duncan caught a nineteen

pound pike in Kingston harbor.

Harry Stephenson, of Dunchurch, near

Parry Sound, shot three bears and dis-

posed of their skins for $18.

"Hunter," writing from Pennfield Cen-

tre. N.B., states that on September

twelfth he shot a bear weighing over

five hundred pounds. The animal prov-

ed to be a veteran in years and exper-

ience as he carried in his pelt a charge of

shot, had lost a portion of his toes from

one foot, had one ear badly slit in several

places and his teeth badly out of repair

Despite these disalDilities, however, he

was covered with an immense layer of

fat and evidently had not found the earth

too bad a place in which to live.

The German Consul General in Cana-

da, Mr. Karl Lang, accompanied by two

young German manufacturers went on a

hunting trip in New Brunswick at the

opening of the season with Thomas
Pringle as guide.

An angler trying his fortune near the

Royal Military College, Kingston, se-

cured seven fine bass, one weighing four

and a half pounds.

Senator Johnson, of Newark, X.J-, and

a party of friends caught five m.askinonge

at Mosquito Bay. near Belleville, Ont.,

the fish weighing twenty-four pounds

each on an average. The members of

the party were highly elated with ,their

success.

At Bath near Kingston. Charles Henry

of Newark, N.J.. caught a fine pike weigh-

ing thirteen pounds and Mrs. Henry a

bass weighing three pounds five ounces.

A twenty-two and a thirty pounder

were landed from the St. Lawrence, near

Brockville, by Thomas Howison, Wm.
Arno, P. Derosia and J. H. A. Fortier

who were trolling near the Amer-

ican Island. The fish were hooked with-

in a few minutes of each other.

During September Mr. William Hill-

man, of Peterborough Fuel and Cartridge

The Rosehill reservoir at Toronto was

recently emg^tied after being in use for

ten years and many good sized fish were

captured as the water was lowered. En-

gineer Fellowes was not surprised that

the basin proved a fairly good fish re-

serve. No large fish could get into the
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ILLIAMS
ADJU&TAJEO^m

SHAVING DEVICE
Is the only perfect shaving device in the world today, and the New
York Barber Co., comprised of many of the best and finest equipped
shops in New^ York City are the first to adopt the WILLIAMS' and recog-
nize it as PERFECT, therefore it is certainly the best for you to use.

There is no hoeing, scraping or cutting, no blades to be replaced every
week, no set screws to adjust daily, just lather your face thoroughly and
enjoy the luxury of a three minute home made satisfactory shave. The
WILLIAMS' ADJUSTABLE SHAVING DEVICE will serve you just as
well after ten years as it will today. The first cost is the only expense.

Packed in Genuine 1 -Blade
Morocco Leather Case Set $2.50

2.Blade
Set $4.00

4-BIade
Set $7.00

7-Blade
Set $10.00

TRY IT TODAY !

Sole Tradp: Di.'^itributor.'^ For Canada—
The National Drug & Chemical Co.

AT

Halifax, N. S.

Montreal, Que.

Kingston, Ont.

Hamilton, Ont.

Winnipeg, Man.

St. John, N.B.

Ottawa, Ont.

Toronto, Ont.

London, Ont.

Calgary, Alta.

Regina, Sask.

Vancouver, B.C.
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reservoir alive but small ones could be
drawn up by the pumps and *'grow up
with the country." A fish diet was pop-
ular in many Toronto homes as a result

of the clearance. The presence of fish

is generally considered advantageous to

the waters of a reservoir.

A pike thirty-eight and a half inches in

length and weighing thirteen and three

quarter pounds was taken from Hamil-
ton Bay by Mr. R. Frank.

During the past summer forest fires

have been devouring the growth of cen-

turies with ruthless rapacity. Northern
Ontario, Manitoba and British Columbia
have suffered most. Fine tracts of mer-
chantable timber worth millions of dol-

lars have been destroyed, square mTle up-
on square mile of young growth coming
on to supply the demands of the future

have been w'iped out of existence. In
Northern Ontario, where but a thin layer

of vegetable mould covers the rocks, the

soft, oozy forest floor, the only hope of

vegetation and equable stream flow has
been completely destroyed, leaving a

cheerless rocky waste for generations to

come. Even if no thought be given to

the number of lives lost, it must be ad-

mitted that the loss occasioned this year
by forest fires has been nothing short of

appalling.

Can nothing be done, then, to prevent
this loss? The answer is that much can
be done. The solution of the problem is

indicated in two words—public sentiment.

The two principal causes of forest fires

are campers and railways, and public

opinion must be brought to bear upon
these. The tourist-camper does not at all

realize the extent of the damage which
his unextinguished camp fire may do.

Laws against leaving camp fires burning
are already on the statute books, but it

is quite evident that their observance
rests mainly with the tourist himself.

He must be impressed with the very ser-

ious nature of his offence.

But it is the railways that spread the

most destruction. Traversing as they
do, the great lone stretches of uninhab-

ited timber areas, tTie sparks from their

locomotives start numerous fires that

gain great headway before being detect-

ed. Too often the right-of-way, piled

thick with inflammable rubbish, furnishes

a tinder-box for those conflagrations.

In order to lessen the number of fires

due to this cause, the Committee of For-
ests of the Commission of Conservation
has proposed to make the railways pe-

cuniarily responsible.

A large green bass, weighing four
pounds, thirteen and a half ounces and
measuring nineteen and three quarter
inches was caught by Miss Florence
Hunt, of Hamilton, in the bay in Sep-
tember. The lady fished with rod and
line and used minnow bait.

The Fisheries Department of the Do-
minion Government are increasing the

number of hatcheries, establishing ad-

ditional ones for lobsters on the Nova
Scotian coast and new ones for salmon on
the British Columbian coast while a com-
bination whitefish and salmon hatchery

is to be built at Port Arthur. When
these are completed there w^ill be forty

seven hatcheries throughout Canada es-

tablished by the Fisheries Department.

Mr. George \\^eir, of Harnilton, cap-

tured a big mouthed black bass, which
tipped the scales at six pounds, in the bay
on September fourteenth.

A fourteen pound maskinonge captured
in Buckhorn Lake, Ont., had only one
eye. The place where the left eye would
have been was perfectly smooth and there

was no indication showing that the fish

had possessed two eyes. The angler was
a member of the "Not Too Bad Fishing

Club" of Rochester who have fished to-

gether in Canada and the States for ten

years and give the preference to the

Kawarthas.

A fishing party from Lexington, Ky.,

were at Port Rowan on one Saturday
afternoon in September and enjoyed ex-

cellent sport with the bass.
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In Johnston's Lake, near Lascelles,

Que., Miss M. Galbraith, of Ottawa,
hooked a black bass weighing eight

pounds and having a length of thirty-two

inches. One weighing eight pounds was
taken from the lake by a relative of Miss
Gal'braith's the previous season.

fered in the Quebec wilds and remarked
that the trout also were "gamey" enough
to cause a successful angler to feel proud
of himself.

Dr. Charles M. Whitney and Dr. A. C.

Pearce, of Boston recently spent some
time in the backwoods of New Brunswick
taking pictures of big game and enjoying

life in the woods. Dr. Whitney is said

to have the finest series of big game pic-

tures in the world and obtained between
sixty and seventy more as a result of his

recent trip. Dr. Pearce stated: "The
moose are leaving Maine and coming to

New Brunswick. I am sure I am right

in my statement. I can also say that the

moose down here appear wiser than those

in Maine and more difficult to approach.

Dr. Whitney saw^ over two hundred on
his trip and I myself saw over one hun-

dred. Some fine specimens w^ere includ-

ed and the sportsmen coming to New
Brunswick should increase annually.

Eight guns were recently received at

the Parliament Buildings, Toronto, hav-

ing been taken from Italians on a con-

struction gang on the Algoma Central

Railway. The men in these gangs ruth-

lessly destroy the game in their neighbor-

hood and the authorities are determined

to endeavor to put a stop to the practice.

A young bantam was hatched and rear-

ed in a pigeon's nest at Briston, Norfolk,

England. How the egg came in the pig-

eon's box is a mystery. The endeavors

of the parents to teach the young bantam
to fly are described as amusing.

The Grand Duke of Hesse, travelling

under the title of Baron Carendorf, had
some fine fishing and hunting in the Prov-

ince of Quebec recently. He was suc-

cessful in securing two splendid moose
on the shores of Lake Edward and the

fine heads were mounted and packed for

transmission to Germany where they will

appear in the palace as souvenirs of the

trip. His Highness was generous in his

appreciation of the quality of the sport of-

As the result of an inquiry by a Com-
mission apointed by the Governor w^hich

showed certain irregularities to exist in

the Forest, Fish and Game Department
of New York State, the Hon. J. S. Whip-
ple, who has held the office for six years,

tendered his resignation. In the course
of his letter the Commissioner expressed '

his appreciation of the great import-

ance of the work to the people of the

State. He had heard New York cited

as an example of conservation in m.any
states of the Union. The work has in-

creased many fold, extended to all parts

of the State and often along new lines

—

some of it experimental—during his ad-

ministration. Errors of judgement and
mistakes must be. expected to be disclosed

by a critical examination but he declared

that his conscience acquitted him of any
intentional neglect or dereliction of duty.

"I have given to the work my entire time

and my heart has been in it. I have
kept in touch with the friends of con-

servation in the State. It is a thousand
times more important that this great

work should go on and that it should
not become a subject of political conten-

tion than that I should retain the office."

In accepting the resignation the Govern-

or declared it to be impossible for him
to adequately express the regret he felt

at the conditions which the investigation

of the Department had shown to exist.

Mr. Whipple's work had been strongly

commended to him by those interested

in the protection ot the forests and '.n ^
the conservation of the State's interest

in these important resources. Full credit

should be given to Mr. Whipple with res-

pect to those matters in which there had

been increased efficiency and the Govern-

or desired to believe in, and accepted Mr.

Whipple's statement that he had not

been guilty of wrong intention. The con-

ditions which had been shown to exist

could however, not be ignored and must

be immediately rectified. The resigna-

tion was therefore accepted.
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No. 46, Nickel Case, $5.00

No. 22, Gun Metal Case, $6.00

No. 76, Sterling Silver Case, $8.00

Full Jewelled Movements.

A Watch for the Woods
Within the next few weeks many

men will take to the woods on their

annual hunting expedition.

Our advice to every hunter is, as

far as his watch is concerned, to leave

his gold watch at home and take in-

stead one of our strongly built silver,

gun metal or nickel watches that only

cost from $5 to $8. They are ex-

cellent time-keepers and purposely

made so as to withstand a great

amount of vibration and rough usage.

Order by Mail. Money refunded if

watch when received is not

satisfactory.

Henry Birks & Sons, Ltd.

JEWELLERS

MONTREAL
Ottawa Winnipeg Vancouver

\\

9*

SteelnshjngRods
There is no music so beautiful as the "Sing"

of a reel. It clears the cobwebs out of your
brain and puts new light into the eye. When
.vou are tired out and "things don't look right"
get out your "BRISTOL" and go fishing. A
week of real rest—fishing rest—when you forget

all about business and work and family and
everything else, and just have fun with your
"BRISTOL," is worth more than a whole season
of hybrid recreation while your mind is still

pottering over the old worries.

Catalogue, showing all kinds of "BRISTOLS."
mailed free.

THE HORTON MFG. CO.,
22 Horton St., Bristol, Conn.

TROUT WHEEL
Two, Three or Four Blade.
For Speed Boats or General

Service.

Adopted by the Fore-

most Engine Makers

of the Country.

H. G. TROUT COMPANY, BUPFALO, N.Y.

RAIN-PROOF Yourself
You'll be absolutely rain-proof and have the

most comfortable and up-to-date buntine garment
imaginable if you wear a

Huniing Coat.
Kvery sportsman Hkes it

because the fabric is soft
and diessy, well ventilated
anil rain-proofed by the
tamous FriestlyCravenette
Process. Three large game
pockets are conveniently
arranged to distril ute the
weight evenly on all sides.
Watch, taclcle and ammu-
nition pockets, shoulder
gun rest, wide corduroy
storm collar and other
exnlusive features fully

explained in booklet which
will be sent on request. If

you cannot bu v a Champlain
Coat of your dealer we will

J
jt {,y express prepaid

S4.50 : long trousers to
match, S2-50

.MEAD MFG. COMPANY
105 College St , Burlington, Vt.
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The Late Dr. Kendall of Vancouver

As we go to press we learn with deep regret of the sudden death of

Dr. Kendall, of Vancouver, whose article on the climb of Mount Baker

appears in another portion of this issue. A melancholy interest attaches

to that story, which is one of the last the Doctor wrote. He was present

at the Camp of the Alpine Club of Canada at Laggan during the present

year, having qualified last year and was looking forward to the accom-
plishment of good work later on. Every one present at the last two
camps knows that Dr. Kendall was a most enthusiastic mountaineer and

shared in his hopes that time and opportunity would be given him to

perform some mountaineering feats which would cause his name to be

long remembered in Alpine circles. He was called away suddenly and
before his wishes could be fulfilled, but he had already done enough to

endear his name and his personality to those who had the good fortune

to know him. His climb on Mount Baker was no mean feat and showed
that he possessed the cool courage and the clear head so necessary to

mouytaineers. Although so young in years the Alpine Club of Canada
has already gaps in its membership through deaths, and the calling away
of Dr. Kendall, at a time when the outlook appeared so promising for

the accomplishment of great things, is a stern reminder of the Avorld of

change in which we live.

Dr. and Miss Longstaff, who came east

after the camp were entertained at Wood-
stock by Mr. J. D. Patterson, vice-presi-

dent of the Club and the local members
had the pleasure of meeting them at

dinner.

Later on the Doctor addressed the

members of the Canadian Club of Toron-

to, his text being: "The Alps have been

the playground of Europe but the Cana-

dian Rockies will be the playground of

the world." The subject of the address

was "The Alpine Club of Canada and
the Value of Canada's Mountains as a

Natural Asset." "Mountain climbing is

a pastime of great benefit, not only phys-

ically but also in character as it leads to

the exercise of the powers of self-control

and endurance." The Alps ofTered the

best opportunities for climbing as they

are more accessible, well provided with

trails, chalets and other necessities. The
beauties and extent of the Canadian
Rockies are marvellous and he greatly

regretted that the Canadians did not real-

ize their duty to make them more ac-

cessible. Their future was so import-

ant that no trouble and expense should

l)e spared in constructing trails and shel-

ters.

Professor Coleman, the President of

the Alpine Club expressed the pleasure

it gave Canadians to hear such high com-
mendations of their Rockies from one

who was admittedly the greatest author-

ity on mountain climbing in the world.

The address of the Director (Mr. A.

O. Wheeler) and the Secretary-Treasurer

(Mr. S. H. Mitchell) for ^the winter

months will be Svdnev. Vancouver Is-

land, B. C.
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By Royal Appointment

England's Great Fishing

Rod, Reel, and Tackle Manufacturer*
will mail you their large Illustrated

Catalogue Free!
It will pay you to import, as you get
the highest class fishing rods and tackle

the world has ever seen.

Hardy's "Palakona"
Split Bamboo Rods are the lightest and
strongest made.

Hardy's Alnwick Qreenheart Rods
Are superior to all others.

Hardy's ^'Perfect" Reel
with ball bearings and regulating check,
fitted with a double tapered "Corona"
line make a perfect Outfit complete.

Perfect" Reel with pat. agate line

guard, 3 i-8 ins £1-17-6

The ' Fairchilrl Kod.
Pmlakona Split Bamboo.

9 It. weighs 3K ors. fiBen
9)4 ft. weighs 4 5iGzs

*'^**

HARDY BROS. Ltd., : Alnwick : England
L«iMk» Depot : SI Pall Man—S.W.

At Last wc have Solved the Problem
A/O MORE BROKENFISHING RODS

M^^«e«T/»<'»wp-'

by using Westwood's Patent Waterproof, Silk Bound, Split Cane, Unbreakable Rod, with Lock
Joint Gun Metal Waterproof Ferrules.

This Rod has been thoroughly examined and tested by expert fishermen and hey, one and all, pronounce it to be
the be«t invention of the day in Fishing Rods and certainly the best value.

To see tbis Rod i» the most convincing proof of what we claim.

THE ALLCOCK, LAfGHT <& WESTWOOD CO., LIMITED.
78 Bar Street, Toronto, Canada, and Redditch, England. ESTABLISHED 1800

J. G. JOPLING&CO.
TAXIDERMIST.

For 11 years with O. Spanner & Co.

MOUNTING DEER AND MOOSE HEADS
MY SPECIALTY.

Phone Park 45. Address :

190 Sorauren Ave., Toronto.

Olt's Hard Ru'-iber Cele-

brated •' Perfect " O.K.
Vdjustable Duck and
Crow call. •' Un-
. lualled." Used by
ihe leading hunters

everywhere. |1.00 prepaid, inducement to the trade

PHILIP S. OLT, Dept. 11, Pekin. 111., U.S



Parties desiring Silver or Black Foxes for Breed-
ing Purposes; or having such for sale will please
communicate with the Publisher, Rod and Gun,
Woodstock, Ont.

The following is in interesting extract from a
letter received by the Messrs. j. Stevens Arms &
Tools Company of Cliicopee Falls, Mass., from Mr.
F. W. Weir of Norwich, Conn.:
"In three years, with the aid of one of your

Favorite rifles, No. 19, I have converted six acres
of English sparrows into six acres of song birds,
which, since the advent of the sparrows, had Deen
almost entirely absent from the premises.

It seems absurd to think of shooting enough
sparrows to lessen the number perceptibly, but
they quickly become "gun shy" and seek other
fields. With the departure of the sparrows, the
song birds have returned in greater number and
variety than ever before. The wrens and purple
finches are especially numerous.

It was seeing a sparrow enter a w^ren 's nest,
break and throw out the eggs (all birdologists to
the contrary notwithstanding) that led me first to
begin shooting the sparrows, without any expecta-
tion of the results that actually followed.
The Favorite Eifle is an ideat instrument for

this purpose. I have found it desirable to cut
down the front bead to a knife edge. The sparrow
is a small target and wears no halos that are per-
ceptible. The Favorite will group the balls at
100 yds. in a circle much smaller than that cov-
ered 1)y the front bead at that distance."

The shooting season is again open. Our readers
are going to secure some elegant specin^ens of
both birds and animals during the next few weeks.
What are you going to do with them? Are you
going to use the flesh for food and throw away
the beautiful plumage and skins, or are you going
to do what thousands of sportsmen are doing,
namely, mount and preserve these beautiful skins
for your home? We have often called the atten-
tion of our subscribers to the great value of a
personal knowledge of Taxidermy. We wish to
emphasize this matter right at this time, on ac-
count of the fact that the shooting season is open,
and you will no doubt have considerable spare time
that you can devote to mounting and preserving
birds and animals during the fall and winter. The
study of Taxidermy is exceedingly interesting.
The knowledge of mounting trophies will give you
as much pleasure as you secure from rour hunting
and trapping. From a financial stand-point Tax-
idermy is very profitable, for you can sell vour
mounted birds, animals and game heads, if "you
desire, or you can do mounting for other sports-

men, thus, earning a great deal of money on the
side. TaKing everything into consideration, we
believe, if you are a hunter, trapper or nature
lover, you need a knowledge, of taxidermy just
as much as you need you guns, traps and hunting
equipment. Taxidermy doubles your interest in
outdoor sports If you do not know Taxidermy
now, we advise you to write to the Northwestern
School of Taxidermy, Omaha, Nebraska. This
Institution teaches Taxidermy by mail and mighty
successful too! They have been teaching this
great art for more than ten years, and the con-
cern is reliable in every particular and will give
you a square deal. If you have not already done
so, write for their catalog.

One of the handiest little implements that has
ever been devised for the shooter's benefit is the
Ideal Broken Shell Extractor which we illustrate
herewith. A broken shell in a rifle is a bad
break. Modern ammunition is well made but with
high pressure powders, and especiallv with bottle
neek^ shells, the shells do break, and' if you have
nothing with you to get the shell out, your- rifle
becomes a club. Many a sportsman has been de-
prived of the use of his rifle when he need-
ed it badly, on account of a piece of" broken shell
remaining in the chamber. With this ingenious
little tool any broken shell can oe instantly re-
moved no matter where the break occurs. It is
simply inserted into the chamber the same as a car-
tridge, and when extracted it invariably pulls out
and is ejected with the piece of broken shell just
like an empty shell. The broken Shell Extractor
is made of steel, case hardened ; fits conveniently in
the pocket

; no part of it can be lost and it can-
not wear out. If you go into the woods after
large and dangerous game, carry one of these in
your pocket and you can feel safe. Broken shells
cannot be satisfactorily lemoved by any other
method and this little implement will safeguard
the enjoyment of your hunting trip. It is made
in all popular hunting calibres and sold at a very
moderate price. A circular will be sent to any of
our readers who will write to The Marlin Fire-
arms Co.. 67 Willow St., New Haven, Conn., men-
tioning Rod and Gun in Canada.

The original stall of Messrs Wellington and
Ward at Brussels constituted a small photographic
exhibition in itself. On the outside, illuminated
from within, were beautiful transparencies tnade
on the Wellington Lantern and S. C. P. Lantern
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THE DETROIT AEROPLANE CO. .nc.

DETROIT MICH.

PRESENT
THEIR 1911 MODEL

30 H. P.

MONOPLAN E

"Miss Detroit
II

50 MILES PER HOUR
PRICE S/500

F.O.B. DETROIT

30 H. P.

AUTO ICE BOAT

"St. Claire
M

75 MILES PER HOUR
PRICE S1200

F.O.B. DETROIT

SUMMER WINTER
RECREATION
REPRESENTED AT THE

PHILADELPHIA ST. LOUIS CHICAGO PARIS (France) AERO SHOWS

"DETROIT" AERO
ENGINES. CATALOGS.

"COX" MARINE
ENGINES.

^

APPROPRIATE OUTING SHIRTS
Are like everything else—the.v are madf- for a

purpose anil must be so constructed to adapt them-
selves to every requirement of the out-door man.

Deacon Outing Shirts are made of strong, well-

wearing and well-appearing materials and are so

cut that tlipy allow perfect freedom of the arms
In any position and at the same time have a

snappy stylish "look" which is not to be found in

the ordinary outing shirt. Ask for a "Deacon"
next time you are purchasing.

The Deacon Shirt Company, Ltd.

BELLEVILLE, ONT.

The club
are the original bottled Cocktails.
Vears of experience have made
them THE PERFECT COCKTAILS
that they are. Do not be lured
Into buying some imitation. The
ORIGINAL of anything is good
enough. When others are offered
It it for the purpose of larger prof-
itSo insist upon having the CLUB
COCKTAILS, and take no other.

©. F. HEUBLEIN & BRC, SoU Pro^rittcn
S8 Broadway, New York, N. Y-

IHLfcJiiT»OF.D, Conn. Ijcmwam
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Think of Next Season V\hcn

You Buy an Engine.

YoM don't buy a motor
for today or next week
alono—nor for a siD;.'lf

season. Therefore

—

}i»A<

farther than the paint.

The engine you expect to

buy may look alright: but
will It stand the wear and
tear? Will It hold up
under hard usage ?

Though

PERFECTION ENGINES
are the most handsomely finished of all marine
motors, the finish Is their weakest n'oomraenri-
ation. It's the parts you don't see tiiat count
and that's where the Perfection e.\cels. Built
like a watch—every part perfect—every detail
finished with the utmost accuracy and care.We want a chance to prove to you that the
Perfection will stand more wear and tear and
hold up under hard usage longer than any other
engine on earth.

Trouble and tinkering are unknown with the
Perfection. See that everything's right-give
the Fly Wheel a turn—then away she goes so
you can enjoy the boat ride just as much as
any of your friends aboard. No time wasted
In coaxing a balky engine, no fear, no anxietv.
no soiled hands or clothes, just one continual
round of pleasure and unbounded pride in your
motor. in years the best.

Let Us Tell You Why Perfection is Be$« for You
no matter whether you want a 2 H.P., or a 30
II. P. or any size between, a Perfection is the
best motor you can buy for the money. The
prices are low: the cost of up-Ueep is consider-
ably lower than any other engine. All these
facts and full details of Perfection engines are
brought out in our handsome engine hook. We
have a copy to send yon free, postpaid. Ask us
for It today. A postal will do.

THE CAILLE PERFECTION MOTOR CO.
47 Amsterdam St.. Detroit, Mich.

plates. The latter plate gives any tone from
black to red by simple exposure and development,
and its use does not necessitate the employment
of a photographic darkroom, ^ny ordinary" room
illuminated by artificial light will serve. Under
these transparencies were bromide enlargements
made from negatives taken on Wellington plates,
and entering by the small doorway the visitor
found himself in a miniature picture gallery. Fixed
on the panels against an artistic background were
a large number of prints designed to illustrate
the high quality of the Wellington papers on
which they were made, and the Wellington plates
on which the negatives were taken. The larger
number of pictures exhibited were enlargements
made on the Wellington bromide. A quite ap-
propriate prominence was thus given to the paper
which first won a name for the firm of Welling-
ton. Fifteen years ago was made the first sheet
of Wellington bromide, a paper now manufac-
tured in twenty six grades and known practically
wherever the art of photography is practised.
The success of this paper soon encouraged Messrs.
w^ellington and Ward to embark on other enter-
prises and the products of the firm now include
dry plates for every process, including X Eay
work, gaslight papers (the well known S. C. P.)

P. O. P., Self-toning papers and roll films. It

is indeed possible for the photographer to do all

his work with the Wellington Specialties. Par-
ticular mention should be made of the pictures

exhibited to show the qualities of the Wellington
Xtra Speedy plate, claimed to be the fastest

plate in the world, which is made in three grades
—for general use, for the press worker and for
artificial light photographer. The foreign

branches of Wellington and Ward cover the whole
world and during the present year new houses
have been opened in Paris, Berlin and Calcutta,

to supply the demand for the Wellington goods
which has been created outside the British Isles.

The award obtained by the firm was the high-

est possible—Grand Prix.

The prize story contest under the auspices of

the Harrington & Richardson Arms Company.
Fire Arm.s Manufacturers, Worcester, Mass., hav-

ing been completed we are pleased to give below a

list of the prize winners:—
First prize, $100.00, E. C. Cratty. Vancouver,

Wa.sh., second prize, $50,00, W. D. McGee, Los
Angeles, Cal., third prize, $25.00, C. H. Kessler.

Deg Moines, Iowa.

The following won the twenty-five prizes of

$5.00 each:

A. C. MacKTair, Empire. C. Z., Panama ; Jno.

A. Ross, Caddo Mills, Tex.; O. u. Whalley, Kala-

mazoo, Mich.; J. Heard, Duluth, Ga. ; Chas. D.

Jester, Anaheim. Cal.; Jos. Break, Spokane.

Wash. ; C. D. Harrison, Edgerton, Mo. ; J. H.
Perry, Shortsville, N. Y. ; Emil Hendrich, Wash-
ington, Mo.; Stanley B. Wade, Greenbush, Mass.;

Page F. Hess. Middleburgh, N. Y. ; A. H. Rut-

l«dge, Mercersburg, Pa. ; Homer Fox, Ramey. Pa.;

T. L. Caraway, Friar's Hill, W. Va.'; Ollis Keith-

ly, Cherrvvale, Kans. ; Russell Minehart. Mitchell,

S. D.; B. G. Merrill, Hinsdale, 111.; C. McCall.

Nocona, Tex.; John L. Winters. Sacramento.

Cal.; G. A. Swan, Denver. Colo.; Carl A. Studer,

Canadian, Tex.: J. H. Fort. Key West, Fla.

;

Chas. Lower, Montrose, Colo.; E. C. Healton,

Sherman, Cal.; John J. Lincoln Elkhorn. W.
Va.

About twenty-five hundred stories were received

covering experiences in nearly all parts of the

world and making the selection of the best stories

quite an undertaking and impossible of comple-

tion as early as expected.

"The Goodrich Rubber Man's Vacation—per-

haps soon—but not yet," is a picture forecast

of the future when many of us may hope to

take to flying. The Goodrich Rubber Man is in

for a good thing. He has flown by means of a

combination of airship, automobile and motor

boat so high up that he has landed in a country

amongst the clouds, where he finds "Camp Good-

rich" amidst the most delightful surroundings.

Fruits there are in profusion while fish and fowls

are in abundance. Even plates and glasses are
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fwiWe Outfit Camping Parties

There are several excellent canoe trips in Ontario, of which we
can furnish serviceable charts, as well as providing the

Provisions, Tents, Utensils, Blankets

and General Camp Outfit.

For upwards of a quarter of a century, it has been a special feature

of our business to outfit Camping Parties, and we know the requirements

thoroughly and invite enquiries.

MICHIE & CO., Ltd.
Established 1835. 7 King Street West, TORONTO, Canad^
Power DependsUpon

Ignition.

THIS
TRAPPERS
GUIDE

FREE

Good ignition is simply a quick, hot
spark, delivered with unfailing regularity
during the entire time the engine is in use.
With the "Henricks" Magneto the

engine owner gets perfect ignition at all

times and under all circumstances. Day
after day power is assured. They Last
FoK Years. Sold ox 30 Days Free Trial. 5'

Write for catalogue— it is free for the '^.

asking. >

Henricks Novelty Co. i
316 W. Georgia St., ^.

INDIANAPOLIS, - - IND. t

E. J. Hall, 525 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal. <

Pacific Coast Hepre»entative.
.j.

Let us send you this fine Trappers' Guide. All it will

cost you is time you take to write. Information in it is

WORTH MANY $$ TO YOU.

I"

With it we send absolutely free big illustrated 8-page
catalog, market report and price list of iuTS. Guide
teils how to catch, care for and tan furs; tells why and
how we pay from 10 to 30 per cent more for furs than
other dealers. Send now and get more fof your furs.

CORRY HIDE & FUR CO.. S05 Main St.. Corry. Pa.

WANTED the services of a representative in Colorado

and Utah to look after our old customers and prospec-

tive buyers of our Modem Simple Tax-free Industrial

Alcohol Distilling: Apparatus, by special successful

demonstrative methods for making Alcohol, Apple Jack,

Aguardiente, Mescal, Tegnila, Peach Brandy, Whiskey,

SolidiSed Alcohol in Cubes, Pine Oil, Essential Oil, Etc.,

also Denatured Alcohol. Most modem simple 5 Gal.

Still and all Sizes to 500 Gal. daily Capacities. Good

Salary and Commission. Address with three referen-

ces.

THE WOOD WASTE DISTILLERIES CO.,

Inc.

Wheeling, W. Va., U.S.A.
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to be found while cakes and pies grow ready
made. In brief, the Goodrich man has found
Paradise, and judging by the expression on the

countenance of himself and companion they mea}i

to enjoy what they have discovered. A dreamy
forecast is sometimes but the forerunner of real-

ities and to the motorist the picture conveys the

meaning that with Goodrich tires on his auto ail

the rest will follow. So equipped his rides wi!l

introduce him to an earthly Paradise, where pleas-

ure and peace are the accompaniments of Good-
rich tires, and through their efficiency he may de-

pend upon his arrival at where ho would be—at

the nlace where substantial meals await tourists

who have developed abnormal appetites in the open
air.

trappers. We frequently send to men and boy
trappers on the rarm $1.50.00 and upwards for
their season 's catch, which is quite a nice sum add-
ed to their savings." This company issues a
reliable Trapper 's Guide, which it will send to our
readers free. It tells how, when and where to trap,

has accurate illustrations of all the fur bearing
animals of the United States and Canada, and a

reliable diagram showing all the game laws, of
both countries. A special feature of the book
refers to .t^nimal Bait, and the facts there given
are as important to trappers as traps. This Trap-
per 's Guide will be sent free upon renuest to F.

C. Taylor & Co., 735 Fur Exchange Building, St.

Louis. Mo.

The motor boat business is rapidly developing

in very large proportions in all parts of the world,

and as it develops far sighted business men are

seeing the possibilities for profit, and many are

engaging in the business on a very large scale.

One of the most progressive of these who has come
to our notice is Mr. George E. Wallace, who con-

ducts a business in marine engines, motor boats
and supplies, on Lake Hopatcong, X. J. In ad-

dition to the standard lines of motor boat supplies

and accessories, Mr. Wallace is also agent for the

Ferro engines, and a high grade line of boats with
Ferro engines installed. He has been unusually suc-

cessful in this business and already this season has
disposed of three carloads of motor boats with
J. erro f^ngines installed. Mr. Wallace also re-

pairs and repaints motor boats. Among his other

equipment he has three large marine railways

which enables him to handle boats of all sizes.

Mr. Wallace's success is typical of the results which
are being obtained not only in this country, but
in many roreign countries. When we consider the

rapid growth which motor boating is having it

seems safe to predict that motor boating will

equal the automobile business within a few years.

Men and boys who love to trap, and love of

trapping seems to be inVjorn in most of us, welcome
cold weather, because that is the open season
for game. Those who have never made a

'
' catch '

'

are apt to think that trapping is merely setting

and baiting the trap and then waiting for the

animal to come along. He should know, however,

that it is a battle of intelligence against the keen-

est kind of instinct Many a beginner has set

his traps carefully, only to find, when he made
his rounds, the traps sprung, bait gone, but no
game. Few people have any idea of the thous-

ands of dollars worth of furs that are shipped to

market every year by men and boys who trap as

a healthful, invigorating sport. Mr. S. S. Pingree,
president of one of the greatest fur houses in the
world, F. C. Taylor & Co., St. Louis. Mo., said
recently :

" I don 't know that there are any figures

showing the catch that comes in from farms, but
I know from our own experiences, that it amounts
to thousands of skins. Some of the most valu-

able skins we receive have been caught by amateur

The use of the aeroplane is about to be devel-

oped along entirely new lines, which, if success-

ful in the experimental stage, will give Ithaca the

distinction of furnishing the first equipment in

its new field of usefulness. The man-bird has

been experimenting along several lines demon-
strating the value of the heavier-than-air machine
in warfare and as a rapid transaction conveyance,

but it rem.ained for a New England aviator to

propose the aeroplane as a convenience for sports-

men. The Xew England man has just sent the

Ithaca Gun Company an order for a light shotgun,

with which he proposes to shoot water fowl from
an airship. The order calls for a feather-weight

gun of 20 bore. The gun company is now turning

out samples and expects to complete a gun ac-

cording to specification in a short time. It will

be the first gun ever manufactured for the purpose

and as far as known it will be the first attempt

ever made to wing the birds in their flights along

the New England coasts. Just what effect the

new agency in the destruction of game bird^ will

have in Xew York state is a matter of varied

discussion among the game protectors. The law

in New York states that '"'no water fowl shall

be shot from a power boat." Whether the air-

ship shall be considered a "power boat" is a

question which will probably demand an opinion

from the attorney general when the sportsmen

of the state begin to adopt the new method of

winging birds while in tho air.

Messrs. Beal Brothers. 52 Wellington Street

East. Toronto, have issued their price list of sport-

ing boots and mocassins, and hunters cannot do

better than consult the same for their footgear in

the woods. Every boot and mocassin turned out

by Beal Brothers is made with their patent heel

and cannot be broken down as in the old way.

The leathers used in these goods are from the

manufacturers, own tanneries and are from the

best hides procurable. All goods are guaranteed

to contain nothing but the best materials and are

made by the most skilled labor. The prices are

very reasonable, particularly when the nuality and

appearance of the goods are remembered. Sports-

men should obtain one of these lists and they will

find that they can replenish their footgear with

Messrs. Beal to great advantage.
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Here's the Gun of

ONLY THREE WORKING PARTS
the Gun whose lock mechanism consists of

THREE, only three, working parts—hammer,
sear, mainsprmg.

This lock is too
strong- to break

;

too simple to get
out of order.

Cut shows Grade "C" Gun.

List price, $100.00. J-'^'^ ^iiH
I'he Finest Gun in the world

The graceful lines, perfect proportion and

artistic finish of the Fox, make it, indeed,

the "Gun Beautiful"—the arm you would

be proud to show your sportsmen friends.

The Fox is not only the beautiful gun,

but it is also the perfect gun, because it

combines every really valuable improvement

in guns. Other makes may possess one or

two new features, but only in the Fox will

you find ALL.

Coil springs that never weaken nor break,

are used throughout the Fox. Fox taper

bolt which holds with a grip that cannot be

broken, automatically takes up all wear,

and forever prevents the Fox

loose.

Fox barrels are genuine—imported

—

Krupp fluid steel, extra strong where the

powder strain is greatest. And there's the

extra protection of Fox proof, a firing test

identical with the world 's most severe gun

test—that of the European Proof Houses.

Fox taper boring, by the most notol ex-

perts, insures uniform pattern and ' maxi-

mum penetration.

A "gold standard" value justi'ies a

standard price for each grade. If your

dealer hasn't the Fox, give us his name,

and order direct from the factory.

Send us your name and address with the word "Catalogue" on

a post card, and we'll mail you our art Gun Catalogue. Free, of course.

THE

4664 N. 18th Street - - Philadelphia, U. S. A.



THE TRAP
Rod and Gun and Motor Sport* in Canada is the OfficiaJ Organ of the
Dominion of Canada Trap-Shooting Auociation. All communications
should be addressed to W. A. Smith, Editor "The Trap" KingrsTille, Ont.

TOURNAMENT DATES.

December 6, 7, 8, 9, International Shoot at St.

Thomas, Ont. C. B. Taylor, Box 888, St.Thomas,
Ont., Secretary.

STRAY PELLETS.

The members of the St. Thomas Gun Club pro-

pose to hold an International Four Day Shoot
commencing on the first Tuesday in December and
would like to hear from as many interested shoot-

ers as possible. They are extremely desirous of

securing a good attendance. If those wishing
further information will communicate with C. B.
Taylor, D.D.S., Box 888, St. Thomas, Ont., all

particulars will be forwarded to them. z

The Northern Mills Gun Club has been estab-

lished at Mount Eolland, Que., and the members
shot at clay pigeons for the first time on October
9th.

JORDAN GUN CLUB SHOOT,

The Winchester Gun Club, Jordan, Ont., held

its third annual fruit shoot on the new grounds
on Sept. 10th. The club was fortunate in being
favored with fine weather, and as a result a very

large crowd of devotees of the gun was present.

Shooters from Toronto, Hamilton, St. Catharines,

Niagara and all the nearby clubs, were in attend-

ance, and all returned home well laden with the

choicest peaches, grapes, etc., which have made
the Jordan district famous. All the sportsmen
were loud in their praise at the way the tourna-

ment was conducted and each and every one hoped
to be present again next year.

Tha scores:

Shot At. Broke
iC. Thompson 100 87

iG. DunK 100 95

W. Barnes 100 97

C. Choate 100 7-5

J, Cline 100 88

J. Jennings 100 94

J. Hunter 60 52

E. Sturt 60 54

Dr. Overholt 50 54
D. M. Scott 40 30
W. Ciine 40 16

F. Fulton 60 45
E. J. 1- isher 100 84
E. Konkle 40 20
.T^ Konkle 100 70

Dr. Campbell 40 21

Maj. Munro 40 27

H. W. Hunsbery 80 63
Alf . Woodruff 100 65
Maj. Singer 100 8S

W. Caskey 20 16

A. W. Honsberger 80 67

F. Martin 20 12

G. Gulp 40 24
D. Glover 40 34
H. Robinson 40 31

C. Luey 40 20

C. Boose 40 24

M. Honsberger 15 5

D. Price 12 ' 6

O. Fisher 12 -l

G. Smith 10 3

J. McCall 10 3

J. Spence 10 5

E. Honsberger 10 6

X Professionals.

Notes of the Shoot.

Bill Barnes was going "great guns" and his

97 ex 100 was a mighty fine performance. lie

won the fine box of peaches put up for high

average.

George M. Dunk of the Dominion Cartridge Com-
pany also put on a fine score and won a box of

peaches put up for second high average.

Joe Jennings is certainly a game sportsman.

As the train from Toronto which he was on did

not stop at Jordan, he hired an auto at St.

Catharines which landed him at the grounds in

time to finish up in the first event. At that Joe

broke 38 ex 40 and won two baskets of beautiful

Crawfords.

Court Thomson, the U.M.C. expert was jusy ex-

plaining the good qualities of his Remirgt -n

Pump and Nitro Club loads. Co^^it won six prizes

and had a wagon load to take to the station.

John Hunter, President of the Hamilton Gun
Club, was shooting in fine form and won a prize

in every event. His neat little speech at the

close of the day's shooting, thanking the Jordan

boys for their kindness and hospitality was a gem

and was much appreciated by the members of the

local club. H. W. Hunsbery, on behalf of the

Winchester Gun Club, made a suitable reply.
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It Hits

Like the

Hammer
of Thor,the

WIN<
.401 CALIBMR

Model 1910 Self-Loading Rifle
This repeater, which is the latest "Winchester product,

has speed and power plus. It's speedy because, being

reloaded by the recoil of the fired cartridge, it can be shot

as fast as the trigger can te pulled. Its powerful because

it handles a cartridge of the most modern type— one that

Etiikes a blow of 2038 foot pounds. The knock-down,
shocking power of this cartridge, \Arith its heavy bullet of

large diameter, driven with high velocity, is tremendous;
and the combination of such power with the rapidity of

fire which this rifle is capable of, makes it unusually
desirable for hunting the biggest of big game. There
is no rifle made which w^ill deliver five as powerful
blows in as fev^ seconds as the Winchester Model 1910.

<^l

Asb your dealer to show you one, or
send for circular fully describing this rifle.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO- NEW HAVEN. CONN.
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Dr. Overholt has lost uoiie of his old-time cun-

ning and won peaches enough to last him over the

winter.

GOOD SHOOTING AT OTTAWA.

Charlie Choate (Curly-head) was greatly dis-

appointed because there were no tomatoes for

prizes as in former years. Nevertheless Charlie

won his share of peaches and grapes.

Jack Cline says he wouldn't miss the Jordan
shoot for a farm unless it was a peach ranch. At
the finish he had enough peaches to start a small

cannery.

Edgar Sturt, he of the musical voice, made a

great hit with the ladies in calling the birds.

Edgar also found time to "hit" a few targets

and romp away with several baskets of fine peaches.

Enos Fisher, President of the local club, won
the two monster melons and at night provided a
great feast for the boys who tqok an active part in

making the tournament a success.

H. W. Hunsbery, Secretary of the Club was a

very busy man all day but found time to try out

his new gun and put on a few "rotten" scores.

Dunk asked particularlv; "Will he ever come
back?"

Dan Konkle was not up to his usual good form
but at that took home a wagon load of peaches.

Major Singer oi Niagara was shooting in good
form and won all the pears in sight. No peaches
for the Major. He grows 'em.

Bill CasKey nearh' beat the President out for

the melons. It was a hot race and anyway Billy

has a weakiicsfl for the juicy fruit.

Every shooter who took part in the program
and was unlucky in not securing a prize was pre-

sented with two baskets of choice fruit at the
finish. This move on the part of the Club was
greatly appreciated and came in for much favor-

able comment.

The added event was easily the feature of the

day's sporf. The Club had nearly two dozen
peach pies made by a lady oi. more than local

reputation for her excellent pastry. They were
put up along with several baskets of fruit and
every entry secured a pie. You should have seen
the "boys" go for them.

The targets used were made oy Nelson Long, of
Hamilton, and proved most satisfactory. The
comments amounted to the statement: "They fly

even and true. '

'

The following are the scores made at the weekly
shoot of the St. Hubert Gun Club on Septemler
seventeenth

:

Club events—50 birds.

Dr. Smith 23 24—47
W. Slaney 24 22—46
A. W. Throop 23 23—46
J. E. Brown 21 21—42
W. Mack 20 19—39
V. V. hogers 22 17—39
J. B. Harkin 21 17—38
W. C. Little 17 20—37
Dr. Seager 19 17—36
W. Lumsden 18 16—34
J. Kerr 14 20—34
W. Corle 16 17—33

The spoon winners were: Class "A," W,
Slaney; class "B," J. B. Harkin.

Extra events—25 birds each :

Kerr—16.

Eogers—15, 21, 18, 17, 23, 16.

Harkin—20, 20, 17.

Corby—18, 19, 18, 15, 22.

Brown—20.

Little—18.

Forbes—15.

A tricky wind and bad light made scoring at

the traps very difficult at the St. Hubert Gun
Club, on September twenty-fourth. E. A. Sibbitt

was the only person to put on a really high score

in the regular club events, his 47 out of 50 being
an extraordinary showing under the conditions.

With this score he easily won the gold pin em-
blematic of the championship of the week. In
the practice events an interesting sweep was par-

ticipated in by Messrs. Sibbitt, Sangster and
Eogers. It took five shoots of 25 birds each to

decide the event, Eogers finally winning out.

Club events, 25 birds:—
Sibbitt 24 23—47
Eogers 18 23—41
Sangster 19 21—40
Smith 18 21—39
Brown 19 19—38
Kerr 20 13—33
Suntay 15 18—33
Booth 15 18—33
Williams 13 15-28

Practice events, 25 birds each:—
Sangster, 20, 21, 18, 19, 18; Sibbitt, 20. 21, 17,

19, '17; Eogers, 14, 17, 18, 14, 19; Kerr, 20,

17; Booth, 23; Suntay, 16, 17.

Even the woeful weather conditions of October

first could not overcome the enthusiasm of the

trap shots of the St. Hubert Gun Club. In spite

of the gale, the rain and the bad light, ten men
faced the traps. The scoring, of course, was not

high, though it was exceedingly good for the con-

ditions. The week's championship (gold button)

went to E. A. Sibbitt. The spoon winners were:

Class "A," Sibbitt; class "B, ' Secretary.

The scores were:

Club events, 50 birds for spoons.
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CARTRIDGES
It is the quality, not the price, that

induces expert hunters, guides and dealers

to recommend

DOMINION
AMMUNITION

The comparatively low cost is only a

pleasing incidental, and it is ABSOLUTE

RELIABILITY that has brought Can-

adian made Cartridges and Shot Gun

shells to the front.

Dominion Cartridge

Company, Limited

Ammunition Manufacturers

Montreal, Canada.

1
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Olasg "A."
Sibbitt (winner) 19 19—38
Easdale 20 15—35
Williams 17 17—34
Brown 16 16—32
Booth 6 14—20

Class "B."
Heeretary (winner) 17 20—37

Cameron, J. B 14 13—27
Eogers 14 10—24
Kerr 9 15—24
Euel 8 13—21

The following are the scores made on October

eighth.:

Club events, two events of 25 birds each

:

Little 22 21—43
Brown 23 18—41
Oreen 20 20—40
Beattie 20 18-38
Corby 18 18—36
Sibbitt 16 19—35
Secretary 19 16—35
Easdale 18 16—34
Smith 16 18—34
Rogers 13 15—28
Ford 9 15—24
Winner of gold button, emblematic of week's

championship, W. C. Little.

Practice events, 25 birds each:

Green, 22; Brown, 21; Easdale, 19; Sibbitt, 19;

Beattie, 17; Smith, 16; Corby, 15; Secretary, 15;

Rogers, 13; Ford, 10.

Doubles. 24 birds, two events:

Corby, 16, 12; Greene, 12, 12; Secretary, 11, 13.

A BANQUET AT THE SOO.

Manager M. F. Goodwin, of the Cornwall hotel,

and incidentally president of the Soo Gun club,

entertained the members of that organization to

a. pigeon supper at the tavern recently. The oan-

quet was of a complimentary nature, and it li

suspected that "Bunch" secured the pigeons

while they were roosting in the vicinity of East

street some time during the night before. No
pigeons have been seen in the locality since the

banquet.

The city council had been invited to attend the

supper, and Mayor Simpson and Councillors Boyd
and Blain, availed themselves of the opportunity,

xrom all accounts they did justice to tne good

things provided by Mine Host Uoodwin, but they

earned their supper by delivering addresses.

Mayor Simpson occupied the chair and he was

busy throughout the evening.

After a very hearty meal Mayor Simpson on be-

half of the city, complimented the club on the

steps which had been taken to purchase a piece of

land for the use of the club. Mr. Simpson be-

lieved that if the club became possessors of such a

spot within the city limits that it would be im-

proved as rapidly as possible, and besides tending

to enhance the beauty of the city would give an

impetus to good clean sport. His sentiments

along this line were supported by Councillors

Boyd and Blain. •

Among those who spoke were Messrs. Mcj.ad-
den. Singer and McEwen. They were all appar-
ently in favor of the action taken by the club in

endeavoring to secure suitable grounds.

Mine Host Goodwin welcomed the guests in a
neat address. He hoped that he had not over

shot the mark in entertaining those who had been
kind enough to accept his invitation, and he hoped
that the club would be in a position in the near
future to entertain all visitors in a neat club

house of its own.

A SHOOT AT MONCTuN, N.B.

A spoon match was shot off at the Moncton
rifle range on September seventeenth afternoon
under rather unpleasant conditions. Consider

ing the fact that the shooters had to contend

against a tricky wind and a light rain, there was
some very good shooting. The ranges were 200,

500 and 600 yards. The result of this match
was a,a lollows:

Class A.

H. M. Smith 85

W. E. Forbes 85

E. B. Hagarty 85
A. Carter 84
F. W. Colpitts 79

A. R. Jardme 76
A. E. Barton 76

A. B. McDonald 71

Class B.

O. W. Wilcox 75

rL. V. Burns 73

H. B. Snider 63

TECUMSEH (ONT.) GUN CLUB.

The following were the scores of the last shoot:

Shot At Broke
L. Leboeuf 100 60

T. Leboeuf 100 48

A. Hebert 80 42

P. Girard 50 7

F. Belleperche 40 18

W. Laramie 25 11

SOME WONDERFUL TRAP-SHOOTING.

Neaf Apgar's Record This Summer Seems Almost
Incredible.

Here, you trap-shooters, look at this! It is

what might be called pretty tall ::booting even for

a man liKe Neaf Apgar shooting with a Hunter
One-Trigger Smith (>un with the Automatic Eject-

or. Don't overlook the long runs, which seem al-

most epidemic witli trap-shooters this year:

Shot At Broke

June 30th, Herndon, Pa 180 179»

Julv 1st, Rossell Park, N.J 100 97

July 4th, Troy, N.Y 200 191

July 7th, Catasauqua, Pa 175 174
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The " Old Reliable" Parker Gun wins for the EIGHTH time

The Grand American Handicap
SCORE OF 100 STRAIGHT FROM 19 YARDS. At Chicago, lU., June 23, 1910.

Mr. Riley Thompson, of Gainsville, Mo., made this record, which has never before

been equalled in this classic event.

The PARKER GUN in the hands of Mr. Guy V. Deering, also won the Amateur
Championship at Chicago, Jun« 24,—scoring 189 X 200, shooting at 160 singles and 20

doubles.

The Prize Winners and Champions shoot The PARKER GUN !

\v'Tiy Don't YOU ?

N.Y. Saleroom,, 32 Warren St. PARKER BROS., Mcridcn, Conil.
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July 8th, Catasauqua, Pa 150
July 9th, Whitehouse, N.J 200
July 12th, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

July loth, Seneca Falls, N.Y.
July 18th, Philadelphia, Pa.
July 19th, Philadelphia, Pa.

July 20th, Philadelphia, Pa.

July 21st, Philadelphia, Pa.

July 26th, Newark, N.J.

loOx
200
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j«fvv«5leel Lined
BESSHOT SHELLS
ISPSHELLS

UMC Stee! Lined Shells made a clean sweep
at the firing line in 1909 and 1910, winning every

Interstate Handicap—ten successive victories by
amateurs shooting UMC Steel Lined Shells,

thereby proving UMC quality and their right to every

shooter's preference.

The UMC Steel Lined Shells that made these record wins at the Interstate

Handicaps are the same ammunition you buy at your dealers for the hunt—the

universally better bags of UMC sportsmen everywhere bearjng testimony to the

greater efficiency of UMC Steel Lined Shells.

Are yon np to date on the game laws in your favorite hunting section? Let us send you a copy of our new

1910 Game Laws—Free
Write to-day to any of the addresses given below, telling us the kind of gun and ammu-

nition you use, and receive a free copy of our 1910 Game Laws and Guide Directory.

UMC £uid Remington—the perfect shooting combination
Sold by all firsl-cljss diali

nunicale with us if your deal

The Union Metallic Cartridge Co., Dept. 10—, Bridgeport, Conn.
The Remington Arms Co., Dept. 10—, Ilion, N. Y.

Agency, 299 Broadway, Dept. 10—, New York City.

SAME OWNERSHIP SAME STANDARD OF QUALITY SAME MANAGEMENT

Write for booklet, ^'' How to Orrrmuze G>in Clnbs.

Do not accept a subsli

Iocs not carry UMC or R

'OU ought to have the best

-nothing less than "The Gun of Perfection"—

whether you shoot only once a year, or many times.

The "hits" do not stand out in your reminiscences

nearly so prominently as the misses."

SMITH GUNS are famous the world over for their

long-distance, close-shooting, hard-hitting qualities

—

one result of our special process of boring. You will

be pretty safe, therefore, in accepting the judgment
of the thousands who now shoot Smith Guns. Let

your next gun be a Smith with the Hunter One-Trigger

attachment.

Ask your own dealer about these Smith Guns with the Hunter
One-Trigger attachment—or write us today for the beautiful

new lithographed Catalogue. Ask him—or us—about the

very newest Hammerless Smith
Gun

—

the 20-Gauge— so light

that a woman can handle it

easily. It is a fine gun at a low

price—just all gun and no frills.

THE HUNTER ARMS CO.
89 Hubbard Street Fulton, N. Y.

lb;
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Hunters are buying Ross Rifles
'* Ross " Sporting Rifles are meeting with ready

sale to hunters of big Game throughout the British

Empire because of their accuracy, power and
** handiness."

Even a $25.00 " Ross " Sporting Model can be

matched for accuracy against any imported arm-
no matter how costly, while there is no action more

reliable nor quicker.

Dealers throughout the British Empire sell

" Ross " Rifles.

$25.00 and upwards.
Illustrated Catalogue sent free on request.

The Ross Rifle Company
QUEBEC, P.Q.
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12 GAUGE

Repeating Shotgun
Made famous by its dependability. The solid top and side ejection keep gases and powder away from

your eyes; help quick, effective repeat shots. Rain, sleet, snow and foreign matter can't get into the action.

The mechanism is strong, simple, wear-resisting. The double extractors pull any shell instantly; two special safety

devices prevent accidental discharge while action is unlocked, and an automatic recoil block makes hangfires harmless.

All Marlins are strongly made, finely balanced, accurate, hard hitting guns, and are the quickest and easiest to take down
and clean. Illustration shows Model 24 grade "A" 12 gauge; it has all the features that make for a perfect gun

Send three stamps postage today for our 136

page catalog, describing the full 7^ar/i/i line.

7A^T/Tax/in/irearms Co.
67 Waiow Street, - NEW HAVEN. CONN.

Fall Hunters
We are READY to fill your orders for

Guns
Rifles

Revolvers .

Ammunition
StocK RigHt Up-to-date

Prices will please you.

Gun Repairing Our Specialty.

Mail Orders Solicited.

STARK & HILLS
331 Yonge St., Toronto.

'SMi

They Preserve
Your Guns.

qnu klj

i^S

Marble's Anti-Rust Ropes
Wben saturated with

oil exclude all air and
moisture, mailing rusting

and pitting an impossi-

bility. Beins larger than
the bore, oil is pressed

against the entire inside.

A single oiling lasts a

year. For shotguns and
rifles, 50c each: for re-

volvers, 25c each.

Marble's Nitro-Solvent 0.1

,j
dissolves the residue of

all black and smokeless powders,

•
,; intliuling Cordite, neutralizing the
' acids before or even after they

-. ponetratP the steel. Contains no

acid and will not congeal. If

ipplied soon after shooting, the

ami can be left several days

without wiping and still be in

• pcifcct condition when cleaned.
:' 2 oz. hot. 25e, postage 10c e.^tra.

6 oz. can 50c, postage 15c extra.

Send us .
your sporting goods

dealers' names, and we will mail

yoa

FREE SAMPLE
and catalog of 60 "Guaranteed"

hunting specialties.

MARBLE SAFETY AXE CO.,

581 Delta Ave., Gladstone, Mich
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TRAP SHOOTERS
LOOK HERE!

THE FAMOUS

Canadian Black Bird

PERFECT TRAPPER.
PERFECT BREAKER.

PERFECT FLYER.
GOOD PICK UP.

p.- eked by ati expert. Positively besi V)ird luarle

Write for prices. Samples sent upon r( quest.

Manufactured V)y

INELSON LOMG, ^

66 Burlington St. West - - Hamilton, Ont.

ALSO BOWRON 5 ANGLE TRAPS.

Lyman Elevating Leaf Sight
(Patented).

No. 46. Price $2.50.

This construction allows the uee of the
Lyman Leaf Sight complete (either Leaf
or Bar), and at such elevation as suits
best.
The small Stop Screw adjusts for Point

Blank.
Furtherelevation is- obtainid by raising

the Slide, pushing forward the Knurled
Headed Screw, and, by tightening, it is

held in position desired.
The entire Sight folds down flat on the

Rifle.

(This Sight is not at present adapted to
.22 Caliber Rifles).

Send for 1910 Catalogue.

The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation

Middlefie!d, Connecticut, U.S.A.

YO U know brant—shy wanderers of

the lonely coasts. There is no wild

fowl so bashful about coming to decoys

—

none so hard to lure within range.

Fifty yards is close range for brant. And
to kill a bird as big and befeathered as one

of these coast vagrants at that distance

your gun must shoot harder than the

average.

Lefever gims shoot a whole lot harder

than the average. That is why the man
who swings his Lefever on the gray breasts

of a rearing pair of brants does not ques-

tion what the result will be. He knows it

—

Two Clean Kills
The reason Lefever gims kill c/ean and

sure cLndJltr is Lefever Taper Boring.

Pioneers in every sound improvement for

almost half a centur>\ Eighteen exclusive

Lefever features, including ncver-shoot-

loose bolt, strong three-piece action, and

take-up -'njoear screw on the hinge Joint,

enables the same guns to keep on killing

clean and far and true for a lifetime.

LEFEVER
SHOT GUNS

The New Lefever Gim Book tells all

the tilings you surely should know before

you buy a gun. Lefever Arms Co.,

20 Maltbie Street, Syracuse, New York.

Durston Special

20 Gauge. Price, $28.
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Lmpire (wik)

— and —

Ballistite (dense)

Leaden in the Best Class of Snckelefs PoMc?ff«

BALLISTITE— sold only in Dominion
Cartridge Go's loaded shells (Imperial
and Regal.)

EMPIRE—sold in bulk. If your dealers
do not keep it, write us direct.

Both the above well Known brands man-
ufactured by the Nobel's Explosive
Co., "Glasgow," Scotland, have been
in the lead at numerovis tournaments
held throughout Canada ;

give them
a trial and be convinced.

Agents in Canada :

Hamilton Powder Co.,
IfOBtreal, P. Q. T«r*nto, Out.

Victoria, B.C.

Winnipeg, Man.

Alex Johnston G. H. Cashmore

Why not have your

GUN REPAIRS
done by experienced workmen ? It costs
no more. Seud them to us. We
guarantee our work.

Johnston i^ Cashmore
Eastern Gun Works,

494 Eastern Avenue - - Toronto

I I ONE MAIN 4062.

Nine-tenths of all Ignition Troubles

are caused by
wrong magnt to lubrication. Highest pticed cylinder
oils are not good enough for even the cheapest magneto.
All cylinder oils ate mineral oils. Thty (sum, clog
delicate action points— bearings, Cloggtd bearings
s'ait ijine-tenths of all iguition troubles. Ask any
maker of any magneto or commutator.

USE 3 IN ONE
a clear oil compound cl highest known
quality. Best lubricant for dtlicale mech-
anisms, speedometers, cominutf.torf. mag-
netos. Wotf'jtheat up even at 5c co revolutions
per minute ! 8iqz. bottle, 50 cts : 3 oz , 25 cts.

Tiial size, 10 tts. Send for free aample
today.

3 IN ONE OIL COMPANY
55 New Street - NEW YORK

IVER JOHNSON

REVOLVER is rarely
drawn until the instant of desperate

jieed—there is no time to adjust external safety

catches—action mu.st be instantaneous.

The IVER JOHNSON is the safest revolver

in the world—accidental discharge is impossible

—but the device which renders it safe is an

integral part of the inner mechanism and demands

no thought or adjustment. The only possible

way the famous

IvER Johnson
Automatic llEYOLVER

can be fired is by a purposeful pull on the trigger

—then it shoots quick, hard and true.

It is the only rcvolvrr cquippM with drawn tem-

pered wire sprinKS-permanciit 1:1 tension, unbreak-

able, wonderfully quick and smooth in action; the

same type of spring as is used in

U. S. army rifles.

Examine this revolver at your

dealer's, test it. ask him to

Hammer the Hammer
To prevmt substitution of obsoUte
models and limit rale to projer ^-.

persons, distrilution is lorfitedto
resident dealers, licensed under
our patents.

,VER JOHNSON'!
ARMS AND

CYCLE WORKS
1S7 River Street, Fitchburg, Mass.
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A
LiOgical

Sequence

1 Du Pont Powder

2 Game

3 A full Game Sack

Be Sure Your Shells are loaded with

Sporting
Powders

r Greener's " British Empire " Gun
Is the latest product of the Greener factory, the largest and. most complete Sporting
gun factory in the World. It possesses all the well known features that have made
Greener guns world famous for Hard Shooting and lasting wear.

Specification.—Greener Hamiuerless Gun :

12 gauge ; weight 7J to 8 lbs. ; Barrel" bored
upon the celebrated Greener "Field Cup"
winning system : Greener's ti-eble wedge fast
action, the strongest and si -nplest Breech fastening extant; half
pistol Grip stock. This gun carries the Greener guarantee, which
is backed by 80 years success and highest honors at 27 International
Exhibitions ------ Price $63

Catalog T 5 mailed free.

I

GUN AND RIFLE MAKER,
63: &• 65 Beaver Hall Hill

Greener Guns arc stocked by J. Gillart', Cobourg, Ont., G. Bcaftie, Hamilton, Ont.

W. W. GREENER MONTREAL
J
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For Sale by all Dealers.

"THE HISTORY OF PIPE SMOKING"
And catalogue of shapes PR E E ON REQUEST.

THE HEYES BROS., Ltd.
DEPT, A., TORONTO

Hard Wood, Mission Finish

GUN CABINET
Height, 70 inches. Depth, 12 iiich'-s. Width, 2S inches.

If interested, irfiie for special Oim Calinet Cota^cg.

Setid us you7' addressfor our illustrated Gun Catalog

THE H. H. KIFFE COMPAINY, ^^l^^°^til

Be Prkpared For

Big Game Season

HAENEL NlANNLICHER Sf>ORTINO RIKLES.
Genuine JvIauser Sf'ortino Rikles
luger autoxiatic pistols.
r>r\ ASK Vorp. Dealer ok write MCXA/ VODV
L,U., 320 BROADWAY l-^ILVY l\Jt\ls.H. TAUSCHER
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FOR SALE—.351 cal. Automatic Winchester, fitted witb

J.'5.50 I.rman sight and extra magazine. Shot less than 50
sliots. Will take $2S.OO or trade for .401 calibre same
kind of gun. J. W. Burnham, Woodstock. tf

FOR SALE—Union Repeating Shot Guns. $1S. Ithaca
Shot Guns at Lowest Prices. English Double Guns. $7.

Standard Rifles. Write for price list. National Wiro
Fence Co.. Trt'scott. Out. 2t

FOR SALE—12 gauge Westle.r Richards ejector patent
hand detachable locks, one trigger, hammerless shot gun.
2 sets double barrerls, 30 and 25 inch, weigs 7% and 6M;
lbs. Full choke and c.rlindrical. £35 gun in good con-

dition. First check for ?100 takes her. Edmund H.
Dimockt?, Windsor, Nora Scotia.

Lefever Hammerless Gun. D. S. Grade, Bura-Nitre stee^j

barrel, twelve gauge, half pistol grip, rubber ball plate,

stock 14 Inches. Box "Lefever," Rod and Gun, 5 King St.

W.. Toronto. tf

FOR SALE—Parker Hammerless, 12 ga., 7% bb. Cost
$110. Titanic steel barrel. Beautiful gun, not soiled

—

bargain. Waterloo period flint lock musket, good condition.

Box IG. Swan Lake. Manitoba.

T.irget Smith & Wesson. .38 military revolver, SV. in.

barrel. Lrman Sight. Ideal tools for same, cost forty-

eight dollars—for thirty dollars. Apply Box D. S., Rod
and Giin. Toronto.

LAUNCHES.
F.JR SALE—^Smack. Kawartha Lakes. Good condition.

Apply R. P. Baker, University of Chicago.

Twenty-three foot launch hull, serai-speed design, manu-
factured by Robertson Bros., Hamilton. Built of Cyprus and
oak. Apply Box 17, Rod and Gun, Toronto, Ontario.

FOR SALE—Motor Boat. 3 H.P. Detroit Engine, 16ft..

cost S300.00. Will sell for $125.00—In good order.

C. B. H.. xiox 309. Listowell. Ont. n 2t.

A .S-10 H.P. Twin Screw. Van Auken Motor, with the

following equipment: Spark pings, commutator, spark coil,

primary and secondary wires, muffler, starting lever, tools

and couplings bored to suit propeller shafts, also a specially

selected carburetor. Send for further particulars to Box 13,

Rod and Giin. Toronto. Ontario.

MOTOR ACCESSORIEg.
Below find a list of Motor Bo.nt and Automobile Acces-

iorleo offered for sale at alluring prices:

—

MAGNETOS— Type B. Wizard, for make and break en-

gines: type H. Wizard Magnetos, for two cycle engines,

and multiple cylinder stationary engines: length 12 Inches,

width 6 Inches, height 8 Inches, weight 24 lbs. Send for

prices of above.
PROPELLER WHEKLS—12 inch, left hand, three blade

bronze wheel. $4.00: twelve inch, right hand, two blade

bronze. $3.25: sixteen inch, left hand. Weedless bronze.

$7.25: 12 Inch, three blade, cast iron. $2.25: Bryant & Ber-

ry. 14 inch, three blade, right hand, bronze wheel. $8.00:

Bryant & Berry. 16 inch, throe blade, bronze wheel, $9.00.

CARBURETORS—'in. inch Heitger Carburetor. Model
B.. $7.50: one and half Inch. Heltger Carburetor. Model B.,

19.00.

BOAT SEARCHLIGHTS-Acetylene Searchlight, made by
Hiram L. Piper Co.. complete with generator. $10.50.

GREASE GUNS—Miller, indisponsable to motor boat
owners, each. $1.40.

Ff ASH-LIGHTS—No motor boat or automobile owner can
afford to be without one. Wonder flashlight, always ready,
outlasts them all, complete w'tt, new battery. 00c: Vest
pocl^et flashlight, complete wifh new battery. 3.'ic.

BATTERY CONNECTORS—Cleveland Battery Connectors,
latest out per dozen. 60c: half dozen. .3."c.

MARINE ENGINES—Ranging In horse-power from two
horse, single cylinder, two cycle, to ten horse-power. thre«
cylinder, all with complete outfits. Also a number of hori-

zontal opposed engines, with complete outfits. Close
prices quoted.

Address all enquiries and remittances to MARINB EN-
GINE AND MOTOR SUPPLY EXCHANGE, Toronto. Or-
ders filled same day as received.

Does your Eng:jne need the Doctor ?

Describe its syiuptous by mail or phone.
Perhaps I can cure the trouble the same
way—or tell you how.
Try me anyhow—it won't cost much.

WM. GILLESPIE, The Gas Engine Doctor
98 EAST FRONT ST, TORONTO

Phone Main 570

SPECIALS.

FOR SA.-E—-Trappers methods, baits and scents—Jesse
Bentley, Irapper, Arlington, Vt. It.

FOR SALE—New Khaki Duck Tent, white fly poles,

mallett and tent bag. Apply 195 Pretoria Ave.. Ottawa. It.

FOR SALE—Summer Cottage at Torrance, Lake Muskoka,
near P. 0. and steamboat wharf. George Parker, Box 17*,

Gravenhurst. It

TENT—Wanted, good second band tent, fair slxe tot

family camping. Give particulars. WilliamM, 212 Board
of Trade Building, Montreal.

$1200—Muskoka—Lack-a-Day—Cedar Bay—ueven reoas)

kitchen; stable; good fishing; unfurnished; referencM;

spring; mall route. Thos. Cooper, Cooper's Falls, OBt.

BROTHER—Accidc tally discovered root will cure both

tobacco habit and indigestion. Gladly send particular*.

J. K. Stokes. Mohawk, Florida. 3t

FOR SALE—KITTENS—Thoroughbred Persian Kittens.

Prize-winning stock, 'Rahman," Lion-bred black King at

service. Address:—Mrs. P. E. Hewitt, 708 DoTercourt Rd.,

Toronto, Ont. tf

NATURAL HISTORY FOR SALE—6 elegant volumes.

New. P\ill descriptions and pictures of all birds and ani-

mals in the world. Must sell. Will take half what they

cost. Great bargain. Write for pai-Hculars. Enos Bates,

Shukert Building, Omaha, Nebr. O-N

GUIDE WANTED—To take charge of party for FALL
DUCK SHOOTING. One who can guarantee abundance of

Ducks. Give full particulars as to location of grounds,

experience, best time to go and salary wanted. Address
Box 40, Rod and Gun. Woodstock. Ont. It

PERFECT HAND VACUUM CLEANER—Latest and best

practical machine, light weight, perfect design, easily

operated. Special discount to readers of Rod and Gun.

Agents wanted in every county. R. McGregor & Co.,

Manufacturer's Agents. 99 Gladstone Avenue. Toronto. Olt

SHOOTING PRESERVE FOR SALE—Abundance of wild

rice: principal game, black ducks, mallard, pintail, teal,

snipe: good revenue from trappin.g mink and muskrat;

trout streams entering lake: situated near Toronto. Good
Club House. .\pply Box K.. Rod and Gun. Woodstock. It

CANADA SPORTSMEN'S DIRECTORY—Wanted, the

name of every reader of Rod and Gun and every sportsmen,

to join its numbers. We mail circulars, furnish names
to magazines, etc. Samples received amount to dollars.

See your name is placed on it today. Enlistment fee 10

cents. .Tohn Carter. Dnnara. Man.. Can. S-3t

TO SPORTSMEN-TWO SHARES AT $.500.00 each caa
be had In one of the most delightful shooting and flshlnff

clubs In Canada: the club i= fully equipped with gasoline

launches, clinkers, duck decoys, etc.. Onl.v desirable partlea

meaning business need apnly. For full information applj
Box 42. Rod and Gun. 5 Kine St. West. Toronto. Ont.

Want automatic pump gun for trap shooting. Lock Box
133. Kingsville. Ont. It

FOR SALE—Light weight, high grade. Smith ejector.

Lock Box 133. Kingsville. Ont. It

Million dollar trappers' methods, baits and scents for

sale. Jesse Bentley. Arlingtnn. Vermont. It
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FOB SALE—^Finest speckled trout eggs, fry, flngerlings.

etc., at the private hatchery of Dr. A. R. Robinson, Silver

Creek, Ciiledon Mountains. Ad(lr;'ss J. Walker. Supt., Cald-

well P. 0., Ontario. N-120

X FOR SALE—Two large mounted moose heads. *f
T Over fifty-inch spread of horns, perfect specimens **

X in every way. Very reasonable prices. Write for 1

A photos and full measurements. Edwin Dixon, Taxi- a.
* dermist, Unionville. Ont. >
* * *$* "X* **' 't*

*$* *t* '$' * * 't* **" 'i*
*** >t*^**^$*^ *t* ' ' 'I**^ '^^!̂ *

*
* *'* * * *»'' "t** *$*

*•*" '**

^^"Jm{«J**J»*4(«j(»^4".^V*J*V*»*i^»* V**'"*^

FOR SALE—Two large mounted Elk Heads. 12 ^
points, large, well formed horns, mounted by best 1

methods with full neck to shoulders. Very reason- X
able prices. Edwin Dixon. Taxidermist, Union- a
ville, Ontario. At

t
-J"J"

^< »|4 »^< >^<
•
^< >^< l*^* »

*
* »^< l$l *^ t^t »^< >^< >

*
< »^* <^« l»|< >^< >^< >

*
< 1^1 >^< >^< l»^< '$ 1̂'' "t* '$* * * * " *»*

FOR SALE—Large Mounted Caribou and Peer ^
A Heads; Rugs and Hangers with Mounted Heads: jf
X Large Horns mounted on shields. What are your Tf

L wishes? Write me. Edwin Dixon, Taxidermist, i^

» rnionville, Ontario. X"

AUTOMOBILt

^RtiUBlES

MASTER YOUR MOTOR CAR, MOTOR BOAT,
Motorcycle or Aircraft

Automobile Troubles and How to Remedy Them.
Automobile Driving Self - Taught. Automobile
Motors ;u.i Mechanism. Ignition,Timing and Valve
Setting. Motor Boats: Construction and Opera*
tion. ABC of The Motorcycle. Flying Machines.
Flexible leather and cloth bindintrs, round comers. UP-TO-
DATE, RELIABLE, 1910 EDITIONS. Price, SI.50
Leather; Sl.OOrinth. postpaid. Sold and guaranteed by Book-
sellers, Auto and Marine Supply Houses, or direct.

THE CHARLES C. THOMPSON COMPANY
Publishers, 545-549 V.'abash Ave., CHICAGO

Ninety-five per cent,

of the Summer Hotels

and Residences
throughout Canada arc

Hghted by Siche Gas.

The safest and most

simple machine made.

Over 3,000 in use

—

some for ten years.

No trouble. No re-

pairs. Backed and

guaranteed by the

makers.

THE SICHE GAS COMPANY, LIMITED
Write for Booklet. 10 Lombard St., Toronto.
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ROSS MOTOR BOATS
FOR SPEED, COMFORT, STYLE, SAFETY and QUALITY.

This Boat is 21 feet overall, has 4 foot beam, is equipped with a 12 H.P.

Ferro Engine and has a speed of 18 miles an hour.

The J. H. Ross Boat & Canoe Co.
Send for our Catalogue. Orillia, Ontario.

Looks Good This Offer
To every subscriber to Rod and Gun in Canada who sends in

ONE new subscription, along with his own renewal, we will

send Free a copy of

THE SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE
(One of the most useful and entertaining manuals of Outdoor

Life ever published. Regular price $1 .1 2). Also

A Sample copy of The Athletic World

A Sample copy of The Motor Magazine

while they last. As a Christmas Gift for a Sportsman friend

12 months' subscription to Rod and Gun cannot be excelled.

Send m your order today.

W.
J.

TAYLOR. LTD., Publisher,

Woodstock, Ontario.
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Premiums
Consisting of

Tents
Sleeping Bags
Sleeping Robes
Dunnage Bags
Kit Bags
Pack Sacks
Waterproof and
Hunting Coats

Camp Furnishings
Sporting Boots
and Everything
Necessary or

Desirable in a

Sportsman's
Outfit.

These goods are manufactured

by the well-known firm of

Woods Limited, Ottawa and

Winnipeg, whose trade mark is

a guarantee of the high quahty

of the articles.

For Parliculars how to earn any of the

above, address

Premium Department

ROD«>«»GUN
In Canada

WOODSTOCK, ONT.

Gut\s, Rifles
We have a number of guns

and rifles of leading makes,

some slightly used, all in ex-

cellent condition and thoroughly

reliabh, at very reasonable prices

to clear stock. Send for special

list.

Gun Clubs

write us for prices on wadded

and empty shells, traps, targets,

powder, shot, wads, etc
,
etc.

EVERYTHINO IN CANVAS

THBD.PIKEGS;
123 Kino St. B..

TOROKTO.

Denatured Alcohol in

Solid Form
A well known Wheeling, W. Va., chemist

has succeeded in producing chunks of de-

natured alcohol in crystal form by means

of a small infusion of certain acids whereby

crystals of an alkaloidal nature very closely

resembling physiologically the effects of

ethyl alcohol distilled from saw dust. The

method employed and the results obtained are

somewhat similar to the crystalizing of rock

candy or that of Sacharine, containing as it

does 350 times the sweetening strength over

that of cane sugar, so this alkaloidal crysta-

lized alcohol containr many times the

strength over the ordinary denatured fluid

alcohol, they will yield 194 proof liquified

denatured alcohol with a greater heating

and cooking power for stoves than gasoline

and it is absolutely non-explosive. A
sample can containing 33 solid cubes with a

stove and the formula sent to you postpaid

for $2.00.

Addresn :

THE WOOD WASTE DISTILLERIES CO.,

Inc..

Wheeling, W. Va ,
U.S.A.
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Hunters I Fishermen! Woodsmen! Guides!
Wear the Wonderful STEEL SHOES

!

One Pair of "STEELS" Outlasts S to 6 Pairs of the Best All-
Leather Shoes or Boots.

Send today for a pair of Steel Shoes on Free Examination and see for yourself their

supreme advantages over all other shoes or boots for sportsmen, guides and woodsmen.
They are lighter, neater, stronger, more waterproof, easier on the feet, and many times
luore durable than anything ever before known.

Soles and Sides of Light, Seamless Steel. Uppers of

Finest Waterproof Leather.

Here is the way Steel Shoes are made. The uppers are made of a

superior quality of leather, as waterproof as leather can be tanned.

Wonderfully soft and pliable—never gets stiff! The soles and sides

are made out of one piece of special light, thin, springy, rust-resisting

steel.
FREE !

for Book. "The Sole of Steel,"

or order direct from this ad.

Men's
Sizes 5 to 12.

Steel Shoes
6, 9, 12 and 16 inches high

Adjustable Steel Rivets Make Soles Indestructible
Soles and heels studded with adjustable Steel Rivets, which

prevent bottoms from wearing out! Kivets easily replaced

when partly worn. 50 extra rivets cost only 30 cents and
should keep shoes in good repair for at least two years! No
other repairs needed! Uppers joined to steel by small rivets

of rust-resisting metal, so that no water can get between.

Absolute Protection Against Colds and Rheu-
matism I No Corns or Callouses.

Soles lined with soft, springy, comfortable Hair Cushions

which absorb perspiration and odors and add to ease of walk-

ing. Feet feel fine after an all-day tramp over the roughest

trail.

Boys' Steel Shoes—Sizes 1 to 5.

In. high (Boys) $2.50 a pair.

9 in. high (Boys) Extra grade of leather, BLACK OR
TAN COLOR, $3.50 a pair.

Whv wait? Sfnd now at our
ze of shoe y^

price and get the shoes for Free Examination. We strongly lecommend our 12 or 16 inch high shoes for extreme
rough service.

if shoes are not found exactly as represented, notify us to send for them at our expense and get your money
back promptly.

Steel SKoe Co., Dept. 461. Toronto, Canada
Main Factory—Racine, Wi»., U.S A. Great Britain Factory—Northampton, Fngland

Steel Shoes. 6 inches high, $2.50 per pair.

Steel Shoes, 6 inches high, better grade of
leather, $3.00 per pair.

Steel Shoes, 6 inches high, extra grade of
leather, black or tan color, $3.50 per pair.

Steel Shoes, 9 Inches high. $-1.00 per pair.

Steel Shoes, 9 inches high, extra grade of
leather, black or tan color, $5.00 per pair.

Steel Shoes, 12 inches high, extra grade of
leather, black or tan color, $0.00 per pair.

Steel Shoes, 16 inches high, extra grade of
leather, black or tan color, $7.00 per pair.

FDFF FYAMINIATinNI t
Money Back if Shoes not as Represented
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Christmas Day On British Columbia Waters

The Mighty Contrasts Of The Pacific Coast

BY BONNYCASTLE DALE.

TWAS Christmas Eve and we could

scarcely credit it! The scene

around presented a mighty con-

trast to that to which w^e had hith-

erto been accustomed on that evening

—

an evening noted the world over and con-

veying to all minds something of the

great day to follow.

Fritz and I stepped out of the glare of

the alderwood on the hearth and silently

passed out of the room on to the veran-

dah of our bungalow that squats close be-

side the sea. We could see no sign of

Christmas, as we had been accustomed to

recognize seasonable signs. Everything
was green and sombre under the re-

splendent moon. A distant trailside

cabin light across the inlet shone yellow
in the moon's rays.

I struck a match for my pipe and a host

of ducks, calling wildly, leaped from the

shoreline close by. Out in the centre of

the mountain-guarded harbor a great

hair seal, his lady and their little one, a

lusty chap of seven months, disported

themselves, throwing up fountains of

sparkling water as they lashed the calm
surface with their great hind flippers. An
instant more and a darting school of sea-

running trout attracted them and there-

after we saw only the black heads, with

their human, skull-like faces, popping up.

To the south the high thrown Olympics
closed the scene. On their scarred

heights rode many lines of white fleecy

clouds, sflittering above the shi^dowv be-

low. Now, across the full glory of the

moonlight, one of those trailing clouds

discharged its burden of snow, a wonder-
ful vision of full pencilled lines. Soon a

group of clouds gathered and we saw the

formation of a mountain storm in winter.

Luckily for us the mountain range is

fortv miles awav and as the storm was a

Caffery's Cove,
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full mile high our balmy sea air was not

cooled an atom.

The falling snow darkened the scene

and through the semi-gloom we saw a

fleet of Indian canoes, silently gliding

along with big, white sails scarcely

stretched in the light air. As, however,

the tide was swiftly running seaward

they sped along quickly on their rip-ri-

ven way. Alternate darkness and light

hid or disclosed the silent fleet. They
slipped along past the great dark rocks

and the scarcely whispering firs like the

spectres of some Christmas dream. Alas,

these poor West Coast tribes have no

white man's Christmas w'ith all its sacred

and loving memories!
Most of the seniors in each canoe were

asleep. On the evening when all g"od

mallard, bluebill and bulYlehead, brant
and coot, grebe and loon, redhead and
canvasback and blac-k masses of surf

ducks, coween, harlequins, sea doves and
pigeons. A confused noise like the low
distant murmur of surf rose from the feed-

ing mass.

We took a last glance at the surround-
ing hills where on this Christmas Eve the

tragedies of slinking panthers and deer

w^ere being enacted on many a lonesome
ledge where the foot of man has never

trod—with sighs for it all we stepped

back into the circle of ruddy light.

Christmas morning under a bright sky
and with a calm sea presented scenery

which to eyes aweary with the snow-
burdened, ice-locked lakes of mid-

continent and the east was most

Sunken Barrel In Floating Hide.

children dream of toys and sweets galore

we saw these Indian youngsters clutching
well smoked bits of salmon or the grisly

end of a tentacle of a Devil Fish—the

sweetest of food to them. In the stern

of each canoe one dark figure sat erect.

Out of the sheltered harbor into the great

straits of Juan de Fuca they passed. We
saw the little group of black hulls and
tall white sails pass down the historic

straits towards the Pacific. In their

stoutly built war canoes these Indians
are prepared to meet all kinds of weather.
Again the moon shone with full, clear

light and we looked along the lonely

harbor to where the tide flats showed
brown in the moonlight. These flats

were literallv alive Vv^ith widsreon and

wonderful ! To the southward the

entire calm inlet harbor was a mass of

wild fowl. We pictured them but even a

host at that distance appeared as dots.

As our canoe edged out the great flocks

rose with many cries and wildly whirring

wings.

A floating log was covered with turn-

stones—a shore bird allied to the plover.

A picture was taken and the canoe sped

on. Fritz was in the bow in his shirt

sleeves—a remarkable thing for a Canad-

ian Christmas Day. One of the beau-

ties of this West Coast climate is that we
have rain where the East has snow. In

a very short time after the sun peeps forth

the ground dries up and we have Octo-

ber weather during any month of winter.



Turnstones Afloat.

The first white man we came across on

this bright Christmas morning was sit-

ting in the bow of his beached sailboat,

having run into harbor behind the mile

long pebbly spit that guards the entrance,

for breakfast. The ever-present coal-

oil tin did duty for a stove and pipes.

The multiplicity of uses to which these

five gallon tins in which we obtain our

coal-oil ($1.75 per tin) are put would be

incredible to eastern readers. I have

seen the Christmas pudding come from

its steaming depths; I have witnessed a

baby bathed in one cut open at the side

;

I have seen others used as pot, pan, boil-

er, stove, bread tin, vegetable holder,

chimney, rain spout, eave trough, water

barrel, boat patch, wheelbarrow bottom.

dog-fish oil holder—a thousand and one

uses and efficient in all of them.

"You are the first white men I have

seen for twelve days, not counting a pass-

ing steamer which was eight miles off!"

Thus spoke the man on the bow and Fritz

was well pleased by finding himself in-

cluded in the term men. The incident is

recounted to show readers how great a

mass of country the fringe of civilization

borders here.

Vancouver Island is some three hun-

dred miles long by eighty wide,_ a

succession of waves of rock, thrown high

and clothed by mighty firs and cedars,

the valleys and lowlands with alders, wil-

lows, hemlock and a stubborn under

growth of salmon sallal and fern—an al-

Floating Western Hide and Decoys,
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most impenetrable mass. The Island is

deeply cut up with ravines, rivers and
precipices. On this huge island there are
some fifty thousand white men with five

thousand Indians and half breeds. These
are scattered along the deeply indented
coast line, measuring man}^ thousands of

miles. Do you wonder that this man to

whom we gave suitable greetings on this

Christmas Day had been out almost two
weeks, and though within fifty yards of

them had not seen a white man? I tell

you that out here if you fall ten feet from
the trail you are liable to lie there for

ages until your whitened bones are

found 'by some prospector.

As a heavy wind was coming up along
the Straits we turned back on our course

Indians out here are remarkably poor
shots. They love to wave their guns
round their heads and then "bang" at
some poor gull or cormorant or coarse
duck. Generally these are ungathered
and allowed to float away on the tide. In
places where the wild fowl fly over spots
and points the noise is terrific—a crowd
firing several hundred shots in one day
and bagging about one bird to ten shots.
The literal murder that goes on each day
along these wastes sickens me with the
thought of shooting. More and more
will the camera take the place of the gun
with the older sportsmen.
The illustrations show the kind of

"hides" in use on the British Columbian
Coast. One is usually erected over a

Erake Mallard Eating Dead Salmon,

and sped up the inner harbor of Sooke

—

the Indian name of the inlet we have se-
lected for our temporary Western home.
In one of the coves I took a picture of the
lad Fritz in the canoe just to show you
how romantic are many of the scenes in
this beautiful Island of Vancouver. From
many of these sheltered nooks rang out
the rapid reports of that cursed pump-
gun or its more murderous rival, the
automatic.

It is a common thing to see an Indian
empty his gun at a passing flock of ducks
though not in range at the first shot and
when the seventh shot is sent after them
they may be fully two hundred yards
away. I rejoice in this waste of ammu-
nition but they do not waste enough. The

canoe, and the other, with Fritz peeping
over the front is formed of a barrel se-

cured into a cedar covered raft.

Cutting across the harbor of Sooke
northwards we paddled into the Sooke
River, passing the Potlatch house of the
Sooke Indians. Here their great feasts

are held—the giver impoverishing him-
self that all may have gifts, so that he may
make a great man of himself in the tribe.

They tell me it "all comes back at other
Potlachs." We figured that the last

one cost the Chief over $4000 in cash pre-
sents in addition to personal property
which he distributed. In his case it

would take some hundreds of years for it

all to come back. It is a foolish, wasteful,
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vainglorious and yet withal a kindly

custom.
Fritz trailed his paddle to watch a wee

half-breed sail his rude boat. The boat

was lopsided and water-logged yet he

made a good job of sailing it. Leaning

over towards me the little fellow said

confidentially: "Chee boat E-lip-klosh-

hyas boat." I understood him. He had

abetter boat in reserve but did not wish

to wet it. "Kumtak-Bostin-wawa?" he

asked, pointing to Fritz. "Can he speak

English?" is the translation of these

words and on an atTirmative nod being

given the little fellow continued; 'T can

too." He was a dark-eyed laughing

urchin with a face as brown as a Christ-

opposite side of the river we saw white

men and Indians deer hunting. The
whites were ahead on the trail, a hot trail

with a big dog nipping the flank of the

blacktail deer. Every time the blood

came it let go. The big dog so harassed

the poor animal that a smaller dog. it

looked like a black cocker, caught up.

Instantly it leaped for and caught the

throat. The deer reared erect with the

dog clinging like a steel trap. Away
bounded the torn, frightened animal

—

right for the edge of the cliff. There was

a straight fall of twenty-five feet and the

deer took it with a magnificent outward

leap, killing itself on the rocks below, but

strange to say not injuring the dog. I

The Harbour Was Full of Wild Ducks.

mas russet and was too shy to use our

language at first.

These Indians are a modest quiet race

so lacking in inquisitiveness that they

rarely turn their heads to watch my
canoe pcissing. It is in trade that they

amuse me most. Each article is asked

for singly in a low tone and paid for be-

fore the next one is requested. I watched

one little chap purchasing six articles and

under this system change had to be made
six times.

After lunching on the bank of the

swifth" flowing river we deserted the

craft and walked up the deep cutting

holding the picturesque river. On the

have examined the animal and find no

mark of its long plunge.

Retribution was in store for the big

dog. Across the river a fallen tree made

a fair bridge for sure feet and steady

heads. All the party scrambled up on

the bole when the huge trunk settled

—

right on top of the upward scrambling

dog. Under so great a w^eight the poor

beast died instantly and no efforts could

pry the trunk up far enough to allow the

body to be withdrawn. A friend of mine

kindly covered the remains and left the

faithful beast to rest under a monument
that will outlast the writer and all who
mav read this tale.
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We found the sandbars and pebbly that bogey of the sportsman—the regret
rififles dotted with dead salmon. These for wounded birds found impossible to

fish having fulfilled the course of Nature retrieve.

died in this mysterious fashion. A host We take of the wild fowl and the game
of gulls and crows and, I am sorry to say, l)irds but only for food. As the years
quite a fev,- mallards feed on these ghastly roll by our score is ever less though our
looking remains. We took a picture of chances are greater,

the scene and departed. My advice to the growing lads and the

Christmas Day was swiftly passing, young sportsmen is summed up in the

We had killed nothing but for all our re- counsel never to kill a bird, fish or animal
straint had enjoyed every minute of our unless it is positively intended for use as

time. As the canoe leaped homeward food. If you do you will admire my plan,

under the influence of the swiftly flying If a man in my camp kills a heron or

paddles we were without the company of crow he eats heron or crow or goes home.

THE HOMES OF OUR BOYHOOD.

Newcastle, N.B.

BY TkiL. REV. W. 0. GAYNOR.

I've been back to our birthplace, Ned, where the river runs to the sea

—

Back to the dearest spot earth holds for you and me.
Where boyhood mem'ries linger, like spirits of the air.

Hallowing clifif and river and every prospect there.

The old town still queens the hillside, her arm on the clifif below,

While the curve of the mighty river, bends round her like a bow;
But the old homes are gone, Ned, scarce a vestige now is seen,

—

Only tints on the landscape, flushed with a deeper green.

Was the swimmin' good in the Cove ? You must think I'm still a boy,

To be lured out of my jacket by the true swimming joy;

My limbs are growing stiff—a lonely man can't swim

—

Yes, I did take a header
—

'twas quicker than wading in.

And will you believe it, Ned, I was a boy again

In the flood of the mighty river, and not a man 'mongst men ?

Each wave gave back a face to me—yours with the rest,

But the faces were water phantoms and sank with the wavelets' crest.

The gurgling brook is still, Ned, that ran from Hamilton's Hill,

Its music forever silenced by the crush of a railway fill

;

The old trees are dying, too, which drank from its living wave,
Shriveled, withered, decaying, its bed will be their grave.

Thus time has brought its changes, to those old play-spots of ours

—

As well expect that years take no more toll than hours
As that, because the river still curves like bended bow,

The town must be the old town of forty years ago.

Old spots, old homes, old playmates have changed or disappeared,

(Why, strangers look askance at me, where you and I were reared),

'Tis the luck of all things human, Ned,—but the old town still stands,

And her memory is a perfume to her sons in other lands.



A New Brunswick L anoe Trip

On the Fascinating Tobique

r.Y sTErnEx r. bustix.

ALL ABOARD" snapped the Con-
ductor, and the C. P.R. train

rolled out of the St. John Sta-

tion at seven o'clock in the

morning having, among its numerous
passengers, one slated for a canoe trip

on that picturesque and fascinating river

of changes, the Tobique. At McAdam
Junction cars were changed and at three

o'clock in the afternoon the train stopped
at Andover Station.

The proprieter of Perley's Hoiel was,

himself present with a coach waiting for

customers, his premises being distant

about a mile from the station on the right

bank of the St. John River, two miles be-

low where the Tobique River empties
into its current. He is a genial, cour-

teous and hospitable gentleman, very in-

dependent, somewhat of a wag, and a

splendid raconteur. On one occasion he

asked a customer to help him place his

trunk on the coach, and the request was
refused with the remark that it was not

his business to pile luegage. Mr. Per-

ley thereupon drove off, leaving the trunk
at the Station lying on the ground.
Mr. Perley is the happy possessor of an

apparatus for testing the lungs. It can
be so arranged that the experimenter's
chin and neck will be covered with buck-
wheat powder. While engaged in show-
ing this apparatus to a group of ladies,

a guest, who was noted for his fondness
for their company, strolled near and of-

fered to test his lung power. He blew un-
til red in the face, but could not raise the
ball, and never noticed, despite the

laughter, that his thick beard was filled

with pow^der. He put up his hand, which
was a habit with him, to wipe his whisk-
ers and, discovering the tric'k, fell into a

rage and left for the neighboring hotel

!

At another time a Supreme Court
Judge was holding a Court at Andover.
On account of the death of the late in-

cumbent it was found necessary to ap-

point a new crier. The man appointed

had a remarkably loud Scottish voice

and Mr. Perley suggested to the Judge
that he instruct him when opening the

Court to speak out loudly. His Honour
fell in with the joke. Upon the opening
of the Court its solemnity was broken and
the spectators startled with a tremendous
"Oh yes, (Oyez) Oh yes, (Oyez) God
save the Queen !"

Early on the following morning the

luggage was moved to the St. John River
bank, just in front of the hotel. Some
time later the Indian guide, Johnston
Solis, appeared with his bark canoe, but
it was too small to hold the outfit, and
another guide and craft had to be enga-
ged. This necessitated a considerable
addition to the load in the shape of pro-
visions, the Indians being voracious eat-

ers. The canoes used by the Indians on
the Tobique are small as, on account of

the swift and to a sfreat extent shallow

S. B. Bustin, Barrister, St. John, N.B.
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current, the}' have to be poled up the

River. A larc^e one would make the

work too heavy. The River, except

when the spring freshet is running:, has

comparatively few really deep places.

Even the two canoes had none too much
room in which to stow all the luggage.

While an Indian stands by his dainty

bark canoe a farmer seems to prefer a

wooden canoe, dug-out, or pirogue,

whichever one chooses to call it. The
guides claimed that the bark canoe was.

deep water to come out head first on the

other side.

It is not economical for one to take

this trip alone as it is then necessary to

have two guides and canoes. A party of

two can get along nicely with three ca-

noes and guides. Then again there are

those luxury-bound individuals who re-

quire three guides each.

Some there are who go to the woods
and streams solely for the purpose of

hunting and fishirg, others more for the

Looking Up the Narrows, With Camera Close to the Figures of the Author and Guide.

taking everything into consideration, the

better, being more readily repaired when
injured, steadier and faster, except in

heavy rapids, and more readily handled
at a portage. When a boy about twelve

years of age the writer 'had a vivid lesson

in boarding a pirogue. The scene was
laid in the Nerepis, emptying into the St.

John River, on a cold fall moonlight
night. One had been found adrift and
he stepped into it from a boat while in

sake of the outing, the taking of views,

and the communion with nature. One
who desires only hunting and fishing will

not start from the River's mouth, but

drive three or four canoe journeys up the

River and then canoe to the hunting or

trout fishing grounds. One can thus

reach his perm.anent camp in a shorter

time, but. a man cut for the pleasure of

canoeing and filled with a desire to see

this well favoured River in all its moods
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from start to finish, will embark at the

River's mouth. James Buckham writes:

"Truly. Neig'hbor Nature is but half-lov-

ed by us as yet. We have only a calling

acquaintance with her, an intimacy of

certain parlor days and seasons. We have

not achieved that perfect friendship

which thinks nothing of running into

Nature's kitchen while she is up to her

elbows in the wash-tub or making the

walls steam with her scrubbing brush."

It was well on to noon before the ca-

The canoes were loaded on the beach in
front of the Hotel. Dinner was taken at
the Narrows, about one and a half miles
up the River. There are a few rather
nasty looking places in the Narrows, but
none of them especially dangerous. It

took from two to half past six o'clock in

the afternoon to pole from above the
Narrows to a point nine miles from the
River's mouth.
There was practically no paddling done

going up the river, the waters being too

'In Several Places Masses of Rock Jut Out Making Go-od View Points." . This Shows the Two Guides andj
the Kature of the Vegetation. .The Small White Spots Are Caused by the Wind Moving the Leaves.

noes entered the Tobique, having been
detained at the Indian village of Nali-
seets at its mouth, on the left bank of the
St. John River, waiting for the guides to

make final preparations. The new guide
was a young Indian named John Alex-
ander, and this was his first trip up the
Tobique. His canoe was old and leaky,

and the provisions had to be stored on
pieces of boards out of reach of the water.
The other, luckily, was new and tight.

swift. The Indians stood in the stern

and pushed from the river bed with poles.

The work looked hard, but the Indians
contended that it is much less laborious

than paddling in a swift current. Where
the water was too deep for the poles the
Indians pushed along the river bank.
There were many shallows, and soon the

new canoe was leaking from rubbing over
the bottom.
We were visited by a Game-warden
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during the night. One of these officials

is stationed every six miles. The public

are not allowed to fish in the Tobique.

It is a salmon preserve leased to wealthy

Americans, and its deep pools teem with

salmon. At each one the Indians, with

heart broken accents, deplored the gold-

en age long past when their forefathers

could spear this kingly fish. At the time

the river was first leased it aroused great

animosity and a shot was aimed at one of

the millionaires, but missed him and kill-

are so strenuous that at some spots the
canoe can be pushed along only inch by
inch, but it is so shallow that the little

bark continually scraped the ground.
The water roars along its course loo'king

wild and troublesome, but, on account of

its shallowness, there is no real danger
and one has the excitement without the

risk except that of destruction of the

canoe upon the rocks, and the loss of its

contents, through the breaking of a pole

or other accident. Judging bv the heat

P'

l.'\^

5ik * *^

X

Though Nature Was Moody and Frowning a Visit was' Paid to Mud Lake."'

ed his wife who was sitting in the same
canoe. Johnston Solis was careful to

point out the spot where this unfortunate

woman met her fate. So strong was the

feeling, amongst those who lived in the

surrounding country against the closing

of the river that the jury returned a ver-

dict of manslaughter.
The next day we passed through Red

Rapids twelve miles up the River. These
rapids are about two miles long. They

when sitting in the canoe doing nothing,

it must have been warm work indeed for

the Indians. That night found us around

the camp fire on Linclien's Island twenty-

one miles from Indian village.

The next morning the Indians were

awake before six. but it was after ten

o'clock before the canoes were afloat.

The old one was leaking badly, and ef-

forts were made to repair it.

Johnston Solis proved to be a good
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cook and his biscuits, particularly, baked
in an open oven, were li^ht and delicious

in quality. One could not fairly com-
plain of his meals.

Twenty-eig-ht miles up we came to the

river with awe sounding- name, the Au-
Kee-awe-waps-Ke-ha-gan, which, trans-

lated into English, means "River with a

Wall at its Mouth" called by the guides

"Wapsky." A photograph was taken

just below its mouth to show the wall,

which scarcely does justice to its remark-

within gunshot. A license to shoot and
a rifle were part of the luggage, but no-
thing with antlers was seen, though cow
moose were met.

Plaster Rock was reached about mid-
day. It is lofty and peculiar in its mark-
ings and formation, and a place of great
interest to geologists as well as to the
unlearned lovers of Nature. The Indians
took a long time to stow away a meal
and the dinner hour was never less than
one hundred and twenty minutes. That

Looking- Down on the Larger of Two Lakes Showing Its Outlet.

able appearance, the camera being at too
great a distance. It was not convenient
to obtain a nearer view with a tripod
mounted camera.
W hile it is slow work going up the

river, the scenery proved picturesque, the
farms pleasing, the forests magnificent,
and the sights so novel and changing that

the voyage was anything but tedious.

Numbers of ducks, snipe, and an occa-
sional eagle were in evidence and often

day proved to be the hottest encountered
and a Lord Clive cap was found to be of

great comfort. The camp was made just

below Burntland Brook about thirty-five

miles from the mouth of the river.

Although up at half past five the next

morning it was nearly nine o'clock before

the canoes were launched. About eleven

o'clock we passed the mouth of the River

Gulquac only three miles above Burnt-

land Brook, and it was half past four
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when Three Brooks was reached. At

this point John went ashore to prepare a

spot for campin^^ but immediately came

screaming out of the bushes and reached

for a revolver. He had found a hornets

nest and had, so to speak, lost his head.

Haste was made to leave this spot for

one with less warm a welcome. We
camped at six o'clock at Blue Mountain
Bend, a bonny spot, where we had a fine

view of the mountain. This was the first

through the limpid pool in front of the

house. This is an ideal spot, a center of

loveliness for hunter or naturalist. Two
guardians, a guide and his terrier, were
in charge. He, (not the terrier) was,
with some friends, out white fishing in the

pool, and gave some of the catch to us

for supper. The Club House is new and
well built, and is prettily embowered
amongst a grove of trees. The com-
bined guide and caretaker has something
of a soft snap, with nothing to do except

The Indian Village at the Mouth of the Tobique.

night the flies found us ; it was extremely
warm, and they were abundant.
The next day it was after eight o'clock

before the canoes were nosing up the

river. Half past eleven found us oft

Riley Brook. At six o'clock in the eve-

ning the tents were pitched at the Forks,
sixty three miles from the River's mouth,
near a finely equipped Club House be-

longing to a number of American mil-

lionaires. Salmon in abundance flash

during the fishing season.

The river now divided and one had to.

choose between its Nictaux (Forks)

Branch, leading to Nictaux Lake, and its

Rig-ht Hand Branch (so called, being

really its left) by which can be reached

the much larger waters of Long and

Trousers Lakes. A consultation with

Johnston Solis caused no change to be

made in the original plan of camping on

Lake Nictaux opposite Bald Mountains
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and climbing to it'- summit, 2.124 feet

above the sea level.

A party passed on their way to the

hunting grounds. A Nimrod was sitting

in his canoe wearing a belt full of cart-

ridges. Why he wore them is a pro-

blem for he could do no shooting until

the dawn of another day, and the opening
of the hunting season. A spill in a deep
pool and he would find swimming most
difficult. Camp was reached fifteen

miles from the Forks. On the wav we

the trip, camp was made five miles below
the lake.

As usual we were late getting under
way. The last portion of the journey-

was rather difficult and a good part of

the time was spent in the water w^ading

rapids. Splendid was the view that

opened out, as late in the afternoon, our
canoes shot into Nictaux Lake and we
gazed upon Bald Mountain, the highest

peak in the Province of New Brunswick,
and the surrounding thickly wooded

"A Log Earn Having Been Built Near By Upon Which Only Two Day's Work Had Been Done."

came upon a cow moose wading in the
stream. She let us come quite close to

her from the rear, then turned her head,
looked at us in the most contemptuous
and indifferent manner and slowly dis-

appeared into the forest. One was met
on the downward trip and she treated us
in like manner. Much of the water was
too low and speedy even for poling, and
.wading and towing took its place.

At the expiration of just one week of

shores. Several one pound trout wer^
caught and were a welcome addition to.

our fare.

On the next day, though Nature was
moody and frowning, a visit was paid to

Mud Lake, so called by the guides, and
separated from Nictaux Lake by but a

few canoe lengths of water. It deserves

this name of itself although considered to

be part of Nictaux Lake. Mud Lake is

completely surrounded by mountains^
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which gives it a most picturesque appear-

ance. To take a photograph of the lake

one has to wade in mud up to his knees

and plant his tripod where it sinks three

feet into the ground. On the way we
passed a hunters' camp and found they

had already shot a moose and a couple of

caribou. The district is a veritable para-

dise for hunting.

The night was cold after a heavy rain.

In the morning when lying in the tent the

writer noticed that its top was covered

slippery. When several of these are

fastened to the bottom of a canoe they

make it run over the shallows more easily

and prevent its bottom from being de-

stroyed when in contact with and running
over the rocks and gravel.

The sight of Bald Mountain, cloud-

kissed, is well worth the journey, even

thougti it had been, (which it was not,)

one of dreary and unbroken hardships.

But a sight of more grandeur opened at

three in the afternoon, when, for the first

"A Number of the Ladies Desired to Have Their Pictures Taken.

with flies and saw a hornet dash in and
in short order kill the whole of them. It

would seize a fly, tear oft its wings and
eat it. The moral is that in travelling in

places where the flies are plentiful take

along a nest of hornets. Fleas are train-

ed: why not hornets?
The guides prepared shoes for their ca-

noes for running down the stream. A
shoe is made in the shape of a ski, and
being of green material is extremely

time since our arrival at Nictaux Lake,

Bald Mountain peak could be seen as the

clouds rolled grandly away, and a picture

of it was taken just as a party was pass-

ing in canoes carrying out a hunter who
had fallen sick.

It was decided to cross the Lake, and

climb to the topmost point of view. One
guide carried the heavy camera up the

mountain tied upon his back with ropes,

and the other the rifle. It took just one
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hour to reach the summit, an hour of hard
climbing over treacherous moss covered
cavities and amidst granite boulders. The
extreme top. as well as its sides, is cover-

ed with stunted trees and it is impossible

to take a picture from there, but a few-

feet lower down there is a good stand for

the photographer to take his views from
a pile of rocks and in several places mass-
es of rock jut out making good view
points. Unfortunately a journey-man
photographer cannot always choose his

lights. To do so would often necessitate

long waits. Looking out from the top

of Bald Mountain one cannot but agree

with those who contend that it should

be made into New Brunswick's Pro-

vincial Park. It is a scene of splendor

and grandeur. In the distance nothing

but unbroken forests and at its foot the

glistening water of the lake. It has not

the massiveness nor the lonely horror of

the Rockies, neither is it inhabited by
grizzly bears, dangerous snakes, and
other animals who call a truce and feed

together at the garbage heap of a garish

hotel. Yet it has interesting peoples of

its own. The clever and almost extinct

beaver, that most lordly of all animals

the moose, caribou, deer, the most hand-
some and friendly of bears, the black

bear, squirrels, chipmunks, wdld cats,

mice, etc.. and even brilliantly tinted

green non-poisonous snakes, could be

gathered at a garbage heap if an hotel

were cected in its midst.

Riotous is the enjoyment of a toboggan
slide down an ice clad mountain slope,

but it lacks the poetrv of motion, the

variety of scenery, the sweetness long
drawn out of a ninety-eight- mile ride

down the steep glassv and oftentimes

broken >^nrface of New Brunswick's clear-

est of waters. Onward go the shoe clad

eagle-w'rged canoes with terrific speed

down the river, through mighty forests,

over s'^'O'^th surfaces, down fiery but gen-

erallv br»nnless ranids. with an occasion-

al grati"g as the canoe speeds over a

shallow bed. through deep places where
its finn>- inhabitants are plainly visible in

calr^ er»''n'fnent of its coolness, then past

well I'ent and prosnerous farms of un-

surpas'^ed fert'"lit\-. ard through the weird

depths of a gorge, a most interesting ex-

ample of the mighty powers of erosion,

with water so clear that the canoes seem
to be floating in air and the river bottom
of glistening white calcite intermingled
with slate is plainly seen fifty and sixty

feet below its depth at one point, the

Narrows. Imperceptibly, remorselessly
and ceaselessly, at this gorge the river

gnaws its way into the vitals of the rock.

Five thousand years from now where will

be its bed? Will any human being be
here to view?

From Xictaux Lake to River St. John
the Tobique presents one long ever

changing scene of enchantment with only
a particle of physical danger, scarcely

enough to give it spice. It took nearly

eight days to pole up, while it was co-

vered on the downw-ard trip in a couple

of hours more than three days of lazy-

steering, wnth but an occasional pushing
over shallow-s that grazed the bottom of

the canoe.

On the way down we passed two
ploughs at work, each with two men,
built somew-hat on the plan of a horse

power snow plough only composed all of

metal. It is used every summer with a

span of horses to deepen the channel be-

tween the Forks and Plaster Rock, where-

ever necessary, so that the horses can tow
boats or small scow-s carrying supplies to

the lumbermen. When we passed

Plaster Rock, on our way up, the channel

w-as open, but on our return a portage

had to be made around, a log dam having

been built near by upon wdiich only two
days' w^ork had been done. In that time

quite a showing had been made. What
wdll be the effect upon the fishing pri-

vilege ?

From Indian Village there is a rather

fine view of the River St. John. The
Indians seem to be a happy, but careless,

lot of people. Most of the male Indians

were away acting as guides. A number
of the ladies desired to have their pictures

taken and the two guides and one other

male formed part of the group.
_
Some of

the children crept in, and one little boy,

a son of Johnston Solis, had a wonder-

fullv old face, and his eyes looked out up-
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on the world as if he knew more than one

ever dreamt of, w^hile he nursed a cat as

if it were a wooden idol and could be

held without injury in any position. Then
Johnston Solis insisted upon a family

o^roup.

Farewell beauteous Tobique ! May we
be spared to again plough over your
calm and rugged surfaces and push on
with joyous spirits to the head of other

branches and sources of your plenteous

supply of hyaline waters.

A Fine Catch of Muskies

THE fishing on Lake Scugog, On-
tario, was exceptionally good dur-

ing the last season and maskin-

onge of large size were frequent-

ly caught.

Mr. R A. Linton and Mr. R. Linton,

of Toronto, spent their vacation at Caes-

area a fine summer resort on the Lake.

The place is reached after a two hours'

ride from Toronto on the Canadian Paci-

fic Railway, leaving the train at Nestletoh

and driving back for two miles. Good
accommodation is to be had and the scen-

ic beauties of the place are unsurpassed
elsewhere. Bass fishing is good and on
several occasions during their stay the

brothers caught their limit. Boating and
fishing are the delights of the outing and
the illustrations show the possibilities of

maskinonge fishing, although only four

fish out of eight caught appear in the

picture. These fish weiglied from six-

teen and a half to twenty two pounds
each. Mrs. F. A. Linton captured a twen-
ty-two pounder and the whole of the

members of the party agreed after the

strenuous exertions necessitated by such
successes, that the maskinonge is one of

the gamiest of fresh water fishes. The
delights of such captures are many and
they can be enjoyed to the full in the

season at Caesarea.

Three hundred small mouthed black

"bass were placed in the lake near Wrox-
eter, Ontario, in September. It is pro-

posed to add the same number for the

next two years during which time fishing

in the lake will be prohibited.

Bert and Bob Linton, of Toronto, with Four Maskinonge

—

22 lbs., 17 lbs., I614 lbs.. 16 lbs.

Mrs. Bert Linton with her 22 lb. Maskinonge.
All Caught in Lake Scugog.



A Pretty Island Not Far Trom Our Camp.

A Vacation Camping Trip in Muskoka

WHERE could we take our vaca-

tion getting the most from ex-

penditure? This was the ques-

tion that confronted us during
the melting days of midsummer. Every
degree the mercury rose helped toward
our decision.

W^e were two working girls,—an M.D.
and a B.A.—sorely needing a temporary
change of program, and a mother, who
with face bravely turned toward life's

sunset, was busy and worn with philan-

thropic and literary work. One of the

girls had a valuable asset in the form of a

husband college professor.

A round trip excursion rate over the

Grand Trunk promised to take us some
four hundred miles into the wilds of Ca-

nada.

We took a tent, well filled lunch bask-

ets, otherwise but small quantity of pre-

pared foods, (on account of duties) bed-

ticks, bedding, etc. Our culinary outfit

consisted of kettle, frying pan, coffee pot,

basins of various sizes, knives, forks.

spoons, plates, cups and saucers of Ger-

man enameled ware, such as we could

easily put in our trunks.

Our wardrobe consisted of changes of

underwear for hot and cold weather, and
clothing that had waited for such an op-

portunity to prove valid its excuse for

existence, with plenty of warm wraps,

shawls and steamer rugs.

At half past two on an August after-

noon we reached the railway terminal of

our journey. Here by renting with a

neighbor excursionist, we secured the use

of a row and sailboat, interchangeably.

We took one of the boats (all bearing In-

dian names) going "up the lakes." We
purchased such things as we should need,

as we were to be ten miles from town by
boat—fifteen by trail.

The steamer left us two miles from our

destination. Our sail and row-boat sup-

plemented by a farmer with his row-boat,

took us to our camping ground. It was
a charming point, slightly sloping toward

the lake, decorated with evergreens, fir
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balsams with their spires pointing hea-

venward, spruce, hemlock, and the "tall

rock-pines like tossing plumes," which
Mrs. Alexander mentions in "The Burial

Partial View of Our Tent on the Beach.

of Moses." The lake shore was fringed

with cedars forming a beautiful archway
above the landing-place, which Nature
had provided with artistically chiselled

rock-work, generously and conveniently
distributed.

With the assistance of a neighboring
excursionist, the tent was soon erected,

and floor laid (boards rented from a not-

far-away "settler from the States.'') We
had cots, but some preferred the tradi-

tional spruce bough bed, which with

hatchets we were prepared to secure from
"the forest primeval."

We rowed one and a half miles across

an arm of the lake with its rock-crowned,
tree-draped islets appearing, unexpect-

edly on either hand, to get milk, eggs and
butter of a farmer, and have our ticks fil-

led with fragrant, new-mown, well cured

ha}'. We came home (blessed word city

circumscribed, thrice blessed in wood-
land wilds) in the twilight gloaming
threading our sinuous way among the

islands, the dark shadows along the shore

relieved by the long silvery moonlit path

across the water, that seemed to#be ever

changing as we advanced. We were re-

minded of Milton's lines describing the

departure of our first parents from their

original home.

"The world was all before them where
to choose.

And Providence their guide."

This difference however, they were
leaving their Eden, we had just entered
ours.

With the soft sighing pines above, the

drowsy insect sounds around, the gentle

lap, lap of the lake below, insomnia was
distanced, and Nature claimed her own.
As morning broke a prancing squirrel on
our tent roof in expostulatory tones re-

minded us that we were not denizens of

the forest,—simply occupants by courtesy.

A peripatetic porcupine impressed the

same idea still more forcibly on our minds
by a nocturnal visit to our cook-house.

Said cook-house was a "lean-to" addition

to our tent, formed from fresh-cut birch

poles, and remnant boards. In this was
a stove from whence emanated many a

savory dish although we were far from
being slaves to our kitchen. This fea-

ture was all the more enjoyable as for

Cut for a Row.

years we had all been boarders. We did

not care for meat which simplified cook-

ing, and lessened expense.

During the first year's experience on
the same ground we did not have the

kitchen, or stove, yet were comfortable.

Cupboards for both rooms were con-

structed from packing-boxes, and a fur-

nace built outside of rock and clayey soil,

where, when the whim seized us. we
could boil a kettle of corn and potatoes.
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cook pancakes, and many another deli-

cacy in the cpen. Said pancakes were
eaten with an added relish because of the

maple syrup.—not city born or bred, but
simple and pure from the trees in the

woods around us. The aforementioned
cupboards and range were constructed by
mere women. The woods contained an
abundance of dry fuel free. The cha-

peron of our party gained the title of

"chip lady" by her industry in gathering
chips left by wood-cutters.

Our post office, and nearly all our hu-

man neighbors were a mile and a half

away through "the bush."
Race suicide is evidently unknown in

this locality—eight or nine children in

each of several families, within a radius

(Alas that the line of demarkation is so
often indistinct!) What right has the
brother and sister living in town to invade
the territory belonging to the brother
and sister in the country—or the parent
government—and leave a trail of unbur-
ied, or unburned garbage, tin cans and
boxes, waste paper, etc., to occasion dis-

gust, or devastation from smoldering
sparks of carelessly left picnic fire, while
they are moving on to pastures new?

It would be impossible to tell in one
article half the delights that filled those
all-too-short two weeks.
As we returned to "life's ceaseless toil

and endeavor", we came laden with bal-

sam pillows that our own hands had
gathered, sprays of feathery maidenhair

Our Neighbors with Their Inree Cniiaren and Dog on Their Way to Call Upon Us. The Sail is Made from a Tahle Cloth.

of a few miles. These kind, friendly peo-
ple will long live in our memories.
We had our "before breakfast plunge,

and our after dinner swim—two of them
when we pleased. Often from our lake-

moated castle, we sallied forth like feudal
lords of "ye olden time," sometimes for a

sail, sometimes a row, sometimes for ex-

ploration, and a picnic dinner on a neigh-
boring island, the "call of the wild'' invi-

ting us still farther on. Best of all was
a trip across the lake over on "The Rocks"
where fat blueberries, and fair harebells

abounded, and the air seemed as pure as

that provided our primitive parents.

There was a difference however between
ihe ancient and modern feudal lords.

fern, and memories of laughing loons, dear

wild duc"ks—too dear for the sportsman's
gun, ineffably sweet bird songs, evergreen
islands, and indescribable opaline sunset

lights athwart the tranquil lakes.

Those, and many another, caused us to

feel that we had made no mistake in the

locale of our vacation. They also served

to illumine many an otherwise sunless

day, and starless night—days when the

limp physical interior threatened the dig-

nified collar, and restless nights suggest-

ed "brain fag' which was averted by ex-

hilarating memories of our sojourn amid
the entrancing Vv'ilds whose Indian name
means Sunny Skies.

"Go thou and do likewise."



Author And Indian Guide With a Fine Catch.

Our Holiday Trips In Ontario

The Pickerel and French River Country

BY C. M. VAIL.

MY ideas of the Pickerel River, On-
tario, secured from maps and the

ever-present railway folders,

was a small, swift stream, flow-

ing between mossy banks and surrounded
by high forests. The river, as I found it,

was so entirely different that even a

comparison was impossible.

To reach the Pickerel and French Ri-

ver country involves but a short and in-

teresting trip from Toronto, passing

through the far-famed Muskoka region

and the various Indian reserves until one
reaches the land of rocks and lakes.

There is hardly a mile passed on the

railroad when one cannot see the glim-

mer of a sheet of water edged about by
giant Norways and White Pines and
bordered by the smaller Cedars and
Tamaracks. As the station of Pickerel

is approached, one is filled with even a

greater spirit of anticipation and after

crossing a bridge, the Pickerel River,

stretching for a mile on either side^

bursts into view. It is a stream varying
in width from one hundred yards to a

mile. It is sluggish in current, with

dark water tinged with red, but its beau-

ty lies in the rocks and cliffs that rise

majestically on every side. Huge piles

of granite and shale, lined with white
seams of quartz, seem to spring up from
the water's edge and stretch back and up-

as if piled by some giant hand. No mile

of the river gives the same view. The
shores first recede, then rush together.

Mr. Martin Fenton, the C. P. R. repre-

sentative and 'head guide of the country,.

(Post office address: \\'anakewan, Pic-

kerel Rierv, Ont.) is a genial host, who is.

well prepared to outfit any party for an

unlimited trip in the wil'ds. His home.,

situated on the highest shore of the

stream. furnishes comfortable head-

ouarters, should one not desire the camp,

life.
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The Indian "uides, tactiturn and grim
as is their nature, are very reliable men.
and, being- licensed by the Ontario G.>
vernment, have to observe the game laws
strictly. We were particularly impress-
ed by their caution as regards fires. No
precaution was too great to be taken.
Every fire was carefully extinguished be-

fore we left camps and no fire was ever
built in an exposed place.

We left the C.P.R. bridge behind us

one Friday morning at 6.30, while the

mist had not yet risen from the river. It

is but a short three mile paddle up the

Pickerel to Horse Shoe Falls, the first

portage. A scramble of fifty yards over

Enjoying The Journey. . A Fine Stretch on the French.

Stones and logs brought us to the small
stream above the falls. Ten minutes
more and we were in a new country.
Rocks there were, but in higher clififs and
often entirely covered by forests. The
small guts w^ere filled with light woody
growth, but the hills were covered with
tiers upon tiers of huge pine trees un-
touched by the hand of man. The stream
widens into a bay with a number of

small islands, varying in size from a

scant fifty feet square to two hunared
acres. From every side stretch long
winding bays so like the real channel

A JIaskinonge Caught Near Bark Island,

that without perfect knowledge of the

country one is absolutely helpless. It is

here that the real fishing began for us.

We had caught in the Pickerel several

medium sized fish, bass and pike but in

otir wildest dreams w^e had never imagin-

ed game such as this. We used spoon
with bacon rind, small frogs, phantom

Mrs. C. M. Vale, Chicago, With Her Twenty and One-
Half Pound Kaskinonge,



Our Wilderness Home.

minnows and even the humble worm, all

with universal good luck.

Winding our way through the islands

and bays we reached the Big French,
stopping long enough to drop a hook in-

to the w^ater of a small lake, not shown
on any map and situated a little East of

the main bay containing the five Horse
Shoe Islands. Here we found large pike

running up to ten pounds and a species

of Large Mouth Black Bass, averaging
about one and one-half pounds. These
fish were full of fight and gave splendid

sport when caught with a fly rod.

The Big French is a large stream as

compared with the Pickerel, with little

current save in the Falls and with much
more heavily wooded banks. It also

contains many islands that furnish splen-

did camping grounds and are free from

the camper's unbidden guest, the ubi-

quitous porky.

We paddled six miles up the French
River to a small island just west of Bark
Island. It is situated at the mouth of a

bay nearly a mile in length, at the end
of which is a fifty foot lift over an old

dam into a very small shallow outlet of a

narrow winding lake, also unnamed.
This lake is full of pike of medium size

and large mouth black bass. In Sep-

tember of the same year, on a second trip,

we caught a beauty that weighed five and
one quarter pounds. There is another

beautiful lake about a half mile north

over a very rough unmarked portage. We
walked through the woods to look at It,

but did not carry a canoe. It is of fair

size, well wooded and gives every ap-

pearance of afifording good fishing. As

Taking Lunch On An Island.



The Big French Rapids, Above French Eiver Village.

far as we could learn, no one has ever
tried it. The portage is rough but pas-

sable. While in the first lake, we saw a
number of deer and also paddled up to

within thirty feet of a bull moose which
was contentedly eating lily pads.

The French River from Bark Island to

Five Mile Rapids ofters splendid Bass
fishing. We often took ten to twenty
fish in an hour or two returning to the

water all we could not eat. One "small

mouth" caught in September weighed
exactly four pounds. In the early

Spring and late Fall there is good
muscallonge fishing, provided one tries

the deep water between the islands. We
caught one in September that weighed
twenty and a half pounds and that was
only landed with the help of a twenty-two
rifle after seventeen minutes of hard

fighting. A friend of ours caught an-

other, one week later, that weighed thir-

ty-one pounds and fought for forty-five

minutes.

\\'e went no further up the French
River. On our return we stopped at Cat
Lake, a little East of Owl Island. It is

reached after a half-mile portage well

marked, and with but few climbs. This
lake is one of the most beautiful spots in

Canada. It is like the palm of a man's
hand with ten fingers. The main lake is

net over half a mile wide, but it would be
a strong man who could skirt the shores

in one entire day"s paddling. The long

bays run ofif in every direction and in

turn divide into other bays that wind ofif

beyond the power of man to describe.

Here is where game abounds. We
caught small mouth bass beyond number

Wanakewan House. Pickerel River, Ont.
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and occasionally a wall-eyed pike and

there are "Muskies" too, though we did

not catch any, for we saw a big one swim

lazilv up to the very bank of one island

and examine cur phantom minnow, with

which we were teasing the bass. How
we wished for a nice lively green frog

then. Not a day passed that we did not

see deer. One day we actually counted

thirteen and many were the films we

wasted trying to get good photographs of

them.
From here we paddled down the big

French to the islands above Little French

Portage. Deer Bay was weedy and

shallow and we found it full of wall-eyed

pike that fought spasmodically and then

furnished excellent eating. Of all the

fish we caught, the flesh of the wall-eyed

pike, or as Canadians call it pickerel, was

the most delicious. We never tired of

it; fried, baked or boiled it was ever a

lu'xurv. From this bay there is a two

hundred yard portage running back to

the Pickerel River. The path lies over

the top of a high hill, but it is well mark-

ed and free from fallen trees and stones.

From there the Big French runs West

into Dry Pine Bay, a large sheet of water

full of sunken logs and surrounded by

bare bluffs. This Bay runs north and

south with the Big French flowing di-

rectly across it. The outlet of the river

at the west is not apparent until you ap-

proach very near the shore. During the

earlv summer the French is apt to be

jammed with logs from Dry Pine Bay to

Ox Lake. We found it full for over five

miles and consequently had to change our

plans and go north up the Murdock. a

river that flows into the north end of the

Bay. The east shore of the bay ofifers fair

fishing and we were given to understand

that the ground from Meshaw Falls to

Eighteen Mile Bay was little fished.

One partv we had met had killed several

"Muskies" in the islands above the Falls.

The West Shore is very barren and was

completely fished out in the neighbor-

hood of Miller's Mill, on account of the

many Indians working there. This Mill

burned down in July and it is doubtful if

it will be rebuilt. North of the Mill the

river narrows and flows for miles through

a country barren as a plowed field and

Just Above Horse Shoe Falls, At Luncheon Time.

about as inviting. There are no large

trees of any kind and even the scrub pine

look asharned of themselves. The water

is sluggish and the channel is clogged

with weeds. The shores are reedy and

most irregular. The peculiar shape of

the entire country made us believe the

river to be simply the remains of a chain

of eiacial lakes.

FISHIN'
BY J. J.

Oh, it's funny sort 'er work,

—

Fishin' Trout,

An' yer jest got ter min' what
Yer about.

Yer must keep back outer sight

Not ter give the fish a fright

:

All the time ye air a-fishin'

Yer must keep in one persishun

Keep yer line a-gently swishin'

An' keep wishin'. wishin', wishin',

Thet thev'll bite.

TROUT
ENMAN.

If the water's pretty deep

Let down low

;

If a trout's meanderin' round
Work up slow

;

If he gobbles up yer bait;

There's no more time to wait;

Don't yer show the least emotion

When he takes this little notion

To do honor to yer potion

;

Give yer rod a sudden motion

Land him "nate"

!



Dr. E. Breck, and Mr. Cabot, of Boston.

European and American Hunting Methods

The Landgrave of Hesse's Game List

BY DR. EDWARD BRECK. PRES. X. S. GUIDES' ASSOCIATION.

IN
"Rod and Gun" for June of this

year Mr. L. O. Armstrono^ takes up
the cudgels for the sporting honor
of the present head of the non-reign-

ing branch of the Hesse family, and as-

serts that he is "a fine old sportsman."
No doubt he is, according to his lights.

but is it well for an American (I use the

term in its broad sense) sportsman to al-

low any other feeling than that of dis-

gust for the methods of so called "sport"'

practised in European countries, includ-

ing Great Britain? Granted that such
men as Lord Walsingham, the Land-
grave, the Emperor and others are rath-

er to be pitied than censured, would it

not be better to hold them up as horrible

examples, and to warn our fellow sports-

men here of what may come if we allow

the hunting and fishing privileges of this

continent gradually to drift into the hands
of the rich, as is now unfortunately the

tendency?
Let us look at the Landgrave of Hesse

and his ilk from a few significant stand-

points, since the general public is pro-

bably quite uninformed on the subject.

The first and most important, question is:

Are the hunting methods of Europe as

sportsmanlike as our own. and shall we
wor'k to preserve our own or replace

them with those of the great European
landowners? Let us see. and at the

outset, let us not attempt to fasten any
degree of guilt upon the European who
carries on the conditions that he has in-

herited. It is merely a question of wheth-
er these conditions are abhorrent or not

in themselves, as compared with our own.
In America, Nature has given us a

good stock of game, and we try by right

game-laws and by government restock-

ing, to keep it on a high level. In Europe
the State does very little, and the land-

owner pretty much everything. For ex-

ample, the hunting-grounds of the Land-
grave or the Emperor William are their

own private property. An exception is

offered in the case of certain great public

hunting-estates in France, which are kept

up by the state for the benefit of the

President ; this is only an inheritance
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from monarchical times. The English

squire breeds his pheasants and many

other birds on his estate and liberates

them when the hunting-time comes. In

the Emperor's forests even the wild-

boars are fed at certain hours, and food

is provided for the great cervidae during

the inclement season. In other words

the game is semi-wild only. Ours is

wild completely. Again ; while it is true

that the real hunter, if he wishes, can

find difBcult and even dangerous sport

among, say the Carpathian or the Tyrol-

ese mountains and other places, never-

theless in the vast majority of cases, es-

pecially when bird-shooting is the object,

the hunters would hardly be said by Am-

erican sportsmen to be obliged to take

more physical exercise than a golf-player,

let alone any danger to be run. Look at

the pictures of the King and his guests

;

they wear starched collars. They rise

from a meal, drive to the covers and find

the beaters prepared to receive them.

Each guest has his stand and his attend-

ant keeper to hand him a loaded gun as

he empties his own. Word is given and

the beaters move in such a manner that

the game comes down the open places

directly at the hunters, who are offered

a large number of shots, for the most

part without stirring from their tracks.

Mr. Armstrong appears to think that the

difficultv of many of these shots justifies

the method and puts the scoffer to rout.

I have possibly attended more meets of

this kind in both England and Germany

than Mr. Armstrong, and I do not agree

with him. It is very true that the shots

offered, say, at a partridge-drive, are oft-

en of great difficulty, and the skill shown.

often of the first order, but this does not

make us feel any more lenient towards

the sportsmanship of having game driven

right at you. Furthermore this kind of

shooting has its knack, like any other, and

I am of the opinion that several New
England partridge and quail shooters

whom I know would not have to shoot

long in England before giving cards and

spades to the great majority of society

bird shots. In fact I know of cases to

the point.

Now how do we do it here? We go

out into the covers with or without a

dog and put up our own game. Drivers

and beaters are as good as unknown on

this side of the water. In Germany the

chief forester is given notice in advance,

and he arranges the surrounding of the

game (deer, wildboar, etc.), so that, when
the Landgrave and his guests arrive at

the stands (covered blinds), only a sig-

nal is needed to start the beaters, the

result being that the quarry, often in

very droves, runs right by the hunters,

comfortably ensconced on their seats in

the blinds. All they have to do is to

drop as many as they can shoot before

what you may call the "flight" or "flock"

gets past. This is in no manner an exag-

geration. Except in Scotland for stags

and in the Austrian highlands for cham-
ois, there is practically no such thing as

stalking big game. At most it is a wait-

ing for the game to stroll by certain places

known to be favorite feeding-grounds.

Years ago, on the outskirts of the beauti

ful Thuringian village of Schwarzburg, I

used to notice in our walks towards

evening, gentlemen in shooting-costume

sitting on portable stools here and there

in the woods, overlooking a meadow.
The natives told us they were the guest.'^

of the Prince, waiting for the deer to

come out and feed. As the poor victims

invariably came out to feed at a c-ertain

hour, it is easy to See why we were not as-

tonished to hear rifle-shots not long after.

The deer were so tame there that I fre-

quently came within twenty feet of them

before' they would run oft*. I was once

present at one of the great hunts of the

German Emperor, whose stand was sit-

uated opposite the end of an alley in

the forest about fifty yards across, called

the "big run,'' and into which other nar^

rower allevs ran, converging on the "big"

one. When the bugle gave the signal

for the—well, say slaughter, it is evid-

ent that the noble deer were exposed to

the Emperor's rifle the moment they

showed themselves in any of the alleys.

Those that he missed or had no time

to shoot only fled to pass the other

stands, whose occupants (I was one)

were as ready to shoot as their illustrious

host. Mr. Armstrong may approve of

this kind of thing, which shows the meth-

ods of the Landgrave of Hesse and his
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kind, but some of us will continue to
brand it as unworthy of an American
^sportsman at least. To mv mind its
sportsmanship is on a par wi'th a fisher-
man who would hold a net over a break
in a dam and catch a bi^ trout driven
throuo^h by persons stirrino^ up the pool
with sticks. I do not blame, look you ;

I merely pity those unfortunate Europe-
ans. Oh! what a contrast with the
freedom of our woods! To think that
not even the most important of the Em-
peror's guests would dare to cut so much
as a sapling in any of those forests.
Camping-out there would not be tolerated
and it is a lucky thing to get permission
to pitch one's tent on the edge of a lawn
and cook one's supper by means of an
alcohol lamp.

The Landgrave preserves game, it is
true, but for whom does he preserve it?
For everybody? Not by a jugful! He
preserves it for himself and a few privil-
eged persons only. The common people
have long ceased even to imagine having
a hunt themselves. Only the well-to-do
can purchase the right to shoot birds or
hares on some estate whose owner wish-
es to pick up a penny on the side. If
people of Canada and the United States
are wise they will ever oppose bitterly the
granting of a single exclusive sporting
privilege for the payment of money. We
are fast drifting towards European land-
lordism in such matters. Do not let us
allow one single private club that en-
joys exclusive privileges. Wise are the
men of Maine and most unwise those
of certain Canadian Provinces. Let us
by all means imitate Maine, w^ho holds
her fish and game for her whole people,
allowing the millionaire no more for his
game-license than the least citizen. That
is a different and more wholesome wav
to preserve game than the absolutely
selfish one of the Landgrave of Hesse.
And far, far away be the day when we
shall boast of an American sportsman
surpassing the shooting record of Lord
Walsingham, who, in order to accom-
plish it, was obliged to kill several birds
per minute for a number of consecutive
hours.

\\ e want none of the methods of the
Landgrave of Hesse in America, nor need

we tolerate any apology for them, for
they are worthy of our contempt only.

Note:—The following quotation from the Lon-
don "Globe" sheds light on the methods of Old
Country "Sportsmen."

Lord Walsingham of course holds the record for
the most remarkable single handed day 's shooting
ever recorded in these islands. On Au-ust 28,
1872, his lordship, using two muzzle loadi'ng guns
and two breech loaders in turn, bagged 842
grouse on Blubberhouses Moor, Yorkshire, shoot-
ing for about twelve hours. Sixteen vears later
however, Lord Walsingham eclipsed his earlier
performance.

Beginning to shoot soon after 5 o'clock in the
morning on August 30, 1888, his lordship had
killed to his own gun no fewer than 1.070 grouse
by 7:30 in the evening. The birds on this" occa-
sion were driven to the butts bv forty beaters,
and four breech loaders—loaded with black pow-
der—were employed.

The late Sir Frederick Milbank, one of the most
skilful all round shots ever seen in this country,
had 728 grouse to his own gun during a dav's
driving as one of a party of several guns 'in
August, 1872.

Heavy bags of snipe and woodcock are, one
hears, chiefly a thing of the past; they are at
least much less common nowadays than formerly.
But strangely enough it is only 'fifteen years ago
that the biggest bag of woodcock on record for°a
single day was obtained.

This was at Ashford, Ireland, on Lord Ardi-
laun's estate, where no fewer than 205 'cock were
killed on January 25, 1895. The bag for six days
was 508 'cock. Lord Elcho once bagged 1.250
'cock in a season at Muckross, Ireland, 840 of
these being obtained in ten days' shootine.
Nothing like this has ever been done in England,
the best single day's bag ever recorded being one
of 105 woodcocK: in Swanton Wood, Norfolk."" dur-
ing December. 1860.

The present Marquis of Ripon. formerly known
as Earl De Gray, has probably accounted for
more game than any other living sportsman, savs
the "Yorkshire Post."

Four years ago the German Emperor had in the
course of nearly thirty years bagged about 40,
000 head of game. But so far back as 1895
Lord De Grey had eclipsed this record eight times
over, having in twenty-nine years bagged 316,
699 head. Of this enormous total the chief items'
comprised 111,190 pheasants, 89,400 partridges,
45,500 grouse, 26,500 hares and about the same
number ot rabbits. In Ireland a few years ago
he brought down sixteen geese with one gun (two
barrels). In i893 alone he accounted for 19,135
head, including 8,732 partridges, 5,760 pheasants,
2,611 grouse, 837 hares, 914 rabbits and 300 beasts
of the field.



Hearty Repp.st on Land.

The Fitful Fishing Fever

BY CHARLOTTE CARSON TALCOTT.

Ihave a horrible fear in my mind." I said

to my neig-hbor. Somethin^^ seems

to tell me that before Ion? I shall burst

my cell and go a-fishing." There

are a few salient and essential facts about

fishing, that are very familiar to me, but

a fisherman has to be satisfied to know a

good many things that he can't explain;

but that is neither here nor there. I

know that summer has come, and I know
that I am due at East Lake. Every

summer, I very carefully make up my
mind that this is the summer when

I positively will not go fishing;

after a while I very carefully up and

go. I can't help it! All of

a sudden, some fine morning in June,

when the wild rose blooms and all Nature

is glad, I am seized with a desire to

snatch an inofifensive piece of pie in lieu

of a breakfast and hie myself away to

East Lake, (Prince Edward Co., Ontario)

less than two hours' ride from Bloomfield,

a rising village noted for its canning in-

dustry.

Nearly everybody, if you'll notice

closely, suffers from an attack of this

disease at least once a year. The disease,

—never serious—runs its cciu^'^e with

some people, in about six weeks ; .
': acute

attack lasts a day, with frequeni ccur-

rences of the malady. Some peop.e sa-

tisfy it by going into the North Woods
every Autumn. They have visions of

antlers rising in great stacks from the

maze of their imaginations.

They finally return, satisfied that they

have been north. But this is neither

here nor there. The main point is—that

summer has come, and I'm going a-fish-

mg!
Why is it anyway, that as soon as a
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man makes up his mind that he won't do
a certain thing, he immediately begins
preparing plans and specifications for do-
mg that very thing?
Of course there are some things that

no body on earth knows, and this is one.
So. some day in early June. I feel a rise
of temperature; the fishing fever has
a hold on me surely I

I have been informed that mv grand-
father caught trout with a bent pin and a
raveling from grand-mother's stocking,
but I am here in the flesh to inform vo\i
that it can't be done in this day.
My neighbor, who goes north everv

Fall, informs me that to fish properly. I

need a proper equipment; so. when I

start out, don't get the idea that I am
about to open a notion store at East
Lake. I have only a reasonable supply of
wonders in multi-colored imitations' of
things that fly, that swim, that creep ; the
'bent pin' and the 'raveling' of my worthv
ancestor have evolved beyond all re-
cognition. '.'

'

_

I never was fond of extremely early-
rising. It seems all right for poets and
milk-men. but, as a layman. I don't care
for the hour called four a.m.. but I must
ascertain whether my neighbor has
changed his mind about going, for he
often accompanies me. with a good-sized
basket filled with supplies; pie—always
pie—boiled eggs, ham and pickles.

'
I

claim that it is incumbent upon him to
provide the necessary victuals, if I look
after the bait. This morning all the
time that I am getting into my old
clothes, the conviction is growing- upon
me. that upon this occasion I am not to
shine as a paragon of fashion.
While I am delighted to know that mv

individuality is not completely lost, I am
vaguely conscious of having merged into
a dead level of mediocrity. I am think-
ing too of many things. The uncut lawn,
the garden that requires attention and the
veranda floors that I promised my wife
I'd paint, but these are all elastic propo-
sitions. It's too late to retreat with honor.
Tm going a-fishing!.

There is a delay in getting ofif—delays
are apt to occur—as I have just made
the astonishing discovery that mv early
Plymouths have eaten nearlv half the bait.

Mrs. Charlotte C. Talcott.

that I secured by the light of my lantern,
at a late hour last night; but my sorrow
is overweighted by the pride I take in the
excellent quality of the half that those
ravenous birds did not get.
My neighbour joins me, when I drive

up to his door—with the unmistakable
air of a veteran fisherman, basket in hand.
"Got them worms?"
"Yep!"
"You got the grub?"

1 ep !

"All right, come on !"

_

My neighbour is as nimble as he pos-
sibly can be. laden as he is, wath heavy
rods, and ponderous reels that—as he
obstinately argues—"are as good as any
of the new fangled things."

"All right?"

"Yep !"

An hour's ride brings us to the blue
waters of East Lake, that shiver with a
million ripples.

Life never was more to be desired than
now. My neighbour lights his meer-
schaum. I am a nice man and I never
smoke.
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The forenoon passes without any spe-

cial excitement. Only one pike and a

bass This is merely an incident m a

fisherman's career, but it will serve as an

illustration of the uncertamty of the pur-

suit. . , 1 • r

Pretty soon the June-tide sunshine to-

cuses on our necks and ears . We assume

a rosy red, not unlike a memorial window.

Our noses too, are blistering—I suggest

an application of butter, but this remedy

is 'frowned down' bv my neighbour as

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA

with," when the acme of our sport is

reached. A whoop that would do credit

to a North West Indian, was my first

intimation that something had happened.

"I've got him ! By Jocks, I have him !''

"Come, help a fellar! Don't sit there!"

"Where will I sit?" I took time to in-

quire, but my rather common wit was lost

upon my comrade, who, by this time, was

performing most insanely.

He gives the 'lunge line enough, then

comes the fascination of 'landing' him.

He'll Go Twenty-two Pounds!"

an unseemly interruption to the business

on hand.

It is now high-noon. After a hearty

repast on land, we again lake to the boat.

We make for a sheltered place running

out our trolling lines in hopes for 'lunge-

as we are quite clear of that tangled mass

of weeds that lie along the shore. We
had long desired to try our skill at big

angling. :My comrade has just finished

a brilliant dissertation upon the historic

^'bent pin," that his father used to "fish

I advise a greater degree of tautness ;
the

suggestion passes unheeded; with the

usual inconsistency exhibited by most

fishermen,I suggest that the 'lunge be

permitted to 'play ;' this suggestion is also

treated with apparent contempt. With

wild gesticulations, I command him to

"keep his head and not make a fool ot

himself." Dear reader, the best place in

all the world to learn how and when to

mind one's own business is at the mo-

ment when a fisherman is about to land
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his 'lung-e—not yours. The heavy 'lunge
had little chance to play games with my
neighbour. At last he flopped into the
boat, where he lay exhausted, motionless,
for a moment only. My neighbour, now
quite calm but profuse with his expres-
sions of evident satisfaction with his own
"good luck,'' is 'all smiles,' and genuine
pity for his less favored companion.

"He'll go 22 lbs."

"Yes," I said—with not too much en-
thusia?n\ "T guess so !" We have a round
dozen of glistening bass ! What a pity
that at this juncture, anything should oc-
cur to mar our now supreme enjoyment.
My neighbour sits down upon something
that makes for his discomfort. His spon-
taneous rise to the perpendicular, threat-
ens to overturn the boat. He is sfivins^

free expression to his feelings, in discon-
nected sentences, that are not yet sanc-
tioned by Biblical scholars. I do no more
than cast pitying glances at my irate com-
rade. I am a nice man and I never swear.
The day is now far spent. We have
made a clean sweep of the pie, ham and
pickles. Now the sun is sinking lan-

guidly to rest in the grey and rosy west.

It is a pleasant jaunt homeward. My
neighbour and I are supremely happy and
comfortable. We are full of pie and high
moral resolves that we won't go a-fishing
again this summer. We will look closely
after affairs at home—^but this is neither
here nor there not even hence nor whence.

If ever you've been a-fishing, you know
what it means yourself.

THE GAMESTER'S CALL,
BY NONI C. BAILEY.

Oh. the sport I've had with trout and chad
And the frolicsome graceful deer,

When for the fun of rod and gun
I desert my fireside cheer.

A fond farewell to my glowing hearth,

And with hastening step I fly

To pillow my head, on the bosom of earth,

Safe under the starlit sky,

I wake with the birds in the early morn
And away to the chase I go;

O'er the hills I hear the hunter's horn
As I wander to and fro

;

As free as the air of Nature's breath,

I sigh for the bird I slay,

And the call for the mate I have sent to deatli

Oft haunts me all the day;

But my pulses thrill with the gamester's call

And with rapture my heart will fill

As I mark my game and see it fall

In accordance with my will

:

And the glitter of fish as they writhe in the sun
On the end of my trusty line

Takes me back to the days when my sport had begun
At, "Come in, boys, the water's fine."



My Dog's Story

BY R. S. D.

A SHORT inquiring bark followed

by a vigorous scratch on the

door. This was what wakened
me one bright morning last

summer at Stoney Lake. Then a pause
followed by another bark and anoth-

er scratch as before. "All right

Gamey," I said, "Will be up right away."
Then came several excited barks and a

scampering around outside followed by
several loud commanding barks which
plainly said in his canine fashion— "Hur-
ry up, its too fine a morning to be in-

doors."

Gamey is a bull terrier whose love for

the water and boating is known to the

majority of the summer residents on Ston-

ey Lake, one of the beautiful Kawartha
chain. He will follow a canoe for miles

by swimming the channels and dashing
over the islands. His great pleasure how-
ever, is to go on a canoe trip, and during

his eight summers he has visited every

point of interest on the lake many times.

In front of the cottage there is a small

depression in the rock which fills with

water when it rains, and the birds, great-

Somo Class to the Lookout.

ly to Gamey's annoyance come and wash
in it. One day, after several ineffectual

attempts to catch them, he quietly set to

work and drank the pool dry.

A.t Juniper Island his favorite pastime
consists of sitting in the center of the

dance hall with a large bun he has been

given by the baker at the store, and with

one ear stuck straight up, dares anyone
to take away his prize.

On this particular morning he seemed to

be verv anxious for a sail, so after break-

"Assumed His Characteristic Pose in the Bow."

fast, as he stood watching me closely,

I reached for my cap—the only signal he
needed for a series of dashes up and down
between the cottage and boat house in

anticipation of the trip. He was into the

canoe before I got it out of the boat

house and then jumped on each cushion
as I threw it in. Assuming his character-

istic pose in the bow% with fore paws on
the deck, and that one ear up, and emit-

ting a growl or a yawn and sometimes a

little bark, to show his appreciation or dis-

pleasure at what 'he saw as we passed
along, the trip around the lake proceed-

ed.

I dropped out a troll and paddled
through the most likely spots for maskin-
onge. On nearing the mouth of Eels Creek
I hooked one, landed it successfully, and
found when I returned to the cottage that

it tipped the scale at a little over twelve

pounds. The paddle up the creek to the

first rapids was very exciting for my little

friend in the bow as he sighted several

squirrels and also a mink, and was great-

ly peeved by the hawkings of the crow."^,

and by the booming of a partridge.

At the pool below the rapids I decided
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to try for bass, so put Gamey ashore to

roam about as he pleased while I fished

from the canoe. A gentleman in a small

motorboat nearby told me he had secured

several very fine ones and that he thought
it must be a good day for them. Before,

I had time to get settled after anchoring
and baiting my hook, there came a num-
ber of sharp barks and squeals from the

woods. This continued so long that I

concluded Gamey must be in trouble so

hurried to shore and ran into the bush
to see what was wrong. My suspicions

as to the cause of the trouble were con-
firmed when I reached him. for his old

enemy, the porcupine, had, as on former
occasions, already given him a number of

"pointers," which projected from his nose

and mouth. Beating him away with a

stick I pulled ofif my sweater and then

grasping the dog put one of the sleeves

through his mouth to hold it open. I had
called to the gentleman in the motorboat
to bring a pair of pincers, and with these

we pulled out the quills—fourteen in all.

Gamey appeared to be very thankful when
it was over, and after taking a good drink

from the creek jumped into the canoe
and looked around with an expression

which said "I'm readv to go home now."

A Day With the Chickens in Manitoba

BY GEO. HARPER.

THE opening day of chicken shoot-

ing in Manitoba this year was
ideal and many were the parties

who set out with the dawn deter-

mined to have some share of the fine

game birds we all enjoy. In the company
of Mr. William Harvey, a commercial
traveller of Winnipeg, an old Hamilton

After the Prairie Chicken.

boy, an early start was made but we
speedily discovered, by the freih Vv'agon

tracks in every trail, that many others

had preceded us.

There was scarcely enough wind to

carry scent but our dog proved equal to

the prevailing conditions and found our
first covey in a cornfield two miles from
town, the hunt taking place to the north-

west of Carman, Man. One of this covey
was bagged, and the others taking refuge

in a scrub in the opposite direction from
which the shooting wagon was headed
was not further molested.

The dog worked a stubble field ad-

joining, but though it was feeding time

no birds were found, wagon tracks across

the field indicating that the place had al-

ready been well hunted that morning. A
fine pasture field a mile further on was
next worked and the dog made a pretty

point, but the birds were wary and be-

fore the hunter was in close range they

were up, and ofif, and a couple of misses

scored. A little further on the dog came
to another point, and the man behind the

gun lost no time in getting up behind

him. No bird rose to wing and it looked

as though the dog had made a false point,

but as he held hard the shooter went in

ahead and presently flushed a round tail-

ed cock grouse that had depended upon
leg work to fool the hunter. He went ofif

with a whirr and rocking motion, but was
brought to grass with the first barrel.

Several stubble fields were quartered in

fine style by the pointer but never a bird
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was found, and it began to look like a
small bag for a day's sport. Failing to

^et a point, a move was made to the
scrubby country lying west of Barnsley
and east of Bradburn. Here quite a

number of birds were found, but it was
•difficult to locate the dog in the scrub,
and he was called in and held to close

range. Better results followed this plan,

and several single birds were bagged be-

fore a likely looking field of wheat stub-
ble was reached and the dog given a

wider range.

Shortly after entering this field, what
looked to be a couple of farmers going to

market with hen coops in their wagons
were noticed approaching. A closer

scrutiny revealed two sportsmen walk-
ing ahead with guns in their hands and
two dogs beating the ground in front.

The caravans proved to be the property
of a couple of Winnipeg sportsmen, who
were working their dogs on the relay

system. Two dogs were put down at a

time, and after they showed signs of

wearing down, they were called in, and
replaced by another pair, and so on
throughout the day. This style of hunt-
ing is easy on the dogs, but must make
rather strenuous work for the men on
foot, endeavoring to keep up with wide
ranging and periodically rested dogs.

It's different with the country bred dog,

who goes out with the rising sun, and if

he is in proper shape will be doing good
work at sunset.

No birds were found on this field, and

as the morning feeding period of the

birds was over, the drummer again re-

sorted to an oak scrub territory adjoining,

where a number of birds were found, and
though many were missed, a fair bag w^as

secured. About one o'clock the rig was
turned towards town, one or two birds

being secured on the home journey.

Carman was reached in time for the

drummer to catch his train for the city,

well satisfied with the result of his

day's sport—a dozen birds.

A BIG ONE.

BY A. R. DOUGLAS.

'Say fellers, talk 'erbout a fish,

Come here and 'have a look

;

I kotched him just downstream a bit.

An' he swallered bait and hook.'

'Pa used to talk about big ones
That he'd kotched long ago

;

Some used to weigh ten pounds and more,
But Pa's an awful blow.'

'I guess he'll kinder wink an eye,

\Mien I go home with this.

And say, "Well son, that's pretty good,
But 'taint like "OUR" big fish."

'

'Well p'raps they was big fish them days.

But p'raps they wasn't too

;

I guess they growed in folk's minds.

As big fish alwavs do.'

'Well, so long kids, I'm going now.
It's big enough for me

;

And I don't care what Dad may say.

We'll have it cooked for tea.



A Good Fish Story

BY MISS DOROTHY K. TOBEY.

TO catch a pike measuring nineteen

and one half inches in length and
weighing one and one half pounds
with a rod, line and bait, and to

catch the same as a result of one's own
personal attractions are two very different

propositions. The latter is the way we
caught ours.

I was canoeing with an American
cousin on the Napanee River, a very

The Authoress.

picturesque little stream emptying into

the Bay of Quinte, when the singular in-

cident I am about to relate happened.

Your humble servant was paddling but

being very much of an amateur at this

delightful pastime it is little wonder we
found ourselves among the river weeds.

It was while we were here, paddling
hard but making very little progress,

that our pike jumped out of the water,

over my cousin's head and landed in her

lap. As usual a girl was the bait. Such
an attractive bait, worthy of a better

catch ! But though she has been bred in

the States she is Canadian born and her

motto is "What we have we hold", a

motto she proceeded to carry out in

practical fashion. The pike made des-

perate efforts to get away and flopped

about a great deal, but we did not have

our hobble skirts on that day, unfortun-

ately for the fish, so my cousin held it

down under her skirts until I had suffi-

ciently recovered from laughing to en-

able me to paddle to shore.

We thought we had a whale and that

nothing less than a blow on the head
would kill the bold intruder. I proceed-

ed to perform this ceremonious rite with
the handle of the paddle. When I was
sure it was dead I slipped it on a stick

and photographed my two companions.
The picture shows "our catch."

Proudly we carried it home, weighed it

on the village scales, one and one half

pounds. Goodness ! we thought it

weighed nearly five pounds ! However,
it measured nineteen and a half inches

from tip to tip and therefore we decided

not to dwell on its weight but just to

tell its length.

This Was Our Catch.

Being girls though, we couldn't keep it,

so we just told everyone we met all about
it. They all said it was a good fish

story but we say it is a true fish story

as well as a good one.



Shooting and Fishing in Northern Alberta
BY J. S. CHAMBERLAIN.

THERE are many residents in

Northern Alberta who know a

good deal from personal experi-

ence of the shooting and fishing ad-

vantages of the older Provinces, and all

are agreed that, great as those advan-
tages are, they are not surpassed by
those we enjoy in this fine part of the

Dominion of Canada.
To enjoy a half or a whole day with

prairie chicken is an advantage we pos-

sess over many of our fellows in the East
and one in which w& can participate with
fair ease from Edmonton. On an after-

noon in early October, with Mr. J. W.
Morley of London, Ont., and Mr. Wil-
liam CoflFey of Appleton, Wis., the

1 1



A Fine Deer Hunt On a Quebec Preserve

BY JAMES DOUNAN.

WHAT are hunter's rates to Kazu-
bazua and return?" "Kazu
what? Where is it located?"

"On a line of the C. P. R. north

of Ottawa." All right, I shall let you
know in a minute—four seventy-five."

"Very well, Fll see you later."

The above conversation took place be-

tween an agent of the G. T. R. at Gana-
noque and the writer. For a couple of

weeks prior to this the boys were talking

"hunt", and now as the time was draw-
ing near things were being put in order.

Business was being arranged, stocks as-

sorted and purchases made so that very
little financing would be necessary du-

ring the latter part of October as hunt-

ing of deer with dogs begins in Quebec
on the twentieth of October and lasts

fourteen days.

On the eighteenth we were off, arri-

ving at Ottawa the same evening. We
"did the city" before retiring, as the

guests of G. F. Emery M.D., Eye, Ear
and Throat Specialist, noted not only as a

master of his profession but as one of our
best sportsmen, a sure shot and a good
companion. Many a pleasure, indeed, has
his thoughtfulness caused me to enjoy.

Our tour of the city was followed by a

good night's rest, a tasty breakfast, an
early start and a pleasant run on the C.

P. R. along the banks of the Gatineau. I

may say here that I know of no more de-

lightful little trip than this north of Otta-

wa. The road bed is first-class and is

contiguous to the banks of the Gatineau
for many miles.

Kazubazua was reached early in the

forenoon and after a little hustling with

dogs and luggage a start with two teams
was made. The horses "felt their mettle"

and soon the plains of Kazubazua were
left in the distance. The country here is

sandy and consequently the roads are

good. In fact one of the boys wheeled
in from Kazubazua to camp, a distance of

eighteen miles. After covering fifteen

miles we halted to rest our norses and
have dinner at a very decent place owned

by a Frenchman who furnishes meals to

hunters and others at this season of the

year. As the usual hour for dinner had
passed our appetites were very keen and
the ham and eggs which he gave us were
as sweet as I ever "Put a tooth on" and
served with a polished style such as few
but the French can command. French
names always bother an Irishman but I

think his name was Miljour. He believes

in advertising, for a young buck was kept

in a pen close to the house. After dinner

we had a smoke and a little examination

of the surroundings in order to stretch

our cramped limbs and then with the

usual commotion of dogs and guns we
were off again. We left the highway here

and turned to the right on a road made
by our club. On our way we forded a

small stream in whose waters, which did

not appear to be more than fifteen inches

in depth, brook trout may be caught.

Camp was sighted just at dusk and we
announced our arrival by a few very vi-

gorous shouts, loud enough to frighten

any deer within a reasonable distance.

Some of our fellow club members had ar-

rived at camp on the previous day and
they were soon at the landing with boats

ready to row us over to camp which is

on the opposite side of the river.

The Pickanock Club is composed of

fifteen members, eleven of whom answer-

ed to their names when the roll was call-

ed on the evening of October nineteenth,

nineteen hundred and nine. The quar-

ters of the Club are commodious, built on
the north side of the Pickanock, a tribu-

tary of the Gatineau. Any stranger is

made welcome who can sing a song or tell

a good hunting story. It is understood
however, that all exaggeration must be

omitted as all the members are particular

on this point.

The evening of the nineteenth was
spent in preliminary arrangements. Mr.
Hiram McKay, of Ottawa, was chosen

master of ceremonies. He stationed the

watches, gave orders when to start and
when to return to camp and assigned the
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locality to be covered by the dogs. Mr.
McKay was well fitted for his position

for he is a good hunter, cool and deter-

mined, a sure shot and at home in the

woods.
The morning of the twentieth found us

all on the alert and we took our respec-

tive stations with eagerness. No trouble

was found in getting starts and two does
were the result of the first day's shoot.

Most of us were green at the work and
a more tired party than we were on the

evening of that day it would be hard to

find. In spite of this, however, when
meal time was called every man was at

his post in double quick time and acted

his part like a professional. For my own
part I can say that the potatoes and fat

pork of Pontiac County cannot be beaten.

For three weeks before leaving home I

had been spending one week in bed. and
now at almost my first meal I felt asha-

med at my capacity as well as surprised

at such rapid recuperation. Give me a

deer hunt for an appetite. It will knock
all patent medicines endwise.

For the first three days we got two deer

per day with only one buck in the lot

which was rather discouraging as most of

us preferred horns. On the fourth day it

rained and no hunting of any kind was
attempted.

On Monday we got an early start and
rowed down to the eastern end of our re-

serve where a small lake lies close to

the river. Here five dogs were let loose

and soon the music began. Presently a

doe was killed in the lake by the youngest
member of our party, a boy only sixteen

years of age.

I had sat on an old log for a couple of

hours wishing for a deer or a water-proof

pad when at last I heard the sound of

two dogs coming in my direction. The
river at this point is quite narrow, while

below it widens to several hundred yards.

It did not take long for matters to come
to an interesting crisis. A splash, a

snort and the head of a large buck could

be seen moving rapidly towards the op-

posite shore about two hundred yards be-

low me. I threw ofif my coat and ran

forward about twenty-five yards so as to

get as near the mark as possible and as far

as I could go owing to the expansion of

the stream and fired. The bullet fell

short. I pulled again and this time it

struck as far beyond. I attributed my
failure to nervousness and said to myself
half audibly: "Quit your shaking and
shoot." Taking what I thought was a

steady aim, I fired. The deer seemed to

quiver and sink low in the water but
still kept nearing the shore. Again I

fired but goodness only knows where the

bullet went, I'm sure I don't. More
pumping but my rifle was empty and
though I frantically searched every poc-
ket for shell they were in my coat on the
old log. Mr. Buck showed his flag as he
loped up the bank and out of sight. A
few minutes after one of our men came
along with a boat and taking one of the

dogs across put him on the track again.

Twenty minutes after this buck was kill-

ed by one of our party half a mile farther

down the river. Our fortunate friend

deserved and got all the credit for this

deer but on examination a piece of flesh

about two inches square was cut from the

top of his neck by a bullet, the result, I

"believe, of my shot when he winced.

After this I had a couple of shots at a

spike horn to which my attention w'as

called as a charge of buckshot spattered

round his head. He was a long distance

from me and the sun was very bright

right on a line with him so that I could

not tell at the time where he went unless

he dived and escaped in that way. How-
ever, later on he got into difficulty with

the same man who shot the large buck,

when the marks of the bullets in his ears

proved his identity.

The record of this hunt would not be

complete if the names of Dr. Scott and
Mr. Stuart ex-M.P. were omitted. Both
of these gentlemen are well known in the

capital. The Doctor prefers shooting on

the runway as being more sportsmanlike.

He was not, however, so fortunate as to

get a single shot in the bush, the deer

taking lower levels or as he termed it

"Helangone". A wag suggested to him
that he should take a stand there himself

but the Doctor said he preferred the high-

er altitudes. Near the last of our time

he struck luck. While watching on the

river he saw a doe come bounding along

in mad haste. In an instant she was on
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her back with her feet in the air kicking
like a hay-tedder. Another shot and her

exertions ceased altog-ether. Mr. Stew-
art mentioned that the peculiar tumble
the doe took might have been accidental

but to be fair to the Doctor he conceded
that she was badly frightened at the first

shot. The ex-member proved himself

to be quite a musician, entertaining the

camp each morning with a coon song:
"Ebenezer's Awakening." The words
have escaped me but the sentiment was
very impressive at that early hour. Mr.
Stewart was also found "on the job" if a

deer came within range. Fourteen
empty shells were counted on a point he

occupied one day while contending the

right of possession with a buck. There
was music in the air then. This formi-

dable combatant we "cleaned up" at two
meals all but the skin. Considering the

size of the "mark" it was remarkably fine

shooting.

I feel that I must not close this article

without a few lines devoted to our cook.

He must have been an old hand at the

business for he said he had "cook for hall

the toney club round before here." We
found him a past master in tea and pork

but he had not memorized the recipe for

making soup. We had soup once; none

of us knew what kind it was, not vege-

table, not oxtail, not soupe de choux;

some one asked, "What the d kind of

soup is this?" His reply was, "Dat's too

hard a question for me to 'splain."

We took out ten deer—eight does and

only two bucks. Only the last afternoon

were we unsuccessful in getting a stand.

Our guide saw one bear, just a glimpse

and bruin was out of sight. One moose

track was noticed but no very fresh ones.

Mink were very plentiful and partridges

were also numerous.

We broke camp on Sunday after a very

pleasant outing, and let me say that if

any readers of Rod and Gun become in-

disposed from care or overwork just let

them take ten days in the woods. It may
require a little effort to make up one's

mind to go but when I say that we left

camp at noon, stayed over night at Ka-

zubazua and arrived at the Canadian

Gateway of the Thousand Islands (Gana-

noque) at three p.m. on the following

day, the effort is proved to be not very

strenuous.

POESY.

BY THE REV. A. L. FRASER.

How Time disturbs all human reckoning

And theory discards like outgrown clothes !

—

The mind of man that looketh for repose

Unto no resting place for long may cling;

For into well-searched skies new stars shall swing,

And Science fair, fresh wonders shall disclose.

Or, robed Philosophy tell what she knows

—

While Truth, unchanged, looks on, a-wondering!

But Poesy, that dost not pass away

—

Who calls the bard of Chios out of date?

—

Thou servest not as some a passing day,

Nor Now nor Then alone, nor Here nor There;

And though few love thee, this should compensate,

Thou speakest to all time—and everywhere!



The Future of the Algonquin Park

INTERESTING indeed to a large num-
ber of our readers will be the an-

nouncement that the future of the Al-

gonquin National Park, in which they

have taken such a deep concern is now
secure. The Ontario Government, mind-

ful of the growing public feeling in favor

of conservation and park reserves, have
taken steps which ensure the retention of

the park in its full natural beauties for the

present and future generations. The
park is to be enlarged and preserved and
any future cutting of timber will be car-

ried out under Government supervision

and control. It is stated that so deeply

impressed were the members of an Ameri-
can syndicate with the wonderful possi-

bilities of the park that they endeavored
to open up negotiations through Super-

intendent Bartlett for the purchase of all

game and gaming rights in the park for

the sum of $5,0'00,000. Needless to say

the negotiations were killed at the outset

by the determination of the Government
to retain the park for the use of the whole
people and the public will rejoice in the

fact that those in charge of the public in-

terests in this matter have taken such

wise and determined steps to ensure pub-
lic rights. The Hon. F. Cochrane,
since his appointment as Minister of

Lands, Forests and Mines has made se-

veral personal visits to the park and as a

result of his inspections and knowledge,
and acting upon his recommendations,
the Government have determined upon a

course of action which will command the

support of all interested in conservation

matters. The sum of $290,000 necessary

to give the Government full control of the

park will probably be raised by bonds.

Mr. Cochrane in making the ofificial an-

nouncement of this public spirited policy

paid testimony to the Hon. A. S. Hardy,
whose name, he declared "will remain
immortal through his splendid work in

creating a park policy in Ontario." We
append the official announcement and ex-

planation of this forward step in full

:

'Tt is well known that the destruction
of the beauties and uses of the Algonquin
National Park was threatened by certain

timber licensees proceeding to cut and re-

move varieties of timber other than pine,

which their licenses gave them the right to

do. As soon as the devastation began an
outcry arose, and the Government
promptly requested the company to cease

cutting in order to arrive, if possible at

some arrangement whereby, without in-

justice to them or the public, the park
mig'ht be preserved to the people of the

Province for the uses to which it was
dedicated by act of the Legislature.

"The company known as the Munn
Lumber Company was asked to submit
an offer to surrender its rights. Estimates
and values of the timber were made by
rangers appointed by the Crown. Nego-
tiations have proceeded, and a settlement

has been evolved, which it is considered,

should now be communicated to the peo-

ple. The company agrees to accept $290,-

000 for the complete surrender of all its

'rights, pine timber and everything else,

over an area of 350 square miles. It also

agrees to remove its mills, to take up the

iron on its logging railway, and thus the

territory will come back to the Crown ab-

solutely free from all rights of cutting, etc.

"The only temporary delay in this re-

spect is that the company is given leave to

remove some timber other than pine it had
cut down when stopped, and the small

quantity of pine it may cut in its oper-

ations from now up to the first of January
next.

"For these privileges the Crown insisted

that the company should reduce its price

bv $10,000. it having originally asked
$300,00'0. The quantity of timber found
by the Government experts was estimated

at 231,000,000 feet board measure, con-

sisting of black birch, hemlock, spruce,

cedar, ash, and some pine.

"The territory was set apart in 1893 to

provide a public park and forest reserve,

fish and game preserve, health resort, and
pleasure ground for the benefit and enjoy-

ment of the people of the Province. A
staff of rangers was placed in it, the game
protected, and forest fires kept out. All

this 'has entailed a large expenditure.

Now the park is alive with game of all
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kinds, deer and beaver beino^ very numer-
ous. It has become a great pleasure re-

sort. Thousands of people have visited

it. and it is undeniabh' one of the most
beautiful natural parks in the Dominion,
if not on this continent.

"Several large rivers have their heads
within its boundaries : the Muskoka, the

Petawawee, the Madawaska, the Amable
du Fond, the South River, and a network
of smaller streams, besides which there

are hundreds of lakes from the Great

Opeongo down to the tiniest ponds
studded like emeralds all through the

forest, and, therefore, the conservation of

the water supply in this great natural

reservoir has been deemed of the utmost
importance.

"The problem presented to the Go-
vernment was, on the one hand, the pre-

servation of all these beauties and uses

of the park, and on the other hand, al-

lowing the park to become a waste and
withdraw its rangers.

The Government has elected to pre-

serve the park for the benefit of the public,

to extend its area, and protect its beau^-y

and contemplated uses, and has taken this

step in full confidence that public opinion

will approve its action and the Legisla-

ture will vote the money.

"It may be well to state that when the

park was formed there was no railway
near it, and pine was the only commercial-
ly valuable timber. The commission that

reported on the establishment of the park
recommended that timbers other than
pine should be withdrawn from the oper-

ation of the timber licenses, and this was
done by the park act. Subsequently an

agitation sprang up to have the rights of

the licensees restored, and the parks act

was amended, restoring their rights for a

period of thirty years, twenty years of

which have yet to run, so that these park

licensees have statuary rights that the or-

dinary licensees do not possess.

"It would have been an act of wisdom
to compensate the licensees when the tim-

ber was first withdrawn, as at that time

timber other than pine had little or no
vallief. Unfortunately that course -was

not pursued, and now the value has great-

ly increased, particularly in that part of

the park where this company's limits are

situated, a railway running through them
and mills having been erected, to which
the timber can be taken with a drive of a

few miles.

"The territory covered by the Munn
Company's licenses amounts to 350

square miles, of which 218 square miles

lie within the present limits of the park.

It is the intention to extend the park
boundaries so as to take in the remainder,
132 square miles.

"Of course the revenue situation has

been carefully considered. In the future,

under Government management, the

thinning out of the timber and the cut-

ting of that which is matured will bring
in a considerable revenue, probably suffi-

cient in the course of time to return to

the people the entire investment. A no-

minal charge is now made for fishing and
guides' licenses. These might be in-

creased and a charge made for camping
permits and rentals of cottage sites. The
fur-bearing animals have increased to

such an extent that a reasonable number
may now be taken year by year without
detriment.

"From a variety of sources, excluding
timber altogether, probably an annual
revenue of $lo,OQO or $20,000 might be
derived from the park, and this in itself

will go a long way towards paying the

interest on the money required to pur-

chase the rights of the company."

The Western Fisheries Commission

The Royal Fisheries Commission re-

turned to Edmonton on October seventh
after visiting the northern lakes. Prof.

Prince and Hon. E. McGuire made the

farthest north trip ever taken in an auto-

mobile. The}^ made the round trip to

Lac la Biche and Athabasca Landing, a

distance of two hundred miles. Dr. Sisley

went out to the McLeod river.

At the session held in the afternoon

local sportsmen and others presented the

case for establishing hatcheries in north-

ern Alberta lakes.



An Unsuccessful Bear Hunt

FINDING ourselves in the midst of

a fine game country at Field, B.

C, it is little wonder that three

sturdy young men, known to

friends and intimates as Stacey, Furgy and

Mac, should at their various meetings

find their thoughts and conversation turn-

ed on sporting matters. One evening,

when the subject had been exhausted

from almost every point of view, Furgy

made the brilliant but startling sugges-

tion that we ourselves indulge in a bear

hunt and learn something from actual

personal experiences. The suggestion was

taken up with eagerness and we discussed

ways and means with all the enthusiasm

of youth. The very word "bear" fired

our imaginations and loosened our ton-

gues until it appeared as though there

would be no sleep for us that night.

Late as was the hour of- retiring we
were on foot early in the morning, our

feelings no whit cooled by the chilliness

of the atmosphere. Our arrangements

had been speedily made and sunrise saw

three spick and span sportsmen well arm-

ed setting out on a bear hunt with all

the confidence of inexperience. Jauntily

we made our way along the track for

about one and a half miles and then

struck boldly into the bush feeling sure

of our abilities to tackle anything in the

nature of game and relying on the ef-

fectiveness of our firearms, each one be-

ing provided with a good rifle and re-

volver. We even went so far as to dis-

cuss the best method of skinning the

bears we had not killed.

At the outset we were fortunate, enter-

ing the bush at a point where the fresh

tracks of a bear were so distinct that even

amateurs could not be deceived. Per-

severingly we followed those tracks,

through thick bush, over hills and rocks

and obstacles that under other circum-

stances would have daunted us. W^
smiled at scratched hands and thorns we
ignored.

Stacey and Furgy were in the lead and

so keenly intent upon the tracks of our

quarry that they failed to notice a steep
ravine until too near the edge to pre-

vent themselves from slipping over.
Vainly did they endeavor to save them-
selves by clutching at the bushes which
fringed the top. All they secured was a
handful of thorns which added to their

discomfort. They slid to the bottom with
more speed than became their dignity
and lay there filling the air with their

lamentations and groans, thoroughly
startling big game had there been any
in the neighborhood. At length a shout
of "Bare" from the writer who had reach-

ed the top of the ravine with greater care,

caused them to forget their sore bones,

grip their rifles and inquire as to the

locality. Mac pointed to their trousers

from which good sized pieces were miss-

ing. They became speechless with rage

and pointed out to the grinning Mac that

they Avere unable to see anything at which
to laugh. Mac agreed with them in this

contention and was again lost in laugh-

ter.

The two friends indulged in some point-

ed remarks about grinning apes and the

advisability of consulting a doctor as to

Mac's condition, excessive laughter being

one of the signs of mental deficiency, es-

pecially when indulged in over trifles.

Finally, however, the trail was resumed
along the ravine and led to a stream.

It was clear the bear had crossed and
it was up to us to do likewise. We did

not care to follow the bear's example and
swim and eventually it was decided to fall

a tree across for a bridge. This was the

plan adopted but the tree-bridge when
secured did not appear safe, and a heat-

ed argument ensued as to who should lead

the way. Mac and Stacey argued that Fur-

gy as the heaviest should take the post of

honor, the contention being that if the

tree bore his weight the two others might

feel secure that theirs would not break

the bridge down.

Furgy protested but with a two to one

vote agrainst him he had no choice. He
started ofT in fine style, balancing himself
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in the most approved manner with out-

stretched arms and flat hands. Safely

reaching the middle of the bridge he

paused. That pause was fatal. In re-

starting he lost his balance and treated

Mac and Stacey to a brilliant gymnastic
display such as would have brought down
the house in any place of entertainment.

He concluded full length on the tree, hug-

ging it as though for dear life and inci-

dentally knocked his revolver from his

belt into the foaming waters below. He
looked back at Stacey and Mac but spoke

not. for his heart was too full for words.

The remainder of the bridge was ne-

gotiated on hands and knees. Once
across Furgy launched the vials of his

wrath at the head of the devoted Mac,
telling him many things about himself of

which the innocent Mac had heretofore

been in ignorance. Mac's look of injured

innocence and amazement simply intensi-

fied the wrath of the worthy Furgy.

When the explosive force was exhausted
and coolness once more reigned the trail

was resumed. To our intense satisfaction

we found that we could read the signs

like real Indian trackers. Once again the

trail led to a stream. We decided to cross

this by wading, and removing our shoes

and stockings, we made a successful pas-

sage. Stacey and Furgy quickly resumed
their foot gear and followed the trail, pick-

ing it up in hunting fashion.

Mac enjoyed dabbling his feet in the

clear cool water but suddenly awoke to

the fact that he must follow the example
of his companions or find himself hope-

lessly in the rear. In his hurry he gave
his second boot a sharp tug but failed to

draw it over his dampened stocking. Like

a true Irishman he gritted his teeth and
gathered himself for a mighty pull. The
spirit of the chase must have been in his

muscles for suddenly he found himself on
the broad of his back with the tag of the

boot in his hand. "Thought that would
do it!" he muttered with a grin of satis-

faction, which quickly changed to one of

consternation as he sat up to lace his boot

and found no boot on which to operate.

A quick glance revealed the ^ruant boot

careening gaily down the stream. Huge
boulders and high banks prevented him

from following and recapturing the boot.

He sat down and proceeded to relieve

his feelings in such vigorous language
that Stacey and Furgy were brought back
to the bank eager to know what had oc-

curred to cause the noise.

Upon Mac's explanation they promptly
collapsed, emitting at intervals choking
and gurgling noises and gasping like fish-

es out of water. When the discomfited

Mac painfully climbed the bank minus
one boot, blessing with great freedom and
impartiality pebbles, bushes, thorns and
anything else coming in his way, his com-
panions made the bush ring with their

laughter. He had perforce to sit down and
await their recovery from a painful sei-

zure. At length they exhausted themselves
and remembering the ravine sarcastically

asked Mac if he could not now see any-

thing at which to laugh. With stoic calm
Mac replied that his sense of humor was
equal to their own but that his inability to

join them in laughter was due to the fact

that his mind was concentrated on the

thought of how to get through four miles

of bush with two feet and one boot. Upon
tihese suggestive thoughts being com-
municated to them Furgy and Stacey sim-

ply became helpless again.

Eventually a piece of flat board was pro-

cured and fitted to Mac's foot. In its use,

however, it developed a nasty habit of

working its way in front, causing the

wearer to go head over heels when step-

ping over trees, etc. After a number of

these falls Mac tore it off and flung it

away, tying his new fancy vest round
his foot. With the rough usage it re-

ceived, it did not, however, last very long.

A new plan was then hit upon. His cap

and a piece of board were tied together

and though he declared the substitute

for a shoe was fairly comfortable his pro-

testations were belied by the frequent

exclamations extorted from him as he

hobbled along.

When the first river was reached there

was no discussion as to the best method
of crossing Without a word but as

though moved by one impulse they plun-

ged boldly in without removing a single

article of clothing.
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On reaching the other side Mac made a

glorious find—glorious to him in his then

state, a high legged rubber which he

speedily appropriated and placed upon

his foot. The rest of the journey was

easy.

Splashed with mud from head to foot,

with clothing in rags, water squelching

from their boots at every step, weary, de-

jected in mien, those who saw the con-

trast between the setting out and the re-

turn might well be pardoned for failing to

recognise the three youthful, confident,

well-dressed sportsmen of the morning

and taking them for as bad a trio of ho-

boes as ever honored Field with their pre-

sence.

When gains and losses were counted
up, the former included one revolver, one
boot and one clasp knife and the total

bag was three squirrels.

Next day, however, we had our revenge,

A party from Mt. Stephen House killed

what we had every reason to believe was
"our bear." A present of a fore quarter

was made to us and we ate with a cer-

tain amount of relish and vindictivenesss

which enabled us to take a calmer view of

our adventures than was at all .possible on
the day on which they occurred.

Fishing On the Cape Breton Coast

A Trip That Gave Experiences a Little Out of the Common

BY JOSEPH L. CARTER.

AS an interested reader of Rod and

Gun I am desirous of repaying

some of the pleasure I have found

in perusing the accounts of fish-

ing trips by others and will endeavor to

do so by telling of my own trip which

gave me some experiences a little out of

the common.
Last September I found myself on the

northern coast of Cape Breton and learn-

ed that the waters ofT that coast abound

with fish of many kinds, the chief

amongst them being cod, halibut, herring,

mackerel and squid. The latter are used

only for bait for the cod and halibut, al-

though herring are preferred when they

can be obtained. When both herring

and squid are scarce clams are used.

There are two kinds of clams, viz.

beach and bank clams. Very few people

except fishermen know anything about

bank clams. They are a little lar-

ger than the common beach clams

and the shell is black and longer than

those found on shore. The inside of the

clam is salmon colored and it has a very

large neck. This clam lives in deep wa-

ter and is practically obtained only from

the insides of codfish. These fish

swallow them whole, shells and all, and

when opened the clams are found.

During my vacation I was asked if I

would like to take a trip fishing for cod
and halibut. In response I expressed an
earnest desire to have the experience to

be obtained from such a trip and passage
was taken on the Annie Amelia, a schoon-
er of thirteen tons, owned and sailed by
George Pherrin, of North Sydney, C.^.

While Pherrin took rank as Captain his

father and brother-in-law composed the

crew.

Having procured half a barrel of- clams

and made all other needful preparations

we set sail from Salter's W^harf at six

o'clock in the morning of September
twelfth. After passing Low Point Light,

six miles out, we steered east by south

and when fourteen miles ofif land lay to

and drifted.

Speedily we baited the lines up and cast

the leads overboard. Cod and halibut

are caught near the bottom and when our

lines struck the bottom we found twenty-

eight fathoms of water. No sooner were
the baits down than the fish began to

bite and then commenced the long haul

to the surface.

After drifting with tide and fish

for half an hour and finding plenty of

fish we anchored. On the average the

fish were large ones, many weighing
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twenty-five or thirty pounds and some
of them a good deal more. Only by us-

ing s graft' could the largest be landed.

The gaft's in use on the coast consist of

a piece of steel made in the shape of the

letter J. and fastened to a handle about
three feet long.

As soon as landed the fish were cut

open and often as many as six bank
clams and in other cases squid or herring

were taken from them. One fish con-

tained an onion that had probably been
thrown overboard from some passing

ve.^.^el and swallowed whole.
When darkness fell the squid jiggers

were taken out and two of us with two
jiggers each began jigging for squid.

A jigger is made of a round piece of

lead about three inches long by one half

inch in diameter. On one end is a circle

of hooks without barbs. The lead is

painted red and the hooks white in order

to attract the squid. To use a jigger a

man must continually jerk or saw upon
the line. Two hours passed without

catching a single squid and then I felt

something on the jigger. Quickly I pull-

ed it in and as the fish neared the surface

I peered over the side of the boat to see

the nature of my catch. Before I could

discover this a stream of inky fluid hit

me fairly in the eyes, the quantity being

such that I thought I was being drowned.
It was my first squid. The Captain just

lay back on the deck and laughed till he

was sore and later on, when I saw some
of the humor of the situation, I laughed

too.

This incident taught me caution and
afterwards I turned my head away when-
ever a squid was pulled out of the water.

The squids come in large schools and

would grab hold of the jiggers as fast as

we could pull them out and sometimes

two on one jigger. They did not, how-
ever, remain long, some enemy apparently

following them and driving them away.

On one such occasion big fish, called by

the fishermen "herring hogs", came and

frightened the squid away. These big

fish looked like small whales in the dark

and would come up and blow near the

boat. On other occasions po'lock or

dogfish would drive the squid away.

Just at daylight the squid struck in

thick. One of the men hauling up his

line laid the lead on the deck and left the

baited hooks dangling over the side in

the water, going to work jigging with the

rest of us. All at once the squid disap-

peared and suddenly the lead went over-

board. The Captain seized the line and
hauled in. \Mien the fish came to the

surface what did we see but a shark

!

After several tmsuccessful efforts a gaflf

was stuck into him and he was hauled on
deck. On examination it turned out that

he measured five feet from nose to tail.

His color was a pretty blue on the back
with white underparts. When we had
killed him I cut out his jaws and back-
bone and now have them for souvenirs.

During the night we jigged nearly two
hundred squid which we cut up for bait

and put upon trawls. The trawls were
set on the bottom of the sea and left for

about three hours while we fished with

the hand lines.

After catching cod for an hour, I start-

ed to pull in but the line seemed to have
become fastened on the bottom and I

made no progress. After a considerable

amount of pulling I realized that I had a

big fish of some kind on my line and set

myself to pull him in. After I had haul-

ed him up for about six fathoms he turn-

ed and went for the bottom. The Cap-
tain, who was noting the struggle called

out: "Let him go. he's a halibut." Later
on I was told it was no use to try and
stop halibut. W'hen they turn for the

bottom they are bound to go and any
effort to restrain them simply causes them
to break the line. Well, I had some fun

with that fish for I hauled him part of

the way up on ten successive occasions

before I could persuade him to come to

the surface. As soon as his nose showed
above the water we were ready for him
and two gaffs were fastened into him
while a big stick descended upon his head.

He was subsequently weighed at the

market and found to turn the scales at

one hundred and eighty-two pounds.
From the time I first felt him bite until

we landed him was just forty-two

minutes.

When the trawls were hauled in we
found eight hundred pounds of codfish

on them. With the fish and trawls
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aboard we hoisted up the anchor, set the

sails and started for the market.

While two of us sailed the boat the

other two cleaned the fish and put things

shipshape. On arrival at Whitby Pier

at five o'clock we disposed of our fish,

having twenty-four hundred and fifty

pounds in all, not a bad haul for twenty-
four hours out, including going and com-
ing.

Old Time Stories of Old Ontario

BY .MRS. JOHN McXEICE.

MY grandfather, Joseph Franklin

came from England and settled

in New York State about one

hundred and fifty years ago.

After the ^Var of Independence, he, with

many of his neighbours, declined

allegiance to the newly constituted au-

thorities and migrated to Canada.
The United Empire Loyalists abandon-

ed the property they had accumulated

by patient industry and settled in a new
land in order to feel themselves still under

the sway of the Union Jack. My grand-

father, with his young wife, settled anew
in the township of Pittsburg, eight miles

east of Kingston. The Government gave
each family four hundred acres of land,

a year's provisions, also seed and a sup-

ply of implements. With the same zeal

with which they had worked to establish

themselves in New York they set them-
selves to make a new home in Ontario.

The township of Pittsburg is one of

the most beautiful and romantic spots

in Canada, its situation, on the shore of

the mighty St. Lawrence just at its in-

tersection with Lake Ontario, giving it

great charm. The waters of the Lake
pour into the River through the numer-
ous rapids made by the world-renowned
Thousand Islands. Here my ancestors

built their first log cabin and commenced
to clear the land.

By the year 1800 they were raising

enough for their own wants and a sur-

plus which enabled them to aid new ar-

rivals. In those days people assisted each

other generously in all their undertakings,

while good cheer and contentment were
the characteristics of those pioneer homes.

In early times there was a grist mill at

Gananoque and one day my grandfather

made the ten mile journey through the

woods to the mill. There was a blazed
trail but the journey was a slow and
long one and necessitated being away
from home one night. My grandmother,
with her young children, was left alone

and felt naturally very timid over possible

visits of wild animals. What she expect-

ed happened. There was a rain trough
outside and about ten o'clock at night
Grandmother glanced up and saw a bear
on this trough looking through the win-
dow. Although much frightened, those

inside did not lose their heads. The fire

was replenished, the gun taken from the

wooden hooks on the door (Grandfather
having taken the rifle with him) and the

axe, the most dependable weapon of pion-

eer times, placed in a handy position in

case of necessity. After a time the bear

took his departure having apparently

satisfied himself that the preparations he

saw in progress betokened a warmer re-

ception that he thought desirable. Pro-

bably he went ofif to plunder some set-

tler's pig pen, for all bears dearly love

pork and proved themselves regular nuis-

ances to the early settlers by the con-

stant raids they made upon the pig pens.

Notwithstanding the departure of the bear

the vigil was continued all night and it

was only when morning dawned that

Grandmother permitted her vigilance to

relax.

Some years later their eldest son, my
uncle, started at sundown to fetch the

cattle home. This was often a long and
tiresome journey as the cattle wandered
far in search of feed and were frequently

hidden from observation by the thick un-

dergrowth. On these journeys a rifle was
always taken, the dangers being too man-
ifold for anyone to go without arms. In

the growing darkness he suddenly came
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upon a bear and fired upon it without be-

ing- able to note the effect of his shot. For
fear he had only wounded the animal, and
knowing- well the consequences of such an
occurrence, he deemed it prudent to climb
to the top of a small maple tree. In those

days every one knew the prudence of such
a course and children were taught to

seek safety from bears and wolves in the

tree-tops. Although no bear appeared my
uncle was unable to muster up courage
to descend and consequently retained his

position in the treetop the whole night.

When daylight at last broke over the

scene my uncle located the bear and found
that his shot had been a fatal one. Years
after that at all family gatherings my
uncle used to delight the youngsters with
recounting his adventure, dwelling upon
the long night, his cramped limbs, the

hooting of tlie owls Avhen they found a

wingless creature usurping their quarters,

the baying of the wolves in the distance,

and, worst of all. the spitting of the fiery-

eyed wild cats as they jumped from
branch to branch in the big- trees that

towered far above the little maple.
The bear was taken home in triumph

and proved to be a good fat one. Great
pieces were distributed around to neigh-
bours and the skin tanned and made into

a fine rug. It often happened in those
days that a bear, having captured a pig,

was in turn captured by the settler and in-

stead of the bear feasting on pork the

settler's family feasted on bear meat.
When the Rideau Canal was made

many of the farms in Pittsburg township
were flooded and the owners w'ere re-

compensed by the Government for the

damages. In the severe winter frosts the

Canal, with all this overflowed land was
solidly frozen over, making a fine winter
highway for the wolves, extending from
Kingston to Ottawa. The wolves w^ere

a great pest and they grew bolder in

numbers when such a good gathering

ground was made for them. I remember
one October afternoon when three

animals killed three of my grandfather's

sheep in a field not far from the house.

My grandmother cried badly over this

loss and I joined hfr in her lamentations.

Deer -were very plentiful in Ihose days
and my people would secure hundreds

of them in a season. \'enison was salt-

ed and cured in the same way as pork is

done at the present time. It was then
packed in barrels and shipped to Mont-
real, by sleighs in winter time and by
boats through the Rideau canal when na-
vigation was open. This work paid the
settlers good money at a time when mon-
ey was far less plentiful in Canada than
at present. I well remember seeing a
large log building full of deer from the
floor to the rafters, all ready to be dress-
ed and cured for shipment to the eastern
market. Home tanneries were the rule in

those days, though only a few were ex-
pert at the work and could make such
buckskin as to be good enough for really

fine articles of wearing apparel.

Tame deer were quite common. Set-
tlers would catch the little spotted fawns
and raise them on milk. They were easy
to tame, very docile and affectionate

though they would occasionally wander
far from home and run the risk of being
shot unless very well marked. The me-
thod invariably followed was having a
red strap with a little bell attached to it

placed around the active skipper's neck.

Xo one need go hungry in those days
when wild geese and ducks were found
in great flocks along the St. Lawrence
and on the inland lakes and streams. It

was quite an ordinary occurrence for a
wild gander to leave his mates and make
himself at home amongst a settler's tame
flocks. As a result, wild and tame flocks

frequently had a strain of mixed blood in

each. Wild ducks and wild geese when
nicely prepared made tempting meals
and formed a staple article of food at

certain seasons in pioneer homes.

At one time big black snakes came out

of the canal and though not venomous or

active on land proved nuisances, the spot-

ted milk snake particularly so. The latter

would wind around the cows' legs and
suck the milk until completely filled up
when it would lie dormant for several

days. We always knew when a cow had
been tampered with in this way as the

teat used would be badly inflamed. A
search for the robber was at once institut-

ed and its death followed immediately up-

on discovery. By waging a deadly warfare
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upon these snakes whenever they were

met, the settlers at last overcame them.

My first recollection of the road from

Kingston to Montreal was over eighty

years ago when many portions of it lay

through dense woods. The bridges were

mostly wooden ones and had to be fre-

quently repaired to prevent them from

becoming dangerous. In the neighbor-

hood of Kingston the limestone forma-

tion prevented the road from becoming

muddy in bad weather although it was
not gravelled. Regular stage lines were

in operation in my young days, a daily

mail coach running each way. They were

always well laden with passengers and

parcels and were drawn by four horses

except when the roads were bad when a

couple of leaders were put on. Horses

were ahvays changed at Kingston and the

daily arrivals and departures formed

scenes of great excitement.

During the trying times of '37 and '38

I was a girl of thirteen and lived with

my grandmother on her farm east of

Kingston, my grandfather having died

some years before. The house was an

extra good one for those days, being a

large frame structure with a good hall

running through the centre. Four big

square rooms opened from the hall and

at the back was an immense farm kitchen

where the housew^ork of the four hun-

dred acre farm was carried on. In winter

the house was kept warm and comfort-

able by four large fireplaces and two cast

iron double heaters, all burning four foot

wood, the chunks often being as large as

three or four men could handle. The mil-

itary authorities finding such large and

convenient quarters took possession of

the house and used it as a base of sup-

plies and a military post. Similar posts

extended from Montreal to Toronto and

no doubt in many other directions. They

w€re about ten miles apart and each under

the command of an officer and company

of soldiers. Despatches and other com-

munications were passed from post to

post and there was plenty of life at each

post which rose to fever heat when a

despatch bearer was robbed and some-

times killed.. . .

My grandmother was threatened in

various ways, these threats generally

taking the form of promises to burn her

buildings. As a result an extra company
was stationed at the house and a sentry

constantly on the watch to prevent mo-
lestation.

The first winter of the rebellion the

St. Lawrence never froze over. During a

residence near its banks extending over
half a century my people could not re-

member such an unusual occurence. Gen-
erally we had six weeks of sleighing be-

fore New Years, then a January thaw and
six further weeks of a freeze up. The
open winter gave a number of advantages
to those in opposition. Naturally all

this excitment was not unpleasant to a

young girl and I assisted my grandmother
in many little attentions to the soldiers.

These duties consisted in using the nee-

dle frequently, writing letters for them
and administering simple remedies for

minor injuries and colds. There was
much coming and going and the men ap-

peared to deeply enjoy the rest when they

were allowed to remain at our house ov-

er night. Once we had a cavalry com-
pany stopping with us and to my youth-

ful eyes they looked fine with their gleam-
ing sabres flashing in the sunshine, neat-

ly fitting clothes and mounted as they

were on prancing horses. About one

hundred pounds of meat—beef, pork,

mutton or venison—^would be needed

daily when all these extra men w'ere with

us.

I can well remember the time when
VonSchultz leading a band of Yankees
crossed the river and took possession of

a mill near Prescott. The skirmish was
a stubborn one and some of the men who
lost their lives on our side were amongst
those who had made our house their head-

quarters for a time. Great excitement pre-

vailed at our house during the encounter,

the despatch bearers coming and going

with foaming horses. Prescott was only

forty miles from our place and the orders

were to rush forward every available man.

That engagement took place on Novem-
ber 16th 1838. Soon after that date peace

was restored and calmness succeeded the

blustering scenes.

Everyone admired the loyalty of the

Indians during those trying times. They
made splendid soldiers and proved thor-
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oughly trustworthy, beings often entrust-

ed with important orders and finding

theniselves in dangerous situations. A
company of Indians protected our pro-

perty and proved themselves most effi-

cient guardians.

Ten years afterwards what was known
as the "emigrant fever" broke out. The
disease was brought to Canada by those

who had undergone severe hardships

while crossing the Atlantic. It proved,

difficult to fight as the continual army of

newcomers added fresh fuel to the flames.

Later on the cholera broke out ar.d

many sad scenes resulted. Families were
decimated and mine suffered with the

rest.

Eighty years ago many young people

leariied to read and all learned to spell

in the Sunday school. The scholars used

to commit to memory a whole chapter

of the Bible and be prepared to repeat a

verse whenever their turn came. This

was liy no means an easy .task.

The early ministers travelled through
the country and held services in private

houses. They always carried a good sup-

ply of Bibles, h3nTin-books and tracts in

their saddle bags, selling and distributing
them as they went. The singing at these
early gatherings was hearty if not always
in accord with modern and artistic ideas
of singing.

In the old days everyone rode on horse-
back, an exhilarating exercise that gave
great enjoyment to its participants. I

owned a fine English hunting saddle of

which I was very proud. I attended
many funerals on horseback and often

thirty or forty people would attend sim-
ilarly mounted.

I well remember wdien my mother used
to set her milk in home-made wooden
trays. To keep them, sweet was a difficult

undertaking and no one was sorry when
able to abandon them for modern trays.

The hum of the spinning wheel was
heard all over the country in those old

days and in every home flax and wool
were in constant preparation for future

use as wearing apparel. Our pleasures

were simple but we had some real good
times and social duties were not as exact-

ins: as thev are todav.

The Chatham, N.I]. Commercial pub-

lishes the following story: A story of

more than ordinary interest comes from

Oyster River. A man named Morrison,

who resides in that section, on Saturday

last, shot a bear under unprecedented cir-

cumstances. The bear was enjoying a

ride across the country on the back of a

moose. Whether this Barnum-Bailey
stunt was premeditated on the bear's part

with t;he intention of getting across the

river i,n an expeditious manner, whether
Bruin fell from a tree by accident as the

moose was passing underneath or

whether the bear deliberately attacked the

moose, are questions the answer to which
would provide the key to the mystery.
Mr. Morrison shot the bear while stand-

ing on the bridge. It is said by the farm-
ers that owing to the failure of the blue-

berry crop, the bears are in need of food
and are more than usually bold in conse-
quence."

A curious point with regard to the

Game Laws has arisen at Ottawa. Many
residents of the Capital hunt on. the Que-
bec side of the Ottawa River and they
have been astonished to find during the

last season that they were prohibited

from taking to their homes in Ontario
the proceeds of their partridge bags. On
inquiry it was ascertained that in their

last reprint of the Game Laws the Quebec
Government has incorporated a portion

of the Dominion Laws against exporta-

tion out of Canada. It is pointed out

that this extract is headed "R. S. C."

meaning Revised Statutes of Canada, and
it is contended that it was never intended

to apply to Canadians from neighboring
Provinces. The Quebec Government is

to be asked for a ruling on this point and
requested to issue circulars to their offi-

cials directing them not to apply Do-
minion Laws to Canadians, only desiring

to take game lawfully captured to an-

other Province.
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Canada's Famous Racing Skipper

Aeniilius Jarvis

BY C. H. 3. SNIDER IN "YACHTING. "

PLUNGING, double-reefed, into a

green-brown sea that buries her to

the mastfoot, Minota carries away
her masthead spreader. She is

"skinned to a marlinspike" for the great

international cup race, like her opponent.

Genesee, plunging avva}' in her wake.

But no matter how bare she is stripped

something must be found for a jury

spreader or she'll neyer reach the wind-

ward mark.

"Sail her, one of you !" says the skip-

per briskly, as the crew scan hopelessly

her clean-swept hold, "and don't jerk

the masthead out of her!"

He has whipped out the sheath knife

from his belt and dives below. There is

a squeak and splintering of pried boards,

and he reappears with two long strakes

of the yacht's ceiling. The only "spare

gear" left aboard is a ball of marlin, and
with this he seizes the two thin strips

together. Then aloft he scrambles,

treading the weather side of the mast

hoops, and while the spar whips and
groans, bending far over the seething

water to leeward with him, he lashes the

jury spreader into position, slides to the

deck and grabs the tiller again for the

next "Hard-a-lee."

The skipper was Aemilius Jarvis, and
this is the best picture I can give you of

the great Canadian yachtsman and many-
times commodore of the Royal Canadian
Yacht Club, of Toronto. Strong on

theoretical knowledge, an expert strate-

gist, he is at his very best when the sud-

den emergency rises which makes the

ordinary man quit. Had he been born a

hundred years or so earlier, he would
have made his fortune as a privateer or a

privateer-catcher. As it is. he has made
his fortune in stocks and bonds ; but the

man's real business is sailing. That does

not mean that he is anything but the pur-

est of Corinthians. But what he reallv

lives in the doing of, is sailing. It is

meat and drink to him, and sleep as well.

Go into the office of Aemilius Jarvis &
Co., in Toronto. It is the headquarters
of one of the largest financial institutions

in Canada. Ask for the head of the firm^

and, if the boy seems dubious, murmur
something in this style : "Center of lateral

resistance—Canada's Cup—chain girth

—

'midship section—R equals 18 per cent,

of the product of L multiplied by the
square root of SA, divided by the cube
root of D," and the underling will forth-

with bow the knee and usher you into-

the Chief's ofifice.

And such a room !-—lined all around
with full and half models, from square
riggers to skimming dishes. Where
there are no models there are photographs
of yachts—yachts by-the-wind, yachts
running free, yachts at anchor, yachts in

stays. Where there are no photographs
there are blue prints, and where there~are

no blue prints there are oil paintings.

The look of that room is enough to make
a landlubber seasick and a sailorman sick

of the shore. This is w^here Aemilius

Jarvis—also known as "Dipthong" Jarvis,

and by a few as "Millie" Jarvis, and by
still others as Amelius Jarvis, through a
misguided zeal on the part of the papers

of his home tow^n for misspelling proper

names—works, surrounded by reminders

of his play
;
yet sailing is more than play

to him ; it is the very breath of his life.

The presiding deit}^ in the model-room
you find to be a brisk, well-built man in

middle life, with keen, dark eyes, hair

turning gray, trim of beard and mous-
tache in keeping with a general military

bearing, and complexion toned to a deep-

er brown by the burning of much wind
and sun. The great skipper-financier

will receive you cordially, no matter what
your business—and more than cordially

if it is about boats. But it is not within
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any four walls you will find the real

Aemilius Jarvis. You must leave the

land for that.

Honestly, now, don't many of the fel-

lows you see remind you of a German

band when they climb into the gold-laced,

brass-button, silk-faced-lapel gear for

club dinners and fleet functions? Well

Jarvis is not that sort. It's a treat to see

him when he has "dressed ship." He has

a good deal of stately dignity combined

with all his quick agility, and in dress uni-

form he makes you wish he were an ad-

miral. But he looks still better, say.

sheathed to the eyes in sou'wester, slicker

and seaboots, walking the quarterdeck m
a gale of wind and sleet; or, barelegged,

stripped to shirt and trousers, standmg

knee-deep in the swishing water of a

swamping cockpit, shoving with all his

might on the long racing tiller of a Can-

ada's Cup hunter, hove down on her

beam-ends in a squall griping to wind-

ward like a devil clawing at the door of

the pit.

One of the secrets of Jarvis' success is

that the sailing game caught him young

enough. As a school boy he used to

arouse the envy and admiration of his

companions by occasional trips in the

sloop Annie Cuthbert—an old-time cen-

terboarder preceding the Atlanta, Can-

adian challenger for the America's Cup.

But he didn't learn his nautical A B C's

on the cockpit cushions of a yacht. A
salt-water voyage before the mast in the

Canadian square-rigger Edward Blake,

gave him a grip of, practical shipwork

which thirty-odd years of banking and

broking have never been able to shake.

Jarvis to-day can turn a short splice or

tie a Matthew Walker as quick as the

smartest Norwegian before the mast m
his own big schooner Zahra ; and, more-

over, he sailed that selfsame schooner

from Boston to her present home port,

Toronto, late in the year in a three weeks'

voyage when the mainsail had to be

double reefed nine times.

It was the Canada's Cup that made

Jarvis an international figure and has

kept him so, but it will surprise those be-

yond local yachting circles to know the

extent of his associations outside of the

history of that famous trophy. Jarvis

never built a Canada's Cup boat out and

out ; he has always sailed them for syndi-

cates, in which he has had a share—often

a generous financial one, and always one

that made a huge demand upon the time

of a very busy man. It has been a matter

of chivalry and patriotism, rather than

personal interest, his connection with the

Canada's Cup. Time after time the Roy-

al Canadian Yacht Club has requested

him to take charge of its challenger or

defender simply because he was the best

man for the purpose ; and, no matter

what the sacrifice, he has always respond-

ed to the call. He was in the original

Canada syndicate, and he, with a few

friends, including H. C. McLeod, of Ber-

muda racing fame, built Beaver and Min-

ota between them. Invader he had noth-

ing to do with until she went to Chicago

for the contest of 1901. In the same way
his interest in Strathcona was confined to

sailing her when she was turned over to

the club. Nor was Adele a Jarvis boat,

although he supervised her for her owner

from the first letter to her designer ;
and

while Zoraya won her greatest triumphs

over Rochester, Seneca and Iroquois with

Jarvis at the helm, the great skipper never

had any connection with her other than

sailing her half a dozen times.

Jarvis' own boats have not been the

international challengers, but they have

been better known on the lakes than

those challengers themselves—and they

have been of all sorts and sizes. The

fine old sloop White Wings, the best of

Cuthbert's centerboarders, got her repu-

tation under Jarvis' ownership in 1'8'87-

88 ; then there were the cutters Whistle-

wing and Samoa, of his own design, and

the cutter Merrythought, which he re-

rigged and turned from a perpetual

loser to a regular winner. These were

all craft of about Class M size, Universal

Rule. The ketch Sitarah followed the

Merrythought—a larger craft, marking

the great skipper's departure into aux-

iliary power. His present ship is the

schooner Zahra, formerly of Boston ;
and

all of the yachts named have been float-

ing homes where he and his family have

spent the greater part of every summer.
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The result is natural enough; young W m.

Jarvis, better known as "Bill," is known
already, although yet in his teens, as one

of the smartest yachtsmen and small boat

handlers in the R. C. Y. C.

The smaller classes have also received

the attention of Aemilius Jarvis. Thistle-

down, practically a big canoe with a sta-

tionary centerboard loaded with ballast

bulb, was the first fin-keeler ever seen on

Lake Ontario. She dates from 1890.

Bonshaw, a square-bilged, sharp-nosed,

scow, intended for the defence of the Sea-

wanhaka Cup in 1898, was Lake Ontario's

first "sidewalk" ; and Jarvis bought them
both out, tried out their merits and de-

merits and parted with them. It is this

actual experience with every type of boat,

from the swimming dish to the keel cut-

ter that gives his opinion that weight

which is felt at the annual meetings of the

Lake Yacht Racing Association and the

Yacht Racing Union of the Great Lakes.

No man on the lakes has studied types so

carefully ; no man has done more towards

revising measurement rules and scantling

tables, and no man has more at heart the

wholesome type of boat.

Nobody can put Jarvis' success down to

luck. As a matter of fact, he has had

more than his share of bad luck in inter-

national contests. It was by a little luck,

it is true, in having light-to-moderate

weather when sailing against a much lar-

ger boat that he won the Canada's Cup
originally in the Canada-Vencedor match

off Toronto in 1896 ; but it was still more

by good management. It was certainly

by bad luck that he lost the Canada's Cup
in 1899, Beaver, a heavy-weather clipper,

breaking down at the very start—the only

day in the whole series there was a decent

breeze. Minota, in the deciding race for

the Fisher Cup, kept carrying away gear,

until finally, after the incident related at

the outset of this article, her main shroud

turnbuckle went, and, to save dismasting

her, Jarvis had to up helm and run back

to the shelter of the harbor.

Good luck and good management won
the Canada's Cup back at Chicago in 1901,

when he sailed the Invader against Ca-

dillac, a boat her superior by a minute a

mile when there was much of a breeze,
and her equal, equally handled, in light

airs. Three out of four days there were
light winds in this contest, and the cup
was won by sheer stick handling. Some
of the windward turns were hair-raisers.

Jarvis sails to windward always with one
eye on the compass and the other on the

masthead wind-finder. He knows to a

sixtieth of a degree how close his boat
will sail to the wind, and, once the lubber
mark shows she is lying less than the

exact number of points ofif the course,

around she goes to try it on the other
tack. That's a trick too many for most of

the plain full-and-by skippers.

"Don't move. Bill," Jarvis said to the

paid hand on Invader at the end of a nip-

and-tuck three-hour beat to windward in

the last race of this series, "but just tell

me, has my hair turned white?"

Whether it had or not, the closeness of

that beat in the silent summer afternoon

was enough to age anybody. But Invader
turned the weather mark ahead, and after

that the race v/as a procession.

Then, again, it was luck—hard luck

—

when he lost the Canada's Cup in 1903.

The first day Strathcona w^as outsailed by
Irondequoit, but Barr, Irondequoits- skip-

per was outsailed by Jarvis. The latter

won in sensational style, slowly over-

hauling her opponent as they ran to the

finish, with spinnakers set and every-

thing aboard the big cutters—they were
the largest boats that ever sailed for the

Canada's Cup—pulling bravely. Jarvis

lufYed as though he was going to pass to

windward ; Barr lufifed to avoid being

overtaken. Jarvis lufifed a little more, so

did Barr; until an eighth of a mile from

the buoy, the boats were five or six points

to windward of their true course, and Ir-

ondequoit, without having lost any of her

lead, was further away from the buoy
than Strathcona. Her spinnaker,

blanketed by the pursuing boat or, more
likely, caught aback by the excessive

hitting, fluttered wildly and collapsed in

a rafifle of boom, out haul, forward guy.

after guy, sheet, tack and lift, among her

headsails. Then Jarvis swept his helm

aweather, and while Irondequoit's crew
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were piled forward straightening out the
mess, Strathcona shot across her wake
square before the wind, and blew over
the finish line, a winner.

In the next race Irondequoits' skipper
seemed unable to get out the speed that
was undoubtedly in her. Strathcona won
by ten minutes, and the challengers
promptly put in a new skipper, Addison
Hanan. He came aboard after Ironde-
quoit had left her moorings for the third
race, and startled everybody by winning
it and the fourth ; but in neither of these
had Jarvis much ill luck to complain of.

He was simply up against the combina-
tion he most delights in—a smart man in

a smart boat. But the fifth and deciding
race was marked by decided hard luck.

Strathcona leading by almost an eighth
of a mile, ran into a soft spot, and rolled

and rolled and rolled. Irondequoit over-
hauled her, passed within 200 yards and
sailed on down a long windlane without
a halt. This happened near the
turning buoy, and the race practi-

cally ended there. No one could hope
to catch Irondequoit after that, ex-

cept by a similar fluke—and a fluke like

that doesn't happen twice in a day very
often. That was how Toronto lost the

Canada's Cup. It has been lost ever
since.

When Jarvis went back after the Can-
ada's Cup in 1907 and failed to trim Sen-
eca and Adele, luck for once had nothing
to do with his failure. He was simply
sailing a handsome, slowish boat against
a HerreshofT speed marvel. Adele may
be in Seneca's "class" on measurement,
but with the boats equally well sailed

Seneca is in a class by herself for speed.

She defeated Adele easily in a drift the

first day, downed her in a whole-sail

breeze the next, and made an exhibition

of her in the piping wind of the last day.

Even in such a contest as the George
Cup at Kingston, last summer, Jarvis' ill

luck was again in evidence. He was sail-

ing Whirl for her owner. She was the

fastest boat of the three contestants, and
he sailed her well ; but flukes of wind and
misplaced turning marks lost her first

place in two races, and although she won
the final race and was tied up, with her

skipper on the pier, in time to watch
Kathleen and Crescent finish, the fate of

the cup lay between those two boats from
their standing on points. And yet, de-

spite all these instances of hard luck, Jar-
vis is the last man in the world to whine
about it, or even to admit it. It has fall-

en to my lot to be the first, or about the
first, man to speak to him after most of

his big races ; and when he has lost, his

expression has never been "Blanked hard
luck," but always, "Guess they were fast-

er than we were to-day. \\'e'll see what
we can do next time."

Of course, his crews worship him.
They are always as largely amateur as

possible, and chos-en by himself, whether
he owns the boat or just sails her. There
are some good men who won't sail with
h'im—-and a whole lot of bad ones. I

mean good and bad from the standpoint
of seamanship, of course,, not morals.

He is not prolific in curses, but his words
have the bite of a whiplash ; he makes a

crew jump.

"Don't play with it I Get it down ! Get
it down !" I have heard him sing out
after eight men have broken their backs
flattening in the last inch of mainsheet;
and, at the sting of the last word, they
have jumped as though touched with hot
irons and dragged in a foot more rope
if they had to stretch the manila to do
it. Some independent spirits won't stand
being driven, and, of course, incompetents
can't. So that there are some really

good lake yachtsmen who wouldn't care

to sail in Jarvis' crews—and a lot more
who would like to but couldn't. But to

graduate from one of his cuphunters with
his comment "a smart man" marks you
"A-one-with-a star" among all those who
go down to the lake in yachts.

[Every Canadian interested in boating
matters will read this sketch with the

deepest interest and congratulate him-
self on the fact that one of his fellow

countrymen has so highly distinguished

himself in sailing matters. He will look

forward also to the time when similar

eulogies may be passed upon the career

of a Canadian distinguishing himself to

an equal extent in the comparatively new
field of motor boating.]
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Hauling Out For the Winter

A Few Timely Suggestions on the Protection of the Motor Boat During the

Off Season. Precautions Necessary to Prevent Undue Deterioration

From Exposure to the Elements.

BY STUART STEVENS SCOTT. IN -MOTOR BOATING."

WITH the oUmmer season drawing

to a close the motor boatman's

thoughts turn toward the stor-

ing of his boat for the winter,

and. naturally, the question he asks him-

self and many of his friends is ;
''Shall I

lay up by the side of some wharf in some

quiet creek or shall I haul out upon the

beach?"

Superficially, this seems like an easy

question to answer, but it is not, for the

simple reason that there is such a di-

versity of opinion among not only the

boat owners but the shipyard men, some

of whom will recommend one plan and

some the other.

Some of those who advocate "laying

up" in the water say rhat if there is good

shelter and no danger of running ice

coming in contact with the hull of the

boat, there need be no fear that the

boat will sufifer. To strengthen thei'ir

theory, they declare that hauling out a

boat subjects it to unnecessary strains

that are bound to affect the hull and join-

er work.

They also say that the drying out will

open the seams, making recaulking nec-

essary. This caulking they contend,

no matter how well done, will widen

the seams and eventually necessitate re-

planking.

To cap their argument they cite that it

is far cheaper to lay up in a creek than to

engage a shipyard man to store the boat

on the shore and that, to do this work
oneself, is not only laborious, but at the

same time necessitates the trouble and

incidental expense of equipment. So.

they say, why not avoid all trouble and

lay up in a creek .'

On the other hand, there are a larger

number of shipyard men and owners

who are firmly convinced that both large

and small boats are much better off for

being out of the water in winter ;
that

when properly done the hauling out and

moving cannot possibly injure a pro-

perly built boat, and that the drying out

by the winter wind is radically different

from drying up under a summer sun.

Men who have made a business of haul-

ing out boats for winter storage say that

experience has shown that the opening

of seams is a small matter, readily closing

up when the boat is again put into the

water, and that recaulking is not neces-

sary any sooner that it would be were

the' boat left overboard all the time.

The rotting of wood is caused by al-

ternate wetting and drying and by

moisture. Therefore, it follows that if

the cause of rot be removed for one-half

of the year the life of the boat is doubled,

to say nothing of the comfort of occupy-

ing a nice, dry, sweetsmelling cabin as

against the damp, foul and mouldy odor

that is ever present in a boat that has

no chance to dry out.

Again, a boat on the shore can be cov-

ered and protected from the elements

much better than it can when in the wat-

er, and there are many more opportuni-

ties for raising the cover and allowing the

boat to be thoroughly aired, all of which

greatly tends toward the preservation of

the wood inside and out.

Whether it is better to lay up or ham
out. a stroll along the water front in any

yachting centre will show that the"haul-

cuts" are in the majoritv. and in this
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casual inspection one will also see the

amount of love the owners have for their

respective boats. While some of the

boats are cared for and protected to the

utmost, others are thrown on the beach
-like old mattresses and abandoned to

the elements.

It is indeed a sad si^^ht to see boats ly-

ing on the beach uncovered, half filled

with snow, exposed to rain, wind and
sun, and receiving in one winter more
damage than they would in five years if

they were properly cared for.

I shall say right here, for the benefit

of those who do not knovv, that every
dollar spent in the fall for the proper
protection of boat and engine will save

three more dollars in the spring clean-up

and putting into commission. See that

your boat is put away right, whether you
lay up or haul out. Do the work your-
self if you choose, but if you intrust the

job to others, then take the time to see

that it is done right.

In taking up the subject of caring for

a motor boat in the w-inter, and assum-
ing that hauling out has been decided up-
on, I will take in their respective order

the three important phases, viz., hauling
out, blocking, covering.

Hauling out a boat of any size is a real

man's job. It requires strength, judg-

ment and skill. Of course a regular rail-

way is the best thing to use, but how
many amateurs have one? Rather than

go to the expense of building one it would
be preferable and less expensive to the

owner to take his boat to a shipyard that

makes a specialty of winter storage.

Indeed, to be frank, unless an amateur
knows exactly what he is going to do and
how to do it, and is willing to spend
enough money to do it right I -would ad-

vise him to intrust his boat to a storage

yard man.

Members of boat clubs, however, have
a great advantage over the fellow who is

unattached, as there is not only, as a

general rule, ample storage room at the

club but he will have the advice and aid

of his fellow members, both of which are

convenient to the man who is going to

haul out his own boat.

I'here are several methods of getting
a small boat cut of the water. One is to

run it to the beach until it grounds, slip

a roller under the bow. hitch a block
and fall to the windlass post or anchor
cleat, trail on a dozen or so of the fellows

and haul away. Something is bound to

come. It may be the sampson post or

cleat, in which event it will only be ne-

cessary to put a rope around the hull,

fore and aft. and resume hauling, slipping

under another roller as the bow comes
forward.

It would be better, however, if the

rope, in the first place, were put around
the hull, for then the strain would be
distributed more evenly throughout the

hull.

Another method of hauling out is to

lay down two long planks, placing the

outer ends in the water. Then when
the boat is brought in. a roller is slipped

under the bow so that its ends are on
the planks. This gives the rollers a

hard surface to roll on and reduces the

friction. This is the plan that is usually

pursued, but I can suggest an improve-
ment. First, get a piece of timber the

length of the keel, but a few inches wider,

and to it fasten four pieces of timber
making a V. Float this under the boat
and then bring the boat to the roller.

The strain cf hauling will then be taken
up by the plank under the keel and the

latter will be protected. At the same
time the plank will lessen the danger of

hogging.
In hauling out be sure to select a place

where you can get your boat beyond the

highest high-water mark, and a little far-

ther. Don't spare the additional labor,

for in winter, ice frequently piles high

on the shore and a cake of the frozen

liquid may stave a hole in your boat.

There may, also, be an unusually high

tide and you may be notified to hurry to

the club, there to find your boat off its

blocks and lying on its side, if nothing

worse. An extremely high tide caused

such an event at a motor boat club last

winter and several men were given an

hour or two of anxiety, to say nothing

of several hours' hard work replacing

their boats higher on the beach and up-

on new blocks.
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W hen your boat is as far out of the

water as you think it should be to es-

cape ice and tides, blocking up follows.

This is where skill comes in. In the first

place the ground should be solid, and if

it is not then a foundation of heavy planks

should be laid, for, above everything else,

it must be remembered that the keel must

be kept true throughout its length.

If any one of the blocks should sink out

of line with its fellows there is dan-

ger of portions of the hull settling to the

lower blocks, producing either of_ the ef-

fects commonly known as hogging and

sagging. In other words, it will cause

a *crook in the sheer and it will be a

mark that will be costly to efface.

There are some men who, after hauling

their boats out, let them remain upon

the rollers, or on the ground, without

further blocking up. A man who does

this makes a great mistake and is un-

doubtedly shortening the length of the

life of his craft.

For larger boats the roller method is

not practical and it is therefore necessary

to employ a cradle which slides on greas-

ed stringers. These stringers need not

be long enough to extend from the water

to the final resting place of the boat,

but may be composed of several sections

so that the end ones may be taken up

when the cradle has passed over them

and fastened down in front. They should

be of hard pine planed on their upper

surfaces and their size and weight will

varv according to the size of the boat.

may be employed to keep the boat in

place, and in order to keep the frame from

"skewing," should be augmented by a

diagonal brace.

The cradle of course is to be floated

beneath the boat and the latter should

be blocked or shored substantially enough

to insure remaining in place. We will

suppose that a "crab" is not avail-

able for hauling out the cradle, as where

there is one there is usually a railway.

However, for a boat of moderate size

the block and tackle made fast to a tree,

with several men or a horse to furnish

the "beef," should answer the purpose.

I have been asked how many blocks

are necessary for a boat 40 feet long

on the keel and I would say that, if put

under properly, the more the better.

Certainly one every three or four feet

of length, and the best way to determine

whether all the blocks are true is to use

a piece of plumb line, wedging up the

blocks that are lowest until all are on

the same line.

It is preferable to block up a boat so

that the stem is higher than the stern

rather than block up perfectly level so

as to give all the water in the hull a

chance to drain aft. Then, at the lowest

point a hole should be bored through the

plank next to the keel to permit the wat-

er to drain out. The owner should go on

board lift up the flooring and see that all

the drain holes through the frames are

clear. When the boat is perfectly dry

inside, a coat of whitewash on the bilge

will help sweeten things up.

The cradle is practically a sled with

guides on the runners to keep them in

place on the stringers. The runners

should be made of yellow pine and of

course need not be as long as the boat

but only of sufficient length to offer a

reasonable bearing surface and sufficient

room in which to block up the boat.

Six feet should do in the average case.

These runners should be held the proper

distance apart by a number of cross

pieces upon which the keel of the boat

is to rest. These should be long enough

to support whatever blocks or shoring

From general observation, three or four

blocks for a 30 foot or a 35 foot boat seem

to be the right number. One near the

bow, one near the stern and one or

two amidships. If all of the blocks are

true there is no danger that the boat

will sufTer anv injury. Too much stress

cannot be laid upon getting the blocks

true for upon this will depend whether

your boat will retain her proper sheer.

I will now take up the last phase, viz;

covering. Every man. whether he puts

up his own boat or turns it over to a
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storage yard should see that it is effect-

ively covered, and it depends upon how
well the covering is done how the boat
will appear in the spring. Rain and sun
are bad enough, but snow is worse, for it

gets into the wood under the varnish and
it will bite deeper than one imagines.

Yet, as with other points, there is room
for argument in regard to covering cabin
craft. Some say that it is not necessary
and some say it is. I agree with the lat-

ter opinion and you will agree with me
if you but try it for yourself.

Every boat owner should have his own
cover frame and cover, and by cover I

dp not mean just any old piece of canvas,
either a spare tarpaulin or a discarded
sail, but a cover made of eight ounce
duck, or heavier and made properly. Such
a cover will last for years if properly
treated and it will be found far more sat-
isfactory than an old sail converted, even
though the first cost is greater.

Whether this cover should be water-
proof depends upon, your own inclina-
tion. It is not necessary, but it will be
all the better for it. A cheap and most
satisfactory waterproofing liquid can be
made by taking ordinary rubber cement
and thinning it with benzine so as to be
able to spread it thinly.

In order to put on a canvas cover
there should be a cover frame. Such a
frame consists of four or five crotches,
not unlike boom crotches used on sailing
yachts, long enough to spread the full

width of the boat, and the jaws
to be at least two feet above the top of
the house. In the jaws of the crotches
is set a ridge pole that extends the
full length of the boat. This ridge pole
should have hinges ever}^ five or six
feet, so that it will fold for easy storage
in summer. The crotches, too, should
be made so as to fold up.

The canvas cover should be cut to fit

and the edges should be re-enforced by
doubling over, and every two or three
feet there should be grommets. Through
the grommets a line may be passed under
the hull or to the main cover an apron

may be lashed. The putting on of the
apron is the real finishing touch to a
nice job.

There are men who believe that laying
up boats in sheds is preferable to cover-
ing, the contention being that when un-
der a shed the boat is not only protected
but it is not necessary to visit her at all

during the winter for the purpose of giv-
ing her an airing, as is the case when cov-
ered with canvas.

Of the sheds there are two kinds—the
shore and the water ; or rather the kind
over the water. Of the shed on the shore
there is little to be said, but of those over
the water there are two kinds—enclosed
and open. The over the water shed has
two advantages, for it may be used all

the year round. In summer one can
run his boat into it, make it fast with line

enough to permit it to rise and fall with
tide and yet not scrape the sides ; while
in the winter, with the aid of blocks and
falls, it may be hoisted out of the water
and lowered upon beams.

Motor boat garages are becoming pop-
ular in many water-front cities and these
garages are merely a series of stalls shed-
ded over. Some of these garages are
open while others are regular houses.
They are usually built, hcrwe-ver, so that

they will accommodate good sized craft,

and the roof beams are sufficiently heavy
to stand the strain of lifting even a. three
or four-ton boat.

As a general proposition the men op-
erating these garages are skilled in the
handling of boats, and one will do just as.

well to intrust his boat to them as to at-

tempt to take care of it himself, unless he
knows just exactl}' what to do and how
to do it.

There is one suggestion I wish to make.
Xo matter where you lay up your boat
take off your propeller even though you
leave your engine in. It requires but a

few minutes to do it but if you think it

is too much trouble the chances are that

someone else will not. Brass and bronze
sell at a good figure, even as junk.
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The Journey to the Camp
KY THK REV. T. G. WALLACE. M.A.

The Alpine Club of Canada attracts to

its standard devotees from all but one of

the Provinces of the Dominion as well

as from Great Britain, the United States

and other countries. The Camp was held

this year (as stated in the September
issue) in Consolation Valley. In speaking

of the trip thither it must be evident to

the different members of so extensive a

club that the journey represented many

The Marmot.

different experiences.

To have crossed the Dominon is in it-

self a' splendid experience. First there is

the magnificent St. Lawrence, fit highway
for the ocean commerce of the Dominion,
studded on either side with villages, and
churches ; then the as yet unsettled Laur-

entian region and the north shore of Lake
Superior; then the flat farm lands of the

provinces of Manitoba. Saskatchewan
and Alberta and finally the mountains and
the sea.

Even the Laurentian region which
forms the first part of the transcontinental

railway journey is not without interest.

The Laurentian hills represent some of

the world's oldest strata and are said to

he the remnants of lofty mountains. They
are honorably ancient, hoary with the dig-

nity of age, occupying once a position of

precedence among mountain ranges, yet

now worn by disintegration, erosion and
decav into mere hills scattered around

with time marked boulders and covered

with scrubby brush. They have been

largeh- fireswept as is evidenced by the

thousands of acres of gaunt skeletons of

trunks of trees without foliage or even

branches, hideous reminders of forest

wealth that clothed these Laurentian Hills

in davs gone by. These hills are a won-
derful example of the age of the earth's

surface and of the effects of time upon

that surface. How long and patiently
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LONDON-MADE BRIAR PIPES

For Sale by all Dealers.

[he History of Pipe Smoking"
And catalogue of shapes

FREE ON REQUEST.

Fhe Heyes Brothers, Limited

Dept. A., Toronto, Canada.

ED^RAI
HUNTING Togs

t'/Vi;

^RE MADE for the modern sportsman— the fellow

X~\. who demands both comfort and convenience.

"Shed- Rain" Togs are made of our special 'Shed-

Rain" Cloth and are guaranteed rain-proof.

Our Hunting Coat is especially popular with sports-

men, because the fabric is soft and dressy,

neatly finished and well ventilated. Three

large game pockets distribute the weight

evenly on all sides. Watch, tackle and

ammunition pockets, wide corduroy

storm collar and other exclusive

features of the

Huniing Coat.

are fully explained in

booklet which is yours
tor the asking. It al-

so shows full line of

"Shed-Ram" Hunting
Togs and "Out-O-
Doors" Outing Togs
for men and women.
Ifyourdeale- can'ifup-
ply you, we wi 1 ship by
express prepaid. $4.50
for Coat, $2.7"^ for long
Pants, etc. Be sure lo ask

for lb: booklet.

MEAD MFG. CO.
Dep.. C Burlington, Vt.

The REAL Outing Shirt For Every

Out-door Man.

The very spartsmanlike appearance of the Deacon

Shirt makes an immediate hit with the outing-man,

while its unusual strength and durability are of even

greater importance—specify a DEACON Outing

Shirt when next you are purchasing.

THE DEACON SHIRT CO.
BELLEVILLE, ONT.
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must time and his forces have worked
to reduce a great mountain range to its

present condition,— tall cliffs and preci-

pices had to be broken down, mag-nificent
cascades reduced almost to rivulets, ma-
jestic chasms and ravines filled in and
robbed of much of their awe. What a
sad fall in the world

!

Hour after hour one listens to the
sound of the train, click-a-clack, click-a-

clack, click-a-clack, crescendo in the cut-
tings, diminuendo in the fillings and punc-
tuated every now and then with the dull
rumble of crossing a bridge. The train

plain stretching beyond the horizon and
waking up in the mountains in the midst
of a profusion of massive peaks. For the
Rockies, unlike the aged and decrepit
Laurentians, seem young and lusty and
vigorous though time and his auxiliary
forces are at work amongst them also,
year by year reducing their proud heads.
The railway destination of this year's

Alpinists was Laggan, Alberta, twenty
miles east of Field, B. C, and six miles
east of the Great Divide. From the station
there is an excellent carriage road to the
C. P. R. Chalet and horses meet e\er>

WILD BLUE CLEMATIS (Clematis VerticiUaris). I'hoto by Mrs. Henshaw. Vaucouvei-.

rushes through, barely stopping, as if

anxious not to draw too close attention
to the departed greatness of the Lauren-
tian Hills.

One cannot cross the continent without
having the fact brought home to him that
Canada is a land of strong contrasts—of
sections habited and uninhabited, of cities
and hamlets, of lakes and fields, of moun-
tains and plains. What greater contrast
can there be than going to bed with the
train on the prairie when the eye has been
adjusted to the level, unfenced, endless

train. The Chalet began a few years ago
as a small log house but the annually in-

creasing tourist traffic has impelled en-
largements and extensions, so that now
it is a truly magniffcent hotel, though still

preserving its homelike qualities. Miss
Jean Mollison was in charge and every
Alpinist was loud in his praise of the
courtesy and consideration received at the
Chalet.

The site of the Chalet is magnificent.
I wonder if any other hotel anywhere is

so picturesquely situated. The view from
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the terrace is one of the most beautiful

and without exaj^geration one of the most
sublime in this world; it is truly indes-

cribable for words cannot convey an

accurate idea of it. Lake Louise at one

end of which the Chalet is built is a mile

and a half long- by half a mile wide and
is named in honor of the Princess Louise
(the present Duchess of Argyle). It is

surrounded and overhung by lofty peaks
and at its head is a glacier fed by the

avalanches from Mounts Victoria and Le-

froy. Who can describe the color of the

water or rather the ever changing colors?

Here cobalt-blue, there opal, emerald,

Alps,"; Rev. J. Outram, Dr. T. G. Long-
stafT and others. Yet Lake Louise is only

one of several mountain lakes, known as

the "Lakes in the Clouds" comparatively

close to each other, each with a charm of

its own.
Sweeping precipices, abysmal chasms,

towering peaks, gigantic snowfields, over-

hanging glaciers, thundering avalanches,

booming rock-slides—all that is vast and
overpowering on the one hand ; and on the

other hand placid lakes, babbling brooks,

quiet meadows, beautiful w^ild flowers and
fairy cloud effects ; these are the charac-

teristics of the neighborhood of Laggan.

THE SCENE AT THE ANNUAL MEETING. I'Uuto by Byriju Hariuuii, plmlngraiibcr. B;ni'T. Altit.

shading on the one hand into the lightest

green and on the other almost into helio-

trope. If an attempt w^ere made to repro-

duce the actual coloring on canvas, one
who has never seen it would think ii

gross^ly exaggerated. Mr. Walter D. Wil-
cox. F. R. C. S.. author of "The Rockies
of Canada," says, "I have seen twenty
shades of green ^nd several of blue in the

waters of Lake Louise at one time." The
beauties of Lake Louise have been praised
by distinguished visitors. Mr. Edward
Whymper author of "Scrambles in the

There are places horrible, deathly and for-

bidding and there are.other places nearby
that suggest the peace and loveliness of

Paradise. There cannot be anywhere else

in the world of much beauty, so much
sternness and so much variety of scenery

crowded into the same area.

From the Chalet there radiate in all di-

rections excellent pony trails to the va-

rious points of interest. These trails run

through mountain woods and over moun-
tain torrents and remind one of that fairy

land we pictured in our childhood.
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Let The Gun
Experts Teach You

rrOm Its l a.geS Every trade has its
^"'^^^^^^"^^^"^^^^^'~"^"~ tricks, every sport its

"kinks". Expert accuracy with rifle, pistol or shotgun, demands
that you "know how". Mere practice by yourself does not take you

far toward expert efficiency. A little direction, a few suggestions, from
some past-master to put you wise to the tricks and "kinks" of shooting,

works wonders for your marksmanship— such as gives you new success and
greater zest for sport. The secrets of expert shooting are surprisingly little

known. That is why, at great expense,

The Outer's Book Has Cornered the Gun Talent of the World

The world-recognized gunnery experts are contributors to our gun department. We
are careful to have them write along practical lines— rattling good stuff that puts you
next to the "how" of shooting, full of the "kinks" and tricks by which the experts per-

form their wonders of shooting, all of which you can apply in your own sport at target

or in the woods and fields. Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Topperwein, the world's champion
shots, who write for The Outer's Book exclusively, head this list of firearm experts. The
others are Stewart Edward White, Lieut. Whelan, U.S.A., Charles Newton, Ashley A.
Haines, E. C. Grossman, Pascal DeAngelis, A. Lowdermilk, Horace Kephart, Charles

Askins, L. A. Danse, Maurice H. Decker, Robert A. Kane.

Special "Show You" Offer of Three Months for 25 Gents

Nothing like these articles has ever before appeared. Nowhere, unless through personal
friendship with these experts, can you get such real pointers on marksmanship and on
the merits and faults of various firearms. These articles are different. They are rare.

They are not the superficial average write-up at all, but real inside pointers that will

make any man a better shot. To introduce you to The Outer's Book with its unique
Gun Department, its outdoor ginger, its graphic photog'-aphs, live outdoor stories

and inte'e-Jtin? special articles, we will send you three months for 25c — regular

year'* tubtcription $1.50.

You'd give 25c any time to know why you miss some of the points you do
miss, and how not to miss them. 25c for this special offer, will save you
a dollar's worth of wasted cartridges, and perhaps save you from miss-
ing the chance of a lifetime to get a famous bag. Send 25c today,
with the coupon on the right, for three numbers. If you are not
satisfied, we will return your quarter, with no hard feelings about
it either. W^hy not today?

9

3
Months

25 Cents

THE OUTER'S BOOK
S-5 Hathaway Building

Milwaukee. Wis.

Please send me,
for 2 5 cents enclosed

The Outer's Book for

3 months.

Name_

Address.
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Mountain Goat at Home.

Photo by Byron Harmon. Photographer, Banff, Alta.

Before leaving- the Chalet most of the

emblems of civilization, white collar and
cuffs and such like, were discarded. We,
that is to say, the Vice-president of the

Alpine Club and the writer "hit the trail"

clothed in the accepted garb of Alpinists,

sweater, knickers, puttees and heavy nail-

ed boots and carrying- the recognized ac-

coutrements—the rucksack and ice-axe..

The trail for Consolation Valley ran south

from the Club.

It was near the end of July, the day was
ideal, the sun was strong and clear, the

breeze was cool and bracing. The smell

of pine and balsam was stimulating and
the murmur of many mountain streams

was broken occasionally by the thunder

of the avalanche. During the past winter

and spring there was an excessive snowfall

in the mountains and we saw evidences of

the havoc wrought by falling avalanches,

which cut furrows through the woods and
in places swept rway trees as a man

would cut down weeds with a scythe.

We ascended by the trail to a height of

6(550 feet. Below us lay the valley of the

Bow, stretching away for miles in a south-

easterly direction and bounded by peaks
on both sides. This is the valley which
contains the line of the C. P. R. Over-
hanging us was Mount Fairview (9000ft.)

on one side of the entrance of Paradise

Valley and on the other side Mount
Temple (ll,62i6 ft), the highest moun-
tain near the railway, to which further re-

ference will be made in a future issue.

One of the articles of our equipment
was a "billy", in addition to the appetiz-

ing lunches provided by the Chalet.

Where you travel by the trail don't for-

get the billy, for mountain air and exercise

sharpen the appetite. We halted near by
a bubbling spring of clear cold water and
lighting a fire we enjoyed our lunch as

only hungry men can.

To the lover of nature the display of

beauty is bewildering. The woods arc

full of animal life—squirrels, marmots,
porcupines, and an occasional bear and
moun*tain goat

;
grouse, sparrows, thrush-

es. Graceful trees and wild flowers grow
in profusion. The flowers are painted with
Nature's richest colors. Within a short

space I gathered a bunch of flowers

which were named for me by Mrs. Julia

Henshaw whose book on mountain wild

flowers is well known to all lovers of Na-
ture. The following flowers are quite

common : Fleabane, Shrubby Cinquefort,

Indian Paintbrush, Columbine, Bunch-
berry, Ragwort, Mountain Rhododen-
dron, Pearly Everlasting and many
others.

But the best was yet to come. Passing
round the shoulder of Mount Temple
suddenly there burst into view Moraine
Lake and the Valley of Ten Peaks, to

which the photograph cannot possibly do
justice:— a. picture unequalled for im-

pressive grandeur and rugged solitude.

In the heart of the city of New York there

are buildings so high that they seem to

reach the very heavens, but here such

skyscrapers would pale into insignifi-

cance. Men cross the ocean to visit the

magnificent cathedrals of the old land

—

but here is a cathedral built bv God whose
floor is crvstal. the blue-green waters of
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the lake, whose aisles have been con-

structed by glaciers during thousands of

years, whose roof is a canopy of divers

colors and whose pillars are the everlast-

ing hills—Babel, Fay, Little, Deltaform,

Hungabee and the rest—flanked and orna-

mented by glaciers and cascades, rock-

piles and icefalls. It was most impres-

sive and awe-inspiring: I stood and look-

ed for a time in silence, as if in the very

presence of the Almighty. Some such

thought was in the mind of Coleridge

when he saw Mont Blanc from the Valley

of Chamouni :

—

"Ye icefalls!

"Motionless torrents! Silent cataracts!

"Who made you glorious as the gates

of heaven
"Beneath the keen full moon? Who

bade the sun
"Clothe you with rainbows?
"God! Let the torrents like the shout

of nations

"Answer! And let the ice-plains an-

swer 'God'."

We crossed the stream that enters

Moraine Lake, passing close by the big

terminal moraine and around the base of

the Tower of Babel and entered Consola-

tion Valley, soon reaching the Alpine

Club Camp which was located a couple of

miles up the Valley.

But the trip was one of life's great ex-

periences and the pictures it revealed w^ill

live in the memory and enrich the mind
for all time.

Mr. Byron Harman, photographer,

Banff, Alberta, to whom we are indebted

for the photos of some of the best series

we have been able to publish of mountain
scenery, has made a special study of

mountain photography, and from the in-

ception of the Alpine Club has attended

the camps and taken photos. He has a

very fine selection and any one desiring

to make a collection will do well to com-
municate with him. when every courtesy

can be promised, particularly if mention
is made of Rod and Gun in Canada.

THE CLUB'S ANNUAL

Of extreme interest not only to mem-
bers of the Club but to all interested in

mountaineering is Number 2 of Volume
II of the Canadian Alpine Journal which
has just been issued. As usual the con-

tributions are divided into four sections

and in each will be found papers of au-

thority and value in their respective sub-

jects. In the mountaineering section

priority is given to two papers on Mount
Robson, the first by Mr. Mum, who de-

scribes an unsuccessful expedition, and
the second by the Rev. G. B. Kinney and
Donald Philips who tell separately the

story of their daring climb and its suc-

cessful accomplishment. Each of the

other stories of ascents has its own spe-

cial and individual interest. The glacial

observations constitute the most import-

ant and valuable of the notes in the

scientific section. There is much that is

noteworthy in the miscellaneous section,

including an account of a graduation

climb, and biographical sketches of the

late Rev. J. C. Herdman, D.D., and Mr.
H. G. AA'heeler, both original members of

the Club and Avell remembered by
those who attended the Club's first camp.
The ofificial section is devoted to the re-

cords of the Club which will prove of

considerable value when its story comes
to be written. It is well to gather up
and retain in permanent form these

mountaineering experiences, whose ef-

fect upon the future of the Dominion we
can at present only dimly and imperfectly
realize. The Journal ensures not merely
a wider and deeper interest in the Club
and its doings in the present, but also en-

courages the love of mountaineering by
enabling those interested throughout the

world to know w'hat their confreres are

accomplishing and guaranteeing to future

generations records certain to increase

in value as time and development go on.

These journals should be in the possess-

ion of every member, for without them
no mountaineer's library is complete.
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Send TO-DAY For Our TREE BOOKLET

"FORTUNES IN MAGAZINES"
^ It tells of the astounding incomes

and profits of an immense and profit-

able industry— fiicts that are not gen-

eral knowledge.

^ The magazine publishing business

is one of the most extensive and lucu-

rative in America.

^ One hundred dollars invested in

Munsey's Magazine in its early days

would be paying from $1,000 to

$1,200 each year in dividends, and

would now be worth approximately

$12,000.

^ Our booklet, "Fortunes in Mag-

azines," cites numerous other in-

stances of how magazines have

earned large amounts of money on

small investments made ai the right

time.

^ The Baseball Magazine has a

wider field than any other one maga-

zine in America.

^ Our magazine is distinct from

all other magazines that have

been launched. It is not neces-

sary to create enthusiasm among

magazine readers. The wide-

spread enthusiasm for baseball

and literature pertaining to it

ALREADY EXISTS.

COME IN WITH us

C| Many of you have done so already

but we desire EVERY reader.

^ Within 120 days after incorpora-

tion, July 1st, 1908, approximately

80/^ of our original stock issue had

been sold.

^ It is the revenue thus derived ard

the corporation's profits that has

brought The Baseball Magazine to

its present stage.

^ On August 1st, 1910, a new issi e

of Participating Preferred stock

was authorized.

CJ We have now set out to accompH.'-h

one distinct result— to reach 200,00'!

monthly circulation. Read the rea-

sons why we should accomplish our

aim.
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^ 40,000,000 paid admissions during

1909. 41,000 paid to see ONE
game in Pittsburg recently—and base-

ball is " still in its infancy."

q If we get 200,000 people to read

the magazine regularly we can pay

oQffo to 75^ dividends. With addi-

tional working capital we can NOW
get 200,000 circulation.

^ If YOU believe we can obtain

200,000 readers from our unlimited

field—only 500 readers in each of

the 400 cities supporting organized

baseball — then mail the attached

coupon. We will prove why we ca;i

pay enormous dividends on our new
Participating 8% Preferred stock

issue of August 1, 1910.

^ Almost every individual devoting

his time to baseball is receiving hand-

some returns.

^ With the entire country baseball

crazy for nine months each year, the

founders of The Baseball Magazine

know the profits from THEIR mag-

azines are UNLIMITED.

^ $20 or $200 invested NOW may

be worth $200 or $2000 in eighteen

months.

^ If you believe these statements and

believe in these predictions, send the

attached coupon for further particu-

lars and further evidence of the

likelihood of your investment being

worth ten times its present value in

eighteen months.

^ We have a special stock offer open

until Decembers. If you send the

attached coupon this ofter will

be thoroughly described, and

the sending of the coupon

may be the beginning, in

your case, of a small in-

vestment made NOW
which may be worth

$1,000 in a short

time.

BASEBALL
MAGAZINE
COMPANY

158 Summer Street

BOSTON, MASS.

Send free your Booklet con-

taining history of Magazine

Fortunes.

Name

Address

City

THE BASEBALL MAGAZINE COMPANY



Our cover cut is from a photograph
taken by Mr. S. B. Harrison of Hagers-
ville, Ontario, and shows a black bear

shot by Mr. Robert Knox, of Clanbrassie,

Ontario, in 1906. With a "long, strong,

pull," coupled with grit and determina-

tion, the sportsman landed his prize in

camp. It made a fine addition to the

Christmas faje.

Major Hendrie writes :—Those inter-

ested might take notice of what other

people are doing towards the expense of

game protection and propagation. In the

State of Iowa, from its licenses, both re-

sident and non-resident, is produced the

sum of $107,280.00 all of which is put to

the credit of Protection and Propagation

of game. The coming year, $5,000.00 is

to be spent as an experiment in introduc-

ing English pheasants; $30,000.00 is to

be spent on introducing the Hungarian
partridge and it is reasonable to judge

that similar sums for the protection and
enforcing of the game laws, will be, forth-

coming. Let our own Fish and Game
authorities in Toronto, give some thought
to what they might do. Surely Ontario,

in all ways, is as good a country for the

outdoor camper as is Iowa, and if such

results can be obtained by such a policy

in that State, a little of it engrafted into

our Powers "that be and control," would
certainly prove beneficial.

The Superintendent of the U.S. Fish

Hatchery at Grand Lake, Maine, says

that the guides and sportsmen ought to

handle fish that are to be thrown back
with gloves, so as not to injure them.
He says that a great deal of the fungus
growth found at the present time is due
to rough handling in removing fish from
the hook. He has so impressed this upon

the people around Grand Lake region that

a large proportion of the guides there

carry light woolen gloves with them when
guiding, for the purpose of handling fish

when they are to be thrown back.

George R. Salzman, head of the Service

Department of the E. R. Thomas Motor
Company in Buffalo, N.Y., has recently

returned from the wilds of the Kippewa
district in Eastern Quebec where he spent

three weeks in quest of big game. He
landed a bull moose with a spread of

antlers that measured 02 inches.

A big moose which was one of the at-

tractions of the Brandon Fair grounds,
where a fine collection of birds and ani-

mals has been gathered died in Septem-
ber. The animal had been out of con-

dition all summer and notwithstanding
attention and care succumbed. The
moose was presented to the Board by a

Port Arthur gentleman and the loss is a

severe one as such animals are not now
easy to obtain.

It was reported that at the end of Sep-

tember the Pacific Whaling Company
had had a most successful season, captur-

ing 850 whales valued at $500 each.

. Bad news of the failure r^f the fishery

has come from Labrador, the season's

catch being estimated as the smallest in

the history of the organized fisheries. It

was stated that the export would not

reach 50,000 quintals as compared with

160,000 quintals last year when a poor

season was experienced.
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By Royal Appointment

England's Great Fishing

Rod, Reel, and Tackle Manufacturers
will mail you their large Illustrated

Catalogue Free!
It will pay you to import, as you get
the highest class fishing rods and tackle

the world has ever seen.

Hard/* "Palakona"
Split Bamboo Rods are the lightest and
strongest made.

Hirdy*8 Alnwick Qreenheart Rods
Are superior to all others.

Hard/. "Perfect" Reel
with ball bearings and regulating check,
fltt«d with a double tapered "Corona"
line make a perfect Outfit complet*.

HARDY BROS. Ltd., : Alnwick : England
L«B4en Depot: <1 PaO Mafl-S.W.

Perfect" Reel with pat. agate lin
foard, 3 i-8 ins

The ' Fairchild Rod.
Palakona Split Bamboo.

9 ft. weighs jJi ors.

9^ ft. weighs 4 !|( ass

At Last we have Solved the Problem
/VO MORE BROKENFISHING RODS

by using Westwood's Patent Waterproof, Silk Bound, Split Cane, Unbreakable Rod, with Lock
Joint Gun Metal Waterproof Ferrules.

This Rod has been thoroughly examined and tested by expert fishermen and 'hey, one and all, pronounce it to be
the best invention of the day in Fishing Rods and certainly the best value.

To see this Rod is the most conTincing proof of what we claim.

THE ALLCOCK. LAIGHT A WESTWOOD
78 Bay Street, Toronto, Canada, and Redditch, England.

CO. LIMITED,
ESTABUSHED 1800

GLASS EYES
'^*'^^"^'"-
and Animals

Taxidermy Supplies xaxl^m!
ists' supplies desiring the dest gooas and
lowest prices, should send at once for our

Coittpiete Nc7u Cat^ilog Xo. 54. Largest and
:sl stock cf eyes and supplies in America,

consisting of glass eyts, tools, skulls, shields,

_^^^^^^ ire, tow, clay, etc. Best Imported Class Eyes
<^g i* ^^^^^^^ at no advance in cost. Reduced prices on Felt Lin-
ings—Sample card Free. Send for catalog. It will save you money, ^t'syours
for the asking. We mount specimens of all kinds, true to life, by standard
museum methcds. Price list on mounting No. yZ FRI-E. Northwestern
Sch. of Taxidermy jg Taxidermy Building Omaha, Neb. G. TROUT COMPANY,

TROUT WHEEL
Two, Three or Four Blade.
For Speed Boats or General

Service.

Adopted by the Fore-

most Engine Maker*
of the Country. '.

BUFFALO, N.Y.
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Three vouths of Hcspeler, Ontario,

succeeded' in obtaining five coons in one

half day's 'hunt on a Saturday in October.

The catch was a very good one consi-

dering the time and place of the hunt.

Three youths of Lewisville, N.B., had

a scare through being chased by a black

bear. They were scouring the woods

with a dog when a big bear, which evi-

dently considered that it had been un-

duly disturbed, broke out upon them. As

the young men were unarmed they con-

sidered discretion the better part of valor

and retreated by way of the water over

logs that proved slippery and gave them

a first-class ducking. With the bear be-

hind them nothing was allowed to stay

their onward progress till they reached

home with a somewhat vague story of

their own and the bear's doings.

hauling at the mission headquarters at

St. Antony was done by them. The In-

dians on the coast were in such a condi-

tion that they were dying off rapidly and

would not be a charge on any one very

long. He hoped to interest the Govern-

ment in their condition and induce the

Department of Indian affairs to do some-

thing for them.

Mr. W. P. Kellett and Mr. F. C.

Thomas, the former manager of the

Grand Valley Railway, both of Brantford,

Ontario, hunted along the north branch

of the Spanish River from Biscotasing

and obtained a couple of fine moose. Mr.

Kellett's capture had a spread of fifty-

six and a half inches and that of Mr.

Thomas thirty-three inches. Under the

guidance of an Indian the hunters saw

eleven moose in one day and had a most

enjoyable time.

Two black bears were seen in the

neighborhood of Lindsay, Ontario, early

in October and local hunters were excited

over the chance of obtaining a couple

of good pelts.

At a recent gathering of the Canadian

Club of Montreal, Dr. H. W. Hare, who

has done medical mission work at Harr-

ington Harbor, Labrador, for five years

expressed his great hopes of the promised

revolution in transportation and food

supply from the introduction of the rein-

deer by Dr. Grenfell. The two hundred

and seventy does and thirty bucks in the

original herd had multiplied to over eight

hundred and last winter all the wood

An enthusiastic bird hunter shot at a

grebe from a motor boat in the neighbor-

hood of Lindsay, Ontario, and his action

being witnessed by two game wardens he

was summoned before the magistrate.

The difficulty is to classify the grebe.

The wardens contend it is a species of

duck and the defence was that it is only

a swimming bird and not included in the

protection afforded by the Game Act.

A golden eagle was shot late in October

at Summerland, B.C.

Messrs. James and Charles Scott, of

Newcastle, N.B., obtained a moose each

during the open season, that captured by

Mr. James Scott weighing eight hundred

pounds with a head having a spread of

fifty-eight inches.

No less than ten moose were taken on

the eastern side of the river within ten

miles of Woodstock, N. B. during the

first month of the open season.

A fine young grizzly was captured by a

party of youthful shooters near Hosmer,

B.C. in the early part of October.

Conductor David Hains, of the I. C. R^

shot a big moose with a spread of fifty-

nine and a half inches from the door of

his van on a rapidly moving freight train

and brought the big animal down with

one shot. When passing through the

heavily wooded district between Red

Pine and Gloucester Junction in North-

ern New Brunswick he saw a big moose

step into the open and having his rifle

handy he fired with deadly effect. Pas-

sengers and train crews have repeatedly
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seen moose when passinj^ through this

district and so accustomed have the an-

imals become to the trains that they take

scarcely any notice of them.

A large eagle alighted in an exhausted

condition on the deck of the steamer

Bickerdike near Port Arthur, Ontario, on

October twentieth. Notwithstanding its

condition it fiercely resented capture and

after some struggling managed to fly off

again.

The Toronto Zoo has been annually

invaded by rats in the fall and various

means have been tried to exterminate

these pests. Last year experiments with

ferrets were not very successful and this

year an attempt is being made with a

Griffin vulture. At the time of writing

the reports are to the effect that the bird

is doing its work well and promises to

fulfill expectations.

There was good duck shooting on the

St. Clair Flats during the open season

and one young Wallaceburgher obtained

sixteen. The youngster's father is a not-

ed duck hunter and in this respect the

son is following in his steps.

A maskinonge measuring four feet, five

inches in length and tipping the scales

at forty-two pounds was caught on the

troll near Picton, Ontario, about the mid-

dle of October. After a hard fight in

which J. M. Cunningham and W. H.
Williams were combined the fish was
landed about a mile from where he struck.

A white deer and a white robin were
seen near Cookshire, Quebec in October.

The robin is said to have two dark feath-

ers but the deer is thought to be a perfect

albino.

C. A. Hubbard of Newton, Mass., who
has hunted for many years on the Tob-
ique in New Brunswick expressed his

opinion that moose were more plentiful

than ever during the past season. He saw
more than fifty moose on his own trip.

On the authority of Game Warden
Dean, of New Brunswick, backed up by
a sportsman, St. John County is declared
to be the home of a great moose with
a spread of six feet. The animal appears
to bear a charmed life for several guides
and sportsmen have attempted his cap-

ture without success.

Captains AlcCalmont and Yeatherd, of

the Seventh Hussars, had a hunting trip

on the Tobique, New Brunswick, during
the fall.

Mr. B. R. Houghton, of Boston, and
Mr. J. Frank Martin, of Centre Sandwich,
N. H., obtained a moose each in the

New Brunswick woods near Perth, one
having a spread of fifty inches. They also

obtained two fine bucks and a bear and
might have shot others but having all

the meat they required they refrained

from taking any more.

The Rev. A. Stantinier, an Anglican
missionary stationed on the Derens River
which flows into the northern part of

Lake Winnipeg was recently in the city

of Winnipeg and gave some account of

the people under his charge. To reach

the territory assigned to him a long and
hazardous canoe trip is necessary, no less

than one hundred rapids with eighty por-

tages Jiavmg to be negotiated. Last fall

one. of the large canoes was wrecked and
valuable supplies lost, and only the re-

sourcefulness of the party and their know-
ledge of the woods saved them. The
Indians are a fine race as 5''et unspoiled

by contact with the whites. They live

in wigwams and dress in rabbit skins.

Their beliefs and traditions are strange

and weird. Customs, Indian dress, etc.,

all disappear rapidly before the advent of

the white man. The tribe has been
brought under treaty b}^ the Government
and the work of the Church will in future

be supplemented by them. Gardening
will be taught and it is hoped that they
will learn to make some permanent pro-

vision instead of eking out a precarious
"1 ivinsf.
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Lenatured Alcohol in

Solid Form
A well known Wheeling, W. Va., chemist

has succeeded in producing chunks of de-

natured alcohol in crystal form by means
of a small infusion of certain acids whereby
crystals of an alkaloidal nature very closely

resembling physioloeicallv the effects of

ethvl alcohol distilled from saw dust. The
method employed and the results obtained are

somewhat similar to the crystalizing of rock
candy or that of Sacharine, containing as it

does 350 times the sweetening strength over

that of cane sugar, so this alkaloidal crysta-

lized alcohol contains many times the

strength over the ordinary denatured fluid

alcohol, they will yield 194 proof liquified

denatured alcohol with a greater heating

and cooking power for stoves than gasoline

and it is absolutely non-explosive. A
sample can containing 33 solid cubes with a

stove and the formula sent to you postpaid

for ^2.00.

Address :

THE WOOD WASTE DISTILLERIES CO.,

Inc.,

Wheeling, W. Va , U.S.A.

SieelFishingRods
Vmu have been nuiler a big strain. Nerves bave

;; 'tteu shaky. Digestiou is bail, sleep restless. You
are wonied. Things are going wrong. Take a holi-
day and a "BRISTOL." Go out into the open.
Fish all day, sleep all night and come home your
real self.

Dozens of different kinds of "BRISTOL" Rods are
carried by sporting goods dealers everywhere, and
are described in the catalog, which will be mailed
FREE. Write for it today.
Remember that all steel rods are not "BRISTOLS."

t'uless the trade mark is stamped on the handle it is
not a genuine "BRISTOL."

1911 Calendar, 18.\27, a reproduction in full colors
from Oliver Kemp's painting, "THE TRAGEDY," for
loc. Send for it.

THE HORTON MFG. CO.,
32 Horton St., Bristol. Conn.

<^^
Shippers of Raw Furs

"^>«

^ For over half a century have been enjoying absolute satis-

"^y faction by making their shipments to this house of reliability.

s^ Ship Direct to

us, and you will

be Satisfied.

A postal with your
name and address

will bring you our
PRICE LISTS

Traugott Schmidt & Sons
DETROIT, MICH.

Capital and Surplus $400,000.00
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The Manitoba Hunting and Fishing

Club has built a rustic club house, at

which, however, the members can obtain

every convenience, at Point du Bois on

Lake George V. There is excellent fish-

ing near the Clubhouse and good hunting

in the immediate neighborhood. Mr. W.
J, Bulman of Winnipeg who visited the

Clubhouse in October had some fine

catches, some of the fish going as high as

nine pounds.

Early in October Captain Hunter seiz-

ed a box containing one hundred and fif-

ty undersized pickerel which was put on
the steamer Brockville between Belleville

and Trenton. The fish made some good
meals for the inhabitants of the House of

Refuge.

The summer visitors and residents of

Rainy Lake neighborhood are anxious

for the Government to re-stock the lake

with gamey varieties of fish. At present

only sunfish and similar varieties are

found in the waters but as they are clear

and cold it is contended' that bass, pick-

erel and maskinonge would thrive there

and furnish fine summer fishing to the

great advantage of residents and visitors

alike.

A first consignment of two thousand
black bass fingerlings was placed in

Victoria Lake, Stratford, Ontario on the

last day of September by Superintendent
Edwards of the Brantford hatchery. The
Superintendent was charmed by the

beauty of Victoria Lake and its suitability

for re-stocking with bass. He strongly

advised a prohibition of fishing in the

lake for three years in order to give the

young fish time to mature and begin the

process of natural increase. If such a

policy could be carried out he estimated

that in five years the lake w^ould' have

from thirty thousand to forty thousand
black bass in it and would afford splen-

did fishing for anglers for an indefinite

time, ^^^hen placed in the water the fish

scattered in a lively manner and Mr. Ed-
wards said they would quickly adapt

themselves to the lake w^ater? and thrive

handsomely. A wise precaution would be
to place a fine netting over the sluice

way to prevent any fish from being car-

ried down, although from their ability

to fight the current and seeking up stream
waters he thought there was no danger
of loss. A similar stocking next fall

would, in Mr. Edward's estimation set up
Lake Victoria handsomely as a black

bass preserve.

A fish trap on the Charlton River, said

to have been originally built by the In-

dians and which for many years netted
the owners more than the product of

the farm, was destroyed in October by
Emmet C. Higgins and Otto Witt, acting
under" instructions from headquarters.

The men used dynamite and made a good
job of it despite the protests of the owner
who declared that as he had bought the

fishing rights with the farm and had en-

joyed its use for many 3'ears he could

not be deprived of such even by law.

Numerous complaints were received

about the trap before action was taken.

Robert Galloway, who lives at Gilbert

Plains, Manitoba, w'as out wath his gun
and dogs at the close of September when
he came across a familv of five black
bears in a neighbor's oatfield. He suc-

ceeded in killing two of the animals and
wounded two others but, in the gathering
darkness the latter effected their escape
along with the unwounded one.

According to reports the protection ac-

corded to beaver in New Brunswick has
had as much effect in increasing their

numbers as a like policy in Ontario. In

Ledmeadow Brook, between Doaktown
and Bartholomew^, these industrious lit-

tle creatures made a dam one hundred
yards long .flooding the meadows and pre-

\enting the driving of logs. The south
branch of Muzerall Brook was dammed in

like fashion as well as Layton Brook,
Highbank Brook and others. Consider-

able inconvenience was caused by the

overflooding and requests poured into

the Department asking for authority to

cut the dams and force the little builders

to go elsewhere.
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The Oldest Fur House in America

Joseph Ullmann
18=20=22 West 20th St., New York

Branch Establishments under SAME NAME at

LEIPZIG LONDON PARIS
GERMANY ENGLAND FRANCE

BuyiriiJ: and selling representatives in all important Fur
Markets of the World, distributing each article where best

results are obtained, enable us to pay highest market prices for

raw furs at all times.

Raw Fur Shippers
in the Western Provinces should address all shipments and

correspondence to

JOSEPH ULLMANN,
150 East Third Street, St. Paul .... Minn.

Correspondence and shipments from Ontario and the Eastern

Provinces should be addressed to

JOSEPH ULLMANN,
18-20-22 West 20th St. ... New York City

Our Raw Fur Quotations, Shipping Tags, Etc., will be sent

to any address on request.

References : Any Mercantile Agency or Bank.
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Judge Mabee and Dr. Mills, the former

the Chairman and the latter a member
of the Dominion Railway Commission
enjoyed a holiday in the latter part of

September as the guests of the Oak Lake
Shooting Club, near Brandon, Manitoba.
Dr. Mills stated that he never saw so

many ducks in his life before. There were
thousands of them and they were able

to obtain all that were required in the

Club each day.

Colonel and Mrs. L. D. Couley and
Mr. D. J. Kane, all of New York, had a

fine trip in the woods from Chatham, N.

B. The}' obtained three moose one of

which was a particularly large and hand-

some one.

The Hon. Frank Cochrane, Minister of

Lands, Forests and Mines for Ontario,

paid a visit to Algonquin Park in October
and announced on his return to Toronto
that the beaver are still increasing so fast

in the Park that the policy inaugurated

last year of taking a number under Gov-
ernment supervision will be continued

during the present season.

One of the largest coyotes shot in the

neighborhood of Calgary was brought
down by E. J. Cloutier who believes he

will obtain an excellent rug with the skin.

Mr. John Ogilvy, of Gulquac, N. B.,

had a party from Pennsylvania out moose
hunting. On the shores of Island Lake a

bull moose was seen and a young woman
of the party was successful in wounding
it. Three shots were sent after the

animal each one going home and when
apparently about to charge the party

it dropped dead in its tracks.

A large deputation recently waited up-

on the Hon. Dr. Reaume, the Minister of

Pwblic Works who has charge of the

fish and game interests of Ontario, re-

presenting practically all the prominent
fur dealers of Toronto and the northern

portion of the Province asking that an

amendment should be passed to the Game
Act altering the season for mink by one
month making the opening day Novem-
ber first instead of December first and the

closing day April first in place of May
first, as at present. The dealers were
represented by M. H. Ludwig, K. C, and

J. H. Hammond, of Orillia. Among those

present were : George Monteith of the

Monteith Fur Co. ; Geo. Dale represent-

ing A. A. Allen & Co. ; S. Brazier of Wag-
ner, Brazier & Co. ; Geo. E. Gillespie of

the Gillespie Fur Co. ; Chas. J. McKay of

the Canadian Hide and Skin Co. ; W. C.

Goffatt of Orillia; W. Dineen of the W.
& D. Dineen Co., and D. H. Bastedo.

The petition was supported by the signa-

tures of the following members of the

house; A. G. Pratt, S. Norfolk; R. R.

Gamey, Manitoulin ; John Galna, Parry
Sound; James B. Tudhope, E. Simcoe ; A.

B. Thompson, Centre Simcoe ; A. A. Ma-
hafify, Muskoka ; T. Herbert Lennox, N.
York; W. K. McNaught, N. Toronto; W.
A. Preston, Rainy River ; AV. R. Smythe,
Algoma; T. R. Whiteside, E. Toronto;
and T. E. Bradburn, E. Peterboro. The
minister promised to lay the matter be-

fore his colleagues.

At an early hour on the morning of

October fifteenth Fish and Game Over-
seer Gault, of Deseronto. Ont.. seized

eight sets of hoop nets and six large gill

nets which when spread out would ex-

tend upwards of two miles and were
worth about $400. The nets were confis-

cated as were also a gasoline launch and
a punt near by.

Quite a number of Moncton, N. B.

men obtained a moose apiece during the

present season including Conductor Ayer,
L. Sherlock, C. S. Berry, Stewart Tuter,

Eph. Price, Frank Graves, Temple Doyle
and others. Mr. Doyle's moose when
dressed weighed over six hundred pounds.

An amusing story of a bear hunt comes
from Cobalt. A captured bear broke

away from its shackles and raided the

cellar of a neighboring house. Amongst
the contents of the cellar was a quantity
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Are you getting the benefit of tlie

top market prices for your furs?

Or is the other fellow ^ettinj it.

If he is, it is time for you to ship your
furs elsewhere.

All we ask is that you send us your
name for our quotations and then you
can satisfy yourself if you are getting all

your furs are worth.

We quote one price for each grade—one
grade for each price. You do not need to

guess what you are going to get.

The Redick Hide i^ fur Co.
Grand Forks, N. Dakota, U. S. A.

(Twenty-sixth season in the Raw Fur Business)

The Shipment House
FOUNDED 1864.

RAW FURS and SKINS

Highest Values Given for all Northern Furs.

We are large Tanners of Cattle and
Horse Hides, and also manufacture
Ladies' Fine Furs.

With our excellent facilities we can
make the best use of your furs and give
you the highest prices. Why not have
a good Coat or Robe made from your
next Cow or Horse Hide ?

No dissatisfied customers. Ship small
lots by Registered Mail.

H. Willard, Son & Co.
Fur Merchants,

Marshalltown - - Iowa

RAW FURS
Highest Prices

Reliable Assortment and Prompt
Remittance

11 Is what you always get from
Rosenberg Bros. We want regular

shippers and will do our utmost to

give satisfaction.

H Shipments held separate four days
and express charges paid both ways
if valuation is not satisfactory.

Price List Mailed Free.

TI Send a postal card to-day for our
price list and we will keep you
thoroughly posted as to market con-

ditions.

H Send us a trial shipment and you
will become a regular shipper. Send
the postal To-Day.

Rosenberg Bros.
99 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

BAROQUES

Pearl hunters will do well

to ship by registered mail to

H. Willard, Son &Co.,
Marshalltown, Iowa,

who are large dealers in

fresh-water pearls.

WHEN, WHERE and
HOW TO TRAP

/^UR new illustrated Trappers' Guide— 3 ours
^^ free for the asking— is the biggest and
most reliable guide published. Reveals valualile
trapping secrets and tlie carefully guarded methods
of successful trappers. What we tell you on Animal
Baits is as important to any trapper as traps. Full

directions on preparing skins for
shipment and how to get the most
money for them. This book will in-
crease the catch of experienced trap-
pers as well as bring success to the
inexperienced. The Game Laws of
all the States and Canada are given
in concise, unmistakable form, with
the information you want shown at

Jl
a glance. We will send you this
book free if you write US before
all the books are gone.

f. c. t«kor i co. , greatest fur house in the world
735 Fur Exchange Building, St. Louis. Mo.
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of bottled beer. 'l"he animal brcike bottle

after bottle and proceeded to lap up the

beer. When the alarm vvas raised the

animal was still busily engaged in this

operation. By the time its owner ap-

peared it had imbibed so deeply that it

did not recognise him and with a deep

growl chased him up the cellar steps.

Continuing to smash the bottles and

drink the beer the attention of the animal

was at length called off by some eatables.

Many people contributed to the supply

and at length the bear with a sigh of

regret sank into a comatose state. In

this condition he was rolled along boards

to his old quarters which were made
secure against further outbreak. There
was a considerable sensation in the town
during the time the bear was loose.

Reports from Saskatchewan state that

some good wild turkey shooting was ob-

tained in the neighborhood of Manor, one
party obtaining seventeen. Included in

the number was a veteran standing six

feet high, weighing eighteen pounds and
measuring seven feet six from tip to tip.

Good chicken shooting was reported

from the neighborhood of Vermilion, Al-

berta, in the early part of October.

Some fine captures of deer in the neigh-

borhood of Michel. B. C, were made in

the early part of October, Pat Terrian

obtaining a three hundred pound six

point buck and James Davy, a two hun-

dred and fifty pound doe.

At Charlotte. Me., on the borders of

New Brunswick, a white doe and white

fawn were seen in the woods on several

occasions, those noting the animals de-

claring that they were pure white.

A stray squirrel or two having taken up
their quarters in one of Brantford city's

parks, the caretaker, Mr. Tremaine, exer-

cised a close guardianship over them until

their numbers have increased to a dozen,

'both grey and black being included.

Some of them have become so tame that

they will eat from Mr. Tremaine's hand.

By Order-in-C()uncil the hen birds of

the English or Mongolian pheasants are

protected for three years from October
15th, 1910, in the Province of Ontario and
the hunting and killing of pheasants must
be confined to the cock bird only.

Jack Lawlor, aged fifteen, the son of

Mr. J. R. Lawlor, Newcastle, N. B., ob-

tained a moose at Bartibogue early in

October. The head proved a handsome
one with a spread of fifty-six inches.

In driving through a patch of woods
near Ludlow, Northumberland County,
N. B., Mrs Long met with an unpleasant

adventure with a bear. Two cubs were
seen in the road and the dog with Mrs.
Long barked at them. This caused the

she bear to rush out and driving out the

dog, she made a swipe at Mrs. Long,
scratching her arm. Striking the bear

on the head with the butt of the whip
she caused it to retreat and two men
coming along completed the discomfiture.

Mr. Hedly Brewer, St. Mary's Mr.
George Banks, Mangerville, Mr. Alex.

King, Lower Southampton, Mr. Alvin

Grant. Fredericton. and Mr. C. Doyle,

New York, were amongst those obtaining

both moose and deer with fine heads in

the Province of New Brunswick during

the open season.

An addition to the records of fine mas-
kinonge taken from the St. Lawrence dur-

ing the season was made by Dr. George
Hanley, White Plains, N.Y., who captur-

ed a thirty pounder. The Doctor had his

prize mounted in order that he might
.show his friends at home that his tale was
not an idle one.

Tisdale. in Saskatchewan, claims many
attractions for sportsmen, not the least of

which is good chicken shooting. A par-

ty of three bagged eighteen birds in three

hours and with the assistance of a good
dog belonging to one of their number
retrieved the whole number. A hearty

welcome is promised visiting sportsmen.
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WEIL BROS.&CO.,FORT WAYNE. IND.
I

AMERICA'S GREATEST RAW-FUR HOUSE. Established FORTY YEARS.
Exporti"* to all the ereat Piir Markets of th' world. Send for the uito-ii edition of our

FREE TRAPPERS GUID
We want it in the hands of every Hunter, Trapper, and Fur
Shipper in Atnerica, together with our FREE PRICE LIST E.S.,
which tells the story of the growth of our great business
I.,ocatedin the centreof the Fur Industry, yet not in a large
City, cur shippers need not help pay the heavy expenses other
Hovises have You shotild know about our World's Newest
Medical Discovery BAITS, for all animals. Ask for FREE
circulars describing them Send us your address. DO IT TO-
DAY. We will send you Tags, Blanks and information as to

Mr. A. Weil Prizes we offer to TRAPPERS, all mailed without obligation on
your part. We hold all Furs separate pay expressage and charge no commission
shipping to us. Send a trial shipment and see.

AMERICA'S GPFATCSX RAW-rUR HOUSF. AorRFSS Box '86

WEIL BROS.& CO. CAPITAL $500,000. PAID. FT. WAYNE.INa

Mr. I. Weil
Make monev

i-Sell Fur In The EasH
Dealers in Western cities such as Kansas City.

St. Louis, Chicago. St. i'aul and Detroit, sell
their furs to dealers East. Why irot you?
We are in a small town, own our plant, pay no

rent. Expenses are low. We have agents in Eng-
land and Germany who getfor us hi:;hest prii-cs.

Why oan't we pay more for furs than Western
aeaiers wno sell to Eastern city dealers.' Or
more than Eastern city dealers who must pay
big rent and have higb expenses?

f^-

. We will send you absolutely free a
large S-page illustrated fur circular
Cditlerent Irom anytliin i yoa ever
saw) a Trapper's Guide UcUs how to

catch and take care of furs) and a
large price list giving latest and high-
est prices for (urs caught anywhere.
Cireulargives letters from shippers

m<-^ in every State; letters that
•v^ tell hO'n' ive paid more 1 lian
other houseN. All free. Write torta v.
CORRYHIDE&FURCO. 803 Main St. Corry, Pa.

Why we pay highest

prices for

FURS
WE have no trouble

disposing of all the
furs we can get. Both in this country and Europe we
have customers waiting for our shipments, so we are
willing to pay the highest market prices to meet the

demand. Our liberal grading also gives you more
money for furs. We buy furs outright, for ca-h,
returns made same day skins arc received. No
commissions are charged. If you are not t-'etting the

highest market prices for your skins ship Ihem to us

—we'll send you our price and hold them separate
till we hear from you— if our offer is unsatisfactory

we will return the skins to you at once.

We pay express charges both ways. It costs you
nothing to find out how much more you can get from
us for your skins.

Get yournameon our mailing list and receive our mar-
ket reports and quotations wtiich we issue frequently.

S. SILBERMAN & SONS, Desk 5 S , Chicago
Formerly Silberman Bros.

RAW FURS
NEW YORK PRICES FOR

are the highest in
thecountry. We will
pa.v the highest New
lork cash prices for

your Muskrat, Skunk, Mink, Coon, Opossum,
Fox and all other standard furs in large or small
lots. We hold shipments separate on request.
We charge no commission and pay all express
charges. Send us your name and address at once
and we will keep you fully posted.

STRUCK-CHAITIN CO., Dept. u , 8 East 12th St.. New York

.V. FURS -> HIDES
of all kinds and pay top prices
^"'d make quick cash returns.

TRAPPERS GUIDE sen (free to all
who ship and mention this ad.

McMillan fur ^ wool co.
Minneapolis, Minnesota,

WRITE FOR CIRCULARS.
BRANCH HOUSE - 277 Rupeit St.

Winnipeg, Man.
Write or ship either house.

Bttablished :i Largest Furond iVoiA Housein America.

SHIP ALL YOUR

Ra^v Furs
— TO —

J. YAFFE
72 Colborne St , Dept. R, Toronto, Ont.

Write for our November
price list.

Highest prices paid.
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Mr. Edward D. Bill, of New York, un-

der the guidance of Arthur Pringle. suc-

ceeded in obtaining a fine moose in the

New Brunswick woods. The head had
twenty points with a spread of sixty-one

inches.

A splendid time in the New Brunswick
woods was enjoyed by a party consisting

of Hubert Sinclair, Weddin Robinson, and
Ernest Sinclair of California with Mrs.
Hubert Sinclair and Miss Helen Harris, of

Moncton, at Guide John Hare's camp.
During the sojourn in the woods they saw
twenty-six moose, loup cervier, fox and
partridges. They likewise obtained three

good sized moose and a caribou, each head
being noticeable for symmetry. ]\Iiss

Harris shot the moose with the best head,

the spread being fifty-five and a half inch-

es with twenty-eight points and a heavy
web. Mrs. Sinclair secured one of the

other moose, the ladies thus making a

splendid record in addition to a most en-

joyable time.

So exasperated was a New Brunswick
farmer with a bear which had killed one
of his cows that he attacked the animal
with a stick. He was getting much the

worst of the encounter when a neighbor
came along with a gun and putting a

bullet through the bear's head ended the

unequal struggle. The farmer, whose
name is James Woods, was badly man-
gled.

Two of the largest moose heads ever

brought to Hamilton were recently on
exhibition at a local ticket office. The
spread of the antlers from tip to tip was
fifty-six inches. Both animals were shot

by Indians along the line of. the Grand
Trunk Pacific.

Mr. R. S. Nelson writes from ^Yetaski-
win, Alberta, under date of October
seventeenth : Partridge and prairie chick-

ens were very numerous around Wetaski-
win throughout the fall, and many fine

bags were made by local sportsmen.
Nearly every day some stray partridges
were seen in the streets and two or thiee

large flocks of prairie chickens were seen
right in town. One partridge flew with
such force against a heavy plate glass

window that it fell dead amongst the und-
erwear which filled the window. The pro-

prietor at once had a card printed and
placed it by the dead bird, the words
reading: "He wanted some Jaegar Under-
wear." Ducks and geese were fairly plen-

tiful but on account of the small sloughs
being dried up sportsmen had to seek
them in the larger lakes.

According to the ''Eastern Chronicle"

the "murder of moose" has been rampant
during the fall. The pot hunter has

slaughtered partridge and generally

game conditions show no improvement.
We trust this is too dark a picture of

eastern conditions and that game pro-

tection work in the Maritime Provinces
is reallv becinnino- to tell.

The last shipment of buffalo, the re-

mains of the Pablo herd, arrived at W'ain-

wright. Alberta, on October the seven-

teenth. There were thirty-eight head

and they were under the superintendence

of Mr. Howard Douglas, Commissioner
of Dominion Parks. It was announced
that the shipment closed the contract be-

tween the Dominion Government and
Michael Pablo and that the fine herd of

the latter has now been transferred from
the States to Canada.

]\Ir. John S. Smaill writes from Spen-

cerville, Ont. : I notice in the October
number that a man has seen a flock of

wild pigeons at Point Traverse, Prince

Edward County. On October first I saw
four wild pigeons near here and shot one

without knowing at the time that it was
a wild pigeon. I am having it mounted"

so that identification may be made at any
time.

From time to time amazing accounts of

the numbers of the caribou herds of the

north receive publicity. Captain E. T.

?^arnette, a banker of Fairbanks, Alaska,
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who recently visited Tacoma, Washing-
ton, stated that on his outward journey

early in September his pack train between
Fairbanks and Circle City was held up
for four hours waiting- for one wing of a

herd, which he estimated numbered at

least one hundred thousand, to pass. The
sight was so marvellous that he believes

no other white man has seen a like drive.

The flock, closely packed, was nearly a

mile wide and stretched out for miles.

The migration of the caribou is one of

the mysteries of natural history.

In removing the Pablo herd of bufifalo

from Montana to Canada between thirty

and forty bulls could not be captured

and developed such wicked propensities

that it was decided to kill them. Accord-
ingly Michael Pablo organized what was
described as the last buffalo hunt on the

continent of America, offering to provide

complete outfits for sportsmen desiring

to participate in the hunt and charging

$250 for each animal killed. As the head

and skin exceeded in value this amount
the proposition was a good one for big

game sportsmen desirous of engaging in

this strenuous hunt. Later on it was an-

nounced that this hunt couldn't lawfully

be allowed.

The Landgrave of Hesse accompanied
by Mr. L. O. Armstrong, of the Canadian

Pacific Railway, has had a fine hunt in

the Canadian Rockies, the party securing

several grizzly bears as well as mountain
goats, mountain sheep and other big

game.

The Brantford hatchery had a most
successful season, sending some, 50,000

bass fingerlings to the Muskoka Lakes,

Lake Simcoe, Victoria Lake and other

inland waters. The balance consisting

of several thousands were placed in the

Grand River. A new hatchery at Mount
Pleasant will be opened next year in

place of the Brantford hatchery and with
the experience gained it is hoped to have
about half a million bass fingerlings

ready for distribution throughout the

Province. The re-stocking of tlie waters

of Old Ontario will do much to give good
fishing to many people at present unable
to go far afield for such pleasant recre-

ation.

There were manj^ complaints in Chat-
ham of ducks being shot from motor
boats. This infringement of the law not

merely gave those using these craft for

such a purpose an advantage over their

fellow sportsmen but by the disturbance

they caused very largely destroyed every

chance of such sportsmen obtaining a

share of the game. A prompt and severe

penalty should be inflicted in such cases.

A large flock of grey geese passed over
Winnipeg on October fourteenth bound
for the south. Their honking attracted

the attention of thousands of pedestrians

who could dimly discern the V shaped
flock winging its journey to warmer
climes.

A story of a close struggle with a deer

comes from the Province of Quebec.
Ernest McGaffy, of Stanstead, and C. H.
Taylor, of Norton Mills, were out hunt-

ing when the former saw a deer at which
he fired two shots without hitting ^ the

animal. By that time he was so close to

the animal that he seized it and tried to

choke it. A battle royal ensued during

which the man nearly had his life shaken
out of him and his clothes torn to shreds.

He succeeded, however, at last in using

his knife and with the loss of blood the

deer's struggles ceased so as to enable

him to complete the task of killing it.

Mr. Carl Rungius, an eminent animal

painter of New York City, spent two of

the summer months in the Canadian
Rockies, seeing in that time seventy

mountain sheep, a great number of goats

and many bears. He obtained the num-
ber of goats allowed by law and likewise

a monster grizzly bear, the head and pelt

of which he took to New York. Mr.

Rungius is a native of Germany and a

man of wide travel. He expressed the

opinion without hesitation that the Can-

adian Rockies and Selkirk are the most
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impressive ranoes he has ever seen, while

the ^ame is plentiful and of fjreat variety.

He found the trails built by the Dominion
Government and the Canadian Pacific

Railway to be splendid, insuring^ easy and
pleasant travellinj:^. Mr. Run^s^ius in-

tends to make a numl)er of sketches and
oil paintings of the districts visited by
him and to exhibit tlie same in New York.

Captain Hunter, who was in charge of

a recent consignment of 300'0 bass finger-

lings from the Brantford hatchery for

Rideau waters, stated that it is the in-

tention of the Ontario Fishery Depart-
ment to stock the whole of the Rideau
waters with trout, bass and pickerel,

thus making thos<,- fine waters as attrac-

tive as possible to anglers and tourists.

Bears have made several visits recently

to the town of Nelson, B.C., scaring

peaceable citizens ^nd in one case leading

to the-serious iia|ury of a man who fell

over a clifT in his efiforts to escape from
the unwelcome attentions of one of these

animals. Local Nimrods were on the

lookout but the "bears never appeared at

a convenient time.

A porcupine thirty-two inches from the

tip of its nose to the tip of its tail and
weighing twenty-eight pounds was shot

by Mr. George A. Scott, M.L.A. at Dav-
idson, Saskatchewan early in October.

A moosehead with a spread of sixty-

four and three quarter inches was taken
into 'Campbellton, N.B,, in October by
Alfred Harquail, foreman for the Dal-

housie Lumber Company. The head was
the finest seen in the town in recent years.

Several hunters belonging to Moncton,
N.B., went out with Guide A. K. Eagles
during October and succeeded in obtain-

ing moose. One party, in addition to

moose also obtained three deer.

Three ducks with one shot is a pretty
good achievement and such a successful
shot on the part of a ^oung resident of

Woodstock, Ontario, is reported.

The hunt of Mr. J. M. Avent of Hickory
\^alley, Tenn., with his pack of bear dogs,
in Manitoba was not entirely successful.

The bears, which had proved such a

nuisance earlier in the season, appeared
to have cleared out with the absence of

feed and a week of steady hunting result-

ed in the killing of but one bear. A good
many wolves, however, were got rid of

and the visit proved advantageous in

several ways. Mr. Wallace, of Niver-
ville lent eight of his big hounds and when
these dogs trailed the wolves into the

open the bear dogs would do the killing.

From Northern Ontario come reports

of excellent partridge shooting, clearly

demonstrating the benefit of two years'

protection accorded to the birds. One
visitor declared that he had never pre-

viously seen such fine bird hunting.

The Winnipeg Hunt Club held its first

meeting on October eighth when a kill

was made a mile south of the kennels, the

"brush" being presented to Miss Evelyn
Champion, the lady nearest to being in at

the death. After the hunt the Master
and officers entertained all present at the

meet at the Club House.

Under the guidance of James' Mander-
ville, Mr. and Mrs. Kleinjung and Mr. E.

Kleinjung each obtained a moose in the

woods near Newcastle, N. B. early in

October.

A shipment of game from the Tobique,
N. B., early in October consisted of nine

moose, four caribou and six deer. One
moose, with a spread of fifty-four inches,

a caribou and a deer included the trophies

of Dr. R. C. Harold of Leetonia, Ohio;
Herbert Dalton, the famous football play-

er had a moose and caribou ; Edgar Leon-
ard of New York, a moose ; W. F. Saylott,

Brooklyn. N. Y., a moose and caribou

;

Dr. John Dunlop, Washington. D. C, a

moose, deer and caribou. A. D. Weeks,
New York and Dr. Walter P. Manton. of

Detroit a deer each. F. Matthews, archi-

tect, New York, obtained a moose with a

bell sixteen inches long, a caribou and two
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deer. Mr. Matthews who had previously

hunted in Maine declared that New
Brunswick easily outclassed the border

State and he could only sum up the ad-

vantage of the Province in the words

:

"simply wonderful."

A non-resident, son of one of the rail-

way contractors, engaged in the diversion

of the Intercolonial near Newcastle, N.B.,

was nicely caught by Chief Game Warden
Dennis Doyle. The young man took out

a two dollar residential license and was
successful in capturing a moose. The
Game Warden heard of him and at once
collected the fifty dollars non-resident

license. The young man hesitated at

first to comply with the request but was
assured that worse would befall him if

he did not do so and finally he thought it

best to "cough up". He had to find the

whole of the fifty dollars too, no allow-

ance being made for the two dollars paid

for the other license which was no good
to him.

A fortunate hunting and fishing party,

including Messrs. J. G. Forgie of Pem-
broke, G. P. Murphy, R. G. Stewart.

Charles Young, J. R. Brownlee, Dr. Dil-

lon. C. Ross and E. Harwood of Ottawa,
and Col. H. French of New York, spent
a pleasant fortnight on the Magnacippi
fish and game club reserve at the end of

September and beginning of October.
During the first week they had some good
fishing and in the second some excellent

hunting, obtaining two moose and seeing
several others. They also found partridge
plentiful. Only enough bad weather was
encountered to give them an occasional
much desired holiday and rest in their

camp.

An Alaskan miner tells of being follow-

ed for no less than a fortnight by a pack
of <4\'olves which shadowed him until he
reached his destination. He was well

armed and in no real danger except the

fear of being overcome while sleeping.

He further tells of hearing cries for help
and arriving only to find evidences of a

tragedy.

An exciting bear hunt took place in the

C. P. R. yards at North Bay in October. A
lusty bear cub sauntered into the place
and began to take some interest in the hu-
mans collected there. At first his efforts

were met by retreats but later on a hunt
was organized and when the hunters num-
bered in the neighborhood qf two hundred
the animal was captured after more than
one suit of clothes had been turned into

rags. Then a fellow townsman claimed
the bear.

Mr. Sam Baker, of Peterborough, land-

ed a fourteen pound maskinonge as late

as October eleventh in Little Lake, near
Peterborough, Ontario.

Captain Carson, in charge of the Gov-
ernment Steamer, Naiad, captured fifteen

hundred yards of nets in Lake Simcoe
early in October. The boats and fish of

the men thus illegally engaged were con-

fiscated.

A six months' old bear procured from
Manitoulin Island attracted considerable

attention at Owen Sound, Ontario, re-

cently. These animals are tame and
and playful when young but often develop

ugly tendencies later on.

It is reported that 4O00 hunting licenses

were taken out in Manitoba last open sea-

son, the figures being about one hundred
in advance of the previous season's record.

Both chickens and ducks were stated gen-

erally to be more numerous than in the

previous year.

From Canton, N.Y. comes the story of

the shooting of a pure white buck in the

woods nearby.

A bear which had been engaged in for-

aging in the lumber camp on Mullins'

Stream. N. B., for several years and was
familiarly known as Ben Stub, owing to

his having lost his left forepaw in a trap

some years ago, was killed in October by

Ernest Sinclair. The animal was grayish

brown and measured seven feet four inch-
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es. He had lost all his teeth which show-

ed his great age and probably accounted

for his fondness for the vicinity of lumber
camps.

Under the guidance of the brothers

Manderville, Dr. S. W. Dougherty and
Mr. W. W. Wagner of Philadelphia, two
well know-n sportsmen who are frequent

visitors to the Miramichi, obtained a large

bear, tw'O bucks and several brace of par-

tridge. They mean to return next sea-

son for big heads and also to include the

Miramichi in their fishing trips.

A fortunate hunter is Mr. Curt Maltb3%
of Newcastle, N.B. Leaving home at six

o'clock one morning he returned at half

past seven with a couple of deer and was
very enthusiastic over making a lecord

difficult to beat.

There are plenty of moose in the :own-
ship of Firstbrook in the neighborhood- of

Cobalt according to the hunters. George
McDonald, of Argentite, with two com-
panions had a two day trip only and the

party succeeded in obtaining two moose,
one weighing over twelve hundred pounds
and proving a fine specimen. These two
were shot the first morning out of a drove
of five which the hunters found feeding

in an alder swamp. The first was a

young bull and was soon despatched but
the other needed a series of shots at close

range before he was brought to earth.

A series of thefts from the camp of

Mr. Fred Williamson at Penticton, B. C.

led him to keep a close watch for the

thief which proved to be a grizzly bear.

The animal succumbed to one well aimed
shot from Mr. Williamson's rifle.

A bald eagle measuring five feet from
tip to tip of the wings was shot at Bridge-
port, near Berlin, Ontario, in October.

Northwestern Ontario has abounded
with moose during the last open season.

Within one week two were killed by loc-

omotives in the neighborhood of Fort

'\\'illiam. An engineer reported seeing

five moose near the track on the run
from Winnipeg to Fort William and
numerous other instances of the abund-
ance of big game occurred.

According to the St. John Telegraph
there were many instances in both Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick of the killing

of grouse before the open season. The
provisions of the law against sale are

also stated to have been openly disregard-

ed. The paper gives a warning as to the

inevitable result of such conditions if

allow-ed to continue. The rulTed grouse

will disappear like wild pigeons if the

laws made for their protection are not

well enforced.

A mounted buffalo head is now rare

and consequently Mr. William Ingram,
superintendent of school lands for Mani-
toba, who recently received such a pre-

sent values it highly. The bufifalo was
one of those purchased by the Canadian
Government and died during transfer-

ence from Montana to Alberta. The head
was procured by a friend of Mr. Ingram's

and mounted by N. K. Luxton of Banff,

after which it was shipped to Winnipeg,
where doubtless it will interest' many
people in addition to Mr. Ingram who
has had it placed on the wall of his

office.

Extensive seizures of partridge ille-

gally shipped were made by Mr. E. T.

Loveday at Ottdwa. and the birds dis-

tributed to the charitable institutions in

the city. The partridges were sent in

trunks by express without the names of

the consigner or consignee marked on the

same and it was certain suspicious cir-

cumstances which led to the seizure.

Mr. C. W. Wickersham, an attorney

of New York and son of the Attorney-

General of the States, a member of the

Cabinet by his official position, had a

fine hunting trip in the New Brunswick
\vilds. Accompanied by Mrs. Wieker-

sham the partv spent some days in the

woods near Perth, during that time
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t'ney saw thirty-two moose and obtained

one each for themseh'es. The one shot

by Mr. W'ickersham had a spread of

forty-nine inches and that by Mrs. Wick-
ersliam was one inch narrower.

At the R. N. \V. M. P. barracks at

Edmonton, P. Matheson was fined ten

dollars and costs for shooting^ a prairie

ciiicken out of season.

A section foreman was fined $20 and
costs at a court held in the open at thirty-

-six mile post west of Fort William, the

charge being the killing of moose out of

season. Alagistrate O'Brien and Con-
stable Stringer who took the train out for

this special purpose had the east bound
train slackened so that they could board
it a few jininutes after the fine was im-

posed. Such prompt work as this means
griod enforcement of the law and dis-

c luragement of law- breaking.

The bears round about Haileybury were
particularly numerous throughout the fall

and the farmers reported that their live

stock suiTered serious depredations
through their raids. According to some
of the farmers they were met by bears

while on their way to Haileybury Markec
and it was with difficulty they were per-

suaded to give the right of way. The
farmers appeared to agree that in their

experience they had not known bears so

rumerous and hungry as the present year.

A fine specimen of the wild goose, de-
scribed as large as a large turkey was se-

cured on Hamilton Bay about two hun-
dred yards from the shore early in Octo-
l)er. At that time the weather was too

warm for jnany ducks but the goose evi-

dently came down in advance and was
caught.

Maskinonge weighing twent}' and thir-

ty-six pounds respectively were taken
from the water at Lachine, Que., and an-
other guessed at fifty pounds but un-
weighed was also captured. In each in-

stance the lure employed was a spoon
bait with a piece of pork on the hooks.

A sight of moose is becoming common
in the city of Moncton and on October
first, one walked out of the woods, swam
the river, strolled leisurely through the

city, doubtless admiring the sights, and
disappeared in the woods at the eastern

end. The good hunting grounds reached
liy the Intercolonial were heavily patron-

ized during the open season.

Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Hemingway, of

Philadelphia, are the kind of visitors we
all like to welcome to Canada. They vis-

ited Tobique in New Brunswick during
open season and, never having seen moose
in their native haunts went into the woods
for the purpose of studying the animal,

its habits, etcetera. Both were provided
with non-resident licenses but stated their

determination not to shoot unless it might
be in the last extremitv.

Mr. Charles Freeman, of Hamilton, cap-

tured a pike weighing nine pounds, thir-

teen ounces and twenty-nine inches long.

In all he captured sixteen pike using min-
nows for bait.

Two anglers in Newfoundland after do-

ing well with the trout started to fry

some for luncheon. One rod with the line

in the water was left on the bank and to

the amazement of the fishermen was seen

moving from the bank to the water. A
hasty move was made to secure the rod

and a large eel w-as found on the line.

A fishing industry on a large scale is to

be established at Prince Rupert, the Cana-
dian Fisheries and Cold Storage Company
with a capital of one million dollars hav-

ing been formed. The establishment of

the industry will, it is believed have a

marked eft'ect throughout Canada.

What is declared to be the largest buf-

falo ever shot was killed near Lake Atha-

basca, Alberta, on July twenty-third. The
weight was twenty-four hundred pounds

and the skin was suflficiently large to car-

pet a small room. The animal is to be

stuft'ed and mounted and placed in the

Parliament Buildings at Edmonton. The
value placed upon the skin is $2,000.
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The Grand Trunk's London Offices

Cockspur Street, facin_o^ Trafalgar

Square, London, Eng., has of late years

become tlie home of several great railway

and steamship companies. One of the

most conspicuous palatial buildings in

this locality has been erected by the

Grand Trunk Railway System for their

accommodation.
The Grand Trunk, when its proposed

extensions are coiiipleted, will be the

most important transit system in the

world, and it is fitting that they should

have quarters in the metropolis of the

world that will be in harmony with their

wonderful growth.
Sir Aston Webb, R.A., is the architect

of the building. The frontage of the new
offices presents a very dignified elevation,
in character very much like the palatial

structures erected bv the various Italian

Republics in the palmiest days of their

commercial prosperity. The five coats of

arms of the various provinces traversed

by the Grand Trunk System in Canada
are introduced beneath the subsidiary

cornice of the fifth floor, and harmony
seems to dominate this noble frontage.

The great central doorway is pierced by
two lights and adorned by a piece of

sculpture, chiselled by Mr. Albert Drury,
A.R.A., the well known sculptor, and
which is emblematical of travel by land

and sea.

The new quarters are not merely an
oflfice building, but a meeting place for

Canadians and Americans and their Euro-
pean, Australian and South African

friends, a "Canadian commercial embas-
sy" or industrial information bureau, to

supply the public with accurate and com-
plete information concerning the Domin-
ion of Canada, and every one is invited to

make use of the facilities thus offered.

The main ofifice on the ground floor is

a very handsome room panelled in teak,

with inlays of holly and ebony, and a

frieze runs all around, painted by Mr.-

Frank Brangwyn, R.A., representing the

genesis of Canadian life, from the wild

life of the Indian to the building of the

railway, and influence of the white man
on the country.

Reception rooms are also provided for

the use of visitors to transact business.

On the second floor is another large re-

ception room for visitors and friends to

meet in. This room is supplied with

Canadian newspapers and journals and a

reference librar}-, and Trans-Atlantic

passengers visiting London, Eng.. are

cordially invited to visit these handsome
new offices, their exact location being

K-19 Cockspur St., London, S.W. They
are very easily found as the building is in

the midst of the busiest centre of Lon-
don ; in fact it is at the very hub of the

world's metropolis, and within five min-

utes walk of the leading hotels, and near

the intake to the tube at Trafalgar Street

station.
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That So-Called Terrible Lynx
BV Luui.s i'. Ar;.i\STi:

OWING to thrilling episodes, some
so called narrow escapes witn
lynx, of which I have often read
in magazines and newspapers, let

me give you for the benefit of those
who believe the inoffensive lynx to be an
attacker of human beings absolute facts

about this supposed to be ferocious an-

imal. By the way, not nature-fakeriz-
ing facts, but facts known the wilderness
over.

In my seven years of continuous life

with Indians, hunting and trapping with
them,in a remote part of Canada, I have
caught many lynx. I have met several
face to face, and yet not one of them ever
went as far as to make faces at me. Now,
I am neither Cerberus nor Apollo,so my
face cannot account for being a scare-
crow in the eyes of a lynx.

I have to admit that the lynx is a
gord scrapper when cornered by a dog.
That T know, for I lost one of my best
dogs once, that is I had to do what
caused my heart to bleed for many moons
thereafter. For sometime a marten had
been pilfering at my "cache." I had
set a trap but due to frequent snow falls

the trap was always too deeply snowed.
Rut one day passing by the "cache" I

was startled to behold the grey form of

a husre Ivnx where T knew mv trap lay.

"Shee-wa-lon," who was back of me,
scentmg the game, went for it; straight
for the throat he launched himself, but.

unexpectedly, the lynx backed and gave
two flash-like ripping strokes of his fore-

paws. The dog ki-yed. and fell limp. Xo
one but those who have had a dog as
his only companion in the wilderness can
fullv appreciate the painful feelings I

underwent when I saw him groping his

way back to me with his eyes ripped out.

With tears in my eyes I shortened his

misery. Needless to sav that it was not
so with the lynx. With clinched teeth
and fury in my eyes. I dealt him a blow,
with the blunt end of my ax. on his

head that stretched him lifeless. A mo-
ment later as I was pressing the spring
to open the jaws of the trap I was sur-

prised to notice that he had been caught
by onh^ one claw, and could easily have
freed himself by a sharp pull or jerk as

other animals do in similar circum-
stances.

It frequently occurs, while snaring
hares, that, on visiting, one or two of

the snares are found broken and gone.
By the havoc and tracks upon the snow
the story is plain. Mr. Lynx has been at

his old trick. Now in a case of that kind
the trapper, if his blood runs right, has

some fun coming. On snow shoes he races

after the scoundrel who has stolen his

"wah-push" (hare). And he seldom fails

to overtake the thief, for as a rule after

a hearty meal the lynx never goes very
far. A wild yell suffices to startle the

lynx and precipitate him to the nearest

tree, which he climbs in great haste

:

and once treed, the powder and shot

rids the forest of another nocturnal de-

vastator of hares.

The first Indian family I was with

taught me on such occasions how to save

my ammunition. Ammunition in the

woods, hundreds of miles from any Hud-
son Bay Company Post, is nearly worth
its weight in gold. A lynx had been
driven up a spruce tree by our' wild yells.

The Indian, instead of shooting it, as I

thought he would do, cut a long sapling,

pruned it, and at the smaller end of the

pole fastened a piece of copper-wire,

which he twisted into a large noose. The
Indian started to climb the treee, simul-

taneously pulling the pole with him. The
lynx screeched and snarled for all he was
worth, but the Indian paid no heed and
kept on climbing until he was within fif-

teen feet of his game. It was then that

one of the most interesting spectacles I

ever witnessed happened. Slowly but

surely the Indian managed to pass the

pole he held through the branches until

he could rub the stubby tail of the lynx:

at this the lynx snarled ferociously and
turned its head to spit at this unknown
limb that seemed to defy him. Mean-
while the Indian steadied himself and
watched his chance. Then came a time
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when he passed the noose several times

back and forth before the lynx's head,

and the animal, as though enchanted,

followed it with his eyes for a while.

Then finally, perhaps growing tired of

this, his eyes shifted downward and gazed
wistfully at his tormentor below. That
was just the moment for which the Indian

had w^aited. From where I stood I saw
the lynx suddenly plunge head foremost
toward the ground. But in the fall the

pole caught between some branches, and
there, in mid-air, writhing and struggling,

the lynx balanced in agony until it

strangled.

That same winter we secured another
"pee-shoo" in the same way, but, strange

to say, this time the animal strangled

himself. After the Indian had success-

fully passed the noose over the lynx's

head he threw the pole over the lynx's

downward thrust. This unbalanced the

beast and it tumbled down. Once on
the ground, he bounded away, but the

weight of the pole checked him, and the

sudden impact jerked him off his feet.

Breathing fast, and with' his tongue lol-

ling out, he pushed the pole with his

fore paw, at the same time jerking his

head backward. It did not take very
long ere he had strangled himself.

As we walked back to camp, I carry-

ing the prize, and the Indian still chuck-
ling over the incident, I managed to con-

vey to him that, in the parlance of the

white man. we called such death as that

"suicide."

Here i^ another instance of the fero-

ciousness of the lynx. One Sunday
morning, just as several Indians were
coming out of church, one of them des-

cried a grey object skulking along the

shore of the lake. It was spring time,

and though there were but few patches

of snow left on the ground, the lake still

had its coat of ice.

"Hain ! hain ! pee-shoo!" cried they, as

the Indian pointed his finger at the mov-
ing form.

One. Joseph Courtois, half-breed, start-

ed after it. Now Joseph had no gun, no
axe, not even a stick, and yet he came
back a while after wdth the lynx dang-
ling over his shoulder. There were no
trees intervening between the church and

the lake, and the whole performance had
been witnessed by the group of Indians
stationed on the steps of the church.

"It was very simple," said Joseph,
chuckling over the reminiscence of the
incident, as I asked him how he had
killed it.

"I had my long couteau, and every
tame I came near de "pee-shoo" I t'reu

it at 'im, by gosh !"

"But didn't the lynx fight or run faster

than you?"

"No," said he, with a pucker of his

mouth, "'im too lazy," and Joseph chuck-
led again.

A serious hunting accident occurred to

Dr. A. R. Harvie, of Orillia, well known
to our readers as a contributor to Rod
and Gun, on November fifth. Dr. Harvie
was in charge of the proceedings of the

Red Tan Hunt Club, the members hunt-
ing in Longford township, about forty

miles from Orillia. One of the guides
mistook the Doctor for a deer and fired at

him with a high power rifle loaded with
an expanding bullet. Fortunately Dr. N.
R. Pow-ell of Toronto was included in the

hunting party and he at once gave neces-

sary attention to the wounded man. -Dr.

Harvie w^as placed in a canoe and paddled
twelve miles through a chain of lakes to

meet autos sent out by Mr. J. B. Tudhope,
M. P. P. Other members of the club

cleared out the trails and carried the

canoe over the portages in the most gen-

tle manner possible. An air bed and air

pillow were placed in the canoe and it is

'hoped that although one of the bones of

the forearm and the ulna artery were shot

through the arm and the usefulness of

the hand may be saved. The patient

showed splendid fortitude and bound up
his own arm when he was shot. Dr.

Arthur Ardagh walked fourteen miles by
night through the bush to the nearest

settler's and then drove seventeen miles

to Washago to reach a telephone. Dr.

W. C. Gilchrist who was at an adjoining

camp and heard of the accident gave val-

ued personal assistance on the forty-sev-

en mile trip out. At the time of writing

the Doctor, who had been removed to

his home in Orillia, was going on nicely^
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TOURNAMENT DATES.
(IDll.)

January 10, 11, 12, 13. Hamilton Gun Club's

Twenty-first Annual Tournament, Hamilton, On-

tario. D. A. \\ilson, 33 Grant Ave., Hamilton

Ontario, Secretary.

STRAY PELLETS.

Owing to unforeseen circumstances the Inter-

national shoot at St. Thomas on December 6th to

9th has been called off.

The Hamilton Tournament, which is the trap-

shooting event of the winter season, is fixed for

January lOth to 13th and the members are all en-

gaged in strenuous efforts to make this popular

event in trapshooting circles as successful as any

of its many predecessors. Indeed if hard work

and continuous effort can accomplish such an end

this winter's meet will surpass any of the long

line of events now merged in the past. The fea-

ture of the programme (which will be out early

in the present month and a copy of which will be

mailed free to any of our interested readers) is

the Grand Canadian Handicap of twenty-five birds,

a keen competition in which is confidentially an-

ticipated. The whole programme of events, which

total up to $1700 guaranteed, will be found very

attractive and should secure a large attendance of

Canadian trapshooters, with consequently well con-

tested event-s evoking the keenest interest on the

part of shooters and spectators alike. Hamilton,

therefore, promises to be the most interesting

point for trapshooters next month.

The Clinton Gun Club wdl hold a two day

tournament at live birds and targets on December
8th and 9th. There will be guaranteed purses,

trophies and high average money to compete for.

"Shorty" Cantelon is at the throttle so a good

time can be expected.

At the Post Series Tournament held at Indian-

apolis, Jay E. Graham, Long Lake, 111., was high

amateur with 951 out of 1000 Fred. S. Bills.

Chicago, was high professional with 966 ex 1000

and Lester S. German, Aberdeen, Md., won the

professional championship from 18 yds with 60

yd. target, with 234 ex 250.

A. L. Ivins, Eed Bank, N.J., won the Cosmo-
politan Amateur Championship at Brooklyn, N.Y.,

with 95 out of 100. (

Pleasant Hill, Mo., last month by allowing white

shooters to participate. The result was to Keep

many of the colored shooters away as the latter

recognize they are not yet ready to compete against

the Anglo-Saxon. High average for the tourmi-

ment was won by a white shooter, W. T. Thomas,

Windsor, Mo., 295 out of 330.

Sparrow shooting is a feature oi Australian trap

shooting. At the championship sparrow shoot of

Millicent Gun Club_ S. Australia, the conditions

were five sparrows at 19 yards, 21 yards, 23 yards

and 25 yards respectfully. Mr. W. H. Numan was

the winner with a total of 17.

The pigeon shooting championship of Australia

was shot on the grounds of the Melbourne Gun

Club. The conditions were a sweepstakes of £5
each, with a £10 trophy added, 21 birds each, all

off the 30 yards mark, three misses out. Mr. A.

D. Menzies won the trophy and £96 with 20 kills.

The Afro-American Trap Shooters League made
a new departure at its annual tournament at

Tom Brodie, one of the most popular sports-

men in Winnipeg, was recently presented with the

gold medal donated by J. McLeod Holiday for the

shot making the ten highest scores in a speviiai

event at the Port Garry Gun Club during the

past season.

That was a fine performance of Roland E.

Day at London on Thanksgiving Day when he

went through the entire programme of 120 tar-

gets with but two misses. Fred Kerr, Crediton,

ako did well by scoring 117.

A correspondent of American Field hits the-

n£-il on the head when he points out the necessity

of making the game of trap shooting less monoton-

ous by reducing the killing power of the gun usel.

There" is no doubt that a 20 gauge gun properly

held will be as effective as a 12 gauge but with

the reduced killing circle of the former the gun-

ner must necessarily exercise more skill and the

shooting will be rendered more difficult in the

most rational way possible. This correspondent

says:

After observing trap shooting at targets and al-

jio entering into the game in a moderate way for

the past few year, it seems to me that as now

followed the sport is getting monotonous, and

palls on a great many shooters. The idea of

etanding sixteen yards from the trap with a

32-inch. 7% to 8 pound 12-bore gun loaded with

a charge heavy enough to kill a bear—the gun

firmly at the "shoulder and sighted at the spot

whcr-r- the tc-rget is expected to fly—calling "pull,"
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and smashing a 151ue Rock that flies into the

ounce-and-a-quarter load of shot and calling this

"sport," is certainly ridiculous.

We read of runs of from 100 to 565 straight, and

this itself is evidence that the shooting is too

easy, that there is too much gun and ammunition

used' for the asphalt targets. We have heard

talk of throwing the targets faster- and a greater

distance, but that is not the thing, as they now

apparently go faster tliau game birds or pigeons,

for which they are supposed to be a substitute.

They way to get real sport out of this shooting is

to use the gui.s that are now popular for field

shooting, namely, 20-bores, with '/s-ounce shot as

the maximum load.

It is possible that .nany of your readers do

not know that a 6 to 6^/4 pound, full choke, 20-

bore gun, loaded with 214 drams of bulk nitro and

% ounce of shot, will pulverize targets at 16 yards

rise in fine shape, and if one holds straight and

Bhoots in proper time, his scores will be very eatis-

tactory. You can depend upon the gun. If

pointed right it will smash the target, but, of

course, you will have to hold a little more acur-

ately with % ounce of shot than with the ly^-

ounce load.

The 20-bores recoil but little; they shoot as

strong or stronger than a 12-bore with its usual

loads; they handle much quicker and will develop

one's shooting skill, I venture to eay, 50 per

cent more than a cumbersome 12-bore.

Progressive shooters say the 20 'a are the com-

ing gun. Of eour.se, if one shoots only for the

money he wins or for a salary, then the 20-bore

will not appeal to him aa a trap gun, but if ho

Bhoots for sport and pleasure, only, both at the

trap and in the field, let him try a 20-bore and

he will experience pleasure in shooting unknown

before, and also will be surprised and wonder at

the quickness, precision, and power of the neat

little weapon. .

My idea of a 20-bore is as follows, and I have

it as described embodied in my own gun of this

gauge; For trap shooting, 30-inch barrels, both

full choke, and for field shooting an extra pair of

26-inch barrels bored improved cylinder and modi-

fied". The gun with the 30-inch barrels, to weigh

6V4 pounds; with 26-inch, about 6 pounds, and

stocked with straight grip stocks, which give a racy

smart appearance and are really quicker and neater
" than the ugly pistol grip stocks.

SPOON SHOOT.

Elora Gun Club went to Hespeler to show
Hespeler shots how they shoot clay birds. The
Elora bunch are all good shots but Hespeler Gun
Club demonstrated to them that they also could

shoot. The score shows that Hespeler team are

good shots. They were 16 shots to the good in

the grand total. This plainly shows that Hespeler

is the better team, for this is the second time they

put it over the Elora shooters.

The members of the Sydney Rifle Club were out

in force at the Cottage Road range recently. Three

matches were shot, one for the Dominion Plate,

one for the weekly spoon and a team match for

supremacy between the benedicts and bachelors.

The Dominion Plate was won by Mr. N. B. Coates,

with 98; the weekly spoon by Mr. J. H. McRury^

and the team match'by the bachelors. On the whole

the shooting was excellent, eleven men scoring

ninety or over. The scores on Saturday were as

follows:
300 500 600 T'l.

X. B. Coates 32 32 32—96

H. Cossitt 29 31 34—94

H. W. Karn 30 31 33—94

G. G. Cossitt 31 33 29—93

L. G. McKay 31 31 30—92

F. E. Bayer' 32 30 30—92

E. Cossitt 30 32 30-92

G. Friend 33 31 27—91

J. McRurty 28 33 29—90

S. Black 29 32 29—90

F C Bell 29 31 30—90

r! J.' Ingraham 32 30 27—89

J. C. Dawson 29 26 31—86

D. McD. Campbell 30 32 20—82

C. Hutchison 31 21 29—81

A. A. McDonald 27 29 25—81

O. Miller 26 31 16—73

A. C. Fader 28 16 27—71

H. Scothorne 29 20 20-69

J.A.Dawson 24 24 20-68

W. Dempsey 24 14 27—6d

THANKSGIVING DAY SHOOT.

Eecenth- Messrs. Cantelon and Hovey, of Clinton,

attended a shooting tournament at Dashwood. In
N . 1 Event each made 9 points; No. 2 Hovey 9,

Cantelon 8 ; No. 3 each made 8. Hartleib of Exe-
ter and Kerr of Crediton, won high average.

A very successful Thanksgiving Day shoot was

held at 'Woodstock. Shooters were present from

IngersoU, Brant ford and other places, who gave

the local men some trouble to hold their own in

the contests. Chas. J. Mitchell of Brantford was

high gun, but he was closely followed by some

of Woodstock experts. Staples and' Kirbyson of

IngersoU made some good scores, and managed

to get in for a share of the spoils.

Following are the scores:

1st. Event. 10 live birds:
S.A. K.

E. Dutton 10 «

E. Dougal 10 ^

G. Walker 10 8

J. Dutton 10

F. Harrington 10 *

2nd Event. 10 live birds:

W. Kirbyson 10 '

B. Brown 10 -

C. Mitchell 10 10

W. Staples 10 "^

J. Maynard 10 «

3rd. Event, Live birds:

G. Walker 10
"

B. Brown 1^ ^

J. Dutton 10

A. Dent 2 1

A. Cormach 2 1
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DOMINION
AMMUNITION

Functions properly and easily in any standard

make of firearm and hits where you aim every time.

Each Cartridge has the same velocity and killing

power as the one before it and the second box you buy

will be exactly like the first.

Canadian made Cartridges are manufactured in

over 1 25 styles and calibres and are unusually free from

miss-fires, hang fires, splits and other nerve racking rifle

spoiling faults.

Th(

that

does it.

Your

guarantee

and ours.

DOMINION CARTRIDGE CO., LTD.
Atntnunitioii Manufacturers, Montreal, Canada
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BLUE ROCK EVENTS.
No. 1.

E. Dougall 10

A. Dent 10

W. Kirbyson 10

J. Maynard 10

A. Cormach 10

No. 2.

B. Brown 10

C. Mitcliell 10

F. Harrington 10

E. Button 10

J. Ehitton 10

No. 3.

W. Kir'byson 1^

E. Dougal 10

J. Dutton 10

E. Dutton 10

J. Maynard 10

No. 4.

J. Maynard 10

C. Mitchell 10

A. Dent 10

L. Revell 10

F. Harrington 10

No. 5.

E. Dougal 10

E. Dutton 10

F. Harrington 10

C. Mitchell 10

A. Dent 10

No. 6.

W. Kirbyson 10

J. Maynara 10

A. Dent 10

E. Dougal 10

CALGARY VS. EDMONTON.
The team of Calgary sharpshooters that met the

Edmonton crack shots recently was hardly up to

full strength, a number of their victorious Eamsey
Cup team being absentees. Edmonton won their

match by 22 points. The second team expected to

shoot against a Calgary team, but when their op-

ponents did not turn up, participated merely for

practice.

Following are the scores:

CALGARY.
200 500 600 T'l

I. S. Freeze 30 32 31—93
A. Martin 35 34 31—100
F. Exham 30 ^2 28—90
J. W. Herring 33 31 25— 89

W. McKcnzie 27 33 27—87
R. W. Chamberlain 25 29 26— 80

180 191 168—539
Average, 89 5-6 points.

Edmonton
200 500 600 T'l

W. M. Balfour 31 35 33— 99

D. Mclnneis 32 32 33— 97

A. Macdonald 33 32 30— 95

J. H. Regan 30 33 31— 94
C. M. Hodson 31 31 29— 91

J. Carmichael 29 33 23— 85

Edmonton Second Team.

200 500 800 T1
\V. Baty o3 30 31— 94
Lt. Stewart 31 34 29— 94
S. S. Brown 27 33 33— 93

Sergt. Penny 30 32 25— 87

G. A. Reid 30 30 24— 84

Average, 90 2-5 points.

The scoring of the 17 men gives an average of

91 5-17 points.

STANLEY GUN CLUB, TORONTO, START
THEIR WINTER SEASON.

On November twelfth the Stanleys opened the
trap-shooting season, and quite a number were
present to enjoy the sport. The afternoon was
nither windj-. which cut down high scores to some
extent. The club will hold' a shoot every Saturday
during the winter, and any person desirous of

caking up the sport can get all information re-

([uired from the officers on the grounds. The
fi)llri\ving scores were made:

S.A. B.

Joselin 135 109

Fenton 125 99
Wakefield 100 73

Ely 100 87

G. Scheibe 100 64

Pearsall 90 58

Hulme 85 71

MoDonnell 85 43
Marsh 75 63
Houghton 65 57

F. Scheibe 75 ''2

Hooev 60 44
Halford §0 41

Dr. Van Duzen 50 39

Parker 50 3o

Dr Ten Kyck ".
. . . 40 31

Davidson 35 13

SPOON SHOOT AT OTTAWA.

Average, 93H points.

186 198 179 581

The results at the shoot of the St. Hubert Gun
Club on November twelfth are as follows:—

-

Spoon Shoot, two events of 25 birds each:—
Sangster, 23-23 46

Beattie, 18-23 41

Secretarv, 22-18 40

Williams, 20-19 39

Little, 21-18 39

Rogers, 17-21 38

Sibbett, 17-18 35

Forbes, 16-12 28

Johns, 11-10 21

Spoon winners—Class "A"—Sangster; Class

"B," Beattie.

Practice events—25 birds each:—
Sangster, 20-22

Sibbett. 21-19.

Rogers, 18-17.

Secretary, 21.

Beattie," 21.

Forbes. 17. - -
-
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Suitable for Sportsmen's Xmas

LLGER AUTOMATIL

PISTOLS, $15.

Genuine Mauser Rifles

Haenel Mannlicher
Rifles, $25 to $50.

Ask Your Dealer or Write.

H. TAUSCHER CO.. 320 Broadway. New York

SinGine^\
is used and recommended by the

^
largest fire-arms manufacturers inl

America. Experienced gun users every-\
where say it is the best rust preventative^

on earth—on water, too.
Being a light oil it enters the pores^

of the metal and forms an impercept-
ible covering that is moisture-proof
without making the gun sticky or

j

greasytohandle. Bestforoilingthe
^

fine mechanisms of the finest gun,
j

because it does not dry out, gum,
harden, turn rancid, collect dust.^

F„„-^
sample. Three

re e One oii co.

New York, N. Y.



The wearer of the different furs little realizes the

hardships of the trapper, upon whom everything

depends. Were there no trapping the manufactur-

ers would find it a hardship to supply the ladiei

with fur garments. Formerly trapping was not

such a profitable business, it is only in recent

years that the trapper gets as much for his furs

as the buyer. He no longer has to take what he

can get from any buyer who happens along. Fur

buying by mail is a whole story in itself. The orig-

inators of this method of buying furs, the Corry

Hide & iur v^ompany of Corry, Pennsylvania, first

started to advertise for raw furs about ten years

ago. At that time, the idea ot big fur houses

buying curectly from the trappers, was unheard

of. This fur house did away with the travelling

buyers and decided to give the cost of their

salaries and other expenses to the trappers who

shipped their furs. As a result, trapping is now

on a profitable basis. The farmer boy with leisure

time enjoys his spare moments by setting traps.

It has become a sport and a lucrative one as well.

Some trappers ship the Gorry concern many hun-

dred dollars worth of raw furs each season. They

have learned Low to care for their catch, thanks

to the free trappers' guide which the Corry Hide

& Fur Company are giving away, and this enables

them to get more for their furs. It is well-

known that a well prepared article is half sold.

It is the same with furs. A trappers' guide,

u€h as this company presents to every one, is worth

a great deal to everyone interested in furs in

any way and is well worth writing for.

Weil Bros. & Co., the old establishetl Fur House

of Fort Wayne, Ind., begin their season 's adver-

tising with us this issue. It would pay readers

of this paper to look up their advt., and write

them and get their new price list, and their

free Trapper's Guide, which they send without

eharge to all who enquire. This House has been

in business since 1871. They employ a large cap-

ital, and they are offering some special prizes

to Hunters and Trappers, which are fully explain-

ed in their circular, which they will send you if

you write them. We hope our readers who are in-

terested will do so.

In the pretty town of Dartmouth, down in the

seaside Province of Nova Scotia, is located the

largest ssate factory in the British Empire. In

this large plant the best skates in the world are

designed and manufactured. Everybody who
knows skates knows the product of this factory for

"Starr Skates" are justly celebrated the world

over. The large and ever increasing sales of thij

famous make of skates are due to the one import-
ant thing—quality. Quality has built up the Starr
works and made famous the splendid '

' Starr
Skates. '

' If you wish to play hockey, do fancy
stunts on the ice or just merely skate in rink or
on lake, a pair of "Starr" skates will invariably

be found on your feet. The "Velox" is a re-

nowned Hockey skate; likewise the "Kegal,

"

"Starr" and "Micmac." The "Starr Figure"
and " G. i5. " Skates are better known than anj
others to the person who does fancy skating

—

these skates are also "Starrs." "Beaver" "Sco-
tia" "Acadia" and the genuine self-fastened

"Acme CluD " Skates are as well known to th»

skating public as the ice they are used on.

"Wherever there's ice there's Starr Skates"

—

that 's a positive hard pointed fact. There ar«
some new "Starr" Skates just put on the market
this season which give every promise of being just

as popular as the other skates bearing the name
otarr. " These new skates are named "Eex,

"

'

' Ladies Velox, '
' and '

' Glacier.
'

" They are made
for the ladies and the ladies will be delighted with

them. To ev ry part of the world where ice skating
is enjoyed, large shipments of Starr skates are an-

nually sent. It 's quality that counts in a good
article and it is in this one great point of superior-

ity that "Starr" Skates excel. "Starr" Skates
are easily the world's leaders and these peerless

goods are made in Canada. This Dominion lead»

the world in ice skates. All good things are
imitated and "Starr" skates are no exception to

the rule. Cheap foreign imitations have been
made on models closely resembling "Starr' skates

but the "Starr" quality has never been imitated.

Notwithstanding detenriced competition by the
foreign houses, Starr Skates show wonderful in-

creases in sales everv' succeeding year. Starr

Skates have made good because they are made
good. Incidentally we would mention that in the
works of the Starr Manufacturing Company, Lim-
ited many other things are made, such as Bar
Iron. Axles, hpikes. Screws, Washers, Rivets,

Saw Mill Machinery and a large number of other

articles which all come up to the rigid "Starr"
.Jtandard. The name "Starr'' means quality and
that alwavs counts.

With the approach of the Holiday season, the

eyes of the sport loving, outdoor public, are again

turned toward the desirability of presen^ing

Stevens Firearms for Christmas Gifts. SteTens

Rifles, Pistols and Shotguns have fo.' several

generations been very favorably regarded because

of their excellent firearm virtues—especially at

the popular prices at which all Stevens Firearm*
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I?emington
RepeatingG

^^.Mj^
Sustained familiarity with the problems of

sportsmen and unceasing endeavor to pro-

vide the best that mechanical ingenuity could

devise, have developed these distinctly superior guns
5f their type:

—

Remington Pump Gun, the only gun built solid breech, hammer- "'

less and bottom ejecting. The solid breech means safety—a solid wall cf

steel protects the shooter's face from cJl danger of fiarebacks or missfires due i

to defective shells. The solid breech prevents sand, rain or other foreign substance i

from entering and cloggmg the working parts.

Remington Autoloading Shotgun, built solid breech, hammerless— the recoil

ejects the empty, throws the loaded shell in place and cocks the gun. Five shots

—

three to stop the cripples. Your trigger finger does it cJl with never a lost motion at

the time when quickness counts.

UMC and Remington—the perfect shooting combination

The Union Metallic Cartridge Co. The Remington Arms Co.
Agency, 299 Broadway, Dept, li 'J New York City

Same Ownership Same Standard of Quality S^me Managem en'

ROSS MOTOR BOATS

The Champion of the Lake Couchiching fleet—a representative Ross

product, not only speedy but also comfortable and safe, and with the

quality to be found in all Ross Boats.

The J. H. Ross Boat & Canoe Co.
Send for our Catalogue. Orillia, Ontario
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va&j be obtained. It is interesting to note that

the Stevens Company manufactures the most ex-

tensive and variwl line of firearms on the market

and these guns in their many styles and models

appeal to man, woman and child. The latest

Stevens production, the iNo. 14 x-2 Little Scout

Rifle, is the most moderate priced real Eifle made
and exactly suited to the needs of the beginner.

Other Stevens Models that are excellently adapted

for Christmas Gifts, are the Favorite and Visible

Loading Rifles, Ideal Sporting and Target Model,

and Repeating and Double Barrel Shotguns. All

up-to-date Dealers in Sporting Goods can supply

any Stevens Firearm at an attractive price and

there is no more lasting and more appropriate

Christmas Gift for a live, wide-awake man or

boy. A complete firearm catalogue and also a

very interesting boo"klet entitled "How to Shoot

well," will be sent to any applicant who writes

to the J. Stevens Arxs & Tool Company, Chicopee

Falls, Mass.

To successfully use a pistol cartridge in a large

caliber rifle, was until quite recently, entirely

out of the question. While it is true that in-

ventions to accomplish this end have appeared

it is also true that they were fraught with enough
faults to preclude their practical use. However,
in Brayion 's Auxiliary Cartridge—manufactured
for several years by the Marble Safety Axe Co.

—a permanent solution of the problem seems to

be reached. This device was approved by the

Illinois National Guards after a series of severe

tests that lasted a year; in addition to the many
calibers for which t'he Auxiliary has been sold,

it is now made to use .32 Colt Automatic Car-

tridges in .30 U. S. 1903 and 1906 Springfield

Rifles and Winchester Rifles of same caliber.

In 1911 it will be furnished for 25-35, using .25

Colt .automatic Cartridges. It consists of a de-

vice which just fits the rifle's chamber, the in>ide

is fitted with a firing pin, and the forward end
firmly grips the real cartridge. The whole is

loaded in the gun in the regular way, either in the

breech or through the magazine. When the dis-

charge occurs, the firing pin of the gun strikes

this secondary firing pin, which communicates the
shock to and explodes the cartridge contained
in the forward end'. Its advantages are many.
Stationed toward the forward end of the shell

chamber, the bullet takes the rifling immediately.
This prevents its stripping or becoming deformed.
Small game can be successfully taken with SO-

SO. 303, 3U-4i>, 30 U. S. and 32 W. S. rifles, sizes

that have heretofore been fit for large game only.

Then, too, as this device permits the use of very
cheap amimunition in high-power rifles, the cost of
target practice and other recreation shooting is

reduced to a very low figure. It is made in t'he

following sizes: Size 30-30 xor use with 32 short
Colt cartTiagos: 303 for u?e with 32 S. & W.
Bmokele5.=! or Colt Autom.^tic Cartridges; 30-40 for
use with 32 Colt New Police Cartridges; 30-40
for 32 Colt Automatic cartridges. The device i-

sold at the uniform price of 7.5c and may be had
from any retailer or the manufacturers will send
a catalog to anv one writing Marble Safety Axe
Co., 581 Delta Av?., Gladstone, Mich.

We have heard much in recent years of de-

natured aicchol and the manner in which all

kinds of waste material on the farm could b»

utilized for the purpose of producing a materialj

the demaiKi for which is unlimited. What ha-*

hitherto been missing was tlie means of reducing

the waste to a condition in which it could be

profitably n.arketeJ'. This difficulty has now been

overcome by the production o^ a distillation ap-

paratus by the Wood Waste Distilleries Company
Inc., Wheeling, Vv'. Va. They are now offering

a new distilling apparatus adapted for the utiliza-

tion of wood waste by superheated steam difl-

tillation and waste vegetable fermentatijc, pro-

ducing denatured alchohol at much less expense

than has hitherto been {K)«sible. The firm claim

the product to be the simplest, latest, most service-

able low priced, up-to-cbite, chemical control

method distilling apparatus to utilize saw dust,

stumps, i-cnots, slabs and anv starchv mat-rial

such as cornstalks, barley, wheat, rye, potatoetj,

sugar beets, wood pulp, the waste products of can-

neries, etc. Anything unfit for marketing can al-

so be used and with a five gallon still farmers

could utilize the waste material to their very great

advantage. There is an enormous amount of wood
waste in Canada all of which with stills could be
turned into profitableness. The Wood Waste
L-istilleries Company are desirous of appointing

agents and securing the introduction of their a;>-

paratus into Canada. At present the iudustrj-

has no competition and those who pioneer amid
its wonderful possibilities should reap rich re-

turns.

Three in One Oil is now made in Canada as

well as the United States. The Three in One
people recently made factory arrangements across

the border and beginning on August 1st all Can-

adian orders are shipped direct from their Can-

adian stock. This move will be greatly appreci-

ated by all Canadian jobbers > it eliminates ;\\]

annoyances and delays caused by the Custom
House. The Canadian system of duties in con-

nection with prepaid freight shipments make a

very complicated matter and undoubtedly hampers
the sale of United States made articles in a fine

territory that is rich, big and eager to have vh'»

best of everything. Then by manufacturing in

Canada the Three in One Oil Company, will save

thousands of dollars in customs duties for Can-

adian dealers, putting the oil in their hands at a

lower net price and on exactly the same basis as

in all parts" of the United States. This is a wise

business move and the Three in One Oil Company,
the Canadian Jobbers and dealers, and even the

much abused, long suffering consumer will all pro-

fit bv this new factory arrangement.

During tlie past quarter of a century the T^if-al

Mfg. Co. of New Haven, Conn, has compiled from
its own experiments and from the experience of

its correspondents throughout the world, a vast

fund of detaile<l information on shooting subiects,

and has published this valuable shooting dr.ta in

the Ideal Hand Book for Shooters.
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Ttlarlin
REPEATING RIFLES

Big

Game
Model

1893

The Special Smokeless Steel barrel, rifled deep

on the Ballard system, creates perfect combus-

tion, develops highest velocity and hurls the

bullet "With, utmost accuracy and mightiest

killmg impact.

The mechanism is direct-acting, strong, simple and perfectly ad-

justed. It never clogs. The protecting wall of solid steel between

your head and cartiidge keeps rain, sleet, snow and all foreign

matter from getting into the action. The side ejection throws shells

away from line of sight and allows instant repeat shots, always.

Built in perfect proportion throughout, in many high power calibers,

it is a quick handling, powerful, accurate gun for all big game.

Every hunter should know all the THoi/m characteristics.

Send for our free catalog. Enclose 3 stamps for postage.

THe 7/lcw/iiiJQr^arms Co.
67 Willow Street, NEW HAVEN. CONN.

They Preserve
Your Guns.

Marble's Anti-Ru«t Ropes
When saturated witb

oil exclude all air and
moisture, making rusting

and pitting an impossi-

bility. Being largei- than

the bore, oil is pressed

against the entire inside.

A single oiling lasts a

rear. For shotguns and

rifles. .oOe each; for re-

volvers, 25(1 each.

M»rble'sNi«ro.<olvcntO,l

quickl.v dissolves the residue of

all black and smokeless powders,

including Cordite, neutralizing the

acids before or even after they

penetrate the steel. Contains no

acid and will not congeal. If

aprdied soon after shooting, the

arm can be loft several days

without wiping and still be in

ptrfect condition when cleanod.

2 oz. hot. 2.5c, postage lOc extra.

6 oz. can 50c, postage 15c extra.

Send us your sporting good-

dealers' names, and we will mai'

you

F^REE SAMPLE
and catalog of 60 "Guaranteed'

hunting specialties.

MARBLE SAFETY AXE CO.,

581 BeUa Av° . niadstone. Mich

icks"enric

STANDARD MAGNETO
For " Make and Break" or "Jump" Spark Ignition

Absolutely guaranteed to fire every charge every

time. Ten years usage by many of our customers

proves the durability cf the " Henricks Magneto.

How many hours, how much gasoline would cei tain

ignition save you in ten years" time?' Few parts.

Efficiency Guaranteed. Sold on THIRTY I>AYS'

FREE TRIAI,. Write for Catalogue and Prices.

HENRICKS NOVELTY CO,
314 W. Georgia Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

The A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Ltd., Toronto,

Ont., Canadian Distributors.
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This book contains information about all Ameri-

can arms, rifles, shotguns and pistols, and the

proper ammunition for them. It is the book the

"gun cranks" swear by; they consult it on all

matters pertaining to the accurate measuring of

powders, the casting of bullets and the reloading

of shells, and many other subjects upon which they

require authentic information.

The new edition of the Ideal Hand Book (No.

20) is a i40-page book with hundreds of illustra-

tions; it tells how to prepare your own ammuni-

tion—all aoout the expansion and resizing of

shells, the casting of bullets, how bullet moulds

are made. It tells how to measure smokeless pow-

ders accurately; how to prepare short range loads

for high power rifles; how to reload shotgun shells

satisfactorily. It even tells how to reload shell

for high power rifles using cast (lead) bullets,

that do not wear out the barrels and that have the

base protected by a gas check cup, which prevents

fusion and the deformation of the bullet from the

hot gases of the modern high power smokeless

powders. It gives the twist of rifling in rifle

barrels as made oy various arms companies; tells

how to find out the twist of rifling in any rifle;

gives tables of velocity, energy, penetration a''l

trajectory of bullets, recoil of rifles, how many
cartridges can be reloaded from a pound of pow-

der, etc.

This is a book every shooter should have. It

will be mailed free to any of our readers who will

send six cents in stamps to the Idel Mfg. v^o.,

(Marlin Firearms Co., Successor) New Haver,

Con. Mention Eod and Gun.

One of the most interesting and profitable ways
that you can spend your spare time this winter is

in learning Taxidermy. The time has arrived

when it is almost a necessity for every sportsman

to be able to mount the fine birds and animals
which he secures, and it is very lortunate that the

sportsman has access to the very latest and best

methods in Taxidermy through the Northwestern
School of Taxidermy, Omaha, ^eb. This institu-

tion has taught more than 3.5,000 sportsmen to do
their own mounting and if you are not one of this

number we would recommend you to get in touch
with the school and enroll for their course of

lessons.

The Eeardon Eifle Sight Company is establish-

ing a factory at Ottawa, Canada, where they will

manufacture the Eeardon sights and also a sub-

target rod and a tube appliance for shooting 22.

ammunition out of service rifle.

Mr. W. D. Staunard, of Chicago, 111., made a
straight score of 201 without a miss on Septem-
ber 25th and 26th, in a tournament at Poplar
Spring?;, In'd'. Mr. Stannard shot with a Smith
r.un equipped with the Hunter One-Trigger and
Automatic Ejector,—mig'hty gooQ work for both
the gun and the man.

At the Allentown, Pennsvlvania Gun Club
Shoot, October 20th, 1910, Mr. H. L. Brown of

the Western Cartridge Company, tied for high
professional score by breaking 146 out of 150 clay

•birds. Mr. Brown shot a Stevens Repeating Shot-

gun and added the latest victory to the long

string of Stevens Trap Gun successes. Stevens
Repeating Snotguns have made a remarkable re-

cord for themselves and because of their sim-

ple, mod'ern and thorouglily efficient construction,

are the leading Pump Guns on the market. In-

teresting Stevens circulars pertaining to thii

Shot?un will be sent to any applicant upon de-

mand.

The time to hunt is at either end of day.
The kind of sight to use is the one you
can see. Daniel's Patent Concentric sight
is the best in the world for those dark
places. You can prove it. Price only $2.00.

Address C. DANIEL,, Box B 3 Melbourne Wash.

MALCOLM
RIFLE
TELESCOPE Let us put a Telescope Sight on Your Rifle

We have the only practical Telescope and attachments for hunting
rifles that coes not interfere with regular sights. Send for Catalogue to

R. F. EMMONS, 5 Shftr^ood St., AUBURN, N.Y.
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Amateurs Shoot the
Powder they prefer

The _ -suits at the First Post Series Tournament, Indianapolis, Ind., October
18-21, 1910, prove tlie wisdom of the amateurs' choice.

THE THREE HIGH AMATEUR AVERAGES
on the IDOO targets on the four days' program were won by amateurs who used

"SCHULTZE"
SMOKELESS SHOTGUN POWDER
"The Powder That's Easy on the Shoulders "

FIRST:—Jav R. Graham, Long Lake, Ills. 951x1000 Ave. 95.1

SECOND :—F. G. Fuller, Mukwont^go, Wis., 931x1000 " 93.1

THIRD :—Jesse Young, Chicago, 111. 926x1000 " 92.6

LONG RUNS :-Geo. Maxwell, 156 and 105, Jay R. Graham, 143 and 116,

W. R. Crosby, 140

<^M>

The above records were made with

"S C H U LT Z E"
Jf Powder That Does Mot Punish

E. I. DU PONT DENEMOURS POWDER CO., wiimtag.o„.

PONt

The Old Reliable Parker 6un
— AT —

The Post Series Tounnament
Indianapolis, Ind., October 17-21, 1910.

The Special Match.
For the Ten High Professionals During 1910.

Was w^on by L. S. German, shooting the Parker Gun. Score 234x250;
18 yards rise ; CO yard targets.

High General Average.
All Programme Events, including 100 Pairs.

The second place was won by L. S. German, shooting his Parker gun.
Score 960 x 1000 shot at : 96 per cent.

High General Average on Doubles.

Second, Fred Gilbert, 17S x 200 : 89 per cent. Third, L. S. German, 177

X 200 ; 85 per cent.

The honors above mentioned were all won by gentlemen shooting the PARKER
GUN, which again conclusively proves that the PARKER GUN is the "OLD
RELIABLE."

SHOOT THE PARKER GUN AND WIN !

""^
3V't;i??rs.. PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn.
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Empire (bulk)

— and —

BalllStlte (dense)

Leaden in the Best Class of Smokeless Powders

BALLISTITE— sold only in Dominion
Cartridge Co's loaded shells (Imperial
and Regal.)

EMPIRE—sold in bulk. If your dealers
do not keep it, write us direct.

Both the above well jsnown brands man-
ufactured by the Nobel's Explosive
Co., "Glasgow," Scotland, have been
in the lead at numerous tournaments
held throughout Canada

;
give them

a trial and be convinced.

Agents in Canada :

Hamilton Powder Co.,
Moatreal, P. Q Toronto, Ont.

Victoria. B.C.

Winnipeg, Man.

Alex Johnston G. H. Cashmore
Why not have your

GUN REPAIRS
done by experienced workmen '^ It costs
no more. Send them to us. We
guarantee our work.

Johnston i/% Caahmore
Eastern Gun Works,

494 Eastern Avenue - - Toronto

PHONE MAIN 4062.

Nine-tenths of all Ignition Troubles
are caused by

wrong magneto lubrication. Highest priced cylinder
oils are not good enough for even the cheapest magneto
All cylinder oils are mineral oils. They gum clog
delicate action points—bearings. Clogged bearings
stait uine-tenths of all ignition troubles. Ask anvmaker of any magneto or commutator.

USE 3 IN ONE
a clear oil compound of highest known
quality. Best lubricant for delicate mech-
anisms, speedometers, commutators, mag-
netos. Won't heat up even at 5000 revolutions
per minute ! 8 oz. bottle, so cts.: 3 oz 2s cts

iwioi!' IH
today.

3 IN ONE OIL COMPANY
55 New Stre.t . NEW YORK

YOU know {i-eese—hardy cruisers of

the skies. They can get away with

more shot than any other game bird. It

takes a close, hard shooting gun to pene-

trate their two-inch armor of feathers.

Any man who swings a LEFEVER gun
true on a quartering pair of geese does

not question the result. He knows it

—

Two Clean Kills
The reason Lefever Guns kill clean and

sure and far is Lefever Taper Boring.

It's Lefever Taper Boring that gets the

game. And you continue getting it with

the same gun for a lifetime. Reasons:

Lefever never-shoot-loose bolt, Lefever

compensating screw on the hinge joint,

Lefever simple three-piece action, and

14 other original Lefever inventions.

LEFEVER
SHOT GUNS

If you are a sportsman who values a

gun for killing powers, send for free gun
book and get Lefever wise. $28 to $1000.

Owners of the $28 gun will not trade

them for guns that cost twice as much.
Write today—now. Lefever Arms Co.,

20 Maltbie Street, Syracuse, New York.

Durston Special

20 Gauge. Price, $28.00
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Business Sense
— IN —

le Buying
f Business sense backs up

the feeling in favor of

Canadians buying rifles

built in Canada.

Ross Sporting Rifles
being made in Canada the duty is saved to the buyer.

Then duplicate parts, new barrels, repairs, etc., can

be secured promptly and tOithout customs complications.

And on merit alone " Ross " Rifles, both Sporting and

Military Models, hold their own against any rifles in

the world.

Dealers throughout the British Empire sell "Ross"

Rifles

$25.00 and upwards.
Free illustrated Catalogues on request.

The Ross Rifle Company
Quebec, P. Q. 3.90
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Oarlton Ideal Reel, each 80c

Frost Kelso Automatic Heel, each $4.00

Tawman & Erbe Automatic Reel, each $4.00

Meek Blue Grass Reel, German Silver, each $5.00

Qreenhbart Trout Rod, made by Divine Co., 10 feet

In length, weight 9^ ounces, extra tip. Hand
made rod $8.10

Dagama Bass Rod, 8V^ feet In length, three pieces,

extra tip. Mounted German Silver $9.00

Send all remittances to Sportsmen's Supply Depot, To^

TODto. Orders flUed same day as received.

GUNS.
FOR SALE—Ithaca Hammerless 12. ejector, $70 grade,

•Ox3xl4x7%xi4 cast oB, new, $50.00—a snap. Appl>

Box M.. Rod and Gun. It

FOR SALE—Winchester target rifle, 32. W. C. F., peep
ana globe sights, cover, reloading tools, ammunition, ever.v-

thing first class. $20.00. E. E. Harwood, Woodstock. It

FOR SALE—.351 cal. Automatic Winchester, fitted with

$3.50 Lyman sight and extra magazine. Shot less than 50

Shots. Will take $25.00 or trade for .401 calibre same
kind of gun. J. W. Burnham, Woodstock. tf

Does your Eng^ine need the Doctor ?

Describe itssymplous by mail or phone.
Perhaps I can cure the trouble the same
way— or tell you how.
Try me anyhow—it won't cost much.

WM. GILLESPIE, The Gas Engine Doctor
98 EAST FRONT ST. TORONTO

Phone Main 570

GREASE GUNS—Miller, indispensable to motor boat
owners, each, $1.40.

i I ASH-LIGHTS—No motor boat or automobile owner can
afford to be without one. Wonder flashlight, always ready,
outlasts them all, complete w'tli new battery. 90c; Vest
pocket flashliglit, complete with new battery, 35c.

BATTERY CONNECTORS—Cleveland Battery Connectors,
latest out per dozen, 60c; half dozen, 35c.

MARINE ENGINES—Ranging In horse-power from two
Dorse, single cylinder, two cycle, to ten horse-power, thre«
cylinder, all with complete outfits. Also a number of hori-

zontal opposed engines, with complete outflts. Close
prices quoted.

Addresa all enquiries and remittances to MARINE BN-
aiNE AND MOTOR SUPPLY EXCHANGE, Tofonto. Or-
I'Ts filled same day as received.

EXCHANGE—Ithaca, sixty-dollar grade, 12 gauge, 7^2
I 2'i X 14, full choke, a beauty, only fired about 500 shots.

For Remington or other high-grade pump gun. Box 184,

Chatham. n-lt

FOR SALE—Union Repeating Shot Guns, $18. Ithaca
Shot Guns at Lowest Prices. English Double Guns, $7.

Standard Rifles. Write for price list. National Wire
Fence Co., Prescott, Ont. 2t

POISON — TRAPPERS — POISON.

Use Goes' New Liquid Poison Capsules, the quick killer

for fur animals: the best money maker for trappers. Now
the fourth season in use with excellent results. My cap-
sules kill the animals on the spot. No loss when properly
used. Two cent stamp for free booklet. Edmund Goes,
Inventor and Manufacturer, Station E., Milwaukee, Wis. It

Lefever Hammerless Gun, D. S. Grade, Bura-Nltre steel

barrel, twelve gauge, half pistol grip, rubber ball plate,

stock 14 Inches. Box "Lefever," Rod and Gun, 5 King St.

W., Toronto. tf

FOR SALE—Parker Hammerless. 12 ga., 7% bb. Cost
$110. Titanic steel barrel. Beautiful gun, not soiled

—

bargain. Waterloo period flint lock musket, good condition.
Box 16, Swan Lake, Manitoba.

Target Smith & Wesson, .38 military revolver, 6% In.

barrel, Lyman Sight. Ideal tools for same, cost forty-

eight dollars—for thirty dollars. Apply Box D. S., Rod
and Gun, Toronto.

LATTNCHES.
tv/R SALE—Smack. Kawartha Lakes. Good condition.

Apply R. P. Baker, University of Chicago.

FOR S.VLE—Motor Bent, 3 H.P. Detroit Engine, 16 ft.,

cost .<:',<in.fin. will sell for $135.00—In good order.

C. B. II.. Box .309. Listowell, Ont. n 2t

A 8-10 H.P. Twin Screw, Van Auken Motor, with the

following equipment: Spark plugs, commutator, spark coil,

primary and spcondary wires, muffler, starting lever, tools

and couplings bored to suit propeller shafts, also a specially
selected carburetor. Send for further particulars to Box 13,

Rod and Gun. Toronto, Ontario.

MOTOR ACCESSORIES.
Bflow find a list of Motor Boat and Automobile Acces-

sories offered for sale at alluring prices:

—

MAGNETOS—Type B. Wizard, for make and break en-

Klnes; type H. Wizard Magnetos, for two cycle engines,
and multiple cylinder stationary engines: length 12 Inches,
width 6 Inches, height 8 Inches, weight 24 lbs. Send for
prices of above.

CARBURETORS—Ooe inch. Heltger Carburetor, Model
B., $7.50; one and half Inch, Heltger Carburetor, Model B.,

|9.0«.

PET STOCK.
FOR SALE—KITTENS—Thoroughbred Persian Kittens.

Prize-winning stock. "Rahman," line-bred black King at
service. Address:—^Mrs. F. E. Hewitt, 708 Dovercourt Rd.,
Toronto, Ont.

SPECIALS.

FOR S.\i-E—Trappers methods, baits and scents—Jesse
Bentley, Trapper, Arlington, Vt. It.

FOR SALE—Parched Wild Rice for cooking.
Campbell, Keene, Ont.

Robert H.
d-4t

FOR SALE—New Khaki Duck Tent, white fly poles,

mallett and tent bag. Apply 195 Pretoria Ave., Ottawa. It.'

FOR SALE—Summer Cottage at Torrance, Lake Muskrtca,
near P. O. and steamboat wharf. George Parker, Box 178,

Gravenhurst. *t

FOE SALE—Gent's Coon Coat. Beautifully striped. In

splendid conditon. A bargain—.$30. R. S. Hunter, 343

Concord Ave., Toronto. It

FOR SALE—Edison moving picture machine and about
2500 feet of film in good shape; also license. A bargain.

Apply A. A. King, Hagersville, Ont. It

$1200—Muskoka—Lack-a-Day—Cedar Bay—seven r*«au|
kitchen; stable; good fishing; unfurnished; refereacM)
spring; mall route. Thos. Cooper, Cooper's Falls, Ost.

BROTHER—Accld tally discovered roort -will cure both
tobacco habit and indigestion. Gladly send particulars.

J. K. Stokes, Mohawk, Florida. St
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I
I^AUTOMOBILt

iTRoClBlES

MASTER YOUR MOTOR CAR, MOTOR BOAT,
Motorcycle or Aircraft

Automobile Troubles and How to Remedy Them.
Automobile Driving Self - Taught. Automobile
Motors ^in<l Mechanism. Ignition.Timingan.i Valve
Setting. Motor Boats: Construction an. I Opera-
tion. ABC of The Motorcycle. Flying Machines.
Ki.-xihlc l..ath.T and clot). l,in<lii,K-s, round .-..men.. UP-TO-
DATE, RELIABLE, 1910 EDITIONS. Price. Jl.SO

"

r: $1.00 Cloth, poati ' " ''

id Ma
THE CHARLES C. THOMPSON COMPANY

Publishers, 540-549 U'sbash Ave., CHICAGO

NATURAL HISTORl' FOR SALE—6 elogaut voluinei.

New. Fiill descriptions and pictures of all birds aud ani-

mals in the world. Must sell. Will take half wliat tbey

cost. Great bargain. Write for particulars. Enos Bates,

Shukort Building, Omaha, Nebr. ON

OUIDE WANTED—To take charpe of i)arty for FALL
DUCK SHOOTING. One who can guarantee abnndancp of

Ducks. Give full particulars as to location of grounds

experience, best time to go and salary wanted. Addres-
Box 40, Rod and Gun, Woodstock, Ont. It

PERFECT HAND VACUUM CLEANER—Latest and besi

practical machine, light weight, perfect design, easUs

operated. Special discount to readers of Rod and Guu.

.\gents wanted in every county. R. McGregor & Co.,

Manufacturer's Agents, 99 Gladstone Avenue, Toronto. Oil

Want autuuiaiic puuip guu fur trap shooting. Lock liux

i:«, KIngsvllle, Ont. It

FOR SALE—Light weight, high grade. Smith ejector.

Lock Box 133, Kingsville, Ont. It

MllUoa dollar trappers' methods, baits and scents for

sale. Jesse Bentley, Arlington, Vermont. It

J FOR SALE—Two large mounted moose heads. .

X. Over flfty-inch spread of horns, perfect specimens ***

X in every way. Very reasonable prices. Write for

X photos and full measurements. Edwin Dixon, Taxi-
-» dermist, Unionvillo. Ont.

«. ^< .J»^m.Jm.{mJ*^*^<^J*^' ^-"J*^-^J> <J»

FOR SALE—Two large mounted Elk Heads. 12

points, large, well formed horns, mounted by best

methods with full neck' to shoulders. Very reason-

able prices. Edwin Dixon. Taxidermist, Union-

ville, Ontario.

«J«*«Jm.>**«Ji**«J«*«H»^»4>4»4«HmM«^^

SHOOTING PRESERVE FOR SALE—Abundance of wild

rice: principal game, black (lucks, mallard, pintail, teal,

snipe: good revenue from tra))ping mink and muskrat;
trout streams entering lake: sitnateil near Toronto. Good
Club House. Apply Box K.. Rod and Gun. Woodstock. It

We can save you 10 to 15 per cent, ou Canadian maga-
zines and newspapers if you act qi^ickly. Send for yearly

quotations. Elgin Specialty Co., St. Thomas, Ont.

i******'*-^**********^******'"*"*'^'"***^^

FOR S.VLE— l..n;;c Mounted Caribou and Deer V
Iloads; Rugs and Hangers with Mounted Heads: f*

Large Horus mounted on shields. What are your Y
wishes? Write me. Edwin Dixon, Taxidermist, X
T'nionville, Ontario. X

WIZARD MAGNETOS
M EAN QUALITY

The white hot spark from the

Wizard Tubular Magneto ignites

every charge of gas entering the cy-

linder, compellii g the engine to run

with unfailing regularity, and increases

its efficiency while decreasing the ex-

pense. The Wizard takes up little

room, has few parts to replenish and

is thoroughly waterproof. Made for

Contact or Jump Spark. Ask the

man who uses one.

CANADIAN AGENTS
eANROmN'FAIRBHNKS e©.
MONTREAL VANCOUVER WIlsMPEO TORONTO
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Safety Shaving Sets as Premiums!

Safety

Stability

Superiority

Comfort

Cleanliness

Completeness

EAGLE, JR.

EAGLE DeLUXE

EAGLE
THE EAGLE JUNIOR contains the Razor. Stropper aiui seven Eagle Blades, one for each day in the week,

packed in a small, m-at leatherette case, and can he prnc-ured

FREE in return for 2 subscriptions to Rod and Gun in Canada.

THE EAGLE SAFETY SHAVING SET consists of a Razor, Stropper, six blades, a Badger Bristle Brush,
and a stick of Williams' Shavins S^ap. the latter two articles enclosed in nickle eases. The whole Outfit
packed in a neat leatlieretti

FREE in return for 3 subscriptions.

THE EAGLE DE LUXE package contains the Razor, Strop^jer. twelve Eagle Blades, a first class Badger
Bristle Brush of finest qnalit.v. a stick of Williams' Shaving Soap, the last two packed in full nickle cases, and
all contained in a leat'.iei- covered, satin and phish lined case of handsome design.

FREE in return for 6 subscriptions.

TLe Blades in each set are made from the finest Sheffield hardened steel, and so tempered that those who
have hitherto been unable to shave themselves, will find the process a daily luxury. The poise of the Handle
is carei'ull.v balanced, and enables you to remove the hair with the least possible resistance. All the good
qualities of other Razors are possessed b.v the Eagle, without their defects, and man.v new features have been
added which are protected by patents from imitations. Not only does the Razor with its full supply of the
keenest Blades adapt itself to the most sensitive skin or obstinate hair, but the accessories that go with the
regular Eagle Set, and the Eagle DeLuxe package, are an essential part of the busy man's toilet equipment.

W. J. Taylor„ Limited, Publisher
Woodstock, Ontario.
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ROD AND GUN'S ADVERTISERS
Readers who fail to consult our advertising pages miss a large proportion

of the most interesting matter in the Magazine. They will find that they may
learn much from these announcements.

Every advertisement in ROD AND GUN comes from a responsible firm

and our readers may be assured of courteous answers to all inquiries and good
value from all purchases made through these pages.

AEROPLANES.
Detroit Aeroplane Co., Jiic

AUTOMOBILES.
Eegal Motor Car

ACCESSORIES.
Buffalo Carburetor Co
Gillespie, Wm
Ilenricks iSovelty Co
Hercules Electric Co
Sta-Bite, E. E. Hardy Co
Splitdorf, C. F
Trout, H. G. Co

CAMP SUPPLIES.
Aylnier Condensed Milk Co
Ales and Porters, Jno. Labatt

Bromo Mineral Co
Bovril

Clark, William
Club Cocktails, G. F. Heublein

Fearnuin, i^'. W. Co
Harris Harkness Co
Imperial Tobacco Co
Michie & Co., Ltd
Smith, E. D
Shredded Wheat Biscuits and Triscuits—Can-

adian Shredded Wlieat Co., Ltd
CANOES.

Dawson, Frank
King l''olding Canvas Boat Co
Lakefield Building & Mfg. i.o

Peterboro Canoe Co., I..td

William English Canoe Co
CLOTHING.

Arlington Co. of Canada
Broderick, F. & Son Inside back

Coleman s, Ltd
Curzon Bros
Deacon Shirt Co., Ltd
Dr. Jaegar's Sanitary Woollen System Co.,

Ltd ".

Perrin Freres

CAMERAS AND KODAKS.
Canadian Kodak Co
Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co
Wellington & Ward

COLLEGES.
British American Business College

FUKS.
Carter, E. T. & Co
Corry Hide & Fur Co
Downs, H. A
Gaudig, G. & Blum
McMillan Fur & Wool Co
Rosenberg liros

Redick Hide & Fur Co
Schmidt, Traugott & Sons
Struck-Chaitin Co

11

983

939
1001
995

1002
939
975
957

931
933
931
933
929
929
933-

931
979

6

927

16

937
937
1004
937
939

941

cover

945
943

947

941
945

973
12

12

937

969
967
981
959
967
965
965
961

967

Silberman, S. & Sons
Taylor, F. C
LTllman, Jos
Weil Bros. & Co
Willard, H., Son & Co
Yaff e, .J

FISHING TACKLE.
Allcock, Laight & Westwood Co
Bristol Steel Fishing Rods—Horton Mfg. Co.

Hardy's Rods, Reels .and Tackle—Hardy
Bros

GUNSMITH.
.Johnston & Cashmore

GUN SIGHTS.
Daniels, O
Emmons, R. r'

Lyman Gun Sight Cor
GUNS, RIFLES, AMMUNITION, Etc.

Dominion Cartridge Co
Du Pont de Nemours Powder Co
Hamilton Powder Co
Ithaca Gun Co
Kiff e, H. H. Co
Long, Nelson
Lefever Arms Co
]\Iarlin Firearms Co
Marble Safety Axe Co
Parker Bros
Remington, The, Arms Co
Ross Rifle Co
Stevens, J., Arms & Tool Co. .Outside back

Stark & Hills

Tauseher Co
Tobin Arms Mfg. Co Inside front

U. M. C. Co
Winchester Repeating Arms Co

HOTELS.
Commonwealth—Boston
Lenox—Buffalo, N.Y
Tuller—Detroit

HOUSE FURNISHINGS
Hutton, ,Tas. & Co
Radiant Electric Mfg. Co.. Ltd
Stewart, Jas. Mfg. Co.. Ltd

MAGAZINES, BOOKS, Etc.

Auto Road Guide
Auto Mechanics
Baseball Magazine Co 95

Modern Sporting Gunnery
Outer 's Book
Tourist Magazine
Trappers' World
Thompson, Chas. C. Co

MISCELLANEOUS.
Billings, N. N
Dominion Printing Ink & Color Co
Gillette Safetv Razor Co

967
965
963
967
965
967

957
961

957

998

996
995
987

9S9
997
9.)8

991
991
987
998
995
995

' 997
993
999

cover

981
991

cover
993
987

8
6

979

11

981
7

6
937

4-955

985
951
14

929
1002

5

6

947
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If any " Rod and Gun" readers do not know of the
Tubbs Snow-shoes they should send for my new catalog,
which fully illustrates and describes thcin.

Nothinj? but best obtainable materials are used, and
none but most careful, painstaking workmen are employed
in their making.

Tubbs Snow-shoes are highest grade in every respect
The filling will not sag in damp snow.

Sincerely. W. F. TUBBS.
Norway, Maine, U.S.A.

Eegal ^'afety a/.ois IIMIH

Wood Waste Distilleries Co., Inc 4-iU)l

Wenz & Mackensen 4

MOTOR BOATS.
Kobertson Bros 935

MARINE MOTORS.
Brown, B. i* . (_ias Engine Co 3

Buffalo (iasoliiie Motor Co 3

Beaver Mfg. Co 3

Beilfuss Motor Co 4

Cooper, Sherman Co 5

Caille Perfection Motor Co 850

Ferro Maehine & Foundry Co 1

General Machinery Co 5

Gray Motor Go 5

Lockwood-Asli Motor Co 4

Niagara Gasoline Motor Co 1006

St. Lawrence Gas Engine Co 2

Sterling Engine Co. 1006
Wonder Mtg. Co 5

OFFICE APPLIANCES.
Fover, Chas. A. & Co 8

Office Specialty Co.. Ltd 945
Williams Mfg. Co 8

Waterman, L. E. Co.. Ltd 15

OILS, VARNISHES, PAINTS, ETC.
Three-in-One Oil Co 991-998

PORTABLE HOUSES
Schultz Bros. Co., 1a<\ 979

PRIZE TROPHIES.
Bailey, Jas. D., Ltd .;..'.. 939

RAILWAYS.
Grand Trunk xvailway System 10

Reid Newfoundland ( 'o 14

SPORTSMEN'S EQUIPMENT.
Birks, Henry & Sons. Ltd 977
Beal Bros., Ltd 14
Davenport Trap Co 996
Daniel, C 860
Dunne, W. H 9

Gillette Safety Eazor Co 949
Gendron Peuetang Stioepack Mfg. Co 9
Heyes, The, Brothers, Limited 947
MaVble Safety Axe Co. . 995
Mead Mfg. Co 947
Oneida Community Co., Ltd 1004
Eegal Safety Eazors 1003
Stiarr Mfg. Co., Ltd 13
Tubbs, W. F 1004
Witchell-Sheill Co 9

TAXIDERMISTS.
Baker, HT. B 959
Dixon, Ed 969
Northwestern School of Taxidermy. . . . 957-971

WANT ADVERTISEMENTS.
Pages 1000-1001-1002

A Lakefield Canoe
on the Zambesi River

This WHS the first canoe on the

Zambesi Riv'er and was envied by
all the residents and visitors there.

Write for catalogue to

The Lakefield Caroe

Building and Manufacturing Co.

LAKEFIELD, ONT.
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^1\ SIZES 8 H.P. to 240 H.P. -^ ^
THE MARINE ENGINE OF QUALITY

NEVER ANY TROUBLE WITH A STERLING.
SATISFACTION ASSURED.

OUR NEW 1911 CATALOG WILL SOON BE
READY FOR DISTRIBUTION.

WRITE FOR ONE.

248-250 Craig Street West,
Montreal, Que., Sept. 26, 1910.

SterlinK; Engine Company,
Buffalo, N.Y.

Gentlemen :

—

Referring to the operation of the 30-45 H.P. Sterling
Engine, which I secured from you this season and installed
in my 3b ft. x S ft. cabin cruiser, will say that I am very
much pleased with it, and after the -whole season's use there
has been nothing whatever to be repaired, nor have I had a
moments delay in the operation or starting of the engine.

The boat is a cahin cruiser, 36 feet long by S feet beam.
The engine has, at all times, run very evenly, and even on
the longest runs, in one case extending nearly thirty-six
hours, the engine was not stopped, but ran throughout
perfectly.

Wishing you every success and thanking you for many
favors shown me

I remain.
Yours respectfully,

A. .S. FORMAN.

Sterling Engine Company,
1252 NIAGARA STREET,

BIFFALO, N. Y U. S. A.

Niagara Motors
4 CYCLE.

Made in 2, 4 and 6

cylinders.

5 to 100 H.P.

For

CRUISING
RACING
FISHING
FREIGHTING

The highest degree

in quaHty and ser-

vice, but not in price.

MARINE MOTORS

Recognized through-

out the world aj

POWERFUL

DEPENDABLE

ECONOMICAL

GRACEFUL

No superfluous, in-

tricate or complicat-

ed parts. Simple in

construction and op-

eration.

CATALOG.

Niagara Gasoline Motor Co.,
172 BRECKENRIDGE STREET, BUFFALO, N.Y.. U.S.A.
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Outfitting For The Backwoods

The Importance Of The Essentials

BY THOS. J. TAYLOR.

NO. 8

TQ
the canoeist and camper, the

subject of outfits proves about as

much of a perpetual question for

discussion, as does the question of

"bores" to the ardent rifleman. Much
has been said and much will be said

—

sometimes instructive but more often

misleading—on this subject, which is

really of so vital importance to not only

the convenience and comfort of the cruis-

er, but oftentimes his safety as well, yet

it is a fact that the majority of outfits

lack that judicious selection, that careful

weeding out of non-essentials which goes

so far towards making the trip a success.

Truly "many men have many minds"
when it comes to outfitting for a canoe

cruise.

Primarily, owing to the canoe's great-

er carrying capacity, the uninitiated voy-

ager is even more inclined to go the

limit—and way beyond—than the ama-
teur "pack sacker". But there are port-

ages to be negotiated, shallows and ra-

pids to be passed, unloading at the

nightly camp and reloading again in the

gray of the dawning; therefore, the ex-

cess luggage proves a hindrance not on-

ly at the very start, but at every stage of

the journey as well, and has served to

mar many an otherwise well planned

canoe trip.

And right here, where you'll not skip

over it lightly, let me impress upon you
the error in tying your "dunnage" se-

curely in the canoe. An empty canoe is

buoyant enough to keep afloat whether

"right-side-up" or inverted, while if

weighted down with camp equipments,

guns, etc., it will quickly seek the bot-

tom, and there are many times when you

will be glad of a chance to hang on to

even a capsized canoe, content to let your

outfit seek the bottom alone. There's

The Pleasure of Canoeing.
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plenty of time to retrieve your outfit

after you're sure of your own safety.

Aside from the canoe itself I rank the

tent first of all in importance, and wheth-
er cruising- in Canada, the United States
or elsewhere I do not rely upon the local

output, preferring instead my own tried

and true, made-to-order model, for a

staunch, dry shelter, free from mosquitos,
flies and other pests is a prime necessity.

The tent I have in mind was evolved by
Arthur Heming, the artist and explorer,

who has traversed many parts of Canada
either by canoe or afoot. He recom-
mended it to me as a tent which would
meet every requirement, and I have found
that it does. It is shaped after the model

put up with the utmost ease most any-
where, it not being necessary to carry
specially constructed poles along. This
tent can be made of either waterproof
silk, which is extremely light and folds
into a small space, or of the ordinary tent
materials, and of any size.

In the way of cooking utensils, I con-
fine myself, so far as is practicable, to
those made of aluminum, the various
articles nesting and forming an extreme-
ly compact outfit. This metal, however,
becomes heated too quickly for its con-
venient use in cups and bowls; therefore,
I substitute fair sized, heavily retinned
steel bowls, with handles securely at-

tached by rivets, using these for cups as

THE NIGHTLY CAMP,
U'here we smoke our Pipe of Peace and tell how the Big Oue got away.

of the_ ordinary wall tent, but is equip-
ped with ground cloth, sod cloth, a'bob-
binet window and is bobbinet lined; in

addition it has a tape ridge and ties, as
well as sleeves at either end of the ridge.

The taped ridg-e allows of the tent being
swung betw^een two trees without the
use of any poles whatever; the ties along
the ridge permit of having the ridge-
pole, if desired, on the outside of the tent,

while the sleeves permit of the ridge pole
being run through from one end to the
other with the end supports on the out-
side of the tent. Thus the tent may be

well as bowls. Thus, my outfit for two
people consists of two aluminum cooking
pots, one nesting within the other; a

heavy nine inch frying pan with detach-
able handle, two aluminum plates, two
retinned steel bowls, with handles ; two
knives, two forks and two dessert spoons.

This outfit is ample, and will meet all

ordinary needs, although an aluminum
folding baker will prove convenient many
times.

Of course all true voyagers will swear
by either the Hudson Bay Company's
three and a half, or four point blankets,
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but if these are net available, I would re-

commend the regulation U.S. Army
blanket. Add to this a poncho (rubber
blanket with slit and flap at the center,

so as to wear as a cape in rainy weather)
and you'll roll up snug as a bug in a rug
on your couch of balsam boughs, and
sleep the sweet refreshing sleep of the

dweller of Nature's great out-doors.

The three and one-half point blankets
may be had at any Hudson Bay Company
post for about $8.50 per pair, while the

four point blankets come at $10.00.

Do not fail to provide )'Ourself with a

light, but reliable axe. Its uses are var-

ied and important; therefore, I prefer

those provided by the Hudson Bay Com-
pany, of about one and one-half pounds
weight. There is also an excellent lit-

tle axe (with a detachable handle) ad-

vertised in most every Sportsman's Ma-
gazine, which has proved its worth on
many occasions, the cost of which, of

course, is slightly more.
In the way of personal equipment, a

couple of grey flannel shirts of generous
fullness, a pair of durable woollen or

moleskin trousers, heavy woollen extra

length socks, shoe pacs (or pliable oil tan-

The "Guides' Special," the Backwoodsman's Standby.

There are Portages to be Negotiated. Simpliaed by JJsiag
Canadian Methods of Packing.

ned mocassins) and soft felt hat will

about rig you out. A couple of suits of

rather light weight woollen underwear,
and two extra pairs of socks will prove
sufficient on the average length cruise.

A coat is of no earthly use on a canoe
cruise. I use, instead, during the chill

morning hours, a heavy "V" neck sweat-
er, and when it rains, my poncho.
A reliable compass, cheap watch and

hard rubber match box, with waterproof
screw top are indispensable to the bush-
dweller, while a small lens or magnifying
glass is very convenient when on a breezy
stretch of water, as it can be used for

lighting the pipe when v matches would
not prove practicable. Also take along
a three ounce bottle of "face varnish" or
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"fly dope". You'll need it at some stage

of the trip. My old standby is composed
of one and a half ounces of pine tar, one

ounce of castor oil, half ounce oil of

pennyroyal, melted together thoroughly

•over a slow fire. To be sure, it makes
one look strikingly like a half-breed in

•color, but it keeps off the insects, and

after all that is about the biggest item

of comfort during "fly time". Besides

this, it washes off cleanly and easily,

leaving the skin clean, clear and soft as

one could possibly desire. Do not take

-a lantern to the woods. It will be sel-

of the fare is truly surprising. The
Canadian Indians subsist almost entire-

ly on salt pork, bread and strong tea, and
their strength and endurance is beyond
compare. A further increase in the

variety of food is limited only by one's

capability to fish and hunt. It is needless

to say don't take canned goods. The
rankest amateur can not be forgiven

such a break.

The various articles of food should be
placed in separate waterproof food bags

(these bags may be had in sizes holding

ten pounds or less) and then packed in

SHOOTING A CANADIAN RAPIDS.

A canoe weighed clown with duffle would here moan certain disaster.

dom used, as it attracts insects, and no-

thing will prove more a burden than an
oily, smelly kerosene lantern, whose
glass globe may become broken at any
moment.
For provisions, the experienced cruis-

er takes along only salt pork (preferably

in friction top tin cans, and with all rind

and useless parts cut away), flour, meal,

tea, sugar and salt. Add to this some
beans, onions, rice, raisins and a small

can of cocoa, and the variety and latitude

waterproof provision bags nine inches in

diameter by twenty-four inches in length.

This method of packing will prove most
convenient, especially when each food

bag is labeled to indicate the contents.

One of the 9x24 inch provision bags will

also serve very well to pack extra cloth-

ing and small miscellaneous articles in,

such as thread, needles, buttons, shaving

outfit, etc. The bags may be procured

of the same firm furnishing the tent and

cooking outfit.
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Your fishing- outfit and camera will be
taken, assuredly, but do be careful of

your films. It is well to place them in

waterproof tin cans, such as blue-print

post cards come in, and seal them with
electricians' adhesive tape. Well do I

remember the mishap I met with once in

the Temagami region, miles from a sup-

ply store, when all my films went over-

board into about thirty feet of water.

Unless your trip is taken during the

hunting season, it is best to leave all fire-

arms at home. Even a revolver will

prove but a dead weight. A good "Marble"
sheath knife, (without hilt, thus fitting

snugly into the sheath) is convenient at

times for cleaning fish. etc.. but, of course.

is not a necessity.

It is remarkable, the amount of plea-

sure one will derive from a canoe cruise.

with an outfit such as the one described

above. It is easily placed in the canoe
and gives the craft the right set in the

water, insuring speed and ease in pad-

dling; then when the portage is reached,

with the aid of the ground cloth belong-

ing to the tent, and a tump line, practi-

cally the entire outfit can be made into

a Canadian pack and "toted" over, the first

trip by one man, while the canoe (with

the paddles lashed to the thwarts and a

pneumatic pad to protect the shoulders),

can be portaged by the other. This is

especially true if the tent is constructed

of waterproof silk, which reduces its

weight to about ten pounds.

Where guides are employed, some

folks prefer leaving all arrangements to

them, but I prefer being provided with

the above simple, yet all-sufTicient out-

fit ; then I'm assured a run for my money,

and ease and comfort on the way.

IN MEMORY OF OLD GROUSE.

The Companion to Captain Cottingham of Red Deer, Alberta.

BT L. G. c.

He's deid. He's gane. Red Deer will mourn

The finest dog, that e'er was born.

The Captain low, his head will bend.

In sorrow to his faithful friend.

The Captain lo'ed him, like a brither.

Ye ne'er saw one, withoot the ither.

Grouse was his friend, sae staunch and true,

Baith guid and bad luck saw him through.

The muckle clumsy, towsie tyke,

I'm sure there never was his like;

For nae Retriever, Pointer, Setter,

Could dae a thing. Grouse couldna better.

Nae wounded duck was ever found,

Tae pine, and dee, when Grouse was round

Nae bird, that ever cleft the air.

When hit, escaped, if Grouse was there.

Nae mortal thing, wi wings tae fly

Could e'er escape his eagle eye;

The birds in Heaven all got a fricht.

When Grouse arrived the ither nicht.



Deer Hunting In the Kettle River Valley, B. C.

BY MMROD.

FOR the sake of those not acquainted
with the district it may be well to

say a few words concerning the lo-

cation and nature of the country in

which the following very interesting Fall

outing of 1909 was spent.

The Kettle River is that body of water
which empties the products of spring and
marsh and snow capped mountains lying

i^etvveen the Arrow Lakes on the East,

the Okanagan Lake on the West, Vernon
District on the North and the State of

Washington on the South into the Co-
lumbia River at Marcus, Washington.
The river has two main Forks, one called

the North Fork draining the eastern

section and having its source a little

nrrth of Franklin Camp, a copper district

which is destined to rival the immense
deposits of Phoenix in the near future.

The West Fork, or Main Kettle River,

drains the western section, taking its

rise in the snow-capped hiJls of Mona-
shee Mountain, augmented in force and
volume by numerous streams until it

joins the North Fork at the beautiful and
growing city of Grand Forks. A district

therefore some one hundred and fifty

miles square one would naturally expect

to present a great variety of topographi-

cal peculiarities specially suited to the

home of the bear, the cougar and the

deer.

A true hunter, however, cannot allow

him.self to be taken up too much with the

beauty of the country for if he does he

will find himself with a slim bag at the

end of the hunt. Suffice it to say that

the scene of the outing here described

lies in the valley of the Main Kettle River,

a valky through w^h'ich a good govern-

ment road runs from Midway, the Avest-

ern terminus of the Canadian Pacific

Railway passing Rock Creek the scene of

one of the first stampeding grounds for

gold in British Columbia, thence north

past Westbridge and terminating in a

trail beyond Canyon City where for years
stood an old hotel and barns now the para-

dise of the wood rat. The vallev on each

side of the river is thickly wooded; in

some places it narrows to a canyon and in

others it is so wide that it more resembles
a park than anything else. In places the

bull pine raises its lofty head to the skies

and stands in irregular rows with grass
in abundance covering the intervening
spaces making one feel that here surely

the recluse can get near to the heart of

N^ature without let or hindrance. From
the extreme edges of the valley the moun-
tains rise, sometimes in gentle slopes to

benches above of like nature with the

lower on-es only less thickly w^ooded ; in

other places the mountain rises in

abrupt bluffs some bold and barren, oth-

ers covered with stunted fir or pine. Here
it is no uncommon thing for the hunter to

find that his movements are watched by
the wary game he seeks to make his own.

On a cheerful snowy morning in the

early days of November three Nimrods of

the city of Phoenix, whom we will call

Henry, John and the Parson, found them-

selves on the way to this hunters' para-

dise. To make a hunting trip of two
weeks prove pleasant and profitable needs

careful planning. As far as this one was
concerned it was all that could be desirea,

having an old experienced and reliable

hand in John to supervise the outfit to

its minutest details. A tent, blankets,

cooking utensils, a box for provisions and

a camp stove w^ere carefully loaded on the

democrat before starting; rifles and am-
munition were also provided in abun-

dance. Good bye to home and loved

ones and civilization was said as the three

sportsmen jumped into the rig and de-

scended the Phoenix hill to Greenwood.
The first stopping place was Rock

Creek where the last meal was partaken

of before a feeling of self-dependence

settled down on the trio. Here a store

is located where provisions may be had

suitable for such an outing. The Parson

having been intrusted with a list of the

most necessar}^ articles entered the

store and soon had Mrs. C— and her

daughter busily engaged on the order.
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By the time the horses were hitched up
everything was in readiness and by will-

ing hands soon loaded on the democrat
and the journey resumed. When night

began to silently fall it was evident that

the end of the journey could not be reach-

ed that day, so on reaching an abandoned
stopping place at Westbridge a halt was
made for the night.

On the following morning before the

break of day all hands were up and each

looking after his own part of the work.

Henry took charge of the horses, John
did the cooking and the Parson piled on
the wood and set the table for breakfast.

Breakfast over the horses were hitched

The stove was set up with all the pipes
satisfactorily adjusted. Evergreens
were carried from near by and placed on
the floor over which were spread the

tent and blankets. The provisions were
carefully arranged against the wall on
the top of a long table which had been in

the cabin. The Parson at the same time

busied him.self felling an old dry tree and
cutting it up into firewood. \\"hen the

evening shades began to thicken all sat

down to a well spread table and enjoyed
their first meal in their new quarters.

That night the candle burned but a

short time. for. said the Parson, "boys we
must make good use of our time and four

THE RESULTS OF OUR HUNT.

up, the lead again carefully packed and
the last stretch on the road begun.
By noon the end of the journey was

reached and the remainder of the day
spent in putting a loggers' cabin in order

and making final the arrangements for

the two weeks' stay.

Henry unhitched the team and securely
placed them in a log stable near the

cabin, a very good one with an excellent

roof, manger, and door and bountifully

supplied them hay and oats that had been
taken along. John in the meantime had
swept out the cabin and was waiting for

help to unload the contents of the rig.

o'clock comes early." The first night in

camp is usually a restless one. It is no
small change from the soft side of an
Ostermoor mattress to a hard pine floor

with a few balsam branches laid over it

and one cannot wonder if a fellow dreams
of being kicked in the ribs by a wounded
deer or of being hugged to death in the

arms of a grizzly.

By five o'clock the fire was burning
briskly and the kettle boiling. Bacon and
eggs sent out a savory smell through the

chinks in the wall and in a short time a

well prepared breakfast under John's

supervision was placed on the table to
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which it is needless to say ample justice

was don€. Before clearing- the table and
washing- the dishes a lunch for each was
put up in case the chase should lead too
far afield before returning. As the day
began to dawn the three Nimrods, each
shouldering a rifle, started for the "stam-
peding grounds" as John called them.
The river was easily crossed by an im-
provised raft made from a few logs wired
together.

No separation was made till the base
of the mountain was reached. The mode
of attack had been prearranged. This
was to divide at the base and all meet at

some point near the top. John took the

south, Henry the middle, and the Parson
the north. For some time the ascent con-
tinued without any noise or sight of the
game. Each sportsman, however, was
on the sharp lookout, for the morning
hours seem to best suit this kind of deer.

There are a great many varieties of deer
in British Columbia differing greatly in

their habits. The Cottontail frequents
the low lands, is small in size and very
hard to get at. The Black tail is found
higher up and is not so easily disturbed.

Some even go so far as to say that they
are so inquisitive that if one conies upon
them unawares they will even come to-

wards him to investigate. The writer

can however vouch for the fact that a rifle

shot instead of sending them pell-mell

through the timber only serves to bring
them to a standstill.

That first day as the Parson wa3
scrambling up the mountain side just

rounding a projecting bluff, he espied,

looking down at him, a deer, offering the

first opportunity for a shot. The rifle

was soon at his shoulder but the ball must
have gone wide of the mark for there

stood the deer just as large as before.

Another shot rang out with like effect

and a third just raised the moss under the

very feet of the deer. The next shot

however caused a bound into the air and
a rush soon out of sight. He had gone
but a short distance to investigate v/hen

he saw, as he thought, the same deer

standing quietly between two trees.

Again the deadly weapon was levelled

and in less time than it takes to tell the

monarch of the hills lay stretched on the

ground a deadly bullet having passed

through the neck. "There's one any-
way," said the Parson, as he made his
way to the spot and sure enough there
lay a beauty stretched full length on the
ground. "Now," said he, "let me see where
you were standing when I first shot at

you." Imagine his surprise on going to

the point of rock on which the deer had
been standing to find another one breath-
ing his last! "Well," said he, "this is great
the first day ; I hope the other prospectors
have struck it as rich." Thus in less than
three minutes the Parson's bag was full

to the overflow. It did not take

long to dress the quarry and string them
up to a neighboring tree. Then the Par-

son, after that very pleasing interruption,

joyfully continued on his way and soon

John and he came together at the top of

the mountain.
"Well, how did you make out?" said

the Parson.

"I never saw a thing; did you see any-
thing?" asked John.

"Yes," replied the Parson, "I got

two !"

"You never did !" exclaimed John.

"Yes I did sure enough," said the Par-

son.

"Well," retorted John, "that is pretty

good for the first rattle out of the box

;

let us keep on."

Both hunters continued along the

mountain summit but nothing came in

sight. Lunch was disposed of which with

a little snow, tasted pretty good. Then it

was decided to continue the hunt and re-

turn home by way of the fresh venison

and if possible bring it in to camp. On
the 'way back John bagged a few grouse

"For," said he, "we need something for

soup." When the dead deer were reach-

ed stretchers were improvised by tying

two long poles with their tops together,

the deer were stretched upon. them and

the haul commenced. Only those who
have had such an experience know what

it means : over rock and tree, down hill

and up hill the drag went on and when
the foot of the mountain was reached

both were so played out that they decided

to leave their burdens there for another

day. It was almost dark when camp was

reached and Henry returned soon after,

onlv to report that nothing had been seen.
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The next day was mainly spent in

bringing home the deer, for all felt too
weary after their first hard day's outing
to attempt any more. Henry said the

horses needed exercise and we might as

well press them into service. They were
accordingly hitched up. driven across the

river and the democrat for the time being
converted into a butcher's wagon. When
the deer were safely hung up at camp the

Parson remarked, "I guess we have
enough meat to last us as long as we
stay here, even though we get no more."
The day following being Saturday it

was decided to take up the chase much
after the fashion. of the first day. Long
and weary was the tramp over rock and

"Waltz me around again Willie,

Waltz me around, around"

John left his cooking and came to the
door of the cabin and sure enough bofh
could hear the familiar strains.

—

"Waltz me around again, Willie,

Waltz me around, around."

When Henry finally entered the cabin

John at once asked, "Well, where did you
get him?"

"Who told you I got him?" replied

Henry, "Did you hear me shoot?"

"No," remarked John, "but vVhen I

heard you sing your victor's war-song I

felt sure you must have been doing some-
thing."

LOADED UP FOR OUR RETURN.

tree, ravine and brush, and when evening
came John and the Parson met near the

camp on their way back. Henry was no-

where to be seen. John as usual com-
menced preparing the evening meal ; the

Parson chopped at the old tree he had
felled on arriving in camp. Just as it be-

gan to grow dark the Parson threw down
his axe, entered the cabin and said, "John,
I guess Henry has been doing something
to-day

!"

"Why do you think that," asked John.
"Because," replied the Pardon, I hear

him singing his usual song when every-

thing is going good.

—

"Well," answered Henry, "I got him
beyond the flag up in the snow, and I

should have had another too for when I

sat down to eat my lunch a young buck
came marching past me and when he be-

gan to climb a precipice on the opposite

side of the ravine where I was sitting I

opened fire and blazed nine shots at him
out of my old blunderbuss but the muz-
zier kept on his way unimpeded, I never

touched him."
"Well," remarked John hopefully, one

at a time is good fishing; my turn comes
next, I 'hope."

The next day being Sunday, the day of
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rest was relig^iously observed. There was
no early call for breakfast that morning.

The Parson, feeling himself released from
his customary duties, but believing that

he should "give every flying minute
something to keep in store," pulled a

small leather covered Bible from his

pocket and began to put his two compan-
ions t'hrough a course of religious in-

struction dwelling long and eloquently on

Nimrod the ancient and mighty hunter

and Esau the wild man of the bush who
hunted the savory venison for his father

Isaac. Thus the day passed in quietness

and peace. The only trip into the moun-
tains was made for the purpose of intro-

ducing the horses to a good patch of

bunch grass. Bed-time came early but

unfortunately "Nature's balmy, sweet re-

storer" was disturbed before ten o'clock

by the unceasing efforts of a wood rat to

get into the grub box,

"There's that blooming wood rat,"

said Henry, "get up and shoot him."

"How can I shoot him in the dar'k
!"

plaintively asked John.

"Hold on," said the Parson "till I light

the candle and we will soon have some

more fresh meat for breakfast ; but the

night marauder dissappeared quicker

than lightning in a hole in the floor.

"Put a stick over the hole," said John,

"and keep the beggar out." This being

done the trio slept in quietness till the

morning began to dawn.

At breakfast it was decided that Mon-

day should be spent in the chase as all

were fresh and Henry's deer could take

no harm by remaining out another day.

The Parson decided to travel over new
territory while John and Henry made

their way to a spot where numerous

tracks had been seen on previous occa-

sions. The day w^as passing without any

signs of reward. The Parson took an

odd, stray shot at the blue grouse in the

tall pines. Once he jumped a deer but it

must have been liis day ofif for all his at-

tempts to stay its progress were unavail-

ing. At another time when sitting down
a beautiful bucic came crashing through

the brush and before he knew it his last

shot was fired, while the stately monarch

of the forest stood his ground as if in defi-

ance of the Parson's most deadly aim.

John and Henry, however, kept steadily

on the march. When they reached the

summit a division vv^as made, each tramp-
ing alone on opposite sides of an elevated

ridge running towards the south.

"Look out, there ought to be something
doing pretty scon," said Henry ; and he
had hardly spoken when a report from
John's rifle answered his call, then an-

other, and still a third and after that all

was silent. Both hunters kept in close

pursuit of the quarry through tall timber
over shelving rock and precipice, easily

keeping on the trail which was deeply
marked by the sprawling gait of the ant-

lered monarch.
"You hit him hard," said Henry.
"You bet I did." replied John.
"Oh there he is, he has just made a

jump from that big rock, exclaimed'

Henry.
"Let him jump all he likes, for I have

an idea his jumping days are over," re-

marked John.
Sure enough when they came up to the

spot there lay the reward of their chase,,

a noble five pronged buck giving his last

kick.

"Now for the tug-of-war, three miles is

no small distance to drag this muzzier

in," said Henry.
We can easily manage that : I'm mighty-

glad we got liim," asserted John loosen-

ing the rope he had tied around him.

Over rock and tree through ravine and"

brush the quarry was dragged till the foot

of the mountain nearest the camp v/as

reached where their burden, minus a good'

deal of hair, was finally strung up for the-

night and both warriors walked leisurely

hom.e.

It is needless to say there was great re-

joicing in camp that night, as each hunt-

er had now secured the reward of his"

trip. W^hen supper was over and all sat

resting around the fire the Parson ob-

served to his two companions: "Let us

put on a good pot of beans and boil

plenty of prunes, for I see a strenuous-

dav before us to-morrow.^'

On Tuesday the team was again press-

ed into service. When the foot of the-

mountain w^as reached the team was un-

hitched and tied up to a tree in the centre!

of a good bed of bunch grass.
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"Let us g-o for Henry's deer first," said

JChn. All agreed as under the circum-
stances no hunting could be done. The
tramp was not by any means an easy one
and when at last the right spot was I'o-

cated the deer w^as found still swinging
where it had been left.

The Parson remarked, "Well, if it had
been me I guess I would have run him a

little nearer home before opening fire."

The haul down the mountain was 'not

so difficult there being* a few inches of

snow for quite a distance and three men
to do the wxDrk. Level ground was at

last reached and at a point not far from

where John's had been left the night be-

fore. It w'as therefore no hard matter to

load both on the democrat and drive tri-

umphantly home.

Wednesday being a bright sunny day
most of the time was taken up with the

camera. Photos of the hunters and their

rewards were taken in dififerent positions,

"for" said John "we need plenty of pic-

tures to keep the children quiet when w€
tell them in the days to come our exper-

ience of deer hunting in the Kettle River
Valley."

When Thursday, the time for returning

home, had come, with glad hearts the

game was packed on the democrat; but

with reluctant steps the three Nimrods
turned their backs upon the camp where
thev had spent two of the most enjoyable

weeks of 1909.

It is perhaps unnecessary to say that

John and Henry on returning home re-

m.embered their friends with generous
portions of the fruits of the chase while

the Parson turned one of his deer into the

hands of the Ladies' Aid Society, who
made good use of the gift by providing a

bounteous spread under the name of a

"Venison Supper" in the Miners' Union
Hall dining room and cleared a goodly
sum for their treasurv.

MEMORIES

BY J. G. MACARTHUR.

Oh. for a breath of that balsam air,

I'hat wafts over old Kashee.

What would I not give, for a whiff of it now,

So natural wild and free.

Oh take me back to the old, old pool.

That dances and sparkles with glee.

Where the balsam and spruce shade it, Oh, so cool.

Oh that is the place for me.

My friends, they are the kingfisher,

The wild duck and the loon.

While at night, the deer stalk through the woods.

And the horned-owl hoots at the moon.

Oh, let me go back to the camp fire's glow.

Hear the wind sighing through the trees.

Causing one to forget all sorrow and woe.

In the charms that are Kashee's

The waves dashing on its rock}^ shore

Gurgling and splashing so free

Recall to mind its welcome of yore.

Makes mv heart vearn for Kashee.



A LODGE IN THE WILDERNESS.

A Day's Journey In The Wilds

BY MYRLE CAMERON.

INTO our dreams of the moose that we
have not yet seen and the thirty

pound trout that we have not yet
caught there breaks suddenly an out-

rageous clatter, utterly out of place in the

silent reaches of the lakes where we have
been stalking our game. With the first

indignant yawn, however, comes reali-

zation that the unjustifiable racket is the

product of iron spoon on tin pan and an
unwelcome warning of the early break-
fast that precedes a day's strenuous "hik-

ing".

That, at least, is the aspect it assumes
from within the tent where two girls are

folding blankets and cramming their few
belongings—very few—into the dunnage
bag, to the tune of a cheerful rattle of

tin plates and the gutteral talk of the In-

dian guides outside. Said dunnage bag,

quite indispensable now, has been the

base oi .somebody's existence every

night, due to^flae necessity of storing it

at the feet of one or the other pair of

blankets. After heated controversy, it

was probably kicked viciously into the

angle between tent and ground by the -un-

fortunate one, who, not improbably, was
awakened later by pattering rain on the

tent, and ros« to yank "that bag" from
its dangerous contact with the canvas.

But this morning it has not rained, and
our spirits go up with a leap when, leav-

ing the tent ready for striking, we come
out into the cold clear morning, ready

for the day, for new scenes and some
labor, but most especially for breakfast.

As we gather about the rough log

table for our last meal in this our home
of a week, the mist is rolling back from

the lake, a delicate lacy scarf gathered

in at last by the dark line of pines on the

, opposite shore. Perhaps it lies hidden

all day long in one of the tiny lakes just

over the ridge from Lake Manitoupo-

phogee, for this is one of the Temagami
lakes, one of the network of the most

beautiful inland w^aterways ever travel-
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led by Man in his flight from Things.
This morning we are doing our share

in reducing the things carried in the pro-
vision boxes, with praiseworthy consid-
eration for those who must pack them
across the portages. Camping in Canada
is fun. lots of fun

; portaging in Canada,
or anywhere else, I imagine, is—an in-

teresting experience—and a good deal of

that too. When you are outfitting for

your first trip, you can carry anything

—

from a lantern to a dishpan. By the

time you have made and broken camp a

few times, travelled for three-quarters of

a mile with two campstools slung around
your neck, and tumbled over countless

rocks with a shining dishpan clasped in

your arms, (that last comes of being a

girl—fancy a lord of creation toting a

dishpan through the primeval forest!)

your are callously indifferent to patent
"camp conveniences", and thankfully
watch the dented dishpan retire into the

"kitchen" box. /

Over that same despised dishpan we
are gathered after breakfast, three girls

and "Bobs", mother, chum and true

sport, ready for anything frorn pad-
dling her end of the canoe to

a scramble over crazy corduroy roads

in search of some old mine. The
dishes are washed and packed while the

Boss, the Friend, Henry and Big Paul,

the Ojibway guides, are striking the

tents and tying up blankets, nailing the

lids on boxes, and disjointing and casing
fishing rods and nets. The canoes are

loaded, the balsam beds stirred up for

something possibly overlooked, the

friendly campfire drowned. Big Paul
murmurs "Machaw wasink" (going far)

with a kindly smile at the disconsolate

Kid, and as the paddles dip, one more
camp becomes a memory.

But the time for memories is in the

far off winter, and now we are looking

forward, always forward, to new country

and new thrills. As we slip quietly past

shores grown familiar and dear to us

through days of lazy drifting, our antici-

pation is tempered by regret, regret with-

out the shadow of finality, for one is al-

ways "coming back"—if not next year,

then as soon after as may be. There is

no siren's lure like the silent voices of

The End of the Portage.

the forest, the crackling of the great
campfire, and the wind in your face as,

the water slaps over the bow of the ca-

noe on a gusty day ; and one turns to.

them as inevitably as ever the tide slips

down from the shore to follow the moon.
But for this time our faces are still set

forward, and we're racing to get our
load out first. Wonderful Big Paul,

sixty years old, yet stronger than many
a younger man, chuckles contentedly as,

we just nose out the others, and holds

her steady while we unload ourselves and
the light dunnage from the canoe.

This is only a carry, not more than

two hundred yards, and Bobs and I are

off across it with our first loads before-

the others are well landed, mightily satis-,

fied because we shall travel the trail first.

But the men are close behind and it is

not long before the reloaded canoes slip

out across a tiny pond, on the other side-

of which the performance is repeated.

But this time we load with more care.,

for it is an Indian three-quarters of a

mile, and Henry, when questioned con-

cerning the difficulty of the trail, makes
a seesaw motion with his hand, signifi-

cant to us bv now of a climb, even with--
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BIG PAUL.
An Ojibway Philosopher.

out the expressive words, "up-over,"
which accompany it. So we g-o up over,
sometimes alone, sometimes within hail-
ing^ distance of one another, and stepping
aside now and then as some steadier man
of burden comes by, one's speed govern-
ed by the exigencies of one's load, and
one's ambition by the unending trail in

front. Midway we cross what may have
been the bed of a lake, but is now a mass
of boulders, across which we pick our
steps, with a glimpse of swift water be-
low, and take up the trail again. Up a
path smooth with pine needles we trudge,
our gaze caught suddenly from our foot-
ing to follow a rustle of leaves nearby,
as a fat old patriarch of a porcupine wad-
dles off leisurely, yet swiftly, thrilling the
pulses of the city dweller with a sudden
delicious realization of the wild.

As we pause at some convenient out-
jutting log for a breathing space, there
comes the soft thud of moccasined feet

behind us, and we draw aside still far-

ther to let two strange creatures pass,
long legs moving with instinctive surc-
ness beneath the slender bodies of the in-

verted canoes. No burden is too un-
wieldy and few too heavy for these sons

of the North, strong, silent, impenetrable.
Never is a word of unsolicited comment
heard, but their opinion, once voiced, can
not be changed. They are guides, but
not inferiors; they serve, but are not
menials, may be taken to 3^our friendship
as unreservedly as any product of our
civilization. Their childlike pride, their

honesty and clannishness, are traits so
unfailing .as to make them characteris-

tic of the fullblood Ojibway. In one of

their households it is not unusual to find

one or more adopted children, some-
tin:es with only the claim of distant kin-

ship, and sometimes with none at all

but that of destitution.

Again the dunnage is swung to its

place for a short ferry across another
of the tiny pools that are almost invari-

ably found between two larger lakes, and
at a broad flat rock, streaked gayly with
the red and green and yellow of other

canoes, we unload for the trip into Tur-
tle Lake, where we know by divers signs

that we will lunch. This trail is like the

others, winding silent out of sight among
the pines, strewn thick with red-brown
needles, and all about the great forest

seems to hold its breath, mighty, uncon-
querable, yet somehow friendly in itt>

grandeur. But each portage has a cer-

tain individuality of its ow-n, and the end
of this, at least, is piquant, for one finds

one's passage barred by a fallen tree, and
steps over it to go sliding down a sandy
chute, and be spilled out on a little semi-

circle of sand on the edge of what Henry,
with a flourish of his arm, tersely des-

cribes as "Tuttle Lac."

Well, we are glad to see "Tuttle Lac."

and look expectantly at the Boss, for the

remains of a campfire and the time of

day are alike suggestive, not to mention
interior promptings. But the Boss will

push on, and as the canoes sink lower in

the water under their burden, the Friend

murmurs sadly to the Kid "that a hungry
m.an makes a poor paddler,'' but takes

his place resignedly. Turtle Lake is

long and narrow, named far back for its

n'udturtles, of which now only the

mud remains, and the trip down it is like

a ceremonious procession down an ave-

nue of pines, the gleaming water unroll-

ing its silver carpet before you.
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Halfway down, a distant speck resolves

itself into a tiny canoe, paddled, as we see

when it draws nearer, by two of His
Majesty's forest policemen. Dominion
fire-rang"crs. whose duties range from
those of sheriff, gamewarden, and fire-

fighter, to that of "bushwhacking"

—

literally—for they must keep clear the

portages on their 'beat. They are a

kind of peaceful patrol, saving these wilds

from oppressive loneliness, and serving

as a kind of guarantee of order and pro-

tection. These our friends give us mail,

for they are fresh from the distant Hud-
son's Bay Company post, tell of firearms

confiscated from exploring piospectors,

of the beginnings of a forest fire which
they have smothered in Gull Lake, and
paddle away towards their shack in Lake
Manitoupophogee.

At last we reach the beginning of the

last portage, and fall upon the "kitchen"

box. \\'ithin ten minutes the frying pan

is sizzling and the coffee beginning to

bubble over the hastily constructed camp-
fire, and then with our Lares and Penates
scattered about us, we munch contented-

ly that well-earned meal. There is noth-

ing like it—that open-air feast on hard-

tack and bacon and beans—"My old

friend Beans," as the Friend affectionate-

ly addresses them—after a morning of

straining muscle and consciousness in

the forest and on the water. And as

the smoke floats lazily up from the men's
pipes afterwards, an atmosphere of satis-

faction and well being pervades the place,

from which we all turn with renewed
cheerfulness to the last portage of this

day's journey.

"Up and over," strewn with rocks and

jutting logs as it is, this trail somehow
seems more beautiful than all before it,

the warm woods fragrance more spicily

sweet, and the small woods creatures

more fearlessly near. But ask the Boss

about the beauty of the way.

'Huh !" he grunts, mopping his forehead

with the red mark of the tump strap

across it, "That dunnage bag weighs a

hundred and forty pounds. I can tell

you every pine needle and pebble that

was in the path, but don't ask me what
was right or left or above me !"

We have reached our goal at last, and
all the wonders of Gull Lake should lie

stretched before us. But they don't.

Instead there appears only a little pond,

beautiful in its emerald-like perfection,

but distinctly disappointing to our vivid

anticipations, The guides, however, are

impassively oblivious to our puzzlement,

so with a patience born of camping we
pack ourselves into the canoes and start

once more. And even now is the first

link forged in that chain of beauty which
is to bind our memories forever to Gull

Lake. A wandering breeze runs light-

ly over the water before us towards a

green fleet of water-lily pads and as it

passes it raises every pad until the warm
red of the under sides show like tiny

red sails run suddenly to the masthead.
These fairy sails drift lightly for a mo-
ment, and then drop softly down to their

decks again, while the breeze runs orv

laughing softly to itself at the fancies

it has raised.

As we follow, round a point that had,

seemed part of the shore line, a little

narrow channel flings us suddenly,

peevishly, into the lap of the lake itself.

For this broad stretch of water is a lake,

indeed, and the swift wind that comea
sweeping to meet you is a challenge to

match your nature to the grandeur of

the elements. Lustily you dig with your

paddle, your hair blown back from your
face, and a wild exhilaration singing at

your heart and thrilling through your
blocd at every lunge and rise of the bow,
Now you have won to the lea of the shore,

where dark, friendly pines cast a yet

deeper green on the green and blue and
silver of the water, and under their shelter

we travel away from the free stretch of

open water towards the narrows ahead.

And in these narrows is our camping
place, a broad, high rock, with room for

our tents and campfire, a table readv built

and waiting for its fly, firewood at hand,

and all about us such a scene as makes
one ache to set it down in color, words
or music—the last perhaps, fitting it best.

High behind us rise the palisades, the

pine forest sweeping to their summits,

while just across, the walls of bare rock

rise strais-ht and naked from the water

about their feet. Scattered upon the wa^
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ter between these frozen Titans lie tiny-

islands, flung- there when this land was
first fashioned, looking like bits of jade

on a golden charger as the sun poises for

a last moment upon the heights above.

Then it dips from sight, and as the day-

darkens, a yellow moon shows palely-

through a filmy scarf of cloud flung

across her face, and a loon calls weirdly

over the water with a ghostly suggestion

of a lost and wandering soul. Now night

itself comes down, and on the rock about
the campfire, heaped high with logs and
brush, the travellers stretch themselves
in comfortable abandon, tired happy, con-

tent. Their pipes, the fire, but most of

all the brooding yet vivid, quiet of the

world about them, bring a feeling of "the

benediction that follows after prayer,"

and when they turn at last to their blan-

kets, it will be with the memory of a day
worth living.

Good Fishing and Hunting In Old Ontario

BY E. T. CHASE.

1
HEARTILY agree with those of your
contributors who tell us occasionally

that good sport is still to be obtained

in certain parts of Old Ontario. My
own experience confirms these statements
and I should be pleased if you will allow

me to tell your readers a little about
this district.

I live at Maynooth, just one hundred
miles north of Trenton, and at present the

town is the terminus of the Central Ontar-
io Railway. Between Bancroft and May-
nooth the line runs along the edge of

several tempting looking lakes, but if the

angler is looking for real fishing he
should restrain his impatience until

reaching Maynooth. In the surrounding
lakes and streams the very best of fishing

can be obtained.

On May twenty-fourth last three of us

made a trip to Barragers Lake, north of

One Hour's Catch in the Papineau River, Maynooth, Ont.

Sept, 13th, 1910.

Maynooth and caught one hundred and
eighteen speckled trout. We might plead

guilty to the charge of fish hogs but three

non-fishermen, with whom we shared our
spoils were present and though divided

into six portions they made a nice string

for all.

On September fifteenth, accompanied
by James Etoneburg, of Maynooth, I vis-

ited Miles Lake, another sheet of water
north of Maynooth, and lying by the road-

side. We had my canvas folding boat

and fishing from it we caught in one hour
and fifteen minutes a little more than our

limit. I am ashamed to confess that we
did act as hogs on this occasion and our

excuse must be that it was the last day of

the season. Confession is said to be good"

for the soul and after this confession we
don't mean to repeat the offence.

The trout shown in the illustration were
taken from the Papineau River in one

hour before breakfast and only about

three rods from the roadside.

W'hile the country is little known it

can't be beaten for fishing, camping, or

hunting.

The salmon trout fishing is equally

good. I have seen several salmon trout

taken from Papineau Lake that weighed

twenty pounds each.

You tired city men, wearying of never

ending strife, may find here a place of

rest and peace in the great outdoors

where your vacation may be made pleas-

ant by a quiet camp, some fine fishing

and later on some strenuous hunting.

For w^hat more can you wish?



How the Indians Were Frightened

BY PIONEER.

HAVING spent over thirty-three

years among the Indians in the

wilds of the North I have had
some funny experiences amongst

them and have shared their hardships
with them. A trip on the upper St.

Maurice River, Quebec, which I took in

company with a number of Indians in

July, 1881, at a time when few outside the

Hudson Bay men and Catholic mission

priests knew anything of that country, is

particularly memorable.
At that time I was stationed at Kicken-

datch Post at the head waters of

the St. Maurice, some hundred miles

north of Three Rivers. In those days it

was the custom for the priest from the

Lake Temiskaming ^lission to cross by
canoe to the St. Maurice River and hold

services. In order to save time the In-

dians from the Manawon and Coocooca-
che Posts were gathered at Weymonta-
chingue Post where a big mission lasting

three weeks or more was held. This
period was known as Mission time and
was looked forward to all the year round
as a time for the meeting of friends.

The return trip from one of these mis-

sion visits is what my story is about.
From Weymontachingue to Kickindatch
is sixty-four miles and all the year's sup-

plies had to be freighted from the former
to the latter post. For this purpose
birch bark canoes, thirty feet long, carry-

ing forty-five pieces of eighty pounds
each were used. The flour bages were
one hundred pounds each. Every canoe
was manned by six Indians, known as

the bowman, steersman and four middle-

men. The bowman is the chief man,
as upon his directions and judgement the

safety of the canoe depends. When in

the rapids he is the man upon whom all

rely and any misjudgement on his part

means destruction to canoe and cargo.

On the portages each Indian is supposed
to carry two of the pieces (200 lbs.) and
no Indian is engaged who is not equal to

"two pieces." The Indians of those days

were very different from those of to-day.

who are spoiled by tourists feeding them
with condensed milk, etc In those days
if they got salt pork and bannocks they
thought themselves lucky. Bannocks
were made with a mixture of flour and
water, placed in the frying pan and baked
before the open fire—soda was too scarce
to use every day and was reserved for

state occasions.

To return to my story. Three crews
(eighteen men) were engaged at Wey-
montachingue to take up three loads of

supplies to my post. When all was
ready for a start we poled and tracked
all day against the strong current and
camped at Twenty-mile River. I had
noticed that the Indians were not in very
good spirits all day but thought nothing
of it at the time.

When camp was being made, the In-

dian boy, whom I had taken with me to

attend to my cooking, etc., pitched my
tent away to one side, far from the fire

and other tents. When I noticed this I

wondered the cause as the Indians are

always glad to have their Master (as they
always call a white employer) camp near

them. Supper put these thoughts out of

my head but in the evening as I lay in my
tent smoking the Indian lad came to

me and told me that the Indians were
displeased with me and meant to do me
harm. He had heard them talking to-

gether down the bank and came to tell

me that I had better look out for myself.

Now. with my experience I was not at

all afraid of the Indians though they

were nineteen to one and immediately

jumped up and walked down to the fire.

The Indians were standing and sitting

around, smoking. I asked them what
was the matter as they all seemed down
in the mouth and sulky. Those who
have had experience will corroborate me
when I say nothing is worse than a sulky

Indian.

The head guide, or bowman, was stand-

ing opposite to me on the other side of

the fire and he spoke up for the others.

The Indians, he said (an Indian speaker
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never includes himself when acting for

others) were not pleased because 1 swore

at t'hcm in the store at Weymontachin-
gue. He added that a half breed who
understood English told them that I cal-

led them bad names and evil spirits.

Now that they had me alone and far from
my friends they intended to take their re-

venge. For that reason my camp was
pitched so far from the fire.

In reply I told them that their bluff was
no good as I was not afraid of them. If

they did manage to kill me it would be

all the worse for them as my friends

would send up soldiers (they have a great

fear of soldiers) and "kill every Indian in

the country. They groaned and grunted

a great deal but at length rolled them-

selves in their blankets and went to

sleep.

I hung round the fire for some time and

then went to my tent and lay down and

watched all night. No one came near

me until daylight when the Indian boy
called me. He told me that as the In-

dians had decided not to have breakfast"

at the camp they were ready to start.

Accordingly my tent was speedily taken

down, the bedding packed up and we
made a start. By poling and tracking

we covered twelve miles and went ashore

for breakfast. The Indians were still

sulky though I tried joking with them in

their own language. On hard trips In-

dians don't eat much in the early part

of the day but at night they make up for

anything they lose earlier. After break-

fast, however, they seemed in better

humor and made jokes amongst them-

selves. I did not bother myself too

much about their spirits for I felt confi-

dent I could manage them.

They worked hard all day and at night

we camped at the Akik Onegam, which

in English means Kettle Portage. There

are heavy falls here and we were obliged

to pack our canoes and loads across.

We succeeded in getting the canoes and

part of the- loads over before dark and

camped at fhe upper end.

The three canoes were turned over on

the other side of the portage opposite the

fire and the men were busy getting their

evening meal when all of a sudden a

large stone struck the bottom of one of

the canoes. Clearly the stone was
thrown from the bush and as it was pitch
dark we could see no one. The Indians
appeared thoroughly frightened and said
it was bad Iroquois Indians who were
trying to kill them. They retain the old
superstition of Iroquois roaming the
bush looking for other Indians to

kill them and the incident quite unnerved
them. To my mind it was quite clear

that one of their number was doing this

out of mischief but I took advantage of

the scare, put on a long face and declared
that the Iroquois were friends of the

white man. I was not at all afraid. My
bold front was the finishing stroke and
they collapsed at once. They crowded
round me and said they were sorry f^r

what was said to me the previous night.

If I would only stick to them they would
always be my friends. If the loads had
all been across the portage no doubt they

would have continued the journey.

While we were S'till talking another

stone fell into the fire. This was enough
for the "brave bucts." They grabbed a

canoe and were in it before a word could

be said. Before starting ofif they asked
me to go with them. I, however, wished
to show a brave front and decided to re-

main. They paddled across the river sat

in the canoe all night watching the busti

for the bad Indians.

After all was quiet I turned in and as

I had not slept the night before I had a

good night's rest. Just at daybreak the

Indians paddled back looking rather

sheepish. They asked me very anxiously

if I had seen anything. I told them that

two strangers came into camp and asked

me if it were true that the Indians had

threatened me the night before. I ex-

plained to the listening Indians that I

told the strangers the Indians were my
friends and 'the stories about them were

lies. They expressed their thanks for

my magnanimity and showed their feel-

ings still more by their actions.

Breakfast was speedily prepared and as

they had had no supper the night before

thev made a good one. After breakfast

the'v did not take long to hustle the ba-

lance of the loads over the portage and

get away from what they considered a

place of ill omen.



The Big Moose That Didn't Get Away

A Successful Hunt In The New Brunswick Woods

BY THE REV. GEORGE WOOD.

1
REMEMBER hearing a song when
I was a youngster which ran "The
biggest fish I ever caught, was the

one that got away." Many hunting
stories relate the same sad news. This is

the story of the taking of the biggest

moose I have ever seen in the woods.
On Monday morning, October 17th,

Will Weldon and I left Chatham, N. B.,

in one of the Lounsbury & McKnight's
automobiles—a large touring car with

ample accommodation for guns and grub.

Fred McKnight drove us out the Richi-

bucto Road about twenty miles to St.

Margarets. Here we shouldered our

packs and started down to the camp in

the Bay du Vin woods, five miles from
the main road. Half a mile from the

road we started two moose, a cow and a

bull, but the growth was so thick we
couldn't see them. The bull's horns

sounded very plainly on the branches as

he made off through the bushes.

After 'we had snugged things up at

camp and eaten a snack we started off on
a cruise down the bank of the North
Branch, We saw a number of fresh

moose signs but no moose. Two part-

ridges and a muskrat fell to Will's gun
at an old driving camp. We went over

as far as the Hell's Gate Plains which
stretch for miles between Bay du Vin and
Kouchibouguac, but saw no big moose.

On the way back we started a deer, but

it was too quick for us and got away
safely.

All this country was new to me, but

Will had hunted in it for years and knew
where the good mooose ground was, and

how the paths and wood roads ran. It

is a fine country for hunting in a dry sea-

son. There are a number of large level

plains covered with moss and grass or

scrubby bushes. These plains, in places,

are worn a foot deep with moose tracks.

There are hardwood and spruce ridges

and timber land most of it cut over once

or twice. Moose and deer and bears are

plentiful; caribou, once numerous, are

now scarce. Will showed me the spot

where two weeks before he shot two bears

and missed a third.

W'e picked out a ^ood place on the

edge of a pocket plain for the evening's

calling, but the wind kept up until after

sundown, and though a moose answered
the call and came up, he would not ven-

ture into the open. Try as I might, I

could not persuade him to forsake the

friendly shelter of the bushes.

On Tuesday morning we breakfasted

early and left camp before daylight, but
the wind rose with the sun and calling

was a failure. Then we took a cut

through some very good deer country to

a chain of plains stretching westward.
^^'e passed the remains of a moose, shot

a few days before.

Along about half past nine o'clock we
came out on an open plain half a mile

long. As we skirted the edge of the

plain. Will stopped and said to me,

"What's that queer looking bunch over

there on the plain?"

I looked where he was pointing, about

four hundred yards away. "It looks like

an old stump or the roots of a tree"

"I never saw roots that color; it looks

more like the horns of a moose."

"Nonsense, Will, to have horns like

that a moose would need to have a spread

of seven feet."

"Perhaps so, but all the same that's a

queer looking stump."

Will suggested I give a call. At tKe

first sound of the horn Will shouted,

"Yes, it is a moose," and there, sure

enough, where the tree with uptorn roots

had lain stood the biggest moose I have

ever seen, with his antlers thrown back

over his shoulders facing the sound of

the birch bark horn. We were standing

in open view of the moose three hundred

and sixty yards away, as we afterwards

found by measurement. "It's too far

away for a sure shot," said Will. "Yes,
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but we must take the chance, we can't

get nearer."

At the first crack of the rifle he fell, his

neck broken just in front of' the shoulder.

We ran as fast as we could over almost a

quarter of a mile of boggy plain and

reached the moose very much out of

breath. Immediately to the right we
heard a peculiar yelping sound. Will

went over to investigate while I stayed

by the moose. I caught sight of a streak

of reddish yellow going over a fallen log.

heard three shots, then saw Will coming

out of the clump of bushes holding a fox

by the neck. It was a large red fox in

prime condition, and Will did good

shooting to bag him, as any one can testi-

fy who has tried to shoot a running fox

with a rifle.

^



A FINE ASSORTMENT OF DUCKS.
This picture is said to contain a representative of exery species of Duck visiting Britisli Columbia.

Duck Shooting In British Columbia

BY HAROLD GREIG.

ALL aboard !" shouted a voice as a

democrat drew up at the Coutlee
Hotel, a house where good cheer
is to be obtained for the comfort

of man and beast and situated in the Ni-
cola Valley—a valley famed among the

many famous valleys of British Columbia
for its hunting and fishing facilities in ad-

dition to its scenic beauties.

It was six o'clock in the morning of

October fifth, last year, and a day of

glorious promise. My companion, Billy

Tallman, and myself quickly mounted
the heavily laden rig into which the pre-

vious evening had been packed tent,

blankets, grub, Winchester, shot guns
and many etceteras, and with a hand
wave to the guests of the hotel, who Avere

watching us with envy, we were off.

In a few minutes we were out of sight

of civilization and considered ourselves

well on our way to our shooting grounds
some forty miles distant. Our destina-

tion was the Summer Range with an al-

titude of five thousand feet.

Five miles out we drove past a small

lake and caught sight of a lonely mallard.

The horses were stopped and the writer

made a cautious stalk to within fifty

yards, when the duck rose. Mr. Mallard

was only five feet out of the water when
I emptied my right barrel into him,

dropping him back with a quantity of

No. 2 shot in his body.

With our heavy load we made but

moderate time and only reached Ma-
mette Lake for luncheon. Here we had

an enjoyable lunch and a good smoke,

our long drive having given us excell-

ent appetites and helping us to appre-
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ciate the rest. Then while our horses

were still feeding- we took our guns and
made a detour round the lake keeping- a

g-ood lookout for ducks but seein^g none.

Not so long ago this lake was a regular

duck hunter's paradise but owing to re-

cent settlements the ducks have sought

quieter quarters.

After leaving- behind four miles of

beautiful Mamette Lake we passed

through an unsettled but wildly beauti-

ful portion of the country, the stately

pines, steep mountains, dashing streams

and constant changes in tlie valley en-

gaging all our attention. Dam after

dam we saw were the works of beaver

and when we stopped to enquire our way
from an old rancher named Jack Chatwin

we were told that the beaver had never

been so numerous so far as his experi-

ence went. When he first settled in the

valley he could take his rif^e and in five

minutes kill a deer. Now, however,

game conditions had very much altered

and he had to go back fifteen miles before

he could obtain some venison. With
the assistance obtained from Mr. Chat-

win's directions we reached Summer
Range at dusk and camped amid the thick

pine trees and close to a lake.

We had just pitched our tent and my
companion was leading the horses to the

w^ater when a flock of geese rose out of

the lake not one hundred yards away and

their "Honk, honks" so startled the

horses that it was with difficulty they

were prevented from breaking away. On
his return to camp Billy exclaimed "By

Gosh! We have struck it right; camp-

ed right on their tails! You should see

the ducks
!"

As I had supper ready further de-

scription and discussion was adjourned

but when the meal, consisting of fried

eggs, pork and beans, bread and some

preserves, was over we congratulated

each other on the good position we had

found. A long smoke by the camp fire

and we rolled into bed. taking the pre-

caution to bring the dogs into the tent.

The noises of the water-fowl were keot

up all night and we feared if left outside

they might become too anxious to begin

and do something to spoil our sport.

We were up before daylight and
though it proved a cold morning we
heard noises from the lake which made
us warm up. It appeared as though the

whole place was alive with ducks and
geese. Our camp was within seventy-five

yards of the water's edge and we came in

for a full share of the noises they made.
After a nip from our flasks we walked
down to the lake with a Wincnesier m
one hand and a shot gun in the other.

While we could see the geese one hun-
dred yards off we could not see them
individually, ^^^ilhout waiting for day-
light we crept up to a small pine sapling

and decided to take a chance. While I

took the right my companion selected

the left and at the word of command
fired. We had three shots apiece, one
at the birds while they w^ere on the water
and two when they were flying. On ac-

count of the bad light however our shots

went astray though we managed to get

three mallards with our shot guns as they

flew around the lake.

The rest of the day we devoted to ex-

ploring the locality and discovering good
positions. We found the small lakes

numerous and managed to add ten ducks

to our bag, including blacks, blue-l)ills,

and teal.

The next morning, being more familiar

with our surroundings and having gone
through a less strenuous day, we were up
and afield brig^ht and early. Four blue-

bills were brought down at what we call-

ed Camp Lake.

Having no decoys I got busy after

breakfast with one of the dead drake ma.-

lards and with wire and board made an

effective and life like representative of

the duck tribe. When my homemade
decoy was placed in the water my
companion almost killed himself

with laughter though it acted fairly

v/ell and reflected some credit on my in-

genuity.

All arrangements having been conclud-

ed T fixed upon mv ambush about forty

vards away from the decoy, wdiile Billv

said he would "clean out a few lakes."
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Having taken the precaution to supply
ourselves with g-ood lunches we remain-
ed out all day.

In less than an hcur the lonely decoy
drew ten fine canvas backs into the lake.

For some time they remained out of range
but later drifted down to the decoy.

\\'hen they clustered I let fly, killing two
and wounding a third. As the others

rose I brought my left barrel into action

and secured two with one shot. I man-
aged to put a pinion on the wounded duck
and Togo, my dog. retrieved the other

four. In a few minutes I had my five

ducks on land and gathering them up
struck for camp where I met my compan-
ion who had secured eight fine ones, in-

cluding mallard, blue-bill, green-leg and
butterball.

Our third day's shoot was better still

and included twenty four ducks and one
goose. Exceptionally good fortune at-

tended upon us this da}' as we obtained

half a dozen butterballs. a species w^hich

thoug*h small is fine eating, the bodies

always rolling in fat. The butterball is

by far the quickest duck on the wing, is

heavily feathered and exceptionally hard

to kill.

We had four good s'hots at geese as

they flew over our heads within fifty

yards but the best w'e could do was to

draw a few feathers. This was so dis-

couraging that I decided to return to camp
for my rifle. \\''hen I had secured this

effective weapon I went on to Big Lake
where I sighted a flock of about fifty

geese, two hundred 3'ards out in the wa-
ter. With a little careful stalking I man-
aged to get within one hundred and fifty

)-ard9 and could distinguish individual

birds. 'Carefully picking out my bird I

fired and as the others rose I noticed

one remaining on the water. As the flock

went ofif I sent three more shots after

them but did not touch one. Togo re-

trieved my goose after a hard swam as it

w^as at least a hundred and fifty yards

out. On examining the bird I found
that the soft nosed bullet from the 30-30

had gone right through its back, leaving

a rather large hole. When the goose

was weighed the same night it turned

the scales at nine pounds.

Included in this day's bag were saw-
bills, butterballs and widgeons.

On the fourth and last day we were
located between two lakes on a small
neck of land. We kept the ducks moving
so fast from one lake to the -other that

the one stationed on the neck could not
load his gun fast enough to take all that
was coming to him. From the manner
in which t'hey kept steadily passing be-

tween these two lakes and refusing to go
elsewhere it was evident they must
have been hatched there. Working
these two sheets of water systematically

we had far the best day's sport of the

trip. On one occasion I obtained four
ducks on one wing shot as fhey passed
over and into the lower lake. As soon
as the flock alighted I raised them again
by means of the Winchester and as they

returned I managed to take four more.
My companion always succeeded in get-

ting one or two. Keeping this up for a

couple of 'hours we exhausted all our

ammunition.

Togo and Curley, our dogs, had lots of

work ahead of them but by faithful effort

they secured almost every duck.

Undoubtedly this was the best day's
sport my com.panion and myself ever ex-
perienced and if we had 'had a larger sup-
ply of ammunition we might have done
better still.

Our load was so heavy that when we
returned to camp we were about "all in,"

though we recovered after a meal and a

rest and were able to do fhe packing and
make all ready for starting hom.e on the
following morning.

Before daylight next morning we were
astir and breakfasted and struck camp by
half past six. The forty mile drive proved
a long one with our heavy load but we
managed to reach Coutlee before dark,

well satisfied indeed with bcth our outing
and our bag.

Included in the latter were the follow-

ing species of ducks : ]\Iallard, Saw-Bill,
Black. Canvasback, W'idgeon. Blue-bill,

Green-leg. Butterball and Teal. We also

secured one goose, one Jack-rabbit and a

few Willow Fool hens and blue grouse.



A Day With the Antelopes In Saskatchewan

I'.Y A. R. DOUGLAS.

Till-'.
Sim was just peeping over the

ta;itern rim of the horizon as

Jim and I stepped out of the ranch

house and proceeded towards the

log stable to feed our horses, and saddle

up in preparation for the day's hunt.

It was the latter part of October and,

although the morning air was somewhat
chilly, the day promised to be fine. After

a hearty breakfast we were soon canter-

ing across the prairie, ever on the lookout

for antelope, a herd of which had been

reported in the vicinity of Squaw Creek.

Away to the north the Cypress Hills

loomed up, in bold contrast to the sur-

rounding flat lands, that stretched away
to the east where sky and earth apparent-

ly met.

We plodded steadily along with only

the occasional sight of a slinking coyote

or a scurrying jack-rabbit to break the

monotony. About noon time we reach-

ed Squaw Creek where we 'halted for a

bite of lunch, meanwhile allowing our

horses to graze, so that when we re-

mounted, both the horses and ourselves

felt much refreshed. Fording the creek

we pushed on with the intention of mak-
ing a detour to the east, when, just as

we reached a slight elevation, Jim pulled

his horse up close to mine and touching

The Author at the Ranch Honse.

Ever on the Lookout for Antelope.

me on the arm pointed to an object on
the top of a far distant butte, which to the

naked eye resembled a small uprooted
tree. With the aid of field-glasses I was
enabled to make out the form of a mag-
nificent buck antelope with a good set of

prongs. He was resting peacefully and
apparently unaware of impending danger.

Keeping to the low land as much as

possible we circled gradually towards
him, finally reaching a point directly in

rear of the butte and about four hundred
yards distant. Here we left the horses

and proceeded to crawl cautiously for-

ward on hands and knees ; the wind being

in our favor and an abundant growth of

sage bush rendered our approach compar-

atively easy, so that we got within two
hundred yards of our quarry, which ap-

peared to be asleep. I had just raised my
2.5-3.5 Winchester to my shoulder, w'hen

with an apparent premonition of danger,

the buck leaped to his feet and disappear-

ed over the opposite side before I could

fire.
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We immediately followed in pursuit We rode hard during the remainder of

and g-ained the rise just in time to see him the afternoon, and after several hours

dash in amongst a band of probably thir- of stalking with the aid of a white flag,

ty or more of his kind, that were feeding managed to bring down two fair sized

peacefully far up the coulee. His arrival bucks before dark. These we packed in

however was the signal for a hasty de- on our horses, necessitating slow travel,

parture, and with tails uplifted like min- so that it was late that night when we
iature signals of distress the whole herd reached the ranch, tired and hungry, but

darted away and were soon lost to sight thoroughly satisfied with our day's out-

amid the rolling hills in the distance. ing.

LINES TO THE HERMIT THRUSH.
BY CROPTON UNIACKE McLEOD.

To thee, dear singer of the eventide,

Whose silvery rippling notes

Flow out upon the quiet woodland air, .

I raise my humble voice in ardent praise.

Though from thee sundered far,

And here amid the city's sullen roar;

Where strife and rush and eagerness

For worldly gain, holds constant sway.

W^here quenchless thirst for gold

Lures men away to avarice and greed
;

Here, within this turmoil and unrest,

My better self harks back again to thee.

How many times and oft when shadows fell.

And slowly passed the fragrant summer day,

Out from the coolness of some dell or glade

Bursts thy melodious wondrous song.

Those ringing, resonant notes.

So full of harmony and life.

Spread wave-like on the quiet air

And through the beechen green and sombre pines

Fain would I catch those liquid notes

And hold them ever to my eager ear.

To sooth my hungry heart with melody
And comfort me along life's tortuous path.

For listening to thee the solemn hand moves back

In fancy I am but a boy once more.

Treading the tranquil wood with lightsome step.

And reading from Mother Nature's open book.

But lo, thy vesper hymn is done.

The shadows deepen, and the night

Falls over glen and glade and thee.

Blurring you all in mystic silence.

Thanks, thanks for this brief respite,

That weary souls may rest, and tired senses

Find a placid hour listening to thee

;

Adieu, farewell, thou hermit conjurer.
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The Upper St. John, N. B., River Canoe Trip

BY STRAW HAT.

THE most convenient way to start

this trip is from the Beauce branch
of the Quebec Central Railway
reached via Canadian Pacific. At

the present time the line is built as far as
St. Justine. Que., hut it is being pushed
ahead a few miles every year, so that in

any event the distance from the railway
to the water cannot be more than seven
miles.

Laliberte's mill is a very convenient
place to put canoes in the water. This
is a small steam power mill on the Da-
quaam River which is only about 35 ft.

in width at this point.

The Daquaam is the north west branch
of the St. John proper. For several miles
the Daquaam is a slow flowing stream
running through natural meadows upon
which some thrifty farmers have erected
small barns and each season get quite a

crop of hay which they can draw away
easily after winter has set in. Gradually
as the dense woods of spruce close in.

the banks get higher and more current is

noticeable, a few rififles being encounter-

ed. At the foot of these little rapids

trout may be taken with fly or bait.

The river, which has been very tortu-

ous till now, begins to straighten out

more, and more rapid progress can be

made. Very fine camping spots are to be

found in abundance and if a search is

made, one can usually find a cold, clear

spring. Game also, such as ducks and

deer, is plentiful.

Just a mile or two before the river

leaves the Province of Quebec, there is

a small clearing, wdiioh is barely

noticeable from the river, as the

l)anks are high here, upon which

is a small cabin occupied by an

old hunter, and known as Fontain's

Camp. The occupant of this camp can

furnish the traveller valuable information

as to the best places for fish and game
and is also a guide, knowing the district

well.
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After passing- this camp 3'ou will soon
reach the junction of the Daquaam and
the North Branch. This is a fine larc^e

stream and some good trout can be had
here. If one cares to paddle up this

branch some three miles you will come to

Moe's Brook which enters on the left

bank (as you go up.) This is an espe-

cially good trout stream and some fine

specimens may be got.

Below the junction of the two streams
the character of the river is very similar,

level stretches full of small islands and
banks covered with a dense growth of

and if a good lookout is kept, numbers of

deer can be seen daily.

Just beyond the mouth of the Daquaam
is a rapid full of large boulders but very
easily handled and in no way dangerous.
The scenery is very beautiful all the way.
Every few miles lumber camps are pas-

sed and usually a man is left in charge of

them all summier, and as the horses w'hich

do the work all winter,, are left on the

river banks all summer, it is common to

see four or five fine big horses and a deer

or two feeding together.

Several small rapids of a safe and easy

GRAND FALLS. N.B.

spruce, with good camping places every-

where.
There are several small rapids or rif-

fles on the Daquaam but not a single port-

age on the whole river.

The St. John is reached after paddling
about forty miles from Laliberte's Mill,

and here at the junction on the right bank
are several sporting camps. Trout are

plentiful in the sAvift water and from now
on the mouth of every brook wiP repay
a try for these beauties. Ducks are

plentiful all the way down the St. John

character are passed before reaching the

Seven Islands Settlement.

Five miles below this place on the right

bank is Priestly's Brook, the mouth of

which is a great place for trout.

After leaving this camping spot several

short rapids are met with, all of which
ane visible before you come to them and
unless the water is extremely low are

very easy. In ver}^ low water the canoes

may be scraped a little.

The next clearing, some ten or fifteen

miles from Seven Islands is Simmond's
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Farm, where full infurmation may be had
as to the river for the next twenty-two
miles to the Castonia Settlement.

Eight or nine miles from Simmond's
Farm you encounter the first real rapid,

the Big Black River Rapids. The ca-

noeist can land above them and pick out

his course, which is very plain. Enter
the rapid, which is only a short one, on
the right side of the river and about half

way down swing across and come out on
the left hand side.

A rock ledge crosses the river and the

rapid is very pretty and unless the travel-

low his farm. There is another farm at

the head of the rapids where you can get
guides to take you through or a team to

portage over.

The rapids are two and one-half miles

long and the canoeist can make his own
choice when he sees them as to whether
he will try them or not. Most canoes
are able to get through safely but some
paddlers do not fare so well.

There are hundreds of rocks, but most-
ly of a smooth character and the water is

not deep enough to make an upset very
dangerous unless the river is in flood.

THE BIG RAPIDS,

ler is entirely a stranger to rapids, no
trouble should be had. Just below here
the Big Black River enters on the left

bank.
The scenery from here to Castonia

Settlement is very fine and the going is

excellent. From this point one can get
fresh eggs ,and milk as farms begin to be
more plentiful.

Enquire here for Willet's Farm, occu-
pied by Mr. Jackson. He will tell you
all about the Big Rapids, nine miles be-

There are several short rapids which are

easily managed below the Big Rapids

and the scenery from here on as far as

Edmundston is very fine and bold.

From Edmundston, N.B. the run to

Grand Falls, N.B. is good although of a

less interesting character than before.

However you are well repaid for this

stretch by the scenery in and around the

falls and the trip on to Fredericton is un-

surpassed for scenery. In season the

river is full of salmon.



The Birds Of Manitoba^

BY R. M. MATHESON.

TO one born in Ontario and who
has spent his early years on a farm
there, the love of bird life comes
naturally. As he gains a know-

ledge of woodcraft and gets closer to na-

ture, he feels the friendship of the little

feathered fellows, becomes interested and
wants to gain more of that knowledge
that books do not seem to give. He soon
learns that no book however good, can

be a perfect guide to nature. The se-

crets of nature must be learned at first

hand. One must have eyes to see and
ears to hear.

The writer well remembers the real

thrill of joy that he felt when for the first

time he was able to identify the Baltimore
oriole, the bird that a short time ago was
to him a complete stranger. This is the

beautiful bird with the mellow, musical,

querulous whistle, given in detached frag-

ments, that is to be seen and heard almost
any summer day in Western Manitoba,
for which the oriole has a weakness. Odd
to relate, it is seldom seen, in any num-
bers at any rate, in any other portions

of the province.

A few weeks ago, there appeared in the

Outlook, a New York magazine, a charm-
ing account by Mr Roosevelt of a walk
which he had in the New Forest in Eng-
land with Sir. Edward Grey the Foreign
Secretary, and in the account Mr. Roose-
velt grows eloquent, over the many birds

that he saw there in Old England, and
well he might. He gives a complete list

of the birds he found. The list was long

yet to a Manitoban it is surprising how
many birds in the list are to be found
here and how many are found here that do
not appear in the list. Let one with all

his senses alert just journey along the As-
siniboine, never leaving the limits of

Brandon, and it is possible for him to see

and hear upwards of fifty different species

of birds, and the list in many ways
will compare very favorably with that

made up by the distinguished man just

mentioned ; in fact, he could almost dup-
licate the list made in England, and let it

• Read at a meeting of the lirandon Horticultural and

be understood that practically all these
birds could be classed as insectivorous.
We are apt to think that the birds

are more plentiful in Old Ontario than
here. It is doubtful if this is correct.
Certainly the writer thinks that bird-life
is more plentiful in Manitoba than in
Western Ontario. Perhaps this arises
from the fact that we have what are look-
ed upon as more attractive feeding
grounds, and there is an absence here of
the red, black and grey squirrels that are
the mischievous enemies of the birds, des-
troying whenever they can the nesting
places of the same.

The sentimental and aesthetic sides must
needs appeal to horticulturists, as they
have always done since that grand old
ancient horticulturist, Virgil, sang of the
birds and bees he found as he delved in

his garden. It is intended, however, to
dwell more fully upon the economic side
of bird-life as such appeals to the horti-
culturist.

Some time ago attention was drawn to
the willows that grow so luxuriantly in

the Exhibition Park here, the caretaker,
Mr. B. Smith, becoming somewhat alarm-
ed over the ravages of insects, one or two
of the trees succumbing. Some spraying
was done, but, as was stated, the best
preventive were the birds if they could
only be induced in greater numbers to

make war on these parasite insects. In
looking into the subject, we were rather
astounded to learn what the government
experts had to say as to the ravages of

insects. According to a report of the

United States government, insects alone
cause an annual loss to the trees and
shrubs of that country estimated at over
eight hundred million dollars. They re-

ported that on the oak alone four hundred
species of insects had been found, all of

which were sought and consumed by the

birds of the forests. The biological sur-

vey reported that they found on the wil-

low one hundred and eighty-six such
species which constantly attempt its des-

truction ; on the pine, one hundred and

Foresting Society.
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sixty-five ; on the birch, one hundred and
five, and on the elm, eighty. Careful an-

alysis of the stomachs of thousands of

wood peckers, creepers, wood warblers,

fly-catchers, wrens, swallows, nut hatch-

es and other birds of the woods to be
found here shows that their constant lab-

or is to consume just these devastating in-

sects.

The bird dees mere to help the hor-

ticulturist than any other form of out-

door life. These little feathered friends

police the earth and without their ser-

vices one is afraid the farmer at least,

would be helpless. Our larks, wrens and
thrushes search the ground for grubs and
insects, as can be seen any day by the

wayfarer on the prairie. Mr. G. E. At-
kinson, than whom I know of no better

authority, states that the food of our
meadow lark consists, seventy-five per
cent, of injurious insects and twelve per
cent of weed seed, showing that it is a
bird of great economic value. He tells

us that sparrows and finches eat a large

amount of weed seed and that practically

all of the food of the tree sparrow con-
sists of weed seed.

At this time of the year, the gold finches,

erroneously called wild canaries, are do-

ing a most eflfective work in destroying
the seeds of that very noxious weed, Can-
ada Thistle. Wherever you go, these lit-

tle birds can be seen most industriously

working and feeding wholly upon the

seeds of the thistle. Their reputation
in that respect is so well known that in

some parts of the country, this bird is

known as the Thistle Bird.

Many other birds that are common in

Manitoba deserve more than passing not-

ice for the good they are doing here.

Mention has been made of our larks,

wrens, thrushes, finches, nut hatches and
wood-peckers. The little chickadee should
not be overlooked. In a day's time, he
has been known to eat hundreds of eggs
of insects and worms that are very harm-
ful to our trees and vegetables. The war-
blers and vireos hunt the leaves and buds
for moths and millers. The goat suckers
a large family, commonly called fly-

catchers, and including such well known
birds as the king bird and night hawk,
are busy day and night catching flies i;hat

bother man and beast. Our hawks and
owls are working silently in daylight and
darkness to catch moles, mice and goph-
ers.

The cuckoo should come in for special

notice. It is well known that he likes

the larvae of the tussoc moth and those

hairy caterpillars so destructive to trees

and shrubs, and which because of their

hairy covering are avoided by most b'rds.

Atkinson tells us that he has found a

cuckoo's stomach filled with hairy cater-

pillars the coating pierced through and
through by the needle-like hairs. Yet
it did not seem to inconvenience the bird.

Woodpeckers seem to be made to des-

troy insects. All of us have seen them
working among the tree trunks, search-

ing most diligently and carefully for the

various wood and grain destroying in-

sects. In almost every species of this

group, three-fourths of the entire food is

shown to be woodtjoring beetles and cat-

erpillars, while the higholder, it is said,

lives almost entirely upon ants. It is, of

course, known that one or two of these

species are sometimes rather hard .in the

conifers and birches while boring for in-

sects, but knowing the good that ll.ey

have done, we can overlook this harm.
Our only true lark is the prairie horn-

ed lark, and this bird raises its young en-

tirely upon insect food. The adult is also

partial to weed seeds.

While in the far South, the bobol-nk i.5

looked upon as a curse, here, in common,
with our cow bird, it should be consid-

ered a blessing. Both of these birds live

here entirely upon insects.

Mention has been made of the gold-

finch. This is only one member of a very

large family, represented in Manitoba by

nearly forty species. These little fellows

are all busy fighting man's enemies.

The wax wing, the catbird and tJ-e

brown thresher all deserve a good word

and protection. Surely there is no ne-

cessity for speaking a good word for the

robin. Everybcdy knows him, and every

gardener likes him. The blue bird that

you frequently see in the garden should

also be encouraged. He tastes a little bit

of the fruit, but he is constantly indulg-

ivg- in insect food while young and when

old
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It is not claimed that all of the insec-
tivorous birds have been specially men-
tioned. Simply passing- notice has been
made of some of the desirable species.
No mention has been made of the black
bird or the crow, althcuj^h, notwith-
standing all that has been said against
these, one is led to think that they have
their proper place in nature, and on the
whole, at least, are doing good work.
Perhaps it would be well in speaking of
the blackbird, to refer to the experience
of farmers in Nebraska. We are told that
a number of years ago blackbirds were
exceedingly abundant through Eastern
Nebraska. They were so plentiful that
the farmers believed they were damaging
crops. They began poisoning the birds.
A single grain of corn soaked in strych-
nine was enough to kill a blackbird. In
the years that followed, great numbers of
these and other birds were destroyed, dur-
ing the spring and fall. At the same time
thousands of quail, prairie chickens and
other game birds were killed in every
county to supply the market. As the birds
began to disappear swarms of locusts
took their place. These insects hatched
out in countless numbers and began de-
vastating crops. Few fields of grain es-

caped damage. Many were entirely des-
troyed. Where blackbirds, quail, prairie

chicken, plover and other birds remained,

they took to living entirely on locusts.
In such localities, fair crops were secured
solely through the assistance of the birds.
As to the crow, much has been said

for and against him. The writer has no
love for him, but it would do no harm
to mention that naturalists Walter Bur-
rows and E. A. Schwartz of the United
States Agricultural Department in ISO,')

issued a hundred-page pamphlet on cor-
vian investigations made by the depart-
ment and summed it all up in the state-
ment that they would not advocate any
protection for one so thoroughly capable
of protecting himself, all methods of des-
truction having proven futile, but for all

"the crow was not as black as he was
painted."

Just a word in conclusion. As a natur-
alist has said the prosperity of all nations
must depend to a large extent upon agri-
cultural pursuits. The danger to agri-
culture from insect pests is well known.
Wild birds are nature's check against the
swarm of insect life. With our bird num-
bers so rapidly decreasing, the balance
of nature is bound to be affected. Our
wild birds are as much a part of the na-
tural resources of this country as are the
forests and streams. For our own pros-
perity we should not permit these re-

sources to be ravaged. Saving our wild
birds is a debt we owe to ourselves.

A Rare Duck

The Sentinel Star of Cobourg of a re-
cent date says :

—

Wm. Fairbanks and his son Charlie, re-

turned last week from their annual sport-

ing visit of nearly two months at Rice
Lake. Mr. W. Y. Field went about a
month after them and they had a pleasant
and profitable time following the duck
and fishing. One morning the trio were
awakened by the loud quacking of a duck,
which was kept us so consistently that
the doctor determined to see what was
the matter. On going out he saw a large
black duck and in short order despatched
him. On taking the duck in, he found a

species of duck he had never seen before.
It was black with a few white feathers
on the breast, and very large. It was
such a rarety that he took it to the taxid-
ermist at Peterboro and had it mounted
and it can now be seen in W. L. Allen &
Co's. window. The taxidermist had all

kinds of birds but never in books or busi-
ness had he seen such a specimen. All
sportsmen who have seen it cannot place
it, so that for the present it seems to be
in a class by itself.. Dr. Fairbanks thinks
of having it photographed and sent to

the Rod and Gun sporting journal so that
all sporting men may have a chance to

judge this rare specimen of duck.



A Fine Caribou Head

Success At The Eleventh Hour

BY DR. A. BEVERLEY WELFORD.

AFTER a long and depressing ex-

perience, victory at the eleventh

hour, and a fine game trophy

which will afford a life long re-

membrance of a strenuous time, seems
to make too good a story to be kept from
the readers of Rod ana Gun.

It was not until the sixth day of the

last hunting season that I was able to

reach Dinorwic, a station on the main
line of the Canadian Pacific Railway go-

ing west and about eighty miles east of

Kenora. Here I was to stay with Tom
Quinn, a former Woodstock boy and a

very good fellow by whom I was made
heartily welcome. For a guide a reliable

Indian who had proved his worth often

before and rejoiced in the name of Tom-
my Williams, had been secured. As I was
eager for the hunt we set out at once, on

Tiie Author Beady for the Hunt.

Monday morning, November 7, 1910, and
hunted with diligence all Monday, Tues-
day, Wednesday and Thursday. Moose
signs we saw everywhere and the trails

were so thick that to follow any particu-

lar one seemed to me an impossibility.

Tommy, however, took up the trail and
we tramped and tramped until I was
footsore and on Friday had to cry off.

We saw many partridges, rabbits and
squirrels but as we were after big game
could not fire at these for fear of scaring

our quarry.

On Saturday the hunting was resumed

but without success. When we discus-

sed the matter from all points of view
the Indian guide gave the reason that the

weather was "too nice," meaning too

quiet. With our continued poor suc-

cess I would frequently say to Tommy,
"We'll never get a moose!" His invari-

able reply was, "Yes, we get e'm moose,
mebee!" We ourselves could hear the

noises of the squirrels eighty yards away
and no doubt game with their keen hear-

ing, had recognized us as hunters and
cleared out without so much as according

us a glimpse. There was no doubt that

game was in front of us and apparently

all around us. On this occasion they

outwitted the Indian, despite all his

woodcraft, and on the Saturday evening

and Sunday when we talked things over

our prospects looked no better. The
experience had been delightful, al-

though the exertion being so continuous

told upon me. The weather was cold

and on one occasion fell to ten degrees

below zero, though it was generally only

a few degrees below freezing. On most

mornings there was slight snow but the

days were remarkably bright and clear.

The air was bracing and healthy, other-

wise it would not have been possible to

undertake so much continuous exercise

without serious results. I never hunted

with less clothing and once in the woods
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The Fine Caribou Head with Thirty-one Points,

warm all the time—in fact many times

too warm for comfort.

Well, on the Monday, the last day but

one of the hunting season, matters began
to look serious. All the inhabitants of

Dinorwic were taking an interest in my
fortunes and expressing regret at the

possibility of my returning empty hand-

ed. I began to feel a little blue myself

but determined not to give up till the

last, knowing full well, from a long and
varied experience, that as long as there

is life there is also hope.

Mr. McKenzie the Hudson Bay Factor

at Dinorwic, took a keen personal inter-

est in the matter and on Monday advised

my guide, if we did not succeed in the

morning, to take the afternoon train to

Tache, a station sixteen miles east and
hunt there. He told the Indian that

there had been much less hunting at

Tache than at Dinorwic and that all else

failing there was a caribou barren there

where we might at least meet with some-
thing.

As I was under the care of the guide I

determined to follow this advice if he

deemed it good. We accordingly made a

last and unsuccessful effort in the neigh-

borhood of Dinorwic and then took the

afternoon train to Tache. We had not

much time to spend in the woods but we
spent all the time we could and while

we saw tracks in abundance both new
and old, we could not locate game.
That night was spent with the section-

men and these good fellows made us

welcome to the best they had. At day-

light the following morning—the last day
of the hunting season—we were afoot

with the first peep of light. We hunted

till mid-day and our misfortunes steadily

pursued us. At noon I insisted upon
lunch and rest for I was weary. As a

rule the guide, with innate politeness,

waited for me to give the signal to move,

but on this occasion he was eager to

make the most of the last afternoon. I

followed his lead being determined, if I

had to go home empty handed, to be able

to say that I was game to the last. The
guide endeavored to comfort me with

the reflection: "We get em moose yet

—

mebbe." I told him if he saw nothing

else alive and that if he did not say "We
get em moose sure!" I should have to

shoot him and he laughed and uttered

his encouraging "Oh we get em moose
yet, sure, mebbe !"

I followed him down the hill and half

way up another one when I saw him drop

to his knees and motion me with his

hand. When I crept up to him he whis-

pered "See 'em caribou?" "No!" I could

not see them. He whispered again and

again I replied in the negative, adding

"How far off?" "Half a mile," he replied.

I steadily followed his gaze and by and

by over the side of the hill the caribou

reached a little open space and I saw
them. Then the guide took me on a de-

tour of a couple of miles, and his know-

ledge of the country and of the habits

of the animals justified his actions, for

within a few minutes of his calling a halt

he again asked, "See 'em caribou—he

come?" "No!" again I could not see them
at first but within a few minutes I caught

sight of the antlers as they swayed from

side to side and saw that two were com-
ing straight on to us, one with and one

without horns. Thev went down
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a ravine and came up the side of

a hill straight for the place where
we were standing. At from two hun-
dred and fifty to three hundred A-ards

they presented fine targets but my guide
whispered to me not to shoot. When at

one hundred and twenty-five yards he ad-
vised shooting. I drew a bead at first

on the bull's horns and then as his fore
shoulder came into view pulled again and
again. Two shots went home and he fell.

"You have him caribou!" said the guide
and we went over and \iewed the magni-
ficent animal as he lay. The guide lost

his head in the enthusiasm of the moment
and I am afraid I followed suit. Then
we calmed down and set to work. The
skin w^ith the .head on was taken of¥ and
we tramped back to Tache, a distance of
from eight to eleven miles.

It was not till all was over that I re-

cognized that my guide had only a .22

rif^e. I had told him to shoot after me
in order to be sure the animal did not
escape for at the eleventh hour we could,
take no risks. He promised and I was
able to take sure aim in the calm assur-
ance that if I failed the guide would fin-

ish the work. Had I known that he had
only his .22, over anxiety might have
caused me to miss. As it was I could do
nothing else but forgive him for his con-

• hdence in me which I found out subse-
<iuently dated from the time he had seen
me kill a rabbit. I succeeded where
others failed and from that time he deem-
ed it useless to carry round his heavy
rifle and took out the .22, feeling sure
tiiat I could give a good account of my-
self. It was a pleasure to know this af-

terwards but I am glad he did not impart
the information to me beforehand.
At Tache I telephoned down to Mr.

McKenzie the news of our capture, and
on our arrival at Dinorwic the whole po-

pulation, strongly reinforced by Indians,

turned out to welcome us. Everyone
had something to say about the head ex-

cept one Indian and he jabbered to the

guide in Ojibway. I subsequently as-

certained from the guide that this Indian
recognized the caribou as a wily old fel-

low whom he had trailed for three sea-

sons without success. The caribou was
twelve to fifteen vears old and had elu-

ded capture all that time. He was known
as an ebony or blackhorned caribou and,
needless to say, all admired both head
and skin, which was a particularly soft

furry one.

Air. McKenzie, whose authority on
the subject is undoubted, described the

head as the most beautiful ever taken
out of the district and others confirmed
his statement. The head has thirty-one

points and is of symmetrical and beauti-

ful appearance, forming a trophy well

worth the pride of any sportsman. While
valuing it for itself the value is much in-

creased for me by the circumstances
which led to its coming into my poses-
sion.

When I asked the guide about the oth-

ers he told me that they were no good for

trophies. There were two bulls, but the

horns had fallen off of the other bull. In

another fortnight, he said, the horns
would have fallen off the one captured.

These horns, he stated, grow on the

moose in two months and on the cari-

bou in two and a half months.

There was another incident of back-

woods lore the guide taught me. When
we first sighted the caribou and could

not tell the direction of the wind by any
of the usual methods he wet his finger

and, holding it up, ascertained the di-

rection by the fact that on that side of

his finger which grew cold first the wind
was blowing. The result which attend-

ed his subsequent movements showed
that he was right.

One other incident of the hunt is well

w^orth telling. On one morning my
Woodstock friend joined us in the hunt

and he being ahead suddenly fired at

something. \\'hen we gathered round

we found that he had killed a fisher val-

ued at $15.00 to $18.00 but it was in a

trap. Following the rule of the woods
we left the fisher and informed the own-
er. The incident spread very quickly

and we found that nothing was then too

good for us. Our position was at once

secured and everyone took a personal

interest in us and our doings.

I should also like to note one charac-

teristic of my guide. He would persist

in sfoing: home to the Reservation each
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evening^. This meant a five mile walk in

the evening; after our long^ tramps during

the day and the same long^ walk in the

early morning-. Despite this consider-

able distance he was always on hand
early. When I left he walked out i^

say "good-bye" and I could not hcip

thinking of his walk hack—a long ten

miles—five in and five back for the pur-

pose of saying farewell. Needless to say,

I shall long remember with pleasure his

faithfulness and consideration which

stamped him as a guide, and whom one

is glad to call also, a friend.

A Moose-Black-Tail Deer

BY H. W. B.

THE accompanying illustration shows
a curiosity of much interest to

sportsmen. It represents a Black-

Tail Deer shot near Edgewood, a

new town of considerable promise owing
to its fine situation on the shores of the

Lower Arrow Lake, British Columbia.

The whole district is one of great scenic

beauty and in addition both the hunting

and fishing are of the best.

On the morning of Thanksgiving Day,
Messrs. Gardiner and Jewett, residents

of Edgewood, set ofif early for a day's

hunt. They crossed the lake and made
their way to Ely Creek, known as a likely

locality for big game. Their search was
soon rewarded by the sight of a fine buck
and obtaining an excellent shot the ani-

mal was brought down.
An examination soon showed the fine

proportions and unusual horn develop-

ment of their game, and the camera was
brought into action. Mr. Gardiner is

holding the horns and his fellow hunter

has possession of the gun.

The horns which are thirty-five inches

across are palmated as though the deer

were a moose, the flatness being continued

well on to the points, while the points,

as can be seen in the illustration, retain

their base thickness almost to the tips.

Deer hunters and experts of experi-

ence claim that the animal must have

been a Moose-Black-Tail Deer and the

head is a distinct and valuable curiosity.

The owners have refused several good

THE MOOSE-BLACK-TAIL DEER.
A t'niquo Speciiufii.

offers for the fine head which has been

mounted and which forms a magnificent

and memorable trophy of a Thanksgiv-

ing Day's hunt in the favored Province

of British Columbia.



KETURAH AND THE BEAR, OR, AN IMPARSHUL FEMALE.
(As Related by the Guide.)

r.Y REGINALD GOURLAY.

Ya'as Sir, my wife Ketury, in one pertic'ler way.

Is an abserlute fernomenon as learned folks do say,

She's an imparshul female without no prejudice

An' always hollers for fair play an' gives her best advice

To both sides in a quarrel, in her imparshul style,

An' sez, "Jest let the best one whip—after an honest trial."

Now a woman like that thar, sir, as women folks do go.

Is jest as common in this world as is a milk white crow

!

Set down on that thar hemlock log, down by the runway thar,

An' I'll tell ye a short tale about Ketury and a bar,

Which will explain her natur' and the squareness of her style,

Not takin' no advantage of man or animile.

Me an' Ketury late las' fall was comin' back one night

Down the trail to our old shanty (it was jest about twilight)

Ketury knittin' as she walked and singing' Sankey's hymns.
An' me agoin' on in front and holdin' back the limbs,

When jest by the old berry patch upriz an old he b'ar,

Showin' his teeth as if to say, "Jest tetch me if you dar!"

I hadn't got no rifle nor nothin' but my knife,

So thought I'd give the b'ar the road and lead a Christian life.

But Ketury—well, she up an' sez
—"Now, Peter Jones," sez she,

"If you're the style of hunter I've hearn you claim to be.

You'll sorter draw yer toothpick and show that sassy brute
You're somethin' with the bowie knife as well as on the shoot!"

So I perdoosed my weppin, an' breathin' a short pray'r,

I wrapped my coat about my arm an' started fer that b'ar.

It was slash an' stab and cussin',—and chew an' growl an' roar!

I found I'd met my equals,—an p'raps a leetle more,
Ketury she sot on a log an' knitted caam and slow,

Quite easy and imparshul like, umpirin' that thar show.
An' every single word she said, was pulifick fair and square,

Sometimes 'twas "Go it, hubby!" an' sometimes "Go it, b'ar!"

At last my foot ketched on a root and down I cum ker-flop

!

The b'ar he fell on top of me and sorter had the drop.

So I hollers out, "Ketury, my precious angel pet

—

Git a pole and whack that bar or else your husband will be et."

Then she spoke up so scornful, "No Peter, 'tain't my style,

To take a mean advantage of a poor dumb animile
!"

Them nobil words inspired me, I giv' a savage thrust,

The knife it found the heart and the b'ar he bit the dust.

Now but fer that thar lucky thrust the b'ar with ravenin' fury

Would most assuredly have et—fust me—an' then Ketury,
But that consideration couldn't move her in the least

To take the least advantage of a pore dumb strugglin' beast.

But what I liked most, stranger, an' thought so sorter nice.

\\'as her imparshul conduct.—so free from prejudice!*******
But, hark ! I know the meanin' of them thar bayin' sounds,
There's a deer acomin' towards us, in front of our two hounds,
Jump right behind that birch tree, an' keep as still as mice.
An' you'll get a daisy shot if you follers my advice I



A Canoe Trip Down the Magnetawan

BY H. W. NICHOLSON.

ONE morning in the latter part of

August a party of four of us start-

ed on a canoe expedition from
Cecebe Lake for the purpose of

discovering Byng Inlet. The party con-

sisted of Guide Crozier. "Professor" Cow-
an, "Senator" Nicholson and Switz Free-

born, who joined us at Magnetawan vil-

lage.

The drizzling rain that was falling

when we embarked in no way dampened
the ardor of any member of the party anJ
when we reached the launch which was
to tow us through Ahmic Lake we were
all in the highest spirits. Another cano-e

was picked up en route at Indian Point.

Arrived at Knoephales Rapids at mid-

day the launch returned and we got our

stuff ashore for the first portage. At the

same time the kitchen outfit was unpack-

ed and the "eats" disposed of. Thus for-

tified the portage round our first rapids

was easy. Taking to the water again we
headed down the river and passed

through a few riffles. By this time the

rain had ceased and the sun came out

in such strength that we were forced to

discard our heavy clothing and transfer

it to our dunnage bags. We had seven

of these bags containing provisions for

ten days. We also had our tent and
blankets and the whole outfit weighed
about three hundred pounds.

A couple of portages convinced us that

we were carrying a great deal of cum-
bersome baggage, some of it of a very in-

convenient size and shape. The tin goods

were particularly unaccommodating.
They had a faculty of working round the

packs so as to reach the most sensitive

portions of our backs. A lively discus-

sion took place as to what should be

done, one man expressing the opinion that

we had made sufficient provision for two
months instead of ten days and that at

any rate we might have bought at least

one hundred pounds of our provisions

on the way and so saved ourselves the

trouble of carrying them. The best

wa}' out of the difficulty, however, seem-

ed to be to eat as much as possible and
so lighten our burdens. We also de-

cided to cache some of the stuff and pick

it up on the way back.

The first night we camped at Ross's

Bridge ,having accounted for about twen-

ty miles. Our casualties thus far con-

sisted of one man sustaining a bruised

jaw through falling down at a steep por-

tage. In his pack was a jar of raspberry

jam, the jar being of glass. Of course

this was smashed and distributed itself

over our dunnage. We carefully scrap-

ed it off, however, and it made a fine

dessert at supper that evening.

Next morning bright and early we
broke camp and portaged round the rap-

ids there. This was only a short spasm
but the next one at Campbell's Rapids

made up in length the deficiency of the

other. We hoofed it for nearly a mile.

After running two hundred yards of

swift water we came to a tree across the

river, evidently felled for the purpose

of making a bridge. We headed in shore

and, after investigating, Switz Free-

born, who was well seasoned in the art

of canoeing, walked out on the tree and

lopped off a few branches so as to allow

room for the canoes to pass through

about midstream. Both canoes bump-
ed a little on the tree going over but no

damage was done and the current carried

us along in great style. We had to dodge

a couple of ugly looking boulders in the

rapids later on.

At noon we reached the North Road
Bridge and ran the rapids under it. Here
we stopped for lunch and managed to

get some eggs from a neighboring farm-

house which proved quite an addition to

the menu. Next came Porter's Rapids

a stiff climb up and a drop down. Then
we arrived at the picturesque, awe-in-

spiring Upper Burnt Chute. These

Rapids are probably the most dangerous

on the }^Iagnetawan. One can hear the

roar of the falling water for quite a dis-
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tance. There is a swift current here and
canoeists must keep to the left bank going
down the river and. run in quickly to the

portage on the left close to the drop.

Ten seconds would suffice to reduce a

canoe to matchwood if it chanced to go
over the Rapids.

It is a fine sight to stand on the roc'cs

and watch the water roaring and dashing
down the chut''-. The banks on cit'- -.-r

side are steep and high, the water having
cut a deep channel through a miniature
mountain of rock. Our statistician,

Professor Cowan, estimated the lengtii of

time taken to wear away the roc^c as

about 57,560 years.

Guide Crozier, of Cecebe, told u.^ .1

yarn of how he nearly went over ihis

chute when he was river driving.

It appears that a jam of logs had form-
ed at the head of the Rapids and several

men were working out on the logs to set

them free. They succeeded in making the

logs move but there wasn't time for all

the men to get ashore. Crozier was left-

on a small rock on the brink of the falls,

standing knee deep in the rushing water.

He let out a yell like a wild man and the

boss of the gang came to the rescue.

A line w-as taken across a boom higher
up to the other side of the river. One
end was snubbed and the slack allowed
to drift down to the man in midstream.
As it reached Crozier he made a grab at it

and was swept off his feet but he man-
aged to cling to the line which was held

taut b}- a number of mates ashore. He
was hanging by his hands clear of the

water \vhen it occurred to him to get a

move on so he proceeded hand over hand
to shore, reaching safety but with both
hands badly chafed.

Between the Upper and Lower Burnt
Chutes there is a narrow^ rapid called the

Needle's Eye. It is about twelve feet

wide with a drop of two feet. This looked
pretty good to us so w'e went right at

it. The first canoe, a fifteen foot birch

bark, slid over the drop in fine style

but about one second and a quarter later

when it struck the water there wasn't any
canoe to be seen. All that was visible

w^as the figures of tw^o men apparently
sitting in the water paddling. Shortly

afterwards the brave bark rose to sight,

wobbling from side to side and half wat-
er-logged, and made for the shore.

By this time our second canoe, a fif-

teen foot canvas, came flying over the
drop into the half dozen white rollers

below. It was too late to turn back so
we grinned cheerfully and tried to look
as if we liked it. When our bow struck
the first wave it dug right under and
shipped about a ton of water. Both oc-

cupants of the canoe were drenched, like-

wise the dunnage. Lurching from -ule

to side we reached shore with the canoe
half full of water.

Next came the Lower Burnt Chute at

the head of which we saw the graves of

two river drivers drowned many years
ago in these rapids. One more portage,
Deer Lake Rapids, and we entered Deer
Lake.

An interesting sight at the booming
grounds was a derelict alligator high and
dry on the shore. The alligator is an

amphibious steamboat used by lumber
men. It floats on the water or climbs on
the shore and travels along with equal fa-

cility. The method of travel on land is

as follows: The lumber gang cut a trail

through the woods and take ashore a wire

cable half a mile long. This is securely

fastened to a large tree, the other end be-

ing attached to the alligator. .Then the

machinery of the boat is set in motion
and the cable is wound around a drum, at

each revolution of wdiich the strange

craft is pulled forward eighteen feet.

Skids underneath, the full length of the

alligator, enable it to travel along over

rocks and fallen trees with remarkable

ease. It is used only in the summer time.

We were now nearing the .big expanse

of water at Deer Lake. After negotiat-

ing the narrows at Dead Man's Island w^e

encountered half a gale of wind right

ahead and had to beat our way through

large swells and whitecaps. Both canoes

behaved well and beyond a little spray

we did not ship water.

By kind permission of Dr. H. A. Kelly,

of Baltimore, we took possession of his

bungalow and it looked pretty good to

our drenched party that night. We soon

had a fire burning in the big fireplace and
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our things were spread out to dry.

There were dry blankets and spring beds
belonging to the Doctor for us to sleep

on so pretty soon after supper we turned

in and slept the sleep of the just.

Next morning after an exhilarating

plunge in the clear waters of the lake we
had breakfast and spread our blankets

out in the sun to dry. We decided then

and there that this place was too good
to leave and that we would certainly stay

where we were for a day or two.

Bright sunshine poured down on us on
the morning of cur departure. In packing

up our goods we tried a new plan. We
divided the baggage into four bundles,

a pack for two men with deck loads, the

canoes to be portaged by the other two.

Full of enthusiasm for the unknown
ahead of us we launched our canoes and
were soon paddling towards the Canal
Rapids. There were two portages here

—

one on the right at the foot of Deer Bay,

and the other at the dam on the river.

The former is a wagon trail about two
and a half miles long; the latter is much
more adapted to light canoes as there are

several stretches of water where one can

paddle.

We desired to receive all the benefits

and emoluments that are to be derived

from portaging so we took the long trail.

It was good going but that did not alter

the fact that it w^as a very long stretch

and there were stifif necks from the

weight of the tump straps and sore

shoulders from carrying the canoes. I

would like to mention a good device for

portaging the canoe which is the yoke.

An additional comfort is an air cushion

for the head. It is also handy for a pil-

low at night and a good makeshift life

preserver if the canoe is upset.

While lunch was being prepared a

couple of our party trolled below the last

rapids of the canal and caught twelve

pounds of fish in short order.

Proceeding on our way we arrived at

Forbear's Narrows. The weather look-

ed threatening so we decided to pitch

tents. It was well that we did so for

shortly afterwards a deluge of rain came
down that seemed for a time as though it

would w^ash ofif the little cliff on which

we were camped.

The elements certainly did give us a

surprise party that night. Thunderous
crashes overhead fairly shook our camp

and vivid flashes of electric fluid dazzled

us and momentarily lighted up the scen-

ery making it as bright as day. The
lightning and thunder continued through

the whole night.

Our guide entertained us with stories

of how he and other rivermen had had

narrow escapes from being struck by

lightning on that very camp ground.

Next day we saw evidence of the de-

struction wrought in previous storms. It

may be that certain minerals are contain-

ed in the rocks there and draw the light-

ning.

Several deer came close to camp. A
fire ranger who visited us said that he

had often come up within thirty yards of

them. >

Two packs of w^olves prowled around

in the vicinity of camp and kept up a

chorus of unmusical sounds during the

two nights we stayed there. There is a

bounty of fifteen dollars for killing a

wolf.
' They are not likely to be disturb-

ed, however, in that wild country as the

formation is such as to render hunting

them both difficult and dangerous.

Two of our party went into the back

bush and explored. They saw tracks of

deer, moose and wolves. Progress was

made by clambering over rocks, going

down into deep ravines wading through

swamps and scaling cliffs like Alpine

climbers. They found a small salt lake

where deer came to eat the salt laden

earth.

One man went up to his thighs in a

quicksand and it was wath difficulty that

he extricated himself from his perilous

position.

The country is a jumble of huge boul-

ders, burnt pine trees and mud holes.

Should a man have the misfortune to be

overtaken by darkness there he would

have to stop in his tracks and wait for

daylight. It would be safer to climb a

tree to be out of the reach of wolves. It

is easy to get lost in the bush there as
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there is very little variety in the nature
of the country.

W hile resting in our tents the second
night at Forbear's the conversation turn-

ed to reptiles and insects that infest rocky
country. Crozier informed us that there

was a particularly venomous lizard called

the Swift that had been seen near the

spot on which we were camped. An
Indian had told him that a bite from this

lizard meant certain death. We felt a
creepy sensation come over us that night

every time an insect bt'zzed around the

tent or crawled over our blankets and fell

into uneasy slumber to dream of being
stung to death by enormous lizards.

Next morning on arising we found the

rain had soaked everything left outside

the tents and some things inside—in-

cluding the Professor's shoepacks. Night
after night he would place them carefully

in the tent out of reach of the rain and
just as regularly each night one of them
would squirm its way under the flaps and
get full of water. The Professor said it

was the most extraordinary psychological

phenomenon he had ever expe''ienced and
he would lecture on it to the Society of

Psychological Cranks as soon as he got
hom.e. Our towels were wet also so we
had the unique experience of drying on
wet towels. For dry firewood we chip-

ped slivers ofif an old half burnt pine log.

It made great kindling.

The peculiar color of the sun was no-

ticed that day. It was light heliotrope

and remained so all day.

On invitation of the fire ranger pre-

viously mentioned we visited his camp.
He lives in a partly burnt log cabin at

Sandy Bay. At one time there had been
a lumber camp there but somehow fire

had found its way into the logs and burn-

ed the shanties down. Among the ruins

were two rifles and a quantity of ammu-
nition. The ranger told us that before he
arrived there the shanties had been oc-

cupied by a gang of outlaws who lived by
trapping and stealing. They were round-
ed up by a posse but escaped through a

window during the night and got away
into the bush.

A little way past Sandy Bay we came
to where the South Channel branches out

of the Magnetawan. It is the better
route to take for Byng Inlet on account
of the shorter and easier portages. There
is a reef of good looking white quartz
near the entrance. We dragged our ca-

noes through a couple of shallow rapids

and shortly afterwards passed a camp of

Pittsburgers.

During the afternoon of the fifth day
we came to the branch leading back into

the Magnetawan. There is good bass

fishing in the eddy and channel catfish

are also to be caught. After the tents

were up the Senator took a troll and
paddled down the channel. Observing
something in the water he at first thought
it was a deer but was delighted to dis-

cover when it landed that it was a large

black bear. The animal was about five

hundred yards away and took no notice

of the canoe but ambled off into the bush.

At this camp we were kept close to our

tents for two days by extraordinary rains.

It rained so hard that we could not al-

ways get a fire going at meal times and
had to eat cold rations in the tents. The
river rose a couple of feet and nearly

took a canoe away before it was noticed.

The camp was several inches under water

all over and we had to dig trenches

around the tents.

It was with joy that we greeted the

sunshine and got under way again. A
head wind had sprung up, forcing us to

put all our strengths on our paddles in or-

der to make progress. In spite of all

difficulties, however, we intended to get

there. It was "Byng Inlet or Bust." We
nearly busted several times but eventual-

ly we hove in sight of the sawmill town.

Coming down the wide stretch of river

a few miles from the town we encounter-

ed a jam of logs right across the stream

On investigation ashore we found that a

tug would soon be going to the town and
would force its way through the logs.

The skipper obligingly offered to give us

a passage, an ofifer which we gladly ac-

cepted.

Arrived in Byng Inlet we dined at the

Company's boarding house. It appears

that Bigwood and Graves own everything

there including all the houses on their

side of the river. They employ about
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eight hundred men and have seven miles

of roadway stacked up on either side with

lumber. This is towed to Buffalo in

huge scows. Their store there contains

everything the inhabitants need in the

way of eatables, clothing etcetera. Be-

ing short of provisions it was handy to

outfit here for the return trip.

Counting the days the rain had stop-

ped us the journe}^ had taken eight days.

The return trip was accomplished in

three days, and on the last day we went
thirty miles, five of which were portages.

Taken all in all it was a dandy trip.

Of course there was a lot of hard work
to do and rough and ready cooking to

put up with but then again we apprecia-

ted home comforts at their real value

when we got back and we all felt in good
shape as the result oi our outing.

A Duck and Wolf Hunt In Saskatchewan

BY H. W. BENSON.

TO many readers not thoroughly ac-

quainted with conditions in the

West this may appear a curious
combination and one they fail to

understand. A little explanation, however,
will perhaps help them and prepare the

way for a time when they come West
for sport and when I assure them they

will not be disappointed.

The expedition, the story of which I

am about to relate, was arranged with
Mr. H. Morrison, formerly winner of the

International Medal for trapshooting. On
the day previous our preparations w-ere

fully completed as we wished to catch the

morning's flight of ducks at a marsh,
which had often proved an ideal shooting

ground, about seven miles from Mr. Mor-
rison's homestead which is situated a few
miles from Dundurn, Saskatchewan.

As we planned to stay over night our

load was not a light one. Camping outfit,

decoys, ammunition, etc., were packed as

lightly as possible and the buggy appear-

ed full.

By four in the morning we were ready

to start across the prairie towards our

shooting grounds. We found the keen

October air most refreshing and the an-

ticipations of good sport with the hope

of seeing a wolf kept our eyes wide open.

Sure enough about the time the golden

rays of the sun were coming from the

earth (as sunrise always appears in the

prairie country) we saw a wolf. We were

passing through some tall grass at the

time and it appeared at first as though
we had an extra dog. When the dogs
got their eyes upon him he made up his

mind that he was no friend of theirs and
tried to light out. After an exciting

chase which only lasted about two hun-

dred yards, and during which I was so

busy holding on to guns and things threat-

ening to take their departure that I could

not well follow the pursuit, we caught up

to them. A word to our good dog Prince

and Mr. Wolf was caught by the throat

when the end was only a matter of time.

The skin didn't lighten our load any,

but despite that fact we continued to take

them and before we reached the marsh
we had the skins of four of these chicken

thieves dangling behind..

When we reached our shooting ground
we had a hunter's lunch, pitched our tent,

arranged our decoys and finished the day

with a splendid evening shoot in the

course of which we took forty-two mal-

lards.

Our return, heavily laden, was without

adventure of any. kind and our welcome
was warm in proportion to the ducks we
were able to distribute. I should like

to mention that the last wolf we caught

had been 4n a snare and had a cloth line

wire tightly fastened round its body. It

might be interesting to readers if anyone

who has lost the business end of a snare

would kindly tell us the forepart of this

wolf's experience.



Pheasant Shooting In The Niagara Peninsula

BY H. MOSHIER. •

SOME eight years ago a number of

English, or, as they are often call-

ed, Mongolian pheasants were in-

troduced into the Niagara Penin-

sula. These beautiful birds have thrived

and increased in numbers, the district

having proved suitable for them. The
winter below the mountain at Queenston

is comparatively mild, the thermometer

never sinking further than twelve degrees

below zero.

While we are told that the birds are

wonderful devourers of insects, the farm-

ers and fruit growers of the neighborhood

declare that they also take considerable

toll of the fruit, grains and vegetables

which are grown so largely throughout

the district. Although very much annoy-

ed at their depredations the heavy penal-

ties incurred by one or two who incau-

tiously killed some of their number pre-

vented anything like a general slaughter.

The open season was accordingly awaited

with wide spread interest. Many of the

farmers prepared for the advent of this

day by placing signs in conspicuous places

all round their holdings announcing;

"Trespassing and shooting strictly for-

bidden !" They maintained that they had

fed the birds and were going to have the

satisfaction of shooting them or bust.

Those who did not go as far as to do

this put up earthworks or built bomb
proof cellars with the intention of retiring

thereto if things became too exciting for

their health. Others were credited with

considering the advisability of furnishing

the stock with coats of mail believing that

the shooters were more liable to hit cows

than pheasants.

With the outlook sp unpromising, a

trio of hunters, well provided in every

respect for a good day's hunt set out

early one morning during the open sea-

son to note the signs. While receiving

a broadside of vocal hotshot from a Lord

of the Manor, whose premises they had

invaded in search of game, they flushed

a fine bevy of pheasants a few yards in

front. The scene was exasperating and

tested their powers of restraint to the
utmost. The Lord of the Manor was too
hot and peppery to permit them to shoot.

A sympathetic onlooker declares that

they shed tears of anguish through being
thus deprived of their pleasure at a crit-

ical time.

Numerous trespassing signs caused the
hunters to do double hunting duty—not

merely had they to hunt their game but
also hunt a place in which to hunt. It

is stated that in this dilemma some hunt-
ers were found stalking a graveyard.

One thing worthy of note deserves to

be mentioned ; no hen birds were killed

as far as could be ascertained. All the

hunters manfully lived up to the law.

Our illustration shows three sportsmen
who had the good fortune to land twenty
of these fine game birds among them
on the first day of the open season.

o



Our Fine Hunting Trip

BY THE DOCTOR.

SOME people tell us there is as much
fun in preparing for a hunt as in the
actual hunting. Whether this is

true in all cases or not our party
found it to be so and had a pleasant time
getting our paraphernalia together and
arranging the details of the outing. Ar-
rangements were made with the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway to furnish a car for

our private use to Shawanaga Station,

Ont., eight miles from our camp and on
October twentN'-eighth, nineteen hun-
dred and nine, we loaded up—fourteen

men, six dogs, two canoes, dunnage and
provisions.

Our start was an early one—a quar-

ter past -five in the morning, but we all

answered the roll call and with a good
run reached the Shawanaga late in the

afternoon. Here we were shunted on a

siding and remained in our car till morn-
ing. Anxious to get to our camp and
have things settled w-e had the canoes

out early and these with the bedding were
taken to the river, when the teams return-

ed for the balance of the stuff. All hands

were needed for the remainder of the day
in getting things to camp and fixing

things up generally.

We did our work so well that we were
enabled to have a quiet Sunday, some
portions of which were spent in walking
and the rest about the camp. Included in

our party were lawyers, doctors, dentists,

merchants, mechanics, farmers and only

one Bat—the wit of the party.

On the break of day on Monday we
were all off to our watches. We had
scarcely got nicely settled when the mu-
sic, that all hunters love to hear, started

and all were on the look out. From the

first it seemed to me that one of our

greenhorns was about to have his chance.

I was standing on a rock about four

hundred yards from him and saw him
shoot. After firing he stood for about

three minutes, walked over to see what
had happened and returned to h's watch.

I hallooed out to him "What did you

do?"

"Missed," he said.

"Nonsense!" I replied, "I saw you hit

him. Go after him and you'll get him."
He followed my advice and it was not

long before I heard another shot. As I saw
a nice buck coming towards me he fired

again and the deer went down.
This time when I asked "Did you get

him?" the emphatic "You bet!" told me
a great deal. It was his first deer and all

who have shot deer can appreciate his

feelings. He told me that if I had not
sent him after the animal he would never
have got him Later on one of the
other men killed a doe and we thus had
two for our morning's hunt.

We continued to pick up a couple a
day until another of our green hands got
his chance. He behaved valiantly, shoot-
ing so well that he broke a doe's neck at

the first crack. Really w^e had to tie him
up to keep him quiet.

The following day as he and one of our
older hunters were together three deer
came to them. They fired no less than ten

shots and got two of the three. Our
camp was then only just large enough
to hold him in.

Then he wanted a bear and was looking
for bear every chance he could secure.

Strange to say. Bat, our Bat, who had
never hunted deer and who had been
blowing of what he would do should he
get a chance, saw two deer the next morn-
ing and killed them both. Of course, he
had the laugh on us and "I told you so

!"

was heard so often that we had to get

some extra rope in order to tie him.

Three new men who had killed their

deer made a big showing for our camp.
We had, however, three other green ones

who did not succeed though they had
some good chances. Each of them got

the "fever" badly and could not free

themselves from it. The new hands ap-

peared to have most of the chances,

though that is no new thing in our camp.

One day four of us took lunch and went
off for a day's tramp, heading for a lake

where we kept a couple of canoes. On
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Hearing the lake the dogs were heard and
haste was made to the runway. The deer
came and while the first two men were
pointing it out the last man stepped from
behind and shot twice breaking a hmd
leg. She continued up the shore and took
the water at the Narrows. Another man
fired five shots at six hundred yards and
turned the deer back to the shore. Meet-
ing the dogs which were in the water
after her she swam along the shore and
crossed the Narrows again. We jumped
in the canoe and took after her, found
where she went out and took her trail.

One of the men who had no gun came on
to her and shouted to me that she had
gone back the other way. I had a rifle

and we took her track again. Once
more she took to the water after running
round a bay and my fellow hunter re-

sumed his chase in a canoe. He could
not succeed in turning her and I shot
her twice in the water, once in the head
and again in the shoulder. She still

swam and had it not been that she was
badly wounded and we were bound to put"

her out of her misery we would have al-

lowed her to go in admiration of her gal-

lant fight for life. The episode was very
exciting while it lasted and when finally

the doe was killed we had only three

shells left. As it started raining we re-

turned to camp.
During the last week the green hands

did poor work and some of the older

hands failed to keep up their reputations.
'

Bat and two other young men wound-
ed a doe and followed her for some dis-

tance when Bat balked. He argued that

while there were lots of deer in the coun-
try there was but one Bat and he was
taking no chances. Bat also stated that
he saw a moose and although he was six

hundred yards away it appeared as long
as a train. The reason he did not shoot
was because he had no license.

The hunt was closed by one of our
number, familiarly known as Dick, killing

a fine buck which made our number up to

twenty and thus gave every satisfaction.

While in camp we ate four deer and
cut into a fifth. Our cook proved him-
self equal to the occasion and dished up
venison in every possible fashion. Only
men who go hunting can realize how good
venison dishes are after a hard day's work
in the open.

When we woke up on Sunday morning
there was a foot of snow on the ground.
A big sleigh was loaded up with our tro-

phies and it was found that most of the

men must walk out. They broke their

own track and won't forget their exper-

iences in a hurry.

Two dogs were lost, one a fair sized

red one and the other a small dog, part

beagle. If any camps in the neighborhood
heard of them we should be glad to know
of the fact through Rod and Gun and
make arrangements for their return,-

Our hunt was one of the most pleasant

in which I have ever taken part and I have
hunted for thirty-two years. The boys
were all so pleased with their experiences

that almost as soon as they arrived home
they began to talk over the arrangements
for next season.

George W. Lee, general agent of the
Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Rail-

way Company, and a party consisting of

Alex, and James Eraser, Bagot ; Alex.
Wallace and Thomas Frood, Renfrew

; J
S. Box and John 0"Donnell, Calabogie,
had a fine hunting trip in the Madawaska
district of Ontario, obtaining seven fine

bucks and a monster black bear, measur-
ing nine feet from tip to tip. The bear
hunt furnished an exciting episode of

camp life. Alex. Wallace and Alex.
Fraser were paddling in a canoe not far

from camp when they sighted the bear on

shore. Bruin noted the hunters and took
to the water. Reaching a rock nearly to-

gether the men fired at the bear which
made an angry rush at them and jumped
into the canoe with such violence as to

upset it. The men had cleared out of the

way and Mr. Bear started for the main
shore where by this time the other hunt-

ers had lined up. Four more bullets were

put into him and he succumbed. A costly

camera was lost when the canoe was up-

set but the men thought themselves well

repaid b}^ the capture of the bear.



Returning Fish To The Water

BY JOHN ARTHUR HOPE.

AFTER carefully readin^^ the arti-

cle of Mr. E. N. Tuttle on the

above subject in the November
"Rod and Gun" I wish to express

my surprise that any orentleman acquaint-

ed with fly fishing- should raise such a

question.

All fish caught on the artificial fly—

I

care not of what species—can be return-

ed to the water uninjured, provided that

the fly is at once removed and the fish

replaced in its native element as quicklv

as possible. Mr. Tuttle was justified

in returning all fish so caught to the

water.

Of course it must be distinctly under-

stood by all anglers fishing for sport only

that they will not allow such fish to flop

about either in the boat or on land. Neith-

er will such anglers use a gaff of any make
or size, sharp or blunt, to remove the fish

from the water when finished playing

with it, lifting it out by hand, or, better

still, w'ith a landing net, and carefully

allowing it to renew its freedom.

I have not only returned thousands of

speckled trout and bass caught on artifi-

cial flies to the water but fish caug-ht on
other baits as well—providing they were
caught above the gills. When caught in

the grills and bled or torn I always killed

them.

This is the reason why anglers fishing

for sport never use that fearful "mon-
strosity" equipped with five or six gangs

of hooks Fish caught in that manner
cannot be returned to the water.

A fish hooked in the mouth above the

gills pays not the slightest attention to

its supposed hurt. This is proved by the

fact that one may catch a trout on a fly

and find one firmly embedded in its

mouth. Time and again, in both Great

Britain and in various parts of the North
American continent, I have caught a lus-

ty trout on an artificial fly and lost it

through breakage to again catch and land

it on a fresh bait all within five minutes.

The proof that the fish was the same was

supplied by finding the first fly sticking
in some part of its mouth.

I am not only in accord with Mr. Tuttle
in the view that fish caught on the artifi-

cial fly and carefully returned to the wat-
er do live, but also in thinking that the
small limit allowed a visitor, after he Has
spent time and money—often a consider-
able amount—in coming to Canada is un-
just. The Government in return for

license fee gives no guarantee that it will

restrain its own citizens from netting
inland waters and spend the income thus
received on real and effective protection.

Again Mr. Tuttle is right in contending
that sportsman visitors should be wel-
come as the expenditure they incur docs
much good to the country and is of real

benefit. The best encouragement that

can be given such visitors is to spend the

whole of the income in the Fish and Game
Department on real protection, and that

can never be done until the whole policy

is taken from the hands of the politicians

and meritorious work meets with its due
reward.

The "Toronto Star Weekly" in a re-

cent issue contains the following on this

subject:

A discussion of much interest to all

who fish for black bass is under way in

Rod and Gun. Mr. E. N. Tuttle, an
American who spends his summers in

Canada, wrote an article for a sporting

magazine across the border in which he
told how he caught all the bass he liked

in Ontario, but was careful to return to

the water all but eight, which is the num-
ber one may legally take in a day. In

Rod and Gun a month ago, Mr. William
Hendrie, of Hamilton, took Mr. Tuttle

severely to task "for his bare-faced vio-

lation of our laws," and in the current is-

sue Mr. Tuttle defends his course of act-

ion. He claims, and fairly, that there

should be an authoritative ruling by the

Provincial Government as to what an

angler's duty is. He is allowed to catch
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eight bass. Must he count all he catch-

es? Or may he return some to the water

and not count them as belonging to his

lawful eight? Mr. Tuttle says he asked

his guide about this, who said he could

only catch eight, whether he kept them
or not. He then consulted the local

game warden, who ruled that he could

return uninjured fish to the water and

not count them in his catch.

There is one point in his favor which

Mr. Tuttle has not mentioned. The re-

gulations provide, not only that a man
must not take more than eight bass in one

day, but also that he must not take any

under a certain length. As it is impos-

sible to prevent an undersized bass from

taking the bait, the intention of the re-

gulations clearly is that the angler must
return such fish to the water, and the pre-

sumption necessarily is that such fish

will live. If an eight inch bass will live

after being put back, so will one double

the size. But, in fact, every experienced

angler knows whether a fish will live or

not. Prof. Loudon, in his new book,

"The Small-mouthed Black Bass," pub-

lished a fortnight ago, says:

"One must come to the conclusion that

bass are not, to say the least, seriously

incovenienced by being hooked in any

part of the mouth or gullet ; the only vi-

tal spot being the gills, w'hich are so sen-

sitive that, if touched by the point of the

hook, they seem to lose some portion of

their physiological utility, and the fish

soon dies."

As it is not only permissible, but com-
pulsory, to return a bass to the water if

it is under ten inches in length, why
should it not be permissible—or even
commendable—to return one that is

eleven inches long? But back of the
whole question is the fact that it would
be impossible to enforce any regulation

against doing so. A man often fishes

alone. He is a law unto himself. He can
only be judged by the fish he takes to

camp.
We are afraid,- however, that Mr. Tut-

tle is insincere in part of his reply to Mr.
Hendrie. He would lead us to infer that

he does all his bass fishing with artificial

fly. He speaks of fishing from a boat;

he mentions eight fish as the limit he can
take in a day, so that we may conclude
that he is talking about bass. With the

scorn of the fly-caster for cruder anglers,

Mr. Tuttle accuses Mr. Hendrie of being

deficient in knowledge of the use of the

artificial fly. There is much affectation

indulged in on this subject, and the Fish-

ing Editor of this journal desires to call

Mr. Tuttle's bluflf, and to venture the

guess that while in Ontario he catches

very few of his bass by fly-casting.

There are times and places where the fly

can be used with effect, but those times

and places are uncommon when it is bass

you are after. A man may start out

flourishing his flies, but he usually has

some live bait stowed away in his boat

for use after he has turned the bend in

the channel.

The story of an exciting bear fight

comes from Quebec. Two men- named
Frank Price, of Grand Falls, and John
Cox, a merchant of New Perth, St. Per-

petue, Quebec, were on the trail of a deer

several miles from their camp when they
came upon the tracks of a bear which they
knew by the signs to be an animal of un-
usual proportions. They followed the

trail to a cave and were considering their

next move when the animal, with hair on
end and foam flying from its mouth,
ruj^ed upon them. Both men turned
and ran but Price's foot slipped and in an
instant the bear w-as upon him. Price

was being dragged to the cave when Cox,

who had mounted a tree, courageously
returned and kicked the bear heartily in

the rear. The bear turned upon him and
Price was enabled to rise and seize his

gun. Cox turned again and made for the

same tree succeeding in scrambling up
far enough to escape except for his foot

which the animal seized. Price now act-

ed promptly in his turn and shot the ani-

mal in the head, the bullet penetrating to

the brain. Neither man was seriously

injured though both bore marks of the

encounter. They skinned and dressed

the animal and believe they have the fin-

est bear skin ever taken in eastern Que-
bec.



Duck Shooting On Lake St. Louis

BT HERB. STONE.

ALTHOUGH poor luck attended

my duck shooting on Lake St.

Louis, last year there may be

some readers of Rod and Gun
who will enjoy perusing the details of

m}^ experiences.

Rains and gales repeatedly interfered

with the programmes arranged by my-
self and friend and even the day when we
did obtain some shooting was marred by
rain and high winds. Nothing daunted

by misfortune we kept up our spirits and
made ourselves comfortable in our small

house on the shore, having a cookstove,

bed, etcetera, enabling us to imagine our

surroundings quite luxurious.

On the particular morning of our shoot
we were awake by day break but the
signs not being propitious we did not

rise till after seven and it was half past
eight before we succeeded in making a

start. By using two pairs of oars we
managed to get out a mile into the open
water, drive in our anchor stake and set

out a few decoys. As soon as our blinds

were up we sat down to await with what
patience we could the advent of the ducks.

The wind was so high, and the boat pitch-

ed so much, that I doubted if either of

us would be able to hit a duck.

However we were soon to put that

question to the test. On looking over the

decoys there were three bluebills flutter-

ing down. I took careful aim and let go
but had a misfire, owing to some tem-
porary cause as I had no further trouble

with the gun. I heard my friend say

;

"I've got one!" and then "I've got anoth-

er!" while to vary the monotony I shout-

ed: "And I've the third one!" as the

third duck flopped in the water in res-

ponse to my shot. As however, my bird

sat up I fired again, missing him clean

and to my great surprise 'he got up and
flew away. As my friend had secured a

right and left while I had none I felt

rather cheap. However, my revenge

came later.

In a few minutes a small flock came
our way and as I saw one dropping
amidst the decoys I downed him. What
my friend was doing I don't know but
the rest got away. Shortly afterwards-

five came in and I succeeded in getting a
right and left. One fell amongst the
decoys and dove so deeply that we
thought we had lost him, the wind being
too strong to allow us to chase wounded
ones. On picking up the other one we
found the one that dove dead amongst
the decoys. On tying up to our stake
again we discovered another one which
had been hit hard and flew a little way,
floating down to us. As we did not sec

it fall we were not sure to which of us
this belonged. Two of our captures were
redheads and one a bluebill.

Presently two more came in and settled

in the water at the head of the decoys.

As it was almost impossible, with the

weather prevailing to hit a duck in the

water I fired one barrel to frighten him
and caught him with the second as he
rose. My friend missed the other one.

After awhile I saw two more strange

heads amongst the decoys. I fired one
barrel and saw one dead duck on tke

water. "Where was the other?" was the

question and looking closer I saw two on
their backs with feet in the air. I thought
this pretty good under the circumstances

—getting two birds with one shot lis

pretty good at any time but particularly

so in a choppy sea and shooting from a

swinging boat.. In another hour we ob-

tained a single duck over the decoys and
both firing together could not decide the

question of ownership. I guess we both

hit him.

As the wind was getting worse and the

ducks not flying we decided to quit,

the score standing six to my credit, two

to my friend and two with ownership

undecided. Two were redheads and eight

bluebills. Although the bag was scanty

the difficulties made the sport enjoyable.-



Laying Up The Engine For The Winter

BY J. S. GREAVES SHAW.

AS this is the season for laying up a

boat for the winter, a few sugges-
tions in respect to overhauling
the engine and caring for it while

not in use, might be apropos. The real

dyed-in-the^wool enthusiast likes to do
this work himself, for to him the "work"
absolves into play.

There is an old adage, "A stitch in time

saves nine," which coupled with one of

later date, i, e., "Do It Now" should make
an admirable text for this sermon, if it

may be designated as such. The coming
of spring will quite often catch us un-

awares, and what can rankle more than

to see the other fellow chug-chugging
away the first bright, spring day, leaving

your heart heavy with the realization that

you still have two or three weeks' work
ahead of you. Envious of his happy lot,

you hurry, with the usual sad results, an'

engine in as bad if not worse shape, than

at the close of the previous season. If

your engine has been run a full season, it

should by all means receive a thorough
overhauling. The reader would do well

to recall part of the text, "Do it Now,"
for if his engine is in first-class shape at

the spring fitting out time, a vast amount
of labor can be saved. Many an inclem-

ent night during the winter can be profit-

ably spent by removing the engine and
gear from the boat and placing it indoors,

where you can conveniently work over

it. Removing the engine, unless it be un-

usually large or inconveniently located,

in a cabin boat, is not a difificult job and
will surely pay in the end.

The first step should be to remove all

ignition apparatus, including the wiring.

The coil should be carefully examined,

especially its vibrator and contact points.

If the contacts are worn or pitted, by
all means replace them with new ones, as

poor contacts are a prolific source of

trouble. Satisfied that the coil is in good
shape, it should be stored away in a dry

spot that is not subjected to extremes in

temperature. All bright metal parts

should be covered with vaseline to pre-

vent rust or tarnishing. If you -have a
magneto and you are at all doubtful as

to its condition, return it to the maker
for overhauling. He will do it at a small
cost and you can be assured that it will be
practically as good as new when returned.
If the magneto is gear-driven be sure and
mark the gears with a small punch or file,

so that when replaced the teeth will prop-
erly mesh. Spark plugs should be taken
apart, thoroughly cleaned and contents

placed in good order. Brighten up con-
tact points with a bit of emery cloth and
set them so they show a gap of 1-32 of an
inch. Examine all wires, especially the

high tension, to see if their insulation is

worn. If there are bare or badly worn
spots, discard it for new. If the wire
seems in good shape, look to the termin-

als and see that they are firmly attached.

The best method is to solder the wire to

them, finishing up with a narrow strip of

electric tape.

As you are now about to take down the

engine, one thing must be observed: as

fast as you remove a part, place it where
you will know where to find it. Do not-mix

bolts and nuts but have a separate re-

ceptacle for each different size. Be es-

pecially careful with the small fittings

such as belong to the oiling system.

The first step in removing the engine

should be to detach the reverse gear and
propeller shaft. If the nuts on the coup-

ling bolts prove stubborn, use kerosene.

Give them a liberal drenching around the

threads or at any point where oil can be
introduced, and let them stand over night.

This should be done on all nuts, lag

screws, etc., on the installation, when-
ever they fail to turn with an ordinary

wrench ; never use a large wrench or hit

the wrench with a hammer. You will

only turn the 'heads oflf or bruise them so

that no wrench will take a firm hold. If

iron pipe couplings, unions, etc., seem to

be "frozen," use kerosene on them, as

well.

After you have uncoupled the reverse

gear and shaft and removed the holding
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down lag screws you can take out the re-

verse gear and shaft. Before pulling

shaft out, first slacken of? nut on stuffing

box. If tlie stuffing box is not badly

worn it is best not to remove it. How-
ever, the old packing should be taken out.

The propeller should be examined care-

fully. If the edges are rough or rounded

off thev should be dressed down with a

file. The blades, if bent, should be

straightened out, but care .must be taken

that the pitch of each 'blade is left the

same.

The reverse gear should be taken apart

and thoroughly washed out with gasoline.

If there is any play in the bearings these

should be taken up, but care must be taken

that they are not set up too tightly.

Grease cups should be cleaned with gaso-

line. If the gear has ever slipped tighten

adjusting nuts of gear. Be sure and keep

all lock nuts tight on the adjusting bolts.

If the reverse gear shows signs of unusual

wear through faulty alignment or lack

of lubrication, it would be advisable to

return it to the factory for overhauling.

You are now ready to remove the en-

gine. The water connections' and ex-

haust piping should be detached from the

engine. All piping should be cleaned out

on the inside. Look to the packing on

all out board, connections and see that it

is in order. If defective it should be re-

placed with new.

In lifting the engine from the boat care

should be taken not to damage the light-

er parts, such as the oiling manifold or

carburetor. Pass your sling inside the

fly wheel and around the shaft at the oth-

er end. A couple of blocks of wood placed

between the rope and engine will prevent

pressure of the rope injuring the more

delicate parts.

The engine should be mounted on

blocking or a low bench where it can be

conveniently got at. Drain the engine

thoroughly by removing the plugs in the

bottom of the water way. Then remove

the top from the pump and take out the

pump valves. When you have done this

proceed to raise the forward end of your

engine, as all of the water channels run

aft. which will give the water free passage

and allow it to run out of every part of

the engine. The crank case and oil tank
should be drained as well.

The oiling system should be carefully
taken down and all pipes, sight feeds,,

ball check valve on oil tank, washed out
with gasoline. The manifold should be
taken apart and the packing around the
sight feed glasses looked to. If it is de-

fective or the manifold leaks, it must be'

replaced.

The efficiency of oiling systems de-

pends on all joints and connections being
kept tight.

Drain the carburetor by removing the
drain plug. This you will find in the bot-
tom c{ your carburetor. If you find

dirt or sediment, scour with gasoline
until each part is clean, giving'

particular attention to the air valve
and air valve spring. If your car-

buretor has been giving trouble, re-

move from engine, examine inlet or pri-

ming valve. This may leak ; if so, it

needs regrinding. Use flour emery mix-
ed with a little oil. In regrinding any
valve use very light pressure and fre-

quently lift valve from its seat, other-

wise the valve and seat will be full of
small cuts or grooves. Look to the float

to determine if it is correctly adjusted.

Next in order are your inlet and ex-

haust headers, or combination header, ,if

you have this. Remove these and as you
do so examine the gaskets carefully. If

they are not in the best condition, replace

with new gaskets. The exhaust passages

should he cleaned of any carbon or sooty

deposits.

You are now ready for the engine itself.

First remove the cylinder heads. If

cylinder heads do not readily come off do
not use a hammer or insert a wedge be-

tween the joints. Open pet cocks and
turn engine so piston is at bottom stroke.

Now close pet cocks and give fly wheel a

sharp turn. The head will immediately

spring off. due to the compression be-

neath it. If the gasket is torn or shows

signs of wear replace it with a new one.

The interior of the heads, as well as the

tops of the pistons should be scraped free

of carbon deposits.

The pistons and connecting rods may
now be taken out. By removing the hand

hole plug you can get at tbe big end of
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the connectincj rod. Remove the bolt

connecting the two halves of the bearing,

care being taken that the shims or liners

are not lost. By using a small piece of

wood as a lever the piston may be forced

up to a point where it can be drawn

through the top of the cylinder.

If the piston pin or bearing is worn it

must be replaced, which can be readily

done, as the bearings are renewable.

The piston rings should receive espe-

cial attention. If any are broken or seem

badly worn or scored, they must be re-

placed. Never attempt to file a scored

ring, for you will only make matters

worse. If you remove any rings, care

must be used that they are not broken

or sprung. A mechanic usually uses

three "knives" for this purpose. These

knives are made from old hack saw blades

which have had teeth ground off and have

been pointed at the ends. They should

he ground down until they are from 1-4

inch to 3-8 inch wide.

If the bushings in the big end of the

connecting rod are badly w^orn, it is ad-

visable to use new ones. These can be

obtained from the makers ready for in-

sertion. To get out the crank-shaft bear-

ings it is of course necessary to remove

the cylinders. If it should be possible

that you should have to remove cylinder

or cylinders for any cause whatever, care

should be taken in so doing. Remove
the gear housing or cover. Then take

out the cylinder flange bolts which will

allow you to remove the cylinder.

Do not drive a chisel, or wedge, be-

tween the cylinder and crank case, nor

hit cylinder on side with a hammer, as

this is liable to crack water jacket. Use
a hardwood block, or use a lever and pry

it oft.

^^'ear in the crank shaft bearings can

be taken up by removing one or more
liners on each side of the bearings. Al-

ways remove the same number from each

side, otherwise your bearing will be tight

in one place and loose in another.

If any of tTie bearings are badly worn,

scored or have an unusual amount of

play in them, it is best to renew
them. New bearings can be obtained

from the makers already fitted.

Before making any attempt to reas-

semble, first see that ever}- part of the en-

gine is scrupulously clean. Gasoline

should be used, for it will cut all the

dirty and gummed oil.

See that all oil and water passages are

absolutely free. If 3'ou have water under
pressure, turn a stream from a hose
through t'he water jackets.

Your first step in putting your engine
together will be replacing the crank shaft.

Have both bearings and crank-shaft

journals thoroughly clean and before put-

ting caps on bearings see that they are

flooded with good oil. The adjusting of

the bearings is a very delicate operation

and unless great care is taken trouble is

sure to result. Start with the middle
bearings first. An easy method of get-

ting the adjustment correct is to start

without any liners whatever, then add one
by one until the crank-shaft can easily be
turned with the fingers. In setting up on
the nuts, never use a hammer on the

wrench. If the}' are pulled up "hand
tight" it is quite sufficient. In tighten-

ing any bearing, tighten each side gradu-

ally, working from one nut to the other.

Never tighten one nut completely before

going to another.

In replacing the connecting rod bear-

ings, use the same methods as used on
the crank-shaft.

When putting cylinder back on, be

sure that you have the lock wires on both

ends of connecting rod screws, and have

not adjusted connecting rod too tightly.

Then turn crank-shaft throw up to its

highest point, insert a wood block under

connecting rod, which will hold it in a

vertical position. Then slide a small tap-

er block inside of piston on each side to

prevent it tipping over. Centre the pis-

ton rings on piston, taking care that you

do not get them over the dowel pins, as

this will break the rings, and prevent

your getting the cylinder up. Oil piston

and cylinder and then slide cylinder on

till you have all rings inside of cylinder.

If double or triple-cylinder engine put

straight edge across faces of exhaust

flange boss and see if they line up. li

not, you are liable to have trouble in

blowing out gasket or water leaks. When
putting back oil tubes care should be
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The Test of The
Frozen North.

Within 640 miles of the North Pole in a
motor boat. Imagine the immense strain,
the constant grind of the ice encumbered
polar seas ! Consider the almost insuffer-
able cold and the extreme weather con-
ditions of the Arctic ! Could a more
severe test be given a motor boat and its

engine? Mr. Rainey's letter is another
one of the remarkable pieces of testimony
that have proved that for reliabiltij*,

safety, power, speed, diirability and
economy of opeiation the engines fai:

superior to all others are
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MARINE ENGINES
Standard Engines hold all important
records both for speed and durability.
They serve you better because they are
better built. And note well the ex-
ceptional fact that they always develop
greater than their rated horsepower.
They are

" Easily the Highest Standard of Marine

Engines."

If you own or think of owning a motor boat be sure
to get our latest catalog. Full of valual le infor-
mation on marine engines and their construction.
Profusely illustrated and of intense interest to any
boating devotee. Write today for a free copy. .

STANDARD MOTOR CONSFRUCTiON GO.
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taken that the nuts are all pulled tight,

but not too tight so as to force tube

thrcjugh nuts. Then replace exhaust pipe

and carburetor. Replace timber and set

it properly.

The timber should be looked to before

replacing. If the spool or brushes are

worn, by all means replace. Wash tim-

ber thoroughly with gasoline and look

carefully for small worn particles such as

would come fram excessive wear.

After you have the engine erected, put

good oil in lubricator and turn the engine

over about a dozen times so that you may
be sure all bearings and wearing surfaces

are liberally supplied. Pour a cupful of

oil on the top of each piston and let stand

there while the engine is not in use. Be-

fore making any attempt to start in the

spring all this oil should be thoroughly

drained from cylinder. The cylinder th-en

should be filled with kerosene so that any
oil that might be gummed or sticky would
be washed away.

In replacing cylinder heads, always set

up on your nuts gradually, that is, work
from one to another, never setting upon
one completely before starting on anoth-

er. The small nuts, etc., on the oiling sys-

tem should be carefully screwed down,
care being taken that the threads are not

stripped .

All bright metal parts should be cover-

ed with a mixture of white lead and tal-

low or heavy grease to prevent rust or

tarnishing.

A full line of spare parts are always on

JTand at the various engine factories, and

in every case it is safer to use a new part

rather than to try to get along with a

makeshift job.

Game In Manitoba

THE report just issued by the De-
partment of Agriculture' for Man-
itoba for the year 1909 shows $15,-

v05,90 was collected during the

year on licenses to shoot birds, game an-

imals, non-residents licenses and in fines

for violation of the laws. Of this amount
deer hunters paid in $9,392, and 4.696

people indulged in the sport of stalking

deer. Of this number half were farmers.

During the season extending from the

first to the fifteenth of December they

secured 997 moose, 452 elk and 201 jump-
ing deer, or about one deer for every four

men who went out with rifles. Only
one male deer can be shot by a hunter.

Of the three deer common in Manitoba,

the little jumping deer are reported to be

increasing; moose are reported to be

holding their own as to numbers, while

the beautiful elk,- the handsomest member
of the deer family are fast disappearing,

and a fine spread of elk horns will ere

long be a novelty and a prize in the home
of the hunter. There is found an occa-

sional band of caribou in the eastern por-

tion of the Province, and in Eastern Man-

itoba the Ontario red deer has been seen

of late showing that this variety of the

deer family is moving north and west.

During the year 1909, 4,308 residents

of towns and villages in Manitoba took
out licenses entitling them to shoot game
birds. Of course this does not repres-

ent the number of people who hunted
with shot guns, as farmers and residents

of unincorporated villages are not requir-

ed to carry licenses—a rather, peculiar

law—as there is no good reason why resi-

dents of villages like Roland and Miami
should not take out licenses like residents

of Morden and Carman. Non-residents

of the Province, paid in $880 for shooting

privileges. Prairie chickens are reported

as increasing, doubtless owing to the very

short season of 20 days allowed in which

to shoot them. Partridge are reported

very scarce, and ducks very plentiful in

some parts of the Province, and

scarce in others, owing to very dry sea-

sons and lack of water in the smaller

ponds.

In Manitoba dogs are not permitted.

Still hunting makes the sport more excit-

ing and strenuous and a still hunter who
successfully stalks and secures a moose

is no novice at the game.
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A New Ontario Deer Hunt

BY n. DRESSER.

AL'TER much discussion and a hosl

of preliminary arrangements a

party of seven Cottam hunters de-

cided to spend the big game sea-

son in Algoma and try for trophies. The
party included Eb. ]\Iarks, T. Piles. L.

Wiper, A. Gammon, H. Speechly and J.

Neville. Everything being completed
"down to the last ])utton' we entered up-

on our journey on October twenty-sixth,

nineteen hundred and nine, travelling via

Toronto and Sudbury to Blind River.

From that place we went up the River

for sixteen miles on a steamer and made
the one mile portage to Lake Matinenda
by means of a small railway. A tug was
here waiting and fifteen miles up the

lake we entered Brundage Bay. Three
miles down the bay we made Butterfield

dock where seven years ago a lumber
company had its headquarters. The place

has since been deserted and is growing
over with brush.

It was four o'clock in the afternoon

when we arrived and the task of finding

a good camping ground and setting up
the tents occupied our attention till dark-

ness fell. Our next concern was for sup-

per and preparations were speedily made
for that meal. When it was over more than

one complained of feeling tired and had

readers been present and seen the meal

that was eaten they would not have been

surprised. There was still, however,

plenty of work to be done and with a will

we set about the task. All our baggage

was carried up and put under cover.

This was not an easy task as there were

hills to climb and with heavy loads they

did seem steep. W^hen this was all ac-

complished darkness had fallen for some
time but there was still the wood to be

cut and beds prepared. Jimmy volun-

teered as wood chopper while the rest,

with the aid of the feeble light from the

lantern, collected as many boughs as we
thought would serve for the beds. All

was finished at length and very weary
and tired we w-ere wdien we sought re-

pose.

However we hadn't been in bed long
when one of the boys turned restless and
when inquiries were made as to why he
didn't sleep after such strenuous exer-

tions he exclaimed that the "darn cord-

wood sticks" were hurting his ribs. He
was used to a feather bed, he explained,

and there was quite a difiference. I told

him that he was a long way from a fea-

ther bed and would have to make the

best of it, though we might (and did) im-
prove matters later on by adding more
boughs. \\'e found it was after mid-
night and agreed to give up discussion.

It was not long before a variety of

sounds proclaimed the fact that we were
all in dreamland.
Next day, which proved fine and

bright, we devoted to making tables,

patching- up our beds, putting things in

•order and making our surroundings snug
and comfortable. That evening proved
much more pleasant than the preceding

one—a few games, some stories and a

rousing camp-fire with an early retire-

ment.

\\'e appeared to have been in bed -no

time when Tom declared it was daylight

and said that we should not spend the

pleasant hours when we might be in the

open in bed. W^e were all willing to be up

and out and breakfast over, we busied

ourselves in various ways, passing the

pleasant Sunday hours in light tasks and

much talking and smoking. W^e did a

little trolling in the afternoon as we
thought we should like some fresh fish

for supper but no success rewarded our

efforts and perhaps we did not deserve it,

although such a quiet way of passing

Sunday afternoon in the backwoods did

not seem to us a sin. Some of the boys

thought they might have had better fish-

ing near home and remarked that they

could usually catch a mud pout at Cedar

Creek, three miles west of Kingsville.

Several of the boys who had not join-

ed us at fishing but had taken a walk

down the bog road thought they might

have obtained a deer if they had had their
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guns with them and it had not been Sun-
day. The rules of our camp, however,
are very strict on these points—no gun
is allowed out of camp until the season

opens and no j^un is taken out on Sun-
days.

Salt pork and buckwheat pancakes
formed the staple of our Sunday evening
supper and we enjoyed it all the same
although most lamented the absence of

the fresh fish. A quiet evening and an

early retirement marked that Sunday.
Next morning we were afoot and had

breakfast an hour before daylight. One
of the boys sat with his gun over his

shoulder, wondering if it ever would come
daylight in those parts. We perfected

our plans for the hunt and on the first

streak of daylight started off, the warning
that it was a rough country and that we
had better use our compasses freely, being
made before we left camp. We divided

our forces and hunted in different direc-

tions, reassembling at camp at dinner

with the report that not one had seen a

deer. It had been arranged that the

man who shot the first deer was to receive

a medal and no one seemed likely to win
it that day.

After dinner it was agreed to try a run

with the dog and station the hunters in

the runways. Eb. and Howard took the

dog and the boat across the bay and en-

tered the wood from that side. They soon
came across the tracks of a big buck, and
speedily the dog, when loosened, had the

deer going. Two shots were fired and
the dog ceased barking. W^e then knew
something had happened and gathering

round saw one of the boys holding the do'.;

and the other trying to dress the animal.

When we asked what they were hold-

ing the dog for we were told that he
would eat the deer if allowed to go. Eb.

remarked ; "Well, if he does he will have
a big meal for that buck weighs 250

pounds."

Two of the boys had not heard the noise

and Lem offered to fetch them. AftCi

going a short distance he returned and re-

quested us to take care of his jack knife.

We couldn't find it and he joined in the

search himself without anv result follow-

ing. He was then reminded that he had
better go for the boys and he started

again. While Eb. finished dressing the
deer I hunted for the knife till my fin-

gers became sore with pulling grass and
weeds. When Lem returned with the

others we were still searching, and be-

coming tired of such useless endeavor we
expressed doubts as to whether he had
ever had a knife. He persisted that he
had and that it was a good one and one
he would like to recover. Amos remark-
ed : "W'hy, what's a knife after getting a

deer like that? I wouldn't care if I lost

my gun, if I could only get a buck of

that size." Just then Lem put his hand
in his pocket and drawing it out hastily

exclaimed: "\\'hy, bo3's, here's my knife.

It was in my pocket -all the time." Put-
ting a good face on the matter after all

our trouble, we expressed the opinion

that he had had an attack of "buck fever."

He agreed that this was likely as it was
his first deer and being such a good one
he was naturally more than a bit excited

over it.

As it gets dark early in the thick bush
w^e agreed to be satisfied with what we
had done and attempt no further run that

day. Accordingly we carried the deer

down to the boat and soon to camp. By
the time the deer was hung up and sup-

per prepared it was dark. We were .^11

in good spirits and talked over the in-

cident and recalled ethers, till- it was
time to go to bed if we meant to hunt

on the morrow. Tom is one who retires

early and rises early and he induced us

to follow his plan wdiich we conceded

to be a good one, though we were not at

all times prepared to carry it out with

cheerfulness.

The following morning for instance, as

it was raining at daylight we remained

in bed later than usual and kept about the

camp till after dinner. As Lem had tnc

buck to his credit he agreed to put out

the dog while the rest took the runways.

We hadn't been out long when we heard

the dog barking and a shot followed.

The deer circled round and then went
straight east, followed by the dog, going

so far that he ran out of hearing. One of

the boys caught a glimpse of a deer's

flag but could not get near enough to

obtain a shot. Later on the dog brought

the deer back and the animal passed with-
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in ten feel of our tent but no one happen-
ed to be there. Finally the deer took
to the water and swam to an island in

the lake. \\'hen we returned to camp
Lem said he missed the buck as the

animal jumped on one side and the do^
took the doe's track. We agreed that

it was hard luck.

;\n excellent supper followed our exer-

tions of the day and during the evening
we decided to hunt over on the island

the following morning. Accordingly at

break of day Lem and Howard took the

dog and boat and started for the island,

the others walking to the crossing.

.\t this crossing, where the water was
low at that period of the year, a deer

could cross handily without swimming
and a man could cross on logs and
stumps. This crossing from the main-
land to the island was only about fifteen

rods and a straggling dead pine standing
in the middle made a fine shooting stand.

The boys were all on their runways
before the first two reached the island

and when Howard let the dog loose the

animal speedily had four deer going in

front of him. If readers never saw four

deer, within a few feet of each other run-

ning ahead of a dog, it would do their

eyesight good to behold such a sight ; it

is thrilling in the extreme. All four kept

about a hundred yards ahead of the dog
and made straight for the shore, as

though to cross to the mainland. Three
of them—two big deer and a yearling

—

started to cross, while the other— a spike-

horn—swerved and went round the island

again.

Those on the mainland arranged to al-

low the deer to get to a certain log be-

fore shooting. When they reached that

position five shots rang out after which
matters were quiet again. The spike-

horn circled twice around the island and
then tried to cross in his turn. When
half way across some of the boys could

no longer restrain themselves and open-

ed fire with deadly elTect. Hank testily

asked why they couldn't follow instruc-

tions, as if they had done so, the distance

they had to carry the deer would have
been lessened. ^Vith such fine results of

the hunting all could afiford to be good
natured and laughs were the only ans-

wer. The first three lay within four feet

of each other and the fourth was only
about four rods away. We all speedily
gathered around and a very tickled bunch
we were. The dog examined the four and
then going to his master licked his hand
as much as to say "That's steamboating
ain't it?" When we had dressed the

deer the boat was brought within eight
rods of the place and loaded with the
carcasses. Lem went in charge of the

boat and the rest of us walked the

three miles back to camp. After hang-
ing up our trophies we skinned one and
had some venison steak for dinner, eat-

ing so much that we didn't care to hunt
further that day, putting in the balance D>

cutting wood and obtaining grass with
which to make our beds a little better.

We had a pleasant evening, discu.-ising'

the events of the day over some friendly

games of cards.

By the time breakfast was over the

next morning it started raining and as

we could not do any hunting we slept

'most of the day, our vigorous exertions

and open air life inducing sleep. We
managed, however to rise for our meals
and we had a fine evening over the cards

and stories.

It was raining when we retired and still

raining when we rose but after dinner-it

cleared up and we had a fine hunt. Lem
put out the dog and in about twenty min-

utes a deer was started. The animal

ran straight past us for about ten miles

to a marsh, crossing one run none of us

were covering. After circling round a

lake he came back again and gave Tom a

chance. Tom possesses a small calibre

rifle, a 25-30. but he can kill deer with it

all the same. One shot brought the deer

down and Tom was heartily congratu-

lated on his marksmanship.
,'\s the woods were too wet to allow

good hunting we dressed the deer and

took him into camp, filling up the balance

of the day renewing our wood supply

and cleaning up the camp.

The next day we tried the island again.

The dog started a deer in a hurry and

after circling the island four times the

animal made as if to cross on the old

run. I guess he must have smelled the

boys for before he had gone far he turn-
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ed into the bush again. Making one
more circle he took to the water and was
ten rods out before the boys saw him.

Tom fired a shot which struck the water
just behind the animal's ears and proved
a signal for the others to fire. The deer
turned to go back to the island and when
I crossed Lem said he thought there must
be a drove to judge by the shooting.

When I told him there was only one he
expressed a poor opinion of the boys'
marksmanship. As none of the shots

struck him th-e deer made for the bush
and the dog kept him going pretty lively

in more circles of the island. Then he
attempted to cross by the old run and
we heard two shots. Lem and I started

down the runway and were met by the

dog who did his best to tell us that the

boys had obtained the deer.

Before we reached them we saw Jim-
my dancing a jig and didn't need to ask
who fired the successful shot. We ex-

cused jimmy his demonstrations for he
had killed a fine doe weighing 185 pounds.
By the time we dressed it. carried it to

camp and had our dinner cooked and
eaten it was quite late and we put in the

remainder of the day in camp.
The next day being Sunday we in-

dulged ourselves by sleeping late and
doing small jobs. In the afternoon we
trolled and caught a few fish, adding a

dainty to our evening meal.

On ]\Ionda^• we decided upon still hunt-
ing, the dog's feet being sore and a fur-

ther rest was deserved by him. W^e also

made up our minds to take lunches with
us and remain out till the afternoon, feel-

ing that we should enjoy our supper bet-

ter as a result. Tom said he didn't know
what to take for lunch as he became so

hungry when hunting. Finally he fixed

upon a can of pork and beans and see-

ing a can of salmon annexed that as well.

A little less than a loaf followed and
Ames said he thought Tom must be pro-

visioning for a three days' trip. Tom
retorted: "If I were a little runt like you
I wouldn't eat so much." (Tom weighs
over two hundred pounds and his ap-

petite is in accordance with his size.)

We all set off in directions we thought
best and after a long day on the tramp
all reported failures. Nothing at all in

tiic shape of big game liad been seen
though wc tramped patiently till nearly
dark. The bush was so thick no one
could see two rods ahead.

During the evening tender inquiries

were made as to whether Tom had had
enough dinner. Tom answered in the

affirmative but added that by no means
had he had any too much. When at dinner
a )ig meat bird joined him and as it ap-

pci.red awfully hungry he left it half the

can of salmon on a stump. We all agreed
that it must have been a small half.

As we were all hungry supper was not

long in preparation and was much enjoy-

ed, an early retirement following, as most
of us were worn out uith our tramps.
Next morning we decided to return to

the old programme and run the point

with the dog. Hank uttered a warning
not to shoot deer after they were down as

this was a sin, and some of the boys had
been guilty of this offence.

An hour after w^e left camp Sandy had

a deer going but it circled so far it didn't

cross any of the runs the boys were cov-

ering. The dog went out of hearing and
it was six hours before he returned. It

was a long wait but we stood it patiently

feeling confident that the dog would bring

the deer back unless it was too near the

lake. Hank was in runway No. 1 and
we lieard him shoot three times in about

a minute and a half. Four more shots

followed and the dog left off barking.

Howard was the first to arrive on the

€cene and to him Hank remarked: "I've

got a dandy doe ; it fell at the fourth shot

and rolled under a log." W^hen the two
approached the deer it tried to rise and
Hank shot it three times. Jim voiced our

sentiments when he remarked: "Who
shoots deer when they are lying down
now? I guess others get the buck fever

as well as myself when they see deer try-

ing to get up." Hank admitted his has-

tiness and stood the chaffing he received

very well. We dressed the deer, took

it to camp and made a fine supper not

forgetting a plentiful supply of venison

steaks.-

At breakfast ne.xt morni;ng Howar<d

ventured upon the confident prediction

that he would shoot a big buck that day.

Jim expressed his doubts when Howard
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retorted: ""ril show you if he conies as

close to me as that Httle fellow did to

you the other day. I won't allow him
to get away as you did." Lem put out

the dog and the boys covered the run-

ways. In a few minutes a deer was start-

ed, and. taking a small circle the animal

went witliin fifty yards of Hank who did

not see it. Howard had the next chance

and making good his prediction sent

three shots after it. Two bullets went
through the neck and the third lodged

in its head. It was a fine buck weigh-

ing over two hundred pounds and with

the finest set of horns we saw in our ex-

perience of that part of the country.

As it was still early we decided to try

another run and Lem set the dog out

again. It wasn't long before he had a

second deer going but this one made such

a wide circle none of us saw it. The dog

was game and stuck to the deer so that it

did not get back till dark. However,
we had enough to talk over and made up

an extra good supper that night. We
welcomed the dog when he came in and

saw that he had something for the good

sport he had given us.

It rained most of the night and all the

next day and put a stop to our hunting,

though we passed our time pleasantly

enough. The day after, it was still low-

ering, but we made a start, though we
hadn't gone far when it descended in

torrents. We made the best of our en-

forced idleness and tried to be cheerful

reminding each other that we had had

fine sport most of the time. The great-

est difference we made in our habits was

not to retire so early as we felt we had

almost enough rest and kept our evening

party till nearly midnight.

To make up for our detention in camp
the following day was exceptionally fine

and we resolved to try the island once

more. It was quite a time before we got

a run but at last the dog had a d^er go-

ing and in an hour Amos had his chance.

His 30-30 spoke but once and that was
enough ; the deer fell and we took him to

camp, congratulating the fortunate marks-

man upon his coolness and good aim.

This finished our luck for the day though

the hunt continued till evening.

Not a single incident marked the next

morning's efforts, no deer being seen. In
the afternoon we ran the point and start-

ed one which took Howard's direction and
passed close to him. Howard fired twice
and missed both times. Of course he
had to undergo considerable chaffing for

such poor marksmanship and it was
agreed that he must have suffered from
buck fever. This was the only way to
account for the poor shooting for the

deer was so close that Howard expressed
the view that he might have knocked
him down with a club. As usual with
those that get away this particular deer
had big horns. Eb told him that that

was all he was looking at and never saw
the deer's body, to which Howard re-

plied: "Well, he looked as big as a horse
to me and I guess I shot right over his

back." Anyway we never saw this par-

ticular deer again and judging by all we
lieard of him he must have been an ex-

ceptionally fine animal.

The next deer started ran right up ta

. Lem and according to that worthy, start-

ed kicking moss in his face to such an ex-

tent that to save himself from blindness

he had to shoot it.

Our last day in camp was made notable

by the shooting of another big buck which
event occurred in the morning leaving, us

the afternoon free for packing. Every-
thing was in order for supper time and
the last evening was spent in reviewing

our experiences and anticipating the plea-

sures of homecoming. Our temporary
home in the bush had been pleasant on

the whole and w^e were full of regrets at

leaving it. The wild free life of the

woods presented many attractions to us

but home duties called us and when the

boat arrived at eight o'clock the next

morning we were all ready for her.

It was noon of the nineteenth before we
reached home. Many friends were await-

ing us and they viewed our trophies with

much interest, an interest that deepened

as we recounted the events w^hich led to

the capture of each one. Venison steaks

were the rule at meals amongst our

friends for some days after our return

home. The pleasant memories of that out-

ing remain with us, while we have heads

and tanned hides to testify to our success-

es and our pleasures.
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The Ascent Of Mount Bident

BY THE REV. T. G. WALLACE, M.A.

BIDEXT is a mountain ver}- littlje

known and seldom climbed. Be-

ing over 10;(}(>0 feet it is one ol the

officially recognised climbs of tiie

Canadian Alpine Club. It rises on the

east side of the upper end (the south

end) of Consolation Valley and can be

readily seen in the accompanying illus-

tration. It is a double toothed or two-

peaked mountain and stands on the right

hand side of the pass as one crosses into

Boom \''alley. It shares with Mcunt
Quadra an extensive overhanging glac-

ier, easily visible from the camp and
the splendid avalanches from the glacier

were a source of wonder and delight

every morning to the members of the

Club encamped there.

The Canadian Alpine Club of 1010

was opened on Tuesday, July nineteenth

and it was arranged that the first attempt

cf the season should start the following

morning. I w^as amongst those anxious

to begin operations without delay and put

my name down as one of the party ready

to undertake serious work at once by at-

tempting the ascent of Mount Bidsnt.

There was every indication of weather
propitious for mountaineering on the fol-

lowing day, and such indeed proved to

be the case. Our climb was made under

the most excellent weather conditions.

The day was characteristic of July—

a

clear sky and a bright sun—but the high-

er altitude toned down the heat and the

breeze was delightfully cool.

On the Consolation Valley side Bident

is inaccessible, its precipices being per-

pendicular walls cf rock over which av-

alanches roar and tumble, and down
which rocks and stones come whizzing,

rendering ascent not only perilous but

impossible. It was therefore necessary

to cross Consolation Valley and attack

the mountain from the farther side.

After a hearty breakfast a start was
made soon after six a. m.—rather late,

lerhaps, for a mountaineer, but some-

what earlier than the city man in the

East is accustomed to begin w^ork for

the day. Camp had just been opened

and it was r.ot easv to fall at once into the

At the Summit of Bident.



Photo by Byron Harmon, Photographer. Banff, Alta.
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habits of the mountaineer, who is usually

well on his way before sunrise. The par-

ty consisted of Miss Pierce, of Calgary,

and the writer with Ernest Feuz as guide.

Another party on the same day consisting

of Miss Perkins, Miss Halstedd and Mr.

A. S. Davies (all of Calgary), with Con-
rad Kain as guide, also had as their ob-

jective, Mount Bident.

The route ran first along the eastern

side of lower Consolation Lake. The
beginning of the journey lay over rock

boulders which had fallen from the

crumbling sides of Mount Babel. We
crossed on these boulders between the

of the pass (8,300 ft.,) which we reached
about nine a. m., and rested for a few
minutes. Here we had the opportun-
ity of viewing on one side the whole
stretch of Consolation Valley until it

drops suddenly into the Valley of the

Ten Peaks and on the other side Boom
Valley, descending until its reaches Boom
Lake.

We found it necessary to descend next
into Boom Valley. One of the first

things one learns in mountaineering is to

avoid descents in the midst of ascents, if

at all possible, for every inch of ground
one drops down has to be made good

rV^^^^t-^^^-'^&^^S^F--

Photo bv Byron Harmon. Photographer, Banff, Alta.

MT8. BIDENT AND ftUADEA.

upper and lower lakes, passing along
the western side of the upper lake, this

part of the route being through shrubby
bush. We ascended the valley along-

side the lateral moraine, formed by the

glacier which is fed by the snows of Bi-

dent. Quadra and Fay, then by a slanting

or oblique path up the steep snow slope

in which the guide laboriously cut steps,

rendering the ascent comparatively easy.

Coming round under a steep projection

of rock we clambered up on the summit

again later. To have continued the as-

cent from 8300 feet would have made our

work much easier, but as it was we were

obliged to descend and circle around the

base of Mount Bident until we came to

the foot of the very long ridge which
stretches out in a southerly direction from
the summit. It was decided to make
the ascent by this ridge and as it was
about noon we found a comfortable spot

on which we stopped for lunch.

It was at this point that we made an
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error in judgement but we did not dis-

cover the fact until later in the day. If

instead of ascending by the ridges we had
passed around its southern end and tra-

velled b}- the Boom snowfield along the

eastern flank of the ridge, we should

have come to a snow couloir or gully

in the angle between Bident and Quadra
by which the ascent could have been

made more directly and more rapidly.

It was by this route that we returned

and this was the route taken by subse-

quent parties..

However, ignorant for the time being

of the easier way, after lunch we faced

the ridge. The first part of it was a

steep boulder-strewn slope—boulders

large and small scattered and piled in that

profusion and confusion that nature seems
occasionally to delight in. From the

standpoint of the mountaineer there w^as

nothing difficult, it was mere child's play,

but from the standpoint of a first day's

work in camp it was a long, arduous and
weary grind. Before one becomes prop-

erly adapted to higher altitudes and thor-

oughly hardened to the work of climb-

ing, ascents that are otherwise compara-
tively easy may prove sufficiently stren-

uous for all practical purposes.

After the upper end of the boulder-

strewn slope was reached the ridge began
to narrow and in places it was only a

few feet wide at the top. It resolved

itself into a series of small peaks, pro-

jecting like the teeth from a saw, save that

each succeeding one rose higher than the

one before until the highest was reached

on the summit. The summit, indeed was
seldom visible, each peak in turn posing

in that capacity. It is one of the meth-
ods of joking that mountains have. They
try to bluiif you and although you are

warned in advance they frequently take

you in. These minor peaks of Bident

were simply pious frauds—they posed

as being that which they were not and
the tantalising thing was that they posed

so successfully that occasionally we were
deceived. Mostly we made our way
around these projections instead of labor-

iously working over them but in one case

after a difficult little piece of scrambling
we found ourselves orr top of one of these

minor peaks and unable to descend the

other side. There was nothing for it but

to return by the route we came up— it

was perhaps the only piece of work to

which the adjective ticklish might be ap-

plied during the climb. It was not al-

together unlike coming over the edge
of the roof of a building in order to reach

the window sill of one of the upper win-
dows. There is a certain lack of dignity

in dangling one's legs aimlessly in space

for ever so short a period. But time

was flying (unfortunately we were not),

and we did not relish the extra work and
waste of time. However, it was the

guide's duty to make all the remarks ne-

cessary and he considerately made them
in German.

Owing to centuries of disintegration

the rocks were often soft and loose and
afforded precarious hold for hands and
feet. One saw^ a projecting piece of rock

that looked like a sure support but the

moment one leaned upon it it loosened

from its bed and went leaping down
the precipice. Having no desire to fol-

low it, strict caution was observed on
our part and as a result progress was at

times slow. If the guide had not dis-

covered the cjuicker route back by the

couloir already mentioned we should have

been compelled to return without com-
pleting the ascent, as the afternoon was
wearing on and Consolation Pass had to

be re-crossed before dark. As it was
we were able to continue and reached

the summit at 4:30 p.m. The stone man
(I'homme des pierres) that marked the

summit of Bident was a welcome sight.

The view from the summit was truly

magnificent and amply repaid the toil of

the ascent. There was a faint tinge

of smoke in the atmosphere owing to

the prevalence of bush fires in the Pro-

vince of British Columbia but it blurred

very •slightly only the more distant fea-

tures of the view and in spite of that one

could not fail to be impressed with the

grandeur and vastness of the sight. At
our feet on one side lay Consolation Val-

ley with its lakes that seemed so tiny;

the tents of the camp looked like white

specks barely visible. On another side

lay Boom Valley with its lake and glacier

and snow^field. On another side the im-

mense snowfield fullv ten miles wide at
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the rear of Fay, Little, Peaks No. 4 and
No. 5. In all directions as far as the

eye could reach mountains, nothing but

mountains, intersected by valleys contain-

ing snowfields and glaciers and lakes.

It was like an enormous sea filled with

gigantic waves, whitecaps about to break

yet never breaking. Standing on the

summit of a mountain, surrounded by lof-

ty peaks, steep precipices and abysmal
chasms one realizes how vast Nature is

and how insignificant is man physically!

less than the tiniest fly! a mere atom, a

toy, a plaything of Nature ! yet great in

mind and spirit! The veiy emotions

that stirred within our souls proclaimed

us greater than the mountains on which
we stood.

Soon after we arrived at the summit
the second party came up. We spent

half an hour resting, enjoying the view

and taking the customary photographs.

At five o'clock we started on the return

journey, descending to the snow field by
the steep snow couloir already referred

to which begins not far from the summit
of the peak. Owing to the steepness

of the snow the guide stuck to the rocks.

They were in fair condition but they

were covered with innumerable loose

stones, some of which it was impossible

to avoid displacing. As a consequence

the members of each party had to keep

close together and only one party could

move at a time. While our party was
in motion the others waited and while
they moved we took shelter behind large

boulders whilst the stones displaced by
them went whizzing by. The last part

of the descent to the snowfield was com-
pleted by glissading.

From this point onward the journe^

was more rapid. We passed down tire

Boom snowfield, then around the south-

ern extremity of the ridge, soon picking

up again the route we had followed on
our upward journey in the forenoon, re-

crossing the pass into Consolation Val-
ley.

At the bottom of the snow slope lead-

ing down from Consolation Pass a pleas-

ant surprise awaited us. Through the con'

sideratiqn of the camp officials, Gottfried

Feuz, cousin of our guide Ernest had pre-

pared a hot cup of tea which we drank
around the temporary campfire as the

shadows of evening were deepening
amon'g the hills. Aided by the light of

a lantern we returned to camp arriving

about 11 p. m., glad to partake of the

hot supper that awaited us and to retire

to bed to sleep the sleep of those that

have done a long and hard, but delightful

day's work.

Of Ernest Feuz, our guide, let it be said

that he was thoroughly capable and cour-

teous, he inspired confidence and he won
our respect and admiration.

The unpleasant experience of being lost

in the bush was undergone by \\^illiam

Downey, of Wapske, N.B., though mat-

ters might easily have turned out very

much worse. Downey, who is forty-

five years of age, was working in a lum-
ber camp and obtained a day's leave on
Tuesday, November eighth in order to

take a moose hunt. He was out early,

returned to camp about ten, obtaining a

lunch and saying he would be back again
at sundown. He did not return and his

comrades organized a search which was
kept up without success until Friday,
not a single trace being discovered. On
Saturday morning he walked into camp
apparently none the worse for his experi-

ence. When he found himself lost he
determined to husband his strength all

he could and make a fight for it. In the

course of his wanderings he came across

an abandoned camp where he found a

small quantity of musty flour. A further

search disclosed a tin pail in which he
mixed flour and water and cooked the

mixture. When he had about lost hope
he heard the noises of a train and by fol-

lowing the sound came out on the right

of way of the transcontinental. It is be-

lieved that at no time was he more than

twenty miles from camp which was half

a mile from the Grand Trunk Pacific.

His wanderings probably carried him
backwards and forwards parallel with the

railroad.
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The Chateau Laurier

Ottawa's New Grand Trunk Railway Hotel

The "Chateau Laurier,.' which will be

owned and operated by the Grand Trunk
Railway System, is now fast approach-
ing completion, and will be. without
doubt, the finest hotel on this continent,

not only architecturally, but also in re-

gard to its general appointments.
Situated in Major's Hill Park, it faces

to the West the Parliament Buildings

and grounds, to the north the Ottawa
River and the grand old Laurentian Hills

in the Province of Quebec. It can

be truly said that the location is unsur-
passed on this continent.

It is built in the French Chateau style,

in the most approved method of fireproof

construction. The frame of the building

is steel, the walls are of Bedford lime-

stone, surmounted with copper roof, and
the whole building presents a majestic as

well as picturesque appearance from ev-

ery viewpoint. The possession of such
a structure must prove to be, not only
a valuable asset to the City of Ottawa,
but a credit to this great Dominion.
The hotel will contain, in addition to

its regular dining room and cafe, a La-
dies' Dining Room, Banquet Room. Ball-

room, and a number of private dining
rooms, as well as three hundred and
fifty bed-rooms with two hundred and
sixty-two private bathrooms. Each bed-
room will have a front outlook for there
is no courtyard to this hotel, and upon
three sides it fronts the beautiful Ma-
jor's Hill Government Park.

Every feature of drainage, heating,
ventilation, lighting and cooking arrange-
ments have received the most detailed

consideration, and will be of the most
modern form and appointment.

Besides the ordinary entrances to the

"Chateau" from the street, it will be con-
nected with the Grand Trunk Railway's
new Central Union Passenger Station by
a private passageway.

MR. F. W. BERGMAN.
Manager of the Chateau Laurier, Ottawa.

APPOINTMENT OF MANAGER.
The new hotel at Ottawa, which is be-

ing built by the Grand Trunk System,
will be when completed the finest hotel

in the Dominion of Canada, and in har-
mony with the arrangements and class

of this hotel it was necessary to choose
a capable man for its management.
A manager has been found in Mr. F.

W. Bergman, who has for the past two
years been the Manager of the Banff
Hotel at Banff Springs, Alta. Mr. Berg-
man, though a young man has had a wide
range of experience in the hotel business,

and through his capabilities has risen to

the premier position in hotel management
in Canada. He started his career in Lon-
don, Eng. with Spiers & Pond in 1883 at

which time this firm was the most pro-

minent of caterers in that city, and oper-

ated all the big restaurants there as well

as a dozen large hotels. After his experi-

ence in London and other cities in Eng-
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land, Mr. Bergman was for some years in

China where he remained from 18'i>4 until

18%, leaving there for New York to fol-

low his vocation in America. His experi-

ence in the United States has been wide

and successful, he having occupied promi-

nent positions with the Murray Hill ho-

tel, and Cambridge Hotel, New York. He
was also manager of the well known
fashionable resort 'New Clififs' at New-
port, R.I., leaving for the Southern States

to take charge of the new "Seelbache

hotel" of Louisville, Ky., the largest ho-

tel in Louisville, and where he remained

for some time. From Louisville he

transferred his work to Birmingharn, Al-

abama, where he reorganized the "New
Florence hotel" in that city, after which

his ambitions took him to San Francisco,
Cal., where he was associated with the
Pacific Improvement Co., owners of a
hotel circuit. During the time of bis

work with that company he was manager
of the Castle Crags hotel in the Shasta
Mountains, Northern California, also

connected with the Del Monte hotel at

Monterey Bay, Cal., and manager of

La Pintorisque hotel at Passedena.

Mr. Bergman's personality and popu-

larity with the travelling public has been

a great factor in his success during the

past, and it is predicted that his manage-
ment of the new hotel "Chateau Laurier"

will be a good one, and that the company
have found the right man for the position.

Regarding the Interior Arrangements Of The Open Boat
BY E. D. G.. IN "MOTOR BOATING.

THE best interior arrangement for a

motor boat of any size is largely a
.

matter of personal choice, as to its

adaptation to a particular model

and to the waters upon which the boat is

to be used.

One motor boat owner will prefer his

boat arranged with weight so distributed

t^at the maximum speed may be obtained,

at the sacrifice, if need be, of personal

comfort or the comfort of his guests,

while another may care little for speed but

insist on ample room for the pleasure of

operator and guests. One man will want

to so arrange his boat that he can easily

operate it alone, while another is satis-

fied if he can hold the steering ^vlleel,

leaving the management of the motor to a

mechanic.
In this article I have attempted to con-

vey my idea as to the best interior ar-

rangement for an open motor boat of

about twenty-five feet length, of a suit-

able model for use on our inland lakes and
rivers, arranged with the end in view, not

of speed, but roominess and comfort. I

am one of those motor boat enthusiasts

Who loves the sport for sport's sake and
am a firm believer in the "one man con-

trol," wherein the helmsman has absolute

control of and is responsible for the wliole

boat.

In my own boat the motor is in front of

the operator and in such a position that no
difficulty is experienced in watching it

carefully without in the least attracting

his attention from the course he is steer-

ing. The spark coils, oiling system, en-

gine control levers, starting device, and
reversing gear lever are all within easy

reaching distance, which gives the opera-

tor the highest confidence in his ability

to cleverly manage his craft. He has

ample room to rhanipulate these various

levers without interfering with the com-
fort of his guests, and thus a frequent

source of annoyance is avoided.

The reverse gear, instead of being lo-

cated near the engine', as is usual in boats

of this type, is located as far toward the

stern as possible, and is operated by a rod

running forward under the floor to the re-

verse operating lever at the forward end

of the boat. This location of the reverse

gear serves a double purpose, first it gives

the operator more room for his feet and

second it helps to balance the weight of

the motor which is placed as far forward

as possible.

Of course, with some other model of

boat this arrangement may not be pos-

sible, but in this particular model, which

is of the average type, it is very comfort-

able and decidedlv satisfactory.
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steelHshingRods
Trolling with a "BRISTOL"—that is one kind
of fishing that really tests the "come-back" of a

rod. Troll all day with a "BRISTOL." drag-

ging a big spoon and a long line, either silk

or copper, and the moment you stop, the rod

springs back absolutely true. Other rods, under
the same test, soon get out of shape and are

then useless.

Hence, practically all trolling everywhere Is noiw

done with "BRISTOL" Rods. Write for cata-

log showing different kinds of rods and different

tips and handles for the same rods.

1911 calendar. 18x27. a reproduction in full

colors from Oliver Kemp's beautiful painting,

"A Tragedy." for 15c. Send for it.

THE HORTON MFG. CO.,

32 Horton St., Bristol, Ckinn.

H. B. BAKER

Taxidermist

and

Naturalist

Unionville, Ont.

Successor to W. A.

Brodie.

Taxidermy in all its branches ; having secured the assist-

ance of John Adams, one of the best American Taxidermists,

am prepared to complete all work promptly. A trial solicited.

I guarantee satisfaction. Mounted and unmounted game heads
bought and sold. Write for price list and any special wants.



The Blackstone Hunt Club, of Colling-

wood, Ontario, obtained ei^^ht deer last

open season, a number very much small-

er than usual. They reported the deer
as scarce in their hunting district and the

absence of dogs had a depressing efifect

upon their chances. Mr. R. O'Brien
shot the first deer Mr. W. Walls the larg-

est and Mr. A. H. Johnston the smallest.

Mayor H. A. Currie had the greatest

success, shooting two does. The mem-
bers reported that other clubs in their

neighborhood did much worse than them-
selves, some having to be content with
half their number and others only secur-

ing a couple.

Messrs J. J. Malone, Al. Tregillus and
George Matthews, of Nelson, B. C, had
a recent trip and obtained two goats, one
caribou and an eight pound char. They
allow bis: bags in British Columbia.

The big game hunters of Essex, always
a large contingent, met with their usual

successes last season. W. L. Perkins, H.
Hutchinson, Sam Peck, Joe James,
Ezra McLean, F. Mortimer, William
Brundage, Robert Crouchman, of Wind-
sor, William White, Sandwich South

;

James Maw. John Fletcher, Daniel

Gibb, Sandwich
; J. H. Tackaberry,

Essex, and many others obtained

deer and in addition four large moose
were taken to the city. Mrs. Manl-

ey Squire, who accompanied Mr. Squire

for a hunt in the Algoma district, camp-
ing out in tents, shot one of these moose
and a very fine one it proved to be.

A black bear was shot by Mr. A. C.

Turner within half a mile of the city

limits of Winnipeg. Mr. Turner had pre-

viously seen the animal and on the last

occasion was prepared for its appearance.

it dressed one hundred and sixty-fiv^

pounds and was exhibited in a local but-
cher shop.

A hare hunt in the northern portion

of County Grey was taken by Albert
Willard and John Dryden of Gait, On-
tario. The deep snow proved a great
obstruction but they made a fine bag
despite this drawback.

Wolves must have been easier to ob-

tain than usual during last hunting season,

a party from St. Thomas, Ontario, includ-

ing Dr. Honsinger, Huston Miller, Fred
Howard and W. Campbell, obtaining

three in addition to one deer each.

Mr. J. Wayper and party of Gait, On-
tario, enjoyed a fine hunting trip in Mus-
koka and obtained their limit of deer. Mr.
Wayper himself shot a particularly fine

buck weighing two hundred and five

pounds. The head is also a good one and
Mr. Wayper has had it mounted.

Berlin, Ontario, big game hunters se-

cured fourteen deer as the result of their

trips.

Mr. John ^Nlerrifield, of Brockville,

Ontario, succeeded in shooting one of

the finest deer of the season, the animal

dressing at two hundred and twenty-five

pounds.

The Green Island Hunt Club, Peterbo-

rough, Ontario, had a party last season

including the following members; Messrs.

R. Neill. E. F. Mason, Felix Brownscomb.
W. J. Coleman, E. Gregory (Lindsay),

Charles Tanner (Lakefield), Rev. Irwin

(Newcastle) and J. Shannon (Toronto).

The hunting camp was on Lake Mime-
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Stuffed

l3 the work of "Wm. Kohli, Bluff-
ton, Ohio. It is the First animal
that he ever tried to mount.
Many Professionals Cannot Do As

Well. Here is the secret
of his success. He learned
the easiest and best meth-

s in the world from our School
and did a fine job of mounting the
first time he tried it. We have
thirty thousand students, all doing
eQuaily well.

We Can
Teach
You to

Mount Birds—Animals— Fishes
and Game Heads.- to tan skins make rugs and robes, etc.. By Mail in Your Home. We teach you so that you can do
the work right and do it quickly. We teach you the Standard Methods, the same that Mr. Kohli learned from
US, by mail, and used in mounting this fine bear.

Every Sportsman,

BIG PROFITS

•ven- hunter, trapper, angler or nature lover should be able to preser^'e his own
itit- •rip.'iiirs. N.jihing is liner lor the home, den or otfice. Anyone can learn the

1 lii'i^lv I V '•.r Standard Methods. We Guarantee success or refund tuition. Oi'r fine FREE
Book Fully Explains Our School and How to Learn the great an of Taxidermy. Send the Coupon
Today for the FRHH BUOK.

You can easily earn From $20 to $40 a Month from your Spare Time by
mounting for others or selling your mounted specimens. If you wish to enter taxi-

dermy as a business, you can make from $2000 to $4000 per ye.ir. Investigate this

Now Uncrowded Field. Thousands are making fine profits from taxidermy as a side line, or going into the

business for a life' work. Taxidermists are few, and the Demand is Great. Read what a few students say:

"Within the past two months I have turned out more than $500 worth of work. My specimens took first

premium at the stat- fair. That is what your school has done for me,"—A. S. Hairmer, ;»'orth Yakama, Wash,

"I have just sold a collection of specimens for $216, which makes in all $700 I have earned from my taxi-

dermy work, and i» is all due to your excellent course of lessons."—J. T. Stanton, Klammath, Ore.

"Sincetaking vour course last year I have made over $675 by selling my specimens, and doing work for

others. Your lessons are fine, and every sportsman should join the school."—H. C. Hammond, Syracuse, N,Y.

Q._,-l^||.- that we taught these men Taxidermy by Mall. We can teach you equally well, you will

nVnlCinBCI be delighted with the work. Our school leaches taxidermy only, and we have been in the
business ior many years. Our specimens took FIRST GRAND PRIZE and 9 Gold Medals at the exposition. W. ELVTOOD, President

Greal Taxidermy Book FREE >^^—^
We have prepared a splendid book on taxidermy. It tells all about the art,

explains how we can teach you the business, right in your own home during

your spare time. This book is NOW FREE. Send the COUPON TOD.AY
and get this valuable book, and a FREE COPY of THE TAXIDERMY
M.AG.\ZINE, also sample diploma and hundreds of letters from delighted

students-

BE SrRK AND GET THIS BOOK. Send the coupon TODAY,
right now, before you forget it. You are sure to be interested.

THE NORTHWESTERN SCHOOL OF TAXIDERMY,
10-N Elwood Building, Omaha, Nebraska.

THE N. W. SCHOOL OF TAXIDERMYp
lO-N Elwood BIdg., Omaha, Neb.

Please send nie free and without any obligBtions, vour
FREE BOOK, "How to Learn Taxidemiy," also copy
of Taxidermy Magazine and full particulars of your system.
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sangainesing, forty miles north of Wall-
bridge on the Canadian Northern. While
each man obtained his deer, Mr. Browns-
comb was particularly fortunate in secur-

ing a fine buck weighing 254 pounds.
The animal was shot in the water, the

second shot proving fatal.

At the close of the big game hunting
season a store window at Parry Sound,
Ontario, had a display of five deer, four

bears and a lot of hares.

Mr. J. S. Dixon, of Haileybury, On-
tario, made up in quality what he lost in

quantity by the restriction to one deer
last season, securing a fine buck which
dressed at two hundred and six pounds
and in life stood nearlv five feet hisfh.

Mr. A. E. Mofifat, of Fergus, Ontario,
in addition to his deer also shot three
timber wolves on his annual hunt and
had the pelts with him to show that his

tale had a substantial foundation.

Parry Sound hunters shot more bears
than usual last hunting season, Mr. Cy-
rus Herd securing two and Mr. D. Gilles-

pie one.

David Clark, a resident of Harcourt,
N. B., while hunting recently near Kent
Junction on the I. C. R. R., was fortunate
enough to secure a beautiful Albino deer.

Needless to say a white deer is very rare

even in New Brunswick where big game
abounds and is well preserved. This
was really a beautiful specimen, the fur

being as white as snow.

Big game hunters from Listowel, On-
tario, included Messrs. J. A. Hocking, J.

Boehmer, J. Morphy, A. Daum, G. Keith,
T. Mayberry, (Elora), J. Saunders and
R. Walker (Atwood). Each man suc-

ceeded in obtaining his deer.

Five deer were obtained by big game
hunters from Drumbo Ontario. A most
successful and enjoyable time was ex-

perienced.

Five handsome bucks out of eight deer
shot is an excellent record, and was one
established by the Beaver Lake Hunt
Club of Bridgenorth. The following
members formed the party to the wilds;
Messrs. Fred Jopling, Jim Jopling, Jim
Grant. Russell Ball, Dr. Kelly, Kenneth
Hague, Charles Forsythe and Jack Knott,
the latter acting as guide. Deer were
reported plentiful. Dr. Kelly had the

honor of. shooting the finest deer—a two
hundred pound buck.

William Neilson, a veteran of Lyn, On-
tario, who has reached the four score

mark was out hunting in the Madawaska
district when in attempting to get into a

boat he fell and fractured his thigh. Medi-
cal attendance could not be secured for

several hours. The veteran was taken
home as speedily as possible under the

circumstances.

In the well settled district of Fergus,

Ontario, Mrs. Stewart, the wife of Reeve
Stewart of West Garafraxa, was on her

way to market when a deer passed close

to her clearing the fence without any dif-

ficulty and going near to a schoolhouse.

An unusual exhibit at Cobalt recently

was a 350 pound sturgeon measuring
nearly ten feet in length. The fish was
shipped in from Montreal and was prob-

ably caught in a pound net on the coast.

While the big game hunters from Ux-
bridge, Ontario, did not have anything

more than fair hunting with deer, one of

them succeeded in shooting three wolves.

He came suddenly upon a bunch of five

and having an automatic succeeded in

shooting three before they could get

away. A bear also assisted to make up a

good total for these hunters.

A party of big game hunters from Pem-
broke, Ontario, headed by Mr. Edward
Ryan ,report obtaining their legal number,
all big and fat, by hunting only half the

open season and remaining around camp
for the other half. Their good fortune

all the time was remarkable.
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RAW
Tr«pper», Hu titers and Dealers, if you want the
hichest returns obtainable and your cash back quick,
ship to us and do it now. Ours is thrr largest con
sis^nraent house in Canada, and we hold ou-- «h»pp' rs
by the ca»h we piy. Try us with a shipment at once
for the best money for your seas9n's catch.

Write for oar Price Lists, issued every little while.

We p ty express charges. Our prices are the high
est on all kiads of furs. So are our returns.

ESTABLISHED 1865

E. T. Carter 81 Co.
75 Front Street, East

TORONTO - - CANADA

ONTARIO':^ LEADING TAXIDERMIST
Send me your Game Heads to mount.

Expert Animal, Fish,

Came Head and

Bird Moun ting

promptly done at

lowest prices.

Fine Rug Work in

all styles.

Elk Head Mounted by Edwin Dixon.

Moose Head Mounted by Edwin
Dixon.

My Taxidermy efforts are best known through their natural appearance

and durable workmanship.

FOR SALE—Beautifully mounted Moose, Elk, Caribou and Deer heads,

Antlers and Fur Rugs. Write for photos and descriptions.

Instructions for correctly skinning and shipping game heads, animals,

birds, etc., for mounting, shipping tags, etc., mailed Free.

Unionville is 20 miles N. E. of Toronto. Good transportation. Come
out and get acquainted any time.

References—Standard Bank, Unionville ; W. J. Taylor, publisher of Rod
and Gun ; sportsmen and hunters everywhere in Canada and U.S.A.

EDWIN DIXON TAXIDERMIST

MAIN STREET, UNIONVILLE, ONTARIO
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A party of big game hunters from
Peterborough, Ontario, consisting of

Messrs. I. Eastwood, who was elected

captain, Bert Hickey, J. Mervin, W".

Gould, C. Herkmeir, T. Eastwood and
Frank Overs (Pittsburg) had a fine hunt

at Stoney Creek the whole of the open
season. A deer was obtained for each

inember of the party, the finest trophy, a

buck weighing 215 pounds, falling to the

Captain. Mr. T. Eastwood shot an owl

in the daytime but had no further luck.

Mr. Bert Hickey treed a Ivnx and shot at

it seven times before the animal fell. He
imagined the wounded animal was about

to attack him and made for camp where
reinforcements were procured and an ad-

vance in force showed the animal to be

dead.

The members of the Charter Lake

Hunt Club, of Stratford, Ontario, only

secured two deer last hunting season.

They had nevertheless a most enjoyable

time and agreed that there is more in

hunting than obtaining a deer, although

success now and then is by no means to be

despised. Mr. John M. Bentler, of Strat-

ford, secured a fine deer.

The business meeting of the Execu-

tive Committee of the P. E. I. Fish and

Game Protection Association held on

November sixteenth, at the residence of

the President, A. E. Morrison, was the

best attended Committee meeting yet

held. The report of the Association to

the Agricultural Department was read

and unanimously approved. The bills

presented having been passed and order-

ed to be paid, subjects touching the wel-

fare of the Association were discussed.

It was unanimously resolved that a

Life-Membership of the Association be

tendered to ]\Ir. F. W. Hyndman as a

slight token of the Association's appreci-

ation of his services at the organization

of the Association and afterwards as

President.

A number of recommendations which
had been received from persons who are

not members of the Association, as to the

co-'irse the Association ought to pursue
\r<;re brought before the Committee. It

was the unanimous opinion that if the
parties were really in earnest they ought
to unite with the Association and assist

in its counsels.

E. T. CARBONELL, Secretary.

Lindsay big game hunters were fairly

successful last hunting season. Dr. Mc-
Cullough, Arthur Stewart and some
friends from other places obtained three

fine bucks with good antlers and some
does. William Stockard. Rod Maunder
and John Maunder each succeeded in

getting a fine deer.

Reports from Thirty-One-Mile Lake,

east of Gracefield, Quebec, formerly one
of the best big game hunting districts in

the Province state that the w^olves have
driven out the deer. The bounty of $15

per head is not enough to encourage the

farmers to go wolf hunting since the

wolves have learned the prowess of a

modern rifle and but rarely give chances
for a shot.

In the open season a caribou was shot

in South Lorraine, the first one ventur-

ing so near Cobalt since the camp was
opened. A few used to be found in the

Matabitchouan River district but not in

recent years and the animal, which was
shot by a miner, may be the forerunner

of a new migration.

Mr. Harold Raynor, of Bear River, N.

S.. shot a cat owl early in November. It

was a fine and handsome specimen,

measuring fifty-two inches across the

wings from tip to tip.

Game Warden O'Brien, of Rogersville,

N.B., reports selling ninety-two hunting

licenses for the season. The sportsmen

shot twenty-seven moose, nine deer and

one caribou.

Owls are stated to have destroyecj

partridge and rabbits in New Brunswick

woods and some of the inhabitants have

asked for a bounty to be placed upon their

heads.
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The Oldest Fur House in America

Joseph Ullmann
18=20=22 West 20th St., New York

Branch Elstablishments under SAME NAME at

LEIPZIG LONDON PARIS
GERMANY ENGLAND FRANCE

Buying and selling representatives in all important Fur
Markets of the World, distributing each article where best

results are obtained, enable us to pay highest market prices for

raw furs at all times.

Raw Fur Shippers
in the Western Provinces should address all shipments and
correspondence to

JOSEPH ULLMANN,
150 East Third Street, St. Paul .... Minn.

Correspondence and shipments from Ontario and the Eastern

Provmces should be addressed to

JOSEPH ULLMANN,
18-20-22 West 20th St. ... New York City

Our Raw Fur Quotations, Shipping Tags, Etc., will be sent

to any address on request.

References : Any Mercantile Agency or Bank.
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A farmer within thirteen miles of St.

Mary's, Ontario, saw three deer in his

fields in the latter part of November.

A maskinonge packed and shipped in a

box of whitefish cost T. McWain, of

Deseronto, Ontario, $50 and costs, the

fish being seized at Union Station, To-

ronto.

A party of big game hunters from St.

Mary's, Ontario, consisting of Messrs.

A. Smith, Wellburn; R. Dawson, M.
Egan, J. G. Constable, J. McLaren, Wild-

wood ; T. Sharp, Harrington; and F.

Brennan, AVildwood, each obtained their

deer during a hunt in Muskoka. Mr.

Egan, who shot the largest one, toted it

for nearly three miles over three feet of

snow and well deserved the trophy he

brought home.

Prairie wolves are reported as doing

much damage in portions of Manitoba,

neither pigs, sheep nor poultry being

safe from their depredations.

Messrs. Hartman and Yates, of New
Liskeard, Ontario, hunting with the Mat-

tawa Club, near Trout Lake, secured a

nice deer and had a fine time.

A little bear, with fatal curiosity, visi-

ted the kitchen of Mrs. David Barrie, of

Rowena. near Perth, N.B. When the

lady saw the bear she raised an alarm

and the men from the neighboring mill

quickly gathered. An end was put to

the animal by a bullet in the head from

John Gregg's rifle.

White fish are reported to have been

very plentiful in Lake Erie during the

past season though much of the Cana-

dian catch is said to have been exported

to the States.

Beltran Todd, of Alix, Alberta, was one

of the lucky hunters, obtaining deer with-

in an hour of setting out and sighting two
others in the same time.

Andrew Somers, LC.R. trackmaster at

Moncton, N.B., shot a moose about two
miles west of Gallagher Bridge, The
moose tipped the scales at five hundred
pounds and had a spread of forty-six

inches.

A party from Gait consisting of W.
Clark, J. Clark, H. Watson and A. Haine
hunting in the neighborhood of Webb-
wood, Algoma, had great success each
obtaining a deer and W. Clark, a moose
of unusual size, estimated to weigh be-

tween thirteen and fourteen hundred
pounds. Only the head could be brought
home and the meat had to be reluctant-

ly abandoned. The head weighed two
hundred and seventy-five pounds with
massive antlers and makes a splendid

trophy.

Five hunters from North Easthope,
.Messrs. Conrad Dahmer, Charles For-

rest, John Rutherford, Milton Fryfogel

and Alex. McFarlane, who hunted from
Burk's Falls brought back with them
four deer including a large buck and a

live bear.

A further carload of bufifalo from Mon-
tana arrived at Wainwright, Alberta, at

the end of November and were turned in-

to the Government reservation nearby.

Mr. Charles Grossman, of Woodhurst,
Sackville, N.B., showed himself as good a

sportsman as he is a minister by shoot-

ing a fine fat deer near Evan's Siding on

a Monday during the open season. Evi-

dently his Sunday's work had braced him
up for the encounter.

The trout fishing season on Kootenay
Lake closed on November sixteenth, R.

J. Stenson winning the gold medal of

the Kaslo Rod and Reel Club. Plis larg-

est fish, caught under the regulations,

weighed eighteen and three quarter,

pounds. J. J. Fingland captured the sil-

ver medal and Dan Tuomey the one for

the largest trout caught with a fly.
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RAW FURS
Highest Prices

Reliable Assortment and Prompt
Remittance

H Is what you always get from
Rosenberg Bros. We want regular
shippers and will do our utmost to

give satisfaction.

If Shipments held separate four days
and express charges paid both ways
if valuation is not satisfactory.

Price List Mailed Free.

^ Send a postal card to-day for our
price list and we will keep you
thoroughly posted as to market con-
ditions.

f Send us a trial shipment and you
will beconiC a regular shipper. Send
the postal To-Day.

Rosenberg Bros.
99 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

We Solicit Shipments
- of

Furs
from Western Ontario, Manitoba, Alberta, Sask-
atchewan and British Columbia. If we do not pay
you all you expect— and more—we stand ready to
return your furs to you and pay Elxpress both ways.
26th year in the Raw Fur Business. ^Vrite for our
price list.

THE REDICK HIDE & FDR CO., ^•*r^Z?i"'^

VtE
BUY FURS »> HIDES

of all kinds and pay top prices
^^d make quick cash returns.

TRAPPERS GUIDE sentfree (0 all

who ship and mention this ad.

McMillan fur ^ wool co,
Minneapolis, Minnesota.

WRITE FOR CIRCULARS.
BRANCH HOUSE - 277 Rupert St.

Winnipeg, Man.
Write or ship either house.

Why we pay highest
prices for

FURS
WE can sell quick^ffiS

all the FURS we'-"
can get. Both in this country and Europe we have
customers waiting for our shipments, so we mnst
pay the highest prices to meet the demand and
obtain the FURS. You will never know the top
prices until you ship to us. Try us, send a bundle
in, we'll seud you our price and hold them separate
until we hear from you. If our price is unsatl>
factory we will return the FURS at once express
prepaid. It costs you nothing to get our pricCi
We offer these advantages:
Cash returns the day your Furs nrriTe.
A very liberal sort.
All express charges paid by us.
No commission chari^ed.
Net returns which exceed all others.

Price-lists and market reports sent regularly
on request. Write now.

S. SILBERMAN & SONS, Desk, S8 Chicago.
Formerly Silberman Bros.

Ettabliihed 1866. Largest Fur and Wool House in America.

|(Jp|all you can Zm^y^
lUulforyourrawl Ul o
ExperiPiiroil trajipers and tur cullfctdr.i are never
in doubt as to -where to shij) tlieir furs. They all
know that St. Loui.s beini; tlie liicalest fur market in
the world, is the place the Ifest reliiriis come from.

F. ('. Taylor & Co,, who own and control the
Great Fur P^xchan^e Building, have more

money invested in building and etjuip-
ment than all the other .St. Louis tur
houses combined. They have better
facilities, enjoy a greater deniaiit and
handle more furs than any oilier con-
cern in America.

f F. C.Taylor it Co. are therefore in
position to send yon quioler and bet-
ter net results for furs than you can
get anywhere else.

Trapper's Guide, Market Reports
and other valuable information Fi ee.
Write at once for Latest Price List

and shipping tags. You need no in-
troduction—just ship.

F. C. TAYLOR & CO,, Greatest Fur House in ttie World

7:i5 Fur Exrhaimc Bldg,, St. Louis, Mo.

NEW YORK PRICES FOR
^ _> ^^4^ are the highest in

njlllf bllDV thecountry.WewillnUaV rUllu pay the highest Kew** *»""^» York cash prices for

your Muskrat, Skunk. Mink, Coon, Opossum,
Fox and all other standard furs in large or small
lots. We hold shipments separate on request.
We charge no commission and pay all express
charges. Send us your name and address at once
and we will keep you fully posted.

STR'JCK-CHAnN CO., Dept. ^ , 8 East 12th St„ New York

GLASS EYES rn°d^

Birds
Animals

Taxidermy Supplies ^il^^e^m!
ists' supplies desiringrthe dest gooas and
loivest prices^ should send at once for our

Coinpictc Nciu Catalog No, 54, Largest zn6.

^^^^ -^_ ^^^^ stock cf eyes and supplies in America.
Send'^^^MJ^^^i^^^K^ consisting" of ,g'/(Tj"S' O'f''''* toolSy skillIs ^ shields^

/orcat^^^^KjKl^^^'Wire^ toiv^ clay, etc. Best Imported Glass Eyes
a^og 54 ^^^tl^^^^ at no advance in cost. Reduced prices on Felt Lin-
ings—Sample card Free. Sendforcatalo?. It will save you money. It'syours
for the asking. We mount specimens of all kinds, true to life, by standard
museum mrtliods. Price ]-"-^ ''» mounting No. vg PR EH. Northwestern
Sch. of Taxidermy ]q Taxidermy Bu:lding 0.-naha« Neb.
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Dr. Butler, of Cookshire, Quebec, suc-

ceeded in obtaining two fine deer as re-

sults of his hunt.

The trees in Rondeau Park have been

re-marked by Mr. J. F. Whitson, of the

Provincial Survey's Department and the

work appears to give general satisfaction.

Mr. Neil Watson, the lumberman who
headed the protest states that the re-

marking has been done in accordance

with the government regulations, adding:

"Anything that has been marked for cut-

ting now will do no injury to the Park
whatever if removed—in fact will benefit

the Park. Mr. Cochrane's promise has

been carried out to the letter and I feel

like congratulating the Minister on the

wise course pursued."

A party of Sudbury, Ontario, hunters

are reported to have obtained seven deer

in the vicinity of Hanmer. Only five

names are given in the local press but it

is possible, of course, that there were
seven in the party and the law was not

broken. At the same time it looks pe-

culiar to give five names and mention
seven deer when the law restricts a hunt-

er to one deer.

A trio of New York sportsmen, Messrs.

Carl Pickhardi, S. C. Skerry and W. P.

Pickhardi, had a successful hunt at Le-

preaux, N.B., each one securing a moose.
The one shot by W. P. Pickhardi had
antlers with a spread of sixty-two and a

half inches and is believed to be the re-

cord for the season. Carl Pickhardi who
has hunted in New Brunswick for fifteen

successive years, stated that he obtained

a glimpse of the famed monster bull of

the Lepreaux but was too far oflf to ob-

tain a shot. According to the hunters

the anima/ xriade tracks as wide as a water
pail.

Messrs. Stanley and Will Boyd, of

Coldwater, Ontario, while out cutting

wood found the tracks of a bear and trail-

ing him to his den succeeded in getting

the animal with a couple of shots. The
skin was taken to Coldwater and exhi-

bited as proof of the hunters' prowess.

A trout in a water pipe is not unknown
and one four inches in length came out

with the water when the tap was turned

on at a stable in Perth, N.B., towards the

end of November.

Eight moose, including some very fine

specimens, were shot at McGregor Bay,
Manitoulin Island, during the open sea-

son

Game Warden Watson was fined by
the Magistrate at Port Perry, Ontario,

for keeping out duck decoys for a longer

period than the law allowed. J. Cook,
of Caesarea, and A. C. Harran, of Peter-

borough, were also fined for similar of-

fences. Game Warden Parker, of Valen-
tia. prosecuted.

The hunters from Alliston, Ontario, re-

ported poor luck with the deer but one
party not only obtained their full allow-

ance but also secured four wolves in ad-

dition.

A large lynx has been frequenting the

neighborhood of Banner, near London,
Ontario, and has caused the inhabitants

nian\- cases of "nerves."

A. C. Lawson, hunting from Bathurst,

N.B., secured a fine moose, having a

spread of fifty-eight inches. Herman
May, of Doaktown, obtained a caribou

with one of the finest heads seen in the

season.

A. H. Ackley, of South Woodslee. Es-

sex Co., Ontario, who accompanied a

party on a deer hunting trip to the Parry

Sound district was fortunate enough to

obtain his deer on the first day of the hunt

and thus made sure of success.

John Bain, game warden and fishery in-

spector for a part of Manitoulin Island

dropped dead suddenly at his residence on

the morning of November seventeenth.

He was recognized as one of the most ef-

ficient officers of the department.
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LEIPZIG LONDON ESTABLISHED 1831 PARIS BERLIN

G. GAUDIG & BLUM
IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS OF

RAW FURS

HIGHEST PRICES PROMPT RETURNS FAIR ASSORTMENTS

ON REQUEST. ALL SHIPMENTS KEPT SEPARATE UNTIL REMITTANCE IS FOUND SATISFACTORY
REFERENCES : MERCANTILE AGENCIES AND BANKS

125 WEST 27th STREET NEW YORK

Looks Good This Offer
To every subscriber to Rod and Gun in Canada who sends in

ONE new subscription, along with his own renewal, we will

send Free a copy of

THE SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE
(One of the most useful and entertaining manuals of Outdoor

Life ever published. Regular price $1.1 2). Also

A Sample copy of The Athletic World

A Sample copy of The Motor Magazine

while they last. As a Christmas Gift for a Sportsman friend

1 2 months' subscription to Rod and Gun cannot be excelled.

Send in your order today.

W. J. TAYLOR, LTD., Publisher.

Woodstock, Ontario.
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While on a visit to his son at Sharbot

Lake, Ontario, Mr. W. H. Culbert, of Sar-

nia, hunting nine /4iiles out, was success-

ful in securing a fine deer. He shipped

the animal to"'Sarnia to show his friends

that his story could be made good.

Mr. P. McFarlane, of Nelson, B.C., ob-

tained a fine buck deer weighing 235

pounds on Granite Mountain opposite the

city on November thirteenth. It was

hard work to pack the dter down the hill

and Mr. McFarlane was glad of the as-

sistance of his son in his laborious efforts.

When they reached the water it was com-

paratively easy to load the boat and take

it over to Nelson where the fine catch was

greatlj'' admired.

High grade Filing CnbineU, Desk*. Chairs, Wardrobes,
and other Office rurniture can be bought most econom-
ically from us. Ask us to send you our complete Cat-

alogues ot Filing and Kecord Keeping Systems, Cabinets

and Supplies and other office furniture.

THE OFFICL SPECIALTY MFG. CO., LTD.
TORONTO.

Branches-Halifax, Montrtal. Winnipeg, Ottawa, Cal-

gary. Regina, Vancouver.

well wonder how such an animal would

be able to make its way through the

dense bush with which this country was
covered at the time when it reared its

mighty antlers and roamed the trackless

wilds of the Queen's Bush, long before

the first settler had built his little log

cabin, and gradually brought the district

to the fine state of cultivation in which

we now find it."

A party of six big game hunters from

Chatham, Ontario, under the leadership

of Conductor Bob Crouchman, held their

annual hunt last fall on the Spanish River

in Algoma. Two moose and four deer

were the trophies secured. The camp

was memorable from the fact that the

members rescued a couple of balloonists

who were lost in the Northern Ontario

Woods. The men were Swiss and with-

out the slightest knowledge of conditions

in the Canadian backwoods and were con-

sequently in a bad plight. They had

been fording streams with their clothes

on and these were frozen. They were un-

able to make a fire as all their matches

were wet and useless. The hunters took

care of them for four days and were of

the opinion that if they had not met them

the men would have died of their hard-

ships. Mr. Crouchman has conducted a

big game hunting trip for several years.

The Banner, Listowel, Ontario, pub-

es the following: Mr. Herman Gaus,

of Wallace left at this office last week

a large section of the antlers of a moose

which he had plowed up while plowing

a field which had never before been

turned over. Several who have seen

the piece, and who are in a position to

know, say that when on the head of

the animai it would have had a spread of

probablv ten or twelve feet. One might

Mr. Charles Ritter, of the Grand Cen-

tral Hotel, Milverton, Ontario, visited

Muskoka with a party of friends and was

fortunate enough to secure a fine buck.

They found the deer plentiful but were

handicapped by the absence of their dogs.

With all drawbacks, however, they had a

most pleasant time.

A farmer living near Smith's Falls who
was caught by Inspector Philips killing

muskrats out of season, was brought be-

fore Police Magistrate Sparham and fined

$i30. He had 86 skins in his possession,

and the lowest fine the magistrate could

impose was $5 for each skin.

A bird sent in to E. W. Darbey, taxider-

mist, of Winnipeg, and regarded by

local natural historians as a freak, has

been identified by Ernest Thompson-

Seton as a specimen of Clarke's Nut-

Cracker, whose habitat is the Rocky

Mountains.

Reports were recently received at the

headquarters of the Fish and Game De-

partment at Toronto to the effect that six

convictions had been made in the Pro-

vince for the infraction of the Game

Laws. One was for killing deer with-

out a license, one for killing a deer dur-

ing closed season and three for hunting

on Sundays.
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O
Let The Gun

Experts Teach You
From Its Pages Every trade has its

tricks, every sport its

"kinks". Expert accuracy with rifle, pistol or shotgun, demands
that you "know how". Mere practice by yourself does not take you

far toward expert efficiency. A little direction, a few suggestions, from
some past-master to put you wise to the tricks and "kinks" of shooting,

works wonders for your marksmanship— such as gives you new success and
greater zest for sport. The secrets of expert shooting are surprisingly little

known. That is why, at great expense,

The Outer's Book Has Cornered the Gun Talent of the World

The world-recognized gunnery experts are contributors to our gun department. We
are careful to have them write along practical lines— rattling good stuff that puts you
next to the "how" of shooting, full of the "kinks" and triclcs by which the experts per-
form their wonders of shooting, all of which you can apply in your own sport at target

or in the woods and fields. Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Topperwein, the world's champion
shots, who write for The Outer's Book exclusively, head this list of firearm experts. The
others are Stewart Edward White, Lieut. Whelan, U.S.A., Charles Newton, Ashley A.
Haines, E. C. Grossman, Pascal DeAngelis, A. Lowdermilk, Horace Kephart, Charles

Askins, L. A. Danse, Maurice H. Decker, Robert A. Kane.

Special "Show You" Offer of Three Months for 25 Cents

Nothing like these articles has ever before appeared. Nowhere, unless through personal
friendship with these experts, can you get such real pointers on marksmanship and on
the merits and faults of various firearms. These articles are different. They are rare.
They a:e not the superficial average write-up at all, but real inside pointers that will
make any man a better shot. To introduce you to The Outer's Book with its unique
Gun Department, its outdoor ginger, its graphic photog-aphs, live outdoor stories
anl i'nt»-estinsr special articles, we will send you three months for 25c — re^ar
year's snbscription $1.50. 9

3
Months

25 Cents

You'd give 25c any time to know why you miss some of the points you do
miss, and how not to miss them. 25c for this special offer, will save you
a dollar's worth of wasted cartridges, and perhaps save you from miss-
ing the chance of a lifetime to get a famous bag. Send 25c today,
with the coupon on the right, for three numbers. If you are not

Please send me,

satisfied, we will return your quarter, with no hard feelings about for 25 cents enclosed

it either. Why not today? ^^ The Outer s Book for
"^^ 3 months.

send

THE OUTER'S BOOK
S-5 Hathaway Building

Milwaukee, Wis.

Name_

AddresG.
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Send TO-DAY For Our FREE BOOKLET

"FORTUNES IN MAGAZINES"
^ It tells of the astounding incomes

and profits of an immense and profit-

able industry—facts that are not gen-

eral knowledge.

^ The magazine publishing business

Is one of the most extensive and lucu-

rative in America.

^ One hundred dollars invested in

Munsey's Magazine in its early days

would be paying from $1,000 to

$1,200 each year in dividends, and

would now be worth approximately

$12,000.

^ Our booklet, "Fortunes in Mag-

azines," cites numerous other in-

stances of how magazines have

earned large amounts of money on

small investments made at the right

time.

^ The Baseball Magazine has a

wider field .than any other one maga-

zine in America.

^ Our magazine is distinct from

all other magazines that have

been launched. It is not neces-

sary to create enthusiasm among

magazine readers. The wide-

spread enthusiasm for baseball

and literature pertaining to it

ALREADY EXISTS.

COME IN WITH US

^ Many of you have done so already

but we desire EVERY reader.

^^ Within 120 days after incorpora-

tion, July 1st, 1908, approximately

80^ of our original stock issue had

been sold.

^ It is the revenue thus derived and

the corporation's profits that has

brought The Baseball Magazine to

its present stage.

^ On August 1st, 11) 10, a new issue

of Participating Preferred stock

was authorized.

^ We have now set out to accomplish

one distinct result— to reach 200,000

monthly circulation. Read the rea-

sons why we should accomplish our

aim.'
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^ 40,000,000 paid admissions during

1909. 41,000 paid to see ONE
game in Pittsburg recently—and base-

ball is "still in its infancy."

CJ If we get 200,000 people to read

the magazine regularly we can pay

60^ to 7bfo dividends. With addi-

tional working capital we can NOW
get 200,000 circulation.

^ If YOU believe we can obtain

200,000 readers from our unlimited

field—only 500 readers in each of

the 400 cities supporting organized

baseball — then mail the attached

coupon. We will prove why we can

pay enormous dividends on our new

Participating S% Preferred stock

issue of August 1, 1910.

^ Almost every individual devoting

his time to baseball is receiving hand-

some returns.

^ With the entire country baseball

crazy for nine months each year, the

founders of The Baseball Magazine

know the profits from THEIR mag-

azines are UNLIMITED.

^ S20 or $200 invested NOW may

be worth $200 or $2000 in eighteen

months.

^ If you believe these statements and

believe in these predictions, send the

attached coupon for further particu-

lars and further evidence of the

likelihood of your investment being

worth ten times its present value in

eighteen months.

^ We have a soecial stock offer open

until Decembers. If you send the

attached coupon this offer will

be thoroughly described, and

the sending of the coupon

may be the beginning, in

your case, of a small in

vestment made NOW
which may be worth

$1,000 in a short

time.

BASEBALL
MAGAZINE
COMPANY

158 Summer Street

BOSTON, MASS.

Send free your Booklet con-

taining history- of Magazine

Fortunes.

Xame

Address

City

THE BASEBALL MAGAZINE COMPANY



Sportsmen And Game Problems

Annual Meeting of Essex County Game and Fish Protective Association

A REPRESENTATIVE and en-

thusiastic number of spor:smen
met at the Town Hall, Leaming-
ton, Ont., at the annual meetmg

of this association on December sixth.

Mr. E. Winter, Leamington, occupied the

chair, and in terse, business-like ana
interesting manner introduced the pro-

gramme of the meeting. He dwelt par-

ticularly on the necessity for the abso-

lute prohibition of the sale of game and
declared if this were not done the game
w^ould disappear. He cited as an illus-

tration the disappearance of the wild

pigeon which had been sold on the New
York market by the car load. Now,
there was a standing offer of $1,000, for

the production of a specimen and no one
had yet beeen able to win the money.
He then called for the election of officers

and the following were selected :—Pres-

ident F. H. Conover, Leamington; Sec-

retary, W. A. Smith, Kingsville; Execu-
tive Committee, the President and Secre-

tary and John T. Miner, Kingsville ; Ira

Pastorius, Harrow ; C. E. Winter, Leam-
ington ; Frank Stotts, Essex and Albert
Girardin, Point Pelee.

The Secretary read letters received
from Messrs Kelly-Evans, A. H. Clarke,

G. M. Parker and F. ]\I. Tobin in regard
to various matters of game protection.

On motion Mr. Milkins—Mr. Conover,
the correspondence was received and fil-

ed.

On motion of Mr. Smith—Mr. Swat-
man, Leamington, the name of the Asso-
ciation w^as changed to "South Essex
Game Protective Association."

The Secretary read the objects and pur-

poses of the Ontario Fish and Game Pro-
tective Association for the information
of the meeting.

The Chairman., after a few flattering

introductory remarks, called upon Air. J.
T. Miner, the well known South Essex
sportsman and big game hunter, to ad-
dress the meeting. Mr. Aliner enlarged
upon the necessity of preserving the

game. It was nonsense to say that game
will exist unless we preserve the stock.

Wolves were the most destructive agents
in regard to red deer. He didn't hunt
with hounds, but would let the man who
does, do so until wolves are destroyed.
It should be compulsory to wear a red

coat and he gave an instance of how easy
it was to get next to moose with such
garments on. He would be ashamed to

shoot a doe. He would allow only bucks
to be killed. As to small game, quail is

the best game we have in Essex, but
we might have more. He told of his ex-

perience in trying to propagate English
pheasants. He imported the original

stock from England and raised and liber-

ated a number. He illustrated how pro-

lific they were. Shooting of them should
be limited to the male bird. It was
suicidal to kill the mother of next year's

brood. He kept forty acres as a harbor
of refuge for game birds where no shoot-

ing was allowed and where he fed and
looked after them in winter. Now he
had at least seventy-five quail and twen-
ty five English pheasants on his preserve.

These would spread all over the country
next year and ensure next year's crop.

Hunting dogs should not be allowed to

hunt in game resorts in the closed sea-

son as they disturbed and destroyed the

game. He also gave a history of his

experience in encouraging the wild geese.

It was no use trying to propagate game
if shot at every day in the week. It was
no use looking for encouragement in

game protection from outsiders.. At
the conclusion of his splendid, practical

address, Mr. Miner was heartily ap-

plauded.

It was moved by Mr. Miner, seconded

by Mr. Mann, Leamington, that the open

season on English and Mongolian pheas-

ants be limited to cock birds and the sea-

son to be the same as on quail. Carried.

It was moved by Mr. Miner, second-

ed by Mr. Mann.that all hunters of big

game should be compelled to wear red

coats. Carried.
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YOV WILL FIND THE "SCHOFIELD

HOLDEN " IS IN FIRST PLACE

WHEREVER MOTOR BOATS ARE
USED IN CANADA.

A reliible engine that may be safely*trusted In

ro'jgli weather as well as calm.

While every boat is not a racer, each type of

3;hofield-Holden motor will out-distancel any

other craft of the same engine equipment. I
_

In every type of Schofield-Holden boat the

weight is so disposed that lit is perfectly stiff

in the water.

A clean, smooth-running engine with the gear

e.icased in an oil-tight houseing. No splashing

or dripping oil.

A patent noiseless underwater exhaust that

belongs eylcJusiOely to Schofield-Holden boats,

Catalog to Your Address.

Head Office

:

14 Court Street TORONTO
Shipyards :

2 Carlaw Avenue
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Mr. Hezekiah .Milkins, Leamington,

was called upon. He said the haunts of

the quail were not what they were twen-

ty years ago. The old rail fences were
gone, and sufficient means must be em-
ployed to meet present conditions. He
would tax the gun and have the Govern-

ment devote the money raised in supply-

ing harbors of refuge such as Mr. Miner
spoke of in various parts of the country.

Game wardens were not paid enough to

allow them to give sufficient time to their

duties. Dogs should no*: be allowed to

roam fields in the close season, and the

owners should look after them. The
duck season should be shortened up.

Each county should be allowed to make
its own game laws. There should be

no night shooting. Ducks on Pelee

Point should be fed if any shooting is

expected. We should limit duck shoot-

ing to certain days in the week.
Moved by Mr. Milkins, seconded by

Mr. Conover. that duck shooting be pro-

hibited in the Southern Counties to Oc-
tober fifteenth. Carried.

Mr. Smith agreed with Mr. Milkins

that duck shooting should be limited to

certain days in the week. He thought

we should go farther and limit all game
shooting to certain days in the week. If

this were done seasons that were now
successive could safelv be concurrent.

For instance, on October fifteenth you
could shoot partridge and pheasants.

which gave one an excuse for shooting

quail. From the fifteenth day of No-
vember to the first of December you
could hunt quail over the same ground
and pick up any pheasants or partridge

that oft'ered a chance. After December
first you could not hunt quail, but you
could hunt rabbits over the same ground
and have the best excuse in the world
for killing quail, pheasants or partridge.

If the shooting were limited to one or

two days a week, which is all the game
crop will stand, there could be an open
season on all this game with a total of

only sixteen shooting days from October
fifteenth to December fifteenth. It

would be better for the game and better

for the hunters.

Dr. Sloane, Leamington, spoke short-

ly on his experience in protecting the

grouse in Dufiferin County. There the
County Council took the matter in hand.

Mr. Conover gave a stirring address.

He said unless something was done to

propagate ducks and prohibit the sale

of ducks, there would be no shooting and
the guns might just as well be laid away.
Market shooting must be prohibited.

There were no market shooters at that

meeting. They take no interest in game
protection. Their only interest was in

game slaughter. He gave an instance of

four brothers at the Eau who fed the

ducks until the opening day, got them
tame, and then with two pump guns
apiece let into them at the first opportu-

nity, and got fift}' at the first discharge.

He was opposed to the automatic f^r

pump gun. The hours for shooting

ducks were bad. They should be from
sunrise to sunset. As to quail there were
only two counties interested. We teed

them and people from the East as idi

as Quebec come here to help wipe them
oft' Our people furnished the shooting.

We must encourage the farmer. There

should be a license on the outside

shooter.

Moved by Mr. Conover, seconded by
Mr. Smith, that the sale of all ducks be

prohibited in the Province of Ontario.

Carried.

There was only one objector to this

resolution. Mr. Girardin said he earned

a little bit of money by selling ducks,

and he thought it was a very mean man
who would take another man's means
of living away from him. As an instance

of his prowess with the gun, notwith-

standing the fact that he has but one

arm. he said that on one occasion eight-

een ducks came into the decoys and onlv

two got away. He thought he should

have got the other two. He favored Oc-

tober fifteenth for the opening of the

season on ducks and there should be no

shooting before eight in the morning. If

shooting on the east bar of Pelee Point

was not stopped there would soon be

nothing to shoot. Carp destrov the nat-

ural food of the ducks. Woodcock shoot-

ing was too late. The proper time was

about August first.

Moved by Mr. Conover, seconded bv

Mr. Cullen.' that duck shooting be pro-
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There are no dark days for those

who use the

No. 3A SPECIAL

KODAK
The high power of its Zeiss-Kodak
Anastigmat lens (f. 6. 3) in connec-
tion with the flexibility of Speed
coHlrol in the compound shutter

make s n a p -

shots possible
on days where
a time exposure
would he neces-s-
ary with an or-
dinary camera.
In every detail
of construction
and finish aper-
f e c t product.
Pictures ^l^x^^
iPost Card •^ize)

Uses Kodak
daylight load-
ing film cart-
ridges.

Price $65

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LTD.
At all dealers. TORONTO, CAN.
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hi'bited from sunset to sunrise. Carried.

Moved by Mr. Milkins, seconded by
Mr. Conover, that there should be an

open season on doves. Carried.

Moved by Mr. Miner, seconded by Mr.
Wilkinson, that no deer without horns
be allowed to be shot. Carried.

Moved by Mr. Milkins, seconded by
Mr. Conover, that our deputy _crame war-
den, Edward Ford, should have appoint-

ment by the year and be paid a substan-

tial increase in salary. Carried.

Dr. Anderson, M.P.P., who was pres-

ent, was the last speaker. He said thai

Ontario was a large place and it was
hard to make a law suitable for all its

parts. He had had hard work getting

the duck season to the fifteenth of Sep-
tember. He favored particular laws for

that locality. The sportsmen should be
unanimous on questions of game pro-

tection, for if they cannot agree among
themselves the legislators certainly can-

not. He would do all he could to carry

out the resolutions of the Association.

He had always attended the meetings
and took a great interest in the matters
discussed. He reminded those present

that they must be reasonable in their re-

quests and not make their work ineffec-

tive by asking too much. At the con-

clusion of his remarks the Doctor was
heartily cheered.

The meeting closed with votes of

thanks to the President, Mr. Conover,
and the Secretary, Mr. Smith, for their

eflforts in making the work of the Asso-

ciation a success and, also, to Mr. Win-
ter, the chairman, for his business-like

conduct of the meeting.

Skunk Wanted
IN ANY QUANTITY

At Best Market Prices.

I pay best in pi-ices for Mink, Coon,
Miiskrat, Weasel, Lynx, Bear, &c.

I pay all express charges, charge no
commission. I hold I'urs separate on
request.
Write for my latest price list.

J. YA F F E ,

72 Colborne Street, Toronto, Ont.

PREfiHIUMS
Consisting of

Tents
Sleeping Bags
Sleeping Robes
Dunnage Bags
Kit Bags
Pack Sacks
Waterproof and
Hunting Coats

Camp Furnishings
Sporting Boots
and Everything
Necessary or
Desirable in a
Sportsman's
Outfit.

These gtjods are manufactured
by the well-known firm of

Woods Limited, Ottawa and
Winnipeg, whose trade mark is

a guarantee of the high quality

of the articles.

For Particulars hovf to earn any of the
above, address

Prcmj m Department

RodandGun
In Canada

WOODSTOCK, ONT.
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Marine Motors and Motor Boats

Are YOU thinking of purchasing a Motor Boat lor next siniinier? We offer you
specinl inducements if you place your order before February 1st, 1911.

Our product is the best the market affords and is guaranteed to giv^e the service.

Our launches are eijuipped with our own make of Motors, built from modern design,
of hiifh-grade material and by skilled workmen—a motor that is economical, eflflcient

and durable.
WHY NOT ORDER NOW ?

GET OUR CATALOGUE AND SPECIAL OFFER.
WRITE TO-DAY.

McKEOUGH & TROTTER, LIMITED
CHATHAM - - ONTARIO

MANUFACTURERS GASOLINE MARINE ENGINES AND LAUNCHES

$3.50 Recipe Cures Weak Kidneys, Free
Relieves Urinary and Kidney Troubles, Backache,

Straining, Swelling, Etc.

Stops Pain in the Bladder, Kidneys and Back.

Wouldn't it be nice within a week or so to begin to say good-bye for
ever to the scalding, dribbling, straining, or too frequent passage of urine

;

the forehead and the back-of-the-head aches ; the stitches and pains in
the back ; the growing muscle weakness ; spots before the eyes ; yellow
skin; sluggish bowels; swollen eyelids or ankles ; leg cramps; unnatural
short breath ; sleeplessness and the despondency ?

I have a recipe for these troubles that you can depend on, and if you
want to make a QUICK RECOVERY, you ought to write and get a copy
of it. Many a doctor would charge you $8.50 just for writing this pre-
scription, but I hav^e it. and will be glad to send it to you entirely free.

Just drop me a line like this : Dr. A. E. Robinson, K 1981 Luck Building,
Detroit, Mich., and I will send it by return mail in a plain envelope. As
you will see w^hen you get it, this recipe contains only pure, harmless
remedies, but it has great healing and pain-conquering power.

It will quickly show its power once you use it, so I think you had
better see what it is withoT^t delay. I will send you a copy free—you
can use it and cure yourself at home.



THE TRAP
Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada is the Official Organ of the
Dominion of Canada Trap-Shootins Association. All communications
should be addressed to W. A. Smith, Elditor "The Trap" KingSTille, Ont.

TOURNAMENT DATES.

Jan. 10, 11, 12, 13, 1911.—Hanulton Gun Club's

'Twenty-first Annual Tournament. Secretary D.

A. Wilson, 33 Grant Avenue, Hamilton, Ont.

PREPARING FOR THE DOMINION SHOOT.

The Belleville! Gun Club has transacted business

with regard to the annual tournament of the Do-
minion of Canada Trap-Shooters Association, which
is to be held a. that place in August next. The
club decided to affiliate with the Dominion associa-

tion, and subscribe $50 towards its funds.

STRAY PELLETS.

The event of the month in the trapshooting

world is the mid-winter tournament at Hamilton.
Everything that hard work and continuous effort

eould do to accomplish success has been done, and
with a fine programme, good attendance and keen
competition success should be the order of all four

days.

WORDS OF WISDOM FROM PAUL NORTH.

The development of target shooting as a sport

has been part of my business life for the past

twenty-five years in connection with the manufac-
ture of targets and the perfection and develop-

ment of various devices for throwing them.

Thousands and thousands of dollars have been
spent during that time by various companies en-

gaged in supplying the material used by trap shoot-

ers, and a very largely increased consumption of

their products has been brought about, but T fully

believe that the time is ripe for a very decided

change and that the sport must be placed upon a

higher plane or it will, instead of showing an in-

crease from year to year, begin to show a decline.

The present growth to a certain extent is a hot-

house or forced growth, and the tendency is to en-

courage and promote tournaments of all kinds, re-

gardless of the fact that in certain sections tour-

naments seem to grow on every Lush and that the

shooters are shooting themselves poor, and begin-

ning to realize that fact, are taking up other*

lines of sport.

There was a time when a good shot could at-

tend a few shoots in his section of the country

and win enough money to pay him fairly for

his time, and also for his ammunition and expen-

ses, but that time is past, as it makes no difference

how good a shot a man may be, he will go DroKe
if he attends enough tournaments as now con-

ducted.

The principle we are now working on is all

wrong, and if we want to make the sport of

target shooting the sport it should be we must
develop along lines looking to the shooting mod-
erately by a large and growing number of sports-

men who shoot for the pleasure and recreation

of it, instead of the present method of forcing

the shooting immoderately by a few who shoot

under the faise impression that they can have the

sport and make others pay for it.

No one plays golf, billiards, or any other game
of skill, or goes hunting or fishing, and expects

to come home with more money in his pocket than

he had when he started out.

Gun clubs organize, get enthusiastic, and have

shoots every week, and sometimes oftener, and run

one or more tournaments a year, and are urged

and encouraged to shoot 100 or 200 targets at

every club shoot, with the inevitable result that

in the course of two or three years all but a few

of the well-to-do members have shot themselves

poor and the club goes to pieces.

Under the present system a very large majority

of tournaments are given for the purpose of get-

ting as much money for program advertisements

as can be obtained and throwing as many targets

per day as possible, so that the club can make
a more or less number of tlollars and with no

thought of good-fellowship, as is the case in other

sports.

A particularly bad feature is the fact that in

many cases two or three, men either call themselves

a gun club or use the name of the club they may
belong to, and give a tournament and pocket all

the profits.

The writer feels certain that if the same amonnt
of money that is now expended in promoting so

large a number of small tournaments was judici-

ously used in forming new gun clubs along coJi-

servative lines and with the idea in view of el-

iminating as far as possible the possibility of

anyone making money out of the shooting game,

a new life would be instilled into the sport that

would benefit not only the manufacturers inter-

ested, but would attract thousands and thousands

of business and professional men who can see

nothing in the sport at the present time.

In order to have some incentive for perfecting

oneself in the art of shooting, the organization

of strong state associations, of gun clubs would

be necessary, and these organizations would giv©

a large tournament each year, with valuable prizes
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TAKE-DOWN REPEATING SHOTGUNS
It is an easy matter to pay a fancy price for a shotgun, but money won't
buy a better shooting or more serviceable all round gun than the reg-
ular $27.00 grade Winchester Repeating Shotgun. These guns shoot
close and hard, work surely and wear well. They are made in 12 and
16 gauges and can be furnished with extra interchangeable barrels of

different styles of bore at a small cost. Ask your dealer about them.
yVinchfsler Guns and Winchester Aynmunition are Sold Evei-ywhere.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO. - NEW HAVEN, CONN.

TRAP SHOOTERS
l-OOK HERE!

THE FAMOUS

Canadian Black Bird

PERFECT TRAPPER.
PERFECT BREAKER.

PERFECT FLYER.
GOOD PICK UP.

Packed by an expert. Positively best bird made
Price |2.75 per barrel

;
$5 00 per thousand, shipped

f.o.b. Hamilton.

Manufactured by

NELSOM LONG,
66 Burlington St. West - - H2uni!ton, Ont.

ALSO BOWRON 3 ANGLE TRAPS.

Lyman Elevating Leaf Sight
(Patented).

No. 46. Price $2.50.
This construction allows the use of the

Lyman Leaf Sight complete (either Leaf
or Bar), and at such elevation as suits
best.
The small Stop Screw adiusts for Point

Blank.
Further elevation is obtained by raising

the Slide, pushing forward the Knurled
Headed Screw, and, by tightening, it is

held in position desired.
The entire Sight folds down flat on the

Rifle.

(This Sight is not at present adapted to
.22 Caliber Rifles).

Send for 1910 Catalogue.

The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation

Middlefield, Connecticut, U.S.A.
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or trophies, to be contested for Vjy members of

gun clubs that are members of the association.

Local leagues could also be formed that would
hold a limited number of shoots each year, having

as the main feature team contests for a club

trophy and caring less about the number of tar-

gets that can ibe thrown at any particulir shoot

than about giving those present an enjoyable day

at the traps.

As an instance of what can be done to get a

day's sport out of trap shooting, there is noth-

ing more convincing than the team shoot he'd

between the Audubon Club of Buffalo and the

Cleveland Club of Cleveland, O. Thirty-five mem-
bers of the Cleveland Club went to Buffalo to

ehoot a return match at 100 targets per man,
with optional sweepstakes on each 20 targets.

The Audubon club in eveiy way possible made
the day a pleasant one for every member of the

Cleveland Club, and, after one of the most enjoy-

able days in friendly contest at the traps, gave
them an elegant banquet and sent them home a

happy but badly beaten lot of shooters.

Evon now the Cleveland club is preparing for

another match that will not take place until next

May, and is getting in shape to redeem irs kist

laurels.

An ordinary tournament given by the Audubon
club would not have attracted over one or two
memljers of the Cleveland club, and every member
of both clubs had a far better time and enjoyed
the shooting more than at any tournament they
«ver attended.

Work along these lines will bring results, and if

the proper encouragement is given the Interstate

Association to change its present policy, there is

no question but what it will do somothine dur-

ing the season of 1911 that will bo different from
its past policy.

The writer hopes this letter will open a wide
discussion on the subject, with the idea that good
will come trom same.

Paid North.

TOURNAMENT AT CLINTON, ONT.

The twentieth annual tournament of the Clin-

ton Gun Club opened on December eighth under
unfavorable weather conditions for trap shooting
with the thermometer not far from the zero mark
and a gale of wind, which was the cause of the

sliooting not being up to the usual mark of the

participants, among whom were the cream of

Canada at live bird shooting.

High average was won by H. D. Bates, Eidg«-
towD ; second. Phil. Wakefield, Toronto ; third, J.

T. Hovey, Clinton, and F. Kerr, Crediton. The
scores were as follows:—

rirst event, fifteen live birds—H. Marlott 8, J.

II. Hill 9, H. C. Thompson 6, Geo. Bobbins 9, T.

Stephenson 4. F. Kerr 12, J. T. McDuff 9, A. T.

McRitehie 10, G. ->I. Dunk 13, P. Wakefield 13,

A. M. Crawford 9, H. D. Bates 13, C. Thompson
7; J. T. Hovey 11; J. Tribner 10; D. Hartbib 7,

Geo. Eobbins, Jun., 4, S. A. Eoch 5.

Second event, ten live birds—^"Marlott 5, Hill 10,

Chapman, 9, Bobbins sen., 9, Stepnensou o, Kerr

!), McKitchie •), .McDLitr S», Koch 7, Dunk S, Wake-
field 8, Crawford 7, Bates 9, Thomson, 9, Hovey 8,

Tribner 7, Hartbib 8, Mitchell 7, Eobins, jun., 5,

Gould 4.

Miss-and-out event, divided on seventh bird by
Bates, Hartbib, Wakefield and Hill.

On the second day more favorable weather
conditions prevailed but it was still so cold that

none but the enthusiasts would face it. The
shoot was a success in every way and the visit-

ors were warm in their praise of the club and
management.

The shooting the second day was at targets.

The principal event was the club 's third annual
long-distance championship, which was won by the

veteran and winner of many hard-fought battles

at the traps, H. D. Bates, of Eidgetown, with the

good score of 44 out of a possible 50. He also

won high average. The scores are as follows:—
Events: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10

Xo. targets: 20 20 20 2.5 15 25 15 20 20 20
"E. G. White 13 16 19 19 17 12 19 12 17 15

*G. M. Dunk 18 16 15 15 12 12 13 8 14 15

"C. Thompson ..15 13 16 16 20 8 17 11 14 15

P. Wakefield 14 16 20 20 20 10 14 10 15 17

H. D. Bates 19 16 18 17 22 14 22 14 18 15

F. Kerr 16 18 11 16 20 12 18 13 16 17

J. E. Hovey ... .18 15 15 17 19 11 20 11 14 13

R. Graham 13 13 17 16 18 11 11 10 13 13

G. M. Mitchell.. .15 12 17 13 17 12 8 11 16 17

J. E. Canitelon. . .14 15 12 16 20 11 17 10 15 16

H. C. Chapman.. 15 16 14 13 19 11 17 10 14 16

G. Eobbms, sr...l2 14 14 16 16 11 18 11 20 15

,T. Tribner 16 16 16 16 20 10 10 10 14 15

D. Hartbib 15 13 16 13 15 10 15 12 16 17

G. Bobbins, jr. ..14 15 15 11 17 9 15 10 14 13

*Professional.

Events 5 and 7 constitute long-distance cham-
pionship. Events 6 and 8 were novelty matches.

Events 1, 2, 3, 4, 9 and 10 counted for average

prizes.

H. D. Bates, Eidgetown, won high average at

live birds. He also won high average at Tar-

gets and the Ontario long distance Handicap from
22 yards. He used U. M. C. steel lined shells

throughout.

Eighteen out of twentty shooters used U. M. C,

shells.

'
' Shorty '

' Cantelon can run a live bird shoot

with anyone.

Twenty competitors at live birds is considered

a good turnout.

Some of the boys came a long way to attend

this, one of the most popular shoots in Ontario.

Shorty was here, there, and everywhere, and look-

ed after the wants of all present to the King's

taste.
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"DOMINION"
QUALITY

(Items from the West)

DOMINION.

303 Lee Enfield.

Alex. Martin, Calgary, using Dominion, beat all previous records

on the Provincial range by two points with 303 Lee Enfield.

DOMINION
Regal Ballistite.

A. Blair won the season's High Average of the Vancouver Club

with Dominion Regal Ballistite.

Season's High Average at Nanaimo and Ladysmith, both won

with Dominion Regal Ballistite.

Dominion Cartridge Co., Ltd.

Ammunition Manufacturers

MONTREAL CANADA

Highest grade rifle, shot gun and revolver cartridges.
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TOURNAMENT AT HESPELER.

The annual pigeon shoot of the Hespeler Gun
Club was held on December first nd second. Some
of the best shots in Canada were shooting but for

some reason or other they did not show up as

champion shots. Mr. George Sachs, of Hespeler,

was high man. He shot 24 birds out of 26.

Six. Bird Event.

1016) with Mr. Albert Foster, Jr. as manager.
Mr. Foster was formerly with the Winchester Re-
peating Arms Co. and is well versed in matters per-

taining to firearms, ancient and modern and a half
hour ch-t with him will be well spent by any
"crank". Colt's New York Office will have a full

line of the Colt products, and the facilities of the
new office will be at the disposal of trade repre-

sentatives and sportsmen.

The following are the scores:

J. Thomas, Brant ford 4 5 5

O. N. Mitchell, Brantford 6 4 5

H. C. Marlatt, Woodstock n 5 1

Geo. Robbins, Dunnville 4 .3 5

H. H. Tremaine, Brantford 3 5 3

J. Wayper, Hespeler 4 4 3

Chas. Sachs, Elora 5 4 4

H . G. Laetis, Hespeler 1 2 1

G'eo. Sachs, Hespeler 5 6 5

Dr. A. B. Cutcliffe, Brantford 5 4 5

E. F. Seagram, Waterloo 5 4 6

A. Hergott, Waterloo 4 6 2

W. G. iviitchell, Guelph 3 4

Miss and Out Event.

A. Hergott, Waterloo—1, 0.

H. C. Marlatt, Woodstock—0.

Geo. RobDins, Dunnville—2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 0.

Ed. Seagram, Waterloo—2, 0.

J. Wayper, Hespeler—2, 0.

J. Thomas, Brantford—2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 0.

Geo. Sachs, Hespeler—1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1,.

Chas. Sachs, Elora—2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 2.

In this event Sachs brothers were a tie and di-

vided the money.

On the second day good sport was provided.

Mr. George Sachs was again high man. He got
19 birds out of 26. This is a good record. Harry
Smith, clerk at the Queen's, an outsider, was in

three events for prize money.

Hespeler Gun Club were pleased to have such
notable gun shots as H. C. Marlatt, of Woodstock
and G. Robbins, of Dunnville, at their tournament.

Morning Event—6 Bird Sweep.

H. C. Marlatt, Woodstock 5

G. Robbins, Dunnville 5

Geo. Sachs, Hespeler 2

Afternoon Event—Six Bird Shoot.

H. C. Marlatt 5 5 2 4

G. Robbins 5

Geo. Sachs 4 5 6 4

Chas. Sachs, Elora 3

Harrv Smith, Hespeler 3 3 2 5

Hy. Sachs, Hespeler 2 2 2

C. Baumgartner, Hespeler 2

OPEN THE SEASON AT HAMILTON.

Sportsmen visiting Xew York City should call at

No. 299 Broadway where the Colt's Patent Fire
Arms Mfg. Co. have established an office (Room

The season was opened at tlie Hamilton Gun
Club on December tenth with the annual Presi-

dent and Vice-President shoot. No records
were broken, as the members were a Jitue out
of practice, and also the fact that a duck supper
was at stake made them a little nervous. Presi-

dent Hunter picked a team of winners that just

nosed out Vice-President Watson 's team by
four birds. It was the closest twenty-five bird
race that has been shot on the grounds in a long
time, the total being 168 to 164. Court Thomson
helped the winners some in this event, getting
24 out 01 25, while his total for the day was
60 out of 65. T. W. Barnes was next in line,

with 53 out of 61, while E. Sturt got 47, out of

55. The members adjourned afterwards to

Dynes', where the losers put up the duck supper,
and a very enjoyable evening was spent. Pres-
ident Hunter was in the chair, and an impromptu
toast list was run off, as follows: The King,
James Crooks; President, J. Hunter; Vice-Presid-

ent, F. Watson; Canada, D. M. Scott; Host, H.
Dynes; \^isitors, D. Konkle: The Ladies, Capt.
Spencer. H. Marshall rendered a couple' of
eongs most effectively, and E. Sturt and T. W.
Barnes delivered a couple of speeches. Court
Thomson, on account of being high man of the

day, was presented with a magnificent "dia-
mond. '

' The total scores made during the after-

noon were:

S. A. H.

Court Thomson 65 60

James Crooks 55 33

E. Sturt 55 47
F. W. Watson 45 33

A. D. Bates 45 34

D. Reid 50 36

D. M. Scott 35 25

F. Oliver 35 23

H. Marsh 45 30

Nelson Long 55 44

T. W. Barnes 61 53

M. Raspberrv 50 39

W. J. Wark ' 35 25

W. Dillon 45 27

S. Spratt 45 26

D. Konkle 45 28

N. S. Armstrong 35 22

Dr. Wilson 46 35

J. G. Cline 35 27

J. Hunter 40 30

A. Jarvis 20 14
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TRADE MARK

Count the pins-one,two -and tell ^
! at a glance the lightninglocklTHACA^

\ Cut shows Improved Mode No. 4, |100 list gun. H Insist upon getting our Improved Model—
you can tell it by counting pins in frame—there are but two. U This is outside evidence of
simplicity. 1J Every pin or screw put in a gun frame is to keep one or more parts in place

—

t he fewer pins the fewer parts and the less liable to get out of order. H Try a 20,bore—^you'll

like.it—51/ lbs. up. II Cats log in colors FREE—18 grades—117.75 up.

ITHACA GUN COMPANY, BOX 13, ITHACA, N. Y.

'n^

$25.00
Hard Wood, Mission Finish

GUN CABINET
Height, 70 inches. Depth, 12 inches. Width, 28 inches.

If interested, write for special Gun Cabinet Catalog.

Send us your address for our illustrated Gun Catalog.

THE M. M. KIFFE COMPANY, 5,\'^~?SiS

C.Q.D I IN EMERGENCIES
! RELY UPON

LUOER AUTOMATIC

PISTOLS.

Genuine Mauser Rifles

and

Haenel Mannlicher Rifles
Ask Your Dealer or Write.

H. TAUSCHER CO.. 320 Broadway. New York

Can You Shave?
Rub a little "3 in One"

on your razor strop till

leather becomes soft and
pliable ; draw razor blade

I

between thumb and finger

1^ moistened with "3 in One";
' £ then strop. The razor cuts

<» 5 times as easy and clean;
holds the edge longer. "A

V Razor Saver for Every
fcC^-^ Shaver" which gives the

scientific reasons, and ai
generous trial bottle scnt\

free. Write to-day.

3 in One Oil Co.
New York
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Keniington Pump Guns and U. M. C. Steel linoil

shells were much in evidence.

Host Dynes was there with the ducks.

The Hamilton Gun Club will hold weekly live

bird and target practices until after the tourna-

ment.

GOOD SHOOTING AT OTTAWA.

The weokjy shoot of the St. Hubert Gun Club
on November nineteenth was notable for the

number of persons who while not members, are in-

terested in the sport, and attended with a view
to joining the club and gcing in for the clay-

bird game. The club is anxious to include in

its membership roll everyone who is interested

in shot gun shooting and therefore extends a cor-

dial welcome to anyone who visits the traps. A
visitor seldom gets away without "trying a crack

at the birds," because while he may be without
a gun he finds every weapon at the

elub house offered to him for trial. And it is

eeldom indeed that anyone tries the game that

does not at once become fascinated by it.

Mr. Sangster was high gun, winning the gold
pin.

The scores were:

—

25 25 Br.

S. E. Sangster 22 21 43
W. Little 19 22 41
E. A. Sibbitt 19 -21 40
J. B. Harkin 20 17 37
V. V. Eogers 19 16 35
Williams 19 13 32

Johns 16 14 30
W. Forbes 13 16 29
Wright 12 16 28

E. Tooley 5 11 16

Extra Event.

S. E. Sangster, 22; R. A. Sibbitt, 19; V. V.

Rogers, 16 J. B. Harkin, 16; W. Forbes, 16.

There was a good attendance at the spoon

•hoot on November twenty-sixth. The shoot was
marked by a very unusual incident, the winner of

the class "B" spoon and the runner-up in the

same class making higher scores than the winner
in class "A." This is an evidence of the way the

younger shots in the club are rapidly coming to

the front through practice and the coaching of

the older members.

The scores were:

Spoon shoot Two events, 25 birds each

:

Bradley 22 21—4."?

Beattie 23 19—42
Sangster 21 20—41

Throop 16 20—36
Secretary 13 23—36
White G 18 18—36
Sibbitt 17 19—36
Forbes 19 17—36
Little 18 16—34
Rogers 19 14—33

Booth 15 18—33
^' right iry 16—31
Cameron, J n n—22

Winners—Sangster, class "A"; Bradley, class
B. " Practice events— 2.") birds each:

Sibbitt IS
Sangster 21—24
Secretary 21—18
Beattie 20
Bradley 16

Following are the scores made on December
third:

E.G.White 21 20 25
Sangster 22 18 24
Bradley 21 24 IS
Throop 21 21 21
Johnson 17 19
Secretary 17 22 IS
G. White 13 14
Sibbitt 16 20 16
Beattie 24 22 22
Little 19 21
Forbes 13 20 16

Several beginners also took part in the shoot.

The following are the results on December
tenth, three events being contested, twenty-five

birds each

:

Sangster 22 21 21—n4
Beattie 22 21 22—65
Harkin 22 21 20—63
Bradley 19 19 23—61
Corby 22 20 15—57

THE COBOURG GUN CLUB.

The first meeting of the Cobourg Gun Club was
well attended. The following officers were elect-

ed:—
Hon. President—H. B. Cruso.

President—J. G. Jackson.
Vice-President—George Armour.
Secretary-treasurer—Ernest Throop.
Executive Committee—W. L. Allen, Ernest Vi-

vian and T. York.

At the Seventeenth Grand Annual Individual

Rifle Championship Match of the famous Zettler

Rifle Club, held at T^nion Hill, N.J., on November
eight—Stevens Rifles and Stevens Telescopes won
the first, swond and fourth prizes. The distance

was two hundred yards and the first, second and

fourth number of points scored were 2278, 2239 and
2203 respectively. The winner of the first prize

was A. Huoalek, of the second prize, F. C. Ross

and of the fourth prize, L. C. Buss. The results

of this important Annual Individual Rifle Cham-
pionship Match show how well Stevens Rifles and

Stevens Telescopes assist in making top-notch

score.3.
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yi£€ll^ii/Z Repeating Shotgun
Made famous by Its dependability. TTie solid top and side ejection keep gases and powder away from

your eyes; help quick, effective repeat shots. Rain, sleet, snow and foreign matter can't get into the action.

The mechanism is strong, simple, wear- resisting. The double extractors pull any shell instantly; two sf>ecial safety

devices prevent accidental discharge while action is unlocked, and an automatic recoil block makes hangfires harmless.

All Marlins are strongly made, finely balanced, accurate, hard hitting guns, and are the quickest and easiest to take down
and clean. Illustration shows Model 24 grade "A" 12 gauge; it has all the features that make for a perfect gun

Send three stamps postage today for our 136

page catalog, describing the full ^lae/ai line.

7A^7fZaz/i/i/ireamis Co,
67 Waiow Street, - NEW HAVEN. CONN.

-^ataiJ^n^JiK. -

MALCOLM RIFLE TELESCOPE SIGHT is specially adopted tx) Big Game Shooting
and Long Range in open country. For further information, address

—

R. F. EMMONS, 5 Sherwood Street, AUBURN, N. Y.

The Sure Death Trap
This trap catches animals by the neck instead

of the feet, killing: them instantly without injury
to the pelt. A humane feature that is certainly
commendable, besides it saves every fur to the
trapper. It is ma le in three sizes and has the best
trigger action ever put on a trap. This trap has
made a great record for itself the past season. One
Trapper caught i8 Mink and lo Muskrals with three
traps. Send dime for our new 84 oage illustrated
Trappers' Guide. It explains everything.

DAViNPORT TRAP CO , BOX C, DAVENPORT, IOWA

The time to hunt is at either end of day.
The kind of sight to use is the one you
can see. Daniel's Patent Concentric sight
is the best in the world for those dark
places. You can prove it. Price only |2.00.

Address C. DANIEL,, Box B 3 Melbourne, Wash.

When writing Advertisers kindly mention Eod and Gun in Canada.
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TORONTO DOINGS.

Stanley Club.

The shoot on November 19th was well attended
and quite a few visitors also enjoyed the sport.

Below are the scores:—
Shot at. Broke

Joselin 125 106
McDonnell 110 43
Ely 105 94
White 100 84
Hooey 95 71
Hulme 85 64
Brown 85 53
McKenzie 85 28
Edkins 75 57
G. Scheibe 75 52
1>- Van Duzer 70 55
Dr. Ten Eyck 60 52
Halford 60 46
Dr. Kemp 50 25
Sparrow 35 25
Fritz 25 23

Scores on November twenty-sixth:—

Shot at. Broke
Joselin 125 93
Dunk 110 86
Maedonald 105 46
Ely 100 85
G. Scheibe 90 63

C. D. Ten Eyck 80 68
Dr. Van Duzer 75 53
Hulme 60 56
C. Ten Eyck 55 51
T. Sawden 50 37
Gray 50 23
iioss 50 38
Holmes 50 30
Mackenzie 50 26
Brown 50 21
Shaw 40 30
E<lkins 40 26
Fritz 35 29

That trap-shooting is steadily gaining in popu-
larity was evidenced by the large and enthusiastic

number of shooters who took part in the club's

regular weekly handicap on December third. The
new members are increasing their scores, and se-

veral promise to develop into top-notchers before
long. Hulme was high gun, with 95 per cent, to

his credit. Visitors will be welcomed at any time,

and all who are interested should come down to try

their skill. Targets are only one cent each, and
shells can be purcha d on the grounds. The fol-

lowing scores were made:

—

Shot at. Broke

Hooey 100 65
Macdonell 100 52
G. Scheibe 90 66
Brown 90 55
Springer 75 64
Brunswick 75 54
Hogarth 65 48
Bulme 60 57

Albert 60 41
Massingham 60 38
Mackenzie 55 31
Sawden 50 36
Holmes 50 35
Dr. Van JJuzer 50 31
Buchanan 50 30
Halford 40 31
Sparrow 30 23
Fritz 25 22
Edkins 25 12
Dunlop 25 7

On December tenth, the scores were very good
considering the severe snowstorm. A. Hulme, Dr.
Van Duzer and T. Sawden made straight?

scores. Supper was served at conclusion
of shoot. The president, W. Ely, presented*

the prizes in a very able manner, also some
very good speeches were delivered by R. Fleming,
known as "the father of the club," and by P.
Wakefield, E. Hirons, G. M. Dunk (how much is

there in it?), A. E. Edkins, Mr. Mackenzie, J.

Douglas and others. The evening was brought to

a close at 9 'clock, and everybody returned home
satisfied with the day's outing. Scores:

A. Hulme 10 J. Massingham 8

Dr. Van Duzer .... 10 E. Springer 8

T. Sawden 10 W. Ely 7

F. Hogarth 9 P. Wakefield 7

Mr. Mackenzie 9 J. Douglas 7

E. Fleming
G. Dunk . .

W. Joselin

A. Edkins

J. Pearsall 7

G. Schiebe 6

Mr. Farmer 6

W. Maedonald 6

The Annual Meeting,

The annual meeting of the Ciub was held on
Thursday, December 1st, and was attended by a

large number of the members, who displayed keen
interest in the programme mapped out for the com-
ing season, which will take the form of Weekly
Handicap Shoots for Class A and B men. The
Club's finances are in good shape and a lol of new
members have joined during the past few weeks,

some of which give promise of developing i"to top-

notchers before long. Considerable competition

was manifested for the different offices, the

elections for which resulted as follows: Hon.-Pre-

eident, J. C. Forman ; President, V\'. T. Ely; Vice-

President, Dr. Ten Eyck; Sec 'y-Treasurer, F. W.
Martin, 356 Wilton Ave.; Field Captain, W. .Fose-

lin; Executive Committee: A. E. Edkins, P. Wake-
field, H. Albert, J. Massingham, T. Sawden; Score

-.eporter, Geo. T. Scheibe.

Balmy Beach Club.

The first shoot of the Balmy Beach Gun Club

was held on their grounds on Dece. ber third, and

the following scores were made. These shoots will

be held every Saturday and visitors are always

welcome. W. Cutler won the silver spoon. Scores:
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UMC
Steel
iLined

'SHOT
SHELLS

You can always depend
upon the shooting efficiency
of UMC Arrow and Nitro Club
Steel Lined Shells—the shells

that have w^on every Interstate Handi-
cap for the last two years.

They embody the latest and greatest improvement in

shot shell construction, a steel lining that protects the powder from

moisture—thereby insuring uniform loads under the most severe weather

conditions—and adds to the strength of the shell. UMC Arrow and Nitro

Club shells are the only American shells made with this steel lining.

Remington and UMC—the perfect shooting combination

The Remington Arms Co. Depl., l-U ilion, N. Y.

The Union Metallic Cartridge Co., Dept. l-U Bridgeport, Conn.
Agency, 299 Broadway, Depl, (.(J New York City

Seune Ownership Same Standard of Quality Same Management

"1910 Game
Laws" mailed
free tr> sports-
vien.

Empire (bulk)

— and —

Ballistite (dense)

Leaden in the Best Clau of Smokeleu Powdeti

BALLISTITE— sold only in Dominion
Cartridge Co's loaded shells (Imperial
and Regal.)

EMPIRE—sold in bulk. If your dealers
do not keep it, write us direct.

Both the above vv^ell Known brands man-
ufactured by the Nobel's Explosive
Co., "Glasgow," Scotland, have been
in the lead at numerous toumamenta
held throughout Canada ;

give them
a trial and be convinced.

Agents in Canada :

Hamilton Powder Co.,
Montreal, P. Q. Tarento, Ont.

Victoria, B.C.

Winnipeg, Maa.

Denatured Alcohol in

Solid Form
A well known Wheeling, W. Va., chemist

has succeeded in producing chunks of de-

natured alcohol in crystal form by means
of a small infusion of certain acids whereby
crystals of an alkaloidal nature very closely

resembling physioloscicallv the effects of

ethyl alcohol distilled from saw dust. The
metho"^. employed and the reoults obtained are

somewhat similar to the crystalizing of rock
candy or that of Sacharine, containing as it

does 350 times the sweetening strength over

that of cane sugar, so this alkaloidal crysta-

lized alcohol contains many times the

strength over the ordinary denatured fluid

alcohol, they will yield 194 proof liquified

denatured alcohol with a greater heating

and cooking power for stoves than gasoline

and it is absolutely non-explosive. A
sample can containing 33 solid cubes with a

stove and the formula sent to you postpaid

for $2.00.

Address :

THE WOOD WASTE DISTILLERIES CO.,

Inc.,

Wheeling, W. Va , U.S.A.
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Shot at.

J. F. Ross 25

J. A. Shaw 35

P. J. Boothe 35

G. I. Hambly 40

H. J. Trimble 55

C. Davis 55

T. F. Hodgson 55

A. E. Craig 45

G. H. Smith 55

S. Pcavsall 55

W. McDuff 100

H. Philpott 25

W. Cutler 35

B. Cleveland 25

J. Wallace 25

Alex. Bond 25

At the regular weekly shoot on December
the following scores were made, P. J. Booth
ning the silver spoon:

•Shot at.

A. E. Craig 35

J. G. Shaw 25

J. F. Eoss 25

W. Cutler 35

W. McDuff 70

P. J. Boothe 45

G. I. Hamblv 35

T. D. McGaw 35

O. E. McGaw 35

C. D. Ten Eyck 45

J. E. Robertson 20

L. J. McGrorv 20

J. S. Wallace * 35

J, F. Hodgson 35

J. E. Murphy 10

F. N. Bernard 45

Broke
16

28
27
28
28
28
33

35
39
39
72

12

29
10

12

16

tenth

e win-

Broke
27

18
19
20
55
37
24
25
29
33

8

9

18

26
8

26

ORGANIZATION WANTED AT KINGSTON.

The "Kingston Standard" of a recent date

sajfl:

Several sportsmen of the city are advocating

the formation of a trap-shooting club. They
point out that many places in this vicinity have
such an organization, while Kingston has not at

present anything in this department of shooting.

Trap-shooting, they point out, is the nearest ap-

proach to hunting possible without actually pursu-

ing the game. There are a number of residents

who, being ardent hunters, and not having the

time to spare for a hunting trip would like to or-

ganize a trap-shooting club. Anyone taking an
interest in the proposed gun club should discuss

it with E. F. Fuller, 194 Wellington street, for

further particulars.

THE SPORT AT GUELPH.

A number of local trap shooters of Guelph drove
out to Little Germany on November twenty-fourth
and took part in a handicap live pigeon shoot.

Dr. Roberts, of Guelph, was high man of the day.

A pleasant time was spent by the local sports.

T. E. C. writes from Ottawa : •'Please put a

little notice in Rod and Gun to the tfTect that my
spare hounds are all sold. I am still in daily re

ceipt of letters in answer to nijr advertisement

Rod an<i (inn crrtainly reaches the hunters."

Mr. Wm. Wilson of Guelph, entertained a few
of his trap shooting friends to a live bird shoot on
November twenty-second and although the birds
were fresh from the country, some very good
shooting was done, as the following score will show:

Birds Score
W. S. Mitchell 12 11
L. Singular 12 9
V. Tilk 12 6
Wm. Wilson 12 8

W. Singular 12 6

CALGARY GUN CLUB MEETING.

The annual meeting of the Calgary Gun Club,

Limited, was held on November sixteenth in the

offices of the Royal Insurance Company. The
President, Dr. J. N. Gunn, presided, and ther«

was a very fair attendance of the members.
The most important business on hand was the

election of officers for the ensuing year, which
resulted as follows:

Hon. president—A. E. Cross.

President—H. C. Andrew.
First ^ ice-president—R. G. Robinson.

Second vice-President—J. Steward
Secretary—John B. Jardine.

Treasurer—.Toe Garden.
Executive committee—W. B. McLaren, A. G.

Plunkett, Ed Grice, Alex Martin, A. Huddell, W.
C. Nancarrow. A. K. Morrison.

Field captain—W. B. McLaren.
The Gun Club is in a very flourishing condition,

and 1910 proved to be the banner year since its

incorporation. There was a very large increas«

in membership, but the members are very hopeful

that 1911 will prove to be even better than 1910.

The excellent financial condition of the club was
entirely due to the ver>' able manner in which

the club was maneged the past year by the three

retiring officers—President Dr. .T. N. Gunn, Se-

cretary, H. C. Andrew and Treasurer A. Huddell.

The questions of costs of birds, weekly spoon

shoots and tournaments for 1911 were left to a

later meeting of the execative committee.

A circular letter has been issued from the Scho-

field-Holden Machine Company, announcing the

early appearance of a catalogue of motor boat

designs for 1911. The announcement makes par-

ticular mention of the success, during the past two

seasons, of the Schofield-Holden patent under-

water exhaust and noiseless expansion chamber.

In November, Mr. J. F. Taylor, a competent au-

thority on motor boats and gasoline engines, was
appointed ..usiness manager of the Schofield-Hol-

den Company.
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Have Vou a
Gun Club In Your Tow/n

—
^ n

If not, let us help you organize one so
that you may enjoy trap shooting.

It's a sport that has quality that must
be experienced to be appreciated.

It's a sport that appeals to a manly man.

The experience and assistance of our representatives is at your

command. A postal from you will have our best attention.

E. I. du Pont de Nemours Powder Company
Established 1802 Wilmington, Delaware

TKe "Old Reliable" Parker Gun wins for the EIGHTH time

The Grand American Handicap
SCORE OF 100 STRAIGHT FROM 19 YARDS. At Chicago, 111., June 23, 1910.

Mr. Riley Thompson, of Gainsville, Mo., made this record, which has never before

been equalled in this classic event.

The PARKER GUN in the hands of Mr. Guy V. Deering, also won the Amateur

Championship at Chicago, June 24,—scoring 189 X 200, shooting at 160 singles and 20

doubles.

The Prize Winners and Champions shoot The PARKER GUN !

\VTiy Don't YOU ?

N.Y. s«ie>r>o—. 32 w«rr«n St. PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn.



Questions concerning diet are among those of

vital interest and it is not always easy to decide

on the food value of any given article of diet.

It has often been found satisfactory to make

tests and experiments on animals and very valu-

able information has frequency been obtained in

this manner. In order to test the food value of

Bovril, the well known preparation of beef.

Prof. W. H. Thompson made a series of experi-

ments during the past year at the School of Phy-

siology, Trinity College, Dublin, and the following

is the report of those experiments communicated

Jo the British Association, Sheffield. This has

created considerable interest amongst the Medi-

cal Profession. "In order to secure a decisive

test, dogs were first brought to a constant weight

on dried dog biscuit mixed with known quanti-

ties of water. Bovril—from 2V2 to TVo grammes

—was then added to the food, with the result

that the weight of the animals went up as much
as 50 to 100 grammes, or, in round numbers, ten

to twenty times the weight of the Bovril given.

Afterwards Bovril was discontinued, and the ani-

mals feli back to the original weight. Compared

with the effect of hard-boiled -white of egg, it was

found that eigbt to ten times as much weight ot

the latter had to be given to obtain the same in-

crease in weight. In several of the experiments

there was retention of reserve nitrogen, and in all

an increased utilization of other foods. It was

therefore concluded that Bovril had both a direct

and an indirect nutritive value, the latter by caus-

ing a more complete digestion and absorption of

the other food given. '

'

Hundreds of our readers have taken up the study

of Taxidermy, and many of them write us that

they consider a knowledge of this great art an

actual necessity for the modern sportsman. We
believe that any hunter or trapper will keep up

interest in outdoor life by learning to mount the

fine specimens of birds and animals which he se-

cures. It is really not difficult to learn Taxider-

my if one makes up his mind to do so. A little

careful study and practice under the proper in-

struction for a few weeks will enable the hunter

to mount and preserve his trophies in a very suc-

cessful manner. In addition to the great inter-

est that one takes in this work there is a splendid

profit to be reaped by selling some of his mounted
specimens, or doing mounting for others. It is

a great pleasure to us to recommend our readers

to the Northwestern School of Taxidermy, Omaha.
Nebr. This institution has taught Taxidermy for

ten years with wonderful success. If you have
not already received their prospectus, we advise

you to write to-day and secure from them their

liberal proposition.

The Standard Arms Company, of Wilmington,
Delaware, writes: We regret to say that untrue
statements have appeared in some of the dailies

and one of the trade papers concerning the action
of this Company in reducing its manufacturing
force. We had supposed that any reputable pub-
lication would take the pains to verify a report
of this kind, especially one that appears in the
daily press, which as you know is more sensational

than accurate, it is an easy matter to communi-
cate with us, and learn the actual facts, which are

as follows:—The Standard Arms Company had
been running a day and night force for about a
year, endeavoring to get on the market in time for

the 1911 season, with both the automatic and
hand operated rifles. We maintained this manu-
facturing speed until about the first of November,
when, as you know, the big game shooting season

is over as far as the dealer and jobber is con-

cerned. \v'e therefore reduced our force, as do

other firearms manufacturers, with a view of run-

ning light until we felt it was time to begin more
energetic operation. We are now working on 1911

product, as well as the additions to our line, which

consists of four models of Standard Art Engraved
rifles, making a total of ten rifles listing from $30

to $2uv).

FAST CANADIAN BOAT.

The accompanying illustration shows "Zip," a

remarkable speed boat which has just be-n de-

"zIP" THE PAST CANADIAN BOAT.

livered by the J. H. Ross Boat & Canoe Co., of

Orillia, Ontario to Mr. W. O. Cudworth, one of

the officials of the Canadian Pacific Railway.

The boat at once assumed supremacy among
the Lake Couchiching fleet. It is 24 feet over

all, with a 4 foot beam, and develops a speed of

18 miles with a 3 cyl. 12 h. p. Ferro Engine.
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Hunters of Big Game
throughout the British Empire are buying "Ross"

Sporting Rifles because of their accuracy, power

and " handmess."

Even a $25.00 "Ross'' Sporting Model can

be matched for accuracy against any imported

arm—no matter how costly, while there is no

action more reliable nor quicker.

Dealers throughout the British Empire sell

" Ross " Rifles.

$25.00 and upwards.
Illustrated Catalogue sent free on request.

THE ROSS RIFLE COMPANY - - Quebec, P. Q.
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HONEST INJUN
:^?^i

MADE IN CANADA
You will agi'ee that the best motors are none too gooil tor your l)oat, for the

success of any boat is lar<;ely dependent on the motor

—

HONEST INJUNS have proved

their power an 1 etl'icieucy.

Tlie HONEST INJUNS was among the first to be built in Canada in 1004 of tlie

two-cycle type and is to-day the oldest, latest improved and most reliable of any.

Our patents originated from the Fox Motors of Ky. which hold the world's endurance
record.

SOME PLEASED CUSTOMERS SAY:

I have just gone eighty miles witli my "Iloiu-st Injun" and never stopped once.

—

Superior Hotel Co., I.,td.. Xipigon. Ont.

I have run my '"Honest Injun" for four years and never lia i a repair.—Thos. {'>.

Warren, Beaverton, Ont.

The 4 H.P. '-Honest Injun" I bought from you la-t year (1909) is completely satis-

factory.—Dr. Walter Bonney, Toronto.

Our catalogue is straight-forward and convincing and our absolute faitli in "Honest

Injuns" is shown by our money-back guarantee.

Our new catalngue is now ready and a pnst card will liiinu- it to ynu. Write to-day.

HONEST INJUN MOTOR CO.
5 Grand Opera Lane

Toronto, Ont.

J
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GoodBooksforAutomobileOwners

MOTOR BOATS Construction and Operation

By THOMAS H. RUSSEI.L, M.E., T.L.B.

Pocket size, 292 pages, fully illustrated, flexible grey leather. A maaual for motor
boat and yacht owners and all users of marine gasoline engines.

CONTENTS—Principles of marine gasoline engines. The power boat in business,

recreation and racing, Recent models of marine engines. The storage battery and
dynamo. Actual worliing of marine gasoline engines. Instructions for beginners,
Cooli.ig systems and pumps, Carburation and carburetors. Proportioning the fuel
mixture, Latest improved types. Motor troubles, their causes, symptoms and reme-
dies. Lubrication and lubricators for marine engines. Assembling a marine gasoline
motor, Marine air and watermufTlers, The submerged exhaust. Propeller wheels.
Two and three bladed wheels. Motor boat hull construction. Hints for amateur
boat builders. Practical worljing plans and specifications. Approved methods for
operating marine gasoline engines. Laws and hints for amateur sailors. Cabin cruisers.

Power dories. Motor boat accessories. Kerosene engines, Electric craft.

Prices: Flexible Leather $1,50 Cloth Binding $1,00

AUTOMOBILE DRIVING Self-Taught
By THOMAS H. RUSSELL, .M.E., LL. B., Author of "Ignition, Timing and Valve

Setting," "Automobile Motors and Mechanism, ' "Motor Boats: Construction and
Operation."

An exhaustive treatise on the Management, Care and Operation of Motor Cars.
Pocket size, 230 pages, liberally illustrated, handsomely bound in black seal
flexible leather.
CONTENTS—Difficulty in starting. Symptoms, causes and remedies. Involuntary
stops, causes and remedies. Loss of power, causes and remedies. Care and main-
tenance of motor cars. Private housing. The garage, Cleaning, Lubricating, Can;
of tires. Care of a car on a tour. Engine treatment. Overhauling the ignition ap-
paratus. Accessories and tools for tiio tour. Laying up a car. Cleaning the engine.
The transmission gear. Connections and chains. The lubricators. Tire treatment.
Gasoline hints and tips. Operating meclianism of a modern car, Choice of a ciir,

etc.. Change of speeu gear. Various forms, Don'ts for motor car drivers and
tire owners.

Prices: Flexible Leather $1,50 Cloth Binding $1.00

AUTOMOBILE MOTORS AND MECHANISM
By THOMAS H. RUSSELL, M. E., LL. B.. Author of "Automobile Driving Self
Taught." "Ignition. Timing and Valve Setting," "Motor Boats: Construction
and Operation, etc."

Pocket size, 265 pp., blue flexible leather, fully illustrated.

CONTENTS—The internal combustion engine. Principles and construction, A typical
modern motor. The centrifugal governor. The hit-or miss governor. Carburetors,
The float feed principle, The float chamber and jet. Various types of modern con-
struction. Quality of mixture. Flooding the carburetor. Carburetor troubles and ad
justments, etc.. Gear or Gearing, Belt and chain gearing. Friction gear. Spur or

tooth gearing. Differential or balance gear. Shafts and their functions. The crank
shaft, half speed shaft, countershaft, etc.. Lubrication and Lubricators. Pumps and
their purposes. Motor misfiring, causes and remedies. Noises in the motor, causes
and remedies. Motor overheating, causes and remedies. Electric motors, principles
and operation. Steam cars, Tlie engine, generator, reverse gear, etc.

Prices: Flexible Leather $1.50 Cloth Binding $1.00

A B C OF THE MOTORCYCLE
Autlior of "Facts for Motorists," "Crushed Stone and

A Show How Book for

By W, J. JACKMAN, M.E.

its uses," and similar books.

Pocket size, 250 pages, fully illustrated, leather and cloth.

Owners and Operators of Motorcycles.

Modern machines and their vital parts. How to master the machanism. Construc-
tion and operation of tho carburetor. What the carburetor does. Ignition systems.
Batteries and magnetos. Practical methods of handling. Various types of motors.
Troubles of all kinds and liow to avoid or overcome them. Lubrication methods.
Transmission or drive systems. How to compute horse power. Relation of power
and speed. Cost of maintenance on basis of mileage. Some Dont's that will save
time and money. Selecting a motorcycle. Hints "for the buyer, What an owner
should do on receiving a new machine, Tho first ride.

Prices: Flexible Leather $1.50 Cloth Binding $1.00
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Automobile Troubles and How to Remedy Them

Automobile TROUBLts:'
I ANO j":

?<0W TO REMEDY THEK ;

t;

'CHARLES P. ROOTOi

By CHARLES 1'. ROOT.
5x7 inches, 225 pages, illustrated, Uanilsoiuely bound in red flexible leather. The
only book of ita kind published. It not only tells you how to locate troubles and
make repairs, but shows you.
CONTEXTS—Back firing. Blow-back of gas into carburetor. Popping noises. Buzz
in coil (other than contact breaker buzz). Clatter and grind in gear box. Compres-
sion, faulty. Compression, none, Explosions, Irregular or uncertain running. Metallic
or puffing noises. Misfires, Resistance slight when operating starting handle. Start,
failure to. Steering erratic. Stoppage of engine. Water escapes. Air lock. Batteries,
Hearings, Bent axle, Brakes, Carburation, Change speed gear. Clutch, Coil, Con-
necting rod or crank shaft broken. Contact breaker (High tension magneto). Con-
tact maker. Knock in bearings generally or in Transmission system. Leaks: Loss
of power, (iear. Governor, Hunting, Ignition, Lubrication, Misfires, Muffler troubles,
Noise, Overheating. Pipes burst out or fractured. Piston troubles. Popping in

carburetor. Pressure leaking (in case of pressure feed) Preignition, Short circuits.

Spark plug. Steam bound or air lock. Steering, Supply pipe choked, Tining, Tires,
Valves. Valve springs. Water circulation, Wheels.

Prices: Flexible Leather $1.50 Cloth Binding $1.00

IGNITION, TIMING AND VALVE SETTING
By TH0MA3 H. RUSSELL. M. E., LL. B.. Author of "Automobile Motors and
Mechanism." "Automobile Driving Self Taught," "Motor Boats, Construction
and Operation." etc., etc.

Pocket size 225 pages, fully Illustrated and Green Leather Binding, A comprehensive.
Illustrated manual of self-instruction for Automobile Owners, Operators and Re-
pairmen.
CONTENTS—Electrical ignition for motor car engines. The battery and coil

system. The magneto system. Low tension and high tension methods. Another view
of Ignition, The make-and-l)reak system. Wipe contact breakers. Advancing and re-

tarding Ignition, The sparking plug. Magneto ignition. Generation of the current.
The Bosch arc light armature. Action of the system. Dual ignition, etc.. General
summary of ignition. Various systems in former and recent use. The high tension
distributor. High tension Ignition by dynamo. Magneto ignition, Ignition faults and
hlnts^ Induction colls. Principle and construction. Timing ignition. Timing with
battery and coil. Marking the flywheel. Correcting the "lead," Timing the coil or
coils. Timing the valves. Timing with magneto Ignition, Valves and their functions.
Valve setting, resetting timing gear for all kinds of Ignition apparatus.

Prices: Flexible Leather $1.50 Cloth Binding $1.00

riYiiiOMAiifs
(OHSTHUmOtlWKRSIM

JMIffl*M-RUS5ELl-CHM1l)TE

FLYING MACHINES, Construction and Operation

P.v W. J. JACKMAN, M. E., Author of "ABC of the Motorcycle." "Facts for Motor-

ists," Etc., Etc.. and THOS. H. RUSSELL. A.M., M.E., Charter Member of the

Aero Club of Illinois. Author of "Automobile motors and mechanism." "Motor
Boats: Construction and Operation." Etc., Etc.
With Introductory Chapter by OCTAVE CHANUTB, C.E., President Aero Club of

Illinois.

Pocket size, 250 pages, fully Illustrated, leather and cloth. A Show-How Book
for Those Who Wish to Build and Operate Flying Machines.
CONTENTS—Evolution of two-surface machine. Mechanical birds. Machine limitat-

ions. Some practical uses. Principle of sustentation. Why a machine flies, Various

forms of flving machines. Aeroplanes, Helicopters and Ornithopters, The most
feasible pain. Monoplanes, Biplanes and Triplanes, Why the Biplane is used. Con-

structing a flying machine. Working diagrams. Kind and quality of material re-

quired. How to prepare the parts and put them together. Motors, Installation and

operation. Expense of Construction. Sailing the machine. How to preserve equili-

brium and stability in the air. Problem of navigation. Study of wind currents.

Principles of a successful flying machine. Lifting power required. How to plan for

size to secure certain effects.

Prices: Flexible Leather $1.50 Cloth Binding $1.00

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS TO

W. J. TAYLOR, Limited
PUBLISHER MOTOR MAGAZINE

Woodstock - - Ontario.
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CANADIAN WILDS
Tells about the Hudson's Bay Company, Nor-

thern Indians and their modes of

Hunting, Trapping, etc.

This book contains 277 pages, size 5x7
inches, is printed on good quality heavy paper,

and contains thirty-seven chapters.

The book is from the pen of a Hudson's Bay

Officer (Martin Hunter), who has had 40 years"

experience with the Hudson's Bay Company

—

from 1863 to 1903. During that time he was

stationed at different trading po-ts in Canada.

Price, cloth bound, 6oc. Postpaid, 70c, or

SENT FREE

To anyone sending Two Subscriptions

to Rod and Gun in Canada.

W. J. TAYLOR, Limited, Publisher,

Woodstock, Ont.
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...STEEL TRAPS..:
Describes the various makes and tells how
to use them—also Chapters on Care of

Pelts, etc., by A. R. Harding

This book contains 333 pages and 130 illustrations,

|irintei on good quality heavy paper. .Tust the book

'lat trappers have long needed—gives the history of

~- I'ol traps, how made, sizes for various animals.

\itli detailed instructions on where and how to set.

Makes no difference what fur-bearing animal you

\ ish to trap, the best methods of its capture are

ii'>cribed. Price, cloth bound, 60c. Postpaid 70c, or

SENT FREE

To anyone sending Two Subscriptions to

Rod and Gun in Canada.

W. J. TAYLOR, Limited, Publisher,

Woodstock, Ont.
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The "SWIFT" MARINE MOTORS
The Motor of Refinement and Quality.

A guaranteed 2 t-ycli-

motor of correct design,
properly built of high
grade materials and out-
fitted witli the most
reliable e(|uipment
obtainable.

An engine for any
sort and size of boat.

Sizes 1, 2, 3, 4 and G
Cylinders. With or
without removable
head.

Don't delay y o u r
plans for your 1911 boat.
There is sometliing you
ought to know before
you buy, and that is a
good reason why you
should get the Marine
Motor Catalogue at
once from

The "SWIFT" MOTOR CAR COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED
Agents Wanted. Chatham, Ontario, Canada.

THE
PERFEC-
TION

A Powerful Engine v^^
For Speedy Cruisers.

SUITABLE FOR BOATS UP TO 50 FT.
Here's an engine you can depend upon to drive your

craft through the roughest sea. pull yo'i out of a
dangerous trough or make a record run over smooth
water—without a bit of trouble or tinkering. Built right,

it runs right and stays right— not only for one season but
for many seasons.

It's an ideal engine for speedy sea-going cruisers
up to 50 ft., or for work boats.

ThePrice Complete Ready to Install is only $410
with iron crank case. Slight additional co«t for alumin-
um crank case. Equipment includes propeller shaft,
stuffing box, spark coil, 4 mica spark plugs, 4 coils, 4S ft.

of battery wire, set of ^ dry cells battery connections and
everything necessary for immediate and complete
installation.
Compare this with other engines selling a- JlOO more.

There's a big margin in favor of the Perfection. Write
for complete specifications, also our handsome interest
ing engine book, illustrating and describing Perfection
engines in all sizes from 1 H.P. up. Ask for your copy
now— wtite today.

r^ A If r I? >rDi7cr>Ti<-»iu iijir\T/-»D r^r\

A Sanitary Pipe Free
In return for ONE new subscrip-
tion to Rod and Gun in Canada.

Address Premium Dept.

W. J. TAYLOR. LIMITED. Publisher.

Woodstock. Ont.

NEWHOUSE
TRAP

Made
sizes to

anytning from"

rat to bear.

ONEIDA CO

IS 1 rap

IS aDsolutely

reliaDle.

Never rails to

hold game.

M all

Tfealers.

' LTD.
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Modem Sporting Gunnery
A Manual of practical information

for sportsmen of today

m

By REKBY SEd^P
Author of ^ ^ The Gun AJieId and Afloat,'' ^^Practical Wildfowling,'' etc.

With Over 250 Illustrations

PREFACE Page V.

CHAP. I.—A RETROSPECT 1

CHAP. II.—MODERN SHOTGUNS.. 22

Barrels, Actions, Fore-end Fasten-

ing Locks—fixed and hand de-

tachable

CHAP. III.—MODERN SHOTGUNS
(Continued) 43

Safety-bolts, Ejector, One-Trigger.

CHAP. IV.—MODERN SHOTGUNS
(Continued) G5

The Processes of Manufacture and-

the Gun Complete.

CHAP, v.—MODERN SHOTGUNS
(Continued) 92

Sizes, Lengths, Weights and Char-

ges, oring, Shooting- Power and
Performances, Pattern, j.'eneration

and Recoil.

CHAP. VI.—SHOTGUN AMMUNI-
TION I£5

Cartridges and Cartridge-Loading,
Primers, Gunpowders, Powder
Pressures, and Barrel Bursts. Shot
Velocity and Sizes.

Double Rifles.

CHAP. VII.—MODERN SPORTING
RIFLES 162

CHAP. \ail.—MODERN SPORTING
RIFLES (Continued) 191

Single-loading, Magazine, and

CHAP. IX.—THE NEW ACCELER-
ATED EXPRESS RIFI.ES AND
AXITE POWDER 215

CHAP. X.—BALL AND SHOT GUNS
A>n) THEIR DEVELOPMENT —

SPORTING PURPOSES

CHAP. XVm.—LADIES IN THE
FIELD
(By the Duchess of Bedford.)

CHAP. XIX.—SHOOTING ABROAD
The Necessary Armament; The
Import Duties on Guns, Rifles and
Cartridges; The Sport to be Ob-
tained; Arms Suitable for Killing

Biri Game.

231

CHAP. XL—THE SIGHTING OF
RIFLES 256

Trajectory.

CHAP. XII.—SPORTING BULLETS. 296

CHAP. XIII.—MINIATURE RIFLES
FOR MATCH, TARGET AND

CHAP, XIV.—GUN-FITTrNu
The Try-Gun an<l its Uses, Stock
Form and Measurements, Second-
hand Gun-Buying.

CHAP. XV.—GAME SHOOTING IN
GREAT BRITAIN

CHAP. XVI.—WILD FOWL SHOOT-
ING IN GREAT BRITAIN
The Various Species, Guns and
Loads.

CHAP. XVII. — THE SPORTS-
WOMAN; HER RATIONALE IN
THE FIELD AND HER EQUIP-
MENT 430

322

354

373

410

441

440

Will be sent postpaid on receipt of price, $2.00, or FREE in return for 5 new yearly
subscriptions to Rod and Gun.

Address Book Department, Rod and Gun in Canada, Woodstock, Ontario

1
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I
AN APPROPRIATE GIFT I

I FOR YOUR FRIENDS.

I Don't you know someone to whom you owe some-

I thmg ?

I Wouldn't you like in some way to make him feel

t that you had remembered him ? I

I It's a little thing—giving Rod and Gun for a i

I year to a friend for New Year's. But think of the |

pleasure he will receive from your gift. |

I Think of the magazme coming to him each month
|

I redolent of the woods and waters. |
t ' . t

I Think of the hours he will spend and the enjoy- %

I ment he will get in living over in retrospect his own i

I happy experiences with rod and gun. I

I Think of this pleasure repeated twelve times. I

I Think of him thinking of you every time he sees |

I
Rod and Gun.

|
* Isn't all this worth a dollar ? I

I
Along with the first number of the magazine we

|

I will forward an attractive card announcing your name I

t as the giver. i

I $ 1 .00 will pay for a year's subscription for one

friend; $1.50 for two; $2.00 for three.

f W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED, Publisher,

t Woodstock, Ont. I
'C ^*
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I EVERY SPORTSMAN
A COPY OF THE

COMPLETE
SHOULD HAVE A COPY OF THE

OFVAtUASIt JWSTfWCTlON

CAMPING A^D CAMRNC CX/TTTTS
OLTOOOR UFT PRO\TSIO«

(XTFITS RECOFTS CLOTHING
MEDICINE FISHERMEVS A\D
A.NCLERS WASLAL HUNTEilS:
AND SPORTSWEVS GUIDE

SHOTGUN SHOOTERS MANUAL
CAMPERS MASVAL WOOOCRAfT
BIG CAME H1.'NTER5 MANUAL

PIFLEMEN-S GLIDE
rRAPPERS GUIDE

SECHET5 Of ALL ARTS BOA"ra
CANOtS DOG TRAINERS GUIDE
CAME PECIOSS CAAff. AND
FISH LAWS ETC BLINDS
ttXNG AND FO*^ SHOOTING

AND i.OOO OTHER 5LBJECT3

SPORTSMAN'S
GUIDE

YOU CAN GET IT FREE
IT is unquestionably the besi, most complete and
^ most authoriative book ever written for sp<rts-

men. Contains 544 pages, with i. 000 illustrations;

weight 20 ounces. Is the on/y comp/e/c spor/smen's

library in one volume.

EX-PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT SAYS:
rt-i cliapter^ on camping and big game hunting are exceptionally good.

"Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., also thanks you for the note and book which
you kindly sent him."

EX-PRESIDENT CLEVELAND SAYS:
"Vour books are so very practical in their treatment of matters con-

nected with the sport you and I so greatly love, fhat they cannot fail to be
useful to every sportsman."'

GENERAL NELSON A. MILES SAYS:
'•Your book is certainly one of the most practical, instructive and interest-

ing volumes I have ever had the pleasure of reading. I congratulate you on
the success it deserves."

SPECIAL OFFERS
By a special arrangement with the publishers of this great book we are

enabled to make the following exceptional offers. These offers are made for

a limited time and we advise everyone who wishes the book to take advan-
tage of them at once.

OFFER
A

OFFER
B

OFFER
C

The Complete American ani Canadian Sportsman's Encyclopedia, Full
(;ili Library Edition, sent to any address in Canada, the United States or
(ireat Britain, postpaid, for $1.12.

The Complete American and Canadian Sportsman's Encyclopedia, to-

gether with an annual subscription to Rod and Gun, either new or re-

newal, postpaid. $2.00.

The Complete American and Canadian Sportsman's Encyclopedia will

be sent free to anyone sen ling two new annual subscriptions to Rod and
f^un. at the regular subscription price. $l.(Mi per annum. Vour own sub-
-rription and that of one of your friends will be accepted.

Rod and Gun in Canada
W. J. TAYLOR. LIMITED, PUBLISHER, WOODSTOCK. ONTARIO
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RAW FURS
AND

HIDES
Wanted in all quantities

Write for latest

PRICE LIST
CONSIGNMENTS
SOLICITED

HIGHEST
CASH
PRICES
PAID

All remittances made day Goods
are received. : : : :

Write for Shipping: Tags.
We pay all express chargres on Furs

JOHN HALLAM
111 Front Street East - TORONTO, ONT.

CANADA'S LARGEST DEALER
Sales over $1,000,000.00 per annum
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DO YOU OWN AN I

Automobile
OR A

Motor Boat?

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED, Publisher,

Woodstock, Ont.

If so, you should subscribe for |

The ^|otor t^agazine
j

I
Of Canada. |

I
Each issue is full of interesting motor news. |

I ^ t

I Each issue contains records of races and cruises, |

I
accompanied by pictures and designs.

I Practical, Instructive, Interesting.

t
i To any reader of Rod and Gun sending in an order,

|

I between now and February 1st, we will send |

The Motor Magazine for 12 months in return for t

50c. Regular price $ 1 .00 per annum. Sample i

I copy sent Free on request. %
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ARE YOU INTERESTED

In Field Sports and Athletics ?

If so let us send FREE
a sample copy of

The Athletic Wonid

Every issue of this publica-

tion is full of up-to-date news
ofHockey,Football,Golfand
every other branch of sport,

all that is of interest in the

realm of track and field

athletics.

The regular subscription

price is $1.00 per'annumjlbut

to readers of i; Rod and Gun
sending in their *orders^^be-

tween now and theMst of

February we will send the

Athletic World for 12months
in return for 50c.

W. J. TAYLOR, Limited,

Publisher,

Woodstock, - Ontario.
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ROD AND GUN'S ADVERTISERS.
Readers who fail to consult our advertising pages miss a large proportion

of the most interesting matter in the Magazine. They will find that they may
learn much from these announcements.

Every advertisement in ROD AND GUN comes from a responsible firm

and our readers may be assured of courteous answers to all inquiries and good
value from all purchases made through these pages.

AEROPLANES.

Detroit Aeroplane Co., Tne l."!

ACCESSORIES.

Buffalo Carburetor Co 6

Gillespie, Wni 113.3

Henrieks I^ovelty Co 1118

Hercules Electric Co 6

Sta-Rite, E. E. Hardy Co 6

Splitclorf, C. F 5

Trout. H. G. Co 1079

CAMP SUPPLIES.

Aylir.cr Condensed Milk Co in(53

Ales and Porters, Jno. Labatt lOGl •

Bronio Mineral Co 10G3

Bovril 1001

Clark. William 10.57

Club Cocktails, G. F. Heublein 10.37

Fearman, F. W. Co 1001

Harris Harkness Co 1063

Imperial Tobacco Co 1083

Michie & Co., Ltd 15

Smith. E. D 1055

CANOES.

Lakefield Building & Mfg. Co 15

Eoss, J. H. Canoe Co 16

CLOTHING.

Arlington Co. of Canada 1067

Broderick, F. & Son Inside back cover

Coleman s. Ltd 1071

Curzon Bros 1069

Dr. Jaegar's Sanitary Woollen System Co.,

Ltd 1067

Perrin Freres 1071

CAMERAS AND KODAKS.

Canadian Kodak Co 1101

Wellington & Ward 1101

COLLEGES.

British American Business College 1071

FUKS.

< 'arter. E. T. & Co 1087

(Jaudig, G. & Blum 1093

McMillan Fur & Wool Co 1091

Rosenberg Bros 1091

Rediek Hide & Fur Co 1091

Struek-Ohaitin Co 1091

Silberman, 8. & Sor.s 1091

Taylor, F. C 1091

Ullman, Jos 1089

Yaffe, J 1102

FISHING TACKLE.

Bristol Steel Fishing Rods—Lorton Mfg.

Co 1083

Hardy 's Rods, Reels and Tackle — Hardy

Bros 1079

GUNSMITH.

Jolmston & Cashmore 1118

GUN SIGHTS.

Daniels, C 1111

Emmons, R. F HH
Lyman Gun Sight Cor 1105

GUNS, RIFLES, AMMUNITION, Etc.

Dominion Cartridge Co 1107

Du Pont de Nemours Powder Co 1115

llamiiton Powder Co 1113

Ithaca Gun Co 1109

Kiffe, H. H. Co 1109

Long, Nelson 1105

Lefever Arms Co 1118

^larlin Firearms Co 1111

Parker Bros 1115

Remington, The, Arms Co ni3

Ross Rifle Co HI'

Stevens, J., Arms & Tool Co. .Outside back cover

Tauscher Co 1109

Tobin Arms Mfg. Co Inside front cover

U. M. C. Co 111'"^

Winchester Repeating Arms Co 1105
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If any Rod and Ciuii " rea<lers ilo not know of the
Tubbs Siiow-slioes they should send for my new catalog,
which fully illustrates and describes them.

Nothing but best obtainable materials are used, and
oone but most careful, painstaking workmen are employed
in their making.

Tubbs Snow-shoes are highest grade in every respect
The filling will not sag in damp suow.

Sincerely. W. F. TUBBS.
Norway, Maine, U.S.A.

HOTELS.

Commonwealth—Boston 10

Lenox—Buffalo, X. Y 15

TuUer—Detroit 1077

HOUSE FURNISHINGS

Hutton, Jas. & Co 13

Ra.liant Jiieetric Mfg. Co.. Ltd 14

Stewart, Jas. Mfg. Co., Ltd 11

. MAGAZINES, BOOKS, Etc.

Athletic World 1129

Auto Eoad Uuide 1079

Auto Mechanics 1071

Baseball :\ragazine Co 1096-1097

Hunter, Eose Co., Ltd 1079

Modern 'Sporting Gunnery 1124

Motor Magazine of Canada 1128

Outer 's Book 1095

Eod and (Uin in Canada 1125

Sportsman s Guide 1093

Tourist ^Magazine 12

Trajjpers ' "\\ orld 1057

Thompson, Chas. C. Co 1120-1121-1134

MISCELLANEOUS.

Billings, X. X 4

Dominion Printing Ink & Color Co 15

Regal Sarety Razors 8

Robinson, Dr. A. E 1103

Wood Waste Distilleries Co.. Inc 2-1113

Weiiz & Mackensen 2

MOTOR BOATS.

Rol^ertson Bros 1065

MARINE MOTORS.

Brown, B. F. Gas Engine Co 3

Buffalo Gasoline Motor Co 3

Beaver Mfg. Co 3

Beilfuss Motor Co 2

Cooi>er, Sherman Co -\

Ferro Machine & Foundry Co 1

General Machinery Co 4

Gray Motor Co 4

Honest Injun Motor Co 1119

Lockwood-Ash Motor Co 2

McKeough & Trotter, Ltd 1103

Standard Motor Construction Co 105P

Schofield Holden Machine Co., Ltd 1009

Sterling Engine Co 1 1^"*-

Wonder Mfg. Co *

OFFICE APPLIANCES.

^ 'Oyer, Chas. A. & Co 10

Otiiee Specialty Co., Ltd 109'4

Williams Mfg. Co 1^

Waterman, L. E. Co.. Ltd HOI

OILS, VARNISHES, PAINTS, ETC.

Three-in-One Oil Co 1109

PORTABLE HOUSES .

Sehultz Bros. Co., Ltd 10"7

PREMIUMS.

Prommnis ^^

—

j-a-^

PRIZE TROPHIES.

Bailey. Jas. D.. Ltil lO^"

RAILWAYS,

Grand Trunk Railway System 9

Reid Xewfoundland Co 12

SPORTSMEN'S EQUIPMENT.

Beal Bros., Ltd 1^

Davenport Trap Co HH
Daniel, C ^^
Dunne, W. H 1*

Heyes, The, Brothers, Limited 16

Oneida Community Co., Ltd 1004

Regal Safety Razors ^

Starr Mfg. Co., Ltd
_

'^

Tubbs, W. F ll-^"^

Witchell-Sheill Co 1*

TAXIDERMISTS.

Baker, H. B ^^^^

Dixon, Ed 1087

Xorthwestern School of Taxidermy 1085-1091

WANT ADVERTISEMENTS.

Pages 1132-1133-1134
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rOB SALE—Itkaca Hammei'legg 12. •jector, $70 grade.

S0x3xl4x7Hs^ cast off, new, (50.00—a snap. Apply
Box M.. Rod aod Gun. It

FOB SALE—Winchester target rifle, 32. W. C. F., peep
and globe sights, cover, reloading tools, ammunition, every-

thing first class. $20.00. E. E. Harwood, Woodstock. It

ITHACA HAM.MERLESS. .12 gauge, both barrels full

<>hoke. in a one shape. Price $20. Cost $40. Murden
Johnson. Box 86. Ningara Falls Centre, Ont. It

TOBIN EJECTOR, single trigger, also Interchangeable
two-trigger plate. 12 gauge, like new. Price. $50.00; list,

$120.00. Address. Box 211. East Liberty Station, Pittsburg,
Pa.

FOR SALE—Winchester 32-40 model, .94, perfect condi-

tlon, like new, a grand shooter: 2 boxes shells, Ideal re-

loading tool, $12.50. Acil Fairbairn. Box 3, Vintnor. Ont.

It

FOR SALE—Winchester Sporting Rifle, .303 British, with
re-loading tools, cleaning rod, canvas case, etc. First-

class condition Inside and out, $13.00. Box 30, Bod and
Gun. Woodstock. j2t

FOR SALE—.351 eal. Automatic Winchester, fitted with
$3.50 Lyman eight and extra magazine. Shot less than 50
shots. Will lake $25.00 or trade for .401 calibre same
kind of gun. J. W. Burnham, Woodstock. tf

EXCHANGE—Ithaca, sixty-dollar grade, 12 gauge, 7%
X 2 Ml X 14, full choke, a beauty, only fired about 500 shots.
For Remington or other high-grade pump gun. Box 184.

Chatham. n-lt

FOR SALE—Union Repeating Shot Guns, $18. Ithaca
Shot Guns at Lowest Price*. English Double Guns, $7.
Standard Rifles. Write for price list. National Wire
Fence Co., Prescott, Ont. 2t

Lefever Hammerless Gun, D. S. Grade, Bura-Nltre steel
barrel, twelve gauge, half pistol grip, rubber ball plate,
ttock 14 inches. Box "Lefever," Rod and Gun, 5 King St.
W., Toronto. tf

FOR SALE—Parker Hammerless, 12 ga., 7% bb. Cost
$110. Titanic steel barrel. Beautiful gun, not soiled

—

bargain. Waterloo period flint lock musket, good condition.
Box 18, Swan Lake, Manitoba.

Does your Eng^ine need the Doctor ?

Describe its symptx)ns by mail or phone.
Perhaps I can cure the trouble the same
way—or tell yon how.
Try me anyhow—it won't cost much.

WM. GILLESPIE, The Gas Engine Doctor
98 EAST FRONT ST. TORONTO

Phone Main 570

and multiple cylinder stationary engines; lengtli 12 IncbM,
width 6 Inches, helg-bt 8 inches, weight 24 lbs. Send for
oricea of above.

CARBURETORS—One inch Heltger Carburetor, Model
B., $7.60; one and half Inch, Beltger Carburetor, Model B.,

t».0«.

GREASE GUNS—Miller, indispensable to motor boat
•wners, each, $1.40.

FfASH-LIGHTS—No motor boat or automobile owner can
afford to be without one. Wonder flashlight, always ready,
outlasts them all, complete w<tti new battery, 90c; Vest
pocket flashlight, complete with new battery, 35c.

BATTERY CONNECTORS—Cleveland Battery Connecton,
latest out per dozen, 60c; half dozen, 35c.

MARINE ENGINES—Ranging in horse-power from two
horse, single cylinder, two cycle, to ten horse-power, thre*
cylinder, all with complete outfits. Also a number of hori-
zontal opposed engines, with complete outfits. Clost
prices quoted.

Address all enquiries end remittances to MARINE BN-
QINE AND MOTOR SUPPLY EXCHANGE, Toronto. Or-
liers filled same day as received.

POISON — TRAPPERS — POISON.
Use Goes' New Liquid Poison Capsules, the quick killer

for fur animals; the best money maker for trappers. Now
the fourth season in use with excellent results. My cap-
sules kill the animals on the spot. No loss when properly
used. Two cent stamp for free booklet. Edmund Goea,
Inventor and Manufacturer, Station E., Milwaukee, Wis. It

PET STOCK.
FOR SALE—KITTENS—Thoroughbred Persian Kittens.

Prize-winning stock. "Rahman." line-bred black King at
service. Address:—Mrs. F. E. Hewitt, 708 Dovercourt Rd.,
Toronto, Ont.

Target Smith & Wesson, .38 military revolver, 6% In.

t)«rrel, Lyman Sight. Ideal tools for same, cost forty-
eight dollars—for thirty dollars. Apply Box D. S., Rod
and Gun, Toronto.

SPECIALS.
FOR S-i^E—Trappers methods, baits and scents—Jess*

Bentley, Trapper, Arlington, Vt. It.

LAXmCHZS.
k .B SALE—Smack. Kawartha Lakes. Good condition.

Apply R. P. Baker, University of Chicago.

FOR SALE—Motor Boat, 3 H.P. Detroit Engine, 16 ft.,

cost $300.00. Will sell for $135.00—In good order.
C. B. H., Box 309, Listowell, Ont. n 2t

A 8-10 H.P. Twin Screw, Van Auken Motor, with the
following equipment: Spark plugs, commutator, spark coil,

primary and secondary wires, muffler, starting lever, tools
and couplings bored to suit propeller shafts, also a specially
•elected carburetor. Send for further particulars to Box 13,
Rod and Gun, Toronto, Ontario.

MOTOR A0CESS0RIE8.
Below find a list of Motor Boat and AutomoWe Acces-

aorles offered for sale at alluring prices:

—

MAGNETOS—Type B. Wliard, for make and break en-
gine*; type H. Wizard Magnetos, for two cycle engines.

FOR SALE—Parched Wild Rice for cooking.
Campbell, Keene, Ont.

Robert H.
d-4t

FOR SALE—New Khaki Duck Tent, white fly poles,
mallett and tent bag. Apply 195 Pretoria Ave., Ottawa. It.

FOR SALE—Summer Cottage at Torrance, Lake Mnakeka,
near P. 0. and ateambOBt wharf. George Parker, Box 178,
Gravenhurst. St

FOR SALE—Gent's Coon Coat. Beautifully striped. In
splendid conditon. A bargain—$30. R. S. Hunter, 343
Concord Ave., Toronto. it

FOR SALE—Edison moving picture machine and about
2500 feet of film in good shape: also license. A bargain.
Apply A. A. King, Hagersvllle, Ont. It

$1200—Muskoka—Lack-a-Day—Cedar Bay—seven rMasj
kitchen; stable: good fishing; unfurnished; referencMi
spring; maU route. Thos. Cooper, Cooper's Falls, Ont.
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STERLING ENGINES

THE MARINE ENGINE OF QUALITY

s
T
E
R
L
I

N
G THE SMOOTH SIX-CYLINDER.

The 1911 product of the Sterling Engine Company will be the finest lot of engines

ever turned out by any manufacturer. Any one who has ever owned a Sterhng will

tell you that it has given excellent service and satisfaction, and the 1911 engines will

keep up the Sterling reputation. You will not do yourself justice unless you get our

prices and full particulars of which ever type and size engine will best suit your re-

quirements. Bear in mind that these are 4 cycle engines, built in 2, 4, f>, 8 cylinders,

from 8 H.P. to 240 H.P. and suitable for any kind of a boat, whether for pleasure or

commercial purposes.

STERLING ENGINE COMPANY, 1252 Niagara St , Buffalo, N.Y., U.S.A.

STERLING ENGINES

S
T
E
R
L
I

N
G

MASTER YOUR MOTOR CAR. MOTOR BOAT,
Motorcycle or Aircraft

Automobile Troubles and How to Remedy Thum.
Automobile Driving; Self -Taught. Automobile
Motors and Mechanism. Ignition.TiminR an.i Valve
Setting. Motor Boats: Construction ami Opera-
tion. ABC of The Motorcycle. Flying Machines.
Flexible leather and cloth bindinsrs, round comers. UP-TO-
DATE, RELIABLE, 1910 EDITIONS. Price, ll.BO

Ix-ather: $1 .on Cloth, postpaid. Sold and guaranteed by Book-
sellers. Aut.i and Marine Supply Houses, or direct.

THE CHARLES C. THOMPSON COMPANY
Publishers, 545-549 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

Want automatic pump gun for trap shooting.

133, KingsvlUe, Ont.

Lock Box
It

FOR SALE—Light weight, high grade, Smdth ejector.

Lock Box 133, Klngsvllle, Ont. ' It

MlUlou dollar trappers' methods, baits and scents for

sale. Jesse Bentley, Arlington, Vermont. It

^•.»:»^.»:«{»»H«M-«M-^H«><"^^

BROTHSR—Accid -y discovered rooit will cure both

tobacco habit and Indigestion. Gladly send particular*.

J. K. Stokes, Mohawk, Florida. St

NATURAL HISTORY FOR SALE—6 elegant volumes.

New. Full descriptions and pictures of all birds and ani-

mals in the world. Must sell. Will take half what they

cost. Great bargain. Write for particulars. Enos Bates,

Shukert Building, Omaha, Nebr.

I

FOR SALE—Two large mounted moose heads.

Over fifty-inch spread of horns, perfect specimens

in every way. Very reasonable prices. Write for

photos and full measurements. Edwin Dixon, Taxi-

dermist, Unionville, Ont.

,{„;,4»^j«;,^j»^»,j«j«Jm.J^4mJm.Jm**»^»:«^

ON

PERFECT HAND VACUUM CLEANER—Latest and best

practical machine, light weight, perfect design, easily

operated. Special discount to readers of Rod and Gun.

Agents wanted In every county. R. McGregor & Co.,

Manufacturer's Agents, 99 Gladstone Avenue, Toronto. Olt

%
Y FOR SALE—Two large mounted Elk Heads. 12 ^* points, large, well formed horns, mounted by best .

t methods with full neck to shoulders. Very reason- ^
X able prices. Edwin Dixon. Taxidermist, Union-

^X ville, Ontario. Y

SHOOTING PRESERVE FOR SALE—Abundance of wild

rice; principal game, black

anipe; good revenue from
trout streams entering lake

Club House. Apply Box K.

ducks, mallard, pintail, teal,

trapping mink and muskrat;

situated near Toronto. Good

, Rod and Gun, Woodstock. It

We can save you 10 to 15 per cent, on Canadian maga-

Bines and newspapers If you act quickly. Send for y?arly

quotations. Elgin Specialty Co., St. Thomas, Ont.

T FOR SALE—Large Mounted Caribou and Deer f
T Heads; Rugs and Hangers with Mounted Heads: .

X Large Horns mounted on shields. What are your
,J,

% wishes? Write me. Edwin Dixon, Taxidermist. A
t* Unionville, Ontario. y
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A Snowshoe Trip Through Algonquin Park

The Joys Of A Winter Trip Through The Woods

BY G. W. BARTLETT.

AGREAT deal has been written re-

garding the charms of the Al-

gonquin National Park in Sum-
mer, and truly there is not a spot

in America that affords the tired city

man and the lover of Nature just what
he wants as surely as does this great

game preserve of two thousand square

miles. When you walk into the ticket

office of the Grand Trunk Railway and
purchase a ticket for the Park you are

as sure of getting value for the expendi-
ture as you are when you go into the

Bank and exchange your bills for gold.

How few however, of our people real-

ize the charms of a winter's trip through
our grand Northern woods, they think

of it as a spot near the North Pole where
thirty-five below zero is the order of the

day. Clear and cold it is but wonderfully
dry ; no damp winds to chill you to the

bone
;
you go out with the thermometer

twenty below zero, the sun shining, the

trees bending under their load of snow, a

perfect fairy-land, and it sends a thrill of

delight through you that makes you feel

like shouting, and in your heart you
thank the Great Master that you are alive.

I left South River on the G. T. R. on
the morning of March 7th, 1908, drove
some twelve miles, then took my snow
shoes and crossed country to Kah-Wah-
Way-Ice-Mog Lake. Here I remained all

night in an old hunters' camp. I had no
blankets, having sent my sleeping bag
back from South River, knowing that

after the first night I could make shelter

houses where we had blankets, etc. After

a good supper and a smoke I stretched

on an old bench and slept till morning.
Taking an early breakfast I started

across the lake and down the south

shore of the Amable du Fond.
I reached the shelter house on Tea
Lake at ten in the morning. Here
I found two of the Rangers and was soon

partaking of a dinner fit for a king. The

In the Winter Woods.
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afternoon was spent smoking and ex-

changing news and we retired early, pur-

posing to start for Long Lake in the

morning. Tea Lake is one of oin^ finest

lakes, about ten miles long, witli many
pretty islands.

Leaving early we took our sleighs load-

ed with provisions and blankets and had

dinner on an old dam on the river be-

tween Tea and Long lakes. I was de-

lighted to see the abundance of the fresh

work of the Beaver. At the foot of Tea
Lake, especially, we found a very large

colony, and they were hard at work cut-

ting down white birch and drawing it to

for Amable du Fond, reached the shelter

house at nine o'clock, noting abundance
of mink, marten and otter tracks and
deer everywhere. We also saw some
fine beaver dams and houses that were
evidently well filled with those wonder-
ful little workers. As we wanted to ex-

plore Birch and some other small lakes,

we decided to remain here for the night,

and a grand afternoon we had. full of in-

terest. We saw a number of deer that did

not seem the least afraid of us, in one
case w^alking across the lake to inspect us

more closely. On Birch Lake we got a

verv fine fox. and that night the wolves

Watching for Beaver.

the ice, where they had a regular slide-

way into the water. Deer tracks were also

very numerous. After dinner, Steph.,

who doesn't smoke, said: "I will throw
a line into the river while you smoke,"
and in a few minutes he had three splen-

did trout. How they did make the line

sing ; nothing like a trout in swift water
for a good fight! What a supper they did

make, served up in Steph's best style!

After dinner we travelled the entire length

of Long Lake and camped for the night
in a comfortable little shelter house on
the river.

At seven the next morninsr we started

made the woods ring. Steph. and Jim
were in good spirits, expecting them to

visit some of their baits.

Early on the morning of the eleventh

we started for Maple Lake, crossing Til-

lie and Raven Lakes, two little gems sur-

rounded with splendid woods. We reach-

ed Maple Lake at noon, had dinner and

started across Upper Maple or Erables

Lake to Lower Maple. The day was
grand and we were in good spirits. When
we reached the lower end of the lake,

Steph. found the wolves had visited his

baits and he soon found a very fine female

beautifully marked. This I bought from
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Stepli., and it stands beside my desk as

I write.

^\'e then pushed on to the shelter house
on the lower lake, reaching it before four

o'clock. After taking a good smoke we
started out to look for more wolves, and
Steph. soon came in with a very fine dog
wolf. Jim also had a fox, so that we
had a busy evening skinning our find.

Maple Lakes are two beautiful lake^.

and we found game in abundance. V. e

had a good, long day and when Steph.

announced supper, were prepared to do
justice to the bacon and beans; and fine

thev were.

related what he had actually seen done
by one of these pests. I will give it you
as nearly as I can remember as he re-

lated it.

'T was going,'' said he, "down the lake

to look at some poison I had out when I

noticed a large wolf on the ice about three
hundred yards off. As he was coming
my way I slipped behind some brush on
the shore and waited for a shot. The
wolf turned in at a point and as I was
watching for him to come out a splendid
buck sprang on to the ice with the wolf
in hot pursuit. He did not give tongue.
They ran two -hundred and fifty yards

The Deer's Foe.

March the twelfth was mild and bright
and at seven we were off again, and after

taking a trip to the foot of the lake start-

ed on our return to the camp of the night
before. Reaching Tillie's Lake, Jim
found one of his baits gone, so Steph.
and J took the lead and he started on the
trail of the wolf. We arrived at the shel-

ter house at a quarter past three, and an
hour later Jim came in, bringing the skin

of another very large wolf. That night
over our pipes we talked wolf, and Steph.

when the wolf seized the noble fellow, tak-

ing a terrible snap at his hind leg just

above the hams. He then dropped back
and the deer turned, stamping his front

feet angrily ; the wolf did not move until

the deer again started across the lake,

when with a rush he repeated his former
action. This was done the third time,

the deer bleeding badly all the while and
in a few moments the wolf had him down.
As soon as the deer fell the wolf walked
around behind him and with one fierce
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WhiteSsh Shelter House.

snap broke his back completely. Steph.

then fired but failed to bring the brute

down. He afterwards skinned the deer
and examined its back carefully and assur-

ed me it was broken. Although I had
seen a good deal of their slaughter I was
not aware that they had such jaw power.
I took the head of the large dog Steph.

had brought in the night before and open-
ed its mouth to its full extent, measured
the spread and found it to be seven and a

half inches and such fangs, capable of in-

flicting a terrible wound.

March thirteenth we started across

country for Burnt Lake, passing Tillie

and Bartlett Lakes and over the Nipis-

sing River. It rained hard all day and the

snowshoeing was of course bad. We
took dinner at the shelter house on the

Nipissing and pushed on for Burnt Lake.
Although the rain came down in torrents

I enjoyed every foot of the tramp. We
found moose very plentiful here and the

woods being a splendid growth of young
red and white pine were in these days
"when this grand old monarch of the for-

est is so fast disappearing" enough to

atone for all the hard travelling and the

wet clothes, for we were soaked.

Just before reaching Burnt Lake we
crossed Emerald Lake. I never saw any-

thing more charming than this lake, full

of little pine clad islands. We could

hardly tear ourselves away from it, and
I thought as a I took a last look at the

charming spot: who could improve upon
the work of the Almighty? Truly, He has

made all things well

!

We reached Burnt Lake shelter house
at half past two finding a dead wolf on
the ice close by. Here I had expected to

find other rangers but was disappointed.

However there was plenty to eat and lots

of good wood, so we were soon dry and
comfortable.

It turned cold through the night but
the morning of the fourteenth was fine.

As Steph. and Jim had more than covered

the section under their charge, I sent

them back and started for Grassy Bay at

eight o'clock, taking my wolf skin and
some supplies. Burnt Lake is a grand

sheet of water with some fine islands and
grand pine clad shores. The ice was
glare and I pushed on at a good rate

reaching the Depot at the head of the

lake shortly after nine o'clock. Here
is situated McLaughlin Bros, depot and
from there I had a good road and I made
the next twelve miles by noon.

Here the Agent made me welcome and

I enjoyed the splendid dinner provided

very much indeed. While sitting at the

office window enjoying my pipe I noticed

away down the lake a little man with

a ver}- long gun and at once recognised

Pete, one of my men, and hi-s companion
Bob. Their appearance changed my
plans somewhat and I went with them to

our White Trout Lake shelter house

where we spent Sunday.

Monday we started early, had dinner

again at Grassy Bay and pushed on to

Otter slide where we decided to camp for

the night in the new keep over. One
could hardly credit without seeing them
the number of deer we saw, five and six

at a time, going in all directions "The
tracks along the road looked as though

a drove of sheep had been driven along,"

and they seemed to have no fear, stand-

ing to watch you till you were out of
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sight. Otter, beaver and all other fur

bearing- animals were in evidence every-
where.

We started at eight next morning for

Lindies Lake, via Island Lake. There
was a cold North-west wind blowing but
the day was bright and we could travel

very fast as the ice was splendid. At
the head of Island Lake we met some
more Rangers and decided to have lunch,

when Bob and Pete started back and I

continued on to Lindies Lake, reaching
it at two o'clock. I decided to push on
to Headquarters. Crossing Lindies,

Pollies and Cranberry Lakes I found
ofame of all kinds in abundance.

could wish. Bird life is also abundant
in this section during the winter months.

It is true there is a vast difference be-

tween a winter and a summer trip through
this region. The latter is also full of

delights, with more animal and bird life

at every turn and the added charm of feel-

ing a ten pounder tugging at your line

as you paddle across the lakes or the pluc-

ky fight of a four pound speckled beauty
as he darts like a flash of gold through the

rapid water, giving you the fight of your
life, and just when you think you have
succeeded darts off again for another bat-

tle till you see the last foot of your line

out and have to depend on the spring of

A Woodland Scene.

I reached home at five after one of

the most enjoyable trips I ever had.
When I left home I was just recovering
from the grippe and one would say alto-

gether unfit for such a trip. I returned
in ten days feeling like a trout and ready
for any amount of work and travelling.

That is what the woods will do for you
in winter. I know of no finer way to

spend a vacation than to take your snow-
shoes and go on just such a trip. Every
moment is full of interest, fresh scenery
all the time, animal life everywhere, all

that the heart of a lover of the wood folk

your Bristol to save the situation ; the

splash of the beaver as he slaps the water
when diving at your approach, the moth-
er duck as she flutters along close to the

bow of your canoe, making all sorts of

fuss trying to divert your attention from
the little brood that have scudded off to

the bank to hide under bunches of grass,

and the noble buck as he lifts his head,

the water dripping from his antlers and
watches with interest, not fear, your ap-

proach standing knee deep in the lily

pads where he has been feeding on their

roots, or the shy little beauty, the spot-
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Madawaska.

ted fawn, as it lies hidden in some sun-
ny spot on the bank, are all sights enough
to stir the imagination.

All these you miss in a winter trip but
there are other delights that the summer
does not afford and they must be felt
to realize their charms—the snow laden
woods, the tracks of those animals that
travel in winter, the fact that vou can go
where you like over the crisp snow, glid-
ing in and out among the monarchs of
the forest and the many trails that cross
your path.

First there are the tiny tracks of the
mouse. You look with interest at the
little path and think what a journey he
made, perhaps only a few strides for you
on your snowshoes but a real journev'for
him. Then the print of the squi'rrels
as they dart from tree to tree

; great little
chaps they are although hard things are
said of them and alas we know some of
them are too true

! Still how Ave should

miss then- merry chatter from our win-
ter woods. Then you cross the path of
the porcupine. From his den among the
rocks to the great hemlock yonder, where
on a bright day you can see him iteeding
on Its shoots or yon maple. You have
been wondering how the bark was so
cleanly taken from its branches but he
could tell you and if vou examine them
closely you will see the teeth marks.

Then the bound of the deer through
the snow! You follow the track of a
huge buck as he bounds over the hill.
You measure the space between and you
find he springs sixteen to eighteen feet
at a bound. You follow on and you
come to a great, pine tree lying blown
down and you look to see where he
jumped over it. There is perhaps a foot
of snow lodged on the top of it but this
has not been disturbed. The tree is only
about two feet and a half from the
ground. Your guide tells vou the deer
did not jump over it but weni under the
log and you laugh at the idea. Upon ex-
amination you find it true and wonder
how^ he got under. It is a question that
puzzles a great many but thev do and
will nearly always go under.

Again you cross through a moose yard
and perhaps have a close view of the
monster as he wades off through the deep
snow. Now you are puzzled by a track
as if a board five or six inches wide had
been draAvn through the snow bv some
unseen hand. You follow it and pres-
ently 3^ou come to the end to find the
track of the otter. He makes a few
bounds and off he goes again for another
slide over the snow, sliding sometimes
thirty or forty feet. You say what a jol-
ly time that chap must have! It al-
ways makes me think of boyhood days
when we used to run and slide to .school.
As you follow along the ice of some
beaver pond or creek you see the path of
the beaver where he has drawn his wood
through a hole in the ice. Here you also
find the track of the fisher the marten,
and the mink.

At night when you reach the shelter
house and after a good supper prepare
to have a smoke but before you get your
pipe full drop it and hurry ont to listen
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to tlie chorus of the wolves as they make
the woods ring with their war cry ! "some-
times you see them but not often."

Bird life is also found on your trip.

Starting early in the morning your path

lends along through a balsam grove. You
are looking around when the snow lifts

just at the toe of your snowshoe and
up starts a grouse giving you quite a

surprise. You never knoAv just when
this will happen. The grouse dives into

the snow going completely under and in

a few minutes the wind covers him up
snugly up for the night. The whisky-

of rough work. Beyond these consider-

ations nothing more is necessary for

thorough enjoyment. Of course if he is

well habituated to using his eyes so

much the better—he will see many
things hitherto hidden from his vision

and his enjoyment will be corresponding-

ly increased. If he is good on snow
shoes this again is all to his credit and

adds largely to the pleasures and joys of

a winter's outing in the woods.
Yes it has a charm and builds one up

in body and mind in a way no one can

imagine without experiencing it. Once

Spring.

jack comes and joins you in your noon-
day meal, the pine crossback, the nut

hatch, the chicadee, blue jay, actic three-

toed, the downy and many other wood
peckers, including the great pilated, all

do their share to make bright your win-

ter visit.

Those who have tried it become en-

thusiasts over winter vacations as over

summer ones. The winter vacationist

in the Canadian woods should be able to

endure a little hardship and do his share

try it and you will find it will result in

a winter fever just as surely as the click

of the reel will bring on the spring tevci

and you will find the one as hard to get

rid of as the other. But don't worry.

Your business will be better for it, your

friends will enjoy your company more
and it will make you like yourself better

too and, best of all, it will fill your heart

with a love for the Great Creator who
has made all things perfect alike in win-

ter as in summer.



A Winter's Deer Hunt In British Columbia

BY R. C. B.

EARLY in December, 1909, I re-

ceived and accepted an invitation

from a friend of mine, a well
known hunter and trapper, to visit

his cabin in the mountains and spend a

few days hunting with him.

My friend's c^r'bin is twelve miles south
of Grand Prairie, B.C., and I had a long
day in the saddle before I arrived. The
sun had just set as I reached my destina-
tion and my friend, whose name is

George Hazelhurst, had returned only a
short time before from visiting one of his

trap lines. Aly first care was for my
horse and when he had been attended to

for the night we returned to the cabin.
As host, George undertook the duties
of cook and it would have astonished
many city folks to see the good supper
he served up though he was without a
cook stove. He did not take long about
it either and being sharp set with my
long ride in the open I satisfied even
George's hospitable ideas of enjoyment.

Both of us were glad to retire early as
we had arranged a lengthy programme
for the morrow. George was up and
had breakfast ready before da3'light. It

was a good breakfast, too, and consisted
of bacon, beans, hot buttered bannocks,
steaming coffee with condensed cream
and sugar by way of trimmings. \\'ith

a good idea of what was before us we
made a hearty meal and were soon ready
for the trail.

Our guns had been looked over the
previous night and a glance assured us
that all was well. George had a Ross
sporting rifle and I carried a .303 Savage.
All day long did we tramp without
catching sight of a deer. On one oc-

casion we came across a couple of tracks

in the thick bush but they were not very
fresh and we concluded not to follow
them. When we reached camp just be-

fore dark we felt rather tired after our
long journey.

A good night's rest, however, restored

our vigor and we were both on deck
early next morning prepared to resume
our hunt. Our experience the previous
day caused us to decide on playing lone

hands. In many places we found the

bush too thick for us to travel to-

gether without making some noise. The
air was clear and frosty and the ther-

mometer registered eighteen below zero

when we looked at it before breakfast

—

and noise carried a long way in such an
atmosphere.

Before I had left the camp half an
hour I caught sight of a coyote running
up the side of a steep gulch. As soon as

I caught sight of him I emitted a

whistle and he stopped and looked across

at me. I took a good bead on him and
fired. He dropped, rolled down the

gulch for about twenty feet and lay

there. I found that I had hit him in the

heart. After hanging him on a tree by
the leg I resumed my tramp.

A mile further on I came across the

fresh track of a big buck. That track

upon examination, certainly "looked

good" to me. After following it for

some distance I noticed that a coyote's

track had joined that of the deer. I made
a closer examination of the two tracks

and soon saw that the buck had been fol-

lowing the coyote instead of, as I thought,

the coyote following the deer. The
tracks led on through the thick bush and
across deep gulches and often I saw when
the buck had stopped to partake of bits

of choice grass, etcetera. I noted further

by the fresh signs that I was gaining up-

on him. During his wanderings he cross-

ed another deer track and I gathered that

this must have been a buck also, as I

found the one I was following had rubbed
the bark oflF the trunk of a big willow
and tramped down the snow in his rage.

The other buck, however, had passed by
three hours before.

When he tired of this bit of exercise

the buck I called "mine." bv reason of
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my loni^ tracking, returned in almost the

same direction he had come. I followed

on his back track, keeping a sharp look-

out for any signs, as I expected to come
upon him any moment. Although I trail-

ed him through thick bush for nearly an

hour my expectations did not materialize.

Again he struck out into the open and
led me up a steep hill. It was now nearly

noon, and I knew he would soon be lying

down on the top of a ridge and looking

back on his trail. I was convinced that

1 had my work cut out to get near enough
for a good shot, for I had a stiff hill to

climb.

After half an hour of this work, and just

another little rise, and on nearing the

top took double precautions, creeping

along on hands and knees and not forget-

ting to keep within shelter of a bunch of

willows whenever possible.

On reaching the top I saw an even

piece of ground ahead of me, this being

covered with thick burnt timber. I look-

ed about for a few minutes and thought

I perceived the ears of a deer, though I

could not see its head or any part of its

body. After a long gaze I saw it move
and a portion of its neck came into view

between the trees. Xow was my
chance. I took a very careful aim and

fired.

A Mule-Tail Deer of British Columbia.

as I was gaining the summit of a little

divide. I saw, for just a moment, the top

of a big buck's head and antlers. By
the time I had reached the top of

the ridge he was out of sight. I saw
Avhere he had been lying in the snow, and

knew that he had not been there long, as

the snow had not started to melt under

him. I struck out again in pursuit, the

sight of my quarry infusing new energy

into mv tired limbs. Indeed, after the

sight of my quarry I felt ten years

younger than in the preceding few

minutes.
In a couple of hundred yards I came to

For a minute or two I could not see a

sign of the deer. The brush was very

thick. I made my way as soon as I

could to where the deer had been stand-

ing and saw I had dropped it in its tracks,

the bullet piercing its neck about six in-

ches behind the ear.

To ni}- astonishment I found it to be a

large doe and not the big buck I had been

following for hours. After bleeding it I

went back to see what had become of

mv (?) buck. I found he had turned

sharply to the left a few yards in front

of the spot where I had fired at the doe.

For an hour I followed his tracks into
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some very thick dead timber, where I

gave him up in disgust, returning to camp
and picking up the coyote on my way. I

found George returned before I reached

the camp. He reported having seen two
deer, but was not able to obtain a shot.

Next morning we took the horse and
brought in the deer, and the following

day it was necessary for me to return.

Before parting George made me promise

to .renew my visit, and I fully intend, un-

less unforeseen obstacles intervene, to

take advantage of his kindness.

Before closing may I refer to the dis-

tains are steep and rugged and cut up by
deep gulches, making it almost impos-
sible to travel far without experiencing a

few nasty falls. One trait of the deer

which adds materially to the difficulty of

bagging one is that they are invariably

found near the tops of the mountains.

It is a case out here of the still hunt-
er's wit, hard work and sense of sight

against deer caution and senses of smell,

sight and hearing.

Look on the other side at the man
with the dogs. He calmly saunters down

1. The Hunter's Cabin. 2. A Coyote, o Cample of British Columbia Mountains. This Cliff is Two Thousand

Feet Above the River That Flows at its Base, but Which is Hardly Visible in the Illustration.

cussion between the dog men and the
still hunters. One of the former describ-

ed the still hunter as one who "sneaks"
upon unsuspecting deer. That man has
never hunted deer in the mountains, or he
would know better. Deer are suspicious
and always on the alert. Their senses of

hearing, seeing and smelling are all of

the keenest. When a still hunter starts

out in the morning with the intention of

bagging a deer he certainly has a hard
dav's work ahead of him. Our moun-

to the shores of a lake, and concealing

himself near a run, waits, with his rifle

across his knees, until he hears the dogs
give tongue. Then, if the deer comes his

way, he drops him as he goes by. If his

first shot fails he often has another

chance while his victim is in the water.

The writer fails to see any matching of

wit against wit in the dog meti'^s meth-
ods of hunting. Out here a man has first

to earn his game before he can possibly

manag^e to secure it.



Our Camp in the Winter Woods. Claymont Camp, a Trysting Place of Good Sportsmen.

The Lure Of The Chase In Civilization

A Camp In The Winter Woods

BY F. B. DOUD.

MAYHAP the story of the incident

which led to the formation of the

Claymount Winter Camp is well

worth the telling and will inter-

est many of the readers of Rod and Gun.
It was the morning of the first day of

November, 1909, a glorious morning with

a tang of frost in the air, and although

engaged in the prosaic task of ploughing
my thoughts were far away with the

hunters in the north woods. While fol-

lowing my work almost mechanically I

was suddenly startled by hearing half a

dozen shots in the woods near by. Some
disconsolate fellows, I thought, unable to

go to the north after big game making
the best of the situation by hunting squir-

rels near home. The volley was followed

by a single shot ?nd I said to myself
" 'Old Charley' has secured a pot."

I resumed my occupation with more in-

terest in my work when I noticed the

horses prick up and look towards the

woods. I glanced in the same direction

and could scarcely believe my eyes when
I saw a deer in the act of leaping the

fence not four rods away. With easy

lopes he crossed the furrows, pausing a

few seconds on the hill, looking behind
him, and then sailed over the next fence

into the old pasture field. Again he

paused awhile to look back and immed-
iately after he disappeared over the hill.

\\'ell, I was "jiggered"—that was the

only adequate expression to describe my
surprise ; who would not be in a similar

state?—to see a deer running free in the

Township of Dumfries in Old Ontario.

Before I had quite recovered my senses

half a dozen fellows came tumbling over

the fence, hot on the trail of the buck and
presenting appearances truly comical for

a band of hunters.

There was Andrew, ye olde time sport
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He Jumped Over Into the Woods and Looked at Them.

with a light .32 rifle and full of buck
fever. As he passed he called out ex-

citedly, "I shot at him ! Oh, my, I must
have hit liim ! I was so close but you
know—" I lost the remainder as he re-

newed his etiforts to remain in the lead.

I saw Jim toting an old muzzle loader,

rammed with No. 6 s'hot. George had a

little .22 and the others were carrying

sticks. Of course there was a dog fol-

lowing the boys. Chum hearing the

noise came to ascertain the cause and
both of us catching the fever, succumbed
to the lure of the chase and left the-

ploughing to take care of itself.

Later on I learned that Jim and George

when engaged in ploughing like myself

found a "goat" feeding with the cattle.

The animal edged away as they went
nearer and finally leaping the wire fence

stopped and stared at them from the

shelter of the adjoining woods.

"Gee," exclaimed Jim. "That's a

<leer!" Who can blame them for organ-

izing a chase with deadly designs? As
we ran we spread out and made a diligent

search for our quarry. Ere long I came
across four fellows engaged in squirrel

hunting. They had secured eleven fine

ones—black and grey. When I hastily

explained the situation to them an in-

credulous smile spread over their faces

and I saw that my veracity was at a low

ebb with them. "Oh, yes, it is possible,"

remarked one. addressing th^ other, "we
got a deer in the same place thirty years

ago. It was feeding with the cattle also.

That's an old tale so I didn't expect to

have it resurrected in the present day!"

Without any further words I left them

and continued the chase, shortly after-

wards hearing Andrew's encouraging

call: "Come on, boys, hurry up, hurry

up!"
Sure enough the deer was seen to en-

ter the woods out of which the squirrel

hunters had so recently emerged. An-

other hoodlum with a .22 joined in the

chase and the noise was renewed. The

guys half a mile back heard the shouting

and started to return 'but their disbelief

had robbed them of any chance they

mig*ht have had.

As I know the district thoroughly I

circled the wood and gained the lead. As

I reached the far corner and was con-

sidering where to turn I looked about

me and saw, within two rods of the other

side of the fence, Mr. Buck looking at

me and apparently bewildered by all the

noise that was being raised behind. As I

threw my stick at him, the only weapon

I had. he rushed into the bush. The fir-

ing of the .22 scared 'him and jumping

the fence again, he sailed across the field

and was soon far away. As he reached

the other end of the field I saw a man

with a gun. The man fired, the only re-

sult being t.o cause the deer to go a little

faster. With a wave of his flag he dis-

appeared from view again. All who

were following the hunt had a glimpse of

the buck at this point and agreed that it

was a sight well worth seeing.

Over at a farmhouse I retold my story

and once more found the laugh against

me. Just at that moment the deer reap-

peared. Silhouetted against the sky he

looked larger than he really was and
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after facing a couple of horses for just a

minute he raced off with leaps and
bounds for the side road.

The good lady of the house, throwing
aside her disbelief, plunged into a severe
attack of buck fever. Shaking her apron
she called upon both men and dogs to

liasten and prevent the deer from get-
ting aw^ay. Some one appeared in a

buggy and I mounted, hoping that we
might manage to keep that deer in sight.

The fellows behind arrived just in time
to see the fun—'the good lady, men and
dogs in a noisy mix-up.
During the course of the chase Andrew

met an old friend whom he had not seen
for a quarter of a century. They shook
hands and again parted. Even the
claims of such an old time friend could
not keep Andrew from the chase, the
lure was too strong for him to resist and
he made no effort to escape.

The horse and buggy took us to the
road in time for us to see a herd of cat-

tle bunch together and the deer disap-
pear over the gravel pit hill.

When the stragglers reached us we
held a council of war. One of the men
had a dog, part hound, which had been
to Muskoka the previous fall and, accord-
ing to his owner, was a cracker jack for

deer. All that was required was to give
him a scent.

Across the newly seeded wheatfield
the deer had left distinct tracks. Into
some of these the boy thrust the dog's
nose and then the dog became excited,

made a circle or two and set off on the

trail as though he were in Muskoka.
"Call him back!" cried Andrew, "he will

only run the deer away from me." In a

long drawn out line we followed on. The
trail led us very close to the playground
of the St. George's school and here the

dog lost thje scent in a stream running
through the small cedar ravine.

By this time it was high noon and as

we neared the village we enquired of the

school boys whom we met if they had
seen anything of the deer. The sceptic-

ism of the elders was nothing to that of

the youngsters. "Ho, say, what are you
giving us?" exclaimed more than one
w'hile one young Sobersides remarked
"We saw two dears just go into the

Smelled of the Twenty-two and Got Soared.

school!" Bully for that youngster, he-
scored off us that time.

We secured lunch in the village and
our numbers were reinforced by several
men who felt the lure of the chase.
Amongst them was the miller who lug-
ged a heavy Mauser and brought a fine

old hound named Ring. Our diligent
search even when thus aided, was useless
and at length we had to admit ourselves
beaten.

The run in the open, however, was
good for all—youth and middle age, the
finest medicine for opening up our lung
cells it was possible to procure. With
some those cells had remained dor-
mant since we played fox and hound at

school and our experiences reminded us
of those past and happy days.

Sitting in the woods, rehearsing the
incidents of the day between w'hiffs of'

the pipe, the Banker remarked: "If we
had only a little camp-fire, boys 'twould
be just like the real North woods!" The
observation expressed our feelings and
we were all filled with strong desires for
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larger shares of the free and unconven-

tional life.

The hunting moon passed but the

memories of our hunt did not fade and

When the moon was again full those

memories took shape in a summons to

^11 who had assisted in the chase to ap-

pear at Claymount Camp, a winter re-

treat in the woods. Early in the chase

the deer had circled this camp and it ap-

peared appropriate to arrange a gather-

ing in such a suitable place.

A dozen good fellows made their ap-

pearance on an evening when the air was
nippy with frost and imbued with the

novelty of the scene heartily enjoyed

themselves. A hot backwoods supper

was the first item on the programme and

this was followed by a smoker. To
many of us that evening gave the finish-

ing touch to our memory picture, like

.as the setting sun gives tints to the close

of a glorious autumn day.

As we lingered outside the Camp one

man voiced the feelings of all as he ask-

€d: "Why not have more of this?" In

the moonlit woods, in the exhilaration

.caused bv our experience on that winter

•evening the bond was cemented and

.our camp club was formed.

On the following week the members
spent a day in rabhit hunting. We scar-

ed the squirrels and hunted the rabbits.

The Banker, looking at the other fellow

and not taking any heed to his own steps.

blindly smashed into some brush and

nearly broke the game laws by slipping

on a partridge which went whirring

away from beneath his feet into the next

bush.

"Ring," the good old hound, knew his

business and was leading ofif towards the

swamps. Some of the boys followed

eagerly in his wake while others poked

about trying to start the rabbits. Reach-

ing "Old Charley's" shack we were made
heartily welcome and remained till we
heard Ring's music in the swamp when
we hiked pretty fast, hoping to be in at

the fun.

"Gee. whiz ! w^hat a report, so near,

too." We felt we had quite an escape.

We found Andrew at the front again

with his muzzle loader and a good show

of rabbits, the ground thickly strewn
with paper wadding. Ring was still busy
and pretty soon three or four shots stop-

ped as many rabbits in their flight.

Some partridges were stalked for the

fun of flushing them and squirrels were
frightened, only to scamper ofif and scold

louder than ever.

We crossed the fields to another
swamp, the sun casting our shadows far

ahead of us. Giving our pants another
hitch up we proceeded further on al-

though the shades of evening had fallen

amongst the cedars. Ring soon made
music for the hunters and back and forth

across the swamp shots were sent after

the rabbits as they, jumped among the

brush and hummocks. Leaving the din

at its height I made tracks for camp with

the object of preparing things for the

banquet. I carried a big bag with me
and my mind was easy on the score of

quantities.

When the hunters mustered at the

shack, a bright warm fire and an atmo-

sphere redolent with cofifee welcomed
them. No time was lost as you may
imagine, after the health-giving exer-

tions of the afternoon in making short

work of delicious meat pies, baked beans

and coffee hot from the camp stove,

home made bread, sardines, catsup,

warm mince and apple pies and a great

cake sticky with icing and passed around

on the biggest B.C. shingle ever made.

It is whispered that the Banker loosr

ened his belt thrice and the doctor, al-

ways thorough, probed to the very bot-

tom of the bean jar. Ring was on hand

to gather up the titbits.

With the pipes alight, chafif and ban-

ter were tossed about and the evening

passed within the lighted camp in an at-

mosphere of jolly good fellowship.

If we cannot all go to the North woods
where the moose and the deer make
trails, many can make camps nearer

home, take an occasional day off and

with kindred spirits tote guns or take

cameras along. Even a crooked stick is

good enough to chase a deer when such

chase means health and health means
happiness.



Two of the Trophies.

The Land Of The Caribou

A Successful Hunt In Newfoundland

BY W. DOUGLAS WILKES.

AFTER a good deal of thought it

was finally decided that my hunt
of 1909 should take place in the

Land of the Caribou, and Sun-
day, October sixteenth, saw me with
some friends at the temporary terminus
of the New York, Xew Haven and Hart-
ford Railroad in New York City, bound
for Newfoundland. Having read and
heard much of the lordly caribou, whose
migratory habits have been known to the

Indians from time immemorial and con-
cerning which we even now know very
little, I was filled with the most pleasant
anticipations of the experiences in store

for me in what was to me a new land.

A brief farewell to those who had come
to wish me Godspeed and good luck, and
we were off, the train crossing the busy
an'd thriving states of Connecticut and
Rhode Island, and presenting such
ever-changing views as to engage the at-

tention even of those who knev/ thei^e

districts well. Boston, the seat of learn-

ing, art and culture, and which has so

well sustained its reputation in these re-

spects, was reached in the evening and
here the night was spent.

Next morning the through train for

St. John, N.B., was boarded, though
nearly the whole of the day was passed

in crossing the Pine Tree State. Port-

land was reached at noon, and it was
early evening when the domains of Uncle
Sam were left and the Dominion border

crossed. At midnight St. John was
reached and a change made to the well

equipped Intercolonial Railway, owned
by the Dominion Government, our ex-

periences with which gave us a good im-

pression of government owned railways

as operated by the Canadian Government.
In the early morning we again changed

at Truro, N.S., and after a good break-

fast and a look at the town, we were pre-

pared to join the train from Halifax di-

rect to North Sydney. This proved to

be one of the most pleasant portions of

the outing, the experience of riding

through the beautiful Province of Nova
Scotia in the daytime being one that will

long be remembered. Reaching Mul-
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grave in the afternoon the train was
backed in two sections on to the steamer

Scotia and ferried across the Straits of

Caseau to Point Tupper on Cape Bre-

ton Island, a distance of about three-

quarters of a mile.

The rail journey was then resumed,

North Sydney being reached at eight in

the evening, the train running down to

the wharf, where embarkation was made
on the Reid-Newfoundland Company's
steamer, Bruce, a smart yacht-like look-

ing craft. Three hours later we were

crossing Cabot Strait, and after a rough

passage landed at Port aux Basques in

the early morning.

Compliance with the Customs regul'i-

tions and procuring a hunting license did

stalked with a Camera.

not take long, and these necessary pre-
liminaries to a Newfoundand trip having
been concluded, I boarded the Reid-
Newfoundland Company's express for the
interior.

The train for the next hour ran along
the edge of the high, rocky cliffs which
fringe the western and south-western
coasts of the island. These are so in-

dented with fiords and bays as to well
earn for the island the title of the Xor-
'way of America. The worn rocks gave

mute testimon}- to the tremendous furies

of the angry waves of the ever-restless

sea to which they are exposed all the
time, and the terrible nature of the win-
ter and spring storms which make the
coast one to be dreaded by all mariners.

After many fine sea views with wild
and desolate land scenery, a turn was
made inland, and the train passed by
lakes, barrens and stretches of woodland
without number, although variety was
well maintained by many differences

being noted. Just before noon St. Geor-
ge's was reached, and here again we ran

along by the sea, and many fishing set-

tlements along the west coast were seen.

An hour later Stephenville was announc-
ed, and here Mr. Charles C. Martyn.
through whom the trip had been arrang-

ed, greeted me and presented the guide.

Tom Webb, who was to accompany me
in my expedition.

A short walk brought us to Martyn's
Hotel, a delightful building made of

rough logs and entirely surrounded by
evergreen trees. The whole appearance

of the place was cosy and homelike, and
after my long journey it appeared very

pleasant. An overnight stay was made
and advantage taken of it to get my out-

fit into shape and talk over the arrange-

ments for the trip.

Early next morning we loaded the out-

fit, dory and supplies on the train and were
soon on our way. At noon we reached

the Bay of Islands, the home of the great

herring fislieries, and from that point ran

along the banks of the Humber River

—

a very .beautiful stream winding its way
along the valleys at the foot of rugged

mountains and bold cliffs, the wealth of

scenic views being the finest the island

affords.

Deer Lake, a beautiful sheet of water

entirely surrounded by forests and rolling

hills, was passed and gave us another

change of view. This lake derives its

name from the fact that the caribou are

wont to swim across its waters when
taking their migratory journeys in spring

and fall.

Late afternoon saw us at Sandy River,

about two miles west of Hawley. and
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•here our belongings were put oft" the

train and we started making camp. Be-
fore we had completed the work darkness
fell, accompanied by fine rain and drivitig

sleet. After supper we turned in with-

out delay, the outlook being drearv en-

ough.
Next morning we were early afoot and

found a complete change, the atmosphere
being bright and clear. After breakfast

we broke camp and were soon on our

way up the Sandy River. When only

five miles from the railroad we surprised

a company of caribou, consisting of one

stag and eight does. The animals were
crossing the ri\er and gave us a fine

dashing through the water. It was then
I regretted that I had not brought my
fishing tackle along.

A quick passage was made across Lit-

tle Sandy Lake, up the connecting brook
and into Big Sandy Lake. In the early
afternoon we reached the north-west cor-

ner of the lake and left Walter, the cook,

to establish the camp which should be
our headquarters, while we tried our luck
in a large marsh about two miles away.
Here I found that Webb had establish-

ed a look-out station which consisted of

two trees growing close together and
connected with a series of rods nailed
across, forming a ladder up to a platform,

After a Hard Day's Work.

view of them. From that time on we
.saw many herds moving along the banks,

and from their numbers were led to think
that the caribou were crossing south on
one of their annual migrations.

At eleven o'clock we reached the first

rapids, and for the next couple of hours
had our hands full. It was hard and dif-

ficult work to get the heavily laden dory
through six rapids, but it was safely ac-

complished and our lunch was well

earned.

Just before starting again I wandered
down to the water's edge and while
standing there I saw several larije salmon

the latter made of poles nailed on the
tops of two spruce trees with cross-
pieces. From this platform we had a view
over the entire marsh.
Upon reaching the look-out we discov-

ered several herds feeding, but upon a

nearer inspection, after a careful stalk,

we found that although large stags were
included, the horns in all cases Avere poor.

We, therefore, left them alone and re-

turned to camp, which we did not reach
till after dark, when we were quite ready
for the excellent supper prepared for us.

Next day proved a blank, for although
we saw many caribou, they were all
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small, and the guide was anxious that I

should procure a good one and I was will-

ing to agree with his wishes in this re-

spect. Sunday was spent quietly in and

around the camp, making everything

snug and secure. We were convinced

from all we saw that the annual migra-

tion had started and that we need not

go far from our permanent camp to ob-

tain the game.

We were on the look-out by daybreak

on Monday morning, w'hen many cari-

bou were seen, though nc monarch with

large horns greeted our vision. While
Webb remained aloft I descended and
started a fire, the wind being keen and
biting on the platform. While enjoying

the fire, Walter arrived with a supply of

food, and later on Tom came down, re-

porting a big stag approaching us.

Under the guide's directions we start-

ed out carefully. Creeping along for

about three-quarters of a mile w^e reached

a small bush, and from its friendly shel-

ter were able to see the stag about two
hundred and fifty yards away. We could

see he was a fine animal with a good
spread of horns as he came on confidently

at the head of three does. After coming
on for about fifty yards he stopped be-

liind a juniper bush, over wdiich I could
see his horns whenever he raised his head
from feeding.

The docs continued to advance until

they were only about tw^enty-five yards

away, when, fearing they w'ould scent

us and give the alarm, I decided to fire.

Judging from the horns, which were all

I could see. I drew a careful bead on

where I thought the horns ought to be

and fired. As the report broke the still-

ness of the morning he dashed wildly

across the marsh and I thought I had
missed. In twenty yards, however, he

fell head foremost and we subsequently

ascertained that the little .256 Mannlich-

er bullet had gone through both lungs.

By the time we had counted the cari-

bou's thirty points and admired his

heavy horns, we were joined by Walter,
who had watched us from the look-out.

Removing the head, and cutting off a

hind quarter w'hich we required for food.

we returned to our temporary camp and
the outlook.

While Tom mounted the ladder Wal-
ter prepared a good lunch. Just as we
had finished eating, Tom came down
again full of an account of a very big
stag with a fine pair of horns which he
had seen come out of the woods. When
he last saw him, the animal was lying
down in the middle of the marsh. Some
careful stalking followed, and we calcu-

lated that we were within three hundred
yards of him when we sat down and
waited for him to rise.

For a full hour w& remained in a

cramped postiion, a steady rain falling

most of the time, and just as w^e had
made up our minds to take chances and
move rather than remain uncomfortable
indefinitely, the stag rose and started

feeding and moving along towards us.

\\'hile we were still on the watch two
medium-sized stags developed a sudden
dislike for each other, and a furious bat-

.tle ensued. After several attempts to get

under each other's guard, they back-

ed away for a final effort. They met with

a great crash, the impact hurling both

animals into the water of a small pool

close by. This sudden and unexpected
bath appeared to cool their ardor, and
each returned to his respective herd some-
what crestfallen.

By this time the big stag had moved
into a position presenting a good shot.

Not daring to stand up, however, I found
it difficult to estimate the distance, with

the result that the first shot went too

high. A quick change of sights and a

second shot fired before he could move,
took him right through the heart and he

was mine. The terrible shock of the bul-

let was evidenced by the fact that the

animal merely sank down in its tracks

and made no further motion.

Thirty-seven points and a good spread

was the prize— a prize any sportsman
might be proud of securing. It was
impossible to look over the animal un-

moved and even Webb, Indian though he

was in his reserve, became enthusiastic.

The head was quickly removed, and with

our two trophies we returned to the main
camp.
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The storiT^^ which had been increasing"

in vioIeni:e all day, reached the propor-

tions of a gale in the evening. It con-

tinued with more or less violence all

night and the following day, enabling us

to devote all our time to cleaning and
fixing up the heads.

With a return of fine weather we were
out again and though unsuccessful we
were kept from losing heart by Walter's

never-failing remark: *'Big stag come
bye and bye

!''

Next morning a council of war was
called, and it was decided to penetrate a

portion of the country where even Webb
had never been. The trip over the neigh-

boring hills proved an arduous one, and

at length we reached a marsh in which a

large herd of caribou were feeding. In-

cluded in this herd were two large stags.

With infinite precautions we obtained a

nearer view, only to find one of the stags

.carrying horns with nineteen points and
therefore no good to me. The other one

appeared to have a fine head, and after

the usual long and trying wait in a rain-

.storm of more than usual severity, he

moved into a fairly good position.

The does had scented us and were un-

easy, and fearing that the alarm would
.extend, I decided to fire. The bullet

struck high up in the shoulder and only

lamed him slightly. We gave chase, and

after following about five miles through

a series of swamps and bogs which were

waist deep with mud and water, we had

reluctantly to confess ourselves beaten.

After a light lunch we returned to camp.

As my time was growing short we
started out next morning with a fixed de-

termination to accomplish something.

Tramping all morning through woods
and swamps without seeing anything

alive we reached a marsh, three miles

from camp early in the afternoon. Here

we saw several herds feeding, and includ-

ed in one of them was a fair-sized stag.

When we had succeeded in crawling to

within three hundred yards of them we
saw a large stag coming out of the

woods, a far better one than the other and

to him we immediately turned our at-

tention.

A heart-breaking stalk ensued, most of

which had to be accomplished on hands
and knees. In this way we reached a

small bush growing on the ridge along

which he was feeding. He came on

steadily until he reached a point about

three hundred and fifty yards away, when
he turned off and started for the woods.

We then wriggled along on our stom-

achs to a point where I could see fairly

well, and I decided to shoot. With my
first shot I secured a clean miss, and my
second was fired with a like result. The
noise of the firing, however, sent him
going with the speed of an express train,

lust as he reached the bush I fired at his

Caribou Crossing.

hind quarters, which were all I could see.

The bullet struck him, and although he

did not fall we could see that he was
swaying from side to side.

Not knowing how hard he was hit, we
ran around to the right where we
thought, if he came out, we would be

sure to get another crack at him. When
we reached our positions he was nowhere

in sight, and as we were positive that he

had not escaped, we went quietly into

the bush after him.

We had not gone far when we discov-

ered him lying at full length on the

o-round. Webb, who was in the lead,

pronounced him dead, but to our surprise

the stag after giving one look, arose and

started" off with a tremendous leap. He
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had gone no more than twenty or thirty

yards when I recovered myself and, aim-

ing carefully, fired, hitting him in the

shoulder. Once more he went down and

this time for good. When we reached

him he was still breathing and I finished

him with my Luger pistol.

The head had a fine spread with thirty-

five points, and as it was fast growing

dark we removed this as quickly as pos-

sible and made our way over the three

rough miles to our camp. On examin-

ing the head we found that the animal's

lower jaw had been badly smashed and

about half his front teeth knocked out.

Over his right eye was a ragged hole.

These injuries had no doubt been brought

about by battles with others of his own
kind.

Not till after dark did we reach camp,

and after a hearty meal we gladly turned

in, feeling that we had well earned a

good night's rest.

Camp was broken early the following

morning, the entire day being consumed

in packing our dunnage and trophies to

the railroad. It was not tillthe follow-

ing morning we were able to board the

train with our load, reaching Stephen-

ville in the afternoon. A change u.

clothes, a bath, a good meal, and I felt m
civilization again.

Next morning the trophies were ship-

ped, tickets bought and Port aux Basques
reached the same evening. Here my
hunting license was turned in and I re-

ceived back the deposit I paid on my
guns on entering the country.

A night was spent on the water and
when I aw^oke in the morning we were
being warped into the dock at North.

Sydney.
The same afternoon I was at Truro,.

N.S., and joining the Maritime Express
w^as in Montreal the following evening
and New York City the succeeding
morning.

In conclusion I can strongly recom-
mend anyone desiring a pleasant but
strenuous hunt to visit Newfoundland.
Arrangements can be made, as were my
own, through Mr. Charles C. Martyn,
proprietor of the Bay St. George Hotel,

Stephenville, Newfoundland, and with

Tom We'bb as guide and Walter Perrer

as cook, a successful and enjoyable

trip may be assured.

When I look at the trophies decorating

my walls all the pleasures of the past are

recalled and I enjoy again, almost as

keenly, the excitement of the hunt. I

can assure readers that my caribou hunt
of 1909 will hold no small place in my re-

collections as long as memory, may be

left to me.

Amending The Alberta Game Laws

THE Alberta Government have pro-

posed some important amend-
ments to the Game Act and by the

time our readers have this copy in

their hands they will most likely have be-

come law^

Perhaps the most important of all are

the provisions for the protection of

prairie chickens, the slaughter of w'hich

has been so common in the past. In fu-

ture hunters will be limited to ten chick-

ens per man per day. The opening of

the duck season will be changed from
August twenty-third to September first.

In future a residential bird license of

$1.25 wdll be necessary before game birds
can be shot. Provision is made for the
protection of Hungarian partridge.

Game Avardens in the future are to pos-
sess the power to make arrests. Fines of

not less than $50 or more than $100 are

provided for offenders under the Act.
Non-residents, "the guests of settlers,

must pay $5 for the privilege of hunting
as under the old act. A provision is al-

so made that residents, accompanying
non-residents without licenses, are equal-
Iv offenders under the law^



Along The Line Of The Grand Trunk Pacific

From Edmonton To Fort George

BY A PIONEER JOURNALIST.

THE first view of the Rockies, on

the Grand Trunk Pacific route,

is had at the 2^IcLeod Rivei, one
hundred and twenty three mil^s

west of Edmonton. This view comprises
the range to the south of Yellowhead, ana
is about eighty miles distant. At Prairic

Creek, which is practically the entrance
to the mountain region, the railway runs
high up on a ridge to the south side of the

Athabasca River and passengers will be
aflforded one of the best views of the

Athabasca \^alley and the mountains.
The river at this point is about three

hundred feet wide, with a swift current

of eight miles an hour. Roche Miette,

a prominent rocky pinnacle, rears itself

to the southwest and looms up in stately

grandeur. This mountain is at an ele-

vation of about seven thousand feet and
is seen from Prairie Creek, about twenty
miles distant. After leaving Prairie

Creek the line enters Jasper Park, the

five thousand square miles National

Park, reserved by the Dominion Govern-

ment for the preservation of game and
for the perpetual propagation of fish ar J

game in that section of the country.

One hundred and ninety-seven miles

west of Edmonton the railway enters

what is known on the other transcontin-

ental railways in America as the Foot-

hills, but in connection with this section

of the country the term is a misnomer
compared to hills that are found on other

transcontinental roads. Instead of un-

dulating country with hills of a low al-

titude the Grand Trunk Pacific will have

mountains immediately on entering the

Rockies. The first of these is reached

at Brule Lake, two hundred and nine

miles west of Edmonton, where, to the

west, on the opposite side of the Lake,

along which the railway runs, is seen a

high range of mountains, the principal

one of which i> Bulrush Mountain, ris-

ing from eight to ten thousand feet above

the sea level. The Lake itself is an en-
largement of the Athabasca River, seven
miles long, half a mile wide, and a splen-
did view is had from the grade. Seven
miles further on is Fiddle Creek, with
Folding ^fountain rising above the val-
ley to a height of about nine thousand
feet, and on the north side high rugged
mountains stand up boldly with vertical

cliffs and steep rocky slopes. The Ath-
abasca Valley is from one to two miles
wide at this point and most beautiful.

Continuing west, the railway follows
the Athabasca, with ranges of mountains
rising to dizzy heights on both sides of

the grade. The principal mountains at

this point are Roche Miette on the east

side and Roche Suette on the left side.

The derivation of Roche Miette is partly

from the French and Cree Indian lang-

uage, Roche being French for "rock,"

and the word ^^liette, the Cree lor

"sheep."

Among the Hot Springs.

Looking towards the west from this

point about ten miles distant is seen the

Fiddle Back range, an imposing pile of

a series of peaks which tower towards
the sky and are covered with snow, these

peaks running to an altitude of from six

to ten thousand feet. The view at sun-

rise and sunset at this point is very beau-

tiful. Xear this point and on Fiddle

Creek is a series of hot springs reached

bv trail, the route being about ten miles.

There are about eleven springs, the most
valuable and prominent of which are

four that are close together. The tem-

peratures of these springs, are one hun-

dred and twenty seven degrees, one hun-

dred and twenty degrees, one hundred

and sixteen degrees and one hundred and

eleven degrees Fahrenheit. The water

is sulphurous and very buoyant.
_

FVom
a medicinal point of view the efficacy of

these waters is apparent, as the inhab-

itants for miles around make annual pil-
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grimages to tlie s})ring-s for the treat-

ment of several ailments.

Mountain sheep and bears are found in

goodly numbers in this vicinity and part-

ridges abound in the forest. Hunting,
however, is not allowed in Jasper Park,

and the regulations are strictly enforc-

ed by the Government guardians.

Some Mountain Trails.

ection, 9,700 feet high, and to the east

a long, seriated range. Looking west
from this point are also seen Jasper
Lake, Fish Lake and Rocky River wind-
ing like a silver thread through the coun-
try for miles. Jasper Lake, nestling in

the valley surrounded by high moun-
tains, is five miles long and one mile

wide.

At this point there are a number of About two hundred and twenty five

Brule Lake and Bulrush Mountains—Alberta.

interesting trails that will allow those
who desire, the chance of exploring
some of the mountain recesses. One
of these is the Roche Miette trail that
takes one well up on to the mountain,
from which point of vantage magnifi-
cent views of the Athabasca Valley are
had. A grand view is had from here
of the Fiddle Creek range, looking west,
also Pyramid Mountain in the same dir-

miles west of Edmonton to the right of

the railway is seen Colin Range, high

rocky mountains with prominent peaks.

A few miles further on is also seen Pyr-

amid Peak, ten thousand feet high. A
few miles further on the Snarling River

rushes down the mountain sides and emp-
ties into the Athabasca River. About
six miles from the mouth of this river

is an interesting canyon, the walls of
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which are about two hundred feet high,

and tlie gorge not more than twenty feet

wide. The stream rushes through the

chasm with a picturesque fall of thirty

feet.

The confluence of the Athabasca and
the Miette Rivers is reached about two
hundred and forty miles west of Edmon-
ton. The grade runs along the brow of

the hill on the north shore of the Miette
River, with high mountains towering up

fifteen inches, but delicious eating.

Reaching the summit, two hundred and
forty eight miles west of Edmonton, the

line crosses the border from the Province
of Alberta into the Province of British

Columbia. Here the summit of the Yel-
lowhead Pass is reached, and a small
stream takes its rise running west to

Yellowhead Lake, while another stream

flows east into the Miette River. Leav-

ing the summit the first object of note

Athabasca Valley and Tiddle Back Range—Canadian Rockies.

to the south, and now enters the main
range of the Rocky Mountains. Promin-
ent among the peaks is Mt. Ceike, eleveii

thousand feet altitude, and which can be
seen in all its grandeur to the south some
ten miles. In the Miette Vnlley there
are a number of small streams which sim-
ply teem with rainbow trout. The fish

are not large, running from twelve to

is Yellowhead Lake, four miles long,

with an average width of one mile and
a half. The lake is surrounded by lofty

mountains on the south, (the principal

peak being Mount Pellee, nine thousand
feet altitude,) and on the north side by
high hills. From Yellowhead Lake a

small stream carries its waters into the

Eraser River, the lake taking its rise from



Folding Mounta n—Entrance to the Canadian Rockies.

glaciers about twenty miles to the south.

This river is a grand stream, flowing

down through British Columbia for a dis-

tance of nearly one thousand miles. En-

tering Fraser Valley the view is very

fine from the location of the railway.

Looking to the south several high moun-
tains are noticeable and in every few

miles are seen picturesque streams tear-

ing" d-nvn the mountain sides, with water-

falls hundreds of feet high and the water

rushing through the gullies in its mad
flight to the Fraser. About two hun-

dred and ninety miles west of Edmonton

the ]\Ioose River is crossed and about a

hundred yards from the line at this point

are Moose River Falls, a beautiful catar-

act where the river rushes through a

canvon with sides about one hundred

and" fiftv feet high and falls over the
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brink of the river bed making three drops
before reaching the valley below. The
first fall is about thirty feet, the second
about ten feet and the third fifteen feet.

From the high hills north of the line at

this point magnificent views are had in

all directions, particularly looking west
where an unobstructed view of the Eraser
\'alley is had and Moose Lake about
three miles distant.

From Moose River to Grand Fork.

From Moose River to Grand Fork the

railway runs along the base of the moun-
tains on the north side of Moose Lake.
Moose Lake is a level sheet of water
seven and one-half miles long and from
a half to one mile wide. The outlook
from the train looking south is imposing.

The Selwyn Range rises abruptly from
the water's edge and heavily clothed with
verdure to the timber line, above which
are majestic snow-capped peaks. On
the north side of the lake a stony slope

of moderate inclination runs back for a

considerable distance until the western
end of the lake is reached when the steep-

er rocky slopes of the Rainbow Moun-
tains begin. A'iewed from the railway
the Rainbow Mountains have the gor-

geous appearance of red and yellow from
which they have derived their name.
About eight miles from Moose Lake the

Grand Fork is reached and from this

point is seen the grandest view on the

whole route. Great mountains surround
the valley on every hand, but over all

stands Mt. Robson. 13.700 feet above the

sea level.

From Tete Jaune Cache to Fort George.

From Grand Fork to Tete Jaune Cache
is a distance of about fourteen miles, the

railway continuing on the south side of

the Eraser and the scenery not losing any
of its grandeur en route. Snow-capped
mountains of high altitude are seen on
either side and at Tete Jaune Cache, high

mountains are observed in every direc-

tion, the principal one being Mica Moun-
tain 0.600 feet altitude, directly opposite

the site of Tete Jaune Cache. On July
15th the first steamboat that had ever

reached Tete Jaune Cache came up the

Eraser from Fort George, taking six days
to make the journey up and two days
down. This time will give some idea of

the swift current of the Eraser. The
journey from Tete Jaune Cache to Fort
George down the Eraser River by canoe
is a most interesting one, taking six days
to complete. For a distance of 150
miles there is a sameness of scenery with
high hills on either side. About sixty

miles below Tete Jaune Cache at the Big
Shuswap River it is stated that the lana

and climate are suited to mixed farming
and dairying, also considered good for

fruit culture. The hunting on the Eras-

er between Tete Jaune Cache and Fort
George is excellent, bear (both grizziy

and black) and moose abound, while cari-

bou are found in goodly numbers. About
200 miles below Tete Jaune Cache the

hills disappear and the flat undulating
country thickly covered with small tim-

ber is noticed. Fort George itself is an

interesting spot and will assuredly be-

come a city of importance, as it is in the

centre of a good agricultural district and
the logical place for a distributing point.

A government expedition consisting of

Professor A. E. Barlow, of ]\IcGill, Pro-

fessor Guillin, of Queen's, ]\Ir. Fair-

bault, of the Dominion Geological Sur-

vey, J. H. \^aliquette, engineer of the

Provincial Department of ]\Iines, spent
three and a half months in Northern
Quebec, in the region between Lake St.

John and James Bay. \\'hile the mem-
bers were largely engaged in prospect-

ing they found the waters abounding in

many varieties of fish. In some of the

lakes members of the party took speck-

led red trout up to five and six pounds in

weight. Huge gray lake trout or toul-

adi were captured as well as white fish,

pike and pickerel. Plenty of feathered

game was seen. The only big game
killed was a bear, the animals being
numerous along the route followed by
the explorers. This route traversed

some of the hunting ground of the Mon-
tagnais Indians and numbers of the lat-

ter were secured as guides for the ex-

pedition.



Fishing And Hunting In The Quebec Wilds

BY DR. J. G. FULTON.

AFTER weeks of planning the day
finally arrived for departure from
New York for our proposed trip

in the Canadian bush. • My com-
panion, Dr. George A. Fournier, made a

trip the previous year to the headwaters
of the Lievree River, and his experience
on this trip made the subject of what to

take and w'hat not to take an easy one.

We aimed to "go right but go light"

which was fully appreciated by our
guides and from a carefully prepared
list our outfit was easily gotten together.

Where to go was the point hardest to

decide; however, at the suggestion of M.
Larocque, of Montreal, we finally de-

cided on St. Michel des Saints, P. O., as

our objective point, getting our guides,

canoes, etc. there. By correspondence
with Mr. Archambault, of St. Michel, we
secured our guides in advance.

St. Michel is situated about sixty miles
north of St. Gabriel, the terminus of a

branch road about ninety miles from
Montreal. It lies in the County of Rer-
thier and is the last settlement in that

direction. The Mattawa River, a branch
of the St. Maurice, flows through the

village.

After a day spent in Montreal we left

on the five p.m. train for St. Gabriel, the

end of our railroad journey. The fol-

lowing day we spent with M. Larocque,
who gave us an opportunity to try our
luck for trout on a lake owned by him
and located about four miles from the

village of St. Gabriel.

At last we were away from the city,

its noise and bustle, business worries
and cares—how glad we were to forget

them all, with nothing to do but just fish

which we did with good success, too

;

several times landing one on each fiy.

and in a short time we had a good catch
for our host.

The next day we had our sixty mile
drive to make in to St. Michel. We were
up early and found our driver "Jini^ie"
Provost ready, and we soon had our duf-
fle packed aboard and were ofif for St.

Michel.

The scenery for the most part was ,ery

interesting and in many places wild ?nd
rugged, especially where the road fol-

lows the course of the Black River. We
passed through many typical French-
Canadian villages and saw the Habitant
and his Cabane, made so familiar to us
by Dr. Drummond—and still Jimmie
drove on. "Do we not stop soon for

lunch?" "Qui a la Borriere" (The toll

gate), and the dinner w^as well worth
the waiting.

We reached our destination about half

past five, tired but happy. We were met
b_v Mr. Archambault, who assured us
our guides w'ere "tres bon" "tres bon"
and "les canoes all right too."

The next morning our guides showed
up on time, and we were soon busy pre-

paring for the bush. Mr. Archambault
very courteously invited us as his guests

• to the lakes controlled by the Mattawa
Club. We reached their first camp late

that afternoon, and early the next morn-
ing started for Lac Chapentier, famous
for its trout, and a good day's journey

we had with four portages; however,
by half past four we reached our desti-

nation and soon pitched camp. The
trained eye of Oliver picked out an ideal

spot, with a spring of clear, cold water
close by. At last we were under can-

vas, with several weeks ahead of us for

real sport and rest. A hearty meal, and
a chat over the prospects for trout in

the morning and we were ready for our

sleeping bags.

During the days we spent there our

fondest dreams of trout fishing were
realized. They w^ould average easily a

pound and a half each, and the large one

—well our friends don't believe us so we
will omit details. The w^eather was de-

lightful, and w'e were amply repaid for

any inconvenience we had in reaching

there. The days passed only too quick-

ly, and we were soon on our way out,

carrying with us pleasant memories of

this picturesque little lake, its clear, cool

waters and gamey trout—so Au Revoir

to Lac Chapentier and la belle tuite.
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On our way we stopped at Lac Triile

for Brochet or Pike with crood success

;

after our excellent trout fishing however,
we did not enthuse much over the pike.

And now down the Mattawa : There
are many directions one might take from
St. Michel for big game, but the Mattawa
River is no doubt the best and the travel-

ling easy—^the element of luck, however,
always seems to enter largely into big-

game hunting. We had not gone many
miles down the river when we began to

see moose signs along the shores, but \ve

did not get a shot till several days after.

We also saw several bear tracks, and
one day had a sight of Bruin himself,

but out of range, and he did not seem
anxious for a closer acquaintance.

The scenery for the most part was
quite beautiful, although many places

showed the ravages of forest fires. The
river is about seventy-five to one hun-
dred yards in width and has several ra-

pids which added to the pleasure and
excitement of the trip. We made our

permanent camp about thirty miles down
the river where the Bottle River joins

the Mattawa. On one of our side trips

we visited a lake occupied by a beaver,

and secured good photographs of his

house and dam—a marvelous piece of

engineering work for such a small crea-

ture. Although not plentiful, there are

still quite a number of bea\'er in this part

of Canada.

Black duck, saw-bills and shell-drakes

were quite plentiful on the river. W'e
also shot a number of ruft'ed grouse
which, in the hands of our chef Baillar-

geon, proved delicious eating. Good
fishing for dore or wall-eyed pike can be
had at many places along the river.

We spent the last week of our stay at

Cypress Lake, a beautiful sheet of water
surrounded by hills clothed with fir and
spruce, and interspersed with ridges of

hardwood—an ideal spot for deer.

Recollections will always remain of

those pleasant September days in the

Canadian woods, of the long tramps we
took, of the hours of paddling in the

birch bark canoes, of the quiet evenings

passed in the glow of the camp-fire, the

stillness broken only by the wild, maniac-

al cry of the loon calling to its mate.

^';sj»itr!m^few«»

A Few of the Sixty-Seven Fishing Shanties on Hamilton Bay,



With The Ducks And Snipe In Nova Scotia

Two Days Of Enjoyment

BY JAMES T. EGAN.

TOWARDS the end of October last

year my arrangements for my an-

nual shooting trip to Three Fath-
om Harbor were complete. The day

selected for a start opened with rain, as

is often the case with shooting trips in

the fall. A discouraging outlook, how-
ever, was not allowed to interefere with
plans that had been carefully made and
accordingly when Mr. Robinson, w^ho

had been engaged with his team made his

appearance at eight o'clock he found me
ready for him and we set out promptl;
for our twenty-one mile drive in the

rain. We crossed the Dartmouth Ferry,

drove through the villages of Cole Har-
bor and Lawrencetown and arrived at

Three Fathom Harbor at noon, covered
with mud and very hungry.

As we drove up, my host and friend,

W'estley Goetz. came to meet us and
explained that we had just saved him a

trip to Lawrencetown where he meant to

telephone me that the blue w'ings were
about and by no means to postpone my
trip. Our main dish for dinner consisted

of beach birds and mushrooms and after

our long drive they did taste good to

both of us. After a good rest Mr. Rob-
ertson hitched up and started back alont

while my host took me out to view the

surroundings.

As it was Sunday we left our guns at

home, our object being to mark down
our positions for the following day. Xo

Enjoying the Evening's Rcs

sooner were we outside than we heard
the familiar '"scape, 'scape" and look-

ing up we saw a fine English snipe

circling around, all of a sudden dropping
in the grass of the marsh below the hill

on which we stood. To reach the marsh
we had to cross a pond which extended
for half a mile along the shore. The
marsh proved to be ideal snipe ground

—

three quarters of a mile long by about
two hundred yards wide with all the

grass cut.

Hardly had we stepped on the marsh
when " 'scape, 'scape'', up they jumped
to the right, to the left and in front, two
and three at a time, only to circle around,

twist and turn and then drop suddenly
as if shot, about two hundred yards
away. We looked at each other and
grinned, well pleased indeed, with the

prospects of sport. \Mien my friend

started to cross the marsh I grabbed him
by the arm and implored him not to

scare the birds away. He laughed at my
fears assuring me that the marsh af-

forded too good a feeding ground for the

birds to leave hastily. Sure enough
when we put them up as we proceeded

they circled around and dropped down
behind us.

After crossing the marsh w^e walked
along the beach to a large shallow pond
about a foot deep and with a black mud-
dy bottom. This was the place where
we expected to obtain our duck shooting

in the evening flight. I selected a place

for the blind which I intended to build

on the following day.

]\Ionday morning saw us stirring at

daybreak and after a good breakfast we
started for the marsh. The snipe were
waiting for us and rose as soon as we
invaded their feeding ground. Two
birds jumped up in front of me, one go-

ing to the left and the other straight

away. I fired at the latter, two shots in

succession as quickly as I could press the

trigger but he kept on going. Another
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jumped and went dodging away to the

right. Again I fired and again scored a

miss. West Avas apparently doing equal-

ly well with myself—firing several shots

and scoring several misses. We kept
on the whole length of the marsh, put-

ting up snipe every few steps and once
in a while making a hit. Most of the

birds circled around for a few moments
and then settled down behind us. We
knew, therefore, that we could get an-

other crack at them on our return jour-

ney.

On reaching the end of the marsh we
sat down to think things over and couni
our bag. The latter was by no means
a difficult operation. We had fired about
twenty-five shots and had exactly five

snipe. This was pretty poor shooting

and W^estley and I are good shots as a

rule and shoot well together. I formed
the conclusion that in my ov^n case I

was shooting too quickly. I had come
to Three Fathom Harbor for duck shoot-

ing and had brought my trap gun, which
is a Tobin thirty inch, both barrels full

choke, a hard hitter and a fine gun for

duck shooting. Before we started again

I decided that my best policy was to al-

low the birds to get away and take longer

shots.

My new move I found to be most ef-

fective. Westley. too, had apparently

located and remedied his own particular

trouble and started knocking the birds

down as fast as they arose. Half way
down the marsh three snipe got up in

front of me, going almost straight away.

Up went my gun, bang! bang! and I

was pleased to see two tumble headlong
into the short grass—my first double on

snipe. Hardly had I reloaded when
I heard the splashing and fluttering of

wings in the tall grass behind me on the

edge of the pond and whirling about I

caught a glimpse of a bird rising out of

the grass and starting for parts unknown.
As I pulled the trigger I knew I had fired

too low and raising the gun slightly I

gave him the second barrel. With a

great splash he fell halfway across the

pond. I waded out and picked him np

and he proved to be a green winged teal

in fine plumage and very fat. I had

Westley Goetz and His Bag of Ducks.

killed him at about fifty yards with No.
8 shot.

With varied success we continued un-

til we reached the other end of the marsh
when we again made a count and found
it satisfactory—twenty-four snipe and
one teal, not at all a bad bag for a morn-
ing shoot.

In the afternoon we built our duck
blinds, digging a hole in the ground
about two feet deep and piling the loose

earth and stone around the edge of the

hole about a foot high, making a space

large enough to crouch down and keep

out of sight of any bird till they were
clean overhead. While the day was
cloudy the evening turned out calm and
clear. For two hours we waited in our

blinds without result and I was begin-

ning to think there was "nothing doing"

when the sounds of shooting came from
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away up along the beach where West
was stationed.

Crouching- down I kept up a good
watch in the direction and soon saw two
ducks coming towards me as fast as their

wings would carry them. A\'aiting until

the}' were within forty yards of me I

rose up and allowing the leading bird

three feet brought him up short with a

charge of No. 4. I gave the second bird

a charge of No. 2 but the only effect it

had upon him was to make him go faster.

Another wait of half an hour succeeded
when I was startled by a whirr of wnngs
and looking up saw the shadowy forms
of five ducks directly overhead. Throw-
ing the gun to my shoulder I fired point
blank into the bunch. One bird separat-

ed from the others and Avent across
the pond, flying sideways and dropped in

a fieid on the other side. With the sec-

ond barrel I brought down a big drake-
After he was hit he flew round in a

couple of circles and fell dead in front of

the blind so close that I jumped back as

it is no joke to get hit with a dead duck
falling through the air. The remaining
three went along the beach flying low in

the direction of Westley's blind and as I

listened I heard the cracks and splashes
that told me four out of those five

ducks were going home with us. Shortly
afterwards AA'estley visited my blind and
in response to my inquiry "What luck?"
threw down two fine ducks. "I have you
trimmed this time. West," I exclaimed
with triumph as I produced my three

birds.

"Don't be too sure !" said he as he shov-

ed the duck boat out from the bunch of

tall grass where we had it hidden and
sat down to row steadily to his blind.

Here he produced two more fine birds

and I had to acknowledge that the joke

was on me.

We still lingered, hoping for more
ducks, but as none came we gave them
up and returned home well satisfied with
our sport—seven ducks out of eight shots

fired. Readers who are duck hunters

will agree that this was by no means too

bad. At the house a number of boys had
collected and a pleasant time .was spent

in fighting our battles over again.

Next morning we were afoot at four

o'clock, intending to go outside the har-

bor after coots. \\'hile seated over

breakfast AVest jumped up, exclaiming:

"I hear black ducks quacking." He went
outside and was back immediately call-

ing me to accompany him. When I

reached the backdoor I could see that

the moon was well over in the western

sky and away down across the pond and
within thirty yards of my duck blind

was a sight to thrill the senses of any
sportsman. Fully five hundred blue

wings were quacking, splashing and

feeding along the shore in front of our

blinds. The sight was so fine that we
went to the top of the hill to obtain a

better view^

Probably we made too much noise for

the ducks, with a noise like the roar of

distant thunder, winged their way out to
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sea and disappeared in the direction of

Shut-Tn-Island. On our return our

thoughts were the same—if we had only

remained in our blinds a little later the

previous evening! "Never mind!" said

Westley by way of consolation, "we will

have a crack at them this evening."

Taking our coot decoys we rowed out

to the head of Gunning Rock and made
ready for the birds. The wind was off

shore and West said it was useless to

remain as the wind drove the birds too

far out. I saw several examples of the

truth of his explanation. Nothing came
near enough for a shot except one coot

which I downed with a broken wing but

failed to get though I tried as hard as I

could as I did not wish the poor bird to

die a lingering death.

We remained out a couple of hours,

the wind meantime freshening to a

brisk breeze and it took us some time and
hard work to regain the landing.

On our way from the boat to the house

we passed through the marsh and had
some fine sport getting twelve birds for

eighteen shots.

Our interest, however, was centered

on the ducks and we were in the blinds

early, ready for the evening flight. The

e\ening was perfect and the whole sur-

roundings were ideal for duck shooting.

I remained in the blind for two long

hours without signs of a duck and hear-

ing only one shot from West. For a third

hour I endured the waiting and then visi-

ted West in his blind. While we were
talking two duicks passed over our blind

so closely that we could almost have
reached them with the muzzles of our

guns. The bii'ds saw us first and with

startled quacks disappeared in the night

before we could grab our guns.

From that time on we remained on the

alert with guns in hand but the only re-

sult was one bird. When we returned

to the house tired and dispirited we
found two sportsmen from Halifax eager

to hear our fortunes. When we told

them of the large flock of ducks one of

them went down to the blind and remain-

ed there till daylight. He was disap-

pointed as the large flock did not re-ap-

pear.

The necessities of the work-a-day

world recalled me after my brief respite

but I had two of the finest days' sport I

ever experienced and a good bag consist-

ing of blue-wing ducks, one green-wing-

ed teal, twenty-four English snipe and

twelve jacksnipe.

THE WOMAN HOMESTEADER.
xiY DOROTHY PATRICK DYAR.

I stand on a lonely hilltop, of a land that's wild and grim,

Just at the sunset hour, when the world is growing dim

;

I see o'er the dusky spruces the new moon's crescent pale.

And mists creep up from the river, like a ghostly wavering veil.

The valley is slowly fading, and the night wind rises chill,

It rustles the tremulous poplars that grow atop the hill

;

The drumming of a partridge comes faintly to my ears,

And coldly bright in the western sky, the evening star appears.

A sound comes wailing upward, 'tis the wolf-pack scenting prey

;

It grips my heart with shuddering fear, although they're leagues away;
A hoot-owl calls out slowly, his solemn homely cry, .

And a startled loon laughs crazily, to the night breeze rushing by.

O, vast and lonely land beneath my tired feet.

The odor from your balm-trees is pungent fresh and sweet

;

'Tis good to breathe your cool pure air and turn your rich black loam,

But I long for a smiling English sky and the Cotswold Hills of home.
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A Champion Black Bass

BY M. A. W.

THE accompanying illustration

shows a large black bass (M. dol-

omieu) caught on October first

by Mr. Orr, of Chicago, a guest

at "Deerhurst" in the Lake of Bays dis-

trict. The fish was hooked while troll-

ing with a "Deven minnow" for bait in

Peninsular Lake and was safely landed

by the lucky fisherman after a lively and

interesting fight of some duration. The

fish weighed exactly six pounds, was

nineteen and a quarter inches in length,

six inches in depth with a girth measure

of sixteen and three quarter inches.

Mr. Orr presented his prize to Mr. C.

W. Waterhouse of "Deerhurst," an enthu-

siastic sportsman who had the fish mount-

ed by Oliver Spanner of Yonge St. Tor-

onto. In all probability it will hang in

the hall at "Deerhurst" with other "tro-

phies of Rod and Gun" and doubtless

many future visitors will admire it as

the largest black bass taken in the Lake

of Bays district up to date.

By the way it is well worth noting

that it is to the efforts of Mr. Water-

house that anglers are indebted for the

introduction of the black bass into these

waters. Some years ago he organized

an expedition to Lake Nipissing and

brought from that lake four hundred

'full grown bass all caught with hook and

line. He overcame the numerous diffi-

culties incident to keeping them alive

both before and during transportation

and many other discouragements with

which he met in the course of his enter-

prise. Interesting the Grand Trunk

Railway in his scheme the officials gave

him active co-operation and assistance.

At length he was enabled to deposit the

fish in good condition in Huntsville wat-

ers. Mr. Waterhouse caught many of

these fish himself, took charge of their

transportation and paid most of the ex-

penses out of his own pocket, in addition

to devoting much valuable time to this

most laudable enterprise.

Not satisfied with this Mr. Water-

house succeeded in interesting the Gov-

ernment officials in the work and the

Ontario authorities have since done

much to re-stock the lakes.

When at "Deerhurst" last fall I had an
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experience similar to that related by
"Canoe" in the November number of

"Rod and Gun" as happening to himself,

in the River Trent when he caught two
black bass at once on one line. While
trolling in i'eninsular Lake with a small

perch on an "Archer bait" (a few days
after the big bass was caught by Air.

Orr and in the same spot) I hooked at

the same time, I believe, and landed two
bass weighing in the aggregate seven
pounds. There appeared to be a differ-

ence of about one pound between them,
though I did not weigh them separate-

ly. The larger was on the tail hooks
and the smaller on the front ones.

Now as I had about one hundred and
forty feet of line out at the time all fish-

ermen can imagine what an extraord-

inary struggle ensued. The most crit-

ical moment occurred in getting two
such fish in the landing net without los-

ing one or both. With a little patience,

however the feat was successfully ac-

complished.

It would be interesting to know if

both fish took the bait at the same mo-
ment, or if one of them attempted later

to take it away from the other. I had
no idea even when they broke water
one hundred feet from me that I had
hooked more than one fish. I was sure

I had "something big" and my disap-

pointment in not getting a "record bass"
was only equalled by my astonishment
when I saw on the line that I had reeled

in, two fish instead of one.

I noticed last fall that many of the

larger bass taken in Peninsular Lake had
wounds on their bodies as though they
had been bitten or scraped by the fins of

other fish. Is it usual to find bass in this

condition in the late fall? Do these fish

fight amongst themselves at that season?

Local authorities were divided in their

opinions as to the cause. The general

impression prevailing, however, was that

fish with these wounds were much more
prevalent, last season than in any pre-

vious year. These notes may prove of

interest to some brother anglers and if

any of them can throw fresh light on
the conditions of the bass as above noted

a large circle of readers will l)e indebted

to them.

Jewish Fish Dealers Buying Carp and Pike from the Fishermen on Hamilton Bay.
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Brant Shooting On The British Columbia Coast

BY C. A. PORTER.

Ol'T here on the British Columbia
coast we enjoy bird shooting,
which is so good as to turn oui

fellow-sportsmen in the East
green with envy. I enjoy reading all

the hunting and fishing stories in Rod and
Gun and would like, if permitted, to tell

a little of my experiences out here, be-
lieving that they may interest sportsmen
all over the Dominion.

In November last year I accompanied
Henry Van Wyck on a duck hunting
expedition to Boundary Bay. which is

about thirty-four miles from Vancouver.
"V^'e were met at Lardner by True Oliver,

a good all round sportsman who has a

set of brant decoys and what is known
here as a sneak boat. Boundary Bay is

shallow and the tide runs out for three

miles, leaving a fine sandy beach. Hun-
dreds of people come here during the

summer months. In the fall it is a verit-

able paradise for duck hunters and when
the tide is in, the birds can be shot from
a blind on the shore.

]^Iy friends Oliver and Van Wyck dis-

played fine shooting qualities iii the

course of this hunt. As first class wing
shots they are widely known' throughout

the Province. I have shot for some
years in various parts of Canada, but

never had the fortune to meet sportsmen

who could equal my two friends in their

shooting qualities.

True Oliver is a young man who has

hunted all his life. He is a trapshooter,

and held the championship of the Prov-

ince in 1907 and 1909, winning gold and
silver medals.

Van Wyck is approaching his sixtieth

lap in life, and though not so fast as my
other friend, yet when he does pull the

trigger there is something doing. He is

a mine manager in the Sheep Creek

district near Nelson and is always ready

to join in a shoot. For some years he

hunted with W. A. Hillis whose story

of the biggest bag of grizzlies appeared

in Rod and Gun some months ago.
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It was November twenty-second when
we started brant shooting in a heavy
gale and driving rain. Our bag that day
totalled fifty-five brant and under the

circumstances was an exceptionally good
one.

Next day the wind went down and the

bay was as still as a mill pond. The birds

remained far out and we only se.cured

five.

As there was still no wind on the fol-

lowing dav True took the boat and de-

They show up in British Columbia wat-

ers about the middle of November, feed-

ing in large flocks on the eel grass which

is very plentiful here. They remain in

British Columbia all winter leaving for

their breeding grounds in the Far North

about the middle of May. It is believed

they frequent Boundary Bay because of

a certain kind of gravel w^hich they ob-

tain there. The brant is an easy bird to

decoy and True Oliver can call them for

a mile. At the same time the birds are

warv and the least move will scare them

True Oliver and H. Van Wyck.

coys and lay out in the bay returning at

ten in the morning with eight brant. I

watched his shooting from the shore and
saw him down three with the first shot,

one with the second and miss the

third. He secured the other four later.

At the rate those brant were going these

results meant good shooting, cramped as

the shooter w^as in a sneak boat. He
shot with a Remington pump gun.

The brant out here are of the black

order and breed on the Alaska coast.

ofif. In the fall they are the finest eating

birds I have ever tasted. At that time

of the year they are as fat as tame geese

and will average nine pounds per pair.

In the Spring months they are thin.

I also watched True shooting teal in

flight. He killed five with four shots,

the fastest piece of shooting I have seen,

and if any reader can give instances of

better work, we in British Columbia
would be very much interested in learn-

ing particulars of the same.



A Fine Hunting Trip In Old Ontario

BY J. W. MORDEN.

AS most of the hunters have return-

ed from their haunts, and are re-

lating their experiences, an ac-

count of my meanderings may
not be uninteresting. The majority of

Hamilton hunters who frequent the

Muskoka, Georgian Bay and New On-
tario districts know little of other

grounds. For the past six years I have
been visiting the -upper part of Lennox
and Addington counties.

This being an open season for part-

ridge shooting, I started out a week ear-

lier than has been my custom so that I

might bag a few birds before the opening
of deer hunting season. Taking a C.P.R.
train on the morning of October 24, I ar-

rived at Clarendon station on the King-
ston and Pembroke line at 3.30 p.m. At
Sharbot Lake I was joined by my friend,

Dr. Sparks of Kingston, who first intro-

duced me to the part of the country
whither we were bound. The doctor is

a former Wentworth boy, who sat beside

me in school and learned to swim in the

same old swimming hole, and this outing
every year is looked forward to by us as

a sort of annual leunion. From Claren-

don we took the stage for eighteen miles,

arriving at Plevna at 8 p.m. If anything
will give you an appetite a stage ride in

this part of the country will. You do
not meet automobiles gliding over these

roads. Next morning the genial post-

master of Plevna, Gilbert Ostler, put his

bird dog and buckboard at our disposal,

and after a short drive we found our-

selves in good partridge grounds. When
noon came on our appetites had been
whetted by the tramp through the woods,
and we were well able to do justice to a

dainty lunch slipped into our hands by
Mrs. Ostler 'before starting out in the

morning. A camp fire built by our guide,

Mr. Ellington, boiled our tea. This,

with nicely cooked partridge, wild straw-
berry jam and other delicacies, put us on
edge for the afternoon hunt. The wis-
dom of the government in having pro-

hibited the shooting of partridge for the

past few years is justified. Thursday
morning we took stage at five o'clock for

Vennachar, fifteen 'miles farther north.

Bad roads and a downpour of rain and
sleet tended to make the distance seem
much longer. We had dinner with Wes-
ley Connors, a general merchant of Ven-
nachar. In the afternoon we drove to

the home of James Irvine, whose guests

we were until Sunday. Mr. Irvine is

one of the oldest and most respected resi-

dents of Denbigh township, having filled

all the important offices in the munici-

pality from path master to a seat at the

council board, as well as having been of-

ficer in a local volunteer company. He
permitted us to slioot over his farm,

which consists of 340 acres, and in other

ways contributed to make our visit plea-

sant. On Sunday afternoon we were
taken to the home of a brother, Thomas
Irvine, at the foot of Eagle Hills, v/hose

guests we were to be during the deer

hunting season. When nearing our

destination we were surprised by a fine

large deer looming up before us, stand-

ing erect and motionless in the middle

of fhe road. He looked more like a

piece of statuary than a fleet-footed ani-

mal. When within fifty yards, we stop-

ped our horses and held a sort of mutual

admiration meeting. With my rifle at

my feet the thoughts which passed

through my mind during the few seconds

before his majesty slowly loped ofif into

the woods were varied and many. How
I tried to forget it was Sunday and that

the deer hunting season had not opened,

but my early education along the lines of

law observance came to my rescue.

Monday we spent in getting our boats

placed and arranging other details for

the following day's sport.

William Irvine, son of our host, acted

as guide. Willie, as we call him, besides

being a good shot, is a modest young
man with good habits and thoroughly re-

liable. John Pettiford, a husky young
native and nearby neighbor, joined in

the sport and assisted in making our stay



THERE IS STILL SOME BIG GAME IN OLD ONTARIO.

Ur. S[iiirks, Kingston.
J. W. Mortlpn. Hamilton.

pleasant. The latter on the first Sunday

morning of the season saw a large buck

loping afong in the vicinity of his back

door yard, but his rifle being a Sunday

observer, failed to connect with Mr.

Deer.
Not being in the embargo district, we

were permitted to use dogs, and early

on Tuesday our hounds were let loose,

and it wasn't long before their music

ringing through the woods raised our ex-

pectations to a high pitch. I saw visions

of the stately buck which greeted us on

Sunday, crossing the runway I was

watching, but was doomed to disappomt-

ment. The roar of the hounds grew

fainter and fainter over the hills, until it

entirely ceased, and I realized that the
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deer and dogs had gone in an opposite

direction, and that in all probability,

some watcher from another camp would
reap the benefit of our morning's chase.

It was not until 8 p.m. that one of our

hounds came bounding in with a piece of

rope round his neck, an indication that

some hunters unknown to us, had, if not

captured the deer, captured the dog
when tired, and tied him up for future

use. But fortunately for us. this dog re-

fuses to be held by a rope if he can get

his teeth on it. The other dog is not
quite so wise, and it was some days be-

fore we located him in a rival camp. It

is not sportsman-like, to say the least, to

detain a dog, but it is sometimes done.

While we got a chase every day, nothing
came our way until Friday, when Dr.

Sparks, after a battle royal on Pheenies

Lake, secured a nice buck. This small

lake was surrounded by four other hunt-

ers belonging to other camps, but the

doctor was the only one on watch who
had a boat.When the deer was first water-

ed, a fusilade of bullets from all sides

turned it out of the water into the woods.
It was not long before our dogs turned it

back to the lake, our one dog swimming
out after it. The firing began again, bu'

my friend, the doctor, had somewhat oT

an advantage with his boat, though in

great danger. The rival hunters never

let up, dropping bullets within three feet

of the boat to keep him back, but the

doctor is courageous, and with his Lee-

Enfield, which had done service in the

South African war, delivered the sleep-

producer. There were in all about
seventy shots fired, the hunters in their

eagerness to lay claim to the deer, not

taking time to aim properly. That Dr.

Sparks or our dog, swimming near by,

escaped was a miracle, but it shows what
pot-hunters will resort to. Our dogs
having watered the deer, and our boat be-

ing the only one on the lake, the doctor

was well within his rights in putting up
a fight. The settlers who heard the

cannonading are talking of draining the

lake to secure the lead at the bottom of it.

The deer were now coming our w;iy,

and Saturday evening found our par*:y

with two nice bucks and a doe. Sunday
was a quiet day. An occasional rifle

shot might be heard, but very few. We
did not go to church, as is our custom
when home, the nearest church being
twelve miles away. Discussing with a

settler the difficulty in bringing up a

family with the nearest school five miles
distant, and the church twelve, he re-

marked that they felt the loss of a school,

but as for the church, there were so few
settlers in that district the devil never
bothered coming around. The nearest
railway station is thirty-two miles away.
Fancy these inconveniences in the way
of transportation, schools and churches
in old Ontario.

It might be asked why this state of af-

fairs exists. Some years ago the coun-
try was covered with splendid timber,

and Peter McLaren conceived the idea of

procuring and rafting it out by creeks

and lakes which are numerous. After

the timber once disappeared there was
nothing left to attract settlers, the whole
district being comprised chiefly of water
and rocks. There is a little mining car-

ried on, and this would expand if it were
possible to get a railway into the coun-
try. A second growth of timber is

springing up, wdiich affords protection

for the game. Besides deer and part-

ridge, there are foxes, rabbits- and bear.

Two bears were shot near our location

by deer hunters this fall, and David Wad-
dington, an old trapper, earlier in the

season, caught two in his traps. One of

these traps later caught a hunter's dog.

What the hunter said and did to the trap

would not make good reading.

The reminiscences of the early days
in this country, as related by the Messrs.

Irvine, are very interesting indeed. Night

after night we are thrilled listening to

stories of their experiences. Of .course,

game was much more plentiful

in those days. The wolves have

made great havoc among the deer.

One man told me he was setting

out poison for wolves two winters ago,

and came across twenty carcases of dead

deer. We heard wolves in the distance

one or two still nights while in camp this

fall.

The government is to be commended
for making the law 'One deer to one

man' and if in addition it could conceire



A Couple of Good Sportsmen and Their Famous Bag. There are Filty-Eight Partridges, Two Cock of the

Woods, One Duck and Four Rabbits.

some more effectual way of getting rid of

the wolves, deer would shortly be very

numerous again.

Kelly Evans, in his report to the gov-

ernment, advised the delaying of the deer

hunting season, making the opening two

weeks later. This would be a great mis-

take. Campers in tents suffered greatly

through cold and snow this year, and in

coming out to the station we had to drive

over small trees which had fallen across

the road through weight of ice and snow.

Personally, we were very comfortable;

some of the* 'hunters would be envious if

they saw us rolling up in a feather bed

every evening.

Mrs. Irvine, the wife of our host is very

hospitable, and enters into the spirit of
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the liunt. Being a native of that coun- we have to ask Mr. Irvine, who by listen-

try she knows what to feed us on for our ing to the waters in Bear Creek talking,

work, and you should see us getting can generally tell us if a storm is ap-

away with the nicely cooked venison, proaching. We have always had a good
home-made bread and Dutch cake, time and good luck, this year being no
Quite a change from city life, and it is exception. We brought out a nice deer

chiefly on account of the decided change, each, besides some other smaller game,
we take the trip. We have no morning and are already looking forward to our

papers on our breakfast table. If we next year's outing with pleasant antici-

wish to learn of the weather probabilities pation.

THE WIRES OF NEMESIS.

BY S. RUPERT BROADFOOT.

Did your ever pike at midnight on a frozen, rutted road,

When the town lights looked a long way off and dim,

When the air was keen and crispy and necessity the goad,

That kept you crunching on with aching foot and limb?

The poles cracked with a frosty snap, the naked trees hung stili,

And the welkin thick with starry points was spread ;

You got a heap of comfort and perhaps a scary thrill

From the busy humming wires overhead.

In hollows where the cedars bunched together thick and tall.

Where you walked so fast it made your heart complain.

Then shriller sang the wires—ghostly strings, that shriek and call

And your tightened ear-drums roared with their refrain.

Then you listened for the message jumping swift from pole to pole.

Hearing things you thought deep-^buried in the past;

And you saw (you bet it hurt you) all the meanness of your soul,

And in what meagre mould your life was cast.

Your petty, little sinning, that you might have left undone,
All the thoughtless words and fool stunts of vou*- youth;

And you struggled on in torture while the devils had their fun.

For it made you bite your lips to hear the truth.

But now you reach the outskirts and your sore feet hit the walk.

And there's solace in the thought of home and bed.

The old town's like a cemet'ry, a lonely spook you stalk.

Stumbling through the sleeping city of the dead.

Still the wires keep a-drumming. though their note is lower here.

And their song is not so noisy nor so bold
As in the open country where the sky seems awful near.

And the stars themselves are shaking with the cold.

By your window run the wires, burdened with their weight of care

And the hopes and fears of countless men and homes.
But you do not give a damn now how the other beggars fare.

AXlien vour ballv brain in dreamland's vallev roams.



A Family Cruise To Georgian Bay

BY .1. SHANK XlCllOI.US IN "POWKR BOATING."

lu days gone by, when Nature reigned,

The Wild Goose led with matchless skill,

From Soutih to North, from North to South,

A band, obedient to his will.

The Eedman of the lake lands,

Imitating his watohful cry

—

Said, "Wawa! Wawa is his name,"
As he went honking by.

So here, upon our roaming bow.
We'll write this wise bird's name,

And through the lands he haunts no more,

Will thus recall his fame.

THIS bit of limping jingle not only

explains why we named our little

cruising craft Wawa, but it also

breathes something of the spirit

in which we sail her. We belong to the

number of those who have not only felt

what is termed in these days the call of

the wild, but also to the number of those

who have felt and do know the lure of

lonely waters.

After many an informal family coun-
cil, held round the dinner table and the

fireside of winter nights, it was finally de-

cided that our objective point in the

cruise of 1910 would be the upper end
of Georgian bay—either the French river

or McGregor Bay—the particular spot

to be settled upon after we should reach

Killarney on the North shore.

Our boat was laid up in Detroit. She is

32 feet 6 inches from stem to stern with

a beam of 8 feet and draught of about 30
inches. Her power is a double cylind-

er Monarch engine of the four-cycle,

heavy-duty type, having a bore of 5

inches and a stroke of 6 inches. We car-

ry 70 gallons of gasoline in two cylind-

rical tanks, placed under the side lockers

of the cockpit. A Bryant & Berry three-

blade propeller, having a diameter of 19

inches and pitch of 28 inches, gives a

speed of from eight to nine and one-half

statute miles per hour.

The lavatory is in the peak. Aft of

this is a 123/^-foot cabin, divisible into

two sections by curtain. In each of

tjiese section are two stationary bunks,

24 inches wide, the forward ones being

raised considerably above the aft ones t«

give necessary width. Stowage room is

beneath these large bunks.

Our party contained six persons; four

children ranging in age from eight to

17 years, the skipper and wife. For mas-
cot we had our wire-haired Irish terrier,

Pepper. The skipper with two of the

boys, preceded the rest of the party from
Pittsburg to Detroit to fit out. Four
very trying days spent amidst dust and
rust, mosquitoes and paint buckets did

the preliminary work and at last Wawa
lay at Schweikart's wharf in a fresh coat

of paint, her machinery overhauled and
adjusted, 70 gallons of gasoline aboard

and some provisions. By Monday morn-
ing, July 25, all the party had assembled

and at 9 o'clock we cast ofif the lines and
were off for the cruise that was to cover

the greater part of 1,000 miles. Every-

body was in fine spirits. We had pro-

visions, means of locomotion, and good
shelter right with us. To us cramped
city dwellers the whole of God's out-of-

doors with all its freshness and beauty

was open and accessible. The eyes of

the youngsters sparkled ; the skipper for-

got his professional cares back in the

Smoky City and entered again into his

boyhood. Even Pepper gave a grunt

of satisfaction as he laid his shaggy muz-

zle upon the gunwale and searched with

his wonderful nose the odors borne to

him by the breeze.

When we rounded the lighthouse
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point at the entrance of Lake St. Clair,

we found a fresh breeze from the north-

west churning the water into a choppy
sea. We wobbled through it without

any special inconvenience, however, keep-

ing a little to windward of the ship chan-

nel. When we were about one-third

across and in the roughest place, the

gasoline supply suddenly shut ofif. The
engine, whose record had been one of

marvelous fidelity, gave a surprised

cough into her carburetor and quit. In

a twinkle, the psychological atmosphere
was changed, as we came to and began

to do some painful rolling. Even the

mascot howled, for the skipper had trod-

den on his tail as he hurried forward to

get the anchor. The aim was to anchor

before we should drift into the way of

a big freighter which was coming with a

tow just a little way above us. It took

a trifle longer to get the anchor over-

board than was expected, and when it did

finally fetch up on bottom, we discovered

to our chagrin, that we had actually an-

chored ourselves right in the path of the

big boat. For a moment it looked as if

we would have to cut our cable cr be

run down. Fortunately, however, there

was enough distance between us to en-

able the big fellow to put his helm over

and pass by without harm. The skipper

then recollected that when the gasoline

tanks had been installed last year, there

had been a wire gauze strainer put mto
the supply pipe to keep possible dirt

from the carburetor. Suspecting that

the trouble lay in this strainer, he dis-

connected the pipe at this point and
found his suspicions verified. The
strainer was clogged with lint from some
unexplainable source.

It took but a few minutes to remove
the gauze from the pipe, lift the anchor
and get underway again, with more wis-

dom and no regrets. Hereafter we will

keep on the lee side of the ship course on

this lake and will allow no "strainers"

in the supply pipes.

About noon, we ran alongside the

wharf at Wigton's store, just at the head
of the United States ship canal. This
is a most convenient place to get gasoline

and supplies of all sorts, of good quality

and right prices. We took our lunch

here and topped it oft with ice cream,
fresh from Mr. W'igton's freezer. After
laying in additional supplies and over-
hauling our oil cups, which needed new
gaskets, we headed for Port Huron.
The trip up St. Clair River and through
the Flats always has a charm of its

own. The pretty cottages, sometimes
with humorous names, the happy resort-

ers visible here and there, the endless

procession of all sorts of craft, the vil-

lages, and the green banks unite to make
a panorama, of which one never tires.

Near sundown, we dropped anchor just

below Woodtick Island, in the Canadian
channel, as few large boats pass on that

side. While the dog and smaller young-
sters went ashore for a ramble, the rest

of us lighted the stove and began to get

supper. In due season, the table was
spread and we sat down to a meal of

mashed potatoes, bread and butter, bacon
and eggs with cofifee. The tang which
open air puts into the appetite was al-

ready beginning to operate and there was
'

little left to clear up but the dishes.

About 9 o'clock, we dropped the curtains

over the cockpit and with some blankets

and the cushions from the back lockers

fixed a "shake down" for the two boys
who had agreed to sleep there. Then
everybody turned in. The last remem-
bered thing was a bright star, blinking

sleepily in at me from an open port.

We were a little lazy about getting start-

ed next morning, and it was near ii

o'clock before we passed into Black river

past the swing bridge at Port Huron.
An automobile repair shop on the south

bank of the river, not far from the

bridge furnished us a convenient and
final opportunity to get gasoline at Yan-
kee prices ! so we took on all we could,

while Madam did some shopping. Old
Huron was in a pacific mood and our

intention had been to take a straight

course over the steamer route to Goder-

ich, Ont., but several delays occasioned

by some adjustments in the machinery,

kept us in the river longer that we cal-

culated. It was 3 o'clock in the after-

noon, before we pushed through the swift

current that flows in past Fort Gratiot

light and felt beneath us the long swell

of mighty Huron. It was too late to
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make Goderich by daylight, so we laid

our course to the eastward and made for

Port Franks, which lies about five miles

beyond Cape Ipperwash, at the mouth of

the Ausable river. In about three

hours' time, we were off the spot on
the Canadian shore, where we judged the

Ausable emptied into the lake. Slowing
down, we ran cautiously in until we
could touch the sandy bottom with our

pike pole. The lake swell was break-

ing in surf on the bar some hundred yards

ahead, but we could not detect the chan-

nel, as it was unmarked and only a few
rods wide. The oldest lad accordingly

took the dinghy and started to hunt for

the opening, which we knew was there

some place. Seeing a man walking along

the shore, he rowed through the surf

and took him aboard to be our pilot.

It was arranged that they should row
the dinghy over the course while we fol-

lowed close after them. Just as the din-

ghy got amongst the breakers, one of

the oars, which had been previously

damaged, broke short ofi under the extra

strain and the little craft swung round,

barely missing an upset on the crest of

a swell. \\'awa could not stop, as she

was in the midst of the breakers; so we
went ahead, judging the course as best

we could from the appearance of the

water. As good luck would have it, we
skinned over the bar and in a moment
found ourselves in the quiet and deeper

water of the river mouth. Following the

directions which our pilot motioned to us

from the shore, we kept on the shore side

of the river for about 100 yards and then,

crossing to the opposite side, we followed

the channel for about 200 yards more
where we dropped anchor behind a big

sand hill.

Next morning, we borrowed a boat

from the accommodating young man who
had piloted us in and paid a visit to the

hamlet, situated some half mile or more
up the river. We found a small but tidy

general store, some cottages, a hotel for

summer visitors and a boat shop, where
we secured another oar. We learned

that there is excellent bass fishmg m
some small lakes, lying amongst the hills

in the neighborhood and also fine fishing

for yellow perch about the pound nets out

in the big lake. We marvel that the

villagers are not sufBciently awake to

their own interests to stake out a chan-
nel into this attractive place. As it is,

an unaided stranger could scarcely get
into the harbor—to try it in rough weath-
er would mean disaster.

\\ hile we were up in the village. Pep-
per decided to take a little rabbit hunt-
ing excursion on his own hook. He ac-

cordingly failed to report with the rest

of the crew when we. were ready to leave.

It took half an hour's hard chasing
amongst the sand hills on the part of the
boys to locate him. He was scolded and
brought out to the boat as she slowly
nosed her way down the river and safely

over the bar into the lake. He seemed
to reafize that he had been all but left

and ever after, the sound of the engine's
exhaust would always bring him to the

water side, whenever within hearing on
shore.

About I o'clock in the afternoon, we
sighted the low wooden piers that mark
the entrance to Bayfield river and harbor.

Boats not drawing over 3 feet may find

excellent shelter here. Bayfield is a pret-

ty country village with thick green sward
on many of its quiet streets and some fine

views over the lake from the high banks
on both sides of the river. There are

good stores and plenty of truck gardens.

A friendly old gentleman consented to

sell us a peck of potatoes and we stood
by and chatted while he dug them.
There was no gasoline to be had in the

town.

On our return, we found the fish boats
in with a good haul of trout and white
fish. We purchased one of the latter,

weighing 3 pounds, for a quarter. Our
fish fried brown in fresh butter, roasting

ears and potatoes, bread and butter with
hot apple-sauce all washed down with
savory cofi'ee and real cream, made a din-

ner fit for a king. As we sat under the

canopy of the cockpit, finishing our meal,

a fiock of geese came sailing down the

glassy bosom of the river and the young-
sters had great fun watching them gabble

and scold and scramble as they threw out

to them the remnants of the feast.

Seven o'clock the next morning found

us under way with every promise of a fin«
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day. The sky overhead was the bright-

est azure and the broad bosom of the

lake dimpled with a gentle breeze from

the north. With the throttle wide open,

we sped along past the pier heads at

Goderich, some 12 miles farther up, at

8.25. On we went, past Port Albert

and around the tall white lighthouse

marking Point Clark, until the stacks aid

steeples of the village of Kincardine

thrust themselves above the horizon.

Douglas point next ran out in view and

when we had rounded this and turned

ceveral points to the eastward, we soon

saw the light house on Chantry island,

which we had set as the goal of the day's

run. At first, it was but a tiny pin point

on the far horizon ; but gradually—so

gradually—it loomed larger and taller, till

at last, we chugged through the break-

water, where it stands, and entered the

Saugeen River, which opens into Lake
Huron some half a mile beyond. We
estimated the distance covered at about

80 miles. Our engine had run all day

like an Elgin watch, it skipped a shot

once or twice as we neared the river,

however and we judged it was the dy-

namo, as all difficulty disappeared as soon

as we switched on to the dry batteries.

Ordinarily, boats not drawing over 3

feet can ascend the river beyond the cov-

ered bridge, where excellent anchorage in

quiet water may be found. But this sea-

son, the water was low and as there are

numerous large boulders which cannot be

seen in the turbid water of the river, scat-

tered here and there, we decided not to

risk our propeller blades and tied up at

the dock. W^e were sorry afterwards,

however, that we did not tr}?- to nose our

way up the river, as we had to lie in

an uncomfortable berth there for three

days, while a northwester blew itself out.

While waiting for the gale to blow over,

we overhauled our dynamo, took on 30
gallons of gasoline, for which we paid

25 cents per, and made excursions along

the beach and up the river to the Indian

village some two miles away. There are

some splendid views from the high banks
of the river, especially about a half mile

up, just at the turn. A sunset scene

from this point will live long in our

memories of things beautiful.

By the afternoon of the third day, the
gale had sufficiently blown out to allow
us to make a short run to one of the
coves, called Golden Valley, lying be-
hind the fishing islands. These islands
are the outcropping parts of a reef which
stretches along the shore of the Saugeen
peninsula for about 20 miles northward
from Chief's point. The lower entrance
to the channel behind this reef is at a
place called Main Station. Running at

,an eight-mile gait, it took us just 25
minutes to go from a point off Chief's

.point to the entrance by Main Station.

Running straight in, we soon saw to

the north of us the abandoned saw mill

and deserted lumber shanties of the once
busy lumber settlement of Golden Valley.

W^e had spent a summer here two years

before for the sake of the bass
fishing, which is very fine in these islands,

and therefore knew how to get into a

safe anchorage for the night behind an old

slab dock—a feat we certainly could
never have accomplished had it not been
for our previous intimate knowledge of

the cove, as there are reefs and sunken
stone cribs all through the place. The
next morning was gray and unpromising
and the sound of the surf on the rocks of

the reefs a couple of miles away wa.s not

very reassuring. After some delay, we
decided to see what it was like outside,

at any rate. We passed out into the open
lake through the deep channel which lies

north of Gheghetto or Round Island.

There was a stifif sea running and the

lake looked dark and angry ;—decidedly

not the kind of a day to make a trip along

that dangerous shore. W^e were familiar

with the black wind-swept rocks fring-

ing those islands and knew what a north-

wester could do there ; so we turned into

the next cove, called Pike Bay. It pleased

us very well to do this, as we had camped
on this bay for several days the season

before and had had a fine time there.

W'e dropped our anchor just around the

point of land at the entrance. Pepper
hopped overboard and swam ashore and
in a few moments we all followed him in

the dinghy. There was green grass on
the point and a delightful breeze sweep-

ing under the birch trees, whose foliage

gave excellent shade from the August
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sun,which had now begun to show itself.

Madam got out her fancy work, the skip-

per strung up a hammock and dozed
awhile and the youngsters went bathing,

for tlie temperature was right and the

shore at this point is sandy. The nap
finished and the lark in the water ended,
the boys rowed over to the shore which
stands on the other side of the bay, near
the mill to see what new thing in the

way of grub could be found, while

the skipper rigged up his rod for

the first fishing of the season. In

half an hour he had taken three fine

fish—one three-pound bass and two pike.

The larger pike measured nearly 3 feet

and weighed 12 pounds. He nearly

wrecked our new landing net. By this

time, the boys were back with bread, but-

ter, fresh eggs, milk and ice. It was
planned that we should have ice cream
and a great feast. All hands got busy.

The boys pounded ice and turned the

freezer ; the skipper prepared a generous
pile of steaks from the big pike ; and
Madam and Mildred looked after the

rest of the details.

The sun was just touching the tops of

the birches along the shore when the

fog bell, which we used for a dinner

bell, sounded out the joyful news that

all was ready. Of pure carnal pleasures

there are not many which surpass what
men feel, when in congenial company,
they sit down round a well filled table,

care-free, and with appetites sharpened

by exercise and life in the open air. Said

one of the kids, "Let's Fletcherize—it

will make it last longer."

The evening star was peeping out and

the golden purple twilight was hanging

its soft curtain over the landscape when
our dinner party broke up and we start-

ed to straighten up for the night.

The next day the sun rose in a cloud-

less sky and we felt sure we were to have

the very sort of day we wanted for the

trip northward to Cape Hurd. By 8

o'clock, we were underway. As it

was perfectly calm and the water crystal

clear, we decided to nose our way over

the reef and go straight out Into the

lake. We saw the rock bo+tom for

nearly a mile and once got where we
could touch it with an oar, but went

over all right. Running out into the
lake for about three miles, we laid our
.course straight for Cape Hurd. The
skipper and the two older boys arranged
for half-hour turns at the wheel, while
Madam and Mildred got down the check-
er board and some of the books selected
for summer reading, and we settled down
to life on shipboard. Meanwhile our
faithful old engine kept ahead with its

steady reassuring, and powerful "chug-
chug." Cape Hurd was in plain sight
when about 12 o'clock Madam passed
around the cold lunch which we always
ate when running. About i o'clo.ck, we
rounded the Cape and felt blowing in

our faces the chill breeze that was com-
ing across Georgian bay, apparently from
Labrador. It fairly made our teeth chat-
ter and soon everybody had on his winter
coat, buttoned to his chin. Presently
we made out Bear's Rump island, then
Flowerpot and Middle islands. Steering
a little to the south of the latter for half

an hour or so, the harbor began to open
up and we saw to the right, the white
wooden lighthouse marking the entrance
to the right arm of the "Tub." Making
for this and rounding it, we saw before us
one of the most interesting and perfect
little harbors in the world.

Tobermory—or Mary's Tub—has re-

cently been equipped by the Canadian
government with floating docks, made
out of fir timber brought from British

Columbia. The clear, cold water is deep
close up to the shore. Small yachts can
tie up here and their occupants disembark
with the greatest convenience. It is an
ideal place to give your hull a fresh coat

of paint. High, pine-clad rock banks
surround this harbor on all sides except

at the narrow entrance and a hurricane

may rage outside without your knowing
it, save for the roar of the surf on the

rocks on the other side of the narrow
peninsula. This long, blind pocket be-

tween the granite hills was ground out by
the glaciers which, ages ago, spread over

this country from their home about Hud-
son Bay.
We spent the remainder of the day in

putting on a new coat of white paint,

visiting the village over in the other arm
of the harbor, and in strolling amongst
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the fragrant pine woods, which line the

shores. Red squirrels abound here and

we had some fine sport clipping the heads

off enough of them with our Winchester,

to make a stew. There were no other

boats in the harbor and as no one lives

on this arm we had everything to our-

selves. In the evening, we built a camp
fire on the shore and while it was burn-

ing, the lighthouse keeper, who sleeps on

the peninsula at night, came over and

paid us a visit. We gossiped with him

about the natives and the lake traditions

thereabouts until our bonfire burned

down to a bed of coals, and then we
brought forth a popper and some corn,

which we had laid in at Port Huron, and

popped a huge panful of the flufify ker-

nels, pouring over it, when done, a gen-

erous supply of hot melted butter.

Before going ashore, we had made the

beds and put up all our mosquito net-

tings, so, when the popcorn and the con-

versation both ran low, we had but to

turn in. How comfortable the bunks

seemed. How still was the dark pine

woods. How plaintive the cries of the

whip-poor-wills calling to each other

yonder on the rocky upland.

The next day dawned cloudy and very

quiet with a little rain about six o'clock,

followed by a decided tendency to fog.

We trusted that it would clear later in

the day and feeling that we would

not have rough weather while the

mist hung over the bay, we set

out for Killarney, which lies about

fifty-five miles to the north. We
skirted the east side of Flowerpot Island

with its bold wild shores and curious geo-

logical formations, looking like huge

flowerpots. Having rounded the island.

we laid our course north a trifle east. In

three-quarters of an hour, the low shores

of Half Moon Island rose above the hor-

izon.

Inside of another hour, we sighted
" Lonely Island far oft to the right and

then presently. Club Island opposite to

it. A little before noon, we made out

the lofty headlands of Grand Manitoulin

looming through the mists. About one

o'clock, the sun struggled through the

clouds and we hoped it was going to

clear up; but in this we were disappoint-

ed, for the fog presently shut down and a

fine drizzle began, which obscured all

signs of land for an hour and a half. We
seemed to be moving over a dim and

shoreless sea and began to feel a little

lonesome. It is needless to say that we
paid strict attention to our compass.

A little after two o'clock, the rain

ceased and the sky lightened again. Far

away to the north, we caught the faint

outline of the granite hills which rise

some nine hundred feet in height, back

of Killarney. We were not sorry to see

the land, either, for the sky to the north-

west began to look threatening and every

now and then, a sharp flash of lightning

would trace its course earthward. By
this time, we were near enough to locate

with our glass the white beacon which

marks the entran.ce to Killarney harbor.

We judged that we would make the har-

bor before the storm struck.

It was a quarter past three, when we
passed Pancake rock, lying just inside

the harbor entrance. This rock is the

haunt of the great white gulls which

abound in this part of the bay, and as we
passed, hundreds of them were perched

upon it. We had barely gotten to the

dock and the lines fast when the storm

broke. It was a terrific squall, which

lashed the lake into a frotli in a few min-

utes, throwing the landscape into such

darkness that lanterns had to be lighted.

In an hour and a half, it was over and

the sun came out, but set soon in a bank

of clouds without any color—a bad omen
for the morrow.
We found our mail awaiting us in the

post office at Mr. Jackman's store. It

was the first we had received since start-

ing and we felt refreshed by the news
from home. We had the sensation of

voyagers who had crossed the ocean. We
also learned with much relief that there

was abundance of gasoline in the village.

Hoping to leave Killarney for the last

stage of our journey the next day, we
were up bright and early to take on fuel

and provisions. But by the time we
were ready to travel, there was a stiff

gale from the northwest, coming down

the bay, driving before it endless battal-

lions of gray clouds, from which there

fell, at intervals, dashes of cold rain. So
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we shifted our position to a more com-
fortable and convenient berth in front of
the store and settled down to await bet-
ter weather.

Considerable inquiry amongst local

authorities, concerning the relative mer-
its of the French River region and Mc-
Gregor Bay as camping and fishing
grounds, led us to decide in favor of the
latter and thither we determined to turn
the prow of our little ship as soon as
suitable weather conditions would per-
mit. We were destined, however, to a

longer wait than we anticipated; for it

was not until Saturday, the third day
after the storm began, that the weather
cleared sufficiently to permit our leav-
ing.

Killarney is one of the centers of the
blueberry traffic and the season being
just at its height, the Indian pickers were
s.cattered all over the region. They went
about in small, two-masted sail boats
and it was interesting to see how much
they could put into one of these small
craft. Dogs, children, tents, cooking
utensils, girls, women and men were
hustled on in one grand mix-up. Where-
ever we went, we were pretty sure to

run across one or more of these parties,

and every now and then we saw their

tents set up in some choice camping spot.

The women and girls appeared to do the

picking.

We had intended to find our way to

McGregor Bay ourselves with what help

we could get from our chart. It happen-
ed, however, that a camping party was
going over to Whitefish Bay that morn-
ing under the direction of two local

guides, and as they were to pass right by
the entrance to McGregor, they invited

us to follow them and save ourselves the

trouble of picking our own way through

a strange country. We accepted their

friendly offer, as we knew our American
chart was not overly accurate in those

regions. The piloting party consisted of

four men with camp equipment; they

were in Mr. Jackman's thirty-five foot

launch, equipped with a twelve horse

power Gray engine, and consequently

made about the same time as ourselves.

We got a few gentle swells from the big

water just after wc emerged from the

west end of Killarney channel ; all the
remainder of the twenty-five miles lay be-
hind the various islands, which are scat-

tered through this part of Georgian Bay.
It was a glorious ride and we were free

to give all our attention to the scenery.
Yonder in a little meadow-like cove, with
dark pines rising in the background was
an encampment of Indian berry pickers,

their tents gleaming white against the
green. Here the point of a long, narrow,
heavily-wooded island ran out to meet
us and we passed so close to it that one
could toss a stone in amongst the trees,

which crowded down to the very edge of

the deep, dark water.

Off to the north the seascape was
flanked by a range of mountain-like hills,

composed of white quartzose rock,

rounded and polished smooth by the
action of glacial ice. Out of every crev-

ice of the vertical strata, where a hand-
ful of earth could get lodging, something'
green was growing.

Passing through a very narrow chan-
nel, leading between this mountain ridge
and an adjacent island, we emerged into

the broad reaches of Eraser Bay and saw
several miles beyond, a second range uf
mountain-like hills, at the terminus of
which lay the narrow entrance to Mc-
Gregor Bay. Here we swung off the

trail of our pathfinders, and, giving them
a farewell salute from our cannon, we
opened up a .couple more notches on the

throttle and steered straight for the bay.

McGregor Bay is really a broad ford,

filled with a maze of islands, ranging in

size from mere points of barren rock to

thickly-wooded tracts of many acres.

The glaciers of long ago scooped out the

earth and soft rock over this vast area

and left the hard igneous strata as we see

it today. The story of the ice age is

written over the whole region : smooth
bowlders, large and small, and glacial

grooves and markings abound on every

hand. Now and then we noticed "pot

holes." The bay runs east and nortb

with a greatest width of about five miles

and greatest . length of about twelve.

When we rounded the promontory at the

mouth we noted that the southern side

was more open than the northern, so we
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kept straight along this shore for some
five or six miles.

As we passed along, the islands in-

iCreased in number and size, and many
channels opened up amongst them. We
finally entered one of these channels

which looked particularly inviting. Fol-

lowing this channel a short distance, wa
spied a beautiful sheltered cove, lying at

the junction of two large w-ell-wooded is-

lands. All hands voted that this looked

good enough, so we turned in. and ker-

splash! went the anchor. It was lunch

time now, but we decided not to eat until

we had secured some fresh fish. Taking

a line and a No. 4 trolling spoon, the two
older boys jumped into the dinghy and

rowed slowly round the point. Inside of

five minutes, they came back triumph-

antly, waving a couple of fine black bass.

Another turn over the same course pro-

duced a third bass. Manifestly we were

to have no trouble about a supply of

fresh fish.

The meal over and things put to rights.

our company scattered—some to ramble

over the adjacent mossy islands in search

of blueberries, others to fish;. for the

next day was Sunday and we expected

to make it a day of rest.

With the exception of an Indian sail

boat, which we had sighted in the dis-

tance just as we entered the bay. there

was not a sign of a human being any-

where. As we rambled over the rocky

islets and nosed about amongst the se-

cluded covers and channels, we had the

feeling of explorers in a virgin land.

Every now and then, one of the boys

would exclaim, "I believe we are the first

white people who have ever been here."

When the sun set, mosquitoes appeared

in considerable numbers, but as we had a

good supply of netting and screens for

our ports, we suflfered no serious incon-

venience. The stillness of the place v/as

profound—it seemed to be something

that could be felt. It was the silence of

the primitive wilderness with which few

city dwellers are familiar. The occa-

sional hoot of an owl or the weird scream

of a loon only seemed to accentuate it.

For four days, this cove was our head-

quarters. We had expected to put up

our tent, but it was impossible to find a

spot large enough and sufficiently level,

so we continued to live aboard. We had
become used to close quarters by this

time, and in many ways found Wawa
more convenient than a camp. We read

and played games ; we dozed in our
bunks; we. gathered blueberries from
amongst the soft deep mosses of the

rocks under the sun-flecked shade of the

pines ; we trolled and still-fished ; always
with sufficient success to supply all our •,

needs. The discovery that a good many '

of the bass had flesh worms in them, dul-

led the edge of our ardor along piscator-

ial lines. W'e took to hunting frogs,

which could be found of enormous size

amongst the reedy coves of the innumer-
able islets. We usually shot them with

a small caliber rifle. A dozen pair of

legs from big fellows a foot long, made
a dish that, if anything, excelled spring

chicken.

Our supply of ready-baked bread run-

ning low, we decided to return to Kil-

larney for enough to last us a week at

least. It meant a fifty-mile trip, but we
had plenty of gasoline and it was an ideal

country for yachting. A valued addi-

tion to our supplies was a bag of green

corn, which we bought from a French
half-breed in the village. Upon our re-

turn, we went farther back into the bay
than we had been before, and anchored
in another cove which, though not quite

so picturesque a spot, proved to be a

famous fishing ground. W^e caught in

addition to the bass, some fine gray and
yellow pickerel, which we considered

much more palatable than the bass. Blue-

berries were much more abundant here

than in our first location, and there was
nothing we enjoyed more than to settle

down on some great moss-covered rock

amongst the fragrant mountain tea and
gather a pailful of them large as small

cherries and covered with delicate pur-

ple down, like grapes. We frequently

ran across ruffed grouse and porcupine

amongst the thickets. Deer signs were

abundant. One morning, a fine buck with

branching horns, followed by several

does and fawns, appeared upon the bank

above us and stood gazing at us for sev-

eral minutes without moving a muscle.

Piles of mussel shells in all directions.
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each with a small round liolc in the back

near the hinge, betokened the presence

of numerous mink. We saw but few of

these animals, however.

It was not without regret that we hoist-

ed our anchor and bade a final good-bye

to the bay. We felt that any one seek-

ing an ideal fishing and yachting ground

could not do better than visit that region.

In season the deer hunter ought to find

great sport among those islands.

After reaching Killarney again, we
decided to take a day for climbing Kil-

larney Peak, which rises some few miles

to the northwest. We had a fine day

with perfectly clear atmosphere for the

ascent. Our whole crowd, including the

mascot, undertook the climb ; but after

surmounting the first ridge, all but the

skipper and the oldest boy turned back

to the boat. The ascent was genuine al-

pine climbing on a small scale. Several

times we had to make use of ropes we
brought with us to get up and down. In

some places, the forest was almost im-

penetrable and the climbing near the top

was of the most strenuous character.

The highest point is something over nine

hundred feet above the level of the water,

and the view from the top is superb. I

have looked dowm upon the Swiss lakes

from the summit of the Rigi and in some
respects this view impressed me more
than that.

We spent the night anchored in Kil-

larney Bay, not far from the base of the

hill. The moon was just at the full and

it was one of the most perfect nights I

have ever seen. Our feet hurt and our

mus.cles were so sore that the bed yield-

ed but a small amount of either comfort

or sleep.

The next morning we took on all the

gasoline we could hold and, after in-

specting the machinery and overhauling

our dynamo once more, chugged out of

the channel past the gulls on the rock

and turned our prow due south. We
made the sixty miles to Tobermory har-

bor over as beautiful a sea as ever yachts-

man rode upon. Our engine made the

seven-hour run with its usual clo.ck-like

regularity and reliability. We trolled

awhile for lake trout when we got in the

neighborhood of Flowerpot Island, slow-

ing down to a four-mile pace while so
doing. We had no success. While en-

gaged in trolling, the junior member of

the crew pulled the dinghy, which was
trailing behind, close alongside, and Pep-
per, who was quite partial to this crafty

hopped in, taking his seat demurely, as

his custom was, in the stern. The junior

soon tired of holding the rope. Of
course, when he let go, the dinghy slow-

ed up until the sla.ck was all gone and
then started with a jerk. We looked

about just in time to see a very much
surprised terrier turning a back summer-
sault into the icy waters of Georgian Bay.

There was a great commotion for a few
moments until it became quite plain that

his dogship had no notion of drowning.
He vigorously struck out after us and
was finally hauled in, not much discon-

certed apparently.

The next morning, the weather was
threatening and the barometer was act-

ing suspi.ciously. The wind increased

all day and by night the surf was boom-
ing along the shore. For four days the

wind kept up, the sky in the meantime
filling wath a dull haze through which
the sun shone dimly, looking not unlike

a big round amethyst in the heavens. On
Sunday evening, a palatial yacht, the

Caroline, of Toledo, came in from Killar-

ney. On Monday afternoon, Red Feath-

er, a fifty-footer with a big handsome en-

gine from the same place arrived from

the north. By Wednesday morning,

August twenty-fourth, the wind had fal-

len and there seemed some promise of a

fair day. Red Feather pulled out for the

south about five o'clock. We followed

in half an hour. It was a cold gray

morning, with a chill breeze still blowing

across a dark sullen looking lake. Just

after getting out of the harbor, we lost

our dinghy, but did not discover the fact

until we had gone a long distance. It

was a mere speck to leeward, fleeing from

us before the wind, before we saw it.

This accident threw us back not a little.

When w^e did round the cape, we found

a pretty stifT sea running. We hoped it

would be better later, and not feeling that

we could lose any more time, we ran well

out and laid our course for Southampton,

sixtv miles down. The weather became
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foggy and soon all land was lost to view.

The wind gradually began to rise and was
shifting towards the northwest. The sea

took us abeam and we had to slow down.

By eleven o'clock, it became apparent

that we could not reach Southampton that

day with any degree of comfort or safety.

We judged that we were in the region of

Lyall Island harbor. Turning to the

east, we ran toward a spot in the shore

which we presently began to detect

throug'h the fog and which we surmised

might be the entrance +o the harbor.

Getting nearer, we saw the tall masts of

several vessels and concluded that we
were right. We ran along until we saw
the dark water between the breakers and

then headed straight in. Rounding the

point, we dropped anchor in as sheltered

a spot as we could find.

The place we found was an almost

abandoned lumber settlement—not Lyall

Island, but Pine Tree Harbor. All that

day and the following night—all the next

day and the next night, the wind kept

busy, getting a little more intense all the

while. By this time the lake was in a

fury and a steamer and two barges had

come into the harbor for refuge. There

was no store in the place and no pro-

visions of any kind. Our provisions

were running short. We learned from

the captain of a schooner in the harbor,

that there was a settlement some three

miles inland, where supplies could be

had. A foraging party was accordingly

organized, comprising everybody on

board except Madam. After a long walk

over stony ridges and through tangled

woods, we found the settlement and

stocked up with as much butter, eggs,

potatoes, apples and chickens as we .could

carry. Darkness had s'hut down before

we got through the w^oods and a thunder

storm was brewing. We kept on the

trail for the last two miles by the help

of the lightning flashes.

The sun went down on the evening of

August twenty-fifth, leaving behind a

lemon-colored sky—sure prophecy of

wind. And blow it certainly did. The
lake broke in one long roll of thunder on

the rocky coast and the wind, which

seemed to be hitting it up about eighty

miles an hour, threatened to blow us out
of the water, even behind the sheltering
lee of the land. Wawa kept running
around on her cable all night; at times
sihe seemed to start and tremble like a
living thing when the wild winds
s.creamed at her. Sleep departed from
our eyes.

It took two more days for the gale to
blow out. The next day, the lake was
as tranquil as a mill pond, and at six-

thirty o'clock we pulled our anchor out
of the thick blue mud in the harbor wliich

had held it so w^ell and gladly said good-
bye to Pine Tree Plarbor. \\^e kept the
throttle wide open all that day and with-

out a quaver of uncertainty, our engine
kept at its task till seven o'clock. At this-

hour, we ran into the mouth of Nine Mile
River, where our chart marks "Port Al-

bert." The harbor mouth was choked
with sand, however, and the pier furnish-

ed imperfect protection. So we cast off

our lines and set off again for Goderich,

lying just ten miles below. We reached
the pier at Goderich at eight o'clock. Our
log showed one hundred and nine miles.

Taking on gasoline and provisions, we
left Goderich next morning at nine-thirty.

Running down the coast a few miles to

ofifset the drifting effect of the wind
which was on our port quarter astern,

we took the course of the steamers to

Port Huron and stru.ck across the lake.

By noon the breeze had freshened into

half a gale and we were having a pretty

heavy stern sea, which made steering by
compass rather difficult. We paid strict

attention to business, however, and by
three-thirty in the afternoon, were grati-

fied to make out dead ahead the light-

house at Port Huron. We dropped
anchor some two miles down the river

round a bend.

Our voyage was now practically over,

as the remainder of the way was down
the rivers and across St. Clair. On Wed-
nesday, the last of August, we ran in by
Schweikart's wharf, whence we had set

out just four weeks and six days before.

The total distance covered in our cruise,

including side trips, etc., was about nine

hundred and fiftv miles.
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We were sunbrowned and seasoned.

We had had experiences thrilling, novel,

delightful and humorous, the memories of

which will henceforth be a part of our

lives. With the one exception when the

gasoline was shut off, our engine had

never stopped, or "acted up." Nothmg

had required repairs or readjustment.

We did not even have the sparking mech-

anism out of the cylinder the whole run.

We had had a great time and it was

with a genuine feeling of regret that we
patted the little craft on the gunwhale as

we said good-bye to her in her garage at

Detroit. She had brought us faithfully

through some ticklish places and had

come to be regarded by us as almost a

living thing. 1

Trappers' Luck
BY T. B. AGUR.

BURT and Donald, two youthful

trappers following their calling in

British Columbia, decided, as it

was getting late in December, to

visit a long trapping line which had been

previously worked by their father. The

trip was carefully planned out and it

was arranged for Bill to drive them out

as far as the first cabin.

Everything was ready bright and early

on Monday morning and they were ofif

in good time as they much desired to

reach the first cabin by nightfall. Burt

was tremendously excited and asked so

many questions that Donald set out alone

in order to escape some of the ordeal. He
had not gone far when he came upon

fox tracks which he carefully followed

and, catching sight of R.ynard, a rifle

shot laid him low. A shout guided Burt

to the place and he found Donald taking

the skin off a beautiful black fox. After

his severe snub Burt had been endeav-

oring to restrain himself but he had now

to break out again. "Isn't he splendid?"

he said as he stroked the fine fur, "it will

be worth $ioo in London. Can't we send

it over with Dad? Bill will see him in

Banff, you know."
Donald, with the air of an experienced

hand, explained to Burt that this success

would not have been his had he become

excited and missed the fox tracks. They

finished the skinning operation before

Bill caught up and that w^orthy was much
surprised when he saw their capture.

He promised at once that he would de-

, liver the skin to their father.

The drive to the first camp was much
enjoyed for Bill took advantage of the

opportunity to communicate much back-

woods lore to his young friends. They
were all too much engaged at the cabin

to notice the comet.

Immediately after breakfast the follow-

ing morning Bill set out on his return

and the young trappers started on their

trapping line, setting out traps and keep-

ing a sharp lookout for possible captures.

When near a creek Donald went quietly

ahead. In a short time he was down on

his stomach and pointing his rifle at

what appeared to Burt to be simply a

path leading down to the water.

A moment afterwards an otter slid

down that path and Donald's rifle spoke

quickly, the animal being secured with

care. Burt agreed to pack the otter while

Donald took the grub, bait, etc.

"Hang it anyhow," said Burt later on,

"the whisky jacks are going to be thick

this year. Plaguey things! Not much
more luck for us I'm afraid."

"Well we oughtn't to feel bad even

if we don't do much more seeing that

we have done so well already," retorted

Donald.
When they reached camp at the end of

the day, after setting out all their traps

and tramping nineteen miles they were

pretty tired but a good meal soon restor-

ed them. They did not neglect to put

the skin on a board and flesh it. .

They worked hard for the rest of the

season but the good fortune of the first

two days was not repeated and only a

modicum of the returns they secured for

these days rewarded all their efforts for

the rest of the season. Such is trappers'

luck

!
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The Coon Dog
BV J. W. GILCHRIST.

Ml acquaintance with Rover was con-

fined to coon hunting adventures

in which I meekly followed the

procession, and therefore did not

have an intimate or personal knovs'ledge

of his other merits. He "heeled" farm
stock, an accomplishment highly desired

in those days of brush fences and half

wild cattle. His owner openly boasted

of this, but detractors claimed that Rover
only chased cattle the way they chose

to go. His master resented this reflec-

tion, and claimed that the proper condi-

tion of his fences made the higher devel-

opment of Rover's natural endowments
unnecessary, except as a protection from
his neighbor's stock, which through neg-

lect had acquired such depredatory hab-

its, that nothing short of a band of Avolves

would force them in a direction contrary

to their need or inclination. However
this may be. Rover had a comfortable

home on a Avell fenced farm, and had he

not chosen to hunt coons, could have

spent most of his days in enviable leis-

ure.

He was a large, well fed mongrel of

no particular color, his head showing
traces of collie, and his body mastit¥ an-

cestry, and though a friendly dog, fear-

lessly engaged in mortal combat with the

most pugnacious coon. He possessed

the peculiar faculty of knowing exactly

where the coon would drop when dis-

lodged from the tree, and at once seiz-

ing it by the neck. He once experienc-

ed the inconvenience of having a coon
drop directly on him; that he was a dog
of reflective mind is proved, by his never

allowing this to occur again. Only dur-

ing the hunting season was any self de-

nial expected of him, and as the tempta-

tion was generally removed this could not

have been a great strain.

Home made cheese was a common
article of diet those days, and when skim
milk entered into its composition, a leath-

ery crust formed on the "kebuck" that

generally found its way to the house
animal's plates. A supper of which

cheese parings formed a part, prevented

Rover from hunting successfully that

evening. Whether it destroyed for a

time the sense of smell, caused indiges-

tion, or made him so satisfied with the

existing order of things, that he deemed
hunting superfluous, we never satisfac-

torily decided. We believed that an un-

successful hunt was due to his obtaining

cheese parings, supplied by sympathetic

or mischievous women folk.

Jim, the climber, was a morose and

unhappy man, whose slouchy figure and
awkward motion, gave no indication of

the marvelous muscular energy, and total

absence of fear, which enabled him to

"klim" the largest trees. He shared

"coon about" wnth Rover's owner the re-

sults of the hunt, the rest of us going for

the fun. Jim would never admit of any
merit in Rover or accept cheese paring

apologies. It could not have been that

he was jealous of our undoubted regard

for the dog, as practical results were all

that Jim appreciated ; our enthu.siastic

compliments on his skill and daring he

rejected as crafty overtures to acquire

unearned property in dead coons.

The usual procedure after an impa-

tient wait for Jim, was to enter a likely

bush and wait for Rover to "hunt 'im up."

We were obliged to wait till he returned

or found a coon ; if he returned and did

not find us where he started out, Rover
regarded this as a slight and made for

home. When he returned without find-

ing anything, Jim would express his cer-

tain belief that Rover's slowness had

allowed the scent to "dry up." If Rover

"gave tongue," Jim expressed his deep

conviction that Rover's leisurely meth-

ods of hunting, would give the coon time

to select the largest tree in the bush, or

what was more likely had come in con-

tact with a skunk, an undoubted failing

of Rover's that had abruptly terminated

several promising adventures. On hear-

ing Rover the other members joyously

rushed in the direction. Jim always

walked, not to save his wind for climb-
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ing as he never seemed out of breath,

but to further enlarge on the injustice ot

fate, that obliged him to "klim" for such

an unworthy dog. Rover's master gen-

erally stayed with Jim, and was obliged

to listen to scathing remarks on his belov-

ed dog. He would attempt to mollify Jim

by dilating on the prospect of securing a

large oily coon, but to little purpose.

Jim would recall instances where other

dogs had treed giant coons, in trees a boy

could climb. When they arrived at the

tree Rover would at once take up his

position where the coon would eventually

drop when dislodged. If he moved, we

knew the coon had made a correspond-

ing move in the tree, though usually quite

invisible to human eyes. I have known

dogs to hunt and fight coons equal to

Rover, but they had to be placed under

the direction of the man in the tree, when

the animal was located. Rover never re-

quired this nor was he ever known to

let one escape, unless another dog inter-

fered.

Jim would strip to the shirt, remove

his shoes and stockings, and tie the bot-

tom of his trousers to his ankles. If the

tree was very large he would pronounce a

malediction on Rover's slowness, and

after expressing his certain conviction

that the coon would be an insignificant

"summer rat," grip the bark with his

strong hands, draw up his powerful legs.

and grasp the tree with his "hind feet,"

and thus spring up the trunk, be the night

what it would, with as little apparent

effort as a strong swimmer breasts

a placid pond. To see him disap-

pear up a giant trunk into the forest

gloom over head, was a most impressive

sight. He never seemed to consider

his personal risk, but lost no opportunity

of grumbling about the waste of energy

in climbing large trees, due as he believed

to Rover's slowness. It was an open

fact that Jim had a wholesome respect

for a coon's claws and teeth, and instead

of beating it into partial insensibility

with a short club, when dislodging it out

of the tree, he kept at a safe distance and

prodded it ofT with a forked pole. This

pole he carried up the tree with him. at-

tached to the back band of his trousers,

and thus further emphasized a pronounc-

ed resemblance to our alleged aacesiry.

As soon as Jim got back to earta, a

change came over Rover's master. He
straightened himself up, and lectured Jim

on his amateurish methods of dislodging

a coon. Then Jim's restful habits in

turning out when a hunt had been ar-

ranged received adverse criticism, ff lie

believed Rover slow, he set an example.

Having by these means re-established M
his dignity as leader. less importan: mat- 1
ters were adjusted, and further hants ar-

ranged which were generally a repetition.

There was one notable exception.

Racoon oil was a universal specific on

the farm ; it would soften cowhide boots,

or lubricate rheumatic joints. A worthy

and respected German who had moved

into the settlement was very anxious to

procure some, and we had not sufficient

knowledge of his language to convince

him, that there were more desirable

means of procuring coon oil than hunt-

ing for it. Neither were we able to con-

vince him that while there would be no

objections to his own presence, his dog

would be worse than useless. The prin-

ciple that "much dog much coon" was

so firmly impressed on his mind, that he

and Bismark accompanied us on a coon

hunt, with additional misgivings- from

Jim. When the coon was treed an in-

teresting delay occurred. Jitn would on

no account ascend the tree till Bismark

was secured from interference. Amusing

linguistic difficulties were at last over-

come, and our friend undertook to hold

his dog. The usual scrap between Rov-

er and the coon had no sooner begun than

our attention was diverted to a more

lively aftair between the German and

his dog. This terminated in a vocal

explosion which we afterwards compiled

into "Mein Gott ! I can hold mein dog

not!" Bismark had escaped and joined

the other frav and at once received Rov-

er's entire attention. The coon escaping

reascended the tree, much to Jim's alarm

and inconvenience as he had commenced

to descend the trunk. Jim's maledictions

from above, and the enraged Germans

efforts to properly impress Bismark wiin

the enormity of his offence, in biting his

master's hands, and causing the escape

of the coon, occasioned such hilarious de-
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light as irresponsible youth can only

hope to enjoy once in a life time. Had
the coon been Jim's he would not have

reclimbed the tree, at least till he had

properly relieved his feelings. His surly

sense of honesty impelled him to again

dislodge the animal, first assuring us if it

escaped this time no further effort on his

part would ensue. He would never after-

wards leave the branches of a tree till

satisfied that the coon was dead, and

the responsibility of keeping it dead was

not intrusted to Rover.

The racoon was not always the suffer-

er. There were many weary tramps

through muddy fields and dripping un-

derbrush without any result, besides un-

timely terminations of promising hunts

by the dog coming in contact with a

streaked animal. I am not sorry for this,

as in a retrospect of hunting adventures,

coon hunting affords the least satisfac-

tion. With a climber like Jim, and a

dog like Rover what chance did the poor

coon have. If young and small it was

soon dispatched by the dog. If old and

large enough to have some chance in

an encounter with the dog, some one of

the party were sure to be adept at seiz-

ing it by the tail and holding it at arm's

length, while the life was battered out of

its body, by a club carried for the pur-

pose. I never see his skin without feel-

ing that there is another gritty little na-

tive who did not get a show.

When Rover allowed himself to be

killed by a kick from an active colt, Jim's

sorrow was extreme. He indignantly

denied ever having any but the highest

opinion of his attainmen<-s. He claim-

ed that any defects in Rover, were due 10

his owner's stupid indulgence in allow-

ing him to be overfed, and that this was

also the cause of poor Rover's death.

Rover was not expected to hunt, until

he had himself developed such a marked

proficiency. It would seem a sort of

poetic justice, that his own hide formed

the center piece of a robe, composed of

the animals he had hunted. This cir-

cumstance enabled a local moralist to

predict unpleasant prospects, in the fu-

tures of those who had assisted him.

Such misfortunes as we have suffered

can not be traced to our coon hunting

proclivities and thoug-h it seems rather

incomprehensible now, we certainly en-

joyed those hunts.

Some extraordinary stories of experi-

ences on the Alaska Boundary Survey

are told by Mr. H. S. Mussell, of Ot-

tawa, who recently arrived at Nome after

long and arduous labors in survey work.

The surveyors found more bears there

than they did on the Stikine River and

soon realized that these animals were

disposed to be friendly. Apparently

their food supplies were abundant and

the bears, though paying frequent vis-

its, never attempted to molest the men.

The smell of frying bacon proved ir-

resistible and the bears came close

enough for tidbits to be thrown to

them. Finally they took to visiting the

camps and foraging for themselves at

night but the men resented this although

the bears never disturbed their privacy.

The region is extremely rough being a

vast series of high peaks covered with

eternal snow. It was impossible to

place boundary pillars there and the tri-

angulation work and photographs will

form the record. In all about four

hundred square miles of the territory was

covered. This involved the climbing of

high peaks, some of them having an ele-

vation of over eight thousand feet. The

Muddv River, a tributary of the Taku,

rises at the foot of a glacier which is

believed to be the largest glacier in the

world. The glacier, not counting its

arms and the snows in the vicinity is

easilv twentv miles long. The surveyors

scaled and crossed it at different pomts.

Depressions, owing to thaw, existed and

sweeping through the icy banks were

swept down the mountain side with the

speed of an avalanche. In eight hours

'the river rose twenty two feet and camp

and supplies had to be hastily removed.

The boundary line zig-zags a good deal.
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STA-RITE
ignition plu^s have stayect

ri((ht the longest for eight

years.

other plugs break when water
is thrown on thetu while heated
Sta-Rite Patented Double Por-
celain Plugs are not affected under
similar circumstances.

They simply cannot break.

That is one reason we make
themof double porcelain and they
are the only plugs in the world
made that way. To satisfy your-
self that this is a live, present
benefit to you, just throw water
on any other porcelain plugs, then

THROW WATER
on our patented double porcelain
Sta-Rite. There is practically no
breakage Repaired free at any
time. Most economical and effec-

tive for users, and hv long odds
iLi ^ t u I/- I 1^ the best seller for dealers. Order

Price $1 "^^' ^"'^y-
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WIZARD MAGNETOS
M EAN QU A L I T

Y

The white, hot spark from the

"Wizard Tubular Magneto ignites

every charge of gas entering the cy-

linder, compelling the engine to run
with unfailing regularity, and increas-

es its efficiency without decreasing the

expense. The Wizard takes up little

room, has few parts to replenish and
is thoroughly waterproof. Made for

Contact or Jump Spark. Ask the

man who uses one.

CANADIAN AGENTS
eANAOmN-FAIRBANKS CO.
MONTREAL VANCOUVER WINNIPEG TORONTO



An Improved Ice Boat

A Type with Many Distinctive Features To Recommend It

BY DR W.M. M. STANHROUGII IN '•YACHTING."

THOUGH the development of the

ice yacht has been going on for

years, and many improvements
have been made in the construc-

tion and finish, including ? great saving
in the weight of material, practically all

of the changes have been along conven-
tional lines. With the exception of

varying rigs, experiments have not pro-

duced anything beyond the conven-
tional boat with cockpit aft over
the rear runner or rudder, where what-
ever live ballast was carried had to be on
either runne*" plank or a grating between
it and the backbone.
These old boats had several inherent

defects which had not been overcome,
and which will be taken up in detail later

on in this article, the principle one being
the difficulty of holding them down on
the ice in a breeze and the necessity of

carrying a crew to overcome this ten-

dency to lift in heavy pufTs.

Some five years ago, however. Dr.-

William M. Stanbrough, of Newburgh.
N. Y., after sailing a boat of the old type

and upsetting or "flickering" a number
of times, began a series of experiments
with boats built on somewhat different

lines, and finally produced an ice boat
of an improved type, which he called the

Heavy Weather. This boat was built to

the 250 foot class, a class which is usual-

ly sailed with a crew of one and wliere

the distribution of the weight is a prime
requisite, though the principle involved
would apply equally well to boats of the

larger classes.

Working on the theory that the weight
of the crew carried in a cockpit located

over the rudder added a great deal to the

dead weight carried, and at the same time,

was of little or no use as ballast, he de-

monstrated, by the use of a pair of plat-

form scales under the rudder and run-
ners, that the weight of a man weighing
two hundred pounds was distributed as

follows: One hundred and sixtv-eight

pounds of the weight resting on the rud-
der and only thirty-two pounds on the
runners, where the weight of the ballast

necessarily counts for most. This thir-

ty-two pounds on the runners was also

unevenly distributed, ten pounds being
on one runner and twenty-two pounds
on the other, owing to the position in the

cockpit in which the helmsman lay.

From this it will be seen that the weight
of the skipper was of very little value, as

far as ballast was concerned, amounting
to one hundred and sixty-eight pounds
load and thirty-two pounds oallast. By
moving the cockpit forward along the

backbone, this weight could be more
evenly divided between the three run-

ners, giving considerable additional bal-

last with the same load, besides having
many other advantages.

One of the principal advantages de-

rived is that it brings the centers of gra-

vity of the boat and load more nearly to-

gether. In the new type these are

brought within a few inches of each oth-

er, whereas in the old types these were
widely separated. In addition to this,

when a boat lifts in the breeze the weight
in a cockpit situated over the rudder is

very quickly lifted until it is directly

over the line of support, which is usually

indicated by the stay or guy between the

runner plank and the after end of the

backbone. Naturally, the more nearly

this weight is thrown directly over the

line of support the less value it has aa

ballast, and if it is thrown beyond the

line of support as the Avindward runner

lifts it is adding just that much to the pull

to leeward, helping the boat to capsize.

With the load well forward on the back-

bone, it is. of course, further from the

line of support, where it is practically

impossible for the windward runner

plank to lift high enough to throw the

weight outside of this line of support.

Another advantage of carrying the

wcisfht further forward instead of aft is
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THE ARLINGTON CO. OF CANADA, LIMITED. 54-64 Eraser Avenue, TORONTO, ONTARIO ""
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When the Mercury Drops.
When it gets really cold, that is the time you appreciate

good underwear. Cotton, linen or silk, no matter how ex-

pensive, does not fill the bill.

Nothing but wool, natural wool, is quite perfect. For many

years, discriminating people have worn

Jaeger Pure Wool Underwear.
This famous underwear is most comfortable and protects the

body from the variable weather of our climate.

Dr. JAEGER'S ^^^ SYSTEM &d.

316 St. Catherine St. West, Montreal

231 Yonge Street, Toronto

Steele Block, Portage Ave., Winnipeg
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in the ability to round i mark more

sharply or in a smaller radius of a circle,

than in the old type. This is due to the

fact that, in changing the direction of a

boat's course in rounding a mark, the

greatest momentum, which would na-

turally be where the load is greatest, is

not at the extreme after point. The
center of gravity of the boat and load

being further forward, the thrust exerted

thus comes more nearly amidships. This

holds good in the various positions which

the boat assumes in rounding the mark

and in the varying angles at which the

wind strikes the sails.

By having the centers of gravity close

together and further forward in the new-

boat, the momentum in turning the mark

is largely taken up by the lee runner in

the form of thrust. In addition, the get-

ting of the weight off the rudder allows

use of a runner so dull as to be danger-

ous in the old type. Here it is perfectly

safe, and it is well known that a dull run-.

ner is somewhat faster than a sharp one.

As the greatest amount of pleasure is in

racing around a small diamond coiirse

—

half a mile from stake to stake, or about

two miles for the course— it will be seen

that this ability to turn corners sharply

counts for a great deal.

By carrying the center of gravity of the

boat and load further forward, it is prac-

tical to carry a higher sail plan than was
possible with the older type, the center

of effort of the sail being raised some two

feet. The lower two or three feet of the

sail along the boom do not give the same
driving power as that part of the sail

higher up, and the raising of the center

of eft'ort increases the efficiency of a sail

plan of a specified number of square feet.

On this new boat a hoist of thirteen feet

is not too great with a twelve-foot gaff,

as against a hoist of ten feet six inches

in the old type with a gaff of the same
length, while the boom is shorter by some
four feet. This should make for much
greater efficiency in the sail plan. Not
only this, but a shorter runner plank can

be used with safety and the requisite

square feet of sail carried with ease on a

much smaller boat. For instance, the

boat described herewith has two hundred

and fifty feet of sail and is but twenty-
four feet long with a runner plank of

twelve feet, while boats carrying this sail

of the older type are usually some thirty

feet in length with a sixteen-foot run-

ner plank. The saving of weight in

these smaller dimensions is easily appar-

ent and an item to be reckoned with.

Even with a higher center of effort and a
smaller boat, the stability is greater, ow-
ing to the carrying of the weight more
nearly amidships in the position it logic-

ally should occupy, as shown by the abili-

ty of Dr. Stanbrough's boat to sail in

weather in which the average ice sailor

will not venture out, while in light airs a
tall rig is of much greater value. The
naming of the boat Heavy \\'eather im-

plies her ability to sail with her runners

on ice in almost any weather.

One of the difficulties to be overcome
in moving the cockpit forward was to get

a satisfactory connection between the

rudder and tiller. This was done by the

use of sprocket wheels and a sprocket

chain, one sprocket being placed on the

rudder head just over the runner, while

the tiller head ran down through the

backbone five feet further forward, with

sprocket wheel attached to the under

side. For a twenty-four foot boat an or-

dinary sprocket chain, such as is used on

a bicycle, was found amply heavy. There

was almost no play, and the steering gear

gave entire satisfaction. A drum and

cable can be substituted in place of the

sprocket steerer and would probably be

somewhat cheaper. Two turnbuckles are

needed for either method to take up the

slack, so that rudder and tiller will al-

ways be in line.

The dimensions and specifications of

this boat are as follows:—Backbone —
Of basswood in one piece, or butternut or

yellow pine, although the lighter woods
are preferable ; selected of the very best

grade, well seasoned and free from

"checks. It is 24 feet long by 12 inches

thick in the center, tapering to 5 inches

at the stern and 3^/2 inches at the nose,

and is 4 inches wide.

The runner plank is 12 feet long by 12

inches wide and 4^ inches thick at the

center, tapering to 2^ inches at the ends.

This runner plank crosses the backbone
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10 feet 6 inches from the forward end.

while the mast is stepped 3 feet forward

of the runner plank. The runner plank

should be made of ash, butternut or bass-

wood. The runner chocks or guides are

made of white oak 16 inches over all,

2 inches thick and 6 inches deep, and are

sunk in runner plank ^ inch and fasten-

ed with glue and bolts through the end
of the runner plank. The runners them-
selves are 3 feet long by 6 inches deep,

and must be of the very best seasoned

oak. To these are bolted the cast-iron

shoes, planed to an angl,. of 45 degrees on
the lower edge. The rudder post and till-

er post should be of galvanized iron 1^
inches in diameter, with a shoulder with
jaws at the lower end of the former 2%
inches deep, to fit over the rudder or

after-runner. There is a shoulder be-

tween these jaws and the under side of

the backbone, to which is keyed the after

sprocket wheel. The tiller post runs
through the backbone 5 feet forward
of this, to the under side of which is

keyed the forward sprocket wheel. Th.e

cockpit frames and coaming are of oak,

while the flooring can be of white pine,

basswood or cottonwood.

Along the center of the back-

bone inside the cockpit is bolted a

handrail for helping to retain one's posi-

tion in the cockpit. The cockpit is 8

feet long by 40 inches wide at the for-

ward end and 24 inches at the after end.

with the coaming rounded at either end,

or of a size and shape to suit builder.

The mast should be hollow, 19 feet in

length; the boom may be solid, 15 feet

long, while the gaff is 12 feet 10 inches,

and may also be solid, with bent jaws of

oak or with a goose-neck and bronze
band around the mast. The dimensions
of the sails are as follows:—Mainsail,

hoist, 13 feet; head. 12 feet and foot, 14

feet 6 inches ; area, 206 square feet. The
jib is 7 feet on the foot by 10 feet on the

lufif with an area of 34 square feet. As
full sails cannot be carried at all times,

it will be necessary to have a line of reef

points in the sail.

The guys, from the nose to the for-

ward end of the runner plank and from

the after end of the runner plank on
each side, should be of the best wire rope

j4 inch diameter with bronze turn-buck-
les. The martingale stay should be of

5-16-inch galvanized steel wire rigging,

running over galvanized steel strut bolt-

ed to the under side of the runner plank
just forward of the mast step, and sei

up with a turnbuckle. For the shrouds

34 inch steel wire is of sufficient size.

The usual grade of bronze or galvanized
fittings should be used throughout.
Bronze turnbuckles should be used for

setting up the stays and guys with a

thread of from one-half to five-eighths of

an inch.

The running rigging should consist of

either wire or manila, throat and peak
halyards. If the former is used it should

be about three eighths of an inch in

diameter. Jib halyards may be of light

stufif, either manila, or the best grade of

cotton rope. The m.ain sheet should

be of the best manila hemp about

one half inch diameter. Wwe rope

blocks for a rig of this size will be requir-

ed, four for the peak, if two blocks are

used on the gafif, and two for the throat.

The main sheet will require from four to

six blocks, according to the manner in

which it is rigged. After passing through

the blocks at the outer end of the boom, it

should be carried forward along the boom
by blocks or leaders, brought down
through a block on the backbone forward

of the cockpit, and the ends spliced into

a jig tackle stretched along the backbone
and leading aft into the cockpit. This

tackle can be made of a single block and
becket.

To give the best finish the framework
should be thoroughly sandpapered, given

a coat of filler and varnished with two or

three coats of the best spar varnish, be-

ing rubbed down between each coat.

This will give an excellent finish to the

boat.

Hollow backbones are in rather gener-

al use among the larger-sized boats, and

while the using of such a one here would
save some weight, on a boat of this size

it would be hardly a factor worth consi-
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Commonwealth Hotel
INC.

Opposite State Houc«, Boston, Mars.

Offers rooms with hot and cold water for

$1 00 per day and up, which includes free
u>e of public shower baths.
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dering if light wood were used instead.

The same principles and factors in-

volved in this boat could, of course, be

applied to larger sizes, and we believe,

would be equally efifective. The only rea-

son that we have described the smaller

boat in detail and given her dimensions

is due to the fact that there are more
boats of this size likely to be built, and
that in many localities a 250 class is sail-

ed with a crew of one, making the dispo-

sition of the weight the principal factor

in success.

In building a boat after this type, one

would get a craft that should prove satis-

factory in every way, both from the abil-

ity to handle her with a small crew and in

any kind of weather, and if due regard

is paid to lightness in construction, a

boat that should be able to take the meas-
ure of nearly anything of her size. While
Dr. Stanbrough has applied for a patent

on this steering device as applied to an

ice boat, he has the good of the sport so

much at heart that he will be glad to

grant permission to any person interested

in ice-boating to build to this design on

application.

On the Choice Of A Rifle

BY A LOVER OF FIREARMS.

EVERY sportsman has pondered
more or less deeply on his choice
of a rifle. The matter is one not
to be lightly decided, although by

means of the many excellent makes of

the present day one cannot go very far
.

wrong.
In the last thirty or forty years rifles

bave shown wonderful improvements
and when one recalls the old Snyder, En-
field and others, though marvellous in

their day but now passed into oblivion,

one can appreciate the great advances
made.

Where in times past could be heard the

"roar" of the Snyder or Enfield, the
"ping" of the modern high power rifle

now disturbs the solitude of the woods
in open season.

To my mind the most powerful black
powder cartridge is the 47/70 500 Spring-
field and the best rifle adapted to its use
is the Model 1886 Winchester, its lever

action repeater being the strongest I

know. A great drawback to its complete
efficiency is the numbing recoil and any-
one wishing to avoid a lame shoulder
should not hold it too loosely thereto.

In my experience the most perfect rifle

for cartridge and general use is the Sav-
age 32-40, .165. Accuracy and great
power, minus the recoil are its character-
istic features. No sportsman will need
to have expounded to him the general
merits of the Savage Model 1899, to my

mind the smoothest working rifle made.
While I think a better rifle was never

made than the Winchester Model 1873,

the cartridge is poor. Like all Win-
chester arms the rifle is a beauty and
swings naturally to the shoulder. It

would also shoot well if it were chamber-
ed for more accurate cartridges. It is,

however, fairly accurate up to one hun-
dred and fifty yards and will kill quite

large game.

Now for a few notes on high power
arms. If T were choosing a rifle to-day,

I would without doubt pick upon the

Savage .303, with its 2,000 feet velocity,

flat trajectory, terrible smashing power,
no smoke and hammerless feature. In

my opinion, too, its cylindrical magazine
is far ahead of the tubular magazine—the

latter giving a constant menace of a pre-

mature discharge with serious results to

the shooter's hand.

My second choice would be the 30-30

Savage or Marlin, preferably the former
because of the cylindrical magazine, a

feature the advantage of which I can

scarcely lay sufficient emphasis upon.

I would advise beginners not to pur-

chase rifles until they have tested their

working qualities, general accuracy and
smoothness of action. If thinking of

hunting elephants do not use either a .22

or a cannon. As regards killing power
a .303 Savage is as efficient as any can-

non.
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THE HOO-HOO
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The Good Cheer Circle Waterpan
Warm Air Furnace. The only heater made which
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Ontario Fish And Game Revenues
At the request of a number of indi-

vidual sportsmen and Fish and Game As-
sociations we publish the following
figures showing the amounts of the rev-

enues received from the game and fish-

eries by the Ontario department for the

year ended October 31st, 1909, the last

one for which complete returns are avail-

able :

Game.
Deer Licenses, 1908 $ 177 75

Deer Licenses, 1909 238 50
Moose Licenses, 1908 19 50
Moose Licenses, 1909 160 15
Non-resident Licenses, 1908 125 00

Non-resident Licenses, 1909 1,975 00

Gume Dealers' Licenses, 1909 356 00

Hotel and Restaurant, 1909 67 00

Gold Storage Licenses, 1909 100 00

Griides ' Licenses, 1909 1,992 00
Fines, 1909 2,408 69
ConfisGa;tions, 1909 629 98

Fisheries.

Lake of the Woods and Eainy
Blanchard, F $

Sterling, C. N

$8,249 57

River Nepigon :

—

Leitch, P. A. ...

Lake Superior:—
Armstrong, F. C.

Oalbeck, A
Gordon, Walter
Jaxikson, H. T. .

Johnston, Thomas

River District:—
234 00

1,027 00
$ 1,26100

$ 983 00

14 00

2,036 00

2,947 78
6 00
4 00

$ 983 00

Lake Huron (North Channel):—
Bradbury, J. R $ 16 00

Craig, T. A 42 50
Dunn, E 2 00
Graham, W. J 96 00

Hembruff, Joseph .... 56 00
Hunter, William 38 00
Oliver, R. C 7,098 25

Pitfield, George 191 00
Thurlow, George 4 00
Vincer, William 10 00

Gwjrgian Bay:—
Dusang, B. A $ 512 58

Jermyn, J. W 843 00

Kennedy, JoQin 795 00

Knight, C. H 983 15

Laugthington, Henry . . 1,144 50
iMalcolmson, J 4 00
Robinson, T. W 31o 00
Williams, J. T 342 00
Wood, G. A 92 00
Wood, P. V 26 00

$ 5,007 78

$ 7,553 75

Lake Huron (proper) and River St. Clair:—
Blunden, H. A
Jack James . .

Kajrr, Richard
Kehoe, Daniel
MoMurray, R.

Robertson, D. .

Sarvis, A. E. .

$ 3,842 00
15 98

123 00
389 00
982 00

1,358 00
2 00

Carried forward
Brought forward

Lake St. Clair, River Thames
Campbell, J. D. .

.

Chambers, Thomas
Ohauvin, Victor . .

Crotty, John ....

Holman, Benj. . .

Laframboise, Remi
Little, Richard .

Osborne, Henry .

Peltier, T
Weldon, J. O. . .

Lake Erie and Grand R
Briggs, T. J. ...

Buckley, George
Burt, William .

Eyers, John . . .

Greemvood, T. D
Henderson, H. A
Johnson, Henry
Jones, David . .

Kraft, Samuel .

Lee, Edward . .

McClennan, Kenneith

MoEwen, A
MeVittie, James
Moriarit)', J. J. .

Phemister, George
Pierce, J. P. .

Scott, William
Staunton, W. F
Yokes, James .

Wigle, Lewis

$ 6,71198

$26,574 74
$26,574 74

and Detroit River:—
10 00
55 00

1,420 60
18 00

15100
310 00

1,283 50
62 00

678 50
52 38

$ 4,040 98

$ 5,057 23

Lake Ontario and Bay of Qu
Brisbin, Angus $

Conger, David
Fox, E. R
Gault, Thomas
Glass, Irv-ine

Hayes, Henry
Hollidav, Henry . . .

Hufifman, E. M. ...

Hunter, Alfred, Capt
Kerr, C. J
McGlynn, P. J
Mansfield, Thomas .

'Murdoch, John
Maughan, W
May, J. C. . .

Reeves, H. J.

Sargent, W. J
Telfer, J. A.
Titus, E. A. .

; 229

2,056

10

74
85

1,168

16
40

341

1,423

3,150

3,200

6,712

42
216

3,092

140

10

2,935

1,732

inte:—
; 701

246
783
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The Small Mouthed Bass

EVERY angler can be heartily recom-
mended to read "The Small-
Mouthed Bass" by W. J. Loudon,
Professor of Mechanics in the Un-

iversity of Toronto, and published by the

Hunter-Rose Company, Limited, Toron-
to.

While, according to the author, the

book is not strictly a record of scientific

investigation, it does nevertheless con-
tain a great deal of the life history, hab-
its and geographical distribution of this

most interesting amongst the many in-

teresting fishes found in Canadian w^a-

ters. The Professor adds to the dara
recorded by others a very great deal from
his personal observations and his method
of imparting this information is such as

to hold the attention of his readers
throughout. He has been an angler for

years, has fought many battles with the

Small-Mouthed Bass—battles in which
he has been worsted and others in which.
he proved victorious—and from a wealth
of pleasant memories and experiences
he has compiled a book which every
angler can enjoy and the reading of

which Avill recall pleasantly one's own
efforts with this most gamey of fishes.

The Small-Mouthed Bass is essentially

a product of the Great Lakes but from
its artificial introduction in many parts

of America it is not always easy to fol-

low it, although the author finds no diffi-

culty in locating its birthplace in the

waters of the Georgian Bay, which may
still, in spite of the ravages of fishermen
and anglers, be regarded as its home.
The fish is rarely found in Quebec and is

not a native of the Maritime Provinces al-

though it has been artificially propagat-

ed in New Brunswick, ^^^hile it has been
found in the Rainy River District it is not

a native of Manitoba and is not found in

any of the waters draining into Hudson
Bay. In many of the northern tier of

States it has been artificially introduced
though attempts to introduce them with
success in Great Britain and Germany
have failed.

The fis'h is a lover of clean, cool water
and as a consequence favors running

streams. In the Georgian Bay the con-

stant motion of the water between the

islands is equivalent to a current. In

the larger expanses of water bass are gre-

garious and migratory. The larger

males, however, seem to prefer solitude

and rely upon their own exertions. The
bass is a voracious feeder. They seem
to experience little or no sensation when
hooked and struggle apparently, not from
pain, but with the object of gaining free-

dom. "Anglers who have had much
experience with this fish know that the

same bass will return again and again to

the bait after it has been hooked and
has escaped; in fact it is no uncommon
thing to take bass with one or two hooks
embedded in their mouths, the results

of previous struggles." The only vital

spot is the gills and these are so sensit-

ive that if touched with the point of the

hook the fish seem to lose some portion

of their physiological utility and soon die.

The food of the bass consists chiefly

of live minnows and crayfish, although

doubtless when very hungry it will, like

other fis'h, eat anything coming its way.
Ordinarily it is fastidious and not only

prefers minnows and crayfish but also

likes to catch them alive. For this rea-

son the bait, if the angler would be suc-

cessful, must be not only alive but ar-

ranged in the most tempting and natural

manner. For trolling the angler is ad-

vised to regulate his pace and use the

very smallest of spoons. The author

does not believe that frogs constitute an

article of diet for small-mouthed bass.

"That bass will take a live frog as bait

does not prove that it is accustomed to

it as an article of diet, the reverse is in-

deed true as is the case with a'.imals."

Professor Loudon, as a true angler, is

in favor of angling alone, and to fellow-

anglers he addresses himself, recounting

his own experience by way of warning
and giving them much good advice upon
where and how to catch black bass, say-

ing much also as to bait in which the

humble worm is not forgotten and des-

cribing outfits both elaborate and other-
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LEIPZIG LONDON ESTABLISHED 1831 PARIS BERLIN

G. GAUDIG & BLUM
IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS OF

RAW FURS

HIGHEST PRICES PROMPT RETURNS FAIR ASSORTMENTS

ON REQUEST, ALL SHIPMENTS KEPT SEPARATE UNTIL REMITTANCE IS FOUND SATISFACTORY

REFERENCES : MERCANTILE AGENCIES AND BANKS

125 WEST 27th STREET NEW YORK

Clark's Concentrated Soups

CHATEAU BRAND.
Little children will quickly learn to

pick out Clark's Concentrated Soups

at the Store, because of the picture of

the " Chateau " on the label.

And these are the soups they will ask

for because Chateau Brand is the soup

the children like.

Get a tin at your grocer's.

WM. CLARK
MONTREAL

Manufacturer of \\\gh Grade Food Specialties.
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Some of the most interesting chapters

deal with propagation. The Small-

Mouthed Bass is a nesting fish, the nest

being prepared by the father who intro-

duces the female and drives her off when
the spawning process is concluded, cares

for and guards the eggs and protects the

young until they are able to take care of

themselves.

Artificial fertilization has proved a fail-

ure and pond culture is now the method

universally employed, coixsiderable suc-

cess having been achieved in this way.

In transplanting it is essential to bear

two principles in mind ; the fish require

clean running water and the waters to

which they are removed should be as

nearly as possible similar to those from
which they are taken.

Bass fishing in the Georgian Bay, the
differences between the Small-Mouthed
and his relative, the Large-Mouthed, to-

gether with Hints to Anglers conclude a
volume full of interest to every angler

and all interested in fishing. The num-
erous illustrations brighten up the vol-

ume, although the letter press stands in

no need of such aid, for Professor Loudon
has produced a work which while giving

himself much pleasure, will extend that

pleasure to every angler fortunate enough
to possess the volume. The book will

brighten many an hour to those who
love the pursuit of the Small-Mouthed
Bass.

Hunting Muskrats

BY AN ONTARIO TRAPPER.

FOR sportsmen who care for this var-

iety of shooting there is both
pleasure and profit to be obtained

in hunting muskrats. The outfit

necessary is neither large nor expensive.

It includes, of course, the indispensable

shotgun which should be either a repeat-

er or a double barrel modified choke bore.

If a suitable hunting ground is not :o be

found near home a wedge tent seven by
nine, affording ample accommodation for

two persons will be required. Heavy
blankets, a pair of rubber boots—hip

boots preferred—a heavy axe, and either

a light flat bottom skiff or a well train-

ed dog to act as retriever should make
a fine outfit. Stretching boards for the

skins should not be forgotten. If one
wishes, a few No. i traps will add to

the completeness as there is always a

chance of trapping a few mink.

To select a good hunting ground is

most important. Several places offer

equal opportunities of good sport though
perhaps the best is a bush along the

creek where one side of the creek is

fairly low. In such a place the rats are

not so liable to have been trapped out

and should consequently furnish fair

sport.

A large marsh near the mouth of a
creek would form an ideal spot, though
such a place is likely, when found, to

have been trapped out. As a sort of

recompense for any disappointment of

this kind, remember that in a marsh one
does not get many chances of a shot, as

the rats do not often come out when
they are working back in a marsh.

If you find a spot along the creek in

the woods where signs are plentiful a

shooter can easily manage to cover one
mile ; two shooters two miles and so on.

Pitch the tent as nearly as convenient in

the centre of the territory it is intended

to cover.

After the morning shoot one has an

opportunity in the woods of further

sport by shooting crows, hawks, etc.,

and even larger game, according to the

locality. There are no such chances as

these on a marsh unless a bush can be

found close at hand.

To obtain the best from this sport one

should be on the ground by March first
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The Oldest Fur House in America

Joseph Ullmann
18=20=22 West 20th St., New York

Branch Establishments under SAME NAME at

LEIPZIG LONDON PARIS
GERMANY ENGLAND FRANCE

Buying and selling representatives in all important Fur

Markets of the World, distributing each article where best

results are obtained, enable us to pay highest market prices for

raw furs at all times.

Raw Fur Shippers
in the Western Provinces should address all shipments and

correspondence to

JOSEPH ULLMANN,
150 East Third Street, St. Paul ... - Minn.

Correspondence and shipments from Ontario and the Eastern

Provinces should be addressed to

JOSEPH ULLMANN,
18-20-22 West 20th St. ... New York City

Our Raw Fur Quotations, Shipping Tags, Etc., will be sent

to any address on request.

References : Any Mercantile Agency or Bank.
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if winter is broken up by that time and
there will then be a chance of a four

weeks' shoot. The hunter should be up
and out not later than five o'clock in the

morning for it is just before, and as the

sun rises, that he will have his best

chances of shooting. He will find op-

portunities of shooting after seven

o'clock but with reasonable luck he

should by that time have quite a few-

rats—enough at any rate to keep the

hunter busy from breakfast till the noon
h(^ur.

The afternoon may be spent in the

woods as the chances of getting a rat

during the day are small. By six or

seven in the evening one should be out

again watching for the rats, although

the evenings never give the same plenti-

ful opportunities as the morning.

If the hunter is in the camp when a

spring freshet is on he should find some
splendid chances for sport during the

day. In such a case the marsh is best

if one has a boat and without the boat

the creek is to be preferred, as unless the
water is very high the rats after leaving
their houses do not need to come to

land.

For shooting rats the double barrel,

with one barrel full choke and the other

modified choke, is the best. The full

choke can be used to advantage shoot-

ing at a distance while the modified
choke is for rats close to the shooter.

The latter should be shot under so as

to "blow them up," or the aim should be

just past their noses so as to allow only

a few pellets to hit them in the head.

Nos. 4 or 5 shot should be used. To mix
these two numbers makes an ideal load

for rats. A medium heavy load of

smokeless powder should be used as it

is desirable the shooter should be able to

see immediately the effects of his shot.

One day's sport with fair success will

more than repay the sportsman for his

trouble and expense in addition to af-

fording him a healthy sport, unexcelled

in small gfame shootinsf.

Raising Foxes For Profit

A GOOD deal has been written of

late years as to the possibilities of

raising foxes for profit. Mr. T. L.

Borrowman, of Wyoming, On-
tario, is believed to be the pioneer in the

field of fox raising in confinement in On-
tario and he has met with a good deal of

success. In the course of a recent inter-

view he said:

"The breeding of the silver fox is com-
paratively new, and is so full of little

points and conditions that are required to

make a success of it at the start, that few,

unless they have acquired some know-
ledge beforehand, are successful at first.

"The silver fox is our most valuable
fur-bearing animal. His skin is stead-

ily advancing in price, and within the

last five years has advanced over three

hundred per cent. At the Lampson Jan-
uary fur sales in London, England, 1910.

tliere were skins sold that brought as
high as $3,000, so it is easily seen now
how profitable a business it is.

"It was at one time thought that the

silver fox would not breed in captivity,

but they are now raised quite successful-

ly in wire pens. They breed once a year
in March, their 3'oung numbering from
three to nine, according to the age of the

mother. The puppies attain their full

growth by fall, and the stock is generally

disposed of by then.

"I sell almost all my surplus stock

alive, as there are a great number of peo-

ple eager to start into breeding them.

I have been in the business for the past

sixteen years, but owing to not knowing
how to handle them, was unsuccessful

for a number of years, but now I have

the best of success with them. I think

I have one of the most profitable busi-

nesses in Lambton or any other county.""
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ONTARIO'S LEADING TAXIDERMIST
Send me your Game Heads to mount.

Expert Animal, Fish,

Game Head and

Bird Mounting

promptly done at

lowest prices.

Fine Rug Work in

all styles.
Moose Head Mounted by Edwin

Dixon.

Elk Head Mounted by" ii^ttwin Dixon.

My Taxidermy efforts are best known through their natural appearance
and durable workmanship.

FOR SALE—Beautifully mounted Moose, Elk, Caribou and Deer heads,
Antlers and Fur Rugs. Write for photos and descriptions.

Instructions for correctly skinning and shipping game heads, animals,
birds, etc., for mounting, shipping tags, etc., mailed Free.

Unionville is 20 miles N. E. of Toront j. Good transportation. Come
out and get acquainted any time.

References—Standard Bank, Unionville; W. J. Taylor, publisher of Rod
and Gun; sportsmen and hunters everywhere in Canada and U.S.A.

EDWIN DIXON TAXIDERMIST

MAIN STREET, UNIONVILLE, ONTARIO

Official Automobile Road Guide
OF CANADA

Authorized by the Ontario Motor League
Describing 7,000 Miles of Roads in Canada,
with Complete Route Maps, including

LARGE MAP ; also Hotels and Garages.

PRICE S3.00
W. J. TAYLOR, LTD. ... 5 King Street W., Toronto
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Alpine Club Notes

Enquiries are already coming in as to

the location of the next Annual Camp.
Several suggestions have been made
and it is not possible for several reasons,

for the Executive yet to come to a de-

cision. Many details and arrangements
have to be considered. Few realize

what an amount of thought and arrange-

ment is entailed in the planning of a

large camp. From all one can gather at

present the most likely site is on the flat

at the mouth of the Yoho stream about
three miles from Field, where it joins

the Kicking Horse. Most travellers who
go through on the trains hanker after

the climb of Mt. Stephen which rises

so proudly above the valley. Cathed-
ral, too, makes a fine climb. Members
who were at the O'Hara camp will re-

call the stately dignity of its southern

side. Then there are Mt. Burgess, Mt.
Field and Mt. Wapta at the camp's very
door. Across the road is Mt. Ogden,
near is Mt. Denis, and within reason-

able reach are the giants of the Wapta
region. Original members of the Club,

who were at the first camp at Summit
Lake will remember,—can they ever for-

get?—the delightful round trip of the

glorious Yoho Valley, making the circuit

in two days, and coming within touch-
ing distance of all the beauties of moun-
tain scenery, valley, waterfall, glacier,

peak, and the forest path down from the

Burgess Pass, affording magnificent
views of Stephen and Cathedral. Within
possible reach is O'Hara, one of the most
beautiful lakes in the world, say those
who are qualified to talk. This should
make a record camp. The distance from
the railroad is trivial, and the numerous
trains will make things convenient for

comers from all parts. If matters can be
arranged to hold the camp here, we
think the Committee would do well.

In a few weeks more the club will be
five years old. It is a fine, sturdy
youngster and does credit to its parents
who certainly have taken much care and
thought for it. Few dreamed at its in-

ception that its progress would be so

great or that its membership would be
so widely scattered. "Nobody cares

about the mountains or climbing them"
was the parrot cry which sounded so

wise, so practical, a few short years ago;
but. like all so called "practical" cries,

which lack the insight of imagination,

it was wrong. A glance down the

membership list of the Club shows how
it has appealed to all parts of Canada
and to all grades of society. The mem-
bers from south of the international

boundary and from overseas are equally

enthusiastic and help us to appreciate

our own country at its true value. It is

amusing to notice in camp how some
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BIG MONEY
inTaxidermy

We teach you with complete success by mail!
Pleasant, fascinating work— quickly, easily learned!

Professional Taxidermists earn from $2000.00 to $3000.00 a year, and there are
not half enough Taxidermists to supply the demand. By giving only your spare
time to this work you can easily earn from $20.00 to $50.00 per month without
interfering with your regular business or occupation. Mounted specimens sell 1

readily for big prices. Many birds and animals that are now killed and thrown
away are valuable and can be turned into cash. Send the coupon today.

Sent FREEI
Our beautiful catalog, The Taxi-
dermy Mafiazine, Sample Diplo-
ma, Pictures of Mounted Biids
and Animals. Hundreds ot let-

ters from Sportsmen Students.
AU the above absolutely FREE
for the asking. Mail coupon now.

We teach you BY MAIL, IN YOUR OWN
HOME, to successfully

Mount Game Heads,'
Birds & Animals

also to TAN all kinds of hides and furs, and make them
into beautiful rugs and robes. No other ai~t is so fasci-

nating, interesting. No other profession so profitable.

SPORTSMEN!
Mount You^
Own Trophies?
Hunters, Anglers, Trappers, Nature Lovers-
Here is an opportunity you have long been waiting for! It's

no longer necessary to lose the fine trophies you've secured
during the hunting season, nor to pay the high prices asked
by Taxidermists for stuffing them. You can nozu learn this

great art for yourself during your spare time. You'll soon
mount specimens as well as the most expert Tjixidermist.

By taking our course of 15 lessons you will soon be able to do
perfect mounting, and can decorate your home, office or den •

with the choicest of art. You will have a delightful diversion «1

for your leisure time, and will enjoy every moment you X^ -fj^eive to the subiect. Thousands of mpn nnH Tunmon nf >rt ^^ <

y.J'

Uonnted by oar student, F Rawson, Kalamazoo. Mich.

give to the subject. Thousands of men and women of jt^
every vocation—bankers. lawyers and business men »
—are members of our school and highly endorse it. ^jC ^

This is the Original School of Taixidermy, and is endorsed by our thousands of students S* .

- and all leading Museums, Naturalists and ^Cr ^^
Taxidermists. We teach the BEST STANDARD METHODS, and positively guarantee 0\^-\<-
Buccess. Expert instructors in every department. Our Taxidemiy work is widely *\ ^ ,

.^"^,

known, having been awarded First Grand Prize and 9 Gold Medals at the Expo- ^ij? > s^^'V^
sition. The Editor of any Sportsman's Magazine will tell you of the high standing v^ -Jv^ c^^****

of this school, which has taught Taxidermy successfully formany years. X \s^ <i-^<i^

WE INVITE YOU TO INVESTIGATE FULLY. Send for our pnnted matter j^^J^ "^

today. It will interest you. and it's absolutely Free. 'We want every sports- j» ^ •X^s**man or nature lover in the country to become a member of the only j^ <^ (^
school in the world "for sportsmen by sportsmen." Jy9 ^ ^
Our school and the success of our course are well known and highly
endorsed by all highest authorities. Mail cou, on or use postal card

The Northwestern School of Taxitlermy
10 N ELWOOD BLDQ., OMAHA, NEB. .^T' <^''^

i>^y

/ /•
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new members bear themselves, at first

jather apologetically, as if contemptu-
.ous of themselves for being interested

in such matters; but a little time, a very

little time, passes and their eyes are

.opened and they realize what they have
missed in neglecting the opportunities

of instruction and pleasure before them,

.and thenceforward are the most enthu-

siastic.

The Library continues to grow. Mr.

"E. F. M. McCarthy, whoni the stalwarts

.of the six day trip after the O'Hara camp
will remember well as "The Old Man,"
jias been kind enough to present Lar-

den's "Recollections of an Old Mountain-
eer." It tells of many summers spent

in various parts of Switzerland and Tyrol

more especially in the neighborhood of

Arolla. Not only does it include ac-

counts of high clim'bs, but days spent in

pleasant sunny valleys, winter skiing and
.all the delights which attract the many
to Switzerland The author, while a

,climber of some repute, does not pre-

tend to the same class as that climbing

genius, Mummery. 'Few could attain his

level, whether actually or metaphorical-

ly. Genius is a mighty word and not
lightly to be applied. The book is writ-

ten in a delightful easy style, and we
hope may open the eyes of some to the

.delights of the mountaineer.
In the preface he says:

—
"I can hardly

hope to write in such a way as to make
readers feel the mountain air fresh about
them ; take a part in the adventurous de-

lights of guideless climbing and solitary

wandering; grow tense under the strain

' )f an anxious quarter of an hour ; ex-

perience the elation of a successful as-

cent ; or share that special reward
of the toils of a mountaineer.

—

that utter peace of mind and
elevation above all the anxieties and
worries of life which descends upon him
a? he wends homeward, wearied in body,
!mt clear and strong in spirit after a day
spent in the upper world,

—
'trailing

clouds of glory'. So to w^rite is not in

the power of many. Year after year T

went to the mountains, jaded, worried,
and quite out of heart for next term's
work. And vear after vear the Eternal

Hills, healed the sore mind, made wor-
ries seem but small things after all, and
gave me heart again by giving me good
comrades and true. To those who love

the mountains, the vacations among
them are far more than times of relax-

ation and pleasure. What they have
been to me I try to express here." The
book is beautifully illustrated by repro-

ductions from photographs which really

give an insight of "the secrets of the

snow," and of that great world of which
the average "low man" knows so little.

A new Exchange has been arranged
and the Club now obtains the Annual of

the German-Austrian Club. The vol-

ume to hand contains many articles of

more than local interest and is of course

splendidly illustrated. The Annual of

the Fell and Rock Climbing Club of the

English Lake District has been received.

This contains much of interest to Crag
climbers ; a branch, an important branch,

but not the "w^hole thing" as some en-

thusiasts imply, of the noble army of

mountaineers.

To Lady Members.—The Club House
still needs badly some more cushions.

After a hard day in the open air a chair

with a comfortable cushion or two is

greatly appreciated. The cost is not

great. It is rather a matter of a little

thought and a little work. Surely some
ladies do not consider it old-fashioned

to sew.

People often ask wherein lies the re-

creating power, the rest, of a holiday

spent in more or less strenuous exercise

among the mountains. A quotation

from a letter recently received by the

Director may cast a light upon the prob-

lem. "If the next year's camp proves to

be anything like as delightful as the one
we had in Consolation Valley it will cer-

tainly be a new record in my experience.

It was quite a novelty to me to find my-
self among a lot of fellow Canadians and

others, all busy workers when at home,
who could so entirely free themselves

from the cares or allurements of busi-

ness or money-making, that during the

two weeks I spent among them I heard
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The purest form

inwKichtobcco

c&n be smoked."

if^X

SteelfishingRods
Brook trout—a "BRISTOL," plenty of flies, a
smooth ninning line, waders, and then a full

creel. The "BRISTOL" Is a wonderful fly
caster, perfect guides, pierfect joints, perfect
lialance, tough and strong but light and resil-

ient. It is always true. You can't beat it

with any price rod for any kind of fishing.

Begin now to make up your fishing kit and be
ready to "follow the ice out." Write for cata-
log showing the FULL "BRISTOL" Line.
1911 .alendar, 18x27, a reproduction In full

colors from Oliver Kemp's beautiful painting,
"A Tragedy," for 15c. Send for It.

THE HOETON MFG. CO.,
3i Horton Street, Bristol, Conn.

H. B. BAKER

Taxidermist

and

Naturalist

Unionville, Ont.

Successor to W. A.

Brodie.

Taxidermy in all its branches ; having secured the assist-

ance of John Adams, one of the best American Taxidermists,

am prepared to complete all work promptly. A trial solicited.

I guarantee satisfaction. Mounted and unmounted game heads

bought and sold. Write for price list and any special wants.
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By Royal Appointment

England's Great Fishing

Rod, Reel, and Tackle Manufacturers
will mail you their large Illustrated

Catalogue Free!
It will p»y you to import, aa you' get
the highest class fishing rods and tackle

the world has ever seen.

Hard/. "Palakona"
Split Bamboo Rods are the lightest and
strongest made.

Hirdy*8 \lnwick Qreenheart Rods
Are superior to all others.

Hardy's "Perfect" Reel
with ball bearings and regulating check,
fitted with a double tapered "Corona"
line make a perfect Outfit complete.

|.

Perfect" Reel wub pat. scate line
fnsrd, 3 1-8 ins JE1-17-6

The ' FairchiW Rod.
PalskoBS Split Bamboo.

9 ft. weighs 3^ oz*.

9% ft. weiffha 4 }^ ass £5-S^

HARDY BROS. Ltd., : Alnwick : England
Lvndon Depot : 61 Pall Mall—S.W.

HILDEBRANDT'S
NEW 64 P\GB CATAI^OGUE IS NOW RRADY. Con-
tains a high class line of RODS RKEL,S, I,INES, Etc.,
in addition to our regular line of SPINNERS.

SEND FOR CATAI^OGUE "C" AND GET NEXT.

THE JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT CO.
DRAWER NO. 8, LOGANSPORT, IND., U. S A.

Fish Bite
like hungry wolves and keep you busy if you po
after them with my wonderful fish-lurmg bait

MAGIC-FISH-LURE.
Best fish bait ever invented. You eaten a big
string of fish while the other fellows are wait-

ing for a bite. Price 35«-. a box. Positively
guaranteed. Write for Free Booklet andmy
special offer of one box to help introduce it.

J.F. GREGOKY, Dept. F, St. Louis, Mo

GLASS EYES and Animals

Taxidermy Supplies ^'l:zi°[
ists' supplies desirinji the ^'fsi £'ooas and
io7vest prices, should send at once for our

Cofnpi€le NeTU Catalog i<o. 54. Largest and
best stock cf eyes and supplies in Amenca,

Send^'^^^^^^^^^^^ consisting of ^/^i'i' <}'^r, tools^ skulls, shields^

/orcat^^^^K/K^^^ tvire^ to-w, clay, etc. Best Imported Glass Byes
cUog 54 ^^^^^^^^ at no advance in cost. Reduced prices on Felt Lin-
ings—Sample card Free. Send for catalog. It will save 'ou money. It'syours

for the asking. We mount specimens of all kinds, true to life, by staridard

museum ynethods. Price list on mountin;? No. K8 FREE. Northwestern
Sch. of Taxidermy |() Taxidermy Building Omaha, Neb.

TROUT WHEEL
Two, Three or Four Blade.
For Speed Boats or General

Service.

TftADE/\MARK Adopted by the Fore-

most Elngine Makers
of the Country.

H. G. TROUT COMPANY, BUFFALO, N.Y.

FURS »^> HIDES
of all kinds and pay top p r Ices
^'^d make quick oash returns.

TRAPPERS GUIDE seolfree to all

who ship and mention this ad.

McMillan fur 4 wool co,
Minneapolis, Minnesota,

WRITE FOR CIRCULARS.
BRANCH HOUSE 277 Rupert St.

Winnipec, Man.
Write or ship either house.



Owing to a clerical error the price of

a Luger automatic pistol was mentioned
in our columns last month as $15 when
it should have read $25. Messrs. H.
Tauscher Co., 320 Broadway, New York,

would like to be able to sell such a pis-

tol at $15 but with the good work and
excellent materials the Luger pistol has

to sell at $25. That amount is reason-

able considering the dependability and
reliability of the pistol.

At Parry Sound, Ontario, on Decem-
ber ninth, A. W. Baball was fined $170
and costs for having beaver, mink and
muskrat skins illegally in his possession.

Bear, foxes, deer and partridge w^ere

all reported plentiful in the Eastern

Townships of Quebec last fall and some
hunting bags were made and hunting

trips enjoyed.

Joseph Millaire, of West Templeton,
near Ottawa, relates an exciting encoun-

ter with a bear. He and his brother Wil-

liam were hunting near Mattawa and the

latter jumping some dead logs alighted

on a bear, wdiich thus attacked, immed-
iately turned on the man. William had
dropped his gun but stabbed the animal

with his hunting knife, succeeding in in-

flicting a mortal wound and fortunately

escaping with severe laceration of arms
and legs.

Dr. G. H. Emery, Ottawa, a well

known sportsman and one of the party

in the hunt described in the November is-

sue as a Deer Hunt on a Quebec Pre-

serve died shortly after his return from
camp. Although not in his usual health

at the time he appeared to enjoy the out-

ing and the experiences very much. The
many sportsmen who have met the late

Dr. Emery will regret to hear of his sud-

den death.

At Orillia, Ontario, W. C. Gift'ault was
fined $140 and costs for having sixteen

mink and twelve muskrat skins in his

possession. J. H. Biehl was fined $20
and costs for hunting without a license.

Provincial constables Connor and Milli-

gan were the respective prosecutors.

From such cases it appears that men
would do well to obey the laws even from
a monetary point of view.

The lockmaster at Burritt's Rapids
near Brockville, Ontario, obtained a deer

weighing two hundred and fifty-seven

pounds through a hunter steering it for

a mile after it took to the water straight

to the lock gates. It was during the open
season and the lockmaster and hunter

shared the prize.

A w^olf was reported as appearing reg-

ularly in one of the residential districts -of

Winnipeg during the early part of the

winter. It appeared as though it had
lost all fear of human beings.

A quartette of Windsor hunters, in-

cluding P. A. Jones. James Forbes, Vic-

tor Raper and Harry Dumouchelle, had
a four days' hunt in Middlesex for small

game. They reported rabbits as excep-

tionally numerous, many of the farmers

complaining of their destructive work,

and they filled a good bag, totalling

eighty rabbits, thirty black squirrels and
several quail. The latter were not easy

to find.

A party of six hunters from Hull each

obtained their deer, the bag including

four fine bucks and two does. They
reported partridges plentiful and had a

feast of these fine birds for their Thanks-

giving dinner.
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In the latter part of November a black
bear was shot within half a mile of the
limits of W innipeg.

No less than five hundred and eighty-
five partridges were seized by Game
Warden Griffiths of the Quebec Provin-
cial force in Montreal. Nearly all of the
birds were in cases and shipped from
Laurentian districts to New York. They
were seized before being placed on the

New York train.

Stratford hunters, including J. Wynne,
James Bradley, C. Dahmer and M. Fry,

each obtained their deer during the fall

huntinsf.

The season for whitefish is reported to

have been extremely good at Windsor.
and it appeared as though a good deal of

the old time plenty had returned.

Mr. Ezra Dales, of Herron's Corners,

near Brockville, Ontario had the pleasure

of obtaining his deer during the open
season without going away from his

home to engage in his hunt.

The Jackson Gray hunting party from
Lindsay, Ontario, had poor luck last

season, only one of the number landing

a fawn. They camped at Otter Lake in

the same place as in previous years when
successes were recorded and the only

explanation they give of their failure is

the increase of wolves, these animals
drivingr the deer out. One wolf was
fighting with the dogs and was wounded
by a shot though it got away. A fine

black bear was seen but he too escaped.

One big buck weighing over two hun-

dred pounds was seen but not near

enough to get a good shot.

J. R. Lawlor. of Newcastle, and John
Connell. of Chatham. N. B. after a week's

shooting at Tabusintac reported the birds

shy and scarce. Mr. Connell stated in

all his experiences of fourteen years he

never found brant and geese so scarce as

last fall. Practically none but old birds

were about and onl-y a few or them.

a fine buck on the French River. The
animal weighed two hundred and seven-
ty pounds and proved the biggest deer
with the finest head the Doctor ever
secured. He is pardonably proud of

his trophy.

One of the neatest and prettiest calen-

dars of the New Year is that issued bv
Messrs. Wellington and Ward, Elstree,

England, and 13 St. John Street, Mon-
treal. It is on heavy board with white
letters on a dull background, bringing out
the white with fine effect. The well
known monogram of the firm is in thick

gold letters, while the calendar itself is

in plain figures in golden brown, most ef-

fective for daily use. The picture shows
two little kittens with half closed eyes
and open mouths and with a piece of

music on a stand beside them. They are

supposed to be singing "Meet Me
By Moonlight Alone." The whole com-
bination has a rich and beautiful effect,

showing in marvellous fashion the fine

artistic taste of the production and a

beautiful blending of colors only possible

to a finished artist. AVhile the advertis-

ing parts are unobtrusive they are quiet-

ly effective, making the calendar one of

the notable ones of the vear.

Dr. Burnett, of Gait, Ontario, secured

At a meeting of the South Essex Game
Protective Association on December 27th.

the clause of the Game Act (Sub-section

3 of clause 12) prohibiting the shooting

of muskrats in April was under consider-

ation. It was urged that as the ice dis-

appears_ in South Essex so much earlier

than in the east and north, any trapping

after April 5th is injurious to the musk-
rats and that should mark the close of

the season in that section. It was like-

wise urged that the use of the spear and
shooting should be controlled at all

times. A strong feeling was expressed

in favor of a gun license which if put

into effect would, it is believed, greatly

discourage boys using firearms for killing

song birds. Effective arguments were

put forward in favor of more protection

for feathered game—including a prohibi-

tion of the sale of ducks—which it is

held is becoming more scarce in Essex

than in some of the northern counties.
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A party from Lindsay, Unlario, made

up of James Paul, Thomas Newton, Jack

Newton, J. Leach and W. M. McBride

succeeded in obtaining their limit last fall

and returned home in such high spirits

that it was difficult to keep them in

bounds until some of the superfluous

steam had been blown off.

The hunters from Bridgenorth, Ontar-

io, did well last hunting season. Albert

Nichols secured one of the largest bucks

over taken out of the north country.

Hunters from Prescott reported deer

scarce on the boundaries of Algonquin

Park and returned home empty handed.

Two w^andered over the boundary line

and found their guns proriiptly seized

and a fine of $5 each imposed. The
members of that particular party were

not happy in their hunting.

Considerable excitement was caused in

the Lower Cape section of Albert Coun-

ty, N. B., by the appearance of a black

fox. The value of the pelt of this much
prized specimen of the fox family caused

the animal to be diligently hunted but

success has not been recorded.

Captain Frederick Read of the Fire De-

partment, Kingston, Ontario and Dr.

Nicholls each secured a fine deer while

out on a hunting trip to Crouch Lake, the

one falling to Dr. Nicholls being a mag-
nificent buck.

A fine day's duck shooting on the St.

Lawrence was enjoyed by Engineer Way
of No. 2 fire station, Kingston, Ontario.

and A. Tryon. Both men are crack

shots and they returned with nearly sixty

birds.

A.F. Crowe, Assistant Dominion Lands
Agent, reports a gradual desertion by

the geese of the shore of Lake Mani-

toba, where up to a few years ago the

shooting was of the best. Ducks and

chickens are still plentiful but the geese

appear to be going further west where
they are not so much disturbed.

A quartette of hunters from Fillmore,

Manitoba, composed of Harry South, M.
Harkin, W, Wright and Frank Boll ob-

tained thirty-two chickens and a wolf

as the result of a hunt on Thanksgiving

Day.

A.J. Manley and W. Gibson, of Sud-
bury, Ontario, obtained a couple of deer

near Munro Siding and one weighing
nearly two hundred pounds had very fine

antlers.

Eagles have established an aerie at

Hazelton, B. C.

Twenty-eight fat geese is a handsome
return for a hunt and this was the record

of George Thompson, Joe Timons and
W. Timons who hunted at Whitewater
near !Melita Manitoba, on the opening

dav of November.

Joe Jackson, a lad of ten years, who
was out with a party from Fort Saskat-

chewan, shot a wild goose on Thanks-
giving Day. His companions secured

three others and a number of partridge.

James Dalton and William Casey ob-

tained a bull moose near Newcastle. N.

B.. Casey doing the calling and Dalton
the shooting. The head had a spread

of sixty inches and a great number of

points.

During last fall. Dr. Welland and L.

B. Watson, of New York, had a most
successful trip to the Miramichi country

in New Brunswick. They spent eight-

een days on Bald Mountain and each se-

cured a moose and a caribou. The
amount of big game the hunters saw was
remarkable. Dr. Welland saw ninety

caribou, twenty-seven moose and four

deer. Arthur Pringle was the guide.

The heads w^ere much admired. Mr.

Watson's moose head having a spread of

over fifty-six inches with twenty points.

The caribou head had also no less than

twenty-eight points.
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Big HuntersTalkToYou
In The Outer^sBook

sportsmen contribute regularly to its pages practical,

snappy articles telling about the new kinks cund

tricks in all kinds of shooting. Their suggestions

on marksmanship, stalking and firearms will help

you bag more game, big and little. We pay these

men a high price for their articles because they

furnish LIVE, inside information from unques-

tioned authorities.

SNAP UP THIS SPECIAL OFFER
THREE MONTHS FOR 25 CENTS

To prove its practical value and intense interest-

ingness, we will send you The Outer's Book,

(regular subscription price $1.50 a year) three

months for 25 cents.

The cherished secrets of the world's best shots, live

stories of thrilling experiences with gun and rod,

ripping pictures from outdoor life—are spread out

for you in its pages. Get your quarter into the

mail today and see for yourself how valuable and

fascinating THE OUTER'S BOOK really is.
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About the middle of December some
men from the lumber camp of the Renon's

Lumber Company, working near Indian-

town, N. S., discovered a 'bear in its

winter quarters. Two of their men
with their axes attacked the bear and

after a desperate struggle succeeded in

despatching the animal.

William Cunningham, who during the

summer was appointed a fire ranger in

the Tobermory district of Ontario was
fined $50 and costs at Goderich for kill-

ing a moose on July eleventh.

Rabbits were reported plentiful in

many districts in old Ontario and those

who indulge in small game hunting had

some pleasant outings and made good

basfs.

Frank Carpenter, of Weston, N. B..

secured a moose and a deer while hunt-

ing in the Tobique district, the moose
horns having a spread of sixty-two in-

ches.

H. C. Hyer, known as a "free trader"

because he has traded on his own ac-

count near the Hudson Bay Company's
Post at Norway House was recently in

Winnipeg. Although usually in the

city three times a year this last appear-

ance was his first for two years. He
brought with him furs to the value of

$15,000.

A large bear made its appearance at

the farm of Mr. T. H. Smith, ex M. P. P.

for the Springfield district of Manitoba.
It was attacked by two deer hounds both

of which it killed and was later shot by
Mr. Smith's son Fred. The bear is be-

lieved to be one of those driven out of

Minnesota by the fires raging in that

State and in portions of Manitoba.

Complaints were made by farmers
near the Riding Mountains in Manitoba
of damages sustained to the grain
through the inroads of moose and elk.

Not for years have these animals been
?n plentiful.

Arthur Slipp, of Woodstock, N.B., se-

cured a moose dressing at seven hundred
pounds and a caribou weighing three hun-
dred pounds in the neighborhood of Up-
ham's Mill. He reported that the herd
from which he obtained the caribou was
a large one and included many fine ani-

mals.

A mountain goat which dressed at two
hundred and forty pounds was taken into

Port Essington, B.C., in the early part of

December.

Robert Chapman, who lives near the

mouth of the Nottawasaga River, shot a

bear after a two days' hunt in a pine

grove on a farm near his own place. A
couple of well placed shots brought the

animal low and the fur being a fine O'pe

brought a good price at Parry Sound.

Jules Primmarz, a Swiss, thirty years of

age, started out from Erickson, B.C. on'

Decem'ber second, taking with him nis

gun and a lunch and intending to return
the same day. For five days the man re-

mained away, and search parties were or-

ganized in various directions to seek the'

missing man. On the evening of the;

fifth day he stumbled in the h'oiise, a

physical wreck and unable to give a con-;

nected account of his adventures. It

was gathered from him that he became
lost on the first day and spent the rest of

the time in aimless wanderings, at length

stumbling upon the Government wagon
road and thus reaching home. He saw
no human face and failed to get any food

beyond the lunch he carried with him.

It is easy even for an experienced 'nan

to get lost in the forests and mountains'

of British Columbia.

Mr. George Martel, of Renfrew, On-
tario, is reported as having caught ai

speckled trout weighing five pounds,'

nine ounces after being cleaned, and mea-
suring twenty-five inches. This fine

:

catch was made in the Gatineau River

and local testimony as to the authentici-

ty of the story is overwhelming.
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DO YOU ENJOY

Shooting with Rifle

or Revolver ?
If so you will enjoy the Department of Small Arms Practice which
every month forms one of the leading features of that otherwise
interesting military periodical •

The National Guard Magazine
The department is conducted by a "rifle" crank and it is heap full

of good " dope "' twelve times a year. Besides its advertising pages

are a mine of information to every one interested in the use of

small arms and all that go with them. The lowest priced American
Military Magazine— only One Dollar per year. Published

monthly.

The National Guard Magazine
COLUMBUS, OHIO.
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Mr. Bryan William?, the chief game
warden for British Columbia, has been in

consultation with the officials at Victoria

over the question of importing Scotch red

deer and Austrian chamois for the new
Provincial Park on Buttle Lake, Vancou-
ver Island. The proposed extension of

the Yalakom game reserve in the Lillooet

district and the creation of a new one in

the Fort George section were also dis-

cussed. Mr. Williams favors placing red

deer on one of the gulf islands for ex-

perimental purposes, and the chamois in

the Elk River reserve in East Kootenay.
From such experiments a good deal

might be learned, and if success attends

them more extensive work in the direc-

tion of importation and attempted acclim-

atisation might follow.

A hunting party composed of D. Ce-

lavely, W^ill and James Richards, Dan and
Fred Schell, from Tisdale, Saskatche-

wan, had a fine hunt in the Lost River

district, and succeeded in capturing five

deer and one large black bear.

Lockie Campbell, of Anderson. On-
tario, trapped a mink measuring thirty-

five inches and another trapper in a neigh-

boring township trapped one the previous

week that measured thirtv-three inches.

Three Winnipeg moose hunters.

Messrs. H. Garwood, James Garwood and

T. S. Reynolds, hunting on the upper end

of Lake Winnipegosis, were fortunate

enough to obtain a big moose each.

James and William Troupe, of Lovett,

Ontario, had to pay $ii6 for killing squir-

rels out of season.

In Bruce County. Ontario, many of the

rabbits were found aft'ected with lumps.

SpecimensWere submitted to the Provin-

cial Board of Health with the result

that the lumps were declared to be Cys-

ticerus Pisifernus. a common type of

worm found in rabbits. Cooking largely

kills germs, and the man skinning the rab-

bits was in more danger than the eaters.

W^arnings were issued to destroy any
rabbits exhihitincr the danger sig^ns.

A party of eleven liunters from W'inni-

peg, headed by Mr. A. M. Blackburn, had
a fine hunt in the Dauphin district and
succeeded in capturing eight fat deer.

Moose and deer hunters appear to have
had a good time during the open season
in ATanitoba. One fine bull moose shot

had a spread of sixty-three inches.

Humphrey Harrison, of Gowland
Mountain, X.B., trapped eight 'coon and
a fox in one daA .

Bears are reported to have committed
several depredations on farms in Old On-
tario this winter. One black fellow was
seen devouring a sheep on a farm in Ben-
tinck township, but escaped before the

farmer could secure his rifle. Three others

were seen on another farm in the same
township on the same day.

A correspondent of the St. John Tele-

graph tells of a man in the county of

Queen's X'. B., who boasts of killing

eighteen moose last year and another who
accounted for twenty-seven. It is stat-

ed that the former does not even take

the hide or meat but slaughters from pure
bloodthirstiness. The other divides his

time between Maine and X'ew Brunswick
killing with heavy hand on both sides of

the international boundary line. The
correspondent advocates making the date

of the open season later in the year and
strongly urges efficient protection if the

great asset of game is to be preserved in

the countrv.

A story is told of Mr. J. T. Miner,
the big game hunter of Kingsville. On-
tario, which will bear repeating. When
not out hunting Jack is engaged in manu-
facturing materials from clay and is a

prominent member of the Canadian Clay
Products Manufacturers Association. At
the eighth annual convention of the mem-
bers he promised some moose meat for

the dinner of the following year. Time
rolled on and in December last the con-

\-ention was held in Toronto and the din-

rc" came off at McConkev's restaurant.
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for

Automobili»i»
and

Motorcyclist*

Eight Comt^lete and Distinct Works
Irrespective of price, the following publications are

the greatest values of their kind on the market.

AND AUTOMOBILISTS

Works are almost ^ OWNERS, STUDENTS, OPERATORS, BUILDERS, SALES-
Indispensible to— | MEN OR REPAIRMEN.

(IN THE COMPLETE SERIES THERE ARE 350 PAGES OF
(TEXT, 1,000 ILLUSTRATIONS and 24 FULL PAGE CHARTS.Buy one or all

—

While technical, are Written in Simple Language. Practical and convenient works of refer-

ence. Used as part of Stamlard Courses at leading Automobile Schools in the United States.

Approved and recommended by many of the leading American motor car makers and tLeir

agents. This recommendation is a guarantee of the educational value of these works.

THE A. B. C. OF MOTOR CAR OPERATION. . . .50c

THE A. B. C. OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION
ENGINE, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS.. 25c

THE A. B. C. OF MAGNETO IGNITION SYSTEMS, 15c

THE A. B. C. OF CARBURETOR CONSTRUCTION,
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR 20c

THE A. B. C. OF BATTERY IGNITION SYSTEMS, 25c

THE A. B. C. OF MOTOR CAR CHASSIS,
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR 25c

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF MOTOR
CAR TIRES 25c

LIGHTING THE MOTOR CAR BY ELECTRICITY, 25c

THE A. B. C. OF AERIAL NAVIGATION,
A WORK THAT IS UP-TO-DATE 50c

(In This Book the Engineering Science as Applied to Con-

struction of Aerial Craft and the Essential Principles

Governing Aviators are Summarized.)

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS TO :

W. J. TAYLOR, Ltd., Publishers IVlotor Magazine, Wordstock,
ONTARIO, CANADA
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Mr. Miner was not able to attend but true

to his promise the box of moose meat
was in the city, a fortnight beforehand
and no one at the restaurant being able

to identify it, the meat was placed in

cold storage. At the banquet moose
meat was on the menu but none appear-

ed, and on diligent inquiries being made
Mr. Miner's gift was discovered still in

cold storage. The Secretary got busy
and encouraged others to do the same
with the result that the long looked for

dish appeared at length and was much
relished despite the waiting. It is un-

derstood that Mr. Miner shot the moose
himself and the satisfaction of his trade

colleagues in this portion of the banquet
was not at all decreased by means of

this knowledge.

At Almonte, Ontario, a deer was seen

feeding in a field with some colts in

mid-December and when disturbed it

took to the woods.

Walter Sporle and R. E. McDonald,
of the Government telegraph, hunting
at Andrew near Edmonton obtained a

moose and a deer, the moose falling to

Mr. Sporle and the deer to Mr. McDon-
ald.

The Gray brothers of North Brandon,
Manitoba, were fortunate enough to ob-

tain a grand elk which, when dressed,

weighed six hundred and thirty pounds.
The hunting took place in the Duck and
Riding Mountains.

Myles H. Kilburn, of Eastman, Que-
bec, obtained a deer during the open sea-

son, the animal tipping the scale at one
hundred and twenty-five pounds.

In the neighborhood of Moosomin.
Saskatchewan, prairie chicken were re-

ported as more numerous than for many
years, as many as fifty being often

found in one covey. In early years the

chicken were very destructive on the

wheat stooks.

At Grand Falls, N. B., a man named
Tomkins, who pleaded guilty was fined

$100 and costs for killing a cow moose.

At Ochre River, Manitoba, Thomas
Bull was fined $ioo and costs and John
Henderson $25 and costs for killing

beaver, while James Barwick sending
agent was fined $10 and costs and J.

B. Craig, of Winnipeg, receiving agent
$100 and costs. Deputy Game Warden
Keyes and Constable R. W. Beattie

worked up the cases.

Miller Taylor, of Oak Lake, Manitoba,
secured a moose on a hunt in the Riding
Mountain district.

We are informed that the celebrated

firm of Messrs Hardy Brothers , (Aln-

wick) Ltd., fishing rod and tackle man-
ufacturers, Alnwick England, have been
appointed by Special Royal Warrant

• fishing rod and tackle manufacturers to

his Majesty King George V. This ap-

pointment is noteworthy, inasmuch as

His Majesty is a very fine sportsman
and one of the most critical in reference

to his sporting gear. Messrs. Hardy
had His Majesty's valued patronage
when Prince of Wales. They are al-

ready holders of Royal Warrants from
His Imperial Majesty the King of Italy

and His Imperial Majesty the King of

Spain.

The members of the Alberta Legislat-

ure were recently taken on an excursion

to Wainwright to the new Bufifalo Park
as the guests of the Grand Trunk Pa-

cific. The special train had splendid

accommodation and as a result the legis-

lators had a most enjoyable trip. The
guests, who were looked after by Air.

W. P. Hinton, general passenger agent,

included the Lieutenant Governor, the

Premier, the members of the Cabinet,

and nearly all the members of the Legis-

lature. Many of the buffaloes, ante-

lopes, moose and deer were seen and all

appeared to be in excellent condition

and perfectly at home in their new lo-

cation.
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The Simple, Kodak Way
Get the full measure of photographic enjoyment

by finishing as well as taking Kodak pictures. The

Kodak Film Tank and Velox paper have made it

simple in every detail.

There's no guess work, no tentative experimenting in the Kodak Tank system of

development. There's no dark room : the fihns are simply left for so many minutes in so

much developer of a certain temperature. It's as easy as loading your Kodak, and what

is more important, the novice gets better results by the Kodak Tank system than does

the expert by the old hand development, dark-room method.

The Eplperience is in the Tank.
CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED,

Ask your dealer or lurite usfo7 our two booklets
" Tank Development" and " The Velox Book."

TORONTO, CAN.
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According- to the returns sent in to

Game Commissioner Knight at Halifax,

N. S., the number of moose shot in the

Province last open season was 446
against 405 the previous year. Halifax
county headed the list for the second
year in succession.

A fifteen year old- mountain goat was
recently shot in the hills near North
Vancouver.

A story of an attack l)y wolves upon
a hunter named Thomas Koswack is

told by a local paper at Blind River.

Koswack was hunting in the neighbor-
hood of one of the Hope Lumber Com-
pany's camps when in the dark of the

evening he was surrounded by the

wolves. He shot and killed two but
still the fierce animals pressed upon him.
Fortunately however, the noise of the

wolves and the shooting attracted the

attention of those at the camp and re-

inforcements arrived in time to drive

ofT the wolves. The hunter believed

his life to be in danger and thinks he
was saved only by the arrival of assist-

ance. Bounty was claimed upon the

two animals killed.

Mr. Norman Lewis, of Huron County.
has re-introduced into the Dominion
House a bill to make a hunter shooting
at human beings instead of at deer crim-

inally responsible for such action.

Some good specimens of deer were
shot in the neighborhood of Loring,
Ontario, during the open season. One
party of eight took out six bucks weigh-
ing from one hundred and eighu to two
hundred and thirt3'-two pounds. One of

them had five prongs on one horn and
the other was a straight spike nineteen

,and a half inches long.

A long outstanding source of trouble
has been settled by the Indian Depart-
ment arranging with the Songhee tribe

to give up the Reserve within the bound-
aries of the city of Victoria. B. C, for

lands elsewhere and other compensation.

The arrangement has been a difficult one
to manage, as the Indians were well

aware of the value of their position and
of the great advantages it gave them.

The prize annually given by the Tor-
onto Daily Star to the angler catching the

best small mouth black bass in Ontario
was won last season by Mr. George W.
Hurlbert, of Toronto. Mr. Hurlbert made
hi« catch in the Seguin River at Maple
Lake Station. The catch was witnessed
by Mr. Robert Sproat and Mr. Thomas
Sword, postmaster at Maple Lake Sta-

tion. The fish was sent to Toronto and
when weighed in that city tipped the

scales at six pounds, two ounces.

The Slate Falls Hunt Club, of Renfrew,
Ontario, including C. McNabb, L. Gil-

mour, Chas. Jamieson, R. W. Eady, D.
Jamieson, Herb. Smart, H. J. Airth, Dave
Airth. Wm. Scott, R. McNabb, Thos.
Chisholm, A. L. Handford, Wm. Scott

and J. H. Kamman, Buffalo, had a suc-

cessful hunt in the north land and secured

their full quota of deer, although they

experienced very bad weather.

For the first time in its history a resi-

dent of Kaledon named Pitman, secured

a deer last season. Hitherto the inhab-

itants have been so busy building up their

town that they have had no time for hunt-

ing.

A couple of Kingston hunters were not

only successful in obtaining their limit

in the wilds of Quebec but also brought
back with them a black bear cub the size

of a good dog.

J. J. Wilson, of the Lake of the Woods
Milling Co., obtained a litter of four

young foxes, three being the common
red and the fourth a beautiful specimen
of the silver gray. The authorities of

the city of Winnipeg were eager to se-

cure the rare specimen for their zoolog-

ical collection.
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Our neighbors to the soutli are doing

a good deal for the preservation of bird

life and have now fifty-one reservations

in addition to the national parks and big

game reservations entirely devoted to

bird refuges. Xearly forty thousand

game birds, mostly Hungarian partridges

were imported into the States in twelve

months. Xo less than fo'::y-one states

have game commissions and game w.ir-

dens, the latter numbering over nine

thousand, though six thousand five hun-

dred work without pay. In most .sec-

tions of the States the Game Laws are

strictly enforced.

With the constant thinning of the

woodlands throughout Ontario the squir-

rels are growing less and repeated warn-

ings are uttered to the efifect that more
procection is required if they are to be

savtd from extinction.

use when animals fight among them-
selves. The discharge of ammonia in

the eyes will cause even the fiercest brute

to relax its hold.

The fine collection of animals and

birds at Brandon, Manitoba, received an

addition recently in a live golden eagle.

A party at Oak Lake caught a pair of

these fine birds when asleep. One, how-
ever, put up such a fight that its captors

were glad to allow it to go again but the

other was safely conveyed to Brandon
where at the time of writing it was do-

ing well.

Professor Raymond McFarland, ac-

companied by Professors Thomas C.

Brown and Phelps N. Sweet, all of Mid-
dleburg College, Vermont, had a trip

lasting two months through Quebec and

Western Labrador. It is reported that

they collected much geographical and to-

pographical data and secured many in-

teresting photographs. The trip by
canoe and portage was one of nine hun-

dred miles and a considerable portion

covered country, where, it is believed no

white man had previously visited.

Two fine black bears from Temagami
have been added to the residents of the

Toronto Zoo. The keepers have also

been supplied wath an ammonia gun for

Professor MacXaughton, who was one
of the party accompanying the Govern-
or-General of Canada on his recent trip

to Hudson Bay, recently addressed the

Canadian Club of St. John, X. B., on his

impressions gathered during the course
of the trip. These were generally very
favorable to the Hudson Bay route,

which he described as the backdoor of

Canada and which he believes, when in

effectual operation, will mean very great

things for the Maritime Provinces.
Those genial friends who painted the

horrors of the experiences awaiting
him before he set out were all false pro-

phets. Although a tenderfoot he made
the trip with facility and ease. The
Bay, he thought, would be open for navi-

gation from July twentieth to X^ovem-
ber tenth and though only a short sea-

son it must be remembered that Arch-
angel did a tremendous business in a

similarly short summer season.

Mr. Edwin B. Holmes, of Boston, is a

regular visitor to the Canadian back-

woods for hunting purposes and for

eleven years in succession has visited

the Miramichi. When out in 1908 he

saw "fifty-two animals in all—seven-

teen bull moose, eighteen cow moose, one
calf, eight caribou, six deer and two bears

and heard the grunting of eight bull

moose and three cows that would not

come entirely out into the open." In

his opinion moose are multiplying fast in

X'ew Brunswick though one does not see

so many large moose with fine spreads

as ten or fifteen years ago. His theory

was that with the increased numbers
the feed was not sufficient and the an-

imals only managed to keep alive dur-

ing the winter, entering upon the spring

in such a condition as not to enable

them to grow into such stately animals

and give such growth to their antlers

as when their numbers were less.
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The Schofield-Holden~it looks prettiest in the

water-goes the fastest and goes noiselessly-it starts

on the instant and runs without a hitch.-The

Schofield-Holden will be a conspicuous feature at

the Automobile and Motor Boat Show.

Schofleld-Holden, the best known Motor Boat

on Canada's Inland Waters.

The mechanical equipment, while perfect

throughout, affords in one feature alone an appoint-

ment of unusual simplicity and absolute certainty

of operation

SCHOFIELD-
HOLVEN

NO OTHER BOAT
HAS IT.REVERSE GEAR

Catalogue oj New Model Motor Boats noiv ready for distribution

SCHOFIELD-HOLDEN MACHINE f,-""''*^^

TORONTO.
Business Office :

14 Court Street.

IMITED

Shipysurds :

Carlew Avenue.



The Hamilton Winter Tournament

The twenty-first aumial winter Tournament
of the Hamilton Gun Club has passed into his-

tory, and with the evening shadows of Friday,

the 13th January, "finis" was written across

the wall and the Oakville-Hamilton car took on
its last complement of trap-shooters, inward-

bound, tired and in a hurry to get away on the

early evening trains.

While the weather conditions on Wednesday and
Friday were dull, damp and inclined to be foggy,

they proved much more satisfactory to the con-

testants from the viewpoint of good shooting

than in 1910. Looked at from the angle of

the writer, who was desirous of obtaining a

good series of photographs, much was left to

be desired, and we are sorry to say the results

accomplished were anything but satisfactory

;

from Tuesday morning until Friday night the

sun hid his face behind heavy banks of clouds,

especially during the two days of live bird events.

The attendance, which was expected to be up
to that of last year at least, judging from in-

quiries received by the management prior to

the opening, was a sad disappointment; whereas

65 entered in 1910 for the blue ribbon event —
the Grand Canadian Handicap—this year saw
but 42 entries, and of these some 45% were from
across the border. Xaturally Toronto and Ham-
ilton had the biggest representation, although

the Buffalo contingent was well up; Messrs. B.

Beattie ana S. E. Sangster were up from Ottawa,

together with Ted. Wliite; Mr. Sprague repres-

ented the Belleville Club and Messrs H. Bates,

H. Taylor, Stroud and Kobbins were from West-
ern Ontario points; none of the Montreal Club

reported.

Probably the key of the situation lies in the
almost prohibitive price of the pigeons, for which
each entry paid 30 cents per bird in addition
to his entry money, thus making a $5.00 entry
run up to $8.00 in a ten bird race; and in such
cases, where the division is on the Rose Sys-
tem with three or four monies, in some 5, -4, 3
and 2, the high guns, making a perfect score,

could hardly pull out their entry. Needless to

say the game is consequently such that, outside

of those who are there for the sport alone, and
to whom the receipts are but a secondary matter,

such a system as that indicated proved decidedly

unsatisfactory and unpopular. Results proved

beyond any doubt that the high gun system was
the only method whereby a 10 bird event straight

score got what was due him for his work, but
the weak link in this was that it left a 9 score

entirely out of it in most cases.

Live Birds.

Of course the raison d'etre of the great bulk

of those present from outside points was the

live bird part of the programme. The Americans

who attended came for this alone, for it is some-

thing they cannot have in the New England

states. The interest centered in main on these

events, of which the schedule called for five 10-

bird races and the Grand Canadian Handicap of

25 birds—75 in all. In order to be certain of

having good birds for all and no chance of run-

ning short of them, the Club, as in former years,

got them from Philadelphia, Baltimore and Cin-

cinnati—and consequently paid a heavy duty,

bringing the price per bird up to the amount

above-mentioned of 30 cents. Undoubtedly they
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-WINCHESTER
.22. CALIBER

Kim Fire Cartridges
Why keep your scores down and lessen

the pleasure of indoor target shooting by

using variable ammunition ? W^hy not

shoot Winchester cartridges, the bullseye-

making kind? They cost only a few

cents more a hundred than the cheapest

makes, yet they are dollars better. Win-
chester .22's, loaded w^ith Smokeless or

Black powder, are wonderfully accurate

and uniform, as a trial w^ill show.

The best shots use them and the

best dealers everywhere sell them.

Ask for the Red W Brand

TRAP SHOOTERS
LOOK HERE!

THE FAMOUS

Canadian Black Bird

PERFECT TRAPPER.
PERFECT BREAKER.

PERFECT FLYER.
GOOD PICK UP.

Packed by an expert. Positively best bird niade
Price $2.75 per barrel

;
$5 00 per thousand, shipped

f.o.b. Hamilton.

Manufactured by

NELSOM LONG,
66 Burlington St. West - - HamJ'ton, Ont.

ALSO BOWRON S ANGLE TRAPS.

Lyman Elevating Leaf Sight
(Patented).

No. 46. Price $2.50.

This construction allows the upe of the
Lyman Leaf Sight complete (either Leaf
or Bar), and at such elevation as suits

best.
The small Stop Screw adjusts for Point

Blank.
Further elevation is obtained by raising

the Slide, pushing forward the Knurled
Headed Screw, and, by tightening, it is

held in position desired.

The entire Sight folds down flat on the
Rifle.

(This Sight is not at presenc adapted to

.22 Caliber Rifles).

Send for 1910 Catalogue.

The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation

Middlefield, Connecticut, U.S.A.



1. Mr. Scho^eld, an old timer, -whose 22 in the G. C. H. was well earned. He has a partly maimed hand at that.
2. Jean Houg-hton, of Winnipeg:, Man,, who did excellent work on live birds on Wednesday, the 11th—30 straight.
3. I. Bennett, of Toronto, and S. Bilsing (upper cut), two of the ties in the G. C. Handicap. 4, H, Bates, of Ridge-
town—out-winner of the G. C, H, for 1911 with c2 straight.
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were a strong, fast assortment and in the major-
ity of cases the shooter got a hard test when
the trap was pulled. None who have followed
the live-bird game can, or will, dispute the

statement that it is to a large degree a matter
of luck—everything else being equal ; for while

one man may draw a long run of good birds,

perhaps lively but nevertheless regular, another
will now and then draw a ' screamer, ' for instance

one that comes out of the opened trap like a
flash, cuts off at a quartering angle and 'cork-

screws' over the 50-yard wire, perhaps carrying

half a load of shot. But it is all in the game,
and generally the quicker shot wins out.

Monday, the 9th, which was really practice day,

saw No. 1 Event on the schedule pulled off in a

high cross wind, blowing straight from No. 1

trap to No. 5. The birds—thanks to Barnes'
heroic efforts with a broom before sending them
out—were fast and lively and the wind whisked

a number out before they succumbed to the shots

they carried. Of the sixteen entries in this

event, of which nine were Americans, only two
made straight scores—Messrs Sangster of Ottawa
and Bilsing of New Brighton, Pa.,— four killed

9 each and three ran 8.

"Wednesday, the 11th, saw a schedule calling

for two ten-bird events and the preliminary round

of the Grand Canadian Handicap. The weather

was dull and foggy, a light drizzle falling now
and then, but the wind was light. No. 1 Event

—a ten bird race on the Kose System—had ten

perfect scores of 10 and ten 9 's, and conse-

quently nobody made any money in it—even the

8's and 7's getting a little slice. No. 2 Event, a

$200.—guaranteed, high-gun 10 bird race—saw

ten straight scores and twelve 9's; the high guns

split twelve monies—the 10 's pulling out $21.80

and the 9's only 40 cents. The third number,

designated as No. 3 Event—which was the start

of the G. C. Handicap saw some exceptionally

close shooting and eleven of the entries had

straight scores at the conclusion of the second

round—everyone shooting at their 10 birds, when
it was postponed until Friday. On the whole

uay's program which called for 30 birds, only

two—Houghton of Winnipeg and B. Beattie of

Ottawa—had 100%, neither losing a bird. In

view of the actual fact that Beattie had up to

this day never shot at a pigeon over traps, his

performance was nothing short of remarkable,

his work being excellent and his kills clean.

Houghton was also going strong, shooting fast and

clean—and to many these two looked strong pos-

sibilities for the G. 0. H.

Friday, the last lap of the meet, was ushered

in dark and gloomy, and it kept so throughout

the entire day. T. Bennett, from Toronto, who
was allowed to catch up in the big race, ran his

first ten straight and started out on an even toot-

ing with the high guns. Quickly seven of the

eleven 'possibles' dropped out, one by one; B.

Beattie dropped two in quick succession; Hough-

ton followed in his footsteps and let two away.

With five birds left, the squads were hurried up

to the traps and in the last few momen!'?, Wright,

from across the line, lost his 23rd bird and Barnes

duplicated his action on his 24th. The finish

saw two Canadians—Hal. Bates and T. Bennett

—

and two Americans—S. Bilsing and Hassam—tied

with straight scores of 25 each. Each split the

high monies, drawing down some $89.60 apiece,

and then shot off miss and out. Bates failed

to center his first bird and almost lost it—but
didn't; xiassam dropped his second bird and lift-

ed his hat in farewell ; Bilsing, who had a very
narrow escape with his fourth bird, missed his

fifth and Bennett who got to watching No. 1

trap for his 7th draw, got Ino. 4 and failed to

stop the pigeon. Bates therefore won the high-

est honors, running 25 straight, plus 7 additional
in the shoot-off—a total of 32; and he deserved
the congratulations showered upon him. Bobbins,
the 1910 winner was early out of the running,
dropping 3 birds in his preliminary round of 5.

A summary of the Grand Canadian Handicap
shows the following order:—

Name Hep.. Bj
H. Bates 31 25
T. Bennett, 29 25
R. Hassam 28 25

*S. Bilsing 29 25
*C. Sidway -. 29 24

Dr. Wilson 29 24
W. Barnes 30 24

*Reardon, 29 24
*VVright 29 24
H. Horning 28 24

E. Sturt 29 23

G. Beattie 29 23

*Dr. Clark 29 Zi

Schofield 2-8 22

B. Beattie 28 22

P. Wakefield 29 22

M. Sprague, 28 22

J. Houghton 29 22

A. Bates 28 22

*Fish 28 22

Blackwell 28 22

*S. Glover 30 21

*Kerr 29 21

*Hopper 29 21

Jennings 30 21

*Cain 29 21

*Burnhart 28 21

Stewart 29 21

King 28 21

S. E. Sangster 29 21

Dr. Green 28 20

E. G. White 29 20

j..j-cLaren 28 20

Broderick 28 19

Bobbins 30 19

G. M. Dunk 29 18

*Lambert 28 18

Rolla Day 28 18

Blank 27 18

Pearsall 28 17

McBain 29 7

(drew out after 10)

Vivian 28

(drew out after 10)

^American shooters.



1. .. Jennings, high ^n on the 12th and ties for ^i.h average for the
^.^ i^^^:, Sth^fs''trai'ht^rn°'?h:

pose of W. Barnes, who always tries to look pleasant. 3. S. E. Bilsing of New ""^'"O";
g .g^ shooting live birds

O. C. H. 4. P. Wakefield got along well on the last day in the G. C. Handicap 5^
S E. Sangster shooting

over Fulford traps in the G.C.H. 6. Beattie and Barnes in the "B." squad. Beattie h.g.i gun on the lutn
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Of the five additional events called for in the
programme, the summary gives:—

Name
Houghton . .

Sangster . . .

B. Beattie .

•Hassam. . .

•C. Sidway
W. Bariies

•Bilsing . . .

*Reardon
Horning . . .

Reed
G. M. Dunk
H. Bates . .

•G. Tavlor
*S. Glover .

*Fish
•Osborne . .

*Kerr
Stroud ....

Blank
*L(Oomis . ...

*Hopper . . .

Dr. Wilson .

*Dr. Clarke

M. Sprague
•Cain
McBain . . . .

Kingston .

.

Jennings . . .

RoUa Day .

Vivian ....

Chapman
Wakefield .

H. L. Taylor

Pearsall . . .

Bobbins . . .

Stewart ...

Blackwell . .

•Smith ....

Sturt

•Lambert . .

•Wright . . .

•Burnhart
Tobin
Joyce
Don
Walls
Boyd
George ....

Watson ....
•49'

(*Americans.)

Mon. Wed.
10 10 10

9

10

9

8

10

10 10

9 10

10 10
8 10
9 9

8 7

8 10
10 ..

9 8

8 9

10 8

9

10

9

10

10

10

9

10

10
9

9

10

9

9

10

8

9 10
10 ..

Fri.

10 10

. . 10
10 9

8 8

8 8

10 9

10 9

9

8

7

10 10

10

Shot Kill-

at. ed.

—40—39
—50—48
—40—36
-30-23
—50 43
—50—42
—30—28
—30—29
—30—24
—20—17
—30—26
—10— 7

—40—36
—30—28
—30—24
—40—31
—20—17
—30—29
—20—19
—10— 5

—20—14
—10— 9

—40—35
—10— 7

—20—14
—10— 7

—20—15
—20—18
—10— 8

—2.5—17
—35—30
—35—28
—30—27
—20—16
—20—16
—10— 8

—40—35
—20—19
—20—14
—40—34
—20—19
—20—16
—20—15
—10— 9

—10— 6

—10— 5

—10— 9

—10— 6
—10— 7

—10— 6

Clay Birds.

Tuesday and Thursday, the 10th and 12th, were
devoted to the targets. A tricky vrind made a

naturally fast bird very difficult, and 80% of the

contestants apparently found them most difficult

to locate with any regularity. Jennings and Geo.

Beattie ran a neck and neck race, the little

Hamilton fellow beating out Joseph by three bird*

on Tuesday, while this lead was cut down on
Thursday, when the tall Toronto Representative

was three high over George; they therefore tied

for the two days' honors with 359x400, being

89%%. Based on shooting knowledge, this was
certainly "going some' on the targets thrown
and with the existing weather conditions. When
it comes down to actual "hard pan" there are

very few in the game that under similar condi-

tions can outdistance either Beattie or Jennings

on the blue-rocks. Barnes of Hamilton shot a

good gait, once he got started, but his early scores

were bad and put him out of the running. Among
the American amateur shooters present, Dr. Clark,

S. Bilsing, Wright and Hopper ran a good race

—

but they all had a tumble somewhere along the

road.

G. Taylor, representative of the Winchesta.

Arms Co., lead the professionals for each day and
in the grand aggregate running 183 and 177. giv-

ing 360x400—just one bird above the high amateur
average. The other professionals found as great

difficulty in negotiating the erratic curves of the

discs as did the amateurs, even the experience of

Sim Glover failing to make any headway. Kellar

of the Hunter Arms Co., was runner-up for the pro-

fessionals, with 342x400; both G. M. Dunk of the

Dominion Cartridge Co. and E. G. White, Cana-

dian representative of the Dupont Company, fail-

ed to get their stride and keep it for any length

pf time. Dunk made an odd high run now and
then, but neither he nor Glover could locate the

birds with certainty. As before stated, the ama-

teurs, with veiy few exceptions, shot nowhere

near their usual average. Such shooters as

Houghton of Winnipeg. Loomis of Geneva. X. Y.,

Sangster and Beattie of Ottawa and Eolla Day of

London were at sea most of the time.

A summary of the scores shows the following

totals for each day's run:—
1st. Dav 2nd. Dav. Totals.

Xame 200 200 400
Jennings 176 183 359

Geo. Beattie ISO 179 3.59

W. Barres 176 170 346

Dr. Clark 175 172 347

Wright 171 168 339

Bilsing 172 (100) 72 244

Hopper 166 170 336
O borne 169 165 334
Fish 173 163 336
R. Dav 171 171

H. Bates 168 (100) 84 252

Hassam 165 165

Sidway H>6 15S 324

Houghton 165 154 319

Lambert 168 168

P. Wakefield . . . 155 155
S. Sangster .... (SO) 63 149 212

McBain 147 130 277
B. Beattie (ISO) 119 119

Bennett (140) 127 127

G. A^ivian 167 (140) 110 307

H. Taylor 161 161

RasTTberrv 145 145

Loomis 142 142
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Chapmau (140) 101 101

Cain (120) 110 165 275

M. Sprague (140) 79 79

Bobbins (100) 77 77

Dillion (160) 100 100

Wall (40) 34 139 173

Kerr 168 168
— : Professionals :

—
Taylor 183 177 360

W. E. A. Co.

T. H. Kellar .... 172 170 342

Hunter Arms Co.

G. M. Dunk 158 145 303

Dom. Cartridge Co.

E. G. White .... 156 146 302

Dupont Pdr. Co.

S. Glover 163 129 292

Dupont Pdr. Co.

A close analysis of the above scores would tend

to show conclusively that there was some factor

undoubtedly present that caused many of the

entries to meet their Waterloo at some point be-

tween the starting point and the 200th bird each

satisfied with the time he had and none begrudged

the money expended in providing his enjoymbnt.

AROUND THE CLUBHOUSE STOVE.

Hal. Bates again—and he M'on the honors on

merit; he is par excellence a live-bird shot.

* * *

It was a hot old race between Beattie and Jen-

nings, and honors are even. It's a queer day

when these two are not neck and neck.

» » *

Dominion ammunition, loaded with Ballistite,

Empire and Dupont, were favorite loads among
a large percentage of the Canadian entries; it is

self-evident that the Dominion Cartridge Co. are in

the game to stand among the premier manufactur-

ers of shot gun ammunition, and consequently are

putting out the goods to warrant the support of

the trap-shooters.

day. A glance at the shooters' names in the fore-

going list is proof enough that it was a radical

cause, for such experienced shooters as Glover,

Dunk and Y,"iite among the professionals, and Day,

Houghton, Sangster, Vivian, Wakefield, and a

dozen other high average men, do not fall down

as they aid here without good cause.

Everything considered, practically everyone

'among those present' was unanimously of the

opinion that the meet was a success in every way.

What there lacked in numbers attending was made

up for in enthusiasm. It was a jolly, congenial

crowd and one would have to travel a long way

to see as clever and enthusiastic a bunch of shoot-

ers as were congregated in Hamilton from Jan-

uary 9th to 13th. And after all the cream of

the Tournament is, as it always has been, the

live bird end of the programme and while only

a few who shot through all the six events pulled

out ahead financially, still we venture to assert

that there was not one who was not thoroughly

Considerable reference was made to the 1911

Dominion Tournament next summer in Belleville.

Mr. Sprague, Secretary of the Association, was
'among those present' and indications point to a

money entry system by which the ordinary shots

will receive a proportionate share of the monies

and thus be able to attend the Tournament and

have a pleasant outing at little or no expense.

That this will be the biggest Dominion Meet for

some years seems to be the concensus of

opinion, and the management is working hard to

ensure satisfaction and pleasure to all.

« «

There is no disputing the fact that quite often

one strikes a run of hard luck in drawing birds

and in losing some dead over the boundary-wire.

Sometimes it is the shooter's fault in not cen-

tering them, but again it is a case of an extra

strong bird carrying the load out—and in some

cases it means anywhere from $lu.00 to $25.00

too.
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Canadian made ammunition costs approximately

1 /5 less than imported brands, so that the sportsman

can shoot 20 per cent, more without extra expense.

How much does 20 per cent, additional practice

mean to the marksman in scores, the hunter in quickly

handling his rifle as well as in accuracy, and to

the man who shoots only occasionally in knowing his

sights, his rifle and where and how to hold.

USE DOMINION and by practice, without extra

cost, prove our Guarantee that every cartridge is

accurate, sure fire and clean, with the maximum of

velocity and penetration.

Manufactured in over 125 different types and
calibres.

Dominion Cartridge Company
Ammunition Manufacturers

LIMITED

MOISTREAL CANADA
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Owing to a meeting of the Directors of the Dom-
inion Cartridge Co., in Montreal, Mr. H. W.
Brainerd 's genial countenance was missed from
among the spectators. He was a big asset to

the inmates of No. 9 a year ago. Mr. Watson,

an old Hamilton boy, now representativp of the

Company in Winnipeg, ran down to help out in

his place, and proved himself a thoroughly good
fellow.

» * »

Dr. Clarke of Boston, went straight from Hamil-

ton to the Pinehurst Shoot—where he did very

well last year. He is a fair live-bird shot and an

excellent clay-bird man—and a thorough enthus-

iast of the scatter-gun sport.

Bill Barnes was a busy man in more ways than

one; however we managed to induce him to look

pleasant for his picture—although the sun refus-

ed to come to help out our efforts. He was too

busy even to challenge anyone to a soda biscuit

contest, and when it gets to such a stage it sure-

ly must be serious.

Barnes, Beattie and Jennings, Three Cronies Looking
Pleasant.

At 30 cents per bird, the scheduled events in

the program, which called for 75 birds, meant an
outlay of $22.50 for these alone—and with the di-

visions of the money meant a loss in anything
less than straights. Unless the writer is mis-
taken, it is due to this fact that the Canadians
failed to turn out in greater numbers. There
Bhould be a change in the arrangements whereby
a contestant has a better break.

Where was Walter Ewing, Wm. Carruthers,
Trail Lyall et all the Montreal Club? Not one
of them came up.

» » »

.

Rolla Day, like a number of other excellent
ehots, could not keep a steady stride; he did some
excellent work, however, in patches on the targets
and demonstrated that he still knows where to hold.
He did not shoot in the second day 's performance.

Both S. E. Sangster and B. Beattie, of the St.

Hubert Club, did good work on the live-birds.

Neither did anything approaching justice to them-
selves on the targets ; both have been doing con-

sistent work right up to the meet, and it is strange

to find them unable to negotiate the blue- rocks

in their usual effective way.

Sturt 's voice was as musical as ever ani he
proved his efficiency as a squad hustler, finding

time to shoot some of the birds between times.

Edgar is a very clean shot on pigeons and man-
ages to do consistent work in spite of the ardu-

ous duty of looking after laggard members of

the squads.
* * *

It was worth while to watch old Air. Schofield

shoot in the G. C. Handicap. In spite of a badly
maimed hand, he demonstrated that the younger
men had to travel to keep in his company, and
his 22x25 is well worthy of the praise given him.

He is a shooter of the old school and by no means
a 'has been,' nor will he be for many moons to

come.
* * *

"Oh you Dunk—Your Empire load was the
candy goods all right, but why didn 't you hold

it on those birds you missed? After your Toron-

to performance at the Half-Way House on the

6th, we looked to see you give all a run for

the blue ribbon."
* * *

Outside of Taylor, the professionals found as

great difficulty as the amateurs, and some sad holes

in their averages resulted. The strong wind not

only drove the birds high on Thursday, but blew
back the powder in the shooters ' eyes—not at all

conducive to improving an already hard situation.

A Contest at Dundas.

The only attraction in Dundas on New Year's

Day after the municipal elections was the annual

gun club meet at the park, which was attended by
the largest gathering of any yet held. The con-

ditions were not favorable, the day being dark.

The winners of the Dundas gun club tankard

were:

—

Shot at Hit.

Marshall Raspberry 25 19

Fred Bibby 25 18
H. A. Harimby 25 17
W. Housden 25 17
Albert Lyons 25 16
Charles Seaiey 25 16

Matt Hanes 25 16
A. R. Donaldson 25 15

J. E. Cummings 25 15

George Halliday 25 15

W. Shaw 25 14

Dr. Lauchland 25 13

W. Branigan 25 11

The winners of the sweepstakes were also shot

off, the shoot lasting well into the afternoon.
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v^v^^^.r^i

TRADE MARK

Count the pins-one,two -and tell

at a glance the lightning locklTHACA^
^ Cut shows Improved Mode No. 4, |100 list gun. H Insist upon getting our Improved Model—
you cau tell it by counting pins in frame—there are but two. H This is outside evidence of

simplicity. <! Every pin or screw put in a gun frame is to keep one or more parts in place

—

Ihe fewer pins the fewer parts and the less liable to get out of order. % Try a i) bore—you'll

like it—oJi lbs. up. ^ CatPlog in colors FREE—18 grades—117.75 up.

ITHACA GUN COMPANY, BOX 13, ITHACA, N. Y.

$2^00
Hard Wood, Mission Finish

GUN CABINET
Height, 70 inches. Depth, 12 inches. Width, 28 inches.

1/ interested, vrrite for special Gun Cabinet Catalog.

Send us your address for our illustrated Gun Catalog.

TME H. M. KIFFE COMPAINY. Wi^'°ii^ii.

C.Q-D.! IN EMERGENCIES
RELY UPON

LUGER AUTOMATIC

PISTOIS.

Genuine Mauser Rifles

and

Haenel Mannlicher Rifles
Ask Your Dealer or Write.

H. TAUSCHER CO.. 320 Broadw«y. New York

iio matter how new or how old your gun, it needs
"Sin One." Trigger, shell extractor, hammer, break
joints—every action part of any gun works easier,

surer, truer, if oiled with "3 in One." It cleans gun
barrels inside and out, removes residue of burnt

powder, black or smokeless. Positively prevents rust

in any climate or weather. Will not gum or dry out.
"3 in One" also cleans and polishes stock.

C QCr Try this good oil on your gun at our expense.
rriLL Write (or sample bottle and booklrt -both
'ree. Library Slip in every package. 3 IN ONE
OL CO., 55 New St.. NEW YORK CITY.
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TOURNAMENT DATES.

July 3l8t. August 1st. and 2nd.—Dominion of

Canada Trap Shooting Association, Annual
Tournament at Belleville, Ont., Mark
Sprague, local Secretary. All communica-

tions to be addressed to Belleville, Ont.

Dionne
Corby ......

Greene, A. W.
Watters ....

17 Williams 13

14 Black 18

14 Forbes 14

16 Deslauriers 11

NEW YEAR TOURNAMENT AT OTTAWA.
The New Year's Tournament of the St. Hubert

Gun club was held at the Westboro traps on

January second. The attendance was an ex-

ceptionally large one for a winter tournament.

Sliding handicaps prevailed, and this kept up the

interest till the end of the programme, because

it gave the novices as good a chance as the old

timers. How well it worked out is shown by
the fact that practically every competitor was
in on some of the money prizes.

The programme consisted of five events of

20 birds each, one of them at 10 pairs of doubles,

and a team shoot between two teams chosen from
among the competitors. Of course a couple of

extra events were also pulled off. The team
race prize, a case of shells, was perhaps the most
interesting event of the day. The teams were
captained by B. Beattie and W. L. Lumsden,
and Beattie 's team won out by four birds.

The score in the various events were:

—

Event 1 2 3 4 5 T '1

Birds. 20 20" 10 pr.

Doubles
8. E. Sangster 15 17 7 15 15—69
R. A. Sibbit 13 16 8 20 13—70
A. W. Throop . 17 15 10 18 12—72
D. G. Smith 14 17 10 18 16—75
B. Beattie 15 18 11 16 19—79
J. Black 13 18 10 13 16—70
G. B. Green, Jr 12 19 13 11 16—71
H. Viau 13 18 10 19 18—78
J. Dionne 15 16 13 11 15—70
W. Williams 15 16 5 15 19—70
J. B. Bunn 16 14 11 16 15—72
W. Coroy 16 8 10 16 16—66
W. Forbes 11 13 9 14 9—56
J. Bradley 18 13 9 14 14—68
G. Easdale 15 17 6 13 14—65
W. Little 17 19 9 15 15—75
W. L. Lumsden 17 15 10 19 17—78
A. W. Greene 13 15 7 15 12—62
J. Deslauriers 11 13 11 13 10—58
P. Watters 17—17
G. R. White 9—9
E. G. White 17 19 13 19 12—80

Winners merchandise prizes for high averages:

B. Beattie, coat sweater, score 79.

H. Viau, case of wire, score 78.

W. L. Lumsden, silver flask, score 78.

W. Little, case of fruit, score 75.

D. G. Smith, box of cigars, score 75.

Team Race.

R. Beattie (captain) W. L. Lumsden (cap-

17 tain) 12

Throop 18 Sibbitt 18

Viau 14 Sangster 17

Little 16 Smith 17

Greene, G. B 15 Bunn 16

Total 155 Total 151

Extras.

10 pair doubles—G. B. Greene, 8; E. G. White,

8; J. Bradley, 8; S. E. Sangster, ii; R. A. Sib-

bitt, 12; B. Beattie, 14; W. Corby, 11; A. W.
Throop, 16; J. G. Smith, 12; J. Dionne, 12; J.

B. Bunn, 9; G. Easdale, 8; W. Forbes, 9; J,

Scott, 5.

Twenty-five singles—Corby, 18; Forbes, 20;
Bunn, 21; Henderson, 16; Scott, 16; Easdale,

23; Dionne, 16; Beattie, 18.

The Bcores made on December seventeenth

were:
Spoon shoot, two events, 25 birds each:

Beattie 22 23—45

E. G. White 24 20--i4
Sangster 22 18—40
Bradley 19 19—38
Deslauriers 17 18—35
Ruel 17 17—34
Corby 15 18—33
Wyld 18 15—33
Bernard 15 15—30
Forbes 12 17—29

Spoon winners—Class "A," S. E. Sangster;

class "B," B. Beattie.

Winner gold button, emblematic of week's
championship, B. Beattie.

Practice events, 25 birds each:

Sangster, 23; Bradley, 21; Corby. 19; Forbes,.

13.

Doubles, ±2 pairs:

White, 16; Beattie, 17; Corby, 11; Sangster, 16;

Bernard, 14.

NEW YEAR SHOOTS AT MONTREAL.

A most successful shoot was held by the Mon-
treal Club on New Year's Day, when about twen-

ty members attended, and also visitors from the

Westmount and St. Hubert Clubs.

Amongst the events was a very exciting match
in the spoon competition, when Messrs W. Gal-

braith, N. Clarke and W. S. Strachan tied for

first place, with a score of 22 birds. In the

shoot off, which was a miss and out it took ten

shots to deciue the match, but the steady shoot-

ing of Mr. Galbraith eventually won out. The
following is the score for spoon event; W. S.

Strachan, 22; Johannot, 15; T. Westlake, 20; J.

Kenvon. 18; J. H. Maher, 18; Clarke, 22; W.
Galbraith, 22; G. Cheece, 18; E. C. Eaton, 18;

Jones, 20; R. B. Hutcheson, 2_ In the other

matches the following were prize winners; J. Ken-
yon, T. Westlake, J. H. Maher, Clarke, R. B.

Hutcheson, G. E. Cheese, W. S. Strachan, E. C.

Eaton, Jones.

Westmount Club.

Westmount Gun Club held its Christmas shoot

on December twenty-sixth on the grounds at St.
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One Thousand Dollars
and the Usual Handsome Trofphy

GUARANTEED
by the Interstate Association to the winner
or the 1911 Grand American Handicap.

REMEMBER
the uniform success that has attended the use of

Smokeless Shotgun Powders
in this classic event year after year.

Start Practicing Now

Empire (bulk)

— and —

BalllStlte (dense)

Leaden in the Best Cla«« of Smokeless Powders

BALLISTITE— sold only in Dominion
Cartridge Go's loaded shells (Imperial
and Regal.)

EMPIRE—sold in bulk. If your dealers
do not keep it, write us direct.

Both the above well Known brands man-
ufactured by the Nobel's Explosive
Co., "Glasgow," Scotland, have been
in the lead at numerous tournaments
held throughout Canada ;

give them
a trial and be convinced.

Agents in d^nada :

Hamilton Powder Co.,
ICoatreftl, P. Q. Toronto. Ont. Winnipeg, Man.

Victoria, B.C,

Akx Johnston G. H. Cashmore

Why not have your

GUN REPAIRS
done by experienced workmen ? It costs
no more. Send them to us. We
guarantee our work.

Johnston ^ Cashmore
Eastern Gun Works,

494 Eastern Avenue - - Toronto

PHONE MAIN 4062.

but

almost

a

Necessity

to the true sportsman. Send Twenty-Five yearly

ubBcriptions, and a KORONA PETIT Camera, sixe

3V ^SK. will be sent vou. This camera manufactured by

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.

Rochester, N. Y.
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Laurent. The principal event was a merchandise

shoot from scratch. The afternoon was good,

but weather conditions not conducive to high

scores. In fact, the thermometer was below

zero, and with a strong east wind, high scores

were impossible.

25 birds

—

R. B. Hutcheson, 23; R. Lewis ,21; Walter
Ewing, 21; E. ToUhurst, 21; Dr. Boucher, 20;

Bryce Clarke, 19; W. Galbraith, 19; W. Caughtrey,

18; R. Oughed, 18; Mr. Moore, 18; W. Reid, 18;

Jas. Maher, 17; Mr. Johannot, 16; Mr. Jones,

14; W. Boa, 13.

One of the principal events was a challenge

match between Mr. Jas. Maher and ex-Mayor
Galbraith at 25 birds each, Maher winning by
one.. The scores stood, Maher, 24; Galbraith 23.

Riverside Club.

The members of the Riverside Gun Club had an
enjoyable New Year outing and some good scores

were made. Two matches were listed, twenty-

five bird shots, and the results were:
First. Second
match, match.

Tom Westlake 20 21
8. Breaker 19 19

H. Brown 14 19
Jas. Kenyou 14 17

J. Kemp ". 14 20

O. Bingham 14

A. Taylor 13 21
Dan Murdoch 13 17

A. Clark 12

Jim. Wilson 12 15

TORONTO DOINGS.

Stanley Club.

The following were the scores made on the

club grounds on December seventeenth, under fav-

orable weather conditions:

S.A. B.
Stevens 105 76
Jernings 100 82
G. Scheibe 90 63
Black 80 47
Joselin 75 56
Macdonald 75 32
McKenzie 70 35
Hogarth 65 36
Douglas 55 24
Ten Eyck 50 41
Hulme 50 37
Sawden 50 35
F. Scheibe 45 34
Dr. Van Duzer 45 25
Holmes 45 25
Whitlaw 45 24
Buchanan 40 31
Halford 35 26
Fritz 25 22
Albert 25 15
Massingham 20 13

Hirons 10 7

The following were the scores made on Decem-
ber thirty-first. Owing to the bright sunlight

on the snow the scores suffered:—
S.A. B.

Black 105 72

Macdonell 105 58
Stephens 100 74
Dr. Van Duzer 75 52
Hogarth 65 45
G. Scheibe 60 48
llulme 60 45
Joselin 55 44
Springer 50 39

Pearsall 50 34
Whitt 50 27
Halford 40 32
Ely 40 28
Lukins 40 25
Massingham 35 17

Fritz 25 19

Sawden 25 15

Ross 15 11

In the spoon shoot Joselin won in class A, with

21 out of 25 at 18 yards, and G. Scheibe was
high in class B, with 21 out of 25 at 17 yards.

Doubles were indulged in at the close, Black mak-
ing 6 pairs out of 16, and Stephens 7 out of

19.

A sealed New Year's handicap shoot of 50 tar-

gets each for an even dozen prizes was held on

New Y^ear's Day. The following were the scores:

S.A. B.

Albert 50 49
Hogarth 50 47
Holmes 50 46
F. Scheibe 50 '46
G. Scheibe 50 46
Wakefield 50 45

Joselin 50 45

Ely 50 45

Halford 50 45

Dr. Van. Duzer 50 45
Jennings 50 44

Buchanan 50 44

Dunk 50 44

Stevens 50 44

Massingham 50 44

Hulme 50 43

Sawden 50 43

Fleet 50 43

Vivian 50 42

Macdonnell 50 42

Edkins 50 40

Black 50 32

Hamming 50 30

At the weekly spoon shoot on January seventh

some very good scores were made, also there were
very interesting ties between Joe Jennings anu W.
Joselin in Class A, and W. Stephens and Dr.

Van Duzer in Class B. The noticeable feature of

the shoot in Class B was that the men equalled

the score of Class A. by breaking 22. Joe Jennings,

Class A and W. Stephens, Class B, carried off the

silverware. The scores:

—
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You know mallards—wisest and wariest

of all ducks—Solomons of the air. You
can't knock down mallards with a paddle

nor can you get them with a gun that plasters

its shot all over the face of creation.

A mallard shot is generally a long shot, and
long shots require a hard-shooting close-shoot-

ing gun.

That's why the long-headed man who goes
to a mallard countr\- takes a Lefever. When
he swings it on a towering pair of mallards he
does not question the result. He knows it

—

TWO CLEAN KILLS
The reason a Lefever kills clean and sure

and far is Lefever Taper Boring.

But if you buy a Lefever for the taper bor-

ing alone, you will get more than your money's
worth. For instance, you will never be hand-
icapped with looseness at the hinge joint. The
exclusive Lefever screw compensates for a

year's wear by a trifling turn that you make
yourself with a screwdriver.

LEFEVER
SHOT GUNS

Sixteen other exclusive Lefever features and
Lefever simplicity and suength make the ?28
gun the peer of any $50 gun on the market.
Upwards to Si, 000. Send for free catalog

and get Lefever wise. Lefever Arms Co.,

20 Maitbie Street, Syracuse, New York.

Durston Special

20 Gauge. Price, S28.00

Pemington

Give that boy of

yours a

REMINGTON
.22 Repeater.

Of course, you want him
to develop into a sports-
man— at least to know
firearms, to learn liow to

handle them effectively and safely.

The one right way to start his train-

ing is not to give him a toy gun but
a real rifle—a REMINGTON .22. It

is absolutely safe, and will educate
him in the use of firearms as no
toy gun possibly could.
The REMINGTON .22 is the best

small game and target rifle ever
produced.-* Solid breech, hammer-
less. As critically built as the big.

powerful Remingtons. Shoots .22

short, .22 long and .22 long rifle

cartridges without adjustment, l^

Shoot U. M, C. .22 Cartridges

if youwantto shoot your best. Made
by cartridge specialists. T'. M. C.

.22"s shoot harder and straightei',

and can be depended upon ahrays.
Note the important U.M.C. guaran-
tee on bottom of each box.

FREE-Set of targets. Write for them.

The Union Metallic Cartridge Co.

The Remington Arms Co.,

Agency, D«pt. 2-U, 299 Broadway, New
;^;; York City.^i ^hI
Same ownership. S?ire management.

Same standard of quality.
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I to a wagon load.

This isn't from a "fisli" story but from a fact

story, told by a man who knows what he is TALK-
ING about—so beautifully written and pictured

that you are no true sportsman If it does not make
your "mouth water" to be in t' e wonderful game
ciiiintry it refers to. The

Gul! Coast Country of Texas
offers you now the kind of Ashing and hunting that

makes the longest trip worth while. Wild fowl

are so plentiful that it is a poor marksman Indeed
who cannot bag the "limit" in a single day, when
the season is on. And there are deer—^MANY of

thom, and even bear! There are wild turkeys,

plover, Jacksnipe and the dangerous wild hog.

And flsihl—the mighty tarpon, mackerel by the

millions, and the best of sea bass fishing anywhere.
If you are Interested in a REAL game country,

you will be interested in our superbly printed book
that tells you all about it—a heart to heart talk

to all sportsmen, illustrated with 50 photographs,

that will hold your Interest from first page to last.

Pleas« write to-day for fre€ copy.

A. HILTON, General Passenger Agent, Frisco Lines,
858 Frisco Building, ST. LOUIS, MO.

A Sanitary Pipe Free
In return for ONE new subscrip-
tion to Rod and Gun in Canada.

Address Premium Dept.

W. J. TAYLOR. UMITED. Publisher.

Woodstock, Ont.

S.A. B.

"W. Joselin 130 98
J- Keller 110 80
W. Stephens 95 82
W. Black 95 67
J. JenniDga 85 75
Dr. Van Duzer 90 70
"W. Macdonnell 85 56
(i- Dunk 65 56
W. Ely 65 54
H. Albert 60 49
P. Hogarth 55 44
W. Lundy .50 30
J. Massingham 35 22

T. Logan 35 24
W. Low 35 23
Dr. Ten Eyek 25 21

A. Edgins 25 15

W. Holmes 25 81

E. Buchanan 25 18

Balmy Beach Club.

The regular shoot of the Balmy Beach Gun Club
was held on December seventeenth on their

grounds, Eastern Avenue, west of the Woodbine.
A good turnout of members and friends was pre-

customers fairly and securing for them the highest

sent and some good shooting took place.

Murphy won the silver spoon and O. Smillie the

Jack rabbit shoot. The scores:—

G. Dunk Straight 25
P. J. Bootho " 24
T. D. McGaw " 23

S.A. B.

A. E. Craig 40 30
P. J. Boothe 40 36
T. F. Hodgson 45 36
W. Cutler 40 30
T. D. McGaw 50 44
J. G. »naw 40 27
O. E. McGaw 50 33
G. N. Bernard 40 17

J. E. Murphy 30 27
M. Rosenthal 40 18

G. Dunk 50 47
0. Smillie 40 34
E. R. Pitcher 25 11

W. A. Bucke 30 20

J. Smillie 30
~

16

The regular Christmas turkey shoot waa held

on December twenty-sixth. A good attendance

of members and friends were present, and some
good shooting took place, F. W. Lyonde being the

lucky one to carry away the bird. The scores:

—

Shot at Broke
G. H. Smith 55 32

A. E. Craig 45 38

P. J. Boothe 45 38

.T. Boothe 10 9

J. G. Shaw 45 33

Dr. Lowry 25 16

T. F. Hodgson 45 35

R. B. Lyonde 10 2

J, H. Trimble 55 39

.T. A Shaw 45 27

E. Band 55 43

J. F. Ross 55 46

O. Smillie 65 47

J. Smillie 45 3J

W. Joslin 80 64

J. Jennings 65 58

F. W. Lyonde 55 47

W. Taylor 45 37

G. Davidson 45 4t
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Hunters of Big Game
throughout the British Empire are buying "Ross"

Sporting Rifles because of their accuracy, power

and handiness.

Even a $25.00 ''Ross" Sporting Model can

be matched for accuracy against any imported

arm—no matter how costly, while there is no

action more reliable nor quicker.

Dealers throughout the British Empire sell

"Ross" Rifles.

$25.00 and upwards.
Illustrated Catalogue s^nt free on request.

THE ROSS RIFLE COMPANY Quebec, P.Q.
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An interesting live bird shoot was held in the

afternoon of the same daj'. Collie Burgess and
Joe Jennings tied for first place, each getting 52

out of a possible 60 birds. John Smillie showed
the boys that he still has the edge on them shoot-

ing sparrows. Following is the score:—
Shot at Killed

C. Burgess 60 52

J. E. Jennings 60 52

John Smillie 50 42

Jack Smillie 50 32

Ollie Smillie 50 31

C. Davidson 40 30

D. J. Taylor 40 26

H. F. Murphy 25 16

Fred Lyonde 15 10

At the weekly shoot on December thirty-first

a good attendance of members and friends were

present, and some good shooting took place. O.

E. McGaw being the lucky one in carrying the

silver spoon as high gun in the 25-bird match.

Scores:

—

Shot at Broke

C. D. TenEyck 55 39

E. E. Pitcher 30 9

J. G. Shaw 45 32

T. F. Hodgson 35 17

J. F. Eoss 50 43

W. H. Cutler 50 35 .

T. D. McGaw 45 32

W. Dillon 20 6

O. E. McGaw 70 58

H. F. Murphy 55 34

O. Smillie 50 31

F. W. Lyonde 25 22

j.<. C. Hams 55 36

C. Burgess 45 27

J. E. Murphv 35 20

W. A. Burke 35 20

J. J. Main 20 8

George Mason 60 53

W. Ironside 10 4

The regular New Year shoot was held on Janu-
ary second. A large attendance of members and
friends were present and some good shooting took

place. There were four events of 15 birds each

and the following were the lucky ones in carrying

away the silverware: A. E. Craig, J. G. Shaw, J.

F. Eoss, F. W. Lyonde, J. A. Shaw, P. J. Boothe,
T. F. Hodgson, G. H. Smith. The sealed prize

went to W. H. Cutler, and the lucky visitor's to

E. Bond. The summary:—
Shot at Broke

A. E. Craig 70 57
G. H. Smith 80 59
J. F. Eoss 70 64
T. C. Small 25 14
F. V. Philpot 35 20
E. C. Harris 60 44
F. W. Lyonde 60 53
T. F. Hodgson 80 60
E. Eoss 25 16

G. N. Bernard 40 32
T. Jones 25 12
W. H. Cutler 60 35
Dr. Lowery 45 24
P. J. Boothe 60 48
G. I. Hamblv 60 42
J. G. Shaw '

70 60
£. Bond 90 82
J. A. Shaw 75 58
G. Lowe 80 66
W. Joslin 60 36

A sparrow shoot was held on New Year's Day
also. The background being dark and the wind
blowing very hard made the shooting difficult.

The scores were as follows:—
Shot at Killed

C. Burgess 60 52

T. Irwin 60 3»

J. Taylor 56 42

J. Smillie 56 41

H. Davidson 48 30

At the weekly shoot on January seventh, G.

Mason won the silver spoon. Scores:—
Shot at Broke

T. F. Hodgson 35 24

J . F. Ross 50 45
W. McDuff 60 31

E. C. Harris 50 42

J. A. Shaw 35 23

A. E. Craig 45 36
G. H. Smith 50 44
G. T. Scheibe 65 52

G. Mason 40 33
Alf . Tomlain 25 16

W. H. Cutler 40 29
E. Eoss 25 '16

H. V. Philpott 20 12

G. Williams 25 14

T. Jones 40 28

B. Hanna 50 42
W. M. Brown 35 24
W. H. Kuney 15 8

Parkdale Club.

The Christmas shoot of the Parkdale Gun Club
held on December twenty-sixth at their

grounds on the Humber, was a good "starter"
for the season, and greatly enjoyed by those pres-

ent. Following are the names of some of the

shooters and their scores:

—

Shot at Broke
A. Wolfe 90 77

Parker 90 77

G. Wolfe 90 71

Ward 75 67
Pickering 65 42

Gillies 65 42
Phibbs 75 59

Kempton 85 56

Switzer 65 38

Tretheway 50 37

Hooey 40 32
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New
Model

27 Ttlarlin
Repeating

Rifle

The only gun that fills the demand
for a trombone (pump ) action

repeater in .25-20 and

.32-20 calibers.

Shoots

high ve-

locity- smoke-

less cartridges,

also black and low pres-

sure smokeless. Power-
ful enough for deer, safe to use in

settled districts, excellent for target

work, for foxes, geese, woodchucks, etc.

Its exclusive features : the quick, smooth working "pump" action ;

the wear-resisting Special Smokeless Steel barrel; the modem
solid-top and side ejector iot rapid, accurate firing, increeised safety

and convenience. It has tak,e down construction and Icoiy Bead
front sight; these cost extra on other rifles of these caUbers.

Our 136 page catalog describes the full ^lar/in
line. Sent for three stamps postage. Write for it«

7^e2/ldrlinjFire(zrjns Co.

67 WILLOW STREET, - NEW HAVEN, CONN.

THE PARKER GUN AGAIN A WINNER
On January 11-13, 1911, The "Old Reliable' Parker Gun, shot by Howard

p. Bates, of Ridgetown, Ont. , again won the Grand Canadian Handicap at
live birds,—killing 25 straight and 9 in the shoot off, from the limit distance
of 31 yards, Mr. Bates shot at 54 birds during the tournament and killed
them all.

THIS IS SOME SHOOTING !

Send for catalogue.

N.Y. Saleroom,. 32 w«rr,o St. PARKER BROS., Mcrideii, Conn.
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Geo. Wolfe won the gold medal presented by H.

Butt, of Bristol, England, on New Year's Day,

but judging by the scores all the good shooters

must have been away. Scores:

—

Shot at Broke

Geo. Wolfe 80 67

A. Wolfe 80 65

G. Ward 75 53

Pickering 50 37

McAdam 60 34

Flint 60 34

Carpenter 60 31

Alexander 60 29

B. Orr 55 29

Dr. Jordan 50 28

Lewis 55 26

Kingdon 55 22

Kimpton 50 15

Dr. Minns 25 6

HAMILTON HAPPENINGS.

At the Hamilton Gun Club on December twenty-

fourth a good afternoon's sport was enjoyed.

There was a strong wind, which made the clay

Dirds very elusive. Vice-President Watson put up

four prizes for two twenty-five bird events. W. J.

Wark took down the prize in the first event with

19, while J. Crooks with 17 beat out E. Sturt for.

second place. In the second event Court Thomson
landed the first place with 21, while A. D. Bates

and T. W. Barnes tied for the second position

with 18, the former winning out. W. J. Wark
was high for the day with 70 out of 90, which

was very creditable on account of the difficult

birds. The total scores were:

—

Shot at Hit.

W. J. Wark 90 70

Nelson Long 90 63

H. Spratt 80 41

E. Sturt 70 47

T. W. Barnes 70 44

A. D. Bates 70 50

J. Hunter 60 41

Court Thomson 70 52

F. W. Watson 40 26

J. Crooks 60 42

C. Luey 35 18

W. Luey 35 20

o . Gomph 60 35

The Club Championship: A Close Contest.

There was a good attendance of the members
and their friends at the Hamilton Gun Club on

Saturday afternoon, December thirty-first, when
the annual shoot for the live bird championship

of the club was held. It was an ideal afternoon

and everybody enjoyed the contest which was close

and exciting. The race was for twenty-five birds

from the thirty-yard mark and contestants dropped
out when they got four misses. Dr. Wilson repeated

his performance of two years ago by winning out

and shot a most consistent race getting 23 out of

the 25. T. W. Barnes the champion of last year

was runner up with 22. The winner missed his

first and seventh bird and the latter his second and
fifth bird and it looked as though it was going to

end in a tie but T. W. Barnes missed a screamer
for his twenty-fourth and Dr. Wilson decided the

contest with his last shot. A. D. Bates was tied

with the leaders up to his twenty-first bird when
two straight misses put him out. D. Eeid was in

the running until the twenty-second when a

miss settled his chances. A. King was referee.

The scores were:—
Shot at Hit.

Dr. Wilson 25 23

T. W. Barnes 25 22

J. Hunter 18 14

A. D. Bates 22 18
D. Eeid 22 18

E. Sturt 14 9

Nelson Long 10 6

W. J. Wark 13 8

X . W. Watson 15 11

C. Thomson 18 14

M. Easpberry 20 16

J. Crooks .
'. 14 10

A. Palmer 10 6

On January seventh, the members indulged in

a final worKout for the tournament, which was
held that week. Some good scores were made and

there was a good attendance. Geo. Beattie and

H. Bates tied with 54 out of GO. J. Gomph got

19 out of 20, while Dr. Wilson and E. Sturt tied

with 17 out of 20. Capt. Spencer and A. King
were referees. The total scores were:

—

Shot at Hit.

A. D. Bates 50 37

G. Beattie 60 54

T. H. Barnes 75 64

H. iiates 60 54
H. Spratt 60 35

F. W. Watson 50 30

J. Hunter 3d 25

W. J. Wark 30 19

N. Armstrong 60 47

N. Long 75 53

A. King 25 18

Dr. Wilson 20 17

F. Oliver 20 12

W. Dillon 15 13

C. Clendenning 10 6

J. Gomph 20 19

E. Sturt 20 17

J. Bowron 30 24

J. G. Cline 20 11

SHOOTING AT ST. THOMAS.
A number of the members of the St. Thomas

Gun Club enjoyed some fine shooting on December
twenty-sixth. Owing to the holiday many were

out of town and the only event shot off was the

live bird match. W. J. McCance and Eobert Cof-

fey tied for first place each bringing down ten

birds straignt.

Following is the score:—
Shot at Killed

E. Coffey 10 10

Dr. Lipsev 10 9

E. H. Flach 10 9
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UR FHMULY SIPE©HHL

Showing Interior Arranged F^or Chairs.

General Side View.

Bow AND Stern (more enlarged).
Showing Beautiful Lines and Graceful
Appearance of this Model.

Let us tell you WHY this is the best family launch ever built.

A postal card with your address will bring this information.

The Bracebridge Launch Works
BRACEBRIDGE, ONT.
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M. W. Sharon 10 9

J. B. Hay ^ *

W. J. ivlci^ance 10 10

BELLEVILLE SHOOTS.

The members of the Belleville Uun Club did not

turn out in very great numbers on December six-

teenth owing to the severe weather also to

the fact that there had been a side shoot held in

the fore part of the week.

Mr. W. Tugnett manipulated the trap and was

the right man in the right place. The following

were the scores made:
H. llowey, 25 bird contest 21

A. Mott," 25 bird .contest 20

An enjoyable shoot, attended by eighteen mem-

bers of the club, was held at Belleville on Decem-

ber twenty-sixth. The day was uot ideal for

shooting purposes, snow falling through the whole

programme and some declined to participate on

account of unfavorable weather conditions. J.

I. Newton acted as referee and all felt safe in his

hands, being confident of impartial judgement

and the strictest accuracy.

Teddy Boyle had charge of the cash sheets and

the shooters were all paid off as soon as the last

event was finished.

Boot's ammunition was loaded for long range

but when the birds reached the recjuired distance

Fred claimed he could not see them. However,

with all the drawbacks everyone enjoyed the sport

and the following scores show that all the shooting

was not too bad:
Shot at Broke

Harry Day 100 88

Mark Sprague 100 81

J. Thompson 100 78

T. Boyle 100 77

A. Mott 100 76

J. Woodley 100 73

W. Andrews 100 68

F. Roote 100 64
Geo. Bennett 100 62

Mr. Mairs 100 70

G. Wardhaugh 100 59

R. Zufelt 50 30

J. Miller 50 38
T. Harris 50 27

B. MaGuire 50 24
T. Gay 50 28
Mr. Thacker 30 18
,.. Hart 10 4

A very successful shoot was held on December
26th by the Belleville Gun Club at their grounds.
There were eighteen competitors shooting and all

appeared to enjoy the sport to the fullest. The
weather was not ideal for the best scores to be
made, as there was continual falling of snow
throughout the day.

Mr. Mairs, from New York, who is visiting

friends in the city availed himself of the sport.

The members were all pleased to entertain him, and
there was some class to his shooting. He will find

the latch string hanging outside of the Belleville

club-house any time he visits Belleville. The

scores are as follows:—
Shot at 100:

H. Day : 88

M. Sprague 81

J. Thompson 78

T. Bovle 77

A. Mott 76

J. Woodley • 73

W. Andrews 68

-. Bennett 62

Mr. Mairs 70

G. Wardhaugh 59

Shot at 50—R. Zufelt, 30; T. Harris, 27, J.

Miller, 38; B. MaGuire, 24; T. Gay, 28.

Shot at 30—M. Thacker, 18.

Sh(ot at 10—W. Hart, 4.

J. S. Newton, referee.

A ROYAL CITY SHOOT.

An interesting live bird shoot took place on

December twenty-sixth, on the grounds of the

Royal City Gun Club. Quite a number of the

local enthusiasts competed for the birds, a large

number of spectators also were present. Each
event consisted of six birds each and some good
scores were made. The results were as follows:—

juvent No. 1—W. Singular, 4; B. Singular, 2;

Y. Tilk, 4; W. Pickering, 1 ; W. G. Mitchell, 3;

H. H. Cull. 2; Walker, 2; A. Ritchie, 4; Hewer,

5; Boles, 2.

Event No. 2—W. Singular, 6 ; H. H. Cull, 3;

A. Ritchie, 4; V. Tilk, 3; T. Spaidding, 4; L.

Singular, 3; W. G. Mitchell, 4; Hewer, 4; Pick-

ering, 4; J. Mills, 3; Blyth, 2.

Event No. 3—W. Singular, 4; H. H. Cull, 4;

Pickering, 3; A. Ritchie, 4; Blvth, 4; T. Spaul-

umg, 4; V. Tilk. 2; L. Singular, 1; W. G. Mitch-

ell, 4; Russell, 3.

Event No. 4—H. H. Cull, 6; A. Ritchie, 1; W.
Singular, 3; Blyth. 4; W. G. Mitchell, 4; Hewer,

3; T. Spaulding, 4.

Event No. 3—Three Birds.—H. H. Cull, 2;

W. Singular, 3; A. Ritchie, 2; Blyth, 2.

SHOOTING AT WOODSTOCK.

The Woodstock Gun Club held an enjoyable

shoot at clay birds on December twenty-sixth. A
fair representation of the members and their

friends being out. Shooting conditions were fair,

the day being rather dull and a strong west wind

blowing.
Event No. 1—10 birds—Brown, 6; Dougall, 4;

Giddings, 7; J. W. Dutton, 5.

Event No. 2—10 birds—Miller. 7; Mueller, 6;

Walker, 3; Dougall, 4; Scott, 6.

Event No. 3—15 birds-Mueller, 7; J. W. Dut-

ton, 8; Giddings, 7; Walker, 7; Harrington, 10.

Event No. 4—10 birds—Bonnett, 5; Collins, 5;

Dougall, 6; Brown, 6; Miller, 8.

Event No. 5—10 birds—Giddings, 7; Dutton,

Jr., 5; Collins, 5; Mueller, 5; Walker, 3.

Event No. 6—15 birds—Dutton, Jr., 10;

Dougall, 9; Collins, 4; Brown, 8; Walker, 7;

Mueller, 10.
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The Sure Death Trap
This trap catches animals by the neck instead

of the feet, killing them instantly without injury
to the pelt. A humane feature that is certainly
commendable, besides it saves every lur to the
trapper. It is made in three sizes and has the best
trigger action ever put on a trap. This trap haa
made a great record for itself the past season. Ont
Trapper caught iS Mink and lo Muskrats with three
traps. Send i dime for our new 84 page illustrated
Trappers' Guide. It explains everything.

DAVENPORT TRAP CO , BOX C, DAVENPORT, IOWA

The time to hunt is at either end of day.
The kind of sight to use is the one you
can see. Daniel's Patent Concentric sight
is the best in the world for those dark
places. You can prove it. Price only $2.00.

Address C DANIEL,, Box B 3 Melbourne, Wash.

r^OlV^FORT ** **^® ^^''** essential of the
V^V^lVir VyiV 1 Sportsman. Your feet have
to stand the hardest knocks. Protect them with

WITCH-ELK BOOTS, the lightest and easiest boot

on the market Made in all heights for Ladies and
Gentlemen. Ask your dealer to order a pair or write

for Catalog " R. and G."
(We make a strong line of Golf, Tennis and Yachting Shoes).

WITCHELL-SHEILL COMPANY
Mfgrs. Sporting and Athletic Footwear. DETROIT MICH.
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Event No. 7—10 birds—J. W. Button, 7; Gid-

dings, 9; Collins, 7; Miller, 7; Bonnett, 7.

Event No. 8—10 birds-Brown, 7; Dougall, 7;

Giddings, 6; Scott, 7.

Total scores:

—

S.A K. P.C.

Miller 30 22 .733

Harrington 15 10 .666

Giddings 55 36 ,655

Boanett 20 13 .650

Scott 20 13 .650

Brown 45 27 .600

Dutton, Jr 25 15 .600

J. W. Button 35 20 .570

xvlueller 50 28 .560

Dougall 55 30 .545

Collins 45 21 .461

Waiter 50 20 .400

A very successful shoot was held on December,

twenty-ninth, and following are given the results:

Event No. 1—Blue Rocks:—
Shot at Killed

D. Miller 10 10

E. Dougall 10 6

E. Dutton 10 9

Event No. 2—10 B. R.:—
J. Maynard 10 6

E. Dougall 10 4

Event No. 3—15 B. R. :
—

E. Dougall 15 10 •

E. Dutton 15 13

Event No. 4—25 B. R. :—
G. Robins 25 21

E. Robins 25 13

D. Miller 25 25

Dr. Welford 25 22

F. Marlatt 25 21

Event No. 5—10 B. R. :
—

J. Mavnard 10 8

E. Dougall 10 8

E. Dutton 10 6

Event No. 6—10 B. R. :
—

J. Maynard 10 8

A. Dent 10 7

B. Henry 10 4

E. Dougall 10 5

Event No. 7—10 B. R. :
—

A. Dent 10 3

B. Henry 10 2

J. Maynard 10 8

Live bird event—8 birds—D. Miller, 4; F.

Marlatt, 7; G. Robins, 6; E. Dougall, 6; Dr.

Welford, 6; E. Robins, 7; F. Wolfe, 5.

A successful shoot was held on January 2nd, at

clay birds and some good shooting was seen. The
following scores were made out of a possible 10

in each event:

—

Event 1—Maynard, 6; Giddings, 5; Farlow, 8

Dougall, 6.

Event 2—^Harrington, 4; Scott, 6; Farlow, 6

Dougall, 6;
Event 3—Maynard, 6; Bonnett, 8; Giddings, 8

Harrington, 7.

Event 4—Dougall, 9; Scott, 8; Farlow, 8

Maynard, 5.

Event 5—Giddings, 7; Harrington, 7; Farlow,

9; Maynard, 3.

Event 6—Dougall, 7; F. Maynard, 3; Farlow,

9; Harrington, 6.

INGERSOLL CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP.

On January second, the match for the W. J.

Elliott Trophy, emblematic of the championship

of the club for 1911, was shot off. There was a

small attendance owing to the elections, though

competition was keen and Kirbyson only won by

two points. Scores (one hundred being shot at

in each instance) : W. J. Kirbyson, 92 ; H. W.
Partlo, 90; F. W. Staples, 82; G. A. lonson, 78.

Annual Meeting.
Hereafter the members of the IngersoU Gun

Club will compete for the W. J. Elliott Trophy
some time in July instead of on New Year's Day
as in the past. This change was decided upon at

the annual meeting of the Club, on January sixth.

The affairs of the Club were discussed at length

after which the following officers were elected.

Hon. President—W. J. Elliott.

2nd Hon. Pres.—Wm. Ryan.
President—Geo. A. lonson.

1st Vice-Pres.—Geo. P. Janes.

2nd Vice-Pres.—Geo. Nichols.

3rd Vice-Pres.—F. W. Staples.

Sec. Treas.—W. J. Kirbyson.
Captain—H. W. Partlo.

Auditors—A. Williamson and John Staples.

ESSEX SHOOT.
Frank Stotts, Essex, Ont., held Lis annual live

bird shoot Dec. 15th, with the following results:

—

1st Event—10 Birds Class Shooting 50—30^—20.
Entrance $4.00. Handicap 26 to 32 yds.

32—H. Bater 222021212 2—9
28~C. Thrasher 102100120 2—6
26—F. Miler * 022120220 2—7
29—W. Hugell 122020010 2—6
26—F. Filion 000021210 1—5
27_C. Billings 010 2 22202 2—7
30—W. F. Stotts 200022022 2—6
26—W. Clickner 200012012 0—5
26—W. Wintemute .. 220220122 2—8
29—T. Pastorius 02211121 1—8
26—C. Reeb 222020200 0—5
27—A. Grondin 2 22220020 0—6

2nd Event—10 Birds Class Shooting 50—50—20.

Entrance $4.00. Handicap 26 to 32 yds.

32—H. Bater 022120221 2—8
28—C. Thrasher 211112202 0—8
26—F. Miler * 0222202 2 2—7
29—W. Hugill * 000020002 0—2
26—F. Filion * 022100020 1—5
27—C. Billings 201222200 0—6
30—W. F. Stotts 222220022 0—7
27 -W. Wintemute ... 222002021 2—7
27—A. Beattie 011200211 0—6
26—C. I. Pastorius 001x11200 2—6
26—J. Kerr 011100212 0—6
27—A. Grondin 000220101 0—4
26—W. Chckner 222122021 2—9
29—T. Pastorius 102112112 1—9
26—C. Reeb 021100220 2—6
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NO BETTER ROW BOATS BUILT.

For Quality of Materials and Workmanship "Gidley " Row Boats are unexcelled. Easily
handled in smooth or rough water. Write for catalogiie and price list.

Boats for Hire by Week, Month or Season to Summer Tourists in the Georgian
Bay District.

J. G. GIDLEY & SON, Midland, Ont.

We are outfitters for

YACHTS and [MOTOR BOATS.
Write us for prices when making up your
list of requirements.

Brass and Galvanized Deck

Hardware

Lamps

Anchors

Fenders

Cordage

Cham

leickie:

Wire Rope

Oiled Clothing

Flags

Cushions

Boat Covers

IMITED
77 Wellington St. West, Toronto.

HANLY MARINE MOTORS.
If you buy a " HANLY " you get ALL THE
POWER YOU PAY FOR.

Absolutely Reliable.

" No Better Made in Canada."

^, Made in one, two and three cylinders, 2 to
"^ H.P. Write for Catalogue.

18

2 Cylinder. 8 H.P. Motor.

MIDLAND ENGINE WORKS CO.
Midland, Ont.



One Oi the first of the new calendars to make
its appearance is that of the llorton Manufactur-

ing Company of Bristol, Conn., the well known
makers of the Bristol fishing rods. The subject

chosen is a fishing scene, being a reproduction in

colors of a painting by Oliver Kemp and en-

titled "The Tragedy." Mr. Kemp, by long ex-

perience in the woods, having fished and hunted

all over North America, and having a permanent

the calendar free and to others a nominal charge
of fifteen cents is made.

camp in Maine in which he resides for the greater

portion of each year, possesses particular qualifi-

cations for painting outdoor scenes. In the pic-

ture from which the calendar is reproduced he has

depicted one of the real tragedies of an angler 's

experience. The fish has been safely liooked ami
played almost to the net, but control is lost just

long enough to enable the wily trout to snag the

line and shake himself free, much to the discom-

fiture of the young lady angler and the disgust of

the guide handling the landing net. The colors,

with the swirling waters in front and the well

wooded background, blend admirably and present

a picture every angler will love to look upon.

The calendar is neat and free from display ad-

vertising. Dealers in fisliing tackle can obtain

From all parts of the United States and Canada
trappers ship their furs to S. Silberman & Sons

of Chicago. This great concern has built up a

wonderful connection with hunters out in the wild-

est parts of the continent as well as those on the

nearby farms. And this company holds this con-

nection from year to year through treating their

customers fairly and securing for them the highest

prices. They buy all skins outright for cash and
charge no commission for storage. S. Silberman

& Sons are in close touch with the big buyers in

Europe as well as in this country, this gives them
an advantage that is shown in the highest prices

they pay. Any of our readers who wish to test

tliis firm 's methods of doing business can do so

with their next shipment. Send them in charges

collect and Silberman & Sons will give a value

on them the day of arrival and hold your ship-

ment separate until they hear from you. If the

offer is unsatisfactory they will return your furs

at once paying the express charges both ways.

There certainly couldn 't be a fairer offer. The
firm issues a Market report every little while

which they will send free to any of our readers

who send in their names to S. Silberman & Sons,

Desk .38, Chicago, 111.

away of empty shells.

If you do much shoot-

ing and use a rifle of

^ greater power than the

.22 rim fire, you cer-

tainly know the feeling

of regret that accom-
panies the throwing

You know they rep-

resent a considerable part of the cost of mod-

ern ammunition ; you wonder if it is possible to

reduce this waste and expense. Much -serious

thought has been given to this problem as the de-

sire for cheaper ammunition is world-wide, and

thousands of shooters have found an entirely prac-

tical solution by reloading the empty shells. They

find it a pleasurable occupation for their spare

moments and as profitable as it is interesting.

The modern rifle shells are extremely well made
and can be reloaded several tiuKi each, reducing

your ammunition cost to a minimum. During the

past thirty years the Ideal Manufacturing Co. of

Xew Haven] Conn., have devoted their time and

attention to the manufacture and sale of reload-

ing implements for rifle, shotgun and pistol am-
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WE OUTFIT CAMPIING PARTIES
trips in Out irio, of which we can furnish serviceable charts, a well as providing;

inkets and U«nermi Camp Outfit. For upwards of a quarter of a century, it has
There a re several excellent canoe I

the ProTi»ion«,Tent». Uten»iU, Blankets and Cieneral camp x^-».... - -- -.^ • . f. fv.^;-^,,-!,!.,
been a special feature of our business to cii.tit Camping Paities, and we know the requirements tnoronprniy

and invite 'aquiries.

MICHIE
Established 1835.

(Si CO., Ltd.
7 King Street West, TORONTO, Ca

The Celebrated Hungarian and English

Partridges and Pheasants
Capercailzies, Black Game, Wild Turkeys, Quails,

Rabbits, Deer, etc., for stocking purposes. Fancy
Pheasants, Peafowl. Swans, Cranes, Storks, Orna-
mental Geese and Ducks, Foxes, Squirrels, Ferrets,

etc. All kinds of birds and animals bought and
sold.

WENZ & MACKENSEN
DEPT. K.

PHEASANTRY & GAME PARK, YARDLEY, PA.

ami pistol ammunition is descnoeil in detail; there

is a vast fund of other information useful to all

shooters. iuis complete Ideal Hand Book will

be sent free to anyone sufficiently interested to

send three stamps postage to the Marlin Fire-

arms Co., (buecessor to Ideal Mfg. Co.), 67 Wil-
low St., New Haven, Conn.

munition ; tuey have made their tools so simple

and so thoroughly efficient that they have built up
a very extensive and successful business with the

shooting fraternity all over thj world. Ideal
tools are made for all standard American sizes of

rifle and pistol ammunition from .22 to .50 calibre,

inclusive. The illustration shows a set of Ideal
tools which cast the standard bullet in addition to

performing all of the other operations of reloading
—expelling the primer, seating a new primer,
measuring powder, placing the bullet in position,

crimping the shell onto the bullet. With Ideal
tools you can easily produce properly loaded car-

tridges—either full power or short range loads—
which are accurate, reliable and satisfactory

;
you

can do the same amount of target practice and
game shooting at about half the cost of new car-

tridges—or double the amount of shooting

at the same cost. In the 140 page
Ideal Hand Book everything connected with the

making of bullet moulds, casting of bullets, meas-
uring of powder, the reloading of rifle, shotgun

A fine combination is to be found in the O. U.
Wonder, a twenty foot launch built by the Capi-

tal Boat Works of Ottawa, and fitted with a ten

h.p. Wonder motor, made by the Wonder Manu-
facturing Company of Syracuse, N.Y. The com-
plete cost is $425 and a speed of twenty miles per

hour can be easily attained. There is a good deal

more to tell about these Wonder motors and the

Company is wishful to tell it all by means of their

catalogue which will be sent in response to any
inquiry addressed to the head office, Syracuse,

N. Y.

The Horton Manufacturing Company of Bris-

tol, Conn., recently received the following: "I
have duly received from you recently copies of

catalogues and your letter of 29th ult. and in re-

ply may say that I am the proud possessor of one

of your steel rods. 'Having one, is wanting an-

other'—hence my request for catalogue, for which

I thank you, and in due time I shall procure the

rod I select through my dealer. It's the same old

story over again. I have found my Bristol stand

up under the hardest fights in very trying situa-

tions; in fact under conditions sometimes that no

wood rod could stand without breaking, as in fish-

ing in difficult places it is necessary to depend

at times upon the strength of a rod. I have used

nearly every kind of rod, but for a hard trip I

want a Bristol (or two)."
K. E. Naftel.

Sarnia, Ont.

THIS MAGAZINE
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"DEAN" CANOES

Won All the A. C. A. Championships of 1908.

Won^ the AC. A. Championships of 1909.

Won 'AU the A. C. A. Championships of 1910.

Won Eight ojt of Eleven Championships, Canada, 1908.

Won Eight out of Ten Championships, Canada, 1 909.

Won Eight out of Eleven Championships, Canada, 1910.

Bssides many District Championships in single, double, fours and war canoe

races, and also Hundreds of Club races in Canada and United States.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE OF CANOES,
ROW BOATS AND LAUNCHES.

\A/ALTER DEAN
1751 Queen St. West - - Toronto

.=^

Steel Fishing Rods

FLY RODS, 8 or 9'/^ feet

BAIT RODS, 5K. 6^ or 8 feet -

CASTING ROns, 41^, 5 or 6 feet -

CASTING RODS, with Agate Guide and Tip

CASTING RODS, full Agate Mountings -

1. 00
1-25

1.50

2.50

3-75

Trout Flics

The Gilson Marine Engine

''GOES LIKE SIXTY"
AND

SELLS LIKE SIXTY

For Trial— Send Us

10- for an assorted sample dozen. Olialitv A Flie<lOC Regular price, 24 cents. V^uailiyrt 1 iica

30c ^^'•re^u^TpHce.rcent^s^"'- Qual'ty B FliCS

60c ^"^regXr^fice'.'trcentr" Quallty C FlJCS

AC- for an assorted dozen. Race Fli^COOC Regular price, 96 cents. "<»» ' '•'&>

Original and Genuine.

OLDTOWN CANOES
Introduced and made famo\is by us.

16 to 19 ft.

THE H. H. KIFFE CO., '^N^wTc'r'^
Illustrated Catalogue free on application.

Write for new catalogue and

prices,

AGENTS WANTED.

Gilson Mfg. Co., Ltd.
804 York Street <"~ Guelph, Ontario
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VIPER III. TYPE HYDROPLANE

VIPER III.

hull, with

tank, strut,

and full

equipment,

ready for

engine

$125.00.

Mahogany

VIPER III.

hull, $200.00

Delivered

in Montreal

for $8.00,

transporta-

tion charges.

Copyright, 1911, Albert Hickman.

20-foot Viper III. type, weight 1,000 pounds in racing trim.
17 h p. engine. Guaranteed speed, 20 miles.

Viper's peculiarity is high speed with plenty of weight for strength.
Under the A.P.B.A. rule, all boats are weighed in 1911.

WOULD YOU RATHER GO THROUGH THE WATER OR OVER IT ?

The latter is more comfort ible and you go much faster with the same power. This is the year of the oncoming
of the hj'droplane. Watch and see. There is a disposition to look upon the hydroplane as a racing craft only.
Don't you believe it.

If you want a smill bsat with good speed dsa't consider anything .but a Viper type. Safer, fa ter, cheaper,
drier and more seaworthy than a displacement boat.

We are building three types of Viper under the direct supervision of the designers, the lyOw-power, Moderate
and High-power types. Write us as to any power and speed.

Send for free Viper treatise.

THE VIPER CO. Pictou, Nova Scotia.

GIDLEIY RO\A/ BOATS

BUILT FOR STRENGTH AND SERVICE.
All materials are carefully -selected and only skilled workmen employed.
" There's no drudgery in rowing if you own a Gidley."

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

GIDLEY BOAT CO., LTD., Pcnctanguishcnc, Ontario.

BUILDERS OF HIGH GRADE ROW BOATS. CANOES AND LAUNCHES.

PUNCTURE PROOF FOLDING BOATS
No boathouse, leaks or repairs. Always ready, check as baggage. Safe for

family, or boit casting, standing. Ribbed longitudinally and diagonally. Non-

Sinkable, stronger than wood. Used in U. S. Navy and Army. We have furnished

Survey Dept. of Canada for last 3 years with all their boats. Awarded First Prize

at Chicago and St. Louis World's Pairs. Catalogue 100 engravings for 6 cents.

KING FOLDING CANVAS BOAT CO., 465 Harrison St., Kalamazoo, Mich.

SCOTOH CALABASH PIPES
Why kill yourself by smoking a
strong pipe? You can get a
Scotch Calabash that absorbs
all nicotine and poisons and
ensures a cool, sweet smoke
Money back if you are not
satisfied.

THE ROYAL PIPE CO.

I

Price 50c each or
3 for $1 , postpaid

MASTER YOUR MOTOR CAR, MOTOR BOAT,
Motorcycle or Aircraft

Automobile Troubles and How to Remedy Them.
Automobile Driving Self - Taught. Automobile
Motors an.l Mechanism. Ignition.Timingand Valve
Setting. Motor Boats: Construction and Opera-

I
tlon. ABC of The Motorcycle. Flying Machines.
Flexible loathpr and cloth hindinprs, round comers, UP-TO-
DATE, RELIABLE, 1910 EDITIONS. Price, *1.50

t

Leather; tl. 00 Cloth, postpaiil. Sold anrl grjaranteed by Book-

I

sellers. Auto and Marine Supply Houaea, or direct.

THE CHARLES C. THOMPSON COMPANY
Publishers, 54S-549 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO
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For Sale, Want, and

Exchange D^pts.

ATJTOMOBILES.

FOR SALE—Olds runabout, been used only a month.

Single cylinder, 12 h.p. A bargain. Box T., Motor Maga-
alne of Canada, Toronto.

AUTOMOBILES at the right prices. 25 machines ranging

In price from $100 to $500. Write for circular. Eureka
Automobile Co., Beavertown, Pa.

BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
FOR SALE—Wild Geese, trained as decoys.

Schell, Tort Perry, Ont.

Apply Sam
J2t

FOR SALE—Finest speckled trout eggs, fry, fingerlings,

etc., at the private hatchery of Dr. A. R. Robinson, Silver

Creek, Caledon. Address J. Walker, Supt., Caldwell

P. O., Ontario. N-12t

FOR SALE—Three pairs of golden pheasant.«, per pair

$10.00; Golden Pheasant eggs, $5.00 for l.S; Ring Neck
Pheasant eggs, $2.50 for 1.3. If necessary will exchange
for sporting goods. Carl Herman, Pheasant Breeder, Yar-

meatb. Nova Scotia.

LIVE ELK. DEER, ANTELOPE, BUFFALO, PHEAS-
ANTS, partridges, quail, swans, peafowls, ducks, geese, •

SQuirrels. ferrets, parrots, animals and birds of every

description for sale; price list free; colplete illustrated

catalogne, ten cents. When you write, state what you

want. Home's Zoological Arena, Kansas City, Mo., (or)

Denver, Colo. Dept. G. S 6t

FOR SALE—Edison moving picture machine and about

2500 feet of film in good shape; also license. A bargain.

Apply A. A. King, Hagersvllle, Ont. It

DOGS.

FOR SALE—A pair No. 1 Foxhounds, guaranteed on fox,

rabbit or deer, true as steel and must be sold. Hector Tin-

ney, Cavan, P. 0., Ont. It

FOR SALE—5 Airedale Puppies from Imported stock, a

rare chance to get something choice at a reasonable price.

P. Bawden, Druggist, Ridgetown, Ont. It

I HAVE SEVERAL broken Beagles, pedigreed, registered

and most of them bench winners. List sent upon applica-

tion. Grand River Beagle Kennels, W. M. Middleton.

Breslau, Ont. tf

BEAGLES FOR SALE—Fnlly pedigreed. Bred from

first class hunters and bench winners, also photos on in-

flulry. River Dale Beagle Kennels, W. E. Best, 50

Badgrow Ave., Toronto. tf

FOR SALE—Choice thoroughbred Irish, English and Lle-

wellin setter pups and trained dogs—pointers, spaniels and

retrievers, prices reasonable. Enclose stamps for descrip-

tions. Thoroughbred Kennels, Atlantic, Iowa. S-3t

FOR S.\LE—^Two Airedale Terriers, one two years old.

the other two months. Also some puppies, later. No fancy

prices expected. Apply to W. R. Cunningham, Annapolis

Royal, N.S. It

FOR SALE—A very hand-;<ime black and white pointer

dog coming four years old. registered. He has had three

seasons' experience on game, is well broken, retrieves, and

V) all day hunter. Will be sold reasonable if I can place

him with the right partv. R. A. Richardson. Chatham.
Ont. tf

AivcrtiMmcoti will b« In*

•crted In Htli DtpartmMit it

2c. a wor4. Scsd SUmpt with

orti«r. Copy thoald not Im later

than the 15th of the nonth.

FOR SALE—Irish Terriers—Dogs ami puppies of all

ages, full pedigrees. Carnlough Kennels, Vanleek Hill,

Ont. n-3t.

THE FRONTIER BEAGLES, Chatham, Out., offer at

stud, at a reasonable fee, three beagles representing the

blood of Field Champions Clyde and Herapfield Little

Dandy, and Imported Demon and Florist, that have pro-

duced almost all field trial winning beagles of note in the

past fi.fteeu years. Address 77 Victoria Ave.

FOR SALE—"Chesapeake Bay Retriever Bitch, eligible

for registration, whelped September 25th, 1908, also a . few
choice retriever male pups, whelped June IGth, 1910.

Write Box 50S, Deseronto." n-2t.

FOR SALE—A broken beagle, eighteen months old. This

fellow is a good looker, his sire is a Field Trial Champion,
so he is bred to hunt. First express order for $15.00 gets

him. R. A. Richardson. Chatham, Out.

40 BEAGLES, bred from best hunting and show stock.

At Toronto, Smith & Hardy won six firsts, two seconds,

one third, winners dogs, special for best three and other

specials. Write your wants. We can please you. W. P.

Hardy, Winterbourne, Ont.

FOR S.\LE—Irish Water Spaniels, 7 months old, by
Courtown Mike (Imp.), out of Bridget, from Imp. stock.

One dog, three bitches. $20.00 each. Also one dog just

one year old. $.30.00, a big fellow. Sam Holmes, Box 2,

Chatham, Ont.

FOR SALE—English Bloodhound Puppies from Imported

stock, best breeding in America. Strong, well developed

pups, having every indication of making grand ~ show

dogs. Price and pedigree on application. Dartmoor en-

nels. King City. Ont. It

ENGINES.

FOR SALE—Two 35 horsepower Sintz marine engines.

Heavy duty, fully equipped. Price attractive for imme-

diate buyer. Full particulars. M. J. Schloezer, 212 Niag-

ara St., Buffalo, N.Y. J2t

FOR SALE—Cheap for cash, several marine engines from

1% to 12 horse-power, various makes. Will seU at a bar-

gain. Give full particulars as to style and horse-power

required. W. H. Martin, Sporting Goods Dealer. Wood-

stock, Ont. tf

GITNS.

One Marlin 32-40—H. P. S. Vi Otg.—Vj Magazine: take

down, checkered pistol grip. $25.00. Box P, Rod and Gun,

Toronto.

FOR SALE—Tobin .16.

$25.00. Apply A. W.
Ont.

New. Regular $40.00. Sell for

Manlev, Niagara Falls South,
It

FOR SALE—Ithaca Hammerless 12. ejector. $70 grade,

30x3x14x7% X 14 cast off, new, $50.00—a snap. Apply

Box M., Rod and Gun. 1*

FOR SALE—Winchester target rifle, 32. W. C. F., peep

and globe eights, cover, reloading tools, ammunition, every-

thing first class. $20.00. E. E. Harwood, Woodstock. It

ITHACA HAJIMERLESS, .12 gauge, both barrels full

choke, in a one shape. Price $20. Cost $40. Murden

Johnson. Box 86, Niagara Falls Centre. Ont. It
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SPEAKS FOR ITSELF.
Smith's Falls, Dec. 22, 1910.

Rod and Gun, Woodstock, Ont.

Dear Sii",

Enclosed you will find seventy-five cents (75c) in payment of my advertisement
in Rod aiid Gun. Please do not insert any more as I have sold all the dogs I had to offer.

I have had s?rand results from my small advertisement and will place it again when I

have more stock to offer. Yours truly,

J. H. BOYNTON.

One Savage, 303-cal.

and Gnn, Toronto.
Brand new, cheap. Box P, Rod

MILITARY TARGET RIFLE—New, snap, $15.00. A.
Knox, Orono, Ont.

\ Lefever Hammorless Gun, D. S. Grade. Dura-Nitro steel

barrel, twelve gauge, half pistol grip, rubber butt-plate,
stock 14 inches. Box "Lefever," Rod and Gim, 25 Front
St. E.. Toronto.

FOR SALE—Winchester 32-40 model. .94, perfect condi-

tion, like new, a grand shooter; 2 boxes shells. Ideal re-

loading tool, $12.50. Aeil Fairbairn, Box 3, Vintnor, Ont.

It

One 35 Self Loading Rifle. Almost new. $20.00. Box
P. Rod and Gun, Toronto.

FOR SALE—Winchester Sporting Rifle, .303 British, with
re-loading tools, cleaning rod, canvas case, etc. First-

class condition Inside and out, $13.00. Box 30, Rod and
Gun, Woodstock. j2t

One Winchester 351 Self Loading Rifle, slightly used.
$20.00. Box P. Rod and Gun, Toronto.

ITHACA HAMMERLESS, .12 gauge, both barrels full

choke. In a one shape. Price $20. Cost $40. Murden
Johnson, Box 86. Niagara Falls Centre. Ont. It

One 33 W. C. P. Rifle, new.
and Gun. Toronto.

A Bargain. Box P. Ro<l

TOBIN EJECTOR, single trigger, also interchangeable

two-trigger plate. 12 gauge like new. Price $50.00: list.

$120.00. Address. Box 211, East Liberty Station, Pittsburg.

Pa.

One .303 British Rifle, new. a snap. Box P. Rod and
Gun. Toronto.

FOR SALE—Winchester 32-40 mo<lel. .94, perfect condi-

tion, like new. a grand sho.->tPr: 2 boxes shells, Ideal re-

loading tool. $12.50. Acil Fairbairn, Box 3, Vintnor, Ont..

It

One Syracuse 12 gauge—.30 In. Krupp fluid steel barrels,

hammerless. automatic ejector, $25.00. 123 King St.,

East, Toronto.

FOR SALE—Winchester Sporting Rifle. ..303 British, with

reloading tools, cleaning rod. canvas case. etc. First-

class condition Inside and out. $13.00. Box 30. Rod and

Gun. Woodstock. j2t

25.000 empty shells. 12 gauge x 2% In., 65c per 100.

123 King Street. East. Toronto.

FOR SjVLE—Union Repeating Shot Guns. $18. Ithaca

Shot Guns at ' Lowest Prices. English Double Guns. $7.

Standard Rifles. Write for price list. National Wire
Fence Co., Prescott, Ont. 2t

FOR S.4LE—Marlin Rifle, Model 1892. 32 cal.. rim or

centre fire nearly new. fitted with Marble Peep Sight,

al.sio reloading tools. 2 bullet moulds, co.'it $24. will take

$14. Stevens Hammerless Shot Gun. 12 ga. $15. Kodak,
takes picture 3% x 4%, $12. Ernest Gordon, Pingal.

Ont. It

10 only Rsvolvers. double action. 38 R. F. Calibre and
5fV) cartridges for $5.00. Box P. Rod and Gun. Toronto.

Does your Engine need the Doctor ?

Describe its symptons by mail or phone.
Perhaps I can cure the trouble the same
way—or tell you how.
Try me anyhow—it won't cost much.

WM. GILLESPIE, The Gas Engine Doctor
98 EAST FRONT ST, TORONTO

Phone Main 570

15 cases Black Powder loaded shells, 10 and 12 gauge.
$7.50 per case. 123 King St., E., Toronto.

One 22 cal. Automatic Rifle; used. $10.00. Box P, Rod
and Gun. Toronto.

LAUNCHES.
"

FOR SALE—12 ft. Duck Boat. A Bargain at $25.00.

.ipply Box B, Rod and Gun, Woodstock, Ont. tf

FOR SALE—Two Canvas Folding Boats, 14 ft., sell or
trade for furs. C. E. Randall. Box 39, Cedar Junction,
Kansas. It

FOR SALE—Open fishing boat. Will sell for $20.00
cash. A bargain. Apply Box A, Rod and Gun, Wood-
tock, Ont. tf

FOR SALE—Smack. Kawartha Lakes. Good condition.

Apply R. P. Baker, University of Chicago.

A 8-10 H.P. Twin Screw, Van Auken Motor with the
following equipment: Spark plugs, commutator, spark coil,

primary and secondary wires, muffler, starting lever, tools

and couplings bored to suit propeller shafts, also a specially

selected carburetor. Send for further particulars to Box 13,

Rod and Gun, Toronto, Ontario.

$135. for 16 ft. 3 H.P. Motor Boat. $400. for 25 ft.

Auxiliary Cabin Cruiser, carries 400 feet of canvas. Botb
boats in excellent condition. Apply, C. B. H., Box 309,

I.istowel, Ont. tf

POISON — TRAPPERS — POISON.

Use Goes' New Liquid Poison Capsules, the quick killer

for fur animals: the best money maker for trappers. Now
the fourth season in use with excellent results. My cap-

sules kill the animals on the spot. No loss when properly

used. Two cent stamp for free booklet. Edmund Goe«,

Inventor and Manufacturer. Station E.. Milwaukee, Wis. It

'

PET STOCK.
FOR SALE—KITTENS—Thoroughbred Persian Kittens.

Prize-winning stock. "Rahman." line-bred black King at

service. Address:—Mrs. F. E. Hewitt, 708 Dovercourt Rd.,

Toronto, Ont.

'
~~

ipECIALS.
FOR SALE—Trappers' methods, baits and scents—Jesse

Bentley, Trapper, Arlington. Vt.

FOR SALE—^Parched Wild Rice for cooking.

Campbell, Keene, Oat.

Robert H.
d-4t

FOR SALE—New Khaki Duck Tent, white fly poles,

mallett and tent bag. Apply 195 Pretoria Ave.. Ottawa. It

FOR S.\LE—Summej Cottage at Torrance, Lake Musko' a,

near P. O. ana steamboat wharf. George Parker, Box 176,

Gravenhurst. 2t
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WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG.

Embodied in the 1911 Sterling you will find the most up-to date
design, construction and materials. Mechanical lubrication, adjusting
screws on push rods, water-jacketed exhaust manifold, and many other
exclusive features assure perfect operation and high efficiency. Sizes

—

8 H.P. to 210 H.P. Be sure and see our exhibit at the coming Motor
Boat Shows at Boston, New York and Chicago.

Sterling Engine Company,
1252 NIAGARA STREET.

BLTFALO, N. Y U. S. A.

$1200—Muskoka—Lack-a-Day—Cedar Bay—seven rooms;

kitchen; stable; good fishing; unfurnished; references;

spring; mail route. Thos. Cooper, Cooper's Falls. Ont.

BROTHER—Accidentally discovered root will cure both

tobac-co habit and indigestion. Gladly send particulars.

J. K. Stokes, Mohawk, Florida. 3t

PERFECT HAND VACUUM CLEANER—Latest and best

practical machine, light weight, perfect design, easily

operated. Special discount to readers of Rod and Gun.

Agents wanted In every couaty. R. McGregor & Co..

Hianufacturer's Agents, 99 Gladstone Avenue, Toronto. Olt

SHOOTING PRESERVE FOR SALE—Abundance of wild

rice; principal game, black ducks, mallard, pintail, teal,

mlpe; good revenue from trapping mink and muskrat;
trout streams entering lake; situated near Toronto. Good
Club House. Apply Bos K., Rod and Gun, Woodstock. It

We can save you 10 to 15 per cent, on Canadian maga-
ilne« and newspapers If you act quickly. Send for yearly
qnotatioos. Elgin Specialty Co., St. Thomas. Ont.

Ml'.Uc dollar trappers' methods, baits and scents for

•ale. Jesse Bentley, Arlington, Vermont. It

WANTED TO EXCHANGE—A 5x7 Camera In good
condition, cost $45.00, for Typewriter. Adross, Cameni,
Box 138, Depot Harbor, Ont.

FOR SALE—Black Bear, Timber Wolf, Coyote, Moun-
tain Lion, Pox and other well furred nigs, with mounted

FOR SALE—^Mounted Moose Heads, cheap. Apply to

W. D. Black, Margaret, Manitoba.

A Large Mounted Elk Head For Sale. Write to-d.ny for

description and prices, Edwin Dixon, Taxidermist,
tJnlonville, Ont.

heads, open month or half head finish, lined with best
felt, fancy borders. Highest class of work and very
reasonable prices. Will ship on approval anywhere.
Edwin Dixon, Taxidermist, Unlonville, Ont.

FOR SALE—Four Large Mounted Deer He.ids, a 16
point woodland Caribou head, mounted and unmounted
tiorns. Buffalo horns. Elk tusks. Tanned and Raw Animal
Skins. Cut prices. Edwin Dixon, Taxidermist, UnionvlUe.
Ont.

FOR SALE^Three l.irge Moose Heads, mounted this

reason. Write for description and prices. Edwin Dixon,

Taxidermist, Unlonville, Ont.

Want automatic pump gun for trap shooting. Lock Box
133, Klngsvllle, Ont. It

FOR SALE—Light weight, high grade, Snrfth ejector.

Lock Box 133, Klngsvllle, Ont. It

nSHER.MAN'S LUCK-An.vbody wishing to invest in a

good trout pond will please communicate with Mr. C. Avery,

Haydon, Ont. It

FOR SALE—20 bore hammerless gun by Henry Atkin
from Purdeys, London, 28 inch steel barrels, cylinder and
choke. 5 lb. 8 oz. in case with cleaning tools. Cost £32;
will sell for $75.00. 1 Hollis and Sons. 12 bore hammer-
less gun. 32 inch steel barrels, full cl)oke, 1%. 2%. 14%.
7 lb., 10 oz.. great killer, sound. Cost $70.00, will sell

for $37.50. Browning 7. 65 M. M. Automatic pistol, good

condition. $11.50. London guns are in a class of them-

selves. Box 16, Swan Lake, Man. It

Grizzlv and Black Bear Hunting in May or June. Write

H. G. Low, Sportsman's Guild. Gelena P. O.. via Golden.

B.C. Evertyhing furnished. Rates $15.00 per day Inclusive
F32
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By Canoe To Hudson Bay

Through the Silent Places

No. 10

BY DR. LfTHER HARVKY.

THREE hundred miles north of To-
ronto lies the beautiful Temag-
ami region. The fishing is good,
the hotels comfortable ; the air

at the end of August is cool and snappy.
You can take all-day fishing trips to

favorite spots which the guides will re-

commend to you, or you can drop your
line quite near your hotel, and do as

well perhaps, as at the more distant

points.

You can photograph the partridges

on Deer Island while they walk under
your feet like chickens. You can pad-

dle up into Whitefish Bay and see where
Johnny Indian has built his picturesque

winter quarters, and paddling up a tiny

stream in front of Johnny's home, you
may eat your lunch on the bank of a

miniature lake fed by a diminutive water-

fall, and examine the tracks made by Mr.

Bear when he comes down to drink.

You may cross the portage into Sandy
Jnlet, and so proceed to Squirrel Lake,

and after an hour's tramp through the

unbroken bush, over logs and rocks.

and through the densest undergrowth,

you may arrive, if your guide has not

missed his reckoning, at a beaver dam,

which is interesting enough to repay you

for the trials of the journey. You will

see where Mr. Beaver has chosen

just the right spot on the creek, where

the banks are steep on each side, so that

he will be able to skid his logs down
with the least difficulty. You will find

his dam an admirable structure of logs

and brush and mud, ten to twelve feet

in height at the center of the stream and

your guide will tell you how Mr. Beav-

er is constantly busy adding to and tak-

ing from his dam ^accordingly as he wants
higher or lower water for his home.

On Deev Island, Temagami.
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Abitibi River—Looking Up Stream. Five Days From the
Nearest Habitation.

You may climb along- the banks above
the dam, and admire the wonderful work
of his cuttings, seeing logs six and eigni
inches across beautifully severed by his
sharp teeth, and pulled down the smooth
skidways he has prepared with quite the
skill of an expert lumberman. You will

see his mound-shaped house of small
logs and twigs cemented with mud, well
above the dam and not far from shore,
far enough to be out of reach of prying
enemies and near enough to escape the
force of the current when the ice goes
out. If your guide is an observer of
animals, which he usually i!\ he will tell

you interesting stories of the habits of
the beaver, and you will find it all very
interesting.

There are many other trips which you
may take out froni Temagami, but if the
spirit of adventure is stirring in your
soul, and the thoughts of putting on a

high collar for dinner at the hotel galls

you, you will begin questioning your

guide about the region farther North.
The tame wildness of Temagami is good,
but having had a taste of the wilds, you
like the sample, and experience in your
soul a hankering for the real thing where
there are no hotels to go back to, and
where high collars are unknown.

Likely enough your guide, who is a
lover of the wilderness and finds his

greatest happiness in remote places, will
turn his thoughts to Hudson's Bay, and
tell you how, in a few weeks, and at

moderate expense, you can take one of
the many rivers flowing toward the
great northern sea, reach the Moose Riv-
er, go down it to the historic post of

Moose Factory, and back by one of the
other streams. Here is a trip which
stirs your blood, and if your guide has
never taken the trip, but recommends it

because he is tired of the tameness of

one and two day trips, you get busy and
hunt about Temagami River until you
find some hardy spirits who have made
•the trip and can give you details. They
tell you that you can go down to Moose
in a week and can probably return in two
weeks if you keep moving, that if you
come back by the Abitibi River, which
is the route most travelled and said to

be the shortest, you will find it no
''child's play," that there are "ninety

miles of rapids in one stretch." that it is

" a man's work" and that "she is some
river."

You are advised to get Indians at

Moose to go with you as far as New
Post on the return to help you over the

Long Portage of Abitibi. which involves

about ten miles of carrying. If by this

time the fever of adventure is coursing

through your veins, you remain undis-

couraged by a recital of the hardships

incident to the trip, and decide to start

next morning, up the railroad line, to

Cochrane, the end station, a hundred and

eighty miles further north. Your guide

supplies the canoe, tent, and other camp-
ing paraphernalia, and when you go

down to the little steamer the next morn-
ing, you find he has everything aboard,

and you start for Temagami station to

take the next train north.

As the train stops at Cobalt, it is
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worth your while to get out and take a

look about you. The little lake is sur-

rounded by mills about as closely as they
can be placed, and the town looks as new
and prosperous as many that you have
seen in the rich mineral districts of the

Far West.
As you near Cochrane, if it be on a

Friday, you learn that the accommoda-
tion train, on the new bit of construction
which the contractors have put in for

the Trans-Continental Railway, will

leave at six in the morning, and there

will be no other train until Tuesday.
It is already nine in the evening and you
immediately make up your mind that

you are in for a three days hold-up at

the very start. But your guide says

"No,— we must take that train." You
can't just figure out how he is going to

lay in supplies for a five-hundred mile

canoe trip, get the necessary maps, etc.,

between nine at night and six in the

morning, but it is already the second

day of September, and you have told

your guide that you must be back by
the twenty-fifth. Your Northern guidt

knows how to do things. He transfers

your canoe and other equipage to the

station of the new road. Then he goes

to the store of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany and begins to dictate a list of sup-

plies with the same facility as the buy-
er for a large hotel would call ofT the

supplies of the day. He leaves word
that he will call for the purchases at

half-past five in the morning. Then
he gets after the map man. You find

your hotel, leave an early call, and are

snugly in bed at eleven.

When your arrive at the station next

morning you are made fully aware that

you are on the extreme edge of civiliza-

tion. One glance at the baggage is

sufficient. There are several canoes be-

sides your own, and the most wonderful

collection of packs, bags, flour-sacks,

rolled up in tents and bedding, such as

you never saw except at the frontier.

Not a trunk or a suit-case do you see

in the entire collection. The packs all

look so much alike that you wonder
how they will ever get straightened out.

The train goes lumbering west over the

uneven grade and crude trestle bridges,

",*V'»i3«.*
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Abitibi Eivui jkmg Down Straam.

but in spite of many lurches she keeps-

the track. Some five hours later you ar-

rive at the Ground Hog river, fifty-sev-

en miles west of Cochrane. It has been
raining all the mornmg and of course
you alight in deep mud. Your canoe
is bundled off from the top of a car of

steel rails and before putting her into

the river, you must give her a careful

inspection to see how she has stood the

railroad journey. Sure enough, you
discover a couple of small tears in the

canvas caused by careless handling, and
a fire must be built, and marine glue ap-

plied before you put her into the water.

As it is almost noon, you open the grub-

bag, find a jar of marmalade, a loaf of

bread and some cheese to stay the inner

man till supper time.

You will find your trip down the

Ground Hog a succession of easy down-
stream paddling and not too difficult

portages. After leaving the railroad
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you see no sign of civilization, and the

silence of the northern wilds impresses

you. There is absolute silence except

for the roar of a distant waterfall, and

you instinctively take care that your

paddle does not strike the gunwale of

your canoe as you feel that the resulting

noise would be a sacrilege to the almost

sacred silence. As you pass Dreamer's

Island, you do not wonder how it came
to be so named. You are impressed

by the centuries which have seen this

beautiful country in exactly the same
condition in which the hand of God left

it, and if your bump of reverence is at

all developed, you cannot help feeling

guide are strong, self-reliant men. The
air of the northern wilds acts upon your
lungs as does champagne on your stom-
ach, and induces a feeling of buoyancy
and optimism that drives away every
vestige of nervousness and worry.
When you are struggling over a por-

tage in the heat of mid-day with a pack
so heavy that you had to load up by
placing it on a log and crawling up
under it, and when the tump-line seems
to be cutting through your forehead,

you are apt to ponder on the fact that

men elect to do these things for pleasure.

But when yon get to the end of the

portage, flushed with exercise, the grub-

Beaver House, Temagami District.

that you are in the presence of the Eter-
nal. You are a pigmy in the midst of
all this vastness, and when you think
that seven or eight days of toilsome trav-

el lie between you and the nearest hum-
an aid you are a little nervous at the
thought of what might transpire if either

you or your guide should meet with an
accident in one of these lonely places.

But you can't have neighbours and
doctors and hotels at hand, and enjoy
the beauty of the silent places. It is

the charm of remoteness that gives just

the tinge of adventure to your trip which
makes it so enjoyable. You and your

bag is opened, your guide brews tea and
you sit for a few minutes pufifing your
after-dinner pipe, the memory of the

hardships of the morning is already

gone, and you are anxious to be up and
on your way, ready for the next diffi-

culty which may present itself, and de-

sirous of making as good a time record

as anv who have gone that way before

you. You are living the life of the

natural man. The hard work you do

forces the life-giving air of the w'ilder-

ness into the utmost recesses of your

lungs. The waste products in your

svstem, allowed to accumulate by your
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sedentary occupation, all become oxidiz-

ed ; your appetite has a keen edge you
have not enjoyed since you were a boy,

and once more you sleep the dreamless
sleep of youth.

You have told your guide you want
to get through in three weeks, and he
keeps you on the move. From day-

light to dark you are on the move. At
noon you stop just long enough to brew
tea. your pipe. must be smoked while you
paddle. You pass groups of beautiful

islands wnth shoal water between which
you are sure must be the home of wild

fowl. You would like to make an early

camp there and try the shooting in the

evening meal, and the rest of the carcass
stewed with onions on the following
evening makes a dish fit for kings.

You may chance to meet some miners
coming up from the iron camp on the

Mattagami about twenty-five miles above
its junction with the Moose River. They
will tell you that the government maps
are all wrong, and will give you detailed

information about the portages for which
you will be very thankful. In some
cases, owing to the rugged banks and
preceding rapids, it is necessary to lift

out some distance above the falls. Men
have been known to go over, and, al-

though you hav.e a careful guide, any

Indian's Winter Quarters, Temagami.

late afternoon and early morning. But
you haven't yet done a full day's work
and your guide reminds you that mak-
ing early camps in good weather is not
the way to get to James Bay. You pad-
dle past an island. You hear a click

behind you and the report of a gun.
You see a goose fall from the flock

which has risen beyond the point of the

island. Your guide has been busy
while you were day-dreaming. The
goose is still able to swim, and dives,

and a second shot is necessary to finish

him. Steaks cut from his breast and
fried, make a welcome addition to the

information you can get is always of

value. They tell you about the Long-
Portage, and Little Long Portage.

When you have made two trips over

the latter you wonder why it was ever

called "Little." Two days later, when
you are struggling with Long Portage
proper, the first one fades into insignifi-

cance by comparison.
The scenery from some of these por-

tages well repays the climb up-hill even

with a heavy load. Smoky Portage re-

ceives its name from the heavy mist

which rises from iiie fall of a heavy
stream of water which throws the spray
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hig-h in the air. The gigantic rocks be-

tween and over which the water rushes

at Little Long Portage are a sight never

to be forgotten, while the tremendous
stretches of impassable rapids at Long
Portage, seen from the top of the bluff

some four hundred feet high, are won-
derfully impressive.

On the Long Portage you should not

fail to take the new trail to the left

which crosses a swampy lake where you
are likely to see ducks. This trail con-

siderably shortens the distance, which

you will find quite long enough before

you are over. In spite of its high ele-

vation the trail over the bluff is very

more curious than the rest, should come
stalking into your camp. You see where
they have been lying down near the trail,

but they have evidently moved on to

some other feeding ground as none ap-
pear within sight.

It rains all night and your swampy
trail of the night before is now a minia-
ture river. It still rains and you are

loathe to break camp and leave the little

comfort you have, represented by the

dry spot under your tent. There still

remains a mile and a half of the por-

tage, and as you have a double load, that

means four and a half miles of tramping
through mud and water trying to avoid

Upper End of Little Long Portage, Mattagami River,

swampy so that you are up to your shoe-
tops in the mud and water, or constantly
side-stepping to keep out of it. If you
are heavily loaded the constant step-
ping out of the trail will soon wear you
out. You will find it necessary to camp
on the bluff where you will find, in Sep-
tember, blue-berries in such abundance
that you place your shanty-pan on the
ground under the low bushes and liter-

ally pull the berries off by hands-full.

Moose are so plentiful here that you ap-
pear to be camping in a barn-yard.
Tracks and dung are everywhere, and it

would not be surprising if some big bull,

the especially boggy places so that you
and your heavy load do not disappear

entirely. Your guide is unable to re-

press a smile at the very serious expres-

sion on your face as you proceed on the

trail, but he acknowledges that he has

done a full half-day's work by the time

he has gotten the canoe and tent-pack

to the end of the portage. He finds

birch-bark and splits a dry pine trunk,

and soon the water is boiling in the cop-

per tea pail. When tea is drunk and
pipes are lit. you start again with renew-

ed energy in spite of the pouring rain.

You have passed the last considerable
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portage, and witli the exception of an
occasional lift-out where the rapids are

heavy, you have a clear stretch of water
all the way to the mouth of ^loose Riv-

€r.

Three hours of paddlino' against a

strong north wind and a driving rain

give you about all you are able to with-

stand after your morning struggle on
the portage, and you begin to look for a

possible camping place. Your guide,

with his experienced woodsman's eye,

spies a mossy knoll high above the bank.

It is on top of this, that, after felling and
cutting up a dry pine, he builds a roar-

really think you are comfortable and you
rejoice in your good fortune.

About ten next morning yoii arrive at

an iron camp where some assessment
work is being done. All are out except
the Indian cook. The sight of his fresh-

ly baked bread and his deep apple pies,

ready for the oven, makes your jnouth
water, but John has evidently received
no orders to entertain strangers and ex-

tends no invitation.

Below the camp the rapids are shallow
and there are many rocks where it is

wise to lift out your canoe instead of

trying to pick your way between the

rocks. Lower down the water is deep-

Rapids on the Mattagami River—View From Long Portage.

ing fire. The logs are rolled about, still-

burning, over different parts of your
chosen camp-site, and as soon as all is

burned over, the tent is quickly pitched
upon the site. Not all the embers are

extinguished, and the corner of your
tent is on fire; it is quickly extinguish-

ed, however, and the damage is not
great. Balsam branches are partially

burned and thrown down for a floor. A
good dry pine fire roars outside, and
though you are unable to get dry, the

warmth of the fire and tiie cover over
your head are so much better than facing

the driving rain on the river that v^u

er and your guide carefully steers you
down the more favorable looking spots.

You sit tight in the bow with your pad-
dle ready to pull over from a half hid-

den rock. The canoe seems to drop
from under you as you descend. The
speed is terrific ; the sport exhilarating.

You have confidence in the carefulness

of your guide. You know that he would
not take you through if the danger were
really very great. Losing your duffle

a hundred miles from any source of

supply is too serious a matter to be trif-

led with. You reason this all out and
reassure yourself and yet when you get
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to the bottom of the rapid, you suddenly
find yourself out of breath. The ex-

citement has been so tense that you have
forgotten to breathe. You realize,

when you come to think of it, that you
have been holding 3'our breath all the

way down.
Early next morning you arrive at the

Moose River and are encouraged to feel

that you are now on your last stretch, as

it is only a trifle over fifty miles to the

mouth of the river. The current is

strong and a steady breeze is blowing
from the south. You propose a sail, at

which your guide sniffs. But you have
done the thing before in vour boyhood

By late afternoon you are sure you
have travelled fifty miles, and expect
to see the buildings of the French Com-
pany appear beyond every point you
round. But it is high time to make
camp, and your guide selects a point
where there is high ground beyond a

marshy bank. You land where the

grass appears to be trodden down, and a

few feet back from the shore is a well-

marked trail made by a bear seeking the

fish which make their way up into the

marshy grass where the water is only

a few inches deep. That he is a success-

ful fisher your guide knows from the

appearance of the dung. A cosy camp

Indian Quarters at Mn,,.. Ki Revillon Bros, at the Mouth of Moose River.

days. You tie a corner of one of the
wet blankets to the handle of your pad-
dle, another corner to the muzzle of your
guide's rifle. You face about in your
seat, and cross rifle and paddle across
your knees, allowing your improvised
mast and boom to fall apart and stretch
your woollen sail. The little craft fair-

ly leaps out of the water, and your sniff-

ing guide is content to sit back for the
rest of the day and simply guide the
canoe down the stronger currents. AMien
you pass a near-by rock you can judge
how rapidly you are moving. The pace
is not less than six miles an hour.

is made on a well-drained spot under
heavy trees. Just at night-fall you go
down to your landing place to wash up.

Just as you have your eyes well cover-

ed with soap-suds, you hear a snort be-

hind you and a little to ore side which
reminds you of the way your favorite

horse has of blowing his nose. You
hasten to remove the soap, but before

you can open your eyes comes a second
snort. You wipe your eyes hastily and
peer along the worn trail you have ob-

served. It is nearly dark and you are

not rewarded by even seeing the tall

grass move. When you report to your
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guide he assures you that your visitor

was the owner of the trail.

Next morning when you round the

first point the long line of buildings of

the post of the French Fur Company
burst into view. The blanket sail is

again rigged, the six miles are soon tra-

versed, and you find yourself looking out

ot the mouth of the river into James
Bav.

At the Moose River.

Hearts grow warmer as the temper-
ature decreases. Hospitality is always

goes out to them, and if you are of the
right stamp they as quickly receive you
into their hearts and homes. Friend-
ships are formed in minutes which en-
dure for years. Xo introduction or pro-
cess, of becoming acquainted seem to be
necessary ; to have braved the wilderness
is sufficient introduction and proof
that you are worth while. Those
who make the wilderness their home
sniff at its dangers, but there remains
just the same a feeling of kinship for

those who are within the borders.

If you are a prospector seeking to

take away Indians from the Post to aid

you in your development work, your re-

Moose Factory—At the Mouth of the Moose River.

augmented by remoteness, be it in the
Alpine fastnesses or among the cofifee

plantations on the plateaus of Eastern
Cuba. But travellers in the Far North
will tell you that in the remote north-
ern districts there exists a community of

interests in the ever-present struggle
against a common enemy that tends to

make the whole world kin. Mollycoddles
never press into those remote districts,

and you know yourself more or

less of a man by being there. Those who
have chosen the wilderness for their

dwelling places are men of staunch
hearts and iron nerves. Your heart

ception may not be so cordial. The
Company supports the Indian in order to

obtain the furs which he is able to collect

during the winter season. The Com-
pany therefore cannot afford to allow his

labor to go to others, and if you come
with the purpose of enticing him away,
you may be politely received, but you
will never know the warmth of the heart

that lies behind the politely cool recep-

tion.

If you go as a true sportsman, if the

spirit of adventure is stirring in your
veins, and you undertake the journey for

vour verv love of remoteness, vou will
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Junction of the Frederickhouse and Abitibi Rivers.

Strike a responsive chord in the heart of

the dweller of the north. He has neces-
sarily a large streak of the sportsman
in him or he would never have chosen
his dwelling place so far from the haunts
of men.

It is needless then to say that we were
entertained most royally, and made to

feel so very much at home that we found
it difficult to bring to a head our plans
for the return trip. In fict it seemed
that our entertainer was not anxious to

facilitate our going, while we were fear-

ful of abusing the hospitality of so kind
a heart.

It was interesting to study the prim-
itive life which the Indians still lead, their

bartering at the Company's store when
they came by families, the women carry-

ing their papooses on their backs.

Those who were not provided with
houses had pitched their primitive camps
out on the cozy meadow in front of the

house-row. That some of the women
are good housekeepers was attested by
the condition in which one of them re-

turned our much-soiled camp clothing

and by the excellent bread we had them
bake for us for our return journey.

As the Indians still remaining at the

Post were about to start out for their

winter hunting, a final "snack," or "meet-
so" had been arranged. For days the

men had been down the bay shooting

ducks. These were roasted in the after-

noon of the dav the festival was to take

place. Sweet cakes containing cara-

way seed had been baked in abun-
dance. At about eight in the even-
ing the bell over the shop was rung
and, as we had all been invited, we
strolled down to the huge carpenter-

shop of the Company where the

great packet canoes are built. In
front of the shop a fire was burning
and from the usual three-pole ar-

rangement were hanging kettles in

which tea, the only stimulant allow-
ed to the Indians, was being pre-

pared.

We found that the floor of the

shop 'had been cleared, planks ar-

ranged along the walls for seats,

and at the far end a sumptu-
ous table had been spread, ranging

across the end of the high-raftered
room. Chinese lanterns were hung'
from the ceiling, not lighting the lofty

space with brilliancy, the dim light im-
parting a very weird eftect upon the
primitive merry-making.

Two musicians, one with a violin and
another with a very modern looking
snare drum were ranged on one side

against the wall. The music was a very
fetching hoe-down with the time so ac-
centuated by the drum that it was im-

possible to keep from beating time con-

stantly with the feet. The four white

men present seemed as much afifected by
the music as were the Indians.

The whole colon_y seemed to be pres-

ent, and some came from the other Post

across the river. Young men and young
women, old men and ancient squaws
with faces 'like old-fashioned dried ap-

ples, frisky small boys, and tiny babies

strapped to boards were all on hand for

a good time. We were promptly ush-

ered to the table where we did our best

to show our appreciation of the proffer-

ed hospitality by displaying hearty ap-

petites. Little was said at the time,

but Joe. the guide, declared afterwards

that he had eaten enough feathers to

make a pillow. He said he had tried

hard to get rid of one mouthful of feath-

ers, and looked around to see if anyone

was looking at him. A dried-apple

faced old woman just opposite to hrra
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was looking him squarely in the

eye. There was nothing- to do but
gulp and swallow. He declared
that "it tickled all the way down!'"
The sets were slow in forming on,

but soon the men stood in the center
of the floor and after a clapping of

hands women came out of their

dusky retreats along the benches
and paired off with the men. It ap-
peared as if the women were choos-
ing partners, but we were informed
that the dances had been previously
arranged, it not being the custom
to escort the ladies to their places.
W omen, whose faces indicated every
day of sixty years, their heads cov-
ered by their shawls, came up on
the floor as lively as girls of
sixteen. Young men and old in their
work-day clothes and hob-nailed shoes,
girls and old women all pulling
their shawls tightly about their heads,
jigged through the mazes of the
dance in thorough enjoyment. Faces
were mostly serious in expression, but
the movement of feet and bending of
body were joyous even to hilarity. Such
grace and rapidity of rythm could only
be attained by losing one's self complete-
ly in the spirit of the music. So they
dance, sometimes till daylight, the men
going to work the same day at the usual
time and putting in a full day.
The Moose River Post of the Hud-

son's Bay Company was established in

1678, and is the second oldest of the
Company's Posts, East Maine having
been founded 1671. This picturesque
station has been immortalized in fiction

in Stewart Edward White's "Conjuror's
House" and the opening scene of "The
Silent Places," both having been laid at

Moose Factory. The bronze cannon
described by the author are still in evid-

ence and the portrait of Sir. George
Simpson still hangs in the dining-room
of the factor's house.

Ducks and plover abound at the

river's mouth, and Hannah Bay to the

East is a noted haunt of wild fowl. You
are only a hundred and teii miles from
the seal and Esquimaux. Burney, who
was down from Stratton Island, enter-

tained us with stories of his experiences

View on Abitibi River.

during the preceding Winter. It was
hard to have to turn South while there

was still so much of interest calling to

us out of the North, but our time was
short and the season was getting late.

^^'e decided to start at noon next day.
Our departure was delayed by the ar-

rival of the Inspector on the steamer
from up the Bay. A cozy home dinner,

presided over by a lady, and the cordial

hospitality extended by the genial In-

spector made the two hours by which
our departure was delayed, among the

pleasantest of all the happy ones spent

in that glorious X"orth-country.

Up The Abitibi.

The Office Man and the Guide had
been told that they would have no dif-

ficulty in getting Indians at Moose to

take them up to New Post. But many
of the Indians had already left for their

winter hunting grounds. Those who had

not already gone out were preparing to

do so, and had already drawn their sup-

plies for the winter. Their living hav-

ing been provided they had no need to

work ; and a two weeks' struggle with

the Abitibi River is not relished by even

your hardy Indian.

When the fur companies are working

in competition, Mr. Indian is a very in-

dependent mortal. He knows that if
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Rabbit Skin Blanket at Moose Factory.

one company will not give him the debt

he wants, the other company probably

will. Furs are high and both compan-

ies want them. By the middle of Sep-

tember every Indian who is worth his

salt has obtained his debt from one com-

pany or another, and he fails to see why
he should work for cash which he does

not need. A leisurely journey to his

hunting ground, fishing or hunting on

the way, or a few days more of post-

ponement while he loafs about the Post

are much more to his taste. The only

other source of help is the packet. The

Office Man delayed his departure one day

more to find out when the packet would

leave. It would be a lot pleasanter to

make the ascent of the River in the com-

pany of seven or eight companionable

men of the North than to strike into the

unknown wil'derness with only_ your

guide for company. But when it was

found that the packet party could not

leave for at least twelve days, Mr. Office

Man. whose vacation leave was nearing

its end, saw nothing for it but to make

the plunge. His ten days in the wilder-

ness made him feel very fit. His guide

was a hardy woodsman. Where man had

gone before men could go again, and

above all, it was absolutely necessary to

get back.
' The first camp w^as made on the same

spot as the last camp going down. Mr.

Bear had evidently stayed close at home

in the meantime.
' The ducks which had

been shot that afternoon were carelessly

ed

left at a little distance beyond the

camp fire in hope that the four-foot-

ed neighbor might prowl about the

camp in search of food. But fish-

ing was evidently still good, for our

slumber was not disturbed and the

ducks were found intact in the

morning.
The A'bitibi River frankly de-

clares her character at the first in-

troduction. You hear her roar

long before you arrive at her junc-

tion with the Moose. Once there,

you are confronted by a wall of

water which comes jumping down
an impassable rapid, and you are in

for a portage before you have got-

ten fairly within the stream. The
portage made and the canoe re-load-

the Office Man and the Guide
Icjok up the river where a wall

of water rises up before them. They
have always been accustomed to

looking upon water as more or less "on
the level." On the Abitibi, your ideas

in this regard have to be entirely re-ad-

justed. There your "water-scape" is a

decidedly up-hill proposition. Your up-

river horizon is at least five degrees

above the normal, and after a week of it

level water seems to be sliding down
hill.

It is impossible adequately to describe

the eight day struggle of the Office Man
and Guide with those "ninety miles of

rapids." Paddling in places against the

heaviest of currents, poling over rapids

where one instant your pole strikes into

less than a foot of water and at the next

thrust goes down into six or seven feet

or touches nothing at all, tracking with

a hundred foot line over sharp rocks

among under-brush which grows to the

very edge of the river and with its wiry

branches tending constantly to thrust

vou into the stream, leaping at times

from stone to stone, half in the stream

and half out, wading in the ice-cold

stream and lifting your canoe over and

between hidden rocks, unloading your

dufiFle and packing it and your canoe in

two trips indefinite distances up the

shore where no trails exist, crawling

with your load over and between slip-
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pery boulders ten and fifteen feet
high, time is obliterated in your
struggle against Nature. You cease
to be a normal thinking, reasoning
being, and are converted into an
automaton whose only purpose is

to surmount and overcome difficul-

ties, the motive pow^er of which is

the feeling that under whatever cir-

cumstances you must press on—you
must get out.

You begin to personify the River
in your thoug-ht as an enemv which
IS trying to keep you back.^ Each
new obstacle takes on the aspect
of a personal one which has been
placed in your way to keep you

Your fighting blood is
back.

aroused, and from early dawn when you
begm to break camp until vou sink ex-
hausted upon your bed of boug-hs at
night, you are conscious that you are
fightmg and it is your determination not
to be worsted, which carries you along.

Indians who are accustomed to that
kmd of travel, and especially those who
know the river, make more rapid pro-
gress with much less difficulty. They
know just in what channels poling is
possible, know where and on which bank
to track, where lift outs are necessary
and just where every portage takes up.
The Office Man and the Guide knew
none of this. The Guide had been un-
able to get any intelligible information
from the Indians at Moose, and the as-
cent was made blindly and by chance.
After two days' struggle up the right
bank, during the second of which, on ac-
count of the very shallow water, w^ading
was necessary, camp was made on the
head of the Island. On taking obser-
vations the following morning, it was
found that there was plenty of water in
the left branch of the stream. That was
evidently the branch w^hich should have
been taken, but in the absence of maps
or other sources of information there was
no way of knowing this at the proper
time. In many instances portages are
looked for on the wrong side of the
stream. After ascending miles of rapids
it was impossible to return and look for
the portage from the other bank. A

Indian Family Gathering: at Moose Factory.

passage had to be forced through some-
how.

The first snow came on the morning
of September twenty-first when camp
was broken at the head of the Island
just mentioned. Two days more of the
same kind of travel brought the party
over a portage above which the water
was still and deep. After a wreck's
struggle up continuous rapids it was a
joy to be able to swing the paddle again
in comparatively quiet water for the rest
of the day. Half past two in the after-
noon of that day made exactly ten days
out from Moose, and still New Post was
not in sight. The distance was said to be
one hundred and twenty miles. The
Guide as well as the Office Man began
to think it possible that they had passed
the Post while passing on the farther
side of some island.

As point after point was rounded and
the weary men saw nothing, it seemed
almost sure the surmise was correct.

Late in the afternoon two small stakes
driven in the water near the river bank
showed where an Indian had stretched
his fishing net. Another pair a little

further up stream indicated that Indians
frequented the place, and rounding a

point at about five in the afternoon the
buildings of New Post appeared high up-
on the bank.

It was good to see the rude buildings
of the Post after having been for so
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many days without the sight of human
habitation. The party was still in the

midst of the wilderness, but a white man
was living there. Food could be pro-

cured and clothing if necessary. Stocks

of tea and tobacco could be replenished.

Above all the menace of the wilderness

which remains always in the sub-con-

sciousness was, for the time being, brok-

en. Through all the exhilaration of your

successful fight against the powers of

the wilderness, underlying the determin-

ation to proceed in the face of all diffi-

culties, is the dormant consciousness of

your real helplessness in case of some
extraordinary happening. When you
approach human habitations, you be-

come aware of a load being lifted from

your mind, and you experience a glad-

some exhilaration at being again in

touch with your fellow-man.

The Factor indicated a grassy plot

near his house as the regular camping
place, and offered the travellers a log

from his winter wood supply for their

fire. Had an invitation been extended to

spread blankets on the floor of the shop,

or under the roof of any of the other

buildings, it would have been greatly ap-

preciated. The night was frosty and no

balsam boughs could be gathered in that

vicinitv to interpose between blankets

and the cold ground. But your northern

traveller is too independent and too

proud to ask for more than is freely of-

fered, so blankets were spread on the

frosty grass without a word of com-
ment.

Supplies were replenished and
the canoe, which had seen hard us-

age, was carefullv gone over and
patched with marine glue. The
Indians had all gone to their win-
ter camps with the exception of

the Factor's head man. There was
no possibility of getting a lift ovei

the Long Portage, as had been
hoped. As we were destined to

make the entire journey dependent
solely upon our own resources, no
time was to be lost, and a start was
made as early as possible the fol-

lowing morning.
Upon the trials of the Long Por-

tage it is unnecessary to dwell.

Those of you who know portages
can readily imagine what it means
to take ten miles of it at a stretch,

with breaks of only a few hun-
dred yards over miniature lakes. If you
are in fair physical condition at the

start, if you are not suflfering from any
organic disease, three weeks of struggle

with the wilderness will put you in such
shape that you balk at practically no-

thing. If a man is provided with plenty

of good food, if his nature is such that

he has joy in the overcoming of diflficul-

ties, it is hard to say what is the limit

of a man's endurance. In that life giv-

ing northern air, it seems that the more
he tears down, the faster he builds up.

Muscles and sinews, while they harden,

become at the same time more elastic.

Breathing is deep and easy and one's

"wind" becomes almost unlimited.

Every organ of the body seems to be do-

ing its work like a clock. There is no

"biliousness," no headache. You tackle

what seems at first sight impossible. In

a moment you find that you have done

it, and you are not tired.

You have struggled all day over diffi-

cult trails, packing all you can stagger

under. As evening approaches you

come upon a miniature lake which you

determine to cross before making your

camp. After the continued muscular

tension of the day. it is a physical joy t«

sit on vour canoe seat. Your arms move
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easily to the paddle stroke. Your
lungs fill so easily that breathing

is a pleasure. You look down over

the bow into the depths of the lim-

pid lake and see mirrored there the

sunset clouds tinged with red and
gold. Continuing to gaze at the

clouds below you, you lose all sense

of the water surface and imagine
yourself floating miles above the

clouds.

Your reverie is interrupted by
the scraping of the marsh grass up-
on the bow of your canoe. You
leap ashore, pull your canoe up.

your guide takes his axe, and pro-
ceeds up the trail in search of a

suitable camp-site. You unload
your duffle, get out your tea-

bucket, pull your canoe ashore and
turn her over. Then you take your
first load up the trail to where you hear
your guide chopping. If time is short
and night is closing down, you wash up
and fill the tea-bucket with water tak-

ing it up with the last load. Your guide
has already cut poles for the tent, and a

couple of armfuls of balsam boughs have
been gathered. The tent is pitched, dry
wood brought up and the kettle is soon
on the fire. If the night is cold you
may have to hold a candle while your
guide cuts a few more logs. Bacon is

soon sizzling in the pan. Your guide
is an expert at flap-jacks. The keen air

of the woods so sharpens the appetite

that all camp cooks are considered mas-
ters of their art. If you are a fletcher-

izer, a full half hour passes before you
can bring your jaws to a halt, and it

has been a half-hour of keen enjoyment.

Then the dishes are pushed aside to be

washed in the morning. You fill your

pipe, stretch your legs before the fire,

and it is then that the real enjoyment

of the day begins. Tired lumbar mus-
cles get grateful rest. Weary feet and

the pull of the tump line on your neck

muscles are all forgotten. You inhale

the keen balsam-laden air perfumed with

the smoke of birch and spruce between

the puffs of your fragrant p\],e, and be-

come oblivious to the world in a reverie

of keen eniovment. You kick a burn-

The Indian Encampment at Moose Factory.

ing log, the fire flames up, and lights up
your picturesque environment. Just
enough of a clearing has been made to

accommodate your little tent and the fire.

Close about on all sides is thick forest.

You watch the play of the firelight upon
the surrounding brush and over-hanging
branches. Soon eyelids grow heavy.

You seek your accustomed corner of the

tent and your blankets.

At dawn you go down the trail to

the lake for your morning wash, taking

the tea-bucket with you. It is necessary

to break the ice of heavy window-pane
thickness. Breakfast is quickly pre-

pared, camp struck, and by noon you
have crossed the Long Portage around
the succession of falls on the upper

Abitibi, and launch your canoe again into

quiet water. Two and a half days of

strenuous labor have put you fifteen

miles above New Post. But you are

glad to think that the worst of your

journey lies behind you. and all is clear

sailing up to Frederickhouse River.

The Hudson's Bay man has given your

guide careful instructions as to the take

up of a trail of seven portages to the rail-

road by which you avoid the rapids of the

Frederickhouse. You go six and a half

miles up the Frederickhouse and find a

lan(Jing place on the right opposite the

last of a group of islands. At the point

indicated you find a deserted Indian

camp of some size. Your guide goes
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ashore to reconnoitre and, returning,

tells you that the trail goes off to the

left of the camp. You get under your

first load and follow your guide over the

trail. You find it so ill-made it is with

the greatest difficulty that you get your

pack through. After about twenty min-

utes of this experience you cannot help

saying, "This is no white man's trail.

Xo self respecting white man would think

of carrying a pack over a trail like this.

This is an Indian's trail."

Your guide explains to you the signs

he has read which have convinced him

that this is the trail to be followed. You
wearily take up your burden and the

trail gets worse and worse as you pro-

ceed. After an hour's most strenuous

work, through swamps and over and

around fallen trees you arrive at the bank

of a swampy lake. Only the tent and

grubsack, cooking utensils and guns

have been brought over the first trip.

Remain the canoe and the bedding roll

for the second. It is late afternoon and

vou hike back over that awful trail won-

dering if vou can make the return trip be-

fore dark. You mark the time and wiih

all vour rushing ahead and leaping over

the' swampy places, you consume- up-

wards of three quarters of an hour get-

ting back to vour landing place. \\ ith-

out'delav your guide shoulders the canoe

and vou assume your tump-line. Pauses

for breath are cut as short as possible.

You are anxious to get past the swampy

section before night sets in. Un-
fortunately they are at the far end

of the trail. Over hummocks and
bogs, through dense underbrush,

around boggy pools of water you go
as fast as your legs w^ill carry you.

In spite of all your haste, your wiry
guide has forged ahead. At last

when it is too dark to longer distin-

guish the trail, you find the canoe
up-ended in the fork of a tree where
your guide has left it to be brought
up in the morning. Your pack, how-
ever, cannot be abandoned. It con-

tains the blankets upon which you
depend to withstand the cold night.

You grit your teeth, re-adjust your
tump-line, and judging your path
more by instinct than by sight

you struggle on your way. Final-
ly when the trail disappears entirely,

you call. You are answered in the dis-

tance by your guide. A few more calls

guide you to your selected camp site

and you drop ex'hausiid before the spjt

where your guide is preparing to pitch

the tent. Even your outer clothing is

soaked with perspiration. You are soon
suffering from cold and are glad when
the fire is lighted. You are "all in"' but

you have a great satisfaction in the

thought that neither you nor your guide

have to sleep without blankets.

Crossing the swampy lake next day
you strike another trail of the same
character, running due West as did the

first one. Fortunately it is not quite so

long. The second trail leads to a creek

running Xorth. as do all the waters in

that region. Your guide says that he

remembers the Factor's saying that he

should go down the creek some distance

until a lake was reached. Down the

creek you go. but you venture to remark

that it seems discouraging to be going

Xorth again after spending two weeks

getting that far South. You continue

to paddle down the stream until it pete.s

out into some shallow rapids. Xo lake

is to be seen. Your guide surmises that

the lake must be up-stream. So up-

stream you go as far as the stream is

navigable. You find an Indian's winter

camp but no trail. Your guide will have
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another look down stream. After that
you return to the portag^e where you en-
tered the creek and hold a counsel of

war. You have no difficulty in agreeing
that you are on the wrong trail.

You still have flour and a piece of salt

pork which you have been saving
against emergencies, but your other sup-
plies are getting low. A single trip

back to the Frederickhouse River could
be made before dark. Making a second
trip would consume the better part of

the following day, and you do not know
what is ahead of you up the Frederick-
house. It is the course which the Fac-
tor advised you to avoid. Your guide
reasons it out that by abandoning half

the duffle and travelling light, you can

get back to the Frederickhouse and
make the railroad in two days at the

most. If you try to take your full load

through and double back on every port-

age you don't know when you will get

out. Your energies have been sapped
by the previous day's struggle. Follow-

ing a blind trail to an Indian hunting-

ground is discouraging business.

You open your packs and re-arrange

the duffle, putting into one pile every-

thing you do not absolutely need for

the journey out. The tent, half your
blankets, the old Swiss rifle, cooking
utensils and extra clothing are cached

on one side of the trail for the benefit of

the lucky Indian who shall next pass

that way. Your guide takes a small

pack and the canoe. You make a pack

of the rest and follow. The trail back

to the Frederickhouse presents the same
difficulties as on the preceding day, but

your spirits are made lighter by the

thought that you know whither you are

going. A^ou arrive back at the Indian

camp on the Frederickhouse twenty-six

hours after the time you left it.

Paddling about four hundred yards up

the stream, you discover a well-marked

portage which is evidently the one which

you should have taken the dav before.

You point it out to your guide. He
simply says "To hell with it," and pad-

dles on. As dusk approaches you make
camp. The roar of water up the stream

means difficulties which had best be

tackled by day-light. Your guide car-

ries the canoe up the river bank and
lodges the ends between two trunks, so
that it is suspended—bof^om up about
three and a half feet above the ground.
The side away from the firs is banked
up with boughs. More boughs are cut
for a floor, a dead pine is felled for an
all-night fire, and you soon have as cosy
a camp as any you have enjoyed before.

Sleep, however, does not come with
the same facility as usual. The abandon-
ing of part of your duffle is the admis-
sion of a partial defeat in your struggle
against the Wilderness. The state of

the grub-bag is not reassuring. You
have wasted a day of valuable time and
have expended an unlimited amount of

energy to no purpose. What lies above
you in the roaring river you do not
know, and your mind is full of specula-

tion. Finally your physical weariness
overcomes the wide-awakeness of your
brain and you sleep.

Before daylight you are up and at it.

For six hours you struggle against the

rapids, poling where possible, tracking

where no trail exists and wading and
pulling your canoe. To add to your
misery it rains steadily. Such portages
as exist are in bad condition and show
little evidence of having been used. In

places it is necessary to cut your own
trail. After six hours work, your guide
estimated that you have made seven
miles. But there is comparatively
quiet water ahead in which you can

paddle, and yofi are not discouraged.

More poling and portaging are neces-

sary further up the stream, but the fact

that paddling is possible between the up-

side and falls keeps you encouraged.

^^'hen you are "all in" you stop long

enough to brew tea and fry a couple of

slices of your salt pork. This you eat

with a couple of biscuits standing in

the rain, and then you press on. At
about four in the afternoon you hear a

distant rumbling of a character so dif-

ferent from the sound of any waterfall

vou have heard in the past weeks, that

vou and your guide simultaneously

prick up your ears, and look at each

other. "Railroad train?" you both ask

at once. Not long after, a prolonged
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whistle, unquestionably of a locomotive,

causes you to tighten your grip upon
your paddles. You think it the most
welcome sound you ever heard in your

life.

Rounding a point at about five in the

afternoon the rustic trestle of the rail-

road bridge flashes before your sight.

"Thank God" you sigh and your paddle

nearly drops from your hands in the re-

sulting relaxation of the muscular ten-

sion you have so long sustained.

Above the bridge you find an en-

gineer's camp presided over by one of

God's noblemen. He invites you to sit

down to "the best supper you ever ate in

your life" and then takes you in to

Cochrane where you sleep between
sheets for the first time in just four

weeks.

Deer In An Ammunition Park

A Singular and Interesting Occurrence

STOCKING a game preserve has al-

ways been regarded as a most ex-

pensive undertaking. Yet an in-

cident that occurred recently at

Bridgeport, Conn., bids fair to establish

an exception to the rule. Incidentally,

too, it casts a doubt upon the old-time

theory that game scent danger in the

smell of powder.
Within the confines of a park consist-

ing of three hundred and seventy acres

of wild land is located the powder maga-
zines and shooting range of the Union
Metallic Cartridge Company. This park

is completely enclosed by a fence five

miles long, which, with its barbed wire

attachment at the top, measures fully six

feet high. The surrounding country,

too, is more or less wild and naturally

abounds with game.

Whether they were attracted by the

odor of the tons of powder stored in the

numerous U. M. C. vaults or simply pos-

sessed of a desire to enjoy the exclusive-

ness that the forbidding fence suggested,

is a matter of conjecture. Yet, the fact

remains that one morning, about a year

ago, a doe was discovered complacently

pawing the ground on the interior side

of the U. M. C. fence. About a year

later it was joined by a buck, and then a

short time after the family was increased

by the arrival of a fawn.

Quite recently, the employees of the

U. M. C. factory were surprised to see

• that the group of invaders had increased

to six, another fawn, doe and buck having
joined them. All approaches and en-

trances to the park being carefully guard-

ed, the only way the deer could have pos-

sibly entered was by leaping the six foot

fence.

So acclimated have they become and
so absolute a disregard for the explosion

of ammunition do they display that fre-

quently, during the testing on the one

thousand yard range, where both targets

and shooters are located on hills, it is

actually necessary to drive them from
within the line of fire.

Deer in an Ammunition Park.



The Ancient And Honorable Brotherhood Of Sportsmen

BY D. KING IIAZKN.

THE Other day, I had the pleasure
of meeting a member of the an-
cient and honorable brotherhood
of sportsmen.

He was a fifty-third degree man.
There are not many such, for the so-

ciety has a very limited membership.
This is not due to exorbitant fees or

social distinctions. They are held in

light esteem. It is caused by the exact-

ness of the unwritten rules of the order,

—the code of honor the brotherhood fol-

lows.

Many men make a pretence of fishing

or hunting. To them the rod or gun is ot

minor importance. The out of doors
and the change is the thing. They are

called sportsmen, and sometimes in a

modest sort of way, believe they belong
to the brotherhood.
Many others there are, who take to the

silent places bent upon killing. They
do not enjoy themselves unless by fair

means or foul, they obtain an abundanc
of game. Only a feast is enough for

them. In accents loud they proclaim

themselves sportsmen and never for a

moment do they doubt their standing in

the brotherhood.
Neither of these types of sportsmen

however, though they differ so widely,

belong to the ancient and honorable ord-

er. They lack the spirit and insight re-

quisite to membership. They fail to

understand the rules.

To join the order you must qualify in

your own heart, and in the hearts of the

members of the brotherhood. No game
of bluff, no "pull" will ever get you in.

You are admitted as soon as you are

worthy.
The order has no badge, regalia, or

secret hand clasp. Neither has it lodges,

monthly meetings, or organization.

Yet the members are to be found scat-

tered here and there throughout the

world, and when they chance to meet,

they instinctively recognize their kin-

ships. And their hearts are glad.

For two days my new found friend

and I tramped the grey fields together
and explored the leafless "covers" ac-
companied by a willing dog named Spot.
At noon we would eat an apple beside a
sallying, sparkling, glittering brook. At
sunset we would retrace our steps to

camp and after tea enjoy the luxuries of

an open fire in which the logs leapt or
glowed as the spirit of the chimney place
willed.

As we sat together we talked, and as
we talked I had the good fortune to get
a glimpse into the rules that the brother-
hood obey, and the principles the brother-
hood uphold.

I use the word glimpse after due con-
sideration, for it was only a glimpse I

obtained. I have not the honor of being
a member of the order and therefore do
not possess a complete knowledge of all

its rules and principles.

What I learned, however, I propose to

tell to you, for perchance you may have
long been filled with the lofty ambition of

qualifying for membership. And should

this not be the case, it is yet inspiring to

know that there exists an order of such

antiquity whose doctrines remain uncor-

rupted and unassailed to this day, and
whose creed is still implicitly believed in

and faithfully followed by a brotherhood

that remains pure and undefiled.

It is dift'icult for me to set down the

rules and principles in any order for I

got glimpses of them only now and then,

in the wanderings of our conversation.

I may begin, however, by saying that it

is one of the fundamental rules of the or-

der, that no member shall ever shoot at

a sure thing. It is not considered sport

to do so. The game must have a chance.

In obeying this rule the members of

the order never shoot at their quarry

while it is still. The bird must be on the

wing; the animal on the move.

To Mr. Arm Chair Sport and his

friends this rule may appear to be easily

lived up to. But the test is found in the

practice. Let the person holding such

an opinion start out from camp as the
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bright and cheering rays of the sun are
just coming over the dark, peaceful,
spire like trees on the hill top and light-

ing up with a million of jewels the frost

covered fields and branches. Let him
tramp through the day ever expectant
but without seeing sign of game. Then,
when the twilight comes, and he is mak-
ing his way back to camp, heavy of foot

and light of bag, let him see a bird on
tree or ground.
Then comes the test.

Then it is that members of the brother-

hood and other sportsmen, so called, are

distinguished.

As a result of their belief in the above
rule the members of the brotherhood, I

learned, take no pleasure in calling up a

moose and killing it. They do not con-

sider it sport.

"I was out with a fellow once," said my
friend to me, ''when he called up a moose
and shot it. I hope I shall never have
the same misfortune again."

You have been waiting patiently for

hours in your boat, hidden by the rushes,

with your decoys on the water. It is a

long, cold wait, and now and then you
shiver. At length you see a flock of

ducks winging their way rapidly up the

stream. Instantly every nerve in your
body is on tip toe. You anxiously watch to

see if the flock will turn in towards your
decoys or fly past. They come almost
opposite your boat, though out of gun
shot, and appear to be going by. It is a

critical moment. You are getting ready

to swear. Then suddenly they turn in.

And what do you do?
Do you fire into the flock? If so it is

apparent that you are not of the ancient

and honorable order. The members of

the brotherhood act differently. They
pick out a single bird and fire at it. Then
with the other barrel they pick out an-

other,—or try to. Generally they are suc-

cessful for they know how to shoot.

This then is another rule of the order,

never fire indiscriminately,—never fire at

random.
A third rule is that you must not fire

at anything you do not want.
I formulated this rule after listening

to my friend tell of an incident he met
with a day or two before, while out
shooting woodcock.

"We had gone upon the train to a sta-
tion about fifteen miles from town," he
said, "and were working our way from
there towards the outskirts of the city,

following the road. I was in a field at
the edge of a clump of trees when I

startled a deer. The animal jumped into
the bushes. I whistled twice and ran
around to the other side of the clump
hoping to see it as it came out from the
trees again. When I got around I did
not see it and thought it had escaped.

"Then I saw it standing at the edge of

the wood looking at me, and within
thirty yards. It was a big buck and made
an easy mark. I slipped a ball cartridge

into my gun and took aim, but I did not
fire. I did not want it. The fellow who
was with me did not want it either. We
were after woodcock."

To sell a bird or fish is considered the

worst kind of infidelity by the members
of the order. It matters not how small

their salaries may be, it matters not what
they might do with the money. Such an

act is unthinkable. The name of the

man who sells his game is anathema
in the rolls of the order.

"I was coming down on the late train

one day this season after a day's shoot-

ing," said my friend, "when a man came
over to me and asked about my sport. I

told him I had been after woodcock. He
became interested at once. Said he liked

nothing better to eat, and offered me a

dollar a piece for all I had in my bag. I

took out four and gave them to him.

'That's all you can eat.' I said."

The word patience is written big in the

hearts of the brotherhood. If they do
not succeed they are ever ready to try

again. And yet it can never be truly said

that they fail. Though they return home
without bird or fish, they are neverthe-

less amply compensated, for during their

long tramps through the open air, their

hearts have leapt up as they beheld the

beauties of nature: the stilly wood, the

running brook, the limpid lake, the open

road, the pleasant valley, the solemn
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cliff, the fleecy clouds, the glorious sun-
set, the silent stars.

They have been kissed by the sun, re-

freshed by the crisp, clear wind, baptized
by the gentle rain. They have ex-
perienced the sacredness of the silent

places, the joy of lusty appetite, the

pleasure of companionship. And they
have returned to their Wurk with minds
and bodies aglow and rejoicing. Oh no!
the members of the brotherhood never
meet with failure on their trips.

My friend told me the following story

that well illustrates the patience display-

ed by the brotherhood.

"One day," he said, "when I was fish-

ing the Mispec stream I rose a big trout

in one of the pools. I did my best to get

him to come up again but it was no use.

"The next Saturday I again walked
down to the pool,—it is about seven miles

from town,—and had another try. But
without result.

"On the four following Saturdays I

again went down there and fished, but

could not get the big fellow to rise.

"I again went down on the sixth Sat-
urday. I remained behind the trees until

the sun was about right and I could tell

from the movement in the water that the
tish were feeding. A brown bug fell in

the pool and floated down the stream.
There was a splash and the bug disap-

peared. It was my fish.

"I had my line all ready and cast down
over the spot. My flies dropped just

where I wanted them to. I started to

draw them back. Then I had a rise. I

landed after a time. He weighed about
two and a half pounds."
"You must have felt satisfied," I said.

"I did," he replied, "but I can't describe

to you my pleasure."

The fifty-third degree man and I part-

ed in the heart of the city, amidst the

noise and hurry.

"W'^ell so long," I said as I left him, "I

suppose you will be going out again on

Sunday?"
"I expect to," he replied.

WINTER WHISPERS.

CHARLOTTE CARSON TAI.COTT.

The blue sky smiles upon the lea,

The lea smiles back upon the sky;

Fair Quinte's islands lying by,

Feel Summer's kiss and smile with them

—

While Autumn trails her emerald hem

—

O'er shining bay and golden sands

;

The New Year comes and tip-toe stands

—

W'ith whitened paths to walk upon.

The bay dreams by the wooded heights

With Winter's whiteness garmented

;

The weeping willow bends its head,

While Maiden Autumn passes by

In mute and smiling ecstasy

The Northern breezes sweeping down

—

Bring jewels rare for New Year's crown

—

W'hile all the months stand listening by.



Snow Trailing A White-Tail Buck

liV W. DUSTIN WUITE.

GLAD was I, for the snow, very
glad, as I watched it through of-

fice windows, and I fear my mind
wandered often from my work

to a little wooded valley some three or

four miles distant where, for several

months, I had been trying to get ac-

quainted with four deer, first, merely
for the sake of acquaintance and to meet
the little spotted fawns that were al-

ways so securely hid that my most dili-

gent searchings were in vain ; then

later with my camera, hoping to make
a picture of them, for the little fawns
now ventured forth with their mother
and the old buck was often found in the

little valley. And again when the nuts

were ripe and the leaves fallen, I

once more sought the little herd and
with my rifle strove to bring down it's

leader, the fourteen-point buck. But he

had been shrewd and had an abimdant
supply of deer-wisdom, so that, though
I often saw the doe or the fawns, a

flash of his white tail or the crash of his

footsteps was all I saw or heard of the

big buck. To-morrow, on the first

snow and the last day of the open sea-

son, I would seek his track and try to

bring him down by skillful trailing.

Daylight the next morning found me
well up in the little valley, following

alonjr the brook to see if the deer had

been down to quench their thirst. About
a foot of snow had fallen. I had felt it

about my ankles as I walked in the semi-

darkness and I had also felt it occasional-

"Daylight next morning found me well up in the little

valley."

"Then they crossed the field in single file, crawled over
a low stone wall and entered the woods."

ly down the back of my neck, when I

would run into some unseen branch and
let a load of it down upon me.

But at last the sun rose over a

low hill in the east and threw
it's first level rays into the valley.

How it changed things. I rubbed
my frosty ears and swung mj
arms to start the circulation, then begaa
to notice the things about me. Things
that had been so gloomy and cheerless a

few minutes before were now bright and
sparkling. The soft, light snow covered

everything. It lay deep everywhere, up-

on all the rocks and fallen logs and clung

to each tiny twig and branch and shone

and sparkled as it caught the sun's

bright rays.

I was still walking up the brook and

soon discovered a muskrat's trail, lead-
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ing from one black pool to anotht-:. lie
ought to have been in his winter house
but a few warm days previous to the
snow had kept him out. Here a mink
has passed—smelled the muskrat's track
but not to follow—instead he went back
into the woods, perhaps hoping to sur-
prise a partridge in it's bedroom under
a

^
snow-laden evergreen. But wait

!

What knocked the snow from the end
of that spruce branch? A deer? Yes.
the doe and one fawn passed through
here and out into an old logging road.
They were not the game I was after

but I took up their trail, thinking the
buck and other fawn might join them,
if they had not already fallen before
some other hunter. My heart sank at
the thought but I knew the buck to be
a wily old chap and well able to care
for himself. About the fawn I wa>
not so sure. The deer I am following
seem in no hurry. Here the fawn nib-
bled some young maple shoots, then
crossed the road and sampled some
yellow birch, while the doe pawed away
the snow under a large beech—evidently
looking for nuts. Now they leave the
road. The doe acts a trifle nervous.
Soon she turns, watches the back trail

and probably scents the man following
for they both go bounding over the ridge.

I followed swiftly but as quietly as
possible, keeping a sharp lookout ahead
and on both sides. The fawn is an in-

quisitive little chap and will be almost
sure to double on the trail to find out
what scared them. I caught a move-
ment under an old beech top. Was it

a rabbit? No! This time it was move
distinct—the stamp of a deer's foot. I

watched until I was sure it was the fawn,
then whistled softly. With the first

bound he cleared a tangle of brush and
the second took him out of sight over a

low knoll.

Down the hill they went on the keen
jump and swung at the foot, making off

to the north. The trail was a plain

one and I followed it without paying
much attention to it. when suddenly I

happened to notice that one deer was
walking. A second glance told me that

it was not the doe or the fawn, but
the big buck that had walked up the val-

"With a thuml) on the hammer of my rifle, I stealthily
entered the woods."

ley. Still further scrutiny revealed the
fact that the buck had been the last one
to pass. I became alert in an instant
and followed quietly, placing every step
with care and fearful of breaking a twig
or making the least noise. The doe and
fawn had run to the edge of the woods,
then slowed down, walked across a pas-
ture lot, crawled through a barbed wire
fence and stopped to eat the tops off
some little sumacs. The buck followed
with a steady stride, leaped fhe fence and
joined the others.

Then they crossed the field in single
file, crawled over a low stone wall and
entered the woods. Straight through
the woods, which were but a narrow
strip, ran the trail, to a pasture on the
other side. There they spread out and
went up the hill side by side, leaving
three separate trails. At the top of the
hill they entered more woods, swung to
the right and worked along nearly par-
allel to the clearing—browsing on the
small hardwoods as they went.
Swinging back into the clearing, I took

a circle, hoping to get in ahead of them.
The first circle brought me to a fresher
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"Here is an alder with the bark rubbed where he stopped

to polish his horns."

trail but the deer were still ahead so I

took a longer circle. I was stealing

along, close to the woods when a twig

snapped but a short distance away. It

was a short, sharp snap—without doubt

broken by a deer's foot. With a thumb

on the hammer of my rifle, I stealthily

entered the woods. I was ahead of

them at last. The doe and fawn were

in plain sight—feeding straight towards

me. The buck I could not see. I look-

ed in every direction but no buck was in

sight. Then I noticed a trail leading

from the doe and fawn higher up on the

hill. I traced it to a small, snow-laden

spruce—beyond that I could not see it.

For what seemed hours I watched that

spruce, but not so much as a foot or

the tip of a horn could I see. Finally

I turned to look at the doe and fawn.

The moment I took my eyes from the

spruce there was a snort. The doe and

fawn threw up heads and tails and were

away. I turned towards the spruce and

raised my rifle but a line of waving

brush tops was all I could see. The tell-

tale tracks told the whole story. The

buck had seen or scented me before I

entered the woods for the trail showed

where he had stopped suddenly and

stood facing the clearing, then turned

and bounded straight to the little spruce.

How he could see me through that spruce

is, to me, a mystery. Try as I might,

I could not find the least opening

through the snow-laden branches, but he

stood there, perfectly still, and watched

me until I turned, then bounded away

with a snort to warn the others.

He would be on the alert now, and it

would be Sut little use to follow until

he had grown less suspicious so I stop-

ped to eat my lunch and rest a little

while, then went on leisurely. The

buck did not go with the doe and fawn

but ran straight east for nearly a mile

before slowing down to a walk. Then

he turned and went down into the woods

where I had seen the tracks in the morn-

ing.

He is going slowly now. Here is an

alder with the bark rubbed where he

stopped to polish his horns. There a

freshly cut twig where Tie nibbled a little

maple. Beyond the brook he went

straight south. About half a mile away

were a few sweet apple trees—remnants

of an old orchard. I had an idea this

was to be his destination for it was^near-

ly his feeding time and all deer are fond

of sweet apples. Taking a long circle

through the woods, I approached the

orchard with the wind fair in my face.

When I crept to the edge of the woods,

I could see the doe and fawn feeding on

the apples but the buck was not with

them. I dropped to my knees and wait-

•But wait; What knocked the snow from the end of that

spruce branch?"
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ed. thinking the buck might show up
later. Everything was quiet except the
crunch, crunch of the deer's teeth on the
frozen apples or the swish of their feet
as they scraped away the snow and I was
startled suddenly by a snort just behind
me. Whirling. I was just in time to see
the buck as he leaped the fence at the
foot of the hill and disappeared in some
thick bushes. The trails explained it

all. The buck had heard or scented me
when I approached, moved uneasily back
and forth, then taken a long circle to get
me between himself and the wind. His
approach had been so quiet that I never
heard a rustle. The snort was to warn
the others.

At the foot of the hill they joined him
and I followed the trail along down the
valley. The sun was getting low and
I could not expect to come up to him
again before dark but the trail was lead-
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mg me toward home. At last it swung.
To follow further would be to go straight
away from home and in fifteen minu'te.s
It would be too dark to shoot. I w<!-.
disappointed, of course, and hated to
give up on the buck, but I had to admit
that he had played a good game and
beaten me fairly. Just as I started on,
I noticed another track along up the
brook. It was the other fawn. I had
forgotten all about him in the chase for
the buck. He had joined the others as
they swung and the little herd, now un-
broken, bounded off to their beloved
little valley.

I should have liked that head with its

fourteen point horns to hang on the
walls of my den but I have a Avhole lot
to anticipate and look forward to, when
another season rolls around and again
I seek the little valley, to stalk or trail

that mightv buck.

The Rare Carib

THE hrst and only specimen of the
rare caribou of the Queen Char-
lotte Islands to be exhibited in
any country of the world will

very shortly be given a place of special
distinction in the British Columbia pro-
vincial museum, one of the three animals
secured by the Indians on Graham Is-
land, not far from \'irago Sound, almost
three years ago, having been successfully
mounted by Curator Francis Kermode—
more successfully than he had dared
hope could be accomplished in view of
the atrocious skinning of the animals by
the native hunters and the condition in
which the carcases were ultimately re-
ceived in Victoria.

The unique specimen is notably small
as contrasted with the caribou of the
mainland, being not larger than a fully

ariDou

grown mule deer, and would weigh ap-
proximately 225 pounds or less. It is
exceptionally light in color, and carries
the right horn only, the left—as in two-
thirds of the specimens secured—beirig
an absent quantity, a general deteriora-
tion or frequent malformation being at-
tributed to prolonged inbreeding.

The head is also much shorter than
that of the mainland caribou, and the
conspicuous fronta'l plough in the horn
formation is missing, all of which stamp
the Queen Charlotte Caribou (which
might appropriately be christened the
modern unicorn) as a distinct and sep-
arate species. That the specimens at
the museum are fully grown is attested
by the teeth, the front teeth being en-
tirely missing, while the back bear every,
evidence of ag^e.



The Conservation Of The Ducks

BY J. A. McKENZIK.

ANY Species of game, whether ani-

mal, bird or fish, that is sold in

the open market is doomed to be-

come rare and quite beyond the

reach of the ordinary sportsman, and

finally to become extinct. In the

December '"Rod and Gun" it is said, that

a reward of one thousand dollars fails to

secure a single specimen of the wild

pigeon, which only thirty or forty years

ago darkened our skies in countless

thousands.

A big price turns the market hunter,

with his rapid firing guns, and cunning

born of long practice, after any living

object, always with the one object of

slaughter, slaughter, slaughter. It is

the old story of the buiifalo, practically

now extinct on account of a few dollars

offered for their hides. The moose were

rapidly following, until an enlightened

humanity checked the slaughter, and

now, with its excellent game laws, the

State of Maine enjoys a substantial

revenue from its forest game, which are

steadily on the increase under the pro-

tective system.

If it were legal to take and sell bass

in a few years there would be no bass

fishing. Must the ducks follow the buf-

falo? Should one of the grandest of all

sports be spoiled and usurped by a few

market hunters? Most emphatically no.

We owe to ourselves and our children to

reserve this heritage with which Nature

has so bountifully blest us, and which is

surely ebbing away.

During the Fall of" 1910. I came in

touch with manv guides and sportsmen

on Rice Lake. Lake Scugog, and Lake

Ontario, and individual bags of twelve to

fifteen ducks to the sportsman's own gun

were rare indeed, as were also an average

of more than five or six birds a day for a

week. Most of the shooters, like myself,

were glad to get twelve or fifteen birds in

a dav with a guide, which is very low

when you consider the off days in v^^hich

practically no birds come to bag.

The Indians and market hunters,

born and bred on the ground and

brought up with a gun in their hands,

and following the flock wuh a dogged

determination, and all the cunning skill

of a hunter race, kills often up to forty

and eighty birds in a day, and from four

hundred to two thousand in a single

season. I know of bags of ninety-seven

ducks being made in one day without

chasing up the cripples. When the

ducks are flying at you time is too

precious to go after cripples. With

what pride they enumerate the number

of birds potted with one shot, or tell

how few go out when a bunch comes in 1

One, a carpenter by trade, who regu-

larly follows up the ducks for the

market from the opening day to the close

of the season, will paddle down on a

flock of scooters or blue bills, which has

lit among his seventy or a hundred very

skillfully made decoys, and with two

pumps round up seven or eight birds be-

fore they can get away. If he were

limited to double guns he could still get

ample and leave a few to breed.

One windv day last October two other

shooters on Lake Scugog cleared up

from sixty to seventy big blacks. The

flight was on and their pumps never

missed. If their ammunition had not

run out they would have killed as many

more.

The black duck would soon be a

stranger to Lake Scugog if it were not

for the big carefully protected preserve

of marsh land where they breed. These

club members only shoot an odd day a

week, and stop when a limited number

are bagged. Outside the grounds the

guns are cracking all the time.

The Indians on Rice Lake killing from

forty to sixtv in a day, and two hundred

or more in a' week, do not need to guide.

One of my guides late in the season

volunteered the information that he had

only guided a few times that fall. Two

hundred ducks in a week paid much bet-
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ter tliaii two and a half to three dollars
a day and board. He was going- to get
a pump. When a bunch lit among his
decoys he would line up on four or five
for the first shot and then pick ofif two'
or three as they jumped and still get a
few shots at those which dove and
jumped later.

To sum up in every Ontario ducking
ground, such as Rice Lake. Scugog, Bay

"

of Qumte, Long Point Bay, etc., 'there
are four or five market hunters who find
It more remunerative to slaughter ducks
than to work or guide. These same re-
sorts afford healthy sport to from fifty
to one hundred sportsmen, who freely
spend their money, and stay and spendm proportion to the amount of shooting.
This money is distributed among rail-
way companies, the guides, the hotels,
the lodging houses, the boat owners,
the hardware dealers, etc., and becomes
a national asset.

Should four or five be allowed to spoil
the sport for the many?

The time has come, if this sport is go-
ing to continue, when the Canadian
citizen must step in and claim his own.
Conservation of our natural resources is

one of the most healthy and commend-
able tendencies of the present century,
and certainly should be applied to the
ducks.

First, and most important, prohibit
the sale of all game.

Second, limit the bag to each gun to
twenty ducks in one day. A sportsman
who employs a guide would thus have
the right to forty ducks in view of his
increased expenditure.

Third, license each gun, charging a
fee of from five to ten dollars, and de-
vote this money to buying up marsh
land to be planted with feed and re-

stocked, if possible and flooded where
necessary for the benefit of the shooting
public.

A gunner found violating the law
should have his license suspended.

Fourth, license the guides and put it

up to them to see that the law is ob-
served. Twenty birds to each gun

would be a big inducement to employ a
guide.

Shooting should only be allowed four
days a week, say Friday, Saturday,
Monday and Tuesday. The game is
given a rest and affords much better
sport.

Shooting after sundown or before
daylight should be prohibited. Such
shooting in the rice beds means three
crippled and lost birds for every one ob-
tained.

In larger bodies of water like Lake
Ontario decoys should be allowed out
three or four hundred yards. Here pad-
dling down or lying in punts is a neces-
sity and no point shooting is interfer-
ed with.

Decoys and liides should be allowed
in the rice beds during the month of
October, when the birds rarely feed
during the day time. In November
when it freezes at night and ice begins
to form, causing the birds to feed dur-
ing the day, no shooting should be al-

lowed in the beds. With the present re-

gulations on Rice Lake there are many
days when the man who travels a hun-
dred miles or more for a day's sport can
get no shooting. The birds pack out in

the channels and open lake in countless
thousands that make a noise like thun-
der when the}^ take wmg. You cannot
approach within a hundred yards, and
the man along the shore gets absolutely
no shooting.

Last, but not least, prohibit the use of

pump guns, automatics, eight bores, and
give the game some chance to escape.

With these deadly weapons tlie market
shooter wipes out the small flocks, and,

of course, no true sportsman would be

guilty of using them.

In discussing these views with sports-

men, hotel keepers and residents along

these waters, I found them all practically

unanimous in their favor, as were many
members of gun clubs in our large cities.

The time has come for action and it is

up to the sportsmen who enjoy a day
on the marsh or lake after the wild fowl

to agitate each in his own locality for

better regulations and cleaner sport.



A Big Game Hunt In Alberta

The Fishing In Old Man River

15V I'.KRT W. PIEUSDN.

FIVE of US—Mr. Borgus, whom we
shall always remember through his

skill in baking bannocks; Hans
Xeilson, the big Swede; Jho'd

Millar, Ed. Overhand a^id myself—had

long arranged for a big game hunting and

fishing trip and just before the open sea-

son of 1909 we were ready for a start.

Grub, guns, ammunition, tent and

many other things making up a good

outfit had been collected and all was

ready except for the filling up of our war

bags. It did not take long to fill mine—
a pair of clean socks and a few pounds of

chewing tobacco sized up my require-

ments.
In my Haynes automobile, model 19.

we headed for the Livingstone River,

where game is plentiful. When the car

could proceed no further we fitted out a

good pack with two horses to each man.

There was some delay in starting as we

had forgotten to throw the Diamond

hitch but afta- getting the Opal and

Ruby hitch we finally succeeded in hit-

ting the right one.

With fine weather on the start we

made twentv miles on the first day.

Hans and the Big Trout.

After Their Breakfast.

reaching Woodtick Valley at the head

of Willow Creek. It was late when we
made camp—so late that we did not take

time to pitch our tent properly, tying

the ends up to trees. At six o'clock in

the evening it started snowing and con-

tinued all "through the night till nine

next morning.

At three in the morning we were

startled by the breaking of one of the

limbs and the collapse of that end of the

tent, half a ton of wet snow descending

with it. Fortunately for us Borgus and

myself were sleeping in that end of the

tent that did not fall and it was therefore

up to us to get busy and dig the others

out. The first article I could find was a

dish and with that I shovelled snow for

half an hour to let old Millar out. He

would have it that death was staring him

m the face until I got the snow ofif him

and then he would not move until Bor-

gus had prepared the breakfast.

That breakfast is one we shall all re-

member. After Borgus had been work-

ing round the fire for half an hour he got

a pile of things together which he called
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bannocks. When we looked at them
they appeared like a collection of stove
lids and sounded like cymbals when ruli-

bed together. By dint of hard struggling
we managed to get on the outside of

about half a one apiece and then had to

call a halt. We could do no more. One
of these bannocks remains in Woodtick
\'alley. nailed to a tree. It looks like

some petrified hippo hide.

The first day of deer season found us

with nothing in the shape of meat but
some sow belly. Hans and I therefore

started out early after deer. We were
fortunate enough to come upon fresh

deer tracks half an hour after leaving

camp and steadily followed the trail.

Everytime I took a step the Borgus ban-

nock could be heard rattling in my in-

side.

Before proceeding very far Hans stop-

ped and said he had noticed something
moving in the timber. W^e both listened

carefully but as I could neither see nor

hear anything I decided to continue

while Hans preferred to 'go into the tim-

ber and investigate. In a short time I

heard him fire and looking round, sup-

posing him to have caught sight of the

deer we had been trailing and fired at it,

I saw a big buck bouncing out in my
direction. I fired 'but he still came on

until within forty steps of me when he

The Author and a Ten Pounder.

Crossing the Livingstone.

reared and vv'ent over backwards never
to rise again.

I was so elated that I had no wish to

go further and went over to Hans to see

what he had done. When I reached him
he was skinning a nice little black bear.

After concluding this work he returned

and assisted me to dress the buck which
we hung up as high as possible to save

the meat from the cougars or mountain
lions. With a choice piece of bear meat
we went back to camp where we were
welcomed by the others.

Borgus and Millar were on the sick

list most of the day. probably as the re-

sult of too much bannock and we decid-

ed to cut out bannocks for the future.

.

Xext morning Millar took ill, the effect

of too much bear meat and I took Hans
with me to bring in the buck.

The deer was hung on an old dead

tree with a number of limbs still upon

it. I went up the tree to loosen the deer

and let him down. The limbs were slip-

pery and I fell part of the way down but

caught my pants on the stub of a limb

and there remained. Hans had to come

to my assistance and when he cut me
loose he lost his footing and we descend-

ed together. Hans underneath. When
I got up I had to spend five strenuous

minutes in digging Hans out. He de-
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Glared that he was suffering from four

broken ribs and a dislocated hip though

as a matter of fact he was not hurt half

as badly as my pants.

When I took to the tree a second time

Hans retreated thirty feet, declaring

that he did not mean to allow me and the

deer to fall upon him which he thought

very likely if he remained near. W e

managed to get the buck to camp where

we cut him up ready for packing.

Where White Men Don't Often Go.

Next morning we pulled up stakes and

moved to the Old Man River, twelve

miles further on. The creek is noted

for both the size and the abundance of

the trout. The story goes that when
you wish to put on a fresh bait you must
stand behind a tree while so doing or

the big fish will take it away before you

can make a cast. The fly hooks must

also be placed under your pillow at night

or the big fellows will get them. The
accompanying illustration shows one -"f

the big fellows, a fish about seventeen

pounds. All this may sound like a fish

story but ask Millar—he always tells the

truth.

After fitting up the camp and hobbling

the horse we went for a catch in the cold,

deep waters of the Livingstone. The
camp was not a pleasant one, the forest

fires being too near. We only remained

long enough to secure one good day's

fishing. The air was so full of smoke

and smuts that everything exposed soon

became as black as a coal. Even the !isli

would have their stomachs black when

they came out to graze.

A move tv/enty miles further up the

river enabled us to escape from the ef-

fects of the fire. Here we made a ^oji

camp, fixing it up well as we meant to

make it our headquarters until we re-

turned home.

While we were all busy at this work

Millar went out to look for bear tracks—

at least that is what he said but the oth-

ers thought it was an excuse for escap-

ing work. Anyway he did run on to

some bear tracks and started to camp

with one of the animals. The remainder

of his story was to the effect that he

broke a log^by falling over it.

When we all accompanied him to' the

same place next day we secured both the

bear and his mate and also a fine large

buck.

Millar's tales of his boyhood ex-

periences interested us much and passed

the time pleasantly till our return. We
had no adventure worth recounting on

our return journey and were welcomed

back not only for ourselves but also icr

the venison and bear meat of which we

distributed quantities amongst our many

friends. We succeeded so well and en-

joyed ourselves so much that we are all

talking of going again.

x^dditional pheasants, partridges and

prairie chickens are being imported in

British Columbia during the present

year. Within two years 1500 pheasants

have been put out and are doing w^ell.

Partridges were imported last year and

good reports concerning them are being

received. Prairie chicken from Saskat-

chewan are to be included and it is be-

lieved that all three classes of game

birds will thrive and increase abundantly

in the Province.



Hunting The Mule Deer In British Columbia

BY D. B. D.

1i\ the fall of 1908 I was out in Brit-
ish Columbia locating between Nel-
son and Slocan City in what I be-
lieve to be the most beautiful valleym the Province. A lover of the gun

and of the hunt, possessing a 303 Savage,
a fairly good climber, readers will scarce-
ly wonder when I tell them that I want-
ed to hunt mule deer. I was fortun-
ate m the friendship of Albert, one of the
best deer and goat hunters in that fine
big game Province and I submitted my
wish to him.

His consent to go with me was so
easily obtained that I was led to sus-
pect he had contemplated a hunt him-
self. Our arrangements did not take
long in the making. Albert had a good
outfit at hand and knew the quantities of
provisions required for hunters in camp.
Our packs were readv early next morning
and included in our loads w^ere a tent 8 x
8. two blankets, a small axe. frying pan.
stew kettle and a supply of provisions.
Xo meat of any kind was carried as Al-
bert felt tolerably sure that he could
provide all the venison we should re-
quire.

As it was the eighth of December we
did not make an early start and it was
half past nine when we began to climb.
My friend is a fine hand at picking out a
good trail and as he took the lead I

followed with full confidence. I found
it a difficult matter to retain my position
with him but not caring to be called a
tenderfoot I stuck closely to it. though
I thought at two o'clock it was time to
call a halt. I don't know that Albert
would have agreed to the delay even
them, but the steepest and highest rise
was in front of us and we both agreed
that we could tackle it better if the in-

ner man had some renewal of supplies
before making the attempt. The
mountain appeared so lovely that I

thought I would like to look at it for a
while. There was plenty of dry wood
about, both fir and yellow pine, and with

a good fire a meal was speedily pre-
pared.

With renewed vigor we started on
that climb after lunch. When within
fifty feet of the top and climbing in a
notch, a small dry tree that had fallen
across our path allowed room for Albert
to crawl through but caught me as my
pack was larger, the cooking utensils
lorming a bulky portion. To get me
through Albert had to descend about
twenty feet, get a good hold with one
hand and reach out his rifle with the
other. I seized the end of the gun and
by means of a large, strong pull I was re-
leased from my predicament.
We reached the summit before dark and

went to work to make ourselves snug
for the night. Down in the valley there
was no snow but on the mountains it

lay about fourteen inches deep. Al.
cleared away the snow to make a place
for the tent and I set to work cutting
wood. Near the position selected for
the tent was a large fir stub that had
been nearly burned off at the roots. A
few clips with the axe and I had a dan-
dy back-log about thirty inches through.
It lasted the two evenings we were there
and when the centre burned through we
rolled the two ends in. It was a glor-
ious evening round that camp-fire so
high up in the mountains and neither
of us will soon forget it. We planned
the morrow's hunt and tired with our
exertions did not linger late.

I had a good fire going very early next
morning, one reason for such energy be-
ing that I found myself very cold in

bed. Albert was far better fitted out
for camping on a mountain in December
than I was and he was read}^ to allow
me to make up the fire. When it be-
came daylight Albert warmed the beans
and steeped the tea while I took a little

walk. I reached a bluff and had a fine

view of the surrounding country. I

could make out the railroad track and
the ranches along the track, noting the
Slocan River with its pure white water
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flowing down through the valley to the

Columbia. The sights were so entranc-

ing I think I might have been there yet

had not Albert called me to breakfast.

On the start Albert directed me to

take the left of a ridge. In a valley at

the end I found a lovely lake, about five

acres in extent, surrounded by a balsam

swamp. There was no inlet or outlet

that I could find and the water was
as pure as crystal. Going round this

lake I could find no dee- or tracks in

the swamp but on the right across the

ridge I came on a fine buck track. I

knew it was fresh for it had snowed a

course that a man could hardly follow,

the shelf in some cases being only eight-

een inches wide and running at about
forty-five degrees and in some cases a

good deal steeper.

Having made up my mind however
that where a deer could go I could go
also, I started after them. I was going

at a pretty fast clip in the deepest part

of the descent when I found I could no

longer control my feet and had to finish

by sliding in a sitting position. Fortun-

ately for me the shelf widened out as

the descent became steeper and when I

was able to stop and resume the usual

Albert's Buck—The Animal We Slid Down the Mountain.

little the night before. For half a mile

I followed the track and then found

signs that my partner had taken it up

ahead of me. Turning back to a bench

thickly covered with evergreens I saw
fresh beds where five deer had been rest-

ing. Evidently I had started them al-

though I did not know it at the time,

I was hunting just as I used to do in

old Ontario, but found out later on that

such methods would not serve in the

mountains. However, I did the best I

could, and it was not my fault I had no

results to report that night. The deer

went down to a lower bench takmg a

position I found myself unhurt. To the

left a yearling doe was regarding me
with much curiousity but as I raised my
rifle and covered her I remembered there

were two fine bucks in the bunch and

decided to wait. A little ahead was a

rock twenty feet wide and ten feet high

which hid the other deer from me. The
little doe didn't stay long but jumped

behind the rock and took a good look

at me from the other side of it. What
she saw was evidently suspicious for she

started off promptly at a great pace.

Some of the others gave a little blow and

followed. I ran to the rock but by the
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time I could climb up and get a view of

the other side the deer were all out of

sight. They ran down a thickly timber-
ed ravine and it was not long before they
were back up the mountain though they
took care to keep from my view.

It is my opinion that mule deer after

obtaining a good look at an emeny will

go further than other deer without stop-

ping "and keep on climbing all the time.

I remember that I thought so on this

particular occasion for I followed the

bunch till I was tired and decided to

return to camp.

When I reached the place where I left

the buck track I met Albert and related

my adventures. He laughed and told

me that the elementary rules of hunting
in the mountains were for the hunter to

mount the blufif and do his looking down
below. If I had followed these rules in-

stead of sliding down the shelf I should
probably have obtained a buck.

Albert then told me what he had done.

He was on a bench and searching the

ground below when he saw a buck. The
animal appeared to see him at the same
time and made a start, but before he

made many jumps a couple of shots from
Albert's trusty 303 British sent Mr. Buck
down and out.

As it was a long way down the moun-
tain we decided to leave him where he

was for the time, but took the heart and
some liver to the camp where we fried

them in butter. After so strenuous a

day's climb up and down the benches

these went fine. Again I felt a little

cold at night but I enjoyed the experi-

ence immensely despite this little draw-

back.

Next morning we were early on deck

and arranged the homeward trip. We
tied the buck's forward feet to his head

with a rope about thirty feet long, so

arranged that we could play him well.

Our method was as follows: One would

slide down and catch hold of a tree and

the other would let the buck down to

him with the rope. The man at the

tree would catch the deer, hoM him and

allow the other man to go down and

catch the deer in his turn. This Went

on for five or six hours and became mon-

otonous. We were afraid of breaking

the buck's horns any other way but de-

cided at last that we must adopt a quick-

er method and take the consequences.

Accordingly we gave him a good push
and allowed him to go alone. He would
make quite a long journey in this way
before being pulled up. ^Occasionally
he collided with dry trees and broke
them off like pipe stems. The plan

worked so well we continued this course

and about one hour after dark reached

the railroad track about half a mile from
our destination. \\'hen we reached home
Albert sent out his man with a horse

and jumper for the deer. On arrival

we had him weighed and he went over

two hundred pounds. I believe if he
had been taken six weeks earlier he

would have gone fully two hundred and
fifty pounds.

When we measured the antlers we
found them one half inch longer with a

spread one half inch wider than any I

had seen or read about. Our hunt

meant a good deal of hard work but

there is no pleasure without work of

some kind, and when such work is con-

nected with our pleasure I think we en-

joy it so much the more.

In my opinion two men without dogs

make up an ideal hunting party. The
two can hunt in different directions and

give the deer a chance for their lives. If

under such conditions a hunter obtains

his deer he can feel that he has fairly

earned it and his friends can heartily

congratulate him upon his achievement.

On many occasions I have seen par-

ties of ten or fifteen men shoulder their

rifles in the morning and start off for the

hunt. If the men composing such par-

ties know anything of shooting and hunt-

ing, a deer once sighted has no chance at

all. For instance if thirteen men sta-

tion themselves around the foot of a

good sized ridge where deer are likely

to stay in the day time and two go

lengthwise of the ridge the deer are

pretty sure to make their last run.

I prefer hunting under circumstances

where the deer have a chance for their

lives and believe the majority of sports-

men take mv view.



In the New Brunswick Woodi

Who Was the Jonah ?

RY W. G. RANKIN.

0.\ October first, 1909, I found my-
self on a Canadian Pacific train
from Havelock, Ontario, to Mon-
treal in company with Billy

Jones, on our way to the woods of New
Brunswick on a short hunting- trip. In
the evening we changed cars at Montreal
Junction and were soon speeding to-
wards the east.

Our spirits were so high that we re-
garded with easy toleration the conduct
of a crowd of shantymen in a second
class car. One of their number having
a voice they held an impromptu concert,
each giving in turn an exhibition of fancy
dancing, interspersed with songs. All
of them were more or less under the in-
fluence of liquor and one. a little worse
than the rest, persisted in singing- "Over
the hills and far away."
At McAdam Junction, which was

reached in the early morning, we had
a good breakfast in the station dining
room, admired the fine specimens of
mounted moose and caribou heads in the
waiting room and then boarded the
north bound train for Woodstock, N. B.,
a fine thriving little town on the banks
of the St. John River. The bridge
crossing the river here is nearly half a
mile long and never fails to interest tra-
vellers. It was noon when we reached
\\ oodstock and after a fine dinner at the
Aberdeen Hotel we devoted the after-
noon to purchasing supplies and ammun-
ition sufficient to tide us over a two
weeks' stay in the woods.

In the evening we joined the train for
Woodstock Road, a flag station on the
Gibson branch of the Canadian Pacific,
which was reached after an hour's run.
Here we were welcomed by friend Ar-
thur, at whose home we put in the most
enjoyable ten days I have ever experi-
enced.

An early retirement was followed by
an early rising and we had had breakfast
and were off before daylight. A hand

car was loaded with provisions, tent,
camp stove and firearms, and we ran
down the track for about three miles at
which point we unloaded and commenc-
ed "packing" our supplies in the woods.
The feelings of exhilaration, increased

by expectancy and delight we experienc-
ed upon entering the virgin forest in the
early days of October, with the leaves
just beginning to fall, will make us re-
member that day so long as life mav be
granted to us. Xo load was too heavy
and no distance appeared too long as we
plodded on our way amidst the trees.
Finally we pitched the tent in a fine
bunch of timber near to a spring of
water about a mile from the raikoad
•where deer signs were not lacking.

Most of the forenoon was spent in
erecting the tent and fixing up spruce
bunks.

^

If properly constructed these
are the ideal bunks for camping purposes
and Arthur is an expert at this work.
We found the bunks as soft and springy
as the best bed at home.

In the afternoon we decided to skir-
mish around and become acquainted with
the locality. I lent Arthur my ten shot
automatic Mauser pistol, to 'which he
seemed to take a fancy and armed with
"ly -35 ^^'inchester and Billy with a .30
special, we sallied forth. After a short
time we lost Arthur.
We saw numbers of partridges but no

deer although their tracks were plenti-
ful. For two weeks prior to our visit
there had been much rain and all the
low ground was soft and flooded in
places, enabling us easily to trace the
different points at which the deer had
crossed. As we had only our rifles we
did not shoot the partridges and I felt

myself often longing for my little 16
gauge Parker shot gun which was re-

posing in safety back at the camp.
Suddenly we were startled bv the

crack, crack, crack of the Mauser a short
distance to our left and knew it was
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Arthur. In all I counted eight shots,

fired in rapid succession and hurrying" in

the direction from which the sounds
came we saw Arthur sitting on a log and
serenely surveA^ng the scenery.

In response to questioning he told us

that he had fired all eight shots at a

buck which he scared up but none took

effect and Mr. Buck disappeared. He
described the animal as going at record

speed, although only seventy-five yards

from him at the time he was started. 1

was a little surprised to learn that the

shots missed as Arthur can shoot some
and I have found the Mauser fairlv ac-

trees in front disclosed the forms of four

deer, one buck and three does, not fif-

ty yards away. My surprise and cha-

grin may be imagined but cannot be des-

cribed. Here I was in one of the finest

positions for which a big game hunter
can wish and helpless so far as getting

venison was concerned with my 16 gauge
shotgun.

I remained watching and enjoying the

sight for at least a quarter of an hour
when finally the largest doe lay down
and commenced chewing the cud. All

remained facing jn my direction and al-

lowed me the finest sight I have ever

Our Camp With Arthur and Bill.

curate. With the strictest examination
we could find no blood marks and came
to the conclusion that the buck was un-
harmed.
Thinking over those flocks of part-

ridges we had seen, we left camp next
morning armed with shot guns and de-
cided to devote the day to partridge
hunting. After getting a few birds we
separated, each taking a different route
and agreeing to meet at the camp for

dinner. Shortly after leaving my com-
panions I heard something ahead and
immediately came to a pause.

A careful examination through the

enjoyed in the woods. I longed for
my camera and my Winchester both of
which were back in the camp. The
day before I was wishing for my shotgun
but while watching the deer I would have
given much to find my trusty rifle in

my hands. A\'hy had I not strapped
the Mauser to my belt? I had plenty of

time to have unstrapped it and procured
one if not two deer.

All regrets were useless, however, and
tired with remaining still for such a time
I made a sudden motion toward the
deer that was lying down. How quick-
Iv she saw me and how immediatelv the
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news was conveyed to the others I I

had not taken two steps when she was up
with a bound and all four were soon
"over the hills and far away."
Soon afterwards Bill appeared and

told me something I already knew and
which had been impressed upon me more
deeply than ever by that morning's ex-
perience, namely that no hunter "should
ever go out in a deer country without an
arm capable of killing big game. He
told me that the big doe ran up and
stopped within sixty yards of him. On
the spur of the moment he took a chance
and fired but of course did not turn a
hair.

After the experience of these two days
I set out on the third morning with both
rifle and shotgun, imagining that I was
fully prepared for anything that xmight
happen. I calculated that I could shoot
partridge with one hand and still have
the rifle ready in case I saw a deer.

Four partridges were hanging at my
belt when I received another "jolt" sim-
ilar to that of the day before. I was
crossing a small burning in which were
many deer tracks and also numerous
partridges when I stepped on a flat rock
about thirty yards from the fringe of

green birches at the edge of the burn-
ing. While cautiously surveying the
underbrush around the clearing my eves
rested on an immense buck. The an-
imal was standing at the end of an old
logging road at the edge of the green
birches and not over forty yards in front
of me. Encumbered as I was with my
rifle on my left shoulder and my shot-

gun in my right hand it was quite im-
possible to make a quick shot with either.

Doing some quick thinking I decided to

lay down the shotgun and use the rifle.

Alas, however, for my plan ! The mo-
ment I made a move to lay down the
shotgun the buck wheeled like a flash

and was in the underbrush before two
could be counted. All I managed to se-

sure was a shot at his tail above the
brush about seventy-five yards away as

he sped for the tall timber.

After this episode I sat down and made
a vow that as long as I was hunting
in that country I would carry nothing

but a rifle. After obtaining a few more
birds I returned to camp feeling pretty
cheap. My experience was detailed and
as a result my companion decided to fol-

low my example.

The following day all armed with
rifles we hunted carefully and came
across many partridges but no big game.
Next morning I was sorely tempted to

ignore my vow and take my shotgun
but finally remained true to my rifle.

The experience of the previous day was
repeated—plenty of partridges but not
a sight of big game.

A rainy day intervened and we re-

mained in camp, not at all sorry for the

change and determined to hunt with re-

newed zest when the weather held up.

Next morning was clear and we all

took our rifles and crossed the "dead-
waters" in the direction of Sowback
Mountain in search of moose. Again
the tale was repeated. We saw nothing
•of moose or deer—nothing but partridge.

As we were returning to camp Billy

said : "Well you may do as you please,

but I'm going to shoot partridge to-

morrow and leave my rifle in camp." It

was in vain I recalled to his attention

what had happened every time we took
our shotguns. He was obdurate and
determined to have a few more birds if

nothing else. Finally I agreed to break
my vow and accompany him with a shot-

gun.

Accordingly we started down the rail-

way track next morning shooting part-

ridges on the way. The weather was
warm and sunny and after a good walk
we sat down with our backs to a shan-

ty beside the track. Just as we were
settled comfortably in the shade we
glanced down the railway track and what
do you think we saw? A large lynx

—

the largest I ever saw in the New Bruns-
wick woods— was slowly crossing the

track just outside of shotgun range but
presenting a beautiful shot for a rifle.

Here we were "Hoodooed" again. We
were compelled to sit there and see this

fine fur bearing animal get away from
us. "Bill" I asked, with as much calm-
ness as I could, "what do you think of

that?" Bill's retort was not an answer
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to my question and his asseverations

would not look well in print. Later
on he volunteered the remark : "If we
hadn't been a couple of asses one of us
would have taken a rifle and then we
would have had that lynx sure." I

quite agreed with him but thought it

useless to say so. We tried to head the

lynx oflP but our exertions were useless

and we caught no further glimpse of

him. There was no snow by means of

which he could be tracked.

I have often tried to figure out how it

happened that every day we took shot-

guns we saw big game and had the

best kind of a chance of getting it, while

every day we took our rifles we only

saw partridges. No good explanation

is forthcoming and I have given up the

riddle.

THE BEAR CHASE.

BY J. R. McCREA.

The Marathon craze had taken hold.

In the farthest west, where the mountains bold.

Their towering peaks had reared on high.

Till they pierced the dome of the azure sky.

There the boys in camp at the mountain's base
Read the month old news of the latest race.

It fired their blood, and they measured a track

That was five miles out and five miles back.

The level and chain they would lay away
^^'ith the work day o'er on the long survey.

And donning their shoes and their running tights,

They would tackle the course on the summer night;

They would time themselves to the w^oods that lay

At the course's end, in the shadows gray.

There they'd sit and yarn while thus arrayed.

And the talk all ran on the records made.

The most ungainly of all the clan,

Had up to that time been called "Big Dan,"
But his legs were so crooked, a local wag,
Had fastened on him the name "Zig-zag,"

Xow Zig had a trot so elephantine,

That it shook the earth like the galloping kine,

But in his heart there were thoughts of fame
So he plugged along at the running game.

All things will come to the man who'll wait,

And they came in chunks one night, when late

He parted the bushes, and looking through
An old she bear was exposed to view.

She was guarding her cubs, was this old she bear.

And she surveyed Zig with rising hair.
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She uttered a growl, and her twitching snout,
Gave him the idea he'd better light out.

So he hied him away from their cozy lair

And soon he was boring a hole through the air,

But fast as he ran yet faster still

Ran the old she bear with a right good will.

He could feel her breath on the small of his back
As he hit the high spots along the track,
While his rapid stunt on his long toe tips.

Was accelerated by sundry nips.

By nips that he heard much rather than felt

But they spurred him on like a whip lash's welt,
And the stars looked down in calm surprise,
As they swept along 'neath the evening skies.

W'hile they sailed along at this rapid rate

He could hear her as she'd expostulate.
And she rated him soundly for waking the kids.

Who in slumber had closed their tired eye-lids,

And she'd talk as only a mother can,
Of the cussedness of a prying man,
Till Zig repented his share' in the job.

And drew his breath with a gasping sob.

Then she'd aim a slap at his flying back,
But Zig sawed wood right along the track,
As each bowed leg like a piston rod.

Worked out and in o'er the yielding sod.

Then they'd spurt in turn till you could not swcai
That the odds were on Zig or favored the bear,
W'hen she couldn't catch him she'd start to scold,
Till the very blood in his veins ran cold.

While the miles flew past with the chase still on,
In this modified type of a Marathon.
And the time they made, 'twas a sin and a shame,
There was no one by to record the same.

But it came to an end, as such things do.
When into the tent young Zig-zag flew.
While the bear drew back from the haunts of men.
And sought her home in her distant den.

When Zig had recovered a modicum
Of the breath he'd lost while going some,
He told them the tale of his direst need

;

That he'd made good time they were all agreed.

While existing records were swept out of sight,
In the early hours of that summer night,
'Twas only the mountains ever knew,
The time they made, and how fast they flew.



A Northern Ontario Deer Hunt

BY T. W. DONTIGNY.

ABUXCH of enthusiastic sports-

men, known to their many
friends as "The Florist Club,"

and hailing from Arnprior and
neighborhood, busied themselves in the

fall of last year in making' active pre-

parations for a hunt in the wilds of

Northern Ontario.

They succeeded so far in their efi'orts

that they were able to leave Ottawa on
the Hunter's Excursion train on October
29th. When the roll was called Messrs.

Honore Brennau, P. Kehoe, W. Kehoe,
F. Rooney. C. Scrim, N. Scrim and the

writer answered to their names. All

were in the best of spirits and the scene

presented by the hunters in their togs,

the hounds anxious to go after the game,
the baggage which seemed as though it

could never all be loaded, was enough
to cause our spirits to mount higlier

still. At length out of confusion some-
thing like order was achieved and we
were off, forgetful of all little worries

The Autlior.

in the glorious prospects before us.

Hunting yarns were the order of the
day on the train and thus pleasantly en-
gaged it did not appear to be long before
Rock Lake station w^as reached. We
went through another interesting exper-
ience here ; to unload all our baggage was
more exciting than loading it and it was
with difificulty we managed to persuade
the baggage men to allow us to have all

our belongings, so anxious did they ap-
pear to take some of them through to Par-

ry Sound It was Pete Kehoe who did the

trick and to him we were much indebted,

as it is just the loss of a few necessary
articles that often causes the outing to

prove less pleasant than it might have
been. As it was we secured all our dun-
nage and w^ere soon on the trail for

camp.

To repeat the language used with re-

spect to that tote road would not look

well in print, particularly when Honore
went down kneedeep in a mud hole, dis-

coloring his tan shoes which had been

treated to a "warranted water-proof

shine" just before leaving town. We had

a long four weary miles of this road

to traverse before we caught sight of the

lights of the camp, and when these be-

came visible the air was rent with such

a "college yell" that any wild animals

near by must have been frightened off.

Fortunately our rifles were not unpacked

and all the noise made was harmless.

Supper was partaken of at one of the

Munn Lumber Company's camps and as

our own camp was not far away we were

given a warm welcome by the foreman,

Mr. W. McKelvey. In addition to the

hospitality of that first evening we were

much indebted to Mr. McKelvey for

many kindnesses during our stay. In ad-

dition to being a big game hunter of note

Mr. McKelvey proved himself a good all

round sportsman. In camp with him

was his son Teddy, who though then on-

ly fifteen tipped the beam at one huu

dred and sixty-three pounds and proved
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himself an unusually bright youngster.
Although it was late before we turned

in we were up early, all ready for a long

day in order to put our camp in good
shape and thus lose no time when the

hunting season opened. So well did wc
work that everything was shipshape and
in running order by evening and the twi-

light hours were spent with much pleas-

ure, and we hope some profit, around the

camp fire.

When the morning of opcii season ar-

rived there was no need to coax the boys
out of bed early. They were up and do-

ing things at the first streak of daylight.

a mile and a half to camp it required four
of us to carry the deer in. We gave a

trial to the method of carrying deer il-

lustrated in the October number of Rod
and Gun and found it a success. With
our relays there was no kick coming from
anyone when the last relay put down
their burden in front of the camp with a

"whew !" and an expression of delight

that the work proved so easy.

After dinner which could not be omit-

ted or even called lunch after such an
exploit, some of our members went hunt-

ing partridges which proved to be scarce

in the neighborhood of our camp, and

Some Class to This.

^\'e found the air crisp and frosty and
altogether ideal weather for the dogs.
Soon we had a start and a small doe ap-
pearing Fred Rooney downed her with
a well placed bullet in the neck.

This was the end of our fortunes that
day and the next was drawn a blank.
On Wednesday we experienced a red

letter day, two more does being added to
our list.

Our luck appeared to be only begin-
ning for on Thursday a fine buck fell to

Fred's magic rifie. The buck proved an
exceptionally fine specimen, having five

prongs upon each antler. Although only

others, who had not secured a deer, tried

to find an opportunity for making up their

number. Only a few birds were obtained
and these were richly deserved if the

long walking feats necessary to secure

them were taken into consideration.

The following day proved beyond a

doubt that a few deer were still left in

the Dominion for though none were shot

in front of the dogs quite a few were
seen. Honore broke the monotony by
shooting a fine buck which compared
favorably with Fred's. He was highly

elated over his success and his compan-
ions shared in his pleasure. Pete fol-
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lowed suit with a beautiful doe weigh-
ing one hundred and sixty-five pounds

—

not a common weight for a doe. With
six deer hung up. proclaiming to all that

our camp was a camp of hunters, we
spent a jolly evening and celebrated our
successes in royal style.

The last day of the hunt was reached

and I decided to accompany Charlie in a

stroll along the ridges back of the camp.
Before we had gone five hundred yards

up jumped a spike horn buck. Charlie

shot him in one of his hind legs and I

caugfht him back of the shoulder as he

again, perfectly satisfied with our ex-
periences in the hunt of 1910.

Honore swears he shot that buck at
four hundred yards and seeing that he
carried a 45-90 Winchester his statement
may be justified.

Pete holds the championship for de-
bates on political questions.

Fred threatens to cut out next year's

hunt if the crowd can't cease jollying him
for being a Benedict.

'Will was overly anxious for a buck.
Why?

Charlie owns a 38-55 guaranteed to

A Visit to the Lumber Camp—The Manager. Mr. McKelvey. in t.ie Doorway.

was dodging behind some brush. Having
dressed him and hung him up we struck

out north. Although we hunted dili-

gently for the rest of the afternoon we
saw nothing.

When we arrived with our deer the

boys had quite a surprise. This one
made our number complete and 'brought

to a close a most successful and enjoy-

able hunt.

Packing w^as then the order and so well

did we work that all was ready that night

and we hit the trail for Rock Lake sta-

tion in good time the following morning.

The same evening we were all at home

shoot the hind legs oflf a deer at one
thousand yards.

Normie had a park all to himself and
although only one acre in extent saw
several wild animals, including a wolf,

in a cave therein.

Our camping and hunting experiences

are amongst the most enjoyable incidents

of our lives and we trust we may all con-

tinue to enjoy these annual outings till the

call comes for us to join the great Hunt-
ing Grounds Beyond. We feel that we
shall be the better prepared for that call

by reason of the fact that we have loved

the Wild and the Things of the Wild.



Fish And Game Protection As A Practical. Policy

BY JOHN ABTHUE HOPE.

No flocks that range the valley free

To slaughter I condemn

:

Taught by a power that pities me
I learn to pity them.

—Goldsmith.

We have heard through Rod and Gun
of the appointment of a Fish and Game
Commissioner for Ontario, though in

far North Western Ontario we have had
no chance, so far as I am aware, of mak-
ing our views known to him in order

that they might receive consideration at

his hands. In the absence of such an
opportunity I am seeking the hospitality

of the pages of Rod and Gun, having
given much attention to this subject for

many years and having had an experi-

ence in connection with it that practi-

cally covers my whole life.

To the people of the British Isles sport

with rod, gun and hound is worth
$300,000,000 per annum. The men who
are responsible for the expenditure of

this vast amount of money make not one

dollar out of it. To them it represents

a liability from beginning to end. Love
of the gun claims the lion's share,

$160,000,000; fox and other hounds

$100, 000,000 and the balance falls to the

rod. This amount is circulated in the

British Isles and does not include

$5,000,000 paid to the Norwegian Gov-
ernment by British sportsmen for the

privilege of fishing with rod and line in

rivers above tide water. Even then

these rod fishermen after handing over

this large amount have to be content

with fish that have escaped the native

fishermen's nets. Neither does it include

the immense amount of money spent on

all kinds of shooting and fishing—for

which no statistics are available—in

every part of the world where wild game
and game fish are found.

These figures are quoted to give some
idea of what the immensely greater

amount of fish and game in Ontario
might become in value with reasonable

protection. We are but on the threshold
in dealing with this matter but it is

necessary if the people are to expect a
full fruition that they should take hold
of it themselves and insist upon the Gov-
ernment bringing about certain reforms.

Canada's magnificent wealth in fish

and game is not realized in any part of

the country and Ontario, for all the
boasting we sometimes hear, is lament-
ably deficient in this respect. Our
Legislators being educated men, elected

to frame just and equitable laws for all,

fail in their duty when such a curious
jumble as our present game laws are tht

only results of their efforts. Many jf

them of course are inexperienced but in

such cases they might take the advice of

experienced men and act upon it. If

they decline to take such a course they

ought to hand over the whole Game and
Fish Department to some practical men
who will be able to frame such laws as

will attract tourists instead of driving

them away and result in millions of dol-

lars being brought and spent within tire

Province.

Take that vast territory lying between
Mattawa on the Ottawa River to within

fifty miles of Winnipeg composed almost

entirely of forests, lakes and rivers

known as New Ontario, the chief indus-

tries being lumbering and mining. The
third and by no means least important

industry is sport with rod and gun. That
industry has never received a tithe of

the attention which should have been

given to it not only for the benefit of the

people scattered thinly across it but for

the good of the Province as a whole.

The forests teem with big game and its

lakes and rivers—sprinkled all over it

as close together as stars in the sky on a

frosty night—with all kinds of fish, many
of which in known and unknown dis-

tricts die of old age. This is not due to

the game laws or the majority of settlers

and trappers. The former are so framed

as to keep all the money possible out of
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the cuiiiury and many of the latter, like

the poor and illiterate of all countries,

cannot be expected, wiih hrearnis in their

hands all the year roiuid, to show mercy
to bird or beast when not under proper

and efficiently enforced jurisdiction.

The settlers are made law breakers
and poachers, often against their will,

and as trappers they are left at the mercy
of the fur buyers. They have thus ser-

ious grievances against the Government
and grievances that cannot be allowed to

continue. They may be thus summar-
ised :

First: The present open season is too

late for the sportsman and too early for

the settler. By October the fifteenth

the country north of the main line of the

C. P. R. is open but no one can tell the

hunter who goes in whether he will not

have to remain there until the ice will

bear. If the winter is early good game
districts are unapproachable by canoe
(the only means of travel) and the hunter

must keep close to the railway. Last

fall all small lakes, bays and creeks were
frozen up. stopping large boats as well

as canoes the last week in October. Xo
hunter had the full thirty days allowed

north and those going south fared little

better.

Moose and deer are abundant through-
out Xorth Western Ontario and one day
back from the railway will take any hun-

ter to the grounds. Why, therefore, is such

a heavy fee charged the non-resident and
why such a short time allowed him in

which to get his game? The present

open season gives no hunter a fair chance
to go a sufficient distance back to get

game or if successful to get it out.

Imagine a non-resident arriving in

Xorth Western Ontario at heavy ex-

pense to himself and finding that though
he may be able to go in no one can tell

him when he is likely to get out. After

losing time and money in preparing for

his hunt he is not disposed to go back

without some experience or to remain in

the backwoods doing nothing ^or a fort-

night. Accordingly he goes south, kills

his game and providing the head or

heads are worth taking out as trophies

secures his license. He shoots all the

game he wishes and if he takes nothing
out he pays nothing. This is no exag-
geration. To- my personal knowledge
two non-residents set out with a local

guide and before the season opened shot
a bull moose each. As the heads were
fine ones and they wished to take them
home they secured their licenses. The
coupon requirement is the best feature of

the game law.

Apparently, so far as one can judge in

the wilds of Western Ontario, the Gov-
ernment is not concerned in the collection

of the non-resident fee and one cannot
expect the non-resident to run after the
Government and insist upon the fee be-

ing taken. The law is so framed that
often enough the non-resident has either

to break the law or lose time and money
to press his fee upon the Government.
One cannot conceive why this should be
so. If those who make the laws are not
experts in game and fish problems
one might at least expect them to import
a little common sense in the regulations

for collecting fees.

In the second place the season is too
short to allow men to make a profession
of guiding and outfitting with any chance
of realizing a profit. Xot only is the sea-

son a short one but it also comes at the
wrong time. W'hen it is open those who
are the best guides have left civilization

for their winter trapping grounds. Trap-
pers make the best guides and in some
districts are the only ones.

Under recent regulations guides
are expected to take out licenses and pay
a two dollar fee. They must swear to

two years' previous experience before ob-

taining such a license. Old men can
easily procure the license but young men
have to lie in the most bare faced manner
before procuring it. As most of them
have no surety of obtaining anyone to

guide but few take out the licenses

which, speaking generally, shows com-
mon sense on their part. Two dollars

means two dollars to the working folks

of X^orth Western Ontario.

As for the natives taking out resident

licenses of $2 for deer and $5 for moose
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in order to hum at the \vr»ng time of the

year it would argue the most complete

stupidity on their part. Outside a few

business men and men of- means no one

has money to throw away in that man-

ner. The native is not interested in

game trophies and has no wish to hang up

anything of the kind in his cabin. Look-

ing at the matter as one of food supply

he waits until the winter has set in in

earnest when meat will keep, before

hunting for it.

The non-resident and the wealthy

resident hunt only for sport, recreation

and a game trophy. All big game heads

are fully grown and clear of velvet by

September first. Xow why should not

the Government extend the open season

from September first to December first

cir even fifteenth? The coupon system en-

sures that no one hunter takes out more

than the law allows. Both sides would

be suited by such an arrangement—the

man who wants a trophy and could hunt

early before the danger of being frozen

in had to be faced and the natives who
could then kill their allowance openly in-

stead of sneaking about as they do at

present like poachers and law breakers

as they really are. The game would not

suffer in the least and more efficient pro-

hibition could be given as it would then

be possible to enlist public sympathy on

the side of law enforcement—a task quite

out of the range of possibility under the

present system.

Men could then engage in the guiding

and outfitting business with some

prospect of making a living therefrom

and these men would then see it was to

their interest to assist in law enforce-

ment. At the present time this is not

the case, all their interests being against

instead of in favor of the law—a law

made by men of no practical knowledge

or experience and thus defeating the best

of intentions.

The non-resident license fee should be

reduced to its former figure or lower if

possible and the whole of the fees so re-

ceived should be spent upon protective

"work.

All non-residents wishing to carry

firearms during the cluse season when on
canoe or fishing trips should be compel-
led to take out a license when crossing
the line, the fee being not less than $5 or
more than $15. In no other country in

the world, so far as I know, are non-
residents allowed to carry firearms un-
licensed. In Canada this is allowed
without hindrance and non-residents go
around through the best game districts in

the Dominion, away from settlements
and beyond the jurisdiction of any man.
This policy is not only a foolish one but
it is also pernicious and works against us
in two ways—first allowing men to come
in freely and shoot big game throughout
the summer months when it can be killed

wholesale from the bow of a canoe, and
secondly keeping out the real sportsmen
who are willing to pay and obey the laws
if only they know the game is properly

protected and their chances of success

not destroyed before tlie game season

commences.

During the last five years I have been
in correspondence with sportsmen in

Great Britain, Canada and the United
States and many of their letters expres-

sed the same wish : "I should very much
like to get a moose head before they

become a thing of the past." Think of it?

In X^orth Western Ontario which never

can become an agricultural country,

moose under good laws should be main-

tained for many generations and never

ought to be allowed to become merely a

memory.

Probably the mistaken idea arose

amongst American sportsmen in whose
country the game, like our own, is at the

mercv of the politicians. The constant

tinkering with the game laws confirms

such an impression and the observations

of many visitors are quite in line.

While game conditions in the Old Land
are vastly different from those in Canada

and no one could wish to import them

wholesale, there are certain portions that

might be adopted with advantage. One
of these is the British gun license sys-

tem. Since parliament passed the act en-

forcing such a license it has never been

altered. Under its provisions all men
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I or women) whether belted knights or

tinkers, landowners or landless must
take out a license if they wish to carry a

gun, or shoot game, artificially reared or

natural on private or State property, on
salt or fresh water and there are no ex-

emptions. The first license costs $2.50
and authorizes the purchaser to carry his

gun in any part of the United Kingdom
and shoot the following animals and
birds on his own land, State property or

private property (with permission of the

owner in the latter instance) : all wild
fowl, plover, curlew, wild pigeons, rab-

bits, etc., which are not game according
to the British law. A second license

costing $15 and called a game license is

necessary if the gun owner wishes to

shoot pheasants, partridge, grouse, wood-
cock, etc., and also covers the shooting
of deer. Both licenses expire on July
31st and must be renewed on the next day
for the following year. Farmers may
carry a gun on their own land and shoot

rabbits and vermin but must be careful

not to take the gun oflf their land without
purchasing the necessary license.

In Great Britain all game is private

property and the State has nothing to do
with a man caught shooting game, pro-

vided he has his license—the prosecution

rests in private hands. That this law has

fulfilled expectations is shown by the fact

that it remains unaltered on the Statute

Book. It is a source of revenue and pro-

vided only by those who shoot. Those
responsible for the law knew that it was
useless to appeal to patriotism and fool-

ish to expect the people to protect ganrc

of their own free will. They therefo/e

appealed to their pockets and the prob-

lem was solved.

Those who pay are interested in pre-

venting those who do not pay from
shooting. The man who can afford to

buy a firearm and give the necessary

time to use it can also afford to purchase

a license. Some similar law would solve

the question in Ontario. It would not be

necessary to issue two licenses unless the

Province were divided for game purposes

as it should be. In such a case it would
be neither fair or just to exact the same

license unless the man from the older
portion of the Province intended to hunt
in the newer portion. In such a case of

course he should pay the higher license

as he would secure for it a better chance
at game and also greater variety.

I would strongly advocate the division
of the Province into zones for game pur-
poses, say by drawing an imaginary line

from Alattawa on the Ottawa River to

some point on the Georgian Bay. The
gun license, including the right to shoot
one deer, could be the same all over the

Province but if any man wished to have
more, and for that purpose hunt in the
North West, he should, whether resident

of east or w«st pay the extra sum de-

manded for the higher license. This puts
all men in the Province on an equal foot-

ing. The payment of half the fines to in-

formers should cease— it is both repug-
nant and degrading to any self-respect-

ing man and though it appeals to the

pocket it appeals in the wrong way.

The attempt to protect one fur-bearing;

animal and not all the others over a stat-

ed period defeats the end in view. With'

such provisions of the law all trappers

—

white or red—are placed at the mercy of
the fur buyers. Fur is too scarce and the-

temptation too great to pass by a beaver-

dam or otter slide and then the fur buyer

"beats" the trapper down for his illegal

furs. Just as many beaver and otter are

trapped as before the protection was.

granted. It is a splendid law for allow-

ing the fur buyers to oppress the poor

man. Only Russia could beat it.

Take the recent Order in Council pro-

tecting mink! If every trapper tries to

carrv out this regulation faithfully he

finds it beyond his powers, so long as he

is allowed to trap such other fur bearers,

as marten, fisher, lynx, fox, etcetera.

Catch them they will in both October and'

November when they run well. When
the traps are visited the mink will prob-

ablv be dead and they can either throw

them away or make them a present to the

Government. If the latter, will the Gov-

ernment take the trapper's word for it

that they were unintentionally caught?*

Thev will do nothing of the kind. Can-.
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anyone, ihcrciurc, blame the poor trap-

per if lie takes the fur and accepts the

pitiful price the fur buyer offers him for

the same? Unless the Government can

strictly enforce all game laws there is not

the slightest use in trying to protect one

or more animals, either land or water,

over a stated period—particularly in the

North West—and allowing others to be

trapped at the same time. Either stop

all trapping or allow all furbearing ani-

mals to be trapped. Xo half course can

prove efifective.

The suggestion to protect all fur-bear-

ing animals for a winter or two will no

doubt bring an avalanche of protest down
upon my head to the effect that it means
the starvation of the Indians. With the

exception of a few old men and women
the Indians do not trap if they can get

other work such as lumbering, railroad-

ing, guiding, etcetera. Young Indians

nowadays are too fond of dress and the

comforts of civilization to isolate them-

selves in the woods throughout a long

winter. If the laws were amended in the

direction indicated the Indians would ob-

tain all the guiding throughout the sum-

mer and fall months to which they could

attend and guide work just suits them.

The policy of protecting all fur for a

winter or two would interfere with the

Hudson Bay monopoly but that would

not prove an altogether bad thing for

the country.

The two years' close season for

partridge (rufTed grouse) was not made
effective in North Western Ontario.

Even if such a law could be enforced the

natural enemies of the partridge, ground

and winged, are too numerous and varied

to permit of a rapid increase. The mink
is worse than the fox. Trappers shoot

them all the time to use as bait for traps

just as many trappers shoot moose and

deer in the Spring as bait for bear trap-

ping. Considering that the bear is a good

sporting animal for the rifle and much
sought after, no trapping so far as this

animal is concerned should be allowed.

A law to this effect would re-act upon

big game, saving many from slaughter

in the Spring, a time when cow moose

and doe deer are heavy with young.
I am glad to see that at last Mr. Coch-

rane is taking action to see that fire-

rangers are better fitted for their work.
In the past the college students employed
have too often been unfitted for the posi-

tions and one has only to point to recent
tragedies to prove this point. Most of

the cases occurred because the young
men lacked knowledge and experience
in the handling of canoes on rough
waters. These men were not sent

into the woods because t'here were
any lack of men trained in wood-
craft and canoe work from boyhood
to be found in these backwoods—it was
because influence overcame the public

benefit. The applicants could not, in

many cases, have filled up truthfully the

application forms and those who recom-
mended them are placed in positions by
no means to be envied.

I am of course fully aware that before

forest preservation and fish and game
protection can be made fully eiTective

they must be entirely taken out of poli-

tics and the only consideration in carry-

ing on the work must be public efificiency.

May that day be hastened

!

Further I frankly admit that the public

must be educated up to the necessity for

effectively preserving these great assets

before any real progress can be made.

Good work is being accomplished in this

direction by "Rod and Gun" and I am of

the opinion that all who contribute

articles on these matters are assisting in

a movement steadily gathering strength

and which in time will compel govern-

ments to sit up and take notice.

A local trapper was fined $8.45 in-

cluding costs at Lindsay, Ontario, for

trapping on the land of the Janetville

Hunt Club after due warning. The ac-

cused had placed a trap on Marsh Creek

(one of the cross creeks) and was noti-

fied not to hunt there and signs forbid-

ding such trespassing were placed in con-

spicuous places. The waters may be

navigated but hunting, fishing and trap-

ping" are unlawful without permission

from the authorities.



20-Bore Guns

BY SINGLE TRIGGER.

AX article re 20-bore guns by a cor-

respondent of the American
Field appeared in the December
number of Rod and Gun.

Among other things he says; "It is pos-

sible that many of your readers do not
know that a 6 to 6>4 pound, full choke.
20-bore gun, loaded with 2J-4 drams of

bulk nitro and ]/% ounce of shot, will pul-

verize targets at sixteen yards rise in fine

shape and if one holds straight and
shoots in proper time his scores will be
very satisfactory. You can depend upon
the gun. If pointed right it will smash
the target but of course you will have to

hold a little more accurately with ^
ounce of shot than with the 1% ounce
load. The 20-bores recoil but little

;

they shoot as strong or stronger than a

i2-bore with its usual loads; they handle
much quicker and will develop one's

shooting skill, I venture to say, fifty per-

cent more than a cumbersome 12-bore.

Progressive shooters say the 20's are the

coming gun.

My idea of the 20-bore is as follows:

for trap shooting 30 inch barrels with
full choke and for field shooting an extra

pair of 26 inch barrels, bored improved
cylinder and modified, the gun with the

30 inch barrels to weigh 6^ pounds and
that with the 26 inch barrels to weigh
6 pounds."

It will be of great interest to your
readers to learn what the very best of

authorities have to say on the subject.

Sir Ralph Payne-Galwey in the Badmin-
ton Library says; "Many sportsmen ad-

vise 20-bore guns. Certainly the 20-

bore is a nice pretty little weapon but

for good marksmanship it is too small.

Let anyone aim at long or cross shots

with a 20-bore and he will find the muz-
zle of his gun very unsteady compared
with that of a larger weapon. A 20-

bore is undoubtedly a convenient gun for

a gentleman who is either elderly or weak
with which to walk up partridges under

a hot sun and for killing easy shots but

it is impossible that so small a bore and
charge can nearly equal in execution a

12-bore as the 20-bore fanciers maintain
it does. The recoil of a 20-bore, too, is

excessive on account of the lightness of

its barrels, unless it is loaded so lightly

as to make killing a hare with it at

thirty yards an uncertainty. As very
few shooters ever experiment at a target

with their guns (the only sure test of

the capabilities of a gun) they are quite

ready to believe anything that may be
told them. There are even shooters,

as well as gunmakers, who, though num-
erous and most accurately carried out

trials completely negative the idea, main-
tain that 20-bores kill as well as 12-

bores and that there is no difference in

power between the two sizes, utterly ig-

noring the very obvious fact that the

charge of a 20-bore is smaller, lighter

and has a less killing circle than a 12-

bore.

If a shooter be not strong, by all means
let him carry a 20-bore as a matter of

ease and comfort but it is nonsense to

say that one gun will kill as well as the

other. A light gun is a comfort to a

weak man. For this reason when walk-

ing and carrying a gun the shooter

should never feel it a burden to his arms,

and must, in fact, suit the weight of his

gun to his strength, remembering always

that the heavier gun he can carry, the

less it will recoil and the harder it will

shoot. Recoil causes headaches and a

headache utterly destroys all pleasure

and comfort in shooting.

A few years ago we purchased the best

pair of 20-bores we could obtain. We
first used them walking up partridges in

September and were delighted with

them. Later in the year we began to-

try them on rocketing pheasants and

hares but our delight soon vanished

when we found them failing to drop

dead fairly long shots—shots that to a

12-bore were well nigh certainties. At

strong driven grouse, too, the guns were
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disheartening in the extreme, at wild

fowl practically useless.

The load for an ordinary 20-bore

should not exceed 21/2 drams of black

powder, 33 to 34 grams of Shulze or 34-

to 35 grams E. C. and % ounce of No.

6 shot. Even with this small load a

20-bore will recoil and jump more than a

i2-bore pretty heavily charged. No. 5

is in no way suited to a 20-bore ; No. 7

would be more suitable than even No. 6.

A 20-bore should weigh 5^^ pounds."

In the "Breech-loader" published in

1909 Greener says; "The 20-bore is per-

haps the smallest bore used by the gen-

eral sportsman. Its use has been stren-

uously advocated by numerous waiters

in the sporting papers but the gun really

possesses few advantages and is not like-

ly to become generally popular. Its

barrels should not be longer than 28

inches, nor should the gun be heavier

than 534 pounds. The full standard

load is 234 dr^ms and ounce of shot, of

% ounce for preference. The 20-bore

is also made with 28 inch barrels, weignt

5 pounds; 27 inch barrels, 4^ pounds;

25 inches, aYz pounds."

In "Experts on Guns and Shooting"

by E. T. Teasdale-Ruckell appears the

following: "There is some excuse for the

new sporting papers' habit of repeating

controversies, the subjects of which have

been long ago settled. A fortieth or

fiftieth of the shooters joins the ranks

every year and it is obvious that_ they

are not posted in the old time discus-

sions. Nevertheless, it does seem a

waste of space when one remembers

ihat any gunmaker is able to give sound

opinions on such subjects.

Most people are strong enough to car-

ry a 12 bore of 6>^ pounds and as every

gunmaker knows there are thirty 12-

bores built for every one of any other

gauge.

There is, however, one superstition

that dies hard. Even the old generat-

tions are inclined to believe that a 20-

bore will give a closer pattern than a 12-

bore. This is far from being the case.

We have known several shooters w^ho

^ancy it is more sportsmanlike to kill

with the small bore because they believe

it to be more difTicult with such a close

shooting gun and so small a charge. As
a matter of fact no 20-bore can be made
to shoot as closely as a 12 bore and be-

tween extreme chokes of both bores it

is decidedly easier to shoot with the 20-

bore, not only because of its wider spread

but because of the quickness with which

the lighter weapon can be handled. Up
to certain distances the small bore is

much the easier gun to use with success

but there is a distinct loss beyond them ;

that is to say, a rifle-like aim w^ould fail

to kill a sitting bird with a 20-bore five

or ten yards sooner than an equally

choked 12-bore. Moreover as the thick-

est part of the shot, or the killing cir-

cle, grows smaller quicker than that of a

12-bore, because of its smaller number

of shot, it is obvious that there is less

chance of killing with a 20-bore, when

the aim has not been exact, at the long-

er distances. We should say that the

small bores are easier to handle and to

kill with within thirty or thirty-five

yards and to shoot with them much be-

yond such distances is cruelty to the

game."

In the "Breech-Loader" page - 62.

Greener writes: "The merits of a small

bore in comparison with those of_ 12

gauge were demonstrated in the Field

Trial of 1879, where they attained a

high figure of merit. In practice, how-

ever, they are found to be inferior to

light guns of larger calibre."

We note that the American Field cor-

respondent gives the weight of his 20

gauge with 26 inch barrels as 6 pounds.

Any good English gunmaker will make

12 gauge guns with 26 inch barrels at

or under This weight. In an article ap-

pearing December 7th. 1902, by the edit-

or of "Land and Water" on Crack Lon-

don Gunmakers the following occurs;

"Charles Boswell, the famous builder of

pigeon guns, also turns out a 12 bore

gun of 5 pounds 2 ounces, with barrels

of 27 inches; also one of 6 pounds, 6

ounces with 28 inch barrels.
^^

These

guns are all furnished with ribs."

So much for the cumbersome 12-bores.
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Big Game Conditions In New Brunswick

A Review of the Past Season

BY ADAM MOORi;

ANOTHER season has come and
gone for the big game hunters of

New Brunswick, and, speaking
generally it has been a most suc-

cessful one. Many moose were taken
and the horns were above the average in

size and spread. This statement is eas-
ily shown to be a fact by a visit to the
taxidermists' establishments, often the
best places in which the facts can be
ascertained.

Many sportsmen, of course, did not
secure m.oose and there always will be
failures. If it were not for the uncer-
tainty some of the pleasures of hunting
would be gone. Reasons for failures

are many and varied. Even when the
game is plentiful there is an element of

luck in hunting as all good hunters know.
There can be no doubt at all on this head
for on many occasions a good hunter is

known to fail and an indifferent hunter
to succeed. Of course the chances are
in favor of the good hunter and that will

always be the case.

The old moose with big antlers are
very wary as a rule and often have sever-
al cows with them, being able to fight off

the young bulls. These big fellows are
seldom brought up by calling, it is the
bulls he drives off that answer the call

and get shot. Cows are now so num-
erous in the Province that moose calling

is nothing like so successful as used to

be the case.

I have noticed that the guides who go
where the moose are and hunt quietly and
without calling get more and larger
heads. Many guides I know will not
agree with me on this point. It is

easier to go to a pond, sit down and
call for the moose to come than it is to

go and hunt them up. The facts, how-
ever, remain the same—the guides who
depend upon getting moose by calling

are not the guides who get the most and
largest moose. It is well to call at cer-

tain times and places and at others to
keep quiet.

When the season opened on Septem-
ber fifteenth the moose were away back
at the very heads of the streams and
they came to the small beaver ponds for

water instead of going to the lakes as
usual. There were reasons for this

change. One is that the moose have in-

creased so much that they had eaten all

the feed growing in the lakes before the
season opened and they h;,d to go else-

where for food. A second reason is

that all the ponds clear up to the head-
waters of the streams, places very seldom
invaded by man, have now many moose
and these places are the favorite haunts
"of the big bulls.

The guides who caught on to these

facts early last season were generally

successful, while those who went to the

same old stands on the lakes and called

nearly all failed to connect with the

moose.
Game conditions are constantly chang-

ing and where moose are plentiful one
season they may be scarce the next. The
guide who studies these changes and
adapts himself to them is the most suc-

cessful.

One thing is beyond contradiction or

difference of opinion,—the moose in New
Brunswick are more plentiful than ever.

If double the number of sportsmen hunt-

ed in the Province they would not ap-

preciably decrease the numbers of the

moose, the natural increase being many
more than the numbers killed by sports-

men. The fact is that the New Bruns-
wick Government have quite a difficult

problem to solve in meeting the claims

for damages to farmers' crops committed
by moose. It is a well known fact that

moose do commit considerable damage
in this way though probably not nearly

so much as is claimed by some.
Fortunatelv too we can claim that
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another big game season has gone over

without a shooting accident—no sports-

man shooting another one in mistake for

big game. The system adopted for big

game hunting in New Brunswick is the

safest possible and this is proved by the

fact that there has never been a sports-

man shot by another in mistake in the

history of big game hunting in the Pro-

vince.

In New Brunswick each guide has his

own territory and will not hunt on any
other. Each guide, who is a camp own-
er, and has other guides in his employ,

sends out each guide with the particular

sportsman he is guiding to separate

grounds. During their hunting they are

miles apart and as each knows the local-

ity of the others there is no possible

chance of such incidents as are too

often reported from other places.

Further each guide takes a direct and
personal interest in protecting the game
on his own territory, knowing that there

will be no one else to kill it and the

game is worth far more to him and to

the province alive than dead although

of course he wishes every sportsman vis-

iting his territory to get his game and
does his best to assist him in procuring
it.

The guides' system as adopted and
worked in New Brunswick is the real

secret of successful game protection m
the Province. While the best guides
very seldom report a breach of the law
or prosecute in such a case they are at

all times using their influence in favor of

game protection and in every way to

prevent not only illegal killing but also

legal waste.

Last season was a good one for cari-

bou, many fine heads being taken, some
of the largest I have ever seen.

Deer are increasing fast, and New
Brunswick can now, I think, equal

Maine as a deer country.

The last few winters have been mild

with little snow and the game is showing
the good results of such experiences.

There are no wolves m the Province and

I can see no reason why, with the pre-

sent law'S fairly administered, we should

not have an abundance of all kinds of

game for many years to come.

Settler's Rights To Big Game

Important Decision By An Ontario Judge

A DECISION of very considerable
importance to the residents of

Northern and North Western
Ontario has been given by Judge

Hewson, of Manitoulin Island. A set-

tler named Joihn Kinney was fined by
the magistrate $20 and costs for hunting
during open season without a license.

He appealed and the judge quashed the

conviction.

In the course of his judgement Judge
Hewson recites the particulars of the

case. The defendant went to the unor-
ganized district of Manitoulin in 1876
and settled upon land in the township
of Gordon as a farmer. While still

working his farm he went to reside at

Gore Bay and became clerk of the mun-
icipality. The Judge held that, although

Gore Bay was established as a town
with municipal institutions by a special

act of the Legislature, the defendant was
still a settler. The Judge said:

"For many years past when reference

has been made to "the unorganized parts

or portions of Ontario" the unorganized
territory of the Province" or the unor-
ganized District of the Province," it has
been generally understood and accepted
that reference was made and had to those

parts of the Northern and Northw^esterly

portions of the Province w'hich had not

been organized territorially, judicially

and municipally into Counties and that

it was not intended to exclude from such

expression or expressions the various

Townships. Towns or Villages that had
e^^tablished municipal institutions there-
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in either by Special Act of the Legislat-

ure or under the General Act for the

establishment of such municipal institu-

tions within the said Districts. I do not

think the expression unorganized por-

tions of the Province can be limited to

those portions unsurveyed and the sur-

veyed Townships in which municipal in-

stitutions have not been established.

This would. I think, be giving to the

words a much narrower construction

than their ordinary meaning, if such were

the intention of His Honor, the Lieut-

enant Governor in Council, it should

have been so expressed, especially where

the Act imposes a fine or penalty for any

breach of it.

I therefore find that defendant is one

of the class exempt by the Order-in-

Council and might during the season of

1910 from ist to 15th November law-

fnllv have taken and had in his posses-

sion for his (y\\n use two deer as pro-

vided in the Order-in-Council.

The intention of the Department evid-

ently was to limit the settler to the tak-

ing of one deer.

Such however, is not the effect of the

Legislation and Order-in-Council. The
effect of the Order-in-Council is to ex-

empt from the provisions of the Act

bona fide settlers and authorizes each of

this class to take two deer for his own
use. The subsequent amendment of

the Act as to the number of deer that may
be taken by any one person under it does

not in any way affect the Order-in- Coun-

cil because the class are exempt from the

provisions of the Act and therefore the

Amendment of the Act cannot affect

them."
If this decision is upheld it opens a

very wide door for the taking of deer

by the whole of the settlers in the north-

ern portions of the Province.

The Kaiser's Hunt

I

X confirmation 'of the view taken by

Dr. Edward Breck, of European

methods of hunting in our December
number the following may be quoted

from a recent writer on the same sub-

ject:

It is recorded that quite recently the

German Emperor organized a hunting

party in one of his big game preserves,

to which the Czar of all the Russias w^as

invited as the guest of honor, and at

which there was no limit set to the num-
ber of animals which each of the hunts-

men might bring down. The two illus-

trious monarchs with their retinues sat in

an elaborate shooting box facing upon

the forest, and cigars, cigarettes, and oth-

er refreshments were provided wherewith

to w^hile away the tedious moments which

might elapse between the respective ap-

pearances of the deer. Stretching away
from the shooting box, and leading into

the stately German forest, were ropes up-

on which fluttered the royal colors of

the two great nations, and which formed

a sort of driveway. And for miles

around soldiers were drawn up to keep

the peasantry out of range of stray bul-

lets from the royal guns. Beaters rang-

ed the woods, and drove the stags into

the driveway, the fluttering, and many-
colored ribbons keeping the animals

within the precincts of the ropes. As
deer left the forest, and came in sight of

the royal sportsman they were simply

mowed down, until it was recorded that

the life-blood of 500 stags soaked the

daisy-spangled lea, and the dead lay in

heaps before the royal box—butchered 10

make a German holiday. The day was
considered to be a most successful one,

and each monarch counted his dead witii

three figures, while it is not recorded that

any of the meat was confiscated by a zeal-

ous game guardian, or that either of the

kings was fined for shooting more than

the limit.
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The Game Laws of Manitoba

Improvements Suggested and Urged

AT the last annual meeting of tn«-

Manitoba Game Protective As-
sociation, Mr. J. P. Turner, Sec-

retary-Treasurer, read a report

which he had prepared dealing with the

condition of game matters in the Pro-

vince and suggesting and urging various

reforms. In view of the importance of

the matters dealt with to all sportsman,
and the manner in which the work in

one province reacts upon all the others,

we make no apology for reproducing
this report in full and urging our readers

to peruse it. They will. find much in

it applicable to their own provinces

and the suggestions may prove helpful

to them in their own work. The report

follows:

'T beg to lay before you in brief such

matters as seem most worthy of mention
upon this occasion, and which have pres-

ented themselves during the past year

;

together with a number of recommend-
ations which you may or may not deem
necessary, in order to provide a wider

and most efficient scope to the protec-

tion of game in this province.

Although no legislation was initiated

by our Association at the last session of

the provincial government, and although

the year 1910 has not been marked by any
great activity on our part, there has been,

none the less, much to be desired in the

way of bringing about the establishment

of a game department in this province

which will not only keep pace with

the development and settlement, of the

country, but which will provide the ne-

cessary machinery for the enforcement

of the game protective laws.

In this connection, the time seems to

have arrived when we must look to some-

thing more efficient than the small de-

partment which now exists and which
has in the general expansion of the past

few years become quite inadequate to

fulfil the duties entrusted to it.

In looking back over the past year, it

seems to have been one more remark-

able than any other since this Association

was first organized, in the number of

cases of law breaking which have come
to the secretary's notice. The demand
for better game protection which was
created some three or four years ago,

largely as the result of our effort, seems
to have fallen to a low ebb ; and I regret

to say that this holds true with regard

to a large percentage of the public in

general, and to some who in the past

have been closely identified with the As-

sociation. This it would appear, can

only be accounted for by the fact that

sportsmen generally regard the present

system of game protection, inadequate as

it is, as the best they can hope for, and

therefore unworthy of their co-operation

and support. And on the other hand,

anv apparent laxity on the part of the

government is only to be attributed to

the fact that it cannot be deemed advis-

able to strengthen the machinery of the

game protection until the public voice

demands it. The government of the pro-

vince of Manitoba has during the life of

this Association acted upon- every re-

commend'ation laid before it which de-

monstrated a step forward towards per-

fecting the game protective laws.

The more one studies the whole com-

plex question of the game protection, the

more forcibly it is brought to mind that

theoretical methods must in the end al-

ways give way to practical ; and it is a

singular fact, and one which I regret is

all too conspicuous amongst us. that

quite a large percentage of sportsmen

are moved to an interest in game pro-

tection from selfish motives alone. This

must always result in a large volume of

proposed and unnecessary legislation

which could never be .enforced. A law

on paper without the means or worthi-

ness of enforcement is only a delusion

and an obstacle on the road to practical

legislation.

A Case in Point.

.A case which recentlv came to notice
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will explain in some measure the com-
petitive selfishness to which reference is

made. Two sportsmen whose regard
for the game laws .is not such as to pre-

vent them from hunting on the Sabbath,
had left Winnipeg in an automobile on a
Sunday morning in quest of prairie

chicken. This was during the past open
season. No doubt they felt that their re-

ligious convictions were alone at stake.

Having shot at or killed several birds,

they were approached by a farmer who
in the strongest language reminded them
that they were breaking the game laws

;

that such a thing would not be tolerated

in his section; and that he would im-
mediately have them reported if they did

not desist from further shooting. Being
of an inventive turn of mind, one of the

shooters seeing that his accuser was in

all likelihood an illiterate man and un-

familiar with the provisions of the game
act, produced his game bird license and
said he was licensed to shoot on Sunday.
The ruse appealed to the man's own
readiness to break the law. A complete
change of front was the result, and forth-

with he asked how he should proceed to

procure such a license, as he did not see

why he should not also shoot on Sunday.
His interest in game protection was not

in the perpetuation of the game about

him, but in barring others from procur-

ing a larger proportion of recreation or

birds than himself.

The regrettable fact is, that one hunter

will often assail another whom he deems
to be enjoying benefits and privileges

which he is unable to procure, in spite

of the fact that the game laws of this

province are strictly impartial. There is

possibly an argument on the side of

either but so long as the interest in game
protection is the outcome of selfish mo-
tives and jealousies, we will be denied

one of the most essential factors in ar-

riving at a solution of the difficulty be-

fore us. If the people of Manitoba de-

sire that the game of the Province should

be protected, they must act largely in ac-

cord with one another, and must secure

the desired result by laying their wishes

unanimously before the legislature; and

must not endeavor to force their de-

mands upon their representatives

through many ditTcrent cliques and fac-

tions. Every member of the Provincial

Government is constantly reminded of

the difficulty of satisfying the public in

the matter of game laws and their en-

forcement through reason of the count-

less and conflicting requests made upon
him.

Assists Government.

The object to which the Manitoba
Game Protective Association has chiefly

devoted its labors has been to assist the

government in adjusting various clauses

of the game protection act so as to be

both practical and conducive of the best

results, as well as endeavoring to create

among sportsmen, agriculturalists and

all lovers of outdoor life in the preserva-

tion of such wild creatures as have been

handed down to them and from which

they derive so many benefits. It is folly

for anyone to consider that game pro-

tection was ever intended to protect the

dififerent species of wild game for the

game's sake. Game protection is simply

a means whereby we attempt to insure a

supply of wild birds and animals for the-

public good, and I contend that every

practical game protective association

should not only endeavor to preserve

such species as threaten to become ab-

normally scarce, by advocating the

strictest protective measures in their

behalf, but should offer every reasoiiable

opportunity to the sportsman to derive a

healthful "exercise and recreation from

the pursuit of such species as are in no

immediate danger of decreasing in num-

bers. In addition, and by no means the

least important branch of wild-life con-

servation is the protection of all species

which are beneficial to the country at

large. Too little attention is given to

the great economic value of vermin—in-

sect—and seed-eating birds, which save

the farmers of America millions of dol-

lars annually in the production of their

crops.
Enforce The Laws.

It is apparent to anyone who has given

close attention to the different game

laws in force in the Provinces and States

of America that there is very little to be
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desired so far as the present game act of

Manitoba is concerned. No doubt there

are to be found several deficiencies in the

act. and perhaps some undesirable claus-

es, but taken as a whole, the game laws

of the Province of Manitoba can be said

to be as practicable and complete in their

requirements as any in force at the pre-

sent day on this continent.

To the Manitoba Game Protective As-

sociation belongs the distinction, in large

measure, for this noteworthy fact; but

the question of real concern before us at

the present time is the enforcement of

these laws. In dealing with the subject

of enforcement, the fact is not forgotten

that the amount of field work now being

done by the government through its

limited number of officers is almost phe-

nomenal, and that the chief game guard-

ian of the Province has been able to cope

with some success with the large number

of lawbreakers who are constantly

scheming against him, speaks well for-

the class of men to whom the work has

been entrusted. This refers to the salar-

ied oflficers of the game department and

not to the large number of nominal game
guardians scattered throughout the Prov-

ince, and who more often are inclined to

shield their neighbors who violate the

law than to lay information which would

lead to their arrest and conviction. It

is to be hoped that the Association wnll

not be deemed presumptive in attempt-

ing to offer a solution tending towards a

better enforcement of the law, the sole

object being the desire on our part to as-

sist not only the government, but the

people.

A law lacking enforcement does much

toward causing hitherto staunch advo-

cates of game protection to become dis-

heartened in their endeavors, and places

upon the shoulders of the few to whom
falls the duty of enforcement, a task

which leaves' them open to undue criti-

cism and an almost total lack of support

from those most deeply concerned. Your

secretary-treasurer, though quite un-

concerned at such criticism, has not es-

caped it. and many have been the com-

plaints uttered during the past year that

he does not keep closer watch upon law-

breakers and in every case lay informa-

tion against them. One need only con-

sider the ill eflfects such action would

often have upon a single individual's

private business to see how unjust a con-

tention is. The enforcement of the law

must of necessity lie entirely in the hands

of the government, and no one individual

can ever be expected to assume the du-

ties of an ordinary constable when not

employed for that purpose.

It would be as logical for us to con-

tend that the city of Winnipeg, with its

present police force of some one hundred

and twenty-five constables, could be ef-

ficiently patrolled by a chief oflficer and

two assistants, as it would be for any-

one to claim that the Province of Mani-

toba can be ensured against even the

most flagrant killing of wild game by the

employment of a chief game warden and

two assistants.

What then must be done to adequately

enforce the game laws of this Province?

At first thought this might seem to be

difficult of solution, but by reducing the

whole question to a matter of dollars in

revenue and expenditure, and by impres-

sing upon all those who annually derive

sport and recreation from hunting that

it is incumbent upon them that some

small revenue should rightly be derived

from such a privilege, we are at once

face to face with the most important fea-

ture to be considered in the practical

workingout of the entire subject. The

adoption of the resident license system

has thus far solved the question of rais-

ing funds for enforcing game laws, or at

least has shown how game protection

mav be made self-supporting, and in ar-

ranging an estimate of increased revenue

and expenditure we must largely depend

upon this system.
Statistics Compiled.

Turning to the public accounts for

the year 1909. we find that the total re-

ceipts in our game department amounted

approximatelv to $15-650. and on the

other side of the ledger we find expendi-

tures of $8,400. showing a net surplus of

well over $7,000 derived from game m
this Province. Resident big game hunt-

ing licenses alone brought in $9,102.

From game birds licenses $4..^o8 \yas

realized, and from non-resident hunting
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permits $980; the balance of gross rev-

enue being made up from taxidermists,

dog trainers, and exportation licenses,

and fines. In expenditures, $5000 cover-

ed salaries to permanent game guardians

and other items included travelling and

office expenses and sundries.

In looking at the question of expense

from the government's point of view,

we are reminded that each department

of the government must bear its share of

expense in administration in proportion

to the volume of public business which it

transacts; and it would not be reason-

able to say that the government should

appropriate the entire revenue of the

game department exclusively for game
protection. But by increasing the rev-

enue a proportionate increase in expendi-

ture would naturally be expected ; and

here lies the secret between the present

laxity of enforcement of the law and an

adequate system of patrol throughout the

Province. By increasing our staff of

salaried officials in the field we can hope

to procure an almost complete protection

of wild game during close seasons, and a

constantly increasing surplus revenue to

the government in the course of years

to come.

Lest anyone might doubt the practic-

ability of thus placing our game depart-

ment on a larger and more efficient basis,

the present system in vogue in Maine or

New Brunswick if looked into will at

once dispel any doubt which may exist.

In the former the game contributes a

very large surplus revenue to the State,

and the amount of money annually

totals several millions of dollars. Added

to this there is no falling off in the game
supply, and the people, with very few

exceptions, have no cause to assail the

government for the measures which it

has adopted. There is no doubt that the

State of Maine will continue to boast of

a bountiful supply of game and a large

revenue therefrom for long years after

the game birds and animals of other

States have become a mere memory of

the past. In a smaller degree the same

words will apply to New Brunswick and

as one sportsman from that province,

who recentlv travelled across Canada, re-

marked: "The day is not far distant un-

der the present conditions of game pro-

tection when the people of the prairies

must turn eastward towards the Atlantic

seaboard to find most of the remaining

wild animals of North America in their

primitive environment.''

Common Sense Legislation.

No less important than the m^atter of

revenue and expenditure in game pro-

tection is the question of public interest.

By this is meant not an accumulation of

theories from a few scattered enthusiasts,

but a general support resulting from the

observations and experiences of practi-

cal men in the field. As one who has

been thrown in contact with a great

many men who annually go shooting, I

am convinced that the co-operation of

hunters living in outlying districts can

very easily be obtained by providing

common-sense legislation in the protec-

tion of the game birds and animals which

they hunt. On the other hand, I know

of nothing more conducive to infringe-

ments of the law than the existence of

game measures which appear unpractical

and at variance with the dictates of com-

mon-sense. In addition to this an in-

dift'erent enforcement or total lack o"f en-

forcement of the game laws will do much

towards depriving the government of

that assistance from the people so es-

sential in carrying the laws into effect.

What Can Be Done.

A svstem presents itself, which, while

maintaining a surplus revenue to the

government, could be the means of pro-

tecting our game almost to the letter;

and which, while requiring a considerable

increase in expenditure, would, at the

same time, provide an annual income

sufficient to meet all demands. By

dividing the Provinces into four separate

game districts, each presided over

by a district warden whose opera-

tions would be confined entirely
_

to

the territory thus assigned to him;

by thus keeping constantly under

the eve of the law all habitual

game 'law violators; and by demanding

of the public a contribution under a

small-game license system, we could

provide from the first year's operation
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sufficient revenue to insure ample pro-

tection of all game, and an increase m
surplus to the government.

An estimate of the figures made upon

a conservative basis shows that it would

be reasonable to expect a gross revenue

of over $24,000.00, as against $15,600.00.

as realized during the year of 1909; and

that after providing for an expenditure

which such a game department would de-

mand a net surplus of something in the

neighborhood of $8,000.00, would be

realized. Resident big game hunting

licenses could be estimated to turn m an

amount of $11,000.00. By broadening

the system of game bird licenses to in-

clude' all hunters, other than those shoot-

ing upon their own lands a revenue of at

least $10,000.00 could be at once assured.

Non-resident licenses under a strict

enforcement, could easily be expected to

produce $1,200.00; and sundry revenues

and fines in addition to taxidermists, dog

trainers, cold storage plant and exporta-

tion fees, would reach in the neighbor-

hood of $2,500.00, thus providing total

receipts of $24,700.00. In expenditures

permanent salaries would not exceed

$10,000.00 for chief game warden, four

di'^trict wardens, and four office ckrks

and assistants. Travelling expenses

$4,000.00 office supplies and printing

$1,800.00. postage, etc., $600.00 and

^undrv and unlooked-for expenses $300.-

00. would bring the total expenditure to

$16,700.00, thus leaving a net surplus to

the government of $8,000.00.

a" district game warden whose duties

would be confined to a limited area (as

for instance all that portion of the Prov-

ince lying eastward of Lake Winnipeg

and the Red River) could in the course

of a vear cover his territory many times

and could make a study of and keep a

strict watch over all persistent law

breakers. This in itself would preclude

the temptation upon the part of hunters

to break the law. Some objection might

be raised as to the fairness of imposing

a fee of, sav, $1 upon all game bird hunt-

b.-.s but when we realize that the big

the 'p^ hunter willingly pays an annual

words ^2 for hunting during the limited

as one sporto weeks, it can hardly be ex-

who recently anvone could reasonably

show objection to a game bird license

costing only half the amount, and which

would entitle the holder to shoot wild

fowl and upland game birds during the

entire period of the different open sea-

sons.

The idea is prevalent among many

city sportsmen that the farmer and the

resident of small centres is always ready

to oppose any legislation which tends to

impose a tax in dollars and cents upon

the hunter. On the other hand, the resi-

dent of the country is said to consider

the city sportsman as one who should

contribute largely for the privilege of a

few days' shooting in the country. Be

this as it may, it is imperative in the in-

terests of game protection that the

sportsmen from both the city and the

rural districts should meet on common

ground and by mutual effort and prac-

dce. aim not towards a division in the

ranks of Manitoba's sportsmen, btit to-

ward an amalgamation of all those inter-

ested in the carrying-out of all practical

and common-sense laws; and by an

united effort towards bringing to justice

those who would wantonly destroy the

wnld life of this country.

For the past six vears this Association

has advocated before the provincial and

federal governments, the establishment

of game, refuges in different wild and un-

populated districts of the province; but

while receiving many promises of sup-

port, nothing has so far been done to-

ward this very necessary factor in the

protection of big game. Though at a re-

cent conference, Thompson Seton, who

has had some success in bringing about

le^^islation of this kind in Canada, to-

ge'ther with the Inspector of Dominion

Forest Reserves, went into the matter

with your secretary, nothing could be

arrived at which would point to an early

establishment of a game preserve in the

Riding Mountains as advocated for so

long bv this Association.

One' species of our big game, the elk

or wapiti, is now making its last stand in

several scattered localities on the con-

tinent, and considering that it once

ranged from the Atlantic to the Pacifac.

and that it is without doubt the grandest

type of all the antlered tribes on the
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earth, we should put forth every effort

while yet there is time to save it from
extinction. The experience of the past

decade in the United States demonstrates

how readily the big- game of America
may be saved from extermination by
proper protection in the utilization of

certain parts of the forest reserves as

game refuges. Every territory and ev-

ery state should 'have animal refuges for

the different kinds of wild life remaining

within its borders; and the">e refuges will

soon become the absolute guarantee of

the survival of such animals as threaten

soon to disappear. Like all great move-
ments, the first step is the creation of a

strong and earnest sentiment, and the

establishment of a sound and practical

policy. To this the Manitoba Game Pro-

tective Association is chiefly devoted.

We must strike a balance somehow.

That part of the principal in our big

game supply still remaining must be held

intact, and we must confine our expen-

ditures in shooting to the income it

earns, or sooner or later we shall find our-
selves practically bankrupt in big game.

In closing, I cannot too emphatically

remind the members of the Association

that their co-operation is absolutely es-

sential in bringing about some such re-

formation in provincial game protection

as is outlined above, and I trust that all

those interested, whether living in the

country or the city, will extend to us a

helping hand, not in money, but in per-

sonal effort, in the support of the arduous
task which we have long since taken up-

on our shoulders. Representing as it

does the common interests of all sports-

men within the Province, whether they

be members of it or not, the Manitoba
Game Protective Association cannot too

forcibly impress upon the public that its

one endeavor and common purpose is to

ensure, by practical methods, a continu-

ation of the game supply of this country,

not only for the people of to-day but for

the eenerations of the future.

The Destructiveness Of Wolves

Why Are Deer Not More Plentiful In Ontario?

BY JACK MINER.

IF
the question at the head of this

article is asked at gatherings of

sportsmen held in southern counties
and cities a great variety of opinions

will be expressed in reply.

Still hunters will blame the dogs and
dog lovers will throw the responsibility

upon the still hunters, while both will

turn upon the settlers, the railroad sec-

tionmen and the lumbermen.

Ask the same question in any northern
town, or at any northern gathering, and
practical unanimity will be found to pre-

vail. The northern men are acquainted
with the facts and they have but one
answer to such a question

—
'Tt is the

wolf!"

Now who are the most likely to be cor-

rect in their views—the men who live on
the spot and know the conditions thor-

oughly from daily experience or those who
live further away and can only visit the

woods at intervals? I think I need not

wait for an answer but will proceed to

put a few questions on my own account,

trusting that they may give occasion for

some readers to think over them and
thus do good

:

First—Why are deer quite plentiful

south of Sudbury and North Bay where
there are many settlers?

Second—Why do they visit and re-

main near the railroad?

Third—Why do wolf stools always

contain more or less deer hair in any

place where deer are found and that

whether the lakes are or are not frozen

over?
Fourth—Eight years ago the country

from Bisco to the north shore of Lake
Superior contained a nice sprinkling of
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red deer. W h)- liave ihey not increased
more rapidly than has been the case?

In my opinion they have not increased

to one-tenth the extent they would have
done had it not been for the wolves.

Can any reader tell me of a place in the

north country where deer will not thrive

were it not for the destruction caused by
the wolves?

I firmly believe that throughout On-
tario to-day there are four moose to ev-

ery one existing within th;. confines of

the Province ten years ago. Why have
not the deer increased in the same pro-
portion? Undoubtedly the wolves kill

some baby moose but to nothing like the

extent they do the deer. Some readers
will probably think I am a little high on
the moose and no doubt this is true so

far as some localities are concerned. Re-
member, however, that I am speaking
of the whole country from Fort William
to Mattawa. Ten years ago a moose
head was quite a prize but to-day they
are as common as red hair.

In 1909 I hunted at Ridout and count-

ed in one day wolf stools to the extent

of twenty-five, the whole containing
deer hair. In my opinion Ontario has
only one question to solve and then we
shall have a big game paradise—How
are we to rid the Province of the wolves?

Seven years ago I could take a man
where he could see at least six or eight

different otter tracks in one day. Xote
the change that has come over the scene.

Visiting the same ground recently not a

track could be found but in place of

tracks and slides was a large double-

spring trap waiting for the first strag-

gler chancing to come that way. For
three years I have not seen an otter

track and that in spite of the close season.

The advance in price of the fur of this

beautiful animal has almost exterminated
him.

Why are not fisher and bobcat (lynx)

just as scarce? Simply because their

fur did not advance in price until three

years ago and even now are not worth
half as much as that of the other.

The same men who killed the otter

will kill the wolf providing it is made to

their interest to do so. As hjiig as the

bounty remains as at present wolves
will not decrease for the simple reason
that the difficulties of securing them are

not sufficiently recompensed at $15 per

head. In my view this amount should
be doubled—raised at once to $30 a head.

If it be olijected that wolf bounty
frauds would increase with such pay-
ments I reply that I think the well re-

compensed trapper would help to guard
us against such dishonesty and this

might be made clearer by insisting upon
the production of the whole head and pelt

and not merely the ears and marking
them in such a way as, without injuring

them for sale, they could not be used ov-

er again. Setting the trappers to work on
the wolves would soon reduce their

numbers and later on the bounty might
be raised to $50 per head without the

total exceeding the amount at present

paid out for ver}^ inefficient services.

On behalf of the trapper it should be

remembered that he poisons at least two
for every wolf he procures. If we could

reduce their numbers, and better still get

rid of the wolves, our deer would rapidly

increase in num.bers. How rapidly of

course is a matter of opinion on which

we may all differ. In my opinion they

would double every two years.

If at present there is on an average

one per mile on each side of The rail-

road for five hundred miles west of Bis-

cotasing how many would there •)e ni

ten years? This is a question well

worth considering. The increase would

undoulnedly be such as would justify the

considerable increase in the wolf bounty

which I strongly advocate and would

leave many deer for our children and

children's children after we have g''^^--

I trust those who know Mr. Wolf

best will contribute to this discussion.

It is only by knowing the views of

sportsmen on an important point like

this that we can hope for our Legislators

to take action. We must be either unit-

ed or present a strong case and that can

only be done l)y general agreement.

The pages of Rod and Gun present a fine

medium for expressing our views. Let

us hear, from many sportsmen, and par-

ticularlv those who know Mr. Wolf best,

their views on this most important point.
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The North American Fish and Game Protective

Association

THE delegates representing various

Provinces and States included in

the membership of the North Am-
erican Fish and Game Protective

Association and meeting alternately in

Canada and the States, assembled at the

Windsor Hotel, Montreal, on February
ninth and tenth, the meeting having been
held last year in Philadelphia. In the

absence of the President, Sir Lomer
Gouin, who wrs detained in Quebec by
his legislative duties, Dr. J. T. Finnie M.
P. P., one of the best known sportsmen
in the Province of Quebec, took the chair

and conducted a successful two days'

conference.

The Chairman rejoiced to see how,
amid the distractions in politics and
economics they could still meet from'

both sides of the border line, all imbued
with the same spirit—the great work of

preserving not only for ourselves but also

for those who may come after us the fin-

est natural resources any country ever
possessed.

Representatives were present from
New Brunswick, (including Premier
Hazen and Surveyor-General Grimmer),
Ontario and Quebec: New York, Ver-
mont, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania; and
letters and telegrams of regret were re-

ceived at the enforced absence of repres-

entatives fom Maine, New Hampshire,
Connecticut, Illinois and British Colum-
bia and likewise from Dr. Evermann
(Washington, D. C.) and Professor
Prince (Ottawa).

Mr. Richards reported progress along
the whole line from Massachusetts. The
last open season for deer was extended
by a few days but shotguns had to be
used though some hunters loaded their

guns with one ounce balls. A consider-
able appropriation had been made for a

report on the birds of the Common-
wealth. They were also encouraging
the raising of quail.

In reply to questions Mr. Richards said

he thought shotguns were insisted upon

with the idea that buckshot would be
used and hunting in the thickly settled

communities rendered less likely to re-

sult in serious accidents than with high
powered rifles. It was stated that New
Hampshire tried the same system but so
many wounded deer got away that they
had to abolish the law.

General Butterfield reported that al-

though many legislative proposals had
been made in Vermont all had been steer-

ed in the right direction and bad propos-
als killed with the exception that the

word "seigning" had crept into some pro-

visions dealing with Lake Champlain.
They had taken the sting out of the word
by providing that the Inspector "may"
and not "must" issue licenses in his dis-

cretion and they knew the Inspector
would require a strong case before issu-

ing such a permit.

Mr. C. H. Wilson told one story of

continued progress in New York State.

Last winter the sale of bass was stop-

ped and spring shooting was prohibited.

The pheasant farm was prospering. Fox
hounds (which would have been used in

hunting) were kept out of the Adiron-
dacks. The fish hatcheries had proved
highly successful and were being con-

ducted on scientific lines. Much had
been done for conservation and he deep-
ly interested the delegates by describing

the work of the Boys' Conservation
League. After lectures on the subject

of forestration the boys planted 2000
trees, 90 per cent of which were alive

and flourishing as against less than forty

per cent, of those planted by the children

of the public schools—a grand testimony
to the intelligence and thoroughness
with which the boys did their work.

Game refuges had been increased in num-
ber and eflficiency.

Mr. L. O. Armstrong testified from per-

sonal experience to the increasing bene-

fit derived throughout Ontario by the bet-

ter enforced protection given to fish and
game. He also believed that the settlers
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were becoming more law ahidiiii;. realiz-

ing that their direct and ])ernianent bene-

fit lay in enforcing the game and hshcry

laws.

Mr. A. H. Smith, of the editMrial staff

of Rod and Gun in Canada, supplemented
these remarks by dwelling upon three

points—the reduction of the big gam?
bag from two deer to oiie, (as to which
a final determination could not be made
as it had only been tried one season.

though it appeared from reports that had
come in to have given fair satisfaction) ;

the pledge given by the Hon. Frank
Cochrane, Minister of Lands, Forests

and Mines, on behalf of the Government
to pass legislation during the present

session of the Ontario House, making
the forest reserves fish and game pre-

serves; and the fine work carried ior-

ward jointly by the Dominion and the

Provinces on behalf of Conservation.

Dr. Finnic described conditions in

the Province of Quebec as absolutely

different from those in any province or

state represented at these gatherings.

The leasing system as carried out in

Quebec had been decried on all sides for

many vears but after all it had not work-
ed badlv and with careful administration

it might be assumed that no great mis-

take had been made. Conservation had
gained largely from that policy. Last
year when fire devastated portions of so

many other provinces and states Quebec
was free. The lessees who were res-

ponsible did a great deal of protective

work, the results of which were beneficial

to the whole Province. At present there

was apparently no prospect of a change
in the leasing system. Their revenues
from their natural resources were increas-

ing, although the non-resident sportsman
received great privileges for the compara-
tively small amounts paid for th^m. The
open season was a long one but there

were great difificulties in reducing" it.

They did hope, however, ere long to cut

out the month of Septeml:)er. As an
evidence of the good work of the Pro-

vincial Association he pointed out that

out of one hundred and twenty-three

prosecutions one hundred and twentv
convictions were resfistered—a fine testi-

mony to the painstaking care of their of-

ficers, liundreds of skins taken out of

season had been seized and sent to the

Department. In addition to the Lauren-
tides National Park and the Gaspesian
Reserxe tliey had seventeen forest re-

serves aggregating 174,000 square miles.

Altogether he felt that Quebec stood well

in the great work of Conservation. In

her water powers Quebec was unsurpass-
ed, having an estimated capacity of three

and a half millions as against Ontario's

365,000. While her magnificent water
powers were harnessed Quebec must be

one of the great manufacturing Pro-

vinces of the Dominion. In future wat-

er powers would be leased and go to the

highest bidder.

Surveyor-General Grimmer, on behalf

of New Brunswick, pointed out that the

greatest difficulty experienced in the Pro-

vince was the dual control exercised by
the Dominion and Provincial Govern-
ments in internal fishing matters. The
Provincial authorities were willing" to

concede Dominion control in the tidal

waters but contended that the Province

should exercise sole jurisdiction in non-

tidal waters. For the purpose of forc-

ing the issue the Province has passed leg-

islation which had not been disallowed at

Ottawa, and after a correspondence with

the Deputy Minister of Justice, in which
the Provincial authorities expressed their

determination to enforce the legislation,

no further progress has been made. They
employed one hundred and sixty forest,

fish and game guardians, every one of

them a provincial constable and author-

ized to arrest throughout the province.

With the big game the Province had ab-

solute jurisdiction. Speaking generally

all the crown lands are under timber

leases and the organized guides divide

amongst themselves the various terri-

tories covered by these leases. By an

honorable understanding no guide tres-

passes upon the territory of another.

They have no leases and no legal rights,

but both the Government and the timber

lessees are glad to allow them the privil-

eges they enjov for the good work they

do in preventing, and keeping down
wdien they cannot prevent, forest fires.

There are lietween four hundred and

fiftv and five hundred licensed guides in
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the Province but not all of them have
camps, many guides working for head
guides. Some men had as many as four-

teen or fifteen camps scattered over their

territory and many had half a dozen
each. These camps were models of com-
fort and convenience in the bush. None
were ever locked. Any man lost or run
out of provisions was welcome to help

himself provided he did not abuse the

privilege accorded him. So well equip-

ped were these men that {.hey would take

charge of a sportsman from the nearest

railway station, provide everything, even
the cost of transport from the station to

the camp, but personal outfit and return
him to the station for an inclusive charge
which had been $7.50 per day but which
he understood was to be raised to $10.

So handsomely did these men perform
their parts of the contract that they were
often told by sportsmen that better care
was taken of them in camp than at home.
It was becoming common for sportsmen
from the States to go into these camps for

the whole summer and many others went
for quite long periods. Big game was
so increasing in the Province that his

department was flooded with claims for

compensation. Even in the city of St.

John the appearance of moose w^as not
uncommon at certain seasons. Under
the New Brunswick system the Govern-
ment made no money but the people of

the Province made a great deal and they
recognized the beneficial value to the

whole people. They found also that

they were educating their people into the

importance of forest conservation and
the protection of the head waters of their

rivers and streams. A great growth in

national sentiment had followed which he
believed would be further stimulated by
the work of the Conservation Commis-
sion.

The session concluded with some good
moose stories, including the adventure
of the Surveyor-General recorded in these

pages some months ago when a moose
put its forefeet in the canoe in which he
was sitting, badly scratching his arm and
thigh, sending the canoe to the bottom
and giving him a bad wetting in addi-

tion to scaring the two ladies who accom-
panied him.

At the afternoon session Mr. W. T.
Robson, Advertising Agent of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway, read a paper on
"The Value of the Tourist Sportsman as
a Means of Publicity for Undeveloped
Country," citing many cases which had
come under his own personal observation
and adding that had he desired to extend
the list he could have enumerated an al-

most endless number.
The Secretary-Treasurer submitted his

annual report in the course of which he
dwelt upon the efforts made to arrive at

some understanding on the question of an
international treaty providing for the ex-

tradition of violators of fish and game
laws of the United States, the Provinces
of Canada and the Republic of Mexico,
and that as far as possible there be inter-

state and inter-provincial agreement for

the extradition of such violators. Mr.
Chambers reported that he had had long
conferences with the Attorney General's

department at Quebec and was informed
that it was a most difficult matter as it

interfered with Provincial autonomy.
The matter would have to be taken up
by the Dominion Government. Five new
members had joined the Association dur-

ing the year, three resigned and three

died. The financial statement showed
a balance on the right side.

Some interesting debates followed in

which further attention was given to the

organized guides' system and Mr. Town-
shend spoke of the success of the fish

hatcheries in Pennsylvania. He believ-

ed no one could realize who had not seen

it how far this work had gone. They
re-stocked their streams and by allowing

every one a chance on asking permission

and consenting to reasonable restrictions,

they had had no case of trespass or poach-

ing within the last five years. In

Pennsylvania they were also doing some-
thing to propagate the sturgeon.

Premier Hazen thought that the sal-

mon hatcheries were doing good work,

and some said there were more salmon
in the rivers than ten years ago. There
were people yet w^ho argued that grilse

were not salmon. Some ans^lers said the

St. John salmon would not rise to the fiv

and thougrh salmon did rise to the flv on

the St. John they were not the original
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St. John salmon but the artificially re-

produced salmon. He advocated hatch-

eries for shad, oi which they used to

procure enormous quantities in the Pro-

vince. There were many questions of

the deepest interest to anglers which

might be settled through the work of

hatcheries.

Dr. Heber Bishop reported that many
rearrangements were under way in

Maine including a reorganization of the

guides' system.

In the evening the members of the

Quebec Fish and Game Protective As-

sociation held their annual banquet and

had the delegates present as guests. The
feature of the evening was an attack by

Controller W'anklyn on the Quebec Gov-

ernment for not doing enough in the

cause of protection alleging that the so-

ciety's officers rendered the more efficient

services and contrasting generally the

work done by the Society and the Gov-

ernment to the disadvantage of the latter.

The second day's conference was at-

tended by Sir Lomer Gouin, Prernier of

Quebec, the retiring President.

On the recommendation of the Com-
mittee, Boston was selected as the place

for the next annual Conference and Mr.

G. H. Richards elected President. The
following were also chosen :

Vice-Presidents; Hon. L. T. Carleton,

Maine; F. S. Hodges, Massachusetts; R.

E. Plomb, Michigan; Hon. C. W. H.

Grimmer, Xew Brunswick ; Flon. \V. C.

Witherbee, New York; A. Kelly Evans,

Ontario ; Dr. J T. Finnic, Quebec ; Gen-

eral Butterfield. X'ermont; Allen D. Wil-

son, Pennsylvania ; Dr. G. E. Porter, Con-

necticut.

Executive Committee: Flon. J. ^^^

Brackett, Maine; Dr. Heber Bishop, Mas-
sachusetts; Hon. J. D. Hazen, Xew
Brunswick; C. FF \\'ilson, New York;
Oliver Adams. Ontario; C. E. E. Ussher,

Quebec; F. L. Fish, \'ermont; J. B.

Townshend Jr., Pennsylvania; and .J C.

Chamberlain. Connecticut.

Secretary-Treasurer: E. T. D. Cham-
bers, Quebec, to whom the usual honor-

arium of Sioo was voted.

Mr. J. B. T^->wnshend Jr. read a paper

in favor of inter-state and inter-provincial

extradition of violators of the fish and
game laws.

Dr. Bishop told of an instance w^here
a club had leases on both the Quebec and
Maine sides of a river. Their wardens
were qualified constables of both pro-

^ ince and state and captured offenders
indiscriminately on both sides without
any unpleasantness resulting. He
thought a similar arrangement could eas-

ily 1)6 made between the Provinces where
their boundaries adjoined.

Hon. C. A\'. IF Grimmer thought the
matter by no means so easy. So
far as the Provinces were concerned it

would have to be a matter for the federal

parliament and with regard to any ex-

tension between Canada and the States
it must remain for an international

treaty.

Sir Fomer Gouin treated the matter as
one of principle. Within their own
boundaries the whole jurisdiction rested

with the Provinces. They could not in-

voke the Criminal Code because there was
no provision made for the purpose. It

would be necessary to go to Ottawa to

achieve their purpose, but he thought
the Avork of so amending the Criminal

Code as to cover these cases would not be

a great one and might be accomplished
during the present session of parliament.

A\'hat was necessary was that the Pro-

vinces .should all agree and with their

agreement he thought there would be no
difficulty (in the part of the federal gov-

ernment.

It was agreed to appoint the Hon. C.

R. Devlin (Quebec), Hon. Dr. Reaume
(Ontario) and the Hon. C. W. H. Grim-
mer (Xew Brunswick) as a Committee
to communicate with the various Pro-

vincial Governments of Canada and with

their consent to ask for the proposed

amendment to the Criminal Code to be

passed during the present session of

parliament. The question of inter-na-

tional extradition must be left to be dealt

with by treaty.

On the motion of Mr. L. O. Armstrong
the Premier and Government of the Pro-

vince of Quebec were thanked for their

increasing friendliness and help extended
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to the Association in carrying its objects

into effective working-.

Mr. Richards submitted a motion to

the effect that long leases were in favor

of conservation and short ones led to de-

pletion. He prefaced the discussion by
stating that the motion was purposely

wide and general and did not apply par-

ticularly to Quebec. He argued "hat

such motion was conceived in the per-

manent interest of fish and game and

was therefore in accord wi':h the objects

of the Association.

Dr. Finnie stated that the leases in

Quebec used to run for nine years and

that period in all recent leases had been

reduced to five. The rents had been in-

creased but the Department had behaved

with such uniform courtesy and fairness

that no one had any complaints to make.

Mr. Maltby urged that the motion be

not pressed. Without doubt it was aim-

ed at Quebec and as four fifths of the

leases were held by people from the States

they should remember that something

was due to growing Canadian public

opinion which would not tolerate the ty-

ing up of so much of their territories

under lease to outsiders at low rents.

The people were demanding that every

other block should be free and it only

needed such a resolution as now propos-

ed to rouse up outside opposition. As
the Government had always behaved
fairly to leaseholders there was no reason

for the motion.

Mr. L. O. Armstrong announced him-

self a partial convert through personal

experience to a modified lease system.

He, however, urged that there ought to

be more open territory in Quebec.

Mr. Parker, Mr. C. H. Wilson, General

Butterfield and others testified to the

amounts spent by club members in their

territories and the efficient way in which
i they protected their limits against fire,

protected the game and fish, spent their

money in the neighborhood and made the

public their friends. In all cases they

alleged that their limits were now worth
much more than when their leases were

granted.

In the result the motion was declared

carried.

On the motion of Mr. L. O. Armstrong

seconded by Dr. Bishop the various pro-
vincial and state governments were urged
to more work in the establishment of fish

hatcheries for the supply of both food
and game fish and to issue publications
bearing upon the same.
The Dominion Government was urged

by resolution to insist upon the electri-

fication of those portions of the Grand
Trunk Pacific running through Crown
lands for the purpose of preserving the

forests from fire.

On the motion of Mr. Wilson both
state and provincial Governments were
urged not to permit any legislation to

pass their respective legislatures on fish

and game subjects that interfered in any
way with the provisions of the interna-

tional treaty between Great Britain and
the United States.

The delegates were the personal guests

of Sir Lomer Gouin at lunch and the well

known record of French-Canadian hos-

pitality was maintained at its usual high

standard. In a few short speeches after

luncheon Sir Lomer deprecated the at-

tack made on his Government at the

banquet the previous evening and men-
tioned that with nine millions of acres of

forest reserves and an efficient fish and
game protective service the Province '^ad

not done badly.

The health of the host was heartily

drunk as was also the health of Dr. Fin-

nie, who presided at the Conferences, and
with many good wishes for future meet-

ings and progress in the good work in

which all are engaged in their own pro-

vince of state, the delegates separated,

feeling that they had been engaged in one

of a long series, doing much to harmonize

the laws of neighbors in the one grand

cause of protection for forests, fish and

srame.

Wolves are reported in large numbers
in the neighborhood of Bauchette, Que-
bec, and Mr. Alf. Thorien of 31 Mile

Lake succeeded in poisoning three of

these pests, obtaining a good price for

pelts as well as the bounties. Mr. S. Day,

of Cameron, obtained a very large wolf in

the same way and presented the tanned

pelt to the Rev. B. S. Robinson of Ot-

tawa.
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First Ascent Of Mount Babel

IIY .MEMBKIiS OF THE PARTY.

THERE is a stage in mountaineer-
ing where the climber is no long--

er satisfied with ueaten tracks

but seeks untrodden paths and
fresh conquests. To scale a virgin peak,
to win a first ascent—that is the ambi-
tion of every true mountaineer, and the
more trying and adventurous the climb
the greater the honor—though of course
no unnecessary risks are ever undertak-
en or applauded by recognised climbers.

It was in Consolation \'alley. as al-

ready mentioned in a previous article.

The Big Moraine and Tower of Babel Valley.

that the Alpine Club met last summer.
The camp was at the base of Mount
Babel and Mount Babel (8590 ft.) had
never been climbed. Who would be the

first to reach the top of Babel? It was
a question frequently asked by members
of the camp and the question was not

long without an answer.

A party of four of the most enthusias-

tic and experienced mountaineers was
got together on the second day of the

camp—the partv consisted of Messrs. A.

R. Hart, L. C' Wilson. H.H. Worsfold,

and O. Wheeler—the last named being

leader. To these belongs the honor of

the first ascent of Mount Babel and it

is to the members of the party that we
are indebted for the facts of the ascent.

It was very evident that the ascent

would not be n^ade on the east side of

Mount Babel—the side which faces Con-
solation \'alley and at the base of which

our camp lay. The mountain seemed to

suffer very much from disintegration and
decay—enormous heaps of boulders are

piled around the base and rock lides

are provided, almost to order, day and

night. Every now and then we could

hear the rumble of falling rocks in one

of the many '"chimneys" of Babel. A
big boulder, at first invisible, would by
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and hv ciiieii^e from the chinincv, rush-
ing down at immense speed, boundinj^-

from rock to rock, sending off a cloud of

dust and splinters with every collision,

and gradually reducing its rate of des-

cent until it came to rest near the foot

of the mountain. Not only did this oc-

cur frequently during the day but almost
every night the stillness would be l)rok-

en at intervals by these falling rocks.

This was one of the forms of entertain-

ment provided for the campers. The
forces of disintegration are clearly seen

at their work each day on IMount Babel

—it is fast becoming a prey to the rav-

thc north end of Consolation X'alley, as
far as the creek which empties the' lake
and follows the Valley of the Ten Peaks
until it joins the Bow; we crossed the
big moraine, skirting under the tower of
Babel, a spur of Mount Babel itself, and
passed through a piece of bush to the
lower part of the glacier fed by Mount
Fay. We climbed the snow almost to
the lower icefall, then turned to the le^'t

and ascended a chimney, which we could
not call very diflficult. Then we trav-
ersed the side of the mountain to the
upper icefall ; it was during this part of
our ascent that we were in great danger

Mts. Babel and Fay—Showing Part of the Route Taken.

Pboto by B.vron Uaniiun. I'hotoirriiidier, Banff, Alta.

ages of time and all around the eastern

face is an immense pile of boulders and
debris. Babel is a \enerable ruin, no
longer holding high its head, no longer

proud, but humbled, beaten in the age

long struggle against time.

All available a\enues of ascent on the

eastern face (the camp side of the moun-
tain) were simply the paths of falling

rocks, hence a more roundabout route

had to be attempted.

"Leaving camp at five f jrty a.m..'"

says one of the party, "we followed the

trail to Moraine Lake, that is towards

from falling stones. We tried to as-

cend further by climbing between the ice

and the rock, but we found this course
to be impracticable because there was no
hold on the rock. W'e had to descend
some distance and we then- climbed the

rocks on our left. This route brought
us to a shelf or ledge which was only

about one foot in width and was itself

overhung ])y r.jcks. Here was the

crux! We liad to make this ledge and get

to the top of the rocks above us or

return. To go back w;as almost a.^

bad as going forward. To go back was
to re-enter the danger zone already men-
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tioned and to run great risk of destruc-
tion by avalanches or falling stones.
On the ledge the hold was very poor.

However, we resolved to make a good
fight for it. Wilson gave Wheeler a
"leg-up' and Worsfold held him against
the rock keeping him from falling back-
wards—for a fall backwards would have
meant a drop of 300 feet ! and the fall of

one might have pulled the rest of the par-
ty over. Wheeler, having reached the up-
per level looked about him to select the
next stage of the climb and at the same
time Worsfold made his way along t*ie

ledge similarly to prospect and see if

there were not a better way up. He
reached the end of the ledge, rounded a
corner of rock and came to the face cf

the cliff where the holds were good,
though small, merely finger holds at

first, improving after a crack was reach-
ed some twelve or fifteen feet higher.

The two other members of the party
followed this route and they did not nee'd

to assist each other.

The party was now on a level with
the top of the upper ice fall and it took
nearly two hours to traverse the last

piece of ascent which did not seem much
more then twenty feet. The party tra-

versed the side of the mountain until

they reached this upper icefall—this was
about eleven a.m.

At this point they re-entered the dan-
ger zone in which rocks were falling free-

ly, avalanches occasionally and the risk

was great. Indeed the party had what
might be called "a close shave," for in

crossing an ice fall an avalanche came
down just after they had passed. They
were obliged to cut steps in the ice in

order to reach the Fay snowfield. From
this they ascended Mount Babel on the

west side, the rest of the climb being
mostly over broken rock and causing
no great difficulty. The party reached
the summit about one fifteen, and built

the usual cairn (rhomme des pierres).

To return by the same route as we
ascended, said one of the party, was an
utter impossibility owing to the danger-
ous state of the glacier. We followed
the same route as far as the Fay snow-
field, and having passed that we tried to

cross between Far and Little but were

greeted by sheer precipices which bar-
red our path and we were obliged to re-

turn to the snowfield. We then cross-

ed by the path between Mounts Little

and No. 3. We learned afterwards that
we should have crossed between the sec-

ond and third peaks of Fay as aft'ording

the most convenient route. W^e got to
the great snowfield at the head of Pios-
pector's Valley. From that snowfield
we crossed the pass south of Mount Bid-
ent, reached the Bident of Boom glacier^

returning to Camp by Boom Valley and
Consolation Pass, a route described in

our article on Mount Bident in the Jan-
uary Rod and Gun."
The party returned by the south end

of the Valley and reached Camp about
eight-thirty p.m. having made a complete
circuit and having won the honor of the

first ascent of Mount Babel.

ALPINE CLUB NOTES.

It is officially announced that the Sixth

Annual Camp of the Alpine Club of Can-

ada will be held in the alpine meadows
above Sherbrooke Lake. This will be

known as "The Great Divide Camp." as

the work done by the Club's members
will be on the peaks of the Great Divide,

close to which the camp will be situated.

A feature of the gathering will be an aux-

iliary camp at Ross Lake, giving access

to the little known alpine district around

Pope's Peak and the northern end of the

Victoria ridge.

This is quite a new region to most of

the members ; in fact, few readers of this

paragraph are likely to know where these

lakes lie. Sherbrooke Lake is situated

about two and a half miles northwest

from Hector station on the main line of

the C. P. R. It is a mile long and half a

mile wide. The precipice at its upper end

frowns over a placid lake of pure forget-

me-not blue. The meadow in which the

camp will be pitched lies immediately be-

low a forest covered spur of Mt. Miles,

which dominates the Sherbrooke Valley.

On the east rise the slopes of the rugged
ridge between Mts. Bosworth and Daly,

which divides the waters of the Atlantic
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from the Pacific. On the west Mt. Og-
den shuts off the famous Yoho Valley.

To the east, northward, a narrow defile

—the Daly Pass—leads to the snow col

between Alts. Daly and Niles; the ascent

of either mountain being made by this

route. To the northwest the Niles Pass

leads to the ice-fields overlooking.,^ the

Yoho X'alley.

Ross Lake is about a mile south of the

railway, an exquisite little mountain
tarn, but little known, scooped out in a

rockbound amphitheatre from which the

ascent is made of Pope's Peak and other

mountains of the Great Divide, south of

the railway.

The official climbs will be Mt. Daly
and Pope's Peak, but any other peaks in

the vicinity of sufficient altitude w^ill be
accepted.

All the Daly-Balfour region is of sur-

passing interest and quite new. As usual,

expeditions of all degrees of difficulty wall

be arranged and even the least strenu-

ously inclined will find plenty of delight-

ful fresh experiences to occupy their

time. The camp will probably be held
during the last week of July and first

week of August.

Dr. T. G. Longstaff has just given to

the Library his pamphlet on Mountain
Sickness and Its Probable Cause. It

was written as his doctorial thesis at

Oxford in 1906. This is a subject but

little understood. Many inexperienced
travellers in high places put down symp-
toms to mountain sickness which are

really those of fatigue or indigestion. In

fact it has even been disputed whether
there be such a thing at all. Its exis-

tence, however, is now generally con-

ceded at very great elevations. Its

manifestations vary greatly in the same
man and at the same elevation, being
largely dependent upon bodily condition.

The most striking symptom is the com-
plete lassitude engendered; the powers
of perception become less acute and mo-
tion both more toilsome and much slower.

Headache is sometimes intense and vom-
iting often severe. Since this paper was
published the Duke of Abruzzi has made
his famous ascent in the Himalavas and

his experiences have provided further

matter for study. The details are being
worked out and our knowledge of this

obscure disease gradually grows widei.

A resume of Dr. Longstaff's paper will

appear in the forthcoming issue of the

Canadian Alpine Journal.

The Alpine Club of Canada continues

to attract attention by its original and
valuable work among the scientists of

the world. Two of its members, Mr. S.

H. Baker, of Glacier, B. C, and Mr. How-
ard Palmer of Boston, U. S. A., have just

been made fellows of the Royal Geo-
graphical Society of England in recogni-

tion of their explorations in the Selkirk

range of British Columbia. The Club
is doing the work for which it was or-

ganized and is bringing before Canada
and the world the wonderful attractions

of the vast mountain region, so long ig-

nored.

Magazine readers will no doubt have

noticed in the December and January

numbers of "The Metropolitan." the ac-

count by tw'O well known members of the

Alpine Club of Canada, Prof. H. C. Par-

ker and Mr. Belmore Browne, of their at-

tack upon Mt. McKinley. and the final

routing of the claim to the ascent made
l)y the notorious Dr. Cook. Unfortun-

ately they did not succeed in their at-

tempt upon this most difficult peak, ow-

ing to the side attacked being impreg-

nable. They are now making prepara-

tions for another attempt.

Two amendments to the Constitution

are before the members to be voted upon.

For the greater convenience of the work
of the Club, local committees have

been formed in Vancouver. Calgary,

Winnipeg. London (England), and New
York. These have been found exceed-

inglv satisfactory, and they are now to

be put upon a Constitutional basis. The
other proposed amendment deals with

the proposition to award the right to
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wear a special Club badge to those who
have made a certain record in mountain-

eering. To be entitled to wear a badge

it shall be necessary for a man to have

climbed during four separate seasons in

some recognized alpine region of the)

world and to have made during each of

those said seasons the ascent of at least

one truly alpine, glacier-hung peak, ris-

ing at least two thousand five hundred

feet above timber line. The woman's
qualification shall be similar except that

the period shall be three years and at

least one alpine peak shall be required

to be ascended during each season. This

scheme has met with great approval and

the plan should serve to increase the

interest and enthusiasm for the work of

the Club.

In the December issue of "La Mon-
tagne," the organ of the French Alpine

Club, the attention of its readers is called

to the last issue of The Canadian Alpine

Journal. It is pronounced most attrac-

tive revealing, as it does, a complete new
world only two weeks distance from

Paris, in a series of articles which it is

most interesting to analyse. The book

gives a glimpse of a completely new form

of Alpinism which, by organized camps
and systematized expeditions opens up

the Canadian Rockies and makes them
widely known.

Members who were at the last camp
of the Club in Consolation Valley will

be pleased to learn that Dr. and Miss
Longstaff will almost certainly renew
their experiences at the Club Camp this

summer. Dr. Longstaflf 'had almost de-

cided to make another trip to the remote
fastnesses of the Himalayas, but after his

visit of last year the lure of the Cana-
dian mountains was too powerful to re-

sist.

According to the newspapers the C.

P. R. are going to commence their line

into the upper Columbia valley this sum-
mer from ttie southern end. The steam-

ship Klahoya under Captain Armstrong

will again run from Golden, but the

schedule will be greatly improved. A
new boat is building for freight service,

the Klahoya being kept solely for pas-

sengers. It will be run more frequent-

ly daylight trips being the chief object,

combined with increased speed. There
is a world of interesting countr)' to be

reached from this base. The only parts

of it known even by name 'to the general

public are Toby and Horse Thief Creeks,

the former of which inspired such en-

thusiasm in the Governor General a year

or so ago. In Horse Thief Valley the

Mountain Valley Ranch affords a charm-
ing summer home to such visitors as are

able to get accommodation there. A
pony and guide are provided for every

one to explore the country and fishing

and shooting are good throughout the

region. Perhaps when the railway is

completed the country will be surveyed

and it will be possible to get maps of a

district as yet almost untravelled.

Mountaineers are awaiting the inven-

tion of some convenient instrument

which can be depended upon to give

elevations with some degree of accuracy.

It is to be noted that in the recent ex-

pedition of the Duke of the Abruzzi, to

the Himalayas even the best possible an-

eroids were found to be hopeless, vary-

ing in a degree that was beyond all cal-

culation. The observers v.^ere special-

ists, thoroughly trained engineers, and

pronounced aneroids almost useless for

their purpose.

In connection with the last two para-

graphs an article by Mr. E. W. Harnden.

a member of the Appalachian Club

which appears in the November issue of

"The Mountaineers" (Seattle, Wash.)

furnishes food for thoug^ht. During

last September Mr..Harnden and Mr. C.

D. Ellis, of Wilmer, B. C, decided to at-

tempt the climb of Mt. Hammond, the

monarch of the Toby Creek region. A
start was made from Paradise Mine at an

assumed altitude of 8,000 feet. The
elevation was carried by means of an
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aneroid tu the sum mi t of the jjeak which
is stated to be 12,125 feet— the highest

in the Selkirks. \\ ithout wishing to

cliallenge directly the accuracy of the

statement, much doubt exists in the of-

ficial quarters of The Alpine Club wheth-
er a i)eak of so great an altitude will be
found to exist in this section of the Sel-

kirks. The greatest elevations of the

range seem to climax in Mts. Sir Sand-
ford, 11.634 feet, and Mt. Dawson, 11,-

113 feet; the former to ihe north, the

latter to the south of Rogers Pass. Gen-
eral scientific observations from Mt.
Dawson and from high points of the

main range of the Rockies to the east

lead to the conclusion that from the

peaks named the general elevation of

the range falls ofif to the north and to

the south. Assuming that the starting

point for the aneroid at Paradise Mine
was correct,—and unless it was estab-

lished l)y a line of accurate spirit level-

ling, it is very questionable that it was
correct—at 8,000 feet an aneroid is quite

unreliable unless the flunctuations of

atmospheric pressure are eliminated by
means of a stationary aneroid, working
in harmony with the traveller's one, at

the point of starting. It is generally
conceded that ordinary aneroids are un-
reliable above 10.000 feet, and even the

\\ atkin aneroid which begins to regis-

ter at 11,000 feet and is built expressly

for the higher altitudes, has been found
to be quite unreliable. (See Dr. Filip-

po de Filippi's account of the Duke of

the Abruzzi's expedition to the Karakor-
am Himalaya, Geographical Journal,

Vol. xxxvii No. i., January 191 1, p. 24.)

The stated height of Mt. Hammond
cannot, therefore, be accepted as final by

The Alpine Club until further and more

scientifically accurate methods have been

employed.

WOLVES AND BIG GAME.

As in Ontario, so likewise in Manitoba
the wolves are said to be increasing in

numbers, and a writer who has had re-

cent experience in the Riding Mountains
reserve in that Province reports as fol-

lows :

It is stated by those who know, that

the wolves are increasing in the moun-
tains, the comparatively smallpack which
used to range in the neighborhood of

Lake Audy, and in the valleys of Ranch
creek, having increased rapidly until it

now numbers something over twenty-five,
a band of eighteen having been seen re-

cently. The full-mouthed, nerve-shaking
music of the pack can be heard on the
clear moonlight nights, and that they play
havoc, not only with the calves, but with
the full-grown elk is evident from an inci-

dent in the early part of the season.
Two men were ranging the woods in

the ncig]i])orhood of a gully one dav.
when a full-grown elk crashed through
the bushes in panic-stricken flight, and
vanished in the heavy timber beyond. A
few moments later, one of the hunters,
chancing to look in the direction from
which the animal had appeared, beheld a

huge black head, with fearless eyes and
heavy jaws, staring at him through the

bushes. It vanished as silently as it had
appeared. The man followed to the gully

As he waited for a few minutes, there

suddenly rose from the opposite side of

the hollow the heavy, shattering howl of

a timber wolf, which was answ^ered al-

most immediately by another further up.

Then, as he watched, there came forth

from the brush which fringed the gully,

three great brutes, two black and the

other gray, and they commenced to nose
along the brow of the hill. Finally com-
ing upon the track of the deer which they

Then, as he watched, there came forth

on down the gully, one behind the other,

toward the waiting man. \\'hen they

were within fifty yards of him, he let

drive, and the foremost fell kicking in the

snow, the others coming on fearlessly for

a few yards and then ducking into the

under-brush. The fallen animal, which
had a broken back and which was at-

tempting silently to trail himself up the

side of the gully with his front legs, was
speedily put out of his misery, and no
more was seen of the others.
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"An Englishman" writes to the Cal-

gary Herald describing the coyote hunt-

ing followed by the members of the local

hunt club and which is as near fox hunt-

ing, so widely followed in England, as

western conditions allow. The hunting

takes place on the Sarcee Reserve, an

open space of ground some miles in ex-

tent, entirely free from fences and suffi-

ciently free from brush, uneven ground,

coulees, gullies and streams to render

the task of a brisk ride over it interest-

ing. Some eight or ten couple of coyote

hounds specially bred for the work are

used. These hounds work entirely by •

sight and not by scent in something the

same manner as grey hounds. Every

hiding place is "drawn" in turn and al-

though a whole morning sometimes goes

by without a find more often it is not

long before a coyote is found, "stealing

away in the distance with that curious

loping stride which is so deceptive and

which nevertheless covers the ground at

a tremendous pace." When the hounds

spy their quarry they are off with the

field behind them riding for all they are

worth. Obstacles have to be taken as

they come but falls are few although a

beginner finds it not so easy to sit a

trained pony as he twists and turns with

marvellous quickness. Very seldom

does a coyote pursue a straight line for

any considerable distance. As soon as

he feels fatigue he begins to double and

execute every manoeuvre by which he

hopes to save his life. Quick as he is

the hounds are just as quick and before

the hour has expired the run is over. As

the noise and excitement has caused any

other coyotes lurking in the vicinity to

migrate to other quarters the huntsman

canters off to a different part of the

reserve and with ordinary luck the run

is duplicated. Sometimes the coyote es-

capes bv slipping through the wire fence

surrounding the reserve and which is

not negotiable with horses but this sel-

dom occurs except when the find takes

place within a short distance of the lim-

its of the reserve. "In the majority of

cases the thief of the world or his west-

ern equivalent, meets a sudden death."

In our December number appeared an

account of a rare duck captured by Dr.

Fairbanks of Cobourg, at Rice Lake.

Neither the Doctor nor the taxidermist

of Peterborough who mounted the duck

had ever seen a representative of the

species before and naturally they were

interested in naming it. The Hastings

Star has supplied a solution of the mys-

tery. The duck was a tame Chinese one

used as a decoy and while being used

for that purpose at Montgomery's Is-

land, Rice Lake, one stormy day he broke

away and decamped only to fall a vic-

tim to the Doctor's gun.

A Montreal man shot three deer on

the reserve of the Chapleau Club, Min-

erve township, Quebec and was allowed

to go on the payment of $i7-50 costs on

the plea that he did not know he was

hunting in private grounds.

Reports from the Adirondacks are to

the effect that the last open season was

the best in any year, excent when snow

hunting was permitted, since records

were kept and while it is estimated that

nine thousand deer were killed, the deer

are still so numerous that the prospects

for a continuance of this state of things

are exceptionally bright.

A wild duck dinner wnih the reeve as

the guest of honor, was held at Port

Dover, Ontario, early in January at

which were present many duck hunters

from different parts of the Province
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ONTARIO'S LEADING TAXIDERMIST
Send me your Game Heads to mount.

. Expert Animal, Fish,

Game Head and

Bird Mounting

promptly done at

lowest prices.

Moose Head Mounted by Edwin
Dbson.

Fine Rug Work in

all styles.

Eli Head Mounted by Edwin Dixon.

My Taxidermy efforts are best known through their natural appearance

and durable workmanship.

FOR SALE—Beautifully mounted Moose, Elk, Caribou and Deer heads,

Antlers and Fur Rugs. Write for photos and descriptions.

Instructions for correctly skinning and shipping game heads, animals,

birds, etc., for mounting, shipping tags, etc., mailed Free.

Unionville is 20 miles N. E. of Toronto. Good transportation. Come
out and get acquainted any time.

References—Standard Bank, Unionville ; W. J. Taylor, publisher of Rod
and Gun ; sportsmen and hunters everywhere in Canada and U.S.A.

EDWIN DIXON TAXIDERMIST

MAIN STREET, UNIONVILLE, ONTARIO

Official Automobile Road Guide
OF CAINADA

Authorized by the Ontario Motor League
Describing 7,000 Miles of Roads in Canada,
with Complete Route Maps, including

LARGE MAP ; also Hotels and Garages.

PRICE S3.00
W. J. TAYLOR, LTD. ... 5 King Street W., Toronto
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A blackbird with a red breast, a black

bullfinch, a yellow blackbird, a white

thrush and a white sparrow with red

eyes were among the exhibits at the Cage

Bird Show in London, Ontario. Thv?

finest exhibit, however, was a magnifi-

cent specimen of the greater bird of

paradise in full plumage valued at $1500.

Early in January Mr. C. L. Owen,

the representative of East Northumber-

land, brought before the attention .>f the

Hon. L. P. Graham the allegation that

dams are being erected along the Trent

Valley Canal without any provision J'.-

sluiceways. He said the view of many
fishermen was that fish follow rhe cur-

rent and pass down through the locki

and basins until they reach the Bay of

Quinte and Lake Ontario whereas .vith

sluiceways the fish are turned back to

their feeding grounds. The waters have

been long noted for game fish and many
anglers come in annually to enjoy the

fishing. Mr. Graham promised an in-

quiiy into the whole subject.

A pet moose is said to be wandering

in the neighl)orhuod of Plaster Rock, N.

[^., and making the lives of dogs a misery

to them. During the close season,

three moose, a bull, a cuw and a calf

wandered round feeding with the cattle

and using their salt boxes. When the

open season came on the bull and cow
left for the wilds but the calf remained

and visited various farmyards. The
abundance and variety of food evidently

suited the calf and having a malforma-

tion of one of its spikehorns it is easily

identified. The farmers have become

quite used to it and are taking measures

to ensure its protection from any hunter

who wishes for fresh meat without going

to the woods in search of the same.

A bear, the most distinctive feature of

which is' a patch of white round each

eye making the animal appear as though

peering through a pair of great spec-

tacles, has been presented to the Bronx

Zoological Gardens, New York, by Mr.

E. B. Bronson. a well known sportsman

and a close personal friend of Dr. Wil-

liam T. Hornaday, the director of the

famous Zoo.

A man named Morrison who resides

near Oyster River. N. B., declares that

he shot a bear which was riding on the

back of a moose. Whether the bear had

deliberately attacked the moose, slipped

from a tree by accident as the moose

was passing underneath or adopted that

method of crossing the river, the sports-

man was unable to say but he declares

he shot the animal as the moose was

carrving him across country as though

recently emerged from the waters of the

river. One shot was sufficient to kill

the bear and the moose thus released

made oft' at record speed.

As one result of the bounty frauds in

North Western Ontario the whole head

and pelt must be produced to a magis-

trate before application is made for the

bounty in future. The heads of coyotes

and timber wolves are very much alike,

but deception will be far more difficult

when the whole pelt has to be produced.

The Manitoba hunters in the Riding

Mountain preserve had some fine ,suc-

cesses last, open season. The Killarn-

ev men secured a magnificent elk.

A hunting party from Moosomin, Sas-

katchewan,' obtained three moose and

three bear during the open season and

moose and bear roasts and steaks were

said to be quite common in the town for

some davs after the party returned.

George Matthews, late of Regina, who
has spent four years at the Hudson Bay
Post of Fort Smith was recently in Re-

gina and gave some account of his ex-

periences. For the first year he was very

lonely but would not now like to change

the solitude of the north for more stirr-

ing scenes. WhWt he did not want a

railway north he was enchusiasi: over

the fisheries and declared there were

enough fish in the north to feed all the

people of Canada. Only transportation

facilities stood in the way of a cheap

food supply.
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LEIPZIG LONDON ESTABLISHED 1831 PARIS BERLIN

G. GAUDIG & BLUM
IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS OF

RAW FURS

HIGHEST PRICES PROMPT RETURNS FAIR ASSORTMENTS

ON REQUEST. ALL SHIPMENTS KEPT SEPARATE UNTIL REMITTANCE IS FOUND SATISFACTORY
REFERENCES : MERCANTILE AGENCIES AND BANKS

125 WEST 27th STREET NEW YORK

H. B. BAKER

Taxidermist

and

NaturaMsl

Unionville, Ont.

Successor to W. A.

Brodie.

Taxidermy in all its branches. A trial solicited. I

guarantee satisfaction. Mounted and unmounted game heads

bought and sold Taxidermists supplies for sale. Write for

price lists and any special wants.
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At the annual meeting of the Manitoba

Game Protective Association held in

Winnipeg in January .the following offi-

cers were elected for the ensuing year;

Patrons, Lord Strathcona and Hon. R.

P. Roblin, Hon. President, Hon. G. R.

Coldwell ; Hon.Vice-President Sheriff

Inkster, President, A. Code; Vice-Presi-

dent, J. C. Waugh ; Secretary, J. P. Turn-

er; Executive Committee, H. G. Spur-

geon. Dr. Bell, Dr. J. E. Jones, W.
Dyer, Dr. F. Cadham, W. C. Lee, H.

U. lightcap, A. Singletone (Gladstone),

H. Criddle (Tressbank), Glen Campbell,

M P P. (Gilbert Plains), A. Hazelton

(Portage), S. Russell (Strathclair, and

Dr. Weagent (Portage).

It was decided to ask the Provmcial

Government to extend the open season

so as to make it run from November

fifteenth to December fifteenth and to

allow the killing of does for two seasons.

The latter was deemed advisable in

view of the large number of farrow does

to be found as against the abnormally

small number of bucks. The Executive

Committee are also to discuss proposed

legislation dealing with game matters.

at the Crown Land Office, Fredericton,

recently, when matters pertaining to the

game laws and the protection of the

game and the forests were under dis-

cussion. The guides afterwards ex-

pressed themselves as much pleased with

the result of their conference.

The Manvers Shooting and Fishing

Club has been formed at Toronto. The

Club has secured valuable fishing and

shooting grounds at Manvers, Ontario.

Both hunters and trappers in the East-

ern Townships of Quebec report a good

season and with the high prices of all

furs good profits are anticipated.

Most of the curious stories come from

the States and a mighty curious one

emanates from Nantucket, Mass. A big

cod fish was brought ashore and while

it was being dressed a hunter stopped

to chat. On opening the fish a full

sized "shoal duck" fluttered out and be-

fore it could fly away was shot by the

hunter. Very obligingly the corres-

pondent who tells the story supplies also

the explanation. On seeing the fisher-

man approach the bird dived and was

swallowed whole by the cod which was

caught shortly afterwards. Enough

air passed through the gills of the fish to

allow the duck to breathe.

A party of five women from the States,

Mrs. T. H. Reeves, Miss Alma Brown,

Mrs. George T. Stumm, Mrs. H. T. Hor-

ton and Dr. J. Clive. enjoyed a two weeks'

hunting trip in the wilds of Vancouver

Island. The party had no guide as all

of them are no strangers to the Woods

and proved themselves capable of attend-

ing to their own wants. Last season

Dr. Clive killed a fine moose and other

members of the party brought back head

and hides of elk, deer and sheep.

Melton Beam, of Creston, B. C. shot

a cougar after his dog had treed the an-

imal. When measured it was found to

be over eight feet long. As there^ is

a bountv of $15 on cougars and the hide

was sold at a good price the hunter did

a good day's work.

Messrs. W. Harry Allen, the president

Adam Moore. Charles Cremin and Arthur

Pringle representing the New Brunswick

Guides' Association, had an informal con-

ference with Surveyor General Grimmer

A letter received from Algonquin

Park states that up to the beginning of

February twenty wolves, fifteen of them

females, had been taken into headquar-

ters. The deer in the park are reported

in fine condition and very few so far
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The Oldest Fur House In America

Joseph Ullmann
18-20-22 West 20th St., New York

Branch Establishments under SAME NAME at

LEIPZIG LONDON PARIS
GERMANY ENGLAND FRANCE

Buying and selling representatives in all important Fur
Markets of the World, distributing each article where best

results are obtained, enable us to pay highest market prices for

raw furs at all times.

Raw Fur Shippers
in the Western Provinces should address all shipments and

correspondence to

JOSEPH ULLMANN,
150 East Third Street, St. Paul ... - Minn.

Correspondence and shipments from Ontario and the Eastern

Provinces should be addressed to

JOSEPH ULLMANN,
18-20-22 West 20th St. ... New York City

Our Raw Fur Quotations, Shipping Tags, Etc., will be sent

to any address on request,

References : Any Mercantile Agency or Bank.
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have been killed by nolves. A lars^e

buck had a great light with a wolf not

far from headquarters. The deer broke

the wolf's leg and came out victorious.

The writer adds: That was one for the

deer and goes to show that if they would

only defend themselves they would not

always suffer.

A famous game dinner takes place at

the King Edward Hotel, Banff, on

Christmas Day of each year and many

people travel from distant points in ord-

er to attend. Last Christmas the menu

included; oyster soup, the oysters from

Olvmpia Bay; white fish from Athabas-

ca' Landing; prairie chicken from the

Jumping Pond; wild goose from Lake

Manitoba: turkey (tame) from Fort

Saskatchewan ; canvas back and mallard

ducks from the Vermilion Lakes; moose

nose, moose tongue and moose roast

from north of Edmonton; Rocky Moun-

tain goat from Snow Creek; bear from

Shuswap, B. C, black tailed deer from

Banff; antelope from Brooks; Mountam

sheep from Panther Creek. The din-

ing room was splendidly decorated wath

Christmas trappings and the mounted

heads of game; there was an orchestra

and a blazing hot fire; in fact every-

thing was arranged in exceptionally

good taste and the entire dinner from the

soup to the finish was a treat.

Reports from Dr. Grenfell show that

his introduction of the reindeer into Lab-

rador has proved highly successful.^ The

milk is richer than cows' or goats' milk

and makes particularly fine cheese, while

the flesh is said to be much finer than ord-

inary deer. The soft rich fur makes

warm garments and the dressed leather

is valuable. The original herd of 300

is said to have increased to over 800.

Thev are faster than the dogs, can draw

heavier loads and live off the country

where the dogs would starve. Dr.

Grenfell has advised the Dominion Gov-

ernment to adopt wliolesale breeding of

reindeer and to change the Roval North

West Mounted i'olice and post sledges

from dog to reindeer equipment.

There was exhibited in the Pioneer

^Lirket at Calgary at the end of Decem-

ber the carcass of a magnificent moose,

weighing nearly 1800 p.unds, the exhibit

attracting a great deal of interest.

When the story of the moose, wdiich

when alive must have l^een six feet

high at the shoulders, was told the in-

terest deepened for the animal was shot

near the main thoroughfare of Edmon-

ton.

Mr. E. R. LaFleche writes from Ot-

tawa: Judging by the great number of

beaver coats seen daily in the streets of

Ottawa this winter the few hundred

beavers caught in the Algonquin Park

last year must have been extraordmanly

large ones or their pelts must have been

stretched by some new flying machine

process. Yes, beaver coats exceed coon

coats very largely in numbers and many

sportsmen are anxious to know whether

all the skins which go to their make

up bear the Government stamp: "Caught

in the Algonquin Park, Season 1910."

Xo one can claim that prohibition on

l)eaver has really been prohibitive and

this failure, both'in the past and present,

has led to much direspect of the law.

Every effort to take a sound and sane

view of the situation is met with prejud-

ice and a want of official sympathy and

action that discourages efforts on the

part of individual sportsmen to render

assistance in enforcing the law.

A despatch from Fort Chippewayan

mentions a report that Harry V. Radford

of Xew^ York who is exploring in the far

north has received a permit to kill two

bush buffaloes. Heavy penalties are at-

tached to the killing of any of these

animals and as several Canadians have

applied for such permits in vain there

is considerable indignation expressed

locally at the report.
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Schofield-Holden

Motor Boats
Every motor boat owner knows that wherever motor

boats are in use the " Schofield-Holden " is the most

popular. It is the boat your motor-boating friends

will recommend you to buy. It is the boat you will

get the best satisfaction out of while you use it—and

it is the motor boat you will get the best value for if

you should want to sell at any time.

Schofield - Holden Machine Company
Limited

TORONTO
Head Office :

14 Court Street.

Shipyeu'ds :

Carlew Avenue.

The Sure Death Trap
This trap catches animals by the neck instead

of the feet, killing them instantly without injury
to the pelt. A humane feature that is certainly
commendable, besides it saves every !ur to the
trapper. It is made in three sizes and has the best
trigger action £%'er put on a trap. This trap has
made a great record for itself the past season. One
Trapper caught 18 Mink and 10 Muskrats with three
traps. Send a dime for our new 84 page illustrated
Trappers' Guide. It explains everything.

TRAPPERS SUPPLY CO-, BOX C, DAVENPORT, IOWA

65 Bay St. North

WANTED.
Send in your name for

our catalogue of lowpriced

Kerosene and Gasoline

Boat engines. You will

save money by so doing.

GUARANTEE MOTOR CO.

Hamilton, Ont.

AUTOMOBtLt

TROUBLES

MASTER YOUR MOTOR CAR, MOTOR BOAT,
Motorcycle or Aircraft

Automobile Troubles and How to Remedy Them.
Automobile Driving Self - Taught. Automobile
Motors aril Mechanism. Ignition.Timingar.d Valve
Setting. Motor Boats: Construction and Opera-
tion. ABC of The Motorcycle. Flying Machines.
FI.:-xir,le leather anH cloth hin^ir.jr= munri comers UP-TO-
DATE, RELIABLE. 1910 EDITIONS. Price S1..50
Leather: Sl.fXjf; •-•':-

: truaranteed by Book-
eellers. Auto ar; - -. r.: --:: ;: - f , or direct.

THE CHARLES C. THOMPSON COMPANY
Publishers, S45-S49 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

NEWHOUSE
TRAP

Made
sizes to

anytning i

rat to bear.

ONEIDA COl
NIAGARA

1 nis Trap
IS aDsolutely

reliable.

Never rails to

nold game.

cAtall

balers.

\ Ltd.s



THE TRAP
Rod and Gun and Motor Sport* in Canada is the OfficitJ Orcan of the
Dominion of Canada Trap>Shooting Association. AU communication*
should be addressed to W. A. Smith, Editor "The Trap" KingsTille, Ont.

TOURNAMENT DATES.
March 6—International Trap Shooting Tourna-

ment, New York, S. M. Van Allen,

Manager.
July 31, August 1 and 2,—Dominion of Canada

Trap Shooting Association, Annual
Tournament at Belleville, Ont. All

communications to be addressed to Mark
Sprague, Secretary, Belleville, Ont.

STRAY PELLETS.

American papers report the death of Jack

Parker, Detroit, Mich., a former well-known repre-

sentative of Parker Bros, and Peters Cartridge

Co.

Canadian trap shooters will bj shocked to hear.

of the accidental death of Mr. E. C. Eaton, Mont-
real, the victim of a revolver shot discharged in

some mysterious way by himself. '

' Eddie '

', as he

was formerly known to his many shooting friends,

was a most popular and genial attendant at all

the large tournaments and his bright presence

will be sadly missed in future. We ext-end our

sincere sympathy to his bereaved family.

THE DOMINION TOURNAMENT.
The Committee having in hand the arrange-

ments for the eleventh annual tournament of the

Dominion of Canada Trapshooters ' Association

are getting matters fairly into shape amd believe

they will be able to appeal to the average shoot-

er and particularly to the beginner.

The concensus of opinion appears to be that

trapshooting is going back and those in a position

to know hold that the reason is the unequal

division of added monies, or—to put it perhaps

in the best way—the added monies are usually

won and distributed between six or seven of the

most successful shooters, and all others, even the

good average shooter, is kept out.

That this state of things shall not apply to

the Dominion Tournament the Committee have

arranged to give ten highest averages of $25 each,

ten second high averages of $20 each and ten

third high averages of $15 each. The surplus

earned on targets up to $100 will be divided with

the next or fourth ten high averages, and any
surplus on targets over $100 will be divided with

the fifth ten high averages. In this way if

seventy shooters enter, fifty of them will receive

cash premiums.
The entrance charges will be two cents per blue

rock and it will not be necessary for one to bring

a pocket full of money to enable him to shoot.

For the two days the only outlay to which he will

be put will be $8 entrance money and his ammu-
nition.

Additional prizes such as guns, cut glass and
medals will add to the programme and lovers of

the game can feel that under average conditions

they can obtain their shares somewhere and should
therefore attend and enjoy the shoot.

WESTERN ONTARIO TRAPSHOOTERS'
LEAGUE.

Dr. A. B. Cutcliffe, secretary-treasurer of the

Western Ontario Trapshooters ' League writes to

state that at the request of President Fisher, he

has called the annual meeting of the League for

Brantford on March loth, 1911. An invitation

is extended to any club wishing to join the or-

ganization if they will send in their application

to the secretary before that date.

Members of the Brantford Gun Club recently

met and decided to enter the Western Ontario

Trapshooters' League again this year. £ "rat-

ford, Woodstock, London, Ingersoll, and other

cities are expected to join again this year.

SHOOTING AT MONTREAL,
The Riverside Gun Club had an interesting

week-end shoot (15 birds) for the trophy pres-

ented by Mr. Henry Brown, on January four-

teenth with the following result:

Chas. Redman, 13; Sandy Robertson, 12; Tom
Westlake, 8; W. Barrows, 8; A. Taylor, 8; O.

Bingham, 7; A. Clark, 7.

In a ten bird match the results figured out:—
Sandy Robertson, 7; C. Redman, 6; C. White,

5; W. Barrow, 5; T. Weslake, 5; J. Breaker, 5;

A. Clark, 4; J. Wilson, 4; Young Jones, 6; Jim
Peard,4; R. Rogers, 4.

There was a good turnout of meml>ers at the

shoot on January twenty-eighth but the wind was
too high for tall scoring. The events were:

Competition for the medal by the Hamilton

Powder Company—20 birds; A. Livingstone, 16;

H. Brown, 14; E, Swan, 13; S. Breaker, 12;

W. J. Peard, 8; J. Wilson, 6; C. White, 6; A.

Clark, 6; W. Barron, 6.

For watch fob by the club—10 birds —C.

White, 7; A. Livingstone, 6; H. Brown, 5; S.

Brooks, 5; W. J. Peard, 5; W. Barron, 4; A.

Clark. 4.
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//f
Rifle and Pistol Cartridges\^

III In forty odd years of gun making the Winchester company
V/ has discovered many fine points about ammunition that

could be learned in no other way. That is one reason why
Winchester cartridges excel. Another is because they are

made in a complete plant by a modern system of manufacture,
under the supervision of experts. No matter what rifle or pistol

you shoot, there is a Winchester cartridge made for it. For
your own protection, don't simply ask for car-

tridges when you buy. Be specific and
insist upon having Winchester make,

THE RED W BRAND
SOLD EVERYWHERE

TRAP SHOOTERS
l_OOK MERE!

THE FAMOUS

Canadian Black Bird

PERFECT TRAPPER. PERFECT FLYER.

PERFECT BREAKER. GOOD PICK UP.
Packed by an expert. Positively best bird made.
Price $2.75 per barrel

;
$5.00 per thousand, shipped

f .o.b. Hamilton.

Manufactured by

NELSON LONG,
66 Burlington St. West - - Hamilton, Ont.

AZ.SO BOWRON S ANGLE TRAPS.

Lyman Elevating Leaf Sight
(Patented).

No. 46. Price $2.50.

This construction allows the use of the
Lyman Leaf Sight complete (either Leaf
or Bar), and at such elevation as suits

best.
The small Stop Screw adjusts for Point

Blank.
Further elevation is obtained by raising

the Slide, pushing forward the Knurled
Headed Screw, and, by tightening, it is

held in position desired.

The entire Sight folds down fiat on the
Rifle.

(This Sight is not at present adapted to

.22 Caliber Rifles).

Send for 1910 Catalogue.

The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation

Middlefield, Connecticut, U.S.A.



STRATFORD TRAPSHOOTERS—WINNERS OF WESTERN ONTARIO TRAPSHOOTERS' LEAGUE
CHAMPIONSHIP. 1910.

From left to right: Standing, Wm. Boles, K, C. TurnbuU, A, >*. Fisher (President W. 0. T. L.); sitting,

J. P. Aitcheson. Walter Miller, (President, Pastime {inn Club). Thomas Savage.

Pastime Stratford Gun Club

Tlie Pastime (Uin Clul) of Stratford, clioinpioiis

of the Western Ontario Trapshooters ' League, for

1910, holJ the unique record of having won every
match they contested, taking the five-man team
and the two-man team championships, and mem-
bers of the Pastimes won as well the high average
and long run prizes. Nine prizes were held up
«iid Stratford took them all. The five-man team

TORONTO DOINGS.
Gun And Country Club.

At the Queen's Hotel on January fourteenth
there was a representative gathering of Toronto
lovers of the gun, called together to discuss the
formation of a Gun and Country Club.

The meeting was unanimously in favor of the

scheme, the gist of the sentiments expressed by
those present being that the time has ^onu- for

the followers of this sport in Toronto to unite
and have a club and grounds. It was par-

ticularly emphasized, however, that this move-
ment is not inspired by any club or clique, but
is a purely individual one, and it is expected
that many men not now associated with any club
will be interest-ed in the movement to put this

really splendid sport in its proper place. Mine
Host McGaw laid before the meeting a temptiUj^

comprised: K. C. Turnbull, Wm. Boles, Thomas
Savage, J. P. Aitcheson and A. W. Fisher, and
Walter Miller, (spare man), their average being

over 85 per cent, for the six matches. Stratford 's

two-man team comprised: K. C. Turnbull and J.

P. Aitcheson and their average was nearly 93

per cent. K. C. Turnbull won higli average and
J. P. Aitcheson long run prize.

proposition for grounds to the north of the

city, and a committee was appointed to inspect

the property and any other sites and report at

a meeting to be called later bj' the Chairman.
The father of trap-shooting in Toronto, the gen-

ial Thomas A. Duff, gave some good advice, as

did also Mr. Ed. G. White of Ottawa.
Due notice of the next meeting will be given

and in the meantime all devotees of the gun, to

whom this movement appeals are asked to com-
municate with the Chairman, Mr. F. A. Park-

er, at the corner of Roncesvalles avenue and Dun-
das Street, or the Secretary, J. G. Shaw, Con-

federation Life Building.

Stanley Club.

On January twenty-first the strong wind blow-

ing made high scores impossible. Shooting at
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%m^l^Wi1^

J^- J^-;'^-4 V^' ^^^ '.Is

Have pleasant recollections

of its unexcelled qualtiy.

%. m

^

dependMle ammunition vt

If not a user buy a box and save 20 on Imported

brands.

Shoot 20 more and increase your proficiency with a rifle.

Test it against any make for velocity, penetration and

close grouping of shots.

Dominion Cartridge Company, Limited
Ammunition Manufacturers Montreal, Canada*
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doubles was an interesting part of the program.
Scores:

S.A. B.

Joselin 115 97
MacDonnel 105 61

Jennings 95 80

Stevens 90 70

Dunk 80 67

Hulme 80 63

Pearsall 80 oO

Hogarth 80 55

VanDuzer 65 50

G. Scheibe 65 50

Soekett 65 38
Black 65 32

Halford 55 39

Sawden 50 37

Flett 50 30>

Massingham 40 25

McKenzie 40 21

Ten Eyck 25 22

Fritz 25 17-

Edkins 25 17

Burk 25 17

Jones 25 10

Irons 10 5

The following were the scores made on Jan-

uary twenty-eighth: S.A. B.

Stevens 130 97 •

Black 120 65

Hulme 75 65

G. Scheibe 75" 56

Davidson 75 51

Hogarth 65 40
-Alexander 65 25

Massingham 60 39
Buchanan 40 31
Holmes 40 23

S. Stanley 35 25
Edkins 25 15
Winners of the spoons were Stevens and Buch-

anan, with 22 out of 25, which were very good
scores, considering the high wind.

Ten Eyck 25 20
Edkins 25 15
Holmes 25 15

Un Feburary fourth Massingham won the spoon
in Class B, with a score of 20. In Class A, the

contest was between Stevens and Joselin, who
tied with 23 each, and in the shoot-off Joselin won
with a score of 21, Stevens getting 20. Shooting
at doubles was a feature of the afternoon 's sport,

and the boys are steadily improving. The scores
were as follows

:

S.A. B.
McDonnel 125 84
Joselin 120 10J
Lundy 100 47
Soekett 75 53
Stevens 65 54
Massingham 65 47
Scheibe 65 46
Fleet 65 40
Gray 55 19
Hulme 50 37
Dr. Van Duzer 50 34
Pearsall 40 37
Hogarth 40 26
Stanlev 35 30

Balmy Beach Gun Club.
The regular weekly shoot of the Balmy Beach

Gun Club was held as usual on January four-
teenth. A good attendance of m-embers and
friends were present, and some good shooting took
place. P. J. Boothe won the silver spoon as
high gun for the day.

S.A. B.
T. D. McGaw 100 68
O. E. McGaw 65 39
P. J. Boothe 55 46
T. F. Hodgson 55 41

J. F. Ross 35 25
G. Mason 35 26
R. C. Harris 70 43

G. D. Ten Eyck 100 75

A. E. Craig 55 35
H. Rosenthal 65 29

J. G. Shaw 45 31

O. Smillie 20 8

F. W. Lyonde 25 18

E. Ross 25 15

B. Cleveland 25 15

H. V. Philpott 25 16

J. McMullan 50 32

The regular weekly shoot of the Balmy Beach
Gun Club was held on their ground on January

twenty first. A good turnout of members and
friends was present, and some good shooting took

place, F. W. Lyonde winning the silver spoon as

high gun for the day. Scores:

S.A. B.

A. E. Craig 50 ' 31

G. H. Smith 45 31

P. J. Boothe • 50 33

T. D. McGaw 70 38
T. F. Hodgson 45 28
J. F. Ross 50 31

O. E. McGaw 60 36

G. Mason 35 29

W. H. Cutler 45 20

C. M. Bernard 45 18

R. C. Harris 50 44

J. A. Shaw 40 23

F. W. Lyonde 50 42

H. Rosenthal 60 27

L. J. McGrorv 30 12

O. Smillie 50 23

On January twenty-eighth some good shooting

took place, W. McDuff winning the silver spoon

as high gun for the day, and O. E. McGaw the

President's Shield.
S.A. B.

T. F. Hodgson 60 32

A. E. Craig 70 56

J. F. Ross 75 56

W. McDuff 105 86

G. N. Bernard 70 38

T. D. McGaw 100 73

G. Dunk 95 80

W. H. Bucke 20 ^ 9

J. E. Murphy 20 9
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DON T COUNT LOCK PARTS UNTIL YOU SEE
THEM IN THE GUN READY FOR ACTION
r All gun makers claim a simple lock but no amount of paper-talk will make a lock simple.

^ The gun itself must consist of the fewest possible parts advertising cannot accomplish this.

C We do a little advertising but this is no reason why you should buy an ITHACA—^ the reason is in the gun itself.

^ Compare our lock, set up, ready for action with any other make if we haven't the simplest lock we'll give you the

gun let the gun talk for itself.

C. If you see more than one hole in a hammer, look out for toggles or stirrups not shown.

^ Our hammer is all in one piece, only one hole, no toggles or stirrups attached.

^1 We use coil springs the type adopted by Uncle Sam for Army guns we gruarantee them forever.

5 Send for beautiful catalog in colors FREE.

^ We make 18 different grades guns, $17.75 net to $400. list.

C Our little 3 I -4 lb, 20 bore is a howling success.

ITHACA GUN CO. BOX 13 ITHACA, N. Y*

/
L U G E R

any way you please

It

automatic pistol mi>le- The mu^t accurate, bf-
cause great^-stdistiucH b-^tweea ^i?hts Kaatest
—speed of 116 ihotj i minute. Safest— because
of in three Sifety d!Vic;s. A danger signal

which shows when it is l>alad. aa automatic
lock released only when in firing position, and
absolute or optional loclc. Writu for Catalogue
or ask your dealer.

Visit our exhibit ^tth"^ National 3portimiD Slio»
Square Garden. New York.

H. TAUSCHER Broadway, New York
Sole Agent for fJjnuinc .Mauser Rirles. Haenel Mannli'

Kiti '3. and Agent for Mannlicher tichoenauer HiHes.

ForGuns
"3 in One" Oil Has No Equal
for oiling trigger, lock, every action part. Does
not dry out quickly like heavier oils, gum. harden

or collect dust no matter how long gun stands.

"3in One" cleans outtheresidueof burntpowder
(blacker smokeless) after shooting, leaving the

barrel clean and shiny. It actually penetrates

the pores of the meul, forming a delicate per-^^
manent protecting coat that is absolutely s^H
impervious to water or weather. No acid. iVl
F„„ A test wilLtell. Write for sample M

Empire (bulk)

— and —

BcJlistite (dense)

Leadeti m the Best Ciau of SmokeleM Powdeit

BALLISTITE— sold only in Dominion
Cartridge Go's loaded shells (Imperial

and Regal.)

EMPIRE—sold in bulk. If your dealers

do not keep it, write us direct.

Both the above well Known brands man-
ufactured by the Nobel's Explosive
Co., "Glasgow," Scotland, have been
in the lead at numerous tournaments
held throughout Canada ;

give them
a trial and be convinced.

Agents in Canada :

Hamilton Powder Co.,
Montreal, P. Q. Taronto, Ont.

Victoria, B.C.

Winnipeg, Man.
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F. W. Lyonde 60
J. G. Shaw 60
O. E. McGaw 90
C. D. Ten Eyck 90
W. Joselin 95
J. Jennings 95
11. J. Trimble 60
0. Smillie 60
A. Bond 25
H. V. Philpott 25

50
47
78

58
79

81

49
31
16
15

On February fourth, T. D. McGaw was the
lucky member in the Dupont Silver Medal and
fob, being high gun in the 25-bir'l shoot, with 24
out of 25, also winning the silver spoon. Scores:

S.A. B.
T. D. McGaw 55 44
A. E. Craig 60 43
M. Rosenthal 65 33
T. F. Hodgson 35 23
0. E. McGaw 85 61
J. F. Ross 50 41
P. J. Boothe 70 56
L. McGrory 20 12
W. McDuff 100 85
Dr. J. F. Ross 65 22
G. H. Smith 75 61
J. E. Murphv 40 25
H. C. Jarvis ' 50 20
O. Smillie 45 26
J. A. Shaw 45 28
F. W. Lyonde 50 37
J. H. Trimble 50 38
C. E. Spencer 25 14
E. B. Ross 40 26
H. V. Philpott 45 2y

The regular weekly shoot of the Balmy Beach
Gun Club was held as usual on their grounds,
Eastern avenue, February 11th. A good turn-

out of members and friends were present and
some good shooting took place. P. J. Boothe
was high gun in the 25 bird shoot for the Dupont
Medal, having 24 out of 25, also winning the sil-

ver spoon. Results:

S.A. B.
O. E. McGaw 110 82
C. D. TenEyck 85 61
T. Millar 55 41
Wm. McDuflf 75 59
T. F. Hodgson 35 23
J. G. Shaw 60 34
T. D. McGaw 85 63
M. Rosenthal 70 37
G. N. Bernard 45 28
F. W. Lyonde 25 21
G. Mason 60 48
J. F. Ross 50 42
E. R. Pitcher 45 24
J. E. Murphy 25 18
P. J. Boothe 35 29
H. V. Philpott 45 33
Alex. Bond 30 22
E. B. Ross 25 21

National Gun Club.
The Xational Gun Club held their weekly pig-

eon shoot on January twenty-first. Low scores

prevailed on account of the high wind. Messrs
Brunswick, Usher, C. Beare and F. Peacock were
winners of the cups and spoons. Scores:
E. Springer 50 38
Brunswick 55 45
J. Harrison 55 24
G. Harrison 50 30
G. Vivian 40 27
Brooker 30 15
J. Turrer 30 18
F. Stanley 20 15
E| Coath 60 48
A. E. Davis 30 18

A. Gould 30 W
R. Beare 30 17

C. McKenzie 30 11

H. Usher 40 35
C. Beare 20 15
F. Peacock 30 20
MeKeand 30 20
R. Gould 30 21

On January twenty-eighth was held the annual

President and Vice-President shoot for a supper

the Vice-President winning out by 23 birds.

Scores were as follows at 25 birds:

J. Monkman, P 15 Rus. Keare, V.P. .. 17

Geo. Vivian 21 E. Springer 20
A. Gould 13 F. Stanley 20
Dr. Vandwuzcr . . i^ C. B. Harrison 22

J. Ross 16 R. Gould 17

C. Moore 33 C. Beare 17

L. Limpaid !6 H. Usher 15

H. Ouston IT J. Tunner 1&

L. Brooker 10 E. Coath 21

Wni. McKeand ... 17 .J. Dean 14

Ben Pears 11 C. Mackenzie , 8
J. Harrison 17 F. Peacock 18

185 208

PARKDALE GUN CLUB.
The regular weekly shoot of the Parkdale Gun

Club, held on February fourth, created more than
usual interest. The first round of two hand-
some trophies was shot, and, considering the
wind, some good scores were made. Both events

were handicapped from 16 to 19 yards. After

the regiilar events were over a spoon shoot at

doubles created no small amount of amu3-:mei>t,

and was captured by I. G. Pickering. Iho shoot-

ing at doubles is certainly a good sport, and doe3

more than a little to quicken one up and im-

prove their shooting at live birds. The pr.ictice

scores are not given. Messrs. Jenalngs and
Douglas were welcome visitors. The scores:—

Dupont Butt
Yds. trophv medal

"Williams 18 22
' 20

Pickering 18 21 17

Devins 16 21 19
Matthews 17 20 19
Douglas 16 20 16
Cook 16 20 12
McAdam 17 19 21

Carey 16 18 9

Jennings 19 18 19

Parker '. 19 16 17
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SMITHCUNS
/ HUNTER ONE— TRIGGER

THE simplicity of construction of a Ham- ,..

merless Smith Gun appeals to all sports- v^

men. A novice can quickly take it down
and put it together. It is this simplicity of

mechanical construction that has made it so

popular—that has given it undisputed leadership.

IT IS this simplicity, too, that prevents it from ever
shooting loose. That is absolutely impossible in a
Smith Gun. The longer you shoot a Smith Gun the

tighter it gets

—

it is self-cJjaslin^. Our handsome,
new lithographed Catalogue explains this more in de-

tail. Ask your dealer forit, or write us diiect—today.

That Catalogue will also tell you all about the

very latest Hammerless Smiih Gun — the 20-
GaugeHunterOne-Trigger. The Hunter One-Trigger
attachment is the greatest improvement in gun-
making for more than half a century. The new
20-Gauge is just the finest gun that can be made
at the price. Simply all gun and no frills. Weighs
only 5f to 7 lbs. As a well-informed sportsman
you ought to know about it.

THE HUNTER ARMS CO., 89 Hubbard St., Fulton, N.Y

"HE'S ALL RIGHT"

"^fuim.nj,^'^

SMOKELESS
SHOTGUN POWDER

IS

EASY ON THE

SHOULDER
AND IS

A POWDER THAT
DOES NOT PUNISH

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS POWDER CO.
WILMINGTON, DEL.
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Alex. Wolfe 19 15 17

Hooey 16 15 12

Bush 16 15

In the final shoot at the Parkdale Gun Club,

held on February eleventh for the Dupont Tro-

phy and the Butt Gold Medal, I. N. Devins and

Geo. Wolfe were the lucky winners, but not until

the other members of the club had fired their

last shots were they able to plume themselves.

Pickering chased Devins to the limit, his final

stages being shot at 19 yards, and Fred Mat-
thews says that darkness was the only thing that

saved Geo. Wolfe.
In the spoon shoot at doubles, Geo. Wolfe again

Bhowed class, killing 15 out of 20 This kind of

shooting is creating more attention at each meet-

ing, and it is safe to predict that before long it

'will be most popular.

Scores

:

Dupont Butt
Hep. Trophy Medal

Devins 16 41 36

Pickering 19 39 33

Fenton 19 38

Ward 18 36

Carey 16 36 26

Mathews 17 36 38

McAdam 17 35 36

Williams 19 34 36

Parker 19 34 34

Geo. Wolfe 19 33 38

Cook 16 32 20

Smith 16 29

Trethewey 17 28

Alex. Wolfe 19 24 35

G. M. Dunk, the city professional, was a wel-

come visitor, and did some shooting that opened

the eyes of the boys.

THE GUTTA PERCH4 GUK CLUB.
The Gutta Percha Gun Club is flourishing in a

healthy fashion. At the initial shoot at

O 'Brien 's Corners, Mimico on January twenty-

first there was a big turnout ol members, and
that, too, despite the unfavorable weather. The
high wind made the clay '

' uns
'

' go in all direc-

tions, consequently they were hard to break. H.
Hill and A. Hill did some fine shooting under
the conditions.

On January twenty-eighth the surprise of the

afternoon was provided by a new member, J.

Murphy, he scoring 15 times out of 20 attempts,
I. Eushworth and H. Hill tied for first place,

each having 16 breaks out of 20 shots. W. M.
Weller is regaining his form, his shooting show-
ing a 50 per cent average.
The match shoot is going to be a hot one.

Each team skipper is busy swearing in for his

own team every good clay bird '
' buster '

' in

sight so that the enemy won 't get a show. How-
ever, both teams are as yet equal favorites for the
event. Scores

:

S.A. B.
T. Eushworth 20 16
n. Hill 20 16
J. Murphy 20 15
H. Baker" 20 13

A. Hill 20 13

F. C. Holland 20 11

W. M. Weller 20 10

E. Brompton 20 8

A. Evans 20 7

W. Skinner 20 6

Scores on Feibruary fourth

:

S.A. B.
F. Sibbald 20 17

J. Murphy 20 14
H. Hill 20 13

H. Baker 20 12

T. Eushworth 20 11

J. Glass 20 11

A. Hill 20 10

A. Stevens 20 10

E. Brumpton 20 10

W. M. Weller 20 9

J. Doig 20 7

W. Leamon 15 8

HAMILTON HAPPENINGS
At the Hamilton Gun Club on January twenty-

first the high wind made accurate shooting im-

possible but nevertheless the members enjoyed

a good afternoon 's sport. It was the opening of

a series of shoots for the Klein & Bingley Cham-
pionship Trophy which is being shot for under

,
handicap. John Bowron got off to a good start

being high with 22 out of 25 while A. D. Bates
and F. Olliver tied for second with 21. In a

ten bird merchandise event D. Eeid, A. Hall, and
H. Spratt were high in their respective classes

and pulled down the souvenirs. A. D. Bates was
high for the day with 44 out of 55.

The total scores made during the afternoon

were

:

S.A. B.

A. D. Bates -55 44
T. W. Barnes 80 58

N. S. Armstrong 100 60

H. Spratt 65 42

J. Hunter 70 41

F. W. Watson 90 46
F. Sturt 45 30
W. Wark 55 36

A. Hall 65 41

J. Bowron 55 36

E. A. Clifford 45 29
F. Olliver 35 25

D. Eeid 100 6V

On February fourth the second shoot for the

championship trophy was held. A. I>. Baius

put on a score of 23, which gives him a slight

lead over H. Spratt and Court Thomson. The
members are pretty well bunched and it prom-
ises to be an interesting race for the resc of

the series.

In the fifteen bird merchandise handicap, C.

Thomson and H. Kretchman landed in first place,

although the latter had to fight it out at miss

and out with F. Olliver to decide a tie. Court

Thomson was in good form, being high for the

day with 113 out of 130, while A. D. Bates with

52 out of 60 and W. Wark with 29 out of 35 gave
him a close run.
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You know mallards—wisest and wariest

of all ducks—Solomons of the air. You
can't knock down mallards with a paddle

nor can you get them with a g^un that plasters

its shot all over the face of creation.

A mallard shot is generally a long shot, and
long shots require a hard-shooting close-shoot-

ing gun.

That's why the long-headed man who goes
to a mallard country- takes a Lefever. When
he swings it on a towering pair of mallards he
does not question the result. He knows it—

TWO CLEAN KILLS
The reason a Lefever kills clean and sure

and far is Lefever Taper Boring.

But if you buy a Lefe\er for the taper bor-

ing alone, you will get more than your money's
worth. For instance, you will never be hand-
icapped with looseness at the hinge joint. The
exclusive Lefever screw compensates for a

year's wear by a trifling turn that you make
yourself with a screwdriver.

LEFEVER
SHOT GUNS

Sixteen other exclusive Lefever features and
Lefever simplicity and strength make the $28
gun the peer of any $50 gun on the market.
Upwards to ? 1,000. Send for free catalog

and get Lefever wise. Lefever Arms Co.,

20 Maitbie Street, Syracuse, New York.

Durston Special

20 Gauge. Price, $28.00

IVELR J0J1N30N

Revolver

'UPPOSE you fall or something
hits you—is your revolver shock-

proof.? Can the hammer be driven into

the cartridge by an external blow ? With
an ordinary revolver the danger is all on
one side—your side. A ccidental discharge

is absolutely impossible with an

IvER Johnson
Safety

Automatic

Of the three million in use, not one was ever
fired save in response to a purposeful pull on
the trigger. More—The Iver Johnson will not
fail you in a pinch. It has unbreakable, perma-
nent tension wire springs, such as are used in

U. S. army rifles. It is accurate, dependable,
high class—and you can

"Hammer the Hammer"
To prevent substitution of obsolete model

and limit sale to proper persons, distribution

is confined to resident dealers, licensed

under our patents. Mail-order

houses aS'e not licenseii.

IVER JOHNSON'S
ARMS AND

CYCLE WORKS
157 River Street, Fitchburg, Mass.
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The total scores were:
S.A. B.

Court Thomson 130 113

H. Spratt 35 25

N. S. Armstrong 95 63

E. A. Clifford 60 42

N. Hall 45 31

M Kaspberrv 75 60

A.D.Bates' 60 52

J. Bowron 50 32

J. Hunter 60 43

W. Wark 35 29

F. Olliver 60 41

W. Johnson 100 76

H. Kretchman 115 75

The Bartonville Gun Club held its shoot on

Feb. 9, with a good attendance of members.

Some good shooting took place, Frank Pottruff

being the lucky one, carrying away the silver fork

as high gun in the 25-bird match. The scores:

S.A. B.

F. Pottruff 25 23

W. House 25- 14

J. Smith 25 13

M. Treggunno 25 17

C. Syer 25 19

H. Anderson 25 22

A. Parmenter 25 13

J. Nairn 25 18

L. Springstead 25 18

S. House 25 . 19

Kelly 25 22

Forsythe 25 11

L. Springhead 25 18

R. House 10 7

N. Syer 10 8

A CLOSE FINISH AT BELLEVILLE.

On the 9th of Jan. Mr. A. T. Neal of Stirling,

gave a live bird shoot to five of Belleville Gun
Club, pitted against five of Wellmans Gun Club.

The day while clear and bright was particularly

windy, making the birds very difficult, but in

spite of all this fairly good scores were made
and in the shooting of 14 birds each the score

stood a tie of 46 killed to the credit of each

team. In shooting off to breaK the tie on the

15th round Belleville succeeded in gaining one

bird advantage. After this a Mis" and Out was

made to use up the surplus pigeons. The wind

had fallen a little and shooting was exception-

ally good and at the conclusion of the surplus

birds, Mr. McKiver, of the WeUman 's Corners

team was the only survivor, Belleville having two
of its members still in the race, namely H. Day
and M. Sprague.

The scores are as follows:

Belleville.

H. Day
M. Sprague ....

T. Gay
A. Mott
Morton

"Wellman 's Corners

12 Nicks 10

13 Wooten 9

11 Anderson 9

7 McKiver 13

6 Soriver 7

A CLUB FOR KINGSTON.
Kingston trap shooters are getting together

and will try to organize a club. The members
of the proposed club have secured a field near

the K. and P. crossing, where they have fre-

quently held competitions in the last of which,

owing to the high wind the scoring was poor.

The best shot was made by N. R. Grimm, 30 out

of 50.

THE SECOND ANNUAL SHOOT AT W/_ "ER-

LOO.

The annual shoot of the Waterloo Gun Club at

live pigeons and blue rocks was held on January
thirteenth and proved to be one of the most
Buccessful in the Club 's history. The weatlier

conditions were most favorable and the com-
petition keen and exciting. There were three

events on the programme, the results being as

follows:—
6 live birds—Sweep—2 rounds.

1st. 2nd. TL
E. F. Seagram 5 6 11

M. Scully 5 5 10
M. Hartman 5 5 10

A. Hergott 5 5 10

A. Avery 5 4 9

L. Bowman 4 5 9

W. Witt 4 3 7

Miss and Out Event.

E. F. Seagram 1 1 1 1 1—5
L. Bowman 1 1 1 1 1—

5

A. Hergott 1 1 0—2
M. Scully 1 1 0—2
M. Hartmau 1 0—1
A. Avery 1 0—1
W. Witt 1 .0 Oi—

1

B. Steffelmeier 0—0
In the above event, Messrs. S. E. Seagram and

L. Bowman divided the purse.

Blue Rocks—10.

E. F. Seagram, 9; L. Bowman, 8; A. Hergott,

6; A. Avery, 6; M. Scully, 5; W. Witt, 5; M.
Hartman, 4.

The standing at the close of the shoot was a»

follows:—E. F. Seagram, 1st; L. Bowman, 2nd;
A. Avery, 3rd ; A. Hergott, 4th.

49 4S

LIVELY DOINGS AT CHATHAM.
The Chatham Gun Club held a good meeting on

January twentieth. The i-^oore family, consis-t-

ing of Daddy Jack and son Ed., were the whole
works, and both did some magnificent work.

Their scores were a tie, each having the splendid

percentage of So, which is some Moore good shoot-

ing. Walter Elliott, B. A. Oldershaw, W. B.
Wells and Joe Oldershaw were well up. The
following are the scores and shooters:

Event 1—B. Oldershaw, 7; B. Stover, 6; E.

Moore, 7; W. Nichol, 6; W. Elliott, 5; W. Rich-

ards, 4; J. J. Moore, 9.

Event 2—W. D. Elliot, 9; Joe Oldershaw, 8;
B. A. Oldershaw. 8; Ed. Moore, 8; B. Stover, 3.

Event 3—W. B. Wells, 6; J. J. Moore,. 10;
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The

Tnarlin Model

20

REPEATING RIFLE ^ ,You can buy

no better gun for tar-

get work and all small game
up to 200 yards. Without change

of mechanism it handles .22 short,

long or long-rifle cartridges, perfectly. The
deep Ballard rifling develops maximum power

and accuracy and adds years to the life of rifles.

The solid top is protection from defective cartridges—prevents

powder and gases from being blown back. The side ejection

never lets ejected shells spoil your bead and allows quick, accurate

The 136 page repeat shots. With simple take-down construction, removable

mar/in catalog will action parts—least parts of any .22— it is the quickest and easiest

help you decide what to clean. A great vacation rifle. Ask any gun dealer,

rifle hest suits your in- _-y. .^y- -., -^ ^
dividual desires. Send /Ae//UWll/iJ^ireCWmS LO.
3 stamps for it today. 67 WILLOW STREET, - - NEW HAVEN, CONN.

A WONDERFUL VICTORY FOR

THE PARKER GUN.
At the Great Western Handicap, held at Kansas City, ^fo., Friday, Feb. 17, Mr. Fred

Gilbert ^011 the event by the magnificent score of 25 straight, and 5 straight in the shoot-off

of the tie, standing at the extreme handicap mark of 33 yds.' Mt. Fred Cockerel at 30 yds.

and Mr. H. Dunnell, at 31 yds., made scores of 25 straight. These three gentlemen were the

only ones to tie, and all were shooting the "OLD RELIABLE" PARKEK GUN. Mr. Gilbert

at this tournament shot at 475 ta-gets, losing but 21,—thereby winning first average for the

tournament.

N.Y. Salesrooms, 32 Warren St. PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn.
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Joe Oldershaw, 7 ; F. Scullard, 7 ; Harry Ryan, 7.

Event 4—W. B. Wells, 9; Ed. Moore, 9; B. a.

Oldershaw, 9; W. D. Elliot, 7; B. Stover, 4.

Event 5—^Bill Nichol, 5; H. Ryan, 6; J. Moore,

8; W. D. Elliot, 6; W. B. Wells, 6.

Event 6—Joe Oldershaw, 6; F. Sculla-d, 6;

W, B. Wells, 9; W. S. Richards, 6; W. D. Elliot,

8.

Event 7—Bill Nichol, 4; H. Ryan, 7; B. Stover,

3; W. D. Elliott, 9; W. B. Wells, 7.

Event 8—^E. Moore, 10; B. A. Oldershaw, 5;

W. S. Richards, 5; W. D. Elliott, 7; W. B.

Wells, 6.

Event 9—B. Stover, 5 ; W. H. Nichol, 3; J. J.

Moore, 7; Harry Ryan, 7; W. B. Wells, 6.

Shot at Hit p.e.

J. J. Moore 40 34 85

Ed. Moore 40 34 85

W. D. Elliot 70 51 72.85

B. A. Oldershaw 40 29 72 Va

W. B. Wells 70 49 70

Joe Oldershaw 30 21 70

Harry Ryan 40 27 67 Va

F. Scullard 20 13 65

W, S. Richards 30 15 50

W. Nichol 40 18 45

B. Stover 50 .21 42

W. H. Nichol 20 12 60
W. D. Elliott 20 12 60
Ed. Massey 60 33 55

The main event of the afternoon's shooting on

January twenty-seventh was the match between .

teams representing the Harwich and Chatham
clubs. The local men proved themselves to be

better shots than their country cousins and scored

the excellent total of 256 and winning by 47

birds. For the locals Ed. Moore and Jos. Older-

shaw were high men with 24, while B. Older-

shaw, Ike and Jack Moore with 22 tied with

George McGarvin and J. MeCormick, who wer«

the top notchers from Harwich.

The scores were as follows:

Harwich Chatham
Geo. McGarvin ... 22 Ed. Moore 24

J. MeCormick 22 Joe Oldershaw ... 24

Capt. Soutar 21 B. Oldershaw 22

Capt. Soutar 20 Ike Moore 22

B. Butler 17 Jack Moore 22

B. Coltart 16 F. Scullard 21

M. Wilson 16 W. Fullerton 21

J. Carley 14 W. H. Nichol 19

H. Hunter 14 W. D. Elliott 18

Jack Houston ... 13 W. B. Wells 17

H. Jenner 13 Ed. Massey 17

.\. Ferguson 12 W. Paulueci 15

J. Leatherdale ... 9 H. Ryan 14

209 256

Team av 64.30 Team av 78.76

Following the team match the club members
indulged in a friendly shoot resulting as follows:

Shot at. Hit p.c.

E. Moore 20 16 80

W. B. Wells 50 36 72

J. Moore 20 14 70

Joe Oldershaw 20 14 70

Ike Moore 10 7 70

H. Ryan 10 7 70
W. Paulueci 50 33 66
W. Fullerton 20 12 60

A SHOOT AT JORDAN.
The Jordan Gun Club held a matinee shoot on

their grounds on January twenty-first and a large

number of trap-shooting enthusiasts were present
to enjoy the sport. The novices who were pres-

ent did exceptionally well and promise to give a
good account of themselves later on. Those who
took part in the shooting and their scores are

as follows:

S.A. B.
E. Fisher 30 26
H. W. Hunsberry 45 37

A. Heckadon 20 14
J. Nunn 20 14

F. Martin 20 10

H. Boulton 25 16

M. Honsburger 20 8

J. Spence 20 8

O. Fisher 20 9

W. Purdy 20 7

J. Cline 10 9

J. House 15 8

H. Troup 5 3

A GOOD TIME AT DUTTON.
A well attended shoot was held by J. S. Tel-

ford at Button on January thirty-first when
'

' Bob '
' Emslie demonstrated his old time ab-

ility to pick 'em off by making a perfect score

in the live bird event and being second in the

clay bird event with 34 out of a possible 40.

The visitors were given a good time and in the

evening until train time were given a curling

game by the Button Curlers.

Following are scores, the first column being the

live bird score, the second the clav bird:

—

L B C. B.

Wade R 4 35
Telford, J. C 6 31

Wade J 6 30

Hollingshead, W 3 33

Lineham, S 9 32

Price, F. E 5

Emslie, R. D 10 34

McCance, W. J 5 24
Koehler, E 6 33

Drumgole, H 4

Flach, E. H *5 29

Sifton, B. E *4 30
*Shot at eight only.

A PRACTICE SHOOT.
At a practice shoot at blue rocks (25 targets)

held on the river at Sombra on January eight-

eenth, the following scores were made;
Jas. P. Stover, 21; Chas. Cattanach, 21; A.

Worthy, 20; Capt. G. H. Burnham, 16; Jas. P.

Smith. 14; W. A. Helmar, 14.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE RIDGETOWN
GUN CLUB.

The annual meeting of the Ridgetown Gun Club

took place in the parlors of the Arlington Hotel

on January seventeenth.
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REMINGTON

UMC

Solid-breech
ammerless

REPEATING^ GUNS
ANNOUNCEMENT
The J^emington Arms Company and the Ufu'ofi Metallic Car
(ridge Company, heretofore alHed in fact, bvit not in

i uame,will hereafter be directlyknown to the public as
Remington Arms -Union Metallic Cartridge Co.
- and all dealings will be conducted under this new title.

The main office will be at 299 Broadway, New York.

/t̂ /n//l§tO/f. These famous trademarks will be combined

SHOT SHELLS

and _

METALUC
CARTRIDGES

^^
into one, and hereafter represented by the %
device shown in the upper left hand corner of
this advertisement.

/keenerVJUNS
SHOOT STRONG-LAST LONG
"Extract from letter from Melbourne,

Australia."

" This gun is the property of a friend of mine—one of the best

"field" shots in Victoria, who is also a succesiful shot over the
traps. The gun has had over 40,000 shots fired out of it and the owner declares that it shoots
closer and with greater penetration now than when it was new; although only chambered for 2'> in.

case* it has been used for years with great success for Pigeon shooting, and a match was won with
it as recently as last Saturday."

Catalog R 1 FREE.

W. W. GREENER 63 & 65 BEAVER HALL HILL
MONTREAL, P. Q.

Alex Johnston G. H. Cashmore
Why not h»ve your

GUN REPAIRS
done by experienced workmen ? It costs
no more. Send them to us. We
guarantee our work.

Johnston i^ Ca»hmore
Eastern Gun Works,

494 Eastern Avenue - - Toronto

PHONE MAIN 4062.

to the true sportsman. Send Twbnty-Five yearly

»ub«criptions, and a KORONA PETIT Camera, size

35^x55<i will be sent vou. This camera manufactured by

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.
Rochester, N. Y
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After hearing the minutes of the last regular

and special meetings the secretary-treasurer gave

his financial report showing a handsome addition

to la?^t year's credit at the Traders Bank.

The following officers were elected for the com-

ing year:

President—Jas. Scare.

Vice-President—H. L. Taylor.

Captain—Geo. Laing.

Secretary-Treasurer—E. H. Eastlake.

Management Committee—W. Thorald. H. Tay-

lor, F. Miles, Sim Call, and Herb. McDonald.

Much discussion took place as to the practice

shoots for the next two months and it was de-

cided to conduct same as th^ee men team con-

tests.

The trophies for the contest will be given by

the Club, as first prize for first and 2nd average,

individual, by Geo. Laing and Fred Miles.

The conditions are 16 yards, unknown angles,

eight shoots, six high scores to count. The fol-

lowing are the teams.

1st. Team. 4th Team.

H. Scane Sim Call.

F. Miles. H. Taylor

F. Gammage. Jas. Scane

2nd Team.

Geo. Laing.

Chas. Scane
C. H. Eastlake

3rd Team.
D. MeMackon
A. McRitchie

F. Galbraith

5 th Team.

A. Wade
Frank Galbraith

Herb McDonald

6th .Team.

Wm. Thorald

Geo. Scane
H. Ferguson.

Before adjournment a resolution was passed

congratulating H. D. Bates upon the handsome

score he made at live birds at the Hamilton

Shoot and his success in landing the Grand Cana-

dian Handicap at live birds for the third twice.

A stranger would not have to spend much

time among the shooters in this vicinity to be

convinced that Mr. Bates is rated by his friends

not only as the best live bird shot in Canada, but

in America and are willing to back up their opin-

ion. Knowing "How's" modesty we decline

saying any further nice things about him, but we

know him" to be a genial good fellow and a clean

sport.
Yours Sincerely.

•
' Blue Bell

'

'

John Parker, who had a national reputation as

a trap shooter died at Detroit of pneumonia.

He was about 50 years old.

The Grand American Handicap, the premier

event in the trap shooting world's meet, will not

be held in Chicago this coming summer. The

secretary issued a statement to the effect that

Columbus, Ohio, was the successful bidder.

The dates of the grand meet are still in doubt

but will most likely be held the third week of

June.

\V. R. Crosby, of Ofallon, 111., retained his title

as world's champion trap shooter when he de-

feated Lester German, of Aberdeen, Md., the

former National league pitcher. Crosby and

German shot at clay targets from unknown angles.

TRAP ENTHUSIASM AT OTTAWA.
The twenty-third annual meeting of the St.

Hubert Gun Club of Ottawa was held on Feb-

ruary second, the election of oflF«cer9 for the

current year resulting as follows:

President, C. J. Booth; 1st. Vice-President, F.

A. Heney; 2nd. Vice-President, A. W. Throop;

Secretary, S. E. Sangster; Treasurer, B. Beat-

tie; Field Captain, W. L. Cameron; Committee,

R. A. Sibbitt, W. C. Little, W. Slaney, G. Eas-

dale, W. J. Corby; Auditors, V. V. Rogers, J.

B. Harkin.
A very satisfactory statement of the past

vears' tournaments and local shooting was pres-

ented, and also the financial condition of the

club was adopted as satisfactory.

Prospects for the present year are bright and

all indications point to interesting club com-

petitions and team matches. The club is at all

times anxious to promote trap-shooting and any

interested are invited to visit the traps at West-

boro any Saturday afternoon, when they will

be made welcome and it is thought, will find the

recreation thoroughly attractive. Weekly com-

petition for spoons 'in both Classes "A" and

"B" have been started. It is probable that a

series of team races among the club members will

also be inaugurated at an early date.

The lirst shoot following the annual meeting

of St. Hubert's Gun Club saw a number of mem-

bers out, despite the deep snow. The scores were

excellent considering the bad light. Messrs.

Sangster and Sibbitt tied for Class. "A" spoon.

Mr. Sangster winning out with 22 to 19 in the

shoot off. The leading scores were as follows:

S. E. toangster 21 22—43

R. A. Sibbitt 20 23-43

G. Esdale 20 20-40

B. Beattie 20 19-39

V. V. Rogers 20 18—38

W. Forbes 1^ 18—37

W. Williams 1^ ^^~lt
J. Deslauriers 1^ ^^^~

'

Extra events, in each case at twenty five birds,

resulted as follows: Sangster, 22 24; Beattie, 22;

Sibbitt, 19, 18; Rogers, 18, 21; Esdale, lo, 17;

Forbes, 16, 15. Winer Class " A " spoon and gold

pin, S. E. Sangster.

A CHALLENGE.
The Amherstburg (Oi;t.) Echo oi a recent date

says: .,

Ernest Pastorius of Harrow, winner of the sil-

ver cup, and who today holds all the medals of

this part, will accept any challenge in this coun-

ty, for a 100-bird race. Roland Wright, who

was onlv four birds behind, shows good mark for

hira. The shoot ran about ninety- five per cent.

On last Thanksgiving Day, Pastorius made a

run of 94 straight.
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Hunters of Big Game
throughout the British Empire are buying "Ross"

Sporting Rifles because of their accuracy, power

and handiness.

Even a $25.00 "Ross" Sporting Model can

be matched for accuracy agamst any imported

arm—no matter how costly, while there is no

action more reliable nor quicker.

Dealers throughout the British Empire sell

"Ross" Rifles.

$25.00 and upwards.
Illustrated Catalogue sent free on request.

THE ROSS RIFLE COMPANY - - Quebec, P.Q.
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-"Clabrough Guns"

—

Established 1865.

When the Duck are flighting—when
the wings are whirring and the excite-
ment of the Sport is thrilling every
nerve — when the bag is slowly but
surely getting larger—when the GUN
is firing smoothly and steadily—then is

the time when the real enjoyment of
Shooting is experienced. But the GUN
is the thing : if it fails, the day is spoilt,

if it is untrue, the enjoyment is gone.

Clabrough Guns
are British made and" renowned the
world over ; we manufacture them with
the object of giving the user the best
obtainable—finish—dvirability— density

' of pattern — penetration — perfection !

' We have been manufacturing Fine
' Guns for fifty years, and we put into
' our Guns the result of that long ex-
' perience.
' Remember—a good Gun is an economy.
' It will give you more pleasure and cost
' you less in the long run than a so-called
' 'cheap article.' It may be your dealer
' does not happen to stock our Guns, but
' don't be put off with another make

—

' write to us for a free mailed copy of
' our New Art Catalogue— it is to your
' advantage—so write at once."

J. P. Clabrough & Johnstone
Xate J. P. Clabrough Bros.)

London and Birmingham, Eng.
All communications to be addressed to Woiks.

Birminurham.

"Greener" writes from Chatham:—I notice in

the last issue of Rod and Gun that the Hamilton
people were disappointed over tl.e small number
of contestants who took part in their tournament
and that they failed to find the reason why it

was not more liberally patronized by Canadians.
It seems to me the reason is easily discovered.

I note that your correspondent takes it for
granted that all, or nearly all, who attended the
Hamilton shoot did so just for "the fun of the
thing '

' and didn 't care a hang about the money
end of the business. ' * Not on your shadow, young
fellow," never you dream that you would see
many of the first six in the G. C. H. event in

Hamilton if you withdrew the money considera-
tion. They come for what is in it and you
cannot expect the average fair shot to walk up
with his dough and with a sort of "I've got the
worth of my money, boys" grin on his face see
these men quietly pocket their money on a sure
thing. I say a sure thing and so it is. This
year's winner is a two out of three winner, losing

last year by one bird and winning the previous
year. Last year 's win away from him was a

fluke as the showing of the winner at Hamilton
this year proved.

How about that forty-five percent of shooters
•from across the line? Just this, that among
this percentage there are probably five or six

as good or nearly as good as the winner. Now
we will go back to the ordinary good shot ; what
chance has he among such a bunch? Do you
still think he should walk up with his hundred
dollars and expenses just to accommodate these

gentlemen and "just for the sport of the thipg
you know" make the Hamilton shoot a howling
success? It would cost him a hundred and fifty

plunks for the privilege of being classed as a

dead game sport and it would cost him this much
if he shot through the program.

Until such time as some scheme is found to

equalize chances and give the fairly good shot

a chance to get at least some o... his entry back
you will find the attendance disappointing.

To illustrate, how many men could you find in

Canada who would shoot this year 's winner a

hundred bird race for money, they to stand at

twenty-six yards and he at thirty-one? I ven-

ture to say not a great many. Now the average
shooter knows this and he also knows that there

are going to be several more as good. Let me
ask again, "what chance has he?" Does Ham-
ilton still think we should attend in bunches to

make that city a stamping ground for a few ex-

pert shots from this and the other side of the

line.

-Tust one thing more. Make a shoot of this

kind to high guns and you will kill it deader

than a door nail. Of course if this shoot is run

in the interests of experts Hamilton should look

to this class for all their entries and the best

thing the amateur can do is to keep his money
in his pocket and stay away.
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The annual catalogue of the John J. Hilcle-

brandt Co., is now ready and will be sent for the

asking. They show a high class line of fishing

accessories, the best wood and steel rods, reels,

lines, etc., in fact, everything which a fisher-

man needs to complete his outfit. They show

the above in addition to their regular spoon baits

and specialties, which, as every fisherman who

has ever used them, knows, aro made to catch

fish and not merely to sell, and it will be well

worth while for any fisherman to get next to their

line. Address a card now to the John J. Hilde-

brandt Co., ,Drawer No. 8, Logansport, Ind.

U. S. A., and ask for catalogue "C."

Five new motor boats are under construction

by the Eussian Government for revenue service

on the Amur Eiver. Power equipment is to be

Fairbanks-Morse three cylinder heavy duty mar-

ine engines developing 30 h.p. on kerosene. The'

order for these engines resulted from the sale of

a 15 h.p. marine engine to the Russian Govern-

ment some time ago which gave such satisfactory

service that the new boats were ordered to be

equipped with the same make of engine.

books will be sent free to anyone writing to tiie

Sterling Engine Company.

Two new catalogues have been issued by Scho-

field-Holden Company, Toronto, one devoted to

motor boats and the other to equipment. The
Company is making special references to its re-

verse gear and under water exhaust. The ad-

vantages of these features of equipment will be

demonstrated at the Motor Shows.

A fine combination i> to be found in the O. V.

Wonder, a twenty foot launch built by the

Capital Boat Works of Ottawa, and fitted wit'i

a ten h.p. Wonder motor, made by the Wonder
Manufacturing Company of Syracuse, N. Y. The
complete cost is $425 and a speed of twenty

miles per hour can be easily obtained. There is

a good deal more to tell about these Wonder
motors and the Company is wishful to tell it all

by means of their catalogue which will be sent in

response to any inquiry addressed to the! bead
ofiice, Syracuse, N. Y.

The Sterling Engine Company, of Buffalo, N.
Y., have received from the printers and are now
distributing their 1911 catalog. This is a hind-
some forty-eight page book very thoroughly il-

lustrated and describing the different types and
sizes of engines. It also goes into complete
detail regarding the different parts that enter into

the construction of engines; shows their enlarged
factory, and also contains a number of boats all

powered with. Sterling engines. One of these

Fifty years is a long time—but not too long

to gain a perfect experience in the art of gun
making. This is the record of the well known
firm of T. P. Clabrough and Johnstone, Bir-

mingham, England sole makers of the celebrated

"Clabrough Guns." Messrs. Clabrough and
Johnstone believe that- all Canadian sportsmen
have an affectionate regard for British made
weapons and rightly so, too. They suggest that

there is an individuality about a British made gun
which has and does defy imitation at the hands
of competing manufacturers in other lands. They
have studied the requirements of the Canadian
market for many years and their works are now
turning out various grades of guns which will

not only maintain but enhance the name they

have already made. Most buyers in Canada ask

for a gun, rigid, long wearing, eyeable, well bal-

ai^ced and above all with a close pattern and a

hard liitter, for after all it is to results one
must look. Messrs. Clabrough and Johnstone
have realized this and are offering such weapons
now to the Canadian sportsmen. They have re-

cently issued their new art catalogue—printed

in English, German, French and Spanish and
priced in Sterling, Marks, Francs and American
dollars. The English weights and measurements
are also compared with the metric system and
equivalents given. This list contains photograph-

ic reproductions of every grade of gun and much
useful information and can be obtained by sports-

men through their dealer or direct from the manu-
facturers.

A very fine catalogue is that issued by the

Ferro Machine and Foundry Company, Cleveland,

Ohio, for 1911. The cover, which shows Cap-

tain Larsen 's boat with its Ferro Engine in the

midst of the Niagara whirlpool rapids, has been

produced by the "Offset Process" giving it a

handsome effect and appearijig as though an act-

ual photo were pasted on the cover. The whole

appearance is quite in character with

the cover and both letterpress and illustrations

are of a high class. The latter show clearly the

wide range of usefulness open to the Ferro En-

gines, including the auxiliary schooner, family

launch, cabin cruiser, commercial boat and pow-

er canoe, enabling every lover of water trips to

take his pleasures conveniently and pleasantly

while the more serious duties of life are not

neglected. The prices and specifications of

Ferro outfits are so simple and well arranged

that prospective purchasers will have no trouble
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Big HuntersTalkToYou
In The Outer's Book The worlds
^^^^^^i^i^^HBB foremost gun

sportsmen contribute regularly to its pages practical,

snappy articles telling about the new kinks cind

tricks in all kinds of shooting. Their suggestions

on marksmanship, stalkmg cind firearms will help

you bag more game, big and little. We pay these

men a high price for their articles because they

furnish LIVE, inside information from unques-

tioned authorities.

SNAP UP THIS SPECIAL OFFER
THREE MONTHS FOR 25 CENTS

To prove its practical value and intense interest-

ingness, we will send you The Outer's Book,

(regular subscription price $ 1 .50 a year) three

months for 25 cents.

The cherished secrets of the world's best shots, live

stories of thrilling experiences with gun and rod,

ripping pictures from outdoor life—are spread out

for you in its pages. Get your quarter into the

mail today and see for yourself how valuable and

fascinating THE OUTER'S BOOK really is.

THE OUTER'S BOOK
51 Hathaway Building, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

. M

I

- ^.
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in distinguishing the items of any particular out-

fit and its price. It is clear that with the

very wide range of use now open to motor power
the Ferro will secure a considerable and e\er

growing share.

Dr. Ilolford Walker of 65 St. George Street,

Toronto, has ordered from the Gidley Boat Co.

Ltd., of Penetanguishene, a very complete family
runabout to be equipped with an 8 h.p. Ferro
engine. This outfit will be used by the Doctor
in the Georgian Bay district.

still retaining seaworthiness in a marked degree.

The power plant will be the '
' Ferro '

' engines
oi either 4 or 12 h.p. single cylinder types, or the
new 6 h.p. double cylinder "Special." If ex-

treme speed is wantei' the standard "Ferro" 8

h.p. double cylinder, can be installed. Mr. Baa-
tien is issuing an attractive circular on this line

that is very interesting, and will be sent free on
application.

The Ferro Muchinr S. F-undry Co., of Cleve-

land, Ohio, have closed a contract with the

Mullins Steel Boat Co. of Salem, Ohio, whereby
the latter company are to use the "Ferro" Mar-
ine Engines exclusively in all their requirements

of 2 cycle engines for the season of 1911.

The new size of '
' Loew-Victor '

' 4 cylinder, 4
cycle, marine engines, cylinders 41/2" diameter
by 5" stroke and rated at 15 to 30 h.p., speed
600 to 1000 r. p. m., made by the Loew Manu-
facturing Co., Cleveland, Ohio, is meeting with

distinct success in the 1911 market. The Mul-
lins Steel Boat Co., of Salem Ohio, has placed

a large order with the Loew Co., for this size,

to be used in their larger size of hulls.

A New Hessian model semi-military rifle has

been placed on the market by the J. Stevens Arms
and Tool Company, of Chicopee Falls, Massachus-
etts, the rifle being specially designed to meet
the conditions of the National Rifle Association

for the inter-club prnne shooting matches. The

Mr. S. L. Graham writes from Rome, Go.:

Since the Jamison-Decker contest one would
think the supremacy of the greatest killing bait

for bass has narrowed down to the "Coaxer" or
'

' Decker bait. '
' This may be true, as I have

never had the pleasure of their trial and even if

I had it would decide the question only in so far

new arm has a twenty-eight inch round barrel with

shotgun butt, a specially designed checkered fire

end twelve inches long, two inches wide at the

action end, one and five sixteenths wide at the

front end and one and three eighths inches

thick. The rifle is fitted with an interchange-

able globe front sight and a Lyman re-

ceiver sight with cup disc. There is .also a

swivel and strong strap.

A very fine motor boat has been ordered by
Mr. Briggs of the Steel Briggs Seed Co., from
the Gidley Boat Co. Ltd., of Penetanguishene,
and a 12 h.p. 3 cylinder Ferro engine equipped
with rear starter and K. W. high tension mag-
neto to be installed in same. This is an especial-

ly nice outfit and it is expected to be one of
the most complete small hulls which the Gidley
Co., will turn out this season.

H. L. Bastien, the well known boat builder of
Hamilton, Ont., is building a large number of
hulls from designs by Willey of Detroit, that are
Tery much up-to-date in every way. They are
22.' long over all with 4' 8" beam and have
suflBcient room in the cock pit to make them very
desirable for tamily use, while the lines are suf-
ficiently fine to allow of reasonable speed and

as I myself am concerned. I have used a lure

for the past four years which has proven g^od
enough for me, so what more should I want?
Next summer I am going to give both the "Coax-
er" and "Decker bait" a thorough trial on the

same waters I have had such great success with

my "good enough" one, viz., the Hildebrandt
Spinner. 1 truly believe, when properly used,

no other artificial bait can equal it. In the

clear waters of Little River, on Lookout Moun-
tain, where the bass are extremely shy, I have
had them take it when nothing else would en-

tice them. They rise from shady places at all

times of the day; in fact, some of my best

catches have been made in the heat of the day.

I believe there is more merit in all artificial

baits than a great many anglers give them cred-

it for. It is not one time in ten that the fault

is in the lure, but in the party who uses it. A
person who understands the proper using of one
bait, and not another will swear by it and con-

demn the other, while vice-versa with another

party using the same baits. In the proper

handling lies their success. To me this has been
demonstrated time and time again. My own
case is an example. For the past ten years I

have fished the waters on Lookout Mountain, and
until the last four my bait had always been of the

natural variety; minnows, angleworms, grasshop-
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"DEAN" CANOES

NOTE THE •' DEAN " DECK
R. C. Blackburn—Winner of over 100 First Prizes. A. McNichol—Winner of over 300 Fir«t Prizes.

This Model No. 10 holds All the Championships of America for 1907, 1908
and 1909, and Championship of Canada for 1907, 1908, 1909. and 1910, won
by McKenzie and Elliott. Price, Cedar, $40.00; Mahogany, 55.00. Net.

\A/ALTER DEAN
1751 Queen St. West Toronto

In a Boat Or On The
Pier,You Need

a handj' recep-
tacle for reels,
lines, hooks, flies,

sinkers, etc.
Don't keep tackle
n your pocket

@f5/@r Tackle Box
No. 02 shown below is a strong, serviceable, lieivyNo. 02 shown below is a strong, serviceable, liei

tin box at a very low price. HasBcompartnieiits. Size |

10>ix4x5>g in. Convenient— cIur.iMc— satisfacto

Cream City Ware Never Duappoiots
Accept no substitute. U your denier does

sell our eoods. write lor prit .•s.ind FREE C«'A10G
|

of t.aitboxe5 and ininnov.- l.n, kets.

Ceuder, Paeschke&FreyCo., 205l5lliSI., Milvaul

National

FISH BITE
quick as lightning if you use

— HLSH-MTRK Catch loads of
them anywhere. Write to-day

for FREE box offer.and catalog of Natural
Baits, Minnows, Shinet.s, Frogs. Etc. En-
close 2c stamp

Fish Bait Co., Dept. R. Port Huron, M jch

THE SMALL MOUTHED BASS
ILLUSTRATED

By Prof. W. J. Loudon, Toronto University.

Price postpaid $1.00.

THE HUNTER, ROSE CO., LTD.
Toronto, Canada.

Let Us Name You Our Price
On This Boat

A Small Deposit Reserves One For You And
Insures IZeirly Delivery.

WRITE to lis today for our special spring
offer and full description of this beautiful

Pope Water CreJt.
We have made up a tew of the Pope Special 22

foot and 26 foot boat.s which were the .sensation last

year whei;evcr shown. W'e want these boats in the
water early as fioatin.sf advertisements for us and
we will ^iva you the benetit if you act quick.

22 foot over all, 2 cylinder, 6 H. P. Speed, 9 to 10 Miles
26 foot over all, 2 cylinder, 15 H. P. Speed, 10 to 12 Miles

Any Indy can operate this boat and never soil

her gloves. Special Pope engine arrangement, no
macliine in sight. Pope Automobile Side Steering
gear. All the room you want and a boat in design,
equipment and style you may well be proud of.

.Send today for our special offer and get a real
bargain in boats.

POPE BOAT COMPANY Dept. 19 Fond Du Lac, Wis.
Memhcr—National Boat A Enyins Cumpany

Salesrooms- Chicaijo Sew York- Boston Buffalo
Detroit I'lnliHlelplna Seattle
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ners, etc. Mv catches were fair, but the little

bass' would geuerally use up all my bait ;
conse-

quently the catches of large ones were few. But

four summers ago I had the pleasure of meeting

a fellow-angler who visited my tishing grounds

with a new kind of bait, the Ilildebrandt Spin-

ner. I had his companionship on several trips,

and his catches were nothing less than a miracle

to me. So easy for him and "nothing doing"

for me. At nrst I scared the fish more than

[ coaxed them, and had I not seen my friend

land them as he did I would have given up and

quit with no further use for that kind of bait.

Seeing was believing, so I kept T)egging away until

towards evening of the first day I began to "get

the lick" and landed a few good ones. I could

hardly be induced to quit. The feeling when I

first landed them on a little five-ounce bamboo

rod my friend had loaned me is one I shall never

forget. Unless I had been present and seen this

party, ^'lio understood using this lure and saw

what it could do in competent hands, I would

have discarded it in disgust.

Now never a summer passes that some new

disciple of Walton isn't with ine, and his first ex-

perience, and sometimes his second and third, are

the same as my first. But when it comes it's

the same old storj- ; "I have missed all these

years." During the past summer a party of

four, incluaing myself, two others who were_ us-

ing the Hildebrandt spinner tor theii fourth time,

and one for the first time, made a trip to virgin

waters, so far as artificial bait was concerned.

After a long drive we landed at our fishing

grounds at 9 a.m., and fished until 1 p.m.; an

hour for dinner, then until 5 p.m., when we had

to stop for our return trip home. We caught

127 small-mouthed bass. I landed 88, the two

who had been with me on their third trip 21

and 16, respectively, and the beginner 2—all

caught in the heat of the day. These and other

instances I could relate prove conclusively to me

that in the proper use of the oait lies its success.

I have tried the various artificial minnows with

little satisfaction. From accounts they must be

great killers in somes waters. Anyway, a lure

that can be used on a fly rod is the one for me.

It has bait casting "beat a block," I should

like to s?e some one experienced in the use of

the Hildebrandt spinner enter a contest with any

of the other bass lures, as I feel confident it

would prove a winner against them all. I should

like to meet some one who thinks he can beat it

with any other bait or baits in the waters on

Lookout Mountain some time du ing next season.

No expense to any one "calling my hand" after

he has reached the mountain. I will take care

of him and furnish transportation to the fishing

grounds. No wager unless partj desires it.

We will simply state results of our trip to "Rod
and Gun," and the one bested to " acknowjeoge

the corn. '

'

The bass never grow larger than li/o pounds in

these waters, but as fighters have no superior for

their size. All fishing will have to be done from

the stream, as the banks in the majority of places

are impossible.

An illustrated descriptive circular has been is-

sued by the J. Stevens Arms and Tool Company

of Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts, describing their

new No. 425 High Power Repeating Rifle. With

compact design, symmetrical lines, safe and eflfi-

cient mechanism, coupled with rifle barrel accur-

acy, the claim of the makers to the effect that

this i a most desirable high power rifle is well

established. Possessing all the advantages of a

hammerless rifle by reason of the solid wall of

steel between the eye and the breech bolt when

the rifle is locked, it likewise adds the advan-

tages of the hammer and enables the operator to

be always sure of what he is doing. In the larg-

er calibre, the .35, it is sufficiently powerful for

any game to be found in North America. The

rifle cannot be prematurely discharged. It is

fitted with front and rear sights and the stock

is handsomely finished in walnut. It is made in

25, 30-30, 32 and 35 calibres, using any standard

make of soft point rimless cartridges marked

Rem. Auto-loading. Six cartridges may be car-

ried; five in the magazine and one in the barrel.

The weight is about seven pounds. All sports-

men will be keenly interested in this new rifle

and a copy of the illustrated and descriptive fold-

er will be forwarded to any reader upon direct

application to the Company at Chicopee Falls,

Mass., mentioning Rod and Gun in Canada.

What is unquestionably the largest order for

gasoline engines has just been placed by the

W H Mullins Co., Salem, Ohio, builders of Mul-

lins Pressed Steel Boats. The order was placed

with the Ferro Machine & Foundry Co., Cleve-

land, Ohio, and calls for 2,000 engines to be de-

livered within the next ninety days. It is ex-

pected by the Mullins Co., that considerably more

than this number of engines will be ordered be-

fore the season is over, as the estimate was nat-

urally made on a very conservative basis.

Tliis order is notable in several ways. Or

chief interest to the motor boat enthusiasts is

the fact that this large order is indicative of a

very much increased popularity m motor boats

during 1911, which has been apparent to the trade

for several months passed. It is also evidence

of the wide sale of the Mullins indestructible Steel

Boats and of the merit of the Ferro Engine both

of which standard products are well known to

our readers.
• ^ i, j •

In deciding upon the engine to be installed in

their boats for 1911 The Mullins Co. state that

thev investigated and experimented with »

number of leading marine engines, endeavoring to

get one that would in every way be m keeping

with the high standard set by their steel hulls, and

thoroughly satisfied themselves that they could

do not be'tter than to decide upon the Ferro.

Replying to vours of the 25th inst, and to an

indeterminate number of previous epistles, I think

it is a pity that vou should waste good postage

on one who has been an admirer of Bristol rods

for years, who has three of them, and who, when

they' break—if they ever do—will buy three more.
^

B. W. Mitchell.

Philadelphia, Pa.
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3]j ''Getting Ready'*

NUMBER
PRICE 25 CENTS

Commonwealth Hotel
INC.

Oppocite State House, Boston, Mass.

Offers rooms with hot and cold water for

$1.00 per day and up, which includes free
u£e of pubHc shower baths.

NOTHING TO EQUAL THIS IN NEW ENGLAND
Rooms with private baths for $1.50 per

day and up ; suites of two rooms and bath
for $4.00 per day and up.
Dining Room and Cafe First-Class. Euro-

pean plan.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

Stone floors, nothing wood but the doors.
Equipped with its own Sanitary Vacuum

Cleaning Plant.

Long Distance Telephone in Every Room.

STRICTLY A TEMPERANCE HOTEL
SEND FOR BOOKLET

STORER F. CRAFTS, Gen ral Manager.

FOR MARCH
^ Informative articles covering every phase of vaca-
tions in the Silent Places, by the best authorities
in America, writing exclusively for "Recreation."

fl Woodcraft, Plaincraft, Mountain Travel, Canoe
Cruising, Outfitting, Packing, Portaging, Camp
Cookery, Fishing, Tent Making, e'.c, etc. A very
valuable miscellany of up-to-date and practical in-

formation. March Recreation is rull of inspiration
and good, sound advice, from men >vho have "been
there." Superbly illustrated from big, beautiful
photographs, made especially for this number.

»"JUST TO GET ACQUAINTED
^ M'c want you to know RECREATION, so make
vou thin special offer. Send uh.'iO cents, (to(Janaila
60 cents) which iH just ONE-IIALF I'ltlCE, and
vou will receive RECREATION for EOUR
MONTHS, beiinnine March, 1 91 1, number. Ifyoo
have a "den" we will include M-ithout extra ohart^e,
tvro oi the famous Recreation printH in EUL.L
COLOR on plated paper, 11x11 inches. This offer
is limited, so sciid today, namiiia this magazine.

Recreation. 24 W. 39th St., N. Y.
ALT> NEWS STANDS S.^ CENT*
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THE HOO-HOO
CAMP OR SHANTY COOK

A Substantial and Serviceable Range

For coal and wood or wood only. Oven 24 x 26 x 16 in

STOVES and RANGES
of every description ; also

The Good Cheer Circle Waterpan
Warm Air Furnace. The only heater made which
supplies healthful invigorating warmth.

The James Stewart Mfg. Co., Limited

WOODSTOCK, ONT.

Western Warehouse— 156 Lombard Street, Winnipeg, Man.

j

DISTRIBUTING AGENCIES

I

McLennan, McFeely & Co. Wood, Vallance Hardware Co. Ross Bros., Limited

j

Vancouver, B.C. Nelson, B.C. Edmonton, Alta.
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Safety Shaving Sets as Premiums!

Safety

Stability

Superiority

^^ Comfort

Cleanliness

Completeness

EAGLE, JR.

EAGLE DeLUXE

EAGLE
THE EAGLE JTJNIOE contains the Razor. Stropper and seven Eagle Blades, one for each day in the week,

packed in a small, neat leatherette case, and can be procured

FREE in return for 2 subscriptions to Rod and Gun in Canada.

THE EAGLE SAFETY SHAVING SET consists of a Razor, Stropper, six blades, a Badger Bristle Brush,

and a stick of Williams' Shaving Soap, the latter two articles enclosed In nlckle cases. The whole Outfit

packed In a neat leatherette case.

FREE in return for 3 subscriptions.

THE EAGLE DE LUXE package contains the Razor. Stropper, twelve Eagle Blades, a first class Badger

Bristle Brush of finest quality, a stick of Williams' Shaving Soap, the last two packed in full nlckle cases, and

all contained in a leather covered, satin and plush lined case of handsome design.

FREE in return for 6 subscriptions.

T e Blades In each set are made from the finest SheflSeld hardened steel, and so tempered that those who
have hither o been unable to shave themselves, will find the pro.ess a daUy luxury. The poise of the Handle
Is carcJully balanced, and enables you to remove the hair with the least possible resistance. AU the good
qualities of other Razors are possessed by the Eagle, without their defects, and many new features have been
added which are protected by patents from imitations. Not only does the Razor with Its full supply of the

keenest Blades adapt Itself to the most sensitive ekin or obstinate hair, but the accessories that go with the
regular Eagle Set, and the Eagle DeLuxe package, are an essential pr^rt of the busy man's toilet equipment.

W. J. Taylor, Limited, Publisher
Woodstock, Ontario.
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JAMES HUTTON & CO.
Manufacturers' Agents

MONTREAL
REPRESEfNTING

JOSEPH RODGERS & SONS, LTD., Sheffield.

Cutlers to His Majesty.

STEEL, PEECH & TOZER, LTD., Sheffield
Steel Axles, Tyres, Spring Steel, etc., etc.

W. & S. BUTCHER, Sheffield
Razors, Files, etc.

THOS. GOLDSWORTHY & SONS, Manchester
Emery, Emery Cloth, etc.

BURROUGHES & WATTS, LTD., London
Billiard Tables, etc.

THOS. JENKINS- & CO., Birmingham
Fusees and Fog Signals.

CANADIAN WILDS
Tells about the Hudson's Bay Company, Nor-

thern Indians and their modes of

Hunting, Trapping, etc.

This book contains 277 pages, size 5x7
inches, is printed on good quality henvy paper,

nnd contains tliirty-seven chapters.

The book is from the pen of ii Hudson's Bay

Officer (Martin Hunter), who has had 40 years'

experience with the Hudson's Bay Company

—

from 1863 to 1903. During that time he was

stationed at different trading posts in Canada.

Price, cloth bound, 6oc. Postpaid, 70c, or

SENT FREE

To anyone sending Two Subscriptions

to Rod and Gun in Canada.

W. J. TAYLOR, Limited, Publisher,

Woodstock, Ont.
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BEdT

MAINTJ

DN ENQNE

..D REPAIR
BOOK&
PUBLIdnED

for

4utomobili»t»
and

Motorcyclist*

Eight Comjjlctc and DiatiDct Work*

AND AUTOMOBILISTS

Irrespective of price, the following publications are

the greatest values of their kind on the market.

Works are almost

Indispensible to—
Buy one or all—

(OWNERS, STUDENTS, OPERATORS, BUILDERS, SALES-

) MEN OR REPAIRMEN.
(IN THE COMPLETE SERIES THERE ARE 350 PAGES OF

(text, 1,000 ILLUSTRATIONS and 24 PULL PAGE CHARTS,

WhUe technical, arg Written !o Simple Language, practical and convenient ^^•orks of refer-

ence. Used as part of Standard Courses at leading Automobile Schools in the United States.

Approved and recommended by many of the leading American motor car makers and their

agents. This recommendation is a guarantee of the educational value of these works.

THE A. B. C. OF MOTOR CAR OPERATION. . . .50c

THE A. B. C. OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION
ENGINE, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS.. 25c

THE A. B. C. OF MAGNETO IGNITION SYSTEMS, 15c

THE A. B. C. OF CARBURETOR CONSTRUCTION,
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR 20c

THE A. B. C. OF BATTERY IGNITION SYSTEMS, 25c

THE A. B. C. OF MOTOR CAR CHASSIS,
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR 25c

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF MOTOR
CAR TIRES 25c

LIGHTING THE MOTOR CAR BY ELECTRICITY, 25c

THE A. B. C. OF AERIAL NAVIGATION,
A WORK THAT IS UP-TO-DATE 50c

{In This Book the Engineering Science as Applied to Con-

struction of Aerial Craft and the Essential Principles

Governing Aviators are Summarized.)

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS TO :

W.J.TAYLOR.Ltd., Publishers Motor Magazine, Woodstock,
ONTARIO. CANADA

t

4I^^^^4^^M^^4^t«^*K*M«H"^t^M^^
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FOR SALE—^Tobln .16, New. Regular $-10.00. Sell for
$25.00. Apply A. W. Manley, Niagara Falls South,
Out. It

FOR S.\LE—One 12 H.P., double cylinder Gray motor,
model S., with reverse gear, only used five weeks, a snap.
Ownr putting in 24 H.P. Gray. Box 1S4, Napanee, Ont.

2t

FOR SALE—Cheap for cash, several marine engines from
1% to 12 horse-power, various makes. Will sell at a bar-

gain. Give full particulars as to style and horso-power
required. W. H. Martin, Sporting Goods Dealer, Wood-
stock. Ont. tf

GXTNS.

FOR SALE—Letevcr Hammerless 20 ga., weight 6 lbs.,

almost new. a bargain. W. H. Starratt, Halifax, N.S. It

ITHACA HAMMERLESS. .12 gauge, both barrels full

choke, in a one shape. Price $20. Cost $40. Murden
Johnson. Box 86, Niagara Falls Centre, Ont. It

Lefever Hammerless Gun, D. S. Grade, Dura-Nitro steel

l)aiTel. twelve gauge, half pistol grip, rubber butt-plate,

stock 14 inches. Box "Lefever," Rod and Gun, 25 Front
St. E.. Toronto.

FOR SALE—Winchester 32-40 model, .94, perfect condi-

tion, like new, a grand shooter; 2 boxes slieUs, Ideal re-

loading tool, $12.50. Aeil Fairbairn, Box 3, Vintnor, Out.
It

ITHACA HAMMERLESS, .12 gauge, both barrels full

choke, in a one shape. Price $20. Cost $40. Murden
Johnson. Box 86, Niagara Falls Centre, Ont. It

TOBIN EJECTOR, single trigger, also interchangeable

two-trigger plate, 12 gauge like new. Price $50.00; list.

$120.00. Address, Box 211, Blast Liberty Station, Pittsburg,

Pa.

10 only Bvolvers. double action, 38 R. F. Calibre and

500 cartridges for $5.00. Box P, Rod and Gun, Toronto.

FOR SALE—A New 303 Cal. Savage Rifle, at a sacri-

fice. Box X, Rod and Gun, Toronto. It

FOR SALE—35 Cal.. Self loading Winchester Rifle used

one week—in perfect condition—twenty dollars. Bos X,

Rod and Kun, Toronto. It

FOR SALE—One 351 Cal., Winchester Automatic, excel-

lent condition, ivory head front sight. Receiver rear sight,

one extra magazine. $22.00—a snap. Box X., Rod and Gun,

Toronto. It

FOR SALE—33 W. C. F. Rifle—Round bbl., full maga-

zine, brand new, very low price. Box X, Rod and Gun.

Toronto. It

FOR SALE—A 20-gauge Lefever gun—new—at very low

price. Box X, Rod and Gun, Toronto. It

FOR SALE—1 .32-H. O. S. Marlin—Otg. bbl.—full maga-

zine, brand new—only $18.00. Box X, Rod and Gun. To-

FOR SALE—One .30.30 Marlin—carbine smokeless bbl.—

full magazine—sling strap—gowl as new—at $15.00. Box

X. Rod and Gun, Toronto. It

FOR SALE—8 only. Revolvers—Double action—38 cal.

with 250 ctgs.—at five dollars. Box X, Rod and Gun,

Toronto. ^t

FOR SALE—Ten cases. Black Powder loaded shells, ten

and twelve ga., full loads—$7.50 per case of 100. 123

King St., E., D. Pike Co.. Ltd., Toronto. It

FOR SALE—twelve gauge Winchester pump gun—new

—

take-down—»'25. 00. Box X.. Rod and Gun. Toomto. It

FOR S.\LE—Remington—Pump gun—never used—twenty-
fivo ilnllfirs Rnv '^ TfnH an/1 TTiin Toronto. It

FOR SALE—1-303 British Winchester Rifle—new—beet
condition—a snap—at $25.00. Box X., Rod and Gun,
Torouto. 1^

FOR SALE—.Marlin Rifle, Model 1892. 32 eal., rim of
centre fire nearly new, fitted with Marble Peep Sight,
also reloading tools, 2 bullet moulds, cost $24. will tak«
$14. Stevens Hammerless Shot Gun, 12 ga, $15. Kodak,
takes picture 3Vt x 4%, $12. Ernest Gordon, Flngal!
0°t. It

FOR SALE—Winchester 32-40 model, .94, perfect condi-
tion, like new, a grand shooter; 2 boxes shells. Ideal re-
loading tool, $12.50. Acil Falrbalm, Box 3, Vintnor, Ont..

It

FOR SALE—Single barrel. 12 hammerless Stevens shot
gun. Complete Outfit. New. Write for price. C. H.
Harvey, Bedford, Que. it

LAUNCHES.
FOR SALE—12 ft. Duck Boat. A Bargain at $26.09.

.ipply Box B, Rod and Gun, Woodstock, Ont. tf

FOR SALE—Two Canvas Folding Boats, 14 ft., •ell or
trade for furs. C. E. Randall. Box 39, Cedar Junction,
Kansas. it

FOR SALE—Open fishing boat. Will sell for $20.00
cash. A bargain. Apply Box A, Rod and Gun, Wood-
stock, Ont. tf

FOR SALE—Smack. Kawartha Lakes. Good condition.
Apply R. P. Baker, University of Chicago.

A 8-10 H.P. Twin Screw, Van Auken Motor with the
following equipment: Spark plugs, commutator, spark c»ll,

primary and secondary wires, muffler, starting lever, toola

and couplings bored to suit propeller shafts, also a specljily

selected carburetor. Send for further particulars to Box 13,

Rod and Gun, Toronto, Ontario.

$135. for 16 ft. 3 H.P. Motor Boat. $400. for 26 ft.

Auxiliary Cabin Cruiser, carries 400 feet of canvas. Both
boats in excellent condition. Apply, C. B. H., Box SCO,

LIstowel, Ont. tf

POISON — TRAPPERS — POISON.
Use Goes' New Liquid Poison Capsules, the quick killer

for fur animals: the best money maker for trappers. Now
the fourth season in use with excellent results. My ca^y-

sules kill the animals on the spot. No loss when property

used. Two cent stamp for free booklet. Edmund Goes,

Inventor and Manufacturer, Station E., Milwaukee, Wis. It

PET STOCK.
FOR SALE—KITTENS—Thoroughbred Persian Kitteoa.

Prize-winning stock. "Rahman," line-*red black King at

service. Address:-Mrs. F. E. Hewitt. 708 Dovexcourt Bd.,

Toronto. Ont.

SPECIALS.
FOR SALE—Trappers' methods, baits and scents—Je

Bentley, Trapper, Arlington, Vt.

FOR SALE—Parched Wild Rice for cooking. Robert H.

Campbell, Keene, Ont. d-**

FOR SALE—New Khaki Duck Tent, white fly pol««,

mallett and tent bag. Apply 195 Pretoria Ave.. Ottawa. It

DO YOUR TROUT FISHING with the finest Silk

Waterproof Trout Line, the "Electric," which will last for

years—seventy-five foot line sent, prepaid, upon receipt of

One Dollar. A-riress Dept. T., The Angler's Supply Co.,

Utica, New York State.

$1200—Mnskoka—Lack-a-Day—Cedar Bay—seven rooms;

kitchen; stable: good fishing: unfurnished; references;

spring; mail route. Thos. Cooper, Cooper's Falls, Ont.

FOR SALE—Rex Motor-cycle. 3% h.p.. magneto: engine

sent to England for repairs in spring of 1910. been driven

onlv 200 miles, new outer tyre back wheel last spring,

new inner last fall, front tyres in good condition. For

particulars apply W. J. Fiti. 59 Mount Pleasant Ave.,

TAnfInn Ont
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8-10 H.P.. 12-15 H.P.

Sterling engines are built for semi-heavy-duty, heavy
duty and speed work, in 2. 4, 6, 8 cylinders, sizes from 8

H.P. to 240 H.P., at speeds from 400 R.P.M. to 1100 R. P.M.

Mechanical lubrication, water-jacketed exhaust mani-
fold, adjustable push rods, mechanically operated valves
on opposite sides of the engine, single bolt construction
and a great many other features make the Sterling the

most reliable engine built. We would like to have an
opportunity of figuring with you on your requirements.

STERLING
ENGINES

4 CYCLE
8 H.P. TO 240 H.P.

2-4-6-8 CYLINDERS.

MARINE ENGINES OF OlALITY

FOR ANY KIND AND SIZE BOAT.

1911 CATALOG NOW READY 1911

Our new 1911 general cata-
logue is now being mailed to
those wanting it, and one will

be sent free to you upon re-

ceipt of your request. This
catalog goes into complete
details of the design and
construction of Sterling
engines.

DEALERS

:

Toronto, Ont., Metrine Construction Co.,
Ltd.

Vancouver, B.C., Hoffar Motor Boat Co.

Sterling Engine Company Bufflio, n.y, u. s.a.

FOR SALE—Summer Cottage at Torrance. Lake Musko' a,

near P. O. anu steamboat wharf. George Parker, Box 170,

Gravenhurst. -t

BROTHER—Accidentally discovered root will cure both

tobacco habit antl indigestion. Gladly send particulars.

J. K. Stokes, Moha\vk, Florida. 3t

We can save you 10 to 15 per cent, on Canadian maga-

sinea and newspapers if you act quickly. Send for yearl.v

quotation*. Elgin Specialty Co., St. Thomas, Ont.

WANTED TO EXCHANGE—A 5x7 Camera in good

condition, cost ?45.00, for Typewriter. Adress, Camer.i.

Box 133, Depot Harbor, Ont.

INDIAN OBSIDIAN SPEAR POINTS—Will send traci:ig

and price; 2 lo !.'> inches. Send addressed envelope. F.

Gilhan. Highland Springs. California. It

MOVING PICTURE OUTFIT FOR S.\LE at a bargain-
1 Lubins Marvel Moving Picture Machine complete with
Kire-proof Film boxes and adjustable steel legs and travel-

ling box; 1 Powers fire-proof adjustable Rheostat; 1 Choak
coil: 100 fit. Cable; 1 30-ft. and 1 60-ft. Lens: 1 15 ft. x

18 ft. curtain; 15 sets of song slides and music; 4.000 ft.

films: 1 5 ft. by 5 ft. by fi ft. iron fire-proof house. The
outfit cost $503.00. Will take $175.00. Box C, Rod and
Gun, Woodstock. It

FOR SALE—Black Bear. Timber Wolf. Co.vote. Moun-
tain Lion, Fox and other well furred rugs, with mounted

FOR SALE—Mounted Moose Heads, cheap. Apply to

W. D. Black, Margaret, Manitoba.

heads, open mouth or half head finish, lined with best
felt, fancy borders. Highest class of work and very
reasonable prices. Will ship on approval anywhere,
^dwin Dixon, Taxidermist, Unionville, Ont.

Millie dollar trappers' methods, baits and tcents for

Bale. Jesse Bentley, Arlington, Vermont. ^ It

A Large Mounted Elk Head For Sale. Write to-day for

description and prices. Edwin Dixon, . Taxidermist,
Unionville, Ont.

FOR SALE—Four Large Mounted Deer Heads, a 16

point woodland Caribou head, mounted and unmounted
liorns, Buffalo horns. Elk tusks, Tanned and Raw Animal
SIcins. Cut prices. Edwin Dixon, Taxidermist. Unionville,

Out.

FOR S.\LE—Three large Moose Heads, mounted thla

season. Write for description and prices. Edwin Dlson,

Taxidermist, Unionville, Ont.

Want automatic pump gun for trap shooting. Lock Boi
133, Klngsvllle. Ont. It

FOR SALE—Light weight, high grade. Smith ejector.

Lock Box 133, Klngsvllle, Ont. It

I"ISHERM.\N'S LUCK—An.vbody wishing to invest in a

good trout pond will please communicate with Mr. C. Avery,

Ilaydon. Ont. It

FOR SALE—20 bore hammerless gun by Henry Atkin
from Purdeys. London. 28 inch steel barrels, cylinder and
choke, 5 lb. 8 oz. in case with cleaning tools. Cost £32:
will sell for $75.00. 1 Hollis and Sons. 12 bore hammer-
less gun. 32 inch steel barrels, full choke, 1%. 2M>. 14%.
7 lb.. 10 oz.. great killer, sound. Cost $70.00. will sell

for $37.50. Browning 7. 65 M. M. Automatic pistol, good

condition. $11.50. London guns are in a class of them-

selves. Box 16. Swan Lake. Man. It

Grizzlv and Black Bear Hunting in May or June. Write
H. G. Low. Sportsman's Guild, Gelena P. 0., via Golden.

B.C. Evertvhing furnished. Rates $15.00 per day inclusive.

P32
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Fishing And Camping On The French River

A Holiday Of Pure Delight

BY A. H. S.

OXE EVEXIXG we camped on

the Main French and thought
we were in Paradise !" These
words, spoken by Mr. Sherman,

of Buffalo, in response to a glowing eulo-

gy of the beauties of the French River,

after an experience which will long be

happily remembered, sum up tersely and
effectively the experiences of two camp-
ers and fishermen visiting the French for

a delightful fortnight last year.

If you don't know the French you are

to be both pitied and envied—pitied for

the fact that you have hitherto missed

acquaintance with one of the most beau-

tiful portions of Canada, and envied be-

cause you can still enjoy the full benefit

of the first experience on that wonderful

river if you will.

The French River! Its very name re-

calls the early explorers, the French Voy-
ageurs, who first, after the Indians, ex-

plored its beautiful waters and penetrated

its numerous channels. Champlain, of

never-to-be-forgotten memory, accom-

panied by two faithful arquebusiers. was
paddled down its long length and as he

gazed upon its rock-bound shores, with

the apparently impenetrable forests on all

sides, he thought it no good for settle-

ment. His judgement has so far 'been con-

firmed that three centuries after his time

settlers are still few and far between, and

those who yearn, amid the troubles and

trials of our complex civilization, to get

back to the simple life, will find it all

summed up in the phrase. "You can be an

Indian on the French River!" The mod-
ern interpretation of the phrase is that

you can do as you please and spend your

vacation free from all conventional re-

straints upon the French River. Indeed

you can

!

Every Province of Canada has numer-
ous beauty spots, and Ontario is not the

least amongst the nine in richness of

scenic views. Devotees favor many dif-

ferent places, but allowing for the claims

of others the French River must occupy

a high place. Its long water stretches,

its rapids, its many islands—from the fine

Eighteen Mile Island to rocky islets—its

splendid vista views, its infinite channels

and its broad flowing waters have charms
that are all their own. For fishing,

canoeing and camping purposes the River

is ideal and the best that can be said

about it is that those who have paid one

visit are eager and anxious to go a sec-

ond time.

I had heard and read much about the

French River, which is really a lake con-

nection between Georgian Bay and Lake
Xipissing. but divided into so many
channels by islands that the early ex-

plorers mistook it for a river. There are

three main branches and numerous
others, which are known today as the

Xorth Channel, the Main French and the

Pickerel. When the opportunity came
my way last year to make personal ac-

quaintance with the district that oppor-

tunitv was eagerlv seized and arrange-

ments quickly made.
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Early September was the time fixed

upon, and on the train between Toronto
and Sudbury I made the acquaintance of

the professional photographer who was
to be my companion. The Canadian Pa-

cific Railway Company have not only an

excellent service of trains on this, their

main line between Toronto and Winni-
peg, but are so accommodating as to stop

the trains for the convenience of passen-

gers at Pickerel Landing and Bobs. You
are at once in the wilds if you get off at

either of these places. A carload of cin-

ders has been dumped down to make a

es the Pickerel on a fine steel bridge.

Dropped at the landing one scrambles
down the rocks to a small wharf, from
which a gasoline launch conveys tourists

to another wharf across the Bay, at

w'hich place is a small store and on the

heights above W'anakewan House and
Post-ofifice, the abiding place of Mr. Mar-
tin H. Fenton, who combines in his own
person the authority of Postmaster,

Chief Guide, storekeeper, and proves
"guide, philosopher and friend" to those

bent on knowing something of either the

French or Pickerel Rivers. This is a

OUR FIRST CAMP.
These fish were all caught in the Pickerel River, within sight of Mr. Fenton's headquarters.

fairly comfortable alighting place at the

former, but at the latter you scramble
down as best you can, the compensation
being that when you alight the scene at

Bobs is prettier than at Pickerel Land-
ing, wild and romantic as is the latter.

There is a station at Pickerel, but the

stranger consulting the conductor will

find his convenience met by being drop-
ped at the Landing or Bobs as he may
wish. At the Landing the railwav cross-

fine outfitting place, Mr. Fenton being

able, upon short notice, to outfit parties

of all sizes and for any reasonable length

of time with everything but personal re-

quirements, and at a pinch he might find

many of these! While I travelled light

my companion went lighter still, taking

only his camera and plates. All my be-

longings were squeezed into one bag, al-

though I had also to make use of my
pockets and carry my raincoat, rug and
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some reading material with a strap. We
depended upon ]\Ir. Fenton to supply the

rest and our confidence was fully justi-

fied.

It was a dull, dark morning when we
were dropped at the Landing, parting
with a fine old sportsman from Pennsyl-
vania, who, accompanied by his wife,

was on his way for a month's vacation
and fishing at a camp on an island on
Lake Bisco, possessed by them. We were
told that they worked hard the rest of

the year and enjoyed the month's holiday
in Canada as the best part of their lives.

thirty-two pounder in the Pickerel,

caught within sight of the house ; Mr. F.

G. Aflalo, a well-known English writer

on fishing matters, fresh from a long so-

journ at Cape Breton, where he had tried

to catch tuna without avail, was now
keen on maskinonge and bass ; and sev-

eral other parties who made brief stays

kept things lively with the exchange of

experiences and stories.
;

On Saturday afternoon we took the

motor launch up the Little French, a

beautiful channel where the rocky clififs

came close and rose hisrli and went as

ON THE PICKEREL RIVER.
The Beautiful C«noe Channel.

We wished them joy and envied them
the calm confidence with which they

were entering upon their holiday. They
had a home in the wilderness and knew
they were certain of pleasant experiences.

At Wanakewan there was much talk

of fishing. Mr. O'Neill of Pittsburg, with

Dr. Thompson and Mr. and Mrs. Adams.
of New York, had just returnea from a

successful trip to lakes not too far back

;

Mr. Sherman, of Buffalo, had landed a

far as the Falls. The engine was noisy

and its continual explosions were echoed
and re-echoed amongst the rocks until

for all the world they sounded as though
the shores were lined with sharpshooters

continually trying to pick us off. So
realistic was the sound that one felt a

difficulty in repressing the desire to take

cover. The falls at the head of the

Little French are wildly pretty though
in a country where there are so manv
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similar ones they are not specially re-

markable. We landed at the Indian

Reserve and saw the pitiful remnants of

a once considerable tribe. The houses

are substantial log ^buildings, dovetailed

and well chinked, but the surroundings

are anything but what they might be.

To be sure the soil is sandy and not good
foi* much except potatoes. Only one

patch of tubers was seen, the other

houses allowing the undergrowth to

flourish right round them. The Chief

here is known as Hundred and Ten and

though an old man it is doubtful if he

and we doubted whether he could speak

English until he had submitted to be
photographed when he promptly de-

manded fifty cents for his trouble. For
a chief his clothes were woefully di-

lapidated and his house appeared de-

void of all comfort. We were informed
that he was as "hard as nails" and went
about in the winter much as we saw him.

We left him to his supper, hoping heart-

ily that he enjoyed it. The condition

of the reserve was most depressing

though we were told that things had
much improved during the last two

The Canadian PaciSc Railway's Fine Bridge at Bobs, on the Main rreuch. It is Believed the Georgian Bay Canal,

When Made, Will Take in This Beautiful Stretch of Water.

has reached such a patriarchal age. He
was discovered preparing his evening
meal, consisting of a flapjack cooked in

a frying pan over a wood fire. A young-
ster, probably a grandchild, perhaps a

great grandchild was with him and the

efforts of this youngster appeared to be

concentrated upon the task of driving

ofT a steer in whose nostrils the smell of

the flapjack was tempting. The oM
man answered all inquiries by grunts

years, the men having been able, thanks

to the enterprise of Mr. Fenton, to make
comparatively considerable amounts by

acting as guides.

On Sunday morning Mr. Sherman and

party, having their outtit complete,

started ofif with two canoes and two

guides for a week's camping and fishing

trip on the Pickerel. The arrangement

was to convoy the whole party ten miles

down the river in the motor launch ?nd
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then take leave of them. All went well

for the first five miles, the beautiful

Canoe Channel evoking many expres-

sions of admiration. Then we came to

a boom of pulpwood extending all across

the river and as far as we could see.

The motor launch had to stop. It was a

comparatively easy matter to lift the

canoes over the boom and force them
through the yielding sticks of pulpwood.
To our regret we had to bid our friends

adieu here and we saw them depart with
many good wishes. One of their Indian

guides rejoiced in the unromantic name

place known as Bobs, though for any in-

dication of the fact, except the railway

bridge, one might as well have been

miles away. The beautiful site of one

of the cities of the future, however,
makes up fcr the absence of any signs

of habitation. The fine railway bridge,

with its magnificent abutments, is

thrown over a long stretch of the Main
French, a stretch which it is believed

will be utilized for the Georgian Bay
canal when that prospective waterway
becomes a reality. A considerable party

of us embarked in another of Mr. Fen-

LITTLE CANOE RIVER.

of Solomon Jones and is a broad, good-

natured fellow, always smiling and with

an abundance of bubbling good humor
that tells of white blood in his veins. He
is a fine guide and all w'ho have taken

him out speak well of him. His com-

panion was as fine physically as himself

but with a dift'erent cast of countenance

and though a good guide not so satisfac-

tory from a social point of view.

In the afternoon Bobs was visited. A
walk up the track brought us up to the

ton's motor launches and enjoyed a trip

up the river. That is to say a majority

of us had the enjoyment and a minority

the hard work. The engine was o'bstin-

ate and refused to work except in jerks

and spasms. Our expert, Wilson

Storms, one of those fine men the North

country produces, a man who can turn

his hand to anything and do most of

them well, cranked and cranked until his

arm was almost torn out. Occasionally

we made considerable progress but al-
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ways with the uncomfortable thought

that the same trouble might interfere

with our return. At length, however,'

when we had proceeded two or three

miles on what would have proved a fine

trip had the motor worked well, it was
agreed to return. The oars were ship-

ped and Air. Beattie, the well known
merchant, of Parry Sound, and Air.

a limb of the law in the same lumber
town, stretched their backs to the work
and rowed the heavy launch back to

the landing. They certainly gave proof

by this performance that their outdoor
exercises have kept them in condition

enabling them to meet with credit any
emergencies coming upon them.
The next two days the rain fell as

though a repetition of the Flood was
at hand. Those who were camping
out returned and in the small room of

the establishment we discussed many
game and fishery problems.

Our fri'erids from the United States

were in hearty agreement with us as

to the beauties of Canada and its enor-

mous possibilities in tourist develop-

ment. Why the Government did not

more fully recognise these great possibil-

ities and act upon them was more than

we Canadians could tell and our pleas

that we were attempting to open their

eyes and had met with some partial

successes were received with contempt
for those who legislate without fully

understanding the conditions of the

problems with which they deal.

Mr. O'Xeill, of Pittsburg, suggested

two directions in" which the authorities

could do mucTi good without waiting
for legislation—preventing the fire rang-

ers from carrying firearms and looking

better after the lumber camps. He ex-

pressed very little respect for the ordin-

ary fire ranger who he seemed to think

often does as much harm as good and
stated that no tourist with any know-
ledge of Canadian conditions ever went
to a district w'here a lumber camp had
been for a single winter. Considering
that Mr. O'X'^eill has been coming to

Canada for his vacation for twenty-
seven years his views are entitled to res-

pect. They were confirmed bv others

of less experience and agree with similar

stories told on various occasions and at

widely scattered places. Why the

Government cannot employ the best

men for this kind of work we could only

explain in one word:—politics. Sports-

men should have no politics where the

forest, fish and game are concerned and
the Government should get rid of them
likewise. The Indians, about whom
there is so much sentiment, would make
the best watchers and as men who know
the woods" best they would run down
any wrong doing in double quick time.

Certainly sportsmen could not harbor the

same contemptuous feelings for them
that they do at present for those who
are paid and who sometimes fail to per-

form the services for which they are

engaged.

Mr. O'Xeill caused us much amuse-
ment and evoked considerable protests,

when he described his method of manag-
ing his Indian guides. He is no drinker

himself but he always takes some liquor

in the woods and gives his guides a taste

three times per day. As he described

how the Indians lined up morning, noon
and night for their respective shares and
how he doled it out, the grunts of satis-

faction with which it was received and
the way in which it stopped all grumb-
ling and kept the men closely at work,

we could imagine the scenes. He ar-

gued that his fortnight in the woods
once a year was not sufficient to teach

morality to the Indians who might be

spoiled iby the next man they guided,

and as he wished to have every hour of

his time put to the best use, he had

decided, as the result of experience, that

his plan was the best. The majority,

however, were against him and though
not "in the missionary business" it was
agreed that nothing need be done to

cause these men to stumble any more
than they do.

On the deer question opinions were

unanimous and may be summed up in

the sentence that the greatest enemies of

the deer are the Indians and the wolves.

If the Government, instead of legislating

against the sportsman, would direct at-

tention to these enemies and not mere-

Iv legislate but enforce their legislation
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every sportsman could be allowed two
deer without injury to the game.

Interesting, however, as were these

discussions it was a mighty relief to es-

cape into the open and to start ourselves

upon exploring and fishing. The morn-
ing was grand and all the visitors who
were left came to see us off, and wish

us a pleasant time. The motor launch

took us up to the portage at Horseshoe
Falls, a short but very rough and rocky

portage. However with so much as-

sistance a couple of journeys across land-

ed all our belongings on the other side.

Here we allowed the Indian guide assign-

ed to us to do the packing and as the

writer took his place in the bow and the

Photographer in the centre, the guide

pushed oft' and we were embarked on

the French alone. AA'hile we were still

fresh we cams to swift water which re-

quired only extra exertions to get

through and then opened a series of

views which will ever remain engraven
on the memory. Before we had paddled

many miles even the guide was in new
territory. Time w^as no consideration

and we hurried not. The map could not

give us all the many channels and we
paddled seven miles round Cantlin Is-

land instead of taking a through channel
wihich w^culd have saved us some time

and work. What did it matter 'how-

ever? We meant to paddle all day and
the Islands were charming. As for mv-
self I would have liked to have explored

every channel though I knew such a

cours-e was impossiible and would lead

to disaster in the way of getting lost if

attempted. We decided to keep to the

main river as far as possible and though
we ran up one channel and found a good
place for lunch we speedily returned and
kept quietly on our way.

In the afternoon we passed dozens of

good camping places but deciding we
should see many more still kept on our

quiet paddling until the evening advanc-
ed and the guide pointed out a place that

proved ideal. A miniature bay. which
nevertheless commanded a good view of

the river both up and down. wMth a small

stream purling down the boulders pre-

sented a charming picture. When the

tent was raised, with white birches and

towering pines for a background, and a

fire made in a place that might have
been carved out from the rocks for the

purpose—owing to the formation of the

ground we had to have the tent sideways
to the fire and the latter not in front—our
home in the wilderness was complete.

Supper was not long delayed and beds
being made we enjoyed our campfire

amid surroundings tliat could nowhere
be surpassed.

In order to make trips unhampered we
decided to retain this camp and wander
at our own sweet wills. While there

was a good deal to be said in favor of

this decision, I, for one. consider it a

mistake as it led to our going over por-

tions of the same ground—or rather

water—quite a nunrber of times. We
grew to love our temporary home in the

wilderness and when we had made a

particularly hard trip to look forward
with joyful anticipations to the comforts

its shelter afforded.

One day we made the foot of the

Five ]\Iile Rapids between breakfast and
lunch. This necessitated a long inter-

val betw^een the two meals—made all the

longer because, in mistake, we paddled

up a channel once used for lunTber but

now hopelessly blocked—liut simply al-

lowed us to enjoy our repast all the more
when it came. On reaching the Rapids

we landed on an island and while the

guide prepared the luncheon and the

Photographer played with his apparatus

I explored. This was the day when I

experienced the deepest regret that we
had not changed our camp. Every is-

land appeared better than its neighbor,

every view more entrancing and I long-

ed to go the w^hole length of those rapids.

After luncheon the canoe was emptied,

the Photographer was taken over to an

island in the middle of the rapids and
while he did some more playing the

guide tracked the canoe up the swift

water while I fended her off the rocks

with a paddle. Above the first rapid

we embarked and went round some oT

the islands. Beautiful as were the

other portions of the River thev had to

sink into insignificance before the sig'hts

that met our enraptured vision here.

The river appeared almost l)locked with



WELLINGTON MADWAYOSH (NOISE OF THE WINDS),

thii- Inilian Oui 'e, well loaded. Crossing Horse-sboe Portage,
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islands, causin^^ the various channels to

run swiftly between them. Had we
only brought up the tent we would have
gone right to the head of the Rapids.

As it was we had to be content with

what we could see during this visit for

time was short and though we played

during the day not many days were left

to us.

For four days we saw no white face

except one morning when our quiet pad-

dling ,was broken with the request for

the loan of fish scales. We landed and
discovered that Mr. and Mrs. Vail of

Chicago, had been camping on a small

island under ideal conditions. Without
a guide they had spent a week under
canvas, paddling, fishing or just loafing

as the humor took them. When we saw
them they were all packed up and about
to go out, regretfully but rejoicing that

such a good time under such pleasant

conditions had been vouchsafed to them.

The previous evening had been the best

from a fishing point of view that

they experienced during the trip.

Mrs. Vail took no less than twelve black

bass within the hour, including one five

and a quarter pound large rtiouthed speci-

men and one four pound -small mouth.
Ten were returned to the "water and only

two kept for camp consumption. As
they were paddling 'back to camp Mrs.

Vail was trolling and suddenly felt a

vicious tug at the line. The struggle

was so strenuous that she speedily re-

cognized the fact that no common fish

was at the other end of the line. Mr.
Vail assisted by advice but was most de-

sirous that his wife should have all the

honor of victory and refrained from ac-

tive assistance. For a quarter of an

hour it was' a battle royal, the fish never

once showing itself. Then, in the last

two minutes, it broke water three times

and seeing that his wife was becoming
ex'hausted and would probablv not be

able to land the big fish unaided, Mr.
Vail siiot it,- The fish was brought out

and examined and its weight estimated.

Our Indian guide gave it as his opinion

that the maskinonge would go just about
twenty pounds. The four white peo-

ple gathered round were unanimously in

favor of twenty-five but the Indian, in

a minority of one, held out. It was in-

teresting to learn afterwards that the fish

was weighed at a lumber camp and just

tipped the scales at twenty and one half

pounds. In this and in many other

ways we learned that our Indian's know-
ledge of his business included things not
dreamed of in our philosophy.

Our guide deserves a long paragraph
all to himself. He gave us his name
as Wellington Madwayos'h (Noise of the

Winds), explaining that his first name
was given him by a white lady and had
remained till he was known as Welling-

ton and his Indian name often ignored.

We followed this fashion and never

ventured beyond the first name. As
we treated him like a man and a brother

he became communicative and told us

something about himself and his be-

longings. He was just over thirty

years of age and a fine man physically.

His home address is Chippewa Hill,

Bruce County, Ontario. The reserve to

which he belonged is, according to his

story, much above the one on the French
River,—the tribe being larger, more en-

terprising and pos^sessed of means suffi-

cient to make themselves comfortable.

They have brick schools, a church, and

follow agricultural pursuits to some pur-

pose. Wellington has a farm of one

hundred and fifty acres, fifty being under

crop, with a brick house costing $1200.

horses and cattle and all his own. He
had no need to go guiding but the wan-

dering fit in his blood called him. That

year too he had left his own reserve for

the French River through a grievance

that rankled. He told me that the rural

regiment in Bruce County consists of

six companies, three being white and

three Indians. He joined one of the

Indian companies as a private, had been

to the military school at London and

worked his way up to color-sergeant.

Twice a vacancy in the lieutenancy of

his company had occurred and he was
passed over. I suggested that this might

possibly be out of consideration for him-

self—^first because he might feel uncom-
fortable as the only Indian officer at

the mess and secondly out of care toi

his finances. He would not take either

of these explanations as sufficient. He
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knew how to behave himself as we could

see and 'he could stand the expenses as

well as others. He told me that

he had a copy of a late edition of Cham-
bers Encyclopaedia for which he paid

$30 and found it was useful when he

needed explanations regardino^ things

which he did not understand. One
evening when exchanging stories over

the campfire I happened to tell him of

the description applied by Disraeli to

Gladstone as one "inebriated with the

exuberance of his owni verbosity." The
phrase delighted him greatly and T had

color sergeant I at once promoted him
to Colonel and we called him that

throughout our acquaintance. On a few
occasions he dubbed me Field Marshal
but soon forgot it though we kept to

Colonel. I should be glad to know if his

modest ambition is satisfied in the future.

Without following Mr. O'Neill's plan

we found our guide always obliging,

willing and attentive. We made no
suggestion that he did not endeavor to

carry out and often enoug^i he suggested

things for our interest and amusement
that meant extra work for him. He

WAHAHWAYBAWIN (A PLACE OF REST.)

St'iving Breakfast at our Wilderness Home.

to repeat it on a number of subsequent
occasions. Finally just before w^e part-

ed, he asked me, without repeating the

sentence, if the words were Latin. I

knew what words he meant and turned

the sentence into plainer English for him.

He confided to me that he would like the

captaincy of his company, not for the

power it would give him but for the

honor and credit it would reflect upon
his tribe. As soon as I knew he was a

knew the best fishing places and gave

me many a hint that meant success with

the fish. On all occasions he was care-

ful to see that my bait was fresh and

well put on and that I was properly

equipped for fishing while he did the

camp work and prepared the meals.

Many a pleasant 'bit of fishing did I en-

joy by myself while the Photographer

put up his camera and Wellington pre-

pared the meals.
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It was an education in backswoods
craft to watch him and in the evening
when darkness came and I indulged in

dreaming, imagining wiiat scenes had
taken place on that beautiful river in the

past and what its future may well be

when ships laden with the golden grain

of the West pass along on their way to

the ocean. I was amused and interestea

in watching his preparations for the

night. He had what appeared an in-

stinct in finding dry wood for the fire

and piling up enough to last long into

the night. Again and again, after I haa

were made hot enough to cause many
cracks. Sand was in front and some
little distance from the fire this sand
was covered with moss. It was here
our tent was erected and spruce boughs
on the top of this moss formed a good
bed. The whole well deserved the poet-

ical Indian name of \A'ahahwaybawin (A
Place of Rest) bestowed upon it by our
guide. After a twenty or thirty miles
paddle it was indeed a haven of rest and
refreshment. Although we met with a

variety of people and gave a number of
invitations we had no visiti^rs but our

A LONG AND BEAUTIFUL STRETCH OF THE MAIN FRENCH.

thought the point clear, he would dis-

cover enough close by and the chilly

evenings and nights were made comfort-

ably warm by the bright blazes he was
the means of procuring for us. He was
the most careful with fire of any Indian

I have met and drenched every stick and

stone after we had had a meal. Before

we left in the morning and again at

night every precaution was taken against

the fire spreading. Rocks formed the

back and sides of our fireplace and these

campfires were none the less enjoyable

Not on a single occasion did we sit far

into the night for although I wished

over and over again to stretch out those

entrancing hours in Camp on the French
River, sleep would not be denied and

early to bed was one of the unbroken.

rules.

One Friday afternoon the river seem-

ed almost alive with canoes. At least

half a dozen passed our point. We had

had a hard day the day before, so hard
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indeed that I was afraid the Photograph-
er, who was not used to the backwoods
and was not properly apparelled for

them in late autumn, was going to be

seriously ill. His often expressed wish
for the comforts of his home touched

us seriously and out of consideration

for him, we spent Friday in visiting a

lumber camp on Eighteen ]Mile Island

and practically doing nothing. By
lunch time I .was heartily tired of this

programme and in company with the

guide I went off in the atternoon to fish

leaving the Photographer with the cook

to take a picture of their camp, and they

would camp about a mile higher up.

Instantly I thought what a fine thing it

would be to spend an evening at an
Indian campfire, hear some of their

stories and perhaps get a flashlight pic-

ture. Our friend the Photographer was
too much done up for the journey. Per-

haps he did not like the paddle in the

dark with the chance of taking the wrong
turn and getting lost. We missed a

good chance of adventure and I am
afraid I did not sympathize so much
with the Photographer's groans that
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showed how keen are the eyes of these

wanderers for advantageous places. The
large tent was occupied by two families

and with the exception of the leader

they were all at breakfast. Partridge

feathers proclaimed the fact that several

of these game birds had formed the staple

of supper or breakfast or perhaps both.

The head man returned while we were
making inquiries and in his canoe was
his high power rifle. The young man
had also a rifle. A couple of papooses

each in its hammock cradle slung be-

tween birch trees, were sleeping peace-

squaws, who could not speak a word of

English, said something to the still sleepy

babes causing them to look up and smile

w^hen the snap was taken. While these

things were going forward the young
Indian said something to Wellington in

Indian which I was subsequently told

amounted to thfe- qvttry: "What's the

good of taking all this trouble; these

white men never -kfeep their word!'^

Wellington agreed with this remark so

far as white men in general were con-

cerned, ibut made us an exception and
when I heard this testimonial to our

IN RAPID WATERS.

At the foot of the Five Mile Rapids on the Main French.

fully and a little Indian girl was rock-

ing them.

After the men had posed for their

picture and another had been taken of

their camp the elder approached me and

asked if one could be taken of the pap-

ooses alone. A ready assent was given

and a beautiful bearskin rug having been

brought from the interior of the tent, the

youngsters were placed upon it and the

characters (showing to what extent Ave

had gained the confidence of our guidcv

even without the assistance of Mr.'

O'Neill's plan) I promised the Photo-

grapher to make 'his life a burden until

he proved Wellington's -Words correct by

sending one or two' copies of the photo

to the Indians as promised. H-e assured

me before these- wot'ds were in type that

he has made good'* and confounded that

young man by givi'ng"'ah instance of
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white men who do live up lo their prom-
ises.

The senior told me that his name was
Joe Restaur, that they all belonged to

the Chaudiere Reserve, much higher up
the river, and that he had been on a trip

to Byng Inlet with his wife and three

children. This was the first time his

family had 'been on such a trip and he

was g'lad to say that they had all en-

joyed it, the journey being without ac-

cident or mishap of any k-nd. He told

us further that the Chief, Alec Dukois,

is his cousin, that about seven hundred
and fifty Indians are on the Reserve and
that they were much better oflf than those

on the Reserve we had seen. It was
with regret we had to decide we had not

sufificient time to venture so far. Fur-

thermore Joe stated that . they were so

well satisfied with the site on which they

were camped that they intended stopping
there for several days.

On our return we located a couple of

porcupines in trees in a little bay and
nothing would satisfy the Photographer
but a picture. Accordingly we returned

to the camp for an axe and Wellington
proceeded to cut down the tree, the

Photographer's plan being to make the

animal mount a dead tree, in which posi-

tion a good photograph could be obtain-

ed. I doubted the success of such a

programme but lent my assistance to

the endeavor to carry it out. When
the tree toppled over I headed "porky"
off by means of a paddle but the others,

although very free in the matter of ad-

vice, failed to do their share and my
efforts proved useless. In the second
attempt to rotind him up my success was
not conspicuous (at least according to

my companions) and for the first and
only occasion during the whole trip our
guide showed a little impatience and
spoke somewhat sharply. Porky scram-
bled into a hole between the rocks and
was twice lassooed by means of a rope,

escaping each time by the rope slipping

off just as we imagined the scheme was
successfully accomplished. Hot, tired,

scratched and bruised we had at length
to leave him alone. He had parted with
a great many of his quills which were
Stuck in the paddles and ropes and prob-

ably concluded to remain for a time in

the rocky crevice where he took refuge

and from which we were unable to dis-

lodge 'him.

On two occasions we lunched at lum-
ber camps. The whole of Eighteen
Mile Island is to be lumbered over and
we were informed that this is the third

occasion when the lumberman's axe has
been thus engaged. One of the camps,
with a three square mile limit, was tak-

ing out all the hardwood. When we
were there the gangs were engaged in

putting up the buildings for the winter
and naturally those first taking up their

attenion were the cookhouses. In the

meantime the cooking was going forward
in tents, all very well on warm days but

not so pleasant on rainy ones. In one
camp the "baby" was a boy of fotirteen,

a young French Canadian and a smart
youngster. A driver, still apparently a

mere boy, informed me that he had the

best team in the camp and appeared
proud of them. In the other camp a yoke
of oxen was in use and these animals

were doing good service. There was a

rough plenty and a warm welcome which
will cause those meals in the lumber
camps to be long remembered. The
manner in which the "big sticks" were
thrown about and the agility of the men,
who seemed to run dreadful risks of per-

sonal injury every minute, gave the work
a strange fascination and we lingered

long in the sunshine of two bright after-

noons to watch the progress made. In

both 'camps French Canadians predomin-
ated. If the rate of progress we wit-

nessed was continued the men would
soon exchange tent life for the shacks

and settle down for a long winter's hard
work. In addition to those visited other

liimber camps were established on the

island and we are afraid much of its nat-

ural beauty will be destroyed for future

visitors. \\''henever we met anyone in-

terested in the district we found them all

agog with the possibilities of the future

through the eagerly anticipated Georgian
Bay Canal. They picture towns and
villages on the lonely and lovely French
and the waterways now given over to the

Indians and the occasional tourist crowd-
ed with ships laden with the productions
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of the West and the manufactures of the

Old \\ orld and Eastern Canada.
On our way out we encountered a 'head

wind and a choppy sea. Not by any
means as 'bad as are such conditions on
the lakes, they proved bad enoug'h and
our paddling seemed of no avail. The
Photographer lent the weight of his arms
and did yeoman's service. Clearly he
was glad to return to civilization while I

had not had enough of the backwoods and
would willingly have lingered longer.

Our canoe, much lighter than when we
went in. rode the waves well, though

at all. The experience gave us some
thrills of excitement in addition to the

hard work and we were by no means
sorry when we landed at the wharf at

W'anakewan and found ourselves again
"on the safa side," which is the transla-

tion given to us of the Indian word
Wanakewan.
That word will linger in our memories

together with every -hour's experience of

the wonderful French. Despite all that

was told to us of the 'beauties of the

Pickerel, the fascinations of the North
Channel and the quaintness of French

OUR CAMP FIRE.

Uu the .Main French.

occasionally it went down with a splash

that sent the spray all over us. \\'elling-

ton hugged the shore as Indians always

do. and though we crossed some of the

small bays, we did not. under his guidance

go across but around the larger ones.

In due time we reached the Horseshoe

Portage, took our stuff over an^. faced the

long stretch of the Pickerel. Matters

were worse here than on the French and

it was a regular battle to make progress

River \'illage; it will always be the Main
French, with its beautiful water stretches,

its lovely islands and alluring channels

that will be present with us when we
think of our fishing and camping trip of

1910.

The hunting, whether for birds or big

game. is. we are told, fully equal to the

fishing and we know that to 'be of the

best. One afternoon in a well wooded
weedv hav we saw a doe and her fawn
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come down to the river to drink. We
watched them for quite a time when the

wind shifted, they caug'ht our scent and
were ofif in a flash. Walking from Bobs
one Sunday afternoon we heard a great

scuffle in the bush on one side of the

track. Mr. Fenton thought it was a

deer but the crash was too great for any-

thing but a moose or 'bear. A few
hours later, a couple of Toronto gentle-

men, camping at Bobs, turned up at

Wanakewan and informed us that they

saw a bear cross the track almost im-

mediately in front of them. When he
saw them he shambled off at once into the

bush and showed no inclination +o dis-

pute the rig'ht of way. These incidents

convinced us that we need not go far for

As a contrast to lake canoeing and fish-

ing the French affords a fine change. To
paddle for miles without a carry affords

pleasant variety and is all the more ap-

preciated by the many scenic changes
given as one rounds the various islands

or bends in the river. The long stretches

make fine views, and the channels be-

tween the islands give splendid fishing'

grounds.
Mr. R. R. Sallows, of Goderich, Ontario,

the Photographer of this trip, has dis-

tinguished himself by the careful study
he has given to outdoor photography and
the successes which have attended his

work in this direction. Our readers have
had the pleasure of seeing many examples
of his work in fine cover cuts and good

WANAKEWAN HOUSE, PICKEREL RIVER, ONT.

game any more than for fish and the

test takes of the latter during the whol."

of our stay were near headquarter.^.

What more can any sportsman require?

The French River has ease of access, the

finest of fishing ground, with scenery of

picturesque and ever changing beauties

and game of all kinds close at hand. The
most complete solitude can be enjoyed
and those who wish may go without a

guide and linger where they will. If

this is not Paradise, as Mr. Sherman des-

cribed it, then Paradise will be hard to

find and no one can hope to discover it.

The French is indeed an earthly Paradise
and no other expression can convey any
adequate idea of its advantages.

illustrations in this magazine. The
series we published last year of views in

the Algonquin Park, and those in the
present number showing scenic bits on
the Pickerel and French, are but exam-
ples of the class of work in which Mr.
Sallows excels and which are making his

name as a photographer of outdoor
scenes and wild life known throughout
the Dominion. As an explorer Mr. Sal-

lows may be a little deficient but as a
photograpfher he is not to be easily sur-

passed in the particular line to which be
has given much and careful attention. His
personal experiences are also aiding him
in these strides and good as his work, hais

been, even better may be expetced.





A Trapped Bear
HY F. H. DAY.

I

WAS asked if 1 had ever seen a bear

trap doing business and replying in

the negative was told that I might
have the opportunity if I liked to

accompany the trapper along his line of

traps, some of which had been set for

bear.

With a camera on mv shoulder 1 was
on hand early on the appointed morning,

and we set out for the mountains, where
my friend the trapper said the bears were
putting on their fat by feeding on the

In their efiforts to obtain the nuts not a
tree had been spared, and one would
imagine that a dozen bears must have
been engaged to have wrought such
works of destruction.

\\ alking another quarter of a mile we
reached a high rocky blufif and saw the
oaks below us. We could hear savage
growls, the clinking of the chain, the

crash of broken branches and we made
out that the trap must have done its

work. We moved slowly towards it and

A TRAPPED BEAR.
Tr.viuy lluii.l to l're«.- lliius

acorns in the groves of small oaks and
thus preparing for the coming winter.
We had to walk two and a half miles to
the first trap, which was attached to a
fourteen-foot maple pole and hidden in

the leaves at the foot of an oak. A rude
stall had been built, into which it was
hoped Bruin would be tempted to go bv
the bait of some half decayed fish.

Reaching the oak groves we saw the
work of the bears in evidence everywhere.
Many branches were broken and some
had been pulled entirely to the ground.

our first sight oi the bear was that of a

huge monster standing erect, half hidden

l)y a tree. From his appearance he look-

ed as though daring us to approach. On
making a half circle we saw that he wa.si

well caught and ventured nearer.

The camera was put to work and with

some difHculty a few exposures were

made. The bear was continually on the

move, never pausing for a second, and
continued this way until the cold lead

laid him low.



Every Day We Fished this Enchanting Spot.

Fishing In Prince Edward Island

The Beauties Of The Gem Of The Gulf

BY P. E. BUCKE.

A ragged boy with cedar pole,

He wadeg the stream from hole to hole,

His worms he keeps in ample dish,

And lo! he catches many a fish.

The swell turns out with gorgeous fly

And rod that's built of Kaliki,

He casts his line with many a swish,

They will not rise; he gets no fish.

HAVING heard a good deal about

the beauties of Prince Edward
Island and the trout fishing-

there, my friend Flips and I con-

cluded, after much discussion, to make
our summer holiday in that locality. As
this lovely spot appears to be almost un-

known to many Canadians I make no

apology for giving your readers a brief

account of our outing w^hich I trust will

interest them, though I doubt if I can

do justice to the beautiful Island.

Passing from Montreal down the well

equipped Intercolonial Railway, whose
dining cars, sleeping accommodation and

attendance are all the most fastidious

traveller could desire, we arrived on time

at Moncton, N. B. and there transferred

to the Pointe du Chene branch to con-

nect with the steamer "Empress" for

Summerside. The ferry at this
_

place

is thirty-five miles across and as it was

our first experience of salt water and

sea air during the trip we thoroughly en-
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joyed this portion of our experiences.

An excellent meal was served on board

the boat. We did not lose sight of land

for as the New Brunswick coast was
fading from view the land of Prince Ed-

ward hove in sight.

It was dark when we reached Sum-
merside so I must- take advantage of the

gloaming to say that if any one wants
haste, rush or bustle he had better not

go to this delightful place. Automobiles
are strictly forbidden to be run on the

Island by special act of the Provincial

the people, are a little on the slow side,

On one occasion we made a stop in the

middle of a wood just before reaching
Perks Station so that the baggage man
and the brakesman could get a couple

of pails of water from a favorite spring.

It was said, though I did not see it, that

a farmer's boy signalled the train to a

stand so that he might get on board for

the purpose of selling a couple of boxes
of berries at the next station. Unfor-
tunately the brakesman was slow in stop-

ping the car so the engineer had to back

HAD SCOOPED OUT a HOLE TEN FEET DEEP.

Mr. P. E. Bucke on one side of the Pool.

Parliament, there is no electric railway
in Charlottetown, the capital, which has
a population of 12,500 and even bicycles

appear to be few.

We found that the journey from Sum-
merside to Georgetown a distance of

ninety-four miles, had to be cut in two
at Charlottetown as there was no train

through until early next morning. As
the railway does not connect with any
other outside the Island it is built on the
narrow gauge system. The trains, like

up again for about a hundred yards to get

the boy aboard. Be this as it may, I

will cheerfully testify that a nicer, quiet-

er and more obliging lot of people I

never met in my life and if anyone wants
quiet and rest let him go to the Island.

The language and manners of the people

both indicated a refined, educated class

or the descendants of such.

On another occasion there was a horse

trotting match on a side road running
parallel with the train. Some of the pas-
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sengers had been descanting on the mer-
')?/^f the horses engaged, and so excited
did they become that it was moved, sec-
onded and carried unanimously that the
train should be stopped for half an hour
to see the event. Unfortunately just as
the horses were at top speed, the winning
post nearly reached, a man was seen run-
ning like a ^Marathon sprinter with a red
nag. A freight train that had been over-
looked in the excitement of the moment
was coming down the single track and as
no one had the forethought to put the

make suitable provision for the bruises
of the riders, every one went home per-
fectly satisfied and the train proceeded
to its destination.

Getting down to Georgetown we pass-
ed one of the noted "fox farms" of which
there are several on the Island. The
farm consists of a closely boarded piece
of ground enclosing a quarter of an acre.
A trench was dug eight feet deep by six
feet wide at the bottom. A heavy wire
netting was attached to posts set up
round the sides and the wire continued

Flips on the Other Side of the Pool.

brake on to arrest its motion, the man
had run on with the flag. This ban-
ner of empire so frightened the race
horses that one of them shied and the
-other bolted. One rider was pitched
over the fence and the other found shel-
ter in the road side ditch. The race
was off, no party beat the other and
there was no winner. The jockies were
so shaken up that they could not contin-
ue the race by a second heat. The gate
money was divided ibetween the owners
of the horses in order that thev mis^ht

along the floor of the trench, so that
animals endeavoring to burrow through
to li'berty found themselves foiled in their
attempt. In this place the proprietor
had forty foxes. Some twenty of them
were silver tipped and the skins of these-
are quite valuable. I was told that in?

another fox farm some black foxes were
being bred. The Emperor of Russia
buys all the black fox.skins and I under-
stand gives from one thousand to one
thousand five hundred dollars apiece for
them according to quality.
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Well, in due course we reached George-
town where we left the train and crossed
over an arm of the sea to Aitkins' Ferry.
The salt water inlet is ten or fifteen

miles long- and at the crossing is a mile
wide, the ferry .boat is a double neader
and makes 'hourly trips. I suppose
your readers will think we camped out,

had guides and a man cook, frying pans,
beds, etc., in a canvas tent and slept on
spruce and cedar boughs. Nothing of

the kind! Prince Edward Island is a

dreamy, comfortable place, where every-
thing is done for the convenience and
comfort of everyone. A rig was waiting
for us at the ferry and a drive of less than
a mile brought us to the mansion of Mr.
Ben Aitkins who also has a store and
postoffice, situated a little way oft. The
very competent and genial Mrs. Aitkins
appointed us excellent rooms and sup-
plied our every w-ant, so that instead of

"roughing it in the bush" we had rooms
and meals, and attendance that would
rival any city hotel.

Flips also chartered a very pretty little

nag and light running buggy for our 'stay

as we had to go from four to five miles
to our fishing grounds. Here was com-
fort, luxury and contentment. \\'e found
that though the strawberry and cherry
season was over before we left Ontario,
in this tight little Island these fruits were
just getting ripe, and as our dear land-

lady had a lovely cow. we had all the

fresh cream, butter and milk we could
consume. We revelled in speckled sea
trout, lobsters, clam chowder, cod and
halibut fresh out of the sea. Two of Mrs.
Aitkins nephews had three lobster traps

set at the far end of the dock. These
were baited with salt herrings that had
evidently been discarded as too old for

sale. Every morning the boys captured
from three to six lobsters. The poor
brutes were speedily hustled into a seeth-

ing pot of hot water where their dark
brown coats were quickly transformed to

a military scarlet. I do not think anyone
who eats these exaggerated insects fresh

out of the salt water would care to go
back to the tinned variety for w^hich

Prince Edward Island is so celebrated.

Just below the fifteen foot high sea
bank when the tide went out. a beauti-

ful, level, red sandy beach was left.

Here clams of excellent quality could be
dug in endless quantity so that clam
soup and clam chowder became one of the

features of the menu.
I must however, hasten to the fishing

grounds. Our first trip out was per-

sonally conducted by Mr. Corney Pool
who very kindly put us on the right

track. I must premise by saying that

though the Island is by no means swam-
py it abounds in springs of almost ice

cold water. These trickle into the val-

leys making small rivers. It would seem
at one time or another every one of these

streams has been dammed just above
the tide water to give power for say,

grist, woollen and other mills, also for

electric lighting and any other power re-

quired. Many of these mills are now
out of business, some have entirely dis-

appeared. The ends of the dams are

still there with the centres w^ashed out

to let the water through. It is probable

these streams are greatly diminisihed

since the Island was denuded of its wood.
Our main fishing point was located at

Collins' sawmill and woollen factory

situated on Sturgeon River, five miles

from Mr. Aitkins' house. At this point

the water tumbled over a dam and had
scooped out a hole ten feet deep. Along
this piece of water Mr. Collins has built

a dock for fishermen of slabs and saw-
dust so that if a man confines himself

to this one spot he can have all the fish-

ing he wants in a white shirt, dress suit

and patent leather boots, returning home
as neat as when he left the house.

Many a man goes out to Collins' and
never leaves this spot. Every tide, twice

in twenty-four hours, the sea trout come
up the river from the salt water a mile

and a half below and fill this pool with

beautiful fish whose flesh is as red as

the deepest colored salmon. Their

skin is a silvery white with deep dyed
vermilion spots. Ever}^ specimen is a

perfect beauty.

Every day we fished this enchanting

spot until satiated w-ith our success.

Wishing to see more of the country we
rambled through a meadow and a well

marked trail through a lovely wood to

an elbow in the river. This spot is known
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as the "Birches" from some noble speci-

mens of these trees standinij like white
sentinels on the opposite bank, casting
their shadows over the deep tide water.
The bank on the side we stood upon was
covered with grass and there was ample
space for casting- our flies without fear

of trees or bush. Flips, who was always
anxious and eager, had 'his line out in a

trice, while I was selecting a couple of

flies, a brown hackle and a Parmacheene
Belle. In a short time he raised a great
shout; "By Jove, I've got him!" The
tip of his Kaliki rod was bending near-

ly to the butt. I called out to him
"Hold on and I'll come and help you.

'

"Hold on nothing," he said, "leave me
alone and go on with your rat catching I

I'll manage this business all right." The
fish was struggling like mad. I was
fixing up and eyeing Flips at the same
time, making sure there would be either

failure or calamity. My friend, who had
on his long wading boots, his landing net

being hung over his shoulder by a round
rubber piece of tubing, suddenly rushed
into the water an-d to my surprise land-

ed two beautiful silvery sea trout. The
game went merrily on and in less than

two hours we had between eight and
nine dozen. They bit like tigers until

the tide began to recede and so we
bade them good-bye for the day. Our
best bags were always made during high

water. We soon found out it was ne-

cessary to gauge our time for fishing by
the tidal movements.
During our rambles along Sturgeon

River we sometimes put up a woodcock
but more frequently enjoyed a flight of

wild ducks over our heads. They seem-

ed to know that the season for their

destruction had not yet arrived and were
regardless of anyone who happened to

be fishing on the stream. We also met

some snipe. A friend of ours had dis-

covered some young birds and was pa-

tiently awaiting the time when they

would be of sufihcient size to place on

toast. I afterwards learned this was the

fate of the poor little baby snipe.

Wishing to see more of the country

we were told that the Montague River

forked a mile down stream and that if

we pushed along a well marked trail

A Beautiful Spot Known as the Birches.

through the bush we would reach the

other branch or main Montague stream.

The next day. therefore, instead of stop-

ping at Collins' Mills we drove on

through the bush road for a mile. Des-

cending a slight declivity we emerged
through a small opening to an old mill

site. Xo mill was there nor any trace

of a building. The only things remain-

ing were the two ends of the dam which

the stream had cut through. There was,

however, the usual deep 'hole made by

the water falling over the dam whilst it

was in use in bygone years. In this cut-

ting of fifty yards the sea and brook

trout met on equal terms. When I say

that a catch of from six to eight dozen

trout can be made almost any day in

a couple of hours I can hardly expect to

be believed by the many readers of Rod
and Gun hut fortunately for me Flips

was with me to verify my statements.

Again no one in many parts of Canada

will believe that people would turn up

their noses at speckled trout caught in
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a mill dam, ,.If, however, you present

these fish to a^Frince Edward Islander he

will parboil' them and feed them to his

chickens.

If was on one of the days we were
driving" out to Collins' Mills that we met a

tall gaunt Scotchman who had rather a

melancholy look. Now in Prince Ed-
ward Island if you pass a man either

walking or driving without saluting him
and passing the time of day, you are set

down as a foreigner or an ignoramus.
Not''' wishing to be thought either, we
saluted and were about to pass on when
he held up his hand as a sign for us

t^ stop. We did so and he asked us
if we had met a man a bit down the

road. As we had met several men we
did not know which one he meant. How-
ever, like the Ancient Mariner he poured
out a piteous tale into our rather un-
willing ears. We wanted to get to

dur fishing while the tide was right but
we were, held like the wedding guest
"who could not choose but hear." Our
questioner said: "I met a brother Scot
on the road and he asked me if I could
give him a pinch of snuff as 'his supply
was exhausted. I handed him my box
which was full and he took one big pinch
after another until he had emptied it.

Then handing me back the box he thank-
ed me very kindly and passed on. When
I had gone some thirty yards something
induced me to turn round and to my sur-

prise I perceived my friend 'holding his

snufif box under his nose which he tap-

ped with his finger first on one side

and then on the other until 'his box was
full when he replaced it in his pocket
and walked on. I thought it a dirty

trick. What do you think about it?"

Of course we sympathized with him and
drove on,— such is life.

One afternoon Flips took a notion he
would investigate the millpond fishing

at Collins.' There was no boat on this

sheet of water, a mile long and a couple
of hundred yards wide at the dam taper-

ing upwards till it met the river. I don't
think there was more than ten or twelve
feet of water and two feet of mud, in its

deepest part. I was doing a very good
and satisfactory business in Collins' Pool
^when Flips said "By Jove. I'm going to

try the fishing up above !" "All right,"

said I, 'T will join you in half an hour."

Flips had on his wading boots, a natty
brown sort of shooting suit and off he
started, his rod over his shoulder and a

box of Punkydope in his vest pocket in

case of being attacked by mosquitoes
along the bank. About twenty minutes
later I heard a shout and running up a

path 'through a short scrub I perceived

my gay Flips, who had gone out on the

remains of an old fence and having hook-
ed a big fish was so excited that he had
slipped ofif the log into three feet of

water and two feet of mud. The bottom
was so tenacious that he could not get

his hip boots out of it. When I arrived

he appeared to be permanently planted,

but he was equal to the occasion for, by
a skilful effort, he drew his feet out of

his number twelve boots and climbed out

by the help of the log in his stocking

feet. When I arrived he had quite a

string of trout lying on the grass.

"Well, old boy." said I. "you have
struck it rich here"—alluding to the fish,

not the mud.—"have you an}^ idea how
many fish you could capture in a day
of ten hours at the rate you have been
throwing them out?" After some little

reflection he said: "I think if I had
three rods and two darkies to unhook
the fish and change the worn out flies

for me, I could quite easily land one
hundred dozen in the time specified." I

honestly believe he was within the mark.
If he hooked many three and four pound-
ers it might possibly retard his move-
ments but the millpond was literally

alive with them, so much so that at times

instead of fishing being a gentle art, it

became a labor.

Prince Edward Island is celebrated for

its lobster fisheries and canneries. It

has been stated that for some years after

its first discovery by the celebrated navi-

gator Cabot, people had to be stationed

along the shore with sticks to keep the

lobsters out of the crops! This is evid-

ently what the smart Alecs call a "Fish

Story," as there were no crops raised

there for some years afterwards. At any
rate lobsters are not so plentiful now
as then and stringent regulations have
been passed by the Island Government
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restricting and regulating the periods of

their capture. Lobster traps are of

various construction but the most deadly
seemed to be the parlor trap which has
side openings as well as apertures in the

ends. These traps are made of ordin-

ary laths, twine nets set on a true frame
in shape like the bowl of a funnel. The
lobster creeps into the trap from which
he cannot escape, 'having in his eager-

ness to get the bait inside lost the com-
bination of the way to get out. Whilst
crossing from Pointe du Chene to Sum-
merside hundreds of lobster trap buoys
are passed by the steamer Empress.
This is a most delightful sail of thirty-

five miles and is enlivened by all kinds

of fishing craft and sail boats.

There are lots of game on the Island

and the shooting must be exceptionally

good in the proper season. Rabbits are

numerous, snipe, woodcock and ducks
plentiful. Whenever the cold winds of

Autumn sweep over the Labrador Coast
and drive the wild fowl south, a vast

variety of ducks and geese settle in the

estuaries and marshes on their way to

a milder climate. There are also quan-
tities of partridges (grouse) but they in-

habit the dense spruce bush which makes
it diflficult to get a shot at them.

On one occasion we varied our outing

by a cruise in a sail boat. Running
across to Brudenell Point, which we
rounded, and from thence up Brudenell

Inlet for a couple of miles, we came to

a sand point which ran out five hundred
yards into the salt water. The sea

trout round this point on their voyages

up and down the inlet, and at the end

of May and June the sea trout fishing

is exceedingly good as the fish run from

two to four pounds weight. In July

we were too late aad though we used

our fly rods with great assiduity we
only had a few rises and did not get a

fish. On the way home I landed at

Brudenell Point a place at which a fort

was built by the French during their oc-

cupation of the Island. In the present

day there are only the remains of some
earthworks to mark the place of the one

time busy old camp.
Prince Edward Island is full of clear,

cold water springs. One of thc'^e gushes

"Had a Delightful Sail and Enjoyed the Fresh ^ir."

out of the sand beach below the old

French fort which stood on a bank sixty

feet high. The tide rises here about

four feet and when it was high water it

rose two feet over the spring. The
French commander of the fort stoned up

a well two feet higher than high water

mark which enabled them to get fresh

water at any time.

In my rambles along the beach I

was fortunate enough to pick up a piece

of iron that appeared to be part of a pike

or some other warlike weapon used in

the old days of French occupation. It

was much eaten away by the erosion of

water and rust but I have it by me as a

memento of the old French days.

One of the inhabitants of this part of

the coast is the blue crane which is found

there in large numbers. These birds

stand about four feet high and in one

place we passed seven of them wading

about in the seaweed along the shore

like grenadiers and fishing for dear life.

This was one of the pleasantest days
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we had and although it was not product-

ive of much fish (our friend, Mr. Dawson,
of Montreal, secured with his bait rod a

plentiful supply of cunners) yet we had

a delig-htful sail and enjoyed the fresh

air, the beautiful blue sky and dancing

waters.

One of the pleasing features of life on

the Island is to be found in the unity and

kindness that exists among all classes

and all religions. Owing to the even tem-

perature of the climate c'tdoor amuse-

ments are much indulged in, driving

parties, boating and picnics being the

order of the day, especially the last

named. If the Roman Catholics give a

church picnic there is a rush to it by all

denominations. To these functions

everyone brings contributions and after

tea they have a dance.

We left the dear Island with many re-

grets, but would advise anyone who
wishes a thorough rest, a cool refreshing

climate, plenty of sea air and sea bathing,

a great variety of the best of food, made
up of fis'h, flesh, fruit and vegetables to

take a trip to the "Gem of the Gulf" and
I am sure no one will be disappointed.

I am much indebted to Captain Cham-
bers, Ottawa, and Mr. Lonson, of Char-
lottetown, for the illustrating and photo-
graphs.

THE RUBAIYAT OF THE DISCIPLE OF IZAAK.

BY H. S. B.

A former Montreal sportsman, now residing in the Laurentlans—who formed SBe of the quartette

for many years playing bridge and other games and going on many trips together—recenved from hla

friends last Ciristmas a very handsome copy of the Rubaiyat of Omar Khayam. Enclosed in the book

were the following verses, a variation of the original which will undoubtedly interest many readers

of Rod and Gun:

There with a Loaf of Bread beneath the Bough,

A Keg of Beer, a Pack of Cards,—and thou

Beside us playing in the Wilderness,

And Wilderness were Paradise enow.

For "Bite" or "Bite Not," though with Rod and Line,

To right to left, or anyway you wish,

—

Of All that one should care to fathom, we
\\'ere never deep in Anything but Fish.

How long, how long, in infinite Pursuit

Of this and that elusive little Brute,

—

Better be merry with the joyous Keg
Than sadden after none or too small Trout.

Ah ! Charles, could you and we with Fate conspire

To grasp this Sorry Scheme of Things entire,

Would we not shatter it to Bits,—and then

Remould it nearer to our Hearts Desire!

\\'e'd make a Ohequer-Board of Lakes and Bays,

Where you and we with Rod and Line would play.

Hither and thither move, and Strike and Slay,

And Trout on Trout back in the basket lay.



Big Black Bass In Fished Out Waters

r.\ w. EPWiN Tuorp.

TO the man who is in the habit of

connecting the two magicial
words, Big Bass, with thoughts of

Temagami. Georgian Bay, the

Thousand Islands of the St. Lawrence or

one of the northern inland lakes the idea

of taking Big Bass, record ones, in the

Niagara Peninsula, must appear absurd.

For all its absurdity, however, I am going
to tell readers about such bass found in

home waters.

If anyone were to tell an angler from
Hamilton, St. Catharines, or even
Niagara Falls such a story he would
smile and mildly question one's sobriety.

As I never drink anything stronger than
water I have not imagined what I am
about to write. I have seen, caught and
eaten big bass in the Niagara Peninsula

and I know that there are still a number
of them left.

Within five minutes' walk of my home
lies a little pond which to the unen-

lightened angler would appear to con-

tain no fish gamier than mudcats
and eels. The entire shore line

that is bassable, if I may coin a

word, does not exceed half a mile.

Lurking beneath the brush heaps and

half submerged tree tops, cut on the ice

in winter and falling through in the

spring, under sunken and half sunken

logs, in muskrat trails, in the shadows of

rocks and shade of trees growing near

the water's edge lie some of the largest

Large Mouth Black Bass in Ontario.

I expect that all anglers in the district

upon reading so far will at once claim

Missouri as the State of their nativity

and demand to be shown. I think I have

already given enough indication and lo-

cality for the health of my fishing

ground.

If, however, any angler will drop in

upon me at any time I can show him one

of those big fellows mounted on birch

bark and hanging upon my office wall.

As he gazes upon visitors reproachfully

with his glass eye he is a mute testi-

monial to the good fishing: that still ex-

ists in waters supposed to have been
fished out twent}' years ago.

These big fish meet their fate in di-

verse ways. Some are killed through
the ice above in the spring when the

small ponds similar to the one of which
I have spoken lower with alarming
rapidity. As the outlet opens the

tremendous weight of ice presses

the submerged logs (beneath which
the Black Bass usually hibernate)

deeply into the mud, suffocating the fish.

\\'hen the rising waters again lift the

log the dead fish float with their bellies

uppermost, victims of remorseless Na-
ture. Others are speared uhen their

curiosity brings them within the flare of

a jacklight when the water gets clear in

August and September. The greatest

numbers, however, and by far the largest

specimens are taken by a method which,

though a little more sportsmanlike, is just

as illegal as spearing. Many a time have

I seen little country boy acquaintances,

and some not so little, trudging home
in the twilight of a delightful June
evening (the spawning time for bass, be

it remembered) with the big brothers'

heavy sporting rifles over shoulders and
one, two or three bass, immense fellows,

strung on a willow withe.

The largest one of which I have an

authentic record tipped the scales at

seven pounds, two ounces, a fish capable

of giving a sportsman an interesting half

hour on light tackle. That fish died the

victim of a shotgun in the hands of a man
who knew better.

Enough of this sad but over true tale

of the Black Bass. Allow me to tell

readers of at least one big fish that was
a legal victim of the glittering trolling

spoon, and another that still remains

hibernating on the cold January day,

when I am writing this story, beneath

some log or brush heap in the muddy-

waters of the old pond.

It was a beautiful evening in July (the

fifteenth to be exact) about half past six

o'clock, just the time when the sly fellows
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are beginning to feed, that a boat stole

silently round a point behind which it

had been previously moored. A trifle of

wind from the north west rufifled the

water but this was not enough to inter-

fere with the handling of the boat. I

had taken a position in the bow, hatless,

with rod in hand and ready to make a

cast; in the stern wielding the paddle
was a young cousin, a fellow to whom
the handling of a gun, fishing rod or boat
is second nature. We were both at-

tending strictly to business. While I

was carefully watching the wafer ahead
I was in turn closely watched by my
cousin. A motion of the fingers of my
free left hand towards shore and the boat,

like a thing imbued with life, immediate-
ly and without a sound moved that Avay

;

a motion of the finger towards deep
water was followed by a movement of

the boat in that direction ; a downward
motion, progress was slacked ; an up-
ward motion and faster progress forward
was secured. The whole proceedings"
partook of the uncanny. There was not
a jerk or sound; only the motion of the

finger and the boat obeyed my slightest

wish. Our movements reminded me of

the hunting pace of a weasel. The man
in the stern understood what he was do-
ing and this was necessary for our suc-

cess as these big bass are sly.

As we approached a submerged brush
heap fifty yards further on I gave a

downward motion and the pace was im-
mediately slackened. I made a careful

cast and a small bass rushed out from
beneath the brush, seized the troll and
released it before I could strike. When
the boat stopped I tried again but the

fish had seen me on the first rise and de-

clined my second invitation to come out
and shake hands.
An upward motion of my finger and

the boat moved on. A little further we
came to a clump of evergreens growing
at the water's edge. Here the bottom
was gravelly, the water shallow and
about twenty feet from shore was a sub-

merged oak log. Whipping my line out
behind me I made a careful cast and sent

the troll straight for the old log. It was
a beautiful cast, the troll dipped silently

on the farther side of the log and in-

stantly it was in motion. Before it had
travelled five feet there was a tremendous
swirl, a great upheaval of the water and
with a terrific rush a big fellow started

for the middle of the pond. The line cut
the water making a sound like the wind
blowing through a knot hole. I pressed
the brake and the reel voiced its suffer-

ing in one long scream. Straight out
went the bass, taking every inch of the

line with him and when he reached the

end he rose with a beautiful leap. I

Was watching for him and lowered the tip

of my rod. When he sank back into the

water the hooks were still in his jaw.

Three times he cleared the water in his

efforts to free himself and each time he
shook his head until the rattle of the

spoon came back to us distinctly, fol-

lowed by the splash as he fell back.

When he made his last leap the line was
so tight that I could not give him any
slack and as he did not succeed in freeing

himself I concluded that I was very
much attached to him. Not only had he
pulled the boat around but also quite a

distance out in the pond. Failing to

free himself by jumping he turned to-

wards shore and came so fast that I

could hardly take up the line. Despite
all my efforts to direct him past the boat
he ran directly beneath it and we heard
him trying to rub out the hooks on its

bottom. All the tricks of which we
were masters were tried without avail

to get him out. W^e splashed the water,

moved the boat, knocked on its bottom
but all in vain. He stuck to his position

like a mortgage. Finally my companion
who usually has some resource in re-

serve, said : "By thunder. Billy, I'll have
him," and seizing the gaff hook he reach-

ed beneath the boat and gave a violent

jerk. As a result the boat behaved as

though in a rough sea. I had to sit

down suddenly and grip the gunwhale
to save myself from doing the diving

act. My companion held on to the fish

and suddenly with a mighty jerk he
threw him into the boat. Almost simul-

taneously with the flop we were upon
him with hands and knees and after kill-

ing him. by sticking a sharp knife into

his brain, we started to admire him.

When we tried to release the hook from
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his mouth we found how firmly he was
fastened. In his hurry to seize the spoon
he had almost swallowed it and it was so

securely embedded in his throat that it

took several minutes of careful work with
a disgorger before it was released. When
we took him to shore and weighed him
we found that he tipped the scales at ex-

actly four pounds, measured eighteen and
a half inches in length, six and a quarter
in depth and three and one half inches

through the shouMer—certainly a good-
ly capture for fished-out waters.

The fight only lasted for five minutes,
and under the circumstances he didn't

have a chance for a long fight. I have
caught smaller bass that fought longer

and gave more sport, but I will never for-

get those few anxious moments after I

saw^ his large proportions. As I write

this he is watching me wath his glittering

glass eyes and perhaps wondering if I am
lying about him. This, however, is a

truthful narrative and susceptible of

proof.

A few evenings later just as the sun

was going down we tried the pool again.

A couple of hundred yards away from
the scene of the above mentioned conflict,

with weather conditions much the same,

a huge bass was hooked from beneath a

submerged brush heap. He leaped clear

of the water when he took the spoon and

I had a good chance to survey his mam-
moth proportions. He was far larger

than the four pounder and looked to be
fully two feet long. I have seen some
big bass and I am sure he could have
gone six pounds easily. He must, how-
ever, have been poorly hooked, for at the

end of a run in which he took every inch

of my line, he sprang into the air, shook
his head and I saw the glitter of my spoon
in the last rays of the setting sun as he
tossed it free from his jaws. As I sadly
reeled in my line I commended him to

regions in which I hope I may never have
to roam.

After allowing a couple of days' inter-

val for resting purposes, we w^ent back
prepared to renew the contest. Either,

however, the fish was too much awake or

it was too quiet an evening, for while we
were still 'fifty yards from his retreat we
saw a huge sw^irl and a big fish started for

deep water. I made a vow I would cap-

ture him by fair means or foul, but so

far have not made good.

At the time of writing the thermome-
ter is round zero each morning and the

pond covered with a foot of ice. This is

the time I am planning how to take the

big fellow.

If the man who wrote that "fishing con-

sisted of fish at one end of the line and a

fool at the other" would get connected

with one of these big bass for a little

while he would see the folly of his song
and know how we anglers feel at times.

THE SILENT REEL.

BY CII.VRLES A. SNYDER.

Gone the whitened wave, the lilies gone.

Vanished the tall, green rushes, the heron flown

;

The lake is dead, a drench of whirling snow
Sweeps down once purpled ways ; the cold winds moan.

Three spectres face me, alone here by the fire,

As o'er the lake the dusk begins to steal,

—

My rod upon the wall, the empty tackle-ibox,

And heavy in my palm, the silent reel.

The pick'rel and the bass down in the deep

Await the coming of the summer rain
;

And as for me, I too, await the dawn
Wihen through the mists my reel shall scream again.



With The Shell-Ducks And Whistlers of Chester

Bay, Nova Scotia.

BY LIONEL R. LORDLY.

WHEX the call of the Spring is

heard, even from the frozen re-

gions of the North, back to the

north country turn the myriads
of wild-fowl that have been spending the

winter in warmer and sunnier climes. On
their way north in response to this in-

evitable summons, the many bays and is-

lands of our Xova Scotian seacoast prove
an irresistible attraction to many of

these wanderers.

Hearing that the annual flight of shell-

ducks and whistlers had arrived in the

Bay, my companion and myself made pre-

parations for a trip on the following day.

Guns and decoys were got in readiness

and having set the alarm at two a.m. we
turned in. Sharp on time we were up
and gathering up our impedimenta wc
were ofif at three a.m. Our destination

was Snake Island away across the east-

ern end of Chester Bay. and not far from
where old Aspotogan raises its forest

covered summit high above the sur-

rounding country.

A brisk row of about an hour brought

us to our destination just as the first

signs of dawn began to appear in the

East. Our decoys—shell-birds and
whistlers—were at once put out and we
were busily engaged in constructing our

blinds when happening to glance seaward

we perceived our boat gradually drift-

ing away from shore. There was no

time to be lost so in I dashed after it,

and succeeded in retrieving it just with-

in my depth. Naturally this little im-

mersion somewhat cooled me for the

time being. Our blind was then hur-

riedly finished and we got ready to re-

ceive the ducks. Just as gray daylight

came the whistle of wings high up in

the air told us the whistlers were astir

but they passed high over head— ghostly

shapes in the gray dawn. A moment lat-

er we spied an indistinct form flitting in

toward the decoys and a moment later a

lone shell-drake pitched in. The little

12 gauge Remington spoke once and he
crumpled up like paper and a moment
after the spaniel was 'bringing him proud-
ly ashore.

A moment's lull and then with whist-

ling wings two black ducks pitched in

just outside the decoys. It was a long
shot but the guns spoke simultaneously
and one black beauty decided to remain.

Score No. two

!

We were admiring our game and not

keeping as good a lookout as we should,

when happening to look up we spied a

large flock of shell birds coming straight

in to the decoys. In another min-

ute and before we could raise our guns
thev had set with a great fluttering and
splashing right in among our decoys.

Hurriedly I aimed at two crossing birds

and fired while my companion did the

same and rising we gave them our left

barrels. I found I had scored two with

my first barrel and drawn blank with

my second. My companion had got a

bird with each barrel. For a few min-

utes the spaniel was kept busy and then

we settled down again.

Presently a lone whistler came down
the wind at a great rate and seeing the

decoys swerved in and came in with

wings set, making the prettiest shot im-

aginable. Nearer and nearer he came
and when just over the decoys suddenly

swerved and went ofif. Two shots after

him seemed but to accelerate his flight,

and he is probably going yet. These

whistlers are the hardest ducks to de-

cov and are extremely wild.

After waiting some time a pair of

whistlers flew around the point and

alighting below the decoys started to

swim in. Waiting until they had nearly

reached the decoys, we each selected a

bird and fired and this time we both

made good.

After this there was a lull in the flight

and for some time we were not disturb-

ed. Mv companion had left the blind and
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had g:one around the island and 1 was
half asleep in the blind when without any
warning- and seemingly appearing from
nowhere three shell- ducks pitched into
the decoys. I fired hastily and wounded
one of them and had run down to the
water's edge to give it the second barrel

when I saw a big shell-drake coming
right in. Hastily dropping down I re-

mained perfectly motionless until he was
right over the decoys when he suddenly
swerved ofif. I jumped up quickly and
fired and down he came. The dog at

once retrieved him and brought him
ashore and as I was not at hand to take

the bird from him when he came in he

dropped him at the water's edge. In-

stantly the bird turned round and dove
out coming up some distance away. It

was necessary to shoot him over again
before the dog could get him and after

that I was careful to take the birds from
the dog myself.

So the morning wore on with now and
then a shot or two, sometimes scoring"

and sometimes missing, until the tide

had risen and flooded our blinds. Count-
ing our spoils we found we had made a

very respectable score, so taking up our

decoys we ferried our way homeward,
well satisfied with our morning's sport

with the ducks at Snake Island.

Strange Adventures With A Wolf

BY M. W. WniTT.VKEU.

MY UNCLE who was in British

Columbia in the early days of

the Province told me the follow-

ing story of his strange adven-

tures with a wolf.

It was in the year 1871 that I left a

mining camp in the Peace River Valley

for Kamloops, a town on the Thompson
River. Included in the party were my
two brothers and an old miner named
Jim Fullerton. We were short of flour

and other provisions and anticipated the

opportunity of renewing our supplies at

Nation River, two days' journey from
our camp. At that time there was a

fort on the Nation River and to that

point we directed our steps, full of con-

fidence. Our packs were on five horses

and we walked alongside of them for

most of the way over the trail. In some
parts this trail was covered with the

carcases of mules and 'horses that had
died from starvation. We crossed som'e

of the swamps by using the bodies of

these animals as a bridge.

Nothing of interest occurred until our

arrival at the fort when we were dis-

appointed to find no supplies obtainable,

the inhabitants having only enoug^li to

serve themselves till the delayed supplies

reached them. We were not greatly

concerned over the matter as game was

plentiful and there was a Hudson Bay
Fort on Stuart's Lake.

Fullerton was not in good 'health and
as he wished to delay our progress as

little as possible it was his custom to

walk slowly ahead every morning while

we were breaking camp and re-packing.

The first morning after we left Nation
River he adopted his usual course of

action but while we were engaged in

fastening the packs on the horses we
saw him running towards us, his whole
appearance showing tokens of fright.

"Hello Jim, why whatever is the mat-
ter?" we shouted as soon as he came
within hearing distance.

"A wolf! a wolf!" he gasped, when he
had sufficiently recovered his breath to

speak, adding "He's after me !"

Sure enougli no sooner had he uttered

this statement than a large timber wolf

was seen to trot round a bend in the

trail. He proved to be the largest wolf

any of us had ever seen. As soon as

he saw us he stopped and gave no in-

dications of either advancing or retreat-

ing. Althoug-h he was too far off for a

good shot I drew my revolver and fired

when he started ofif unhurt and was
speedily lost to sight.

At the time we thought we were rid

of 'him for good but several times during
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the day we heard a mournful howl. That
night after picketing our horses and eat-

ing supper we went to bed and were
just falling asleep when Fullerton's large

gray dog which was in the tent with us

slunk trembling under the blankets. The
folds of the tent moved a moment later

and we could plainly hear a low whining.

The dog gave stronger evidences of fear

and upon rising and looking out we saw
a large wolf run off and then stop. Al-

though it was too dark for a good aim we
fired our revolvers and evidently he took

the hint for he troubled us no more that

night.

For the five days it took us to make
the journey to the fort on Stuart's Lake
we lieard the howling in the day time and
the whining near the tent at night. In

the mornings too when we went to bring

in the horses the wolf was always stand-

ing near. Strangely enoug^i he never
offered to molest the animals but appar-

ently remained near them for the sake
of companionship. Whenever he saw
us appear he would run off and though
we tried many dodges lie never gav-e us
an opportunity of getting a good shot at

him.

On arrival at Stuart's Lake we found
we could have all the provisions we want-
ed and loading up we went south to

Stuart's River which flows out of the lake

into the Eraser. "We'll get rid of the

wolf when we cross the river," said one.

as we were engaged in making rafts on
which we might cross. When our rafts

were finished we packed our outfits upon
them and paddled over, our 'horses swim-
ming alongside. When safely across we
came out on a wide open plain where we
could see for miles in every direction.

However, we had not gone very far when
we heard one of the same weird howls
that "had so often disturbed us on the

other side of the river.

Clearly the wolf must have crossed
and we had not yet parted company with
him as we had supposed. The old miner,
who for some time past had been afraid

that he was going to die now felt sure
that his end was near.

"It's all un with me. bovs." he said in

a melancholv tone. "What reason

could that wolf have for following us if

he didn't know I was going to die and he
could then get my bones?"
Nothing that we could say seemed to

have any effect in raising his spirits. We
told him that the wolf merely wanted the

company of the dog as he was probably
some old fellow that had wandered from
the pack and was lost and lonely. Noth-
ing we could say shook his superstition

in the least and he continued downcast.
Soon after this we met a band of

Indians on horseback and when we told

them there was a big wolf not far behind
they soon had him out on. the plain run-,

ning for his life. It was a fine sight to

see the race—the great beast going like

the wind closely followed by the wild-

looking Siwashes on their peculiar look-

ing little ponies. They chased him up
into the mountains where they could not

follow and 'had to give him up.

In another five days we came to the

mouth of the Ouesnel River, the wolf re-

maining near us all the time. Here there

is a small settlement and as Fullerton

was so ill as to be unfit for further travel

we arranged for him to stay there while

we proceeded to our ranch in the Nicola

\^alley. about fifty miles from Kamloops.
Fullerton camped with his dog on the^op-

posite side of the river from the town.
After remaining on the randh .for two

months I went over to Kamloops one day
for the purpose of renewing supplies.

There were two inches of snow on the

ground and I had not gone far before I

noticed the tracks of a large wolf. The
tracks were of unusual size, the strides

were long and even, and they pointed in

the direction in which I had come on ar-

riving at Kamloops. While about my
business in the town I suddenly encoun-
tered Fullerton and after the usual salu-

tations made inquiries about the wolf.

"He is still with me!" said Fullerton

in a melancholy tone. "He followed me
all the way down from Ouesnel

!"

Then I told him about the wolf tracks

I had seen coming from the ranch and
tried to cheer 'him up with the assertion

that he had lost the wolf at last.

The next day I returned to the ranch

and the same nis;lit just as I was falling
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asleep both I and my brother heard the

whining with which we had become fa-

miliar the preceding few months. We
kept a large black dog about the place

and when we rose and looked out we
could hear 'him and the wolf playing to-

gether like a couple of pups. We called

the dog in and sent him out again locat-

ing the wolf by the direction taken by
the dog.

Our arrangements were speedily made.
My brother slipped out with the inten-

tion of going round to the opposite side

of the thicket in which the wolf was hid-

ing, hoping to drive him my way and
give me the chance of a good shot. The
result justified our expectations, the woif

running past me. the moon having risen

enabled me to procure a fine shot. I saw
him give a lurch but he still ran on. We

decided to try poison and put out a cun-

ningly contrived bait, securing the dog
and returning to our rest.

During the night we heard him howl-

ing in the distance near Nicola Lake and

next mornmg when we went out t^e

poison was gone. We found the wolf

lying dead in a gulch with a buckshot

through his body.

He had followed us for five hundred

miles across rivers and over mountains

and the only reason I can give for his

strange behaviour is that he was lonely

and wanted the companionship of Ful-

lerton's dog. Why did 'he leave the dog

at Kamloops and why did he come to our

particular cabin when there were others

in the valley?

Incredible as this story may appear it

is perfectly true.

Winter Protection Of Game Birds

Some Suggestions With Regard to the Same

EY MARK DOWN.

IT
is a curious thing when you come to

think of it, that the men you natur-
ally suppose the most interested in

the protection of game birds are in

reality not interested at all, at least if

you are to judge from their want of

action with regard to the same. They
talk much on the subject, they are bird

hunters and enjoy a day in the field but
when it comes to giving a little thought
to the protection of the birds during the

long and severe winters they fail. Ap-
parently they do not think of and much
less adopt courses so simple and effect-

ive that the veriest tyro in woodcraft
would carry them out if he wished to

keep the birds for future sport.

A good deal is heard at the village

stores and other gossiping places about

the number of things that "ought to be

done" but when it comes to doing no

one is inclined to make a determined and

definite move.
One man will explain how brush fences

should be built in order that the birds

may roost behind them during a storm.

Another man will describe a scheme for

putting out grain in places where the

hungry birds can find it and insist that

a policy of the kind would be the means
of saving many birds for future sport.

A third will claim that he has the best

scheme of all and testify to its possibil-

ity and efficiency. In his view the

best method is to trap Bob White by

the covey and keep the whole lot in an

old barn till spring, feeding them regular-

ly and keeping them healthy and live-

ly.

The pessimists will explain against

these and other beneficial schemes, con-

tending that as there are now so few

birds left to be benefited all efforts are

useless.

These men however find very little

sympathy from one who broaches what

he claims to be the best preservation

scheme of the whole lot. He suggests

that the coveys be traced and the farm-

ers on^whose lands they have taken re-
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fuge he paid by the sportsmen twenty-

five or even fifty cents for every quail

safely brought through the winter by his

care. In the view of many practical

men this course is cheaper than buying
birds which may, and probably will,

leave for the South on the first approach

of cold weather and snow. Efforts of

the kind mentioned are far more success-

ful than any scheme of "transplanting."

If birds are' fed where they are raised

they will most likely r'^main and con-

tinue breeding.

It is well known that through the north

country the birds and rabbits suffer de-

cimation through the foxes, wild cats,

skunks, weasels, hawks and owls whose
provender during the deep snows of win-

ter becomes alarmingly scarce. A good
authority has stated that a wild cat will

kill more grouse and rabbits during the

winter months than half a dozen hunt-

ers combined ; while a fox kills as many
birds after the snow has come as any
hunter during the open season. The
fox and wild cat live entirely on meat

;

they may catch a rat and mouse now and

then but when a foot or two of snow
has fallen they are compelled to obtain

their food supply among the game birds

and small game animals, with now and

then a meal off the farmer's hen roost

to help them out. Predatory animals

and birds do not find many hearty meals

in the rat and mouse line awaiting them
when the heavy snow is over the land

and must then look out for game sup-

pers—and they get them.

]\lr. S. T. Hinton writes from Ilunts-

ville, Ontario : I have "been muc'h inter-

ested in what has appeared in your pages

on the question of returning fish to the

water, and particularly the statement of

one correspondent to the effect that he

has returned thousands to the water af-

ter catching them with an artificial fly.

In my opinion if only just slightly hook-
ed on the lip ninety per cent of the fish

returned to the water will die, not from
the hook but from handling. It is from
the handling that the harm comes and
many anglers are not at all careful in

this respect. In my opinion there

After the open season closes comes
the opportunity for fox hunting clubs.

If the members of such clubs, situated

near game covers, would purchase a few
foxhounds and take a day or two every
week, or as often as practicable, and
make vigorous campaigns after the

beasts and birds mentioned, the results

would be to save much game for breed-

ing. Members of a fox hunting club

•could kill, trap or poison large numbers
of the enemies of the game birds and
the smaller game animals and each one
thus killed would ensure the saving of

the lives of two or three dozen valuable

game birds and multitudes of rabbits.

The peltries, in addition to the sport

and the saving of the birds, should pre-

sent inducements enough to carry out

such a course as the one recommended.
In one instance known to the writer

a crusade against game killing beasts

and birds was undertaken by placing

dead sparrows duly doped in covers fre-

quented by hawks and owls. The re-

sult was to keep down these pests.

Among game destroyers the domestic

cat should not be omitted. In many
sections abandoned farm buildings offer

refuge for homeless tomcats. In the

summer plenty of food is to be fouiid in

the shape of rats, mice and small birds.

In the winter a covey of quail seeking

shelter in an old barn is certain to be

cleared out before spring. As a matter

of fact strav and lost cats, which soon

become wild, are as mischievous and I

destructive as wild cats or foxes.

should be a clause prohibiting the return

of fish to the water after once caught.

No true sportsman would wisli to cause

pain to any bird, animal or fish for his

own amusement and having seen quite

a little of the fishermen who return fish

to the water I am of the opinion that my
estimate is no exaggeration. I do a little

guiding and in all branches of my busi-

ness come across all classes of sports-

men. I think there is a good deal more

to be said on this question from the other

side than your correspondents appear to

think.



Shooting Prairie Chicken In Alberta

T'Y E. M. ALLWOnTH.

W HEX the bright, crisp October
days arrive and every man is

packing- a gun we begin to

wonder where we can go to

have a good day's shooting—shooting
just a little better than falls to the lot of

the average man and enough to make us
content to wait the whole of the close

s-eason until shooting times comes round
again.

These were the thoughts floating

through the brains of myself and my
shooting comrade. Loftus Allen, when an

house. W nat better grounds could be
chosen—shelter, feed and conspicuous
notices here and there "No shooting al-

lowed"—ensuring the place from the at-

tentions of the pot hunter and indiscrim-

inate shooter? With the exception of

Mr. Lineham no one had shot over ihe

place for some years.

On the date named we hit the trail and
after a fine drive of three hours reached
the ranch to find no one at home. Follow-
ing the custom of the West we stabled

our horse and took possession of the

TWO HOURS' SHOOTING.
L. H. Allen on Left: K. M. Allworth on Right.

invitation arrived from ^Ir. W. D. Line-
ham, who wrote asking us to spend a

day with him and do our shooting at Up-
per Ranch. Needless to say it was im-

possible to attend to any other business

upon receipt of this invitation and we
were soon ready to hit the trail.

The Upper Ranch lies twenty-five

miles west of the town of Okatoks. Al-

berta, our home town, and is well within

the hill country. The Ranch is what is

known as a stock range and there is con-

siderable scrub brush—great shelter for

prairie chicken. To add to the attraction

the Ranch possessed for chicken there

were several acres of stubble near the

kitchen, preparing, with the skill of hunt-

ers, who often have to do their own
cooking, a classy meal. During the pro-

cess ^ir. Lineham and the others drove

up and we were made welcome. We did

not linger long after our smoke and chat

but turned in, fully aware, from previous

experience, that our host would have us

all early afoot in the morning.

Mr. Lineham did nr.t fail to make good

our anticipations. By half past five

everyone was astir and a little later Mrs.

^litchell, the foreman's wife, set such a

breakfast before us as we are likely to

long remember. With ready helpers the
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chores were soon done up and out came
the guns and dogs.

As we stepped from the house we could

see the birds sitting in the trees, on the

fences and in the grass. Needless to say

our dogs behaved in a peculiar manner
on being greeted so suddenly with so

many favorable smells. They needed par-

ticular attention and restraining as with

the first shots the birds flew in all direc-

tions and alighted on any convenient

place that appeared to afTord a refuge. It

was not long before we had the birds

nicely scattered and then the good shoot-

ing commenced.

When we reached the brush we separ-

ated and each was soon busy in his own
way. "Jack", my pointer, did his duty
like clockwork and although ave had five

or six birds down on several occasions we
found them all. \Mth my Winchester
well warmed up I eased ofif towards the

others of the party who were making con-,

siderable noise in another direction. Be-

fore reaching them I flushed hundreds of

birds, partridges as well as chicken.

When I reached my companions I saw
Lineham with a string of birds tied round
his waist while the appearance of Loftus's

coat was pretty bulky. My own was
not less so and we decided to return to

the house, first taking a snap for the ac-

companying illustration. In two hours'

shooting we had secured twenty-three

fine birds.

After dinner had settled Mr. Lineham
again hitched up and drove us through
the hills sight-seeing and looking for

partridge. The drive was most enjoy-

able, the scenic views being impressed
upon our memories and not likely to be

.=^peedilv effaced. We obtained no game,
however, and so hit back for the stubble.

The birds were there before us. I

never saw so many prairie chicken at one
time before. They seemed to be every-

where and when a shot was fired they

flew from all directions. Just when the

excitement was soaring high my gun
jammed. I had better say nothing
further on the subject because those who
have had similar experience will know

of what I was thinking and make a

pretty good guess as to what I was prob-

ably sa^nng.

It was not the fault of the gun either,

I was trying to shoot too fast and that

was the whole story. However, I made up
for lost time when I got free again. How
well the old gun did reach out and make
clean kills ! Two partridges were shot

before they had fairly started in their fast

flight.

Of course it could not last. My coat

was so heavy that when a bird jumped up
behind me I swung round and my coat

overbalanced me. -After that experience

I felt it was time to go home. My friends

were at the ranch house first and Loftus

was ready to start at once.

Although pressed to remain and well

content with our feeding and our treat-

ment, the claims of business were too in-

sistent and we felt it necessary to take

leave of our kind friends. Our drive

home appeared a short one and we each

had our day's allowance—fortv birds in

all.

^^'ho would not be satisfied with our

experiences—fine drives, good entertain-

ers, the best of shooting, grand exercise

in the open air and a full bag? Can read-

ers wonder that we have often talked of

that day's sport and, while agreeing that

it was the best we ever enjoyed, are look-

ing forward, with most pleasurable an-

ticipations, to another day's shooting

next open season at Lineham's Upper
Ranch.

A white owl. measuring five feet four

inches from tip to tip was recently shot

near Arnprior, Ontario. The bird is

rare in the Ottawa Valley but it is said

that one winter several years ago they

were seen in considerable numbers. It

is supposed that for some climatic or

other reason they were led to come down
from the Arctic regions in considerable

numbers and visited the Ottawa Valley,

on that particular occasion. Since that

winter only solitary representatives have

been seen in the Vallev.



The Airedale Terrier

HV F. BAWDKN.

THE Airedale Terrier, as most read-

ers are aware, is not one of the

oldest breed of dogs. Their ...l

round usefulness, however, has
brought them prominently to the front of

late years and made them one of the

most popular of the many breeds.

From experience it has been found that

the Airedale will do almost anything any
other dog can do and do it well. The
large cities adopting dogs as part of their

police systems have found after much ex-

ties agree that they originally sprang

from the otter hound with some Irish

terrier, 'bull terrier and a sprinkling of

collie blood thrown in. The object was

to breed a hardy game dog with the abili-

ty to hunt all kinds of game and the Aire-

dale appears to have made good.

The modern Airedale is a dog weighing

from forty to fifty pounds, black back,

tan quarters, and built on racy lines

;

short coupled. The jaws are powerful

the eves small and dark, the ears small.

\ '

1
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(The increasing interest taken in this

breed in Canada is shown by the fact

that the writer has recently imported

Caerphilly Marvel, bred by William Ev-

ans of the Castle Kennels, Caerphilly,

Wales. This dog is the winner of

two hundred and fifty cups, prizes

and medals. He is a typical Airedale, of

proper size and splendid disposition and

certainly one of the best, if not the best

dog of the breed on this side of the Atlan-

tic. His latest win was at the West of

England show at Bristol iw October 1910,

where he captured twu firsts and cham-
pionship. He has beaten nearly all the

best dogs in America, including Prince of

York (New York winner, 191 1) and oth-

ers, and is also sire of many leading win-

ners, including Caerphilly Admiral,

Glamora Rose (sold to ^Ir. Theo Offer-

man, X;ew York, at a big figure), and
Tyrant Beauty (winner at the Crystal

Palace, London, England), and Xomina-
ti'on, sire of Unexpected and many others,

proving him one of the best sires of the

breed.

A Winter Dress For Big Game Hunters

The Universal Law In Manitoba

WRITING of the hunting during
the last open season in the Rid-
ing Mountains Reserve of Mani-
toba, one who was present says:

One method of dress was noticeable
throughout the mountains, and I am in-'

clined to think the comparative freedom
from accidents which marked last season's
record was largely to be attributed

to this choice of wearing apparel, which
must have been designed with an eye
both to safety and comfort. First, and
most important of all, the fashionable
color was white—white from head to foot

—and the man who did not conform with
this fashion ran the imminent risk of be-

ing ordered out of the bush the first day
he appeared in it, if he were lucky enough
to exist through any part of the day with-
out being shot in the legs by some nerv-

ous hunter, whose main principles were
to "first fire and then enquire."' The red

toque or sweater donned by so many
hunters in the Michigan forests, and in

other par'ts are looked upon with disfavor

by the old hunters of the Riding Moun-
tains, owing to the fact that though red

does conserve to some degree of safety

(though the long list of fatalities recorded

in the recent United States open season

w'ould indicate otherwise) it at the same
time advertises the coming of the hunter

to the watchful moose or elk from afar

off. The wearer of other dark colors

again runs serious risk, and is liable to be

numbered among those accidentally mis-
taken for a moose or an elk.

But white serves both ends—that of be-
ing comparatively safe (for there is abso-
lutely no animal in the forest for which a
man dressed in that color could reason-
ably be mistaken) and that of being as
much as possible invisible to the deer.

Any man who will let drive at another
while the latter is clad in white can have
only one excuse to offer, and that is a bad
one, namely that he fired at a sound with-

out waiting to see whether it w.as a buck,
a cow, a domestic animal, or a man who
made it. And as an indication of the de-

gree of invisibility which the wearer of

white can attain to, it is positively un-
canny how a silent hunter can meet you
almost face to face without his presence
being noticed until he is almost upon you.

Taking all these facts into considera-

tion, there are many who are of the firm

opinion that the present game laws should

make the wearing of white a compulsory
thing in the woods by all hunters. It is

at any rate an unwritten law in the Rid-

ing Mountains and has been for some
time and the man who breaks it is a very

unpopular fellow indeed. So strictly is

it adhered to that caps are covered with

white linen, nothing but white sweaters

are worn, and where they cannot be ob-

tained, coats of white material, in some
cases even made from flour bags, are

donned, and the nether garments for
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choice consist of a i>air of fleece-lined

under-pants with the fleece on the out-

side, so that the twigs make no sound as

they scrape past. Add to this a cart-

ridge belt, with a hatchet and knife, and
with moccasins on the feet, and a fair

idea ma}' be gained of the dress in vogue
in the mountains. It is both cheap,

serviceable, and safe. A white toque is

a serviceable he'ad-dress, though there

are those who prefer a peaked cap, with
white cloth stitched on top, as the glare

of the snow is liable to be hard on the

eyes, without the shade of a peak. Ac-
cidents are scarcely heard of in the

mountains, and when one does occur,

the person to blame comes in for much
bitter comment.

For The Preservation Of Game

MR. Harry F. Gilliland writes from
Karthaus, Pennsylvania : I was
deeply interested in the big game
stories appearing in the January

issue of Rod and Gun. Needless to say
I would have enjoyed being present at

every one but as that was impossible I

felt almost a participant in reading the

inspiring accounts of the hunts.

J a^ to be allowed to give a word of

warning to my fellow Canadian sports-

men. If they persist in using hounds in

deer hunting, as in Ontario and to a limi-

ted extent in Ouebec. it can only 'be a

question of time before the deer are ex-

terminated. This was the experience in

Pennsylvania and although you may say

your conditions are dififerent the principle

is the same and in the interests of the

game and of g"ood sportmanship your ex-

periences in Ontario will follow ours in

Pennsylvania. Several years ago the game
laws of Pennsylvania were amended
to the extent of making it illegal to use

dogs in deer hunting, to kill a deer in the

water and to kill does and fawns. Both
our big game and our sportsmanship ha\e
improved as a result—we have ten deer

to-day to every one possessed before the

law was altered and a hunter of any skill

is now fairly well certain of obtaining a

deer, whereas prior to the change it was
not unusual for a party to hunt a whole

week and never see a deer.

It appears to me, and now T am put-

ting forward a personal view, that at best

the hunting of deer with dogs is not

sportsmanlike. Still hunting is to me the

superior method—the method where the

skill and intelligence of the hunter is pit-

ted against the cunning and speed of the

animal. Where success follows such

metlui'ds the sportsman has reason to feel

proud of the wily old buck he has laid

low. In such a case the hunter's craft

has overcome the animal's instinct and
cunning and victory has 'been sufficiently

hardly won to be appreciated.

On the oither hand a sportsman cannot
feel inordinately proud of waiting on a

runway for a deer which a pack of hounds
are bringing out to almost certain death.

Within living memory we have never
been blessed in this section of the States

with the sportsman's paradise our Can-
adian cousins enjoy. While it is proD-
a'ble 1 may never find myself able to come
to Canada and enjoy the sport with the

good people I know I should find there I

am still anxious for the good of the game
and for the preservation of the sport for

others. Now is the time for preservation
and if that work be not ibegun and car-

ried on faithfully, the time may not be
distant when you will have to lay away
that favorite firearm for ever.

The Angilo-Saxon race in its several

branches appears to be 'distinguished for

ex!travagance. Both timber and minerals
have been dealt with as though the sup-

plies were inexhaustible. If we are not

careful the game and fur bearing animals
will go the way of the buffalo.

My love for the outdoors and for fire-

arms is inherited. In the days of the old

muzzleloader my grandfather killed many
deer and bears with the old gun. My
present armament consists of a 12 Lore

Marlin pump gun. a .32 calibre Colts re-

volv^er and a 1894 Model Winchester
rifle 38-55 calibre high power. These
arms prove very satisfactory for the

eame in Pennsylvania, ensuring good kill-

ing power.



Ontario Game And Fisheries Report

THE fourth annual report of the On-
tario Game and Fisheries Depart-

ment since their amalgamation
has been issued as a Government

Blue Book. The Report, a more bulky
publication than usual, is well illustrated

and contains much wealth of material

dealing with fish and game matters

throughout the Province.

The first few pages are devoted to the

report of Mr. Edwin Tins'ley, Superin-

tendent of Fish and Game. In this he
points out that while expenditure has in-

creased such increases 'have insured more
effective work and have been fully justi-

fied by a large and satisfactory increase

of revenue.

While as a rule the Department has
had less difificulty in enforcing the fishery

regulations than in former years there

are still, the Superintendent regrets to

report, a number of tug fishermen who in

their increasing greed persi'stently ignore
the conditions on which their licenses are

granted and abuse the valuable privileges

granted to them to the detriment and in-

jury of others. The Government will be
justified in requiring substantial bonds
from such fishermen when they apply for

the renewal of their licenses, thus not
only ensuring against further violations

but also protecting those who act in ac-

cord with the regulations.

In consequence of the large increase in

the number of hunters in the Province
and the increased destructiveness of

modern firearms it was considered
necessary to reduce the number of deer
allowed per hunter from two to one. For
the same reasons the open season for

several of the most valuable species of

game birds' has been reduced. It was,
after full consideration, decided to be
better to have short open seasons rather
than alternate close ones. Of course
these changes. have subjected the Depart-
ment to what Ml". Tinsley characterizes
as a large amount of unfair criticism. He
proceeds to deal with these critics in the
following fashion

:

"Many of these critics never made a

success of anything, and as a rule, having
no business of their own, fondly believe

they could improve other people's, if they

had the opportunity. Many of these

characters have such exaggerated opin-

ions of their own transcendent abilities

that they fondly believe, that, had the

creation of the world beeii entrusted to

them, they could have made a T^etter job

of it. Well, poor bodies, it pleases them
and hurts no one. Invidious and unjust

comparisons have been the stock in trade

of some free lances between the Province
and t'he State of Maine, no doubt the re-

sult of guess work and ulterior designs.

If the mythical amount alleged to be
spent by tourists annually in the State of

Maine to the disadvantage of Ontario be
authentic it may be in order to ascertain

where these tourists hail from. If, as is al-

leged, ninety per cent, of them are from
other States of the Union, then it is like

taking money out of one pocket and put-

ting it into the other. There are more
non-residents of the Province visit On-
tario every year than t'here are non-resi-

dents of the United States visit Majne.
This is an undisputed fact which leads us

to wonder what objects residents of the

Province have had in so frequently and
persistently fouling t'heir own nests."

Not only all Government Departments
but all public and semi-public 'men are

constantly under fire from the critics and
this is scarcely t'he way in which criti-

cism should be met. No doubt much
criticism is ill informed but often there is

some ground for gain when the recom-
mendations of the critics are carefully

sifted and examined.
Mr. Tinsley recalls a couple of sen-

tences written by him in 1906 as follows:

"The difficulty of eflfectually enforcing

t'he fishery laws of the Province should h-^

apparent to those who have given this

important matter any consideration. The
principle obstacle in the way of effective

administration is the divided jurisdic-

tion." He then adds: "The Department
of Marine and Fisheries have recently

furnished a striking proof of the correct-
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ness uf the above contention, the Deputy
Minister informing me that the Minister
had decided to abolish the close season
for whitefish in the waters of Lake Erie
fronting on the counties of Norfolk and
Elgin. You will observe that this act of

vandalism was carried out without his

'having the decency to consult you.
Those responsible for that order in these

days of conservation committed an in-

jury to the Province of such magnitude
that he and his descendants will be un-
•pijiOAv 3q; JO pu3 9q5 01 ;t joj auojB oj ajqB

Those hundreds of tons of breeding fish

that were destroyed during the m-onth of

November in Lake Erie were not owned
by the Department issuing the destruc-

tive order. Conservation of our natural

productions is a sacred duty. May Na-
ture be kinder to those responsible for

the order than they have been in obey-
ing the laws. I trust that this is the last

we shall hear about abolishing close sea-

sons and that all concerned will in future

act more in accordance with common
sense and justice by reverting to Na-
ture's perfect plan of reproduction even

if there are ections looming up in the

near future."

Apparent! ' Ottawa receives no more
tender treatment than the critics.

Carp, which four years ago were re-

garded as a nuisance and for the destruc-

tion of which bonuses were advocated,

have now become a commercial factor in

the fish business and promise soon to be-

come almost as important in the New
World as in the Old.

"Reports have been circulated that the

fishery laws have not been enforced in

the Province. Of course it is not diflfi-

cult to find fault when pre-disposed and

having an equivocal object in so doing.

If the fishery laws 'have not been en-

forced in the Province during the last

four years I would like to know what en-

forcement they received and for what
purpose during the twenty years preced-

ing 1900? Those whose duty it was to

collect arrears due previous to 1900 have

concluded fishery protection was a sec-

ondary consideration in such appoint-

ments."
"It is srenerallv conceded that the for-

ests regulate the flow of water in the

water courses and assure a supply during
the dry seasons, while preventing sud-

den and disastrous floods. While there

is some doubt as to the extent of the ef-

fect forests have in the rainfall there is

no longer any doubt as to the beneficial

efifect of forests in conserving water re-

sulting from rainfalls. It has been prov-
ed that rainfall in forests compared with
the open country is in the proportion of

100 to 92.5 while the evaporation in the

forests is only one third of that in the

open country remote from forests. It is

alleged that failure to conserve the for-

ests in Europe has caused most dis-

astrous results, not only from uncontrol-

lable floods but also from long continued
dry weather, resulting in rivers being re-

duced during the dry season to a series

of death dealing stagnant poois, resulting

from evaporation caused by the unwise
destruction of the forests. It is conced-

ed that the absolute destruction of the

forests is a prolific source of drought
and frequently disease. The Depart-
ment is frequently asked by farm-

ers and others having streams
running through their property what
should be done to enable them to

establish trout ponds or stock the

streams. To be successful the banks of

both should be planted with trees, for

the twofold purpose of preventing evap-

oration and providing shade for the fis'h.

For this purpose any of the species of

willow are suitable."

"This year's experience with the rais-

ing of bass fingerlings with the single

pond at Brantford was a pronounced
success. Over 50,000 of these were plac-

ed in the various inland waters of the

Province this insuring in a few years

good angling both to our own anglers

and for the thousands of tourists visit-

ing our Province each year. I must
here mention that much of the success

attained was due to the faithful service

rendered by Mr. J. T. Edwards, who was
placed in charge. The knowledge he

has acquired in two years' work fits 'him

well for the services required of him in

the more extensive work he will now
undertake in connection with the series
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of ponds constructed in the village o£

Mt. Pleasant, five miles from Brant-

ford and in which it is hoped to raise

at least 300.000 fingerlings next year.,

The place for the erection of these breed-

ing ponds was wisely chosen as water in

abundance can be had and it would be

difficult to find a more natural place in

which fish can congregate." The ponds

are near railways and transportation for

re-stocking purposes will be easy.

More angling permits were sold last

year than the year before and that not-^

withstanding various drawbacks which

kept away many visitors who would

otherwise have enjoyed the unexcelled

fishing the Province offers. The obser-

vance of the laws and regulations show-

ed great improvements and anglers were

realising tlTat regulations were made in

the interests of the fisheries, not for one

or two years but for all time to come and

were lending aid in enforcing the law.

Never in the history of the Province

have the fisheries received such protec-

tion as was afforded last year through

the vigilance of the crews of the patrol

boatt belonging to the Department.

From early spring the boats were on con->

stant patrol never ceasing their vigilance

night or day if the occasion required.

The Edna Ivan patrolled the Great Lakes

and did not go out of commission until

December first when all fishing had prac-

tically ceased for the season. Had such

protection been given the fishing in our

Great Lakes in former years they would

not have been in the depleted condition

thev were when handed over to the Pro-

vince. The few years the Provincial

Government have had this service in

charge have shown such marked improve-

ments (notwithstanding inadequate close

seasons) that from all sections of the

country reports have been received ex-

pressing satisfaction with the result.

The Navarch operated on the Bay of

Quinte. River St. Lawrence and a por-

tion of the Rideau waters. Many illeg-

al nets were discovered and promptly

seized and confiscated. These waters

need the most careful protection in the

interests of both net fishermen and ang-

lers.

The Naiad patrolled the Kawartha

Lakes and Lake Simcoe. On the latter

lake the illegal fishing of previous years

carried on openly during the spawning
season for salmon trout was stopped al-

though it meant night and day wo'/k dur-

ing the period. The result of this work
will be seen in the great improvement of

the fishery in a few years.

Protection on the Rideau Lakes was
given by the Ella C, and a's the whole of

the Rideau waters are becoming more
popular each year the expenditure on
this boat w^as more than justified.

The Veza w^as assigned to the North
Channel of Lake Huron and Georgiin
Bay patrolling from the beginning of

Alay until the middle of November. As-
sistance w'as given on the Rideau waters
by the launch Mermaid, on the Muskoka
lakes by the launch ^leenagha, the inner

channel of Georgian Bay by the Flor-

ence and in the Bay of Quinte and Lake
Ontario 'by the launch Aggie B. Good
work was also done by the launches /-nd

• the best protection so far given was af-

forded to the fisheries.

The number of carcasses of deer car-

ried by the express companies during the

open season of 1909 was 3,923 and 24 car-

casses of moose. These figures showe<l

a slight decrease over the previous year

which was accounted for by fewer hunt-

er.', going into the woods in 1909.

Inspector W. W. Holden reported that

on the whole the commercial fishing was
not so good in 1909. Bo'-.h trout and
whitefish are becoming less plentiful

each year. There were three sugges-

tions for improvement

:

First—Establish enough hatcheries to

take care of all the spawn now destroyed.

Second—Provide a close season that

really protects.

Third—Stop all commercial fishing for

a number of years.

In the first place hatcheries are a suc-

cess and if all the waters could be made
as prolific as Lake Erie (which is pe-

culiarly adapted for fish life) nothing

more would be heard of the scarcitv of

fish.

Secondlv the present close season does

not protect and no season of thirty days
can do so when applied to the whole
Province, the spawning season varying
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dilierent localities. Either a close

ason suitable to the different waters

ould be enacted or one season made
ig enough to cover them all. From
:tober fifteenth to December first

Duld. Mr. Holden believes, protect

)ut and whitefish in all the waters of

e Province.

The necessity for the third suggested
sasure, will, he hopes never come,
ough it is likely if something else is

t done.

Carp, which a few years ago were to

destroyed by bounties are now caught
d sold by men who are willing to pay
r the privileges. Carp are going to be

s cheap fish of the future. They in-

case* very rapidly, are easily caught
certain seasons, stand shipping well

d arrive in distant markets in good
ndition.

Mr. Holden advocates a bag limit for

rtridge. and while admitting that it

Duld be difficult to enforce ibelieves it

)uld materially help the cause of pro-

:tion.

.A. boat for protective purposes is bad-

required on Lake Superior, there being

other way to protect the shores from
ult Ste. ^larie to Port Arthur.

Emphasis is laid upon the difficulties

countered where the open seasons for

kinds of game frequenting the same
ound or waters are not alike. The
len season for snipe and other shore

rds for instance opens on September
teenth. If many ducks are around the

tnptation must be great for those fif-

en days and of course no objection can
made to guns being carried in places

jquented by both kinds of birds.

^Ir. Holden likewise advocates the li-

nsing of all trappers either resident or

•n-resident and the furnishing of blanks

1 which returns of the catch may be

ade.

Inspector Hunter recommends that the

len season for ducks, plover, snipe, et-

tera begin on the same date, namely
;pteml)er fifteenth and that no winter
apping for 'rats be allowed as this can-

»t be done without injuring their

uses. He also recommends the pro-

bition of the sale of wild ducks for

ree years and the licensing of trappers.

These reports are followed by extracts

from the reports of all the Fish and Game
Guardians in the Province. Most 0/

them contain nothing out of the common
but one or two are exceptional. Thus
Warden William Burt, of Simcoe, states

that the wild ducks around Long Point
Bay were more numerous than ever last

year. A considerable number of black
ducks bred in the marshes. Before the
settling up of the North West black
ducks were never known to breed in this

neighborhood. It is supposed that

owing to disturbances in the North West
they have changed their breeding places
and are now breeding numerouslv in the
southern marshes where they are pro-
tected. The limitation of shooting by
the members of the shooting clubs has
had a beneficial effect in increasing the
number of ducks that formerly pursued
another route but now go by Long Point.

He would have muskrat killing in De-
cember stopped and the use of dogs,,

spears and guns in the taking of muskrats
prohibited.

Overseer P. A. Leitch, of Nepigon, has
much to say that is of interest about that

famous river. He advocates the issuing
of daily and weekly licenses and believes

with new transportation facilities Lake
Nepigon will prove the finest tourist re-

sort on the Continent. A danger, how-
ever, is felt for the trout fishing. The
Government has advertised timber berths
for sale and it is feared the purchasers
may endeavor to bring all the timber to

Lake Superior via the Nepigon River.

The Nepigon is a national river and it is

felt that it would be a crime to spoil

this stream by the running of logs and
pulpwood down that river.

Many of the wardens advocate gun
licenses, others would prohibit the sale of

venison and several advocate the pro-

hibition of dogs in deer hunting. A
good many dwell upon the destructive-

ness of wolves and would have stronger

measures taken for the reduction of their

numbers. A strong feeling against the

"pump" gun as giving no chances to the

ducks was reported by several wardens.
Protection is asked for 'coon and even for

skunks.

The logs of the various protection ships
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are given in full and a large number of resident moose licenses, $3,219.97; game
returns appear in tabular form. dealers. $6.38; hotel, restaurant and club,

The statement of revenue shows the $167; cold storage, $50; guides' licenses,

following on the income side for the year $1,702.25; fines, $3,455.70; sales,

ended October 31st, 1910: Trappers' $2,842.85; total, $38,904.89; total fish-

Licenses, $70; non-resident licenses, eries. $87,961.72; total income of the De-

$7,875; resident deer licenses, $18,884.12; partment, $126,866.61.

A TRINITY.

BY LILLA DUNLOP XEASE.

Out of the mist a calling, a melody enthralling,

O'er vales where snow still lingers and on the upland bare.

And trees half-drest caught napping around them now are wrapping

A robe of soft green verdure adorned with blossoms rare.

And from the dim recesses, a glad triumphant ring

Floats out to us—far sweeter than our imagining.

Out of the gorge a calling—a rush and roar appalling.

The snap of icy fetters,—tills the ravine with din.

And with its tribute flushing, beside the willows brushing.

It matches with its restless play the life that leaps therein;

There o'er a gre^n and golden floor the sportive wavelet flings.

And to our ears float plaintive sighs and gentle murmurings.

Out of the woods a calling, on slopes the sun's rays stalling.

Till sweet and low a humming broods o'er the first faint blooms;

And fainter far the ringing, ephemeral life is singing

A joyous welcome ere the pall of darkness and of doom

;

And eagerly we listen for the music of the wings.

From dawn till dark,— Life's measure and idle wanderings.

And ye. who hear the calling, oh hearts I on whom is falling

This touch of vernal ecstasy, this thrill of halcyon breath
;

To you the voice is stealing, in mystic ways revealing

The old immortal victory of pulsing life o'er death

;

For the hum of sun-born messengers, the birds upon the wing,

And the stay of laughing waters is the trinal voice of Spring.



Old Time Stories Of Old Ontario

TOLD BY JAMES E. ORR.

FROM an overflowing number of

stories told me by Mr. George
Smith 1 have selected the follow-

ing in the hope that each one
may prove of interest to Rod and Gun
readers. Mr. Smith says:

"I was born near Glandford in Went-
worth County in 1830 and am the eldest

of eighteen children. Nearly all grew^

up, married and had children. My fath-

er had several brothers and numerous
uncles and the Smiths of Glandford
Township are a numerous family. There
are now a great number whom I have
never seen and members of the family

can be found in many parts of Canada
while some have gone beyond the bor-

ders of the wide Dominion.
My grandfather settled in Glandford in

1780, when only a few houses constitut-

ed the now considerable city of Hamil-
ton. He was one of the earliest black-

smiths in Canada and it will interest

sportsmen to know that the first rifle I

owned was made by my father in the

shop my grandfather founded. Grand-
father did all kinds of work such as

re-boring, sighting and so on.

In my earliest recollection the roads of

the township wound here and there

through the farms taking the line which
experience showed to be the handiest.

I remember the building of the main
road from Hamilton south to Port

Dover. The work of blasting the rock

was laborious and slow as all the drill-

ing had to be done by hand. When a

hole about a foot deep had been made
in the rock a charge of powder was
rammed in and discharged. In this

manner the work was continued week
after week. At last after many months
the road was made passable and m.aiiy

improvements were made later. In the

first road leading down the mountain

there were many crooks and turns but

m?nv have since been straigh^^ened and

as everyone knows the road is now one

of the best in the Province.

In the pioneer days bears were com-

mon and did much damage lo both

stock and crops. On one occasion a

neighbor named Peter Richards found

that a bear was damaging the corn

while in shock. Peter fixed up a. gun

in the bear's path so arranging it that

when the animal touched a certain

limb, attached to the gun by means

of a spring, it would be discharged. Gen-

erally the contents of the gun, even

when it was sent oflf, went wide of the

bear though in such a case the animal re-

ceived a severe fright and hiked for cover.

Night after night Peter slept in the

shocks hoping to be on hand when the

bear received its quietus. On several

occasions the gun went ofif without dam-

aging the bear's hide but causing him to

take to cover in such an expeditious man-

ner that Peter had no chance of over-

taking him. At length one night the dis-

charge of the gun was followed by a

howl which proclaimed the fact that on

that occasion the contents had gone

home. Peter hustled from his hiding

place and with an axe in hand made after

the bear. The race was not a long one

for the bear had been badly lamed with

the shot and could not run anything like

so nimbly as Peter in his excitement man-

aged to do. When he reached the bear

Peter struck at him with his axe with

great nerve and energy. Bruin fought

back and managed to catch a claw hi

Peter's untearable buckskin pants. This

prevented Peter from getting as far away

from his antagonist as he would have

liked and despite the fact that he got in

some severe blows with his axe the bear

managed to give him some bad maulinii'.

After a struggle which in Peter's estim-

ation lasted too long he succeeded in get-

ting in such a blow as to stun the bear and

following this up with further blows

emerged from the life and death struggle

victorious. Peter was badly scared and

was thankful to escape with his life.

Grandfather and father were out hunt-

ing one day when they came upon a

bear's track. They followed a long
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way and finally, in such a dense thicket

that it was almost impossible to penetrate

they came upon Bruin engaged in build-

ing" his winter house. He had selected

the root of a large rock elm, laid low by
the fury of the wind, making ver}^ cosy
quarters by the root and partly under-

neath the log. (ireat quantities of grass

and leaves had been gathered, the bear

evidently providing for making himself

comfortable later on. when the weather
became boisterous and severe. As only

a little fur was visible above the log not

much opportunity was given to the hunt-

ers to make sure of their mark. However,
one rifle was discharged and in a second
the leaves and grass were flying through
the air. and over the log the bear started

in pursuit of his enemies. A second
shot killed him and he was stretched on
the log dead. Of course he was taken

home and skinned and good use made of

every part, his flesh answering as well as

that of a good big pig. Seventy and
eighty years ago the rifle answered the

same purpose as the plough to-day, so

far as keeping the larders full was con-

cerned.

A curious incident occurred near a saw-
mill run by a man named Hawkins. An
elderly lady lived close by and did the

washing for the half dozen men working
at the mill. During the summer the

woman kept a pig in a nearby sty. She
had taken good care of it and the little

fellow grew to a two hundred pounder.
Early in the afternoon a big black bear

came along and scenting the pig climbed
the enclosure. Without asking permis-

sion of the owner the animal proceeded

to capture the woman's winter pork al-

though it was still alive. After two or

three grabs he secured a good hold and
despite the pig's squeals and struggles

rolled over the fence with him.

Still grasping his struggling prisonet

he took him across the bridge over tRe

river the water of which furnished the

power for the mill. On his way to

the woods he came across a big fallen

tree. He threw the pig on the top of the

tree just at a crotch and was drawing
himself up when the pig slipped through
the crotch and hung there being still

held by the bear. Try as he would he
could not lift the struggling pig up
through the crotch.

In the meantime the attention of the
pig's owner had been called to the state

of affairs. Picking up her home made
hickory broom, a stout and ugly weapon
when wielded by determined hands, and
while the bear was busily engaged in

attempting to raise the pig she rained a

shower of blows upon the head of the

impudent thief. This sudden assault so
surprised Bruin that he released his hold
of the pig and jumped down on the op-
posite side of the log. The blows slack-

ened not until the bear ran off for some
distance when he sat on his haunches,
rubbed his sore head and showed his

teeth at the daring woman. As soon as

the pig was released it started homewards
and proved not much the worse for the

hugging it had undergone. The men at

the mill made no move to assist the

.courageous woman in her encounter with
the bear.

In the old days the wolves were a

great scourge. Seventy years ago a

pack treed a man near Caledonia. He
succeeded in reaching the crotch of a

small maple about eight feet from the

ground. From this position he fought

the wolves with his axe and in the des-

perate struggle which followed succeed-

ed in killing nine. In striking at the

tenth his axe caught and he was pulled

down and in a few minutes all was over.

Some time afterwards the bones were

found and the signs told the story all

too plainly to those able to read them.

Ninety years ago my grandfather with

a yoke of oxen, and a hand made wooden
sleigh, went over to a brother's home for

a quarter of beef. For some reason his

return was delayed and night had settled

down before he could take his depart-

ure. Persuasions were put forth to in-

duce him to stay the night but he was
afraid of the suspense of those at home
and determined to make the effort to get

through. The road led through the

woods, over hills and down ravines and

for a time all went well. The owls hoot-

ed overhead but he regarded this as sweet

music for it signified that the forest
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peace was so far undisturbed. The wild

^ats jumped amongst the trees and ut-

tered their wildest serenades and still he

pushed on.

Suddenly a distant sound echoed
through the forest and was borne to him
in the frosted air. Did he know the

sound? Every pioneer knew it—the sound
of the wolves. Out came a strong stake

from the sleigh and grandfather took a

position at the back and prepared to pro-

tect himself, the oxen and the beef. The
oxen knew the baying of the wolves and
started ofif at a great pace though not

sufficiently fast to keep the pack from
coming up. Several of the leaders felt

the weight of the heavy stake swung
around by a strong man who was fighting

for his life.

Those at home were on the alert and
when they heard the barking of the

wolves, the bellowing of the oxen and
the shouts of the man they hurried out

to the rescue. A few shots were suffi-

cient to stop the wolves. They were very

nervous at the sound of firearms and
dropping behind, enabled grandfather

and the team to reach home safely though
in an exhausted condition.

On another occasion our bull dog got

into a scrap with a couple of wolves about

a mile from the house. While the dog
could whip a single wolf quite handily

he was unable to manage two. A run-

nmg fight was kept up and next day

tufts of wolf's hair and dog's hair were

scattered all along the route. When
near the house the dog made a run for

it and burst in the panel of the door in

his flight. W^e had the gun out in no

time but the wolves went back like the

wind and did not give us a chance at a

shot. After carefully examining their

tracks we concluded that they must be

clumsy runners as they did not appear to

notice an obstruction until they struck it

full drive.

One Sunday night in the late fall, a

gallant young man. dressed in his best,

was going to pay a friendly call upon his

lady "love. As- he was walking by the

side of the creek that ran past the house

he was about to visit, a pack of wolves

came along the trail. To save his life

he sprang into the icy cold water and

none of the animals cared to follow him.
Wading along the commotion was heard
by those inside the house and rescuers

soon drove back the wolves. A general
drying was then in order after which a

pleasant evening was spent.

About sixty years ago a farmer nam-
ed Amos Kelly, when out shooting black-

squirrels, ran across an unknown animal
a wolverine. Though hi had only a

small load in his gun he promptly took
a shot at the animal and apparently kill-

ed it. Foolishly he approached it with-

out caution and as he attempted to lift

it one of his fingers was taken in its

mouth and the flesh torn completely off.

Stooping over to kick it one of his ears

was caught by a claw and nearly torn off.

This caused the farmer to retreat and the

animal took advantage of the lull to re-

treat. Amos, though bleeding took up
the chase, putting in several shots which
appeared to fail of any further effect than

cutting off some of the animal's fur.

• Eventually all traces were lost in a rocky

cave in the mountain south of Hamilton,
where no doubt it had its den. This
adventure roused the countryside. Many
settlers were afraid to go out at night

and were even careful as co what they

did in the day time.

Just at that time one of our neighbors

was building a new house and being

crowded for room, the two carpenters en-

gaged in the work and two boys slept on

the barn floor. In a spirit of mischief I

made a deerblat—a whistle made of lead

and brass and one night when the fjur

were sleeping contentedly and I suppose

happily, I blew on this deerblat and

scratched on the door with a nail. In

a second out came the dog which I drove

under the barn, making him howl with

fear. I could hear those inside snug-

gling closer together and debating what
they should do if the animal should gain

access to the barn floor. For two weeks

those men went about with fear and I

had to repeat the performance in the day

time before thev could be convinced that

thev had been frightened by a trick.

Eighty years ago the panthers were

the most dreaded of all the wild animals.

When one howled others would answer

and the night was made hideous and
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fearful to the settlers in their lonely

shacks. On one occasion my father

when out hunting found an ugly big fel-

low up a tree. A few shots caused the

animal to tumble down when he and the

dog had a fight. I-'ortunately the panth-
er was too far gone to inflict any serious

injury on the dog.

\\ hile all the wild animals were hunted
ever\- effort was put forth to catch them
in traps, as the pelts were thus better pre-

served and fetched high prices. In ad-

dition to other trades, my father was
bellows maker and his reputation ex-

tended all over the Niagara district and
far to the west of Glandford. For the

valves of his bellows he invariably used
the hide of a wild cat tanned with the

hair upon it. This unique idea proved
highly satisfactory and scarcely a par-

ticle of wind was lost.

Finding a deer killed by some wild an-

imal we set our traps nearby but the

deer was pulled away and feasted upon
without result. Resetting the traps a

big wild tomcat was caught in one of

them. When we found him he was up
a tree as far as his chain would allow him
to go. A stick poked at him was cuffed

furiously and my father's dandy silk hat

getting within reach of his claws was
completely shredded. The dog's ears

were also torn and when the end came
we were all g^lad. The fur proved a

beautiful one and in those days the cash

brought by furs was doubly welcome

—

adding to our comforts and decreasing
our foes.

Being born and brought up in the

woods I always had a love for them and
the earliest troubles I caused my parents

were owing to my propensities for wand-
ering and getting lost. After consider-

able ingenuity they fastened around my
neck in such a way that I could not get

it oflf my great grandfather's sheep bell.

This bell was an heirloom in our family

being then about one hundred years old.

IVly father sometimes hid in the woods
and attempted to frighten me but these

encounters had no effect in curing me
of my wandering habits.

These wood wanderings proved very

destructive to my clothes even when
made of heavy homespun full cloth and

father made me a suit of buckskin. One
day, when climbing a big leaning pine
tree dotted with sharp knots, I had the
misfortune to slip and the seat of my
pants catching on a projecting knob. I

hung with my untearable clothing hola-
ing me in space. Kick and squirm as
I would I found 1 was unal)le to hoist

myself far enough to obtain release. I

was a long way from the beaten tracks
and in my forced inaction I began to

think of the possibilities of wild animals
coming along and finding me defence-

less. This led me on to think I might
have to remain all night and the possi-

bility of slowly starving to death took
hold of my imagination. Under the

stress of these feelings I stretched and
stretched until I clutched bark and pull-

ed, with the result that I dropped an
inch or more. Keeping this up I grad-

ually began to tear and all of a sudden
my release came and I fell to the ground
among the underbrusli, quite badly

scratched up.

When I grew a little older I became
quite proficient in bush lore. Walking
one day by the side of Twenty Mile

Creek I saw some long shaped tracks.

Returning home I procured a trap and
setting it carefully was rewarded next

morning l)y finding a big swamp coon.

He had my clothes badly torn befc re

I finished with him. Taking him home
and skinning him I wanted to roast him
indoors. ^ly mother would not hear of

it and as we had an outside brick oven
I did not press the matter but roasted

my coon outside. Carrying the roasted

coon back to the woods I had a coon

feast all alone and found it sweet and

tender.

One spring I shot a big muskrat on

the opposite side of the same creek and

as there was no other means of recov-

ering my prize I undressed and swam
over for it returning in the same way
with my muskrat. My cold bath did

me no harm but gave me a relish for the

sport.

When I tried to ride a log in the creek

at the time the lumbermen were hurry-

ing the W'inter's cut down to the mills

while the spring freshet was still en I

had a sad failure. Tumbling off mv
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log 1 went down and came up on the

other side. The more experienced and

niml)le men laughed heartily at my awk-
wardness which so rattled me that I went

home in disgust and so jumped the job.

I well remember my first logging bee.

Excitement ran high and the work was
carried on at a brisk pace. Aly father and

his five brothers were all abstainers and

I followed suit. In the excitement of

the time three or four men threatened

to pour some down me but thought bet-

ter of the task when I defied them and
I was never again molested on account
of my temperance principles during my
eighty years of life.

Some time later I may be tempted to

tell you more stories of turkeys, deer,

owls and game with which I was very

familiar in the pioneer days.

Returning Fish To The Water

BY \V. HUDSON".

WHILE perusing your January
number 1 came across the art-

icle on "Returning Fish to the

\\'ater." It scarcely seems pos-

sible, that there is a fisherman who does

not know that you can put back every

bass or trout hooked with either bait or

fly, if the hook is caught in the hard part

of the niouth ; and further that not only

will every fish so put back live but will

take bait or fly again and often at once,

provided, of course, that the fish is hand-

led carefully. Aly eleven year old boy
can vouch for that as he and I have done
it hundreds of times.

I have fished in Canada for the past

fifteen years, know the law, still take as

many fish from the water as will come
to my fly or bait but replace in the water
every one except those hurt or any we
may wish for immediate consumption. I

have no patience nor will I fish with men
Who bring in strings of fish at night.

The Editor of the Toronto Star Week-
ly who "desires to call Mr. Tuttle's blufif"

evidently knows very little about fly fish-

ing for bass. No doubt there are wat-
ers where it seems almost impossible to

take a bass with the fly but take tlie right

time of the right day with the right fly

and you will take bass from any waters.

I fish with a part}^ every Summer, and
nearly every fall, in Canada for bass. We
go out one man in a boat with a boatman,
fish from half-past eight till noon, go
ashore and stav till half past four. I fish

witli bait in the morning but Mr. Moses

Shire, one of our party, has never put
a bait of any kind on a hook in the fif-

teen years we have visited and fished in

Canadian waters.

None of us ever use bait after lunch

which is usually partaken of on an island.

For the best of fishing give me the right

kind of an afternoon and evening in July
or September and I'll take two bass with

a fly to any other man's one—the said

other man fishing with bait, unless in-

deed he pulls them in hand over hand.

Once let an angler master fly fishing and
he has done with bait for ever. As -a

rule bass are not feeding near the sur-

face of the water at midday and it is very
hard to take them with a fly at ^uch a

time but I have taken them at such times

as have all fly fishermen, though I am free

to confess it is work and not play on
such occasions.

In the Province of Quebec last fall

our party put back into the water hun-
dreds of trout taken with flies and I'll

venture the assertion that every one liv-

ed. If the law is construed and enforc-

ed as Mr. Hendrie wishes r. nd we are

simply restricted to eight fisi of lawful

size, then anglers from the States will

remain at home. I believe the value of

sportsmen as good money spenders is

being recognised in Canada and I further

believe that amongst the best of our

anglers and hunters the possibility of the

depletion of fish and game in Canada
causes more concern that it does to the

average Canadian. -^^

t
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Wing Shooting

BY J. A. Mckenzie.

SllOOTlXG on the winy is not (jnly

one of the most difficult of field

sports to master, but also one of the

most elusive and fascinating. Every
man, or boy, who has roamed through
the woods and fields with a "-un in quest
of feathered game has had his deficiency

in this alluring- art forcibly driven home,
as bird after bird dodges his shot and
disappears in the cover. Quick snap
shooting will only account for a few of

these feathered bolts. It is no use—he
must learn how to handle his weapon
with greater coolness and precision.

True that rufl'ed grouse burst from under
his feet with a roar like a biplane, only
infinitely quicker and more startling, or

that teal shot by at ninety miles an hour.

Other shooters are scoring. A little

brain work and frequent practice will en-

able you to go and do likewise.

Gun clubs galore have sprung up in

nearly every hamlet, and all the towns
and cities. The gliding target, slipping

out at unknown angles, and fading away
as dust before the well centered shot, af-

fords wholesome sport to hundreds of

tired city dwellers, as well as j^ractical

schooling for all followers of the gun.
The object of this article is to promote

discussion and draw out the veteran hunt-
ers, to explain just how he hits the swift

flying duck, as it sweeps over the blind.

how he makes a clean right and left on
quail as they rise from the stubble, or

how to stop the whirring grouse in the

cover. Such men have a habit of cut-

ting down birds in an easy mysterious
sort of way, which, to say the least, is

ver)^ puzzling, if not aggravating, to tlie

novice. After watching a very skilful

trap shot drop 9 or to pigeons without a

miss I asked him how he aimed. He
looked puzzled and confessed he hardlv
knew whether one eye was shut or both
open, or just how much lead he was in

the habit of giving, and. then, like all the
old l)oys. he talked much alinut practical

experience, until I went away more be-

wildered than ever, with the mystery no
nearer solution.

One Toronto duck hunter, who has

frequently killed his eighty or a hundred
ducks in a day, swears by his pumps,
and says he regularly closes one eye and
leads his birds, frequently killing three or

four out of a passing dock, dropping a

'bird to each s'hot. Out with the writer

in a sleet storm he was badly handicap-

ped by the water, and ice, forming on his

gun barrel and obstructing the line of

sight. Such obstructions only incon-

venience the man who squints along the

barrel.

One of the best shots and guides on
Lake Scugog would single out one of the

rearmost birds of a passing flock and
'swing with it, leading it by two or three

feet or more, as the speed might require,

and if he scored it would be hit hit, 'lit,

until all were out of range. If the first

shot was a miss he would try another

lead until successful and then l^egin kill-

ing. Market hunters. l)agging 300 -or

more ducks in a season become very sure

with the old one-eye method, so much
shooting gives them a correct lead.

Another Indian guide and market hunt-

er, who has made some of the largest

bags that have 'been made on Rice Lake,

shoots with both eyes open, swinging on
the ducks and pulling the instant the gun
covers or passes the birds. His shots

fo'llow each other in such quick succes-

sion that you might easily mistake his

pump for an automatic.

Aery few of these men who live i>y the

gun can give a definite explanation as to

how they shoot. They all seem to agree

that both eyes should be left open, but

many of them think they are using only

one eye. They all agree that crossing

ducks must be led but differ as to how
much lead and how that lead is obtained.

They talk about guns fitting, but most of

them shoot with the ordinary cheap
stock gun or pump. Thev extol the

wonderful .shooting qualities of their
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favorite arm, but when patterned with

my Fox they were always inferior in

close shooting- and uniform pattern.

They like to get the birds among the de-

coys and pick them off as they jump and

often before they jump. As a rule these

men are thoroug-hly good companions on

the marsh, and keenly alive to everything

pertaining to the sport.

They have formed a gun -clui) at

Hiawatha and through the long winter

months break many targets. It is said

that the shooting of the guides has been

greatly improved by this practice, and

they strongly advised me to take a

course at the blue rocks.

When I took up the shot gun in the fall

of 1910, after having put it aside for ten

years. I made a careful search through

the current sporting magazines for

articles on wing shooting, and I must
here gratefully acknowledge the as-

sistance rendered by Mr. Askin's able

articles in "Outing Magazine," which
have since been published in book form
under the title of "The American Shot

Gun."
Following up the suggestions there

set forth I practiced for "a few minutes
each day swinging up the gun and snap-

ping at various objects in my room,
keeping both eyes open and endeavoring
to pull the trigger as the gun swung by
the object without checking .the steady

swing. Occasionally I tested my point-

ing by covering a mark with both eyes

open, and then closing one eye and
squinting along the barrels in the old

fashioned orthodox wry. \\'hen the.gun

was held firml}' to the shoulder with the

cheek against the comb the line of sig^ht

was over the centre of the breech. The
only sig^hting consisted of having the

cheek against the comb and looking at the

mark. The sights on the barrel are never
seen, nor thoug"ht of. the object covered
may be seen over the end of the barrels,

but in swinging after duck, etc.. the bar-

rels are never seen. Constant practice

soon makes the hands skilful in pointing

the gun where the eyes look, but getting

the proper lead on quartering or crossing

birds is quite another problem. In shoot-

ing from a canoe in a hide or blind, or

from a point over decoys, 1 managed to
kill a good share of the birds that swung
low over the decoys, being more certain

of those which swung from left to right,

making several good kills that drew ap-

proving remarks from the guide. Birds-

hoyering over the decoys with feet turn-

ed at you, as if to ward oft' the shot, and
wings out-9tretc'hed preparatory to

alighting, are an easy mark. A quick
snap shot usually suiBces. Nor are fowl
jumping from among the decovs hard to

hit.

'

;

One stormy day. late in November, a'

friend and the writer lay in two duck
punts low well decked aft'airs. capable erf

riding the turbulent waters of Lake On-
tario, where a shift of wind will send
you scurrying amid white caps to the

harbor. We had seventy of my com-
panion's decoys, skilfully fashioned by
his own hand, and quite capable of de-

ceiving me as well as the ducks, for had
I not emptied my Fox into one of them,

blowing off its head, and causing that

hollow counterfeit to squat low in the

water to avoid the left barrel? My
friend shot for the market and always had
an eye for a big bag. and when eight

whistlers circled up against the wind
he whispered to me: "Let them light,

jet them light !" They did light square

among thirty whistler decoys bunched
together at about thirty-five years from
the punts. My companion decided this

time to jump the bunch himself, and be-

gan to work his pump. I swung after

one. and was just pressing the trigger

wSien it collapsed, folded up like an aero-

plane and dropped to that infernal pump

!

However, I did not check the swing and
caught the next duck with the right and
another with the left, both dropping like

rags to the shots. Breaking the gun the

ejector shot the empty cases over my
shoulder. In went another shell and a

third bird, which had circled to the right

and was fast making off dropped with a

broken wing and was later gathered in

after an exciting little chase. The pump
had done its share of work, and only one

bird departed to tell the tale.

But flight shooting is quite another

proposition. Well do I remember that
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rainy da}' when, clad in oil skins and rub-

ber waders, I lay alone in that same punt

and made clean misses at fast driving

birds which shcjt by my boat as if pos-

sessed of the wings of Satan, and making
a rapid dash through chaos. I swung
after a bunch of the blue bills and crip-

pled one, but the south-east wind, wdiich

was driving them in was forcing a sea

out through the XA'estern gap, opposite

which I was stationed, and it was quite

impossible to see a cripple among those

dancing billows. Odd birds which came
in singly were easily secured, but rlat

flight had beat me, and so fellow sports-

men I am still working at the trap, still

shooting a little at pigeons and sparrow^s,

and still wondering how to head ofif those

drivers and connect with the crossing

phantoms. Of course I shall do better

next fall, but in the meantime I have

planned to expend some two thousand

rounds on targets, etc., by way of prep-

aration.

In closing these rambling notes let me
give a few quotations from Mr. Askin's

-book on "The American Shot Gun" :

—

"Youth, a good gun, and the brown
birds rising in the ragweed field need ask

no odds of king or millionaire."

"Few or no expert shots ever close an

eye in aiming to-day, thougii some of

them in effect sight exactly the same as

though they did. Shooting a shot-gun in

the Dr. Carver fashion, is training the

two hands to point, where the eyes are

looking or the brain directs."

Mr. Askin classifies the methods of

aiming which he advocates into three

groups, rough-snap, semi-snap, and rapid

swing. Rough snap shooting has no

line of swing, a i^oint of aim is selected

and the gun is thrown to the shoulder

directly at the point and discharged the

instant the 'butt presses the shoulder.

The expert cannot shoot successfully in

this manner ; and he would not be expect-

ed to connect with more than one bird

in three.

The second or semi-snap shooting is

more reliable, and widely practiced by
nearly all clever upland shots. It con-

sists of throwing the gun close to the

g^ame with the motion of bringing it to

the shoulder, but always sufficiently un-

der it. From this point beneath the tar-

get the line of swing travels in a direct

course with great quickness to the place

where the gun is discharged. This line

of swing steadies the gun and warns the

pulling finger.

Snap shooting, or semi-snap shooting
is only effective en straight away or

(juaptering 'birds. Swift flying fowl
crossing or going overhead require the

third method of aiming, the rapid swing.

The gun is swung after the bird along its

line of flight, much faster than the bird

is travelling, until it overtakes and pass-

es the moving mark to the point where
the charge is sent. The gun moving in

the path of flight, takes the elevation

automaticallv, and permits considerable

laititude in trigger pulling. The dis-

tance held ahead is governed by the

rapidity of swing, the time in trigger pul-

ling and the maintaining of a uniform
gun movement after pressing the trigger.

The necessary lead may be gained by
rapidity o4 swing, but the average sports-

man never learns to shoot without some
lead. Never check the gun when pulling

the trigger.

In the deliberate swing with the old

one-e}'e manner of aiming where the lead

is maintained until the trigger is pulled,

no gain being 'made 'by the swing the

shooter almost invariably acquires the

ill habit of dwelling upon the trigger. It

may do most excellent work on wild fowl,

but cannot be used for game that is

quick in its movements, that swerves and

dodges like a snipe or a quail. I would
strongly advise the beginner to acquire

the rapid swing.

Some fishermen of Richibucto. N. B.

report a stampede of the moose on the

ice aft'ording them some anxiety for some
time as the moose were heading in their

direction. The stampede was only stop-

ped by the leader going into open water,

a predicament from which he extricated

himself after a good deal of floundering

and with dampened ardor led his band
back to the depths of the forest. The
sight is described as one which those

witnessino- it will ne\-er forget.
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The Standard of Excellence
— IS —

Always Assured

503 v_eoar skift— i\ibs 2,'2 Centres

IIto the owner of a ^^ Peterborough,
Leave the cheaply made, poorly finished boats for those who do not pride
themselves on their boats. Examine a Peterborough, even if it's twenty

years old. They are indefinitely better.
^^^^^^^^" Our catalogues fully illustrate our product.

'^^^^^'^"

Peterborough Canoe Co., Ltd.
Peterborough, Canada.

WIZARD MAGNETOS
LEAD THEM AL L

The leading stationary and marine en-

gine manufacturers of the country have

put their O. K. on the Wizard by adopt-

ing it as standard equipment. Why not

equip your engine in the same way and

know that your ignition will be reliable

and satisfactory in every way? Made

for all kinds and sizes of engines—make

and break or jump spark—belt or friction

governor.

CANADIAN AGENTS

MONTREAL VANCOUVER WINNIPEG TORONTO



A Scion Of Nobility

A Fur Trader

BY MARTIN HUNTER.

EVEN in the wilds one meets unlook-

ed for people and when least ex-

pected.

When I first went to the Xipigdn

Country in the middle se-i'enties I be-

came acquainted with an old Hudson
Bay officer, who from his cast of coun-

tenance and commanding mien, I put

down at first sight as being a man with

a history. Nor was I mistaken ; later on

the old gentleman took quite a liking to

me and unfolded his history and that

of some of his ancestors.

On the company's register he appear-

ed as Charles F. De Laronde, Chief Trad-
er, b.ut in reality he was none other than

Comte de St. Simon of France and a

descendant of the Bourbons. In fact I

never saw a more striking resemblance
than that of the old gentleman to pictures

I had seen of Louis Phillippe, the Bour-
bon King of France, and well it might,

seeing he was a direct ofif-shoot of the

Bourbon family.

Later on when I had been some weeks
at Nipigon I prevailed on Mr. De Lar-

onde to tell me something more connect-

ed about his parentage and he impart-

ed the following.

About the year 1790 one of the sons

of the Due de St. Simon, Louis De Rouv-
roy, emigrated from France to Canada.
The fur trade being the principal com-
merce of the country at that time, young
de Rouvroy, or De Laronde, (taking his

mother's name) attached himself to the

Coureurs des Bois, visiting Quebec at

intervals of a year or two.

On one of these returns to civilization

he married a French lady of the ancient

city and after making one more voyage
to the Nor'West, the English Governor
granted him an emplacement where St.

Rock's is now built and De Laronde be-

came the official Indian interpreter.

However, he did not fill this office very
long for in 1797 he moved to where Val-
leyfield now stands and took up a farm

on land belonging to the Seminary of the

Sulpician Order, where he became a

Canadian Habitant.
To him and his wife one son was born

shortly before their departure from Que-
bec and in their new home two other boys
came into the world and this constituted

the De Laronde family in Canada in

those days.

In the year 1810, after passing through
many adventures as a fur trader and In-

dian fighter, Pere De Laronde died at the

early age of forty, and to the widow and
small boys was left the care of the farm.

The bush instinct soon developed itself

in the growing boys. Game and fish

abounded in the forests and waters near

their home which with the boys' wonder-
ful aptitude for hunting and trapping

precluded any chance of want for sub-

stantial food.

The mother and the eldest boy attend-

ed to the small crops and domestic stock,

while the two youngest roamed the for-

est and fished the waters. But this in

time was too restricted a sphere for youths
in whose veins their father's blood flowed

and the call of the wild, the Great Un-
known, consumed them to be ofT to its

depths.

The old gentleman with whom I was
acquainted and of whom I write had a

wonderful memory for dates, amongst
others he cited to me the years when these

three boys were born. Joseph, the eldest,

first saw the light of day in the Ancient

Capital in the year 1796. The second

son, Louis Denis, born at Valleyfield, in

the year 1798, while Charles F., my re-

counter of events, was born, as he put it,

almost between two centuries, having

first drawn the breath of life five minutes

before midnight, on the 31st of December.
1799.

The widowed mother was loath to see

two of her sons leave the home circle, but

it had to be. Few mothers can keep

their brood about them from the cradle
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The Secret of Splitdorf Success
Genuine Merit the Keynote Which Has Won
the Confidence of the Motoring Public.

Splitdorf Magneto
users form an endless chain of satisfaction. They
constitute our best advertisers.—Every SPLITDORF
user is enthusiastic over the Perfect Ignition he ^ has

day after day.

The steady and constant growth of SPLITDORF
Magneto sales is the best possible evidence of its

wide popularity.

We make the broad claim—which

is sustained by past performances in

many of the big races and severe

endurance contests—that the SPLIT-

DORF Magneto has no equal for

Efficiency and Reliability.

Please ask for Magneto catalog.

:~r>~ c. F. SPLITDORF520 Van Ness Ave. ^^ • * • *^ * *-< * * '^ ^^^ * ^ A
Detroit :

Motor Mart.
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to the grave, and the time had come
when tliese strong- boys wished to see

more of the big world in wliich tliey liv-

ed.

In the year 1817 the Nor' West Fur
Traders of Montreal were about at the

height of their prosperity, reaching out

more and more into new territory and
establishing new trading posts wherever
they considered prospects justified open-

ing such.

It was on the twenty-fifth of April in

that year when Louis Denis and Charles

De Laronde bade their mother and broth-

er good-bye on their departure for ]\Ion-

treal to join the great fur Company. To
cross opposite Valleyfield in their dug-
out canoe through the swift waters was
too risky and furthermore the canoe had
to remain for the use of Joseph for fish-

ing purposes.

Along the south shore of the St. Law-
rence they therefore shaped their course
on foot, sometimes along the beach and
again where the shore became impassable
they were compelled to take the Indian
footpath along the heights. At noon
they stopped at a settler's log house and
got some refreshments, rested for an
hour and once more shouldering their

packs pushed on for the Iroquois village

of Caughnawaga. Late in the afternoon
they became footsore while yet a con-

siderable distance from their goal and
were compelled to camp in a disused
shanty at the Chateauguay River.

The next morning the river was be-

fore them and no vessel to ferry them
over. Going exploring along the west
shore of this river trusting to find some
means of reaching the other side they
came across a settler who had quite an
extensive clearance and several cattle

and appeared to be very well off for those
days. He expressed his regret that they
had not found his house the previous
night and a good warm breakfast was
put before them by the good wife. \Mien
this had been disposed of as onl}' two
hungry youths can eat, the man of the
house ferried them over in his dug-out
and wishing them "Bon Voyage" as they
clani'bered the banks of the river turned
his canoe and recrossed to his home.
The walking was now much improved

as the\- were following long used Indian
trails ihal led from the Chateauguay to

the Irotpiois town. As they did noi
'vish to arrive in the city towards even'
ing they arranged with a PVench half-

breed to lodge them for the night and
ferry them to Lachine in the morning.
Everything was strange to the boys

who had never seen even a village before,

l)ut they were brave of heai;^ and pushed
on inquiring the way as they followed
the Lachine road into Montreal.
Their o'bjective point in the town was

the Nor' ^^'est Fur Traders' headquar-
ters. This they reached without much
difficult}' as almost any one knew where
the great Company's warehouses were
situated.

The boys reached the office shortly

after the noon hour and there found Mr.
McGillivery. one of the head partners,

who patiently listened to Louis Denis,

who acted as spokesman.
When Louis Denis had finished his

story of how it was their desire to join

the Compan}', Mr. McGillivery spoke
and said he could give them a place as

his Company were always on the lookout

for strong, capable young men and the

De Larondes appeared such to him.
Evidently he was much impressed

with their appearance because he sug-

gested them signing their indentures at

once, possibly with the fear that they
would be secured by some one else.

The gist of the engagements that they

signed was that they should obey all or-

ders from their superiors, devote their

whole ability night or day to the benefit

of the Nor' A\^est Co. and being pledged

for three years they were to received the

magnificent sum of five hundred francs

per annum, equal to one hundred dollars

of present day money.
In the interval 'between their engage-

ment and the starting of the big canoes

for the west the boys were lodged and
boarded at a near by tavern on St. Paul

Street, and worked h}^ day in the large

stores packing trading goods of all de-

scriptions in sviitably sized packages for

transportation into the interior.

At last the great day of departure ar-

rived, the tenth day of May. The lading

of the canoes had been teamed to Lachine
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BOAT
SUPPLIES

Complete lines of Deck
Fittings, Lamps, Anchors,

Etc., Etc.

Special Silk Waterproof

Tents for prospectors,

Campers and others.

Send for our prices.

John Leckie
Limited

77 Wellington St. W., Toronto.

STA-RITE
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THE R. E. HARDY CO.
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173S Miehican Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
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Price »1.
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Detroit, Michigan.
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HENRICKS NOVELTY CO..

314 W. Georgia Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

The A. R. Williamt Machinery Co., Ltd., Toronto,

Ont., Canadian Distributor*.
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in advance. The partners of the Com-
pany and all the new recruits were as-

sembled at that point the night before,

the Iroquois voyageurs crossed over in

the morning. The great canoes were

put into the water and under the com-
mand and overseeing of one of the part-

ners were quickly loaded.

Each canoe's load had a distinguishing

mai'k painted on each piece of its lad-

ing. This prevented dispute or confus-

ion at the portages.

These marks were put on each and ev-

ery piece and consisted for one canoe of

A*, for another A X, A O, for another

11-H and so on. These marks were
quickly seen by the man in charge and
readily picked out from a pile of stuff on

the beach. A list of lading was given

to each petty officer before leaving and it

was his duty to check these oft' each time

the canoe received its lading at the head
of each carrying place.

When all were loaded, the last hand
shake given, the last good-bye said, the

crews thrust their canoes a little out

from the landing and each one bared his

head.

The priest from Caughnawaga. who
had crossed over with his red children,

now fell on his knees with the mothers,

wives and sisters of the crews and offer-

ed up a fervent prayer for their success-

ful journey and safe return.

This ended, a musket was fired as a

pre-arranged signal, and as one, those

eighty paddles flashed in the sunlight

and bit the water. To the chant of "La-
valette" the canoes in a short while dis-

appeared from view around the first

point on their way to the mouth of the

Ottawa.
The old gentleman described in detail

their wearisome journey up that river,

then branching off on the Mattawa a-

cross the height of land on to the waters
of the Nipissing, then down the French
River to Lake Huron, all of which was
very interesting to listen to and must
have proved a wondrous journey to those

two youths.

Tracking up swift waters, poling up
rapids, carrying their loads on the port-

ages and the glorious camping out at

each day's finish, listening to the old

voyageurs' stories of former trips and
hairbreadth escapes from dangers of all

descriptions fired their imaginations and
made them wish to be as these men.

Where the town of Penetanguishene
now stands near the mouth of the Severn
River, the K^or' West Company had a

post and this was the head place for

what was termed the Simcoe District.

W'hen the brigade of canoes debouched
out of the French River, one of their num-
ber which was laden exclusively for

those posts, separated from the others,

turning south along the Georgian Bay.

The brothers parted here never to

meet again, Charles F. Laronde receiv-

ing orders to report with his canoe at

Severn while his brother continued on
with the fleet to be dropped off many
days after at Xipigon.

In the year 1821, after the Xor' West
and Hudson's Bay Companies had been
strenuously opposing each other for many
years, the two companies became amal-
gamated under the name of "The Hud-
son's Bay Company."

Positions were offered to all the em-
ployees of the former Company, which
most of them accepted, among the rium-

ber the two De Larondes.

It made no difference to them in any
way, only the change of name, nor were
they removed from the sections in which
they were found serving.

Louis Denis from serving as a clerk

in the Nipigon district rose to be in full

charge. He married a native woman of

the country by whom he had several

children.

En passant, I might mention that one

of his sons served with distinction

through the American Civil War on one

of the monitors. This shows how the

descendants of men get scattered.

Charles, on the contrary, never married,

and after serving for many years in the

Simcoe District, was, on the death of his

brother, appointed his successor in charge

at Nipigon.
He had been there two years when I

met him, idolized 'by his nephews and

nieces and all the Indians. Sir Charles

was the name under which he was best
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Buy a real
speed boat
—one that races through the water
at 18 miles an hour—

-

that's the ZIP type
power boat—a craft that you will be proud to own. ZIP type is 24 feet

long, with 4 foot beam. Seats six comfortably. Engine is 12 h.p. Ferro,

8 cylinder, with rear starting device, reverse gear and magneto. If you
prefer Fairbanks-Morse, or any other standard make of engine, we will

be glad to install it. Ask us to send you the folder which describes the

ZIP in detail.

J. H. Ross Boat & Canoe Co.
Orillia, Ont.

Chestnut Canoes "Will CarryYou
Wherever You Want To Go

through heavy rapids, riding large waves or running swift rivers. They
are the easiest paddlers and polers made, and can be twisted or turned
about at will.

These canoes represent the climax of all that is neiw and good in canoe
building. Only the very toughest New Brun.swick cedar is used in the
fra.mework and this is covered by one seamless sheet of specially woven
canvas, which is made waterproof by our special preparation. Our
canoes are lighter and stronger ihan any all wood canoes of equal size

and they are particularly adapted for rough usage, as they will stand
more hard service than those of any other type. They are also better
for pleasure purposes, as they are always tight and never become leaky
as frequently happens with canoes made from wood only.

Send
For

Free

Booklet

Chestnut
Cruising
Canoes

Before
deciding on a

canoe for any pur-— pose, write us for de-
scriptive bookht. It contains

information that will aid you to a
wise selection for the least ironey.

— -r:: - Addre-ss

Chestnut Canoe Co., Ltd., Box 445 Fredericton, N.B-
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known, and 'his full signature of which

he was very proud was :

—

Sir Charles F. De Laronde.

Comte de Saint Simon.

He considered he had a perfect right to

the "Sir" as he received the title from the

Governor-General. Sir Francis Bond
Head.
The Governor attended a big pow-wow

of the Indians at Severn, coming out

from Toronto by special request of the

Home Government to adjust some treat-

ies. Charles De Laronde from his long

residence amongst the Georgian Bay and

Lake Huron Indians acted as official in-

terpreter.

Sir Francis, noticing his noble cast of

countenance and the name he l)ore, got

him to tell of his ancestors. "Why," said

Sir Francis at the conclusion. "Comte de

Saint Simon has its equivalent in 'Sir

Charles' in this country. Kneel, Mr. De
Laronde, and receive your right title at

my hands." Saying which, before the

Governor's staff our grand old man knelt

and the Governor tapped him gently on

the shoulder with his sword and said,

"Arise, Sir Charles." And ever after-

wards the old man thought he had a per-

fect right to the title.

Last year when revisiting Nipigon I

stood by the grave of him who was a

direct descendant of the French nobility

—Born 1799, Died 1882. Rest in peace.

The above cut represents three distinct types of our cauoes. The large cue is our moderate sized exploring

and freight oanoe. These boats are now in active use in all ports of the world and this one is the smalles-t

built for that purpose, being 18 ft. long with a very large carrying capacity and is a very seaworthy boat.

The second is our famous "Canuck Canoe," being a semi-racing model and is a combined racer and paddling

canoe, while being not as suitable for rough work and heavy carrying as our ordinary 16 ft. canoe this one Ig

certainly a flyer and is the most easily propelled boat of . its size made anywhere.

The third and smallest is a canoe made especially for the English trade. It is 10 ft. long by 27 in. beam
ani Is probably the smallest pleasure canoe manufactured in the world.

For particulars, write

1 he LAKEFIELD CANOE BUILDING & MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LT ., Lakefield, Ont-

This 21 foot Launch, 4 foot 9 beam, com-
plete with 3 H.P. Roberts Motor $80(3.00,

true worth in this model at low price.

Seaworthy, Steady, Staunch, Safe, Rigid,
will carry more with comfort than any
other boats of their size. They are high
class in finish and refinement, designed
by best Naval Architect in America.
Only a few at these special prices.

Our expenses are light, and profits small,
the whole story is too long to tell here.
Write us.

BRACEBRIDGE LAUNCH WORKS
BRACEBRIDGE, ONT.

IvTROUBLES

MASTER YOUR MOTOR CAR. MOTOR BOAT,
Motorcycle or Aircraft

Automobile Troubles and How to Remedy Tham.
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For particulars as to hov> to obtain one of these
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PREMIUM DEPARTMENT
Rod and Gun in Canada

Waodstock, Ont.
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DEAN
CLOSE -RIBBED BRASS JOINT BOATS

The lightest and best boat to handle in the world.

NO HOLES UNDER THE RIBS.

The above illustration shows the Carvel, Close-Ribbed, Brass Joint Skiff.

This is made in the following two sizes at the prices shown, and in Cedar,

Mahogany or Spanish Cedar:

—

Cedar Mahogany

No. 1 I —Length, 1 4 ft. ; beam, 3 ft. 8 in. ; depth, 1 4 in., $45.00 $65.00

No. 1 2—Length. 1 6 ft. ; beam. 3 ft. 8 in.; depth. 1 5 in., $50.00 $70.00

Cushions for seats and backs, $5.00 and $7.00 extra. One pair oars and rudder with each.

SEND FOR CATALOG.

\A/ALTER DEAN
1751 Queen W. Toronto

(NO BETTER ROW BOATS BUILT

For Quality of Materials and Workmanship " Gidley " Kow Boats are unexcelled. Easily
handled in smooth or rough water. Write for catalogue and price list.

Boats for Hire by Week, Month or Season to Summer Tourists in the Georgian
Bay District.

J. G. GIDLEY & SON, Midland, Ont.

IT IS TIME
For you to consider the purchase of that New CJanoe you were speaking about buying last

summer, perhaps you have been thinking how nice it would be to have a good reliable

sea-worthy canoe. Then why not place your order now for a Bush Canoe. You will make
no mistake in doing so, as they are built to fully satisfy the most exacting, not only in

their general appearance are thev one of the finest Canoes on the market, but also because

they are built to stand the hardest use a Canoe is ever subject to. The frame work of boats

and canoes is made of selected white oak. Canoes are built from 12 ft. up to 20 ft. ; also motor
canoes, row-boats, oars, paddles, lazy backs, folding canoe seats, etc. Send for Catalogue.

W. T. BUSH Coldwater, Ont., Can.



What Makes A Good Shooting Shotgun

BY F. M. TOBIN.

WriAT makes a good shooting- shot-

gun? This is a question talked

over by sportsmen whenever an

opportunity is presented for dis-

cussion, and the varieties of opinions ex-

pressed would fill an ordinary sized

volume.
We have all heard of some famous old

muzzle loader with reputed records of

kills at lOO and 125 yards. Either Fath-

er, Uncle Tom or Grandfather owned it.

None of us, of course, would admit that

it could possibly have been owned outside

the members of our family, because it

was known to have cleaned up every other

gun at the ''turkey shoots," and all the

glory of its achievements was felt to be

a sacred family possession.

If some maker could today turn out a

gun with all the shooting properties pos-

sessed 'by one of those old muzzle load-

ers (according to tradition) he could have

my order at once.

What is the use of going over the :>tor-

ies ? You have all

heard them and
away deep down in

the bottom of your
thinking mac hine,

you half believe

there is some truth

in them. Is there,

however, any truth

in those old stories?

Unfortunately for

our peace of mind
there is at least a fair

fo un d a t ion upon
which to furnish a

pivot for the fellow

who thinks he knows
to wag his wise head
—he has "seen it

done!" Did he? Oh.
yes, he "stepped it

off to where she

fell — just one hun-
dred yards, stone
dead, with several

shots clean through

the body !" "That's some shooting for

you," he adds. "I tell you they don't

make guns like that nowadays."
What is the matter with us? We have

millions—yes, truly millions—invested in

factories for the building of .shotguns to-

day. We have at hand every known me-
chanical device for improving the art of

their construction and boring. Why then

can't we make a gun—^or many guns—to

equal the records of these well remember-
ed (or reported) wonderful firearms?

As a matter of fact the remark of the

rustic, who, when he gazed at the camel

at the circus, exclaimed, "H , there

ain't no such animal!" covers the whole
ground. The fellow who "stepped off"

that hundred yards was naturally swell-

ed up over that long shot and stepped

about twenty-seven inches to the yard,

bringing the measurement down consid-

erably. The bird did not fall to the

ground in a direct line from where it was
hit and this may account for anything

from ten to twenty
yards more. In -ad-

dition, the man who
told the story did not

cut an inch off the

distance when he re-

lated it to the fellow

who carried on the

tale to others. In the

course of its jour-

neA'ings the distance

extended rather than
grew less.

The old muzzle
loaders had great

reputations and we
never heard of a poor

shooting one. In fact,

all were wonders in

their way, and the

description of their

wonderful powers al-

ways ended in de-

tailing the number of

pounds or guineas

Mr. F. M. Tobin. they cost — they al-
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ways cost an even number of pounds or

guineas, and the plebeian shilling did not

figure in the transaction.

The truth, or much of what there was
of it to supply the foundations of those

famous stories, which have come down
to us, consisted in the fact that several

fingers of powder and an uncertain quan-

tity of large size shot made combin-
ations delightful in their uncertainties

and sometimes wonderful in their re-

sults. This was paiticularly the

case when game was plentiful and
pot shooting into a flock made the

acme of success in a day's hunt.

Under such conditions stray shots would
often make some extraordinary kills at

great distances. There is much less like-

lihood of the modern breech loader equal-

ling these records—at least in frequency
—though it must not be forgotten that

the old muzzle loader was as irregular as

famous, and the number of occasions
when it failed to make kills at reason-,

able distances are never told.

How about the records of these old

arms at the turkey shoots? He're the

shooter putting the greatest num'ber of

shot in an inch circle won. No restric-

tion was placed on the amount of ammu-
nition used, and two or three ounces of

shot to two or three drachms of powder
made some difference. No one, however,
ever heard of any of those hundred yard
kills being made by a load of these pro-

portions. Truly, the muzzle loader was
elastic in its adaptation to the varied con-
ditions o'f the day in which it flourished.

Notwithstanding the assertion^ of the
fellow who "seen it done," the modern
breech loading gun bored by present dav
methods far excels, for uniform pattern
and penetration, any muzzle loader of

similar proportions, made in the old days.
Do not misunderstand this to mean that
a breech loader, 12 gauge with 3 drs. of

powder and i^i oz. shot will deliver as
much destruction to a flock of game
birds as will a muzzle loader 8. 9 or 10

bore with its seven fingers of powder and
as much shot as will cover the palm of

your half closed hand. It does mean, how-
ever, that using anything like an even

amount of ammunition, the choke bore
breech loader will make a killing pattern

at a greater distance.

I have seen a few tests made between
some of these "old reliables" and the

breech loader and they always resulted

to the everlasting discredit of the former,

much to the astonishment of their

owners.

To return to the opening question.

Has it ever occurred to the owner of a

modern shotgun that his gun is shooting

"too good" for him? It must be remem-
bered that we are not all experts. The
human mind cannot always estimate ex-

actly the speed of a passing duck or fig-

ure accurately in the brief time allowed
after flushing a bird the precise moment
to shoot.

This consideration brings into view the

further question: Will you score the most
kills with a gun choked to shoot as close

as possible or with one distributing the

shot evenly over a thirty inch circle at

forty yards? Experience, and reports

from many shooters go to show that very

few sportsmen can handle the close-shoot-

ing gun and make as good averages as

with the other. How many of them have
the courage to admit the fact? Nearly

all hold the opinion that they are going

to be "just on the centre" for everyone in

the next string.

How much more encouraging it would
be for the average shot at the traps to

get 25 straight once in a while instead of

21 being the best he can accomplish!

Don't think your gun will be spoiled for

the field if you have it more open. Be-

lieve me you will bring home more birds

every time with a modified choke than

with a full choke.

The principal fault with many modern
guns is that they outshoot the man.
5lany misses both at the trap and in the

field are due to the fact that the gun
shoots so close the average shooter does

not live up to his arm. When he refers

to the fine shooting qualities of some of

the guns of not very long ago he seldom
thinks that these same guns were cylin-

der bores.
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The Value Of The Tourist Sportsman As A Means Of

Publicity For Undeveloped Country

BY W. T. BOBSON.

THE tourist sportsman has so many
good qualities that he is a general

favorite wherever the vagaries of

his fancy may direct his wander-
ings. Notwithstanding his preference

for the silent places of the universe, he is

a convivial soul to meet, either around
the camp fire, or the metropolitan ban-

quet table. He is usually law abiding,

a man of means, leisure and education,

and consequently a trained observer who
loves to visit the game of our forests in

their native haunts. Rarely indeed is he

a wanton slayer of game, reserving his

ammunition for the record head and
legitimate sport, and looking for the un-

usual and picturesque to relate to his fel-.

low club members at home, or to the

readers of his favorite sporting journal.

There is also another type of tourist

sportsmen and their numbers are con-

stantly increasing, and they are the busi-

ness men who find their greatest pleas-

ure, relaxation and physical benefit from
a trip into the wilds and away from the

distracting cares and worries of city life.

These men are quick to discern the com-
mercial value of water powers, timber

and minerals, and very frequently a

pleasure trip results in a large invest-

ment in the country visited. Reference
might be made to hundreds of cases but

a few only will suffice.

Dr. Robert T. Morris, of New York,
a very famous surgeon and naturalist,

and Charles Wake, the manager of the

Equitable Insurance Company, made a

canoe trip from Wakimi to Hudson Bay
and back. They discovered large iron

deposits in the Metagami River and the

result was the staking of hundreds of

claims, also extensive gypsum deposits

which will be a source of revenue to the

country. Near Moose Factory, Dr.

Morris said, he found the best poplar

forest he had ever seen, and this discov-

ery in this region came as a surprise to
everybody. His contributions to the
press on the country visited have done
much to awaken public interest in this

region.

A Chicago broker, Mr. J. A. Scudder,

went to Northern Ontario and became so

enamoured with the country that he in-

vested largely in timber limits and spent
thousands of dollars in building houses^
docks, etc., and scores of people, as a di-

rect result of ihis trip, became interested

in the district he visited.

J. K. Hackett, the well known actor^

had a sporting vacation in Canada, and
as a result invested largely in iron mines,

and induced a number of his friends to

take a similar trip.

Ex-Presid'ent Roosevelt recently took

a sporting trip to Africa, and as a direct

result of his trip, and the publicity given

to that undeveloped country, it is stated

that over two thousand people with cam-
eras, newspaper connection, and an am-
bition to kill big game, have visited the

same district as this notable sportsman.

Many pulp mills, mining enterprises,

and' innumerable summer homes in this

country owe their origin to the visit of

the tourist sportsman, and the invest-

ment of many thousands of dollars in

the various enterprises of this country is

due to the publicity given both in the

press and on the lecture platform by the

men, who in search of health and enjoy-

ment, thus discovered profitable busi-

ness possibilities.

Our immense resources, our unrivaled

scener}\ and our delightful summer
climate are best advertised by the tourist

sportsman.
The incentive to visit many undevelop-

ed regions comes from the fish and game
attractions which induce the wealthy,

cultured classes of other countries to

visit us and thus familiarize themselves-

•A Paper read at the Conference "f the North American Pish and Game Protective Association at Montreal.
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with what we have to offer to the world sportsman the possibilities of legitimate
in our undeveloped resources. It is an sport, he in turn will give to the public
old commercial truism that a satisfied the results of his vacation, and to the

customer is ever the best advertiser, and country that offers commercial possi-

so as long as we can offer the tourist bilities. his capital.

THE PATH OF THE PIONEER

BY WALTER L. TUURTELL.

llie moose has fled from the neirthland lake

And the stars look down in vain

For his dusky shape and silent wake
As he swam to the loon's refrain.

For a cabin stands by the soaring pines

And a campfire's ling'ring light,

Through the deep night shadows, redly shines,

—

And he's far on his headlong flight.

There's a ring of steel through the echoing wood,

There's a crash of the riven trees,

And the voice of man in the solitude,

' Is flung on the vagrant breeze.

Untamed and wild has the river swept

O'er rapid and fall and shoal.

But a birch canoe up its current swept,

Pressed on to an unknown goal.

Rugged and rough are the untrod ways,

Fierce is the leap of the stream,

Lonely and long are the toil-spent days,

Paddle and portage, a dream.

But oh ! the sweep of the sunshine clear

And the breath of the fragrant dawn,

While the lure of the hills, so far. so near.

Calls you on and on and on.

To-day the forest, secure, unblazed.

Bears only the scars of Time,

To-morrow—the mills of man have razed,

And harried the inmost shrine.

The people come and the people go,

And the cities their towers uprear.

But ever out through the sunset's glow

Lies the Path of the Pioneer.
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The Graduation Climb Of Mount Temple

BY THE REV. W. G. MARTIN.

IT
was not a bugle note but the pro-

fessional call of an Alpine guide that"

awakened a little camp peacefully

slumbering in the beautiful Larch
Valley at the base of Mt. Temple—that

isolated and helmet-shaped mountain

—

the loftiest and grandest in the whole
panorama of this section of the Rockies.

This great snow-crowned monarch
"whose crest exhibits precipitous walls

of ice flashing blue in the sunlight" was
the most conspicuous feature of the beau-
tiful Consolation Valley, where the 1910
camp of the Alpine Club of Canada was
situated. Temple was declared 'an offi-

cial clim'b' because it was adequate to

meet the requirements and fulfil the con-

ditions of graduation, viz.—it is over ten

thousand feet above sea level—its height
being 11,626 feet, and it is bound with
snow and ice. Several of the aspirants
therefore made it the goal of their am-
bition. Owing to the fact that the dis-

tance from the Consolation Valley Camp
to Temple, was rather far, the Club of-

ficials decided to pitch a sub-camp in the

Larch Valley for prospective climbers.

Many of us went to camp for the first

time with the 'bold intention of winning
our laurels and graduating as active
members.
On the afternoon preceding the event-

ful day we bade 'au revoir' to the main
camp and set out for the scene of action.

On the journey we encountered a heavy
rain storm which made us feel very wet
and uncomfortable. One of the first

things we did upon arrival at our destin-

ation was to build a huge log fire.

Everybody got busy—feeding the fire

;

unloading the pack-horses
;

putting up
tents ; brushing tents, etc., etc. At last

the 'beating of a tin tray announced that

our Chinese cook had prepared supper,

and quicker than it takes me to relate it,

a little band of hungry, shivering mortals

sat around the fire to enjoy the evening
repast.

Supper over, an hour or so was profit-

ably spent in drying our boots, hose and
puttees. This done, we retired to our

tents to seek repose before facing the or-

deal of to-morrow.
What a night we had. Eight men in

a small sized bell tent. However we
slept soundly until half past three in the

morning. Responding to the alarum of

the guide we lost no time in donning our

garments and gathering up our blankets

and rugs. Then we stepped out into the

semi-darkness and chilly atmosphere and
made our way to the cook's tent. Some
of us were a little cautious about our diet

on that particular morning. About a quart--
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er past four we were ready to start. We
had four ropes, the guides being. Dr.

LongstafF. a member of the h'nglish Al-

pine Club, and holder of the world's re-

cord for his achievement in the Hima-
layas; Rev. G. E. Kinney, the hero of

Mount Robson ; Konrad Kain, an Aus-
trian guide ; and Ernest Feuz, a Swiss

guide. Three of us were on Mr. Kinney's

rope and we felt very much at ease in his

care.

Falling into Indian file we began our

journey, the guides looking very fit and
ready with their ropes and ruck sacks,

etc. The ladies in the party carried al-

penstocks ; the gentlemen were armed
with ice-axes. The day was breaking

as we made our way through the brush

and timber. The air was crisp—every-

ious and strenuous. The danger of

shaJe-work is that a false step may cause
some loose stone or rock to go rolling

down the mountain side—an event which
may be attended with serious results.

The party ahead of us sent down some
nasty stones, much to our consternation.

There was one critical moment when our
blood seemed, to run cold, our limbs to

totter, and our liearts to beat fast and
hard. We had reached a steep snow pass

between huge rocks. Dr. Longstaff and
his party attempted the snow, but had to

return to the rock. For a minute or two
we stood under cover waiting until the

other party had got some distance ahead
—we were not at all anxious to be at-

tacked by a volley of stones. (While we
waited a large stone flew past us on its

Photo by L. S. Crosby. TOP OF MT. TEMPLE.

thing looked most promising. Very soon
we arrived at Sentinel Pass. At this

point the guide roped the party and we
realized that the serious work of climbing
was beginning.

At the summit of the Pass we had a

splendid view of the Valley of the Ten
Peaks with the Moraine Lake quietly

nestling in the centre
—"an emerald' gem

set in a glacier crescent." To the East
the sun was rising. The little clouds
were putting on their beautiful garments
to welcome the sovereign of the morn.
It was a soul inspiring sij^ht. Roped and
ready for action we started in real -ear-

nest our upward journey to the snow-
covered peak far above us.

The sides of Temple are covered with
shale thus making the climb rather ted-

downward course.) When it was con-

sidered safe to proceed Mr. Kinney
climbed up 'between the rocks with the

agility of a cat. In attempting to follow

him I made a mis-step and found, to my
dismay, that I had no further foothold.

There was but one thing to do and that

was to trust to the rope about my waist

while the guide pulled me up the face of

the rock. It was not a pleasant exper-

ience—to be suspended 'between heaven
and earth and not to be very near either.

I realized the necessity of a strong

rope—if it had snapped the con-

sequences would have been disastrous.

On and on we went, not looking up or

down lest dizziness should overcome us.

We stopped occasionally to rest, our

breathing being short. "W'e have an-
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other 2000 ft. to go before we reach the

top"—This did not sound very encourag-

ing, but the cheery words that followed
—"You're doing well", filled us with new
hope.

The next enemy to be encountered was

a powerful wind. At such an altitude

its velocity was very great. "Onward,

ever onward!" We went with ever in-

creasing confidence and dogged deter-

mination. Suddenly, and almost unex-

pectedly we came upon the snow cover-

ed summit. To our right was a magnif-

icent cornice of snow overhanging the

were indeed mountaineers. From the

mountain platform, we looked out upon
a wonderful panorama stretching before

us on every side. Among the many
magnificent scenes which the human eye

is privileged to look upon there is none
to equal that view which can only be ob-

tained from the summit of a mountain.
Valley views are contracted. "It is the

man on the mountain top who can look

out upon the great world, and who real-

ly knows how the land lies." On every

side, as far as the eye could carry, we be-

held ridge after ridge of snow-capped

ON THE SUMMIT OF MT. TEMPLE, 11,620 FEET HIGH,

mountain side, and looking down upon
the yawning valley thousands of feet be-

low. As we were nearing the summit
a warning shout from our guide brought
me to a sense of danger—I was walking
on the snow which was hanging over the

edge of the mountain. We had been
climbing for five and a quarter hours
when-we reached the top.

It was a thrilling moment in our lives.

Hand shaking and congratulations were
the order of the dav. We knew that we

mountains. Away in the distance Mt.

Assiniboine reared her mighty head to-

wards heaven. Beneath us the clouds

were forming themselves into fantastic

shapes. Far beneath we could see the

timber line, and lower still, the valley

with its winding river stretched out like

a narrow tape.
'

It was a sacred place! Everything
was still and silent ; the very laughter of

the mountaineers seemed to be a sacri-

lege. There was not a sign of man's
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work anywliere to be seen. We were

alone with God and Nature. It was an

impressive moment. Far above the

press of human things, beyond the sound

of the world's bustle, up so high that, as

Kingsley said "There was only a film be-

tween me and God." Standing there one

realizes human weakness. Human
greatness seems to be dwarfed to insig-

nificance until one remembers that after

all, man is God's greatest handiwork.

The temperature at this height was at

freezing point and consequently we had

to begin our descent without partaking

Like a 'band of returning victors we
crossed the tree trunks which formed the

improvised bridge across Consolation

Lake, and entered into camp where we
were met by the President and received

through him the Club's congratulations

upon our achievement whereby we had

graduated as active members of the Al-

pine Club of Canada.

NOTES.
J. D. Patterson, Vice-President of The

Alpine Club of Canada has been elected

a member of the English Alpine Club.

CROSSING A SNOWFIELD HOPED TOGETHER.

of the inviting lunches which filled the

guides' ruck-sacks. When we got down
to a warmer zone we rested and refresh-

ed ourselves with sandwiches and oat-

meal water.

At the signal 'All ready' we continued

the return journey. It was delightful

sliding down the shale. We made a

rapid descent, and without injury.

After a quiet rest at the Larch Valley

Camp we set ofif for the main camp in

Consolation \^alley.

To those who understand the constitu-

tion of this oldest and most dignified of

all mountaineering Clubs the honor will

be apparent. Mr. Patterson is the sec-

ond Canadian to appear upon the roll,

Mr. A. O. Wheeler, the Director of the

Canadian Club having been made an hon-

orary member a year or so ago.

There seems to 'be a desire on the part

of manv members of the Club that the
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1912 camp should be held in the Yellow-

head country. In the Constitution it is

stated that one of the principal objects of

the Club is the opening of new regions

as a national playground. Still, the Club

is not a wealth}^ corporation and ways
and means must be considered. It is al-

most certain that 'by that period the work
of the new national highway will be suf-

ficiently completed to allow of fairly easy

access to what is undoubtedly a most fas-

cinating country. The majority of mem-
bers, however, at present live upon the

line of other railways and will naturally

think of such a journey as difficult and
expensive. There is no reason why it

should be and the matter is before the

Club for serious consideration.

member at the O'Hara camp has just pre-

sented the library with a copy of his

paper on the Volcano of Matavanu in

Savii, Samoa, which appeared in the last

Quarterly Journal of the Geological

Society. Sir Archibald Geikie in com-
menting on the paper said that probably

never before had the phenomena at the

end of the lava stream where it enters

the sea been so closely watched and so

instructively photographed. It has long

been thought that pillow-lava was the re-

sult of basic lava pouring into the sea,

Dr. Anderson was probably the first to

observe and describe the actual produc-

tion of it. The paper is beautifully il-

lustrated by many collotypes from photo-

graphs by the author.

One of the greatest charms of Canad-
ian mountaineering undoubtedly is the

feeling of adventure. The passion for

the sea in every British soul is really an-

other aspect of the same thing—the de-

sire to get away and see something fresh
;

to he free from the constraint of every

day life. A great French author has di-

vided mankind into the drab and the

flamboyant, 'but mankind refuses to be

classified into watertight compartments,

and the most of us are like the best bacon,

streaky. Either drab, with stripes of

flam'boyant, or flamboyant relieved by
drab. It is to the flamboyant part of us

that the spirit of adventure calls. There

are probably few boys who have not

wished to run away to sea and be pirates.

While the Alpine Club does not encour-

age such unholy longings, it satisfies the

hunger for something out of the common
and administers a wholesome corrective

to the monotony of 'business. A moun-
tain is never the same ; with the change
of the weather the conditions change ut-

terlv, and one always feels as if one
were making the first ascent and that un-

known possibilities lie ahead.

Professor Hob'bs, of Michigan Uni-

versity has been good enough to present

the Club w'ith a set of his papers. The
Professor-s theories concerning the sculp-

ture of mountain forms from the original

upland, though by some considered un-

orthodox, to many thoroughly competent
to judge seem mightily like facts. This,

however, is dangerous ground and the

wayfaring man may err thereon.

Members who desire an ice-axe this

summer should write immediately to the

Secretary-Treasurer, Sidney. B.C., en-

closing five dollars and stating whether
they wish a ladies' or a gentleman's axe

—heavy or light.

Dr. Tempest Anderson, the distinguish-

ed vulcanologist whom rnany _will..xe-

The Club has for long been hoping to

get a copy of Captain Palliser's Repart
to the British Government of his explor-

ations of the country between the Sas-

katchewan and the Rocky Mountains.

Originally published as a Blue Book, its

value was not appreciated at its true

worth, and the copies in existence are

few indeed. It was suggested to the

Champlain Society which is doing such

splendid work for the history of Canada
..tiiat it might reprint the Report. The
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PORTABLE BUILDINGS FOR VARIED USE
Our Catalog gives Hour plaus and speci-

fications of Cabins, Garages, Summer Cottages,
emergency Hospital, Church and School
buildings. Each one is designed to pack in the
smallest possible compass, and at the same
time is easily erected, being complete in itself.

Write For Catalogue Today

The Homestead or Summer Residence built as above
illustration in various sizes may be had with single
or double roof and walls, the latter being rec-
ommended where extreme cold climate is expected.

THE SCHULTZ BROTHERS CO.
Limited

CONTRACTORS AND PLANING MILLS,

BRANTFORD CANADA

ONTARIO'S LEADING TAXIDERMIST
Send me your Game Heads to motmt.

Elxpert Animal, Fish,

Game Head and

Bird Mounting

promptly done at

lowest prices.

Fine Rug Work in ^
all styles.

Moose Head Mounted by Edwin
Dixon.

Eli Head Mounted b^ iL,Jwin Dixon.

My Taxidermy efforts are best known through their natural appearance

and durable workmanship,

FOR SALE—Beautifully mounted Moose, Elk, Caribou and Deer heads,

Antlers and Fur Rugs. Write for photos and descriptions.

Instructions for correctly skinning and shipping game heads, animals,

birds, etc., for mounting^, shipping tags, etc., mailed Free.

Unionville is 20 miles N. E. of Toronto. Good transportation. Come
out and get acquainted any time.

References—Standard Bank, Unionville; W. J. Taylor, publisher of Rod
and Gun ; sportsmen and hunters everywhere in Canada and U.S.A.

EDWIN DIXON TAXIDERMIST
!;(J^0^(g=*%5O!)

MAIN STREET, UNIONVILLE. ONTARIO
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idea was most carefully considered. The
Society fully appreciated the value of the

work and the large number who would
like to possess a copy. On going- into

practical details it was found that the

cost of reproduction in an adequate man-
ner was prohibitive. The Club contin-

ues to hope that a co'mplete copy may 'be

presented to it some day.

Opinion in Canada is greatly divided

on the question of reciprocity. Canada's

mountain region is not to. be matched in

the United States and yearly many
earnest lovers of the hills are welcomed-
from our southern neisfhbor. The moun-

tains, at any rate cannot be transhipped

nor has any scheme yet been devised for

carrying ofT the glaciers to serve as ice

mines in the Southern States. Our
friends must continue to come to us.

In Vancouver, D. N. McTavish has

'been elected chairman of the local com-
mittee and C. H. Gillis continues Secre-

tary. In Winnipeg, the new Chairman
is A. C. Gait, K.C., and Miss M. Spring-

ate is the Secretary. As the years go on
and membership continues increasing

these offices will grow in importance and
already much of the vitality of the Club
is in their hands.

Nova Scotian Guides In Session

The annual meeting of the Yarmouth
County Branch of the Nova Scotia

Guides' Association was held in the For-
esters' hall, Kemptville, Yarmouth Co.,

on the evening of February ninth. Vice-

President Ellison Gray occupied the

chair. About fifty guides from different

parts of the County were present and
much important business relative to fish

and game protection was brought before

the meeting and discussed.

The Secretary's report of the past
year's work was very satisfactory.

Resolutions were passed as follows

:

1st. That the Association reaffirm

resolutions re fishery conditions on the

Tusket River and its branches.

2nd. That Yarmouth County should
have a fish hatchery, such hatchery to

confine its work to trout and landlocked
salmon.

3rd. That the present game law rela-

tive to big game was satisfactory, and

that the protection of the female moose
was having the desired effect, many
calves being seen during the past season.

4th. That the Association should he
represented at the Sportsman's Show in

New York.
5th. That N.B. Hatfield, Deerfield, be

the representative and that his expenses

be paid by the members of the Associa-

tion.

The election of officers resulted as fol-

lows: Hon.-President, Ezra Gray, C.

Kemptville; President, Ellison Gray, E.

Kemptville; Vice-President, N. B. Hat-
field, Deerfield ; Sec'y-Treas., Roy S.

Kelley, Yarmouth. Council, Fred Gould,

jr., Quinan; Clarence Burrill, Carleton

;

Forman H. Gavel, Gavelton ; Norman
Crowell, E. Kemptville.

A motion was passed to the effect that

the summer meeting and sports be held

at Lakeside Park, Yarmouth, during Old
Home Week, date to be left to the Secre-

tary.
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THE PAPER WITH THE
VELVET SURFACE.

CARBON BROMIDE.
A grade which retains the well-tried qualities of the "Wellington"
Emulsions, and in addition possesses the rich surface of a good carbon.

Atl detail is preserved throughout the scale of gradation, and the delicate
sheen imparts a touch of "life" to the deepest shadows.

An ideal grade for the Broraoil Process and Sulphide Toning.

Ask your Dealer to show you specimen prints.

Booklet mailed on request to

\a/e:li_ington & na/ard
13 St. John Street

Sole Manufacturer* :

WELLIINGTOfN & WARD
EUSTREE ENGLAND.

Montreal, Canada.

T



We shall publish as the leading story

in our May number the first portion of an

illustrated account of a visit to Hudson
Bay by Mr. William J. Malone. Mr.

Malone went in by way of Jackfish, Long
Lake, Kenogami and English Rivers to

the Albany down which stream he pro-

ceeded to Fort Albany. He was storm

bound in Hudson Bay but succeeded in

gaining Moose Factory and returned by

way of the Moose and the Abitibi Rivers

to Cochrane where he was notified by a

regrettable scene of his return to "civil-

ization". Mr. Malone enjoyed a most
adventurous trip and visited places where
few white men are seen. The account of

the trip is most interesting and we are

sure will be enjoyed by every reader who
ventures upon its perusal.

"J. J. G." writes from Ste. Scholas-

tique, P.Q. : I have just read in Mr.

Fraser Raney's "Canoe Trips in Tema-
gami" in your July issue that in August it

requires a great length of copper line to

catch grey trout on account of its pref-

erence but not at all about the necessity

of such a length of line. That would
mean that a boat passing some eighty

feet over the head of a huge trout, would
scare it awa}'. That is where I /eply

:

"Not at all." My daily experience, which
is that O'f scores of fishermen, is ':hat you
cannot scare a muskalunge nor a trout

at fifty feet distan'ce with usual boating
for troll. So I would, with full confi-

dence, challenge every copper line work-
er to do better work at this time than we
do with the old one hundred and fifty

foot silk line in anv lake of ordinarv size.

That game wardens can make shrewd
deductions is proved by a couple of cases
which Henry Brace, one of the Game
Guardians for the Province of Alberta,

recently brought before a magistrate.

About seven o'clock in the evening of

December first, he was waited on by a

farmer who desired a big game license

for hi's hired man stating that he meant
to allow the 'boys a little sport. To pur-

chase a license in the closing hours of the

open season was suspicious and set Mr.
Bra-ce not only thinking but also acting.

Inquiries resulted in the information
that a fine doe was shot on the morning
of December first by the hired man, who
was out hunting a few days before with
another man who had also neglected the

formality of taking out a license. The
guardian met the rancher a few days
later and asked him what luck had at-

tended his man's eiiforts. He was told

that two deer were secured and asked if

he would accept a quarter. He replied,

"With pleasure," and went to the ranch
w^here to the surprise of the inmates he
seized the whole of the meat as having
been illegally obtained and summoned
both meiT before the magistrate. One
pleaded guilty and the other not guilty

alleging that he was only "playing dog"
to the hunter. Evidence was called,

however, to show that the second man
had a gun andwas present when the deer

was shot. As a result each defendant
was fined $20 and costs and lost his veni-

.S'On as well. Cases like this have excel-

lent results as warnings in showing the

people of the district that the law is to

be upheld and that, on the lowest ground,

it pays to keep the law.

Mr. C. M. Allan writes from Ottertaif,

B.C., under date of January seventeenth

:

The moose family, Mr. and Mrs. Moose
and a young calf are still round here.

They are a nice looking family and I

hope they will be long spared to roam
these wilds. Evidently they imagine
they own this portion of Yoho Park. No
covotes have been seen in this district
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Take a

KODAK
with you.

FROM NO. -iA FOLDING KODAK NEGATIVE.

CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED,

Cataloguefree at the
dealers or by mail.

TORONTO, CAN,
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during the present winter. Rabbits are

plentiful. There are no lynx though
weasels are numerous. There is one big

bunch of deer around Wapta and an-

other one up the Ottertail River. Those
who have seen them say they are black-

tail deer.

From Stanhope, N. J., comes a report

of excellent work done by beavers. In
the first place these industrious animals
dammed up a pond which so pleased the

summer residents that they had the
beaver dam changed to an ornate struct-

ure of stone and concrete. Later on the

beavers built another dam lower down
and did their work so well that the human
dam was gradually submerged. The new
beaver dam, however, has been the

means of making a real lake and those
who have seen it state that it looks just

as natural as the other one was plainly

artificial.

A silver grey owl which had been
making inroads amongst the chickens of

Jones Falls, near Lindsay, Ontario, was
caught in two traps recently. The first

trap was taken away and it was not till

a week later that the owl was caught in

the second one and both traps recovered.

King Alphonso of Spain and his party
are reported to have shot 8034 partridges,

287 hares, 741 rabbits and 57 pheasants
on one outing. The King himself is

credited with shootinsf 1622 birds.

In recent issues of the Peterborough
Examiner correspondents have written
in condemnation and defence of the carp.

The defender describes the carp as herbi-

vorous and contends that there is no evi-

dence of its destructiveness of other fish.

The carp is only at home in muddy stag-

nant waters. Rice Lake with its beds of

wild rice and mud would he thinks,

be an ideal place for the species.

As to its succulent qualities they
are a matter of taste. The monk
of old—traditional epicures— did not
despise it. From a sportsman's point

of view the carp will give as great a
thrill of excitement in a contest as a

'lunge or bass. They often attain a
weight of eight or ten pounds or more.
"Until positive proof is produced let us
adjudge him innocent of the criminal

propensities with which he is charged."

Charles McCorke'll, of St. Thomas, On-
tario, had the good fortune to secure a

white moose during the open season.

Strictly speaking the color of the animal
was an iron gray but it was an unique
specimen for all that and the head and
hide attracted much attention. It is said

to be only the second instance on record

of a white moose being shot in Northern
Ontario.

A number of cases of illegal trapping

and having furs illegally in possession

have been inquired into in Northern On-
"tario and notices of appeal given in the

cases of Indians so caught. It is cer-

tainly time the law was made clear as to

rights of Indians to trap off their re-

serves.

The Earl of Kingston and Sir Robert
Harvey, two Old Country sportsmen,

had a fine time in the New Brunswick
woods last open season. They saw
thirty-seven moose exclusive of calves

and Sir Robert captured a moose and two
deer, the former with a spread of forty-

five inches, not as large as Sir Robert

would have liked. The guide reported

'having to frighten off one moose which
approached within fifteen feet of Sir Rob-
ert as thoua:h to chars:e him.

One of the most popular of the small

fishing and hunting clubs in the Province

of Quebec is that known as the Lake Su-

perior Fishing and Hunting Club. Three

and a half hours' ride takes the members
from Montreal to St- Faustin's and from

that place a drive of one hour over a

good road lands the visitor at the club

grounds. Lake Superior is a beautiful

sheet of water about three miles long and

one wide with a small island in the centre
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TItADE MARK ffEG. U. S. PAT. OFF..

SteelfishingRods
Every fishing tackle dealer now has, or can easily get, FEEE, for each person who pur-

chases a "BRISTOL" Rod of him during 1911, a copy of the 144-pg. beautifully illustrated,^

cloth-bound book, entitled, "Tricks and Knacks of Fishing." When you buy a "BRISTOL"
this season, ask your dealer for your copy of this book. If he doesn't have it on hand, ask him

to get it for you. You are entitled to one copy free if you buy a '

' BRISTOL '

'
Rod. Should

the dealer not be disposed to accommodate you, then purchase the rod of him and write imme-

diately to us, stating the price and style of "BRISTOL" Rod purchased, and the name of the

dealer, and we will see that you are immediately supplied with a copy. This book contains 40

chapters of fascinating experiences, hints and advice from scores of expert fishermen and famous

fishing guides. It should sell for $1.00 per copy; but, the only way to get it free is of your

local dealer by purchasing a "BRISTOL" Rod.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE-^^
so that you can pick out the style of '

' BRISTOL
'

'

"

Rod you want. When you write, send
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—a favorite camping place of the mem-
bers in the summer season. Back of the

lake is the Red River where paddling is

always good and in the lake itself red and
speckled trout abound. The territory

around is well stocked with deer and 'bear

and as all the members do their share in

protective work the fishing and hunting
are maintained at a high standard. As
is the case with most of the other pre-

serves numerous visitors from both the

States and Canada are entertained during
the season and perhaps the Lake Superior

Club does more work of this kind for its

size than most of the other clubs owing
to the close proximity of the preserve to

Montreal.

A good sized bear was poked out of its

winter quarters near Barrie, Ontario, and
Prank Fraser put no less than eleven bul-

lets into the animal before it received

its quietus.

How quickly fish respond to protec-
tion is shown by the experience of Mr. E.
L. \\'eiss of Bancroft, Ontario. He plac-

ed half a dozen small black bass in Trout
Lake and in three years the waters were
teeming with black bass and other lakes
in the vicinity were stocked therefrom.
It is not long to wait for good fishing.

"A Novice" contributed to the Herald
of Merritt, B.C.. an account of his first

day's fishing. His misadventures were
enough to discourage the most daring
but having gone through them and then
accepting advice from an experienced
friend he did manage to find himself at

the close of day "although weary, bruis-

ed, scratched and ragged, happy in the
possession of a dozen slimy rainbow col-

ored beauties."

Grand Island near the southern shore
of Lake Michigan is so heavily stocked
with deer that the question of how to

dispose of the surplus has been taken up
with the Game ^^^arden. Estimates
have been given to the effect that there

are more than one thousand deer on the

island and the increase is still going on
so rapidly that measures have to be taken
to feed them. Similar success has also

attended the propagation of caribou on
Presque Island, the caribou now number-
ing one hundred head. Those who are

closely interested in these experiments
believe that the breeding of deer offers a

good field for increasing the food supply
of the people.

Considerable interest was taken in a

moose shown in Montreal during the

open season, the weight being six hun-
dred and fifty pounds and the proportions

fine, though the greatest interest of all

was due to the fact that it was shot at

Nicolet, not far from the Commercial
Capital of Canada.

A deer pursued 'by hounds in open
country in New York State took to the

railroad tracks leading to the iron tres-

tle spanning a gorge in the vicinity and
when the hounds were closing up leaped

sixtv-five feet to its death.

The two finest deer heads taken - in

Maine last fall were stated to have had
fifty and fifty-three points respectively.

For the former the sum of $200 was paid.

Some successful freak shots were re-

ported from ^Michigan last open seasoa

Sheriff Turnbull of Luce County, firing

at two deer standing together killed both

with one shot, the bullet passing through

one, hitting the other and laying both

low. Paul Laabs. a section foreman,

found two bucks engaged in a desperate

encounter. A shot front, his rifle killed

one and the other was so weak from loss

of blood that it expiredWheri released.

Professor Hill shot and killed a deer and
when he approached found the Irorns in-

terlocked with another one. the body of

the second deer being warm.at the time.

A band of coyotes was Mitrid inside a

schoolhouse in Nebraska and a lady

teacher who discovered the intrusion 'had

the presence of mind to send for help
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Steel Fishing Rods

FLY RODS, 8 or 954 feet ... - $1.00
BAIT RODS, 554, 65^ or 8 feet- - - - 1.25

CASTING RODS, 4^, 5 or 6 feet - - - 150
CASTING RODS, with Agate Guide and Tip - 2.50

CASTING RODS, full Agate Mountings - - 3.75

Trout Flics

For Trial— Send Us

I8c ''"'t.^.^lt-.^^'Lir^'''- Quality A Flies

30c ^°^^"e^^rp'AcTri^en't°s""- Quallty B Flies

60c '*'^r.g^',T;'pfic\*"4'«ntr" Quality C Flies

iCe^ for an assorted dozen. Race Fli#c"»'*' Regular price, 96 cents. "•>5 ' "*»
Original and Genuine.

OLDTOWN CANOES
Introduced and made famous by us.

16 to 19 ft.

THE M. H. KIFFE CO., "N'ewTotr'
Illustrated Catalogue free n application.

SteeC^isfling Jiocfs
and3aits

Three Rods for the Price of One
No fisherman will carry old stj-le Rods and Baits after he

has seen the ffOLLA.\'D. They are distinctly different and
superior to anything on the market. Send five cents in
stamps for sample paper minnow and illustrated catalog.

Fully Guaranteed
HOLLAND ROD & BAIT CO.

HOLLAND. MICH.

New York Office, 50 Franklin St.

^
K A L I K I ROD.

The very latest and Best Production In Fishing Rods. Manufactured only by us in our Toronto Factory.

This new wood Kalibi we use in the manufacture of Fishing Rods certainly does eclipse anything we have
ever produced In a high class Rod. Its strength and powers of endurance, its elasticity as well aa developing

characteristics were never known to be found Ln any other wood used in the manufacture of Fishing Rode.

It 1» a most beautiful wood to look upon, having a light, smooth, glossy surface with a handsome grain run-

ning through It. It is the most expensive wood ever used in making Fishing Rods.
Also patentees and sole manufacturers of the justly celebrated Westwood's Unbreakable Silk Bound Split

Cane Rods.

Redditch, England and 78 Bay Street, Toronto.

THE A LLCOCK, LAIQHT & WEST WOOD CO., LIMITED
Larcett Fishing Tackle Manufacturer* in the World.

Trcut and Bass Fishing
Algonquin National Park

of Ontario.

If you are planning a fishing trip, why
not try for the big fellows.

An ideal summer resort for your
family. Immuce from hay fever.

THE HIGHLAND INN
J. E. CoUon, Manager,

Algonquin Park P.O., Ont.

WRITE FOR INFORMATION.

KEEP FISHING TACKLE
IN PERFECT CONDITION
No more tangled lines, hooks catching in pockets,

lo^t sinkers, etc., when you have a

@a«^^©r Tackle Box
below is 12x4^x9 in.—strong, serviceable.

venient. Has large compartments for
lunch, bottle and cup. 4 reels; 8 small sec-
tions for hooks, lines and artificial bait

—

absolutely complete.

Cream City Ware Never DUappoinb
Accept no substitute. It your deal-

er doesn't sell our g-oods, write for

prices and FREE CATALOG of bait-boxes
and minnow buckets.

6EUDER. PAESCHKE & FRET CO.

205 15thSt.,MllNauke6,Wis.
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while she kept the animals inside. Twen-
ty were killed while two escaped by

jumping through windows. The scalps

on which there is a 'bounty of $2 each

were given to the teacher.

It is reported that four hundred and
sixty-four moose were killed in Nova
Scotia last open season as against four

hund'red and five the previous year.

Several deer were reported in the

neighborhood of Aylmer, Ontario, dur-

ing the open season and' though iocal

Nimrods were keen on the trail not one

was captured. It was supposed that

they were included in the five that es-

caped from the preserve at Long Point.

Some beavers near Calgary performed
their work so well that the railway con-

struction gang looked upon their feats

with envy. Amongst other stunts they

felled a large cottonwood tree fifty-nine

inches in circumference and succeeded

in placing the tree exactly where they

wished it to go.

A bear was shot at St. Vital, within

half a mile of the limits of the city of

Winnipeg recently.

George S. Mumford, of Boston, Mass.,

had a successful hunt on Bald Mountain,
N.'B., under the guidance of Arthur
Pringle during the open season. During
the trip the hunter saw thirty-five moose,
one hundred and seventy-five caribou

and a number of deer securing splendid

heads of each.

Mr. J. Milton Gotby, of Stratford,

writes: I was up north with our club

(the Charles Lake) last fall for the first

time since 1903 and although the weather
was somewhat inclement and deer luck

not of the 'best we had a most enjoyable

time. I noticed a great falling ofT in the

number of deer since the last timel was
up in that neighborhood which is ac-

counted for 'by the number shot before

the season opened. We found a large

number of fawns' legs left in a deserted

lumber camp on our hunting ground.
We were also informed by settlers

that a large number of partridges

and deer are shot by summer camp-
ers on Charles Lake. A doctor
from Toronto is credited with a

large amount of this kind of work. It

is too bad that such people are allowed
to break the Game Laws openly and it is

all right to limit the shooting to one deer

per man.

A correspondent writing from North
Battleford, Saskatchewan, states that the

fa'll shooting in his neighborhood was
very good last fall. Goose shooting was
particularly good and a friend and him-
self obtained forty-seven of these fine

birds—a number which enabled them to

remem'ber many good friends who had
extended such courtesies to them at var-

ious times and pay them back with a

goose. The wild goose of the West
makes fine eating.

The English magpie is reported among
the migrants to the Northwest, one fine

specimen having been secured by W. H.
Portman, conductor on the Canadian
Northern, when travelling to Neeland,

Manitoba. The bird was identified by
several naturalists.

The long drawn out litigation between
the Ste. Anne's Fish and Game Club and
the Riviere Ouelle Pulp and Lumber
Company has been settled in the Supreme
Court of Canada, although there is some
talk of taking the case to the Privy Coun-
cil in England. In the superior court of

the Province of Quebec Judge Cimon con-

demned the Company to pay the Club

$400 damages for raising the water of the

lakes and killing the fish for the purpose

of floating their logs down the streams.

This judgement was reversed in the Court

of Appeals and five judges of the Su-

preme Court, Chief Justice Fitzpatrick

dissenting, restored the judgement and

further condemned the Company to costs
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By Royal Appointment

England's Great Fishing

Rod, Reel, and Tackle Manufacturers
will mail 70U their large Illustrated

Catalogue Free!
It will pay you to import, as you get
th« highest class fishing rods and tackle

the world has ever seen.

Hardy's "Palakona"
Split Bamboo Rods are the lightest and
strongest made.

itrdy's \lnwick Greenheart Rod
A.re superior to all others.

Hard/s "Perfect" Reel
with ball bearings and regulating check,
fitted with a double tapered "Corooa"
line make a perfect Outfit complete.

Pirficf Reel <r ^a j*l SKSte line

{iiri, } 1-8 io< «l-l7-6

ri! fiirciil'i Rii. > '

PiUt>ti Split 8101190.
9 ft. went li.-< iVi oz«. „- _ '

0% ft weighs 4 V •" *S-»-o

HARDY BROS. Ltd., : Alnwick : England
London Depot: 61 Pall Mall-S.W.

NEW 'HILOFURA N13T" SPINKRS
Have You Seen Our New

"Thep Spin So Easp

XHE TOKN I

NO SWIVELS TO SWIVEL.

H I r^OK^RR \X OT CO

••Slim Eli" Spinner??

If Not—WarumN.cht???
We are also showing this year,

ii hi^h - class line of RODS,
REELS, LINES, etc.

Send for our New Catalogue and
"GET NEXT"!

Drawer No. 8, Logansport, Indiana, U.S.A.

TROUT WHEEL
Two, Three or Four Blad*.
For Speed Poatt or General

Service.

Adopted by the Fore-

Z) ' RO^L-,^ "'°*' Ei«in« Maker,
of the Country.

G. TROUT COMPANY, BUFFALO, NY

Fish Bite
like hungry wolves and keepyopbusy if youTO
after them with my wonderful fish-luring bart

MAGIC-FISH-LURE.
Best fish halt ever invented. You catch a bl«
strins of fish while the other fellows are waip
inK for a bite. Frice 85p. a box, Positively
guaranteed. Write for Free Booklet and my
special offer of one box to help introduce it.

J. F. GBEGOKY, Dept. F, St. Louis. Bio
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in three courts. The Company are fur-

ther only to use their dams in future for

the floating- of logs subject to the rights

of the Club in maintaining their fisheries

and any damage to the same will have to

be made good by the Company. It is

probably this restriction even more than

the judgement which leads the lumber-
men to fight so strenuously for the right

to take out their logs by water even if in

so doing the fish may sufifer. The case

is one of much importance all through
the Province.

Two old bears in a park at St. John,
N.B., were recently shot and their places

taken by two cubs six months old trap-

ped by Mr. Martin Fox in the woods of

Northumberland County.

In the neighborhood of Sud'bury, On-
tario, Mr. Groux had the good fortune to

kill a bear and cub one day during the

winter and a big timter wolf the next

day.

By establishing hatcheries for white-
fish at lake ports it is claimed that the old

time plenty of this fish in Lake Ontario
might 'be brought back again. Much has
been done in Lake Erie and a similar re-

sult might in a few years be brought
about in Lake Ontario. It is suggested
that if the Government would propagate
three hundred millions of whitefish fry in

each of the Great Lakes a close season
would be unnecessary in a few years. The
cost, it is estimated would be less than

$75 per million fry. while salmon trout

worth half the money cost Siooo per mil-

lion frv.

Mr. N. P. Leach writes from Pasadena.
Cal. : Prof. Loudon is in error when he
states that the Small Mouthed Black Bass
is a rare fish in the waters of the Province
of Quebec: This fish is common not only
in the St. Lawrence River but is found
in most of the waters south of the St.

Lawrence, and in some of the small
lakes the fish run very large in size. I

have before me a photograph of a group
of Small Mouth Black Bass caught by Mr.
Robt. Powers of Cowansville, Que., in

Brome Lake near the village of Knowl-
ton, Que. The smallest of the number
weighed four pounds and five ounces and
the largest weighed six pounds and
eight ounces. The writer once selected

six from a days' catch that weighed
twenty-nine pounds and twelve ounces,

averaging nearly five pounds each. In

the small lakes where there are motor
boats the Black Bass are doomed to ut-

ter extermination for these fish spawn in

shallow water and when a motor boat

runs over their spawning bed even if the

water is six or seven feet deep the suc-

tion from the propeller will tear the eggs
off from the stones, scatter and destroy

them. The motor boat has come to stay

and the Small Mouth Black Bass must
go unless they change their habits and
spawn in deep water. Artificial propaga-

ting and planting young bass fry may
help matters somewhat though it will

never restore the waters to the condition

in which they were before the motor boat

came into use in these small lakes.

Beaver have been protected for years

past in Manitoba and have increased so

rapidly that a colony was recently work-
ing in one of the most thickly settled dis-

tricts of the Province. Under protection

they have thrived wonderfully and estab-

lished numerous colonies throughout the

Province.

The "Keweenaw Fishing and Hunting
Club" organized last season and having
twenty-five members, have purchased
eighteen acres at Fishbone Point, Hollow
Lake near Dorset, Ontario, on wliich they

have erected and equipped a club house,

together with a 6 h.p. launch, rowboats,

canoes, floating dock, etc. The officers

of the club are : President, Captain Thos.

Hoatson. Calumet, Mich., Vice-President,

J. M. Bentlev, Pittsburg, Pa.. Secretary-

Treasurer, H. F. Gilg, Pittsburg, Pa.,

House Committee. V. S. Yarnell, New
York City. S. F. McDonald. Ashtabula,

Ohio. Herbert Turner, Boston, Mass.
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The Best
$5.00 Fishing Rod

Ever Built
YELLOWSTONE SPECIAL
ALL SIZES, FLY OR BAIT

Six-strip selected split bamboo. German silver mountings. Solid cork

j^rasp. Solid metal reel seat. Three-piece with extra tip. put up on covered

wood frame with canvas sack.

Our sriiarantee : Money back, if not satisfied, charges paid both imiys.

Price $5, delivered free in U. S.

If you are a sportsman, fisherman, hunter, camper, canoeist, explorer, pros-

pector, motorist, mountain-climber, or, in fact, do anything out of doors,

you cannot enjoy the possibilities of your chosen hobby without having
with you our special catalog on that particular sport.

^^'e publish seven catalogs of information, each one complete in its par-

ticular line, as follows:
1. TENTS AND CAMP OUTFITS
2. SPORTSMEN S CLOTHING. FOOTWEAR,

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT
3 PACKS AND PACKING

These handsome books are more than a mere catalogue of sportsmen's
supplies. They are full of information and suggestions. They are a final

authority on things you want to know—Where to go, W'hat to wear. What
to take with you. The book of your favorite sport should be in your hands.
.Some day you will suddenly want to know something about your favorite
sport. This book should be within your reach, as it will give the informa-
tion you seek. We want you to have it—FREE. Fill out the attached
coupon and send it NO\\'.

4. FISHING TACKLE
5. nRE ARMS, AMMUNITION AND ARM

SUNDRIES
6. DOGS
7. WINTER SPORTS

Vse this Coupon in sending and mark the book you Want
ABERCKOMBIE & FITCH CO.,

Send me free of charge catalog marked with cross below.

Name

R Address State
1. Tents and Camp Outfits
2." Spoilsmen's Clothing. Footwear, Personal

Equipment
3. Packs ard Packing

4. Fishing T
5. Fire Arms, Ammunition and Arm Sundries
6. Dogs
7. Winter Sports

ABERCROMBIE & FITCH COMPANY
EZRA H. FITCH, President

57 READE STREET NEW YORK
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Why Don't You Learn to

Stuff Birds

Bi^ Profits ^Te^O for I

Sportsmen, hunters, trappers, learn this

wonderful art. Save your elegant trophies of birds, ani-

mals and fish. Decorate your home and den. We
can teach you quickly by mail. Best methods, easily

learned. Success guaranteed. 3 5.000 men, women
and boys have learned w ith great success from our school.

Hit'hly interesting- and a real money-maker. There are

made by selling mounted
pecimens, or mounting
or others. S20 to S50per

month from your spare time. Investigate this great new
art. Write for full particulars NOW.

Get Our FREE Book
on taxidermy, and the Taxidermy Magazine, both

sent absolutely free. Here is an opportunity to learn

one of the most interesting and profitable arts in the world.

Grasp this opportunity and send today for the

elegant 48-page book and learn all about our school and
this splendid business. Only a limited number of these

books given away, so send for yours NOW.
Northwestern School of Taxidermy

TOA , Elwood BIdg. Omaha, Neb.

'NEWHOUSE
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CHALLENGE
WATERPROOF

t^OLLARS

Save you money
Stop all laundry troubles. "Chal-
lenge" Collars can l)e cle med with
a rub from a wet cloth—smart and
dressy always. The correct dull
finish and texture of the best hnen.
If your dealer hasn't "Challenge" Brand
write us enclosing money, 25c. for collars.
50-^. pe» p-ii for cuffs We will supply
you. Send for new style book.

THE ARLINGTON CO. OF CANADA
Limited

54-64 Fraser Ave., Toronto, Can.

Schofield - Holden
-^ There is a Schofield-Holden motor boat for every
^^1 purpose—from the light Power Fishing Boat to the
-;^ luxurious high speed Launch.

V- "S-H" equipments are sold separately for anv
hull.

Get the catalog. If the name is not in itself a sufficient guarantee of reliability you may
fully depend upon the broad, written guarantee that goes with every "Schofield-Holden"
motor boat, or equipment.

Schofield-Holden Machine ?
o m p a n y

Limited
TORONTO, CANADA.

ABSOLUTELY FREE
This Handsome Nickel-plated

"Radiant'' Toaster

Will be sent to anyone sending in EIGHT new Subscriptions to Rod and Gun
Magazine for 12 months at $1.00 each.

Without the subscriptions Toaster will be sent, express prepaid, on receipt
of $4.00.

Address Premium Dept.

ROD AMD GUIN MAGAZIINE. TORONTO, OINT.
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Rod and Gun and Motor Sports in Canada is the OfficisJI Organ of the
Dominion of Canada Trap-Shooting Association. AU communications
should be addressed to W. A. Smith, Editor "The Trap" KingsTiUe. Ont.

TOURNAMENT DATES.

• Inly 31, August 1 and 2—Dominion of Canada
Trap Shooting Association Annual Tournament
at Belleville, Ont. All communications to be

addressed to INIark Sprague, Secretary, Belleville.

Ont.

STRAY SHOTS.

-Mr. E. Miller of Xewmarket, Eng.. won the

grand prize for pigeon shooters at Monte Carlo,

scoring 18 birds straight. Italv and England have
eacli won the trophy fourteen times.

"- * -,:-

The Ingersoll Gun Club will be • represented in

the Western Ontario Trap Shooters' League again

this season. This decision was arrived at by the

members of the Club at a general meeting.

-s * *

A Gun Club with Bob Wheeler as Sec.-Treas.

has been formed at Radville, Sask., and some
twentv-five members enlisted.

WESTERN ONTARIO TRAP-
SHOOTERS' LEAGUE.

Delegates from the clubs in the Western On-
tario Trapshooters' League met in Brantford on

March fifteenth, but owing to the inability of

some of the representatives to be present, noth-

ing definite was decided upon.

It was proposed to have two tournaments
during the year at two places in the league, one

on July 1, and the other on the first Monday of

August.
The league is composed of the following clubs,

Stratford, Woodstock. Ingersoll. Brantford and
London.

INGERSOLL VS. BRICKTON (LONDON).

ILime and home matches have been played be-

tween the members of these clubs with the fol-

lowing results.

.\t Ingersoll:—
Ingersoll. iirickton.

Kirbyson .16 23—39 Walker 18 21—39
lonson 21 20—41 J. Warde ...14 19—33
Nicols 23 22—45 R. Warde... 22 23—34
Partlo 25 23—48 R. Dav 24 24—48

At Lontlon:—
Ingersoll. 15 15 20 Brickton. 15 15 20

Kirbyson .10 9 17—36 Walker .. (> 11 14—31
lonson 1 12 15—39 J. Warde .11 12 17—40
Nicols ...10 13—32 R. Warde .12 12 14—38
Partlo .. .13 9 16—38 R. Dav .15 14 18-47

Total 145 Total 156

Brickton won by eleven birds and were de-

clared the winners of the series by three birds.

Notes.

On both occasions the shooting was difhcult.

Glover broke 57 x 60 at Ingersoll but "aviated"

ift London.
a * *

Walker and Nicols lioth "lilew".

•f. C. W. is coming. Brother Russel is pur-

ring along nicely.

Partlo looks like a ringer—a pretty good point-

Sovereign shells and a Winchester made '95 x

ino. Well. well, that's sood enough isn't it?

The inter club shoots are all to the good.

* * »

Let us have more of such visit-. They aid

the game.
» * »

Inir rsoll paid for the targets.

MONTREAL.

Total. .173

Ingersoll won by 8 birds.

Total 165

Riverside Gun Club.

Scores in the Riverside weekly shoot on Feb-

ruary 25th were:—Medal shoot, 25 birds:—W.
Barrow. 20; C. Redman. 20; T. Westlake, 19; J.

Kenvon. 18; C. White, 17; A. Taylor, 17; W.
Peard. 15; John White, 13; G. Radford, 12; T.

McKeugh, 12; Thomas James. 9.

Contortionist shoot- 25 birds; conditions 20

off the shoulder and 5 off the chest. C. Redman,

18; T. Westlake, 18: J. Kenyon, 14: A. Taylor,

14; T. McKeugh, 13.

Ten bird match:—J. Kenyon, 9; A. Taylor. 8;

T. Westlake, 8; G. Radford, 8; John White, 8;

S. Breaker, 7: T. McKeugh. 6; C. Redman, 6; W.
Peard, 5; O. Bingham. 5; T. James. 5. Practice

same:-, followed.
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WmCHESTER
WITH
MICROMETER ADJUS'l -

MENT OF OBJECTIVE LENS

WITH
SMALLEST

APERTURE RETICULE MADE

TBLBscopn rifle; sights
A telescope sight is an instrument of precision and should be capable of

positive focal adjustment. This can be obtained only by micrometer

markings such as are used exclusively on Winchester telescopes. Other

distinctive features of these sights are: Interchangeable Reticules, Top

or Side Mounts, adaptability to any repeating or single shot rifle, and a

method of mounting mechanically correct. See them at your dealer's.

Send for handsome, illnstrated, descriptive circular.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.. NEW HAVEN, CONN. 5
TRAP SHOOTERS

l_OOK HERE!
THE FAMOUS

Canadian Black Bird

PERFECT TRAPPER. PERFECT FLYER.

PERFECT BREAKER. GOOD PICK UP.

Packed by an expert. Positively best bird made.
Price |2.7o per barrel

; |5 00 per thousand, shipped
f.o.b. Hamilton.

Manufactured by

INELSON LONG,
66 Burlington St West - - Hamilton, Ont.

ALSO BOWRON S ANGLE TRAPS.

GREENER'S
'BRITISH EMPIRE"

GUN

A Greener
Ilaminerless Gun.
Treble Wedge Fast
bolt. Choke bored.

Catalog R2 showing jS g rades

W. W. GREENER
63 & 65 BEAVER HALL HILL.

MONTREAL, P.Q.
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The Kivor.side (.iun Club has started in on a
new series of matches, a 25 dead bird handicap
for a cup presented by President Albert Taylor.
The competition will extend over four consecu-
tive weeK-cnds, thus forming a match of 100
birds, the highest in the combined figures to take
the trophy. A fresh handicap will be drawn up
each week in accord with the score of the pre-
ceding shoot. Results of the opening day were
as follows:

H'd'c'p Broke Total
W. Barrow 3 19 22
J. Kemp 5 17 22
D. Alexander scr. 21 21

H. Brown scr. 21 21

G. Radford 3 18 21

T. Westlake scr. 20 20
J. Kenyon scr. 19 19

T. Keough scr. 18 18

Jas. Wilson 6 11 17

C. Aubin scr. 16 16

J. Furness 6 9 15

J. White scr. 13 13

S. Baker scr. 12 12

Although shooting with their fellow club mem-
bers, Messrs. Kenyon, Westlake and Alexander
intimated they were not competitors for the cup.

A ten-bird sweepstake resulted:

D. Alexander. 10; T. Westlake, 9; H. Brown, 7;

J. Kenyon. 7: C. Aubin, 7; T. Keough, 6; -S.

Braker, 6; James Wilson, 5; H. Brown, 5; J.

Kemp, 5; U Radford. 4; J. ^ATiite, 4; J. Furness,
4.

GOOD SHOOTING AT OTTAWA.

Good scores were in order at the weekly shoot
of the St. Hubert's Gun Club on February 18th.

A strong wind blew across the traps from the
west, making the targets very tricky and hard to
locate. The winners of the spoons were: Class
A. at 50 targets, Blyth Beattie. 44; W. C. Little.

43. Mr. Little tied Avith Mr. Beattie by reason
of his handicap of one, but lost in the shoot off.

Mr. V. V. Rogers won in Class B. The scores:
Blyth Beattie, 44; W. C. Little, 43; V. V. Rogers.
38; W. Lumsden, 37; Mr. Forbes, 37; R. Sibbett/
35; W. Williams, 33; C. Burns, 32; W. Dough, 32.

Despite a penetrating wind from the north a
good turnout faced the traps on March fourth.
The birds thrown were low and "tricky" per-
forming many unexpected dips and flips that fool-
ed the shooters time and again. In spite of hard
conditions, however, the shooting of the high
guns was good, particularly of Mr. Little, who
made a long run of 22 straight. Mr. Little won
Class A. spoon, and Mr. Bradley captured Class
B. The scores:

W. C. Little 20 20 40
S. E. Sangster 20 18 38
J. Bradley 17 21 38
B. Beattie 18 18 36
J. B. Bunn 12 19 31
J. A. Phillips 16 15 31
A. W. Throop 13 17 30

F. Heney 19 11 30
Dr. F. Birkett 14 15 29
V. V. Rogers 11 15 26
W. Forbes 12 13 25
W. Williams 12 12 24
E. R. Mc.Seill U 10 21

Extra CA-ents (25 birds) : S. E. Sangster. 20;
J. B. Harkin, 19; Dr. F. Birkett, 19, 14; W,
Forbes, 17, 12; J. A. Phillips, 15; and V. V.
Rogers, 13, 9.

The largest attendance of members since last

summer, shot on March eleventh. While the high
guns shot fairly well, the average of everybody
was not up to expectations.

B. Beattie led Class A. with 40x50. winning
its spoon, while J. Bradley captured Class B.

spoon. The wind, which was from the east,

made the right -quarter bird drop quickly, caus-

ing a large percentage of the lost birds. The
scores:

—

B. Beattie 18 22 40

W. C. Little 22 16 38

J. Bradlev 18 20 38

S. E. Sangster 20 17 37

A. M. Dechene '.

. . u 19 36

V. V. Rogers 16 IS 34

A. W. Throop 16 18 34

R. A. Sibbitt 15 17 32

W. J. Corbv 14 18 32

F. W. Birkett '. 12 18 32

E. R. McNeill 13 15 28

W. L. Cameron 15 13 28

A. J. Phillips 15 12 27

W. Forbes '.

. . . 13 11 24

Twohev 11 12 ' 23

J. B. Bunn 13 9 22

Extra events (25 birds)—B. Beattie, 21: S. E.

Sangster. 20; A. W. Throop, 19; J. Bradley. 20;

R. A. Sibbitt, 20, 15; V. V. Rogers. 17; J. V,.

Bunn. 16; H. B. Billings, 14; A. J. Phillips, 14;

F. Birkett. 13; A. M. Dechene, 14; W. Forbes. 12.

TORONTO DOINGS.

Stanley Gun Club.

The regular weekly shoot on February eleventh

was well attended, and considerable interest was
manifested in the handicap events, varying from

16 to 20 vards. The two silver spoons were won
by Halfoird in Class B. with 22 out of 25 at 17

yards, and by Geo. T. Scheibe in Class A. with

22 out of 25 at 16 yards. There was a high wind,

which made the targets hard to locate, and most

of the shooters had their average cut down in

consequence. The following were the scores

made:
Shot at. Broke

Joselin 140 100

Stevens 140 107

Ely 100 71

Hulme '. 90 70

Macdonald 85 47
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WHERE QUALITY COUNTS.
DOMINION

Shot Shells
The choice of the most discriminating Shooters,

either at the Trap or when in quest of game.

500 Game Loads
Especially adapted to meet every requirement of

the Hunter under all conditions.

Special Trap and Live Pigeon Loads

High uniform velocity and perfect pattern.

Special Features.

New steel reinforced heads. Primers perfectly

adapted to the powders loaded. Thoroughly

waterproof paper cases free from splits or cutoffs.

i in. bevelled crimp, which allows the Shells to

work perfectly in Repeating or Automatic Shot

Guns. Best quality Felt and all wool wads.

Chilled shot in all Smokeless loads. Chilled or

Soft in all Black loads. Loaded with the world's

most famous powders. |

Ballistite (Dense Smk.) Empire (Bulk).

Infallible
" Dupont "

" Snapshot " Black.

Sold at all Hardware and Sporting Goods Stores

at the popular less duty price.

Write for free catalogue.

DOMINION CARTRIDGE COMPANY, LTD
MONTREAL, CANADA
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K. Scheibe 80 52

G. Scheibo
'. 75 ti'-i

Buchanan "5 61

Hogartli : . 75 40

Massinghani Qo 44

Halford 50 41

Ten Kyck 50 40

Edkinfi
'. 50 38

Holmes 50 37

Gray 50 23

Lundv 40 21

Dougias 40 19

Albert 35 25

Sockett 30 21

Stanley 25 21

Townson 10 6

On February twenty fifth the club started the

high average shoot, and it proved to be the larg-

est turnout of the season. The day was ideal

for shooting, and some very ; good scores were

made. Stevens broke 25 straight, this being the

first this season. Jennings broKC 24 out of 25,

and seven other scores showed 23 out of 25, most

of them being made at 18 yards. In class B.

(|uit* a few of the boys made from 20 to 22 out

of 25. Mr. Smith, of Port Rowan, was a visitor,

and also took part. The following are the com-

plete scores:

—
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DON T COUNT LOCK PARTS UNTIL YOU SE
THEM IN THE GUN READY FOR ACTION
\ All gun makers claim a simple lock but no amount of paper-talk will meike a lock simple.

J
The gun itself must consist of the fewest possible parts advertising cannot accomplish this.

« We do a little advertising but this is no reason why you should buy an ITHACA^ the reason is in the gun itself.

f\ Compcire our lock, set up, ready for action wath any other make-— if we haven't the simplest lock we'll give you the
gun let the gun talk for itself

fl If you see more than one hole in a hammer, look out for toggles or stirrups not shown.
y Our hammer is all in one piece, only one hole, no toggles or stirrups attached.

5 We use coil springs the type adopted by Uncle Sam for Army guns we g:uarantee them forever.

5 Send for beautiful catalog in colors FREE.
C We make 18 different grades guns, $17.75 net to $400. list.

fl Our little 5 I -4 lb. 20 bore is a howling success.

ITHACA GUN CO. BOX 13 ITHACA, N. Y.

THEOIL
FOR GUNS, RIFLES, REVOLVERS, REELS, PHONOGRAPHS, SEW-
ING MACHINES, TYPEWRITERS AND ALL FINELY ADJUSTED
MECHANISM.

VERTEX CLEANS, POLISHES, LUBRICATES AND REMOVES
RUST IT REMOVES ALL POWDER RESIDUE, DESTROYS ACID

AND PREVENTS LEADING AND PITTING AFTER USING SMOKE-
LESS POWDER. CONTAINS NO ACID, WILL NOT FREEZE, GUM
OR THICKEN.

MADE IN THREE GRADES-A-AB-ABC. IF YOU CANNOT GET VERTEX OIL

FROM YOUR DEALER. ACCrPT NO SUBSTITUTE, BUT WRITE DIRECT TO

VERTEX OIL CO., 200 Fifth Avenue, New York City
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Brusvvick 30

G. Vivian 60

E. Coath 50

E. Springer 60

J. Turner 40

C. Harrison 60

A. Gould 50

H. Usiier 50

J. Ross 50

A. Heate 50

George Wallace 30

Hadley 30

C, Beare 30

Wm. McKeand, jr 30

J. Monkman 30

C. Wright 20

J. Lawson 25

Wiggens 20

C. McKenzie 20

McDonald 10

19

39

27

43

13

40
27

35

45

29

22

17

14

21

22

16

13

6

11

7

Howe 50
Ward 50
A. Wolfe 50

30

45

33

A shoot was held on March eleventh for hand-
Bome silver cups and spoons. The wind was
against good scores. A very interesting tie

was shot off between Bruswick and Vivian. It

took 30 birds to declare Bruswick the winner.

Scores:

Shot at. Hit
Bruswick 70 51

C. B. Harrison 50 33

F. Peacock 50 31
'

E. Coath 60 29

E. Springer 50 33

W. Grey 30 14

K. Beene 50 21

v/m. McKeand, jr 50 20

Geo. Vivian 50 29

J. Ross 50 29

C. Brooker 20 10

P. Hadley 40 17

C. Mackenzie 40 21

J. Harrison 40 29

W. Woods 25 9

R. Gould 30 14

Wm. McKeand, sr 30 13

A. Gould 30 19

C. Beare 20 15

J. Monkman 20 16

Wm. McDonald 10 5

Parkdale Gun Club.

At the shoot of the Parkdale Gun Club on Feb-

ruary eighteenth, Pickering captured the hand-
some bronze dog with 40 out of 50. McAdam fol-

lowed with 39. The high wind and bad light made
good shooting difficult. A. Howe, a beginner,

showed promise of making an excellent shot. The
crowd was small, a number of the regular shots

being out of town. Scores:

Shot at. Broke
Fenton 95 72
Pickering 85 61

Parker 75 57
Devins 70 42
Hooey 70 42
McAdam 70 54

The shoot for the Hunter trophy on February
twenty-fifth, proved to be one of the most inter-

esting of the season, the favorable weather add-
ing to the pleasure, and as a consequence the
scores were good. The tropliy is for the 50
singles and 25 doubles. The shooting of Picker-
ing at doubles was the feature of the afternoon.
Scores

:

Yds. Sgles. Dbles. T'l.

Pickering 18 22 17 39
G. Wolfe 18 23 14 37
A. Wolfe 18 20 12 32
Marsh 18 17 15 32
Williams 18 22 9 31

McAdam 17 20 10 30
Parker 18 21 9 30
Carey 16 19 7 26
Devins 16 17 4 21

Howe 16 14 4 18
Bush 16 13

Seldom in the history of trapshooting has an
afternoon been so pleasantly spent as that of
March fourth, the occasion being the gathering of
the Canadian Indians in answer to a summons
from the high chief to attend a meeting of the
tribe at the Queen's Hotel in the evening. In
order that the chiefs might have an opportunity
to demonstrate that they had lost none of the
ability of their forefathers in the use of the gun,

a challenge was sent out that the chiefs assem-
bled would arrange themselves against all-comers

and endeavor to carry back their scalps to the
warriors of the tribes they represented. In num-
bers the Indians had some advantage, but after

taking an equal number of both the scores showed
that they were still in the lead by a good margin.
The weather was rather too windy to be con-

sidered favorable, but some good scores were made,
and on a whole the shooting was very good.

At a meeting in the evening some matters of

importance were discussed, the most important of

which was the formal acceptance by the tribe of a
very handsome and valuable trophy from the well-

known sportsman, Mr. Henry Butt of Weston-
Super-Mare, England. The trophy is to be known
as the King Edward VII., the Peace Maker.
Trophy, and will be shot for each year at the
meeting of the Canadian Indians at Niagara-on-
the-Lake. A fuller description of the trophy,

together with conditions, will be published later.

Indians—Barnes (Chief Roaring Lion) 46, C,

Thompson (Chief U.M.C.) 45. Dunk, (Chief Dom.
Cart.) 45, A. Wolfe (Chief Full Moon) 44, W. T.

Thompson (Chief Iron Face) 44, Vivian (Chief

Short Wing) 43, Wakefield (Chief Powder
Monkey) 42, B. McGaw (Chief Tiney) 41, Parker
(Chief Olympic) 40, Beam (High Chief Smooth
Face) 40, Ely (Chief Young Eagle) 39, D. McGaw
(Chief Occaneechee) 39, Fenton (Chief Home Com-
fort) 39, Dull (Chief King Pin) 39, Marsh (Chief

Sign Maker) 38, Kilmer (Chief Put it Straight)
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HE POWDER IMF HAKES
HUNTING WORTH VHILL

-J

tf birds are plenty

A day in the field with dog and gun

is made perfect

When your loads are RIGHT

YOU WILL HAVE RIGHT LOADS
IF YOU ORDER

MAXIM GUN SILENCER

NOW MADE IN CANADA.
You can shoot with practically no noise if your rifle is fitted with a Maxim Gun

Silencer. In duck liunting it enables you to kill the crippled birds which now get away
or get beyond the i-ange of the shotgun. The reduced noise also permits birds to come
in more frequently. Makes crow shooting a sport. The bi^ game hunter also needs a
Maxim Gun Silencer. With it you can shoot quietly around the camp (either to keep
the table supplied or to test your markmanship) without taking chances of driving
big game away.

Improves Your Marksmanship.
The .Silencer not onlv eliminates 1 he gun report, but also reduces the recoil more than

two-thirds. This stops flinching^ and improves marksmanship. The U.S. Government
has adopted the .Silencer in its high power Spiingfield rifles. With the Silencer you can
hold target practice indoors, free from annoying noise. The Silencer can be fastened on
or taken off with a twist of the wrist. It has no moving parts and cannot wear out.

You should be able to get the Silencer from your sporting goods dealer or gunsmith. If he
cannot sipply you write to us. State make and model number of your ride.

Price for .22 cat. (ready to attach— no threading-), $5.00 ; high power rifles, any cal. $7.00.

MAXIM SILENT FIREARMS CO. PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO
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35, (i. Wolfe (Chief Pound Maker) 33. Ten Eyck
(Chief Saginaw) 32.

All-comers—Brunswick 44, McAdani 42, Jen-

nings 42, y])ringer 39, Seager 39, Davidson 37-

Stanley 37, Pickering 35, Devins 34, Carey 32, Ross

31, Cirvin 26. Harrison 37.

The final .shoot for the Hunter Trophy took

place on March eleventh. Pickering winning. In

the spoon shoot Duff was a winner, and shared in

the division of a sweep with Fen ton and C4. Wolfe.

Scores:

—

Final in Hunter Trophy

—

Pickering 73

Mai-sh 66

A. Wolfe 65

Parker 63

G. Wolfe , 60

Carey 50
Devins 48

Saturday shoot

—

Shot at Broke.
Duir . . .

.' 70 44
Matthews .^^_ 60 40
Carey 70 35

Pickering 60 38
-McAdam 70 39

Parker 70 47

Howe 60 37

Devins -. 60 34

•Marsh 60 44
Kenton 60 43
A. Wolfe 50 32

<;. Wolfe 50 31

Balmy Beach Gun Club.

A good turnout of members and friends were
present and some good shooting took place on the

afternoon of February eighteenth. T. Mason
was high gun in the Dupont Medal with
24 out of 25, also winning the silver spoon.

Scores:

—

Shot at Broke
P. J. Boothe 75 59
<;. H. Smitii 85 62

W. McDufi 100 • 79

T. F. Hodgson 50 32

M. Rosenthal 100 53
J. S. Wallace 40 24
L. McGrorv 50 26
H. L. Ross -i*-. 20 12

T. R. Johnson 55 38

C. Davis 70 58

H. V. Phiipott 25 18

F. W. Lyonde 45 38

C. Spencer 40 22

F. Craig 20 18

<J. Mason . 70 64

A. Tomlain 20 16

Some good shooting took place on February
twenty -fifth. T. F. Hodgson won the sealed

handicap with 25 straight and T. D. McGaw the
Dupont medal and silver spoon with 25 straight.

Scores

:

Shot at. Broke
W. R. Draper 70 48
C. D. Ten Evck 80 65
T. D. McGaw 80 73

O. E. McGaw 95

R. C. Harris 70

T. F. Hodgson 70
C. X. Bernard 70
Major Singe.r 105

E. R. Pitcher 35

A. E. Craig 60

M. Rosenthal 120

J. G. Shaw 50

J. F. Ross 50

W. Kirvin 30

J. E. Murphv 25

H. J. Trimble 35

G. Hambly 70

P. J. Boothe 60

E. Bond . 70
G. Mason 60
F. Lyonde 75

76

48

65

50

89

28

55

82

44

47

19

19

28

59

55

63

48

68

On March fourth the day was fine and some
good shooting tooK place, G. Mason winning the
Dupont Medal and the silver spoon. The scores:

Shot at. Broke
G. H. Smith 80 55

A. E. Craig 60 43
P. J. Boothe . 55 44
T. D. McGaAv 35 ^1

R. C. Harris 45 28
T. F. Hodgson 55 42
O. E. McGaw 35 19

G. Mason 70 5S
J. A. Shaw 60 44

F. W. Lvonde 35 24
C. D. Ten Eyck 35 20'

±.. McGrory' 35 14

C. A. Girvin 35 18-

W. H. Ciitler 35 ^ 24

W. J. Bill 100 84

S. Pearsall " 25 16

W. A. Bucke 35 26-.

J. E. Murpiiv 35 24

E. Bonrt 65 49"

A. :Mudge 20 1ft

On March eleventh, F. W. Lyonde won the silver

spoon in the 25 bird event, getting 24 out of 25.

The rabbit shoot went to C. D. Ten Eyck with

10 straight. The scores:

Shot at Broke.

H. L. Ross 40 28:

T. D. McGaw 45 ST
P. J. Boothe 50 41

T. F. Hodgson 40 34

C. D. Ten Eyck 105 93'

Geo. Grey 75 54

A. Evans 85 61

(;. Mason 40 32

J. G. Shaw 70 52

< ). E. :McGaw 40 28

E. R. Pitcher 35 22

J. S. Avallace 35 19

C. A. Girvin 35 18

W. H. Dalton 20 16

,\. Townsend 60 28

Court Thompson 75 70

J. E. Murphy 25 1ft
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fr.
This

140-page

book

free.

Why
D£-"^^tB

Don't You
Reload Your Shells?

\'ou must know that the empty shells represent a

very big part of the expense of factory ammunition.

Do you know that by reloading^ your shells you can

not only save money by reducing- your shooting-

expenses, but also do better shooting- with less

wear on your g-un ?

Wifle auil pistol cartridges can be reloaded from 10 to 30 times each with entire success. This

means a very big saving for any man who loves to shoot. Even if you use a high-power, big-

game rifle, you can produce your own high-power cartridges with hard or soft point bullets,

with all the range and power of the factory ammunition, greater accuracy and with less wear
on the barrel of your rifle. You can also load your cartridges with medium or short range

loads, varying the range and power to suit the conditions.

Shotgun shells can be very successfully reloaded two or three times each. A loading outfit costs

very little, and you can then load as few or as many shells as you wish with just the right loads

for the occasion. Every gun club should have an Ideal loading machine. Ask for our free

booklet "Hints on Eeloading Shotgun Shells."

The Ideal Hand Book contains 140 pages of practical information regarding all American
rifles, shotguns and pistols and the proper anununition for use in them. It tells how bullet

nwulds are made—how to cast your bullets and /ry yj7 /' J^ /^
reload your shells. Sent free to any shooter I/i^y/KTrli/ZI^lfear/nS LO,
for three stamps postage by

'

67 WILLOW STREET, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

A WONDERFUL VICTORY FOR

THE PARKER GUN.
At the Great Western Handicap, held at Kansas City. Mo., Friday, Feb. 17, Mr. Fred

Gilbert won the event by the magnificent score of 2.5 straight, and 5 straight in the shoot-off

of the tie, standing at the extreme handicap mark of 33 yds. Mr. Fred Cockerel at 30 yds.

and Mr. H. Bunnell, at 31 yds., made scores of 25 straight. These three gentlemen were the

only ones to tie, and all were shooting the "OLD KELIABLE" PARKER GUN. Mr. Gilbert

at this tournament shot at 475 targets, losing but 21,—thereby winning first average for the

tournament.

N.Y. Salesrooms, 32 Warren St. PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn.
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J. C. Forester 25 12

F. W. J.yonde 41) 33

Court 'iho:iipsoii, in the 23 l>iril sliuut, made 24,

23 and 23.

Gutta Percha Gun Club Shoot.

There was a good muster of members at the

weekly practice shoot of the Gutta Percha Gun
Club 'at the grounds, Mimico. on February

eleventh.

Jack lieattie of t!ie meebauital warv'aouse was

one of the spectators. Jack thought lie would

liKe to try a shot at the birds instead of being an

onlooker.' He tried a few shots, and the manner

in which he "potted" the clay 'uns was a revel-

ation to .some of the expert gunners. Beattie is

evidently a crack shot. It has been propo-ed

that at an early date the members hold a dollar

handicap sweepstakes shoot, the stakes to Ijc di-

vided into first, second, and third prizes. All

the membei-s are eager to enter the handicap,

therefore the prizes will be worth the winning.

F. C. Holland, president of the Club has been

sick with an attack of the grippe. He is now con-

valescent. Scores:
Shot at Broke.

F. Sibbald 2.5 17

H. Hill 25 15

W. M. Weller 25 14

A. Hill 25 14

J. Glass 25 12

H. Baker 25 11

A. Hill captured the first prize and T. Rush-

worth the second prize in the first handicap spoon

shoot on February twenty-fifth. The scores:—
Shot at. Broke.

A. Hill 20 18

T. Rushwortli 20 16

F. Sibbald 20 15

H. Hill 20 12

J. Beattie 20 12

H. Baker 20 12

J. Murphv 15 9

F. C. Holland 20 10

E. Brumpton 20 10

J. Glass 15 8

A, Evans 15 8

A. Stevens 15 7

F. Hyde 15 7

W. Leamon 15 7

Pigeon Shoot at Halfway House.
W. Hulme defeated A. Kingdom in a pigeon

shoot for $20 at the Halfway House. Hulme's
fifth bird fell dead out of bounds. The scores:

Kingdom 1 2 2 1 2 2 2—7
W. Hulme 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1—9

HAMILTON HAPPENINGS.

shoot for the Klein and Binkley championship tro-

phy, H. Spratt was high with 22. Scores:

Shot at. Hit

J. Crooks lit) 55

C. Thomson 95 75

F. W. Watson 110 70

A. D. Bates 70 49

E. Sturt 85 51

F. Oliver 60 41

U. Reid 110 .8

A. Hall 70 44

H. Spratt 00 46

J. Bowron 60 43

E. A. Clifford 35 22

C. Syer 20 10

F. Pottrufi 20 10

H. Anderson 20 13

A. Parmeter 20 11

J. Hunter 60 47

Dr. Wilson 85 66

II. Kretchman 60 53

The fourth .shoot for the Klein & Binkley cham-
pionship trophy on March fourth, resulted in A.

Bates getting the lead again, with H. Spratt in

second place. In the Long handicap of fifty

birds, H. Kretchman won the silver trophy, get-

ting 46 for his total. In a special spoon handi-

cap, H. Kretchman repeated again, and took the

silver down with 24 out of 25. D. Reid was high

man for the day, and shot very consistently, get-

ting 75 out of 85. The scores were:

Shot at. Hit

D. Reid 85 75

F. W. Watson 85 -62

M. Raspberry 85 46

,N. S. Armstrong 10.0 75

J. Hunter 80 66

A. Bates 85 69

H. Kretchman 85 73

J. Crooks 85 67

N. Hall 60 45

H. Spratt 85 61

H. Barnaru 50 37

G. Wass 25 16

The Winchester Club.

There was a good attendance at the Hamilton
Gun Club on February eighteenth, and a good
program of events was shot off. In the third

The Blue Bill Gun Club, which in future will be

known as the Winchester Gun Club, held its shoot

on Februarv eleventh. Scores:

Hit Shot at.

Hunter 43 50

Saver 35 40

Brown 19 20

Xelson Hall 43 60

Dillon 34 50

Smith 32 40

Freeman 18 20

Armstrong 22 30

Bettles 7 10

Wright 6 10

Kerr 5 10
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-"Clabrough Guns"-
Established ISSS.Sbzl

' "When the Duck are flighting—when
• the wings are whirring and the excite-
' ment of the Sport is thrilling every
'nerve — when the bag is slowly but
' surely getting largei-—when the GUN
' is firing smoothly and steadily—then is

' the time when the real enjoyment of
' Shooting is experienced. But the GUN
' is the thing ; if it fails, the day is spoilt,

'' if it is untrue, the enjoyment is gone.

Clabrough Guns
' are British made and renowned the
" world over ; we manufacture them with
' the object of giving the user the best
'obtainable—finish—durability—density
" of pattern — penetration — perfection !

" We have been manufacturing Fine
" Guns for fifty years, and we put into
" our Guns the result of that long ex-
" perienoe. a>"- }>

" Remember—a good Gun is an economy.
" It will give you more pleasure and cost
" you less in the long run than a so-called
" 'cheap article.' It may be your dealer
" does not happen to stock our Guns, but
" don't be put off with another make

—

" write to us for a freemailed copy of
" our New Art Catalogue— it is to your
" advantage—so write at once."

Clabrough & Johnstone
(L«te J. P. CUbrouKh Bros.)

London and Birmingham, Eng.
All communications to be addressed to Works,

Birmingham.

YOU know mallards—wisest and wariest

of all ducks—Solomons of the air. You
can't knock down mallards with a paddle

nor can you get them with a gun that plasters

its shot all over the face of creation.

A mallard shot is generally a long shot, and
long shots require a hard-shooting close-shoot-

ing gun.

That's why the long-headed man who goes

to a mallard country takes a Lefevcr. When
he swings it on a towering pair of mallards he

does not question the result. He knows it

—

TWO CLEAN KILLS
The reason a Lefever kills clean and sure

and far is Lefever Taper Boring.

But if you buy a Lefever for the taper bor-

ing alone, you will get more than your money's
worth. For instance, you will never be hand-

icapped with looseness at the hinge joint. The
exclusive Lefevcr screw compensates for a

year's wear by a trifling turn that you make
yourself with a screwdriver.

LEFEVER
SHOT GUNS

Sixteen other exclusive Lefever features and
Lefever simplicity and strength make the $28

gim the peer of any $S0 gun on the market.

Upwards to $1,000. Send for free catalog

and get Lefever wise. Lefever Arms Co.,

20 Maitbie Street, Syracuse, New York.

Durston Special

20 Gauge. Price, $28.00
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On February eigliteentli, A. Kingston was high

man. Stores:

Shot at Broke.

A. Kingston 35 33

I. Smith 40 36

N. Armstrong 60 42

C. Freeman 35 30

Kirk 25 18

Wright 25 13

F. King 25 14

L. BetOes 25 13

H. Piper 35 19 ,

P. Brown 25 16

On February twenty-fiftii- 4. Anderson was
high gun for the day.

Shot at Hit.

H. Anderson 50 35

N. Armstrong 65 40

F. Pottrufl" .50 30
X. Hall a:, :^

;

Kirk 45 26

C. G. Syei- 50 30

Wright 36 20
Spratt 3(1 210

•T. Dillon 25 16

W. House 25 14

C. Freeman 25 20

On March eleventh. J. Dillon was high gun for

the day. The scores:

Shot at Hit.

X. Armstrong 75
T. Dillon ..." 50
Baxter 50
X. Hail 62

Davis 50
W. Bush
R. Wriirht
R. Kiric . .

F. Johnson
C. Freeman

50

.25

:J0

25

25
Clyne 10

61

42

38

40

30
30
1-:;

16

8

21

6

Bartonville Club.

The Bartonville Club held its weekly shoot on
Feb. 16. H. Anderson was high gun for the day.
The scores:

Shot at Broke.
H. Stipes 25 13

A. Parmenter 25 15
Ivretchman 50 36
K. Whitmore 25 12
C. G. byer 25 19
S. House 25 15
F. PottrulT 25 16
H. Anderson . , . .... . . 25 -BO

w. T. syer :...::::..'" 15' "
10

J. Nairn 25 IT

On February 23rd, F. Watson was high gnu
Scoies:

Shot at Broke
F. Pottruff 25 19
S. House 25 20
C. G. Syer 25 16

J. Smith 25 12

A. Parmenter 25 15

II. Anderson 25 21

.1. Xairn . . 25 19

\y. House :•..,.. ..25 16

W. Jarvis '. 25 17

y[. Tregunno 25 14

F. Watson 35 32

Springstead 25 22

Kretchman 25 19

GETTING READY AT BELLEVILLE.

A number of members of the Belleville Gun
Club met at the range on February third and en

joyed a splendid afternoon's sport. Two events
were pulled oft' at whicli the following scores were
made.

—

Shot at Broke
E. Turlev ...

H. Day "

A. Mott ....
G. Wardhauiili

T. Boyle
Thos. Gay .

M. Sprague
r. Woodley
W. Andrews
(ieo. Williams
K. Stafford

50

50

50

50

50

25

25

25

42

39

34

27

28

18

17

14

14

I'). McGuire 25 4

On February twenty-fourth, fifty clay birds

were shot at by most of the men and excellent

scores were made.
Shot at 50—Harry Day, 42: Geo. Bennett. 40;

Tom Gay, 37: John'Miller, 36: Al. Mott, 34; Geo.

Cunningham. 30: Ted Harris. 28: G. Wardfiaugh,

28; B. McGuire, 28.

Shot at 15—W. Hart. 10: S. Bobbin. 2.

On March third, some good scores were made.
Scores:

—

Those who shot at .50 birds were

—

Broke.

T. Gay 38

G. X'. " Bennett 35

D. Young 34

.1. Miller ^^....... 33

B. McUuire 29

•T. Thompson 28

R. G. Staff'ord .^ .

.

'. 22

Shot at 25 birds

—

E. B. Harris 13

^^'. Andrews -V f . . 7

COMING ON AT KINGSTON.

The Kingston Trap Shooting Club held a meet
on February seventeenth. Owing to the un-

faverable weather, there was : small turnout.

There were two events at 25 yards at 25 bkds
and a 16 yard rise at 20 birds.

The following were the best shots niade^ Con-

sidering the weather conditions, they are very

good.
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Hunters of Big Game
throughout the British Empire are buying "Ross''

Sporting Rifles because of their accuracy, power

and handiness.

Even a $25.00 "Ross" Sporting Model can

be matched for accuracy agamst any imported

arm—no matter how costly, while there is no

action more reliable nor quicker.

Dealers throughout the British Empire sell

"Ross'* Rifles.

$25.00 and upwards.
Illustrated Catalogue sent free on request.

THE ROSS RIFLE COMPANY - - Quebec, P.Q.
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Shot at Broke
E. L. Fuller 25 21
E. 0. Dennoe 25 20
N. R. (;rimm 25 19

J. H. Grimm 25 16

At 16 yards:

E, L. Fuller 20 15

E. G. Denneo 20 14
N. R. Grimm 20 14

J. H. Grimm 20 13

Any persons wisnintr to join the cluli may do
BO by communicating -with E. L. Fuller.

AN INTER CLUB MATCH.

A match was held in Port Dover on Fel). 9th
between picked teams of Marburg and Port
Dover. The former were victorious as the fol-

lowing score indicates:

Marburg—W. Ryerse, 27; Earn Marr. 18; S.

P. McBride. 15; Ed. Aitken. 3; Will Smith, 15

Geo. Mitchell. 16; Al. Marr- 26; Geo. McBride, 13
H. Shand, 10; .1. Waddle. 10; E. Ryerse, 24; L
Mitchell, 24; D. McBride. 19; Cripp, 6. Total 226

Port Dover—G. Lawrie, 24; D. Waddle, 11

J. Fields, 20; H. McQueen, 11; R. Miller, 13
Chas. O'Lair, 8; R. Uitch, 18; Geo. Fields, 24
Jos. Long, 17; H. Marshall, 11; P. Mcintosh, 11

W. Husted, 20; Geo. Hamaker, 18; H. Hender-
son. 22. Total 224.

At the conclusion of the match both teams re-

tired to the Commercial Hotel where a sumptu-
ous oyster supper was served.

GREAT DOINGS AT CHATHAM.

The shooting at the Chatham Gun Club on
February tenth was remarkably good consider-
ing the raw north winds which blew across the
grounds and all the members were delighted with
the scores which appear below. To make things
interesting the younger members of the club
challenged the older members to a race of 25
birds. The "Young "L^ns" trimmed the "Old
'Uns" but the old chaps have blood in their eye
and think they can win in the next match which
they hope to arrange in the near future.

The match 25 birds:—
"Young 'Uns"—Ike Moore, 22; Ed. Moore. 22:

B. A. Oldershaw, 19; F. Scullard, 13.

"Old 'Uns"—W. H. Nichol, 15; W. B. Wells. 16:

J. J. Moore, 20; W. D. Elliot, 21.

Scores of the regular shoot:—
Shot at. Hit. Fc't.

Ike Moore 25 22 88
J. J. Moore 45 38 84.44
W. D. Elliot 21
Ed. Moore 45 36 80
B. A. Oldershaw 45 34 79.90
W. B. Wells 50 33 66
W. H. Nichol 45 27 60
F. Sctillard 35 19 54.28

Good shooting weather and excellent scores
featured the shoot of the Chatham Gun Club on
February twenty-fourth.
Although only nine members participated in

the one practice event many others were present
and took a keen interest in the shooting. Fred
Dolsen put on the best score of the afternoon
and killed 57 birds out of a possible 65, giving
him the excellent percentage of 87.61. B. A.
Oldershaw was next with 83.33 per cent., while
the lowest were W. B. Wells and J. A. Aiken,
both with a good percentage of 60. Scores:—

Shot at. Broke. P'c't.

Fred Dolsen 65 57 87.01

B. A. Oldershaw 30 25 83.33
J. J. :\Ioore 20 16 80
Fred Scullard 20 16 80
W. D. Elliott 75 58 77.33
Ed. Moore 45 34 75.55

W. H. Nichol 30 19 63.33
vv. B. Wells 65 39 60
J. A. Aiken 30 18 60

The shooting match between the Harwich Gun
Club and the Chatham Gun Club on February
seventeenth was won by the former club by the
narrow margin of 1 bird. Ten men a side par-

ticipated in the 25 bird race, but the weather
handicapped good shooting, consequently the

scores were not as high as they otherwise might
have been. Secretary Coltart was high gun for

the Harwich boys, who have proved themselves
good sports in the two matches shot up to date,

and J. J. Moore once more proved he was daddy
01 the Chatham bunch by heading the score.

We understand the Raleigh Gun Club have
challenged the Harwich Club to a match over the
Cliatham traps and as both sides are confident of

winning, it should prove interesting to the Chat-
ham shooters.

Following are the scores:

Harwich—B. Coltart, 22; J. McCormick, 21 j

George McGarvin, 19; Soutar, 19; J. Leather
dale, 18; H. Hunter, 17; A. Ferguson, 16; H,
Jenner, 16; B. Butler. 15; J. Houston, 6. Total,

169.

Chatham—J. J. Moore, 20; Jos. Oldershaw, 19;

Ike Moore, 18; Harry Ryan, 18; Ed. Moore, 18;

W. B. Wells, 16; W. Fullerton, 16; B. A. Older-

shaw, 16; W. S. Richards, 14; W. H. Nichol, 13.

Total, 168.

The following are the scores of the Chatham
Gun Club weeklv shoot:—

Shot at. Broke. P'c't.

J. J. Moore 35 29 82.85

Ed. Moore 55 40 72.72

B. A. Oldershaw 65 45 69.23

Ike Moore 55 37 67.27

Joe Oldershaw 45 30 66.66

Harrv Ryan 35 23 65.71

W. Fullerton 25 16 64.00

W. H. Nichol 55 34 61.81

W. B. Wells 45 27 60

W. S. Richards 25 14 56

The greatest day's shooting ever enjoyed over
the traps of the Chatham Gun Club was the
opinion of the scores of members of the club and
their friends at the conclusion of the shoot on
March third.
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The Rifle's

lEnlire

lAclion

.22
REPEATING

.
RIFLE

Simplicity and ^p
Strength

NOTE THE FEW,
BIG, STRONG AND SIMPLE PARTS!
Compare them with those of any other repeater!
You can come to but one conclusion— that the REMINGTON-U. M. C. .22
is by far the simplest, strongest and therefore most dependable small game
and target rifle.

Solid breech, hammerless, take down. Barrel cleaned from breech. You
can look through it and see that it is clean.

Shoots .22 short, .22 long and .22 long rifle cartridges without adjustment.

Any REMINGTON-U. M. C. dealer will gladly show you this wonderful
rifle. Ask him.

REMINGTON-U. M. C—the perfect shooting combination

rree—Set of targets—write today

REMINGTON ARMS - UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
299 Broadway DEPT. 4-U New York

Commonwealth Hotel
INC.

Opposite State Houi«, Boston, Mass.

Offers rooms with hot and cold water for

$1.00 per day and up, vrhich includes free

use of public shower baths.

NOTHING TO EQUAL THIS IN NEW ENGLAND
Rooms with private baths for $1.50 per

day and up ; suites of two rooms and bath
for $4.00 per day and up.

Dining Room and Cafe First-Class. Euro-
pean plan.

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Stone floors, nothing wood but the doors.

Equipped with its own Sanitary Vacuum
Cleaning Plant.

Long Distance Telephone in Every Room.

STRICTLY A TEMPERANCE HOTEL
SEND FOR BOOKLET

STORER F. CRAFTS, General Manager.

yQllicfc

yThouaht
The rapidity of writing with

Waterman's Ideals is governed

only by the speed of arm-

action.

IdeaJ

Made for the coarsest or

finest writing, with the ink

accurately controlled accord-

ingly—fast or slow —
but always perfectly.

The patented Spoon
Feed is the

rejiulator.

All

Dealers

L. E.

WATERMAN

COMPANY,

LIMITED
Montreal

P.Q.
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To start the afternoon proceeiliiigs represoi.ta-

tives of the Raleiffh and Harwich gun chibs in-

dulged in a team match. The Raleigh shooters

wore returned the winners by 26 birds after one

of the best matches seen at the local traps in a

long time. The winners made the good s^orc of

178, with H. O. Loane heading the list with an
unbroken ^core of 25. B. Coltart was high gun
for the Harwich team with a score of 20.

In the competition for members of the club

F. Scullard broke 10 straight and headed the list.

W. Fullerton hit 17 out of 20 anl was second with

8o per cent., while Walter Elliott got third place

with 77.45 per cent.

The handicap merchandise co'.npftition of 10

birds for prizes ranging from a bottle of "Joe's

extra \vet" to a box of shells was one of the

hits of the day and 44 competitors indulged in

the shooting. F. Scullard shooting from the

17 yard mark broke 10 straight and captured

first place.

The scores were as follows:

Team shoot—Raleigh—H. 0"Loane, 25; P.

Hodges. 22: F. Dolsen, 21; H. Smith, 20; G. T.

Oow. 18; W. O'Loane. 17; W. Hodges, 15; J.

Wall, 11; J. Fleming, 11. Total, 178.

Harwich—B. Coltart, 20; R. Arnold, 19; H.

Tenner, 17; A. Ferguson. 16; A. Stewart, 16;

Cap. Soutar. 16; G. McGarvin, 14; J. Leather-

dale, 14; R. Butler. 14: J. Houston, 7. Total. 153.

Merchandise shoot: 10 birds

—

Handicap

Yards. Broke.

F. Scullard 17 10

F. Dolsen . 20 9

H. O'Loane 20 9

Sam Stewart 16 9

<;. Wall 16 9

H. Coltart IS 9

E. Moore 19 8

E. McGarvin 18 8

W. 1). Elliot 18 8

B. Oldershaw 17 8

W. Fullerton 17 8

H. Smith 18 8

.1. Houston - 16 8

J. T. Crow 20 8

J. J. Moore 20 7

J. Fleming 10 7

H. Smith IS 7

W. Nichol 17 7

S. Clements 16 7

•T. Moore 18 7

I. A. Aitkin 18 7

R. Arnold 18 7

W. B. Wells 18 7

G. T. Crow 20 6

W. D. Elliott IS 6

A. Fergusoi 17 6

W. O'Loane 17 6
T. Houston 16 6

W. PaulucL-i 18 6

W. P.. \VelIs IS 6
•1. Coulter 16 6

<'ant. Soutar 17 6

B. Butler 16 5

J. Leatherdale 18 5

Capt. Soutar 18

G. McGarvin 18

W. Paulucci 18

P. Hodges 18

.r. J. :\Ioore 20

J. Oldershaw 20

E. Fremlin 16

W. J. Dolsen 16

R. Smith 16

W. Rouse 16

Members' competition

—

Shot at. Broke.
F. Scullard 10 10

W. Fullerton 20 17

W. D. Elliott 71 55

F. Dolsen 47 36

Ike Moore 20 15

E. Moore 30 22
B. A. Oldershaw 40 29

W. B. Wells : 51 34
J. A. Aitkin 20 13

W. H. Nichol 20 12

J. J. :Moore 35 20

W. Paulucci 55 30

J. Oldershaw 10 4

E. Fremlin 10 4

P'c't.

100.

85.

77.45

76.59

75.

73.33

72.05

66.66

65.00

60.

57.14

54.54

40.

40.

SHOOT AT JORDAN STATION.
• The Winchester Gun Club, Jordan Station, held

the third shoot of their winter series on the club

grounds at Jordan Station on February eighteenth.

There was a large attendance of shooters, who en-

joj-ed the afternoon's sport immensely and some
good scores were made. Four members of the

Beamsville Gun Club spent the day with the local

club and made some good scores. The events and

scores were as follows:

Shot at Broke

E. J. Fisher 50
"

43

H. Robinson 60 52.

D. Konkle 50 41

H. Boulton 40 26

A. Heekadon 40 35

D. Konkle 50 37

H. W. ixunsberrv 50 38

W. Merrit 40 26

W. Caskey 40 22

F. Martin 40 24

J. Spen'ce 30 15

J. Heekadon 20 7

M. Honsberger 20 10

J. Cline 10 8

J. Troup 10 5

E. Honsberger 30 20

R. High 20 13

H. Troup 10 7

A. High 20 13

A. Cline ". 5 4

TOURNAMENT AT DUART.

The annual shoot of the Duart Gun Club was
held on March fifteenth under the most disagree-

able conditions imaginable. The weather was cold

and a regular blizzard blew across the traps.
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Look at That!
"Bagged 24 ducks on tlie wing with 23
shots." That's what one hunter did with

flAME-fiETTER

Upper barrel shoots .22, lower
barrel .44 (shot or ball.) You can

I
secure rare birds without mutilat-
ing them, or indulge in economi-
cal target practice while hunting

without losing bigger game. Stock
adjusts to any "drop" or folds up for
insertion into holster. 12, 15 or 18

inch barrels. The only all-around arm.

MARBLE'S CLEANERS
— composed of discs of soft brass gauze
on a twisted wire—revolve and foUow

|V—^a«, theriHing— assuring a perfectly

pi^SSf clean bore.

Ask Your Dealer

Send for catalog of Marble's
60 Outing Specialties.

Marble Safety Axe Co.
581 Delta Ave. Gladstone, Mich.

'L^

The Hammer Never
Touches the Firing Pin

When our patents expire, every
revolver in the world will have the famous

Iver Johnson Safety Action. Our catalog

tells why.

«VER JOHNSON'S ARMS & CYCLE WORKS
157 River Street, Fitchburg, Mass.

JAMES HUTTON & CO.
Manufacturers' Agents

MONTREAL
REr-RESHNTlNO

JOSEPH RODGERS & SONS, LTD., Sheffield.

Cutlers to His Majesty.

STEEL, PEECH & TOZER, LTD., Sheffield

Steel Axles, Tyres, Spring Steel, etc., etc.

W. & S. BUTCHER, Sheffield
Razors, Files, etc.

THOS. GOLDSWORTHY & SONS. Manchester
Emery, Emery Cloth, etc.

BURROUGHES & WATTS, LTD., London
Billiard Tables, etc.

THOS. JENKINS & CO., Birmingham
Fusees and Fog Signals.
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SIMPLEST, SAFEST, FASTEST.

LUGER
Automatic Pistol.

Spseil of lli: nhots a nr.ait'u

Absolutely proof against accidental dis-

charge. l)eca\ise of its three unique safety
devices Easily dismounted and asiemSjl'^d
Can be loade J with heavily gloved h in Is. Th;
most accurate pistol made.

Write for Catalog or Ask Your Dealer.

H. TAUSCHER - - 320 Broadway, New York

ForGuns
"3 in One" Oil Has No Equal
for oiling trigger, lock, every action part. Does
not dry out quickly like heavier oils, gum, harden
or collect dust no matter how long gun stands.
"Sin One" cleans outtheresidueof burntpowder
(black or smokeless) after shooting, leaving the

barrel cleanand shiny. It actually penetrates

the pores of the metal, forming a delicate per
manent protecting coat that is absolutely
impervious to water or weather. No acid.

F_ A test will tell. Write for samplerCC bottle. THREK-IN-ONEOIL IB

CO., 55 New St.. New York, N.Y.

Alex Johnston G. H. Cashmorc

Why not have your

GUN REPAIRS
done by experienced workmen ? It costs
no naore. Send them to us. We
guarantee our work.

John&ton £^ Cashmore
Eastern Gun Works,

494 Eastern Avenue - - Toronto

PHONE MAIN 4062.

Howard Bates was high man. with 151 hits at 180
birds; F. Galbraith. of Duart, second, with 146,
and Bert Glover, London, third, with 143. The
Bcores:

Shot at. Hit.

H. D. Bates. Eidgetown 180 151
F. Galbraith, Duart 180 146
B. W. Glover, London 180 143

Frank Galbraith. Rodney 180
F. Kerr, Crediton 180

y.C. Thomson. Hamilton 180

if. Taylor, IJuart 180
W. Hollingshead, Dili ton 180
II. Scane. Ridgetown 180
('. Scane, Ridgetown 180
\V. Thorold. Ridgetown 180
(i. Laing. Ridgetow;i 180

(i. Vivian, Toronto 100

E. Koehler. Tvrconnel 100

R. Day, London 60

S. Call- Ridgetown 60

K. Pastoriou.s. Kingsville 60
R. Wright. Kingsville 120

F. Dolson, Chatham 80
ir. OLoan, Chatham 00

V> Professional.

138

133

132

126

121

130

115

130

118

52

68

46

39
32

80

49

37

SHOOTING AT ST. THOMAS.

The live bird shooting contest held at Weiner's,

the old St. Thomas Gun Club grounds, on February
twenty-second, proved a very interesting event

and in spite of the cold and stormy weather,
some excellent scores were marie. They were as

foljows

:

Out of possible 10. R. D. Emslie, 9; Skane,

Ridgetown, 9; R. Coffey. 8; J. Tefford, Dutton, 8;

W. J. McCance, 7; Lineham, Dutton, 6; Lang,
Ridgetown. 4; Jordan- London, 2; Wade, London,
5: Joe Coffey, 6.

The shooting was done at a distance of 31

yards, and taking into consideration the weather,^

the shooting was exceptional. The birds were
gilt-edged and could not have been better flyere.

Tlie one bird that Bob Emslie could not count on
liis score he hit all right, but it fell outside of

the 51 yard boundary.

Several other blue rock events were also pulled

(.ff.

The time of thinking about outfitting for camp-
ing and fishing expeditions i> again on hand.

Many hardships and sleepless nights were en-

eountereu last season on account of no perfect

protection against mosquitos. black flies, etc.

There is now no need to be afraid of any of these

])ests, when you are in reach of the mosquitos

veils and gloves. The mosquito veil is equipped

M'ith a horsehair window and selfclosing

valve for cigar, pipe. etc.. which is considered a

great advantage. A larsje Sporting House in

Montreal wrote the following letter:

'"We would say at this time that the veils have
given the greatest satisfaction to our customers
and it is a satisfaction for lis to be able to re-

commend them to our customers with confidence."

If you wish to enjoy a perfect holiday, equip

yourself with a mosquito veil and mosquito
gloves, which can be bought at any sporting goods
dealer's or if you cannot get them in yotir town,
write direct to Mr. Otto T. E. Veit. 64 Welling-
ton St., West, Empire Bldg, Toronto, Ont.
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'I HUNTERibNE.«sTRICCER '

I'^'J

YOU ought to have the best

—nothing less than "The Gun of Perfection"—

whether you shoot only once a year, or many times.

The hits" do not stand out in your reminiscences

nearly so prominently as the " misses."

SMITH GUNS are famous the world over for their

long-distance, close-shooting, hard-hitting qualities

—

one result of our special process of boring. You will

be pretty safe, therefore, in accepting the judgment
of the thousands who now shoot Smith Guns. Let
your next gun be a Smith with the Hunter One-Trigger
attachment.

Ask your own dealer about these Smith Guns with the Hunter
One-Trigger attachment—or write us today for the beautiful

new lithographed Catalogue. Ask him—or us— about the
very newest Hammerless Smith
Gun

—

the 20-Cauge— so light

that a woman can handle it

easily. It is a fine gun at a low
price—just all gun and no frills.

THE HUNTER ARMS CO.

m

L
U

^'

y^fiM

89 Hubbard Street Fulton, N. Y.

Double Your Vacation Pleasures

by taking with you a camera thai uill gi\c >ou
perfect results even under difficulties, and a

Binocular that will bring close to you beautiful

views and interesting objects which would
otherwise be lost because of their distance.

COERZ
/

CAMERA$ AND
BINOCULARSy

are known as the highest grade instrumems that can be bou^lii.

With a Goerz Camera and Lens you can get perfect pictures on

dark days that would be absolutely impossible with an ordinar>

camera. You can make the record of vour trip complete, and

when you reach home and develop \our plates, you will not find

that the view you liked hest is a dismal failure the experience

so common with an ordinary camera.

There's a different (iocrz Hinocular for every purpose each

the best of its kind, lie sure to see and try a Goerz before

buying. Remember the name and ask your dealer.

Send for our books on Ca.neras and Binoculars,
free to any one who really wishes to double his vacation pleasures.

C. P. GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.. 317 Eait34lh Street, New York

Canadian Representative : R. F. SMITH. Montreal



The Maxim Silencer, which has proved its value

in the States, having been adopted by the Govern-

ment in its high power Springfield rifles, is now

made in Canada. The Silencer, in addition to

eliminating noise, reduces the recoil >>y two thirds,

stopping flinching and improving marksmanship.

Witli its use practice can be held in many places

impossible before owing to annoying noise. The

iiunter, whether of game or game birds finds his

efficiency increased and his successes consequent-

ly improved by its use. In duck hunting its

advantages aref-ound by the birds coming in more

frequently and a larger proportion of the crippled

birds being secured. The Silencer can be fasten-

ed on or taken off with a twist of the wrist. It

lias no moving, parts and cannot wear out. The
prices are for .22 cal. $5 and for high power rifles

any cal. $7. If local dealers are unable to supply

the Silencer address inquiries to the Maxim Silent

Firearms Company, Peterborough, Ontario, and

mention Rod and Gun in Canada.

It will be very interesting to rifle shooters to

learn that the widely known Stevens Favorite No.
17 Models are now furnished regularly with
automatic ejector in .22 calibre. This makes
the Favorite Rifle more desirable than ever and
it has long borne the title of being the most
popular small bore rifle made. All up-to-date

hardware and sporting goods dealers carry Fav-

orite Rifles in stock and are in position to quote
attractive prices. The Favorite may be furnish-

ed in .22 Long rifle, .22-7-45 Winchester R. F.,

25 Stevens and .32 Long rim-fire, but in 22 cal

ibi-e only with automatic ejector.

In answer to yours of 31st ult. would say that

four years ago I bought a Rainbow Rod and have
used it a great many times, have found it very
satisfactory and it is in perfect condition yet. My
father bought a Bristol seven years ago and has
had perfect satisfaction and says that with prop-

er care it ought to last seven years more, bar-

ring accident. Both father and I go fishing very
often during nine months of the year.

Robert Carchrie.

Springfield, .Mass.

N. P. Leach, of Los Angeles, an old contributor

to Rod and Gun, has secured a patent on a long-

distance loaded shot shell, with a gas check waii

which, at discharge, keeps the propelling gas baoi:

behind the shot, and air chambers which assist

as gas checks and serve as elastic cushions, tak-
ing the violent shock from the shot when fired.

It is claimed that this gives a close pattern with

less chamber pressure. He says: "'Critical tests

with a full-choke gun at thirty-five yards at a

target 8x9 1-2 inches in size, show an average of

94 4-5ths better pattern and 32 l-3rd greater

velocity than the best factory loaded shell with
the same powder and shot charge. As you in-

crease the distance it gives better results with an
almost perfect uniformity in velocity."

Shooting with the EvansvilL- (Indiana) gun
club on February 12tli. Mr. Clyde C. Mitchell, of

Milwaukee, was high over all with the excellent

score of 95 out of 100 and with 23 broken out of

12 pair of doubles. This is a very strong testi-

monial of the smooth, quick handling repeating

mechanism and superb shooting ability of the

Marlin trap gun which Mr. .vlitcliell invariably

uses in all of his trap work. With the same
gun Mr. Mitchell won high professional average
and second mgh general average at Milwaukee
on February 5th, breaking 86 out of 100 under
very dilacult shooting conditions. Other recent

excellent scores made by Mr. Mitchell were 70
out of 75 at Bay Citj', Mich., January 29th, win-

ning high over all; 95 out of L.O at Milwaukee.
January iJtli- wini.'ing high general average; pro-

fessional and high general average at 16 yards
at San Antonio, Dteember 3rd, 73 out of 75;

also second high over all at i.0 yards with 22 out
of 25 on the same date. All of these excellent

scores testify to the wonderful shooting ability

of the Marlin ti'ap gun.

Dr. W. G. Hudson, on February 22nd won the

American Record Match which was shot at Green-

ville Shooting Park, Greenville, N.J. Dr. Hud-
son shot Schuetzen Smokeless Powder. His
score for the 100 shots on the Standard American
Target was 922, which broke the former 100 shot

record of 917. In his last 10 shots he made a

score of 99, duplicating a former record made by

him. This wonderful shooting should serve as a

splendid advertisement for Schuetzen Smokeless
manufactured by the Du Pont Company.

Xelsnn Long, the well known manufacturer of

Canadian Black Bird targets, of Hamilton, in-

forms us that he has recently had extensive al-

terations in his plant and now possesses facili-

ties for meeting the requirements of all Canadian

shooting organizations. The Black Bird Targets-

are too well known to require commendation and

the fact that Mr. Long has had to enlarge and

improve his facilities for their production is tlie

best possible testimonial to their efficiency.
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BOOK&
PLBLIdnED

for

4utomobili»t»
and

Motorcyclist*

Eight Comt>lete and Difttinct Works

AND AUTOMOBILISTS

Irrespective of price, the following publications are

the greatest values of their kind on the market.

Works are almost
Indispensible to

—

Buy one or all

—

5 OWNERS, STUDENTS, OPERATORS, BUILDERS, SALES-

l
MEN OR REPAIRMEN.

( IN THE COMPLETE SERIES THERE ARE 350 PAGES OF
(text, 1,000 ILLUSTRATIONS and 24 FULL PAGE CHARTS.

While technical, are Written in Simple Language. Practical and convenient works of refer-

ence. Used as part of Standard Courses at leading Automobile Schools in the United States.

Approved and recommended by many of the leading American motor car makers and their

agents. This recommendation is a guarantee of tlie educational value of these works.

THE A. B. C. OF MOTOR CAR OPERATION. . . .50c

THE A. B. C. OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION
ENGINE, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS.. 25c

THE A. B. C. OF MAGNETO IGNITION SYSTEMS, 15c

THE A. B. C. OF CARBURETOR CONSTRUCTION,
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR 20c

THE A. B. C. OF BATTERY IGNITION SYSTEMS, 25c

THE A. B. C. OF MOTOR CAR CHASSIS,
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR 25c

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF MOTOR
CAR TIRES 25c

LIGHTING THE MOTOR CAR BY ELECTRICITY, 25c

THE A. B. C. OF AERIAL NAVIGATION,
A WORK THAT IS UP-TO-DATE 50c

(In This Book the Engineering Science as Applied to Con-

struction of Aerial Craft and the Essential Principles

Governing Aviators are Summarized.)

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS TO •

W.J.TAYLOR,Ltd.,PubIishersMotorMagazine, Woodstock,
ONTARIO. CANADA

|l^..^:,^^^;«.:»»M'-^:-*^*>*^^*:*^*:":**>^^^
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Modern Sporting Gunnery
A Manual of practical information

for sportsmen of today

By HENRy SEd^P
Author of ''The Gtin Afield and Afloat,'" ^'Practical Wildfowling^'" etc.

With Over 250 Illustrations

PREFACE Page

CHAP. I.—A RETROSPECT

CHAP. II.—ilODERN SHOTGUNS..
Barrels, Actions, Fore-end Fasten-
ing Locks—fi.xed and hand de-

tachable

CHAP. III.—MODERN SHOTGUNS
(Continued)
Safety-bolts, Ejector, One-Trigger.

CHAP. IV.—MODERN SHOTGUNS
(Continued)

The Processes of Manufacture and
the Gun Complete.

CHAP, v.—MODERN SHOTGUNS
(Continued)

Sizes, Lengths, Weights and Char-
ges, oring, Shooting- Power and
Performances, Pattern, veneration
and Recoil.

CHAP. VI.—SHOTGUN AMMUNI-
TION
Cartridges and Cartridge-Loading,
Primers, Gunpowders, Powder
Pressures, and Barrel Bursts. Shot
Velocity and Sizes.

Double Rifles.

43

G5

92

CHAP. X.—BALL AND SHOT GUNS
AND THEIR DEVELOPMENT —

CHAP. XL—THE SIGHTING OF
RIFLES
Trajectory.

CHAP. XII.—SPORTING BULLETS.

CHAP. XIII.—MINIATURE RIFLES
FOR MATCH, TARGET AND

SPORTING PURPOSES

CHAP. VII.—MODERN
RIFLES

SPORTING

CHAP. VIII.—MODERN SPORTING
RIFLES (Continued)
Single-loading, Magazine, and

CHAP. IX.—THE NEW ACCELER-
ATED EXPRESS RlIi^.ES AND
AXITE POWDER

162

191

215

(3HAP. XIV.—GUN-FITTINv:r
The Try-Gun and its Uses, Stock
Form and Measurements, Second-

hand Gun-Buying.

CHAP. XV.—GAME SHOOTING IN
GREAT BRITAIN

CHAP. XVI.—WILD FOWL SHOOT-
ING IN GREAT BRITAIN
The Various Species, Guns and
Loads.

CHAP. XVII. — THE SPORTS-
WOMAN; HER RATIONALE IN
THE FIELD AND HER EQUIP-
MENT

CHAP. XVin.—LADIES IN THE
FIELD
(By the Duchess of Bedford.)

CHAP. XIX.—SHOOTDSTG ABROAD
The Necessary Armament; The
Import Duties on Guns, Rifles and
Cartridges; The Sport to be Ob-
tained ; Arms Suitable for Killing

Bi • Game.

2-6\

256

295

322

354

373

430

441

446

Will be tent postpaid on receipt of price, $2.00, or FREE in return for 5 new yearly
subscription* to Rod and Gun.

Address Book Department, Rod and Gun in Canada, Woodstock, Ontario

!»

410 i
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CANADIAN WILDS
Tells about the Hudson's Bay Company, Nor-

thern Indians and their modes of

Hunting, Trapping, etc.

This book contains 277 pages, size 5x7
inches, is printed on good quality heavy paper,

and contains thirty-seven chapters.

The book is from the pen of a Hudson's Bay

Officer (Martin Hunter), who has had 40 years'

experience with the Hudson's Bay Company

—

from 1863 to 1903. During that time he was

stationed at different trading posts in Canada.

Price, cloth bound, 60c. Postpaid, 70c, or

SENT FREE

To anyone sending Two Subscriptions

to Rod and Gun in Canada.

W. J. TAYLOR, Limited, Publisher,

Woodstock, Ont.

PBrKiHiHiHjH'STg;KTsiH;^Ta'Taw:«^'a-s^g-H^'ffSK.a^^ gjHK^a'JBTsrH^aTHTHiaw.aig

t

Looks Good This Offer
To every subscriber to Rod and Gun in Canada who sends in

ONE new subscription, along with his own renewal, we will

send Free a copy of

THE SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE
(One of the most useful and entertaining manuals of Outdoor

Life ever published. Regular price $1.12). Also

A Sample copy of The Athletic World

A Sample copy of The Motor Magazine

while they last. As a Christmas Gift for a Sportsman friend

1 2 months' subscription to Rod and Gun cannot be excelled.

Send in your order today.

W. J.
TAYLOR. LTD., Publisher,

Woodstock, Ontario.
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ROD AND GUN'S ADVERTISERS.
Readers who fail to consult our advertising pages miss a large proportion

of the most interesting matter in the Magazine. They will find that they may
learn much from these announcements.

Every advertisement in ROD AND GUN comes from a responsible firm

and our readers may be assured of courteous answers to all inquiries and good
value from all purchases made through these pages.

ACCESSORIES.

Huffalo Carburetor CH. .

llenricks Novelty Co.

Hercules Electric Co

Leckie. Jno. Ltd

.Micliigan ^^^leel Co

Sta-Kite. R. E. Hardy Co

Splitdorf. C. F
Trout, II. G. Co

CAMP SUPPLIES.

Aylnier Condensed .Milk Co
Ales and Porter^. Jno. Labatt
Bovrii

Clark. William
Club Cocktails, G. F. Heublein
Fearinan, F. W. Co
Harris Harkness Co
Imperial Tobacco Co
Michie & Co., Ltd

CANOES.

Chestnut Canoe Co. Ltd
Dean, Walter
English, Wm. Canoe Co
Gidley, J. G.-& Son
Knapp, .Jas. & Son
r^kefield Building & Mfg. Co
Peterborough Canoe Co. Ltd.
Ross, J. H. Canoe Co

CLOTHING.

Arlington Co. of Canada
Coleman's, Ltd
Curzon Bros
Dr. .Taegar's Sanitary Woollen Svstem Co.

Ltd '.

CAMERAS, KODAKS, ETC.

Canadian Kodak Co
Goerz, C. P. American Optical Co.

Wellington & Ward

FURS.

I'Unian. .Joseph

Hallam, .John

- ISHING TACKLE

Abererombie «& Fitch Co
Alleoek, Laight & Westwood Co. Ltd

1457

14.57

1453

1457

2

1457

1455

14S7

144.3

1441

1441

14 6.J

1443
1441
1443'

1449

3

1459
1461

1449
1461

712

7

1453

1459

1491

1449

1447

14.-1

14^1

1511

1479

1475

11

Bristol Steel Fisiiing Rod-—Hortnn Mig.

Co. 1483

Geuder, -^ireschke & Frey C" . 1485

Gregory! J. F. 1487

Hardy's Rods. Reels and Tackle—Hardy

Bros 1487

Holland Rod & Bait Co. . 1485

Hildebrandt, Jno. .J. Co . 1487

Kiffe. H. H. Co 1487

GUNSMITH,

lohnston & Cashmore 1510

GUN SIGHTS.

Daniels. C.

GUNS, RIFLES, AMMUNITION, Etc.

Clabrough & Johnstone

Dominion Cartridge Co

Du Pont de Xemnurs Powder Co
Fox. A. H. dun Co Inside front

Greener. W. W.
Hunter Arms Co

Ithaca Gun Co.'

Tver .Johnson's Anns & Cycle Works
Long, Nelson

Lefever Arms Co
Maxim Silent Firearms Co
Marlin Firearm> Co
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Official Automobile Road Guide
OF CAINADA

A'lthorlzed by the Ontario Motor League
Describing 7,000 Miles of Roads in Canada,

Complete Route Maps, includingwith
LARGE MAP;

W. J. TAYLOR, LTD.

Route
also Hotels and Garages.

PRICE S3.00
5 King Street W., Toronto

FOR SALE—A 20-gauge Lefever gun—new—at very low
price. Box X, Rod and Gun, Toronto. It

FOR SALE—1 32-H. 0. S. Marlln—Otg. bbL—full maga-
zine, brand new—only $18.00. Box X, Rod and Gun, To-

ronto. It

FOR SALE—One .30-30 Marlln—carbine smokeless bbl.

—

full magazine—sling strap—good as new—at $15.00. Box
X, Rod and Gun, Toronto. It

FOR SALE—8 only. Revolvers—Double action—38 cal.

with 2.50 ctgs.—at five dollars. Box X, Rod and Gun,
Toronto. It

FOR SALE—Ten cases, Black Powder loaded shells, ten

and twelve ga., full loads—$7.50 per case of 500. 123

King St., E.. D. Pike Co., Ltd., Toronto. It

FOR SALE—twelve gauze Winchester pump gun—new

—

take-down- "'25.00. Box X., Rod and Gun, Toornto. It

FOR SALE—Remington—Pump gnn—nover used—twenty-
five dolalrs. Box X., Rod and Gun, Toronto. It

FOR SALE—1-.303 British Winchester Rifle—new—best
<"on(lition—a snap—at $2j.00. Box X., Rod and Gun,
Toronto. It

FOR SALE—Single barrel. 12 bammerless Stevens shot
gun. Complete Outfit. New. Write for price. C. H.
Harvey, Bedford, Que. It

FOR SALE—"Large quantity of ammunition—one
Marlln 22 rifle, one new Manser Pistol, one .30 x 30 Win-
chester octagon barrel, good as new, one flint-lock musket
In good firing order and some old guns suitable for bach-
elors' den. I will sell or trade for canoes or motor
boat." L. O. Armstrong, C. P. Ry, Montreal, Que. A3t

LAUNCHES.
FOB SALE—12 ft. Duck Boat. A Bargain at $26.00.

Apply Box B. Rod and Gun, Woodstock, Ont. tf

FOR SALE—Two Canvas Folding Boats, 14 ft., Bell or

irade for furs. C. E. Randall. Box 39, Cedar Junction,

Kansas. It

FOR SALE—Open fishing boat,

cash. A bargain. Apply Box A,

tock, Ont.

Will ««11 for $20.00
Rod anv^ Gun, Wood-

tf

FOR SALE-30 ft. Perfection Model 20 H.P. Motor
Boat, fully equipped. Also 30 ft. Perfection Model Hull
ready to receive Motor and equipment. Either or both
will be sold at a bargain. Write for particulars to The
Schultz Bros., Co., Limited, Brantford, Ont.. tf.

A 8-10 n.P. Twin Screw, Van Auken Motor wltfc th«
following equipment: Spark plugs, commutator, tpark coll,

primary and secondary wires, muffler, starting lever, tn«l«

and couplings bored to suit propeller shafts, also a specially

selected carburetor. Send for further particulars to Box 18,

Rod and Gun, Toronto, Ontario.

$13.5. for 16 ft. 3 H.P. Motor Boat. $400. for 25 ft.

Auxiliary Cabin Cruiser, carries 400 fe<'t of canvas. B«tk
boatj In excellent c nditlon. Apply, C. B. H., Box 8n»,

LIstowel, Ont. tf

FOR SALE—16 foot Peterboro' Canoe, paddlos. s.all,

fonts, blankets and cooking utensils, all year old. in good
condition, dandy for Prospectors at Temiscaming. New
Ontario, Can.. $25.00 takes all—A bargain. Edwin E.
North, 210 Broadway, East Lynn, Mass. It

MOTOR BOAT—25 ft. x 5 ft. 6 in. Standing top. glass

front, canvass side curtains. 8 H.P. 2 cylinder. 2 cycle,

combined 2 and 3 port, motor. Reverse gear. All In

first class condition. Speed. 8 miles—good sea boat.

Delivered on "Kawartlia" Lakes or on G.T.R. or C.P.R.

at Lindsay. Cheap for quick sale. Apply Goodwin,
Box 450, Lindsay, Ont. It

PET STOCK.

FOR SALE—KITTENS—Thoroughbred Persian Kitten*.

Prize-winning stock. "Rahman." line-bred black King at

service. Address:—Mrs. F. E. Hewitt, 708 Dovercourt Rd.,

Toronto, Ont.

SPECIALS.

FOR SALE—Trappers' methods, baits and scents—Jeaa*

Bentley, Trapper, Arlington, Vt.

FOR SALE—Parched Wild Rice for cooking.

Campbell, Keene, Ont.

Robert H.
«I-4t

FOR SALE—Wild Duck Decoy eggs, $2.00 for 11 eggs.

Sam Holmes, Box 2, Chatham, Ont. A2t

FOR SALE—Neiw Khaki Duck Tent, white fly polM,

mallett and tent bag. Apply 195 Pretoria Ave., Ottawa. It

FOR SALE—Smack. Kawartha Lake*. Good condltlt

Apply R. P. Baker, University of Chicago.

DO YOUR TROUT FISHING with the finest Silk

Waterproof Trout Line, the "Electric," which will last for

years—seventy-five foot line sent, prepaid, upon receipt of

One Dollar. Address Dept. T., The Angler's Supply Co.,

Utlca, New York State.
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STERLING
ENGINES

4 CYCLE

8 H.P. TO 240 H.P.

2.4-6-8 CYLINDERS.

MARINE ^ ENGINES ;;0F OUALIH

FOR ANY TYPE AND SIZE BOAT
18-25, 25-40, 30-45 H.P,

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG.

We show here the Model B. 4 cylinder engine built in sizes stated above. This type is also built in 6 cylinders.

.!-) 55 H.P. and 45-65 H.P. and in S cylinders, 100 H.P. R.-ited power of this group of engines is developed at

from 600 to 1000 R.P.M.
If you are considering power for a cruiser, runabout or speed boat, don't decide on an engine until you fiad

out something about the good qualities of the Sterling. Some of the most successful boats afloat are equipped

with .Sterlins engines, and we will send you a list of users of any of our sizes and types if you are interestxl.

Other sizes are 8-10. 12-15. 20. 40. 60 H.P. for heavy-duty service and are suitable for cruisers and work
Uoats.

DEALERS

:

Toronto, Ont , Marine Construction Co., Ltd. . Vancouver, B.C., Hoffar, Motor Boat Co.

Sterling Engine Company 1252 Niagara Street,
Bufl&lo, N.y., U.S.A.

$1200—Muskoka—Lack-a-Day—Cedar Bay—seven rooms;
kitchen: stable: good Ashing: unfumisiied; reference*;
spring: mail route. Thos. Cooper, Cooper's Falls. Ont.

FOR SALE—Summer Cottage at Torrance, Lake .Musko' «,

near P. O. anu steamboat wharf. George Parker, Box 176,

Gravenburst. 2t

BROTHER—Accldetttally discovered root will cure both
t<*aeco habit and indigestion. Gladly send particulars.
J. K. Stokes, Mohawk, Florida. 3t

We -an save you 10 to 15 per cent, on Canadian maga-
Ines and newspapers If you act quickly. Send for yearly
quotations. Elgin Specialty Co.. St. Thomas, Ont.

WANTED TO EXCHANGE—A 5x7 Camera In good
condition, cost $45.00, for Typewriter. Adress, Camera,
Box 13 , Depot Harbor, Ont.

FOR SALE—"Craggie Trout Ponds." Both thoroughly
stocked—fifty acres of land. 5 roomed cottage—Suitable
for small club or private party—Nice location .3 miles from
Inglewood, one mile from Caledon Mountain trout ponds,
on line of good roads. Geo. Robinson, Claude, Ont. a.-m.

FOR SALE—"Popular summer hotel, thirty rooms,
furnished, tor rent, with very good celery and farm land—with hay for twenty-five cows. Write A. K. Fisk.
Accountant, Eastern Townships Bank Building, St. James
St. Montreal." A3t

MOVING PICTURE OUTFIT FOR SALE at a bargain—
1 Lubins Marvel Moving Picture Machine complete with
Fire-proof Film boxes and adjustable steel legs and travel-

ling box; 1 Powers fire-proof adjustable Rheostat; 1 (%»ak
coil; 100 ft. Cable; 1 30-ft. and 1 60-ft. Lens; 1 15 ft. x

18 ft. curtain; 15 sets of song slides and music; 4,000 ft.

films; 1 5 ft. by 5 ft. by 6 ft. iron fire-proof house. The
outfit cost $508.00. Will take $175.00. Box C. Rod and
Gun, Woodstock. It

FOR SALE—Black Bear. Timber Wolf, Coyote, Moun-
tain Lion. Fox and other well furred rugs, with mounted

FOR SALE—^Mounted Moose Heads, cheap. Apply to

W. D. Black, Margaret, Manitoba.

beads, open mouth or half head finish, lined with best

felt, fancy borders. Highest class of work and very
reasonable prices. Will ship on approval anywhere.
Edwin Dixon. Taxidermist, UnlonvlUe. Ont.

A Large Mounted Elk Head For Sale. Write to-day for

•lescrlption and prices. Edwin Dixon. Taxidermist,
r'nionville. Ont.

FOB SALE—Four Large Mounted Deer Heads, a 1j

point woodland Caribou head, mounted and unmonnte
horns, Buffalo horns. Elk tusks. Tanned and Raw Animi !

Skins. Cut prices. Edwin Dixon, Taxidermist, Unlonvlll

Ont.

FOR SALE—Three large Moose Heads, mounted '"

.<<cason. Write for description and prices. Edwin 1.

Taxidermist, Unionville, Ont.

Grizzly and Black Bear Hunting in .May or June. Wri
H. G. Low. Sportsman's Guild. Gelena P. 0., via Goluer

B.C. Evertvhing furnished. Rates $15.00 per day Indus. .e.
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In The Land Of The Moose Bird*

To Hudson's Bay Via The Albany River

Being some Account of Travel by Canoe and Portage through the Lan>1 of the Voyageur

and Courier du Bois, in the Country where roll the Kenoganii, the Albany and the Moose.

BY WILLIAM J. MALONK

•'Come wit" me on de summer
On place w'ere de beeg tree grow,

De smoke of de log house chimley

Will tole you de way to go

—

An' if you're not too unlucky
De w'iskey jack dere you'll see

Flyin' aroun' de shaintee

An' dat was de bird for me."'

T
HE cold, gray mists of a Septem-
ber morning were hanging low
over Clear Water Lake as the two
sixteen foot canoes broke out

from the shore and began the journey by
canoe and portage of over eleven hun-
dred miles, that was to furnish some
hardships and many inconveniences, but

above all provide the sweetest and most
unalloyed enjoyment known to humans,
—a close communion with Nature in

the forest primeval, among Nature's

creatures, who, because they know not

man, fear not ; among tinkling brooks,

wild rapids and roaring rivers, where
each twist and turn brings fresh sur-

prises ; among solitudes broken only by

the occasional scream of the fish hawk
and the laughter of the loon ; past aged

mountains whose rugged grandeur awes
the loud voice to whisper ; among for-

ests whose beauty and vastness along

the rivers and lakes fall away to scrub

growth and muskeg in the distance,

symbolizing the course of human life,

and among the Ojibways and Crees, the

doughty, dark-skinned warriors who still

•—Canadian Magpie or Whiskey Jack.

do battle with starvation and the ele-

ments as did their ancestors of yore.

Our purpose was to traverse the coun-

try from, Jackfish, on the Canadian Pa-

cific Railroad, through a chain of lakes

and portages to Long Lake, thence by

rivers to Fort Albany on Hudson's Bay,

From the latter point we were to travel

by sea southerly to Moose Factory, and

make our return to civilization by way
of the Moose, Frederick House, and

Abitibi Rivers. The party consisted of

Billy Morrison, our head guide, Nichol-

son the Ojibway, my friend and myself.

We were to invade a country where

rivers and lakes are the only highways,

and canoes and dog sleds the only

vehicles,—a land where the fur trade

furnis'hes a surviving relic of the earliest

recorded life on this continent, for the

frontiersman has passed with the fron-

tier, and the railroad has degenerated the

Indian. Northern Canada alone ofifers

fields for study, interesting from the

standpoint of him who desires to see the

land as the Indian and Voyageur saw it

of old. Rut little is yet known of this
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Tlie Permanent Caiup uu Ciuai tv'ater Lake.

vast region, for t'he forest trails wh-ich

connect Post with Post are rarely di-

verged from, and t'he unexplored coun-
try stretches off unmeasured miles on
either hand, dotted with hundreds of un-

named lakes and drained by rivers as yet

unseen.

The night before in Armstrong's per-

manent camp had been a merry one, and
the early morning hours found us still

regaling one another with stories and ex-

periences of the recent past. Ordinarily

truthful men, not one of the gat'hering

would have hesitated to bear testimony
that Fred Armstrong's howl of "Snack !"

at four o'clock had given us not more
than three hours of that delicious pastime
known in the bus'h as "pounding one's

ear." At any rate, from the decision of

Armstrong's Court there is no appeal.

We staggered down to fhe lakeside and
applied liberally Nature's auxiliary re-

"Bowycu Nitchie."—"Good Day, Friend,

storative. A hasty breakfast, quick
work with the packing, and we were off.

As we traversed the three miles of the
lake to the northward the east brighten-
ed perceptibly. The mists lifted with
reluctance and in an liour we were per-

mitted to see the light blue sky of a per-

fect northern day.

Hardly had the kinks straightened
from our arms before the runway of the
first portage w^as before us in a lagoon of

the lake. \\'e unloaded and arranged
our baggage, adjusted the tump-lines,

those broad leathern straps, which, sup-
ported by the head, enable one to carry

surprising burdens, and struggled one
mile over the first trail to Mountain
Lake. As we surged down the steep

patlhway with the perspiration stream-
ing from our faces, we came upon the

camp of Mr. A. L. Steele, of London,
England, who was just stirring from
what had apparently been a satisfactory

'sleep. He hastened his toilet and don-

ned a collar at our approach, an act

deeply courteous considering the rough
appearance we must have presented. Mr.
Steele had been in the "bush" during the

two previous days, 'having diverged from
his transcontinental trip for the purpose
of taking some of Canada's gamey fish

from the Steele River. I leaned upon
my paddle and conversed with him
while Morrison conveyed a message to

his Indian guides. "What do they do
with this land, and how much do they

pay an acre?'' questioned Mr. Steele, to

which surprising inquiry I could give no
satisfactory answer. Following a few

cursorv remarks, mv companion confided

to me 'his impression of the country

—

"Nothing but lakes and mountains and
Christmas trees!" said he. Yes, thought

I. but what lakes, w-hat mountains, and
what wonderfully symmetrical and aro-

matic Christmas trees!

Our way from the camp of Mr. Steele

lav past "Windieo's Tepee", a Gibralter

of shale rock rising abruptly one hun-

dred feet out of Mountain Lake, with a

grotesque formation which gives it the

appearance of some strange and unearth-

Iv form and face. Superstition has it
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tliat the iiKuintain is the permanent abode
of the "W'indigo", or Indian evil spirit.

'"Above us on de sky dere, de summer cloud inav
float,

Aroun' us on de water de ripple never show.
But somet'ing down below us can rock de

stronges" Isoat

\Ven we're eoniin" near de mountan' of de spirit

Windign."

The bold, naked rock with its sheer
ascent towered above tis as we turned an
angle in the shore. A loose stone fell in-

to the water as we ran in close, and
Nicholson, the Ojibway, leaned over the

canoe and dropped a piece of tobacco in-

to the watery depths. "This make \\'in-

digo please, maybe," said he.

Two miles more over the placid sur-

face of this magnificent lake, with its

setting of cold rock, brought us to the

worst portage of our trip and probably
one of the hardest in Canada. It won
for itself that day the candid and expres-

sive title of "Hell's Delight." Begin-
ning at the foot of a steep and danger-

ous mountain, our way led us upward,
always upward, along a trail necessarily

crooked, that one may win the

heights. After an exhausting climb that

brought breath in gasps we rested on the

summit of the mountain. Again we as-

sailed the obstacles of the trail. A dried-

up river bed, with its bottom covered

with loose boulders and barred at fre-

quent intervals by recent windfalls, of-

fered the course of least resistance.

Sweating profusely and trembling from
exhaustion, we came out finally upon the

grassy shore of Narrow Lake. It fell to

the lot of the Indian, upon a toss, to re-

turn over the portage to retrieve our in-

dispensable ax. which had been left at

the further end. The sinuous windings

of Narrow Lake were followed for some

five miles and the dragging sensation as

though our canoes were being restrained

bv some unseen hand indicated the mud-

dy bottom and the shallowness of the

water.

Morrison and I cooked lunch at the be-

ginning of the next portage, .vhere we
were joined after a time by the other

canoe, containing the Indian and my
friend, who were attracted by the sound

of our gunshiit after a fruitless search for

tlie portage.

Another carry l)rought us to the first

of a series of small and crooked lakes,

with the uneven shore line peculiar to

the North. As we worked our way in

the face 'of a slight wind along the near

shore of the lake a large gray owl flapped

along the green side of the water way
and S'OUglit security in the denser forest.

The scream of a fish hawk overhead, and
the ever present chatter of the industrious

gray squirrel w'ere the only sounds to

break the solemn mid-dav stillness.

1^^^^^
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est was listened to by none of us for long.

It was

"To all, to each, a fair good night.

And pleasing dreams and slumbers light."

On to Green Lake.

"See the old 'haymaker trying to bust

through the fog," said Billy Morrison
llie next morning about seven o'clock, as

we pushed along over the still waters.

A short, rough portage brought us to

Pickerel Creek, and as I slouched down
to its oozy bank a Wood grouse, the first

game of the trip, arose from my feet and
alighted in the branches of a tamarack.

Our ten inch 22 calibre pistol made short

work of the unfortunate bird, which ad-

ded mightily to the flavor of our stew
that night. Bulrushes of immense size

bordered the banks of Pickerel Creek and

Sailing and Paddling by Day. The Catamaran Rig.

in the soft mud on either side we dis-

cerned at intervals the tracks of giant
moose. Ever watchful for a glimpse of

large game, we made a short portage and
found ourselves at lunch time on the
shore of Pickerel Lake. The wind
promising well, w^e rigged up a sail for

our canoes after lashing them together
with poles, but alas ! for the plans of

mortals ! When we were fairly upon the

broad bosom of this splendid lake and ad-

miring the sheen of its greenish surface

the sky became suddenly overcast, the

wind died to fitful zephyrs,—and then
came the rain.

Night found us encamped on an island

with an immense spruce standing alone
and sentinel-like at its shore. The mas-
sive tree had seen the snows of many
winters and its bark still disclosed the

blaze of an Indian's axe made during
the preceding winter. The rain was fall-

ing vigorously as we stowed perishables

under the overturned canoes, and the

sobbing of pine and balsam was in keep-
ing with the fog and rain of the day. A
grand fire, our tent pitched upon the

camping ground of an Indian hunting
party of the previous caribou season, hot

tea and delicious stew, a pipe and a story,

made the rain and the labor of the day
seem but a part of those unique enjoy-

ments, possible only in the far forest,

.where Nature is unmarred by alien

sights or sounds. As we turned in that

night I discovered among the charred

, embers of an old camp fire the rusty head
of an Ojibway axe, and came upon a

small frying pan whose interior was cov-

ered with the gum of the spruce melted

by some Indian for the purpose of repair-

ing 'his birch bark canoe. The still service-

able utensil, throw^n down by the ned

man, bore mute testimony to the care-

less life of Nature's true prodigal.

Morrison's "Haymaker" must have

been engaged in that occupation in a

country where there was hay to be made
the following morning, for a heavy fog

and mist obscured all sight of land as we
splashed farewell to the friendly spruce.

Several miles of vigorous labor brought

us to the rush-grown entrance of a small

creek, shallowed by the drought of the

season. As we broke through the jungle

of reeds which topped by a foot the heads

of the kneeling figures in the canoes, we
surprised a muskrat leisurely swdmming
across the stream after a late breakfast.

His curiosity permitted no closer ap-

proach, and we passed over the dancing

bubbles which arose as he dove into the

protecting depths.

An Indian dog sled and the clever car-

rying board of spruce and willow withes

in which the Indian mother of the North

transports her young offspring claimed
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our attention at the beginning of the next
Indian trail. Here also was to be found
a well preserved rabbit skin blanket, one
of the warmest and best rain shedding
coverings which the centuries 'have

handed down to the red men.

Following the trail of a recent party of

three Indians, who apparently had pre-

ceded us by some two days, we came out

upon the marshy shore of Steele Lake.

The sun momentarily peeped through
the breaking clouds, and discovered for

us. but too late, a flock of mallard ducks
which had been quietly feeding behind a

small island in the lake. Their vigor-

ous cries and speedy departure foiled our

tardy effort to provide fresh meat for

luncheon.

Our way led us along the foot of a

magnificent range of mountains arising

over two hundred feet above the lakes

and our calls were echoed back to us

with wonderful force and clarity. Far
up in the now blue heavens an eagle was
circling the topmost peak of the moun-
tain with his watchful gaze fixed upon
some woods creature ranging the heights.

We stopped for lunch on Canoe Lake,

so-called because we found upon its

shores a well preserved birch bark canoe

cached upon four upright posts, around

the middle of which an Indian had bound
the flattened form of some old tin boxes

to protect the canoe from the sharp teeth

of the porcupine. The "wigwash gee-

men," or bark canoe, of the North coun-

try, is a superb boat when handled with

intelligence, with a carrying capacity on

the average of six hundred pounds. Its

close ribbed sides are covered with bark

of birch so tough and resilient when cut

in season as to resemble sole leather.

Over the root-sewn seams the ingenious

Indian smears the gum of the spruce,

after preparing it to that consistency

necessarv to withstand the frosts of the

Spring and Autumn and the blistering

sun of Summer. Four days the average

canoe consumes in the making,—four

vears, with reasonable care, its life.

The birch tree of the North from

whose body this wonderful bark is taken,

is one of Gitchie Manitou's greatest bene-

factors to his red children. By its use

mU
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yellow sands of Nicholson Lake, where
the trail led off through a jun.e^le of scrub

firs toward a small tableland. The
smoke of a campfire ascendino^ in wrea-

thy spirals into the ether attracted our at-

tention. Busied about the fire, we came
upon Mingan, "the Wolf," an Ojibway
sub-chief, with two companions, boiling

a pail of tea. It was a hunting- party and

they were like us on their way to Long
Lake Post, but unlike us, journeying in

that leisurely manner peculiar to the In-

dian. \A'e laid down our burdens and

after their meal had been completed en-

joyed a smoke talk, through o.ur inter-

preter, ^^''it'h ]\Iingan and his friends. The
attention of "the AA'olf" who had seated

The Heart of the Silent Places, Pickerel Lake.

himself upon a log beside a sheltering

jack pine, was attracted by the noisy

hammering of a gray woodpecker upon
the tree fully forty feet above his head.

Drawing a 38 calibre revolver, which he
carried in his belt for some unknown
purpose, the dark-skinned red man killed

the bird with a single shot. No com-
ments were made by our party at the

time but our manner toward this par-

ticular child of the forest lost none of its

respectfulness.

Answering our good-byes with the gut-

teral "Goodee, Goodee" of farewell. Min-
gan and his companions were left beside

their tea fire and our party resumed the

labors of the afternoon. Several hours of

muscle building with the paddles brought
us through a series of nameless lakes

whose broad expanses dwarf into insig-

nificance some of the most imposing of

our southern waters.

The silence of this great North coun-

try even at mid-day and in early Autumn
impresses one as most extraordinary.

Other than the very occasional jump of a

fish or the cry of some unseen bird, no
sound breaks the continuous stillness.

Through the centuries, since the world
began, this trackless wilderness on all

sides has communed with itself alone, and
during those oft recurring years of pau-

city, starvation has brooded over the

land. In Winter these now sun-lit sur-

faces of the immense water-cours.es be-

come plains of deepest snow, and the ex-

posed crags of these bald mountain tops

tenanted with the howling demons of the

gale. Small wonder that young men of

the Ojibway s and the Crees, upon whose
shoulders naturally falls the burden of

family support, soon grow old ! Small

wonder that there are few old people

among the dusky children of the North !

Before we ^had negotiated its Tull

length, nightfall found us making camp
on the bold shore of Green Lake, whose
water is the beautiful hue of the deep and

placid sea. Far down in its crystal

depths the gray, sanded bottom could be

seen at intervals devoid of stone or vege-

tation. No fish disturb its quiet surface,

nor did our discerning eyes detect a

sign of life within its translucent depths.

A large and terrible "keegonz," or fish,

according to Indian tradition, patrols

its bays and feeds upon all venturesome

members of the finny tribe which seek its

waters for food, and so my eft'orts with

the rod yielded no reward.

Our selected camping place was the

site of one occupied during the preced-

ing Spring by a large party of Indians,

who had apparently dwelt there for a

considerable period. Many indications

evidenced the popularity of its location

and we found cached under a large

spruce tree a full family equipment.

Raised upon the staging lay the inevit-
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able birch canoe, and stowed beneatli

tent, stove, rifle, and a wonderfully con-
structed birch bark tub. The wind was
rising with great force while we fasten-

ed our tent ropes to the poles and the

warmth of our camp fire was grateful

to tired bodies. W hen I sought the

shore, after the evening meal, the scur-

rying clouds were marshalling as though
for battle array, and strange and weird
emotions possessed me as I gazed out
upon the surface of this strange lake,

"For darkness now rose, as daylight sank,

and brought in low'ring night, her shad-

OAvy offspring." The dark shadows of

the pointed firs fringed the water beside

me and the waves thrown up by the small

tempest far out on the lake beat mourn-
fully at my feet. The storm was one of

those admonitions which the Great Spirit

of the frozen Arctic sends as a warning
that the shades of the long night will

soon be drawn over land and sea and
that the home of the moosebird will soon

be inclosed in the icy grasp of winter.

My companions had already sought a

well earned repose when I followed them
with contentment. Stormy though the

night proved to be, our slumber was un-

disturbed and the morning found us re-

freshed as only repose in the Northland

can restore.

The early morning's work brought us to

a small, active river emptying into Mc-
Kay's Lake, and we observed as we pad-

dled down this stream a birch vessel upon
the bank filled with some splendid

fish taken apparently from the immediate

waters, among w^hich was a sample of

that splendid salmon trout found in this

locality. Although we kept a watchful

eve for our red brother, their Indian own-

er was not to be seen.

Twelve miles down the lake a wooded
promontory commands an unobstructed

view of this expanse of water, which wid-

ens in places to three miles, and as we
approached this advantageous camping

ground we descried thereon the forms of

two canvas tents. Our advent was her-

alded by the Indian dogs, w^iiich with

their challenging barks threatened us

from afar. It was the autumn 'home of

Netaw Egejick and he was there to bid

Where the Speckled Beauties Lie.—The Kenogami.

US welcome. Seated in one of the tents

was his wife, busily engaged in weaving
a fishing net, while a woman of fifty

years was repairing a tent by her side.

Stretched upon the drying boards made
for that purpose, w^e observed muskrat
and fox skins, and suspended from the

limb of an adjoining tree was the fresh-

ly killed form of a red deer. Netaw's
hunting companion was not at home, and
'his undoubtedly were the fish we 'had

observed at the entrance to the lake.

Plenty of warm ]:)lankets, two tent stoves.

with an abundance of food, provided for

these simple people contentment which

money cannot buy nor honors bestow.

We soon said farewell to our three

friends, after purchasing several pounds
of the deer meat, and as our canoes shot

out from the rock}' landing the Indians

tossed after us into the water several

small stones, thrown bv them as t^'kens

Netaw Egejick and His Wife.
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of t'he-good fortune they desired should

be our portion.

Lunch time brought the opportunity,

gratefully accepted, to pick two quarts

of blueberries upon the shore of a shal-

low creek in the soft mud of whose bank
we found the broad marks of a bear.

Kings and captains may dine in state, the

simple cottage of the poor may revel in

its ample dinner, and the groaning table

of the banquet hall render up its selected

fare, but to our little patty the juicy red

deer meat of Egejick, flanked by salt

horse and backwoods bread, with those

delicious berries as nature's own dessert,

paled the memories of more am.bitious

occasions.

The hysterical barking of several In-

dian dogs upon an island attracted our

attention in the large lake entered soon
after lunch. Left for days, even weeks,

these 'hardy animals subsist upon such

fish and small prey as may at indefinite

A Pool in the Kenogami.—The Sport of Kings.

intervals fall to their lot. Hanging in

trees we observed as we passed the equip-

ment of three families. Among the pe-

culiarities of the red man of the North is

his habit of hanging in trees and upon
the ambitious bushes about his perma-
nent camp or night stopping place old or

discarded articles of clothing, a custom
which called from our party the obser-

vation that the "old clothes man" of a

more southern section might, after a few
excursions into this profitable land, die

possessed of his full allotment of this

world's goods.

More paddling against a slight head

wind, the passage of three small lakes

in succession, brought us to a three mile
portage punctuated at intervals by wind-
falls of dead fir trees. A distressing bog
through which the trail wound drunken-
ly found us often mired to the knees with
no hope of relief from each other. Each
man travelling light and with nothing
but the absolute necessities of life, found
that his particular load of the equipment
would at this point bear no addition.

Over wooded rises and through swampy
swales, w'here from time to time the

whistling call of the Canadian whiskey
jack or moosebird was answered by its

mate from an adjoining thicket our path-

way brought us out at last upon the

bank of Suicide river. Starting but a

short distance above us, this narrow, un-

promising waterway offered the only av-

enue for progress toward the north. We
stood at this point upon the height of

land, that range of mountainous country
running in an irregular line east and
west, which turns the waters of the North
into Hudson's Bay and heads other

streams and rivers southward toward
those magnificent waterways, the Great

Lakes.

Fifteen miles of unbroken paddling

down river brought us at dusk to the

mouth of our now ambitious stream. As
we passed out into the waters of Long
Lake the stillness of the evening was
broken by three rapid reports of a rifle

which may have sounded the death call

to some adventurous moose. Two miles

across the expanse of water we discerned

the white building of Long Lake Post of

the Hudson's Bay Company, and as we
rounded a sand bar, the accretion of cen-

turies, we made out the nearer dwelling

and storehouses of Jack Spence of the

French Company. The fatigue of the

day fell from us like magic and with vig-

orous strokes of the paddle we rapidly

drew near the landing of the Hudson
Bay Factor. Grouped upon the log

dock were every man, woman, child and

dog about the Post, for the watchful eye

of some Indian had in spite of the fast

falling night made out the forms of our

approaching canoes. We were greeted

most cordially at the landing by Hugh
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Brown, the Factor, willing; hands car-

ried our packs to the Factor's house, and
real hospitality soon set before us a splen-

did meal of that staff of life in the North-
land, the white fish, with white bread, hot
tea, and cows' milk, not three hours old.

Life at Long Lake.

Xo better representative of the new-

order in the old Company is to be found
than Hugh Brown of Long Lake, who is

but twenty-four years old and the young-
est Factor in all the service. \A'ell read
and talented, with that dignified reserve

so eflficacious in dealing with the Indians.

Mr. Brown has already made a name for

himself at the table of the directory board
in London. The sudden death of the

former Factor threw upon his young
shoulders, some three 3'ears ago, the re-

sponsibility of this important Post. His
success has been marked, and deservedly.

In turn we had the pleasure of meeting
that evening Leslie BroAvn, the Factor's

brother ; Nichol Finlayson, in charge of

an outpost one hundred and seventy-five

miles distant; Gomulah, whose tribal

name is Newatchejajickwal)!.'. the local

chief of the Ojibways; and las:. I;n!. ;i"^<:

least, Joe Levick, a half breed liandv

man of resourcefulness and general

worth. It was Joe who walked with me
under the stars that evening among the

tepees, through whose coverings the night

fires glowed dimly, and gave me the sub-

stance of fifty years' climatical exper-

ience in a sentence,
—"This be bad Ian'",

said he. "In summertime we hab mos-

quito fly and black fly ; in winter time we
hab snow fly."

Not for many years has Joe followed

his early occupation as local pilot on

Lake Superior out of the Black Bay.

Once upon a stormy night when the wind

was rising to a gale, a timid passenger

inquired of Joe if he was certain of his

bearings. Oh. yes! I know him well!"

said Joe. "Only three rock in dis bay."

Just then the vessel careened as it slip-

ped ofif a hidden boulder. "Dere's one

ob dose rocks now%" said Joe.

Long Lake Post, one of the oldest trap-

ping centres of Canada, was formerly an

outpost of the North West Company.

Located on the northern end of Long

Ojibuiv. lid AuiLui at Loiio LaiiL.— Cii.c; Gcmulah (left)

and Nicholson v second from left.)

Lake, it overlooks the fift^'-hve miles of

this small inland sea. Connected with
the Hudson Post are some four hundred
and fifty Indians, who include among
their numbers but three Cree families,

and among all of whom is found a field

for the cardinal virtues so necessary for

their happiness and the success of busi-

ness or trade. Here at least under the

management of both posts is felt for the

Indian that paternal regard so essential

for tlieir comfort, health and prosperity,

aiivi here certainly are they given in full

measure their rig1i':i.l share of square

dealing.

The Indians oi liie North, like their

brothers of the South and West of other

days, are but children in their general

bearing toward mankind. There are

different ways of judging the Redman,
but from the standpoint of him who

Chief Gomulah, Hugh Brown, Morrison, at Long Lake.

(At left) (Bare headed) (Second from right)
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would examine that distinct product of

nature, the Indian as the white man found
him, the Ojibways as we saw them are

amon.e: if not quite the best. Of any who
hold to the true Indian philosophy they
are the most reasonable in their attitude

toward the whites. The sum total of

that philosophy is that civilization gives
mankind a great many comforts but
bundles him up with so many rules and
responsibilities and so much hard work
that after all the wild Indian has the

greatest amount of pleasure and the least

sihare of care that man can hope for.

That man is fairest to his red brothers
who considers them as children, govern-
ed mainly by emotion, and acting upon
undisciplined impulse, careless, improvid-
ent, impulsive. Living here amid the

inspiring peaks and suggestive solitudes

of their own mountains with the animals
of their forefathers still prey for the hunt,

they loom large compared to the reserv-

ation Indians of our own country, who
live unnaturally and die as unnaturally,

precisely like wild animals doomed to

captivity.

Here as well as at Fort Albany we
heard of the long and dreadful winters,

when the mercury hovers around 60 be-

low zero and where the snow comes in

flurries and squalls, in which men become
lost within pistol shot of their homes.
Then it is, with the white mantle lying

deep upon the earth, that goods are trans-

ported from the railroad and the skins

and pelts carried out again upon the re-

turn. Wonderful stories are told of the

heroic labors performed in the frosts of

this season,—how Geeman. "the Canoe",
packed five hundred pounds last winter

twenty miles on snow shoes by resting

each half mile, and how some years ago
an Ojibway runner with his dog team
travelled. eighty miles in a day to bring
medicines to the Factor, who was sick

unto death. This section knows once
more the gray timber wolf of earlier

years, and his advent has marked the de-

parture from Long Lake and the sur-

rounding country of the prized caribou

so plentiful there in the days that are

gone. Joe Levick counted nineteen

skulking gray forms tracking his dog

team last winter, and their howls are al-

most nightly heard abroad in the land
during the winter season.

About the shores of Long Lake the

mountains and vales are heavily timber-
ed with the spruce, the balsam, the balm
of Gilead, the poplar, the birch, and the

red cedar, and in the clearings about the

Post the enterprising Brown has five

acres of wheat under ctiltivation with two
hundred bushels of potatoes sown in

June to be harveste'd in October.

Pressed against the window panes of

the Factor's house that evening were the

faces of Indian hunters who had not yet
gone out into the hunting grounds, and
their dark skins and in some cases fierce

expressions conjured up stories of pion-

eer days when the hair of the settler felt

loose upon his head after some such
sight following the blood curdling war-
whoop. Curiosity, however, was the

only motive which kept our neighbors
gazing in upon us from the night, nor
was that sentiment strong enough to hold

them in the cold for long. Presently our

attention was attracted to a piano which
a former fadtor had with ten or twelve In-

dians transported after infinite pains and
labor from the railroad over a trail' one
hundred and thirty miles in length fif-

teen years ago. When we heard de-

scribed the route made necessary to land

it at the Post it seemed to give the lie to

the poetic fancy, blithely written, "You
couldn't pack a Broadwood half a mile."

The following day brought what is al-

ways a fascinating experience, the oppor-

tunit}- of witnessing the purchasing done
by the Indians for the winter hunt. We
entered the store house about eight in the

morning and found the floor outside the

counters already lined with the squatting

forms of the hunters who had credit with

the Company and had not already ob-

tained their supplies. Each smoked in-

cessantly that black tobacco of the North

known as "Canoe Brand", which is com-
posed, I venture to guess, of old boots

and dried bone ground up and pressed to-

gether. Upon the the visage of each was
that thoughtful expression which all In-

dians assume when they go shopping,

for your true Indian generates such a
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thouc^htful mien when he is about to

spend a quarter that one would fancy
him the most prudent and deliberate of

men, instead of what he is,—the greatest
prodig^al alive except possibly the Black.

Barteriny^ to an Indian is a serious and
complex performance and one might as

well attempt to hurry a reform measure
throug-h a State Assembly as to try to

quicken an Indian procedure in trading.

^^'e were informed that the first man to

enter the building that day was the last

one to be outfitted before the store closed

for the night. Chief Gomulah of the

tribe, with whom we were quite friendlv

by this time, sat in an advisory capacity

during the day and commended with word
and gesture each sensible purchase. The
credit averages Two Hundred Dollars tn

the family but varies according to the

ability of its head as a taker of pelts.

The buying of trinkets is discouraged by
the Factor and outside of the occasional

mouth organ or concertina the purchases

are useful and wise. A three or four

point blanket, an axe, and a file to sharp-

en it, several pounds of sugar, a sack or

two of flour and corn meal, some baking

powder, fat pork, a shawl, underwear,

heavy cotton cloth, yards of colored

print, and bright colored ribbon, match-

es, powder, ball and shot, caps for the

muzzle loading guns still almost exclu-

sively in use, a plush cap, mittens, some
heavy thread for sewing and the manu-
facture of nets, tobacco and tea—yes,

much tea—constitute the usual family

equipment. A sealed statement of his

account is given each Indian, who en-

deavors to bring back its value in skins.

They visit the Posts at New Year's and

in June. Although no women were

present we learned that each head of the

family carried instructions from his wife

or wives which left him no great lati-

tude in purchasing, for contrary to gen-

eral opinion the women of the North

dominate the men and their general de-

sires on all domestic matters are carried

into effect. The Indian marries young
for despite the latitude their develop-

ment is rapid. Polygamy exists among
the Ojibways and Crees where there is

no Christian influence and a man marries

in number according to his disposition

anxl ability as a hunter. ( )ne man at

Long Lake has three wives and eighteen
children. (^ur f)bservation throughout
the trij) \erifies the claim that families

are peaceful, with little wailing from the

children and no fighting in the tepees.

To the Indian the love of family is almost

as strong as to the Hebrew of Biblical

times and their affection, exemplified in

life in their privations for one another,

continues to the grave and outlasts

death. W'idonquin entered while we
smoked and refiected, and every Indian

arose and in turn approached him, each

clasped his hand and held it momentarily
in the manner peculiar to their blood, ex-

pressing at the same time in simple

Off to the Huntins Ground.— i rom Long Lake Post.

words their sorrow over the loss of his

wife. During the winter past she had

been called to the Hunting Grounds of

the fathers and Widonquin in the frenzy

of his grief had thrown away at great

loss almost his entire equipment. Long
days of sorrow were spent by him in the

silent forest and now, with nothing for

a nucleus, he had come for provision to

begin anew the struggle against the win-

ter. As we wandered to the shore in the

dusk of that evening an Indian family

were just arriving in their birch canoes.

The mother, who had lost a child during

the summer was met at the landing by

several Indian women, who kissed her up-
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on the cheek and offered words of con-

dolence and compassion.

A dollar watch, whic'h had cost him

the value of Ten Dollars in skins, was
handed to a child by its father during

our stay to assauge its grief over the

death of a dog. Numberless acts of

kindness to their own evidenced the fact

that mankind living closest to Nature

is most likely to be an exemplar of the

Golden Rule.

The visit of the treaty party to the

Post in mid-summer, usually in July, is

a matter of great interest for the Indian.

The Canadian government has estab-

lished the custom of giving the sum of

Four Dollars to each Indian, irrespective

of age or sex, and many amusing stor-

ies relating to the payment of the peace

money each year are told at all the im-

portant Posts.

The following morning broke wet and
a strong east wind threw heavy rollers

from the lake upon the rocky shore:

During the preceding evening John
Spence, Factor of Revillion Brothers,

French competitors of the Hudson's Bay
Company throughout all the North, had
crossed the lake from 'his headquarters

to smoke a pipe and hear the news from
the front. Even before his departure at

twelve-thirty the storm had arisen and
a return passage to any but experts in

handling a canoe would have been most
dangerous. Mr. Spence, however, who
was outfitting the last of his Indians,

felt obliged to decline the invitation of

Brown to spend the night and made the

trip home in the face of the gale. We
decided to start early next morning for

the visit we had promised to make him
and within an hour w^ere seated in his

store. Next to Mr. Spence in im-

portance our party met and conversed

at length with Job Chapies. a pure blood

Cree Indian, who had made the Labra-
dor trip wMth Mrs. Hubbard in 1905, and
who gave us an entertaining description

of the George River country.

Although no one at either Post who
spoke English had ever been more than
fifty miles down the Kenogami River we
derived from our friends on either side

of the lake valuable information for use

in the days that followed. Our course
from Long Lake would take us down
the Kenogami and English Rivers" into

t'hat magnificent Mississippi of the mid-
dle North,—the Albany, thence over the

bosom of this mighty stream to James
Bay, and by salt water southeasterly to

the mouth of the Moose.

The site of the French Post is an ad-

vantageous one and much labor has been
expended by its Factor in the erection

of buildings and the arrangement of its

general equipment. Moored at a sub-

stantial dock were two splendid sail

boats, made at the Post, and in a cleared

space behind the main buildings were
the kennels, housing some of those su-

perb dogs so necessary for winter travel.

Their spirited barking at our nearer ap-

proach was soon hushed and we found

them quite tractable.

Mr. Spence has been located at this

Post over four years and has not been to

the settlement in three. His father

for forty-two years was employed in a

similar capacity with the Hudson's Pay
Company in the Lake Superior and
Lake Huron districts and on the Labra-

dor coast. During those forty-two

years he had enjoyed but one holiday

and that was to get, married.

After a pleasant and interesting visit,

during which we examined the store-

house,' the garden of potatoes and table

truck, and the flower bed where the late

pansies were still blossoming, we took

farewell of Mr. Spence and his friends

and again crossed the stormy lake.

After darkness fell, bearing some
presents of flour and tobacco, I paid a

visit with an interpreter to Gomulah in

his tepee. Crouched over a tent stove

as we pushed back the flap of the en-

trance were the chief's two wives while

the head of the family squatted upon an

old tarpaulin stretched upon the ground.

Although the night- was cold and wet we
were soon comfortable within the tent.

Gomulah, who as chief is always the last

to do so, had not as yet selected his outfit

for the Avinter, and the apparel hangine

and lying about 'had plainly been used

in the previous trapping campaign. We
seated ourselves crosslegged on either
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side of the chief and talked with him of

the various customs and experiences of

his people. "Once," said Gomulah,
"many years ago, when the Ojibways
had their villages on the shores of

Gitchie Gu-mee (Lake Superior), and
SeGun, the manitou of summer, had
been kind to them with weather, and
the corn and beans were high, our an-

cient enemies, the Iroquois, came one
night in numbers like the forest leaves

and killed many of the young men of

our people. For days were the Ojib-

ways pursued through forest glade and
thicket, fighting always to save the old

men and ever travelling northw^ard. And
it came about that one chief wiser than

the rest was able to guide our people

at night by means of the star in the

north, the star that never moves. Since

that time other nations know that star,

but the Ojibways believe that the people

of this tribe, through their wise chief.

were the first to know where to find it in

the Great Blue Wigwam."
During the wnnter past the chief had

a most extraordinary experience. While

in liunt of the red ur jumping deer, as

that animal is called in the North, and
in hot pursuit of two, one of which he
brought down with his rifle, the other

leaped from a ledge of the mountaiii in

an effort to land upon a lower abutting
shelf of rock. The shock was too great and
the animal fell headlong. Gomulah,
who was obliged to follow a circuitous

route in order to reach the valley was as-

tonished upon arriving to find the form
of the still living deer lodged in the fork

of a tall balm of Gilead, from which the

animal was dislodged after having been

killed.

The Ojibways at Long Lake elect

their chief every four years and our old

friend had been their leader for twelve

consecutive winters.

With the rain still falling and the

gusts from the lake shaking the tent

poles we bade adieu to Gomulah and his

wives, who during our -^lay had with

commendable reserve cjntinued about

their wifely duties.

(To be continued next month.)

The Speed Of Flight

If you have any doubt as to the swift-

ness of the canvasback on the wing where

business calls, just fire at the leader in a

string sometime when you've the chance.

Duck shot when propelled by the proper

quantity of powder travels pretty quick-

ly itself, but if your charge brings down
any member of that string of ducks at all

it will be the fifth or sixth bird back of

the leader, and I'll bet a farm on it.

"If you would have a chance of drop-

ping the leader you will have to aim not

less than ten feet ahead of him. Then

he will more than likely run plumb

against your shot. When he drops it

will be a quarter of a mile or so further

on, for he can't stop short of that dis-

tance even after he is dead.

"On the other hand. I have f^und that

the mallard duck is lazy, as wild duck ac-

tivity on the wing goes. He seldom

cares to cover more than a mile a minute,

but he can if he wants to, for I have tim-

ed him when he was hitting the wind at a.

good 75 mile clip. The mallard's every

day style of getting over the country

takes him along about a 50-mile-an-hour

rate. The black duck can show about

the same speed as the mallard.

"The wild goose is an astonisher on the

fly. It has a big. 'heavy body to carry,

and to see one of these fowl waddling on

the ground you wouldn't suppose it could

get away from you very fast on the wing.

But the way it manages to glide from one

feeding place to another on occasion has

a suddenness to it that is aggravating to.

the best of wing shots.

"To see a flock of honkers moving
along so high that they seem to be sweep-

ing the cobwebs off the sky, you probably

wouldn't care to bet that they were trav-

elling at the rate of 90 to 100 miles an

hour in the day, for the wild goose never

fools anv time away. His is always a.

business gait."
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In The Heart Of The Selkirks

Mountain Valley Ranch

BY MRS. E. SPRAGGE.

OXCE more I found myself afloat

upon the sinuous Columbia River

but under very different condi-

tions to those of my previous trip

made in August, 1909, and already re-

corded in Rod and Gun for June, 1910.

On this occasion I left Golden on the

twenty-first of July at seven o'clock in

ihe morning" after a practically sleepless

night, for just as I had peacefully closed

-my eyes I was aroused by the prolonged
whistle of the Columbia River Lumber
Company's Mill. I knew that whistle

should not be blowing at midnight un-
less there was trouble in Golden's chief

industry, so I jumped up to find the

Avhole vicinity ablaze with reflected light

to realize that either mill or yard, a mile

:S'OUth of our cottasfe was on fire.

Fortunately it was an absolutely still

night and any wind there might be blew
from the mill across the river, away from
the town, so the fire was confined entirely

to the mill itself and through the strenu-

ous exertions of the townspeople and fire

brigade did not spread to the various

wooden buildings or to the piles of lum-

ber in the yard, thougfh alas! one hun-

dred thousand dollars' worth went up in

smoke, not even a scrap of the fine and

costly machinery being saved, so fierce

and furious was the conflagration. The
Lumber Company's new steamboat on

which I was to make my trip up the

Columbia to its source in the Lakes of

the same name, was Iving at its wharf

nearby but lier chief ol^cer happened to

be en board and quickly moved her out
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of dauj^er down the river; 1 was. how-
ever, assured by some—who should have
known—that she could not possibly
start at her usual early hour so I need
not arise at five thirty as prearranged.
I accordingly re-sought repose but no
one reckoned with our energetic, enter-

prising navigator and fellow townsman.
Captain Armstrong, who is always equal
to every occasion and was not to be
moved from the even tenor of his way
by a simple little hundred thousand dol-

lar fire. The large double wagon run in

connection with the boat from the town
drove up to the cottage just as I was
about to partake of a tempting break-

fast and the Captain was duly installed

beside the driver to stimulate lagging
passengers. Xo breakfast for me that

morning and much indignation on Arm-
strong's part at the idea of his boat be-

ing delayed, so I humbly drew a veil over
my missing meal.

I found the Claw-how-yah—Indian for

"How are you?"—an improvement up-

on the Isabell, her cabin accommodation
being particularly artistic and charming.

She is of lighter draught and can

make the trip from Golden to Winder-
mere on the lower Columbia Lake quick-

er than the former boat, doing it in a

little over twelve hours at high water,

thus obviating the night on board as well

as the loss of time involved by tying up

to the bank after dark while the river was
unnavigable. There had been no rain in

the Columbia Valley for three weeks so

the conditions were dry, smoky and dusty

from the terrible forest fires that devas-

Living Hoom in the Ranch House.

Mt. Farnham—Winter Scene.

tated the States bordering on British

Columbia last summer.

The smoke from the mill burnt the pre-

ceding night hung like a pall to the

south and the Valley of the Silver Blue
was a Valley of silver grey with moun-
tains and forests blocked out in huge in-

distinct blurs of indigo without form,
giving weird mysterious effects that

were most impressive. Immediate ob-
jects along the river bank were clearly

defined through the grey gauze but be-

yond was the Infinite.

All passengers should have had break-

fast before they started for the boat did

not supply that meal so I bravely con-

cealed my aching void until Captain
Armstrong asked me a couple of hours
later if I would like some strawberries

and deposited a box on my knee. I un-

derstood afterwards that he was disap-

pointed when he returned later to share

them with me and found only the box
left as his portion. I fear the odium of

greedinc-^s liaiigs round me still.

We steamed on up the river with the

usual variations of pulling into the bank
to deposit freight and take on supplies of

wood. At one stopping place we found

a well know-n rancher aw^aiting us with

a verv fine large black and white cow;
he had his arm affectionately around the

animal's neck and had provided her with

a large heap of clover which she was
contentedly munching. Bossy was de-

stined for another rancher on the boat

who had purchased her at a tidy fisrure
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and was prepared to receive the pet with

open arms. The steamer swung- along-

side, the g"ang plank was put out for her

ladyship to step upon and she was in-

duced to place her forefeet on it when the

boat slewed '.vith the force of the current

just enough to drop the end of the plank

resting on its lower deck gently into the

water, producing an inclined plane that

ended in the river. Bossy shook her

head as if to say: "not for me to-day"

and backed firmly away fro.n the plank.

Her master patted her sleek neck and ad-

justed the rope with a little gentle pres-

sure which did not please the lady. She

rancher's hands amid the shouts of the

passengers and crew. He started after

'his pet who had disappeared round the

corner of a wood. Captain Armstrong,
however, had no time to waste upon er-

ring cattle so ordered the boat to push
off from the bank and then exchanged
some forcible remarks with Bossy's new
owmer who being an old man on his

homeward way was nearly in tears ove^

the incident, this being the second at-

tempt he had made to capture his cow.
After this excitement we proceeded on

up the Columbia, the smoke lifting

more and more as we approached the

Photu
Mountain Valley Ranch, Wilmer, B.C.

looked at him reproachfully more in sor-

row than in anger and turned slowly out
decidedly in the direction of home, pro-

ceeding at a rapid walk away from the

Columbia. Her master had to follow lier

whether he would or not and feeling the
tug of the rope she became alarmed and
started a trot which made the gentleman
trot too and suggested pursuit to her bo-
vine mind. She gave a snort, twisted
her tail, kicked up her heels and was off

like a shot, pulling the rope out of the

Lower Lake. The houseboat Isabell, our

destination for the night, was moored to

the bank at Athalmar just at the junction

of lake and river. She looked like an

importation from the Thames with her

gay flower boxes and creepers, her ham-
mocks, easy c'hairs and awnings. It was
difficult to realize such pleasant facts in

the heart of the mountains, one hundred

miles from the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way. They were nevertheless fully ap-

preciated by one wayfarer who was truly
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grateful for such pleasant accommoda-
tion.

Early next morning mine host of the

Mountain Valley Ranch arrived before I

was up with his 'horses and democrat to

convey me over the thirteen miles inter-

vening between Athalmar and his home,
duly reached at the end of two hours,

after a most interesting drive through
benchlands and open park country over
excellent roads. Up from the Columbia
River we rose to the town of Wilmer, a

mile back, stopping there for mail and
various commissions, then on by the

house and extensive nurseries of the Cal-

gary Irrigation Company which is put-

and glowing lines of magenta fire weed
which made brilliant ribbons of color
amid the greens and browns of the var-

ious grasses.

Straight up from the meadows rose the
Selkirks, in rocky firclad cliffs and slopes
of bunch grass and woods away to the
sky line, the range increasing in height
as it extended westward from the ranch
to the recesses of the valley that held
lofty pinnacles, glaciers and snow capped
peaks.

An ideal spot in which to pass days or
weeks, in the midst of a magnificent
mountain region, with good roads made
to lumber camps and mines and abun-

The House Boat Isabell at Athalmir,

ting in a big ditch from Horse Thief

Creek, for the benefit of adjacent lands,

past a pretty little lake, through more
park country and timber limits, away up
Horse Thief Valley till the Selkirk Moun-
tains closed in about us and the Creek
thundered below and we were at Moun-
tain Valley Ranch.

It is beautifully situated on a terrace

above the river which is in no sense of

the word a creek, though it winds and
curvets through the meadows below the

house, dividing them into irregular fields

of oats and hay, broken by belts of trees

dance of good horses to ride or drive

over them.

My only regret was the limitations of

my visit—three clear days. One of

these was devoted to climbing the range

opposite the house to enjoy the pano-

ramic view. One could ride to the

very top of the first ridge and command
from there the Columbia River Valley

with the possibility of meeting both deer

and bear on one's way. An American
visitor at the ranch saw and if I remem-
ber aright subsequently shot a huge
black bear in this locality after I left.
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On the second day I rode to the can-

yon of Plorse Thief Creek where our

house party lunched amidst an environ-

ment of rock, mountain and water on a

broad grassy ledge that overhung the

creek, sheltered from the sun and
cooled I:)y the damp air from the

cascade below. Imagine our surprise and
delight when five mountain goat, their

curiosity aroused presumably by the

sound of voices came and gazed upon us

from the rocks above on the opposite

side ; they seemed only a few feet—not
more than thirty or forty at any rate

—

away, so we suspended our proceedin .;':^

miles from the ranch, lying back in the
depths of McDonell Creek. To reach it

we left home on 'horseback at ten o'clock

in the morning and rode out past the
canyon of the goat along the road to the
Columbia Lumber Company's summer
camp which runs for miles and miles up
various valleys in a way that made us
long for time and leisure to explore them.
W'hen we reached a high point on the

road a mile or more from our picnic

ground we turned off at right angles and
took the trail to Ptarmigan mine. This
we followed for several miles, rising by
easy grades higher and higher, farther

Capt. Armstrong getting into Canoe of Houseboat after a Swim in the Columbia, July, 1910.

and remained like wooden images.
There was an old Billy goat who sta-

tioned himself above the rest with a kid

beside 'him, and three females. They
looked like ordinary white goats of the

heavy Angora type with shorter heads
and horns than the domestic animals.

After satisfying themselves there was
nothing abnormal going on they quietly

withdrew at the end of five minutes,
leaving us quite speechless and tempor-
arily paralysed.

My third and last day I devoted to an
expedition to Mount Farnham, twelve

and farther back into the heart of the
Selkirks, till at last we found ourselves
beneath a mighty mass of grey rock,

that terminated in a curious tower on
the right and on the left fell away from
a rampart of cliff, glacier and snowfield^.

on to a perpendicular wall from whose
base a big area of snow and ice extended
away back on to another magnificei.t

mountain of infinite possibilities. My
'host told me he always had a summer
camp here and that 'he and his wife had
ridden to an elevation of ten thousand
feet near this very spot which is so mar-
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vellDUsly accessible.

A\ e lunched and linijered as lon.s;' as

we could by McDonell Creek with its

impressive background and at last when
time pressed, reluctantly mounted our
horses and rode homewards down the
windinpr trail that revealed new beau-
ties and fresh points of view at every
turn.

On the morning- of the fourth day I

was obliged to bid a sad farewell to

Mountain Valley Ranch and drive away
down the valley to Athalmar. with its

tempting houseboat, wlience homeward
to my summer cottage at Golden.

I heard with much interest before I

left for Toronto in October that the

Grand Duke of Hesse who visited the

ranch in September for big game got a

fine bag of deer, bear and goat during

the week he spent at Mountain \'alley.

My host. Mr. Thomas Starbird, will be

glad to provide accommodation at his

ranch and give all possible information in

answer to any letters addressed to him
at Mountain Vallev Ranch. A\'ilmer. R.C.

A CANOE SONG.
BY JOHN J. McMLRRAY.

\\ hen softly the curtains of night do fall,

And the shadows are long and deep

;

^^'hen the brilliant stars look from cloudless sky

To the softer stars of the deep.

With a laugh, laugh, laugh,

We pus'h our canoe from the shore,

And t'he hearts within us are just as light

As the fajry sheen of the mo'onbeams bright

As they glance, glance, glance.

On the ripples the river bore.

And a little wavelet follows fast

Chasing one that has gone before,

Hurrying on till with rippling laugh

It breaks the stillness along the shore.

Witlh -a dip. dip, dip.

Our canoe through the water glides

While the breezes whisper along the shore.

And the trees clap hands in a soft encore.

To the swish, swish, swish,

Of the wavelets along our sides.

The stillness of silence softly falls

The deep, dark s'hadows along the shore.

And the mystery of night draws low

Its sable mantle the forest o'er.

Not a breath, breath, breath.

The soundless silence to break

;

"Nor sound save the long low call of the loon

As brooding 'he sits in some deep lagoon.

Or the moan, moan, moan,

Of its echo along the shore.



A Fishing Trip In The Laurentians

BY W. H. ALLISON.

WHILE Montreal, the commercial
capital of the Dominion, is un-

doubtedly largely given over to

trading and sport, it is probable

that no other city of its size in the world
has finer rural surroundings or more real

pleasure resorts—resorts reaching over

hundreds of miles to the north and many
miles east and west along the great St.

Lawrence—placed in as large a territory

and many eminently suitable for brief and
pleasant outings.

As soon as the first spring birds on
their northern flights warn us that the

mating season has arrived, we are filled

with the ''Call of the Wild," longing for

the opening of the fishing season, the

freedom of forests and streams, and for a

few days amid the enchanting realms of

the Laurentian Mountains. Just as

speedily as arrangements can be made
and our tickets secured for transportation

over the Labelle branch of the Canadian
Pacific Railway we are ofif on the trail

of the wily trout.

It was a lovely day of June in 19 lo

when all our arrangements were complete
and we left Montreal for a brief fishing

trip. At St. Jerome, thirty-three miles

out, we began to climb and noted with in-

terest the first roaring stream that at

one time furnished good trout fishing.

At Ste. Agathe, thirty miles further on,

is a beautiful lake surrounded by summer
villas, forming the most popular and
largely attended resort in the district. A
drive of six miles west and Hotel Minto
on Lake St. Joseph is reached—a place

where hundreds of people spend their

summer holidays. Lake Ste. Marie,

four miles south and which can be

reached by row boat afifords excellent

trout fishing.

However we go further north from Ste.

Agathe and find that at Ste. Faustin we
'have reached the highest grade, nineteen
'hundred feet above sea level. From the

top of the hill, as we approach the village

can be seen Square Lake, nestling beside

the track at the depot,—a little water

from which many anglers in the past
have captured good creels of the speckled
beauties.

One story retold with great gusto every
time I pass through Ste. Faustin is worth
recounting. A few years ago two city

men, spending their holidays in the

neighborhood saw Square Lake from the

train. It appeared to be about two miles

away and they made up their minds they ;

would return along the track and ga J
through the fields to reach it. Accord-
ingly they alighted at the depot and pro-

ceeded to endeavor to carry out their pro-

gram. The result was that after two
hours' strenuous exercise they landed
back exactly at the point from which j

they started. The windings of the ^

railroad through the mountains at that

point had deceived them and was the

cause of their undoing.
My old friend, J. H. Lefebvre, accom-

panied me on this particular trip. The
train was left at Labelle, twenty-three

miles north of Ste. Faustin, and our old

friend and guide, Nantel, engaged , to

lead us over the mountains to Lake Cari-

bou. For fully one hour it was a stead}'

hard climb and then we caught the first

gleam of the blue water nestling at the

floor of the highest mountain of the

North. Sometime later we climbed into

the boat which had been hauled by team
over the heavy trail during the winter.

Soon, however, the rain fell with such

force as to drive us to seek shelter in a

small cabin our guide had erected near-

by.

With the clearance of the atmosphere
we sallied forth at six o'clock in the

evening and two hours later had thirty-

nine trout—enoush and to spare, particu-

larlv as we had decided to seek pastures

new on the following day.

In accordance with our arrangements

we drove fourteen miles through wind
and rain next day to Lake Desert at

which place we arrived too late to in-

dulge in fishing. However, we made up

for this restraint bv rising at daybreak
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next morning" and trolling till break-
fast time, our contribution to the said

breakfast being four lovely grey trout of

three pounds each. The best catch of

the morning was lost as usual and this

was a particularly exasperating case as

a large red trout broke the line just as

joe was lifting it into the boat.

This lake, while nearly circular in

shape, is only about three acres in area

though it afforded the very best sport it

has ever been my good fortune to enjoy.

In three hours wt landed thirty-one of

the finest trout—none less than one and
one half pounds and the majority two
pounds and over. When we left the

lake at half past six our catch was divid-

ed into three portions and each one felt

that his own portion was enough to car-

ry.

Joe and I spent four days in the vicin-

ity of Lakes Nappleon, La Croche, Des-

ert and Archanibault. To say we had
a good time is only to put it mildly. Al-

though rain fell each day, except on the

occasion of our visit to Lac Moreau, our

catches were fairly good.

When we returned to Labelle we felt

we could not resist the delights of an-

other trip to Lac Caribou, one of the

grandest lakes of the North. Though
the trout taken 'here are not so large as

those taken in the other waters it is an

ideal spot for fishing. It was four

o'clock in the afternoon when we reached

the Lake and we were so drenched by

the rain that fell in torrents that we re-

tired to the camp, made a good fire and

dried our clothes. While the rain con-

tinued to fall we began to feel the need

of some refreshments for the inner man
and rummaging about we discovered

eight potatoes, the remnants of a pre-

vious visit. They were immediately set

upon, roasted and eaten.

We had let out our lines over the side

of the boat and every few minutes the

swaying of the poles would indicate cap-

tures. W^e would run down, land our

fish and return to camp while the rain

still continued descending. Tu this way
we put in our time till eight o'clock when
we started our climb of about twenty

minutes to the top of the mountain,

which is, I should judge, about six hun-
dred feet on the east side and on the

west a drop of one thousand feet towards
the village. It was half past nine when
we reached the village, having walked the

whole distance in the rain and carrying
thirty-five good sized trout between us.

The waters of Lac Caribou are four or
five hundred feet higher than those of the

Rouge River at Labelle. It is difficult

to know when to cease talking of Lac
Caribou and the fishing in that northern
region, which may without exaggeration
be described as a veritable anglers' Para-
dise.

The solemnity of the forests and the

mountains of rock remain. It is still

the mighty Laurentians that tell again
to the new born world the wonders of

their existence and how the shrinkage of

the earth's crust pushed them upwards in

an endeavor to meet the overhanging
clouds

!

RECORD TROUT.

Among the biggest trout captured with-

in recent history, pride of place belongs to

the monster of Loch Stennes, Scotland,

which weighed twenty-nine pounds, and

was caught on a hand line in 1889. It

was one of those big brown trout which

have taken to salt or partially salt water

("slob" or estuarine trout), and the fine

cast of it made by 'Mr. Mallock and now
in the Fly Fishers' club shows that salt

water agreed wifh it. Another big trout

was caught in Lough Ennel, ir 1^04.

This weighed twenty-six pounds and took

a spoon bait.

The Irish lakes have yielded several fish

of fifteen pounds or more in recent years.

A trout of twenty-one pounds was caught

in Loch Rannoch in 1904 by a young lady,

and in the same year a youthful angler of

10 got one in the Test at Broadlands

whicli weighed sixteen pounds. The
largest trout caught in .southern England

of late, however, wasj^^e .
eighteen-

pounder from the New rivet', ^yliich fell

a victim to a lobworm in 1908. The rec-

ord Thames trout was caught in 1880, and

weighed sixteen pounds fifteen ounces.



Black Bass Fishing

An Angler's Experience

BY CHARLOTTE CARSON TALCOTT.
(From notes furuished by Jonathan Talcott.)

TllERIi has been a great deal writ-

ten about the small mouthed black

bass and the best methods for his

capture. The different kinds 'oi

bait used for this purpose have likewise

come in for much discussion. I have
thought it may prove of interest to many
readers and may be of value to some, to

give my experiences as I have fished for

and have my bait ready when required.

Some anglers use fat pork but my ex-

perience with this bait 'has proved very
unsatisfactory, the bass preferring live

bait and not readily taking anything fail-

ing to move. There are times, however,
when bait of all kinds fail ; whether in

such cases failure is due to the absence

of the fish or to the lack of appetite I am
bass for many years and necessarily unable to say.

gained some interesting experiences dur-

ing that time. I have not yet discovered,

however, any particular kind of bait that

may be used with the same success at

all times and under all conditions of

weather.

In my view fish have similar percep-

tions of weather to birds. All anglers

must have observed fish rising in every
direction on certain evenings when the

weather was calm ; and on what appear-

ed to be precisely similar evenings, so far

as weather conditions were concerned,

not a single ripple to mark a rise. I

think when the fish are active they are

looking for food and that is the time to

catch them—that time in my experience

being just before a pronounced change in

the weather.

The black bass possesses a varied ap-

petite. Sometimes he prefers a frog, at

other times a crab or crawfish, and again

at still other times that old reliable, the

fishworm or the large dew worm which
in my opinion is the bait that appears to

be most relished by the fish.

If I had to make a choice of bait I

would take my chances with the dew^

worm nine times 'out of ten and believe

success w^ould be obtained something in

that proportion. If one understands
how to seek them, dew worms are easily

procured. The best time to gather them
is after dark and just after a shower 'has

fallen. With the light of a lantern
enough can be seen and gathered to last

for several days. \Mien I have collected

mine I place them in a quantitv of mois-
tened earth in a box in the cellar

W'hen crabs and frogs are procurable

I generally secure some of each and thus

endeavor to find out which bait the bass

prefers at that particular time. I fish

with two rods ; if alone with two hooks
on each line and bait, each hook wath a

different bait. One line I allow to lie

on t'he bottom motionless.

This statement reminds me of an in-

cident where two people were out fishing

from the same boat. One angler caught
six fine bass and the other not a single

fish. The successful angler allowed his

bait to rest on the bottom while the un-
successful man kept his bait in motion.

Both were using the same kind of bait

—

the dew worm.
Black bass are almost invariably found

on a stoney bottom. This is due to the

fact that stoney bottoms are their feed-

ing places. I have taken great pains to

find out what they feed upon and in

cleaning them I have found numbers of

crawfish inside their stomachs, proving
that crawfis'h as well as small perch are

favorite food. These craw-fish find

their hiding places under the stones and
here the bass follow them.

I recall one incident relating to perch

as bait that may prove interesting. I

w^as fishing with a friend one day and
neither of us was experiencing good luck.

My friend caught a small perch and al-

lowed me to use it to bait my hook. In

tw'O minutes I caught a five pound bass

and using the same bait I captured two
more. Although we tried with other

kinds of bait we did not have another

"strike."
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There are various ways of fishing and
various ways of hooking and landing

a bass. Every angler is, in these mat-
ters, a law unto himself. Some prefer

when feeling a strike to slacken line and
let the fish "run", in order that it may
swallow the bait. It is a serious and
much debated question as to whether
this is the right course. After running
a short distance the fish is likely to get

loose and disgorge the bait.

My rule is, (and I give it for the sake
of others if they think it worth trying)

that when one feels a bite, just pull light-

ly. The bass will invariably start away
and when it has gone a few yards, then
—with the line straight back of it—jerk

sufficiently quickly to set the hook and
if you hook him hold steady and keep
him moving. If possible keep him work-
ing and prevent him from breaking

water. The bass has keener instincts

than any other fish, unless it may be the

speckled trout or 'lunge and will break

water and rid himself of the hook if he

can. Any angler accustomed to land-

ing bass can judge by his antics when he

feels like shaking himself.

A fish must exercise some "fish rea-

soning" when it will rise to the surface

and spring from the water in order to

shake the cruel hook from- its mouth.

W'hen in the water the resistance of the

latter is such that a manoeuvre of this

kind is impossible.

An instance bearing out my meaning
occurs to me. When I was at Catalina

Island off the coast of California I saw^

someone throw a large fish in the water

to Big Ben—the latter being the name of

a large tame seal frequenting the shore.

The fish was too large to swallow whole

and Ben was unable to bite off a piece in

the water. He therefore rose to the sur-

face with the fish in his mouth and when
his head was clear of the water gave the

fish a vigorous shake tearing a piece

loose. He repeated this action until he
had reduced the size of the fish to one
which he could swallow. Ben knew the

resistance of the water and was aware
that what he could not do in the w^ater

he ;:ould accomplish on the surface.

V^hen a bass does jump from the water

it is the angler's duty to keep his line

tight. Don't jerk! More fish have been
set free by sudden jerks than have ever
been caught.

There are many ways of baiting a hook
and many different ideas obtain. Some
people leave long ends of worms dang-
ling. I prefer looping the worm closely.

Some will hook a perch through the
head; I prefer hooking just under the
back fin near the head. For the small
mouthed black bass I believe the crab is

the best food.

Another little incident in my exper-

ience may prove interesting to angling
friends. One day I was fishing on a bar

Avhere bass are caught in limited num-
bers. I had fished for three hours for

one three pound bass and decided to try

a change of location. It was nearly sun-

down when I transferred to Stoney Is-

land—a place which is simply a heap of

stones at low water with a bar running

out into the lake for half a mile. Within
the hour I caught six fine bass in my new
position. My bait was dew worms al-

though I found that the stomachs of the

bass I caught contained crabs almost en-

tirely. The crabs evidently crawl from

beneath the stones at or near sundown
and the bass knowing this come to these

places to feed.

My opinion is that small mouth black

bass possesses an appetite that varies.

One day he prefers crabs and another

day perch. Of all the baits I have ever

tried, however, commend me to the old

reliable—the dew worm.

The experience of Mr. W. L. Pope of

Brooldine, Mass., in New Brunswick last

open season confirms what Mr. Moore

has written in our pages as to big game
conditions in New Brunswick. Mr.

Pope obtained two fine buck deer with

antlers having twelve and ten points res-

pectively and also a nice caribou. He
also had several chances of procuring a

moose but wished for a head with a

spread of fifty-eight inches or more and

not finding just what he was looking for

refrained from shooting. On the whole

trip he saw eighteen moose, sixteen cari-

bou and twenty deer.



Hunting The Elk In Saskatchewan

BY B. L. CLEMONS.

PROBABLY nowhere within such

convenient reach of the dwellers

in cities and towns can such

good big game hunting be found

as in the neighborhood of Prince

Albert, Saskatchewan. Once across

the Saskatchewan River the semi-

inhabited fringe of a fine game country

is entered upon. This country stretches

away north east as far as the records of

explorers supply any definite informa-

tion. Within a few miles of the city, elk,

moose and jumping deer are to be found.

The country is wooded with jackpine,

poplar, willows and tamarack, supplying

shelter to the game and favoring lumber
operations to the extent that cabins have

been erected at convenient locations.

Occasionally an adventurous sportsman
or trapper ventures far into the haunts of

the elk and the moose.

Just before the season opened last year

I received a letter from W. Doidge, the

well known travelling representative of

the Codville Grocery Company stating

that he intended to go for a big game
hunt and would be joined by Charles

Fansit. The place decided upon was
twenty-five miles north east of Prince

Albert and a splendid place for both elk

and moose. Not only w^as I requested

to accompany them but also to make ar-

rangements in order that the holiday

might run smoothly and be crowned with

success. It behoved me to get busy and
I was not long in setting about my prep-

arations which included the addition of

Dave Fiddler, a well known hunter, to

the ranks of the party and the engage-

ment of Emel Hughs as cook and Jack
Sinclair as teamster.

Doidge (hereafter known as Bill) and
Fansit arrived at my house, the Windsor
Hotel. Prince Albert, on Saturday No-
vember twenty-sixth, loaded down with

guns and big game yarns. W^e had ar-

ranged to leave Prince Albert early in

the morning of Monday but as often

happens in such cases delays occurred

and it was not till two o'clock in the af-

ternoon that we left the city behind us.

Our outfit was a good one and had been
provided with due liberality. W^e had
two tents for the team which we expected
to keep with us all the time, a large six-

teen by twelve tent with three foot wall
for ourselves, a good stove and liberal

stores of provisions for both men and
horses.

The weather was fine though it looked
like snow as w^e drove across the huge
iron bridge which spans the Saskatche-
wan. W' e were all in good spirits, laugh-
ing and joking and wondering who was
to have the honor of killing the first deer.

Just exactly where we were bound for

we were not quite sure but we were de-

termined upon one point and that was to

keep going until we found a good place.

There not being sufficient snow for

sleighs we took w^agons and followed a

road leading in a north easterly direct-

ion and crossing the survey line of the

Hudson Bay Railwa}- and the little Red
River, the latter playing an important
part in the lumbering industry of PrinCe

Albert. After crossing the Red River

we took a wrong road and travelled on
until it was almost dark before we found
water and a place where we could com-
fortably camp.
While walking ahead of the teams I

came across an old barn standing near

the road and knew there must be water
nearby as no one would build a barn in

a place where there was no water. While
the rest were making camp I located the

water, discovering a nice spring at the

foot of the hill.

To pitch the tent in the dark was a

little awkward but all did their best and
soon things began to take shape. The
tent was erected, a good fire blazed cheer-

ily in the camp stove which, by. the way,
is a little the best of its kind I have ever

seen, and the cook speedily had supper
ready to be served. As we were both

tired and hungry we found the meal high-

ly refreshing and after a good night's rest

were astir early in the morning.
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After travelling for some distance on

tne same road we were traversing the
previous day we came to several road.,
all of them turning out to be merely wood
roads made for the convenience of thosetakmg out timber. The road we .vee
travellmg was also a wood road. I went
ahead with Bill to try and find a wav
out of our difficulties but we did not suc-
ceed. While holding a council of war
near a big poplar bluff Bill, who was car-rying his big .401, asked "What is that?-
ueer I replied laconicallv, adding as Isaw him raise his rifle to his shoulder a

caution not to shoot too high. It wa>;
the first time Bill had ever shot at a
deer and the caution was needed forwhen the smoke had cleared awav the
deer was still going. Bill wanted to sellme his gun but I declined the offer
Later on Bill came round and explained
that the sights had been moved. The
gun was sighted for eight hundred vard^
when he fired. I agreed to take his word
tor It and wished 'him better luck next
time.

There was nothing for it but to turn
round and retrace our steps to the Red
Kiver. This we did and late that night
tound ourselves on the right road We
arrived late at the home and barn of a
Gahcian settler. He informed us that
he had no room for our horses and it was
only Fansit's strong powers of persuas-
ion that induced him at last to find room
for one team. The second one was made
comfortable between two hay stacks and
as the weather was mild the night in the
open did them no harm.

After a big supper we sought our
blankets with the definite resolution to
rise early and set out on the right road
Ihis program we carried out the more
easily as we wished to leave the Galic-
ian.s behind us. For some time we trav-
elled through a Galician settlement see-
ing deer tracks now and then and keep-
ing our eyes open for further signs.
An hour before noon we came upon aman fixing a fence and, seeing at a glance

that he was not a Galician. we called a
halt in the hope of procuring some in-
formation from him both about the road
and the neighborhood of game. He told
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A Council of War.

US his name was Cook and he had come
in from the States. He was a hunter
and trapper and knew of a place ten mi'es
off where there was both a good cabin
and a good barn. These had been built
by a Gahcian who 'had homesteaded and
then abandoned his cabin because there
was too much water on the land. He
told us the road was a very awkward one
and to solve the difficultv we hired him
to act as guide as far as he thought neces-
sary. Under his guidance we reached
the last Galician home which was a very
wild place, fed our teams and had lunch.
Bill and I indulged in a feast of the garlic
pickles, a staple article of diet amongst
the people and didn't find them bad Tor
a change though we would not care for
them regularly.

For four miles more -Nlr. Cook acted as
guide and then left us. telling us that we
could not very well get off the road and
it was only a few miles further. He as-
sured us it was six miles from the point
where we had our lunch to the cabin, but
subsequent inquiry made those six miles
into eleven.
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Before leaving us he gave us a parting

lecture on how to shoot moose and eh-.

He said: "If I catch sight of a moose

in the morning he is mine. I can catch

him inside of five miles; actually run him

down." Fansit, who is always prepar-

ed for an argument and always ready to

take the opposite side, shook his head

and looked doubtful. Dave, who is an

excellent walker, said he would not liice

to travel with Cook, and the writer, who
once tried to catch a moose with the re-

sult that he got lost and had to stay in

the woods for two nights, agreed. L^n-

ally the decision of the crowd was that

Cook could talk faster than he couM

walk.

We kept on and on expecting every

minute to reach the cabin we were so

anxious to see. Finally it became so

dark that one of the party had lo walk

ahead with an axe to clear the road of

fallen trees. At best the road wa^ a

mere trail made by the Galician and with

its disuse it had fallen into bad shape.

Finally when both the horses and our-

selves' were worn out, Fansit, who was

then acting as advance guard, declai ed

that he could see a light ahead. We all

bucked up for a last efifort and emerged

into a small opening on the other side of

which stood the cabin we iiad been so

long striving to reach.

Luck was against us, however, for we

found that an Indian and his family had

taken possession of the cabin. They

had been there for a month undisturbed

and informed us that they intended to re-

main for another month at least. The

room was small and hanging from the

ceiling were the skins of rats, skunk,

mink,' fox and wolf and in addition large

quantities of moose and elk meat were

drving. Bill felt he could not spend a

night in such a place but by represent-

ing to him our condition and the unpleas-

antness of a night in the open it was

finallv decided to make the best of a bad

job and put up with poor accommodation

for one night.

We purchased a big elk steak from th-

Indian and after a good supper of elk

meat and potatoes, bread and butter,

things began to look brighter.

Although the Indian had a team of

ponies he had no hay and had turned out

the animals to rustle for themselves. We
accordingly took possession of the stable

for our teams, making them quite com-

fortable, and after our supper settled

down for a smoke before retiring. Put-

ting down some hay we spread our blank-

ets upon it and being thoroughly worn

out with our exertions Ave passed a far

better night than we expected under the

circumstances, all sleeping well except

Dave, who had the misfortune to lie next

to a box in which were ten live puppies

and these animals kept up a whining

chorus most of the night.

The Indian, whose name was Buck, re-

ported moose and elk in goodly numbers

close to the cabin and we resolved to

lose no time before we were hot on the

chase. The cook had breakfast ready

by five in the morning and immediately

after the meal we set to work. The big

'tent was pitched and Bill and Fansit, tak-

ing lunches with them, set off on the

hunt. The remaining members of the

party hustled for all they were worth in

making camp and by ten o'clock Dave

and the writer were ready to start, leav-

ing the cook and teamster in charge and

instructing Jack, when finished to take

one of the horses and learn what he could

of the surrounding country, particularly

where tracks were thickest.

Dave and myself went south east and

had not gone two miles when we' came to

fresh elk tracks. As near as we could

figure out the tracks were those of a

band of ten or twelve, and as neither of

us had killed elk and were not familiar

with their habits, we proceeded quietly

and slowly. The tracks became so thick

we were unable to follow with any ::-n-

fidence the band whose tracks we had

first sighted. Accordingly we had our

lunch of cold meat, bread and butter with

a few raisins for dessert—a fine lunch by

the wav for the woods—and as it was be-

ginning to snow with a prospect oi its

continuance and we were six miles from

camp we decided to return. We knew

that with more snow our chances on the

following day would be improved as old

tracks would no longer trouble us.
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TTied elk steak was a,L;ain on :hc menu
for supper and over our pipes we g-ave
the usual explanations why we had re-
turned emptvhanded. Fansit and Bill
agreed that they had been close to moose,
findmg- the place where four of them had
lain down, but as the day was calm they
had decided to wait for a wind. It is al-
most impossible to get near a moose on
a calm day. their senses of hearing and
smelling being exceedingly acute. They
likewise reported finding many elk tracks
but had not caught sight of big game.
Jack also reported plenty of tracks.

He had discovered a road used by the
Hudson Bay Railway surveyors about
two miles from the camp and was sure
he could lead us to it. As the snow was
still falling wdien we retired for the night
we felt fairly confident of a big day "on
the morrow when all the tracks would
certainly be fresh.

Our camp was made unusually com-
fortable. With an abundance of hay and
plenty of good warm blankets fine beds
were made. We had brought some
boards wnth us and with them we rigged
up a good table in one corner of the tent.
The air was very different to the Indian
cabin in which we slept the night before
and every one of us keenly relished the
change. We had a plentiful supply of
good food and altogether felt that after
all our lines might have fallen in manv
worse places.

-MI were on deck early and found snow
still falling. After breakfast we set off
in couples as on the previous day, each
being supplied with a good lunch. Be-
fore going half a mile we discovered
fresh tracks and Dave ventured the pro-
phecy that we would surely spill blood
that day. We made out by the tracks
that a band consisting of four elk was in
front of us. They were travelling north
east and were going quite fast. At the
end of tw^o miles we noted that they were
travelling more slowly and stopping to

feed here and there.

We found the country densely wooded
with white poplar, with a heavy under-
growth of pea vine. Occasionally we
came to an opening or a swamp with
heavy grass and moss. The tracks de-

A Ri-waiii of Good Marksmanship.

noted that we were gaining on the elk
and we continued to press forw^ard.
About eleven o'clock we arrived at the
edge of a swamp and saw the tracks lead-
ing clean across. This swamp w^as about
half a mile long and two hundred yards
wide. Half way down a fringe of tama-
rack and willows ran across the swamp.
At that time the snow was .falling fast
and being unable to see very far we decid-
ed to keep to the timber on the right
hand side till we reached the line of trees.
This enabled us to keep under cover all

the way and when about half way acro.ss

the swamp Dave, who had been walking
ahead, suddenly stopped, took a (luick
step to one side and beckoned to me co
come on. As he raised his rifle I follow-
ed its direction and saw four large elk
about one hundred and fifty 3^ards in

front. We both opened fire on them,
bringing dowm one huge bull elk and
wounding the three others, emptying our
rifles before they were out of sight in the
bushes.

Just stopping long enough to bleed our
game we took up the trail of a second
one which appeared to be badly wound-
ed.

^
We found blood on both sides of the

trail and felt confident that Ave should le
able to secure him as well. Before u e
had gone a quarter of a mile we came in
sight of him and as he set off to run Dave
shot him through the body and I hit him
in the hip, the bullet going through and
lodging in the shoulder joint. The poor
animal fell to rise no more and after per-
forming the necessary operation we re-
turned to take up the tracks of the others.
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Both were bleeding and taking up the

track of the one that appeared to be

wounded the worst we_soon came to a

place where he had been lying down.

Judging by the blood in the snow he

was badly wounded and we advanced

quickly, the tracks being sufficiently

good to leave us no doubt of our road.

After covering about three quarters of

a mile we obtained a shot at him but the

trees were so thick that we both missed

hiin. Later on again we caught sight of

him and fired with a like result. Then

ive decided to wait for awhile as he \vab

bleeding freely and lying down every

hundred yards or so. We lit our pipes

and had a smoke and when we started

again went forward as quietly as possi-

ble.

When wc came within sight of him

again he was lying on a little hill and

only his head could be seen. I took

first turn and shot him through the neck

but too high up tjo be fatal. Although

he fell over he jumped up again and

was about to go ofif when Dave fired,

breaking his hind leg. W^e were able to

walk up to him and finish him with the

knife.

\\hile we were still busy we heard

someone coming and were glad to see

Bill and Jack approaching. They had

been following some moose and when
Dave and I began shooting they left that

part on the double quick. Being thus

put ofT their game fhey came across to

see what all the noise was about, and

found us deeply engaged. While Bill

built a fire the other three began to show
our skill as butchers. After removing

the skin we were but a short time in per-

forming the necessary work.

Starting back to where we had killed

the second one we put Bill and Jack on

the trail of the fourth and while dressing

the second we distinctly heard the mid-

day whistle at Prince Albert. At that

time we were between twenty-five and

thirtv miles from the city and the day

was quiet with no snow falling. To
mention this fact may give strangers a

good idea of how far sound carries on

the prairies on a still day. We compar-

ed our watches with the time and found

them risht.

It was no light or easy task to dress

three large elk and we had to work

quickly. These were all beautiful speci-

mens although there was only one good

head and that belonged to the first killed.

The weather was turning cold and we

had to build a large fire at which to warm
our hands. When we came out into the

open where the first elk lay it was still

colder and the wind was rising. We
had to carry dry wood a considerable

distance in order to keep up a fire and

were glad by the time we finished the

third that we did not have another o-^e

to dress.

So busy were we that we had not eaten

our lunch and at the conclusion of our

work we gladly went into shelter and had

a meal, at the finish of which we

set out for camp, which, as far as we

could judge, was four or five miles away.

Not hearing any shooting in the direction

.Bill and Jack had taken we decided that

the wounded elk was giving them a good

run.

W'hen a mile on our way we came \o

some fresh tracks and knew the elk were

not more than half a mile away. As the

tracks led away from the camp and but

little daylight was left we decided not to

pursue them. Bill and Jack arrived in

camp a few minutes before our return.

Bill being "all in." He asserted that if

he had had another half mile to walk be-

fore reaching. the camp he would have re-

mained in the bush. They had followed

the wounded elk for about four miles but

as he was still travelling very fast they

gave up the chase, lost their bearings and

went seventeen miles out of their way

—

according to Bill. The real distance,

said Jack, was not more than seven miles.

As all hunters know the road back to

camp after a hard day's tramp seems end-

less.

When I entered the camp Bill was on

his bed and he greeted me with the state-

ment: "No more for me. I am finish-

ed." I told him he would be out again

on the hunt next day as most of us had

made many similar resolutions when we
were being introduced to the gam.e.

Charlie reported following a large band

of elk for about four hours but the tracks
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at last became so thick he was unable to

tell which way they had gone.
When supper was ready Bill managed

to come to the table and a plate of elk

and boiled beans that would have lasted
him a week in town disappeared like mag-
ic and another followed. I guess if he
had been writing this story he would re-

port similarly on the rest. Immediately
after supper Bill went from the table to

his bed and declined to take his part in

the evening's program.

According to arrangement Fansit and
Jack went out early on a hunt while
Dave, Bill and I took the team to fetch

in the three dressed elk. We were able

to reach all three without cutting much
road and found them amount to a big

load. On reaching the road Bill was ap-

pointed teamster and Dave and I started

once more to try our luck.

Plenty of tracks were found and after

following a band of twenty for some dis-

tance we were cut off by another hunter

who took up the trail ahead of us. We
had noticed a big swamp and meadow
along the road to the camp and decided

to go and look over it which we did.

There were countless tracks but we saw
no game.

When we reached camp it was quite

late and we were very tired. It was not,

however, too dark for us to notice, as we
approached the tent, a huge carcass of

elk hanging to a tree and just near it the

head, a beauty for size and proportions.

We knew that either Jack or Fansit had

obtained a prize and did not need their

show of spirits to tell how things had

gone with them.

The story was told the same evening.

The hunters had followed a band of fif-

teen or twenty elk for some distance,

coming upon them in a very bad place,

a large flat full of willows so thick th^y

could not get a shot. One of the elk,

a fine large buck, showed himself at aijout

three hundred yards and Fansit, who was

a dead shot, brought him down with the

first shot—a most excellent shot as only

a small portion of the shoulder and back

was in sight. No doubt this bucK was

the king of the herd and Fansit, although

an old hunter, became quite excited In

On the Road Home Loaded Down with Game.

telling his tale. We all agreed that he
had made an extraordinary shot and «;e-

cured a grand head—a trophy such as

would aft'ord pride and gratification to

any sportsman. He had a good right to

be pleased with himself.

Sunday found us all ready for a rest

and we spent a quiet day recuperating.

We were all in good shape on Monday
morning and as we expected Bill was
ready for another try. Dave and he left

earlv but after following a band of five

elk for the greater part of the day they

were put off by Fansit who secured a

fine black-tail buck.

The manner in which this buck was

taken is worth recounting. The black-

tail was following the elk and Fansit,

who had stopped to light his pipe, v^-as

motionless when he heard a noise ; .d

saw the black-tail come out in plain view.

Although he shot the deer just above the

heart the animal ran for at least a quart-

er of a mile. When Fansit reached him

he was crouched as though ready to jump

but was stone dead. The head had a
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fine spread with eight pronos and made

a good trophy.

lack and I followed a band to a large

opening. We just came to the edge of

the opening in time to see three elk run-

ning at full spee4 at about five hundred

yards. I fired four shots before they

went out of sight and in crossing to the

other side found that I had wounded one.

He was bleeding but not badly. Though

we followed for some time we were forc-

ed to give up the chase as it was getting

dark and we were a long way from camp.

When we did arrive we were the lag-

gards, everyone bfeing in before us.

Though there were more moose than

elk, Tuesday was too calm for moose

hunting and we wished for a windy day

when all of us would go after moose.

Wednesday found Dave and me still after

elk, but Bill and Fansit were laid up

with sore feet as a result of too much

cross country work. While we saw

three elk we did not get a shot and on'

our return the arrangements for home-

going were under consideration.

As we had six<teen hundred pounds of

meat besides the large heads, which

weighed heavily and took up much room^

we decided to get the Indian to drive

three of us home while Jack follovv^ed

with the loads. This was duly arrang-

ed. The Indian knowing a short cut

managed it so that while we pulled up
stakes at six o'clock Thursday morning

we were in town before four in the after-

noon, all looking for barbers to relieve us

of twelve days' growth. Bill had no

sooner- shaved than he was out looking

for business while Fansit left Prince Al-

bert on the following day.

Every man was jubilant over the ex-

perience and results of the outing and

all agreed to try and make it possible to

repeat the trip in the same vicinity. We
consider ourselves seasoned hands now
and feel that we could do even better

than last year.

DUCKS AND MOTORS.

Speaking of the Manitoba Game Pro-

tective Association's objection to motor

boats in duck marshes, a Winnipeg writ-

er says

:

"I fail to see how the motor boat is to

have any very great efifect on duck hunt-

ing. Always I am ready to bow to the su-

perior wisdom of men who have been born

and brouglit up on ducks and the marshes,

but I'm dead sure that no motor boat

could get through some of the places

where canoes go and where, I judge

—

since the guides follow these water trails

—that boats w'hich seek the best routes

to the shooting grounds, must go. It

is nip and tuck to get a canoe that draws

about two inches of water, through a

good many of those places, and just how
a motor boat can be navigated over such

routes I don't see. The main use for a

motor boat seems to be getting from one

part of the open water to another as

quicklv as may be, and why not, in these

days of ihurry'of all sorts. For a guess,

I'd say the motor boat would be 'less de-

structive to ducks than the canoe. The

canoe steals stilly upon the birds, and if

one has a poise good enough to shoot

from the canoe, a good many birds can be

had that way. Men in canoes get far

more ducks than t'hey can use,

or than the law allows them to get. and,

what with the noise and the inability of

any man with a motor boat to be a bigger

hog than some who go in canoes

—

I'm

willing to go on record as one who doesn't

believe the motor boat is such a destruct-

ive agent as some of its opponents wouM
have us think. I have seen ducks hang

in the water until a steamboat pretty

nearly ran over them before they fly, and,

as for being scared of it. they didn't ap-

pear to care any more than if the thing

had been a floating log."



With Rod And Gun In Southern Alberta

A Long And Varied Outing

BY B. B. LEMON.

FOR nearly a year the members of
my household had been discussing
with those of my neighbor the de-
tails for a big game hunt in the

Rockies. The harvest of 1910 was light,
owing to the severe drought and getting
through our work much earlier than we
anticipated we had several days of joyful
preparations at the end of which both
families started, complete in numbers
and baggage for a seven weeks' trip.

It was on ]\Ionday, August seven-
teenth, that we made our start and our
hunting party appeared like the removal
of the patriarchs of old. There were two
tent covered wagons, fully loaded with
provisions for three months, clothing for

all kinds of weather, warm bedding on
soft new 'hay, cook stoves and to cro'wn

all a milch cow was tied to the rear of

each wagon. Guns sufBcient for a small
army and fishing tackle galore w^ere

packed in the wagons.

On the first day, when we were all

fresh, we pushed along pretty lively and
reached Milk River station, making
about twenty-seven miles. Here was
our first ca^ip and we purchased a few
articles which we found we had forgot-

ten and which were needed to make our
outfit complete.

From this point we pushed out west,
travelling for a week through a ranch-

ing country and seeing about one house
in each day's travel. The trail ran

alongside the Milk River all the way and
twice we had to cross the stream. One
evening we camped in Lonely Valley

though it was not very lonely when we
w-ere there as we had some fine duck

shooting. We came across many small

lakes where we could shoot all the ducks

we required for our meals. Occasionally

we varied our menu by adding a fine

trout. We also shot several prairie

wolves.
The ladies, who dressed and roasi:d

our ducks and prepared us such excellent
meals, wondered much what would have
happened if ithey had not been there to
do this part of the work and so comfort-
able did we find it to rely upon their as-
sistance that we wondered much about
it ourselves.

For nearly a week we contrived that
our noonday and evening halts should be
near some lake and while the ladies pre-
pared a hot meal Jem and I attended to
the task of keeping the larder replenish-
ed and adding some ducks for the next
meal. A plover, an avocet or a jack
rabbit varied the bill of fare a little. Al-
though we had neither boat nor retriever
we succeeded with care in obtaining
seventy-five out of eighty ducks shot.

Included in the list w^ere Blue and Green
Winged Teal, Black ducks, Mallards,
Ringnecked, Gadwall, Shoveller, Ameri-
can Scaup and American Mergansers.

One evening we camped on the Men-
denhall Ranch, south of Magrath, and
near a small lake and were agreeably sur-

prised by a call from Mr. Mendenhall,

'who proved a very pleasant and agree-

able gentleman, full of information about

the country and prepared to make our

stay as pleasant as possible. He inform-

ed us that a large flock of wild geese

were staying on his thousand acre wheat
field and in the evening they would come
to the lake. The information came too

late, for Jim and I had been down to the

lake with our target rifles and before we
could get our shotguns the geese had ski-

dooed.

When we reached Kimball we went to

the general store and postofifice for some
supplies. Here we met a member of the

Royal North West Mounted Police stat-

ioned at Twin Lake and he informed us

that on account of the rough trail we
could not get direct west to Old Chief

Mountain with our loads. In accord-

ance with his advice we headed north
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west towards Cardston, crossing the Ir-

rigation Canal near its source. A little

further on we reached the beautiful St.

Mary's River and then Cardston.

From Cardston the trail to the mount-
ains wound in and out of the Blood Ind-

ian Reservation and we obtained our first

views of the Indian at home.

The next point of interest was the Bel-

ly River, a rapid mountain stream of

beautiful clear water. \Ve crossed on
the big- iron bridge, camped for the night

and decided to remain over for a day's

rest and fishing. Before breakfast we
landed a nice rainbow trout. Finding
the trout would not take the fly readily

we tried hooking white suckers and soon
had five nice ones of two pounds apiece,

providing a pleasant dietetic change.

Resuming our journey the following
day we arrived at Waterton Lake Park
and camped on the outskirts. The Park
Guardian and Game Warden, as we dis-

covered next morning, is Mr. John George
Brown, familiarly known as "Kootenay
Brown." Mr. Brown was the first white
man in that section of 'the country and
was formerly a Hudson Bay Factor. He
proved courteous and accommodating
and a most intelligent informant. He
told us the limits of the Park and the

rules we must observe within its bound-
aries. Procuring big game licenses we
returned to the wagons, drove into the
Park and camped for the night at Warer-
ton Mills. Here we caught the first

sight of the beautiful Waterton Lakes
from which the Park derives its name.
We had the pleasure of meeting Mr. and
Mrs. Hansen at this point and found them
entertaining and pleasant companions.

Next,morning we forded an arm of the
lake and the river connecting the middle
and the north lakes. While proceeding
up Pass Creek we met a hunter from
New York and after a short chat and the
exchange of good wishes we went on up
South Kootenay Pass and beyond the

limits of the Park.

Our permanent camp was pitched at

the base of a mountain near the poini
where the trail leaves Pass Creek and
proceeds over the ridge to Oil City. We
found manv indications of the fact that

there had been an oil camp there at some
previous time and some of the old boards,
slabs and poles came in very convenien:-
ly for our own camp. \Ye had been
fifteen days on the trail and did not make
the camp till the day the season opened
for Mountain Goat and Big Horn.

After years of talking and planning we
found ourselves at last about to exper-

ience the joys and the hardships of a big

game hunt in the Rockies. The camp
was pitched in a beautiful spot. Ever-
greens extended from immediately be-

hind the camp away up the mountain
side, while just a few rods below the

camp the cool crystal waters of Pass
Creek danced and whirled over their beds
of solid rock. Away across Pass Creek
a range of mountains reared their lofty

peaks and in all directions the horizon

was bounded by mountains and forests.

Great sport was enjoyed by the

youngsters, playing along the trout

stream, gathering berries and securing

spruce gum.

When all had been made snug and
cosy at the camp Jim and I started up
Pass Creek n the hope of finding a lake

and securing some ducks. As we could

not shoot in the Park we had been 'with-

out ducks for two days and as ducks 'had

hitherto been so plentiful we had fallen

into the habit of considering no meal
complete without a duck.

We followed the stream till the shores

became so rugged that we ascended a

mountain for the purpose of obtaining a

view. As 'we could see no lake we de-

cided to continue climbing, being encour-

aged in this determination by unmistak-
able signs of game. Noticing a fresh

track leading round the south side of the

mountain we followed, losing it alto-

gether at times and picking it up
further on. I had brought out my shot-

gun in the hope of finding ducks and was
not anxious for big game. As I was
busy with these thoughts Jim called out

"There he is!" and became busy with

his 30-30. I saw the animal bound away
and both of us stood for a time staring

after him. Jirw immediately recovered

himself and said "I believe I hit him and
I'm going to follow him !" "All right,"
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I replied, "I'll remain here on the watch."
\\ hile thus engaged ducks faded from
my memory and I heartily wished for my
rifle. When jim reached the place

where the ram disappeared in a clump
of bushes I saw the animal coming back
towards me. I drew Jim's attention by
a whistle and he saw the ram but was
unable to s'hoot as it was in a line with
myself. As soon as the ram crossed out
of range Jim fired and as the animal pas-

sed just below me I fired both loads from
the shotgun into him. As he disappear-

ed I saw him stagger and we lost no
time in following. Only a fev.' yards

from where I last saw 'him lay our first

Big Horn—a fine young ram with four-

teen inch horns.

On dressing him we found that several

shots had pierced his lungs, while some
of Jim's bullets had torn a big hole in

his back. ^^'ith light hearts but heavy
loads we started down the mountain
side, over down timber, rocks and preci-

pices, slipping, stumbling and falling,

grabbing at bushes, grass, roots or any-

thing that promised to afford the slight-

est semblance of support. Finally we
reached camp, wet. tired and hungry but

we'll pleased with our first day's hunt.

That night we all agreed that moun-
tain sheep was, without exception, the

best meat we had ever tasted, though
later on we found that mountain goat is

just as good. Four days, including the

one on which we obtained the sheep,

were stormy, raining or snowing all the

time and though we hunted diligently

we saw no more game except grouse. As
it was close season we admired them and

passed on. One day we scared up a

lynx but failed to obtain it.

As the snow became too deep for the

stock to pasture I hitched the two teams

to my outfit and on September seventh

moved back to the mill where I could

put the animals in a barn. I rode one

of the horses back to the camp and Jim
and I hunted sheep. We scared up a

flock of eight and tracked them for two

days only obtaining two or three

glimpses of them at about half a mile

distance. Then we gave them up as a

hnneless task.

One day, when hiding on the top of a

mountain ridge and watching the flock,

imagine my surprise to see five red deer
coming single file up the mountain. The
wind had not betrayed my presence and
I had a good chance to watch them.
They were led by a fine young buck and
two does and two fawns followed. The
ridge from which I was watching ran

across the main ridge and it appeared as

though they would pass so close to me
that I could grab the leg of one of the

fawns as they went by. They did not,

however, come so near, passing about a

rod away, going down the opposite side

of the mountain. I was left wondering,

and am still wondering, if such a fine

chance could possiblv occur in open
season. It has never occurred to me and
I think few hunters can have had such

an experience at a time when . free to

take advantage of the opportunity thus

presenting itself.

One evening a resident, named Gus
West, told me that the fish were "biting

good," and also where I could obtain the

best fishing. Getting the loan of Mr.

Hansen's boat I rowed up to where the

river empties into the north lake. The
water was deep and clear and I could

see the white suckers swimming slowly

around, the beautiful rainbow trout

darting swiftly away and the lordly

maskinonge poised motionless above the

moss. I soon had the spoon bait out and

began trolling. In a short time I had a

strike, followed by the sing of the reel

and after some careful manoeuvres I

landed a lively four pound rainbow trout.

The same experience was repeated with

a four pound maskinonge. I never had

better sport and it was so much easier

than mountain climbing!

\\'ith the arrival of Jim we rowed back

to the Mill and after dinner the teams

were taken back to the Pass and Jim's

outfit also moved down. Xext day we
again indulged in fishing, landing five

nice maskinonge but allowing the big-

gest one to get away as usual. He prov-

ed too heavv for mv line which broke as

I was lifting him out of the water.

As the fishing season was over we
turned our attention to bear tracks and
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spent a whole day tracking- Bruin up

Stoney Creek. Although we scared him
up we did not manage to see him, thoug-h

we did have a fine view of two black-

tail deer in an open place in the timber.

As usual our camera, when we might

have brought it into good use, was back

in the camp.

Goat hunting was the next item on
our program and after receiving much
good advice from our friends at the Mill

we loaded guns, blankets and grub into

the boat and started up the lakes to-

wards the Montana border. After row-
ing hard for half a day we reached our

destination, a little log cabin in the for-

est near the shore of the lake. Securely

fastening the boat we took our baggage
to the cabin and made ourselves at home
therein. Supper and beds were soon pre-

pared and in the evening we visited Hell

Roaring Can}^n, a place well if not

artistically named.

Sleep that night did not come as soon
as usual. The rabbits were there in

large numbers and treated us as in-

truders. They chewed my laces nearly

to pieces and ran over the bed in fine

style. Although we didn't sleep we
were up early and off up the mountain
on the east side of the Park. We had an
extra hard climb, getting on shelves of

rock where return was impossible and
g'oing forward not much easier. Finally

we came out on top of a mountain, and
in the broken and weathered rock we
saw many signs of game.

After a good, deal of tracking what we
supposed were goats we were greatly

disappointed to surprise a bunch of eight

black-tail deer—out of season too. I

don't remember exactly what we did

say. and it is of no consequence, but I do
remember that we had a heart breaking
descent to reach the cabin. As it was
Saturday evening we went down to the

Mill, not arriving till ten o'clock at

night.

Sunday was spent quietly about the

camp and after the strenuous time we
had experienced we enjoyed the change.
A little boating and some snapshotting

was indulged in but the lower door of

the camera dropped loose and exposed

and ruined all our plates. Was this a

punishment for using^ it on a Sunday?

Early on Monday morning we were
out again after goats. After tramping
up Stoney Creek we struck out for the

m.ountains on the east side of the Park.

We were on the top of a rocky ridge,

admiring the wonderful panorama of

mountains and prairie with lakes, water-

falls and forests spread out all around us

and thinking that nowhere else could

such scenes be enjoyed, when all of a

sudden things happened in a quicker

time than they can be written about.

Just as I climbed over a small ridge I

saw three mountain goats a few rods

ahead of me. They had been sunning
themsdves lying in the shelter of a small

cliff. Apparently they sighted me ait

the same moment I saw them and they

started off with the usual impetuousity

shown by a mountain g"oat when a dread-

ed enemy is near. To try to persuade

them to stop I sent five shots after them
in as many seconds. As they went down
the steep rocky sides of the mountain I

thought of what one of the settlers had

remarked to me. He said: "It takes lots

of lead to kill a goat!" At this moment
Jim, who had been on the opposite side

of the ridge, joined forces and took up

the trail of one while I followed the other

two. Although the goats disappeared

over the cliffs with great speed we found

following them pretty slow work. Be-

fore I had made much progress I heard

Jim's repeater and the goat he followed

rolled down the mountain side about a

quarter of a mile. In dressing it we
found that one of my bullets had almost

severed its windpipe and Jim's two shots

had both entered its hip. We halved it

and decided to return to camp leaving

the work of trailing the other two till the

next day. We carried that goat seven

miles over mountains, through forests,

streams and bush, making rej-ular pack

donkeys of ourselves. It was after dark

before we reached camp, hungry, wet,

and tired out and feeling that we had in-

deed earned our meat.

Next morning we drove back to the

base of the mountain and leaving the

team there we proceeded on foot. On ar-
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riving at the place where we scared up
the goats the previous day we kept a
sharp lookout. A few rods further on
we discovered the goats away down at

the foot of the mountain by a clump of

bushes and near a small ravine. We no-
ticed the old one hobbling around feed-

ing and the kid was close by. We felt

sure she w^as crippled pretty badly or she
would have gone higher up. Jim
circled round so as to come on to them
from the south while it was arranged
that I should approach them from the

north. After a long, hard descent we
succeeded in our plans and secured both
of them. Three of my bullets had hit

the old one. two shattering her front leg

and the third entering her shoulder. This
may sound like exaggeration but it is

true. The blood had dried round the old

wounds and they were easily distin-

guished from the fresh ones. We could

not say which of us had fired the finish-

ing shots.

As we finished dressing the animals it

dawned upon us that we had a great task

ahead of us, namely to carry two guns
and two goats over three miles of the

roughest kind of travelling. Where
there is a will (and strength) there is al-

w^ays a way, even if one has to be made.
We decided to make the attempt. Jim
took the bi^ one, which I should judge

dressed over one hundred pounds, and I

shouldered the small one and the two
guns and a little later on the head of the

big one. When we came to a precipice

there was nothing for it but to start the

goats down and follow the best way we
could find. We were thankful to know
the wagon was waiting for us at the base

of the mountain and it was after dark

before we reached it.

It did not take us long to load up and

though our drive to camp was not a

pleasant one we found it better than car-

rying the heavy loads. A little rest, a

good hot supper and a smoke restored

us to our usual selves and we began to

appreciate the fine hunting we had en-

joved even though it was laborious.

All next day w^as occupied in packing

and re-loading and the following day we
started for home, camping at night on the

Belly River. Two inches of snow fell

during the night and in the morning it

was quite cold. I rode up the river for

about a mile and crossed the water to the
house of a Mr. Christiansen, a gentleman
w^honi we met on our way in and Avho had
invited us to call upon him if we could
possibly arrange it. Arrangements
were made to put our horses in his barn
and we moved up and stayed with him
for two days. In fording the river the
wagon tongue jostled out of the neck
yoke and dropped into the water. There
was no alternative but to take off shoes
and socks and wade in the ice cold water
up to my knees. I soon had the tongue
in its place but while re-starting a tug
clip broke. By the time I had that fixed

I must have been in the water ten min-
utes and suffered later from a bad cold.

When the chicken season came in we
had left the best hunting ground but

succeeded in getting fifteen prairie sharp-

tail grouse. These grouse were nearly as

plentiful at the Belly River as English

sparrows used to be back in Ohio.
From Cardston we took a different

trail, going home via Spring Coulee, Ma-
grath, Raymond and Warner. While
the trail was much better the hunting

was not nearly so good. We shot a few
more ducks and a prairie wolf.

On arriving home we fe'lt that we had
enjoyed the outing of our lives and read-

ers will see that we can arrange and car-

ry out a long and varied trip in the \\'est.

One and all are looking forward to re-

peating this outing and we hope we may
have better fortune with the camera next

time.

We would like to add our approval of

the changes in the Alberta Game Laws
and our hearty endorsation of Mr. Bon-
nycastle Dale's views regarding the

reckless and indiscriminate slaughter of

wild birds and animals.

Many antelope were seen in the neigh-

borhood of Maple Creek, Saskatchewan,

last winter. They had not been seen so

close to the town for three previous

winters and naturally their visit aroused

considerable interest in the district.



A Tame White Tail Deer

THE accompanyinj4- illustration

shows the scene of one of the trips

taken by the Pacific Indians dur-

ing their meetings in Nelson, B.C.,

last year when they were the .guests of

the members of the local Gun Club. The
C. P. R. hotel on the beautiful Kootenay
Lake with its romantic surroundings

proved ideal for the purpose of an after-

noon's holiday and additional attraction

was lent to the neighborhood by the

presence of the tame white tail deer seen

in the picture.

favorite, which is perhaps the reason his

bad habit is treated too leniently to be

easily cast off.

The iadies in the picture, reading from
left to right, are Mrs. W. A. Hillis, wife

of the Western representative of the U.

M.C. Company, a well known bear hunter,

whose story of a bunch of grizzlies ap-

peared in our pages recently ; Miss Riehl,

whose brother is a champion at the traps,

and Miss Carol Cramer, the young dau-

ghter of Mr. H. R. Cramer of Nelson, B.

C. The gentleman is "Dad" Beck, of

A Tame White-Tail Deer.

This animal was taken in the mount-
ains as a fawn and has grown up com-
pletely domesticated. One of his bad
habits is to watch the preparations of the

tea table and immediately the attendants
have left the scene to walk in and eat up
the lettuce placed there for the guests.

Many efforts have been made to break
him of this 'habit but apparently he is too

fond of lettuce to overcome the tempta-
tion wdienever it is placed in his way and
he continues to rob the tea table as often

as he perceives a chance of so doing. He
makes himself quite at home with both
attendants and guests and is a general

Spokane, whose presence is welcomed at

any gathering of Western sportsmen and

who did much to make the gatherings of

the Pacific Indians at Nelson the mem-
orable events they w^ere in the history of

the organization.

The squirrels in Victoria Park, Brant-

ford, Ontario, have done so well that Mr.

Tremaine, who has taken much interest

in them, advocates the placing of some
boxes in Alexandra Park where he be-

lieves some squirrels would likewise

take up their residence.



Our Dominion Parks

A Record Year Of Progress

THE second annual report of Mr.
Howard Douglas, Commissioner
of Dominion Parks, has been is-

sued as a portion of the report of

the Department of the Interior. Mr.
Douglas testifies to the fact that the

Park at Banff has begun to receive

the recognition that is its due and
that to a far greater extent than
he ventured to anticipate a few
years ago. Banff and its sur-

rounding scenery of magnificent snow-
capped peaks impresses those who visit

the place to such an extent that articles

are continually appearing descriptive of

its beauties in publications all over the

world.

In Germany, where such keen interest

is shown in forestry and the scientific

growth of timber, the fame of Canada's

great reserves has spread and one of the

forestry experts was sent to look over

the Rocky Mountain Park. The expert

spent six days in the Park and expressed

himself as much pleased with the policy

of the Canadian Government in the mat-

ter of preservation and also with the

manner in which it is being carried out.

These reserves in the West now include

11,136 square miles of protected forest

and refuge for many varieties of rapidly

disappearing game. With more efficient

guardianship the fires had been less fre-

quent and done less damage than hither-

to.

The game throughout the Park is in-

creasing and since the running of dogs

at large in the Park has been prohibited

deer have appeared on lawns inside the

town and the sight of deer by town resi-

dents is common. Large flocks of moun-
tain sheep roam and feed on the sides

of the mountains within a mile of the

town and the Superintendent has no fear

of the total extinction of these beautiful

animals so long as efficient park regula-

tions are enforced and game protection

maintained. Last spring he himself saw

fifteen mountain sheep from the station

platform at Banflf, and the flock were not
a quarter oi a mile away.
For years the authorities of every na-

tional park in America have endeavored
to capture a pair of mountain sheep but
the best trappers and mountaineers have
been engaged upon the work in vain.

Young lambs have been captured but

these soon sickened and died. How a

pair were captured near Banff is thus de-

scribed by Mr. Douglas:
In January, 1910, it was discovered

that a band of these sheep had taken up
their quarters on a sloping bench at the

foot of the mountain about five miles

west of Banff and on the main line of

the Canadian Pacific Railway. It was
decided to make an effort to capture a

pair. Rock salt and 'hay were scattered

for a distance of a quarter of a mile and
at the narrow end of the grassy bench a

small corrall of wire netting was erected.

A hanging gate was placed over the

opening and wires attached to connect

with the hay at the far end of the en-

closure. A game guardian visited the

trap every morning but ventured only

near enough to be able to see the enclos-

ure with glasses. The weather was in-

tensely cold and after the trap had been

1)ui]t two weeks and there were no re-

sults we began to fear we were to be un-

successful. However, in the latter part

of January the game guardian reported

animals in the trap and a party of men
were immediately sent down. They
found two full grown Rocky Mountain

s'heep requiring all their intelligence and

strength to capture and tie. After two

hours' strenuous work ihey succeeded

and found the animals to be two rams of

six and four years of age. The horns

of the older measure eleven inches at

the base and both are magnificent speci-

mens of their kind. They were brought

from the trap in a hand car and placed

in the old bufl^alo building and at the

time of writing are in as good condition

as at the time of their capture. The au-
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thorities of Banff Park can safely boast

of having the only fully grown Rocky
Mountain sheep in captivity. Visitors

from Montana, California and Washing-
ton have stopped off at Banff to satisfy

themselves that the rumors of success

were no myth. It is contemplated to

construct a wire fence taking in the foot

of Cascade Mountain and considerable

bottom land for pasture.

Roads have been so far improved that

automobiles can now travel for thirty-

live miles inside the Park. \\'ork will be

continued and it is hoped that during the

present year a well graded and gravelled

road may exist from the boundary of the

Park to Banff. The road from Banff to

Lake Minnewanka is completed and two
steamboats placed on the lake and a large

extension of summer visitors is expected.

Other roads have been improved, widen-
ed and re-graded. At Laggan the road
to Moraine Lake has been completed for

four miles further making ten miles
from Lake Louise. The drive up the

Valley of the Ten Peaks has become a

great favorite.

A trail Avas cut last summer from Banff'

to the summit of the Simpson Pass, a

distance of nineteen miles, in order to

connect with the trail from the Columbia
Valley to the British Columbia boun-
dary and made by the Provincial Governr
ment. It is understood that this trail

will be widened into a motor road en-

abling autos to travel from Windermere
to Banff and eventually through to the

coast.

Many other improvements have been
effected including a new aviary and ice

house where meat for the animals can
be kept for some time. The aviary is

improving and the birds never looked so

well.

A live wolverine was added to the col-

lection and attracts only a little less at-

tention than the sheep.

The buffalo did not do quite so well

during the summer as usual and as this

was believed to be owing to the limited

area of their pasture it was necessary
either to increase the area or thin out the

herd. The latter course was decided

upon and seventy-seven head were ship-

ped to Buffalo Park at Wainwright.
After wintering on a range with abun-
dance of wild hay their condition has
greatly improved. Only sixteen head
are left at Banff' but it is the intention to
bring in seven or eight 3-oung bulls from
the Pablo herd and by the introduction

of new blood materially improve the

herd. It is intended in future to main-
tain at Banff' a herd not excee'ding twen-
ty-live head and to keep them in the pink
of condition. Although the buff'alo have
hitherto been the centre of attraction,

and it is well to keep the buft'alo there,

the mountain sheep are so beautifully

proportioned and so rare a sight that

they have now taken precedence. Seven
antelope captured near Brooks, Alberta,

came through the winter in fine shape
and have become so tame as to respond
to calls and be fed by hand. There are

now in the paddock seventy-four ani-

mals including buffal'o, moose, elk,

white tailed deer, mule deer, Angora
goats, Persian sheep, antelope and
mountain sheep.

Ten young moose were captured un-

der government sanction and forwarded
to New Zealand. All arrived safely and
in healthy condition.

The Cave, Basin and Upper Hot
Springs have become so popular that the

accommodation is far behind the demand
and extensions are imperative. In Feb-

ruary last year the Superintendent and
Mr. R. H. Campbell, of the Forestry De-
partment, visited many of the Hot
Springs in the United States to learn

something of their methods and exper-

iences. Although all these American
springs were advertised as Hot Springs

the Arkansas Hot Springs were the only

ones correctly named as at all the others

the water was artificially heated for

bathing. In no instance did they find

any sulphur springs in the States that

could compare with those at Banff.

Much valuable information was, how- -

ever, obtained which will be useful in

planning the new buildings at Banff up-

on which work will commence next

Autumn, when the busiest portion of the

season has passed.
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Details are given of the work of the

Alpine Club of Canada.
The increase in visitors is shown by

an increase of over thirty-five per cent.

in the cash revenues of the Park over
the highest recorded year.

Improvements liave been carried out
at Field and in tlie Yoho Valley. The
pack trail from Hector Station w-as re-

paired as far as Lake O'Hara, and some
good work was put on the bridle path
from Emerald Lake to the Natural
Bridge.

Elk Island Park is in the Beaver Hills

about forty miles east of Edmonton and
is one of the most natural and suitable

feeding grounds and ranges in Alberta
for elk and deer. After the Park was
enclosed a careful patrol w^as made and
thirty fine head of elk and an equal num-
ber of black tail deer w^ere found. These
had apparently been in the Park when
the area was fenced and the Government
have sixty head of wild game that have
cost nothing. This fact alone would
more than justify the small expendi-

ture required in the maintenance of the

reserve. It is the intention to add
more moose to the three placed in the en-

closure last year as it is found that the

surroundings are as well suited to this

species as to the thriving buffalo al-

ready placed there. ^^'hen the first

shipment of buffaloes w^as made from
the Pablo herd in Montana this was the

place selected for temporar}- quarters.

In June last three hundred and twenty-

five head were shipped to Wainwright,
leaving fifty-fi\'e head that will be re-

tained in Elk Island Park. All the ani-

mals wintered well and no loss was re-

ported.

Three townships have been reserved

near Wainwright, Alberta, for Buffalo

Park and in June, 1909, three hundred

and twenty-five head were shipped there

from Elk Island at a loss of only three

head or only one per cent. In July, of

the same year, one hundred and ninety

head were unloaded at the ;°ark and in

October an additional twenty-eight.

These with the seventy-seven 'head

from Banff, now make the satisfactory

total of six hundred and twentv head at

Buffalo Park, and with this fine herd the

buffaloes may be said to have been
saved from the danger of total extinc-

tion. Since they were turned loose the

increase 'has been as great as could have
been expected as the animals received

the roughest handling and under the

circumstances it is gratifying to be able

to report any increase at all. The new
calves total fifty head, making a grand
total of six hundred and seventy head of

live buffalo running within the confines

of the natural buffalo range. About
eight hundred tons of hay were put up
but during the whole winter none was
fed. The caretaker threw out a ton but

the animals preferred the bleached grass

and left the hay. They came through
the winter in excellent shape and in as

good condition as they were before be-

ing transferre^d from their home range in

Montana. This speaks well for the nu-

tritious quality of the grass and the wis-

dom of choosing a park in the locality

formerly the home of large herds of wild

buffalo is shown by the absolute content-

ment of the herd since they were placed in

the Park. The total loss for the winter did

not equal one per cent, and during the

next twelve months the Superintendent

looks for a very large increase. Many
improvements are planned and provision

is made for abundance of hay for many
years to come. After the Park was com-
pleted it was discovered that a number
of elk, antelope an'd deer had been en-

closed and it is hoped to add a few more
of these animals as well as three or four

moose. The country is particularly

suited for all kinds of game and within

a very short time the Superintendent ex-

pects the increase to be so great as to

provide animals for re-stocking depleted

portions of the Province.

Mr. Douglas recounts some of the in-

cidents of his trip to Jasper Park. Ar-

rangements 'have been made with all the

squatters to leave except Mr. Swift, who
has made many improvements in his lo-

cation and who has been engaged as a

permanent game guardian.

When the Park was first set aside by
the Dominion Government the Indians

and hunters within the boundaries soon
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heard of the fact and took immediate
steps to have one last slaug'hter of the

big' game. It is impossible to give any
definite idea of their success but one fact

is evident, viz., that a good many moose,
elk. deer, beaver and bear still make this

territory their home. As the patrols

through the Park are perfected and ef-

ficient protection given the animals are

sure to increase in numbers and form
an additional attraction to the Park. In-

deed so enthusiastic is Mr. Douglas on

this point that he expresses his emphatic
belief that Jasper Park will outstrip all

the other Parks in the Dominion and
when the natural resources are developed

prove a source of perpetual revenue to

the country. A topographical survey
and the constant employment of fire

guardians will constitute the work of

the present year.

While acknowledging the liberality of

the grants made by parliament for the

maintenance and development of the
Parks, Mr. Douglas points out that their

constantly increasing popularity and the

prospects of large additional revenues
justify still larger expenditures in order

to keep pace with growing requirements.

The appendices include the numbers
of visitors to Banfif with analyses of the

countries from which they came, the re-

port of the Curator of the Museum (Mr.

N. B. Sanson), meteorological tables and
index. The whole report is a strong

testimony to the increasing value shown
by the Public Parks in the national life

of the Dominion.

The Wolves In Algonquin Park

BY MARK ROBINSON.

LIKE many other readers, I believe,

I was deeply interested in Mr. Jack
Miner's interesting article on the

destructiveness of wolves, in the
March number. As co'ntributions on the
subject are invited I should like to be al-

lowed to add something from my own ex-

periences.

From November 1910 to March 191

1

the Rangers in Algonquin Park have tak-
en to 'headquarters thirty wolves, eigh-
teen of them being females. We are told
by those in a position to know that a

female wolf will give birth to from five

to eleven pups in a litter. If we take
the lowest number and credit each female
with five pups we find that by destroying
these females we prevented ninetv voung
ones from being born, a total of ninety
young wolves, which with the old ones
added mean one hundred and twentv
knocked out from preyino- on the deer.
Mr. Miner calculates , very reasonablv.
too, that for each wolf captured one oth-

er is destroyed. That means the Rang-
ers have destroyed sixtv wolves. Half
of these would be females and crediting
them with five young ones each had they
lived for the spring breeding we find that

practically one hundred and fifty young
wolves and sixty old ones—two hundred
and ten in all were destroyed. Credit-

ing each wolf with destroying five deer

during the year—a very small number ac-

cording to some good observers—means
one thousand and fifty deer saved. Car- ^
rying the calculation further and allow-

ing many of them to be does we may
reasonably say twelve hundred deer have
been saved and, calculated at only $5 per

head, deer to the value of $6000 have
been kept from death to the great advant-

age of sportsmen, settlers and trappers.

On the thirty wolves, bounties to the

extent of $450 have been paid. The
Rangers purchase their own poison and
are compelled to so place it that no other

animals except foxes can be destroyed

by its means. This season the Rangers
expended $50 in poison, leaving the for-

tunate fellows in possession of a snug
sum in addition to the pelts. A wolf

pelt, if properly taken care of with feet

skinned and claws complete, will sell to

tourists for five or six dollars. This

means an additional inducement to de-

stroy the wolf.

Mr. Miner's reference to wolf stools is
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quite correct. Hundreds of stools may
be seen in a year spent in the Park and
at all seasons they will be found to con-

tain deer hair, strong evidence of their

destruction of the deer at all seasons.

That the wolf kills for the mere sport of

killing is a fact. In looking over my
diary for 1907-1908 I find records of thir-

ty-one deer killed—over twenty being

does—on the Headquarters section alone.

In a dozen cases no parts had been eat-

en and several had only a few pounds eat-

en out of the 'hind quarters. In quite a

number of cases the brains were eaten

—

evidently some old warrior amongst the

pack had a particular taste for deer

brains.

During the following seasons to date

I have not found so man)' deer killed

though I firmly believe the slaughter

goes on unceasingly all over the woods
frequented by wolves.

Making a low estimate there must be

fifty full grown wolves wandering
through Algonquin Park and trappers

and others believe thirty of them will be

females. Figure on the calculations

made at the commencement of this arti-

cle and see the results. Hunters and

guides from both south and north will

agree that the wolf is the curse upon the

deer.

We know also that there are two leg-

ged wolves in human form who go out

and shoot everything in sight till their

complement is complete. Then the

spoils are looked over and every effort

made to replace small deer with larger

ones, the smaller ones being fed to the

dogs or left hanging in the woods. Many
small deer are left in this way without

any clues to the guilty parties. We be-

lieve men of this class are decreasing in

numbers with the development of the

higher ideals of sportsmanship and we
trust to speedilv see the dav when their

numbers may be smaller still.

I agree with Mr. Miner as to sending

the' whole head and pelt to the Depart-

ment to be there marked in such a man-

ner as will prevent fraud.

. \\'ith regard to raising the bounty it

must not be forgotten that while an in-

•crease in the bounty would certainly be

an additional incentive for attempting the

capture of the wolf most trappers are al-

so guides and it is an easy matter to

place a few wolf baits along their trap

lines in marshes and ponds. Practically

there is no lost time in performing this

work and there are few trappers who do
not do their best to secure Air. Wolf at

the present bounty rates. As a guide
the trapper has an eye to business and
wishes to have as many deer as possible

in his grounds where he will most likely

have parties during the open season.

There are many reasons therefore, why
trappers should at the present rate of

bounty wage relentless warfare against

the wolf.

It is only when one engages in such
warfare that he is made acquainted with
the crafty nature of the animal with
which he has to deal. The wolf easily

puts Reynard in the shade when it comes
to baits and traps. On many occasions

I have found a wolf stool deposited on
the baits and on one occasion saw the

same deposited on a trap. The care with
which they will approach a bait is wond-
erful and if there are no traps their con-

tempt is supreme and very strongly ex-

pressed.

I have used pork, beef, fish, fowl, wild-

fowl, venison, rabbits, mice, cheese and
honey and found all useless with the ex-

ception of venison. That appears to be

their natural food and to achieve success

it seems to be necessary to use it for

bait. Our baits have been set in almost

every way suggested. I find a good siz-

ed bait of venison tied or nailed fast, so

that it cannot be carried off, is the best

and strychnine is the best poison.

During the winter of 1909-1910 a com-
panion and myself put out thirty such

baits. As soon as the ice formed we
ventured out upon the lakes, cutting

holes, placing poles in the holes and nail-

ing our baits securely to the poles. Un-
fortunately the imperative calls of duty

prevented us from visiting those baits for

three months. When we were able to

go we found almost every bait eaten to

the bones.

We secured two wolves, one onh^ two
feet from the bait and the other a mile
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away. The poison was first class and

we are sure quite a number of wolves

paid the penalty of partaking of those

baits.

This discussion will prove most profit-

able if those who can will tell us some-
thing about baits, poisons, etc., and sug-
gest methods that will help those waginf
war against the wolf to make that war
more effective.

A Big Maskinonge From The French River

BY V. H. DAY.

WE were camping on the French
River, a most delightful neigh-
borhood in which to enjoy a

holiday, and had intended to

spend the afternoon in fishing. Owing,
however, to many small hindrances it

was within an hour of sunset when we
were able to start out. Ten minutes'
paddling across the river brought us to

a narrows entering one of the many bays,—"the French River is a veritable river

of bays."

When we entered the narrows, my lit-

tle boy, who was seated in the bow and
holding the trolling line, tightened his

grasp as was his custom, giving out as

little as he could to prevent hooking bot-

tom if possible. Apparently, however,
this was what happened and I was back-
ing up to loosen the hook and swing it

free when I noticed a bewildered look
come into the boy's face and both eyes
open widely. He was hooked on to

something alive! Speedily it was de-

monstrated that the something was very
much alive and w*hen I took the line I

found it to be a maskinonge and a big

one of its kind. A long twenty minutes"
battle ensued but at last he showed his

full length on the surface of the water
and seizing the opportunity he was made
our sure prey. We afterwards found
that he tipped the scales at forty-two
pounds and you may be sure both myself
and the boy were proud of our capture.

It was the first maskinonge the lad had
hooked and naturally its size and weight
made it a most interesting captive and
well worth reproduction. The maskin-
onge was the largest fish against which I

A Big Maskinonge From the French River.

ever battled and while proving no
catch was considered all the more
able on tliat account.

easy
valu-



Our Big Game Problems

Some Possible Solutions Offered

HY JAMES DICKSON.

PR()BABL\' main- other readers,

like myself, have missed the vigor-

ous writing of the late Dr. Mur-
doch on "Our X'anis'hing Deer,'"

and wished his mantle had fallen upon
some equally vigorous writer. There is

much yet to be said on this subject, upon
hounding, upon the 'length and time of

the open season, the allowance of deer to

each gun, and the best means to be adopt-

ed to afford the maximum of sport to the

hunter and the minimum of injury to the

hunted.

I cannot imagine any better method of

arriving at correct solutions of some of

our big game problems than by studying
them from the viewpoint of the practical

hunter, and men whose experiences in

the woods and habits of observation have
enabled them to become thoroughly fam-
iliar with the haunts and habits of our

wild animals.

The stories of canoeing, camping, fish-

ing, hunting and mountain climbing are

all good of their kind and afford a large

fund of information of both interest and
value to those who go into the woods
and to the still larger army unable to go.

Every man differs in certain of his ex-

periences from every other and the only

point on which they are unanimous is

that all enjoy a good time. The perusal

of these stories afifords strong incentive

to the stay at homes to go and do like-

wise.

For generations the public have been

so satiated with fi.sh- yarns that the hon-

est man who cannot or will not tell a lie

even about a fish hesitates before launch-

ing even a reasonably true tale unless ac-

companied bv an indisputable voucher.

I have heard from a relial)le—well a pret-

tv reliable—source that, so far, history

records only one reallv true fish story.

The scene of that fish story that has nev-

er been called in question was on the

shores of a small eastern sea. When the

commander of a small fishing smack re-

turning to his vessel in the early morn-
ing was greeted with the words "Master,
we have toiled all night and caught no-
thing!" Modern fishermen are not us-

ually so unfortunate. In the case of an
angler his catch is often abnormally
large, although, if all stories are to be be-

lieved, the very large ones as a rule man-
age to free themselves from the hook and
escape. Of course when this really oc-

curs it is annoying, though the incident

is not without its compensations inas-

much as the material supplied for a good
fish story provides ample compensation
for the loss.

While angling is an alluring and excit-

ing sport the amusement is all at one
end of the line. From the standpoint

of the fish struggling for life at the other

end "there ain't no sport at all." Our
legislators 'have enacted that when cer-

tain varieties of fish are caught below a

certain length they must be returned

"with care" to their native element. If

the manner in which I have seen these

small fry taken from the hook and re-

turned to the water is a fair sample of

the manner in wTiich this duty is general-

ly performed then the fish sustaining life

after such an ordeal must be very robust

indeed. That section of the regulations

had better be omitted.

A small fish is just as likely to become
a victim to the tempting worm as a big

one. The man with the rod has no

means of knowing what he has on his

hook until too late and it would be bet-

ter in such cases to consign the small

fish to a corner of the frying pan than

return it to the water to perish ; or at

the best live and go through a similar

experience later on.

It is stated that the celebrated Dr. Ben
Johnson on being asked to define the

word "angler" promptly replied: "It

is a long small pole with a worm at one

end and a fool at the other!" While un-

able to see eye to eye with the learned
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Doctor in such a definition I am free to

confess that my syn^patliies are not all

with the man, finding- sport in the life

struggles of the fish at the end of the line

and gloating over its beauties as it gasps

out its life, drowned by too much air!

All the different forms of animal life

were made by the Almighty for the sus-

tenance and comfort of man, and man is

only exercising his legitimate rights in

appropriating them for his own use.

When, however, he sheds the blood of

one of the meanest of God's creatures

merely to take life or boast of his prow-

ess he violates the Divine command
'Thou shah not kill."

With few exceptions none of the lower

animals destroy life except for two reas-

ons—for food or in self defence. Even
the 'lion, the monarch of the forest, only

kills when impelled by the pangs of

hunger. Only man, civilized, educated

and highly cultured with his horse, his

dogs and his death dealing weapons
claims that to deprive other creatures of

life is sport.

I fancy I have taxed the patience of

readers of Rod and Gun as much prob-

ably as any of its correspondents by re-

lating my experiences and observations

in the woods and my views on game
questions. I have, however, never writ-

ten a line with the idea that I was entire-

ly right and that those whose ideas or

suggestions did not parallel mine were
wrong. My hope and purpose was to

draw others out w'hether they agreed
with me or not. A calm discussion of

these matters- through the pages of Rod
and Gun is more likely to be productive
of real good than any amount of platform

oratory. WHien an intelligent reader

•can peruse such an article at home at his

leisure he is more likely to give consid-
eration to its salient points and think

over them than by listening to many pub-
lic speeches, no matter how clever the
speakers may be.

I regret that our legislators still hesi-

tate to pass an act prohibiting the use of

dogs in deer hunting and forbidding the
shooting of does. I believe there are
few questions upon which public senti-

ment is more rapidly changing than upon

these two. Feeling against the dog is

steadily increasing in volume and there

can, I think, be little doubt that in the

near future the baying of the hound may
no longer be heard in the land.

A correspondent in a recent number of

Rod and Gun described still hunting as

"stealing upon the unsuspecting victim."

If such language were not amusing it

would be ridiculous. In all kinds of

hunting there is a tendency to take un-

due advantage, if possible, of the hunt-

ed. Some methods give the game a

slight show and others do not.

The all absorbing object of a deer's

life from its earliest infancy is to be ever

and always on the watch—on guard
against possible enemies. With sight,

hearing and smelling always on the alert

the faintest odor not common to the

woods never fails to put it on the "qui

vive."

Some still hunters upon arrival in a

'game locality move slowly dividing their

eyes about equally upon avoiding any ob-

ject which may alarm the game and look-

ing for indications of that game. Oth-
ers move along at their usual gait as

though their oniy object was to get over

the ground as quickly as possible quite

regardless of the amount of noise the}'

may make. This style of hunter is gen-
erally noted for his keenness of sight and
steadiness of nerve and sights game be-

fore the cautious man has suspected its

presence. Once sighted, a very few sec-

onds suffice to draw a bead and send forth

the messenger. Seldom does such a man
fail to bag the game and as a general

rule will bring in two deer to the other

fellow's- one.

Our friend with the dog is anxious to

give the game a fair show. Let us see

what a "fair show" amounts to with the

ordinary dog hunter. The runways ai^e

carefully located and the hunter learns

where 'he may conceal himself, while be-

ing so close to the quarry that the veriest

tyro could scarcely score a miss. Of
course he does not go alone. A com-
panion starts the dogs. In due time

the deer comes bounding along, fleeing

at full speed for its life. There is no
time or opportunity to look out for other
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dangers than the pressing dogs behind.
The first idea of any other enemy is the

ping of a bullet in its vitals and almost
ere the report of the Winchester reaches
its ears it is stretched on the sward, a

bleeding carcass.

Query : Which system gives the deer
the best show—the still hunter or the

man with the dog?

The views that I expressed in a former
paper to the effect that we should now
protect the game for the whole of the

people in the Province I desire to reiter-

ate. The results achieved in the Algon-
quin Park have demonstrated the fact

that we have mereh' to leave the wild
animals alone, protect them from depre-
dations and in a few years all our wild
untillable lands will be abnormal^' stock-

ed with all varieties of game indigenous
to our climate. We have a number of

forest reserves now in the Province and
I rejoiced to see the pledge of the Hon.
Frank Cochrane, made on behalf of the

Government and promising that these

reserves shall this year be made into fish

and game preserves. The Temagami
and Mississaga Reserves, each larger

than Algonquin Park, are equally well

adapted for the propagation of game.
The game cost nothing to feed and re-

quire no housing or care whatever. If

their haunts are protected from the axe,

fire and the hunters, and such protection

can be given with the expenditure of a

few thousands of dollars, the growth of

our game can be ensured.

Farmers rear their horses, cattle, hogs

and poultry at considerable expense and
trouble and by disposing of surplus

stocks usually realize handsome profits.

In our backwoods we have vast herds

which have cost the country practically

nothing and with reasonable protection

large surpluses might be annually dis-

posed of not only without any detriment

but with benefit to the herds. Our wild

animals are not the exclusive property of

tihe handful of men who go into the woods
for a fe"vv days or weeks each 3'ear to

slaughter a few of them. Everv inhabi-

tant of the Province has an equal right

to his share although for a multitude of

reasons each one cannot go and pluck his

portion of the fruit.

No more than a fraction of the popula-
tion can hope to indulge in a backwoods
hunt. Thousands have no inclination

for hunting and thousands more cannot
afford either the time or the means to in-

dulge in such a hunt. Many of these

people would, however, willingly pay a

handsome figure for a moose steak or a

leg of beaver.

\\'hy should not the government face

this question fully and fairly, assume the

full responsibility for the protection of

these animals and hold them in trust for

the wiiole people? A sufificient number
of efficient- men should be engaged as

rangers or wardens and no hunting or

trapping be allowed within the botmdar-
ies of the parks except by their own men.
Annual hunts under Government super-

vision and regulation for both meat and
fur should be organized and carried out

and the proceeds placed on the markets
for the use of the people, the amounts
realized to be paid into the Provincial

Treasury.

\\hen a pioneer enters the backwoods
and strikes his axe into the root of the

first tree he well knows, liowever youth-

ful he may be, that years must elapse,

and in all probability his hair will be

grav, before he sees the wilderness trans-

formed into fields of wavins: grain and
has achieved a position enabling him to

ride in his own carriage or open a bank-

ing account. How vastly different is

the position of the Province in this mat-

ter! The people of Ontario have in-

herited a large farm, requiring no culti-

vation, well stocked with large herds of

valuable animals requiring no further

care than protection from their enemies.

W^hen the Algonquin Park was estab-

lished it was simpiv an experiment and

there were many "doubting Thomases".
The results achieved in less than two de-

cades since the paddles of its first guard-

ians clove the waters of Canoe Lake have
amplv justified the undertaking and far

exceeded the expectation of its most san-

guine and ardent advocates. A good
manv thousands of dollars have been ex-

pended by the Government in providing
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for its conservation. I have no hesitat-

ion in stating that could the surplus

stock of game and fur bearino; animals

now in the Park, be removed and placed

on the market (and this surplus could

be removed without injury to the herds

but with positive advantage to the Park)
the amounts realized would recoup all the

outlay and leave a handsome surplus to

the good.

Our fur bearers are uol rovers. As
long as they aj'e not harassed and their

food supply holds out they can be found

year after year in the same locality.

Beavers are particularly^ noted for this

trait. They are prolific animals living

exclusively on the bark of trees and us-

ing small timber so long as it is available.

A\'hen the small timber is exhausted,

however, the beaver does not hesitate in

bringing down large trees in order to

reach the thin bark found'on their branch-,

es. I have found poplars cut down by
these industrious workers which by act-

ual measurement were twenty-eight inch-

es in diameter. As families increase thev

spread out of necessity in search of fresh

pastures. By garnering this natural in-

crease, or a portion of it each year, the

Province miffht make a vearlv revenue

as certain as does the farmer from his

crops and herds.

I regret that so many men claiming the

name of sportsmen still indulge in the

nefarious practice of moose calling. In

the Mother Land a man guilty of shoot-

ing the tiniest bird when not on the wing,
or a hare not on the run would be ostra-

cized and expelled from any club. In

this country many men not only indulge

in the contemptible practice but vaunt
their shame in print.

Now if a man, or a party, find them-
selves in the woods and in want of food
no one can reasonably object to the adop-
tion of the most expeditious means in or-

der to procure a supply. To go out for

sport, however, when no such necessity

exists, to stand behind a blind armed with
a deadly weapon, to counterfeit the love

cooings of the female with a birch bark
horn in order to beguile the male to his

doom, and to shoot down the unsuspect-

ing victim as soon as he comes within

reach, does not appear to me to be con-

duct capable of excuse or to be possibly

brought within the category of sport.

It is just the ordinarv work of a butcher

and should be called by the right name.
If sport is the aim then, in all cases,

give animal or bird a reasonable fair

show for their lives.

To Bring Down An Overhead Incoming Bird

One of the cardinal rules of the old

time shooting school cautioned the gun-
ner against ever trying to stop an over-

head incoming bird, 'but to wait until it

had passed b}- and to the rear and then
take chances on what is undoubtedly the

harder shot of the two.

It is surprising how difificult it is for

some sportsmen to successfully score on
their incoming birds. Many who can
seemingly cope with game in any other
mode of flight will habitually balk at this

shot and acknowledge their inability to

make it.

Yet once its principle is understood
and the lesson learned the dropping of an

overhead incomer is as easy as anything
can well be. The miss is always made
by the sportsman shooting under and be-

hind the bird, and there is but one way in

which the error is to be avoided.
To make the shot the gunner should

wait until the bird is about to pass over
him, then, bringing up his gun, follow in

from behind, cover the bird and swing in

ahead of it and, maintaining the same rate

of speed, press the trigger the instant the

bird is hidden behind the barrels. Do
not stop the swing of the gun and be sure

the bird shall have disappeared from
sight. If the shooter will observe this

rule he will be surprised how easily and
invariably he will kill his bird.



The Destructiveness Of Wolves

RY AI.HX. MASON.

IN
the March number of Rod and Gun
I noted with pleasure the paper by
Mr. Jack Miner on the Destructive-

ness of Wolves and consider that he
dealt with the subject in a sensible

manner.
I have not the pleasure of Mr. Miner's

acquaintance thougfh I saw him a num-
ber of times when he was huntings at

Ridout in 1909. No doubt he will re-

member hunting for Tommy l-'aught

when he was lost in the bush at the top

of Ridout Hill.

For four years I was employed in that

part of the country and I am still a mem-
ber of one of the oldest hunting clubs
having a camp near that place. We be-

lieve our camp to be situated in the midst
of the best deer ground in the Province.
Every member of the Club except my-
self is still a resident in that part of the

country and I think therefore I may
write from the point of view of the resi-

dent.

Mr. Miner is right in attributing the

real cause of the vanishing deer to the

destructiveness of the wolves. In read-

ing over previous contributions on the

same subject I find some of the writers

based their ideas upon knowledge gained
during a two weeks' trip each fall after

deer. If they were to have two weeks'
trips every year during their lives they

would fail to arrive at the real facts of the

case. Guides and trappers are quiet

men, rarely talking to strangers or ex-

pressing an opinion on any subject un-

less it be to some one with whom they

are intimately acquainted. In my ex-

perience I found the residents slow to

make friends but staunch and true when
once friendship has been formed and to-

day I number some of them amongst my
best friends.

I remember noticing the statement of

one correspondent to the effect that

wolves will not go near the railrcid track

or trains but remain away back in the

bush. In reply I mav say that I have
mvself seen Mr. Wolf and his familv

standing on the ice at Spanish Forks,
within forty yards of the train. On an-
other occasion I saw the whole family
cross in front of the train. 1 hese oc-
currences do not bear out the contention
that wolves are afraid of the track or
train.

Only a few years ago a band of wolvej
treed a couple of lumbermen near
Bruenell. The man in charge of
the pump at Wayland station caught a
wolf in a trap not thirty yards from the
track and station.

Last year the Government passed an
amendment to the Game Act restricting
hunters to one deer each. What was
the reason? Several hunters have told
me that they consider it a good law. As
for myself the only reason I can see for

it is that it furnis'hes more food for the
wolves poor things! W'hen our legis-

lators were enacting that law they must
have been afraid that the Avolves were
not getting enough to eat. Before plac-

ing such a restriction in the Statute Book
the Government should have sent a Com-
mission through the country and obtain-

ed statements from hunters, trappers and
residents. In any place from Cartier to

Fort William the Commission could have
obtained the reason for the vanishing of

the deer and that reason backed up by the

best of evidence.

While heartily endorsing all that Mr.
Miner has said I am particularly desirous

of emphasizing his point on the increase

of the bounty. Make hunting the wolves
worth while and you can safely wager
that they will be cleared out and the deer

increased accordingly. The bounty
should be $30 with an increase to $60 for

every bitch wolf. The agents, or some
one living at each station along the line,

should have authority to pay the bounty
in order that trappers may not have to

expend the bounty for railroad fare to

some place where they may collect the

same. The skins should be so marked
that while they could not be used over
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again without detection their commercial

value would not be destroyed.

There is nothing- hunters and trappers

so much abominate as red tape. If

agents could pay the bounty every hunter

and trapper and even the section men
would camp on t'he trail ai Mr. Wolf to

his undoing and to the great advantage

of the deer.

If anyone doubts the plentifulness of

wolves let him ask the man in charge of

the pump at Metegama. the agent at Ne-

megas, or any other intelligent resident

along the main line of the Canadian Pa-

cific Railwav and thev will soon be made

acquainted with the facts by men who
know. I heard a man state that he

would not go two miles in from the track

on the east side of Como Lake in day-

light, let alone camp there at night and
he was not a green man either.

If the suggestions of Mr. Miner could

be carried out the deer would increase in

a manner that would surprise some of the

people who lay the blame for the decrease

on the dog men, the still hunters, the

sectionmen, the residents and generally

attribute the present state of things to

any and everv cause but the right one

—

^Tr. and Mrs'. Wolf.

Game Problems And The Wolf

BY W. J. SWANSON.

THE articles in March Rod and Gun
by John Arthur Hope and Jack

Miner contain so much truth and •

common sense that I request to

be allowed to add my quota of endorse-

ment to their statements.

A residence of nearly twenty years in

Northern Ontario and an extensive ac-

quaintance with life in the open leads me
to the same conclusion on many points as

those at which they have arrived.

Mr. Hope deals very forcibly with the

question of non-resident license fees.

Anyone at all acquainted with the sub-

ject must agree with him that the policy

of the Fish and Game Department ap-

pears to 'have been framed with a view
of discouraging, instead of encouraging,
the non-resident from visiting the Prov-
ince and leaving his good money in the

shape of railway fares, guides' wages and
provision bills—sums aggregating many
times the present high license fee

—

amongst us.

Several 3^ears ago a party of five hunt-
ers from New York State went up one of

our northern rivers. On their return
they brought out two moose 'heads. One
of the guides informed me that two moose
constituted the total results of the hunt,
not even a red deer being secured. The
two successful hunters stated that their

heads cost them $250 each, and they ad-

ded that they were "coming again."

^^ hat of the three unsuccessful ones?
Their expenses were nearly, if not quite,

as large as those of their friends and the

country was none the poorer. While
these men do not stick at five or ten dol-

lars a fifty dollar fee may make them
pause.

In my opinion not more than one in

five non-resident sportsmen secure either

moose or deer. The great majority of

them have to remain too close to the

guide and keep in toudh of his instruc-

tions to allow themselves a good chance.

If the dogs were prohibited, as in Michi-

gan very few either resident or non-resi-

dent hunters from parts so proudly term-

ed "civilized" would have much to show
for their license fee.

The regulations for guides are similar

in character to many of the provisions of

the game laws—framed solely on the

"grab and give nothing" principle, de-

feating the very end they ostensibly wish
to obtain. The advocacy of longer open
season and consequently longer guiding
season meets the views of many think-

ing men in the north country. The law
should be amended to allow the open
season suggested by Mr. Hope with the

provision that the applicant for a license

should state the fifteen days he wishes to

hunt, the issuer endorsing such dates in
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stamp on face of the license which license

should be surrendered to the Department

at the final date.

I do not agree with Mr. Hope on the

gun license question. Probably I am
prejudiced through hearing from my fa-

ther and others raised in the Old Land

of the vast gulf existing between those

purchasing gun licenses and those who
having no means to purchase either gun

or license obtain their game by stealth.

To me a gun license smacks of the days

when men were transported for killing

a rabbit or pheasant with a stone on the

highway. ^^'e have enough class feel-

ing and class legislation in our own game
problems without importing any from a

country where such class antagonisms

exist as in Great Britain.

Too many of our oAvn sportsmen write

abusively of the settler, the pot hunter

and the Indian and the awful havoc they

cause with the game. They forget that

the Indian seldom kills more than he

can immediately use and that the settler

who opens up the north country to the

everlasting benefit of older Ontario is

entitled (as Judge Hewson holds) to

what the country produces for his sus-

tenance. As to the pot hunter he is

very largely a figment of the sportsman's

imagination.

As to the destruction of the deer Jack
Miner has the problem tightly cinched.

Mr. Wolf is the preponderating element

in t'he vanishing of the deer. Last Nov-
ember I had the good fortune to shoot a

large grey wolf. Although there was
only one inch of snow on the ground his

stomach was full of deer's hair, showing
clearly that the wolf kills at all times and
seasons.

In the neighborhood of this place was
a lumber camp which was operated dur-

ing the winter of 1909-10. I was told

that on one morning in March the men
found five deer carcases on the main log

road, several still warm, all killed by
wolves and only a bite or two taken out

of them. In November, 1909, as deer

were so plentiful the owner invited me to

hunt in the neighborhood and make his

<;amp my headquarters. Circumstances

did not allow me to accept this kindly in-

vitation.

Last November I was able to go hunt-
ing and witlh a couple of friends packed
in supplies to the camp which had then
been left and spent five days there. One
man obtained a deer. The second, a
noted hunter, never fired a shot during
the five days and saw only one deer. I

did not see a "flag" but was fortunate

enough to get the wolf and 'had he been
endowed w^ith speech 'he might have giv-

en us a very good reason for the scarcity

of the deer after the previous plenty.

I have only taken this one wolf and
cannot therefore speak from a trapper's-

point of view. No man of sense or ob-

servation can live north of the Georgian
Bay and fail to know—if he cares to

know—the chief cause for the disappear-,

ance of the deer. If the deer are to be
saved the wolf must go and no price

would be too high for the Province to pay
for the latter's extermination.

Any reader who has tried to trap or

poison wolves will agree with me that a
man can "stack up" against many games
of chance yielding far better results than

wolf catching at $15 per—the pelt to go
to-^ the Game Department, and the hunter

to pay his fare from twenty to sixty miles

and return in order to reach the nearest

oflficiail before whom he can take the nec-

essary gas-tight aflfidavit. 'Tis no great

get-rich-quick proposition.

May I ask in conclusion if any other

portion of our public business is in the

hands of men showing so little know-
ledge of the subject or so little capacity

in dealing with it as is the case with the

making of our fish and game laws and
the administration of the Department.

A curio which it is hoped will event-

ually find a resting place in the British

Museum has been acquired by James
Fleming of the American Hotel, Medi-
cine Hat. It is a perfect head of a buf-

falo, preserved in an alkali formation for

twenty-five years. The entire carcass

was found by Sam McKay in a dried up
alkali lake, sixty miles from Medicine
Hat. He chopped off the head and
brought it in to Mr. Fleming.
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Dr. Hornaday On Game Law Restrictions

DR.
W. T. HORNADAY, whose

name and work in the interests of

wild life conservation is known to

the majority of Canadian sports-

men is heading a movement in the States

for greater legal restrictions upon hunt-

ing and hunters. He summarises the

measures which should be aimed at as

follows

:

The sale of game should be stopped

immediately and everywhere.

The "bag limit" should be reduced at

least fifty per cent.

The open seasons should be reduced at

least fifty per cent.

The use of automatic shotguns and
pump shot guns in hunting and of dyna-
mite in the killing of fish should be abso-

lutely stopped everywhere.

While these objects may all apply to

the States there is not the same urgent
necessity for them in Canada but every

item will bear consideration and discus-

sion. To prohibit the sale of wild ducks
is coming "within the region of practical

politics" in Ontario and last session

several members urged a bag limit,

for partridge. The diflftculties of enforc-

ing a bag limit, which Dr. Hornaday
fully admits, led ii.e authorities to prefer,

foi the present, prohibition for a season
or t\v -"-her than a measure they cannot

enforce.

Dr. Hornaday wishes to be called an
alarmist and 'he points out "the folly and
crime of s'hooting waterfowl after Janu-
ary first." Ontario has prohibited
spring shooting for several years despite
the fact that neighboring States have not
followed and it is diflficult to restrain

her own shooters when they see slaugh-
ter going on south of the border line.

Evidences of increased interest which will

lead to a better state of things is wel-
come.

Xo less than six birds are declared by
Dr. Hornaday to be extinct in the States
through slaughter and fourteen other
species are said by him to be marked for

early extinction unless drastic and ef-

ficient measures are taken to preserve

them. Protective laws are stated by
Dr. Hornaday to be "entirel> too liberal,

too lenient and too wasteful of life." The
basic principle of conservation is the

recognition that we are onh' trustees of

the natural resources of to-day and should

take for ourselves only ihat portion

which may be taken without destroying

the principal or main source of supply.

Dr. Hornaday devotes special atten-

tion to automatic shotguns which he

would like to see prohibited entirely.

"There is a very broad line of demarca-
tion between the weapons of the sports-

man and those of the potliunter and the

repeating and automatic shotguns have
proven be3'ond dispute that they are on
.the wrong side of the line. I cannot
conceive a right-minded m.an regarding

it as 'sport' to empty five or six shots

from an automatic or repeating shotgun
into a flock of birds in a few seconds and
strew the ground with dead and wound-
ed birds. The very thought is repul-

sive to every true sportsman and it is

more suggestive of the butcher shop than

the field of sport. The argument has

been advanced by the advocates of these

extra deadly guns that laws prohibiting

any one from killing more than a certain

number of birds in any one day are

quite sufficient to limit the slaughter.

Perhaps they would be if they could be

universally enforced ;" but so far the bag
limit laws have been practical faikires."

The Doctor urges what has been re-

peatedly urged on the several Provincial

Governments in Canada and which will

continue to be urged until generally ac-

cepted, namely, that all the revenue de-

rived from the sale of licenses, etcetera,

be used exclusively for the protection,

propagation and conservation of game
instead of being paid into the general

treasury.

More adequate protective laws must
be enacted and enforced and despite the

signs of a deeper and active interest
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much remains to be done in educating;

the public into the principles of sports-

manship. The Doctor ur^es all friends

of game conservation to bend their ef-

forts to this work and thus "leave to our

sons and" grandsons a country in which

they may enjoy the manly and healthful

sport of lumting without first becoming

millionaires and owning private game
preserves."

"Then we shall have faithfully dis-

charged our trusteeship and be ready to

have our accounts audited by the sports-

men Who will answer the Call of the

Wild long after we have crossed the

Great Divide."

Fishing And Bathing In B. C. Mountain Streams

AITSHING trip after the fine trout

to be found in the British Colum-
bia mountain streams may be

taken with the additional and ex-

hilarating experience of bathing in the

'hot springs and thus rendering a vacation

superior to that obtained elsewhere.

Three of us—Messrs. Ralp'h Boughan, L.

G. McDonald and C. Hermiston—who
took such a trip last August thought our

experiences would be worth telling and
accordingly commissioned one of our

number to tell the story.

It was Monday, the first of August and
a fine bright morning when we left Sum-
mit Lake bound for the Hot Springs on
the Kusborooke Lake^ seven miles above
Nakusp on the Arrow Lakes. The first

portion of our journey was by train and
the second a fourteen mile row to Na-
kusp. By means of some lively rustling

at the latter place we collected a week's
provisions and having secured our outfit

on a pack horse hit the trail at half past

three o'clock, making for a cabin at

which we hoped to spend a week. The
trail proved a long rough one and read-

ers who have had experience on mountain
trails can have some idea of what we had
to encounter.

No sooner were we clear of the town
than our horse started up the road at a

faster gait tlian any of us cared to follow.

At first we thought he had taken fright

at something but soon came to the con-
clusion that he was up to some of 'his old

tricks and wanted to find out at once if

his packs were well fastened. He soon
proved they were not and got rid of

them. However, we recaptured him and
once more tied on the load, taking good
care to see that the packs were well tied

and he had no chance of repeating his

experiment.

Inquiries assured us we were on the

right trail and after the little episode with
our horse everything went well till dusk
when we came to a big cedar right across

the trail. The place was a bad one and
we had to lose some sweat chopping it

out with our small axe. It is my opinion

I could have made a quicker job of it with

a hand saw.
,

The last portion of our journey had to

be performed by the light of a small

torch. We were not sorry "when the

cabin appeared in sight and speedily we
had the fire going and a good supper pre-

pared. While we were enjoying our last

smoke our attention was drawn to some-
thing moving along the wall. It turned

out to be an enormous wood rat and
Ralph called out: "Kill him and we'll

have some fresh meat for breakfast
!"

The only thing close at hand to throw
was an orange and with this I let fly, the

only result being that I lost my orange

and a much frightened rat scampered
away to safety.

Not too much brush was gathered for

our beds as the hour was late but we
were tired out and felt that we could

sleep anywhere. McDonald, how-
ever, complained that one of the

boughs we used must have been a thorn

bush. Even he settled down before long

and no time seemed to have elapsed be-

fore Ralph declared it to be daylight. An
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early bath in the hot spring proved most

refreshing and a hearty breakfast put us

in good tune for the day.

The pleasant task of sorting over and

selecting our flies and preparing our

tackle generally was a preliminary to our

starting up stream with a lunch to try

our luck with the trout. In a very short

time we were convinced that we had

struck a good trout stream. The results

of our catch added fresh fried trout to

our menu and proved most acceptable.

.-\s may well be imagined our experiences

that dav recalled others and over our

pipes that evening we indulged in fish

stories till we rolled in for the night.

For the remainder of the week the pro-

gram was very similar. We bathed

twice a day and fished regularly morning
and evening catching many fish. While
pleading guilty to the charge of being

fish hogs we ask readers to remember
that we supplied five other men in addi-

tion to ourselves and did not waste any
fish or allow them to spoil. Indeed we
had to be careful to save enough for Sun-
day and when we returned on Monday
morning we had a few specially prepared
for our dinner at the Nakusp Hotel.

Our return journey was without inci-

dent but we agreed that a fishing trip in

British Columbia accompanied by bath-

ing in the hot springs, would be

hard to beat anywhere. May we
have many such outings and restrain

ourselves to reasonable catches at

all times! It is difificult for readers to

understand the numbers out here and
though we do not wish to plead numbers
in justification for such conduct as that

of fish hogs it does make a difiference

when all the fish taken are used for food

while they remain good. We did not

commit wanton waste. We hope further

that we may not have to plead guilty to

such a charsfe again.

A True Fish Story
BY E. A. CRAIG.

SOME people seem to get all they

want, others get part or half of

what they want and others, judg-

ing by their appearance and con-

versation, never get anything at all. For-

tunately we do not belong to this latter

class as.it is our good fortune to have as

a haven from the summer's heat a home
on one of the prettiest little lakes imag-
inable—in fact Sixteen Island Lake is

known as ''the gem of the Laurentides."
Oh, such blue, blue skies and such

sparkling, sunlight water fanned by the

most restful forest green, for balsam,
spruce and cedar spread their boughs
everywhere. Thus when fanned by the

cooling, healthgiving breezes on the

sweltering days of July and August this

lake of islands makes one think how good
it is to be there.

So thought we, Billie and I, on the

twelfth day of July, nineteen hundred
and nine when a trip down the lake was
proposed. Of course fishing for trout
during July and August is not considered
much sport but in spite of this fact troll-

ing was to be in order. Shortly after

breakfast, therefore, we started on ~ our
jaunt. We were quite hopeful too for

had we not had some fine strikes during
the past few days? We had actually

lost a ten pounder the day before by the

hooks catching in the top of the net,

thereby preventing the beauty slipping

in shore where we wanted him to be.

Alas ! instead of this desired result, just

a vigorous shake or two and he was free

to flap us a glad "farewell with his grace-

ful tail. Oh ! how we regretted the

bungle we had made and thought how
scientifically we would land him if he
would only come back. Of course we
could not report our loss or it would
be only a repetition of the old story

:

"The biggest fish that came to our net

was the one that got away."
Out of our failure, however, came en-

couragement and it was on the date

mentioned above that we baited up and
tried again. After a row of four miles

and nothing to show for it our hopes
waned somewhat and we began to think
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longingly of home and dinner. We de-

cided to satisfy that longing but before

doing so thought that we would examine
our bait which looked very bleary-eyed

and water-soaked—certainly not a very

tempting morsel for any self-respecting

trout to tackle. However, business was
dull, very dull, therefore the bait was
good enough. Out it went again and
we had not gone far when we had that

most delightful of all sensations, a good
lively strike—and not a strike only for

we were bringing something right along

with us. We started to reel up but it

came so reluctantly that thouglits were
entertained of a log in tow. We gave it

just a little slack and immediately be-

came conscious that it was a fish—and a

big one too. Oh ! how that reel sang as

time after time it was pulled out! An
hour and a quarter of this kind of exer-

cise, however, were sufficient to exhaust
our prize and finally he came to the sur-

face, stomach up. Billie suggested
bringing him in but just at that moment
he made his final dash for liberty. He
was so'on brought back and raised no ob-

jections whatever on being lifted into

the boat, \^'asn't he a beauty? Hunger
and fatigue were forgotten in the excite-

ment of wondering what he would weigh
and when the General Store scales gave
us credit for a fourteen pound trout we
were justly proud, for it was the heav-
iest trout on record taken from this lake.

Just a word to the easily discouraged

ones—If you try and lose him. just try

asfain.

The Conservation Of The Ducks

Are You A Genuine Sportsman Or A
Market Shooter?

BY FOREST CONOVER.

1

N the March number of Rod and Gun
I was particularly interested in the
well written article on the "Conserv-
ation of the Ducks," by J. A. McKen-

zie.

The market shooter may take some ex-
ception to the restrictions suggested
therein, but I fail to see at the present
time how the number of decreasing birds
can be replenished unless some greater
restrictions are brought about to curtail

the slaughter.

The last five years has developed fifty

per cent, more gunners with the most
modern means of destruction, both in re-

peating guns, smokeless ammunition,
and skilled tutoring against the fifty per
cent, or more decrease in birds. The
hunters are becoming so numerous that
the birds rarely get a chance to become
acquainted with the feeding grounds in

the locality of the marshes in the mi-
grating season.

The breeding localities are reduced by
civilization and annual droughts absorb-

ing the moist nesting grounds of the

mallards and rice ducks of the southern
portion of the Province.

Take a glance across the border to the

South and follow the sea coast to the

Gulf of Mexico and the Mississippi, and
see the merciless slaughter going on, all

winter long. The market shooter and
game hog is at his post, prompted by the

middle man or dealer with fabulous

prices for marketable ducks.

In "Field and Stream" is published a

brief account of the waste and slaughter

of the birds in Northern Mexico for a

term of years by a fiend in human form
who controls a large tract of marsh lands

as well as local districts, who feeds the

ducks with grain and after they become
acquainted with the locality wipes them
off in thousands. A large stafif of keepers

assists as directed using swivel and large

bore guns. Some have electric appli-

ances. The report gives an appalling

and disgusting account of the slaughter.

The amount in cash received for sales
I
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last fall is $13,000.00. The resident

sportsmen have rebelled and the btate

Legislature refused to act, and means

will be sought through the United

States Government to try and bring pres-

sure to bear to effect an alteration.

The better class of Ontario's Sports-

men are striving to curtail the loss_ by

urging the disallowance of marketing,

limiting the bag and shortening up the

open season on one of the grandest game

birds of the Province. So far the ap-

pe^ has not been successful.

Essex County conditions vary some-

what from those of the Eastern and

Northern Counties of the Province, ow-

ing to the warm conditions, and the seas-

on should open much later, say October

fifteenth.

As things are at present there is no

rest for the birds. They are driven away

from the north and our actions show

they are not wanted in the south. Our

hunters shoot six days in the week, and

on Sunday locate where they can begin

to kill the most on Monday. Thous-

ands of these birds pass by during mi-

gration at night and never stop except

when driven by necessity for rest and

food.

Some localities are quite abandoned.

The birds, knowing the absence of their

natural food, caused by the excess of

carp, whose greed and never ending crav-

ing for vegetable food as a filler are re-

markable, go elsewhere. This illustrat-

es the position of "The Pelee Marsh" for

two seasons. Red Heads and Blue Bills,

in fact the majority of the diving class,

have abandoned the place and one gunner

could carry on one shoulder all the var-

ietv bagged in two seasons.

The local members of the South Essex

Game Association last spring ( 1910) fed

the rice ducks liberally with the result of

retaining a goodly number of Mallards

and Teal for nesting and with a marked

difference in improving the numbers for

fall sport. The same good work will go

on in April this season and also for the

fall supply.

As the Pelee marsh as well as neighbor-

ing duck grounds are subjected to mild

w^eat'her conditions the fifteenth of Sep-

tember is too early to open the season.

The local bred birds are either sihot off

or driven away, and were the close seas-

on extended a month later, until the fif-

teenth of October the birds would be in

a more prime condition with added num-

bers from other parts and the sportsman

would feel the use of his shooting togs

as protection against the autumn winds

in lieu of the shirtsleeve debut aiid a war-

fare against mosquitoes and flies. Last

season I knew of birds shot inthe morn-

ing that were unfit for use at night .
This

applies to the extreme South Western

portion of the Province.

Detailed explanations have been pub-

lished and pages galore written depicting

the present and advancing crisis by

sportsmen of intelligence and years of

experience, but these are rendered as

seemingly worthless as pearls cast be-

fore the animal creation.

The local member for South Essex in-

troduced a bill in the local Legislature

last session to extend the close season on

ducks in Essex and Kent to October 15th.

The same met defeat, and the bill was

asked to be withdrawn, upon the grounds

that the high authorities could not make

a checker board of the Province.

The time is near at -hand when it will

be necessary to divide the Province into

zones to meet the varied conditions gov-

erning the several localities.

The suggestions of experienced duck

shooters who have considered these ques-

tions for years should strongly appeal to

the better judgment of Ontario's game

committee. The genuine sportsmen

who have studied the habits of these

birds not theoretically but by experience

and close observation w^ho would not ad-

vise for any personal or selfish motive

deserve every consideration. It does ap-

pear however that a clique of dude eyed

AA'illies. and market shooters and pot

hunters are having their prayers answer-

ed.

Watch the plav for a term of ten years,

and a day's real ducking sport will be

as rare in Ontario as diamonds m the

rural districts of the country.

Weeping over spilled milk and locking
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the stable door after the horse has been

stolen, don't go.

License the shooter. Stop the mark-

eting of ducks, limit the bag to too birds,

and a day's shooting to 15 or 20 birds,

and shoot only four days per week—bet-

ter get 15 ducks per day than Inmt three

da3's for 15, and extend the period of this

fine sport for a longer term of years.

Come on you true blue sportsman fight

for our rights, never mind where the

wads fly. Let us know what you think

of the situation and if you can afiford to

lose forever the best sport on earth.

Experiences Of A Woman Homesteader
BY DOROTHY PATRICK DYAR.

WE were fortunate in securing the

"shack" of a bachelor home-
steader to live in, while getting

our own house ready to occupy.
The young English gentleman, who
kindly let us have his place, was going
to British Columbia for the summer.
This homestead was about a mile and
three-quarters from our claim and my
husband blazed a trail through the timber
to our homestead, as there is no road of

any sort and I am a poor woodsman and
apt to lose my way on all occasions.

The only water obtainable was from a

little brook which meandered down
through the hills to the valley, crossing
the trail on the way to our homestead.
The brook was on the outer edge of a

large tamarack swamp. It was my duty
every afternoon to carry two buckets
down to this stream and leave them there
for my husband to fill and carry back on
his way home from work in the evening,
thereby saving him a weary walk back
again. I had to walk through the entire

swamp to reach the brook and I never did
so without a thrill of fear, as it looked
just the right sort of place for animals.
Dark and gloomy on the sunniest days,
carpeted with thick, velvety green moss,
and starred with clusters of red partridge
berries which were the only bits of color

in the dimness it was enough to inspire

fear in a braver heart than mine. The
tamaracks, hoary with age, grew close to-

gether, their interlocking branches fes-

tooned with the gray moss that grows on
them, and eflfectually shut out all sun-
light from above. Indeed. I think Dante's
words: "Midway this our mortal life, I

found me in a gloomy wood astray,"

might not inaptly descri'be this swamp.

I remembered reading that a wild ani-

mal seldom attacks anyone unless it

thinks he is disabled. I never stooped
over to fill a bucket with water at the

stream without thinking that perhaps a

wildcat or lynx might jump on me.
I never saw anything, however, until

one afternoon quite late, about five

o'clock, I think, I was startled by the

angry scolding of a red squirrel some dis-

tance ahead of me. I was quite sure

something had annoyed him, as he was
undoubtedly using very bad squirrel lan-

guage. Being curious to find out what
had disturbed him I hastened along the

trail until I had located him in the very
top of a big tamarack. Peering up
through the branches, I was horrified to

discover right over ni}' head a large Cana-
dian lynx clinging to the tree trunk about
midway up. You may be sure I beat a

hasty retreat from under that particular

tree and I made a mental vow while run-

ning that never would I go through that

swamp again. The one brief glance I

had of the big cat was enough. He seem-
ed to be clinging to the tree and I dis-

tinctly remember his two big yellow eyes

looking down at me.
After I got back to the shack I thought

of my husband coming unarmed through
that woods after dark, and although I

was frightened to death, I took his rifle

and went back to meet him. The lynx

had vanished when I reached the tree,

but the squirrel was still there using

violent language. I met my husband at

the stream and he says I escorted him
home in "triumphal safety." He is so

fond of teasing me.
We left this place soon after to occupy

our own house, and I was not sorry to

leave that swamp behind.
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A Playground Of The World

"f-\ E. T. G. LONGSTAFF, ivhose visit to

I J Canada last year was very highly ap-

I y predated by all those who had the

privilege of being brought into con-

tact with his charming personality, and who 'is

now a member of the Canadian Alpine Club, has

contributed to the "Field", of London, England,

an appreciative article on the Canadian moun-

tains, a perusal of which will, we are persuaded,

be enjoyed by all our readers. The "Field" is

a weeJcly journal devoted to outdoor life in all

its forms and is noted for the distinguished men

who contribute to its pages. Dr. Longstaff is

unsurpassed in his own line and coming from him

this highly appreciative notice of Canada's na-

tional inheritance will have far more weight than

anything possibly could from a mountaineer of

less experience and authority. We quote the

article in full:

A visit of only three months to the

mountains of Canada may seem to many
hardly an adequate experience on which

to base any definite opinion as to their

merits as a' field for the mountain lover,

but perhaps one who has spent most of

his holidays during the last sixteen years

climbin.s: in the Alps, t*he Caucasus, and

the loftiest ranges of Asia may more

rapidly assimilate the salient features of

a new' playground than the ordinary

tourist. It is almost impossible to com-

pare directly one mountain range with

another, so much depends on the point

of view. Thus as a field for the display

of the technical skill of the climber the

Alps stand pre-eminent, for nowhere

else in the world 'can so many difficult

peaks and passes be found grouped to-

gether in such a relatively small area.

The Caucasus, built on a larger scale

than the Alps, affords climbing which

is of the highest order of difficulty,

though still within the powers of

thoroughlv competent and experienced

mountaineers. In the ranges of high

Asia, which we loosely speak of as the

Himalaya, the conditions are far differ-

ent. There is more -diversity of_ moun-

tain form of human and animal life, and

of flora, than in the Whole extent of the

N. American Cordillera from Alaska to

Mexico. For the explorer who has six

months or a year at his disposal the

Himalava oiler immense possibilities,

but the' enormous distances to be travel-

led and the great altitude of the peaks,

frequentlv combined with their extreme

difficulty' render it almost impossible for

the mountaineer to make more than one

good climb in a season. There are fine

mountains in the United States. J"
my

opinion Mt. Baker, as seen from the Cult

islands, excells Fujiyama in beauty; and

the great cone of Shasta in California,

seen at earlv dawn, is a si^^t never to be

forgotten Yet the mountaineer may

know all these and still find an irresist-
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able attraction in the mountains of Can-
atla.

In the Canadian Rockies and the Sel-

kirks there is a country waiting for re-

cognition which I believe is destined to

become the playground of the worid,

just as the Alps have been for one short

century, the playground of Europe. In

no other mountain region of the globe do
peak and cliff, snowfield and 'glacier,

alp-land and forest, lake, cataract and
stream form such a perfect combination
as is to be found, not in one, but in hun-
dreds of places in these glorious ranges.

Mere questions of altitude are beside the

mark. Though I hold that no one can
fully appreciate nicmntain scenery who
has not actually come to grips with the

peaks themselves, yet the fascination of

the Canadian mountains is such, that

merely to travel through them and camp
amongst them is suflficient reward for

anyone who is not blind. On the whole,
it must be admitted that the average
difficulty of the climbing does not atta-in

the European standard, but there are

many peaks w^hose ascent has only been
accomplished with great difficulty, and
there are certainlv a far larger number of

such peaks which have never even been
seen by the mountaineer.

Inevitably, to a visitor from the Old
World the thought arises: "Does Canada
realize her assets in this mountain heri-

tage?" The answer, though seemingly
a paradox, is obvious. Individually

many Canadians, know, love and value
their mountains, but as a state Canada
appears distinctly apathetic. The Alpine
Club of Canada, founded only five years
ago, and already numbering more than
five hundred members, bears witness to

the appreciation of her people. More-
over, the record of this Club has been
such that, without any seeking of its

own. it has become almost an interna-

tional organization, manv of the leading
mountaineers of Great Britain and the

United States having joined its ranks.

The Club extends to mountaineers from
the Old Country the most generous hos-

pitality, and the unique experience of the

Director, Mr. A. O. Wheeler, is always
at the dispo«;al (^f those seekinir advice or

information. To rne the right of stay-

ing at the beautifully situated club-

house at Banff is the most valued privil-

ege of membership.

So much for individual Canadian effort.

The Provincial Governments of British

Columbia and Alberta have demonstrated
their interest and good will by financial

grants towards the expenses of the Al-
pine Club camps. The Canadian Pa-
cific Railway Company has loaned its

Swiss guides to graduate new members
at these camps. But what of Ottawa?
Geographers are at a loss to understand
the policy of the Dominion Government
in stopping survey work in the moun-
tains during the last few years. The
sketch map, made in 1902 by Professor

Norman Collie, of the English Alpine
Club, is still the only available topogra-

phical map of the Great Divide, north of

the Canadian Pacific Railway though
this actually forms the Provincial boun-
dary. In the National Park, with an
area of about 5000 square miles, center-

ing round Banff', practically nothing has

been done by the Dominion Government
to facilitate travel. With all its natural

advantages over the Yellowstone and
Yosemite Parks most of this great play-

ground lies neglected by the Govern-
ment and practically closed to its own-
ers, the Canadian people. I have travel-

led with a pack train from Bow Pass in

the north to Mount Assiniboine in the

south, for in the Rocky Mountains it is

possible to take >horses almost anywhere

;

but in the absence of decent trails the

cost in time, and consequently in money,
is unnecessarily great, and must prove a

deterrent to many who would otherwise

visit the recesses of .such a magnificent

expanse of country. In one sense, of

course, such official neglect acts as an in-

centive to the wandering mountaineer,

for on all sides he can break new ground,

attack virgin peaks, and even find

new ones. But if the Dominion Govern-
ment kept only one survey party in the

field year after year, as they might not

unfairlv be expected to do. it would be

many decades before the opportunity for

private exploration came to an end.

It must be admitted that the ordinary
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tourist is catered for in the most admir-

able manner—luckily for him, the main
line of the Canadian Pacific Railway pas-

ses close to some of the very finest moun-
tain scenery of the whole continent.

Lake Louise in the Rocky Mountains
and the Illecilliwaet Glacier, with Mount
Sir Donald impending over it, challenge

coniparison with the best the Alps 'have

to show. At Banff, at Laggan and at

Field excellent carriage roads have been

constructed, and this summer one will be

open right into the Valley of the Ten
Peaks. At Glacier House, in the Sel-

kirks, very good paths lead through
primeval forests in all directions to the

principal points of interest. Swiss
guides are kept by the Canadian Pacific

Railway Company, w'ho can be engaged
at the very moderate fee of $5.00 a day
for the principal ascents at each of these

four centres.

Sportsmen who are not afraid of hard '

work, and who do not count their pleas-

ure merely by the size of their bag, need
pa_v no attention to the remark that is

frequently heard, that British Columbia
and Alberta are "shot out." Game pres-

ervation has been taken up in earnest
and with benefits that are already re-

cognizable. The license of $100.00 de-

manded of non-residents in British Col-

umbia is really not very excessive so

long as the preservation of game is con-
scientiously carried out. But it is a very
important thing that the intending
sportsman should fall into good hands.
Several first-rate independent packers

—

that is guides and hunters owning their

own train of pack ^horses—are still to be
found along the line of the Canadian Pa-
cific Railway, though a monopoly in the
transport business is gradually freezing
them out. It stands to reason that a

man will work better with liis own out-
fit than if he is merely the paid servant
of a large emplover. Western indepen-
dence also makes it extremely difficult

for such a monopoly to obtain the ser-

vices of tihe really experienced old-tim-

ers. A Ions' the railwav bi<?- horn are

probably best sought for to the north of

Laggan. Coutfitting can b^ done at

Banfif). But the great size of the X'ation-
nl Pnvl- in w-hirli .ill p-ame i'^ nominallv

protected, detracts from the sporting

advantages of this part of Alberta. In

East Kootenay which can be reached
from Golden, there are still a few good
heads, and when the Grand Trunk Pa-
cific is open to the Yellow-head Pass, a

great game country will be thrown open
to easy access. Goats are to be found in

fair numbers in many localities, but need
hard work to bring to bag. As to bear,

in the Spillimacheen range of the East-

ern Selkirks, our party saw eight in a

fortnight, and this though sliooting was
by no means the primary object of the

trip. Of the deer of these ranges I have
no personal experience, but it is com-
mon knowledge that moose, elk (wapiti),

caribou, and the smaller deer are to be
had. Fis'hing is excellent and practi-

cally open to all in most places and pro-

vides a much appreciated relief to the us-

ual trail diet of beans and bacon. The
high open hills of the Rocky Mountains
above timber line are noted for several

rare varieties of butterflies and the moths
of the almost tropical forests of the Sel-

kirks ofTer a wide and little explored

field to the lepidopterist. Those inter-

ested in botany will derive great -as-

sistance from a manual by Mrs. Hen-
shaw, when they find themselves for the

first time amongst suc'h a multiplicity of

new forms.

In conclusion it may be added that

British Columbia alone is three times

as big as Great Britain, and Ireland,

and that the climate ranges from
that of Northern Siberia to that of our

own west coast. Very little of the

country is as yet accessible to the sum-
mer tourist but to see even this in three

months is an impossible task, and these

notes must be regarded as merely the

impressions of a first visit. I have not

touched upon the country that is being

opened up to the North by the Grand
Trunk Pacific Railway, a country prac-

tically unknown to the European holi-

day-makers. When the projected rail-

wav from Golden to Fort Steele gives

quick access to the Upper Columbia Val-

ley and the beautiful mountain regions

on both sides of it. the "idle rich" may
regret the change, but the man}"- will be

the p'ainers.
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Summary Of The Director's Report

IX
accord witli what has now become a

custom the local committees arrang-

ed meetings at various centres and

the report of the Director, (Mr. A. O.

Wheeler,) was read at each gathering.

The report opened by congratulating the

members on the good work done and the

strong position attained by the Club.

The membership of the Club is 555 and
that number has been attained after purg-

ing the lists in strict accordance with the

rules. Great improvements have been
made in and around the Club house at

Banff which was open June 15th to the

end of October. Ninety persons regis-

tered at the Clubhouse in 1910, the same
number exactly as registered the preced-

ing year. The second year was more
satisfactory because the visitors were
drawn from wider distances, the number
of invited guests was smaller and the at-

.

tendance therefore larger. The remain-

in? indebtedness on the Clubhouse was
subscribed at the last camp by voluntary

contributions.

About the middle of July a camp was
placed in the upper Yoho Valley and was
maintained there till near tlie end of Aug-
ust. The camp was an experiment and
w^as not a great success, onb' sixteen pay-
ing members visiting it. Several stayed

two weeks and one a full month and all

who tried it were full of praise for the ar-

rangement.
The annual camp in Consolation Val-

ley from July iQth to July 30th was most
successful. Dr. and ^liss LongstaiT

contributed largely to the program which
was again a feature of every evening.

The number under canvas was 119, the

smallest yet excepting the first camp
when the number was 112. \\'ith three

Swiss guides loaned by the C. P. R.. and
Konrad Kain. the Club's own guide, a

full professional mountain force was pres-

ent. While there were no serious acci-

dents Dr. Longstaff broke a finger on the

last day of the climbing while making the

first ascent of Chimney Peak.

The transportation with the exception
of a certain portion which t'he camp could
not control was good. ^Fr. A\'heeler ad-

vocated the nationalizing of transporta-

tion in the National Parks, stating that

the Alpine Club is practically prohibited
from holding- annual camps at centres
where monopoly holds exclusive sway.
If the transportation were nationalized
all profits could go to improvements.
The example of New Zealand in this re-

spect mig^ht be followed with profit.

At the close of the camp a six day ex-

pedition was organized to show the

Club's guests more of Canada's Alpine at-

tractions. A party of thirteen in all trav-

elled up the Bow Valley to Bow Lake,

then crossed a spur of the A\^apta icefield

via Vulture Col to the Yoho V^alley.

spending a night at the Club camp and
returning to Mt. Stephen House by tour-

ist routes. One party, however, made the

crossing of Emerald Pass and Dr. Long-
stafif, notwithstanding his broken finger

joined that party. The opportunity, he
said, was too good to lose for such a trifle.

With this outing the Club program clos-

ed.

"During the month of September I

made, in collaboration with Dr. Long-
staiT, an expedition into the Spillimacheen

mountains, south of Golden. These
mountains have been represented as very

attractive and contained many alpine

wonders. We w^ent to see. For a num-
ber of reasons, windfalls, washouts, wea-
ther, we did not do exactly as we had

planned. Still, we found many splendid

features, and among them a wonderful lot

of rock spires, rising from the midst of

glaciers, which were unlike anything I

had seen before, and which Dr. Longstaft

said reminded him forcibly of the Oham-
onix Aiguilles. He suggested they be

called "The Nunataks," a most approp-

riate name. The principal reason for the

expedition was to ascertain the possibili-

ties of the district for mountaineering

and to map the same topograpliically.

This was done as far as weather permit-

ted. The field was found to be a very

attractive one, but somewhat difficult of

access, owing to the length of trail

that had to be travelled to reach

it. The higher peaks go a little

over 10,000 feet, but southward, tow^ards

Mts. Hammond and Farnhani. twenty to
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thirty miles distant, may possibly exceed
11,000 feet.

Four brand new peaks fell to Club
members during the year, viz.; (i) Mt.
Douglas to Dr. J. W. A. Hickson, with
guides Edouard Feuz, Senior and Junior;

(2) Mt. Babel to an Alpine Club party
from Consolation Valley camp

; (3)
Chimney Peak to Dr. Longstaff and E. O.
Wheeler; (4) Mt. Hammond to C. D. El-

lis of Windermere. In addition Dr.

Longstaff made an early and difficult as-

cent of Mt. Assiniboine with guide Ru-
dolph Aemmer. At the same time Miss
Longstafif ascended one of the peaks of

the Assiniboine group which was c^hrist-

ened Mt. Katharine in honour of her as-

cent. J. E. C. Eaton made an expedition
to the Freshfield group with his own
guide, Franz Bergener, whom he had
brought out from Switzerland.

An expedition was made b}' Dr. Nor-
man Collie and A. L. ^lumm to the Mt.
Robson region to try again that most
difficult mountain. For the second time
Mr. Mumm was foiled through adverse
weather. I have just received testimony
of their research in this magnificent al-

pine region in the shape of no photo-
graphs taken by Mr. ^lumm. I must
not omit to mention two plucky expedi-
tions to again attempt the first ascent of

Mt. Sir Sandford. One was composed
of well known Club members, Forde, jMc-

Tavish, Gordon, Baker: the other had one
Club member in the party. Both expe-
ditions failed in their • object, although
the party of which Howard Palmer was
a member climbed to a point 1.400 feet

from the summit. Reference also must
be made to an ascent of Mt. Baker made
by members of the Club, previous to

camp. The late Dr. Kendall, Gutsell.

Trorey, Darling and Armistead were of

the partv. The fourth ascent of Mt.
Garibaldi, near the head of Howe Sound,
was made in record time b}^ a partv of

whom four were members of the Club,
viz., B. S. Darling. A. F. Armistead. A.
N. Cowdry and A! F. Wedgwood. The
last named gentleman was spending his

first season in the Canadian Rockies. He
had previously done some climbing in the
Andes and alreadv. since his arrival, had

made the ascents of Mt. Assiniboine and
Hungabee.

The foregoing shows a pretty strenu-
ous season for a young Club. Of neces-
sity it entailed a very heavy expenditure.
In addition to the revenue of the Club we
received a grant from the British Colum-
bia Government of $1000 and from the

Alberta Government of $500. The Do-
minion Government declined to assist us,

although strongly petitioned to do so,

and waited upon by a representative

deputation. This is somewhat remark-
able in view of the National \vork the

Club is doing and the large amount of

advertising accruing to Canada through-
out the world by reason of the Club's ac-

tivities. Neither the Club House nor the

Annual Camp paid expenses. It is hard-

ly to be expected that the Club House
will do so for a year or two yet, but it is

the first annual camp that has not show-
ed a credit balance. Notwithstanding,
I am able to report our finances in a

healthy condition : most of our current

liabilities have been paid, and there is no-

thing outstanding that the Executive
does not see its way to meet. I antici-

pate a balance to our credit at the en-d of

the current year.

The Annual Camp will be pitched in

the Alpine meadows above Sherbrooke
Lake. There will be a subsidiary camp
at Ross Lake, and an outfitter's camp at

Wapta Lake, opposite Hector station.

This will be known as "The Great Di-

vide Camp" owing to the climbs and ex-

peditions being made along and in the im-

mediate vicinity of the Great Divide.

Tihe Camp will be one of great interest

and attractiveness and will, I feel sure,

give satisfaction. It will be manas:ed by
a Committee whose names will inspire

the fullest confidence.

And now I come to a matter of the ut-

most importance, as it means a realiza-

tion of the original ideals of the Club and
a practical consummation of its princi-

ples as laid down in the verv first clause

of our Constitution, viz.. "The objects of

the Club are: fa) The promotion of

scientific study and exploration of Canad-
ian alpine and glacial regions." An ar-

rangement has been concluded bv which
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the Club will send an expedition to the

Yellowhead Pass region during t>he com-

ing summer to explore and make a topo-

graphical survey of the alpine district of

the Jasper Park, Yellowhead Pass and

Mt. Robson, with a view to holding our

annual camp there in 1912. 'The expe-

dition will be under my personal direc-

tion. Its results will be far reaching

and will be sent abroad throughout the

world through tfhe medium of the Alpine

Club. Such an expedition will, of course,

cost a lot of money, but the Grand Trunk
Pacific Railway and the British Colum-
bia and Alberta Governments are collab-

orating financially with the Alpine Club

and no call will be made upon our re-

sources that will in the slightest degree

embarrass them. The Dominion Gov-

ernment has consented to render tech-

nical assistance. For the past few years

this alpine region has been gradually

coming into prominence, largely through

the exertions of our Club members,

those of our President, Dr. Coleman, his

brother L. Q. Coleman, A. L. Mumfn,
Dr. Norman Collie, L. S. Amery, Mrs.

Chas. Schaffer, and last but by no means
least, the Rev. Geo. B. Kinney and his

companion in success. Donald Phillips.

It is my intention to make this expedi-

tion of the fullest possible value scien-

tifically and artistically as well as from

a mountaineer's point of view. To this

end I hope to 'have proper persons at-

tached to the expedition to deal with the

geology, botany, zoology and p'hoto-

grap'hy in addition to the topography.

If I am successful in securing facilities

for a 1912 camp I expect we shall find

all-rail communication ready for us and

some of our old friends among the pion-

eer outfitters to see that we do not fall

down, viz., Otto Bros., Fred Stepihens.

John Yates and Donald Phillips.

Meeting of The Winnipeg Members.

The Winnipeg members with their

guests numbered fifty at the annual ban-

quet held in the Royal Alexandra on the

fifth anniversarv of the foundation of the

Club. Mr. A.'C. Gait presided and the

Hon. T. Mayne Daly and Mrs. Daly were
guests.

The report of the Director was read
and a toast list was gone through, the

speeches being short and humorous.
Miss Johns in responding^to the toast

of the Ladies gave an account of an Al-
pine expedition written in comical Eng-
lish.

"The W'apta snowfield and those who
have crossed it" w^as replied to by Dr.
Fred Bell, who gave a vivid account of
a trip, full of exciting and thrilling inci-

dents, made by a party of which he was
a member across the. great snowfield.

The toast of the evening "The Alpine
Club of Canada" was submitted by Mr.
Daly who observed that his first glimpse
of the Rockies was obtained twenty-seven
years 'before when the right of way for

the Canadian Pacific Railway was just

being cleared. He mentioned that as a

memento of that first sight of the Rock-
ies there was a telegram in his family rec-

ords reading: "'All well and happy.
Have seen the Rockies. Tom." His
next sight of the great mountain range

was in 1887 when on a trip west with Sir

William, then Mr. Van Home. For five

years he (the speaker) lived in the Rock-
ies and during that period saw the sun-

rise and sunset splendors of the mighty
hills. It was necessary to live in the

Rockies for such a period to get the full

benefit of their scenic beauty.

Mr. Gait replied to the toast of the

health of the members of the local com-
mittee, dwelling on the high aims of the

Club and emphasizing the point that one
great object was to make mountain climb-

ing safe by the elimination of reckless-

ness.

TRe Rev. Thurlow Fraser responding

to the toast of the Campfire, dwelt upon
the impressiveness of tlie campfire in the

Rockies and its fine suggestiveness.

Those who were privileged to enjoy the

evenings round the campfire at one of

the Alpine Club camps carried away with

them memories likely to prove of life last-

ing force. He was sure no one could

forget such scenes and fortunate indeed

were those who possessed a large store

of pleasant campfire reminiscences.
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The celebration of the fifth anniversary

at Vancouver was made notable by the

attendance of Mr. and Mrs. Wheeler, and

Mr. S. II. Mitchell, Secretary-Treasurer,

who w^ere the guests of the local com-

mittee. Mr. D. N. Mcintosh presided

an(i the toasts included "The President"

proposed by Captain J. J. Logan and res-

ponded to by Mr. Wheeler on behalf of

Professor Coleman : "Our Club" submit-
ted by the Chairman and replied to by
Mr. C. H. Gillies and various votes of

thanks to those responsible for the ar-

rangements of the gathering. Instru-

mental and vocal selections w^ere given
during the evening and the proceedings
concluded with the heartv singing of

"Auld Lang Svne."

The Conservation Of The Ducks

BY WIDGEON.

MANY of the duck 'hunters who
know Rice Lake well have read

the contribution by Mr. J. A. Mc-
Kenzie on the Conservation of

the Ducks in the March number
wnth great interest. With one or two
exceptions I agree with all he has stated

in his article and in particular the main
principle 'he advocates, viz., the prohibi-

tion of the sale of the ducks. I should

like, however, to point out that this is no

new thing for duck hunters and has long

been advocated without avail.

When we were all up in arms some
years ago over a proposal that had been
made to grant a few wealthy sportsmen
the monopoly of five or six square miles

of the very best shooting ground on Rice

Lake for the magnificent sum of $150 per

annum for tw^enty-one years, we brought
the matter to the attention of the Govern-
ment at the same time. We were suc-

cessful in stopping the monopoly but not
in prohibiting the sale of wild ducks.

\\'e were told that many people have a

taste for wild ducks but not having the

time or means to shoot them it is unfair

to deprive them of any chance of obtain-

ing them.
I cannot agree that decoys and hides

should be allowed in the rice beds in Oc-
tober. The fall ducks do not come in

to Rice Lake in any great numbers until

after the middle of October. AA'hen

they do arrive they are generally in poor
condition and made good use of their time
both night and day if they are allowed

to rest long enough to feed.

If the law were altered in accordance
with Air. ]\IcKenzie's wishes and the

hides were in the rice beds the ducks
wouldn't stay long enough to feed. In

November the rice beds generally freeze

and with the change advocated the ducks
would be cut oil the rice beds in October
and November.

\A'hat we need in Rice Lake is a clause

prohibiting hide shooting altogether.

The lake is narrow and filled with islands

and there is no need for anything of the
kind.

Suppose I purchase an island at a cost

of two or three thousand dollars and
when I wish to shoot find a man with his

hide within two hundred yards of the is-

land. He can place it within ten feet of

my shore line. I think I am entitled to

ask if that is a square deal. I may be
told that no sportsman would do such a

thing. Alen who are shooting for the

market will not stick at a little thing like

that as I know from experience. M'hen
readers who may differ have seen as

many duck hunters on Rice Lake as I

have done they will learn—they cannot

help doing so—that there is a big dififer--

ence between sportsmen and duck hunt-

ers. The latter hunt for the market, and
they obtain their supplies the best way
thev can—but thev obtain them.

The introduction of pheasants into

British Columbia has proved such a suc-

cess that further importations are expect-

ed and birds will be set out in the Okan--

agan and other valleys.
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OUR MEDICINE BAG

Mr. 11. W. llunsbery writes from Jord-

an Station, Ont. : At the conclusion of

a funeral service held in the Disciple

Church recently a most unusual occur-

rence took place. Those w'ho remained
in tlie Church while the last rites were
performed outside were startled by the

crashing- of glass and a lady .seeing an
object strike a pew picked it up and
found a fine large partridge. The bird

must have been flying rapidly and strik-

ing the heavy glass smashed the pane,

breaking its own neck in the concussion.

Glass was strewn over several of t'he

pews and had the incident occurred a few.

minutes earlier a number of people would
have been injured by the falling glass.

I was standing close by at the time ahd
the bird was handed over to me. I in-

tend to have it mounted and stuffed on
account of the peculiar circumstances un-
der which it met its death.

Three additional propagating ponds
will be constructed at Brantford, Ontario,

during the present season. The three

existing ponds will be stocked with par-

ent bass. The first experiments with a

leased pond were so successful that

twelve acres have been secured by the

Ontario Government for a provincial

hatchery.

Caribou are stated to have haunted
Lake Athabasca in greater numbers than
for some years. It is believed the exces-

sive cold led them to take shelter in the

thick timber fringing the northern shore

of the lake.

The Game Department of British Col-

umbia is continuing its policy and intro-

ducing fresh blood for the pheasants.

partridge and prairie chicken of the Prov-

ince. In the last two years fifteen hund-
red pheasants 'have been put out in Van-
couver Island and the mainland and im-

provements in the birds have been noted.

The partridge in the Province have im-

proved rapidly and the prairie chicken

are spreading particularly in the Okana-
gan valley. Grouse in British Columbia,
where both the blue and willow varieties

flourisih, have not shown any signs of

deterioration in quality. Heavy snow-
falls in the mountains drive both larg-e

and feathered game into the lower ranges
where they are more likely to become the

prey of other animals and less likely to

obtain food to their liking.

Two little booklets recently issued by
the Grand Trunk Railwa^^ deal with the

"International Limited," the fine fast

train running between Montreal and Chi-

cago, via Toronto and Detroit, and Prince

Rupert, the terminus of the Grand Trunk
Pacific on the British Columbia coast.

Both are finely printed and illustrated and
contain information of use to all interest-

ed in railway travelling, while the one on
Prince Rupert is additionally interesting

telling of a new city in the making.

Prince Rupert is not a city of the future;

it is already a city and the account of its

present and future possibilities make fas-

cinating reading.

Many readers are now interested in fish

culture and will be pleased to hear of the

success of our neighbors to the south in

transferring eastern fis'h to western

streams. This is done in the egs^ state

and according to one of the wardens in

the State of Washington: "The east-

ern fish are proving satisfactory in west-

ern streams and are more inclined to

thrive in the small brooks than western

trout." A large amount of re-stocking
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upon similar lines will be undertaken

during the present year.

Mr. Thomas Welsh of Picton, Ontario,

has a pet crow which has acquired the

talking habit. The bird was injured and

captured on the garden fence. It was
cared for until it recovered and then of-

fered its liberty. Apparently, however,

the bird knew a good thing when he saw
it and decided to remain. Flying about

the place at its own will it has picked up
quite a number of words and appears to

be proud of showing its accomplish-

ments. So far as Mr. Wels'h knows the

bird 'has never been the subject of a surg-

ical operation.

Out in Saskatchewan the wolves are

reported to have committed ravages with

the cattle and a reward of $ioo per head
was offered by the ranchers. The heavy
snowfalls and severe cold are stated to

have been the causes for these exception-

al outbreaks.

The St. Maurice Fish and Game Club
of the Province of Quebec, founded by
the late Dr. Drummond, held a success-

ful annual meeting at Montreal and re-

ports were given to the effect that the

previous year liad proved the most suc-

cessful in the history of tihe Club.

The Toronto controllers have voted the

sum of $200 for the purchase of a pair of

grizzly bears for the Riverdale Zoo in

that city. The United States Govern-
ment are giving the bears and the people
of Toronto will pay the cost of transpor-
tation.

Some time ago seventy partridge were
seized in the freig^ht shed at Perth, Ont-
ario, when ready for shipment to Mont-
real. At a later day when police inquir-

ies were made it was found that a man
had been going round the country pur-
chasing them and when caught he in-

formed on the farmers who ^had sold

them. All were fined with one excep-

tion, and it was stated that he had to

make a fifty mile journey out and return

to answer the sub-poena.

Mr. Enos Mills, of Estes Park, Color-

ado, writes in defence of the beaver, giv-

ing many instances in which soil would
have been washed away and only barren-

ness left had it not been for the work of

the intelligent beavers. Occasionally,

of course, the beaver makes himself a lo-

cal nuisance but generally he conducts
himself as an upbuilder and not as a de-

stroyer.

Mr. F. C. Selous, whose reputation as

a big game hunter is world wide, is mak-
ing a special journey to Africa in order

to try and obtain a specimen of the der-

brain or giant eland, a cousin of the ante-

lope. "If we are fortunate enough to

. kill one of the animals," said Mr. Selous,

"I will skin him myself. It will have to

be quick work in that hot climate. Then
I will cut off a few of the choicest parts

for myself—steaks which are rather like

beef and the tongue which is quite tasty

—and the natives will have the rest."

The giant eland is the largest of the

antelope species. It has been known
for years in Senegambia and trails

of it w^ere found in the Soudan half

a century ago though no one has
ever brought out a complete specimen.

"There are two kinds," Mr. Selous stat-

ed, "the young bull with fine horns and
the old one with a tuft on his forehead

and a black neck. I have not 'heard of

an animal with both these characteristics

for by the time he has grown the tuft he

has usually worn away the horns."

Foxes are becoming scarce in the coun-

ty of Kent. Ontario, though once very

common. A trapper took a pelt into

Chatham one day during the winter and

obtained a good price for it.

The members of the Kameron Fish and
Game Club held their annual meeting in

Montreal and decided to rebuild the Club-

house which was destroyed by fire last

vear.
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The rapid increase in tlie number of the

timber wolves to the north of Vancouver

Island has necessitated several measures

for their depletion. Mr. Bryan Wil-

liams, chief game warden of the Prov-

ince, despatched two experienced hunters

and trappers to report to him on the situ-

ation and to adopt the means they

thoug'ht best to protect the wapiti herds.

It has been decided, after full consider-

ation, to attempt a large measure of fish

transplanting-, a large consignment of

whitefish fry being sent out to be deposit-

ed in the inland waters of British Colum-
bia. Some experts argue that the white-

fish will prove destructive to spawn and

young of native fishes while others hold

that, if anything the young whitefish are

more liable to destruction by trout, bass

and other fishes. At any rate the re-

sults of this effort of fish transplanting

will be wMtched with much interest.

Prospectors in the Elk Lake district of

New Ontario report seeing many wolves
and one man was able to shoot one for

which he obtained the usual bounty.

During the winter a seal and a flock of

wild ducks could be seen disporting them-
selves in the St. Lawrence from Victoria

Bridge, Montreal. There w'as open
water immediately under the bridge and
notwithstanding the trains and street

cars constantly passing and the large

numbers of people attracted by the sighi:

the seal and the ducks continued to dis-

port themselves each day.

The Quebec Legislature amended the

fis>h and game act of the Province, pro-

viding heavier penalties for having skins

taken out of season in possession. Pro-

vision was made for the killing of beaver
in cases where the animals are doing
damage by their dams.

Ned ^^ igg ^vho lives on Jack Lake
some miles from Peterboro, Ontario,

missed one of his steel traps last winter.

Tw^elve days later and twelve miles from
the place he saw a lynx cross a road with

his trap attached to its foot. The por-

tion of the foot protruding down through
the trap was commencing to decay. The
poor animal m.ust have suffered great

agon}-. It did not take him long to kill

the animal and recover the trap. Mr.
W'igg sold the hide in Peterboro for $i8
and re-set t'he trap, taking care that it

was more securely fastened than before.

Mr. John Vanalstine, of Baldwin town-
ship, Algoma, following up some tracks

from poison which he had set out for

wolves, came upon a fine black fox which
had taken the poison and died. As the
fox was a large one with a beautiful glos-

sy fur it is believed that the lucky trapper
will make something like one thousand
dollars from the sale of the pelt. The
fur is as fine as silk with a glossy black

underneath, each of the long hairs being
tipped with white.

. Game and Fishery Overseer McGuire
of Jones' Falls, Ontario, took possession
of a deer killed by dogs out of season.

The animal was a fine specimen and a

great curiosit}^ inasmuch as while it was
a female it possessed a fine pair of antlers

Avith five branches on each horn. To
all appearances the deer did not shed her
horns annually as the males do. In this

case the horns were part and parcel of t'he

skull.

One of the speakers at the Canadian
Camp dinner at New York was William
Gray, Senior, of Bathurst, N. B. In ad-

dition to his address Mr. Gray gave sev-

eral moose calls, including the sharp chal-

lenge of an infuriated bull and the coax-

ing call of the cow. Needless to state

this e.xhibition of backwoods craft was
hugely enjoyed by t'he large company as-

sembled.

The question of shortening the hunting
season in New Brunswick is under the

serious attention of the authorities. Two
months of an open season is thought to

be long enough and this would mean
that t'he open season would commence on
October first instead of September fif-
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teenth as at present. In a mild season

game shot during the latter part of Sep-

tember cannot be saved. In his annual

report Surveyor General Grimmer reports

that game is very plentiful in New
Brunswick. Last season one guide

counted one hundred and sixty-five cari-

bou in five days while another counted

one hundred moose in ten days.

From various parts of the Province ac-

counts have come of the appearance of

the grosbeak and of fhe interest taken by

the people in the visits of the birds.

Port Arthur City Council have permit-

ted the flume of the city water supply to

be tapped, allowing a water supply at the

rate of two hundred gallons per minute

to be used for the purpose of the Govern-
ment fish hatdhery.

The Saskatchewan municipalities in

convention assembled have requested the

Government to double the present bounty
of $1 per head on coyotes and make each

councillor an inspector for the purpose of

authorizing the payment of the bounty.

At present voluntary bounty districts are

allowed and it was argued that this acted

unfairly to other districts and did not

decrease the wolves. The whole prov-

ince, it was urged should be formed into

compulsory wolf bounty districts and
beneficial influences would result.

Assistant Overseer Unger, of Brant-
ford, captured a reindeer north of Cobalt
last December and presented the head
and horns to ex-Mayor \\'ood who highly
prizes them.

Sportsmen in Cape Breton, N. S., are

urging the passing of a law prohibiting

the sale of partridge. Such a measure
is believed to be the only means of stop-

ping their practical extermination which
appears probable if shooting for the mar-
ket is allowed much lonsrer.

Judging from the correspondence re-

ceived there will be an unusuallv large
number of bear hunters in the wilds of

British Columbia t<his season.

Alfred Freed was fined $i6o at Cobalt,

Ontario, for having eight beaver pelts in

his possession.

It is reported that although over two
thousand beavers have been trapped in

Algonquin Park, Ontario, by the Govern-
ment rangers during the year, so great is

the number of these animals on the re-

serve that no decrease in the numbers is

noticeable.

A bear hunt in Pontiac County, Que-
bec, had an exciting finish. The men of

a lumber camp when cutting down a pine

'heard a growling noise. Informing their

employer, Mr. Edward McRea, who hap-

pened to be in camp, he returned to the

scene with them and digging round the

roots they found a large bear snugly
housed. Several shots with a .22 which
happened to be the only gun they 'had

were fired when Mr. McRea incautiously

stooped down to take a look. In a mom-
ent the bear dashed out a paw, almost de-

stroying the sight of Mr. McRea's right

eye, and he had to be rescued by the other

men. The bear was prodded with a pole

and when die made his appearance a

heavy blow was aimed at him with an

axe but missed. The man with the axe
likewise sufTered from the bear's claws
and was saved by 'his companions who
caught the animal a severe blow on the

nose with a heavy handspike and led to

his undoing. The bear was evidently an
old one and carried a good coat of fur. A
settler stated that a bear had been around
for two summers for he had had his oats

trampled down two years though he had
never seen the animal.

The County Council of York, N.B., in

the interests of the salmon fishing in the

Miramichi, have passed a resolution

unanimously requesting the Dominion
and Provincial Governments to arrive at

a common understanding with respect to

the responsibility of either Government
for the lakes, streams and rivers of the

province and protect the fisheries ac-

cordingly.
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The people of the Creston district of

British Columbia are advocatinj^ the ap-

pointment of a o:ame warden for their

neighborhood, being particularly in-

dignant over the killing of deer by In-

dians, v^nares have been discovered in

different places and some white men are

under sus])icion.

Owing to the treatment of the Ottawa
water necessitated by the outbreak of

typhoid fever the fish and fish eggs of the

local hatchery were removed to eastern

fish hatcheries.

The appearance of a black bear near

Listowel, Ontario, where such an ani-

mal has nt)t been seen for a generation,

caused much excitement recently and al-

most as much ensued when an otter slide

was discovered in a swampy section near

the town.

According to Air. S. Leonard Butcher,"

the fish in the lakes of Saskatchewan and
Alberta are being rapidly depleted in or-

der that carloads may be sent across the

States border. Surely this is one of the

questions the Fisheries Commission of

the West will consider and report upon.
It is understood that fish conservation as

well as the increase of food fisli are mat-
ters well within their coernisance.

Mr. C. J. Kerr, game overseer at Ham-
ilton, claims that Old Ontario is richer in

furs than Xew Ontario but muskrats are

becoming scarcer. He thinks the open
season should be shortened and all trap-

pers licensed. According to his esti-

mates the catch of furs in the county of

Wentworth totals, $20,000 annually. On-
ly two years ago the catch of muskrats
alone in Dundas marsh and those ad-

joining Hamilton Bay totalled $16,000.

Naturally the muskrats are decreasing in

numbers.

A notable gathering was that of the

Kazubazua Hunt Club held at the Al-

monte House. Ottawa, on the evening of

l'"ebruary third. It was the twenty-first

anniversary of the Club's establishment

and in all that time no serious accident

has occurred to the Club or its members.
Five of the charter members were present

at the gathering, including the Club's

first captain, and song and story enliv-

ened the evening which appeared almost

as though spent around the campfire, so

many were the hunting 3'arns that were
told. The Club has had its ups and
downs, its losses and its successes and as

the veterans recounted some of their

struggles the members felt that with such

backing they were good for a long future

lease. The prospects of the Club are

bright in every particular.

]^Ir. Charles Barber, head game guard-

ian of the Province of Manitoba, reports

that 5455 persons took out licenses for

big game last year and killed 213 1 moose,

elk and caribou.

A South African opossum, presented by
Mr. Richard Duimer 'has been placed in

the park at St. Thomas, Ontario. The
animal is said to be the only specimen of

its kind in Canada.

X'arious reports are received as" to the

fur catch in the far north but on the

whole fhe optimistic reports appear to be

in the majority and the prospects for at

least an average year are good.

All through X'orthern Ontario and
many of the regions of the West stories

come throughout the winter of the de-

structiveness of wolves to deer.

John Leisch. of Hespeler. Ontario,

while hunting black squirrels, of which

he obtained several good specimens, also

shot a flying squirrel which he has had

mounted.

Three deer visited the long settled dis-

trict of Beeton. Ontario, early in Febru-

ary and were the ohjects of much curios-

ity until they decided to return to their

forest home which they did in the course

of a dav or two.
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At the last meeting- of the members of

the Ottawa Hunt Club the following of-

ficers were elected : President, Lieut.-Col-

onel James ^^^ Woods; Master of fox-

hounds. Dr. R. E. Webster; Honorary

secretary. Capt. C. M. Edwards; Treas-

urer, Lieut. W. Y. Denison ; Committee,

Hon. Clifford Sifton, Mr. W. G. Charle-

son, Mr. T. C. Bate, Dr. J. G. Rutherford,

Mr. A. Z. Palmer, Col. F. L. Lessard and

Dr. D. M. Robertson.

With the increase of Swiss guides in

and around the Canadian Pacific Railway
resorts in the mountains it has been de-

cided to erect a Swiss village in the valley

of the Columbia about a mile south of

Golden. B. C, and name the village Edel-

weiss. Each little home will be placed

upon a rocky promontory and a start has

been made with six chalets. Later on

it is intended to increase this number to

twenty and with development a big Swiss
village will likely be the outcome. Here
the guides will ilive when not engaged in

actual work during the tourist season and
the village itself will no doubt become a

point of attraction for many people.

These Swiss guides are in great demand
and it was felt that to induce them to set-

tle in the country steps must be taken to

make them contented. There is nothing
that will do this like giving them homes
of their own amid surroundings that will

make them feel as if they were back in

Switzerland. The Swiss village should
prove a great success.

At the annual meeting of the People's

Game, Fish and Forest Protective Asso-
ciation held at Halifax, N. S. on March
8th at which delegates representing the

•whole province were present, Dr. Moore,
of Kentville, was elected President; H.
E. McNab, Halifax first vice-president;

James White, \\'ilmot, second vice-presi-

dent ; and R. F. Eagar, Halifax, Secret-

ary-Treasurer. The question of amal-
gamating with the Nova Scotia Fish and
Game Society was discussed and a mo-
tion to approve the same heartily carried.

A Committee was appointed to meet a

committee of the older society and see

what arrangements could be made to

join forces. It was felt that one so-

ciety for the Province could do better

work and carry greater influence in re-

commendations made to the Govern-

ment.

The many devoted followers of Isaac

Walton in and around Ailsa Craig,

Ontario have formed themselves into

an organization known as the "Aux
Sauble Anglers Association" for the pur-

pose of endeavoring to improve the fish-

ing in that river. Mr. E. Chapman
was elected President and Mr. T. Ste-

phenson, Secretary Treasurer. A big

dam at Arkona, a few miles down the

river stops the fish from ascending and
the fishing which was good up to four

years ago, has, since the erection of the

dam practically ceased. A petition

signed by one thousand names was for-

warded to Ottawa and as a result a Dom-
inion Inspector made an investigation.

He found that a suitable fishway had

not been provided and it is expectea

that a suitable one will be con-

structed during the coming summer.
In the meantime the Association

which is growing in numbers, will

endeavor to have the river well

stocked and see if it is not possible to

restore the old time plenty of this fine

river. The members will also endeavor

to uphold the ideals of good sport. They
are deserving of all encouragement in

this work and the future appears bright

for the rendering of good service to the

cause.

John Williams, of Creston, B. C, ob-

tained a deer at Sullivan Creek and had
no difficulty in taking his venison home,
his hunt being near to town and only

occup3'ing a few hours.

From Port Arthur come stories of

flooding of lands owing to the erection

beaver dams. These busy little engin-

eers continue their activities in spite of

the works of man and their wonderful

structures are admired although they do
sometimes cause damage.
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THADE MARK REG. U.S.PAT. OFF.

SieelFishingRods
Go at once to the dealer from whom you usually buy your fishing tackle and ask him to show

you a copy of our 144:-page, beautifully illustrated, cloth bound book, entitled, '

' Tricks and

Knacks of Fishing. '

' We furnish your local dealer and will furnish every local dealer these

dollar books for giving free to purchasers of '

' BRISTOL '

' Rods
iluring 1911. The dealer is entitled and you are ei:.titled to one book

free for each "BRISTOL" purchased. These books are furnished

for the purpose of increasing your joy and success in fishing. The
thousands ujjon thousands of these books that we are giving away
FRP]K have cost us a small fortune, but we give them as a special

inducement to attract your attention and persuade you to buy a

"BRISTOL" Steel Fishing feod immediately. Alter you have

bought a "BRISTOL," no other inducements are required. y^^

TRICKS and

KNACK5 of

FI6HING

You then know the value and superiority of "BRISTOL"
Rods. Look for the word "BRISTOL" on the reel seat.

Don 't accept anv rod that is not a genuine

"BRISTOL."

W
^Jk/ 32 Hor-

ton St.,

Bristol, Conn

I'loasc send inc

.vour Free catalogue

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE
and select the style of "BRISTOL" Rod suitable for your

favorite fishing. When you write be sure to mention your

dealer 's name so that we can see that he has a supply of

books, ready to give you the free copy to which you will y^
be entitled when you buv a "BRISTOL" Rod. X

THE HORTON MFG. CO., yV>.
32 Horton St., Bristol, Conn. yC/ ^''" "''

My
dialer's name is.
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Mr. A. E. Moffatt, of Fergus, Ontario

received a che(|ue for $45 from the Gov-

ernment as bounty for three wolves he

killed while on hi> fall hunt.

A recent visitor to Canada was Air.

F. H. -Muller of the St. Pierre Fishery,

Belgium, a fishery supplying fish for re-

stocking purposes to fisheries through-

out Belgium, Holland and Germany.
The establishment maintains ponds cov-

ering 7,500 acres at Zonhonen and has

several small establishments in other

countries. All the commoner kinds of

fish are hatched and raised on the prem-

ises as well as game fish and the company
is the official purveyor of the Belgian

Government and the Imperial chateaux

of Germany. Mr. Muller's experience

as a fish culturist is unique and he has

much to tell of his interesting work.

A white lark was shot in the county
of Essex, Ontario, during the month of

December.

Good work is being done in the lakes

back of Kingston in clearing out the ling.

It is proposed to extend this work to

Sharbot Lake when the smaller lakes are

finished. The ling not only feed on the

spawn but also on the bass and good
sized pickerel and it is believed that

without drastic measures the fishing

would be depreciated if not destroyed.

The account of a squirrel taking a ride

on the back of a partridge published in

the Ottawa Free Press as a despatch
from Smith's Falls" is too good to be alter-

ed by a single sentence and is quoted as

follows

:

Three men working in the woods wit-

nessed a most unusual spectacle. They
were engaged in cutting wood when a

partridge hopped out of the bush and
stood motionless a short distance from
them. The men ceased work and
watched the bird. Just then a red squir-

rel came out of his den and began chat-
tering. A dog which had accompanied
the men to the woods heard the squirrel

and made a dart towards it. The little

animal gave a frightened glance around
and espying what he took to be a stump
hopped on top of it. The motionless
object proved to be the partridge and it

immediately rose up and flew away, car-

rying the squirrel with it. The aston-

ished choppers watched the unusual
sight until partridge and squirrel disap-

peared from view but how far the part-

ridge carried this strange burden they

could not ascertain.

The following figures showing the big

game captured in Westmoreland, Albert

and Kings counties. New Brunswick, for

the last three years have been compiled
by the Chief Game Warden :

—

Westmoreland 1910 1909 1908

Deer 146 76 116

A loose 64 67 73
Caribou i 2

Albert
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The Red Gods of

Spring are Calling

ARE you ready to enjoy the week-ends and
vacations ? Camp out, and learn to know the
ideal life in the wilderness, but don't go until

you are properly outfitted. You need our
special outdoor clothing. Clothing for such

purposes must fit and must wear under the severe
strain to which it is submitted.

npHIS department has been developed with us to a
-*- degree of skill and excellence not reached by

any other house. The reason of this is we are campers
and know the game. Not the slightest detail in making
or material escapes our careful attention. Therefore
our clothes are the pride of those who wear them and
they impart the real feeling of comfort and freedom
sought by every person who is a lover of outdoor life.

OUTING and sportsmen's clothes made to suit

the tastes of women who know what style and
comfort means, has done more to develop a love of

outdoor life among them than any other factor. We
make such clothes for women as well as men.

D'

R'

kO not hesitate to have us con-
sider your wishes in these

lines of wearing apparel, for you can
deal directly by mail and depend
upon all garments meeting your re-

'quirements in every particular.

' EMEMBER you take no chances
in buying anything we sell. You

are absolutely protected by our guar-
antee: Money back if not satisfied.

If you are a sportsman, fisherman, hunter,
camper, canoeist, explorer, prospector,
motorist, mountain-climber, or, in fact, do
anything out of doors, you cannot enjoy
the possibilities of your chosen sport without
having with you our special catalog on
your particular hobby.

E publish seven catalogs of infonnatioii, each
one complete in its particular line.w

'T*HESE handsome books are full of information and suggestions. They are a final authority
on things you 'Want to know—'Where to go, 'What to take with you. They will give you

the information you seek. Fill out the attached coupon and send it NOW. Mark the book you
want and we will send it

—

FREE.

ABERCROMBIE & FITCH CO.,

SEND ME FREE OF CHARGE CATALOG BELOW MARKED W^ITH CROSS.

Name _

NoR
Address ^State

4. Fishing Tackle
5. Fire Arms, Ammunition and Arms

Sundries

3. Packs and Packing 6. Dogs
7. Winter Sports

ABERCROMBIE & FITCH COMPANY
EZRA H. FITCH, President

57 READE STREET NEW YORI/

Tents and Camp Outfits

Sportsmen's Clothing, Footwear,
Personal Equipment

Packs and Packing
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A night owl was recently offered for

sale at Gait market. The owl had kill-

ed and partly devoured a fine duck be-

longing to a farmer close by. He set a

trap and caught the bird by two of its

claws. The 'bird was not hurt and the

farmer endeavored to dispose of it alive

and thus repay himself for the loss of

the duck.

The Hamilton branch of the Ontario

Forest, Fish and Game Protective As-

sociation decided by resolution at their

annual meeting to concentrate the efforts

of their members on three points and to

request all other branches in the Pro-

\'ince to join them in this efifort viz. (i)

More money to be spertt on the Fish and
Game Department; (2) A further end
more general dissemination of knowledge
amongst the people of Ontario and visit-

ors that the fish and game laws are made
to be enforced; (3) The establishment of

fish hatcheries and re-stocking of our

streams and waters with young fry. The
members of the Hamilton branch are

united upon these points and believe it

will be easy to induce the members of

other branches to join them in pressing

these points upon the Government
•through their respective members of the

Legislature. The sportsmen of Ontario
do not Avish their Provin:e to be behind
in the good work.

The following description of the work
of a fish hatchery applies to the one at

Point Edward, Ontario, where the work
is that of re-stocking Lake Huron wi;h
whitefish: The eggs of whitefish are

received from the fishing stations up
north and are shipped to the hatchery
in shallow trays with cloth 'bottoms and
packed with ice in sealed cases about the

size of egg crates. The fish eggs are

placed in two-gallon glass receptacles

with pitcher mouths. Each jar contains
240,000 eggs. These glass receptacles

are placed on shelves, three tiers high
and fresh water passes constantly
through a glass tube extending nearly
to the bottom of the jar, the tube having
rubber ci nnertiiins to a water rar> The

constant flow of water keeps the eg'gs

constantly in motion, so they will not
stick together. A small wire r.creen ;s

placed in front of the pitcher si)oiit to

prevent the fish eggs from bemg car-

ried over with the outflow of water, which
passes out into shallow troughs and then
flows through large pipe connections

which lead into a large vat on the floor.

When the eggs are hatching, the small

wire screens are removed and the tiny

fish allowed to pass out with the water
into the shallow troughs and finally into

the large vat on the floor, from whence
they are dipped out into large cans of

water and taken by boat and consigned

to the depths of Lake Huron.

To show how much advancement has

been made in far Xorthern Ontario in

the course of a few ytars. a menu card

of the dinner held on Christmas Day
af the King George Hotel, Cochrane, has
been forwarded to us. \\'e are told that

there were one hundred and eighteen

guests mainly consisting of engineers

and contractors on the line of the Grand
Trunk Pacific and some on the Temis-
kaming and X'^orthern Ontario gathered-

at the dinner and Messrs. John Martin

and G. Hector Clemes. the proprietors,

provided a meal which would have been

considered high class in a community
much longer established than Cochrane.

\\'\\d chicken and haunch of venison fig-

ured on the card while King George's

plum pudding was not forgotten. The
card itself must prove amongst the sur-

prises to those who see it and note the

spirit of enterprise characterising those

who inhabit the most northerly town
in Ontario—a spirit marking our north

country as distinctively as the west, al-

though it is not so widely spread and

consequentlv not so well known. The
Christmas spirit, however, is as strong

in the north as anvwhere and found most
ag'reeable expression at this fine gather-

ing at Cochrane.

By what w^as well-nigh the most rapid

work on record, the State of Montana has

created a new game preserve of note-

A-\-nrtln- masrnitude. ^^'ith a degree of
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By Royal Appointment

England's Great Fishing

Rod, Red, and Tackle Manufacturers
will Hiail you their large Illustrated

Catalogue Free!
It will pay you tx> import, sm you get
the highest class fishing rods and tackle

the world h»« ever seen.

Hard/8 "Palakona"
Split Bamboo Rods are the lightesc and
strongest made. /^

Hirdy's Alnwick Qreenheart Rods \^

Are superior to all others.

Hard/* "Perfect" Reel
with ball bearings and regulating check,
fltt«d with a double tapered "Corona"
line make a perfect Outfit complete.

HARDY BROS. Ltd., : Alnwick : England
LeB<}«n Depot : CI PaU Mafl-S.W.

Pjrfect'' Reel with pat. s^^te line
jaard, 3 1-8 ini *i-i7-6

The ' Fsirchlld Rod.
Palakoaa Split Bamboo.

9 ft. weight 3H ozi.

9^ ft. weifhs 4 W OM

XEW ' HILDEBRAXOT'^ SPINXERS
''ThegSpinSoEasg"

Have You Seen Our New

"Slim Eli" Spinner??

If Not—Warum Nicht ? ? ?

We are also showing this year,
a hij^h - cla?<5 line of RODS,
REELS, LINES, etc.

Send for our New Catalogue and
" PFT NFYT "

t

NO SWIVELS TO SWIVEL. vjc-i iii:.yvi

XHEJOHNJ HILDERR.AX DX CO . Drawer No. 8, Logansport, Indiana, U.S.A.

TROUT WHEEL
Two, Three or Four Blade.
For Speed Boat* or General

Servict

Adopted by the Fore-

most Engiae Makers
of the Country.

H G. TROUT COMPANY, BUFFALO, N.Y.

Fish Bite
like huDErr*- wolves and keep yon busy if yon g;o

after them with my wonderful fish-lurmg bait

MAGIC-FISH-LURE.
Best fish bait ever invented. You catch a big
strine of fish while the other fellows are wait-

ing for a bite. Price 25o. a box, Positively
guaranteed. Write for Free Booklet and.my
special offer of one box to help introduce it.

J. F. GKEGORY, Dept. F, St. Louis, Mo
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speed and precision that may well stand

as an example in game preservation, Gov-

ernor Edwin L. Norris, Senator ]\lcCone

and the legislature of Montana have

drawn, introduced and enacted into a

state law—all since January 20,—a meas-

ure that converts the famous "Hell Creek

Bad Lands" country into a State g^ame

preserve. I^-imarily it is for the benefit

of the nucleus-remnant of prong-horned

antelope, mule deer and mountain sheep

still surviving in that w^ild and pictures-

que region; but it is reasonably certain,

also, that in the future a nucleus of Amer-
ican bison will be added. The region

fronts on the Missouri River, and it lies

about 100 miles north by west of Miles

City. The total area of the preserve is

about 100 square miles. About three-

fourths of it consists of very deep and
rugged bad-lands, made by the waters of

Snow Creek, Hell Creek and other

streams. There is a good showing of

cedar and pine timber in the gulches and
arroyos, and hardwood on the bottom
land of Snow Creek.

The remaining one-fourth of the tract

contains some high-level grass lands, that

can support a herd of perhaps a thousand
bison. In the eastern side of the pre-

serve lies the fossil region, now known
widely as "the Hell Creek formation,"
which was discovered in 1902 by \^^ T.

Hornaday and L. A. Huffman, and turn-

ed over to the American Museum of Nat-
ural History. Out of that region have
come the great tyrant lizard, (Tyrrano-
saurus rex), and the giant three- horned
dinosaur, (Triceratops brevicornis). The
strangest thing about the new preserve
is the fact that it contains, even at this

late day, a small band of mountain sheep.

It is remarkable, even with all the wari-

ness of that species, that any sheep could
have survived with only bad-lands for

a refuge: but it is true. Beyond ques-
tion, the new preserve will in a few years
be teeming with wild life ; and it will form
a feature of great interest to the Ameri-
can people. The sudden move for the

creation of the Snow Creek pre-

serve was precipitated by news sent late

in January to W. T. Hornaday by W. R.

Felton. n civil encrineer of Miles Citv,

to the effect that a new line of railway
is about to be constructed within 15 miles
of the region. It was apparent that if

the preserve were to be created at all, it

must be done immediately. At once a
campaign was started b_v L. A Huffman,
of Miles City, and pushed w-ith the ut-

most vigor. Senator McCone introduc-

ed the necessary bill ; Governor Norris
heartily favored and promoted it; and in

the end, so man}- strong men became in-

terested that in spite of the lateness of its

introduction, it passed both houses of

the legislature, and on March 6. became
a Iaw\ It is the intention of Mr. Horna-
day eventually to ask Congress to make
Snow Creek a national preserve.

The members of the Laurentian Fish

and Game Club held their twenty-sixth

annual meeting at Montreal on February
eleventh when reports were presented

showing the club to be in a healthy fi-

nancial condition. The Managing Di-

rector stated that the number of moose
on the reserve had greatly increased ow-
ing to the protection of the officers of the

Club while the fish, owing, to re-stock-

ing and care had greatly improved
in both quantity and quality. The
following ofificers were elected: James
W. Cromwell, New York, President

;

George E. Drummond, Montreal,

Vice-President; W. H. Parker, Lac
la Peche, Que., Managing Director:

J. George Veith, 164 St. James St.,

Montreal, Secretary-Treasurer. House
Committee:— Henry F. De Puy,

New York ; W. H. Parker. Lac la Peche,

Que. ; L. A. Bevin, New York, Chairman.

Directors:—^Geo. Chahoon. Jr., Grand'

Mere ; Colin J. McCuaig. Montreal ; Geo.

E. Drummond, Montreal; W. H. Parker.

Lac la Peche, Que. ; George A. Simard,

Montreal ; James W. Cromwell, New
York; L. A. Bevin, New York; George

H. Hazen, New York; Henry F. De Puy,

New York.

It is reported that wolves have had a

hard time during the last winter, the

great depth of snow and the absence of

a crust preventing them from playing

liavoc with the deer. Old trappers state
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HERE'S^ PROOF
"Coaxer" Baits Catch Fish==Not Weeds

In order to prove that the "Coaxcr Surface Bait" was the best bass bait made we challeng-ed any other bait
manufacturer in the world to meet the "Coaxer" in a three day contest, fishing' from same boat at the same time.
Mr. Ans. Decker of New Jersey, accepted with results given below, he using a bait fitted with three trebel hooks.

White Body
Red Wings
Red Tail

Here's the Winner!

Remove this hook and
H's weedless

Postage, 2c each.

^NO. 1 CONVERTIBLE, like cut,

Weedless Style, no under hooks,

Luminous, Weedless Style, - '

Bucktall, Weedless Style, - -

(Has hair instead of feathers.)

75c.

eoc.

75c.

50c.

The ''Coaxer" Wins the World's Championship
THE "COAXER" WON the big match at Congress Lake, near Canton. Ohio, June 16. 17 and 18, with a score of

28 to 16. nearly two to one, despite the fact that our opponent has 35 years of bass fishing as a profession to his
credit. The extensive knowledge of the habits of the black bass gained by Mr. Decker in these long years of constant
fishing counted for nothing against the marvelous weedless and attractive qualities of the "Coaxer" Surface Bait.

ANOTHER BIG CONTEST WON BY THE "COAXER"
On August 2.3rd. 24th and 25th. another contest was brought off on Uncas and Congamond I^akes. near Westville,

Conn., between C. W. Selk. using a No. 1 Convertible "Coaxer. " and W. A. Schappa. using the Dowagiac Rainbow
and Fancy Back, the Decker Bait and Cooper's Weedless Porker. The "Coaxer" won with a score of 29 to 8.

The "Coaxer"—15 bass and 14 pickerel. The Decker Bait—3 bass.
The Dowagiac^Nothing. The Cooper Weedless Porker—5 pickerel.

A RECORD BREAKING CATCH
On June 18. Mr. Henry F. Craw, of Buffalo. N. Y.. caught fii/e bass on a "Coaxcr" bait, ranging from four to

fitfe and three-quarter pounds each. These "whoppers" were caught in a lake near Buffalo. Pretty fine for
one day. Mr. Craw has been a user of the "Coaxer" for seven years.

Send stamp for catalog in colors of Coaxer Baits. Coaxer
Trout Flies, Trout Spoons. Pickerel and Musky Baits, Non-
Kinking Sinkers. Weedless Hooks. Frog Hooks, Leaders, etc.

W. J. JAMISON, Dept. R,

2751 Polk street, Chicago, III.

=^

K A L I K I ROD.
The very latest and Best Production In Fishing Ro()s. .Mamifacturod only by us in our Toronto Factory.

This new wood Kaliki we use In the manufacture of Fishing Rods certainly does eclipse anything we have

ever produced in a high class Rod. Its strength and powers of endurance, its elasticity as well as developing

characteristics were never known to be found In any other wood used in the manufacture of Fishing Rods.

It Ik a most beautiful wood to look upon, having a light, smooth, glossy surface with a handsome grain run-

ning through it. It is the most expen-iivn woo<l ever used in making Fishing Rods.
Also patentees and sole manufacturers of the justly celebrated Westwood's rnbreakable Silk Bound Split

Cane Rods.

Redditch, England and 78 Bay Street, Toronto.

TUB A LLCOC K, LAlQHT & WEST WOOU CO., LIMITED
Larsest Fishing Tackle Manufacturers in the World.

The time to hunt is at either end of day.
The kind of sight to use is the one you
can see. Daniel's Patent Concentric sight
is the best in the world for those dark
places. You can prove it. Price only $2.00.

Address C. DANItL,, Box B 3 Melbourne, Wash.
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that many wolves have died of starva-

tion and others have ventured so near

the haunts of men as to fall victims to

trapping and poisoning.

A story comes from Maple Leaf, a

Saskatchewan village, to the effect that

William Robinson, returning from a

visit to a neighbor, was chased by a band
of wolves and arrived home in an ex-

hausted state. Only by .
throwing oft

his coat which delayed the wolves for a

few minutes while they tore it to pieces

did he manage to escape.

One of the bears recently acquired by
the Toronto Zoo from gypsies had the

mange and had to be killed.

Further reports of the boldness of the

timber wolves in Saskatchewan state

that the ranchers have sufifered so much
from their depredations that they have
subscribed a large sum as bounty and
will give $ioo for every timber wolf

killed.

The efforts put forth to secure a fish

hatchery on Kootenay Lake, B.C., ap-

pear likely to be successful. The aim of

the promoters of the movement is to pre-

serve the excellent trout fishing of the

lake which in the past has proved at-

tractive to anglers far and near.

A mink was captured alive in the heart

of Guelph, Ontario, on the first day of

March and the hunters accepted an offer

of $4 for the little fur bearer within ten

minutes of its capture.

That the Quebec Association for the

Protection of Fish and Game is doing
good work in the Province is evident
from the statements made at the last an-

nual meeting. Two bales of furs valu-

ed at $2500 w'ere seized as they were be-

ing shipped from Montreal. Agents of

a New York firm had collected the pelts,

which included many beaver skins,

throughout the Province and success

seemed likely when they were caught.

Several minor amendments were sug-

gested and will be submitted to the Gov-

ernment in due course. The following
ofificers were elected:—President, W. L.

Maltby ; Vice-President, Chas. Mere-
dith ; Hon.-Treasurer, D. Robertson;
Secretary, J. R. Innes. Committee:

—

Rene Bauset, A. Bergeron, Geo. Boulter,

L. A. Boyer, E. T. D. Chambers, L M.
Craig, A. J. Dawes, O. A. Dostaler, H.
G. Elliott, Lieut.-Col. W. H. Evans. Dr.

L T. Finnic, Geo. H. Ham, W B. Hope,
H. R. Ives, J. H. Jacobs, W. L. Maltby,

Chas. Meredith, W. H. Parker, D. Rob-
ertson, A. \A'. Shewan, J. B. Sparrow, J.

H. Stearns, Guy Tombs, and J. L.

Wanklyn. The report of the year's

work shows that 123 convictions had
been secured as follows :—Partridges, 6

;

muskrat, 16; deer, 3; hares, 4; beaver, 2;

hounding, i ; spearing, 5 ; dore, 13 ; trout,

12; bass, 8; sturgeon, 3; netting, 2; song

birds, 45 ; night lines. 3.

The afternoon train to Gravenhurst,

Ontario, on the eve of the open season

ran into an injured deer but the train

crew were unable to tell what had hap-

pened beyond the fact that they ran int'

something. A search on the following

day resulted in finding the injured animal

which was speedily put out of its misery.

It dressed two hundred and forty pounds

and needless to say the members of tho

train crew and their friends enjoyed the

venison which had so unexpectedly been

put in their way.

The final round up of the buft'alo pur-

chased by the Canadian Government
from Mr. Pablo of the Flathead reserva-

tion in Montana will take place this

spring when it is hoped the remaining

eighty, or the greater number of them,

will be secured and transferred to Wain-

wright, Alberta. The reservation is now
open for settlement and the removal of

the buffalo will be to the advantage of

all parties concerned.

Three St. Thomas boys captured a

couple of live coons by lassooing them

with a rope and took them home in

triumph.
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Z^s Steel Fishing Rods

FLY RODS, 8 or Q '4 feet ... - $1.00

BAIT RODS. 5 J4. 65^ or 8 feet- - - - 1-25

CASTING RODS, 4 U, 5 or 6 feet - - - 150
CASTING RODS, with Agate Guide and Tip - 2.50

CASTING RODS, full Agate Mountings - 375

Trout Flies

For UsTrial— Send

lfi/» for an assorted sample doien. OiialiK; A Fli#c•OC Regular price, 24 cents. VUdlliy « I IICl

30c '°^^;u^\rp^1c\',rc«tr"• Quality B Flies

60c ^°^reg^7aTpficnrcentr" Quality C Flies

/iC_ for an assorted dozen. Race Fli»cvJ\^ Regular price, 96 cents. "•^S I IIC9

Original and Genuine.

OLDTOWN CANOES
Introduced and made famous by us.

16 to 19 ft.

THE H. H. KIFFE CO., ^N^wTc'r'^
Illustrated Catalogue free n application.

SteeC^is/ilng Jiocfs
andJiaits

Three Rods for the Price of One
No fisherman will carry old style Rods and Baits after he

has seen the HOLLA.\'D. They are distinctly different and

superior to anything on the market. Send five cents in

Stamps for sample paper minnow and illustrated catalog.

Fully Guaranteed
HOLLAND ROD & BAIT CO.

HOLLAND. MICH.

New York Office, 50 Franklin St.

H

ATTENTION, FISHtRMEN I

C sas

C^'^ 53

The Wultf Gaff Hook is by experts declared to be the marvel of the age—does away with

the cumbersome ordinary net. When closed is only 9 inches long and so can be carried in

the pocket or tackle box, and when extended is 42 inches. Is nickle plated all ov^er, except

hook, which is tined and fitted with cork grip.
Hook folds up and point is protected by sliding inside of handle.
It is neatly constmcted, is highly finished, is unbreakable, is self contained, and will last

a life time ; and above all is very light. Fishermen will beproud to have one in their possession

as they are a very hand.some article. Price $1.75. Send for folder. Agents wanted.

WULFF MFG. CO. 411 Sth Avenue So., Minneapolis. Minn.

THE fisherman's
BEST FRIEND

Every fisherman who wants his outfit absolutely

complete must have a

i^M^^iy TACKLE BOX
-th

and
e tackle box that has a place for everything
keeps everything in its place.

No. 100, shown below, has 15 compart-
ments for reels, lines, hooks, sinkers, swiv-
els, etc., absolutely complete. By tar the strongest

and most substantial box made. Ask your dealer.

Cream City Ware NeTer nisappoiats
Accept no substitute. Il your dealer

doesn't sell our goods, write for prices and
FREE CATALOG of bait-boxes and minnow
buckets.

GEUDER. fAESCHKE & FRET CO.

205 15th St. Milwaukee, Wis.

to the true sporUmtn. Send Tw»i«tt-Fiv« yearly

•ubtcriptiont, and a KORONA PETIT Caanera. nxe

31^x5^, will be sent YOU. This camera manufactured by

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.

Rochester, N. Y.



THE TRAP
Rod and Gun and Motor Sperta in Canada is the Official Orran of the
Dominion of Canada Trap-ShootinK Association. All communications
should be addressed to W. A. Smith, Editor "The Trap" Kingsrille, Ont.

TOURNAMENT DATES.

May 24th^rhe Thousand Islands Club, Ganan-

oqtie, annual tournament under the management
of G. M. Dunk.

July 31, August 1 and 2—Dominion of Canada
Trap Shooting Association, Anii'ial Tournament
at Belleville, Ont. All communications to be

addresse<i to Mark Sprague, Secretary, Belleville,

Ont.

STRAY PELLETS.
S. II. -Newcomb, of Philadelphia, carried off the

honors of the opening day of the si.\th annual
amateur champion shoot at clay targets on the

Kew York athletic grounds, Ijreaking 5Gx60 in the

first evening and 93x100 in the second in the

latter of which 81 gunners took part. The prev-

ious year he won with 96x100 liut the high winds
made his last score equally creditable.

The amateur championship was won the sec-

ona day by Harry W. Kahler, formerly of Daven
port. la., but now a resident of Philadelphia.

The champion, who is only 25 years of age, shot
like a veteran and broke 173x200 at sixteen yards.

The runner up was G. S. McCarty, who has held
the championship for two years and who this

j-ear made the fine score of 171. The next eight

ranged from 170 to 163.

L. S. German led the professionals with 182,

closely followed by -J. A. R. Elliott with 175, H.
S. Wells, New York, 174, and G. L. Lvon, Durham,
X. C. with 173.

SHOOTING AT JVIONTREAL.
The President's Prize.

The second in the series of four shoots in a
handicap for the president's prize at the Riverside
Gun Club resulted as follows:

H'cap. Birds. Total
J. Furness 12 13 25
J. W. Wilson 10 14 24
G. Radford 3 16 19
J. Dubois ID 9 19
W. Peard 5 14 19
H. Brown scr. 16 16
T. Keough 3 13 16
A. Clark .' 10 6 16
J. ^^^lite scr. 15 15
W. Barrow 2 13 15
J. Kemp 4 10 14

C. White scr. 12 12
On account of having been unavoidably absent

the week previous, Peard was allowcu to shoot ?

double header, which resulted: 6, 19, 25.

Fifteen bird shoot for a parcel of shells given
by the Standard Hardware Co., Point St. Charles:
Keough. 15; G. Radford, 12; J. Furness, 12; Bing-
ham, 12; H. Brown, 12; Alexander, 12; W. Peard,
11; Kenyon, 11; Redman, 10; J. White, 6.

Tile tliird meet showed the following results:

H'cap. Hits. Ttl.

S. Breaker 9 13 22
J. Kemp 8 14 22
T. Keough 6 15 21
•J. Kenyon 20 20
J. Wilson 8 11 19
W. Barrow 6 12 18
T. Westlake 18 18

J. Furness 8 8 16
J. White 15 15

A. Clarke 11 4 15

A. Taylor 13 13

W. Peard 12 12

G. Radford 3 7 10

Two absentees of the preceding Saturday were
allowed a double-header, the second shoot count-
ing.

Breaker 8 17 25
Clark 15 8 23

A ten-bird practice match followed, resulting a

follows: T. Westlake, 9; J. Alexander, 9; J.

Kenyon, 8; W. Barrow, 6; G. Radford, 6; -T.

Keough, 6; S. Breaker, 6; J. White, 6; W. Peard,

6; J. Furness, 4; T. James, 4.

There were several absentees on April 1st, and
by reason of the high and fitful winrls. members
who did shoot did not pile the records high.

Twenty-five bird handicap for special prizes,

fourth shoot

:

H'cap. Breaks. Total.

J. Furness 6 11 17

G Radford 2 14 16

W. Peard 1 14 15

J. Wilson 4 9 13

H. Brown 11 11

Absent the previous Saturday, a double-header

resulted:

H. Brown 3 12 15

Twentv bird match—Alexander Donald, 19; T.

Westlake. 16; J. Kenyon, 16; C. Redman, 15; A.

Tavlor. 14; H. Brown, 13; J. Furness, 13; W.
Peard. 12: G. Radford. 10.

Ten bird match—D. Alexander, 9; A. Taylor, 8;

T. Westlake. 8; J. Kenyon, 8; H. Brown, 7; G.

Radford, 6; W. Peard, 6*.

A splendid shoot of the Montreal club took

place on March eighth at their grounds, St.

Lambert, when twenty members took part.
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LOADING,
RIFLES i

(

.

32 f .35f . 351 and . 401 Calibers

You don't need to take the sight off the game ifyou

shoot a W^inchester Self-Loading Rifle. The recoil

does the reloading for you, which places the com-

plete control of the gun under the trigger finger,

and permits shooting it as fast as the trigger can be pulled. These rifles

are made in calibers suitable for hunting all kinds of game. They are safe,

strong and simple in action, easy to load and unload, and easy to take down.

Ask your denier to show you one, or send to the Winchester
Repeating Arms Co., New Haven, Conn., for a catalogue describing

The Trigger Controlled Repeaters

FISHING
REEL

r-^LINE
1 need "3 in One" oil. It makes reels run right

-ALWAYS. No sticking, no jerking, no back-

shing. Just an easy, steady action that feeds or

:els the line evenly, smoothly at any speed.

"3 in One" prevents rust on steel rods, prevents

-acking of cane or bamboo rods and makesall jomls

- snugly. Makes silk or linen hnes sir nger and

st longer. Prevents twisting and langhng.

DEC Try "3 in One" yourself at our expense.

nCC Write at once for sample bottle and book-

.—both free. L.brary Sl.o in every Pf^-kare

IN ONE OIL CO.. 55 New SL. New York.

Alex Johnston G. H. Cashmorc

Why not h»ve your

GUN REPAIRS
done by experienced workmen ? It costs

no more. Send them to us. We
guarantee our work.

Johnston €^ Caahmore
Eastern Gun Works,

494 Eastern Avenue - • Toronto

PHONE MAIN 4062.

TRAP SHOOTERS
l_OOK HERE!

THE FAMOUS

Canadian Black Bird

PERFECT TRAPPER.
PERFECT BREAKER.

PERFECT FLYER.
GOOD PICK UP.

Packed by an expert. Positively best bird made.
Price $2.75 per barrel ; $.5 00 per thousand, shipped

f.o.b. Hamilton.

Manufactured by

NELSON LONG,
66 Burlington St. West - - Hamilton, Ont.

ALSO BOWRON S ANGLE TRAPS.
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In the handicap event, 25 birds, Mr. W. Strachan

won with the splendid score of 25. The distance

handicap was won by Mr. R. B. Hutcheson after

having to shoot off a tie. The following are the

scores made in the different events:—
Birds

25 25 25 25

R. B Hutchison 20

R. Lewis 18

W. H. Ewing 19

T. Westlake 18

W. Strachan 19

D. J. Kearnev 18

T. 0. Lyall .' 11

ueorge E. Clu'ese 16

E. Taylor 15

C. Cooke 18

T. Jones 10

J. H. Rainville 21

— Harvev
A. N. Other . .

H. Wheatley
C. Aubin

20
15

18

13

19

15

10

16

16

17

6

21

12

23

21

19

25
25
23

19

21

12

21

24

17

14

14

17

21

20

18

15

13

20
13

19

16

15

12

18

SOME GOOD SHOOTING AT OTTAWA.
Ten shooters faced the St. Hubert traps on

March eighteenth, and the general average was
better than that of the preceding week. Owing
to illness several Class "B" members were un-

able to be present, and consequently that class

did not qualify for a spoon competition. Class

"A" spoon was won by Dr. I. G. Smith. Mr.

Beattie, who had been ill all week, only shot one
event at 25 birds, making a perfect score of 25.

The scores:

E. G. White (Pro.) 21 21—42
Dr. Smith 19 21—40
J. Bradley 19 20—39
Dr. F. Birkett 17 21—38
S. E. Sangster 15 22—37
J. B. Bunn 21 16—37
G. Esdale 18 18—36
W. Corbv 19 17—36
W. C. Little 19 11—30
Extra event (25 birds)—B. Beattie, 25; S. E.

Sangster, 20; W. Corby, 18; F. Birkett, 15; J.

Bradley, 12.

The club is in receipt of the 1911 Dupont
trophy, a very handsome sterling silver fob, which
will go into competition immediately following

the Easter tournament.

That with the milder weather of spring the
dormant shooting fever of the scatter-gun devo-
tees rekindles in very similar ratio to the fishing

enthusiasm among the angling fraternity was
demonstrated by the larger turnout of the shoot-
ing members of St. Hubert's on March twenty-
fifth. There were also several spectators pres-
ent, to whom the recreation appeal d very much.

In all sixteen members shot over the traps, and
in spite of an erratic and tricky target the scores
were an improvement on those of the past sev-
eral months. Both classes "A" and "B" filled

for separate spoon competitions. H. Viau winning
out in the higher grade, while W. J. Corby cap-
tured class "B" trophy. E. G. White (profes-

sional) was high gun with 45. The highest in-
dividual score on 25 birds was 24, both Messrs.
Sangster and Black making similar totals. The
highest straight run was 22, made by S. E. Sangs-
ter, who ran straight in the third event from his
fourth to twenty-fifth bird inclusive. In all

1,475 of the clay discs were thrown.
The following is the summary of the scores:—

E. G. White (Pro.) 23 22 —45
H. Viau 21 23 —44
B. Beattie 23 19 22—64
S. E. Sangster 17 23 24—64
J. W. Johnstone 18 22 —40
R. A. Sibbitt 23 15 21—59
J. Bradley 18 19 17—54
G. Esdale 16 21 17—54
V. V. Rogers 18 18 17—53
W. J. Corby 17 20 —37
W. L. Cameron 19 16 —35
W. C. Little 18 16 —34
Wm. Forbes 14 15 14—43
J. Black 9 24 —33
J. Dechene '. 16 10 —26
F. Birkett 8 16 16-^0

The return of wintry weather caused
a drop in the attendance on April 1st. A biting

cold northwest wind did not tend to help the

scores any. Dr. Smith, however, did some excel-

lent shooting, being high gun with 47 out of 50

and winning class "A" spoon. W. Corby again

captured class 'B," and, this being his second win,

he automatically goes into grade "A."

The leading scores were:—
Dr. Smith 24 23—47
J. Black 20 21—41
G. Esdale 19 22—41
R. Sibbitt 19 20—39
W. J. Corby 22 17—39
». E. Sangster 17 19—36
W. C. Little 15 10—34
J. Bradley .16 18—34
Dr. Birkett 18 14-^2
Extras—G. EsdaJle, 19; R. Sibbitt, 20, 21; S. E.

Sangster, 21; J. Bradley, 12; Dr. Birkett, 11.

On April eighth Messrs. Viau, Sangster and

Easdale tied for class "A" spoon, the first two
with 43x50, but their handicap of one bird eaoh

brought Mr. Easdale into the tie with 42x50. In

the shoot off, at 25 birds, Mr. Sangster won out

with 24x25. Mr. Williams captured class "B"

spoon with 40x50.

The leading scores were:

S. E. Sangster 22 21 24

H. Viau 22 21 21

G. Easdale 20 22 18

J. Black 20 21 .
.

A. Thropp 23 17 . .

W. Williams 19 21 .

.

W. L. Cameron 20 18 .

.

W. J. Corbv 20 18 19

R. A. Sibbitt 20 17 20

J. Bradley 18 19 21

V. V. Rogers 22 15 15

W. C. Little 20 16 21

A. Dechene 21 14 19
— Gilbert 15 18 ..
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^L DOMINION CARTRIDGE CO.

If^ LIMITED. W^
25 years experience has perfected Dominion Ammunition.

Established their standard, made their reputation and

proved their guarantee.

HI

MADE IN CANADA.

130 types for all standard makes of rifles, revolvers

or pistols.

On the rifle range or in quest of game. Dominion has

proved its worth.

Ask for DOMINION AMMUNITION, the game getting,

bull's eye kind.

Every cartridge is absolutely guaranteed.

Catalogue sent free on request.

X DOMINION CARTRIDGE CO., LTD.

;
MONTREAL, CANADA.
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I. C. Siiiilli 1'.) 14 . .

\V. Korbes 14 18 12

F. Uirkctt 19 12 12

TORONTO DOINGS.

Stanley Gun Club.

Tlic followiii;^ were tlie scores made on tlie club

groiiiil^ on Marcli eighteenth.

Shot at. Broke.

Stevens 115 92

Macdonalil 115 72

Jcselin 110 91

Fleet 105 86

Van Du/er 90 43

Jennings 75 67

xlulmc 75 60

Schvihc 75 58

Dou<?las 65 31

Halford 60 47

Hogartli 60 37

Fenton 50 47

\.aketield 50 45

Holmes 50 37
Buchanan 50 34

Sawden 50 34

Ingham 50 32

Alexander 40 29
Ten Eyck 35 32

Vivian' 35 26
Walters 25 27
Taj-lor 25 19

otanley 25 17

Hirons" 25 14

Albert 25 13

Edkins 25 11

Ashley 10 4

The afternoon of March twenty-fifth witnessed
one of the largest gatherings of shooters during
the season. The day was ideal and some good
scores were made. At the close doubles were in-

dulged in and George Dunk was in a class by
himself, breaKing 10 straight pairs, which is hign
for the season. Jennings broke 6 out of 10 pairs

and Stevens and Marsh broke five pairs each out
of 10. The following are the scores made:
Name. Shot at. Broke.

Joselin 115 94
Fenton 100 82
Stevens 100 77
Maedonald 95 58
Scheibe 75 55
Hogarth 75 - 54
Marsh 70 55
Ehink 65 58
Hulme 65 52
Black 65 48
Holmes 65 47
Van Duzer 65 36
Jennings 60 53
Wakefield 60 47
Alexander 60 42
Buchannan 60 40
Sawden 60 30
Vivian 55 42
Gray 55 33

Walters 50 36

Fleet ."jO

Douglas ,",()

Halford 40
Ingham 40
Lundy 4

Sockett 40
Albert 40
King(i(jn 40
Ten Eyck 35
Stanley 25
Ktlkins 25
Slutter 25
Lowe 25

Marks 15

Hirons 15

32
28

24

24
22

13

26

16

15

8

6

6

6

Un April first one of the most successful handi-

cap shoots ever held by the club was brougiit to

a close. The attendance during the series was
large, and over 2.000 targets were trapped each
week. The shooting was very creditable, con-

sidering that most of the targets were shot at

from 18 to 20 yards, and during the prevailing

high winds of March. Ely was high gim, with a
percentage of 88. Stevens made a grand finish

breaking 25 straight. Thirteen prizes, consist

ing of cut glass and silverware, were presented

to the lucky winners, six prizes in Class A, five in

class B. and two in class C The most noticeable

feature was the nninner in wliicli the new mem-
bers are increasing their ))ercentages. and will

soon mahce the old-timers look to their laurels.

A second handicap shoot will soon l)e started on
the same plan. Mr. Rainville, Montreal; Courc

Thompson, Hamilton, and Geo. Dunk were pres-

ent, and took part in the shooting. The follow-

ing are the scores made by those members who
took part in the complete series:—

Class A. Shot at. Broke.

Ely 125 UO
Jennings 125 104

Stevens 125 104

Wakefield 12.5" 104

Vivian 128 101

Fenton 125 99

Ten Evck 125 98

Scheibe 125 98

Hulme 125 97

Joselin 125 97

Stanley 125 87

Class B.

Halford 125 98

Ifogarth 125 95

Buchanan 125 95

Sawden 125 91

Edkins 125 86

Holmes 125 86

Van Duzer 125 80

-Massingham 125 79

Albert 125 64

Class C.

Fleet 125 75

Maedonald 125 72

Douglas 125 69

Gray 125 63

The following were the scores made on April

eighth

:
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IN THE HANDS OF
Mrs. Troup Saxon

^ yrs, Sax-
on flxshed in-

to the lime-
light almost

immediately after she started
to shoot tho improved Ithica.
IT She with her husband, Cap-

tain Sixon, are shooting promoters,
and make a business of organizing gun

clubs, creating an interest among ladies as
,

well as men to shoot.

II
Down in Oklahoma she startled the natives

by breaking 50 targets straight, without a miss.
<| She is modest in her claims but proud of her Ithaca and says that all
a shootei has to do is to point it right.

',T If you want to increase your score at the trap, throw away that old
fusee with a slow lock and creepy pull and get a lightning lock Ithaca.
11 The hammer travels less than half an inch and falls in 1 625 of a
second: pull quick and snappy; coil main springs guaranteed forever.

fl Uncle Bob, the veteran barrel borer, can bore a gun to outshoot any
other make—he ought to—he is the oldest borer in the business—the
man who perfected the taper choke,

TI Catalog in colors FREE: 18 grades, $17,75 net to $400 list.

Our little 5\i lb. 20 bore is a howling success.

rH^CA GUN CO., Box 13, ITHACA, N.Y

-Jl

A WONDERFUL VICTORY FOR

THE PARKER GUN.
At the Great Western Handicap, held at Kansas Oity, Mo., Friday, Fob. 17, Mr. Fred

Gilbert won the event by the magnificent score of 25 straight, and 5 straight in the shoot-off

of the tie, standing at the extreme handicap mark of 33 yds. Mr. Fred Cockerel at 30 yds.

and Mr. H. Bunnell, at 31 yds., made scores of 25 straight. These three gentlemen were the

only ones to tie, and all were shooting the "OLD RELIABLE" PARKEK GUN. Mr. Gilbert

at this tournament shot at 475 targets, losing but 21,—thereby winning first average for the

tournament.

N.Y. Salesroom*. 32 Warren St. PARKER BROS., Meriden, Conn.
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Shot at Broke
Stevens 1^5 72
Gray 100 51
Fleet 85 61
G. Scheibe 85 42
Dunk 80 66
Macdonald . . . 30 27
Van Duzer 65 47
Jennings - 55 42
Hojrarth 50 40
Hulme 50 40
Stanley 50 37
F. Scheibe 50 28
Douglas 50 25
Edkins

. . 40 28
Farlow 40 22
Ingham 40 13
Lundy 35 22
Lowe 35 26
Holmes 25 18
Hirons 10 7

Fleet made 24 out of 25, which was the best for
the day. George Dunk was high in the doubles.

National Gun Club.

Tiie National Gun Club held their weeldy handi-
cap shoot for prizes on March eighteenth,' Messrs.
Springer and C. B. Harrison tieing in A class, and
Messrs. Hadley and Peacock winning in B class.

Total Total
Handicap.

Yards. Shot at. Score.
E. Coath 18 . 100 50
Binswick 22 70 4c
E. Springer 22 60 41
A. Gould 17 50 23
F. Peacock 20 40 22
C. McKenzie 17 40 19
K.Gould » 16 40 20
Geo. Vivian 20 30 17
R- Beare 20 30 16
W. Grey 16 30 12
W. McKeand, jr 17 30 11
W. McKeand, sr 17 30 17
J. Monkman 19 20 11
J. Harrison 19 30 17
F. Hadley 16 20 14
J- Ross 20 30 12
C. B. Harrison 19 30 21
C. Beare 21 20 7W Taylor 16 10 3
B. Everton 16 lo 9

The National Gun Club held
handicap shoot on March twenty-
Vivian was shooting back to form,
out of 25 ."birds." The scores:

Handi-
cap, yds.

Geo. Vivian 20
A. Gould 17
K. Gould 17
C. McKenzie 17
Burwick 22
S. Springer 22
K. Beale 20
Wm. McKeand, jr 17
Wm. McKeand, sr 17

their
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ANYTHING IN SIGHT IS IN RANGE

OF THE .25 CALIBRE "STANDARD"
The distance at which you can kill game with the "Standard"

is limited only by your eyetight. If you can see an animal you can
get it. The "Standard" is the best rifle for long shots at small
or large game.

RifleS

The .25 calibre "Standard" trombone repeater is the quickest, safest, and feurest
hand-operated arm made. It's the rifle without a kick. High grade. Hammerless.
Takedown. Six shots without removing from the shoulder or disturbing your aim!
Also made in .30 and .35 calibres for large game.

The gas operated model fires five or six shots—as fast
as the trigger can be pulled. Has more power and less
recoil than any other automatic.

Standard Rifle, Model M. Hand Operated $33.00
Standard Rifle, Model G. Gas Operated $41.25

Send for FREE booklet. Please name your dealer.

STANDARD ARMS CO.
118 F. Street Wilmington, Del. U.S.A.

^cSf

T'?.'*'-'*^

M

One Gun
T'or All GdiiiG

Jpper barrel is .22; lower is .44, smooth 1

bored for shot or round ball; lengths 12,1

15 and 18 inches. The Game Getter isl

a gun of full proportions— as true, as'

steady and reliable as any gun made-
but it hangs on your shoulder over or
under coat—always ready for instant

action. With a 12 inch

M^BLFS
TtAME TtETTER TtUN

twentj-four ducks were killed on the wing
with 25 shots, deer have been killed at 50 to

100 yards and at 130 yards a 220 pound buck's
neck was brokm; while moose and bears

have been killed up to 50 yards—all with
just the 12 inch size. Truly, the "Game-
Getter" is a game getter. Target shooting is

done without using expensive ammunition.

Marble's Rifle Rods
re of three brass sections fitted with siet-

screw joints and swivel tips. GuaranteeJl
nut to bend nor break. See jronr dealer
Sample Nitro-Solvent Oil (or his name..
Send for catalog of Marble's 60 OutingI
Specialties.

MAHKLE ARMS i MFG. CO.
OSlUrllaAir. (;iad>tonr. ]|leb.|

Suc'-ebbor to Marble Safety Aie Co.

Lyman Elevating Leaf Sight
(Patented).

No. 46. Price $2.50.

This construction allows the use of the
Lyman Leaf Sight complete (either Leaf
or Bar), and at such elevation as suits best.

The small Stop Screw adjusts for Point
Blank.

Further elevation is obtained by raising

the Slide, pushing forward the Knurled
Headed Screw, and, by tightening, it is

held in position desired.

The entire Sdght folds down flat on the
Eifle.

(This Sight is not at present adapted to

.22 Calibfier Rifles).

Send for 1910 Catalogue.

The Lyman Gun Si^ht Corporation

Middlefield, Connecticut, U.S.A.
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On April eighth the members of the Parkdale
Clul) paid a retiini visit to the Beacii and the
score below will tell what happened to them in a
25 -bird match:

Beach Parkdale

T. D. McCiaw 21 I'enton 21

O. E. McGaw 20 Hooey 16
Hodgson 19 Matthews 18

Craig 24 McAdam 24
Henry 22 Carey 17
McDnfr 19 Devins 18
Boot lie 20 Pii-kerin? , 17
Grey 22 Parker 19
Carter 22 Williams 22
Girviii 18 Wai'l 17
Lyonde 22 Howe 13

Cooke 12

By taking the ten best scores the Beach won by
16 points. Beach 211, Parkdale 195 for ten men.

On April eighth a good turn-out of members and
their friends took part in the shooting. The
silver shield, donated by Messrs. Dalton, Pitcher,
Girvin & Co., was won by Archie Craig, with 24
out of 25. Scores:

Shot at Broke
O. E. Mc(;aw 55 37
Billings 105 81
T. 1). McGaw 45 35 .

Girvin 55 40
Pitcher 30 ig
Hodgson 45 37
Vivian 65 57
teuton 75 53
Mar.sh 75 58
Howe 55 31
Hooey 80 62
Lyonde 35 31
McAdam 70 61
Carter 55 44
Craig 50. 49
Henry 45 37
McDuff 60 39
Matthews 45 28
Carey 45 33
Lewis 20 8
Boothe 70 40
Parker 60 41
Bucke 20 12
Palmer 20 14
Uevins 50 37
Grey 50 42
Pickering 60 46
i\iason 25 14
Williams 35 30
Cooke 35 19
Ward 25 17

Parkdale Club Shoot.

Saturday. March eighteenth at the Parkdale
Gun Club was the banner day of the season, the
occasion being the visit of the Balmy Beach Gun
Club to Parkdale ground to try conclusions with
their sister club. The weather was all that oould

he desired and some good scores were made.
With twelve men a side, the scores stood. Balmy
Beach, 194; Parkdale, 241. It is needless to say
that all enjoyed the afternoon and a royal
wolfome will always await the Balmy Beach
boys.

After the banner events were over some sweeps
were indulged in and adopted by Duff, Pickering,
G. Wolfe and ^^'illiams. Doubles for a spoon
brought out some unlooked fo; talent and until
the last squad came on the ground '"Lord
Lansdowne" looked like a winner, but Williams
came strong in the stretch, making his shop-mate,
Wo.lfe, look like a last year s bird's nest. G. M.
Dunk, professional, did some excellent shooting,
breaking 90 per cent. Scores:

—

Balmy Beach: Booth 20, McGrory 5. Smith 17,
McGaw 16, Murphy 13, Hodgson* 17, Craig 13,
Mason 17, Shaw 21, Girvin 10, Grey 23, Mullington
22

Parkdale: Marsh 20, Duff 21, Matthews 21,
Pickering 22, Howe 16, McAdam 20, Carey 11,
Parker 17, Devins 20, Fenton 20, G. Wolfe 24, A.
Wolfe 18, Hooey 20, Williams 18, Montgomery 9.

Gutta Percha Club.

The handicap spoon shoot of the Gutta Percha
Gun Club, held on March eighteenth at Mimico,
resulted in a win for J. Doig, with J. Murphy
second. Doig received a handicap of 7, and
Murphy, 4 clay birds. The scores at 25 yards:

J. Doig 15, J. Murphy 17, H. Hill 19, H. Baker
20, A. Hill 16, J. Beattie 14, F. Sibbald 12, F.

C. Holland 10, E. Brumpton 10. F. Hyde 8.

A pronounced success was the competition

team shoot held by the Gutta Percha Gun Club
at the grounds, Mimico, on March twenty-fifth.

The day was ideal for shooting, and <Jonsequently

there was a big muster of members and good
scores were made.
Twelve picked team? participated in the contest,

the team captained by W. M. Weller being picked

to win. They failed, however, H. Hill's team
winning out by the narrow margin of 12 points,

the aggregate scores being:—H. Hill's team, 112

points; W. IM. Weller's team 100 points.

The individual honors went to A. Hill, of thj

Blue team, and J. Murphy of the Red team,

they shooting a tie for first place, viz., 17 breaks

out of the 20 chances.

After the match the winners were banqueted
by the losers at O'Brien's Hotel.

HAMILTON HAPPENINGS.

There was a good attendance at the Hamilton
Gun Club on March eighteenth and some splendid

scores were hung up, Messrs. Donaldson, Sealey

and Lauchlin, of the Dundas Gun Club, were

down for a friendly visit. The fifth event of the

series for the Klein & Binkley championship

trophy, resulted in A. D. Bates keeping the lead

by one bird from D. Reid and N. Armstrong.

There were two twentv-five bird merchandise
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irS ONE THING

TO GET THE GAME

ANY

SPORTING POWDER
IS

A GAME GETTER

WarlmNew
Model

27

The only gun that fills the demand

for a trombone ("pump ) action

repeater in .25-20 and

.32-20 calibers.

Repeating

Ride

Shoots

high ve-

locity smoke-

less cartridges,

also black and low pres-

sure smokeless. Power-

ful enough for deer, safe to use in

settled districts, excellent for target

work, for foxes, geese, woodchucks, etc.

Its exclusive features : the quick, smooth working "pump" action;

the wear-resisting Special Smokeless Steel barrel; the modern

solid-lop and side ejector for rapid, accurate firing, increased safety

and convenience. It has /a^e down construction and Ivory Bead
front sight; these cost extra on other rifles of these calibers.

Our 136 page catalog describes the full Z^r/Z/i
line. Sent for three stamps postage. Write for it.

7jie^Ol€ir/in/irecwms Co.

67 WILLOW STREET, - NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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events, and W. Wark won the first one, leading

all the way with 24 to his credit, while J. Hunter
and A. D. Bates with 22 tied in gecond place. In

the second event H. Spratt with 21 landed the

silver, while d. Bowron got second place in a

shoot-off with W. Dillon and H. Smith. Capt.

Spencer was referee and also gave his new gun a

work-out. W. Wark was high with his total of

32 out of the 35, while A. D. Bates had 52 out of

60. The scores were:
W. Wark 35

A. D. Bates 60

C. Thomson 100.

N. Hall 75

N. Armstrong 60

J. Hunter 60

J. Crooks 60

F. Oliver 85

Dr. Donaldson 50

C. W. Sealey 35

J. Bowron 100
W. Dillon 75

H. Spratt 60
Dr. Lauchlin 35

D. Reid 60
H. Smith 65

Capt. Spencer 10

32

52

.82.

57

49

51

47
60
37

26

79

54

46

25

51

50

9

Armstrong had 114. There were four fifteen bird
merchandise events, and D. Reid pulled down the
first with 14, John Hunter the second with 13, F.
W. Watson and John Bowron the other two with
12 each. The high wind made things interesting,
and tlie clays were hard to locate. H. Smith was
high with 63 out of 65, while J. Hunter had 50
out of 65. The scores were:

Shot at.

M. Rasberry 100
F. W. Watson 100
X. Hall 65
N. S. Armstrong 75
J. Bowron 65
W. Wark 40
D. Reid - 75
Dr. Wilson 40
H. Spratt 75
H. Smith 75
J. Hunter 65
W. H. Cottrell 25
E. Sturt 50

Hit
68

68

42

53
47
29
50
26
49
63
50
14

36

SHOOTING AT JORDAN STATION.

At the Hamilton Gun Club on April 1st the
final and sixth event for the Klein & Binkley
championship trophy was shot off. It was a
great finish, and H. Spratt landed the silver by a
narrow margin, getting 118 out of 150 for his

total. Although a novice at the traps, he has
shot very consistently through the series, and
just manged to nose out ahead of J. Bowron and
M. Rasberry, who were tied in second place, with
117. D. Reid was next up with 115, while N. S.

Tlie Winchester Gun Club held the last shoot of
their winter series on April first. There was a
large attendance of shooters and the competition
was keen in every event. In the Gun Club handi-
cap for a beautiful watch fob, M. Honsberger, a
novice, broke 17x25 and with his big handicap was
an easy winner. Tn this same event W. Caskey
broke 24 ex. 25. Tn class "A"', H. W. Hunsberry
and E. ,T. Fisiier tied with 22 ex. 25. In class "B",
Earl Boose won with 18 ex. 25, with H. Boulton
only one bird behind. Tn class "C", D. Heckadon
was high man with 19 ex. 25. Tlie club has de-

veloped the past season several young shooters

WE BUILD ANYTHING THAT FLOATS.
The above cut represents three distinct types rf our canoes. The large one is our

moderate sized exploring and freight canoe. These boats are now in active use in all parts
of the world and this one is the smallest built for that purpose, being 18 ft. long with a very
large carrying capacity and is a very seaworthy boat.

The second is our famous " Canuck Canoe," built like a racer and is a combined racing
and paddling canoe. While not as suitable for rough work and heavy carrying as our
oidinary 16 ft. canoe, this one is certainly a flyer and is the most easily propelled boat of
its size made anywhere.

The third and »mallest "The Pewee," is a canoe made especially for the English trade.
It is 10 ft. long by 27 in. beam and is probably the smallest pleasure canoe manufactured
in the world.

For particulars, write

THE LAKEFIELD CANOE BUILDING & MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LTD-
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THE NEW.225MAKE AWORLDS RECORD

LESMOK" 22^REMINGTON

UMC
Accurate—Dependable

THE accuracy of Lesmok .22s enabled Dr. W. G. Hudson, January 31st, to

break the world's 100-shot gallery record with a score of 2482 out of
a possible 2300.

The accuracy of Lesmok .22s enabled Arthur Hubalek, March 14th, to break
Dr. Hudson's World Record with a score of 2484 out of a possible 2500.
The accuracy of Lesmok .22s will enable you, too, to break all your previous
records. Make out your next order for the new accurate .22s—Remington-
UMC Lesmok.

Remington-UMC—the perfect shooting combination.
Send for Set of Targets, Free

Remington Arms-Lnion Metallic Cartridge Co., Dept. 5-U 299 Broadway, New York

The record-breaking larg-et

100 shots at 75 feet

TENTS.
ALL STYLES AND SIZES.

SILK AND SPECIAL QUALITY DUCK.

Special Leaders.

7 X 9—2 ft. wall, 8 oz. Duck $8.50

10 X 12—2 ft. wall, 8 oz. Duck $12. OU

Flags, Sails, Boat Hardware, Guns,

Ammunition, Fishing Tackle,

Aluminum Camping Kits, Pack
Sacks, Blankets, Folding Stoves,

Etc., Etc.

Send for Catalogue.

THB

EVERYTMIHO IN CANVAS

D.PIKEG0LiMITE
123 KxNO St. E.»

TORONTO.

THE GUN
AND ITS DEVELOPMENf

BY W. W. GREENER
Author of " bharpshootiug, ' " British miniature

rifle," eic , etc.

NINTH EDITION, rearranged and
brought down to date. 802 pp. Over

1000 illustrations.

PRICE 83.00
Kx tract from " The Sportaman."

" This is the era above all others ol ch< ap books, but
it would puzzle anybcdy, we think, to find better

value than
.'The Gun and
Its U« velop-

nient " by W .

W Greener
(C«ssclI&Co.)

(fFersat hall" a-guinea. It is in
its ninth edition and richer than
ever in its lUustiatlous, which
wfre alwjiy-^ plentiful and, a till

better, helpful. Here is the
fruit of along and hard working
life, 800 pages of thoroughly
practicalm ,tter,affordingS' me-
thing like a royal road to know-
ledge in this one department of
science and of romance and anti-
quarian quaintness. W e make
no prrtence of being able to
criticise ; we are lost ia ad-
miration of the ' shooter's
encvclopaedia.

"

Catalog R3 of
Gum, POST

FREE.

WUU PDCCIICD63&65 BEAVER HAlL HILL
. Vl. UnCtnLn MONTREAL P. Q
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who will lie heard of later on. Those shooting

and their scores were as follows:

Name !^li"t at. Hit.

E. J. Fislier "'0 43

H. W. Hunsherry 60 51

Wni. Caskev .
50 41

H. H. Heckadon 50 35

Dr. Ceam 70 66

Dr. KillMier 60 49

Maj. Sin-er 80 70

Mr." :\Iiller 70 59

J. Cline 25 12

H. Boulton 50 35

E. P.oose 50 30

M. llonsberger 50 28

J. Spence 50 20

O. Fisher 50 31

D. Ilec-kadon 50 37

H. Wismer 10 6

O. Overholt 10 6

H. Xewhoiise 10 6

K. Pollinskv 10 5

H. S.Mill ." 10 2

THE THOUSAND ISLANDS CLUB.

The Thousand Island Gun Club, of C.aiianoque,

held their first shoot for the Hunter Arms
Trophy, a Rozane Vase, on ^Vfarch 29th and al-

thoup:h a snow storm made shooting a trifle

unpleasant some good stores were made. A spoon

event was also put on which was won by "Bob"
Tullock with 20 out of 25. In the Hunter Vase
event which called for 30 singles and 10 doubles^-

50 birds in all—the following scores were made:

Singles Doubles Totals

i>. Griffon 23 9 32

C. A. Lewis 23 9 32

E. P. Wright 21 9 30

Fk. Willis 17 5 22

W. F. Stevens 17 14 31

Eobt. Tullock 24 7 31

ISi. Rattray 27 14 41

Alf. Taylor (shot at 15).. 13 .. 13

Wm. Hazel (shot at 15) . . 7 7

€eo. Toner (shot at 10) . . 9 9
* ^ -X-

Xorman Kidd of Trenton paid the Club a visit

and did some good shooting, breaking 26 out of

30 shot at.
* * *

Geo. Toner. Fish and Game Inspector was out
gunning for illegal Musl< Rat trappers and did

not turn up till late but made a killing when he
arrived.

* » *

A S'^uad will be found at the Club House every
Wednesday afternoon and visitors are always
welcome.

Ammunition for sale on the grounds.

INTER-CLUB SHOOT AT CHATHA^x.

About twenty-five of the members of the

Chatham Gun Club were present on ^larch

seventeenth at the weekly shoot of the club held

over the traps at the Fair grounds. The weather

was ideal for shooting, and goot' scores prevailed

throughout the day.

The feature of the afternoon's shoot was the
team match between the representatives of the
local club and a team from Raleigh township,
called the Riversides. The local trigger experts
won by five birds after an evenly contested
match. The final score was 154 to 149. F. Dol-
sen was high man of the shoot with 23 out of a
possible 25. Jack Aitkin headed the Chatham
shooters with 22.

The match was followed by the regular club

shoot and was also productive of some good work
bv those participating. J. A. Aitkin headed the
list with 22 killed out of 25 shot at. W. Fuller-

ton got 30 out of 35 and was second with 85.71

per cent.

The scores A\erc as follows;

Chatham vs. Riversides, of Raleigh.

Chatham— \\'..l). Elliott 19, Ed. Moore 21, B.

Oldershaw 14. F. Seullard 13. J. Moore 20. W.
Fullerton 21, W. S. Richards 16, W. B. Wells 8,

J. Aitken 22. Total 154.

Raleigh—H. O'Loane 17. F. Dolsen 23, P.

Hodges 13. .T. Johnson 13. (i. McCarvin 20. W.
Dolsen IT. W. OT.oane 20. H. Smith 15, S.

Clement > n. Total 149.

Chatham won by 5 birds.

Club shoot— Shot at Hit P.O.

H. OT.oane 45 33 73.03

R. Oldershaw 35 23 65.71

F. Dolsen 65 50 76.92

J. :\roore 35 28 80.

H. Smith 55 31 56.36

E. :\roore 35 28 80.

W. Elliott 40 29 72.50

W. S. Richards 55 34 61.81

W. Fullerton 35 30 85^1
\^'. B. Wells 40 21

F. Seullard 35 18 51.42

J. A. Aitken 25 22 88.

High scores with ideal weather conditions were

tne features of the weekly shoot of the Chatham
Gun Club held on April seventh.

There was a large attendance of the members
and the shoot was one of the best yet held by the

club. Eight of the club members took part in

the sport of the day.

E. G. White, of the Ottawa Gun Club, and one

of the foremost trap shooters in Canada was
present and delighted those in attendance with

his shooting. He was high man and started off

the afternoon's fun with an unbroken run of 10

in the first event. He made nine in his second

attempt, and in the 20 bird event succeeded in

hitting 18.

W. D. Elliott made the best showing of the

local shooters, and for the day's shooting had an

average of over 85 per cent. W. H. Nichol made
a score of 10 straight.

The scores were as follows:

Shot at. Hit

E. G. "\^Tiite 40 37

B. Oldershaw 20 15

W. D. Elliott 40 34

\N . B. Wells 21

W. H. Xiehol 30 24

J. Cl Lull,
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Hunters of Big Game
throughout the British Empire are buying *'Ross''

Sporting Rifles because of their accuracy, power

and handmess.

Even a $25.00 "Ross" Sporting Model can

be matched for accuracy against any imported

arm—no matter how costly, while there is no

action more reliable nor quicker.

Dealers throughout the British Empire sell

**Ross" Rifles.

$25.00 and upwards.
Illustrated Catalogue sent free on request.

THE ROSS RIFLE COMPANY - - Quebec, P.Q.
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J. A. Aitkt'ii GO
George McCiarvin oO

PREPARATIONS AT BELLEVILLE.

38

31

Some of the members of tlie Gun Club had a
elioot at clay pigeons at the club range on March
seventeenth. The number broken by some of the
contestants was exceptionally good. The scores
were as follows at 25 yards. : J. ^filler 23, W.
Turley 23, G. Bennett 22, R. Stafford 19, A Mott
16, W. Day 15, T. Gay 14, B. McGuire 13, E. B.
Harris 13.

On March twenty-fourth, each of the sportsmen
shot at 50 birds, the scores made being us follows:
John Miller 35, D. Young 30, R. Stafford 21, R.
Zufelt 16, F. Gerow 14, Mr. Clarke 11.

Mr. Wm. Tugnett, trapper, was as u>ual on the
job giving the best of satisfaction.

Hensall—G. Dalyrmple 8, D. Brintnell 8, J.
Passmore 16, B. Vennor 9, J. Hawkin 11, F.
Brintnell 13, F. Bush 7, P. Passmore 16, T. Vennor
13, G. Parker 10. Total 113.

Zurich—J. Truemner 17, S. Faust 13, C. Fritz
16, F. W. Hess 13, J. P. Ran 12, W. O'Brien 15,
W. G. G. Hess 18, E. Zeller 8, P. Sipple 11, H.
Yungblut 3. Total 126.

BRIGHT REPORTS AT RED DEER.

INTER-CLUB MATCHES.
Ten men representing the Zurich Gun Club had

a fine outing at Hensall on March tenth. The
event was at 20 rocks each, the aggregate score
being Hensall 128; Zurich 118.

On March seventeenth ten representatives of
the Hensall Gun Club visited Zurich for a return
match. The day was not a good one, as there
was a strong wind blowing against the trap,
making the targets somewhat erratic in flight.

Zurich won by a score of 126 to 113. The
following is the score:

The annual meeting of the Red Deer Gun Club
was held on April third in the office of R. B.
Welliver, there being a fair attendance of mem-
bers.

The Secretary Treasurer's books showed the
club to be in a financially sound condition.

The following officers were elected for the pres-

ent year:

Patron—E. Michener, M. P. P.

Hon. Pres.—Capt. W. H. Cottingham.
Pres.—R. L. Gaetz.

Vice Pres.—W. H. Plaxton.

Sec.-Treas.—G. B. Parker.

Field Captain—Fred Lund.
Auditor—R. R. Randall.

Executive Committee—G. S. Ware, L. M. Gaetz
and J. A. Carswell.

There is every prospect of a good strong club
this year. The annual fee will be $3.00 for town
members and $1.00 for country members. There
will be three classes, instead of two, as formerly,

namely, A. B and C. A takes the scratch, B one
vard, and C two vards forward.

THE PALM BEACH GRAND PRIZE RACE

March 17th, 1911, for

$2500 in GOLD
WAS WON BY THE J & S EQUIPPED WITH A

Hyde "Turbine Type" Propeller
Turned by a 100 H.P. Sterling Engine.

Send for HYDE Catalogue.

Manufactured By

Hyde Windlass Co.
Bath, Me., U. S. A.
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Established 1865.
" When the Duck are tli^^hting—when
•' the wings are whirring and the excite-
" meut of the Sport is thrilling every
"nerve — when the bag is slowly but
" surely getting larger—when the GUN
" is firing smoothly and steadily—then is

" the time when the real enjoyment of
" Shooting is experienced. But the GUN
" is the thing ; if it fails, the day is spoilt,
" if it is untrue, the enjoyment is gone.

Clabrough Guns
" are British made and reuowned the
" world over ; we manufacture them with
" the object of giving the user the best
" obtainable—finish—durability—density'
" of pattern — penetration — perfection !

" We have been manufacturing Fine
" Guns for fifty years, and we put into
" our Guns the result of that long ex-
" perience.
" Remember—a good Gun is an economy.
" It will give you more pleasure and cost
" you less in the long run than a so-called
" 'cheap article.' It may be your dealer
" does not happen to stock our Guns, but
" don't be put off with another make

—

" write to us for a freemailed copy of
" our New Art Catalogue— it is to your
" advantage—so write at once."

Clabrough & Johnstone
(Late J P. ClabrouKh Bros.)

London and Birmingham, Eng.
AU communications to be addressed to Works,

Birmingham.

YOU know mallards—wisest and wariest

of all ducks—Solomons of the air. Vou
can't knock down mallards with a paddle

nor can you gut them with a pun that plasters

its shot all over the fai:e of creation.

A mallard shot is generally a long shot, and

long shots require a hard-shooting close-shoot-

ing gun.

That's why the long-headed man who goes

to a mallard countn,' takes a Lefever. When
he swings it on a towering pair of mallards he

does not question tlie result. He knows it

—

TWO CLEAN KILLS
The reason a Lefever kills clean and sure

and far is Lefever Taper Boring.

But if you buy a Lefever for the taper bor-

ing alone, you will get more than your money's

worth. For instance, you will never be hand-

icapped with looseness at the hinge joint. The
exclusive Lefever screw compensates for a

year's wear by a trifling turn that you make
yourself with a screwdriver.

LEFEVER
SHOT GUNS

Sixteen other exclusive Lefever features and

Lefever simplicity and suength make the $28

gun the peer of any $50 gun on the market.

Upwards" to $1,000. Send for free catalog

and get Lefever wise. Lefever Arms Co.,

20 Maitble Street, Syracuse, New York.

Durston Special

20 Gauge. Price, $28.00
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IN FAR OFF B C.

Mattors are moving in tlic far West and the

IMaser Valley Keconi says:

lliere are 'many good shots around Abbotsford,

but the shooting season is of such short duration

that even the Lest shots get out of practice to a

ceitain extent, and the idea of being able to pick

ofi" all game in sight when the shooting season

comes around. Mr. CJ. Clark who has had the work

of organization in hand for some time states that

he has now forty fully paid up members, and ex-

pects to have over double that many more. A
meeting will shortly be held to elect otiicers.

Three J^eggett traps have been purchased, and all

that remains to be done now to be in a position

to tell who is the best shot around town is to

secure the shooting grounds. Several sites are

in view, but the most appropriate will be chosen.

THE RIFLE.

Kingsville Off-Hand Rifle Club.

At a friendly shoot with Cottam on Friday,

March 17th at riHe range here the following

scores were made by the respective teams. The

distance sliot was at 100 vards range.

KINGSVILLE. ' COTTAM
K. B. Oxlev 34 E. Marks 22

J. Bennett
' 23 Wm. Millen 22

E. Laramie 37

D. Wigle 28

R. Scratch 32

L. Malott 28

:;. Quick 15

N\ Wigle 21

A. Cascadden 21

2. Pearsall 38

B. Wigle 34

L. Langtry 24

r. Pastorius 30

F. Foster 38

W. Livingstone ...23

Wm. Wvatt 22

M. Small 27

H. Speechlv 21

C. June .". 29

J. Wvatt 29

A. Billing 26

C. Riley 7

T. Pile.s 22

J. Moore 20

C. Billing 28

H. Moore 26

A. (iammon 23

W. Neville 24

426 348

At the close of the shoot Kingsville shooters

entertained the Cottam boys to supper at the

King's Hotel.

At the Annual Clay Target Shooting Tourna-

ment for Amateurs, held at Baltimore, Maryland,
March 16th and 17th, Porter Osborn won the

Maryland Handicap from 19 yards with Stevens

Repeating Sliotgun. This is the latest link in the

long chain of Stevens Repeating Shotgun succes-

ses and the usual result when these guns are

used in Tournaments.

NEW DO1.1INION CARTRIDGE SALESMAN.
Sportsmen will be pleased to hear that Mr.

Charles E. Mink, formerly of Ph.iladelphia, Pa.,

has entered the employ of the Dorair.'on Cartridge

Company as an expert shooter and sales repre-

sentative for British Columbia. Mr. Mink com-
peting against ten thousand amateurs stands 8th

at registered tournaments in the L^nited States for

1910, with the very creditable score of 94.52 per

CHARLES E. MINK,
Westoia Salesman for tlie Dominiou Cartridge Company,

cent., breaking 3762 of the 3980 targets shot at.

Mr. Mink has a wide acquaintance and is very
popular in trap shooting circles. He is well vers-

ed in ballistics and thoroughly capable in every
sense of the word.

With the approach of Spring and the disap-

pearance of Winter, the eyes of the great '"Out-

door" Public are again directed to life in the
open and the enjoyment of Nature's charms. In

but a few weeks the active camping season will

begin and the great annual vacation time is also

near at hand. For over two generations Stevens
small bore Rilles have been constant camping
companions of an army of men and boys. They
are especially desirable for small game and target

shooting and embody the famous Stevens "Bull's-

Eye"' accuracy. Such models as the new No. 14^
Little Scout, No. 15 Maynard Junior, No. 16 Crack
Shot, No. 17 Favorite and No. 70 Visible Loading
Repeating Rifles will be found in every camp and
every "Out-Door"' resort all over this country. Aa
the Favorite No. 17 Rifle in .22 calibre is now
furnished with automatic ejector, it makes this

most popular of small bore Rifles, more desirable

than ever. The "visible loading" feature of the

Stevens No. 70 Repeating Rifle has always great-

ly appealed to rifle shooters and there is no faster

nor more accurate rifle made than this liandy and
compact little Repeater. All up-to-date Hard-
ware and Sporting Goods Dealers carry Stevens

Rifles in stock and are in a position to quote at-

tractive prices. Insist on Stevens when order-

ing. Latest Firearm catalogue, as also an in-

teresting pamphlet entitled "How to Shoot Well"
will be sent to any applicant by J. Stevens Arms
and Tool Company, Chicopee Falls, Mass.
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THE OIL

VERTEX
Is the Oil which Positively Cleans

a Gun, Rifle or Revolver.

VERTEX
VERTEX
VERTEX
VERTEX
VERTEX
\/pD 1^ |h Y Removes and Prevents Enst.

Insist upon VERTEX ; accept no substitute.

If your dealer cannot supply you vi^rite direct to

VERTEX OIL COMPANY
200 Fifth Avenue ... - New York City, U. S. A.

Cleans, Polishes and Lubricates the action

parts.

Removes the Powder Residue and Acid after

using Black or Smokeless Powder.

Slioukl be used by every Fislierman, it is a

wonderful Reel Oil.

Contains no acid, will not dry, thicken or

freeze and is not aiTected by Climatic Condi-

tions.

For Scientific, Surgical, Dental, Musical and

Electrical Instruments.



Sportsmen who find their woods' experience ac-

cumulates dirt very fast will be glad to know of

an article removing all such accumulations very

quickly and without injury to the skin. The

manufacturers of Tiger, as the new article is

named, assert that it will cleanse the hands more

easily than soap, and that its work is complete,

and that it removes paint, grease and grime with

ease. They recommend it especially to sports-

men. The' preparation is manufactured by The

Tiger Mfg. Ck)., St. Thomas, Ont.

The triumph of the "Coaxer" bait in competi-

tion with others is not surprising to those who
have used it and know its remarkable qualities.

In a contest lasting three days, in answer to a

world challenge, the Coaxer won as it won on

previous occasions and not only won but won by

a big margin. Those who have not tried the

Ck)axer should make a point of becoming ac-

quainted with its merits. The Coaxer surface

bait is particularly attractive to bass and this at-

tractiveness is claimed to be due to the lifelike

appearance and action of the baits while in the

air. In addition the Coaxer goes through weeds

without snagging, is brilliant in color, graceful in

design and lively in action, and has a large deep

hook which will hold any fish striking it. A
catalogue with full particulars of contests and
description of Coaxer baits and other supplies for

anglers will be forwarded if a postal is addressed

to W. J. Jamieson, Dept. R. 2757 Polk Street,

Chicago, Illinois.

A consolidation has been formed in Detroit

which includes the Xew Belle Isle Motor Company,
builders of the well-known Belle Isle gasolene and
kerosene motors which have been on the market
for several years. With them went the Collap-

sible Steel Form Company, another Michigan con-

cern from Carson City, builders of cement machin-
ery. This company has been looking for a reliable

gasolene engine to be used in connection with its

cement machinery. The New Belle Isle motors
seemed to be just what was needed, with the
result that an agreement was settled upon and the
two are now consolidated. The new corporation
is now known as the Concrete Form & Engine Co.
For a time the present factory of the New Belle
Isle Motor company will continue to be used for
the manufacture of motors, but the company have
in view the purchase of several large buildings
which will provide the room for the entire organi-
zation. If a deal for one of these is not closed
in the near future an entire new plant will be
erected on the site which has been selected. The
facilities for building of marine and stationary
engines will thus be greatly increased.

The R. E_ Hardy Company, Lliicago, Illinois,

announce their removal from 1735 Michigan Av-
enue to their new plant at Austin Avenue and
May Street. The increasing demand for Sta-
rite plugs has made it necessary to utilize the
entire space and facilities of this modern factory.

Additional automatic screw machines are installed^

which will enable them to triple their output.
They also contemplate the manufacture of other
motor accessories.

The Sterling Engine Company, of Buffalo, N. Y.,

alive to the demands of the general trade, have
just received from the printers and are now dis-

tributing a Spanish edition of their 1911 catalog.

This is a handsome 32 page booklet, fully illus-

trating and describing the different types and
sizes of Sterling engines, also contains photographs
of well-known boats. Copy of this catalog will

be sent free to anyone writing to the Sterling
Engine Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

Improvements, which all gun lovers will agree
after testing them are real improvements, mark
the A. H. Fox models for 1911. The "Sterling
worth" at $35 net enables those shooters who
admire quality but have hitherto considered it

out of their reach to secure it, to possess an arm
of a completeness and finish hitherto beyond them.
Only the extensive facilities possessed by the A.
H. Fox Gun Company, of Philadelphia, and the
perfection of their organization have enabled this

gun to be placed on the market at this price. The
Company's officials, while desiring to extend the
circle of their clients, felt that such extension
would not be worth while until they could pre-

sent them with an arm, which, while within their

reach as to price, should not in any way lower
the reputation so worthily won and so wall main-
tained by the A. H. Fox guns. In the Sterling-

wcrth they have realized all ti.cir ideals while
reducing the price and feel that they can well

boast of the production as taking place under the
highest and minimum system—the highest quality

at the minimum price.

A new ejector mechanism has been placed on all

Fox ejector guns of 1911. While fully automatic
in its action the gun can be opened and closed

practically as easily as a non-ejector gun. The
makers assert that this improvement marks a new
standard in ejector guns. The same simplicity

and strength which have hitherto distinguished

these guns are of course effective in the new mod-
els and will certainly keep the reputation of the
Fox gun as high as ever.
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SMITH GUNS
HUNTER ONE-TRIGGER

Zf '.V

nT is no great achievement to get both
birds with a Hammerless Smith Gun

equipped with the Hunter One -Trigger attach-

ment. Because it is so easy. Still the satisfaction

is none the less, for it does require a good eye and
a steady hand.

THE GREAT ADVANTAGE of the Hunlcr One-Trigger
is that you do not disturb your aim by changing from one
trigger to the other. You simply pull the same trigger

each time. There's no relaxing of the muscles—no re-

gripping—no re-adjusting yourself to the different length of

stock represented by the distance between the two triggers

—no disturbance of your aim. There's no creeping or drag-

ging, either—and no firing of both barrels at the same time.

Write your dealer at once—or us direct—for hand-

somely lithographed Catalogue—it's free.

The greatest gun in the world today is the new
^0-Cauje Hammtrless Smith Gun with, the

Hunter One-Trigger attachtnent. Weighs only 5^ to 7 pounds

THE HUNTER ARMS CO, 89 Hubbard St.. Fulton. N. Y.

The Wheel that Leads in Canada
Speed "Design Reputation

Guaranteed to In-

crease Speed 1 to

3 Miles per Hour

The Product of Speed
Wheel Experts ;

Technically 'correct and rrarufaclured by a firm
whnsr market has for years been internjtional. Pro-
spective users are urged to talk with motor boat owners
who U!-e the B & B. We stand on past performance.
Your satisfaction and comfort depends on the wheel
you use. Do not delay yrur investigation, write for

catalog today. We also make a complete line of launch
fitting-, fog bells, ttc, and a descriptive catalog will

be sent upon request.

BRYANT & BERRY, COMPANY
32-36 West ATWATER St.,DETROIT, MICH.

CANADIAN FAIRBANKS CO,
Canadian Distributors, Montreal, Toronto. Winnipeg,

Vancouver.

The Name of Gidley

Means Strength and Service.

The Best of Material and the Finest

Skill is put in every Gidley Boat.

Rowing Made Easy with a Gidley.

Learn all about their Row Boats, Can-

oes and Launches from

the Catalogue.

Gidley Boat Co. Ltd.

Penetanguishene, Ontario.
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The moilern .22 repeater sikIi as tlie .Model 20

ifarliii is a gun that every man, woman, boy or

girl wlio fhouts can make practical use of; it is

a tlioronglily efficient arm for shootijifr rabbits,

squirrels, crows, hawks, wood-chucks, foxes and

other small game; in its out-door use as a target

or game ritle it is a means of healthful, enjoyable

'ecreation: as an indoor ritle it develops a (juick

eye and a steady hand in the pleasurable oc-

cupation of target shooting. One of the greatest

charms of the 22 repeater lies in the fact that

the ammunition while very accurate and relial)le

is extre;nely cheap; you do not have to count the

cost when you blaze away at the target to see

how many hits you can make in a .eries of shots.

The more shots you can fire without reloading,

the keener your enjoyment of the sport. The
Marlin Mrcarnis Co. are just placing on the mark-
et an imi)roved form of tlieir Model 20 .22 caliber

repeating rille. This new style is Known as the

Model 20 Full Magazine and is similar to the

regular ^Vfodel 20 rifle but made with a heavier

modeled stock and tapered barrel. 24 inches long,

and magazine full length of barrel .so that the gun
handles at one loading: 25 short cartridges; 20

long cartridges or 18 long-rifle cartridges. This
model has the popular trombone or "pump" ac-

tion an 1 is the only trombone action .22 repeater

set of sights ever regularly furnished on a repeat-

ing rifle. It is in every way one of the handiest,
neatest, most desirable small caliber rifles ever
placed on the market. A descriptive circular will

be sent to any of our readers who will write The
iMarlin Firearms Co.. 67 Willow St.. Xew Haven,
Conn., and mention Kod & Gun in Canada.

The large new office building of the Ferro Ma-
chine & Foundry Co. of Cleveland was dedicated
recently in the presence of 175 members of the
lerro organization and their friends. The first

thing on the program was a tour through the fac-

tory conducted by Mr C. B. Wilson. Factory
^lanager, after which the party went up on the
second floor of the office where it listened to a
program of songs and recitations by Ferro talent.

Luncheon was next, followed by addresses by
President C. Oglebay and Mr. C. b'. Wilson. They
traced the rapid growth of the Ferro Company
from a small and almost unknown concern to its

present status, that of the largest marine engine
builders in the world. They also told of the
building of the most complete organization look-

ing after this business. While luncheon was be-

ing served the chairs on the large secjnd floor

were cleared away and two hours were devoted
to tripping the light fantastic The program

having a magazine of this considerable capacity
and it is accordingly especially adapted to gallery

shooting as well as regular huntin-j; and target

requirements. Like all other Marlin repeaters it

has the solid-top. side ejecting construction which
throws the shells away from your face and eyes,

keeps a .solid wall of metal between your head and
the loaded cartridge at all times, and by these
features of safety and convenience promotes rap-
id, accurate firing, the real test of a repeater As
the illustration shows, the gun is very attractive
in outline, a well balanced, quick handling gun
which weighs about 5 lbs. 2 oz. and is unusually
well suited to .22 caliber requirements. It shoots
.22 short, long or long-rifle cartridges without any
change in adjustment, making the gun equally
suitable for short or long range work and for
target or game shooting. The gun takes down
by unscrewing the thumb screw on right side of
receiver and packs in a space of little longer than
the barrel. The action parts are locked in place
so that they cannot fall out when the gun is taken
down, yet they can be instantly removed for
cleaning without using a tool of any kind. This
allows cleaning the barrel by inserting the wiping
rod at either end and drawing it entirely through
the barrel (the only proper way to clean a 22).
Like tlie regular Model 20. the rifle is regularly
furnished with Ivory Bead front sight and a spec-
ial designed adjustable rear sight, one of the best

was an artistic piece of printer's wnrk and was
replete with songs and verses about tJie Ferro
business anu members of the organization. The
tlowntown office and the factory office staffs are

now housed in one large two storied building of

15,000 square feet. It is modern throughout and
in it will be found all conveniences and facilities.

The Ferro Machine & Foundry Co. is a great be-

liever in welfare work for its employees. As a
beginning for the plan, rest rooms have been pro-

vided for both men and women. A dining room
is maintained in the building as is also a branch
of the Cleveland Public Librarv. Other addi-

tions to the factory this year were a large foundry
of .30.000 square feet, and enlargement of the core

room which is now generally considered to be the

finest of its kind in the world. Foundrymen visit

plant especially to examine it.

In our last issue the address and telephone num-
ber of the Luxfer Prism Company by the use of

whose products the sky is made to "shine in"

gloomy office windows, improving the whole sur-

roundings and the efficiency of the staff, was mis-

placed. The address should have read 100 King
Street West, Toronto, and the telephone number
Main 6514. Inquiries by mail or telephone will

secure prompt respon.ses and full particulars of

the prisms as wpil a- testimonials to their value
in service.
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The STANDARD Automati

The LUGtR
Automatic Pistol
Adopted by the Geiiiiau

Army and Navy aiid stveu other
Governments. The 7nost powerful
sa/f*Y and /«.s7fs? pistol made.

'

Accurate at long range because cf thedistance between sights-fires i k. shots a

^t°h" fr.^'""'^
against accidental dischargewith Its three saftty devices.

Trrite/or Catalog or W.sA- Vo„r Dealer
H. TAUSCHER CO., 320 Broadway. NewYork

R.pr..e..tu,..for.;-„u,n,. Ma.s.r KIH-h. ,(:.e„.l MaD„l„l,.r
Killfs. >.ho,.,iaiier KiH.s

The Celebrated Hungarian and English

Partridges and Pheasants
Capercailzies, Blacfe Game. Wild Turkeys, QuallB

Rabbits. Deer, etc., for Blocking purposes. FancyPheasanu. Peafowl. Swans. Cranes. Storks Orna
mental Geese and Ducks. Foxes. Squirrelt Ferrets
etc All kinds of birds and animals bought and

WENZ & MACKENSEN
DEPT. K,

PHEASANTRY & GAME PARK, YARDLEY. PA.

The Hammer Never
Touches the Firing Pin

When our patents expire, every
revolver in the world will have the famous
Tver Johnson Safety Action. Our catalog
tells why.
>VER JOHNSON'S ARMS & CYCLE WORKS

157 River Street, Fitchburg, Mass.

ERTHii^MMER

$2,000.00 in Prizes Iz Big Game Fish
FIELD AND STREAM

"Ainerica's Magazine for Sportsmen." is Offerine 203 Prizes forthe Biggest Fresh and Salt Water Game Fish Caught During 1911

month "I'/f'T-^^
"'1' ^\^'"'^'^ "°*° 2^^ "°"*^'y P""^ f- '^^ l-'gg-t fi^»^ "ugHt eachmonth and grand pr.zes for the entire season in each class. Prizes include $60 silver cupssilver medals, h.gh class rods and reels, guns and sportsman's equipment

'^

IncluJ.ng ,he latest GaL and F.hL 1; IQ?! 7 T ''/'""' ^;'^[''\^- '^"'"^ f""*- -I-- anj where to fish

Send ,n .o.TJ^aTJI'IK'^^ tl' ^?.' !^" ^."^ ^ ^^'^°°' '>'" bamboo ha„ cas„ng rod,

j^jj |^^ *j ^^

uamg tne latest Uame and rish Laws for IQl \ ^r.A ^ C C /c 1
"^ **'*" i. i&ii i-.aws lor 1311 and a nve-ioot sp^end m your order today and learn all about this great contest.

FIELD AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 37 East 2Ist Street, New York City

wandk motor
2h H. P.—$65.00 Complete.

NO DUTY.

Reversible—No Cranking A Cool Exhaust—5 Yr. Guarantee.
Just what you want for that small Launch,

Rowboat or Canoe.
Our

_
Catalog- tells all about it. Send

today.

WandK motor CO.
WALKERVILLE, ONT.
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PORTABLE SUMMER COTTAGES

A cottage as abov^e illustration comprises

Darability, Artistic appearance Ease in

Erection, Economy, Comfort.

Write for catalog' g-iving- floor plans and full

description of our Cabins, Garages, Cot-
tages, F'resh Air Cabins, Homestead Homes,
&c.

Each building is sent out built in sections,

packed in smallest possible compass, ready
to set up.

THE SCHULTZ BROS. CO.. LIMITED

CONTRACTORS AND PLANING MILLS,

BRANTFORD CANADA
J

SEND US A $2 BILL FOR THIS

i^arge: 4-foot i^odel bleriot monoplane
This Model is a delight to
any l)oy, and instructive as
well, and is exceedingly
graceful in flight. H. G
Carter, tne designer and
manufacturer, is a famous
aviator, having made 27
flights in hi-; own machine,
and established an official

record of 62 miles in s; min.

tli *^ EACH, POiT
r^-C PAID

Send us a. twa-dollar bill and
we will send )-ou this Large
Model ready tj ba put to-
gether.

CARTER c*<: SON, Aviators and Manufacturers
201 Bennett Bldg., 99 Nassau St. New York

This model is complete
with d -swings, instructioas,
propeller, canvas, wood and
wheels all ready to be put
together and fly. Theplaues
have a spread of 4 feet and
the model in all covers an
area of 12 square feel.

^2 each
Prepaid.

^ Magniftceiit St<e0l Laiuhch $0|£^ bemplefe WUh^JEnRincu ReiBdy tolRun ,\:%^-\^
18-80.2S and 9 7 fU boat§ at proportionate prices. All laanches tested and fitted wnn
DetFMit two-cycle reversible engines with speed cuntrolhni leier—simplest engine made— slaila

without craukin?—hasonlyS niovingparts—anyonecan run it The Safe Launch—abso-

lutely non-sinkable—needs no boathouse All boats fitted with air-tight compa.Hiiients-can-

not sink, leak or rust We are sole owners of the patents for the manufacture of rolled steel,

lock-seamed steel boats. Orders filled the day thoy are received. Boats shipped to every

part of the world Free Catalog. Steel Kowboats, $"20. (83;

MICHIGAN STEEL BOAT CO., i;/<i Jefferson Avenue, Detroit, Mich., U. S. Ai

MR. IVIOTORBOATIVIAN I

r

Now^is^fitting out time—how about that
jJU-tr'SSji; k^iiew outfit' .^ taiSS

Box ^Coils $5 and up.

Dash ** $9 " *'

Storage Battery, 6 volt—-

60 Amp. $17.00.1

Power Whistles complete

$12.00.

All other goods in proportion

and no duty.

Steering wheels, propeller wheels, chocks, cleats, Stern Bearings, etc. ^Send for catalog.

Try our guaranteed Spark Plugs, 75c.

R. H. SORENSEN Walkerville, Ont.

3
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Librdrv

&• Medico. '
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Acme Library Card Pocket
Under Pau "Rei. Index I ue"

Made by LIBRARY BUREAU
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